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Abstract 

Definition of a substitute material. Porter’s model of competitive forces. Short history of basic material 

innovations. Dependence of price of metal on annual world production of metal. Identification of potential 

substitute materials of steel: plastics, aluminium, concrete, wood, stone, copper, magnesium, glass, 

ceramics, titanium, carbon fibres, zinc, lead and tin. Market characteristics of steel and its substitute 

materials. Characteristics and comparison of steel and the substitute materials. Technical and economic 

criteria of comparison. Discussion on competitiveness of materials. Benefits of material cooperation. 

Classification of potential steel substitute materials according to intensity of substitute impact on steel and 

the development potential of the material. General development trends of the materials. 

Keywords: steel, substitute material, technical and economic criteria of comparison, competition, 

cooperation, classification of potential substitute materials, development trends of materials 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are contradictory opinions regarding the future of steel as a long-term traditional material. They vary 

from those saying that steel is non-perspective, beyond the climax of its growth, and it is substitutable by 

other materials, to those stressing its wide potential for growth. What is the right attitude towards steel 

and its real substitute materials?  

2. WIDER CONTEXTS OF SUBSTITUTE MATERIALS 

A substitute material is such a material the use values of which can compete or which can be used as a 

substitute for those materials consumed up to now. Porter’s model of market forces makes substitute 

materials (and products) one of five crucial market and competitive forces [1]. The substitutes limit the top 

margin of prices thus limiting the potential sales revenues. With increasingly attractive prices of substitutes, 

the price and therefore the profit barrier for material (sphere of business) become even more insuperable. 

The potential threat of substitution of steel shows itself as: 

 Simple substitution of steel by a different material (usually due to market or economic reasons) 

 Permanent substitution of steel by material with superior use characteristics for a specific utilization 

purpose (more technical reasons) 

 All-round permanent substitution of steel by a more profitable material exceeding steel in the given 

area of use (probably only theoretical option which can be caused by the image or trendy character 

of the material) 

These substitution threats are the more serious, the more favourable the use value for money is, the lower 

the costs of transition to substitute materials are, and the more flexible the user (customer) is. However, it 
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should not be forgotten that every material needs specific complementary (additional, supporting) 

materials and products, specific maintenance services and overall specific infrastructure. The investments and 

costs related to these secondary activities must be included in the general comparison of substitute materials.  

Apart from the threats, the substitute materials also compete against each other and this competition 

actuates research and development of their branches, which eventuates in improved technologies and 

materials and in disruption of the above mentioned economic limits. These new opportunities are then 

reflected not only in the material itself, but they also include modifications in technologies, complementary 

materials and products, and, above all, material cooperation in all possible forms (simple conjunction, 

cladding and plating, composites). 

3. SHORT HISTORY OF SIGNIFICANT MATERIAL INNOVATIONS 

Let us introduce the presented facts from the point of view of the most significant material innovations in 

the history (fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1  The history of basic material innovations 

Stone in its various forms (for example flint, hornstone, volcanic glass and other rocks, including colours: 

chalk, ochre, Mn-clay) is known as the primary material. At the same time, natural organic materials (bones, 

skin, fibres, wood) were certainly used both as competitive materials and as cooperative material, mainly for 

manufacturing tools. This basic innovation had and still has subsequent innovations up to the present time, 

such as cement/concrete, or geopolymers and a wide range of non-metallic inorganic materials nowadays 

(with specific properties: optical materials, semiconductors, photo catalysers,…). There were also some 

complementary materials, represented mainly by bonding compounds: natural resin, glues or asphalt.  

Ceramics and subsequently also glass represent the second significant material innovation. Both were 

based on the knowledge and use of energy and the heat of fire. There was competition at this point as well 

(now with regards to stone) from a simple pored ceramics to stoneware, construction ceramics up to 

porcelain and contemporary technical ceramics: heat resistant and insulating ceramics, filtering and 
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construction ceramics. Cooperation soon occurred in case of this material as well: the first composite 

material - brick with plant filler. Glazing can be seen as the complementary material in this case. 

The following innovation is connected with fire and heat - the use of non-metallic metals known at that time. 

Initially, they were pure metals (gold, silver, copper, natural alloys, electrum and eventual meteorite iron), 

followed by metals acquired from ores, above all in the form of bronze. Bronze, soon followed by other 

alloys (natural arsenic bronze, artificial alloy of tertiarium with lead, zinc and brass) successfully competing 

against stone and ceramics. However, it found its largest use in weaponry and manufacturing of jewellery. 

Production of soft iron and, later, steel made from ores has so far been the most significant innovation 

from the economic point of view. At the beginning, the price of iron exceeded the price of gold, and it 

dropped dramatically only with increasing production of iron. It was gradually replacing, mostly in 

weaponry, bronze. It became a real substitute material only after the industrial revolution. The start of the 

industrial revolution went hand in hand with development of science, discoveries of new chemical 

elements and improved quality of steel with properties that had been undreamed of before. Steel became 

a substitute of all existing materials (maybe with an exception of glass). This was also mainly due to the fact 

that, thanks to the use of fossil fuels, the costs of production of steel were considerably decreasing. New 

alloying elements and modifications in technologies made it possible to produce quality steel with 

properties unheard of before. It seemed like steel was without competitor, it was known as „queen steel“ 

and it had found use in various areas.  

To make this historical reminiscence complete, we must include the breakthrough innovation of the first 

plastic manufactured from non-organic substance at the beginning of the last century and nano-materials 

at its end. Innovations of higher and lower degree are characteristic for the entire twentieth century. The 

current number of various types of materials is estimated at more than one hundred thousand. How to 

choose, in this situation, suitable representatives of substitute materials to be confronted with steel? 

4. IDENTIFICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL SUBSTITUTE MATERIALS OF STEEL 

We have already mentioned that mass use of steel was possible thanks to the manifold decrease of 

manufacturing costs and, as a result, its market price. Figure 2 illustrates the relation between the volume 

of world production of metallic materials and their price per kg (both charts are logarithmic, average annual 

data from various sources are used [2], [3]). The reasons for fluctuation of prices of the individual raw 

materials are very diverse and they require an independent analysis case from case. It is related both to the 

development of  material manufacturing costs (stocks that can be mined, volume of mined raw materials 

and mining costs, energy demands of production and the development of technology) and to the market 

trends (mainly with exchange rates fluctuations, unbalanced development  of demand, speculative 

purchases and sales, warehouse capacities and production capacities as well). 

Despite the fact that the actual price is influenced by the market, there is a deeper primary dependency 

related to market balance and to the overall volume of production of a concrete metal in the world 

(determination coefficient r2 = 0.78). Precious metals deviate from outright dependency as they are more 

predominantly influenced by creation or release of their stock, by political situation and by speculative 

factors. The decisive value of dependency can be boosted by means of multidimensional regressive relation  
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Fig. 2  Dependence of metal prices on annual world production of metal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Comparison of market characteristics of steel and steel substitute materials 

with the following variables: minimum utilizable metal content and melting point of metal. If the acquired 

results are evaluated from the economic and quantitative point of view the following metals can be 

identified as potential competitive materials of steel:  
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 First of all light non-ferrous metals: aluminium with magnesium and their alloys (duraluminium, silumin)  

 Second of all classic heavy non-ferrous metals: copper, tin, zinc, lead with its alloys (brass, bronze) 

 Third of all titanium and its alloys (with aluminium and vanadium, nitinol) 

Other potential metals belonging to the group of ferrous metals such as manganese or chromium are 

materials mostly alloying steel, although they make some non-ferrous alloys interesting from construction 

point of view (for example Heusler´s ferromagnetic alloys).  

The measure of success of a substitute material is also given by its market share and the development of its 

market share [4]. Such an evaluation can be carried out using data from figure 3, where the coordinates 

include: average annual growth of material production (consumption) and average annual weight of 

material production. The third coordinate is illustrated by the size of the circle and it expresses the annual 

production volume of material. The first two dimensions were used as criteria for selection of the 

presented materials. 

The following materials competing with steel can be identified when taking into account the market and 

their utilization: 

 If we consider the speed of growth of material production: glass, aluminium and plastics 

 If we consider the volume of material production, it is cement (secondarily concrete), stone and wood 

 To make the list complete, carbon fibres, ceramics and composite materials are included as well 

(we failed to obtain some data in case of these materials) 

The last step when checking the completeness of identification was the search for main areas of use of 

steel (resulting from the general supply values, see table 1). The basic materials used in these areas were 

subsequently found for these branches. There was no need to add any other materials to this list of 

substitute materials according to this identification. 

Table 1  Overview of the major competing materials (including alloys) in various application areas of steel 

BUILDING INDUSTRY TRANSPORTATION MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Concrete Steel Steel Copper 

Stone Aluminium Aluminium Steel 

Steel Plastic Plastic Aluminium 

Ceramics Ceramics Ceramics Plastic 

Wood Glass Copper Ceramics 

Aluminium Copper Magnesium Lead 

Glass Magnesium Titanium Tin 

Copper Titanium   

Plastic    

Zinc    

5. CHARACTERISTIC AND COMPARISON OF STEEL AND ITS SUBSTITUTE MATERIALS 

Characteristic data of the individual materials have been gathered from various sources [5], [6], and 

eventually from our own analysis, for the identified substitute materials. They are presented in table 2. 
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Table 2  The characteristic data of materials properties 

Material / Criterion 
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in tension in compression 

Concrete (cement) 3.3 90-185 5 500-1600 0.55-2.5 15-70 1.8-2.4 high 80-300 0.81-0.93 (2840) 

Tin 5.7 8000-13000 10 232 -35 8 7.31 low 11510
-9 66.8 0.33 

Wood 1.1 
79-330 

(115) 
15 330-520 

80-148 

(105) 

40-82 

(63) 

0.46-0.82 

(0.53) 
low to medium 10

3
-10

16 0.12-0.45 

(0.25) 
1772 

Aluminium 4.7 2400-2700 20 660 200-450 200 2.7 medium 26.510
-9 125-237 38.1 

Magnesium 3.0 2600 5 650 100-170 100 1.74 low 43.910
-9 156 0.67 

Stone 5.3 13-650
5 

min 650-1200 4-30 40-320 2.5-3.3 high 10
2
-10

7 
1.26-4.00 1468 

Technical ceramics 3.5-7.7
1 

2450-8100 min 1726-2800 25-40 800-7000 2.8-5.6 high 10
12

-10
21 

0.7  

Composites   min 1000-2500 232-3600 100-1700 1.3-3.05 high 10
4
-10

12 
0.036-148  

Copper 1.8 7500-9800 37 1083 126-924 79 8.94 medium 16.810
-9

 401 15.7 

Steel 6.5 800-955
6 

83 1147-1536 55-1100 1200 7.4-8.0 low to high (0.1-0.7) 10
-6

 16-75 1360 

Lead 4.7 2580-2600 85 601 19-55 8 11.34 high 20810
-9

 35.3 8.7 

Plastics 4.1 930-1735 23 50-230 21-4700 1000-1200 
0.9-2.2 

(1.05) 
high 10

20
-10

24
 0.17 280 

Glass 5.5 900-2700
8 

61 850-1800 70-80 300-1200 2.2-4.3 high 10
10

-10
14

 0.96-1.35 160 

Titanium 
balances 

0 
13580-17680 5 1668 500-1000 500 4.54 high 52010

-9
 21.9 5.7 

Carbon fibres 13.2 20250-540000 0 200-270 1200-6500 26-170 1.58-2.00 high 23-6010
-6

 119-165 0.02 

Zinc 4.1 2300-2580 30 419 120 32 7.14 high 5910
-9

 116 11.7 

1 Higher value for technical ceramics, 2 For wood and carbon we used the flash point, for concrete 

the cracking temperature, if range is included, the temperature depends on composition, mostly 

we use solid temperature, 3 Range includes alloys or eventual material types in the group, 4 In 

vertical direction, medians of available values in brackets, 5 Lower price for building stone, higher 

for natural broken stone (shale, marble, granite), 6 For carbon steel, process of stainless and 

alloyed steel higher with values 3900 - 7200 $/t, 7 The price range includes influences of long-term 

market fluctuations and various types of materials in the group, 8 Top limit for fibreglasses. 

There are three methodical notes that must accompany the data: 

1. Setting the material recycling ratio MR cannot be seen as trivial calculation resulting from annual 

production data G and the data concerning salvage/recycling of secondary raw materials. R. The 

average operating life T of the product/s acquired from the analysed material must be taken into 

account as well. The recycling ratio (simplified without distinguishing among various operating lives of 

products) is calculated as: 

MR = Rj / Gi where iD-T,D, jD-2T,D-T, D - year by which the recycling ratio is analysed 

This simple method can be used when worldwide values are used. When analysing the national values, 

production G must be substituted by national material consumption S, determined from material 

export E, material import I and annual change of stock Z: 

S = G + I - E + Z 

The effort to achieve the highest possible rate of recycling results from savings of primary raw materials 

and from significantly lower energy demands of material production from recycled resources. 
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2. The change in market share (from annual productions of the individual materials and their average 

annual changes, related to the total of all annual productions) has been calculated for the identified 

materials. Only insignificant changes in market shares have been identified in case of most of the 

materials. There has been a more significant increase of market share in case of steel and stone, and 

decrease in case of wood and cement. 

3. The initial examination of competitiveness of materials presented in table 2 and used for the 

consequent discussion was based on strength, weight and price data according to this criterion: 

criterion = strength / (specific density  price) 

According to these technical and economic criteria, the first positions were occupied by: wood, 

plastics, steel, stone and aluminium. Surprisingly, concrete and titanium were not on the first 

positions. At the bottom we can find: tin, lead, copper, zinc and carbon fibres. 

6. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION REGARDING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF MATERIALS 

The materials are being discussed in the order matching the criteria values achieved before in point 3. We 

evaluate the strong and weak points, risks and possible uses of the materials (it is basically a SWOT analysis, 

without tables). The accent is also put on the development potential of the materials. The development 

potential means sources of other potential modifications of the materials and their subsequent use. 

Wood holds this position mainly thanks to its low price and low specific density of dried material. Its strong 

points are also its low C-value and excellent workability. The strong points can, to a certain degree, also 

include the fact that, despite its low recycling ratio, wood can be used as source of energy after the end of its 

lifetime. The lifetime of wood tends to be shorter or it requires more demanding treatment and 

maintenance. The fact that this source is renewable also belongs to its ecological benefits. However, it is only 

partial due to the necessary height of trees going hand in hand with current excessive timber harvesting 

reducing the area of forests, notably the rainforests. In order to maintain the favourable properties, wood 

must be treated against absorbing capacity (using both chemical and construction measures) which 

significantly reduces most of its parameters (on the other hand it dries faster after absorption). The weak 

points are represented by its flammability, low flash-point resulting in higher risk of fire. The disadvantages 

also include different properties in various spheres and the fact that it is not homogenous. That is why it is 

used in modified form as construction material (glued constructions, plywood, chipboard, pressed 

elements). The acoustic solution (in space) requires more complex approach, such as craftsmanship of 

project and construction, and the risk of biological attack. The compensations of the weak points 

significantly increase the costs, thus reducing the benefits of wood and levelling the costs in comparison 

with other materials. Despite these factors, wood finds its use in building industry (houses, halls, bridges, 

tiles, interiors), and in vibration damping and manufacturing of furniture. In building industry, it competes 

with steel in smaller constructions. The development potential of wood is relatively low (nano-cellulose). 

Plastics represent a very inhomogeneous group of materials. The most important advantage is their low 

specific weight and great variability of properties. Plastics, just like wood, have low thermal conductivity 

and excellent workability. The advantage of low production temperature and especially low processing 

temperature becomes a weak point when evaluation of their fire endurance is concerned. It is also 

connected with poisonous combustion products. They have great development potential both thanks to 

them being based on organic polymers, and to their ability of wide range of modifications of their 

properties using various extenders. Oil as the basic raw material used for their production as well as the 
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source of the necessary technological energy represents the ecological weak point of plastics. This weak 

point can turn into a great risk. Variability of plastics is the fundamental problem behind their low recycling 

ratio. They are used in wide range of areas: building industry, packaging technology, transportation, 

electrical industry (excellent insulating properties) and in households. When evaluating their competitive 

power against steel, one must take into consideration the wider technical and economic contexts of 

concrete utilization - the objective is not only the minimization of construction costs, but, for example, the 

minimization of fuel consumption in case of cars. The context of their concrete use must therefore be taken 

into account as well. 

Steel is, from historical as well as contemporary point of view, one of the most successful materials, which has 

clearly been proved by its increasing market share. It has also had the fastest growing consumption and 

production, after carbon fibres and technical ceramics. Its great competitive advantage is its high strength at 

low price which is comparable with wood and significantly exceeds aluminium, titanium ceramics and plastics.  

Great development potential of steel represents another competitive advantage. By changing the chemical 

composition, size and shape of grains, space between grains, modification of inclusions, heat treatment, 

forming, surface treatments and plating, almost unlimited variability of properties can be achieved. These 

methods can also be used to compensate for the weaknesses of common qualities of steel such as lower 

corrosion resistance or to improve the required properties such as deep-drawing, refractoriness etc. Metal 

foams and glasses represent another specific area of use. Steel can be easily formed, combined with other 

materials and recycled as well. The advantages also include a number of production technologies which can 

be variably assimilated both to various sources of iron (pure ores, metal intermediate products and impure 

scrap) and to the evolving customer requests. Steel is used in all economic spheres in the form of 

investment and final products, mainly in building industry, transport, engineering, electrical engineering 

and in households. The sources of raw material do not pose any risks either, because iron is the fourth most 

frequent element in Earth’s crust (5%) and most of the pockets are large ones. 

Stone plays two roles in relation to the other substitute materials. On one hand, it is raw martial which 

makes it possible to use other materials: cement as concrete (it contains  40 % of stone), construction 

ceramics (bricks) and glass. On the other hand, in smaller amounts as natural stone, it is an independent 

competitor. The main advantages of stone are its high strength in compression, low C-value, fire fighting 

properties and, depending on the content of stone, quite good resistance against corrosion (resistance 

against atmospheric impacts, acids and other chemical agents). The absorptive capacity of stone and 

therefore its frost resistance depend on its specific density (porousness). It has favourable architectural 

properties, which is why it is also used in art. The weak points are inconsistent properties, depending on 

the properties on concrete type of stone and on concrete pocket. Stone also has worse workability and 

shape workability. Building industry is the main sphere where stone is used. Ecological activities preventing 

further mining of stone can represent the future risk. Because this raw material is mostly used in its natural 

form, there is no point in talking about its development potential. Perhaps, we can speak about 

technological surface treatments and production of the so called „artificial stone“ or even the development 

of geopolymers (product of alkaline activation of clay-silicate substances), or production of mineral fibres, 

exfoliated clay and volcanic glasses. Geopolymers and artificial stone are on the edge towards concrete. 

Aluminium and above all its alloys are, together with steel, the most commonly used construction 

materials. Its main advantages are mainly low specific density, forgeability and ductility facilitating good 

malleability. However, its cutting operations cause problems. Despite its relative high strength in tension, 

the strength/weight criterion is more favourable in case of steel. Aluminium has good resistance against 
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corrosion, corrosion stops once passivated (thin corrosion) surface coat is created. However, this protection 

is eroded by acids and corrosion can continue. Electrochemical corrosion on the edge between various 

metals is a possible risk as well. The further advantages include high electric conductance and C-value 

enabling its use in electrical engineering. Aluminium belongs to materials which are easy to weld 

(protective atmosphere), the welds tend to be porous and crack at higher temperatures, which reduces the 

strength of welds and the construction. The risk element of aluminium is its low hardness resulting in easy 

damage of the surface. Its technological and energy demandingness during production and purification 

leading to increasing costs represent a great weakness of aluminium. It is even further stressed due to its 

low recycling ratio. That is why aluminium loses against steel when the criteria also include the price of 

material. Ecological risk of aluminium is related to its low degree of „red sludge treatment“ as a secondary 

raw material. Aluminium is preferred in cases when the main stress is laid on low weight at the expense of 

worse strength and other properties. Just like in case of plastic materials, aluminium and its alloys are used 

wherever a different objective - more general objective than simple minimization of production cost - is 

required. It is in building industry (architectural reasons together with greater colour variability and in 

combination with glass), transportation (air and car for lighter construction and to save fuel) electrical 

engineering, mechanical engineering and packaging technology. The development potential of alloys has 

not been exhausted yet; however, our estimate is that it is lower than in case of steel. The cluster share of 

aluminium in the Earth’s crust is 8.1% (the third most frequent element), which means the resources of raw 

material do not pose any risk, like in case of iron. 

Magnesium is in many ways comparable to aluminium. Its strong points include low specific density, good 

strength and workability, dimensional consistency, and high C-value. Its weak points include mainly its low 

resistance against corrosion, insufficient creep properties and low wear resistance. Its weak points can be 

more frequently compensated by surface treatments. The main use of magnesium is for alloys with 

aluminium and the products are used in transportation and mechanical engineering, partly also as a raw 

material for desulphurization and production of titanium, and in metallurgical and chemical industry. High 

chemical resilience is a risk factor when magnesium is used. The development potential is connected mainly 

with aluminium, partly with silicium and manganese. Magnesium can be ruled as a direct substitute for steel.  

Glass (inorganic, nonferrous) has a unique feature, in comparison with steel, as it is transparent for visible 

radiation (glass with smooth surface without cracks). Other advantages include low C-value and electric 

conductance, high hardness and strength in compression, high corrosive resistance and low chemical 

resilience. Some types of glass also have good heat resistance up to 700 °C. The weak points include high 

fragility (even in higher temperatures) resulting in bad workability: it has practically zero plasticity (in 

normal temperatures). Its viscosity and surface tension of glass smelt makes fibreglass drawing, drawing of 

pipes or almost any shapes possible. It is used in building industry (architectural and transiluminating 

material, glass block and roof tiles, glass wool), transportation (composites), electrical engineering 

(insulators, light filaments and optoelectronic components), in chemistry, food industry and healthcare 

technology. Glass has high development potential both from the point of view of its composition and heat 

treatment during production and from the point of view of its use: sandwiched glass, photosensitive 

materials, combinations with other materials, or liquid glass. However, glass is more complementary than 

substitute material for steel. 

Concrete (cement) is artificial agglomerate consisting of filler and binding compound, bound by hydraulic or 

ceramic bond. The most frequent one is concrete whose filler is represented by naturals stone and whose 

binding compound is Portland cement. Maintaining optimal quantity of water is also important during 
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production of concrete. The advantages of concrete include relatively high strength in compression, 

sufficient hardness, endurance and resistance against water, climate conditions, mechanical treatment and, 

depending on the filler, also good fire fighting properties. It is easy to shape by casting (necessary use of 

concrete forms), which is connected with its compact character: possibility of continuous creation of more 

complex shapes increasing its rigidity (monolith). These advantages pose risks to the future, because they 

cause problems during construction demolition and recycling. The weak points include low strength in 

tension which is, in necessary cases, compensated by reinforcements or by pre-stressing. Steel is the most 

common reinforcement material (bars, wires, mats); polymer or carbon fibres have been tested as well. 

Very long time needed for basic hardening and strengthening represent an important weak point as well. 

The weak points can also include tendency to sulphate corrosion. Other weak points include great unit 

weight, higher C-value, high sonic conductivity and difficult connectivity of old and new concrete during 

redevelopment. Concrete is used mainly in building industry and transportation. Natural origin of filler 

which usually goes only through granulation treatment contains a primary risk of undesirable variability of 

properties. Variability of properties is additionally increased by tiny technological deviations in the entire 

cycle of production of concrete shape. The risk factors also include the fact that hardening and 

strengthening of concrete, accompanied by changes in volume, continue all the time. The development 

potential of concrete has not been exhausted yet. Changes in type or composition of filler (aggregate, sand, 

basalt, corundum, barytes, cinder, crushed bricks, ceramics, glass, tuff, pumice, keramzite, expandite, 

industrial waste materials, polyurethane, natural organic compounds), hydraulic properties of binding 

compounds (various cements, lime, calcium sulphate, asphalt, synthetic resins), porousness (foams, 

aerogenic compounds, narrow granulating spectrum of certain filler size, vibrations, stomping) and the use 

of various additives (aeration, plasticizers, accelerators / inhibitors, iron filings, abrasive materials, wires, 

glass and polypropylene fibres, polystyrene balls) or impregnation, make it possible to produce concrete 

with specific properties (light, heavy, porous concrete, heat resistant, fire resistant, armoured, steel wool, 

fibre concrete, barytic concrete, wear resistant). Their uses are specific as well. Concrete is a significant 

competitor of steel. According to the criteria of division, its importance seems to be overrated. The sources 

of raw materials do not pose any risks, they are practically inexhaustible.  

Ceramics is used in industrial area as a refractory material, advanced construction ceramics and glass 

ceramics (partly). The main advantages are its electric and heat insulating properties, resistance in high 

temperatures in high fusion point, lower thermal expansivity, high strength in tension and high hardness, 

low to medium density, and biological compatibility.  It is usually also chemically resistant. Ceramics with 

special properties can be produced as well. The production technology makes it possible to create various 

types of products (pressing and other methods of forming, baking). Its biggest weakness is low sturdiness, 

lower resistance against heat strokes, difficult workability and greater variability of final properties. It is 

used mainly in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering (production of tools and heat stressed 

components), transportation and chemistry (parts of chemical reactors) and also as a composite 

component. There are partial risks related to some sources of raw materials (ZrO2, Y2O3, W, B, Ta). Ceramics 

has high development potential both from the point of view of its composition, improved structure 

(homogeneity, share of phases, porousness, defects and size) and heat treatment during production and 

from the point of view of its use. We can assume that ceramics is not a serious substitute of steel; it rather 

successfully fills in the gaps in material properties. 

Composites are compound materials with synergy effect where each input material was produced 

separately. Most composites (particles, fibrous) contain a matrix (glass, metal, ceramics, plastic, mineral 
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substance) and an inserted stage (steel, particles and fibres of natural, glass, mineral, metal, or carbon 

nature, whiskers), and the other ones are made by combining various layers (structural composites). This is 

the reason for variety of their properties. The general advantages of composites are high strength, wear 

resistance, resistance against corrosion, better mechanical properties in high temperatures (refractoriness, 

creep) and low heat extensibility values. The weaknesses include significant anisotropy of properties 

depending on the geometry of the strengthening stage and technological complexity and production 

demandingness. The use of composites is very extensive in transportation (engine components and heat 

stressed parts, tires), mechanical engineering (tools, machine components), and building industry. 

Accumulations of small deviations from the technological procedure leading to unstable properties 

represent a fractional risk. Composite materials, like ceramics, have significant development potential 

(properties of production stages, their ratio and geometry, the way the stages are combined, production 

technology variations, subsequent heat treatment). The overall evaluation of composites as a substitute 

material is similar to ceramics. 

Titanium is mostly used in the form of TiO2 pigment (90%), the rest is pure metal or titanium alloys. The 

most common alloys are with aluminium and vanadium. Its advantages include great strength in tension 

with medium density (it has the highest ratio between strength and density of all the metals), high 

hardness and resistance against corrosion and erosion.  It is magnetic and antiallergic. The weaknesses 

include worse workability, bad friction characteristics and significant anizotropy during the forming process 

(must be followed by subsequent heat treatment). Another disadvantage of titanium is its demanding 

production with high energy requirements, and high costs resulting in high price. It is used in transportation 

(mainly in military sphere: aircraft, rocket and space industry, submarines and ships), in chemical industry, 

healthcare and luxury consumers goods. The highest risk is the inclusion of titanium among strategic 

materials. The production volume and price of titanium on the market fluctuate significantly. Its 

development potential is lower than in case of steel. With high prices, it is not a substitute of steel, except 

for unique cases when the use of material is not solely influenced by economic factors. 

Carbon fibres are materials with the fastest growing market. Very low weight together with high strength in 

tension and high chemical resistance belong to their main advantages. They have favourable fatigue 

properties; they are good in absorbing vibrations and shocks. They conduct electricity and have stable heat 

characteristics and they are biocompatible as well. The property values depend on the basic raw material 

used for production of the fibre, parameters used in production and protective surface treatment of the 

fibre. The weaknesses include corrosion in oxidizing environment (including air), great rigidity of the fibres 

(bending) and price. They are most often used as reinforcement stages in composites. They were also tested 

in production of ropes and mats as reinforcement of concrete or wind power station components. The risk 

factors include the loss of strength of construction when the fibres suffer from external damage and their 

dependency on price of oil. Despite the anticipated growth of the market, we can consider the development 

potential of carbon fibres as limited (maybe nano-pipes), and there is greater potential in development of use 

for non-economic objectives. That is why carbon fibres do not represent a substitute of steel. 

Zinc is, because of its resistance against corrosion, mostly used as protection of steel and, marginally, it is 

used to produce alloys (with Al, Cu) which are used in mechanical engineering (resistance against petrol 

and oils) and in electrical engineering for production of small components due to its good forming and 

casting properties. The development potential of this material has been exhausted. Zinc is not a substitute 

of steel; it is rather a complementary material. 
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Copper belongs to the longest known metals and, after iron and aluminium, it is the third most commonly 

used metal, both in its pure form (about half of production) and as an alloy (bronze, brass, tombac, alpaca). 

The fundamental properties of copper are high electric and thermal conductivity, resistance against 

corrosion, cold forming and hot forming and its tenacity. The most common use of copper is in electrical 

engineering, mechanical engineering (for exchangers in high and low temperatures, less stressed 

components), building industry, chemical and metallurgical industry (cooling elements) and in production 

of objects of art, including coinage). The development potential of the material has been exhausted. 

Copper is not a serious substitute material of steel, perhaps only in marginal areas using its thermal and 

electric properties. 

Lead is used in its pure form as well as in alloys and lead pigments (in protection of steel against corrosion). 

Its basic advantage is resistance against acids. It is forgeable and drawable and its biggest weakness is its 

excessive softness. It finds the greatest use in electrical engineering (accumulators, brazing solders, cable 

sheating), chemical industry, building industry (waste pipeline sealing) and as protection against x-rays and 

radiation. All its compounds are poisonous, which is a risk factor. The development potential of the 

material has been exhausted. Lead is not a substitute of steel; it has separated sphere of use. 

Tin is used as metal and for production of alloys. It boasts great corrosive resistance against water and 

organic acids. The advantage if tin is that it is not medically obnoxious. Most of its production is consumed 

in tin-plating of steel plates used for production of tin cans (food industry), in electrical engineering (brazing 

solders) and in mechanical engineering (friction bearings). The risks include rather small reserves in 

workable pockets. The development potential of the material has been exhausted. Tin, like zinc, is not a 

substitute of steel, but rather a complementary material. 

7. MATERIAL COOPERATION 

Traditional understanding of competition had placed the individual materials / products against each other, 

because they brought changes in the market share or because they caused eventual negative influence on 

prices and thus the profitability of the given sphere of business. The current strategic analyses have lead to 

conclusion that cooperation with a competitive material: 

 Stimulates research and development thanks to orientation on the best available offer to 

customers who get a high quality “tailor-made” material. We can use an example of development 

of high strength and deep-drawing steels for automobile industry as a reaction to intrusion of 

aluminium and plastic into construction of cars. The result: decrease in weight of construction, but 

also the finding that construction of car without steel does not have practical basis. 

 Leads, when the originally competitive materials are combined, to mutual compensation of some 

weaknesses resulting in a new quality of material.  Prestressed concrete can serve as a classical 

example as it links high strength in compression of concrete with strength in tension of steel. Steel 

wool concrete (with steel product called Dramix in the CR) makes it possible to create highly 

resistible areas and columns. Combination of steel and glass allows production of not only wire 

glass, but it also creates architectonically impressive supporting posts. The composites are a class of 

its own as they have cooperation hidden in their name. 

 Increases new quality of combined materials, possibility of product differentiation and it also 

creates new market opportunities and new markets as well. 

 Allows differentiation and specialisation thanks to optimization of material solution of a specific 

product, which enables the production to get rid of less desirable of even loss-making products. 
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Material cooperation leads to creation of synergic and strategic advantages both for the producer and for 

the consumers, and it allows a more efficient risk management. It can also lead to mutual merger of 

competitors or to establishment of strategic networks of disparate partners. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of the identified potential substitute materials has not led to any surprising findings. However it 

has made it possible to classify them as presented in the figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4  Classification of potential substitute materials 

It has also enabled us to formulate and partly also quantify some findings and patterns which can redound 

to increasing quality of strategic considerations among the producers of steel and other materials. In brief, 

they are: 

 Constant growth of versatility of material types and modifications with specific properties 

 Continuous shift towards higher added value of both the substitute materials and within the frame 

of a specific material type   

 Increasing cooperation of materials with primarily inhomogeneous properties 

 Fast transfer of new technological innovations even between competing materials 

 Great potential of further development of new material modifications 

It is necessary to use the opportunities provided by material cooperation, including the utilization of 

development potential of the individual material groups.  
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Abstract 

The production of primary metals contributes about 5% to total world greenhouse gas emissions, and of 

this, iron and steel production accounts for about 70%. Global CO2 emissions increased from 15,3 billion 

tonnes to 31,5 billion tonnes. This represents an increase of 41% since 1990. For the first time, the share of 

global CO2 emissions from developing countries is slightly higher (50,3%) than from industrialized countries 

(46,6%). The iron and steel industry accounts for about 19% of final energy use and about a quarter of 

direct CO2 emissions from the industry sector. Primary steelmaking is know to be one of the most energy 

intensive sectors and almost 90% of the production in the chain from ore to steel goes throught the blast 

furnace route. Many ways have been suggested for suppressing the emission rates from the blast furnace, 

for example : plastics injection, pulverized coal injection, lowering of the reserve zone temperature and by 

partially replacing coal by biomass or utilization alternative processes. Pulverized coal injection into an 

ironmaking blast furnace is a significant technology for economic, operational and environmental reasons, 

including lowering the consumption rate of expensive coking coals. 

The possible measures to reduce CO2 emissions in metallurgy include both the introduction of new 

technologies (direct and smelting reduction) and treatment blast - furnace technology. To assess options to 

reduce CO2  emissions is needed to process forward prediction and the overall balance of the process. 

Keywords:  CO2 emissions, blast furnace, alternative technology, heat balance   

1. INTRODUCTION  

Reduction of iron-ore ores is one of the most important basic metallurgical processes [1]. At present this 

process is in principle realized in ways: 

- by production of hot metal in classic blast furnace  

- by technologies of so called smelting reduction 

- by production of solid product generally called “sponge iron”   
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Reducing gasses with different content of carbon monoxide and hydrogen prevail as deoxidizer during 

these processes. These reducing gasses are produced by gasification of solid, liquid or gaseous carbon and 

hydrocarbon substances by air oxygen and/or even carbon dioxide or water vapour can be gasification agents. 

Gasification by oxygen is an exothermic reaction, on the contrary gasification by CO2 or H2O is an 

endothermic reaction [2]. Process energy balance in principle depends on proportion of both these 

gasification  methods, though  in case of the furnace it is necessary to take into account hot blast  enthalpy 

and preheating of  converged natural gas in case of direct reduction from ores. 

2. BASIC METALLURGICAL PROCESSES  

2.1 Blast furnace 

Reduction gas originates directly in a blast furnace during blast-furnace process, mainly in front of the 

tuyeres. Not only conventional metallurgical coke is used as carbon and hydrocarbon carriers with the blast 

furnace but also alternative fuels such as various kinds of oils, tars, modified plastic material or coal dust. 

Fossil fuel is the main source of greenhouse gas emissions for steel plant, especially for iron-making. 

Environmental impacts assessment in conventional blast furnace iron-making system based on LCA (Life 

Cycle Assessment) was presented in paper [3]. Depending on the coke consumption and blast furnace 

process conditions a greenhouse gas emissions and environmental impact assessment are widely divergent. 

Usage of LCA enables to compare alternative metallurgical technologies [4]. 

It is specific for the blast furnace that air for gasification is heated in heaters, their heating is partially 

provided by output charging gas. Through heating of gasification air (blast)  needed temperature level in 

front of tuyeres is provided on one hand, on the other hand it is provided reverse energy supply, which is 

combined in the charging gas. 

2.2 Smelting reduction 

Though ideally speking , smelting reduction of iron oxide to liquid hot metal is best complete in one reaktor 

in actual praktice most smelting reduction  processes is utilise at least two reactors. 

Limited information is available for the initial stages of the reduction process that involve iron oxide 

finesunder highly oxidized atmospheres and moderate temperatures in which Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 can be 

reduced to FeO but not to metallic iron. These conditions are relevant to bath smelting processes using coal 

directly toproduce hot metal such as HIsmelt, DIOS, and AISI in which the process off-gas  may be used for 

prereduction of iron ore. They also are relevant to a newly proposed smelting process in which coal-char is 

employed, and an off-gas consisting mainly of CO-CO2 is generated. The coal-char is obtained in a separate 

process in which the hydrogen from coal is captured [5].   

With coal being the primary source of energy in most smelting reduction processes, the total energy 

required would depend on its carbon and volatile matter contents as well as on the calorific value of the 

coal. The calculated energy requirement to produce one tonne of hot metal is 8,8 GJ.t-1 hot metal of which 

about 1,4 GJ.t-1 hot metal comprises the sensible heat and the latent heat of the liquid metal, and 7,46 GJ 

GJ.t-1 hot metal is the chemical energy required to break the iron-oxygen bonds during iron oxide reduction 

[6]. 
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Table 1  Consumption of primary energy in smelting reduction 

Process smelting reduction  
                  (SR) 
 

Net energy 
GJ.t-1 hot metal 

Single - stage SR 26,5-29,9 

Two - stage SR 15,5-16,5 

Three - stage SR 13,3-14,5 

2.3  Direct reduction 

Preparation of reduction gas in conversion equipment is specific for the production of sponge iron. Natural 

gas is usually an input gas for conversion and it is transformed through CO2 or H2O at the presence of 

catalyst. As it is endothermic reaction, conversion equipment has to be heated. For this purpose gas leaving 

reduction reactor is used similarly as for heaters of blast furnace.  Composition of this gas is limited by 

thermodynamic balance of reduction processes similarly as with the blast furnace and therefore reduction 

gas cannot be fully used in reduction stacks of both above stated reactors.  

Course of reduction processes in stacks of blast furnace and reactor for direct production of iron sponge is 

very similar. Reactions run over here as per following formulas: 

Fe2O3 + CO  -  2FeO + CO2                                                                                                                            (1) 

 FeO + CO  -  Fe + CO2                                                                                                                                   (2) 

The process in reduction reactor for iron sponge production is more or less finished by this reduction 

reaction. In the lower part of the blast furnace this reduction runs over in parallel   with strongly 

endothermic Boudouard´s reaction:  

 FeO + C  -  Fe + CO                                                                                                                                      (3) 

On the contrary reaction of gasification of coke carbon by blast oxygen is strongly endothermic one as per 

following formula: 

C  + ½ O2  -   CO                                                                                                                                            (4) 

Portions of both these reactions (3) and (4) in principle determine process energy balance. To review 

efficiency of the mentioned reduction reactions it is suitable to do it in comparison with ideal 

(thermodynamic)  state specified with generally known Baur-Glaessner´s diagram (Fig. 1), criterion of gas 

chemical use is CO2 portion in gaseous mixture (CO+CO2) usually formularized as follows: 

 η CO = 

2

2

COCO

CO


 

These values of experimentally found out working states are more likely approaching to the  course of 

Boudouard´s reaction equilibrium curve at high temperatures, while in the zone of  approx. 1000oC they 

show tendency of very quick approach to the equilibrium curve of wüstit  reduction to the iron. Then during 

using gas ηCO = 0,3 - 0,4 the values drop down together with the temperature very quickly, virtually 

vertically. 
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Fig. 1  Baur-Glaessner´s diagram equilibrium diagram of the system Fe - O - C 

Following from the comparison of measured working values with equilibrium curves we can  presume that 

Boudouard´s reaction at temperatures bellow approx. 900oC is not effective any more and in the zone of 

this temperature towards furnace top only reduction by gas runs over. 

Table 2  Consumption of primary energy in direct reduction processes 

Direct reduction processes 
 

 

Reactor Energy input 
Natural gas 

GJ.t-1 DRI 

Energy input 
Coal 

kg.t-1 DRI 

Midrex Shaft 10,4 0 

Finmet Multi fluidised bed 12,4 0 

SL/RN Rotary kiln 0 750-950 

Fastmet Rotary hearth 2,7 380-530 

3. COURSES OF BLAST FURNACE PROCESSES  

To review courses of blast-furnace processes and to arrange substance and heat balances is sufficient for 

determination of deoxidizing agent consumption, blast amount and its composition as well as chemical 

composition and temperature of charging gas. Carbon consumption and its separation into reduction 

carbon  and gasifying one in front of tuyeres  are determined solely by the processes in the lower furnace 

part. 

Balance methodology [7] of course, does not enable forward calculation of the process results from input 

data unless it could be possible to assess ahead for a certainty the development of the real process. 

Comparison with a thermodynamic equilibration reached during the course of main technological process 

of wüstit reduction has found its effect in mathematic model for determination of coke theoretic minimum 

consumption. 

Provided reaching of thermodynamic equilibration of wüstit reduction (ηCO = 0,325), when metal charge is 

made only by Fe2O3, when dry blast of temperature of 1150oC and coke of heating value of 30 000 kJ.kg-1C 
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with 90% of C are used, we can quite reliably calculate carbon (coke) consumption, including determination 

of coke portion burned in front of tuyeres. 

Table 3  Global blast furnace balance during ideal process course 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the above mentioned balance follows that full 65 % of energy (heat) brought to the furnace by coke 

falls on providing of chemical reactions of reduction of iron oxides, reduction of associated elements and 

carbon pick up. Only 13 % then represents heating efficiency of the gas used outside the blast furnace and 

similarly only 13 % of energy contained in coke is used for heating and melting of pig iron and slag. Losses 

by palpable heat of the charging gas by cooling and by walls reach less than 6 %. 

In case of real course of the process under conditions of our iron-mills charging conditions are less 

favourable and kinetics of the real process does not enable to reach equilibrium value ηCO. Calculations 

carried out by modified model of theoretic minimum coke consumption pointed at carbon consumption for 

direct reduction of approx. 90 kg.t-1 of pig iron and at total theoretically minimum coke consumption of 

approx. 440 kg.t-1. In blast furnace department the decrease of total costs of production is possible mainly 

by decrease of the costs of fuel [8].   
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Indicated structure of heat balance is not changed dramatically by this, only portions of items influenced by 

increase of chemical energy in outgoing gas and of palpable heat as a result of greater amount of slag 

slightly rise.  

In the real process it is also counted with considerable amount of alternative substances such as coke air-

blasted through tuyeres. Not even this technological innovation does not change anything on the fact that 

so called “substitute fuels” added as coke or its partial substitution into furnace serve above all as a 

chemical raw material for substance use. Coke and its alternative fuels (oil, tars, coals, plastic materials) 

serve primarily for production of reduction gas without which reduction cannot run over. 

It will be seen that even the best SR processes only just capable of matching the blast furnace in terms of 

energy consumption. The consumption of energy in direct reduction processes is highly variable. Direct  

comparison with blast furnaces is not valid becouse the products are so dissimilar. Proper comparison is 

made by evaluating the blast furnace-oxygen steelmaking route and the direct reduction-electric furnace 

steelmaking route separately. The former method uses less energy. 
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Abstract 

The sulphur entrance the metallurgical cycle is hardly affected because the source of sulphur is materials 

essential for metallurgical production such as coke, alternative fuels and metal bearing charge. One of the 

possibility how to eliminate unfavorable sulphur causing steel fragility and affecting its plasticity is 

desulphurisation of pig iron out of the furnace. The paper deals with the environmental aspects of this 

technology concentrated on the recycling of its finest grained product in a blast furnace. It compares its 

impact on the environment with other technology of this fine grained material recycling. At the beginning, 

the paper aims at the technology of pig iron desulphurisation. The principles and outgoing  products are 

described. The fine grained constituent contains sulphur, as well as, a singificant ammout of iron which is 

possible to be fully exploited by recycling in the metallurgical cycle. The suitable metallurgical agreggate for 

this kind of recycling is a blast furnace. The paper sums up domestic and foreign experience with the 

technology. It discusses a possible threat of enhancement of sulphur dioxide emmission into the 

environment. The suplhur is generally an innoxious biogenic element. However, its oxides have a harmful 

impact on the environment and the human health. The recycling of the pig iron desulphurisation product 

in a blast furnace is compared with its processing in a sinter plant regarding sulphur dioxide emission. 

Keywords: recycling, metallurgical agreggate, out furnace desulphurization slag 

1.  WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCE WITH WASTE RECYCLING IN BLAST FURNACE 

Technology of waste recycling in a blast furnace is widely used in many iron work factories. The companies 

prefer to process mainly metallurgical waste occuring in their industrial area to use the metallic part of the 

waste and not to landfill it. The waste enters the blast furnace as a processed component of the sinter or in 

briquettes. Using of metallurgical waste briquettes has several advantages. In the comparison with waste 

sintering, the briequetting is a waste-free, environmetally clean process which consumes a minimum of 

energy. However, the effect of briquettes usage on the quality of products is important for metallurgical 

production, too.  

The tests in Novolipetsk Metallurgical Combine comfirmed the excellent metallurgical properties of the 

experimental sludge-coke briquettes made from converter sludge and coke fines.  Even though sludge-coke 

briquettes decreased the furnace productivity, they met the requirements established for smelting in blast 

furnaces. The briquettes recycle not only sludge but coke fines, which saves an amount of coke equivalent 

to the carbon content of the briquettes. The accumulation of zinc requires periodic removal of that 

element, such as by completely removing zinc-bearing materials from subsequent charges for a period of 

time. Use of the special smelting technology ensures that zinc is continually removed from the furnace and 

does not build up in the hearth. [1] The same company tested briquettes made from scale to wash the 
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hearth of blast furnaces. To evaluate the effectiveness of scale briquettes in washing blast furnace hearths, 

briquettes with a cement binder and briquettes with an organic binder were prepared. Poor results were 

obtained in the trial heats involving the use of purchased briquettes with an organic binder as the washing 

material. The productivity of the furnace declined substantially in this case, the reason was the briquettes’ 

low hot strength. Fine briquette fractions decreased the gas permeability of the stock, while the coke fines 

that went into the composition of the briquettes were not used as a reducing agent and could participate 

only in gasification reactions before they reached the hearth. Use of the briquettes of scale on a cement 

binder as a washing material proved satisfactory. The operation of the furnaces was stable and was free of 

disruptions in the gas dynamic regime analysis. [2] The experience from Japan confirmes waste material is 

possible to improve the reactivity of carbon iron ore composite. After first successful experiments 

employing the carbon materials densely coated with the submicrons iron oxide powders supplied from 

fluidized roasting process of pickling waste liquor of steel sheet in the steel works [3], the reactivity of 

carbon iron ore composite with biomass char for blast furnace was tested. Lumber of Japanese cedar was 

used as a biomass. The composite of iron ore and biomass char seems to be a candidate of high reactive 

charge. The obtained results confirms the gasification reaction rate of biomass char is faster than that of 

coke in couple of dozen times. The carbonization condition of biomass has a great influence on the biomass 

char properties like specific surface area. The biomass char remains the duct structure of wood that cuase 

its high reactivity. The reduction of the composite begins at about 550 C. The reactivity of the carbon iron 

ore composite with biomass char is remarkably faster than that with coke. [4] 

2. RECYCLING OF OUT FURNACE DESULPHURIZATION SLAG  

Slag of out furnace pig iron desulphurisation is a specific material rich in ferrous content capable to be 

included in a blast furnace charge. According to its granulation, it is differed into several group with various 

kind of further processing. The most ferrous abundant is fraction of 6\63 mm granulation depicted in Fig. 1 

with the chemical analysis presented in Tab. 1.  

 

Fig. 1  Fraction of 6\63 mm granulation [5] 

Worldwide experience confirm the usage of out furnace desulphurisation slag for recycling. German 

Thyssen Krupp Stahl AG processes 100 % of this material in its production, Austrian Vest Alpine Stahl GmbH 

partially use this slag for converter charge. Slovak U.S. Steel Košice remelts pigs from desulphurisation  

in speedmulers or on the bottom of ladles before the proper desulphurisation of pig iron. Arcelor Mittal 

Liege processes the finest fraction of 0/10 mm granulation in the sinter plant. On the other hand, a polish 

iron work landfills it, which makes looses of ferrous content capable to be used as a blast furnace charge. [6]  
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Table 1  Chemical analysis of 6/63 mm fraction [5] 

Element mass [%] Element mass [%] 

Fe 66,8 SiO2 6,7 

P 0,03 Al2O3 1,4 

Cr2O3 0,05 Mn 0,55 

TiO2 0,09 CaO 9,9 

MgO 2,9 S 1 

Na2O 0,04 K2O 0,04 

C 1,5 Zn 0,004 

2.1 Processing in a sinter plant 

The fine-grained material is not possible to recycle directly in a blast furnace. Its lumpiness modification 

predates the recycling in a metallurgical agreggate.  Processing of out furnace desulphurisation slag 

in a sinter plant is a good way how to prepare the slag of finest granulation for blast furnace charge. 

Howerever, the disadvantage of its sintering is sulfur content, on the contrary of CaO, Mn and MgO which 

positively saves dolomite, limestone and mangan ore [7]. Sulfur during the sintering creates SO2, a typical 

gas of acid rain affecting on ecosystems. Chemical equations below describe sulfur dioxide forming  sulfur 

trioxide consequently in humidity transfering in sulphur acid. Acid rain has many ecological effects. It makes 

water  toxic for fish and other aquatic animals  by absorbtion of aluminium from the soil. Acid rain also 

demages the forests  especially those at higher elevations. It depletes essential nutrients from the soil and 

releases aluminum into the soil, which makes it hard for trees to take up water. 

SO2 + O2 + h. v  SO3 

SO3 + H2O  H2SO4 

Because of sulfur content, the proccessing of the slag depends on the emission limits and emission total 

limits which are determined for the sinter plant. An emission limit determines a maximum SO2 

concentration in flue gases, emission total limit determines maximum SO2 concentration in tunnes per year.  

The SO2 emission total limit for proccessing in a sinter plant, e.g.,  3000 kt of materials to produce blast 

furnace charge, is 2000 t of SO2 . As 7,5 t of the slag is annually sintered, 200 t SO2 is generated. It is 10 % of 

the emission total limit and within the sintering other waste materials and fuels with high sulfer content, it 

is possible to be reach early.  Therefore it is neccessary to find different way how to process the slag. 

2.2 Processing in a blast furnace 

The alternative to slag sintering is its proccessing into briquettes being in a blast furnace charge. As the 

blast furnace is an encapsulate agreggate, the problem of SO2 emission might be solved. It is tested in an 

iron work of Moravian Silesian region.[8] The effect of briquettes on the environment is evaluated, as same 

as, the effect on the technological process. The environmental impact of sulphur briquettes is analysed on 

the sulphur content in throat dust and blast furnace sludge. Results do not prove an elevated sulphur 

ammount in these out going products.Surprisingly, first tests processing of out furnace desulphurisation 

slag in a blast furnace is favourable for pig iron quality. The sulphur ammount in pig iron is decreased, 

which is affected by many factors. It might be caused by elevated air temperature, which decreases the 

theoretical temperature of burning effecting the sulphur ammount. Beside it, the increase in the slag 
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basicity results in the decrease of sulphur content. The basic factor effecting the sulphur ammount is 

steam, as same as, it affects on the ammount of carbon, silicium, theoretical temperature of burning. The 

total increase in steam results in the decrease of sulphur content. [9]  

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

The environmental demands on metallurgical production requires other possibilities of metallurgical waste 

processing than just its sintering in a sinter plant relating to the formation of contaminants. The processing 

of  briquettes made from out furnace desulphurisation slag in a blast furnace eliminates SO2 formation in a 

sinter plant. The briquetting of fine grained material is a challenging opportunity for lumpiness modification 

and matellurgical waste recycling. It is an ecological method of blast furnace charge preparation. Moreover, 

the material compacted in  briquettes is easy to handle and stock. So far, this technology has presented just 

an alternative to the traditional processing of materials because it is not sufficient for the productive 

capacity of today’s metallurgical companies. The possibilities of blast furnace charge briquetting are widely 

studied for its environmental advantages and seem to be one of challenging technologies for metallurgical 

waste processing.  
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Abstract 

The quality of steel slabs produced by continuous casting is influenced by many various factors. Casting 

speed, cooling rates and surface temperatures are the factors with very strong impacts to the process and 

that is why we focus on a determination of their optimal relationship. More precisely, this paper 

investigates how cooling rates depend on the chosen speed of casting. For finding this relationship we built 

our original 2D numerical model of the continuous casting process and by regulation algorithm we acquire 

the specific cooling for producing the steel slabs with predefined quality. The numerical model is based on 

enthalpy approach, which can simulate phase and structural changes of steel with arbitrary chemical 

composition, and the regulated cooling are included in its boundary conditions in the form of heat transfer 

coefficients. The heat transfer coefficients are obtained by an original heuristic self-regulating algorithm 

based on the idea of simulated annealing. By repeatedly fixing casting speed to different values and finding 

its associated cooling, we receive the investigated relationship. 

Keywords: Continuous casting process, heuristic optimization, secondary cooling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, continuous casting is the predominant 

way of producing steel in the world. Every year, 

steel industry processes millions of tons of liquid 

steel into semi-finished products such as slabs, 

blooms, and billets. Schematic representation of 

the continuous slab casting installation is shown in 

Fig. 1. Steel production ratio via continuous casting 

process in Czech Republic is comparable with 

industrialized European countries. The focus on 

high quality products require production 

innovations and an application of new approaches 

supported by technological development [1]. 

Industrial trials are very expensive and time-

consuming, thus the more economical way is to 

use numerical simulations of the casting process. 

 

Fig. 1  Scheme of continuous casting. 1 - tundish;  

2 - mould; 3 - nozzle;  

4 - coolant circuit; 5 - roller; 6 - liquid material;  

7 - solid material. 

mailto:ysande01@stud.fme.vutbr.cz
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This paper deals with the determination of optimal relationship among casting control parameters with 

focus on high quality final product. Particularly, we investigate the optimal cooling proportion as a function 

of casting speed. The contemporary practices in many foundries are that the setting of the cooling intensity 

for particular grades of steel and casting speed depends on an expert judgment and moreover, it is usually 

described as a simple linear function. Unfortunately, this approach need not correspond with the real 

behavior for most of steels and we show how the real relationships look like. 

Previous works were generally based on simplified temperature field models and were optimized by 

mathematical programming [2], neural networks or genetic algorithm [3]. These models describe the 

casting process very roughly and therefore their results are not satisfactory for deep investigations. Our 

original numerical model of the temperature field is inspired by the real caster geometry from EVRAZ 

VÍTKOVICE STEEL with twelve coolant circuits. The original heuristic self-regulating algorithm is used for 

black-box optimization of the model. 

2.  DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM  

The goal is to determine the real relationship between casting speed and cooling rates in the secondary 

cooling zone under certain metallurgical criteria.  These metallurgical criteria are formulated as a series of 

constraints that represent the quality of slab products and process feasibility. The courses of the surface 

temperature field have to be decreasing in the most of the profile and the temperature in the straightening 

area must be in the given range. The values for these constraints depend on the grade of employed steel 

and an expert’s decision. The evaluation in this paper is executed on steel grade S355J0H, nevertheless this 

study can be easily generalized by changing the chemical composition directly in the numerical model via 

the enthalpy function. The cooling phenomena are expressed by the values of the heat transfer coefficients 

(HTCs) [4]. To obtain the desired relationship we have created both the original heuristic algorithm and the 

numerical model of the temperature field. In the real casting conditions, it is not possible to keep the heat 

transfers coefficients exactly in fixed values but in some tolerance range. Thus, repeated computations for 

every casting speed are the appropriate way. The obtained data can be fit by the regression analysis and 

the investigated relation is based on its results. 

3.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF TEMPERATURE FIELD 

The temperature distribution through the casting process is described by the mathematical equation in 

differential form. There are three basic mechanisms of heat transfer, the conduction mechanism plays the 

dominant role inside the body of cast steel, whereas convection and radiation take place only in the 

secondary and tertiary cooling zone, where they form boundary conditions. The temperature field of the 

slab is described by Fourier-Kirchhoff equation [5, 6], where the velocity component vy [m/s] is considered 

only in the direction of casting. Phase and structural changes are included in the model by the use of a 

thermo-dynamical function of volume enthalpy H [J/m3]. The method is also called the enthalpy approach 

[6]. 
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The equations (1-2) describe unsteady-state 2D heat transfer (Fourier-Kirchhoff) equation written in 

Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates, where  is thermal conductivity *W/m∙K+, T is temperature [K], H is 

volume enthalpy [J/m3],   is time [s], x, y, r,  are spatial coordinates. In order to have a well-posed 

problem, initial and boundary conditions must be provided. The boundary conditions include the heat flux 

in the mould and under the rollers, forced convection under the nozzles, and free convection and radiation 

in tertiary cooling zone.  

castingTT   the level of steel, (3) 

0





n

T
  the plane of symmetry, (4) 

q
n

T





   in the mould and beneath the rollers, (5) 

   44
ambsurfaceambsurfacetc TTTTh
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    within the secondary and tertiary zones  (6) 

 

The equations (1-2) are discretized by the finite difference 

method [3, 4] using an explicit formula for the time 

derivative. The mesh for the finite difference scheme is 

non-equidistant and its nodes are adapted to the real 

rollers and nozzles positions. The equations (1-2) contain 

both the enthalpy and temperature, so during the 

simulation the corresponding temperature must be 

calculated from the enthalpy for each node at each time 

step. This numerical model allows us to apply various 

enthalpy-temperature functions (Fig. 2) and thermal 

conductivity-temperature curves, thus the temperature 

field can be calculated for various steels only by defining 

their chemical composition. 

4.  THE SELF-REGULATING ALGORITHM 

The aforementioned model has the cooling rates of nozzles in boundary conditions and we need to find 

their values such that the predefined material quality is satisfied. The quality is characterized by a set of 

temperatures in the particular points on the surface of cast slabs. Therefore the aim of the algorithm is to 

find the cooling rates which cause that the points on the surface are in given temperature range. 

In the beginning, the algorithm generates random value for each nozzle. These values are uniformly 

distributed in a given range, and therefore, the initial configuration of the whole system need not to fulfill 

any of the prescribed material conditions. By repetitive regulation over the heat transfer coefficients, we 

can find the configuration which meets all the conditions and which ensures desired qualities of the final 

material. 

The iterative regulation takes into account only fundamental aspects of the numerical model and thereby it 

makes the algorithm robust with respect to various classes of steels. The main idea of the regulation is 

based on the principle how the nozzles affect temperature field. Each nozzle can influence only material 

which is after the nozzle (in the sense of the direction of casting), and its strongest cooling impact is in close 

 

Fig. 2  Relationship between temperature 

and enthalpy for three grades of steel 
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neighborhood. The closer the point is, the higher impact the nozzle has. It means that if we want to change 

a temperature in some particular point, we can regulate only a few nozzles before this controlled point. The 

crucial idea of the algorithm is that we define a few points along the whole temperature field and we watch 

over their temperature. If the temperature is above the prescribed boundary, then we decrease the heat 

transfer coefficients in two preceding nozzles and vice versa. 

Similarly, to make the temperature field to be in a decreasing trend, we define pairs of points whose 

temperatures have to be descending. If the first point of the defined pair has lower temperature than the 

other one, we reduce HTC of the nozzle before the first point and increase HTC after it. These two simple 

techniques completely determine which of the HTCs should be decreased and which ones should be 

increased. 

The only remaining question is how intensively the HTC should be changed. Our algorithm uses a 

mechanism which is similar to the idea of simulated annealing [7]. At the beginning, the intensity of the 

modifications is very high, and with increasing number of iterations the intensity exponentially decreases. 

Thereby, this mechanism lets the algorithm smoothly converge to the steady state. 

The real value used for modification of particular HTC is computed as a product of the actual intensity, 

weight-dependent on the distance from the controlled point, and a small random disturbance. Because 

each nozzle can register several different requests (from different controlled points), we pick only the one 

with the highest absolute value. 

Our particular implementation has the initial intensity equal to 1000 and after each iteration, the intensity 

is multiplied by constant value 0.8. For the controlling of the temperature in the given points, we assigned 

weight to the closest nozzle to 0.8 and for the second closest nozzle is the weight 0.2. The weights, 

associated with nozzles regulate decreasing trend, are chosen to 0.5 for both of them (the one before and 

after the first control point in the defined pair). The schematic pseudo-code of the algorithm is show in the 

Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 3  Pseudo-code of optimization algorithm  
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5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The relationship, we are looking for, describes how to set HTC intensity for each nozzle in order to reach 

equivalent surface temperature profiles for arbitrary casting speed. These temperature profiles are shown 

in Fig. 4 and they were chosen on experts advices to achieve the best quality of the final material. The 

material temperature in the first section of the caster (up to 13 m) has to be in the range from 1080 °C to 

1100 °C due to the minimization of cracks caused by straightening of steel. In a similar way, smoothly 

decreasing trend of the surface temperatures has also a positive influence on the quality of material. The 

value of the surface temperatures in exit area is defined to be between 750 °C and 800 °C. Feasibility of the 

numerical solution is qualified by the limitation of metallurgical length and the limitation of HTC intensity. 

For instance, if we constrain the metallurgical length to 20 meters, the final solution is infeasible for higher 

values of casting speed (Fig. 4 right).  

 
Fig. 4  Surface and core temperature trends for different casting speeds 

In order to make the desiderative relationship robust, we executed several computations of the mentioned 

models and performed their statistical evaluation. There were taken ten independent algorithm runs for 

each casting speed between 0.5 m/min and 1.2 m/min (with step size 0.05 m/min). All together, 150 

evaluations were used for the determination of investigated function of HTC with respect to the values of 

casting speed.  

Fig. 5  Linear regression curves for selected cooling circuits 
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The obtained data were fitted by various linear regression models (linear, polynomial …) *8] and the most 

promising one of them was the model in the quadratic form (7). This form can suitably fit the desired 

relations for all cooling circuits. 

2

210 xxy   ,                                          (7)  

where x represents the casting speed and y HTC. 

The results of the linear regression and their graphic 

representation for selected coolant circuits can be 

seen in Fig. 5 and we can there observe a different 

cooling behavior in different coolant circuits. The 

regression curves for all the cooling circuits are 

depicted in Fig. 6. The appropriate way can be the use 

of specific regression model for particular cooling 

circuit. In other to have applicable model for real 

casting  process,  we  should   enlarge   the   numerical                            

model   by   additional   relationship   between   cooling   Fig. 6 Linear regression curves  

 intensity and HTC for particular cooling circuits.               for all cooling circuits 

Table 1  The obtained HTCs [W/m2∙K] for each cooling circuit and selected casting speeds [m/min]. 

Speed\circuit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

0,5 332 407 383 261 168 171 148 149 129 131 425 424 

0,6 354 473 410 306 198 197 173 173 154 155 677 676 

0,7 371 539 440 347 226 223 196 196 177 177 901 900 

0,8 383 603 474 382 251 247 219 218 199 198 1097 1095 

0,9 390 666 510 413 275 270 240 239 219 218 1265 1263 

1,0 393 729 549 439 297 291 261 259 237 236 1406 1402 

1,1 390 790 592 460 316 310 280 278 254 252 1518 1514 

1,2 383 850 637 476 334 329 298 295 268 267 1603 1598 

Table 1 gathers HTCs in particulars coolant circuits calculated by using the regression for selected casting 

speeds. These results were verified for their feasibility and therefore they correctly show how to control 

the casting process in the optimal way. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

The paper deals with the determination of the optimal relationship between the casting speed and cooling 

in the continuous slab casting process of steel grade S355J0H. This relation assigns heat transfer 

coefficients for each particular nozzle in such a way that the cast slab reaches the prescribed material 

quality. The obtained HTC intensities follow mostly quadratic dependencies on the casting speed and they 

are computed for each individual cooling circle by the numerical-optimization algorithm and subsequent 

regression analysis. The whole technique has very general nature and therefore, it can be easily modified 

for arbitrary grade of steel, quality conditions or specific caster geometry including rollers and nozzles 

positions. The established relationships should be mainly used as a support tool for setting the optimal 

cooling by caster operators, but they are also very useful for designing new optimal caster geometry or 
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deeper understanding of behavior and interaction between individual process parameters. Further 

research will be focused on making the algorithm more precise, which includes an incorporating 3D 

numerical model and also more accurate specifications of the final material quality. 
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Abstract 

The aim of the paper is to assess the possibility of formation of non-metallic inclusions (specifically complex 

sulphides) in steels in dependence on chemical composition of steels and on rate of crystallization by 

means of thermodynamic calculations. The original thermodynamic model is used for study of the 

inclusions formation. The model enables quantitative description of probability of formation of such 

compounds in steel melt during crystallization and solidification. Standardly applied thermodynamic and 

phase quantities appear in the thermodynamic model. The Scheil model is considered for segregation. This 

model assumes full diffusion in liquid and completely suppressed diffusion in solid phase. The above 

mentioned approach is applied for appreciation of influence of conditions on inclusions formation for 

laboratory prepared samples with different chemical composition (different content of C, Mn, Ti and S), and 

with different kinetics of crystallization (precisely defined cooling rate). Experimentally measured 

concentrations of elements, which form complex inclusions, are subsequently used for thermodynamic 

description of chemical reaction representing their formation. The following main results were obtained on 

the basis of thermodynamic calculations: (i) formation of analyzed complex sulphides would always 

precede formation of simple sulphides or carbo-sulphides; (ii) smaller value of cooling rate increased 

thermodynamic probability of complex sulphides formation in the area with higher fraction of inter-

dendritic melt; (iii) both concentration of the given elements and cooling rate influence the start of 

complex sulphides formation.   

Keywords: non-metallic inclusions, steel, thermodynamic description  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-homogeneity and defects of materials influence significantly their service properties, with are related 

to the solidification process. Segregation processes have significant influence on formation of defects, since 

dendritic segregation during solidification of materials cause concentration heterogeneity with possibility of 

creation of non-equilibrium phases or inclusions. Especially sulphur segregation increases the probability of 

creation of defects, as it enables formation of eutectic phases that solidify at lower temperatures [1].  

2.  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The basic equation describing the reaction of formation of complex sulphides can be presented in the 

following form [2]:  

SMeFeTiCrSMnyxyxyxyxyx zxxxxxFeFeTiTiCrCrSSMnMn FeTiCrSMn
                 (1) 

where xMn, xS, xCr, xTi, xFe represent contents (in molar fractions) of elements in a complex sulphide; yMn, yS, 

yCr, yTi, yFe represent contents (in molar fractions) of elements forming molar sulphide in the matrix, where 
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concentration of Fe is obtained by calculation completion of the sum to the number 1, since the following 

equation is valid:  

1 FeTiCrSMn yyyyy             (2) 

In the equation (1) the expression 
SMeFeTiCrSMn zxxxxx FeTiCrSMn


 represents a stoichiometric formula of a 

complex sulphide; the right side is its symbolic abbreviation. If we consider the complex sulphide, 

determined in a solid state, to be constant, it is possible to assume that its thermo-dynamic activity 

1SMez
a

 and activities of corresponding to distribution of metals in the matrix are directly proportional to 

the values of the determined concentrations of elements in atomic fractions in the matrix (at the solidus 

temperature), i.e. FeFeSSMnMn yayaya  ,...,, . 

According to the Guldberg-Waage law of active mass action it is possible to formulate the equilibrium (or 

quasi-equilibrium) constant in the form [2]:    

SFeTiCrMnZ x
S

x
Fe

x
Ti

x
Cr

x
Mn

z
SqMe

yyyyy

SMe
K

)()()()()(


                    (3) 

where xi is composition of complex sulphides (in molar fractions), yi represents contents of the analysed 

elements in the matrix (in molar fractions), SqMeZ
K

is quasi-equilibrium constant and MeZS is general 

formula of complex sulphide. If we consider the complex sulphide determined in solid state to be constant, 

it is possible to assume its thermo-dynamic activity  
1SMez

a
 and activities corresponding to distribution of 

elements in the matrix as directly proportional to the values of the determined concentrations of elements 

in atomic fractions in the matrix (at the solidus temperature), i.e. FeFeSSMnMn yayaya  ,...,, . 

With use of the equation (3) it is possible to calculate quasi-equilibrium constants and then also the values 

of change of the Gibbs energy of formation of complex sulphides according to the equation [2]: 

 SqMes
eqquasi

SMe zz
KRTG ln



            (4) 

On the basis of values of change of the Gibbs energy it is then possible to determine a probability of 

formation of complex sulphide at the given temperature. 

3.  EXPERIMENT  

Altogether ten samples were used for experimental measurement, which were taken from various places of 

four castings (cylinders with diameter of 32 mm and height up to 100 mm) and were prepared in laboratory 

by alloying to the required concentrations and then solidified at different cooling rates, see tab. 1. 

Composition of individual heats was determined by spectrometric analysis and it is given in tab. 2. The 

samples were subjected to experimental evaluation of micro-purity and to micro-analytical measurement. 

Analyses were performed by electron scanning microscopy and by energy dispersive (ED) X-ray spectral 

micro-analysis, with use of electron scanning microscope JEOL JSM-840 and ED analyser LINK AN 10/85S. 
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Table 1  Samples marking and cooling regime 

Heats Cooling 

mode 

Place of taking of the samples (Z-axis) 

10mm 20mm 30mm 

A1 Controlled A11 A21 - 

A2 Rapid A21 A22 A23 

B1 Controlled B11 B21 - 

B2 Controlled B21 B22 B23 

Table 2  Chemical composition of individual heats (wt%) 

Heat C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo W Cu Ti Fe 

A1 0.270 1.213 0.054 0.021 0.37 0.086 0.047 0.009 0.012 0.066 0.121 97.7 

A2 0.315 1.194 0.047 0.018 0.27 0.083 0.042 0.011 0.022 0.063 0.258 97.6 

B1 0.062 0.713 0.007 0.021 0.047 0.077 0.042 0.007 0.007 0.066 0.001 98.9 

B2 0.085 0.999 0.019 0.020 0.032 0.084 0.040 0.007 0.001 0.065 0.013 98.6 

Concentrations of elements Mn, S, Cr, Ti and Fe in sulphides and also in the surrounding matrix were 

determined by micro-analytical measurement [3]. The measurement was performed on the area of section 

close to the external surface of the sample, since central areas of the sample contained macro- and micro- 

shrinkage cavities. It is moreover necessary to note that smaller or lighter inclusions were not reliably 

detected even at magnification of 200x [3]. 

4. RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION 

Average values of elements in complex sulphides were calculated for individual samples from 

experimentally determined concentrations of elements Mn, S, Cr, Ti and Fe [4]. These concentrations are 

given in mass and molar percents in table 3. Molar percents from table 3 were converted to molar fractions 

(xi), which were afterwards normalised to sulphur, for which xS = 1. These values are given in table 4, which 

contains also the contents determined by micro-anis of elements yMn, yS, yCr, yTi, yFe, which form complex 

sulphide in the matrix. The values of quasi-equlibrium constants calculated with use of the equation (3) and 

those of changes of Gibbs energies calculated according to the equation (4) for all the samples are given in 

table 5. 

Table 3  Composition sulphides in individual samples [wt% and mol%] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Element A1 (sulphides) A2   (sulphides) B1 (sulphides) B2(sulphides) 

wt% mol.% wt% mol.% wt% mol.% wt% mol.% 

Mn 42.324 34.924 51.969 42.210 51.501 41.955 54.688 44.749 

S 30.038 42.466 32.389 45.071 32.212 44.959 31.426 44.056 

Cr  0.417  0.364  0.294  0.252   0.500  0.430  0.099  0.086 

Ti  1.108  1.049 1.534  1.430   0.023   0.022  0.084  0.079 

Fe 26.113 21.197 13.813 11.037 15.765 12.634 13.704 11.031 
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Table 4  Calculated values composition of the complex sulphides in individual samples  

Element  A1 A2 B1 B2 

 sulphides 
xi 

matrix 
yi 

sulphides 
xi 

matrix 
yi 

sulphides 
xi 

matrix 
yi 

sulphides 
xi 

matrix 
yi 

Mn 0.8224 0.0039 0.9365 0.0064 0.9332 0.0047 1.0157 0.0085 

S 1.0000 0.0005 1.0000 0.0005 1.0000 0.0004 1.0000 0.0004 

Cr 0.0085 0.0009 0.0056 0.0010 0.0096 0.0006 0.0019 0.0003 

Ti 0.0247 0.0002 0.0317 0.0005 0.0005 0.00001 0.0018 0.0009 

Fe 0.4991 0.9945 0.2449 0.9916 0.2810 0.9943 0.2504 0.9900 

sum 2.2355 1.0000 2.2187 1.0000 2.2242 1.0000 2.2698 1.0001 

Note: Molar fractions were further normalised to sulphur  

Table 5  Calculated values of quasi-equilibrium constants and corresponding changes of Gibbs energies of 

complex sulphides for the samples A1, A2, B1 and B2 

Heat 
SMeq Z

K ,
 q

SMeZ
G [J/mol] Ts [K] Sulphide 

A1 233 518 174 157 1694.64 Mn0,822Ti0,025Cr0,009Fe0,499S 

A2 289 843 177 362 1696.17 Mn0,937Ti0,032Cr0,006Fe0,245S 

B1 404 005 184 407 1718.18 Mn0,933Ti0,001Cr0,010Fe0,281S 

B2 326 853 187 714 1778.18 Mn1,016Ti0,002Cr0,002Fe0,250S 

It follows from, calculated values given in table 5, that quasi-equilibrium Gibbs energy of formation of an 

average sulphide in the steel type A manifests in its v absolute value the fact, that sulphides in this steel at 

solidus temperature, which is characteristic for this steel, are less stable than in the steel type B. The 

criterion of sulphide stability is negative value of the Gibbs energy; the deeper is the shift of this energy 

into negative interval of temperatures, the more thermodynamically stable is the pertinent phase. 

Sulphides in the steel type A, which has higher contents of tramp elements, are formed at lower solidus 

temperature - 1695K, than in the steel type B, which has lower contents of tramp elements; solidus 

temperature is in the steel type B higher - 1748K. It follows moreover that Gibbs energy decrease with 

increasing temperature. It may be therefore assumed that complex sulphides, formed in the steel types A 

and B, will also have a similar property, it means that it is possible to expect their higher thermo-dynamic at 

higher temperatures. This is in accordance with the values of energies that were calculated for the 

described quasi-equilibrium state, measured concentrations in sulphides and solidus temperature of the 

heats type A and B. For illustration of the sequence of creation of individual types of sulphides Fig. 1 shows 

for the sample B1 the conditions for creation of MnS, TiS, Ti3CS2  according to the initial thermo-dynamic 

model [1] and also experimentally determined complex sulphides SMeZ , in dependence on the part of 

solidified phase (log gl). 
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Fig. 1  Formation of sulphides according to the Scheil model in the sample from the heat B1 

It is evident for Fig.1 that individual types of sulphides are created to the right from the point 1,2,3,4. 

Complex sulphide SMeZ is created first to the right of the point 1, afterwards MnS sulphide is created to the 

right of the point 2. This is followed by sulphides Ti3CS2 to the right of the intersection point 3, and finally 

TiS sulphide is formed to the right of the intersection point 4.  

It must be stressed that disadvantage of the used thermo-dynamic model [1] consists in lack of literature 

data about effective distribution coefficients and activity coefficients. Due to the fact that precise values of 

these coefficients are not available for the complex systems (Mn, S, Ti, Cr, C) and majority of quantities is 

given for binary systems, we have used for simulation of formation of inclusions different values of activity 

and effective distribution coefficients of elements than in the previous publication [5]. The values of solid 

fraction gs that are necessary for formation of individual sulphides, i.e. MezS, MnS, TiS and Ti3CS2 were 

determined from this model simulation. The values obtained in this manner are given in Table 6 [3]. 

Table 6  Solid fractions (gs = 1 - gl) necessary for formation of individual sulphides   

Sample B1  
0

i , ik  gl 

MezS MnS TiS Ti3CS2 

1 0.457 0.071 0.0002 0.0005 

2 0.355 0.050 0.0002 0.0004 

3 0.316 0.050 0.0002 0.0004 

 Sample B2 
0

i , ik  gl 

MezS MnS TiS Ti3CS2 

1 0.447 0.049 0.0014 0.0006 

2 0.316 0.030 0.0004 0.0009 

3 0.282 0.028 0.0004 0.0010 

Note: Values of activity and effective distribution coefficients marked as 1 - are by 25% lower than [2];  2 - 
[2];  3 - by 25% higher than [2]    
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper describes formation of sulphides in steels on the basis of thermo-dynamic calculations. The 

following main results were established: 

  formation of the analysed complex sulphides will in investigated types of steel always precede 

formation of simple sulphides or carbo-sulphides;  

  lower cooling rate increases thermo-dynamical probability of formation of complex sulphides in the 

area with higher fraction of inter-dendritic melt;  

  start of formation of complex sulphides is influenced both by concentration of the given elements, and 

by cooling rate.  

It follows from the model simulation, that relevant (limit) fraction of the melt for formation of certain type 

of inclusions depends on the values of effective distribution coefficients of elements between solid phase 

and melt. As a result of reduction of activity coefficients of elements the value of the solid fraction, when 

formation of the sulphide began, shifted towards lower values. Similar effect manifested itself when lower 

intensity of segregation of elements into residual inter-dendritic melt was assumed, when effective 

distribution coefficient increases. If we consider that effective distribution coefficients on multi-component 

system depend also on increasing concentration of segregating elements into residual inter-dendritic melt, 

it is necessary to choose the values of effective distribution coefficients, which are in literature usually 

given only for binary systems, only very cautiously. 
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Abstract 

Production quality control of slabs continuously cast on the continuous casting machine (CCM) forms an 

integral part of the metallurgical plant information system. The main premise for this process is data 

collection and archiving of the necessary data for an effective assessment of production and determination 

of dependencies between the measured and qualitative data. The article describes the proposal of the 

concept of solution and gives an overview of functions of the software for evaluation of thermal processes 

at slab casting. The example of such solution is the original software system LITIOS, which together with 

temperature model provides comfort of services for optimisation of parameters for casting of slabs above 

standard. The system makes it possible to technologists to analyse the course of casting of heats with use 

of mathematical and statistical methods. Moreover this software analytical tool gives to CCM operators a 

possibility not only to evaluate in a complex manner the production process, but also to perform a long-

term monitoring and optimisation of production. The article enumerates functions of this software system 

and describes examples of their use in practice. 

Keywords: continuous casting of slabs, production optimisation, software. 

1. ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE TOOL LITIOS 

Assessment of the quality of slabs on the machine for continuous casting of steel (CCM) forms an integral 

part of the metallurgical plant information system. For the steelmaking company EVRAZ VÍTKOVICE STEEL 

Ostrava, a. s. special software was developed for complex long-term observation of casting parameters and 

of their influence of the quality of slabs. This software was entitled in preliminary manner LITIOS. The 

software system LITIOS is connected with the temperature model (TM) on-line, as well as with the on-line 

model of data scanning. The system works with all the data, which are accessible from the process of CCM. 

The system comprises data recording and filtration, their categorisation, entering into the relational 

database system, further data aggregation and their graphic interpretation. Technological data measured at 

the period of 10 seconds are recorded from the temperature model working in the on-line version and they 

are thus input directly into the database system LITIOS. Furthermore all the necessary data information on 

the sequence from the superior system of automatic control of operation at the steel works called FLS are 

fed into this database. At data recording the data are filtrated and their necessary aggregation is made. The 

aggregation is necessary for simplification of work and for manipulation with large quantities of data. It has 

been found that it is purposeful and it sufficient to aggregate the data per one metre of the cast length of 

mailto:milos.masarik@cz.evraz.com
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the casting strand. The software under development is modular and it uses the newest knowledge on 

database technology and methods of data analysing. 

1.1 Architecture of the system 

Analytical software tool LITIOS is the superstructure above the operating subsystems of the automated 

control system. This software is still under development and it will be improved and is extended by other 

functions. Its conceptual schema is shown in the Fig 1. 

 

Fig. 1  Schema of creating the database for the analytical tool LITIOS 

Data collection, aggregation and storing into the application database are ensured by services of the 

“Import“ and the “Recalculate” functions. These services will be permanently in operation on the server 

and their function will be to update the data in at the moment of their entering into the subsystems of 

technology. Only in this manner the fastest availability of all functions of the software will be ensured. All 

the data are archived in the data warehouse, in from which they are accessible by means of the application 

of the type client- server from the users’ computers.  

The data filed in the data warehouse can be retrospectively searched and displayed, in order to analyse any 

realised casting.  

1.2  Data structure 

Storage of data is performed according to the hierarchy of the origin of defects: data related to each 

sequence, heat, slab, the measured value, so called channels from the CCM, data on the quality of slabs and 

products rolled from them, etc. 

Data files are divided into items with their attributes. The whole system thus contains thousands of items, 

and when we add to it the fact that technological parameters, i.e. channels are measured every 10 seconds, 

a very large amount of data is generated. For example in the year 2008 approx. 700 km of slabs were cast 
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(in case they were laid one after another), which represents approx. 2.1 mil. of records. Each record 

contains 450 items of parameters. The total volume of the database of the measured data from the 

temperature model, identification data for individual heats and assessment of the quality of slabs was 8GB. 

For this reason it is necessary to perform the so called “dilution” of the data, which means to aggregate 

them and to store them in the data warehouse. Storing of the data is made according to the theory and 

practice of relational databases and of creating the data warehouse. Detailed description of the data 

structure and the procedure of data storing is given in the user’s application manual.  

 

Fig. 2  Data structure - data model diagram 

1.3  The algorithm of assigning the data per each metre of slab  

The aim of the analysis of issues related to processing large volumes of data from the CCM was to find a 

solution specifying how the data will be stored, aggregated and assigned to the slabs with precision of one 

meter, and further how to register the activity of the measured parameters beginning from the moulds till 

the cutting on the flame cutting machine. Solution of these tasks lead to an optimisation of data storage, 

which is transparently shown in Fig. 3. 

It follows from Fig. 3 that data aggregation has been designed in a sophisticated way - so that all the data 

were made accessible upon the request of the user, especially of the steel shop technologist. The data from 

the temperature model, stored every ten seconds, can be displayed in details as they were originally 

obtained, and also in connection with the so called field of activity of the respective measured quantity. 

The field of activity is the interval of the casting strand, when the respective quantity influences the course 

of casting, that is i.e. where the respective quantity effects. The monitored field of activity in the observed 
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parameters can be different. It is noticeable especially at the casting speed, when the technologist needs to 

know what was the casting speed of the slab in the mould or in the secondary cooling zone, or even under 

the selected cooling nozzle (the field of activity in one place).  

 

Fig. 3  Optimisation of data storage 

Data are aggregated by one metre lengths and statistical characteristics are stored for each section of the 

field of activity. For statistical purposes of quality assessment of slabs it is then possible to assign the data 

to slabs and to final products rolled from them. 

The data stored in this manner in the future can make it possible to simulate retrospectively the passage of 

the slab through the casting arch and to display graphically the selected data. Another usage of this 

programme consists in statistical and mathematical analyses of the data.  

1.4  Functions of the system 

The programme LITIOS contains all usual functions of database applications. Here is an overview of the 

system functions: 

- total overview of casting (records of heats), 

- selection of sequences, heats and slabs - adjustment of the filter, 

- search by selected criteria, 
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- data visualisation, 

- graphical interpretation of data, 

- setting of general prediction rules for individual types of slabs, 

- total overview of casting on the CCM with prediction of defects for the respective heat,  

- exporting of selected and displayed data into the file of the type xls (csv, html) for further 
processing. 

2.  EXAMPLE OF USE OF THE PROGRAMME LITIOS AT EVRAZ VITKOVICE STEEL 

At the workplace of the control centre for continuous casting the chief caster makes the regular  checks of 

the state of individual circuits in the programme Litios. He compares individual changes with the previous 

sequences. In case that he notices any change, which might influence the state of the machine or of the 

slab, he checks after completion of the sequence the circuit of the respective field of activity of the 

pertinent parameter.  

The example concerns control of the secondary cooling zone, where an increased value of the ratio of water 

flow and pressure in the secondary circuit (the last circuit before the outlet from the cooling c hamber), on 

corresponding to the spraying of the upper surface of the slab, was registered in the sequence - see Fig. 4.  

            

Fig. 4  Overview of output from the system LITIOS, value of the ratio of water flow and pressure in the 
secondary cooling zone 

After completion of the sequence visual checking of the spray of nozzles was made and clogging of several 

jets nozzles from the respective section was found out, see Fig. 5. After replacement of these nozzles the 

values dropped back to the previous level. Each checking requires a time space, which must be devoted to 
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these maintenance works. Clogging of nozzles causes an increase of the ratio flow/pressure. Intensity of 

cooling is reduced under the clogged nozzles, while it increases under remaining nozzles in the circuit. It 

may be expected with high probability that this non-uniform cooling will have a negative impact on the 

final quality of slabs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 5  Clogged nozzle  

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

The software analytical tool makes it possible to the CCM operators to assess in a complex way the process 

of production. Together with the temperature model, with which the LITIOS is coupled, it provides the an 

above standard comfort of services for optimisation of parameters for slab casting. The system LITIOS 

provides overviews of the casting process on CCM for slabs. It makes it possible to display the data in for 

the given sequence, heat and slab. The selected data are graphically interpreted. Functions of data 

selection are available for the methods of data analyses. The data can be stored into the so called matrix of 

causes (measured quantities) and consequences (qualitative indexes). Using such aggregated data makes it 

possible to perform analysis of the course of casting and also to export the data into other statistical 

programmes for more detailed analyses. Timely on-line control performed by the system LITIOS enables 

reduction of scrap factor of produced slabs or sheets made of them, as well as shortening of subsequent 

process of determination of possible surface defects on the sheets. This analytical tool is also a priceless 

practical helper at prediction of defects on the continuous casting machine. 
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Abstract 

The knowledge of existing casting parameters like casting speed, casting temperature of steel or the H/D 

ingot ratio is the main precondition to minimize the well-known defects of steel ingots. Especially in 

demanding metallurgical conditions, it is appropriate to apply the method of numerical modelling using 

some of the available simulation software. Within the project named the Regional Materials Science and 

Technology Centre, the technical background of the Department of Metallurgy and Department of Physical 

Chemistry and Theory of Technological Processes at the Faculty of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering 

(FMME) VSB - Technical University of Ostrava was extended by the workplace "Laboratory of Modelling of 

Processes in the Liquid and Solid Phases”. The laboratory is equipped by new commercial simulation 

software intended for 3D numerical simulation of molten steel flow during the filling of a metal mould and 

the subsequent steel solidification with the prediction of macrosegregation and residual stress leading to 

cracks. A correct parameter setting of calculation, from the preparation of geometry until the input values 

of heat transfer coefficients, material properties or the definition of filling time, is a necessary condition for 

obtaining relevant results from numerical modelling. The paper deals with testing and optimizing the 

conditions of numerical model settings for simulation of steel ingot casting and solidification in an 

environment of newly acquired commercial simulation software ProCAST. The conclusion summarizes the 

obtained knowledge and listed the fields of research, which should contribute to deepening the long-term 

beneficial cooperation between the commercial sphere and FMME. 

Keywords: steel ingot, casting, solidification, ingot defects, numerical modelling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the ever-increasing volume of steel continuous casting, production of steel ingots for forgings and 

machine components is irreplaceable. Steel casting into the ingots allows even for the production of 

oversized components weighing up to several hundred tons. The main precondition of the competitiveness 

of any steel plant, not only in Europe, is production of a consistently high quality. However, despite 

significant advances in technology of production of steel ingots, we can observe the defects in the final 

forgings that may be caused due to the non-uniform cast macrostructure of an ingot as well as the 

macrostructure, which is the result of plastic deformation during the subsequent process of the forming. 
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The solution to material weaknesses of forgings, or the final machine components, consists from a complex 

optimization of the steel casting process as well as of subsequent heat treatment up to the actual process 

of forming. One of the ways to monitor and optimize the production steps from the casting up to the 

process of forming is the use of methods of numerical modelling. Within the framework of the "Regional 

Materials Science and Technology Centre" (RMSTC) project in whose solution the Department of 

Metallurgy is involved, the team managed to obtain commercial and teaching licenses of the program of 

excellence designed primarily for a 3D, fully dimensional numerical calculation and simulation of steel melt 

flow dynamics during the filling of a cast iron mould and during the subsequent solidification of steel with 

the possibility of the prediction of ingot defects, as well as the residual stresses leading to cracks and 

rupture. The paper deals with the principle of numerical modelling in the purchased program, the 

characteristics of individual software modules, which enable the complex study of material behaviour from 

the casting up to heat treatment before the actual process of forming. 

2. PRINCIPLE OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Generally, the numerical solution of each task is divided into three stages: 1.Pre-processing: includes the 

geometry modelling and the computational grid generation process, and definition of calculation.  

2. Processing: involves the computation in the solver. 3. Post-processing: focuses on evaluation of the 

results. 

2.1  Geometry modelling and computational grid generation 

The geometry creation and computational grid generation anticipates the solution of numerical simulation 

of steel casting and solidification. For testing purposes of the new software, the model of 1.9-ton steel 

ingot, cast through the bottom, was used. The ingot geometry shown in Fig. 1a was created in CAD 

software. The height of the ingot without the hot top was 1,450 mm; a mean diameter of the ingot reached 

480 mm. 

The CAD geometry of an ingot was then 

loaded in the module of generation of the 

computational grid of the simulation 

software, and subjected to a topology 

analysis. Topology is a field of mathematics 

concerned with examining the properties of 

geometric shapes, which are maintained in 

reciprocally unique double-sided continuous 

images. The individual components of the 

geometry of the cast system are loaded into 

the pre-processor of grid generation 

gradually. Before the loading of the next 

geometry element, it is necessary for the 

previous components to stay aligned and 

connected with only one surface. The 

contact of two parts through one surface is necessary for a correct calculation of heat transfer. 

  

Fig. 1  (a) 3D Geometry of casting system and ingot  

(b) Cross-section through volume grid of the ingot 
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After an inspectio of the loaded machine components, first the surface and then the volume grid of finite 

elements were created. The volume grid was formed by 463,124 tetrahedrons. The cut through the grid is 

shown in Fig.1b. Tools of the grid modelu enable its densification in an arbitrarily chosen point of the 

geometry, the correction of the size and shape of a computing cell, and other useful operations. The 

balanced distribution of computing sells throughout the computational volemu of the whole calculated 

system and their refinement proportionally compared to the volume in small part sis a prerequisite for 

obtaining the relevant results of the calculation. 

2.2  Entering the calculation conditions 

The completed geometrical grid is saved in *. mesh format and loaded in the solver module. There is a need 

to define the material properties of individual parts of the cast system, the heat transfers at the interface of 

individual geometric elements and boundary conditions, such as temperature, steel casting speed or the 

conditions of heat transfer. The simulation of steel ingot casting and solidification was carried out for tool 

steel. Type of steel grade was selected from the extensive material database of cast materials, metal and 

sand moulds, filters and exothermic linings, which is part of the basic module of the program. The database 

is fully accessible to the end user, who may edit the data on the basis of validation. The current 

configuration of the purchased software also includes a unique thermodynamic database, which allows the 

user to calculate thermodynamic parameters according to the definition of the chemical composition of any 

new material or to monitor changes in thermo-physical data during the changes in chemical composition [1]. 

In connection with entering the required data, it is appropriate to mention the fact that within the 

framework of the RMSTC project the high-temperature device for direct measurement of thermo-physical 

properties, especially the solidus and liquidus temperatures of steel and ferro-alloy samples (if necessary 

oxide mixtures) using the thermal analysis within the working temperature range from ambient 

temperature to 2000 ° C at a controlled mode of heating and cooling was purchased, too. The device is also 

designed to measure temperatures and other thermal phase transitions, specific heat and mass changes in 

the sample. Output of the experimental measurements of thermodynamic parameters for a specific steel 

grade may be used to refine the molten material parameters of numerical model, and thus the final result 

of numerical calculation [2, 3]. The boundary conditions may not be represented only by constant 

quantities, but they can reach the values defined by the function, table, etc. The most important boundary 

conditions for the calculation of filling and solidification of steel ingots with the predictions of size of 

volume defects include the temperature of cast melt, casting speed and the definition of the heat transfer 

method through the mould wall. To describe the appropriate temperature distribution on the mould, most 

authors [4, 5] use for individual interface (e.g., mould wall-ingot body, mould mat-ingot, etc.) the different 

coefficients of heat transfer. Depending on the materials that are in contact, they range from 100 to 1000 

W.m-2.K-1. The calculations must include the influence of heat loss through walls of mould and through the 

hot top, and also the thermal effect of exothermic and insulating powders. The calculation of the size of the 

central shrinkage, or the central porosity is also influenced by the calculation of the formation of the air gap 

between the mould wall and ingot body during the solidification and cooling due to the shrinkage [6]. This 

software, due to its special module, automatically calculates with the modification of the heat transfer 

coefficient on the ingot / mould interface as soon as the air gap begins to form, which is given by equations [2] 
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where k is the air conductivity, gap is the width of air gap and the hrad is the radiation equivalent coefficient 

of heat transfer. The calculation for the filling and solidification of steel ingots is made by the above-

mentioned method of finite elements. A continuous flow-thermal-mechanical model solves the complete 

Navier-Stokes equations of the flow of molten metal, if required, including the influence of spontaneous 

convection. Commonly, a k-epsilon model is used to calculate the turbulent flow. In the phase of filling and 

solidification, the distribution of the temperature and velocity fields, pressure ratios during filling, the trace 

of metal particles, vector fields, the proportion of blanks filling, the time-variable percentage of the solid 

fraction during the flow, the trapped air in the mould cavity, and erosion of the mould, solidification time, 

heat flux, the local cooling rate, prediction of macro- and micro- porosity and / or loose structure are 

analysed. To predict the porosity, well-known Niyama criterion and DAS criterion (distance calculation of 

secondary dendrite axes - Dendrite Arm Spacing) is used. The software also allows the calculation of 

thermal stress of metal moulds using cycling analysis. This phase considers the full cycle with emphasis on 

filling, solidification and cooling of ingot, its stripping and mould re-filling with liquid metal. The calculation 

of filling and solidification of steel can also be supplemented with the calculation of residual stresses, 

plastic deformations and total ingot deformation, further with the prediction of initiation of cracks and 

rupture in the ingot. The calculation predicts the thermal and mechanical contact, deformations and 

dimensional changes of ingot and mould, the stress in ingot and mould (tension, pressure), residual 

stresses, initiation of cracks and ruptures, the life of mould or the initiation of air gaps (separation of the 

body of ingot from mould wall). Special module allows using multi-processor computing stations, and 

therefore reducing the computational time required for each simulation. 

2.3  Post-processing 

An integral and very significant phase of numerical modelling is the processing and the correct 

interpretation of results. Both graphic and data results can be obtained through numerical simulation. The 

use of animation, which is the projection of individual profiles as a continuous process of change from 

baseline to final value over time is an effective means of illustration of the temperature, pressure, flow 

character profiles, etc.  The program allows automatic generation of PowerPoint presentations, export of 

videos and images, as well as exports of computational grid deformations resulting from stress analyses. 

The user can also save the individual steps of the evaluation that can be subsequently used for further 

study, which minimizes the time required to evaluate the simulation results. The advantage is that after the 

analyses are performed, the temperature, velocity, or heat flow curves, etc. can be "pulled" from any 

computing node. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The simulation results can be divided into the results obtained from the calculation of filling (Fig. 4, 5 and 6) 

and results obtained by the calculation of solidification (Fig. 7, 8, 9). The results of mould filling rate from 

50, 70 and 90% are shown in Fig. 3. The last image (d) shows the 90% mould filling including a suggestion of 

the flow during the filling using the velocity vectors. The images below show that a number of small 

recirculating vortices are produced in the volume of melt during filling. 
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Fig. 3  The velocity character scheme during the mould filling with a molten steel 

and) 50% b) 70% c) 90% d) the flow image using velocity vectors 

Fig. 4 shows the example of the temperature field after full ingot filling, including the hot top. It is obvious 

that near the bottom of the mould the decrease in the temperature between the range of the solidus and 

liquidus temperatures already started occurring. The more rapid decline in the steel melt temperature near 

the bottom of the mould is probably caused due to heat dissipation, or heat capacity of the mould pad, 

which is evident from Fig. 5. For the development of solid fraction at the time of the full filling of the ingot 

see Fig.5, in which the creation of a thin solid layer in the lower part can be also viewed. The calculations 

also include the recorded total heat flux between the mould wall and the ingot body (Fig. 6). 

   

Fig. 4  Division of 

temperatures after 

ingot casting 

Fig. 5  Ratio of solid fraction at the moment 

of full filling and the method of ingot 

solidification from the mould wall at the 

time of full filling of the ingot 

Fig. 6  Total heat flux between 

mould and ingot in approx.70% 

filling: a) incl. the mould; b) ingot 

surface after mould opening 

The temperature change of steel during the solidification is shown in Fig. 7. The temperature fields suggest 

that during the solidification the enclosure of the thermal node in the central area of ingot body occurs. It 

appears that in this critical area micro- and possibly macro- porosity will arise due to prevention of the 

molten steel filling from the hot top of the ingot. Closing of the liquid core in the volume of the ingot body 

was confirmed by displaying the solid fraction ratio - see Fig. 8. The origination of micro- and macro- 

porosity is then captured in Fig. 9. 
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          25%            50%           75%            100% 

Fig. 7  Change in the temperature of steel during solidification 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The first simulation results of casting and 

solidification of steel in the environment of 

the newly purchased simulation software 

within the framework of the RMSTC project 

clearly demonstrated the power of the 

numerical tool in the design and optimization 

of processes occurring during casting and 

solidification of steel. With the numerical 

calculation, it is possible to determine the 

distribution of temperature, pressure and 

velocity fields in the cast system, to predict 

the size of central shrinkage, porosity, 

cavities etc. The indisputable advantage of 

numerical simulation is a relatively easy 

change of the boundary conditions. To be 

able to transfer the practicable results into a 

real operational system, it is inter alia necessary to have the most accurate information about the physical 

properties of substances involved in the production process. The RMSTC project research creates a 

workplace which is able to carry out an analysis of the key physical properties of concrete metal and oxide 

systems, to find their temperature and other required dependencies, and additionally to implement the 

physical properties to the numerical and physical modelling system.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 8  Solid fraction ratio - the 

enclosure of the liquid core in 

the volume of ingot body 

Fig. 9  Image of the final 

extent of the micro- and 

macro- porosity in the 

volume of the ingot body 
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Abstract 

Simplified concepts of inorganic melts and particularly majority of mathematical models generating 

selected physical-chemical properties of slag melts assume homogeneity of investigated melt.   

Real systems may under certain conditions (temperature, chemical composition) pass from 

homogeneous to heterogeneous state with subsequent changes of phase composition in heterogeneous 

state. These changes may be in great extent projected into their numerous physical-chemical properties, 

among others for example into temperature dependencies of surface stress. Wide temperature interval 

of melt formation, which consists of melting and dissolution of initial components of heterogeneous 

mixture accompanied by many chemical reactions, remains especially problematic.  

The presented work deals with investigation of surface properties of molten oxidic systems in connection 

with changes of internal structure of the melt and running chemical reactions. Individual experiments 

were realised on original equipment enabling shock cooling of investigated systems. The samples 

obtained in this manner with preserved internal structure, corresponding to the relevant temperature, 

were subjected to X-ray diffraction phase analyses already under normal conditions. 

The system forming the basis of casting powders was chosen for the research itself. It was a quasi-ternary 

system with dominant components CaO - Al2O3 - SiO2. This inorganic oxidic system contains moreover 

numerous accompanying admixtures. Prior to individual experiments it was annealed in order to remove 

carbon and moisture. After shock cooling of the system and after completion of experiments individual 

fixed phases were independent on modernised, fully automated diffractometer URD-6 (Rich. Seifert-FPM, 

Germany). 

Keywords: slag, phase transformation, oxidic melts 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Usually mentioned structural concepts of inorganic melts assume their phase homogeneity. Models used 

for calculations of surface properties of slag systems also often fail due to considerable heterogeneity of 

real melt.  

Real systems may under certain conditions (temperature, chemical composition) pass from homogeneous 

to heterogeneous state with subsequent changes of phase composition in heterogeneous state. These 

changes may in great extent be projected into their numerous physical-chemical properties, among others 

for example into temperature dependencies of surface tension [1-3].  

Wide temperature interval of melt formation, which consists of melting and dissolution of initial 

components of heterogeneous mixture accompanied by many chemical reactions, remains especially 

problematic. For this reason the presented work deals below with experimental investigation and analysis 

of surface properties of slag systems as it wants to approach the mutual relationship of investigated 
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parameters with chemical and structural changes on the basis of phases analyses [4, 5]. Its aim is also to 

find relations between the obtained outputs from phase analyses and surface properties of the melts.   

1.1 Analysis of problems of phase thermodynamics 

Diversion from an ideal assumption, or real existence of heterogeneous system, requires approximation of 

regularities of transition of concrete homogeneous system into heterogeneous system and, of regularities 

of transition of crystalline phase at solidification. Analogically it is possible to to assess the course of 

melting of these substances.  

From the viewpoint of thermodynamics these processes may be characterised by changes of Gibbs’ energy 

, while stable equilibrium of the system corresponds to its smallest value and equilibrium of two 

phases is conditioned by equality of their molar Gibbs’ energies. The following thermodynamic equation 

must be valid for phase transformations:  

 dsV EEGG                                                                                                                              (1) 

 where  represents change of chemical Gibbs’ energy, deformation energy and  surface energy. 

Assuming an ideal arrangement of the system, it means without structural anomalies, the value of  is 

equal only to the change of chemical Gibbs’s energy. In case that melt contain an area with different 

structure (such as grain boundaries or lattice imperfections) energy of the given phase, defined by surface 

and deformation energy, increases. Due to the fact that this process is in a given direction thermo-

dynamically feasible subject to condition  < 0 and to the fact that values of deformation and surface 

energy are positive, phase transformations reduce the effect of chemical Gibbs’ energy.  

Each phase represents a homogeneous system. Two different phases therefore must differ by some of their 

properties (density, thermal capacity, magnetisation, etc.), or two different phase of the same substance 

must differ at least by some derivation of chemical potential. Single-component system may be from the 

viewpoint of phase transformations classified on the basis of discontinuities of derivations of the Gibbs’ 

potential [4-6]. 

2.  EXPERIMENT 

2.1  Experimental methods 

Research of phase transformations during melting was performed by so called shock cooling. Phase 

displacements occur at phase measurements at high temperatures with use of PAAR cells. These 

displacements must be corrected and measurement is thus always influenced by certain degree of 

inaccuracy.  

This problem was dealt with by use of device, which was designed and constructed at our working site (Fig. 

1), which enables very rapid cooling of investigated system at certain phase of melting. The sample thus 

preserves even at normal temperature the same phase composition as in its molten state. 
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Tamman’s furnace  
1) graphite heating element 

2) revolver rotating system with holes for crucibles, 

thermocouple and anchorage of handling arms  

3) handling arms 

4) thermocouple 

5) crucible with melt  

6) vessel with liquid nitrogen  

7) hole for lowering of crucibles  

8) argon inlet and outlet  

Fig. 1  Diagram of device for shock cooling of the melt 

The device consist of vertical resistance Tamman’s furnace, into 

working space of which a graphite cylinder is placed onto 

support plate. Graphite crucibles containing investigated 

samples are placed in the holes of this cylinder. The arms 

designated for cylinder  rotation  around  its  axis  are  anchored 

in its body, as well as thermocouple of the type B (Pt-PtRh). 

Cylinder support plate with a hole enables at certain angle of 

rotation fall of the crucible containing melt into liquid nitrogen. 

The working space of the Tamman’s furnace is during heating 

closed and it is filled with argon.  

A rate of temperature increase of 5°C/min was chosen. At the chosen temperature the bottom part of 

furnace was opened and by turning the „revolver system“ the crucible was lowered into a bath of liquid 

nitrogen, where internal structure was almost immediately fixed. This was followed by mechanical 

homogenisation of the sample and by X-ray diffraction phase analysis - already at normal temperature on 

modernised, fully automated diffractometer URD-6 (Rich. Seifert-FPM, SRN) under the following conditions: 

Radiation CoKα/Ni filter, voltage 40kV, current 35 mA, single-step mode with a step of 0.05o 2Θ with a time per 

step of 3s and with digital processing of resulting data. Proprietary program RayfleX (RayfleX ScanX and RayfleX 

Analyze, version 2.289) was used both for measurement and for evaluation.  

For the purposes of quantification of amorphous fraction a weighted quantity of internal standard (~ 5 wt.% ZnO) 

was added into the sample. The samples was together with the standardem homogenised by micro-grinding.  

For qualitative evaluation the database of diffraction data PDF-2, version 2001 (International Centre for 

Diffraction Data, Pensylvania, USA) was used.  

For semi-quantitative analysis the program RayfleX Autoquan version 2.6 was used. It is in fact commercial, 

adapted version of the program BGMN (e.g. Taut, Kleeberg, Bergmann, 1998). Designation “Autoquan” relates 

to the program interface BGMN for work in the environment of Windows NT 4.  

2.2 Experimental material 

Numerous systems were subjected to analyses at our working site during our long-term research. For 

presentation we chose for transparency the system, which serves as a basis for casting powders for 

continuous casting machines (CCM) - marked below as “system A”. It is quasi-ternary system composed 
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mostly of the components CaO, Al2O3 and SiO2. It contains moreover many accompanying admixtures that 

are present in tenths and hundredths of percent. The exact chemical composition was obtained by X-ray 

fluorescent spectrometry of this system.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of investigated system A 

Initial X-ray diffraction phase analysis of the system A was performed in two steps. The system A represents 

predominantly oxidic composition designated for continuous casting of steel, ti contains therefore 

comparatively large amount of carbon (7.2 wt. C). At this carbon content, however, it is impossible to 

guarantee water repellency of graphite support plate at subsequent determination of surface tension [4, 5], 

and that’s why carbon was removed by annealing at the temperature of 850°C for 12 hours. This 

temperature represents approximately the limiting boundary, at which already the first phase 

transformations occur. For this reason the original carbon system was subjected to phase analyses as first, 

and it was then followed by the sample after annealing (marked here below as “system B”), prepared for 

further investigation of surface properties.  

3. RESULTS 

Results of analysis of the initial system A and of the annealed system are given in Figs 1 and 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Initial X-ray- diffraction phase analysis of the system A containing carbon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  X-ray- diffraction phase analysis of the system B with carbon removed by annealing 
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Phase composition of the original system B during thermal load is presented in Fig. 3 at 1100°C, and in Fig. 

4 at the temperature of 1200°C. At the temperature of 1300°C all the phases were already extinct and the 

sample was then amorphous. The measurement was terminated at the temperature of 1600°C.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Phase composition of the system B at the temperature of 1100°C 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Phase composition of the original system B at the temperature of 1200°C. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The presented work introduces possibilities of phase composition of oxidic systems in molten state. In this 

connection an original device was developed at our working site, which thanks to by rapid freezing makes it 

possible to preserve internal structures of investigated materials, which are afterwards studied. 

X-ray analyses of individual systems (composition - see tab. 1) were realised in a modernised manner with 

use of shock cooling. Phase changes in the investigated systems were confirmed already at annealing at the 

temperature of 850°C. The system shows after annealing overall deficiency of phases, only the phases of 

corundum, fluorite and wollastonite remain preserved. At the same time new phases of gehlenite and nepheline 

precipitate (Figs. 1, 2). It is therefore obvious that even such comparatively low temperatures below the liquidus 

phase have a decisive significance for its other properties. After melting of the system above the temperature of 

1100°C some phases remain preserved and their further diminution occurs at the temperature of 1200°C, when 

only the phase of wollastonite is identified (Figs. 3, 4). Phase composition at the temperature of 1300°C is not 

presented, because the system was already completely amorphous. 

Very interesting is also comparison of these findings with development of temperature dependence of surface 

tension of the system B (Fig. 5) 

The data presented in Fig. 5 were determined experimentally by sessile drop method, the principles of 

which were published already some time ago [8]. Area of the diagram is divided into two zones. In the zone 

I progressive extinction (but simultaneously also precipitation) of individual phases occurs. This zone is 

characterised by an increase of the values of surface tension. Behaviour of the system in these temperature 

intervals is very difficult to interpret from the viewpoint of physics and chemistry. For this reason we have 

resigned in the relevant zones to mathematical modelling of surface properties of similar systems in 

previous publications *9+. Around the temperature of 1270°C the system is already amorphous (zone II) and 
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surface tensions drops in almost linear manner with an increasing temperature, or with an increasing 

kinetic energy of particles. 

 

It is therefore possible to summarise the obtained results in the following manner: 

 method of research of phase properties of melts by shock cooling was successfully mastered  

 changes of phase compositions were proven already below the liquidus temperatures 

 a relationship between surface properties and its phase composition was established. 
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Abstract 

The new system for predicting the steel temperature in an electric arc furnace has been developed with 

a view to reduction of energy intensity of steel production in EAF in VITKOVICE HEAVY MACHINERY a.s. This 

system was developed using artificial intelligence methods. The system not only analyses a process 

according to submitted sample of input and output data, but also recognizes time snaps of processes in 

their course, analyses them, transfer them to additional inputs for consequential analysis. The aim of 

developed system is the reduction of number of steel temperature measurement, which is carried during 

off-furnace shortening of melting time and limit overheating of the steel. After verifying the off-line system 

on dataset from heats performed in years 2008 - 2010, an on-line version of system was installed at EAF. 

The accuracy of predicted temperature is now compared with actual measured temperature, the deviations 

are analyzed and model is still optimized.  

Keywords: EAF, model, reducing energy intensity of steel production, artificial intelligence, neural network, 

genetic algorithm 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The optimization of a production is at present-time one of the important conditions for reaching the 

success in every enterprise. The course of optimization process cannot be usually described using precise 

algorithm and the decision is often left on the opinion and experiences of experts, while the system 

provides them necessary support. There are many systems monitoring the production processes, and such 

systems supply to experts necessary information in required quality at the right time on the right point. The 

melting and refining processes in EAF steelmaking are very complex, with the heterogeneity of the chemical 

reactions making the entire process difficult to control in order to achieve consistent results from heat to 

heat. The operation of the EAF is mostly controlled manually, with the duration of most processes steps 

determined based on the judgment of the operators.  

On the other hand, the today’s knowledge allow us not only audit the processes but also analyze the 

situation and supply at least an approximately recommendation, how to increase the quality of production, 

how to save the material consumption and how to decrease costs, even if the way to such decision cannot 

be correctly described. We can develop the systems, that can recommend independently the solution 

according to rules describing the real world, that can analyze the presented data and find included 
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dependencies, that can learn themselves and forecast the future trading conditions, that can develop 

themselves and evaluate variety of alternative solutions in dependence on conditions in industrial process. 

2.  MONITORING SYSTEM OF MELTING AND STEEL REFINING AT EAF NO. 5 IN VHM A.S. 

EAF No. 5 at steel plant VÍTKOVICE HEAVY MACHINERY a.s. was after its modernization in 2006, equipped 

with a lot of practical sensors that allow monitoring and measurement of various parameters. This 

information is processed through a data concentrator into a central information system of steel plant 

(RISO) and is stored for further use. For further complex processing, it is usually used new software. The 

data has been selected, those have the greatest influence on the course of melting or can give us relevant 

information about the course of heat. These data are especially current consumption of electricity, current 

natural gas consumption, current oxygen consumption, the actual amount of anthracite injected into the 

EAF, the actual temperature of the cooling panels of EAF, quantity and type of charge, i.e. the amount of 

liquid residue from previous heat and amount of scrap charged into melt and the quantity of lime and other 

slag formers. Representative of monitored data record from RISO is shown in fig 1. 

 

Fig. 1  Monitored data record from RISO  

We are able to describe all these variables quantitatively; unfortunately we are not able to describe 

lumpiness of scrap, which has certainly a great influence on the course of melting. We have only some, 

indirect information about the lumpiness of charge. This information is obtained from course of actual 

energy power consumption. It is obvious that the larger fluctuations in the value of current electricity 

consumption is due to big pieces of scrap and the relative stability of energy consumption is achieved when 

the scrap is already almost melted and the steel bath is homogeneous. The course of temperature of the 

cooling panels of EAF and information of the actual amount of anthracite injected into furnace can give us 

very good information about the quality of the foamed slag, through which the radiation of heat from the 

arc to the cooling panels on the walls of the EAF is much smaller. 

3.  ENERTAV SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

A new software system ENERTAV uses the collected information to predict the heat temperature. It is 

based on the system ELTAV, that was developed in years 2007 - 2009 and its functions was described in 
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previous papers [1,2,4] and on the web site [7]. Both systems are based on two branches of artificial 

intelligence; neural networks and genetic algorithms. Knowledge from lectures was developed in course of 

individual research with goal to pass the system to solved problems.  

Our goal in case of ELTAV was to create a system that would be able: 

- To learn the patterns from collected data 

- To find such parameters that are influential in the quality of melting process 

- To forecast the future quality of resulting heats from measured data 

- To make a suggestion how to set the parameter values in such a way as to make the hazard of 

defective melting as low as possible  

3.1  Input data format 

The idea of ELTAV input files is a simply 2D table with a header containing variable names. The data was 

originally provided using EXCEL and exported into the text file, but an integrated convertor from ORACLE 

database tables is presently being developed. All values in the row are separated by a tabulator. The system 

reads and simultaneously checks the data file into its own data structures and displays and logs errors 

found. 

3.2  Data checking and preprocessing 

The selected items are then checked by the means of statistical methods. Essential statistical parameters 

are calculated, as well as correlative and regression coefficients. The 6-sigma check [6] was useful likewise: 

the rows including values more different then ± 3 * sigmas from the average value of a column are 

displayed, where sigma is the standard deviation. A user can consider, if there is a measurement error or an 

extraordinary situation, and the wrong rows can be excluded from the training set. The next step of data 

preprocessing is the selection of input variables and an output variable. The list of all variables is shown as 

they appear in the header of the data table and a user can select the variable by means of the mouse. 

Values can be binary, real or text. The text items are translated to numerical items, the real numbers can be 

normalized. If the output variable is binary, a check can be provided: any patterns, close to each other in 

the Euclidean norm mustn’t have very different outputs. 

3.3  Neural network learning process 

As soon as the data are pre-processed by means of statistical methods, the structure of data can be used as 

a training set for the neural network. The ELTAV system includes a number of neural network 

representatives and the computation process can be affected using user defined parameters. The user can 

change the parameters by means of a user interface, and the parameters can be stored in a control file. For 

complicated technological process forecasting a forward neural network is available that consists of an 

input level, two hidden levels and an output level of neurons. The organization of the network depends on 

a number of variables. The first hidden level covers number of inputs, the second hidden level contains half 

the neurons of the first level [3]. 

The learning process is managed by means of optional parameters. The main parameters are the following: 

- New wages are changed after each pattern of the training set or together for all patterns. We use 

the second method in the case of a greater data error rate. 
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- We always use a moment, i.e. in the course of weight adaptation the previous variation is included, 

as well. We set the influence of the old variation relatively high - approximately 0,8. 

- The learning of steepness and threshold is very suitable [5]. The steepness oscillates around about 

the value 4, and the threshold differentiates very much. The learning rate is about 10 times less 

than the learning rate for wages. 

- IIf the initiatory wages were created randomly and the weight didn’t differ from each other, which 

happens sometimes, then the neural network cannot learn more, even if the results were not 

acceptable. That is why weights are generated randomly but pro rate. 

3.4  Using neural network results 

The adapted neural network can be used for the following operations: 

 The dependence analysis. The production engineer needs often know how many parameters affect the 

final quality of melt. The ELTAV system is equipped with the facility of providing such an analysis. The 

results are used: 

o to make technical precautions 

o to improve the performance of the learning and forecasting process 

 The optimizing of a process. The adapted neural network is a fundamental for optimizing the melting 

process as well. 

3.5  Data analysis 

The disadvantage of above described method is that although it can learn and forecast process 

dependencies, it cannot describe the dependencies understandably. On the other hand, we can found the 

level of dependencies anyway, even if the dependency is nonlinear, and display it in form a graph. 

3.6  Time snaps analysis 

Developing of the system ELTAV was completed in December 2009 and it is used as a common optimizing 

and data analyzing system in our company. It cannot be used, however, for solving the problem of time 

snaps we need for our current problem. Vectors containing input and output variables must be of the same 

length in all patterns and this condition is not met in our case. The length of each heat differs mostly from 

length of another heat. That is why we added a time snap scanner to transfer some variables to a vector of 

fixed length. 

The main difference between ELTAV and a new system ENERTAV is in additional model SCANTAV that 

analyses data scanned in course of process and transfers them to input data for learning system. 

We get such variables from database RISO in a little time intervals: Electrical energy consumption, oxygen, 

natural gas, anthracite and temperature of water in cooling panels. The time snap of referenced variables 

has in each melting different number of phases. In course of analysis, we describe each phase by means of 

defined characteristic, as an average value, standard deviation, integral in time segment etc. The type of 

the characteristic is based on metallurgical model and the user selects it in dialog. The influence of the 

phase depends on time elapsed from the phase to temperature measurement and it decreases by delay 

increasing.  
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As mentioned above, it is not suitable to use available neural net, the length of input vector is in training 

patterns different, the influence of factors in time is not known and the influence of temperature in furnace 

on single components is not known, as well. 

To solve this problem, the transform method from input data to input vector of fixed length was 

developed. To recognize single segments, the state diagram was used. Its nodes are Start, Up, Test, Down 

and End. 

The watching of each variable begins in node Start. If the value of variable exceeds minimum, the state 

goes to node Up. In this node remains so long, till occurs the value less minimum. Then the state goes to 

Test, and it remains in this node until the value doesn’t exceed minimum for the specified time length, only 

then goes to node Down. From each node can state go to state End. 

We can find the maximum of heat length in all patterns and so we can divide it to required number of 

segments and the area of each phase can be identified with the center of the nearest time segment. Such 

a way we can get patterns of training set each having the same length, and then we continue using 

validated analyzing system ELTAV. 

3.7 Finding the time of stable process 

A very important value to temperature forecasting is an instant of time, in this the process become stable 

after second basket of scrap. We solve this problem using genetic algorithms. The time of melting after 

second basket is randomly divided into segments and each such set of segments represents a chromosome. 

One segment, i.e. start, stop and characteristics, defines a gen. A number of chromosomes creates 

a population. On this population we apply genetic operators:  

Mutation is a change of bounds in randomly selected segment and appropriate bounds in its neighbors. The 

characteristics are then reevaluated. 

Cross-over is interlaying of randomly selected chromosomes and reevaluating the characteristics, as well. 

The algorithm performs the selection according fitness function that is developed from similarity of 

characteristics inside of each segment. 

4.  TEMPERATURE FORECAST 

Data from heats produced in years 2009 and 2010 was used for learning the system. It was more than 2000 

heats. An example prediction of temperature during melting is shown in fig 2 and 3. We can now compare 

the predicted temperature curve with the points of the actual measured temperature of steel bath.  

The course of predicted temperature is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Predicted temperature during melting is 

displayed by black curve, while measured value of temperature is displayed by red cross. We have achieved 

very good prediction in case of these two mentioned heats. But not all heats are so good predicted. 

Overview of accuracy of prediction is given in table 1. This evaluation was made on data from heat that was 

made during March 2011 (210 heats). There are several influences that can create any inaccuracy. These 

influences are mainly lumpiness of scrap, longer breaks between heats and some failures during melting. In 

the next step we will try as much as possible to quantify exactly these various delays, their influence and 

also heat losses during melting will be implemented in the temperature model of EAF. We expect that 

these interventions to the model should lead to further improvement of temperature prediction. 
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Fig. 2  The course of predicted temperature (h. 51260)       Fig. 3  The course of predicted temperature (h. 51559) 

Table 1  Overview of accuracy of prediction on heat data from March 2011 

Accuracy of prediction Percentage of heats 

Max. 5 °C 10 % 

5 - 10 °C 16,6 % 

10 - 20 °C 20 % 

Min. 20 °C 53,3 % 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

It was developed a system that predicts steel temperature during scrap melting and steel refining in EAF. 

This system is based on artificial intelligence methods. The system is able to analyze available input data 

from steel plant control system, mainly current consumption of electricity, oxygen, natural gas and others 

important values. It was trained on data from more than 2000 heats. This system is also able to recommend 

the moment, when desired temperature is achieved. The verification of the accuracy of temperature 

prediction and optimization of the system is now performing.  
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Abstract 

The subject of this work is the comparison of numerically obtained values of surface tension using different 

types of models and experimentally measured data of surface tension of oxide systems. 

The ternary system of CaO-Al2O3-SiO2, which presents simplified base of the casting powders used in 

technological process, was submitted to the experiment. For mathematic calculation of surface tension the 

semi empirical models resulting from Butler’s equation and Chou model were evaluated as suitable. Further 

the functionality of empiric model based on theory of regular ionic solution was tested. Due to high rate of 

universality the model utilizing the Butler’s equation can be extended in the poly-component systems. 

Chou model represents model that enables the calculation of wide spectrum of the ternary systems 

physical-chemical properties. The results of simulation were compared with experimentally obtained values 

of surface tension.  

With regard to relatively higher temperatures of measurement and character of ternary system a sessile 

drop method was chosen as optimal method for obtaining experimental data. The changes of temperature 

dependences of surface tension of concentration line with growing content of the component SiO2 were 

studied by using this method.  

Keywords: surface tension, molten slag, mathematical modelling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Surface tension of molten slag systems is important physical-chemical property, which is directly related to 

technological processes in steelmaking [1, 2, 3]. It is not always possible to find the relevant data on surface 

tension of molten slag systems, since these are poly-component oxidic-fluoride systems and experimental 

research is highly demanding and limited in great extent by the necessity to work under high temperatures. 

That’s why modelling studies play in this area such an important role. In spite of the fact that lately 

numerous models dealing with numeric calculations of surface tension have been developed, they steel 

struggle with the problem of disagreement of experimentally obtained data with calculated values due to 

complexity of processes running between slag and metal, and also due to character of slag systems.  

The submitted work deals with verification of functionality of three mathematical models for calculation of 

surface tension in the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 with various degrees of basicity. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Ternary system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2, which represents a simplified basis of casting powders used in 

technological practice, was chosen for presentation of results. A concentration line with increments of 3wt. 

% of SiO2 was created for this system. Its chemical composition is given in table 1.  
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Verification of functionality of mathematical models an experimental measurement of surface tension by 

sessile drop technique was realised [4]. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of concentration line 

 
SiO2 

(wt%) 
CaO 

(wt%) 
Al2O3 
(wt%) 

BS 47.20 36.90 15.90 

BS + 3 wt% SiO2 50.20 34.80 15.00 

BS + 6 wt% SiO2 53.20 32.71 14.09 

BS + 9 wt% SiO2 56.20 30.61 13.19 

BS + 12 wt% SiO2 59.20 28.51 12.29 

BS + 15 wt% SiO2 62.20 26.41 11.39 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

3.1 Modified Butler´s equation using ionic distances of components 

Tanaka et al. [5], developed a model for determination of surface tension of molten oxidic systems, based 

on the Butler’s equation and on the procedure proposed by Speiser et al. [6]. They expressed the modified 

Butler’s equation by ion distances of pure oxides participating in the system in the following manner: 
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 σ     is calculated the surface tension *mN/m+, 

 σi    is the surface tension of the pure molten component [mN/m], 

 R     is the gas constant [J.K-1.mol-1], 

 di    is ionic distance of the component i in the surface phase and in the bulk phase [m], 

 T     is the absolute temperature [K], 

 NB,S
i  is the mole fraction of the component i in phase P, 
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 Ai    is the molar surface area in monolayer of pure molten component i [m3.mol-2]. 

Individual input data were taken from the works [5] and [7]. 

3.2 Chou model 

This geometric model [8, 9] enables calculation of surface tension of liquid phase of ternary system with 

limited area of solubility, with use of equilateral triangle.  

It is based on the following basic relation: 

         (7) 

where 

  (8)    (9)    (10) 

  (11)     (12) 

  (13)     (14) 

where σ   is the surface tension of the ternary system solved in the point “O”  *mNm-1], 

 σi   is the surface tension of the point i [mNm-1], 

 Wi  is the probability weight of the points  A´, B´, C´, 

 xi
j   is mass fraction of the component i. 

Basic procedure of solution of equations (7) to (14) was described in detail in the previous work [10]:  

3.3 Model of regular solution 

Author Kozheurov has introduced the theory of regular ion solutions. He deduced with use of methods of 

statistic thermodynamics a model of regular ion solution first for the systems with a single common ion 

[11], and later also for the systems with general number of ions [12] with application for metallurgical slags.     

This empiric model is based on the following equation: 

SASAScScAcAcSSAAcc QXQXQXXXX        (15) 

where  σi   is surface tension of pure oxides [mNm-1] [5], 

 Xi   is molar fraction,  

 Qi-j is surface interaction parameter [mNm-1],    

Values of surface interactions parameters were taken from the literature [13]. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Modified Butler’s equation using ionic distances of components 

In the first phase of modelling a calculation of surface tension for the ternary system CaO - Al2O3 - SiO2 was 

made with use of the modified Butler’s equation (1) - (6). Temperature dependencies of surface tension of 

the given addition of with SiO2 increments of 3wt.% and with the maximum addition of 15wt.% were 

investigated - see Fig. 1. The system of equations of this mathematical model was solved in mathematical 

program MATHCAD. Calculation itself was made by modified Newton’s method.  

 

Fig. 1  The temperature dependence of surface tension of concentration line with addition of SiO2 

calculated using a modified Butler’s model with ionic distances of components. 

4.2 Chou model 

Fig 2 presents temperature dependencies of surface tension obtained by Chou model. Calculation of 

surface tension was made according to the relations (7) - (14). 

 

Fig. 2  The temperature dependence of surface tension of concentration line with addition of SiO2 

calculated using Chou model. 

4.3 Model of regular solution 

In the last phase of modelling a calculation of surface tension of the concentration line of the ternary 

system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 was made with use of empiric model of regular solution. Fig 3 shows the obtained 

temperature dependencies.  
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Fig. 3  The temperature dependence of surface tension of concentration line with addition of SiO2 

calculated using a model of regular solution. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Surface tension of the concentration line of SiO2 prepared in laboratory was calculated with use of three 

selected mathematical models. These values were afterwards compared with the surface tension data 

experimentally measured by sessile drop technique. 

This works presents Butler’s modified equation with use of ion distances of individual components, Chou 

model and model of regular solution. Fig 1 shows evident decreasing tendency of surface tension with an 

increasing content of silicon dioxide in the Butler’s modified equation. The same tendency of concentration 

dependence of surface tension was repeated also in the Chou model (Fig. 2), as well as in empiric model of 

regular solution (Fig. 3). What concerns behaviour of surface tension with temperature, the situation is 

quite opposite. While in the Butler’s equation the surface tension increases with temperature, in the Chou 

model and in the model of regular solution the tendency of temperature dependence is decreasing. 

Fig 4 presents comparison of the values of surface tension calculated numerically by mathematical models 

with the results obtained from experiments. The best concordance rate was found in the Chou model. This 

model provides very good results with a mean deviation from the measured values of 3%. In case of the 

Butler’s modified equation the mean deviation was 15%. Model of regular solution had the biggest mean 

deviation from the experimental values, i.e. approx. 20%. 

 

Fig. 4  Comparison of experimentally obtained surface tension values with calculated data using the above 

models. 
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It is therefore possible to summarise the obtained results in the following manner: 

 Butler’s modified equation with use of ion distances and model of regular solution can be used, due 

to comparatively big deviations from the measured values, only for an estimation of indicative, 

values of surface tension of the order of magnitude. 

 The Chou model was found to be suitable for calculation of surface tension of the ternary system 

CaO-Al2O3-SiO2. A mean deviation of 3% was determined at comparison of calculated and 

experimentally obtained values. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen trapping is considered to play an important role in many of the mechanisms explaining 

embrittlement in high performance alloys. Traps are generaly categorised in two wide groups:  shallow or 

reversible traps and deep or irreversible traps. The later include microstructure defects like voids, 

microcracks and the surfaces of speciffic incoherent precipitates. When disolved hydrogen accumulate at 

these sites in large concentration it transforms into molecular hydrogen (gas) and pressure builds up.  

A set of physically-based models describing heat transfer and phase transformation in ferrous alloys has 

been combined with a model of interstitial element diffusion which incorporates thermally driven diffusion 

to account for interstitial redistribution across thermal gradients, considering phase transformation and 

varying interstitial solubility and diffusivity as well as limited desorption at free surfaces. 

As is well known, atom diffusion is driven by a reduction of the Gibbs energy of the system. In the most 

usual case diffusion reduces concentration gradients at constant matrix composition and temperature. 

However, as shown by Darken (1949), under a temperature gradient diffusion could occur up-hill the 

composition gradient as long as that still leads to a reduction of Gibbs energy in the system. This effect is 

also known as thermal diffusion or Ludwig-Soret effect.  

This set of models is used to study in detail the phenomenon of concentration of hydrogen gas in 

microstructural defects in steel and assess its severity related to microstructure, phase transformation 

temperature, defect distribution and manufacturing conditions, like initial hydrogen content, component 

size and thermal history. The results of the calculations are related to the occurence of macroscopical 

damage resulting from the build up of high pressure hydrogen gas in microstructure defects.  

Keywords: Hydrogen damage, irreversible trapping, modelling, gas pressure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The solution of small amounts of hydrogen in steel during manufacturing is in some cases responsible for 

severe degradation of the metal's mechanical properties. As this phenomenon is specially rellevant in high 

performance alloys, much efford has historically been applied to understand and avoid such problem, and 

such efford still continues nowadays [1-6]. 

Hydrogen content in the molten metal is reduced during refining or using vacuum technologies, while 

hydrogen pick-up is minimised all throrough the process. These operations enable bringing the overall 

hydrogen content in the metal down to 1.5ppm with standard refining practices (like AOD) and to 0.5ppm 
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by using vacuum technology. Any remaining hydrogen stays either in solution up to the matrix phase's 

solubility limit or becomes distributed (trapped) into various types of lattice defects. 

The nature of trapping sites ranges from the distortion field surrounding dislocations to the surfaces of 

certain precipitates and microcracks in the material, but they can all be modelled as a potential well, with a 

characteristic activation energy necessary for the release of an hydrogen atom contained in them[3-4]. Using 

this description, it is usual to classify trap sites into two broad categories, shallow or reversible trap sites 

and deep or irreversible ones. Reversible traps (i.e. dislocations, alloying elements and some precipitates) 

are also referred to as finite traps, as they can only accomodate a small amount of hydrogen[3-4]. Aparently, 

reversible trapping need not be detrimental and several methods have been proposed that involve using a 

distribution of reversible traps to minimise the effect of residual hydrogen in mechanical properties by 

avoiding the build up of large concentrations of hydrogen in a small region[4-5]. 

Irreversible traps, on the other hand (like for instance voids, microcracks or the surfaces of specific 

incoherent precipitates) are usually able to accomodate a larger amount of hydrogen. In their case, 

hydrogen trapped in large concentration may transform into its molecular form (gas), and produce an 

increase in pressure inside the defect, potentially leading to irreversible damage in the form of cracking and 

plastic deformation (fisheyes, flaking, etc)[2-3]. 

Keeping in mind that a distribution of reversible trap sites can only hold a limited amount of hydrogen and 

that it may not necessarily be detrimental to the mechanical properties of the metal, this work applies the  

conservative assumption that all hydrogen beyond the solubility limit concentrate on irreversible trap sites. 

Particularly, as the main types of irreversible traps are -or may be assimilated to- microcracks, it is to be 

expected that at large concentrations, the hydrogen atoms trapped at such sites combine into their more 

stable form of molecular hydrogen (gas).  

To determine the distribution of hydrogen in a metal component during manufacturing, a model on the 

diffusion of of interstitial atoms has been used, which includes the effect of phase transformation and a 

physical description of the fluxes of hydrogen across a free surface (external or internal). The model allows 

therefore the estimation of hydrogen supersaturation during different manufacturing conditions and the 

pressure that could be potentially reached in microstructure defects acting like irreversible trap sites. The 

information inferred from this work is expected to contribute to avoid manufacturing practices that lead to 

severe material degradation. 

2.  DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

A physical model describing the diffusion of interstitial atoms has been built on and applied to the 

redistribution of hydrogen [6-7]. This model incorporates previously developed models of temperature 

evolution and phase transformations in steel [6-8]. 

Temperature evolution during cooling of a metal component has been modelled by integrating the heat 

equation numerically, using a finite difference implicit scheme (Crank-Nicholson [8]). This model 

incorporates the effects of natural and forced convection as well as radiation as heat extraction 

mechanisms. To describe a number of situations, the value of h, the heat transfer coefficient, could be 

adjusted to describe from air convection (h = 6 Wm-2K-1) to forced cooling using water spray cooling (h = 

22∙103 Wm-2K-1) [6-8]. Phase transformation during cooling is modelled using thermodynamic criteria and 

classic nucleation and growth kinetics as described in previous work [6-8]. 
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The integration of these models with the hydrogen diffusion model runs the following scheme. The starting 

distribution of interstitial composition in each calculation cell, Ci, is taken from initial conditions. From the 

temperature evolution model mentioned above, the temperature for each calculation cell is determined for 

the current time interval, and the saturation composition C0
i as well as the relative saturation Ci/C0

i are 

determined as function of temperature and matrix phase according to [9], vol.1, Eqs. 7.4.2-5. Subsequently, 

these values are recalculated for all the thermal history of the process. 

The evolution of hydrogen distribution is determined as a function of thermal agitation and atom mobility 

by relating it to a random walk process. The expression of the final distance covered by each atom, the 

mean random walk distance, Δx, in a time interval Δt, is related to the thermal agitation, via the diffusion 

coefficient D, using the random walk expression [10]: 

 

If the jump is totally random, the probability P of an atom ending its random walk in the adjoining cell in 

direction j is given by, 

 

where lc  is the calculation cell length in one of the 6 main directions of displacement. 

In the present model, it has been considered that for dilute solutions the gradient in chemical activity of an 

interstitial atom may be related to the gradient in partial saturation at the matrix phase in which it lies [6-7]. 

With that assumption, the actual flux of atoms is function of the relative saturation, that is, interstitial 

atoms will tend to flow from regions with high levels of saturation to regions with lower levels of saturation 

(i.e. down-hill the partial saturation gradient). In a situation of uniform temperature this would be 

equivalent of considering that atoms flow from regions with high concentration to regions with low 

concentration, but in an scenario with large temperature (and therefore solubility) gradients, or with 

phases with distinct solubilities, it allows the possibility of diffusion happening up-hill the composition 

gradient. The difference in partial saturation in adjoining regions is used to determine the probability of an 

atom to diffuse there. In this way, by using partial saturation it is possible to deal simultaneously with 

interstitial site saturation. 

The influence of thermal activation is captured by using an Arrhenius-type description of diffusion. The 

diffusion pre-exponential and activation energy coefficients obtained from literature [6-9]. 

 

 

Special considerations need to be taken when studying the effect of the free surface on the behaviour of 

interstitial atoms, specially those as mobile as hydrogen. Hydrogen desorption is estimated assuming local 

equilibrium at the surface, and that the relationship between hydrogen dissolved in the metal at the surface 

and the partial pressure of hydrogen gas in the atmosphere follows Sievert's law*3,7+. Additionally, the flux of 

hydrogen atoms across the surface is still restricted by the atom mobility conditions as described earlier and 

limited by site saturation (i.e. partial saturation). Finally, the influence of the surface condition is introduced 

using an empirical coefficient S, 0.0≤ S≤ 1.0 . 

D = D0 exp
− ΔH

RT

P =
1

6

Δx

lc

Δx = Δt⋅ D
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Effect of cooling rate on concentration distribution 

The model described has been used to 

study the influence of material and 

manufacturing conditions on the 

redistribution of hydrogen in steel. Fig.1 

shows the difference in hydrogen 

distribution obtained between fast and 

slow cooling of a steel plate 25cm thick 

containing 1.5ppm of hydrogen. During 

a long slow cooling (h = 6 Wm-2K-1), and 

while the surface is still at high 

temperature, some hydrogen diffuses 

from the subsurface region out of the 

metal, and as the temperature 

gradients within decrease the hydrogen 

concentration homogenises to an 

average content of 1.08ppm. On the 

other hand, during fast cooling (h = 

22∙103 Wm-2K-1), the severe temperature gradient between the surface and the core of the plate favour the 

hydrogen flux towards the core region. At the same time, as the surface temperature decreases rapidly, 

diffusion out of the metal is reduced. Phase transformation from FCC to BCC as the metal cools, with the 

later phase being less able to dissolve hydrogen, contribute to the flux towards the core region. The lower 

saturation threshold of BCC also impedes diffusion in the subsurface region and therefore, loss of hydrogen 

towards the atmosphere. In summary, and as shown in Fig.1(a), during fast cooling hydrogen in the 

subsurface region becomes pushed towards the core region, forming two concentration peaks that grow as 

they move towards the high temperature core until they eventually join at the centre of the piece. 

Fast cooling of a thick component produces a substantial enrichment in hydrogen of the core region, 

reaching several times the starting overall concentration, while the total content remains barely unchanged 

(1.49ppm). Then, on transformation to BCC the core region becomes severely supersaturated. Slow cooling 

of the same component produces an uniform hydrogen distribution, and a certain reduction of the overall 

content (in this example, from 1.5ppm to 1.08ppm), although at the cost of a lengthy cooling process (42 

hours). An alternative method has also been proposed elsewhere aiming for the reduction of hydrogen 

content during cooling, which avoids the core concentration of hydrogen content [6,7-11]. 

3.2 Hydrogen supersaturation 

As described in the previous section, some manufacturing operations may force the hydrogen content in a 

metal component to redistribute causing the formation of high concentration regions, where the hydrogen 

content could achieve concentrations several times larger than the overall starting concentration in the 

component. Furthermore, hydrogen solubility decreases with decreasing temperature, and suffers a sudden 

additional reduction on the transformation from FCC to BCC structure 

Fig. 1  Hydrogen redistribution during fast and slow cooling of a 

25cm thick plate with 1.5ppm start H content, in steel with FCC 

to BCC phase transition occurring at 700°C 
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Fig.2 shows the same operations as 

shown in Fig.1, but in terms of partial 

saturation. Partial saturation is defined 

as the hydrogen content divided by the 

solubility limit as function of matrix 

phase and temperature (Ci / C0(Ti)). 

Above unity, the content is beyond the 

solubility capability of the matrix and 

such supersaturation needs to be 

redistributed among various trapping 

sites. During slow cooling (Fig.2, right), 

hydrogen content remains 

homogeneously distributed, and 

although hydrogen content reaches 

supersaturation and increases to several 

times the solubility of the BCC matrix, 

the supersaturation is still less severe 

than in the core region of a fast cooled 

component (Fig.2, left). In the present example, the fast cooled component with a starting hydrogen 

content of 1.5ppm reaches in its core region  supersaturation over 24 times the solubility limit of the BCC 

matrix.  

3.3 Equivalent gas pressure in irreversible traps 

As discussed before, an excess in hydrogen content, that is, beyond the solubility limit of the metallic 

matrix, distributes among trapping sites of various typologies. The resulting effect on the mechanical 

properties of the alloy depends directly on the type of trapping site and the amount of hydrogen that 

contains, As several types of trapping sites coexist, various embrittlement mechanisms might be at work*3+. 

Reversible trapping sites are able to accommodate a limited amount of hydrogen, and their effect on 

mechanical behaviour is ambiguous*3-5+. Irreversible traps are able to hold a larger amount of hydrogen and 

affect the alloy detrimentally *3-5+.  

The distribution and number density of sites of each type it is characteristic of each alloy and the thermal 

history it has sustained and therefore it is not possible to offer a general estimate of the effect of excess 

hydrogen on the mechanical properties of ferrous alloys. However, by assuming that in a general situation, 

the fraction of hydrogen trapped in reversible traps (and its effect on the mechanical behaviour of the alloy) 

is small compared to that trapped in irreversible traps, it is possible to offer a conservative estimate of the 

potential severity of the resulting degradation. To that end, it has been  assumed that in most cases any 

type of irreversible traps could be assimilated to voids or microcracks. 

Fig.3 compares the temperature and partial saturation evolution for the core and subsurface regions during 

the fast cooling of the component in Fig.1 and Fig.2. In this case, molecular hydrogen unable to remain in 

solution in the surrounding matrix would diffuse into the trap distribution and form molecular hydrogen 

(i.e. hydrogen gas). 

Fig. 2  Hydrogen partial saturation (or supersaturation if above 

1.0) due to redistribution during fast and slow cooling of a 

25mm thick plate with 1.5ppm start H content, in steel with FCC 

to BCC phase transition occurring at 700°C. 
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Fig. 3 compares the temperature and 

partial saturation evolution for the core 

and subsurface regions during the fast 

cooling of the component in Fig.1 and 

Fig. 2. In this case, molecular hydrogen 

unable to remain in solution in the 

surrounding matrix would diffuse into 

the trap distribution and form molecular 

hydrogen (i.e. hydrogen gas). The 

hydrogen transfer between matrix and 

void has been considered to occur under 

local equilibrium and therefore to follow 

Sievert's Rule. Fig. 3 plots as well the 

potential gas pressure in irreversible 

traps equivalent to the matrix 

supersaturation. As supersaturation 

increases during cooling with hydrogen 

diffusion towards the component core, 

more gas accumulates and pressure in 

the microcavities builds up. Even though 

the accumulation of hydrogen gas at 

high pressure is not the only mechanism 

by which the metal degradation may 

occur, hydrogen gas pressure is 

considered to provide a good estimate 

of the severity of the potential damage occurring to the alloy.  

In practice, the excess hydrogen would distribute among various types of traps, so not all of it would 

contribute to the increase in pressure. However, the excess hydrogen estimated by modelling is high enough 

that even if a fraction of it is accommodated in other types of trap site the resulting pressure in 

microcavities would still be matter of concern. Moreover, as pressurised gas starts to accumulate in 

microcavities while at high temperature, it would be necessary to consider not only the static yield strength 

of the matrix at each temperature, but also the dynamic yield strength, as rigorously this issue would sit on 

the boundary between static deformation and creep. Excessive pressure may open microcrack interfaces 

apart and induce the nucleation of new cracks around cavities, leading to the formation of macrostructural 

damage, like hairlines, flaking and fisheyes, all of them typical of macroscopic hydrogen damage *2-3+. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A physical model on hydrogen redistribution has been used to estimate the degree of hydrogen degradation 

during manufacturing processes. The model predicts that on fast cooling, hydrogen content redistributes 

forming concentration peaks that may reach several times the starting average concentration value. Acute 

concentration, together with diminishing hydrogen solubility with decreasing temperature leads to the 

metal matrix becoming severely supersaturated in hydrogen.  

Fig. 3  Evolution of temperature, partial saturation (or 

supersaturation if above 1.0) and potential hydrogen gas 

pressure in microcavities for the core and subsurface regions of 

a 25mm thick plate under fast cooling, with 1.5ppm start H 

content. 
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Excess hydrogen becomes stored in microstructural defects (traps), of which irreversible traps (assimilable 

to microcracks) to store a larger proportion. As hydrogen in microcavities easily becomes molecular 

hydrogen (gas), the potential gas pressure in these trapping sites has been taken as indicator of potential 

material degradation. 

The large pressures that could potentially develop in microcavities in a supersaturated metal, are consistent 

with mechanisms leading to the formation of macroscopical defects, typical of hydrogen damage. These 

defects would occur by plastic deformation at high temperature and crack nucleation. 

Finally, this work shows that hydrogen content usually considered harmless could still become detrimental 

when misguided manufacturing or heat treating practices are used.  
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Abstract 

Original numerical model was applied to the simulation of the temperature field of concast steel slab, when 

melt of steel of quality A finished and immediately the melt of quality B followed. In the secondary-cooling 

zone in the unbending point, the breakout of the steel can occur in points of increased local chemical and 

temperature heterogeneity of the steel. The temperature field of the slab was calculated for three variants 

of the chemical composition. The first variant is for the chemical composition of steel quality  A, the second 

for the chemical composition of steel quality  B and the third for the average chemical composition  from  

quality  A and quality  B. The temperature model was provides the temperature history of  every points of a 

cross-section during its movement through the whole caster from the level of the melt in the crystallizer to 

the cutting torch, the course of isoliquidus, isosolidus and next isotherms, further temperature  isozones. 

Heat transfer coefficient beneath the jets is given by the sum of the forced convection coefficient and the 

so-called reduced convection coefficient corresponding to heat transfer by radiation. The calculation also 

evaluates the metallurgical length and a range of mushy zone, i.e. zone between isosoliquidus and 

isoliquidus. The calculated parameters from the temperature field   to the dimensionless criteria of 

similarity are obtained. After numeration  these criteria will characterize the level of risk of dangerous 

breakout. 

Keywords: concast slab, temperature field, chemical composition, breakout, criteria of similarity 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Oscillation marks are transverse grooves forming on the surface of the solidifying shell of a concast slab. 

The hooks are solidified microscopically thin surface layers of steel [1-3]. They are covered with oxides and 

slag. Their microstructure is different to that of the base material of the solidifying shell. The formation of 

the oscillation marks and hooks are related. The depth of the oscillation marks and also the shape, size and 

the microstructure of the hooks vary irregularly. An increasing extent of these changes leads to a defect in 

the shape of a crack, which reduces the thickness of the solidified shell of the slab upon its exit from the 

mould and causes a dangerous notch. In the secondary-cooling zone, where the slab is beginning to 

straighten out, the breakout of the steel can occur in points of increased local chemical and temperature 

heterogeneity of the steel.  Especially dangerous are the changes in the chemical composition of the steel 

during the actual concasting. The consequences of this operational immediate change in the chemical 

composition of the steel, which are not prevented by a breakout system directly inside the mould, could 

lead to immediate interruption in the concasting and a breakout at a greater distance from the mould than 

usual.  
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2. INTERRUPTION OF CONCASTING 

This case was recorded during the process of concasting of 250×1530 mm steel slabs of quality A and 

quality B.  The change in the 

chemical compositions of the 

steels of both qualities was 

carried out very quickly by 

changing the tundish. Inside 

the mould, steel B mixed with 

steel A of the previous melt. 

The pouring continued 

another 20 minutes but then, 

after, in the unbending point 

of the slab, at a distance of 

14.15 m away from the level 

of the melt inside the mould, 

there occurred a breakout between the 7th and 8th segments and the caster stopped. The difference in 

height between the level inside the mould and the breakout point was 8.605 m. This tear in the shell 

occurred on the small radius of the caster. A 250 mm thick sample was taken from the breakout area using 

a longitudinal axial cut (Fig. 1). a 0.41 wt. % carbon content and 9.95 wt. % chromium content (melts 1 to 3) 

and quality B steel with 0.17 wt. % carbon content and 0.70 wt. % chromium content (melt 4). Detailed 

chemical composition of both steels is in Fig. 2 and 3.  The casting of the first two melts of quality A took 

place without any significant issues, after the casting of the third melt of quality A, the fourth melt of 

quality B followed.  

3.  APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL ON A CONCAST STEEL SLAB 

In the first phase of the analyses, the aim was to determine the material, physical, chemical and 

technological parameters, which both melts 3 and 4 differed in. Table 1 contains the individual parameters 

of both melts, entering into off-line version of the numerical model of temperature field in the slab [4].  

Table 1  The parameters characterizing the melt 3 (steel quality A) and melt 4 (steel quality B) 

Item # Parameter Symbol Units A - melt 3 B - melt 4 

1 Pouring speed w [m.s-1] 0.0130 0.0126 

2 Dynamic viscosity  [m-1.kg.s-1] 0.00570 TL 0.00562 TL 
   = . [m-1.kg.s-1] 0.00772 TS 0.00615 TS 

3 Density  [kg.m-3] 7560.7 7600.9 

4 Latent heat of the phase change L [m2.kg.s-2] 246×103 259×103 

5 Specific heat capacity cp [m2.s-2.K-1] 632.6 611.0 

      

      

8 Solidus temperature TS *°C+ 1427.0 1480.6 

9 Liquidus temperature TL *°C+ 1493.9 1512.3 

10 Difference between the liquidus 
and solidus temperatures 

TL - TS  *°C+ 66.9 31.7 

 

     

Fig. 1  A sample from the breakout area 
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The numerical model takes into account the temperature field of the entire slab (from the meniscus of the 

level of the melt in the mould to the cutting torch) using a 3D mesh containing more than a million nodal 

points. 

The solidification and cooling of a concast slab is a global problem of 3D transient heat and mass transfer. If 

heat conduction within the heat transfer in this system is decisive, the process is described by the Fourier-

Kirchhoff equation. It describes the temperature field of the solidifying slab in all three of its states: at the 

temperatures above the liquidus (i.e. the melt), within the interval between the liquidus and solidus (i.e. in 

the mushy zone) and at the temperatures below the solidus (i.e. the solid state). In order to solve these it is 

convenient to use the explicit numerical method of finite differences. Numerical simulation of the release 

of latent heats of phase or structural changes is carried out by introducing the enthalpy function dependent 

on temperature T. The latent heats are contained here. After the automated generation of the mesh (pre-

processing) ties on the entry of the thermophysical material properties of the investigated system, 

including their dependence on temperature - in the form of tables or using polynomials. They are namely 

the heat conductivity k, the specific heat capacity c and density  of the cast metal.  

The 3D model had first been designed as an off-line version and later as an on-line version so that it could 

work in real time. After correction and testing, it will be possible to implement it on any caster thanks to 

the universal nature of the code. Off-line model analyses the temperature field of the actual concasting 

while it passes through the primary-, secondary- and tertiary-cooling zone, i.e. through the entire caster, as 

well as through the most important - or problematic - parts of the caster. Simultaneously, this enables the 

analysis of the temperature field of the mould and, therefore, the optimisation of its operational 

parameters, such as cooling, oscillations and the casting flux used. The numerical model fully considers the 

non-linearity of the task, i.e. the dependence of the thermophysical properties, especially of the concasting 

material and the mould on the temperature, as it does the dependence of the boundary conditions on 

surface temperature and other influences (shift rate, cooling intensity, etc.). The numerical model is 

equipped with an interactive graphics environment for facilitated entry of the input parameters with the 

successive automatic generation of the mesh (i.e. pre-processing), as well as modern graphics output that 

displays the temperature field using contour lines in the various sections, time curves, etc. (i.e. post-

processing). The software, based on this model must be user-friendly and it is possible to change the 

parameters by the trained steelworks staff. In this way it is ready for immediate application in the 

appropriate offices as an off-line system. 

The model is fully functional and accurately conducts general analyses of the influences of the various 

technological measures on the formation of the temperature field of the entire concasting. In a similar way, 

it helps the staff to analyse the failure state of the caster.   

Off-line version of the temperaturel model was  used now to simulate the temperature field of steel slab of  

melt No.3 (steel quality A), steel slab of melt No. 4 (steel quality B) and a mixture of A and B quality. We 

consider that each thermophysical property (thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density and enthalpy) of 

the mixture A + B is the arithmetic average of the properties of steel A and B. The dependence of these 

parameters on temperature was observed [5]. The model can solve nonlinear problem.  

The original model solves the temperature history of every point of the cross-section during its movement 

through the whole caster from the crystallizer  to the cutting torch. Fig. 2  shows the temperature curves of  
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the slab cross-section   for steel quality A, Fig 3 for steel quality B, Fig. 4 for steel quality A+B . In these 

graphs a curve shows also the grow of the thickness  of a solidified shell . 

 

 
 

STEEL A 

wt% 

0.416 C 

0.95   Cr 

0.03   Ni 

0.70   Mn 

0.28   Si 

Fig. 2  Temperature history of points of the slab cross-section  (steel A) 

 

 

 

STEEL B 

wt% 

0.174 C 

0.07   Cr 

0.02   Ni 

1.46   Mn 

0.23   Si 

Fig. 3  Temperature history of points of the slab cross-section  (steel B) 

 

 

 

STEEL A+B 

 

Fig. 4  Temperature history of points of the slab cross-section  (steel A+B) 

The model provides also the curves of isoliquidus (red) and isosolidus (blue). The model draws these 

isotherms in both axial longitudinal sections of the slab for steel A, B and steel mixture A+B to the common  

Figure to the better compare. The figure 5 shows the comparison in the first axial longitudinal section, the 

Fig. 6 in the second axial longitudinal section. Areas between isoliquidus and isosolidus, therefore in the 

solidification interval are the so-called mushy zones. 
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STEEL  

    A 

 

 

STEEL  

    B 

 

 

STEEL  

  A+B 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEEL  

    A 

 

 

 

STEEL  

    B 

 

 

STEEL  

  A+B 

 

Fig. 5  Isosolidus and isoliquidus  in the first 

axial longitudinal section  of the slab. 

Fig. 6  Isosolidus and isoliquidus  in the 

second axial longitudinal section  of the slab. 
 

For example calculated mushy zone (the area between isoliquidus -red curve and isosolidus- blue curve) in 

the cross-section of the slab in which  the break out has occured (at a distance of 14.15 m from the level of 

melt in the mould) for steel A is shown in the Figure 7 for the quality of the A, B and A + B. 

 

 
STEEL A 

 
STEEL B 

 
STEEL A+B 

Fig. 7  A mushy zone in the cross-section of the breakout 

4. THE APPLICATION OF SIMILARITY THEORY 

They collected thermophysical parameters of both qualities of steel, technological parameters of the caster 

(casting speed, mold characteristics, etc.) and data that were obtained by means of off-line model of the 

temperature field of the both slabs. Mutual dependence of the set of thus stipulated parameters and 

quantities will be determined. For this an application of theory of physical similarity is assumed. It is 

expected at the same time that this way based on three basic theorems ( theorem of dimensional 

independence and theorem of dimensional homogeneity) will make it possible to determine the number or 

even a kind of dimensionless arguments representing criteria of similarity. It enables also reduction of the 

number of independent variables, describing individual partial processes accompanying continuous casting 

of steel slabs and also causal dependencies between these quantities. This is in principle the only possible 

manner - how to described, evaluate and control with use of criteria in extreme cases stability of complex 

physical-chemical processes, from which the continuous casting is composed. That is to say that the 

existing findings and experience indicate that it is impossible, at least at present, to realise an absolutely 
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exact mathematical-physical and chemical description of the whole process and control deduced from it - 

from the moment when liquid steel enters the tundish, including inter-mixing of individual heats, till the 

moment when steel enters the mold, its passage through the whole system of secondary cooling and zones 

of straightening till the final product. Application of similarity theory will be the subject of a separate 

article. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A breakout of the concast slab  right under the mould is usually detected and indicated by an anti-breakout 

system.  However, breakouts occur at contcasting, i.e. failure of strength of solidified shell even at smooth 

change of grade of the cast steel, most often on radial CCM at the place of straightening of the slab. This 

irreparable defect is moreover often initiated by surface defects, the origin of which is already in the mold 

during the beginning of crystallisation. These are oscillation marks and sub-surface pockets - hooks. Both 

phenomena, i.e. formation of marks and hooks are related to each other. These defects may also lead 

under certain conditions, such as change of grade of contcast steel, to interruption of casting and to 

breakout, as it is demonstrated in the photo of macro-structure of defect, taken directly at the place of 

breakout of continuously cast slab. Moreover the breakout occured after a quick change in the chemical 

composition of the concast steel quality A and the quality  B.  The change in the chemical compositions of 

the steels of both qualities was carried out very quickly by changing the tundish.  The pouring continued 

another 20 minutes but then, in the unbending point of the slab, there occurred a breakout and the caster 

stopped. Off-line version of the temperature model was  used to simulate of the temperature field of the 

slab of  steel quality A, steel quality B and a mixture of A and B quality. They collected thermophysical 

parameters of both qualities of steel, technological parameters of the caster (casting speed, mold 

characteristics, etc.) and data that were obtained by means of off-line temperature model. Mutual 

dependence of the set of thus stipulated parameters and quantities will be determined. For this an 

application of theory of physical similarity and the derivation of similarity criteria is assumed. 
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Abstract 

An important area of the caster is the so-called secondary cooling zone, which is subdivided into thirteen 

sections. In the secondary-cooling zone, where the slab is beginning to straighten out  the breakout of the 

steel can occur in points of increased local chemical and temperature heterogeneity of the steel, from 

increased tension as a result of the bending of the slab and also from a high local concentration of non-

metal, slag inclusions. Especially dangerous are the changes in the chemical composition of the steel during 

the actual concasting. In the case of two melts one immediately after the other, i.e. when melt of steel of 

quality  A finished  and right now the melt of quality B followed,  this could lead to interruption in the 

concasting  and a breakout. The material, physical, chemical and technological parameters, which both 

melts differed in were determined. The parameters from the temperature field were calculated by means 

of the model, for example maximal and minimal lenghts of isoliquidai and isosolidai, the range of so-called 

mushy zone with temperature between liquidus and solidus, the temperature of surface slab and so on.  If 

the dimensionless analysis is applied for assessing and reducing the number of these all parameters, then it 

is possible to express the level of risk of breakout as a function of five dimensionless criteria. 

Keywords: concast slab, temperature field, criteria of similarity, breakout risk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Oscillation marks are transverse grooves forming on the surface of the solidifying shell of a concast slab. 

The course of individual marks is rough and perpendicular to the direction of the movement of the slab. 

The formation of the marks is sometimes the result of the bending of the solidifying shell during the 

oscillation of the mould, which depends on the frequency and the amplitude of the oscillation and on the 

casting (movement) speed. The hooks are solidified microscopically thin surface layers of steel - various 

authors [1-3]. They are covered with oxides and slag. Their microstructure is different to that of the base 

material of the solidifying shell. The formation of the oscillation marks and hooks are related. Formation of 

marks are caused by a oscillatory movement of mold, in the first place by the relationship between the 

frequency of oscillation - f, amplitude ΔS and the casting speed - w, which determines a speed of the 

movement of  a contcast slab. Creation of the hooks is connected  with the speed  of melt solidification. 

The depth of the oscillation marks and also the shape, size and the microstructure of the hooks vary 

irregularly. An increasing extent of these changes leads to a defect in the shape of a crack, which reduces 

the thickness of the solidified shell of the slab upon its exit from the mould and causes a dangerous notch. 

In the secondary-cooling zone, where the slab is beginning to straighten out, the breakout of the steel can 

occur in points of increased local chemical and temperature heterogeneity of the steel, from increased 
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tension as a result of the bending of the slab and also a high local concentration of non-metal, slag 

inclusions. Especially dangerous are the changes in the chemical composition of the steel during the actual 

concasting. The consequences of this operational immediate change in the chemical composition of the 

steel, which are not prevented by a anti-breakout system directly inside the mould, could lead to 

immediate interruption in the concasting and a breakout at a greater distance from the mould than usual, 

thus leading to significant material loss and downtime. 

2. INTERRUPTION OF CONCASTING 

This case was recorded during the process of concasting of 250×1530 mm steel slabs of quality A with a 

0.41 wt. % carbon content and 9.95 wt. % chromium content (melts 1 to 3) and quality B steel with 

0.17 wt. % carbon content and 0.70 wt. % chromium content (melt 4). The casting of the first two melts of 

quality A took place without any significant issues, after the casting of the third melt of quality A, the fourth 

melt of quality B followed. The change in the chemical compositions of the steels of both qualities was 

carried out very quickly by changing the tundish. Inside the mould, steel B mixed with steel A of the 

previous melt. The pouring continued another 20 minutes but then, after, in the unbending point of the 

slab, at a distance of 14.15 m away from the level of the melt inside the mould, there occurred a breakout 

between the 7th and 8th segments and the caster stopped. The difference in height between the level 

inside the mould and the breakout point was 8.605 m. This tear in the shell occurred on the small radius of 

the caster. A 250 mm thick sample was taken from the breakout area using a longitudinal axial cut (Fig. 1). 

The structure of this sample was analyzed and using the Bauman (Fig.2) print the distribution of sulphur 

was analyzed too. The numbers 1 to 11 indicate the positions of the samples in the places around the 

breakout intended for analysis. Simultaneously, significant 25 mm sulphide segregations were discovered - 

very heterogeneous areas created by the original base material of the slab (melt 3), the new material of the 

slab (melt 4) and between them and also by the areas of mixed composition. Beneath the surface of the 

slab, at a depth of 75-to-85 mm, there were cracks and a zone of columnar crystals oriented towards the 

surface of the slab on the small radius. This was identical to the orientation of the groove which gradually 

turned into a crack (Fig. 1 - direction 4 - 6) and, on the opposite surface of the slab, the hook which was 

covered by melt (position 8). 

3. NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE STEEL SLAB 

The original model solves the temperature history of every point of the cross-section during its movement 

through the whole caster from the mold  to the cutting torch [4]. The model provides also the curves of 

isoliquidus and isosolidus and   draws these isotherms in both axial longitudinal sections of the slab for steel 

A, B and steel mixture A+B. Areas between isoliquidus and isosolidus, therefore in the solidification interval 

are the so-called   mushy zones.  

In the first phase of the numerical analyses, the aim was to determine the material, physical, chemical and 

technological parameters, which both melts 3 and 4 differed in (besides the already introduced chemical 

composition). Table 1 contains the individual parameters of both melts (line 1 - 10). These parameters were 

inputs to the off-line model of the temperature field of steel slab of the quality A, the quality B, and the 

quality of the mixture A + B. 
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Fig. 1  Macro-structure of breakout Fig. 2  Baumann 

Table 1  The parameters characterizing the concasting of melt 3 (quality A) and melt 4 (quality B) 

Item # Parameter Symbol Units A - melt 3 B - melt 4 

1 Pouring speed w [m.s-1] 0.0130 0.0126 

2 Dynamic viscosity  [m-1.kg.s-1] 0.00570 TL 0.00562 TL 
   = . [m-1.kg.s-1] 0.00772 TS 0.00615 TS 

3 Density  [kg.m-3] 7560.7 7600.9 

4 Latent heat of the phase change L [m2.kg.s-2] 246×103 259×103 

5 Specific heat capacity cp [m2.s-2.K-1] 632.6 611.0 

6 Mould oscillation amplitude S [m]  0.0060.003 0.0060.003 

7 Oscillation frequency f [s-1] 1.533 1.533 

8 Solidus temperature TS *°C+ 1427.0 1480.6 

9 Liquidus temperature TL *°C+ 1493.9 1512.3 

10 Difference between the liquidus and 
solidus temperatures 

TL - TS  *°C+ 66.9 31.7 

11 Max. length of the isosolidus curve 
from the level* 

max

S
h  m 21.07 19.72 

12 Min. length of the isosolidus curve 
from the level** 

min

S
h  m 19.92 18.69 

13 Max. length of the isoliquidus curve 
from the level* 

max

L
h  m 14.50 16.20 

14 Min. length of the isoliquidus curve 
from the level** 

min

L
h  m 13.70 15.20 

15 The area of the mushy zone on half of 
the cross-section of the breakout + 

mushy
F  m2 0.05366 0.04100 

16 The surface temperature of the 
slab++ 

Tsurf °C 934 1097 

Note (continued from table above): *) of the steel inside the mould to a position 0.650 m from the edges of 

the 1.53 m wide slab; **) of the steel inside the mould to the centre of the slab; +) the overall area of half 

of the cross-section is Fslab = 0,19125 m2 ; ++) in the material 15 mm around the groove (Fig. 1). The data in 

Table 1 were established a) on the caster after breakout; b) from archived on-line results of the 

temperature model; c) by off-line modelling of the temperature field of melts 3 and 4 - Stetina et al. [4]. 
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We considered that each thermophysical 

property (thermal conductivity, heat capacity, 

density and enthalpy) of the mixture A + B is the 

arithmetic average of the properties of steel A 

and B. The dependence of these parameters on 

temperature was observed. The model can solve 

nonlinear problem. The area  of  a  mushy  zone  

in  the 

cross-section  of  the  slab  in  which 

the breakout has occured was calculated. 

Furthermore surface temperatures of the slab in 

the small and large radius were calculated [6]. 

Fig. 3, 4 and 5 shows computed mushy zones in 

the cross section of the breakout for steel A, B 

and their mixture A+B. The area Fmushy of the 

mushy zone on half of the cross-section of the 

breakout    to the Tab.  

1 (line 15) was determined from these figures. 

The off-line provides also the data in row 11 to 14 

and 16 of the Tab. 1. For example, the maximal 

and minimal lenght of the isosolidus in the raw 11 

and 12 for steel B , further  the maximal and 

minimal lenght of the isoliquidus in the raw 13 

and 14 for steel B can be read from Fig. 6.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 6  Isosolidus and isoliquidus in both axial longitudinal sections of the slab of steel B 

 

   STEEL A 

Fig. 3  A computed mushy zone in the cross section  

of the breakout (steel A) 

 

 

 

    STEEL B 

Fig. 4  A computed mushy zone in the cross section  

of the breakout (steel B) 

    STEEL A+B 

Fig. 5  A computed mushy zone in the cross section  

of the breakout (steel A+B) 
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4. DIMENSIONLESS CRITERIA 

If the method of dimensionless analysis is applied for assessing and reducing the number of parameters in 

Table 1 in the first approximation, then it is possible to express the level of risk of breakout as a function of 

the five dimensionless criteria contained in Table 2 (units m, kg, s, K).  

Table 2  Dimensionless criteria characterizing the breakout 

Criterion 
     

steel A 5124.78 1.179 172.77 1.3900 0.044782 

steel B 6237.96 1.217 197.87 1.2729  0.056404* 

Note: *) The maximum temperature difference inside the mixture zone BLASBL
T/)TT(


  

5. SUSCEPTIBILITY TO BREAKOUT - BREAKOUT RISK 

The risk of breakout grows in accordance with the first criterion directly proportionally to the latent heat L 

released from the mushy zone and inversely proportionally to its dynamic viscosity η. The second criterion 

(the Strouhal number) includes transient, oscillation movement including the amplitude of the mould and 

also, implicitly, a susceptibility to marks and hooks, which precede breakout. The third criterion has a 

similar significance but, in addition, includes also dynamic viscosity. The first three criteria increase the risk 

of breakout with melt 4 more than with melt 3. The fourth criterion characterizes the reduction of the load-

bearing cross-section of the slab (by 28.1 % in melt 3 and by 21.4 % in melt 4) by creating a mushy zone, 

which indicates a greater risk of breakout in melt 3. The last criterion considers the effect of the mixture 

zone of melt 3 and a common effect of the mixture zone of melts 3 and 4. The first three criteria are of a 

dynamic nature and their product in melt 3 is 1.044×106 while in the fourth melt it is 1.502×106, i.e. the 

mixture melt has a 50 % greater risk of breakout. The product of all five criteria of melts 3 and 4, 

considering their partial homogenization, is 1.078×105 in melt 4 and 6.498×104 in melt 3. The quotient of 

the product for melts 3 and 4 is 0.603, which predicts a reduced risk of breakout in melt 3. If the influence 

of temperature on the surface of the slab in melt 3, and in the place of the groove in melt 4 it is clear that 

the effect of the groove during the straightening out of the slab is connected with tensile stress, then in the 

place of the groove (Fig. 1) the effect must have been compensated for at a temperature of 1097 °C, i.e. at 

a temperature 163 °C higher than that of a completely straight surface of the slab of melt 3. The data was 

obtained from the investigation into the causes behind a transversal crack that occurred in a different steel 

slab [7]. In order to clarify this, it was necessary to conduct a series of ductility tests at temperatures 

ranging from 20 °C to the solidus temperature. Table 3 contains the test results from temperatures that are 

close to the temperatures in row 16 of Table 2.  

Table 3  Ductility testing at 1093.0 and 914.5 °C *5+ 

Sample Testing 
temperature 

Tensile 
strength 

Strength Diameter Contraction Deformation 
before breaking 

Breaking 
Work 

 *°C+ [N] [MPa] [mm] [%] [mm] [ J] 

1 1093 817 28.9 3.90 58.0 12.0 7 

2 914.5 1247 44.1 5.35 21.5 5.5 6 

A comparison of the mechanical values indicates that the tensile strength at 914.5 °C and the pulling force 

are 1.5 greater than at 1093.0 °C. In addition to this, there was a 8.605 m column of melt working on the 
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mushy zone in the point of the breakout, where the mushy zone reached 
max

S
h =21.07 m from the level in 

the mould, i.e. at least 6.92 m beyond the breakout point. It is therefore possible to assume that the main 

factor that significantly increased the risk of breakout was the superposition of the causing effects of the 

parameters occurring in the first four criteria of Table 2. 

Following a fast change of the tundish, there was a period of 20 min when there was a mixture of quality A 

and quality B steels. The liquidus temperature 1493.9 °C of quality A increased to 1512.3 °C and, 

simultaneously, the latent heat of the phase change increased from 246 kJ/kg (quality A) to 259 kJ/kg 

(quality B). This led to an increase in the temperature of the melt and to the re-melting of the solidified 

shell of the original quality A steel. Furthermore, there was an increase in the length of the mushy zone (up 

to 
max

melt.3Sh  
min

melt.3Lh   = 21.07  13.70 = 7.37 m) and also in its temperature heterogeneity. The temperature 

of the mushy zone - following the mixing of both qualities - could find itself anywhere between the 

maximum temperature of the liquidus of quality A and the minimum temperature of the solidus of quality B 

(i.e. within the interval ASBL TT   = 1512.3 - 1427.0 = 85.3 °C. During the 20 min of pouring of the 

quality B steel (the 4th melt), which began immediately after the quality A steel (the 3rd melt), marks and 

hooks formed as a result of the oscillation of the mould and continued to form during the unbending of the 

slab (Fig. 1 - where the groove is 50 mm wide and 15-16 mm deep with an opening angle of 115 °). The 

tensile forces in the vicinity of this groove and the re-melting of the solidified shell brought about the 

breakout in the wall of the small radius of the slab in the unbending point. 

One way of reducing the risk of breakout and the successive shutdown of the caster is to modify the values 

of the parameters in the first criterion in Table 2, i.e. to select two consecutive melts of such chemical 

compositions and the corresponding physical and chemical parameters (from which the dimensionless 

criteria are determined) that the criteria predict zero-breakthrough. 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with modelling of heat transport in the mould of continuous casting and determination of 

thermal boundary condition. The heat flux in the mould is usually derived from the integral value of heat 

flow from the cast steel into the cooling water measured by the caster’s monitoring system. Such a 

boundary condition is often insufficient. A layout of heat flux on the working surface of the mould walls is 

required. A special experimental mould instrumented with thermocouples in the copper walls connected to 

a data acquisition system was used for determination of the heat flux layout. Instead of the demanding 

mould instrumentation, a numerical simulation technique for the heat flux layout determination was 

proved. The method uses the feature of gas gap thickness calculation and an automatic thermal boundary 

modification of the software ProCAST. The task is solved as a coupled thermal-stress problem. Heat flux on 

the wall surface drops mainly near the mould corners. It follows from simulations that the ratio of heat flux 

near mould corners to heat flux in the middle of the wall drops down to 20%. The minimum of the ratio was 

found at the bottom of the mould for low casting speeds. The obtained heat flux layout can be used as a 

boundary condition for operational thermal numerical models. 

Keywords: continuous casting, steel, mould, numerical model, heat flux, ProCAST, coupled problem 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Moulds for continuous casting of steel are generally considered as the most important parts of casters. 

Heat removal in the mould is critical for initiation of cracks, which can further promote in a secondary zone. 

In contrast with the secondary cooling zone, there is very limited chance of controlling heat removal in the 

mould. Heat flux in the mould, solidified shell thickness and temperatures, apart from mould friction and 

lubrication, are the key parameters influencing quality and a danger of breakout. Simulation of the mould 

thermal work during continuous casting is an important technique for research and process optimization 

leading to achieving quality and effective production [1-3]. Thermal numerical models require knowledge of 

thermal boundary conditions in the mould. 

Thermal numerical models usually include the strand without the mould itself and often use heat flux on 

the strand surface as a boundary condition. An integral value of heat flux through the whole working area 

of the mould equals to the total heat flow from the mould to the cooling water which can be simply derived 

from routinely measured quantities at the plant. For more precise simulations, knowledge of layout of heat 

flux on the mould working surface is necessary. This can be obtained by measuring temperatures in the 

copper walls. The technique is impractical for long term operation because of its technical and financial 

demands. Similar results have been obtained by numerical modelling using the software ProCAST instead of 

mailto:rene.pyszko@vsb.cz
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demanding mould instrumentation. The research has been carried out on formats 150 x 150 mm and 

200 x 200 mm. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The average heat flux qm in the mould walls can be simply determined from measured cooling water 

temperatures and flow rate using the following equation 

)(
1

11,p22,pw

m

m tctcQ
A

q  

 

where Am (m2) is the area of mould working surface, ρ (kg.m-3) is water density at the position of flow rate 

sensor, Qw (m3.s-1) is water flow rate, t1, t2 (°C) are temperatures of inlet and outlet cooling water, cp,1, cp,2 

(J.kg-1.K-1) are mean specific heats of water at temperatures t1, t2. 

According to the measured data, the average heat flux depends mainly on casting speed, steel chemical 

composition and mould dimensions. There is a partial dependence between mould dimensions and casting 

speed, which must be considered in the analysis. It follows from the long term in plant measurements that 

the average heat flux in the mould of the format 150 x 150 mm and length 1 m varied between 1,3 and 

2,1 MW.m-2 for casting speed between 1,9 and 2,9 m.min-1, while in the mould 200 x 200 mm and length 

0,7 m average heat flux ranged between 0.9 and 1.8 MW.m-2 for casting speed in the interval from 0,3 to 

1,2 m.min-1 [4]. 

The heat flux layout in the mould walls can be compiled from the average value using additional 

information obtained by measuring, mostly temperatures in the walls [5]. Heat flux in the real mould varies 

along the mould length and width and drops mainly near the mould corners. 

Heat flux in the mould walls was experimentally measured by a direct method using pairs of 

thermocouples, placed at different distances from the work surface, see the Fig. 1. The following equation 

was used for the heat flux calculation 



x

tt
q




 m2m1

 

where tm1, tm2 (°C) are temperatures measured by the pair of thermocouples, Δx (m) is a distance between 

thermocouples and  (W.m-1.K-1) is heat conductivity of the mould. 

 In total 80 pairs of thermocouples were installed during the 

experimental measurement in each wall of the format 

200 x 200 mm. In the Fig. 2 there are charts of heat flux layout on 

the working surface of a single wall at the casting speed 

0,4 m.min-1and 0,7 m.min-1. The steel carbon content in both cases 

was 0,15 wt.%. The technique is not suitable for permanent 

application at the plant because of high technical and financial 

demands. 

To illustrate the heat flux drop in the transversal direction, the ratio 

of the heat flux near corners to the heat flux in the wall centreline 

was evaluated. 

Fig. 1  The pair of thermocouples in 

the mould wall 
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The ratio is shown in the Fig. 3 in dependence on the relative longitudinal position for two various casting 

speeds. Heat flux near corners drops down to 16 % of the heat flux in the mould centreline. 

 

Fig. 2  Measured layout of heat flux in the mould wall at casting speed 0.4 m.min-1 and 0.7 m.min-1 

3.  NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE GAP 

Without the temperature sensors in the mould, the heat flux 

layout was determined by numerical modelling. Heat flux is 

most affected by thermal resistance of the gap between the 

shell and the mould, mainly by a gap filled with gas. The 

software ProCAST enables modelling of the problem. An 

inverse simulation technique was used and a coupled thermal 

and stress problem was solved. The simulations were carried 

out on a mould format 150 x 150 mm of the length 1 m for 

steel containing 0.73 wt.% C and 0.6 wt.% Mn. Only knowledge 

of total heat flow to the cooling water was necessary. 

The 3-dimensional model must include the mould and the 

strand, see the Fig. 4. A gap between the shell and the mould 

is firstly filled with the lubricant. The gas gap forms due to the shell shrinkage mainly in the corners and in the 

lower part of the mould where the shell is strong enough to resist the static pressure of the liquid metal. 

Heat flux q (W.m-2) from the strand surface to the mould can be expressed by the equation 

g

L

ms
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R

k

tt
q




      (W.m-2) 

where ts (°C) is strand surface temperature, tm (°C) is mould working surface temperature, kL (W.m-2.K-1) is 

heat transfer coefficient through the lubrication layer, which is considered as an initial value. 

The thermal resistance of the gas gap Rg (m
2.K.W-1) equals 
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Fig. 3  The ratio of measured heat flux near 

corners to heat flux at the wall centreline 
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where g is thermal conductivity of gas in the gap (W.m-1.K-1), dg is gas 

gap width (m) and krad is radiative equivalent heat transfer coefficient 

(W.m-2.K-1). 

The gas gap causes the decrease in the overall heat transfer 

coefficient of the interface between the mould and the shell. ProCAST 

automatically accounts for the modification of the interface heat 

transfer coefficient when a gap is forming. The gas gap thickness is 

calculated as well. 

The initial value of kL was estimated by a simple 1-dimensional 

thermal model at the upper part of the mould where the gas gap 

does not form, from known temperatures measured in the copper 

wall. After obtaining a steady temperature field, the integral of heat 

flux on the mould working surface was evaluated and compared with 

the known value of heat flow to the cooling water Pw. In the next step 

the initial heat transmission coefficient kL was modified and the 

simulation was repeated until the integral of heat flux became equal     

to the heat flow Pw. 

The gas gap is formed due to the shell shrinkage and the mould deformation. The task was solved as a 

coupled thermal and shrinkage problem of the strand and the mould. ProCAST modules thermal and stress 

were activated. 

4.  RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS 

Quite interesting results were obtained by the simulation. The shrinkage of the strand half-cross-section at 

the bottom of the mould is shown in the Fig. 5. 

The shrinkage of the whole strand width near the 

mould bottom for standard casting speed 

2.4 m.min-1 was 0.8 mm at the wall centreline and 

0.96 mm near the mould corners. 

In the Fig. 6 there are magnified temperature 

strains of the mould half-cross-sections at the 

positions 200, 600 and 1000 mm bellow the mould 

top. The wall strain near meniscus is negative while 

it is positive at the mould bottom. It causes a 

decrease of the mould taper during casting. Fig. 7 

shows the temperature strain of the mould in the 

direction perpendicular to the working surface 

expressed by a colour scale. 

In the Fig. 8 the mould total temperature strain is 

shown, magnified 100 times. Total strain is a vector 

sum of strains in three Cartesian coordinates. The 

strand shrinkage together with the mould temperature strain forms a gap. The magnified gap thickness and 

temperature strain at positions 200, 600 and 1000 mm bellow the mould top are shown in the Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 4  The 3-dimensional model of 

the mould and the strand 

 

Fig. 5  A shrinkage of a strand half-cross-section at 

the bottom of the mould simulated for four various 

casting speeds from 1.8 to 3.2 m.min-1 
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The simulated layout of heat flux on the working surface in dependence on relative coordinates for the 

casting speeds 1,8 m.min-1 and 3,2 m.min-1 are presented in the Fig. 10. The average heat flux at casting 

speed 1,8 m.min-1 was 1,4 MW.m-2 and at the speed 3,2 m.min-1 it was 2,1 MW.m-2. 

The ratio of heat flux near corners to the heat flux in the wall centreline in dependence on the relative 

mould length was evaluated for the both values of casting speed. The chart is shown in the Fig. 11. Heat 

flux near corners drops down to 45 %, respectively 20 % of the value in the middle of the wall depending on 

casting speed. 

    

Fig. 6  Temperature strain of the mould at positions 200 mm, 600 mm and 1000 mm below the mould top 
(strain is 25-times magnified) for casting speed 2,4 m.min-1 

             

Fig. 7  Temperature strain of the mould wall 
perpendicular to the working surface simulated 

for casting speed 2,4 m.min-1 

Fig. 8  Total temperature strain of the 
mould (magnified 100 times) simulated for 

casting speed 2.4 m.min-1 
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Fig. 9  Gas gap thickness (grey) and a strand (yellow) shrinkage at positions 200 mm, 600 mm and 1000 mm 

bellow the mould top (25-times magnified gap thickness and shrinkage), simulation results for casting 

speed 2,4 m.min-1 

 
Fig. 10  Simulated layout of heat flux in the mould wall for casting speeds 1,8 m.min-1 and 3,2 m.min-1 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

A necessary precondition for simulations of the continuously cast 

strand temperature field is knowledge of the boundary condition 

in the mould. The direct method based on measurement of 

temperatures in the mould wall as well as the inverse simulation 

technique using software package ProCAST was developed. The 

data of heat flux layout in the mould are used as a thermal 

boundary condition in off-line and on-line numerical models of 

the strand temperature field. 
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Abstract 

The paper is devoted to analysis of the utilization possibilities of suitable similarity criteria for physical 

modelling of transfer processes between metal and slag including the presence of a third gaseous phase. 

The attention is also devoted to the modelling results and to the simulation methodology of the element 

transfer in the ladle. The modelling was done on a physical model of the ladle constructed on a geometric 

scale of 1:9 located in the Laboratory of Physical and Numerical Modelling at the Department of 

Metallurgy, Faculty of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering. First, the discussion deals with the option of 

converting the operating variables to laboratory values, and vice versa. The suitability of the chosen 

similarity criteria for individual methodology of the simulation is also discussed. The results of the physical 

modelling of the transfer and homogenization processes are used as input data. The discussion is also 

focused on factors affecting the intensity of these processes under real operating conditions of the 

secondary metallurgy equipment. From analysis of the results, the final recommendations lead to the 

further expansion of the physical modelling techniques and to the results complementation by the data 

obtained from the numerical modelling. The Department of Metallurgy together with the Department of 

Physical Chemistry and Theory of Technological Processes are involved in the Regional Materials Science 

and Technology Centre project, Research Program No.6. In this project, these workplaces created the 

Laboratory for Modelling of Processes in the Liquid and Solid Phases. The newly purchased equipment and 

existing human and material laboratory facilities will provide new opportunities for conducting applied 

research not only in the field of transfer and homogenization processes in the ladle. 

Keywords: steel, ladle, physical modelling, homogenization, transfer of element, steel-slag interface 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In addition to successful application of the physical modelling results from the area of determination of the 

intermixed zones in blanks cast under condition of continuous casting machines (CCM), the attention has, 

for some time, been devoted to simulation of processes in secondary metallurgy in the ladle at the 

Department of Metallurgy. Particularly in terms of liquid steel refining, the secondary metallurgy has a 

great importance in the steel industry. The processes in the ladle metallurgy include a steel bath alloying, 

steel bath heating, modification of inclusions, etc. The simultaneous implementation of inert gas blowing 

(most typically argon) is an important precondition for the effectiveness of these processes; the blowing 

leads to the achievement of the concentration and temperature homogeneity of the steel bath and to the 

support of processes ongoing at the metal-slag interface. 
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At VSB - Technical University of Ostrava at the Department of Metallurgy, the physical model of the ladle 

was constructed and set into operation; the model allows the simulation of the operating methods of the 

blowing of an inert gas. A comprehensive series of experiments has been carried out on this model and was 

focused on the assessment of the process of temperature and chemical bath homogenization as well as the 

element transfer between two immiscible phases depending on the intensity of the blown inert gas and 

position of the blowing element. 

2. BRIEF CRITERION ANALYSIS 

For successful modelling on the miniaturized physical scale models of metallurgical reactors, it is necessary 

at first to comply with the geometric similarity, when the model is designed in the uniformly miniature 

form in all dimensions of the real reactor, as shown in equation (1): 

   
  

  
 

  

  
   

  

  
 

 

 
          (1) 

To simulate the steel flow in the ladle initiated by the inert gas, Froude criterion (2) has proven to be 

governing. This criterion expresses the ratio of inertial forces and gravity forces. However, a modified 

Froude criterion is a more common expression of the flow of the liquid-gas phase (3), which contains the 

ratios of gas and metal densities. This criterion is one of the most widely used criteria that are intended to 

compare in scale the similar processes where the liquid is mixed by a gas. 

   
  

   
            (2) 

      
    

 

      
            (3) 

The modified Froude criterion can be also expressed as the ratio of the square of the kinetic energy of the 

injected gas to the inert buoyant energy. The authors of citations [1,2] used the modified Froude criterion 

to convert the traffic flow of homogenization gas with combined blowing to the model flow. The 

aforementioned authors used this criterion to study slag emulsification. On the other side, authors of 

published works [3,4] used a modified Froude similarity criterion to convert the flow model to a common 

operational flow for the common combined blowing. This criterion is widely used in many other 

international research teams, and hence we may assume that Frmod criterion is widely applicable in the 

case, when the gas is forcibly blown into the liquid.  

It is clear that the modified Froude criterion is one of the most important criteria of the dynamic similarity 

for the conversion of the model conditions to plant conditions. Currently at the Department of Metallurgy,  

Frmod2 identity criteria is used for the simulation of steel refining in a ladle, which in comparing with the 

modified criterion (3) includes in addition the thermal expansion of the refining gas.  

Another criterion is Weber criterion that has great importance in metallurgy (4). 

   
      

 

 
            (4) 

Weber criterion characterizes the ratio of inertial and capillary forces, which are caused by surface tension. 

This criterion describes the formation of bubbles or emulsification of slag into the metal during blowing of 

inert gas. Weber criterion can thus be used for the physical simulation of blowing - to the description of 

bubble formation, even if the simulated system includes slag, which is emulsified in the metal. 

The authors cited in the summary publication [5] took a different approach toward finding the similarities 

between the operational conditions and the model. They focused on the seeking the similarities of energy 
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injected into the metal volume by the gas. In the first case it is necessary to realize what energy is blown 

into the metal volume. In the noted literature, the kinetic energy of the injected gas is the one considered 

less important for the blowing. The more significant influence on the homogenization has the energy, 

which contributes to mixing far more importantly. This energy is represented with the potential energy of 

gas, which includes the work done by the gas lift force. The rising gas passes its energy to a melt. During the 

upward movement and with the expansion of argon, the amount of transmitted energy is changed due to a 

decreasing ferro-static pressure and increasing temperature. As it is evident from the published works [5], 

approaches to determine the actual value of an absolute specific energy brought into the metal vary 

according to author. The comparative calculation was set to the same conditions of blowing the gas into 

the melt. According to individual equations for the calculation of total specific energy, significantly different 

values were received by different authors. In one case it was even a value of a different order, which was 

obtained. This suggests that creating a universal formula for calculating the energy transmitted by the gas 

into the melt will be very difficult, if at all possible. Because of the limited extent of this paper it is not 

possible to further analyze the causes of the decision on the basis of which is to determine Frmod2 as a 

governing criterion. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL DEVICE AND STUDIED VARIANTS 

A physical model of the ladle was constructed in the geometrical scale of 1:9 in reference to the real 

operating 180 t ladle. Experimental conditions were determined from an identity of modified Frmod2 

criterion for the work and its model. This modification of the criterion includes the expansion of gas during 

its ascent in a melt and expansion of gas due to its temperature increase. Water was used as a model liquid 

to simulate steel, whose key physical properties at 20 °C are similar to the relevant physical properties of 

liquid steel at 1600 °C. 

Variants for the model experiments were chosen so as to compare both, the influence of the intensity of 

blowing through a bottom stirring element, and the location of the stirring element in the bottom of the 

ladle. Volumetric flow rates of argon used in the model and converted within the identity of the selected 

criteria into an operational scale, according to equation (5) are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Volume flow rates of homogenization gas used in experiments on a ladle model converted 

according to selected criteria 

Volume flow rate on the 
model, Q´v  (l.min-1) 

Operational volume flow rate Qv, (l.min-1) 

         
                         

     

          

0.378 50 92 91 
0.884 117 215 212 

1.835 243 446 440 

3.021 400 734 725 

4.252 563 1033 1021 

The model study investigated the intensity of the ongoing processes (homogenization and transfer 

processes) depending on the intensity of the homogenization medium flow and on the offset rate of the 

bottom stirring element. 

For the study of homogenization processes, the St, A, F and E positions of the stirring elements with argon 

volume flow rates, whose values corresponded to, the operational flow values, recalculated according to 
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the Frmod2criterion equalled to 50, 117, 243, 400 and 563 l.min-1 were used. As to the very time-consuming 

simulations of the transfer processes, experiments with stirring elements in positions St, A and E under flow 

rates equivalent to 117, 243 and 400 l.min-1 were carried out. 

For model research of homogenization, the conductivity method, whose output is the determination of the 

time needed to complete homogenization bath, was used. The lower the homogenization time is, the 

better the conditions are set for homogenization of the temperature and concentration fields in the entire 

volume of the melt [6]. The lower the column in Fig 1 a) is, the shorter the time required to complete 

homogenization. Within the research of transfer processes between metal and slag a modified method of 

modelling, whose essence was based on earlier works conducted at the Department of Metallurgy, was 

developed. Development and innovation of the methodology consisted in finding more suitable modelling 

fluids, which can simulate the real system components (slag, metal bath, the monitored element (tracer), 

etc.) and in a more accurate methodology for determining decrease of the tracer [7]. The output of the 

simulation of transfer processes between the metal and slag are the values of the coefficient k. In the case 

of studied transfer processes, the values range mostly between -0.4 and 0. The more negative value the 

coefficient k reaches, the better tracer transfer is reached. For better clarity, Fig 1 b) shows the values of 

transfer coefficient given in absolute values |k|; all values are listed in the chart as positive. The higher the 

appropriate column is, the better the element transfer is reached. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 
 

a) b) 

Fig. 1  a) Dependence of homogenization time on position of stirring element and flow rate of argon 

b) Dependence of transfer processes between metal and slag on position of stirring  

element and  flow rate of argon 

Fig. 1 a) shows that with increasing flow rate of argon the value of the homogenization time decreases, for 

all studied variants. This trend is in accordance with generally accepted and also with other works-

supported notions that the higher flows of inert gas into the metal melt bring more energy, which creates 

strong recirculation zones resulting in a more intense course of homogenization bath. From fig 1 a) it is 

apparent the positive effect on shortening the length of time required for homogenization of the melt, 

during the largest offset of the stirring element placement in the bottom of the ladle (position E). In terms 

of requirements for intensive homogenization of the bath the least favourable location of the bottom 

stirring element is in the St position in the centre of the ladle bottom. 
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Fig. 1 b) shows a better transfer of tracer between the two phases under the variant of the intense blowing, 

which corresponds with the requirements for the intensification of homogenization processes. Comparison 

of the influence of a stirring element location with the same intensity of blowing, however, shows results 

that differ from the conclusions of homogenization. Blowing inert gas through the centre bottom of the 

ladle (the position of St) is in terms of transmission processes and even better if it used a lower flow rate 

(117 l.min-1 in the operational conditions) than any other options studied with an eccentrically located 

stirring element (positions A and E) at higher flow rates. The course of transfer processes in the blowing 

centre is supported by intensive emulsification of slag and other processes supporting the replacement of 

interfacial environments, which can include, for instance, a suitable melt flow character. 

The steel processing at the secondary metallurgy work station takes a relatively long period of time. The 

intensity of an inert gas blowing is sufficient during the entire period of steel refining. Based on the results 

of physical modelling, it can be stated that the homogenization occurs usually up to 125 sec from the 

initiation of inert gas blowing. The results also showed that the transfer processes were, compared to 

homogenization time, more time-consuming, which can be indirectly confirmed by the results of 

operational experiments aimed at desulfurization [8]. During operational experiments during an intense 

blowing, an average desulfurization of approx. 0.0100 wt. % in two minutes of the blowing was achieved 

(appropriate for the conditions set out in [8]), therefore in time for a complete bath homogenization. Since 

the simultaneous blowing through the bottom block and submersible lance are more efficient than the 

variant where blowing only uses the bottom block it, can be assumed that the time required for the bath 

homogenization will be significantly shorter than the compared two minutes. This information is very 

important because it allows us to focus more on improving the conditions of the transfer process. 

The blowing by submersible lance from the top is no longer a standard option during the desulphurization 

process under active slag in ladle furnaces. If the melt is mixed only using a bottom stirring block placed in a 

position off the ladle axis, transfer processes between the slag and metal are not supported to the 

maximum possible extent. On the contrary, the St position supports the processes running between metal 

and slag to the maximum in all blowing intensities examined. The longer homogenization time, however, 

will neither affect the overall length of refined steel remaining in the secondary metallurgy equipment, nor 

the consumption of inert gas, since homogenization occurs always within the time required for adequate 

processes between the metal and slag. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Model studies of the processes running in the ladle during refining of the steel melt in the secondary 

metallurgy equipment were carried out. Specifically, homogenization processes and processes of transfer 

of the tracer between the metal and slag phases during blowing of an inert gas were studied. The most 

intense homogenization was reached under all tested flow rates of inert gas. In contrast, the most intensive 

transfer of a tracer was paradoxically occurring, when blowing through a centrally located stirring element 

in the St position. Both processes studied are, however, strongly supported by the higher flows of inert gas. 

To minimize time demands for the bath homogenization compared to time demands for the transfer of 

elements between metal and slag, the variant with a stirring element placed in the vertical axis of the ladle 

(St position) is from a practical prospective more recommended; the transfer processes between metal and 

slag - the slowest part of studied processes can be then supported to the maximum. 
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Results obtained from simulation of the transfer processes between the individual phases confirm the 

broad potential of this method for use in applied research to be carried out within the emerging 

"Laboratory for Modelling of Processes in the Liquid and Solid Phases". Along with the use of newly 

acquired modern equipment of the laboratory which will be used to study the physical properties of 

substances that affect not only the pattern of flowing and transfer processes, inclusions and other 

processes taking place in the ladle, the RMSTC project shall thus be prepared to offer even more thorough 

studies, i.a. of the key aspects accompanying the steel production in steelworks. 

NOMENCLATURE 

ML; linear scale [-]      w; speed [m.s-1] 

H; height of the ladle [m]     g; gravitacional acceleration [m.s-2] 

D; diameter of the ladle [m]     g,l; density of gas, fluid [kg.m-3] 

L; general dimension [m]     interfacial tension [kg.s-2] 

Indexes; M for model a D for operational conditions [-]  k; coefficient of mass transfer [-] 
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Abstract 

The presented models are a valuable computational tools and accurate simulator for investigating transient 

phenomena in slab caster operations, and for developing control methods, the choice of an optimum 

cooling strategy to meet all quality requirements, and an assessment of the heat-energy content required 

for direct rolling.  The numerical models of temperature field in the continuous casting are determined via 

the transient 3D enthalpy balance equation with the Finite Differences Method. The transient simulation is 

undergoing a non-stop trial run in one operation because steel slabs are produced 24 hours per day. The 

numerical computation has to take place simultaneously with the data acquisition - not only to confront it 

with the actual numerical model, but also to make it more accurate throughout the process. It enables a 

multiple increase in the speed with which the temperature field of the continuous casting is computed - 

both with the application of more sophisticated software as well as hardware. As a result of this, it will be 

possible to monitor the formation of the temperature field - in real time - within the mould, the secondary- 

and maybe even the tertiary-cooling zones, and also to utilise this information for the optimisation of the 

control of the caster as a whole as well as its individual parts. There are examples of the application of the 

models on the temperature field of a real concast slab on Evraz Vitkovice Steel. 

Keywords: continuously casting, simulation, transient, temperature field 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The production of steels, alloys and metallurgical products in general is constantly developing. Materials 

with high utility parameters are more in demand and traditional production is being replaced by higher 

quality steel. More and more sophisticated aggregates using more sophisticated technological procedures 

are being implemented. In order to maintain competitiveness, diversify the production and expand to other 

markets, it is necessary to monitor the technological development. 

In the case of concasting, it is not possible to fulfil these requirements without the application of models of 

all caster processes dependent on thermal-mechanical relationships. An on-line model runs in real time - 

taking the data directly from the operation - and its calculation takes the same time (if not less) than the 

actual process. The primary and deciding one is the influence of heat and mass transfer because it is the 

temperature field that gives a rise to mechanical and structural influences [1.]. 

2. A MODEL OF THE TEMPERATURE FIELD OF A SLAB  

The presented in-house model of the transient temperature field of the blank from a slab caster (Fig. 1) is 

unique in that, in addition to being entirely 3D, it can work in real time. It is possible to adapt its universal 

code and implement it on any slab caster. The numerical model covers the temperature field of the 
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complete length of the blank (i.e. from the meniscus inside the mould all the way down to the cutting 

torch) with up to one million nodes. 

The solidification and cooling of a blank and the simultaneous heating of the mould is a case of 3D transient 

heat and mass transfer in a system comprising the blank-mould-ambient and, after leaving the mould, it is a 

system comprising only the blank-ambient. If mass transfer is neglected and if only conduction is 

considered as decisive, then the heating up of the mould is described by the Fourier equation (1) and the 

solidification and cooling of the blank is described by the Fourier-Kirchhoff equation (2), which contains the 

components describing the heat flow from the melt flowing with a velocity v and the component including 

the internal source of latent heats of phase or structural changes. 

 

Fig. 1  Slab caster 

 

Fig. 2  Heat balance of a general node of the mesh 

The temperature field of the blank passing through a radial caster of a large radius can be simplified by the 

Fourier-Kirchhoff equation where only the vz component of the velocity is considered. Equation (2) is 

therefore reduced to: 

z source

T T T T T
c k k k c v Q

x x y y z z z
 



           
           
           

 (1)

 

Equation (1) must cover the temperature field of the blank in all three stages: above the liquidus 

temperature (i.e. the melt), in the interval between the liquidus and solidus temperatures (i.e. the so-called 

mushy zone) and beneath the solidus temperature (i.e. the solid phase). It is therefore convenient to 

introduce the thermodynamic function of specific volume enthalpy Hv = c..T, which is dependent on 

temperature, and also includes the phase and structural heats (Fig. 2). 

Heat conductivity k, specific heat capacity c and density  are thermophysical properties that are also 

functions of temperature. Equation (1) therefore takes the form: 

v v
z

H HT T T
k k k v

x x y y z z z

          
       

             
(2) 

The heat balance of the elementary node is: 

    , , , , , ,( 1 1 1 )i j i j i i v i j k v i j k

x y z
QZ QZ QY QY QX QX H H

  



  
      


 (3) 

where the heat flow QZi,j now must also include the enthalpy of the incoming volume of melt: 

 (4) 
     ( )
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The unknown enthalpy of the general node of the blank in the following instant () is given by the 

explicit formula:  

   
, , , , , ,( 1 1 1 )v i j k v i j k i j i j i iH H QZ QZ QY QY QX QX

x y z

    
       

  
 (5) 

 

Fig. 3 indicates how the temperature model for the 

calculated enthalpy in Equation (5) determines the 

unknown temperature. 

The next task is to choose a suitable coordinate system 

and mesh. This paper deals with the symmetrical half of 

one cross-section of a blank from the meniscus inside the 

mould down to the cutting torch. The origin of the 

coordinate system is positioned on the small radius in the 

centre of the width. This enables all coordinates to be 

positive, which facilitates software programming. In the 

region of the radius, the Cartesian coordinates are 

transformed into cylindrical (i.e. y is the radius and z is 

the angle).  All thermodynamic properties of the cast 

steel, dependent on its chemical composition and cooling 

rate, enter the calculation as functions of temperature [2.]. This is therefore a significantly non-linear task 

because, even with the boundary conditions, their dependence on the surface temperature of the blank is 

respected here. 

Regarding the fact that the task can be considered symmetrical along the axis (Fig. 1), it is sufficient to deal 

with only one half of the cross-section. The boundary conditions are therefore as follows: 

1.  castT T
        the level of the steel (6a) 

2. 
0

T
k

n


 

       the plane of symmetry 
(6b) 

3.   surface mould

T
k htc T T

n


   


  inside the mould (6c) 

4.  
   4 4

surface amb surface amb

T
k htc T T T T

n
 


       

  within the secondary and tertiary zones 
(6d) 

5.  

T
k q

n


 

    beneath the rollers 
(6e) 

The boundary conditions are divided into the area of the mould, the area of the secondary cooling and the 

area of the tertiary cooling. The initial condition for the investigation is the setting of the temperature in 

the individual points of the mesh. A suitable temperature is the highest possible temperature, i.e. the 

pouring temperature. The explicit difference method is used for solving this problem. The property of this 

method is that the stability of the calculation is dependent on the magnitude of the time step. The model 

has incorporated a method for the adaptation of the time step, i.e. the time step entered by the operator is 

merely a recommendation and the software modifies it throughout the calculation [3.]. 

 
Fig. 3  The enthalpy function for steel showing 

the phase and structural changes 
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3.  THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ALONG THE ENTIRE CASTER 

The cooling by the water nozzles has the main influence and it is therefore necessary to devote much 

attention to establish the relevant heat-transfer coefficient of the forced convection. The model discussed 

in this paper obtains its heat-transfer coefficients from measurements of the spraying characteristics of all 

nozzles used by the caster on a so-called hot plate in an experimental laboratory and for a sufficient range 

of operational pressures of water and a sufficient range of casting speeds of the blank (i.e. casting speed). 

This approach represents a unique combination of experimental measurement in a laboratory and a 

numerical model for the calculation of the non-linear boundary conditions beneath the cooling nozzle. 

On a specific caster, the nozzles of the secondary cooling are divided into several independent regulation 

zones, which enables the formation of the temperature field of the blank. Fig. 4 shows the 13 individual 

regulation zones and the courses of the resultant heat transfer coefficients along the small radius of the 

slab caster [4.]. 

 
 

Fig. 4  Positions of the nozzles along the slab caster in 13 individual zones and the resultant heat transfer 

coefficient along the small radius of the slab caster 

4.  TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

Fig 10 and 11 show the output from a simulation of a failure in the secondary cooling (e.g. of the pumps in 

circuits 8 and 9 of slab caster) using the dynamic model on the analysis of the functioning of the secondary 

cooling. If there had really been such a failure, the temperature model would have warned the operator in 

time for him/her to decide what action to take. 

Most quantities of the caster, from the first and second control levels (including the surface temperatures 

measured by pyrometers), are entered into the software of the temperature model where they are 

appended by a number of calculated quantities and successively stored into the database of the application 

server. The operator can choose from these measured and calculated quantities and plot them in the form 

of trends. Since there are many quantities, only the main ones have been chosen in order to include more 

influences. 

For this purpose, a graph was plotted in order to show the casting speed, the superheat temperature, the 

metallurgical length and the surface temperatures calculated by the model and measured using pyrometers 

in the same places. When comparing the measured temperatures with the calculated, the calculated 

temperature is the average temperature of four points of the mesh that are the closest to the pyrometers. 
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Fig. 6a illustrates a testing case of a step change in the casting speed from 0.8 to 0.5 m/min and back. Such 

step decreases in speed can be caused by an intervention of the breakout system. The return to the original 

speed in reality happens more slowly and it is the dynamic model that makes it possible to find the optimal 

method for controlling the speed and secondary cooling. 

Fig. 6b shows an example of real data from the dynamic model of a 1530×180 mm slab upon the 

intervention of the breakout system. This intervention brought about a drop in the casting speed from 1.22 

to 0.5 m/min and an increase back to the original value. 

It is interesting to observe the course of the measured temperatures in the unbending point and at the end 

of the cage where the drop in the casting speed is visible. It is quite obvious that the calculated 

temperature history will facilitate any decision-making by the operator regarding the control of the caster. 

  

Fig. 5  Calculation results from the simulated failure in the secondary cooling in circuits 8 and 9 of slab 
caster and the history of the selected quantities during 

  

Fig. 6  a) A simulated change in speed and the response of the calculated quantities 
b) An example of the drop in the casting speed upon the intervention of the breakout system 

Fig. 7 presents the calculated temperature field for concasting parameters: the casting speed 0.8 m/min, 

the superheating temperature 30 °C and the profile of the slab 1530×250 mm, just like the flow of water 

through the secondary-cooling zone. 
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Comparing the absolute values, it is possible to see that there are long intervals where the deviation is 

significant and, on the other hand, there are intervals where the values are identical. Furthermore, there 

are sequences of melts where one pyrometer is out of operation. The conclusion here is that the calculated 

values of the temperatures are much more reliable and give values that are much more suitable for the 

prediction system or the secondary-cooling regulation. Another reason why there can be a difference 

between the measured and calculated temperatures is the state of the secondary cooling. 

Fig. 8 compares the average values of the measured surface temperatures in the same points. Comparing 

the absolute values, it is possible to see that there are long intervals where the deviation is significant and, 

on the other hand, there are intervals where the values are identical. 

  
Fig. 7  Temperature field of the S 275 class steel slab Fig. 8  A comparison of the measured and 

calculated temperatures of a 1530×250 mm slab 

5.  CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces a 3D numerical model of the temperature field (for concasting of steel) in the form of 

in-house software. The model includes the main thermodynamic transfer phenomena during the 

solidification of concasting. The paper has introduced the dynamization of the mathematical model of the 

temperature field of a slab in its on-line versions, which have been incorporated into the operations and 

systems of casters at EVRAZ VITKOVICE STEEL. This proves the usefulness of the model for real applications, 

but also the reliability and robustness of the used numerical methods and other software. The model has 

been applied in the calculation and setting of the constants of the caster control system, the simulation of 

the caster operation even under non-standard situations (e.g. failures of parts of the secondary cooling in 

the unexpected slowing down of casting), planned maintenance of the machine or its structural 

improvements, the utilization of information that helps the operator to make spontaneous changes in the 

control of the machine and in the utilization of monitoring and control of quality, the direct control of the 

casting speed and the flow of water in the individual zones of the secondary cooling of the prediction 

system. 
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Abstract 

The paper is devoted to a conceptual design of the systematic connection of basic and applied research 

focused primarily on the study of thermo-physical properties of metal melts, especially the measurement of 

solidus and liquidus temperatures, the measurement of latent heat and the temperature dependencies of 

specific heat of steels, ferro-alloys, and slag. The theoretical backgrounds are discussed, as well as basic 

principles of the thermo analytical methods of TG, DTA, DSC, DTA-c, respectively TG/DTA, TG/DSC and their 

potential, not only in basic, but also in applied research, for the needs of metallurgical 

companies.Knowledge of properties of investigated systems and their dependence on temperature, 

including cooling rates, respectively heating contributes significantly to the determination of the 

technological processes. Those can be described directly based on practical experiments or these 

experimental findings can be significantly expanded by the sophisticated methods of physical and 

numerical modelling. The paper is aimed to provide a brief summary of previous extensive experience in 

the study of metal, or oxide systems. Trends of upcoming research of the Laboratory for Modelling of 

Processes in the Liquid and Solid Phases are comprehensively described in the paper. On the basis of the 

scientific research trends and in accordance with actual knowledge of statistics, the statistically robust 

methodologies will be developed, so that experiments carried out by both previously existing and newly 

acquired equipment for the analysis of thermo-physical properties of metallic and oxide systems can be 

interpreted to the maximum possible extent. And finally, the results could be implemented into practice. 

Keywords: DTA, DSC, Steel, Oxides, Alloys, Phase Transformations, Temperatures, Latent Heat, Specific Heat  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Steel production has long been one of the most important industries. However, for a steel company to 

succeed in tough competition, it is necessary to constantly optimize the production process itself, the 

essence of which is the lines of production. This procedure may lead not only to improvement in the quality 

of the final product, but also to increase productivity and reduce overall production costs. The precise 

identification of the particular physical and thermo-physical properties is the one of the possible methods 

of steel production optimization. Physical properties of substances in the course of reactions taking place in 

the operating conditions can often differ from theoretically determined (calculated/tabulated) values. In 
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this case, it is not possible to guarantee the optimal course of the process. Improper process management, 

in the worst case, can also lead to significant losses. 

Only knowledge of the real material properties, which are not identical with those calculated/tabulated for 

ideal conditions (usually for a constant temperature), can lead to maximum efficiency of the manufacturing 

process including the various positive consequences:  

•        Increased labour productivity 

•        Stable product quality 

•        Cost reduction 

•        Marketability with top quality steel 

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL ANALYSIS METHODS 

The term Thermal Analysis [1] actually means the set of methods that allow us to monitor changes in the 

substance being studied by the measurement of certain (appropriately chosen) physical properties 

depending on the time or temperature (phase transformation, heat capacity, dehydration, dissociation, 

etc.).In the steel industry, thermal analysis is often used to determine the solidus and liquidus 

temperatures. 

The methods of Thermal Analysis present in particular the dynamic processes for which it is typical to 

obtain information on the changes in the sample’ s state. These procedures require a non-isothermal 

temperature regime, which is usually achieved by constant heating or cooling of the sample [1, 2]. Changes 

in the state of the studied material are determined either directly by measuring selected physical 

properties or indirectly by measuring the properties of the environment surrounding the sample. 

Several tens of thermo analytical methods exist, and three of them are the most significant. These three 

methods are used in half to three-quarters of all professional works in the field of thermal analysis [1-5]. 

Among these methods belong DTA, DSC, TG, respectively TG / DTA and TG / DSC. The direct method, or the 

so-called direct measurement of sample temperature during cooling mode [6] was widely used in the past, 

especially for measuring the solidus and liquidus temperatures in metallic materials. 

3. CURRENT AND FUTURE STATE OF THERMAL ANALYSIS FOR STEELMAKING AT RMSTC 

Present research at the Department of Physical Chemistry and Theory of Technological Processes in the 

field of thermo-physical and thermo-dynamic properties (temperatures of phase transformations, latent 

and specific heats) of materials is realised with use of experimental equipment Setaram SETSYS 18TM (Fig 1). 

This system enables performance of TG/DTA, TG/DSC and TMA (Thermo-Mechanical Analysis). 

Characteristics and possibilities of Setaram SETSYS 18TM are summarized in Table 1. 

New possibilities of research at our workplace (RMSTC) [7] will be substantially expanded with new 

equipment (Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter), see characteristics in Fig 2 and Table 1. This system enables 

performance of c-DTA, TG, TG/DTA, and TG/DSC. Apart from a wide working temperature range and high 

cooling rates in a high temperature region, this equipment has an advantage of being able to analyse large 

samples (up to 35 g). Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter will be used primarily for analyses of the cooling process. 

Large samples of metals do not undergo a high degree of undercooling (maximal undercooling is in the 

order of several degrees). The experimental equipment will be used, first of all, for measurement of phase 
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transformation temperatures (liquidus, solidus,..) in the cooling process. Exact material data obtained in a 

controlled cooling process are very important from a technological viewpoint. It will be possible to obtain 

data for exactly defined cooling conditions. It will also be possible to measure latent heats and specific 

heats. 

  

Fig. 1  Setaram SETSYS 18TM Fig. 2  Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter 

3.1  Critical aspects of the correct setting of experiment and examples of the results obtained 

In connection with thermal analysis methods, it is necessary to verify the influence of many factors, and to 

continuously and precisely conduct temperature and enthalpy calibration. Temperature calibration is 

needed to calibrate the temperature of phase transformations obtained from measurement. According to 

the melting temperature obtained under the given conditions for standard materials of high purity (5N 

preferably), a calculated/tabulated temperature (generally accepted) is assigned to that temperature. 

Accordingly, if the temperature obtained for a standard is higher or lower, the temperatures of phase 

transformations occurring in the sample (the order of correction is a maximum in °C) are subsequently 

corrected. 

Enthalpy calibration is also performed by analysing the high purity standard metals. Heat effect (peak area 

of melting of pure metal during heating) corresponds to the heat needed to melt a sample. A commonly 

 

Table 1  Specifications of available experimental laboratory systems at RMSTC 

Setaram SETSYS 18TM Experimental possibilities Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter 

TG/DTA; TG/DSC; TG; TMA Experimental methods 
c-DTA - „calculated DTA curve“; 

TG/DTA; TG/DSC; TG 

 + 20 °C to + 1750 °C Temperature range + 20 °C to + 2000 °C 

0.01 to 100 K/min Heating/cooling rate 0.01 to 50 K/min 

Linear heating/cooling; 

isothermal holding; cycling 
Temperature programmes 

Linear heating/cooling; 

isothermal holding; cycling 

Up to 500 mg Sample mass Up to 30 g (35 g) 

Vacuum; inert; reactive Atmosphere Vacuum; inert; reactive 
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accepted value of heat needed to melt a standard (sample) is assigned to that area. The calibration 

constant (KDTA) for the metal and the melting point standard is calculated. The KDTA values are plotted for 

each metal based on the melting point standard. Thus the dependence of KDTA on temperature is obtained. 

The KDTA value for any phase transformation of any sample can be calculated from this dependence. This 

transformation corresponds to the peak area (heat effect of phase transformation). If it is possible to 

evaluate this effect, the latent heat of phase transformation can be calculated. For more information on 

temperature and enthalpy calibration see e.g. [1]. 

To verify the precision and accuracy of measurement it is necessary to perform statistical measurements. 

The results of these measurements are mainly descriptive statistical parameters: arithmetic mean x , 

standard deviation  and coefficient of variability V. Values of obtained parameters confirmed that the 

measurements using an experimental laboratory system Setaram SETSYS 18TM are highly precise and 

accurate, and statistically significant. Other important factors that could significantly affect the results of 

the measurement system itself are heating/cooling mode. Generally speaking, the values of phase 

transformation temperature are shifted higher during heating. They are shifted lower during cooling [3]. 

Effect of velocity, in certain cases, can be partly eliminated by extrapolation to zero heating/cooling rates 

[3-5]. The weight of the sample has also considerable influence on the obtained data (temperature and 

latent heat). For more information on the effects of sample size on the obtained data (temperature and 

latent heat of phase transformation) see e.g. [5]. Fig 3 and 4 present the results of DTA analyses of real 

steel samples obtained using equipment Setaram SETSYS 18TM 18. Fig 3 shows the evaluation of the DTA-

curve of real sample of steel (STEEL 16MCrS5AlN) showing the characteristic temperatures of phase 

transformations and thermal effects of melting (latent heat of melting - grey area). Comparison of liquidus 

and solidus temperatures, and the  -  transformation of real steels samples (Mn-steel) with the binary 

equilibrium diagram of Fe-Mn is shown in Fig 4. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Evaluated DTA curve in the solidus-liquidus 

area, steel, Setaram 

Fig. 4  The temperatures of solidus, liquidus and  - 

transformation, Mn-steel, comparison with the 

binary system Fe-Mn, Setaram 
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3.2  Possibilities of equipment for thermal analysis in applied research on steel production 

The following section will focus on opportunities and ways of thermo-physical technique utilization for 

investigating phenomena associated with the operating conditions during the implementation of the 

operations of primary and secondary metallurgy, steel casting and crystallization (Fig. 5).  

Casting of steel is an activity very sensitive as to the correct timing of the start as well as ensuring the 

proper course within the preset technological processes. The important role is played by knowledge of the 

exact start temperatures of the process of solidification (“liquidus”) and the end of solidification (“solidus”). 

These temperatures are deliberately placed in quotation marks because in general the reported solidus and 

liquidus temperatures do not consider the influence of cooling rate. The cooling rate, however, is a critical 

variable in real systems. It will be possible to quantify the course of steel solidification under conditions of 

continuous casting of steel and/or casting ingots into the moulds by the help of Setaram SETSYS 18TM, and 

Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter high-temperature equipment. The quantifying does not mean determination of 

the “liquidus” and “solidus” temperatures but the determination of such temperatures under various 

casting conditions given by individual technology used in the given company. 

 

Fig. 5 Examples of possible industrial application of the knowledge of thermal analysis methods for physical 

properties of steels, slag, and ferro-alloys 

The resulting functional dependences can then be used directly as a tool to optimize the casting 

technology, or they can be used as part of a comprehensive study of casting and crystallization methods 

using physical and numerical modelling conducted at the Laboratory for Modelling of Processes in the 

Liquid and Solid Phases (RMSTC project). Using modern tools of a comprehensive study of specific 

conditions of steel casting and crystallization can lead to significant optimization of continuous casting: 

 Temperature of superheating 

 Tundish slag 

 Casting speed 

 Casting powders, 

 Secondary cooling method 

 Clarification of the liquid core profile - optimizing the location of the electromagnetic stirring 

The knowledge gained by Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment in applied 

research can lead to significant improvements in terms of flotation of non-metallic inclusion onto the 

surface and internal quality of billets, reducing the number of technological failures of CCM etc. 
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Although today most steel is continuously cast, there is a specific range of products, which by the nature of 

their size or other characteristics require utilization of the technology associated with casting steel into 

moulds. The Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment will find their usability 

especially in applied research of the casting into the moulds aimed at reducing of segregation phenomena, 

internal and surface defects and increasing of the metallurgical cleanliness by optimizing of: 

 Character of flow 

 Casting temperature 

 Casting speed 

 Settings of casting system, including the casting mould 

Results from Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment can be applied directly as 

observed temperature dependences of selected physical quantities, or those used as input parameters for 

numerical (or physical) simulation of specific technological processes [8]. 

Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment are also available for solving technological 

problems in the refining of liquid steel. Refinement of the "solidus" and "liquidus" temperature and other 

physical properties of charge materials can optimize processes associated with heating and melting. For the 

steel refining process detailed information about the real behaviour of steels, ferro-alloys, slag in different 

modes of the secondary treatment of steel, including the type of atmosphere used may prove very useful. 

The Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment allow working in an inert or reactive 

atmosphere, and can operate under vacuum. Certainly, many other applications of the knowledge obtained 

by the Setaram SETSYS 18TM and Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment could be found. These applications 

could be directly or indirectly used in steel refining process. 

4. CONCLUSION 

New experimental equipment substantially expands possibilities of research at the RMSTC in the field of 

acquisition of exact materials data (temperatures and latent heats of phase transformations, specific heats) 

under precisely defined conditions of heating and cooling processes using large samples. The kinetics of 

phase transformations will be the aim of the research as well. Our own valuable proprietary databases will 

be created. Data for equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions will be obtained. Modelling of phase 

diagrams (equilibrium and non-equilibrium) will be supported using the obtained experimental data. The 

equipment will make it possible to substantially expand the existing possibilities of basic and applied 

research at our workplace - the Laboratory for Modelling of Processes in the Liquid and Solid Phases 

(RMSTC project). 
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Abstract 

Production of heavy steel forgings of microalloy steels seeks possibilities to take advantages associated 

with the benefit of application of microalloying elements and thermomechanical treatment at the level of 

mechanical properties attained, known from production of sheets, strips and tubes.  

The paper documents the influence of quenching temperature on values of mechanical properties and 

structure of F60 steel according to ASTM A694. Verification of quenching temperature influence 

contributes to optimization and determination of a complex method of microalloy steel heat treatment. 

Steel structure and mechanical properties after the quenching constitute initial as well as basic criterion to 

achieve requested mechanical properties at properly chosen tempering temperature. 

Keywords: A694 F605, HSLA steel, Quenching and Tempering, Mechanical Properties 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

As the requirements for structural steel properties are growing, the development of use of microalloying 

elements even in the field of production of forgings and castings takes place.  

Production of heavy steel forgings of microalloy steels does not allow to immediately take advantages 

associated with the benefit of application of microalloying elements and thermomechanical treatment 

known from production of sheets, strips and tubes. In the case of production of steel forgings, the forming 

and heat treatment process mainly features different forming and heat treatment conditions compared to 

thin-walled products (sheets, strips, tubes).  

Development and verification of F60 steel production and treatment technology according to ASTM A694 

under ZDAS, a.s. conditions constitute a number of technological changes and introduction of new process 

elements in the field of steel making and subsequent thermomechanical treatment. 

Verification of quenching temperature influence on properties and structure of F60 forged steel contributes 

to optimization of complex HSLA steel making technology at ZDAS, a.s.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL 

Verification of quenching temperature influence on structure and mechanical properties of modified F60 

steel according to ASTM A694 made by EOP/LF/VD technology was carried out on forged piece samples 

with dimensions (100x100x150)mm. Basic chemical composition of the steel is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1  Basic chemical composition HSLA steel F60 (wt. %) 
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Modified F60 steel according to ASTM A694 is typical low carbon steel with addition of alloying elements, 

manganese, silicon, nickel and molybdenum. Moreover, the steel is microalloyed by vanadium, aluminium 

and niobium. Concentration of other elements is at the level like residual elements and the rest is iron [1], [2]. 

After the forming process, the forgings were “anti-flake” annealed up to a temperature of 650°C for a 

period of 10 hours and subsequently normalized at a temperature of 930°C with air cooling.  

3.  LABORATORY HEAT TREATMENT 

The heat treatment itself was carried out on forged steel samples under laboratory conditions. Verification 

of influence of austenitization - quenching temperature (TA) on the structure and mechanical properties 

was proposed for the temperature range (880 to 940)°C with subsequent water quenching and tempering 

TP = 620°C with air cooling. Sample marking and heat treatment carried out are as follows:  

Sample  L1 :  TA = 880°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L2 :  TA = 890°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L3 :  TA = 900°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L4 :  TA = 910°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L5 :  TA = 920°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L6 :  TA = 930°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

L7 :  TA = 940°C/6 hours/Water +  TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air 

 

Fig. 1  Forged sample (100x100x150)mm 

4.  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF HSLA STEEL ASTM A694 F60 

The samples to determine attained parameters of mechanical properties and to evaluate the structure 

were taken from central zones of the forgings. Evaluation of mechanical properties was carried out in 

longitudinal direction.  

Table 2 shows the requested level and attained values of mechanical properties of individual F60 steel 

samples. 
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Table 2  Mechanical properties HSLA steel F60 - acc. quenching temperature 

 

Austenitization temperature influence on change in mechanical properties of forged, quenched and 

tempered F60 steel is visible from Table 2. It is obvious that steel strength increase accompanied by 

significant toughness drop takes place as the austenitization temperature is increasing.  

5.  MICROSTRUSCTURE OF HSLA STEEL ASTM A694 F60 

Similarly as in the case of mechanical properties evaluation, steel structure evaluation was carried out in 

the given point of the sample. Steel structure for concrete heat treatment states (TA = 880, 900, 920, 940°C) 

is shown below:  

L1: TA = 880°C/6 hours/Water + TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air  

 
L3: TA = 900°C/6 hours/Water + TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air  
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L5: TA = 920°C/6 hours/Water + TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air  

 

L7: TA = 940°C/6 hours/Water + TP = 620°C/8 hours/Air  

 

After the quenching and tempering, the microstructure of all samples - forgings is practically the same. 

Ferrite, bainite, granular pearlite and sorbite occur. It is evident from a series of snaps magnified 500 times, 

where the secondary grain can be compared better, that the secondary grain does not change notably as 

the quenching temperature is increasing. 

Above mentioned fact is confirmed by results of evaluation of austenitic grain size by means oxidation 

method according to ASTM E 112 - 97 with using the LECO IA32 image analysis. Results of austenitic grain 

size measurement are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3  Grain size - HSLA steel F60 - ASTM E 112 - LECO IA32 
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From the results shown in Table 3, it is not possible to observe direct influence of quenching temperature 

on austenitic grain size change. All the samples show a very fine structure. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS  

From results of experimental work attained follows direct influence of quenching temperature on 

mechanical properties of ASTM A694 F60 steel.  

Was observed growth in strength values and drop in impact value as the temperature of quenching was 

increasing. The most favourable results of mechanical properties were attained with quenching 

temperatures 880°C, 890°C and 900°C. 

Steel microstructure after the quenching and tempering is comparable for all the samples. Ferrite, bainite, 

granular pearlite and sorbite occur. Evaluation of austenitic grain size by oxidation method according to 

ASTM E 112-97 confirmed the grain size uniformity, when comparing all experimental samples, without 

provable influence of quenching temperature.  

Further optimization of steel mechanization properties and structure can be awaited after the verification 

of influence of the tempering temperature. Subsequently, it will be possible to determine a complex 

optimized heat treatment process for HSLA steel ASTM A694 F60.  
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Abstract 

The discussed issue is solved in ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. The VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava is 

participated on this issue under a grant project of TIP program. The grant project with ID FR-TI1/432 „New 

advanced computational methods for quality control in production of high quality steels“ is financially 

supported by the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Czech Republic. The aim of the project is development 

and implementation of methods for analysis of macrostructure of metallographic samples leading to 

facilitate monitoring of production and to increase quality of production and technological practices. The 

article describes possibilities of slab sample inspection and introduces new methods for quality inspection 

in the middle part (segregation). In the present article, new results of the solved project, especially results 

from segregation area evaluation are given.  

Keywords: Steel, Slab, Quality, Segregation, Model 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The above cited grant project monitors the center slab quality of samples. The attention is engaged in 

development of new methods for visual quality evaluation of the center part of macroscopic slab samples 

(cross-sections, etched) and development of mathematical methods for automated recognition of quality 

(segregation) with statistical evaluations of results. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SLAB CASTER AND THE SAMPLING 

These solved issues (described in the introduction) are related to the production of slabs on the CCM No. 2 

(Continuous Casting Machine) in Steel Plant ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. [1]. This production is based 

on a CCM with the bow radius of 5 m. The supplier of CCM is Siemens - VAI. The maximum of metallurgical 

length is approximately 22 m. After modernization of CCM it is possible to cast with casting speed up to 

2,75 m/min. The chamber consists of a bending segment, 3 bow segments, 2 straightening segments and 

5 horizontal segments. Besides foot rollers there are used water-air nozzles at 6 metallurgical cooling zones. 

The static soft reduction is set in the CCM cooling chamber. 

Slab samples (cross-sections) are taken by a burning machine. Each sample is divided into 3 smaller parts (in 

case of wide slabs of approx. 1500 mm, the sample is divided into 4 parts). After cooling off, each sample is 

identified by a number of heat with a symbol of sample part: „L“ left, „C“ central (middle), „P“ right. Thus, 

processed and identified slab samples are transported to the mechanical workroom, where these slabs are 

prepared (cutting and milling) for etching in the metallographic laboratory. Etching the slab samples is 

normally performed by the device Macroetcher made by Steltech® Structural Ltd using an electrolyte. The 
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electrolyte contains: 1,0-2,0 N HCl solution (it means 6,5 % HCl). Moreover, in order to highlight the place 

of segregation, manual etching of slab samples is carried out in the metallographic laboratory. The reason 

of highlighting the place of segregation is due to evaluation of the samples within the grant project and due 

to development of new methods for classification of the centre slab quality. 

3. POSSIBILITIES OF SLAB SAMPLES CLASSIFICATION  

3.1 Established procedures for visual quality classification of slab samples 

A catalogue of defects and a methodology for the slab quality classification was developed as part of 

commissioning of CCM No. 2 [2, 3]. This catalogue includes among others descriptions, causes and 

preventions of defects and possibilities of removing these defects. An example of a picture from the 

catalogue of defects is shown in Figure 1. 

According to the methodology, the studied defect is classified in the cross-section of the slab sample, 

where defect parameters are measured (for example length and number of defects in a given place). 

Results of the classification are recorded in a protocol of the metallographic laboratory. Subsequently, the 

quality levels are calculated for the given defect or for the given group of defects. Quality levels assume 

values from „0“ to „5“, where the level „0“ means that the sample has no defect of the given type. 

Another methodology was also applied for visual metallographic inspection of slab samples. For example, 

a methodology for evaluation of corner cracks and surface (subsurface) bubbles have been introduced. 

3.2 Implement procedures for centre slab quality (segregation) classification 

The newly implement procedure for quality classification of slab samples is related to the central part of 

the slab - the final place of solidification. Specifically, the centerline segregation is assessed and classified. 

The classification is based on counting dark particles, respectively segments, which are induced by etching 

  

  

Fig. 1  Example of picture from the catalogue of defects - Centerline segregation (top - left), Centerline 

porosity (top - right), Centerline cracks (bottom - left), Shrinkage cavity (bottom - right)   [2]   
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of the slab sample. Ammonium persulphate is used for etching, because it has shorter etching time without 

causing the macrostructure, but with induction of central segregation. Subsequently, these particles are 

evaluated by size and frequency. As a result, quality classes are predetermined. Currently, clear black (dark) 

particles with diameter 1 mm or more are marked. Discrete and continuous occurrence of particles is 

recognized. Depending on particles type and number of particles in the classified part, the quality class 

from 1 to 4 is determined. The quality class „1“ means the best quality, whereas the quality class „4“ means 

the worst sample quality, respectively. The quality classes „1“ and „2“ are acceptable. The evaluation 

methodology has been specified and further development of the methodology is expected under the grant 

project. 

4. AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF SEGREGATION 

4.1 The method developed at VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava 

Segregation modeling represents a complex task. Beckermann [4] provided review with more than 150 

references including basics physical models, coupled microstructure - macro segmentation models and 

direct numerical simulations. The system for automatic recognition of center quality of metallographic 

samples has been developed by the co-investigator of the research project from the Department of Applied 

Mathematics, FEI VŠB-TU Ostrava [5, 6, 7]. The recognition system is based on a robust search algorithm, in 

which small objects from the metal sample are being automatically detected. The recognition system is 

designed as a separate model, which is connected with the model of technology and data quality (TQ 

model), which has been developed at the Research dept., ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. 

The automated assessment of center quality of a metallographic sample works as follows [6]: 

 Segmentation of the image sample. In this step, the image of the metal sample is separated from the 

background of the sample. The segmentation algorithm is based on thresholding.  

 Localization of the area of interest with darker central objects. This is implemented by detecting 

image rows with local minima in brightness, because the central objects are darker than the rest of 

sample, see Figure 2a. A probability distribution of the examined disorders was set depending on the 

observation of samples. Consequently, this probabilistic distribution is being used in filtering so-

called false-positive matches. The detected area of interest in the sample centre is seen in Figure 2b. 

 Localization and selection of objects in the region of interest. We already know the region with 

central defects from the previous step. These detected defects are being compared with the 

probability of occurrence of the defect and are being successively highlighted, see Figure 3. 

 The localized defects are being filtered: Dots with insignificant size are identified as noise. The 

remaining significant dots are counted and measured. Especially, their size, position and area are 

being estimated and stored into a database. 

A demonstration of developed software for quality evaluation of two selected metallographic samples is 

shown in Figure 3. Rating the quality of the center was carried out automatically without any user 

intervention. The sample "P" denotes the right side of the slab sample, whereas the sample "CP" refers to 

the central portion of the slab close to the right side. Pattern "P" contains 30 detected central objects. The 

minimum and maximum of the detected particle size is 0,12 and 1,76 mm, respectively. On the other hand, 

the sample "CP" contains 57 detected particles. The minimum and maximum size is 0,10 and 3,62 mm,  
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respectively. In both samples, large number of detected objects is smaller in width than 1 mm, see Figure 4. 

These small detected objects are not included for classification according to the methodology. The 

histogram shows intuitively that the "P" sample may have a higher quality class than the "CP" sample, 

because the “CP” sample contains larger central objects. However, the quality class of the sample depends 

on properties of detected central dots (their number and size) in the predetermined evaluated segment. A 

distribution of countable detected samples in a typical segment window is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sample "P" in the window segment includes 

up to 3 objects having size between 1-3 mm. 

Because the number of detected dots is less than 

the predetermined limit and larger objects are 

not being detected, "P" sample is rated as Class 

Quality "1" (i.e. best quality). On the contrary, an 

object having size 3-5 mm was found in the 

window segment of sample "CP". According to 

the established methodology, this part of the 

sample is rated as Class Quality “2”. 

The machine-based central quality assessment 

provides in both cases the same results as an expert evaluation by a specialist from the metallographic 

laboratory. Moreover, ongoing testing, calibration and further improvement of the search algorithm have 

been passed. 
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Table 1  Extracted countable particles in the worst window section 

 The number of objects of a given size 
Sample Objects 1 - 3 mm Objects 3 - 5 mm Objects > 5 mm 

P 3 0 0 
CP 4 1 0 

4.2 The method developed at ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. 

Development of automated recognition of center quality of samples was also launched on the contractor's 

project in ArcelorMittal Ostrava, plc. The recognition approach is similar to that of VŠB-TU Ostrava. First, 

properties of objects and expected areas are specified. This specification includes search of inner border of 

the sample slab, retrieval of the center line and specification of area of interest. Subsequently, central objects 

are being sought. Central objects are determined by histogram analysis, either in whole or in part, due to the 

elimination of glare and unstable directional lighting. By specifying the upper and lower limits of the threshold 

a filter to retrieve objects in the image is determined. These specified values are important for the quality of 

subsequent classification of the central segregation, in which random and uninteresting noise particles are 

automatically eliminated, whereas particles probably related to the central segregation are analyzed in detail. 

When the evaluated parameters are being set correctly (not too little or too much sensitive, depending upon 

the sensitivity of the segmentation filter), then we can achieve a very close resemblance between human 

classification and machine perception of the object, see Figure 5. Handwritten notes of a human expert and 

automated notes describing the particle size given the computer code are listed in the white box. The 

computer code gives also additional properties of extracted objects (e.g. size and area of dots). 

 

 

Fig. 5  Sample classification by a specialist from the metallurgical laboratory (up) and the computer-based 
automated classification (down). 

5. RESULTS OF QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

The described project was launched in 2009. A classification of segregations of selected slabs according to 

established methodologies started in the first year of the project. The software system includes 

classification results of 52 slab samples produced in 2009 (168 sub-samples), for example results of 

microalloyed steel grades for production of spiral welded pipes mainly by the API standards. TQ model with 

its sub model provides in the ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. company tools for displaying classified results and 

its parameters, archiving photos and coupling both qualitative and production parameters.  
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The aim of the project is to monitor and improve the production process of the slab CCM No. 2 with regard 

to the required quality of the center - the occurrence of segregation. According to [8], one of the major 

influences on the quality of the center is the CCM curve geometry, especially at higher casting speeds and 

larger slab widths. For these reasons, it is very important to ensure the comparability of results and quality 

of slabs with specific technological data. As a result, analyses of slabs production from 2009 showed that all 

sub-sample slabs, expect one, were rated Class "1" (in total, 148 sub-sample slabs) or Class "2" (19 

sub-sample slabs). In order words, these sub-sample slabs meet quality requirements according to the 

established methodology. Only one sub-slab sample was classified as Class "3". According to [8], wider slabs 

with approx. 1 400 - 1 500 mm width are prone to meet a lower-class quality. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the grant project, we continued to develop two methods for machine assessment of the center slab 

quality in terms of segregation. One of the methods has been developed by the project co-investigator 

from the VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava, whereas the other method has been developed by the 

project investigator from the ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. company. Moreover, we have created a database of 

real photographs of metallographic samples and a database of digitally processed images, including human 

and computer-based classification of the center slab quality. Developed software has been tested and 

verified according to results of the expert classification. Achievements of machine and expert quality 

classification of slab center part will be statistically evaluated and paired with manufacturing parameters 

that are already stored in the database. The quality of analyzed slab samples produced in 2009 can be 

considered as very good in the term of central segregation, because only one of all 168 collected samples 

has been classified by the unsatisfactory class “3”. 
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Abstract 

An essential part of the processes of secondary metallurgy occurring during liquid steel refining is blowing 

an inert gas into the ladle. The aim of steel production is to find such an argon flow rate and such a position 

of argon lance, so as to ensure thermal and chemical homogenization of steel in the ladle in the shortest 

time and with minimum gas consumption, while the intensity of the flow must not negatively affect 

the stability of the process. The optimization of argon blowing conditions for steel homogenization in the 

ladle can be made on the basis of the results of service tests. The use of physical and numerical modelling 

is much more effective as it is relatively easy to change the boundary conditions of the blowing. 

Traditionally, the researchers of the Department of Metallurgy, FMME, VSB-TU Ostrava solved the blowing 

optimization conditions by both physical and then numerical modelling. This paper deals with calculation 

setting of numerical simulation of argon blowing through three-hole lance during steel homogenization in 

the ladle in an ANSYS FLUENT CFD programme. The calculation setting is based on the geometric definition 

of the modelled area, on the selection of appropriate physical models, operating parameters, physical 

properties of the melt and boundary conditions. Under non-stationary conditions of the calculation, the 

homogenization time is obtained from the monitored profiles of concentration and temperature in three 

planes and from selected points in the volume of the ladle. Primary results of the pre-set model of 

numerical simulation were correlated with the results of the parallel physical modelling performed on the 

physical water model of the ladle design in a geometric scale of 1:9. The aim of further research will be the 

verification of the steel bath homogenization character under various flow rates of gas blowing and for 

different positions of the three-hole lance. 

Keywords: steel, ladle, numerical modelling, argon blowing, homogenization, temperature, chemical 

composition 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In particular to support the mixing of the metal melt in metallurgical vessels, gas blowing plays an 

important role during metal refining, thus avoiding stratification of concentration and temperature fields 

and increasing the speed of the homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions at the same time. 

The blown gas is fed into the ladle volume in two basic ways. The first option is blowing "from below" 

through the bottom-blowing element. Some steel plants use the method of blowing “from the top” through 

a vertically submerged lance. Blowing an inert gas (usually argon) into the molten steel in the ladle is the 
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most affordable and sometimes even stands as “sufficient” secondary steel processing method for 

obtaining the chemical and temperature homogeneity, which is done during and after applying the 

metallurgical technologies such as alloying, heating of steel, correction of chemical composition, etc.  

The verification of gas blowing conditions during the steel bath homogenization in the ladle can be 

performed using a direct service experiment. However, the process is time-consuming and very expensive. 

The preferred laboratory alternative is a method of modelling, both physical and numerical. 

The previous works of authors of this paper [1, 2] have brought considerable attention to the verification 

of steel homogenization conditions on the physical water model of the ladle constructed in a 1:9 scale with 

regard to a real operating 180-ton ladle. The main objective of modelling is the determination of the 

homogenization time depending on the intensity of blown gas flow and position of the three-hole lance. 

The method of "impulse-response“ was used for physical model research on the homogenization time. 

The principle of this method is in the injection of the marker (tracer) substance into the fluid flowing in the 

reactor and evaluation of the concentration or other measurable variables of the substance through probes 

placed in the reactor volume. For successful and objective measurement, it is necessary to have the marker 

with identical properties with the carrier fluid (i.e., density, viscosity, diffusion behaviour, good mutual 

miscibility, etc.) and which would significantly differ in only one property. This property must be easily 

measurable and it must be dependent on the concentration of the marker. In the physical modelling of fluid 

flow, the electrical conductivity is most frequently used to for measurement. In the case of physical 

modelling of steel homogenization in ladle, a weak solution of KCl manifesting itself by the ion conductivity 

was used as a marker. The concentration change of the liquid upon the marker injection was scanned by 

four pairs of probes (conductivity and temperature probes). 

The next stage of the research focused on homogenization processes in the ladle carried out in 

the Department of Metallurgy is use of numerical modelling. This paper deals with the calculation setting of 

numerical simulation of homogenization processes in the ladle during argon blowing through a three-hole 

lance in the ANSYS FLUENT CFD. The primary results of the numerical model were compared with results of 

physical modelling. After validation of the numerical model setting, further research will aim to verify the 

nature of the steel bath homogenization for different flow rates of the blown gas and different positions of 

the three-hole lance. 

2. PRINCIPLE OF NUMERICAL MODELLING 

Generally, the whole numerical modelling procedure is divided into three stages:  

1. Pre-processing - preparation of the model (which includes the geometric modelling and the 

computational grid generation process, definition of physical and material properties, boundary and 

starting conditions, definition of the physical principle of the task, time-dependent task etc.)  

2. Solving - involves the computation in the solver  

3. Post-processing - focuses on the processing and display of results. 

2.1 Pre-processing - geometric modelling and computational grid generation process 

The geometric modelling and generation process of the ladle computational grid were done in the GAMBIT 

pre-processor. The 180-ton casting ladle had the shape of an inverted truncated cone. The stable level of 
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the steel bath in the ladle was 3,600 mm. The model assumed a flat shape of the liquid level without its 

increase due to the blowing. The modelled area is shown in Fig. 1 in green colour [3]. 

The submerged argon lance (Fig. 2) was fitted with three symmetrical, (in a horizontal plane) laid holes for 

blowing the argon into the liquid steel. Fig.2 also shows the inflow of argon and its equal distribution 

among the different lances with a diameter of 5.0 mm using the red arrows.  

The submerged lance model was simplified so that the cylindrical body in the middle of the casting ladle 

(CL) was maintained, but the argon outlets were replaced by a series of points placed directly in the solver 

(Fig. 3) (i.e. directly in FLUENT). It is possible to use this simplified geometric model and method for 

computational grid generation of the ladle for different submergings of the three-hole lance. The size of the 

argon inlet area through the lance jets in the model is larger than the actual size of the hole [3]. 

2.2 Solving - performing the calculation 

The calculation of the homogenization simulation was carried out only for one symmetrical half of the ladle. 

The setting of the calculation is based on the selection of appropriate physical models, operating 

parameters, the melt physical properties and boundary conditions. The modelling of two-phase flow of 

melt-argon was carried out using Discrete Phase Model (DPM). This model enables to specify and enter the 

location of argon blowing into the ladle directly in FLUENT. This means that the position of lance holes and 

argon blowing is not associated with the geometrical position already created during the geometric 

modelling of the ladle. The flow initiated by the argon blowing was defined as stationary, viscous and 

turbulent. The RNG k-ε turbulence model with a standard wall function was used. The flow was viewed 

as incompressible, with no heat transfer. On the surface, the friction has not been taken into account. 

The operational and boundary conditions were entered. The material properties of the melt were defined 

depending on the temperature. 

The aim of the simulation was to predict the concentration homogenization; therefore it was necessary 

to enter the melt through two components. The material properties of both components were, with 

exception of density, identical. According to the initial position of components in the ladle, the components 

were named as follows: MELT - lower, which corresponded to the lower layer, MELT - upper, which 

corresponded to the upper layer. Inhomogeneity of temperature distribution and concentration in the ladle 

was considered the initial condition: Lower layer: The height of the layer: 3,200 mm, density - 6,967 kg.m-3, 

   

Fig. 1  Computational grid of 

the modelled area [3] 

Fig. 2  Mouth of the lance and location 

of the holes for argon blowing [3] 

Fig. 3  Ladle model with the 

lance [3] 
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concentration 1, temperature 1500 °C, Upper layer: The height of the layer: 400 mm, density - 6,897 kg.m-3, 

concentration 0, temperature 1520 °C. Because the density of the melt is entered depending on the 

temperature, the density inhomogeneity is entered by the insertion of different temperature to the lower 

and upper layer [3]. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Similarly to the physical modelling, the data and visualized results can be obtained using the numerical 

modelling. The aim of the simulation was to obtain the information about the character of flow and the 

course of homogenization processes in the casting ladle during the argon blowing through the three-hole 

lance. The unsteady velocity, temperature and concentration fields of the melt are the results of 

calculation. Furthermore, the calculation result is unsteady temperature and concentration courses in 

selected monitoring points in three planes distanced 270 mm; 1,890 mm and 3,510 mm from the bottom of 

the ladle. 

Fig. 4 reflects the concentration course in monitoring point 2 in three planes with the flow of argon 

243 l.min-1 for a three-hole lance distanced 270 mm from the bottom. The homogenization of 

concentrations already occurs after less than 200 seconds. The decreases and subsequent increases in the 

concentration curves are caused by the recirculation vortices, which are formed by interaction with the 

blown argon. The gradual formation of recirculation vortices is clearly visible from the unsteady courses of 

the concentrations in the central plane of the casting ladle recorded in Fig. 5. 

 
Time [s] 

Fig. 4  Curves of concentrations in the monitoring point 2 in three planes, flow rate 243 l.min-1 for  

a three-hole lance at a distance of 270 mm from the bottom 
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20 s 50s 100 s 

200 s 300 s 400 s 

Fig. 5  Courses of the MELT- upper layer component concentrations in the selected planes for different 

times, flow rate 243 l.min-1; mean concentrations in perfect homogenization of 0.125 for a three-hole lance, 

at a distance of 270 mm from the bottom 

Fig. 6 shows the velocity fields of the melt flow during the homogenization process. When the vortex 

reaches the bottom, there are another couple of vortices in the corner of the bottom and the sidewall 

formed. 

50 s 100 s 300 s 

Fig. 6  Velocity fields of liquid melt for the argon flow rate 243 l.min-1 through the tree hole lance  

at a distance 270 mm from the bottom 

Before the initiation of the calculations with different argon flow rates and lance positions the results of the 

numerical modelling had been compared to the results of physical modelling. The physical model was created 

from Plexiglas in the geometric scale of 1:9 relative to the real 180-ton ladle (Fig. 7) [1, 2]. The 

aforementioned physical model served to conduct a comprehensive series of experiments studying influence 

of the blowing (blowing intensity effect, position of the bottom blowing element or position of submerged 

argon lance) on the length of time of homogenization bath. The modelled flow rates were calculated on the 

basis of different criteria of identity of the modified Froude criterion, which includes, inter alia, the expansion 

of gas due to temperature. 
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To compare the results from physical and numerical modelling, the model situation was selected with the 

same gas flow rate 243 l.min-1 and the lance position at a distance of 270 mm from the bottom of the ladle. 

The average time required for homogenization bath (maximum tolerated deviation was ± 5% from the 

established value of the dimensionless final concentration), reached a value of approximately 140 s. 

The difference in homogenization time between the numerical and 

physical modelling is likely due to the principle of the used method 

and the way by which the time is counted down from the start of the 

experiment until its termination. While the physical model, which 

uses the impulse-response method mentioned in Introduction to 

monitor changes in the concentration, the marker is not injected into 

the liquid until the moment when the flow field in the ladle is 

stabilized; the beginning of homogenization in the numerical 

modelling starts from the actual moment of gas blowing (so even 

before the creation of steady recirculation flow in the ladle). 

For this reason, the authors proceeded to adjust the setting of 

numerical computation conditions of homogenization, so that the 

computation was as close as possible to the method used for 

physical modelling. The method of two liquid levels in the ladle has 

been replaced by a step permanent change of the concentration in the ladle used in previous works of the 

authors [4]. To simulate the concentration changes, it was necessary to define two components: the 

component that constituted the initial melt in the ladle, and the component that corresponds to the melt 

injection marker. To distinguish the original and the newly introduced melt, the terms MELT and MELT-

INJECT were used. The simulation of concentration changes was made using the Species Transport model 

from value 0 (MELT) to 1 (MELT-INJECT). The homogenization is modelled as time-limited process limited by 

the duration of marker injection into the melt. The computed time of blowing the argon into the ladle will 

depend on the desired degree of homogenization. The simulations of marker injection into the melt were 

performed in a non-steady mode with the convergence on each time level. 

The area, shape and size of marker injection in the ladle were chosen 

based on the shape and method of marker injection used in the 

physical modelling. The injection area of the marker has had a 

cylindrical shape and is shown in Fig. 8. 

The concentration and temperature changes were monitored again 

in three planes at selected points. The planes are situated 270 mm, 

1,890 mm and 3,510 mm from the ladle bottom. Unlike the physical 

ladle model constructed on scale of 1:9, where on the wall of the 

ladle four pairs of probes for sensing changes in concentrations were 

used (Fig. 7), the numerical model of the whole ladle used 9 points 

located in each plane (8 points near the wall and one in the centre of 

the ladle). The points near the wall in each plane were located 270 

mm from the wall of the ladle in 45° angular distance from the plane 

of symmetry. At the present time, the testing of the calculation setting runs. The results obtained will be a 

subject of further research. 

 

Fig. 7  Physical model with probes 

for scanning changes in the 

concentration 

 

Fig. 8  Marker injection area 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The presented paper is devoted to the setting of the numerical simulation for the calculation of the 

homogenization processes occurring in a casting ladle. It will be necessary to validate the results of the 

simulation with the results of the parallel physical modelling. After the verification of the correct settings of 

the homogenization process calculation in the ladle, the calculations with different flow rates of argon and 

evaluation of homogenization times will be conducted. The effectiveness of homogenization simulations 

will depend on the initial position of the lance and the argon-blowing rate. For the numerical simulations, 

the initial argon-blowing rate was based on the estimation of the argon compression in a blowing element 

and on the nominal flow rate. 
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Abstract 

The paper covers a very significant problem present in steel and foundry plants that is a large quantity of 

dust generated during production processes. The most important and very often hazardous one is dust 

created when the alloy of any grade is produced. It is subsequently sucked out by the dust removal system 

from melting furnaces and the question appears what to do with this huge quantity of wastes. At the 

Department of Foundry, Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland, the experiments with use of 

pneumatic injection were carried out to utilise various powdered materials (or fine dusts) and some really 

good and prospective results were successfully introduced into industry. The results of dusts injection into 

metallurgical electric arc furnaces (for slag foaming), fine ferroalloys particles (concerned usually as difficult 

to utilise or even as a waste), crushed coal/graphite electrodes (pneumatic injection of carburizers) were 

presented in this paper. The ideas of the industrial setups, the main and decisive process parameters and 

the results obtained were briefly described. The short information about future plans in the field of the 

diphase stream (gas-powder particles) analysis were shortly mentioned. The paper proves that pneumatic 

injection technique could be and should be continuously considered as an effective method for dust wastes 

utilization.  

Keywords: pneumatic powder injection; wastes utilization; metallurgical furnace, furnace dust, powder 

injection lance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Every metallurgical process as is widely known is a huge source of wastes of any sort: solid, gaseous and 

liquid. Many authors claimed that dust caught by dust removal installations of melting furnaces constitutes 

a very important part in the whole wastes volume [1,2 and 3]. The next group are the finest fractions of 

charging materials (e.g. ferroalloys, carburizers, inoculants) which are generally difficult to use in classical 

methods of alloys production (the efficiency of the processes is very poor). The environmental protection is 

one of the most important problems nowadays so the pollution limits are very low. As a consequence the 

problem of solid metallurgical wastes seems to become a strategic one. In present days the metallurgical or 

foundry plant is obliged to utilize its own wastes, especially the most dangerous ones or at least to render 

their harmless and transfer to another industry branch for utilization, according to [4]. 

One of the best from the metallurgical point of view utilization methods of furnace dust from any melting 

furnace or the finest fractions of charging materials is pneumatic powder injection directly into molten 

metal bath. At the Department of Foundry, Silesian University of Technology the experiments with use of 

pneumatic conveying in this field have been carried out for dozens years. Nowadays, as [1,3 and 5] state, in 

Poland operate more than ten industrial stands for powdered carburizers injection, installation of furnace 

dust injection back to the melting furnace or pneumatic inoculation of alloys (mostly cast iron). The 
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pneumatic injection of furnace dust back into furnace, fine ferroalloys grains introduction and pneumatic 

recarburization processes in melting furnaces are shortly described in the next sections of the paper. All the 

results are the original author’s work done in the last few years consequently. 

2. PNEUMATIC INJECTION OF DUST INTO ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE 

During a steel-making process huge volume of waste in form of dust is generated. In North America, 

according to [1 and 2], about 700 000 t/year are generated, in Europe about 900 000 t/year, in Japan about 

450 000 t/year and in Poland about 60 000 t/year. Owing to this in the 1990s experiments were started to 

introduce dust back to a melting unit. The Department of Foundry has performed recently the research and 

industrial implementation of the installation for dust pneumatic injection back into 65 tons EAF for slag 

foaming. The EAF’s slag foaming method is well known and successfully used as necessary approach for 

economic electrodes use, energy management and stability from the melting process point of view (electric 

arc stabilization). The furnace dust was mixed with coal dust in the 3 to 1 ratio to obtain a better pneumatic 

conveying characteristic (no suspended material in the container after the injection cycle). 

The prototype installation for dust recycling and slag foaming in 65 tons metallurgical EAF was 

characterized by following parameters:  

- the dust grain size: 0.005-0.5mm,  

- bulk density of dust: 489kg/m3
,  

- the powdered coal grain size: 0-3mm,  

- coal bulk density: 667kg/m3,  

- the maximum mass of the dust/coal mixture injected during one heat: 1330kg,  

- mass composition of the mixture: 75% of dust + 25% of coal,  

- injection duration time: 10-15min,  

- mass mixture flow rate: 0.5-2.2kg/s,  

- unitary oxygen consumption: 2-4m3/t,  

- unitary dust consumption: 5-11kg/t, 

- unitary coal consumption: 1-3kg/t. 

After the series of experiments in laboratory conditions of the Department of Foundry and afterwards in 

industrial conditions of the client, the complete installation has a design as has been shown in Fig. 1. 

During the industrial experiments a total of 276 controlled melts were conducted. On the basis of the 

laboratory experiments and industrial tests it was stated that the pneumatic injection method is very good 

for utilization of own furnace dust in the plant being analyzed. After several recycling runs the finally 

obtained dust were enriched to above 30 wt. % of zinc content and about 5 wt. % of lead and could have 

been considered as valuable raw material in zinc metallurgical plant. The technical parameters of the melt 

and properties of the steel were not affected at all. Owing to slag foaming with the use of injection of dust-

coal mixture the consumption of coal and an oxygen consumption were considerably decreased in 

comparison to injection powdered by coal only. Summing up, the pneumatic injection has in this case both 

ecological and economic aspects and very interesting results of its use. 
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Fig. 1  The setup for dust-coal mixture pneumatic injection into 65 tons EAF: 1- furnace dust container, 

2- intermediate dust container, 3- dust pneumatic feeder, 4- powdered coal container, 5- dust feeding 

screw, 6- coal feeding screw, 7- oxygen lance, 8- mixture injection lance , 9- mixture pneumatic feeder. 

3. FERROALLOYS PNEUMATIC INJECTION INTO MELTING FURNACE 

The commonly used powdered materials being introduced into furnaces in foundries are carburizers and 

various alloy additions. The carburizers are often added in large quantities (hundreds of kilograms) so the 

method with lance submerged into liquid metal bath is preferred but the alloy additions are often added in 

really small quantities and then the non-submerged lance can be employed. Although, because of many 

technological problems, the pneumatic injection of powdered ferroalloys for increasing its content in liquid 

alloy e.g. cast iron is still only a margin. The reason is that conventional methods of alloy additions 

introducing give good enough results, too. However, it should be emphasized that fine particles of 

ferroalloys are considered a waste material in production of lump ferroalloys. From this point of view 

industrial application of pneumatic injection for alloy additions is reflection worth, because the producers 

sell the finest ferroalloys fractions much cheaper than lumpy ones. Significant is a short introduction 

process duration time too, that last few minutes or less with small temperature drop what is the next 

advantage of the method. But the problems still to be solved are the best lance design and process 

pneumatic parameters values. The new lance proposal along with the technological parameters analysis 

were published in previous Metal Conferences proceedings [6 and 7]. In this paper some further 

experiments with the diphase stream force analysis (using the new lance) are presented. 

When the injection process is carried out into induction furnace with use of non-submerged lance, one of 

the biggest problems is achieving the proper gas-particles stream range in liquid before the particles 

dissolute completely and do not reach the bath’s bottom. When the stream energy is not proper it is not 

easy to obtain homogenous chemical compositions in liquid bath volume in furnace or ladle and it is 

necessary to stir it mechanically. When you use an inductive furnace you have an assistance of the 

electromagnetic stirring what greatly improves homogenization. The problem does not exist with use of 

submerged lance because you have to regulate stream range by depth of lance submersion and mixing is 

much better because bubbles of introduced carrier gas “boil” the bath significantly. But the problems 
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connected to temperature drop are visible much more and after injection process you have to deliver new 

portion of heat energy to compensate lost temperature. 

To achieve the proper diphase stream range in liquid metal it is necessary to ensure that its dynamics and 

force which impact the dense liquid metal surface are large enough. If so, the diphase stream range inside 

the liquid metal is large (sometimes down to the furnace bottom) and the particles injected are efficiently 

assimilated by the liquid alloy. The experiments on the special experimental setup were carried out to 

measure this force value and to combine it with the achieved process results. Preliminary results of the 

experiments were presented on previous Metal Conferences [6 and 7] where the experimental installation 

along with the methodology were described. In this paper the final analysis were briefly presented in some 

examples of experimental equation obtained. 

The average value of stream force in stable (during the stable cycle period) was calculated, the 

experimental equations were formulated and graphs were made. On the next page there are presented 

some of the formulas for the parameters analogical as on the stream force’s time-changing graphs, see Fig. 

2 as an example.  

F = -0,785 + 0,032  wk + 0,019 µ [1] 

where: wk - gas velocity, µ- mass mixture 

concentration . 

The next is a dependence between 

diphase stream force and pressure 

values. 

F = -0,063 + 0,809  p1 
2 + 1,831  p4 

2(2) 

where: p1 - carrier gas pressure, p4 - 

pressure in the feeder 

The graph on the left is an example of 

the stream force characteristic for lance 

diameter dw=6.1mm, distance between 

lance outlet and device’s surface 

H=80mm, carrier gas pressure 

p1=0.2MPa, powder size 0.4mm 

        Fig. 2  The example of the stream force characteristic. 
 

The described (and others not mentioned in the paper) experiments have drawn to the following 

conclusions: 

1. Velocity of the carrier gas in the lance outlet depends mostly (in the same geometrical conditions) on 

inside injection lance diameter and mostly influences the diphase stream force value. 

2. Diphase stream force value increases with pressures increasing (especially pressure in powder feeder 

p4 which increase cause mass concentration increasing) and decreases with increasing of distance 

between lance outlet and measuring surface (liquid metal bath). For distances above 40mm the value 

was so small that impossible to measure with used equipment. 

3. The proper period of injection cycle for industrial conditions is in the middle of the process, when the 

stream force is of good stability. The peak visible in the end of the injection process is a response for 

the quite considerable volume of carrier gas blown-out with the last portion of powder injected. 
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4. Mass concentration of the diphase mixture and velocity of carrier gas in the lance outlet decisively 

influence the analyzed force. But the value of mass concentration should not be above 20-30kg/kg 

because the higher values cause high instability of conveying process. 

4. PNEUMATIC INJECTION FOR UTILIZATION THE ELECTRODES SCRAP 

The next group of materials possible to utilize mostly in cast iron foundries are: steel scrap, crushed 

graphite electrodes and dust wastes from electrodes manufacturing process [8-13]. In many foundries cast 

iron melting process is based mainly on a pig iron and process scrap (returns). It gives an assurance of 

proper carbon content in liquid metal bath without necessity of its further introduction in carburizers. Steel 

scrap for the sake of its low carbon content (0.1-0.2 wt. % C) is for many foundries an uninteresting 

material from production point of view. However, it contains a low sulphur and phosphorus content too, 

what enables to use it even in ductile cast iron production. The fact of steel scrap introduction instead of 

pig iron is of great importance for the production of which consumes much quantities of energy and is very 

harmful to the environment. The steel scrap is much cheaper charge material than pig iron. But the 

problem of carbon deficit in liquid cast iron appears when we replace the pig iron with the steel scrap. So 

we have to recarburize the liquid metal bath by use of various methods but one of the best is pneumatic 

injection of carburizers. The method itself is widely known and described in some previous Metal 

Conference Proceedings [7] and in previous papers [14]. In the paper the clue is to emphasize that 

pneumatic powder injection method can be considered both as an efficient method of the cast iron 

recarburization and waste utilization. 

The experiments indicate possibility of obtaining a significant carbon content increase by use of pneumatic 

injection technique both in cast iron and cast steel and makes possible cast iron production with no share 

of pig iron. In that case a considerable amount of the carburizer is added with solid charge material on the 

furnace bottom and then the injection process is conducted to correct slightly the carbon content in liquid. 

As a result the heat time is decreased and costs are less in comparison to method with injection of the 

whole amount of required carburizers.  

The elements of the setup on the Fig. 3 are: 

1-pressure container, 2-control 

switchboard, 3-feeder’s mixing chamber, 4-

reducer, 5-extensometric scales, 6-slide 

damper, 7-silo, 8-screening sieve, 9- 

compressed air supply, 10-main valve, 11-

pipe, 12-lance manipulator, 13-injection 

lance, 14-EAF. The usage of the steel scrap 

and the carburizers from crushed 

electrodes reveals that the pneumatic 

injection is an important method for 

environmental protection. The properties 

of the made alloys are the same or even 

better than without this technique in 

production and with pig iron in solid charge. 

                               Fig. 3  Recarburization setup. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper the usage of pneumatic powder injection method for solid metallurgical and foundry wastes 

utilization was presented. The experiments in this field have been made in the Department of Foundry, 

Silesian University of Technology for many years. These several experimental examples as well as industrial 

applications show how this technique can be employed to utilize furnace dusts from various kinds of 

furnaces, fine ferroalloys fractions into liquid bath introduction, liquid ferrous alloys recarburization and 

used moulding sand reclamation. The results of author’s experiments proved effectiveness of this method 

in every of the mentioned processes. The ecological and economic parameters of industrial application are 

very promising so the interest of the industry continuously increases. To develop further the theory of 

diphase stream movement from the powder injection process point of view the next researches have been 

just launched. Their goal is to examine stream flow with use of the high speed camera to catch the real 

particular powder particle movement. Both model experiments and real injections into liquid metal are 

planned to observe how the gas-powder stream really enters the liquid metal surface. The results of the 

mentioned experiments will be published later. 
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Abstract 

The issue of cast iron recarburization is essential in process of melting cast iron and cast steel. Methods and 

carburizers assuring obtainment of demanded carbon gains in the shortest time, with high repeatability the 

highest level of carbon using, are being searched. It concerns both filling small carbon shortages and 

conducting melts only on the basis of steel scrap. Analysis presented in the article embraces introduction of 

carburizer into solid charge, batching on a surface of metal bath and pneumatic introduction into stream of 

carrier gas. The sorts of carburizers used in foundry are also discussed in this paper. Those are: natural 

graphite, anthracite, synthetic graphite and petroleum coke. Particular attention has been directed to 

determination of influence that recarburization method and sort of carburizer have on grade of carbon 

assimilability of metal bath. It is shown in the article, that the highest effectiveness can be obtained by 

using synthetic graphite as carburizer. In turn, the best method of recarburization in electric induction 

furnaces is introduction of carburizer into solid charge. In arc furnaces the highest grade of carbon 

assimilability can be obtained by its pneumatic introduction. Appropriate selection of carburizer sort and 

recarburization method is individual case, since it depends also on metal movement intensity in furnace 

and estimated carbon increase.  

Keywords: recarburization of liquid metal, recarburization methods, carburizers 

1. METHODS OF CARBURIZER INTRODUCTION 

Time and effectiveness of recarburization process course are subordinated to method and place of 

carburizer introduction. Recarburization of liquid metal can be run in metallurgical furnaces, on furnace 

tapping spout and ladles. Most of all, choice of place and recarburization method as well as sort of 

carburizer depends on used solid charges. In melts run on basis of pig iron carbon shortage in melt can be 

very small and correction can be made by introduction carburizer on ladle bottom or on a surface of liquid 

metal in furnace. By running melts with limited quota or without pig iron there is necessity of obtainment 

big carbon gains (row 1 to 3 wt. %). In that case the most advantageous solution is introduction of 

carburizer into solid charge or its pneumatic introduction into liquid metal. Essential issue is time of melt 

run directly connected with time recarburization time. Extending of times involves rising of melt costs. 

Another important factor is used sort of carburizer. At present there are used mostly natural and synthetic 

graphite, petroleum coke and anthracite. They vary according to chemical composition, thermal and 

physical properties, permeability and first of all - price. Thus selection of suitable carburizer for particular 

method is so important. A rate characterizing process is its effectiveness (rate of carbon assimilation). 

Factors having influence on effectiveness are: carburizer (its sort, chemical composition, properties and size 

of particles), liquid metal (its temperature, original carbon content and chemical composition) and also 

method and place of carburizer introduction. In the process of pneumatic recarburization essential 
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meaning have also parameters of diphase stream (mass gas and material flow rate, particle velocity). 

Recarburization effectiveness is determined by equation [1]: 

where: Cp-carbon content at the beginning of process in wt. %, Ck - carbon 

content in the end of process in wt. %, Mm-metal mass in kg, Mn-carburizer 

mass in kg, Cx-carbon content in carburizer in wt. %. 

1.1 Introduction of carburizer into solid charge 

This method relies on melting of metal solid charge along with carburizer. It can be used in electric 

induction furnaces, arc furnaces and cupolas. This method does not require additional costs on appliances 

to carburizer introduction, and the rate of carbon assimilation by liquid metal can achieve up to 70-90%, 

depending on used furnace and sort of carburizer. Typically, it makes first phase of recarburization. It 

derives from fact, that loading of furnaces mostly takes place in two phases. In the beginning the content of 

first charging hopper is melted, and then furnace is loaded to demanded metal capacity. It means that in 

this way only assumed portion of carburizer can be introduced. It does not guarantee estimated carbon 

content, which is wanted to be obtained in the end of process. It forces correction of carbon by successive 

recarburization with another method (adding on surface, pneumatic injection of carburizer). 

Results of liquid metal recarburization by method of introduction carburizer into solid charge by cast iron 

melt only on the basis of steel scrap [1,2] are presented below. Experiments have been carried out in 

induction furnace of high frequency and capacity of 20 kg. Natural graphite (GN), calcined anthracite (A), 

synthetic graphite (GS), calcined petroleum coke (KN), cupola coke (KO) and charcoal (WD) have been used 

in the experiments. The average chemical composition for particular groups of carburizers and its 

denominations are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1  The chemical composition of carburizers 

Carburiser grade 
C min 

wt. % 

S max 

wt. % 

Volatile parts 

max wt. % 

Ash max 

wt. % 

Moisture 

max 

wt. % 

GN natural graphite 85,0 0,08 3,00 11,00 2,00 

 A anthracite 94,1 0,19 1,22 5,34 0,55 

 GS synthetic graphite 99,2 0,03 0,18 0,69 0,30 

KN petroleum coke 98,6 0,69 0,55 0,55 0,31 

WD charcoal 83,0 - - 4,00 8,00 

KO cupola coke 88,0 0,80 1,40 10,50 3,00 

Carbon content in analysed materials ranges from 85 wt. %. for natural graphite to 99,2 wt. %.  for 

synthetic graphite. Sulphur content is the highest in petroleum cokes and cupola coke, and it may reach 0,8 

wt. %. Petroleum cokes contain also a lot of nitrogen (0,68 wt. %. - 1,68 wt. %). In natural graphite nitrogen 

content is less than 0,1 wt. %. N and in synthetic graphite is close to zero. Hydrogen content is comparable 

in each carburizer and it is in range of 0,3 wt. %. - 0,5 wt. %. While analysing only the chemical composition 

of carburizers it can be claimed that the best materials is synthetic graphite, because it contains a lot of 

carbon (over 99% wt.) and only traces of sulphur, nitrogen, volatile parts and ash. 
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In conducted melts recarburization effectiveness are determined. Invariability of melting conditions and 

chemical composition of charge materials causes that sort of carburizer has deciding influence on 

recarburization effectiveness in this case. Results are presented on Fig. 1 [1, 3, 4, 5, and 6].  

Recarburization effectiveness of carburizer 

introduction into solid charge ranged from 72 to 

86%. The lowest grade of carbon assimilation 

has been obtained for natural graphite - it was 

72,2%. For the rest of materials recarburization 

effectiveness is very high and it changes in the 

range of 80 - 86%. It must be emphasized that 

anthracites melt significantly slower and after 

melting of charge some part of particles floats 

on surface.  

Their melting requires additional time and 

heating up a metal to higher temperature.  

It generates additional costs for energy and 

extends melting time. Synthetic graphite and 

petroleum coke are the best soluble. Practically, after melting of charge there are no carburizer particles on 

a surface of metal bath.  

High recarburization effectiveness has been obtained by using charcoal (78,6%). After solid charge melting, 

no sign of carburizer pieces has been noticed. However, it requires thorough cover of carburizer with steel 

scrap during loading a furnace, in order to limit the access of oxygen to carburizer and protect it from its 

flotation. By recarburization with cupola coke, effectiveness increases to 73,46%. It must be emphasized 

that obtainment of this grade is possible only after significant fragmentation of coke (to level of several 

millimetres). Thicker pieces of cupola coke do not melt in melting time and they float out on surface. The 

pieces are so big, that extension of melt time to ensure their complete melting is wasteful. 

High assimilation level in this method is possible for any carburizer. It should be accounted that non-

graphite materials (especially anthracite) melt slower. For increasing the effectiveness recarburization time 

should be extended and temperature of liquid metal should be increased. Then deciding criterion for 

selection of specific carburizer will be economic factor. The cheapest carburizers are cupola coke, natural 

graphite and anthracite, next pitch and petroleum coke. The most expensive is synthetic graphite. 

Significant meaning of carburizer introduction into solid charge is its position in furnace. As far as possible it 

should be cared for placing carburizer between slight metal charge. It would guarantee simultaneous 

heating of charge and carburizer both, which permits increasing of carbon assimilation grades. If carburizer 

is located too high, it will flow out on surface during melting. Carburizer should not be introduced directly 

on a furnace bottom, because during heating up it may cake with furnace refractory lining, which also 

dampens recarburization effectiveness and rate. It will be a result of significant reduction of surface 

reaction zone between phases carburizer - metal. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Recarburization effectiveness by carburizer 
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1.2 Introduction of carburizer on a surface of metal bath 

This method relies on liquid metal recarburization by introduction of grinded or fragmented carburizer on  

a surface of metal bath. In case of employing this method in arc furnaces, it requires stirring of metal bath. 

It comes from a fact that in those furnaces intensive metal movement occurs only near electrodes. 

However, significant part of furnace make blind zone with minimal liquid metal circulation. In arc furnaces 

it is  a traditional method of little efficiency and both in relation to recarburization rate and level of carbon 

absorption. This way level of carbon absorption to 30% is obtained, with relatively low repeatability rate. 

Recarburization in melting-pot of induction furnace runs significantly intensive. Processes occurred in liquid 

metal located in induction furnace are being carried out in conditions of continuous bath movement. It 

causes that in those furnaces level of carbon absorption reaching 80% can be obtained. It requires 

employing of proper sort of carburizer, parameters of furnace work and extending of melt time. This time is 

equal from several to a dozen or more minutes.  

It is the most often used recarburization method in electric induction furnaces both by melt of synthetic 

cast iron and producing cast iron on a basis of pig iron. It comes from a fact that after melting of charge, a 

sample is  taken  to  chemical  analysis  and  on  the  basis of results carbon shortage in liquid metal is 

calculated. 

In experiments of metal recarburization by  

a method of carburizer introduction on a surface 

of metal bath carburizers presented in table 1 

have been used. Recarburization process has 

been carried out in induction furnace of high 

frequency and capacity of 20 kg [1,3, 4, 5 and 6]. 

In those melts basic components of charge have 

been own scrap of carbon content from 0,71 to 

3,24 wt. % C and carburizers. After metal 

melting  temperature measurement has been 

carried out, slag has been removed and next 

carburizer has been dozed on a surface of metal 

bath. Process has been finished, when carburizer 

located on a surface of metal lustre has been 

completely melted. During the recarburization 

process, parameters of furnace work have been set on value guaranteed maintenance of constant 

temperature of liquid metal. Obtained recarburization effectiveness is presented on Fig. 2. Recarburization 

effectiveness by method of introducing onto a surface of liquid metal is significantly lower than in method 

of carburizer addition to solid charge. Comparing results obtained for the same materials introduced into 

solid charge (Fig. 1) it can be noticed that this decrease is 15 to 20% on average. The highest average 

effectiveness has been obtained for petroleum coke and synthetic graphite, next for anthracite and natural 

graphite. Time of total carbon assimilation ranges from several to a dozen or more minutes. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Recarburization effectiveness by carburizer 
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1.3 Pneumatic recarburization of ferrous alloys 

A method of carburizer introduction in stream of carrier gas (oxygen or argon) to metal bath relies on using 

dispenser, from which carburizer is transported through pipeline ended with lance and introduced under 

lustre of liquid metal. This method is used mostly in electric arc furnaces [7, 8 and 9].  

In this method large surface of carburizer - liquid metal contact, together with bath mixing by carrier gas 

causes obtainment of very high effectiveness of process. This way carbon shortage can be corrected even 

to 3%, obtaining recarburization effectiveness to 95%. This process permits on reduction of nuisance of 

smelter work, apart from technological and economic benefits. Introduction of big amounts of fine-grained 

carburizers in a stream of carrier gas eliminates hard physical work.  

During pneumatic carburizer introduction carrier gas forces movement of liquid metal and causes intensive 

removal of substrates from reaction zone, which speeds up process of mass exchange as a consequence. 

Small metal depths permit on lance introduction right under lustre of a metal bath, which reduces problem 

of its thermal consumption. Compact furnace construction and its high furnace roof enables using oxygen 

as carrier gas, which eliminates splashing metal out of furnace. 

Selected results of process of pneumatic recarburization obtained in industrial conditions in electric arc 

furnaces of capacity 6 and 30 Mg [1] are presented on Fig. 3. Graphite (carburite) of granulation in range 

from 0 to 4 mm has been used as carburizer. Results presented on Fig 3. show that a method of pneumatic 

recarburization permits on obtainment of carbon increase in metal bath even to several percent. 

Effectiveness of process is very high and it is in range of 68 - 95%. Comparing rates of recarburization in 

electric arc furnaces by different methods it must be claimed that it is the most efficient way to obtain big 

carbon increase in short time. It should be emphasized that  obtainment  of  carbon  increase on a level of  

0,5 wt.% by method of carburizer addition on liquid metal surface can last even to one hour, by 

effectiveness range of 30-50%. By using this method of recarburization it must be considered that injection 

of powdered carburizers into liquid iron causes reduction of liquid metal temperature. 

This decrease achieve up to  

80 - 100 K on average on 1% wt. % of carbon 

assimilated. It is confirmed by results of 

different researches. Metal bath gives back  

a heat necessary to warming up introduced 

carburizer and its melting as well as warming 

up a carrier gas. 

It generates heat losses from intensive 

mixing of liquid metal. It causes that better 

solution is introduction of carburizer portion 

into solid charge. The best solution is if 

carbon content in metal bath exceeds 2 wt. 

%. The rest part of carburizer can be added 

pneumatically once then. It shortens 

recarburization time and melting time. Besides, ferrous alloy being melted containing over 2 wt. % C does 

not demand such high temperature as steel scrap without carbon.  

 

Fig. 3  Recarburization effectiveness of pneumatic 

recarburization in arc furnace 
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Pneumatic recarburization has also been tested in electric induction furnaces [1]. Carbon increase from  

0,38 to 0,57 wt. % C has been obtained and recarburization effectiveness has achieved from 60 to 90% wt. 

Recarburization by a pneumatic method in induction furnaces is complex problem though. High depth of 

furnace in comparison to its diameter causes that in order to reassurance of carburizer penetrating, lance 

should have been immersed on significant depth. Then a problem of lance melting and its durability 

appears. It can be prevented partly by covering lances with refractory materials or using lances adapted to 

this purpose. A second very unfavourable aspect of injection in induction furnaces is metal splashing. In full 

furnace metal bath is located a few dozen centimetres from furnace cover, which causes significant metal 

splashes on cover or furnace platform.  

Using argon or nitrogen as carrier gas causes that process of injection proceeds more `calmly`. It is affected 

by lack of oxygen in carrier gas and lack of water or oil contaminations. By injection in induction furnaces 

small gas and material mass flow should be used. It reduces metal splashing in significant grade and deep 

lance immersion extends time of contact of powdered carburizer with liquid metal and effectiveness 

obtained in this way can reach values even over 80%. 

2. CONCLUSIONS 

Presented methods are mostly used ways to carburize liquid ferrous alloys and carbon correction in these 

alloys in foundry. In foundries that use arc furnaces it is common to introduce broken parts of graphite 

electrodes into solid charge or on its surface. After melting of charge they are flowing out on a surface of 

metal bath. In consideration of relatively small surface of reaction they are melting only partly and 

significant part of them is removed with slag. More favourable solution is in this case grinding scrap of 

graphite electrodes and running process with using powdered material. Another way of recarburization in 

electric arc furnaces is electrodes immersion (without electric arc attached) in metal bath. However, it is 

very expensive method on account of electrodes cost (electrodes price is two times higher than a price of 

graphite carburizers) and relatively low effectiveness.  

Test of recarburization in electric furnaces by carbon materials in form of briquette or pressed blocks have 

been also carried out. However, increasing additional costs connected with proper preparation of these 

carburizers or not too high effectiveness’s cause that in induction and arc furnaces this method is not used. 

Maybe this solution would find its exploitation in cupolas, where cast-alloys are often introduced in a form 

of electro-blocks. 

Recarburization methods presented above and obtained carbon increases and effectiveness’s show that 

from technological point of view the best carburizers are synthetic graphite undoubtedly. Considering 

economic factor in analysis it can be claimed that similar results have been obtained by using carburizers of 

petroleum coke and anthracite. Selection of material for particular method is in many foundries individual 

issue, dependent on estimated melt time and quality parameters of metal bath. 

In cupolas carburizer is injected into tuyeres with dust recycled from furnace and it also fulfils the role of 

fuel protecting from temperature decrease on a level of tuyeres. In gas cupolas, where recarburization 

from coke does not occur, carburizer is injected on phase boundary slag - liquid metal. It permits on 

increasing share of steel scrap in charges in these furnaces. 
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Abstract 

In steelmaking industry the requirements not only to quality and service properties of steel, but also to 

environmental indicators of production are continuously increasing. One of the possibilities for fulfilment of 

these requirements is optimisation of the slag mode. Enhancement of slag properties is routinely made by 

use of fluxing additions, from which fluorspar (CaF2) is the best known. This fluxing addition is, however, 

being preplaced at present. Its detrimental effect on environment and on hygienic conditions is the main 

reason for this. Its negative impact on service life of basic linings in the slag zone is another unfavourable 

effect. Fluorspar is replaced by fluxing agents based on Al2O3, which are produced from secondary 

corundum raw materials. At present the company JAP Trading, s.r.o. collaborates with the VŠB-TU Ostrava, 

FMME, Department of Metallurgy in the field of research and development of briquetting of fluxing agents. 

These fluxing agents are made from secondary corundum raw materials created at production of electro-

melted corundum. Objective of this collaboration consists in research and development of standardised 

fluxing agents for various operational conditions of those steelworks, which are still using fluorspar. In this 

manner consumption of fluorspar will be minimised, as well as wear of the lining will be decreased with 

simultaneous preservation or even improvement of refining and desulphurizing capabilities of slags. The 

paper presents results of plant experiments aimed at testing of the developed fluxing agents at steelworks 

TŘINECKÉ ŽELEZÁRNY, a.s. (TŽ, a.s.). 

Keywords: fluxing agent, fluorspar, corundum, steel, slag, secondary metallurgy 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Fluorspar is used for liquefaction of slag at production of more than one tenth of total amount of steel 

produced in Czech Republic. Main reason for its use is its high efficiency, which satisfies the requirement 

for rapid liquefaction of slags. However, at present fluorspar is being replaced by fluxing agents based on 

Al2O3, which eliminate its negative impacts. These fluxing agents have at suitable chemical composition 

lower melting point and therefore also low viscosity for a long time, which contributes also to long-term 

good refining effects of liquefied slags. 

The fluxing agents mentioned above are manufactured from wastes (e.g. from aluminium skimmings), in 

various forms (for example re-melted, pelletised, lumps or powder mixtures). These types of fluxing agents 
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are, nevertheless, used with certain limitations, which ensue from technology of their production, energy 

intensity and price [1]. 

Objective of the work consisted in obtaining of relevant information on refining capabilities of slags by 

assessment of the degree of steel desulphurization and its course. The substance of the research consisted 

in execution of plant experiments with use of three fluxing agents for steelmaking slags on selected 

secondary metallurgy unit. During experiments continuous analysis of chemical composition of steel and slag 

was performed and temperature of steel was measured. At the same time behaviour of fluxing agents and 

development of their dissolution in steelmaking slags was assessed. 

2.  COURSE OF PLANT EXPERIMENTS 

Plant experiments took place in conditions of the steelworks TŘINECKÉ ŽELEZÁRNY, a.s. (TŽ, a.s.), which is 

equipped with numerous secondary metallurgy units (such as argon rinsing stations, IR-UT, LF and RH 

stations). For the evaluation of influence of fluxing agents on refining capabilities of slags the argon rinsing 

station or homogenization station (hereinafter HS) was chosen, in which homogenization is performed with 

use of argon, which is blown by top nozzle (700 l∙min-1) and bottom nozzle (400 l∙min-1). 

Altogether 16 heats were performed in plant conditions at treatment of unalloyed structural steel of the 

grade S355J (ČSN EN 10025-2). Chemical composition of this steel is given in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the steel grade S355J 

Element  C Mn Si P S Cu Cr Ni Al 

Min. content (wt. %) 0.17 1.25 0.15 --- --- --- --- --- 0.020 

Max. content (wt. %) 0.20 1.45 0.55 0.030 0.030 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.045 

The plant experiments were realised in such a manner that after processing of the heat in oxygen converter 

a slagless tapping into a ladle was performed. The ladle contained prepared slag mixture, comprised of the 

tested fluxing agent and lime in proportion 1 : 4. During tapping steel was deoxidized by addition of ferro-

alloys, granulated aluminium and basic alloying of steel was made. 

After tapping the ladle containing steel and created slag was transported to the HS, where the experiment 

itself started. The whole experiment was planned for 18 min. (1080 s). Due to lack of time the experiment 

was in some heats shortened to 15 min. only (900 s). During treatment of steel in the HS samples of steel 

and slag were taken, whereas samples of steel were taken in intervals of 3 minutes and slag only at the 

beginning and at the end of the experiment. Temperature of steel was measured at each taking of the 

sample. All the samples of steel were afterwards subjected to analysis, which concerned namely the 

content of sulphur. The samples of slags were subjected to analysis of basic elements and oxides. 

3.  CHARACTERISTICS OF TESTED FLUXING AGENTS  

Three different types of Al2O3 based fluxing agents were chosen for optimisation of the slag mode. These 

fluxing agents differed by their chemical composition, used technology of their production, basic raw 

materials and grain size. Samples of individual fluxing agents are shown in Fig. 1, and basic chemical 

composition is given in Table 2. Basic characteristic of the fluxing agents is given below: 
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Fluxing agent  A Fluxing agent B Fluxing agent C 

Fig. 1  Sample of three types of fluxing agents used in experiments 

 Fluxing agent A - represents standard fluxing agent used in plant conditions of TZ. This fluxing agent 

is formed of crushed slag from production of ferro-vanadium, the main component of which is Al2O3. 

It is routinely supplied with grain size from 2 to 10 mm. 

 Fluxing agent B - represents the fluxing agent developed by the company JAP, s.r.o. It is produced 

from secondary corundum raw materials, which are in fact by-products from production of electro-

melted corundum (such as for example dust and sludge), in combination with dolomitic lime and 

different types of binding agents. The main components are Al2O3, CaCO3 (source of CaO) and the 

binder in the form of water glass (sodium-silica glass). It is made by briquetting and in standard 

manner it is delivered as briquettes with dimensions 60 × 50 × 30 mm. 

 Fluxing agent C - represents the second variant of the fluxing agent developed by the company 

JAP, s.r.o. It contains the same basic components in the same proportion as the previous type, but it 

differs by the type of the used binder. In this case an organic binding agent was used. It is also made 

by briquetting and in standard manner it is delivered as briquettes with dimensions 60 × 50 × 30 mm. 

Table 2  Basic chemical composition of selected fluxing agents 

Type of fluxing agent  
Basic chemical composition (wt. %) 

Al2O3 CaO MgO FeO SiO2 S(total) Binder 

A - standard TZ, a.s. min. 65.0 max. 13.0 max. 15.0 max. 1.5 max. 2.5 max. 2.5 xxx 

B - developed by JAP, s.r.o. 60 - 70 10 - 12 5.0 - 7.0 xxx 3.0 - 4.0 max. 0.01 water glass 

C - developed by JAP, s.r.o. 60 - 70 10 - 12 5.0 - 7.0 xxx 3.0 - 4.0 max. 0.01 organic 

4.  EVALUATION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS 

During plant experiments samples of steel and slag from each heat were taken at the HS. Moreover 

continuous measurement of steel temperature and its activity was performed. The samples and 

measurements were made at the tapping of steel from the oxygen converter into a ladle, and at treatment 

of steel at the HS. 

First evaluation of refining capabilities of slags with use of desulphurization was performed by the 

desulphurization degree ηs [2, 3]. The degree of desulphurization was assessed for two technological 

operations. The first one represents tapping of steel from the oxygen converter into a ladle, and the second 

one - treatment of steel in the HS. Results of the degree of desulphurization achieved by slags with 

different fluxing agents are shown in Fig. 2.  
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It is evident from Fig. 2 that 

application of the developed fluxing 

agents B and C resulted in lower 

degree of desulphurization at 

tapping of steel from the converter 

into a ladle. At this technological 

step fluxes were already added into 

a ladle and their progressive 

dissolution and partial 

desulphurization occurs. Higher 

degree of desulphurization (approx. 

2 times higher) achieved by the 

fluxing agent A was apparently 

caused by technology of its 

production. The basis of this fluxing agent consists of the crushed slag from production of ferro-vanadium. 

It is therefore possible to assume that individual components of this material have already been partly 

melted down. Thanks to this focal points of molten slags, which may participate at desulphurization of 

steel, are created more rapidly. 

In the case of the slags with fluxing agents B and C it is appropriate to bear in mind that they are produced 

by briquetting of individual components (electro-melted corundum, lime and binder). These components 

have high melting points exceeding the working temperatures of steel (for example tapping temperature is 

approx. 1640°C). During tapping of steel into ladle individual components are gradually intermixed and 

dissolved (fluxes, ferro-alloys, carburisers, etc.), which is accompanied by formation of mixture of oxides, 

which has generally lower melting points than pure oxides. That’s why at mixing temperature of liquidus of 

oxides mixture gradually decreases, till partial or complete melting of the slag is achieved (so called refining 

slag is formed). 

The above mentioned trend of dissolution of fluxes corresponds with an increase of the degree of 

desulphurization, which is achieved at treatment of steel in the HS. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, all three 

fluxes with fluxing agents A, B and C show the same high degree of desulphurization. It is therefore possible 

to assume that in the course of steel treatment in the HS (approx. 18 min.) slag mixture containing 

individual fluxing agents was dissolved and liquid slag was formed. This liquid slag already significantly 

participates in reactions between the slag and metal. 

Refining capabilities of slags in the HS were furthermore investigated by an analysis of the development of 

desulphurization and of the selected parameters of slag in this homogenization station. Results of the 

development of steel desulphurization by slags with different fluxing agents are given in Fig. 3. Table 3 

presents the monitored parameters of slags, such as basicity (B1, B2), content of easily reducible oxides 

(SO), proportion of CaO/Al2O3 (C/A) and Mannesmann’s index (MM) *2, 3+. 

Fig. 3 gives the obtained values, including the interposed trend curve, separately for individual slags with fluxing 

agents A, B and C. It is apparent from these results that drop in content of sulphur in steel is gradual and that 

efficiency of desulphurization by slags with different fluxing agents is almost identical. It also follows from the 

results that differences between individual fluxing agents are negligible, whereas average value of 

 
Fig. 2  Degree of desulphurization at treatment of molten steel 
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desulphurization in the HS within the time interval of 18 minutes varied from 0.009 wt. % (fluxing agent A) to 

0.010 wt. % (fluxing agents B and C) 

For assessment of the coefficient of 

agreement a calculation of the 

variation coefficient for individual 

slag mixtures was made. Variation 

coefficient with the values below 0.5 

manifests low degree of variability, 

whereas the values of variation 

coefficient were the following: 0.165 

(fluxing agent A), 0.234 (fluxing 

agent B) and 0.210 (fluxing agent C). 

These values confirm achievement 

of very similar results at repeated 

experiments carried out with 

individual fluxing agents, although 

these experiments were performed 

in demanding plant conditions [4]. 

Table 3  Investigated parameters of slags in the HS at the start and at the end of experiment 

Type of fluxing agent  B1start B1end B2start B2end SOstart SOend C/Astart C/Aend MMstart MMend 

A - standard TŽ, a.s. 3.12 2.80 1.76 1.43 6.55 2.64 3.59 2.83 0.21 0.15 

B - developed by JAP, s.r.o. 2.98 2.17 1.64 1.17 6.13 1.64 3.01 2.00 0.18 0.11 

C - developed by JAP, s.r.o. 2.72 2.61 1.66 1.59 6.99 2.36 3.23 2.92 0.18 0.15 

From comparison of investigated parameters of slags in the HS from Table 3 the following findings may be 

deduced. It follows from comparison of individual basicities that sufficiently high values were achieved. Slag 

mixtures with fluxing agents A, B and C can be classified into the group of medium to highly basic slags. 

These higher values at the beginning and at the end of experiment in individual slag mixtures contribute to 

desulphurization of steel. This is obvious also from the achieved results of the degree of desulphurization 

(ηs), as it may be seen in Fig. 2. 

Apart from basicities also content of easily reducible oxides contained in slag mixtures was investigated. In 

this case their higher content was found. It may be assumed that certain quantity of easily reducible oxides 

is formed by partial deoxidation and by alloying of steel. Higher contents (FeO) above 3 wt. % indicate that 

in some cases minimum penetrations of furnace slag into a ladle have occurred. However, at the end of the 

experiment decrease of easily reducible oxides is evident, which may be explained by their reduction by 

aluminium.  

In the case of calcium-aluminous proportion it is apparent that individual slag mixtures achieve at the 

beginning of experiment the values > 3. However, at the end of individual experiments these values 

decrease. It is evident from this development that during treatment of steel in the HS the remaining part of 

fluxing agents is dissolved in slag. The slag after treatment in the HS is completely dissolved and liquid. 

From comparison of the Mannesmann’s index for slag mixtures it is evident that they vary in the mixture 

with the fluxing agent A within the interval from 0.15 to 0.30. In the case of slag mixtures with the fluxing 

 

                                             Time of experiment [min.] 

Fig. 3  Process of steel desulphurization in the homogenization station 
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agents B and C these indexes fluctuate at the bottom limit of the optimum interval. It is therefore 

appropriate to pay attention at future experiments to the content of basic oxides and to the proposed 

proportions of fluxes with use of the fluxing agents B and C.  

It may be stated on the basis of the obtained results that newly developed fluxing agents B and C are 

comparable with the fluxing agent A, which is used in a standard manner, as they achieved identical values 

of desulphurization and slag parameters under similar plant conditions. On the basis of currently achieved 

results it may be therefore stated that fluxing agents B and C represent briquetted mixture of secondary 

corundum raw materials and that they may possibly fully replace the fluxing agents used so far in a 

standard manner. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

In plant conditions of TŽ, a. s. testing of influence of fluxing agents for steelmaking slags on efficiency of 

steel desulphurization at secondary refining of steel in the HS was performed. The developed fluxing agents 

of the type B and C are produced by the company JAP Trading, s.r.o. The following findings may be defined 

from the achieved results of plant experiments: 

 at tapping of steel from the oxygen converter till arrival to the HS (approx. 10 to 15 minutes) partial 

desulphurization of steel was achieved. The highest degree of steel desulphurization was achieved by 

the mixture with the fluxing agent A - approx. 18 %. However, in the case of treatment of steel in the 

HS for approx. 18 minutes the achieved degree of steel desulphurization was practically the same for 

all slag mixtures - it was approx. 29 %. 

 reduction of sulphur content in steel in the HS is gradual and efficiency of desulphurization by slags 

with different fluxing agents A, B and C is almost identical. Average value of desulphurization for all 

three types of fluxing agents varied between 0.009 to 0.010 wt. % per 18 minutes. 

 slag mixtures with fluxing agents A, B and C may be classified according to their basicity into the 

group of medium to highly basic slags, by which they contribute to desulphurization of steel. 

 penetrations of furnace slag into ladle were detected on the basis of content of easily reducible 

oxides. 

 in the case of calcium-aluminous proportion it was established that in the course of experiment in 

the HS the remaining part of fluxing agents is dissolved. The slag is after treatment completely 

dissolved and liquid. 

 from the values of the Mannesmann’s index it is evident, that in slag mixtures with fluxing agents B 

and C its values fluctuate at the bottom limit of the optimum interval (approx. 0.3). That’s why at 

future experiments it is necessary to pay attention to the proposed proportions of fluxes. 

 the developed fluxing agents B and C are comparable with the fluxing agent A, which is currently 

used in a standard manner. These fluxing agents B and C represent briquetted mixtures of secondary 

corundum raw materials and they may fully replace routinely used fluxing agents, using different 

secondary raw material and technology of production. 
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 in the next stage of research and development of briquetted fluxing agents attention will be focused 

on confirmation of these primary results, for example at production of different grades of steel, at 

use of another secondary metallurgy units or under different plant conditions. 
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Abstract 

The work describes the proposal and construction of new “Laboratory for experimental verification 

of technologies for production of new materials“ realized within the project „Regional Material Technology 

Research Center“ (hereinafter RMTRC) No. CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0040, research program No. 6 named 

„Experimental verification of new technological processes for metallic materials with higher qualitative 

parameters“.  The research laboratory will strengthen metallurgical research in the company MATERIAL 

AND METALLURGICAL RESEARCH Ltd., the main aim is sophisticated research and development 

of metallurgical processes. New laboratory will use the existing unit “Vacuum and over-Pressure Induction 

Melting Furnace” (hereinafter VPIM),which will be extensively modernized. The upgraded VPIM will have 

higher efficiency of the vacuum system. Moreover, the melt temperature during melting process 

will be measured on-line. Casting chamber has been designed for the possibility of casting of molten steel 

into different types and numbers of ingots under selected atmosphere and pressure. The unit will have 

an oxygen jet in order to increase the efficiency of reaction of slag and to enable oxygen processes. 

Metallurgical processes of degassing and oxidation will be controlled by using the gas analyzer for the gases 

used in the atmosphere of the chamber (hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide). Programming, 

archiving and data analyses will be programmed after the implementation of structural units and putting 

of the whole system into operation. The innovated unit VPIM will serve for research and development 

of production technologies for high quality steels and metallic materials. Metallurgical processes of 

smelting, refining, alloying and oxidation can be carried out under conditions of reduced pressure (vacuum) 

or overpressure of inert atmosphere of argon or nitrogen. 

Keywords: steel, metallic materials, Vacuum and Pressure Induction Melting Furnace, argon, nitrogen, 

vacuum  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The company MATERIAL & METALLURGICAL RESEARCH Ltd. (hereinafter MMR) built a unit named “Vacuum 

and over-Pressure Induction Melting furnace" (hereinafter VPIM), within the frame of the project of the 

Ministry of Education No. MSM 2587080701 [1], [2] and [3]. At present the VPIM makes a part of the 

“Laboratory for experimental verification of technologies for production of new materials”, which is being 

constructed under the project "Regional Material Technology Research Centre”, No. 

mailto:vladislav.kurka@mmvyzkum.cz
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CZ.1.05/2.1.00/01.0040 (hereinafter RMTRC) [4] and [5]. It is generally true that if research-development 

laboratories are to solve the issues for productive-industrial practice, it is imperative that their output 

parameters are approx. by one order better. Modifications of the VPIM are concentrated on several key 

points. For the purposes of research and development of new technologies for production of new metallic 

materials it is necessary to ensure casting of various types of ingots, not only by “top pouring” (present 

state), but newly also by “bottom pouring”. The required decarburization, degassing and deoxidation of the 

melt requires an efficient vacuum system, which is capable to maintain the minimum pressure in the 

“Vacuum and Pressure chamber” (hereinafter VP Chamber) even at evolution of gases from metallurgical 

process. The melt will be maintained at the required temperature by induction heating and its temperature 

will be checked by on-line optical two-colour pyrometer. In order to attain higher degree of removal of 

carbon an oxygen-argon nozzle will be implemented into VPIM with possible selection of mutual proportion 

of gases from 0 to 100%. Small metallurgical units (e.g. laboratory electric arc furnaces or oxygen 

converters) in comparison with traditional industrial units have large heat losses, mainly through the walls 

of the furnace. Generally speaking disadvantage of induction melting furnaces consists in low temperature 

of slag, which subsequently participates in minimal extent in metallurgical processes. Slag modes in 

induction furnaces are only partially transferable to the secondary metallurgy unit. For this reason the 

O2/Ar nozzle will be installed and induction will be used for heating. 

2.  CURRENT STATE OF VPIM 

This chapter briefly presents the basic "label" parameters of VPIM and its integral components:  

 Electric melting power   600 kW; 

 Weight of molten metal   1750 kg; 

 Frequency of inductor   1000 Hz; 

 Voltage     2000 V; 

 Blowing blocks under rammed lining  Ar: 1-50 Nl.min-1, N: 2,4-120 Nl.min-1; 

 Dimensions of melting crucible  diameter 610 mm, height 1000 mm; 

 Volume of melting crucible  0,245 m3; 

 Volume of VP chamber    26,4 m3; 

 Diameter of VP chamber   3000 mm; 

 Height of VP chamber with a cover 4250 mm; 

 Working vacuum    50 Pa (0,5 mbar) abs.; 

 Working pressure (argon or nitrogen) 0,5 MPa (5 bar) abs.; 

 Maximum height of ingot mould set 2800 mm. 

3.  MODERNIZATION OF VPIM 

Modernization of the VPIM is divided into several basic parts, which will be realised as one unit. These are:  

 Equipments for technological operations. The VPIM must be adapted to new technological operations 

involving the preparation, processing and casting of molten metal (oxygen nozzle, correction 
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of chemical composition, metal sampling, single-shot and on-line measurement of temperature, 

innovative connection of VPIM to the supply of argon and nitrogen, and new software for tracking, 

controlling, archiving and analysing of data from VPIM. 

 Equipments for technology of “bottom” pouring. It is necessary to ensure the so-called bottom 

pouring into different types and quantities of ingots, which is a guarantee for achieving the desired 

surface and internal quality parameters of the material. This is a fundamental condition for further 

technological and technical operations leading to a certain type of product, on which it would be 

therefore possible to study the material properties. 

 On-line analyzers of the process gases and temperature measurement. It is absolutely necessary 

to know the course of evolution of process gases in dependence on the temperature of molten metal 

for study of the kinetics of the process of use of vacuum. For this reason, the VPIM will be equipped 

with the on-line measurement of the process gases (H2, CO and CO2) and with measurement 

of the temperature of the melt and of solid charge. 

 Up-grade the vacuum and over-pressure system. Study of the influence of "depth" of vacuum 

for degassing of molten material and for decarburization process requires assurance of lower values 

than those commonly used in industrial units. Enhancement of the vacuum station in order to 

achieve its higher performance (deeper under-pressure) will be realized on condition of an increase 

of the volume of VP chamber. The possibility of over-pressure of nitrogen (for study nitrogenation) 

and argon (as inert gas) will be maintained. 

 Additional equipments. It is needed in view of the integrity of the VPIM unit and it includes provision 

of the following: work place for VPIM unit, workplace for preparation of casting and assurance 

of necessary equipment and components required for casting (stools, ingot moulds, sprue pins, 

tundish, refractory material, equipment for separation of slag from the molten metal, fixtures 

and equipment for preparation of the casting). 

Possible new form of VPIM is shown in fig. 1, which was designed by the companies MMR and PROVITAS. 

For the bottom pouring it was proposed to build a new "pouring caisson”. Molten metal is cast 

from the induction melting furnace into the tundish, in which it is refined by flowing through ceramic 

filters. The tundish is drawn only schematically, its size and slope will be finalized in the next stage of the 

solution. The melt in the tundish is poured from the "melting chamber" into the "pouring caisson", from 

which it is cast into the prepared set of ingot moulds. The installed oxygen/argon nozzle will serve for study 

of the metallurgical processes of decarburization and oxidation of the melt. 

Modernized VPIM is being built for research and development of technologies for production of steel melts 

in large metallurgical aggregates. The VPIM will be able to simulate selected metallurgical operations 

of the following metallurgical units: 

 Primary metallurgy unit: BOF - Basic Oxygen Furnace. Beyond the frame of the project, within which 

the work is carried out, the author has an idea of how to modify the VPIM unit, so that it will make 

it possible to simulate metallurgical processes of EAF - Electric Arc Furnace (need construction 

modifications). 
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 Secondary metallurgy unit: VD - Vacuum Degassing and parts of the process of the ISSM unit - 

Integrated System of Secondary Metallurgy, LF - Ladle Furnace, RH-OB - Ruhrstahl Heraeus-Oxygen 

Blowing. 

 Processes of the metallurgical units: AOD - Argon Oxygen Decarburization, VOD - Vacuum Oxygen 

Decarburization, VCD - Vacuum Carbon Deoxidation and metallurgical processes using low pressure 

or over-pressure of argon or nitrogen. 

VPIM unit will also allow to control of purity of metallic melt during its pouring with use of the installed 

ceramic filters. 

 

Fig. 1  Proposal of a new design of the unit “Vacuum and over-Pressure Induction Melting furnace”. It was 

designed by the companies MATERIAL AND METALLURGICAL RESEARCH Ltd. and PROVITAS SpA 

for possibility of melting, refining and bottom pouring of metallic melt 

4.  CONCLUSION 

This article describes the current parameters of the unit "Vacuum and over-Pressure Induction Melting 

furnace", called VPIM. The VPIM equipment was included into the concept of building of the "Laboratory 

for experimental verification of technologies for production of new materials”. As it already follows from 

the name of the laboratory, the VPIM after its modernization will serve to research and development 

of production of new metallic materials, technological processes for production of molten steel and its 
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casting. The project comprises also a design of modernization of the VPIM both from the viewpoints of its 

construction and metallurgy. The paper also outlines, which metallurgical unit and metallurgical processes 

may be simulated by the VPIM. 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with some problems of continuous casting machinery related to production of 

microalloyed steel. In order to achieve high-quality surface of the cast slabs, specific type of casting 

powders must be determined according to the type of the produced steel grades. Level of pH of the 

solution of water-air cooling is the primary indicator for determination of a compromise between its 

suitability for slab surface quality and the wear of the parts of continuous casting machinery. The 

experiments conducted examine the correlation between the quality of casting powders, chemical 

conditioning of the cooling water, and the wear of straightening rollers of segments at slab continuous 

casting machine. 

Keywords: Continuous casting, casting machinery, microalloyed steel, secondary cooling 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Secondary cooling is one part of continuous casting machine (CCM). It ensures removal of heat from the 

cast slab. Its function covers the area from the outlet from the mould till the end of the last cooling 

segment of the casting arc. The slab is sprayed by nozzles by a mixture of water and air, which form cones 

of cooling water between individual rollers at the casting arc. Larger part of water after hitting the slab 

surface evaporates and generated steam is exhausted by air handling system beyond the working space of 

the casting arc [1]. The secondary cooling circuit consists of nozzles situated at individual sections of the 

cooling segments, water cyclone for separation of coarse scale and oil products, four sand DynaSand filters 

for a full-flow filtration of cooling water and removal of fine fractions, reserve water tank, sucking 

catchment and pumping unit itself including appropriate distribution system. The circuit is refilled by 

industrial filtered water from central distribution system, which is stabilised by chemical conditioning of 

water in order to prevent initiation of corrosion in the distribution system of cooling water piping. This 

conditioning is made by stabiliser of water hardness, dispersing agent and mixed biocide in combination 

with sodium hypochlorite. Filtration process is intensified by dosing of the mixture of flocculation agent 

with coagulation agent, which is filled into conducting conduit before the water cyclone. The value of 

solution properties (pH) is conditioned by dosing of soda after evaluation of feedback from pH-meter. In 

this manner the state of water-air cooling of segments in the casting chamber of CCM is stabilised. The 

reason for this is prevention of clogging of the piping system and of nozzles of secondary water-air cooling. 

Supporting rollers of the mould and segment No. „0“ (the first segment under the mould) are made from 

ordinary grades of steel. Service life of these rollers varies from 50 to 70 thousands tons of cast steel, after 
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which the rollers must be replaced. The rollers on other segments have been surfaced with material of high 

strength and hardness, their service life is on an average 1 million tons of cast steel.  

At casting of the steel grade X52 (Table 1) an excessive erosion of the supporting rollers, that were placed 

right under the mould, occurred progressively, as well as of the guiding rollers on the segment No. „0“. 

Their service life was shortened approx to one third of the original service life.  

Table 1  Example of chemical composition of the cast steel grade X52 

C Mn Si P S Nb V Al Ti N 

0.045 
wt.% 

0.90 
wt.% 

0.35 
wt.% 

0.010 
wt.% 

0.002 
wt.% 

0.035 
wt.% 

0.020 
wt.% 

0.035 
wt.% 

0.025 
wt.% 

0.008 
wt.% 

2.  POSSIBLE CAUSES OF WEAR OF SUPPORTING AND GUIDING ROLLERS  

Increased wear of supporting rollers placed right under the mould, and of the guiding rollers on the 

segment No. „0“, has several possible causes of unsuitable use: 

 type of the material used for manufacture of supporting or guiding rollers  

 chemical composition of granulated casting powders  

 setting-up of function of secondary cooling at the given spray zone  

 chemical conditioning of the secondary circuit cooling water  

2.1  Type material used for rollers  

State of wear of the rollers was measured after each sequence. Verification of material quality did not 

reveal any mistake, such as confusion or deteriorated quality of the used material.  

      

                         Fig. 1  Wear of supporting rollers                                  Fig. 2  Wear of guiding rollers  

2.2 Chemical composition of granulated casting powders  

Sample of granulated casting powder of the type A (Table 2) was taken and subjected to examination in an 

independent accredited laboratory. The tests have confirmed the values of the casting material certificate. 

This casting material was used in past only exceptionally at casting of special steel grades of the class “X”, 

which were put into the casting plan only rarely and that’s why no principal changes were observed of the 

rollers’ wear in dependence on the type of the casting powder used. As a result of change of the casting 

plan with longer sequences the negative effect of higher content of fluorine progressively took place. These 

changes were not manifested at testing of other suitable casting powders. It was found out by variant 
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analyses of the samples of secondary cooling water under the mould that pH of the spray cooling water 

was significantly lower. The value of pH in other areas of secondary cooling was standard, no increased 

acidity of solution was found.  

Table 2  Chemical analysis of granulated casting powders of the type A 

2.3 Setting-up of function of secondary cooling in the given spray zone  

Visual checking of the state of secondary cooling nozzles was performed, as well as control of nozzle 

position, intensity of the spray cone in the given zone, checking of pressures and flows in individual circuits 

of the cooling system. All the values showed steady state without significant deviations. 

2.4  Chemical conditioning of the secondary circuit cooling water  

Special preparation for dosing into the secondary cooling circuit ensures the recommended range of 

concentration in the cooling solution of the CCM. The dosing is performed by the dosing pump controlled 

proportionally to the quantity of added water. Dose of the preparation for maintenance of the required 

concentration in cooling water is influenced by absorption losses and by thermal decomposition on surface 

of the cooled slab. It does not correspond with classical calculations for systems of indirect cooling. 

Preservation of stable concentration of the preparation in the cooling circuit is related to the changes of 

cast dimensions and surface quality of the cast slab. Preservation of an optimum pH value in the secondary 

cooling circuit influences good results of corrosion rates and it is related to limitation of problems at 

precipitation of calcium difluoride. At contact of the molten casting powder with the cooling water 

hydrogen fluoride is formed, which in the casting arc locally reduces the pH value of the cooling water. At 

sufficient alkalinis..zation a decrease occurs down to the values around 3.0 pH, and around 5.0 pH in 

cooling water solution in the whole circuit. This negative effect may be limited by dosing of soda solution 

into the secondary cooling circuit of the CCM [2].  

3.  DISCUSSION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS  

The following recommendations were formulated on the basis of analysis of possible causes of wear of the 

supporting and guiding rollers:  

 catching vessels should be placed right under the mould for taking of samples of the cooling water; 

pH at critical places should be determined and the required pH value of the secondary cooling 

circuit spray water should be maintained by an increased dosing of the preparation, 

 new kind of granulated casting powder should be modified. 

On the basis of analysis of chemical analyses corrosion attack on supporting and guiding rollers was 

attributed to high content of fluorine in granulated casting powder. The recommended solution consists in 

reduction of the fluorine content in the casting powder without negative influencing of quality parameters 

casting materials, such as melting point, melting rate, viscosity, heat flow, etc. Another important condition 

of the proposal of chemical composition of new granulated casting powder is preservation of the level of 

costs for its production.  

SiO2 CaO MgO AL2O3 Fe2O3 Na2O C total CO2 C free F 

32.70 
wt.% 

27.60 
wt.% 

1.80 
wt.% 

4.80 
wt.% 

1.40 
wt.% 

11.50 
wt.% 

6.70 
wt.% 

7.80 
wt.% 

4.57 
wt.% 

9.00 
wt.% 
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Taking of samples of secondary cooling water would be performed continuously and the results would be 

afterwards evaluated. Time axis of taking of the samples in irregular intervals during the whole sequence of 

casting of the steel grade X52 with use of granulated casting powder of the type A is shown in Table 3 and 

in Fig. 3. Identical conditions of taking of the samples of water with evaluation of pH were set also in the 

course of casting of the steel grade X52 with use of the casting powder of the type B (Table 3 and Fig. 3). 

Table 3  Time axis of taking of samples of the cooling water 

sample Date 

time of 

taking of 

the sample 

 
duration of 

casting 

pH 

lab. 

1 15.1.2009 12:30 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 1 min. 4.28 

2 15.1.2009 15:45 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 30 min.  2.87 

3 15.1.2009 18:30 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 3hours 20 min. 2.88 

4 15.1.2009 21:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 5hours 50 min. 3.03 

5 15.1.2009 23:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 7hours 50 min 2.97 

6 15.1.2009 1:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 9hours 50min. 3.04 

7 15.1.2009 4:40 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 30 min.  3.06 

8 16.1.2009 7:30 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 2hours 50min. 3.01 

9 16.1.2009 10:45 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 40min. 3.19 

10 16.1.2009 16:20 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 30min.  2.84 

11 16.1.2009 23:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 7hours 10min. 3.08 

12 16.1.2009 4:50 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 13hours  2.84 

13 17.1.2009 13:05 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 30min.  3.11 

14 17.1.2009 18:50 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 7hours 10min. 2.98 

15 18.1.2009 12:30 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 30min.  3.02 

16 18.1.2009 17:20 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 5hours 20min. 2.95 

17 18.1.2009 22:20 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 10hours 20min. 3.17 

20 26.11.2009 0:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 1 hours  3.16 

21 26.11.2009 4:00 casting powder A ( 9 % F ) 5 hours  3.23 

18 19.1.2009 14:00 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 1hours 30min. 3.18 

19 19.1.2009 14:30 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 2hours  3.2 

22 26.11.2009 7:50 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 5 min. 3.94 

23 26.11.2009 8:45 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 1 hours  3.37 

24 26.11.2009 9:45 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 2 hours  3.18 

25 26.11.2009 11:45 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 4 hours  3.2 

26 26.11.2009 16:00 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 8 hours 15min 3.19 

27 26.11.2009 20:00 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 12 hours 15min. 3.18 

28 30.11.2009 9:00 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 5 min. 4.07 

29 30.11.2009 9:25 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 30 min.  3.34 

30 30.11.2009 10:55 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F) 2 hours  3.23 

31 30.11.2009 11:55 casting powder B ( 6.95 % F)  3 hours  3.29 

Due to the extensive range of produced assortment of steel the samples of the cooling water were taken 

during longer time period (Table 3). Content of fluorine in the newly optimised chemical composition of 

granulated casting powder was decreased. Chemical composition of the optimised mixture of granulated 

casting powder is given in Table 4.  
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Table 4  Chemical composition of granulated casting powders if the type B 

SiO2 CaO MgO AL2O3 Fe2O3 Na2O C total CO2 C free F 

35.00 
wt.% 

30.40 
wt.% 

3.00 
wt.% 

4.40 
wt.% 

1.40 
wt.% 

8.00 
wt.% 

 - 6.50 
wt.% 

4.53 
wt.% 

6.90 
wt.% 

Water circuit of secondary cooling contains soluble fluorides, such as sodium fluoride, which are formed by 

reactions of products of casting powders with content components of cooling water. At achievement of 

certain pH value an insoluble calcium fluoride is formed in solution of the secondary cooling circuit. 

Reduction of concentration of undesirable fluorides can be achieved by controlled concentration of the top 

limit of densification of the cooling solution. 

 

Fig. 3  pH Contents in cooling water solution under the mould  

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Reduction of fluorine without negative impact on quality of the cast steel was achieved by an optimisation 

of chemical composition of granulated casting powder. New dosing of preparations for conditioning of pH 

in water of secondary water-air cooling was realised, as well as change of the dosing space. Inlet for 

correction of the cooling water solution was situated into the area of supporting and guiding rollers 

between the mould and the segment No.„0“. It became possible to reduce the total volume of the 

preparations for chemical conditioning of cooling water. Optimisation of chemical composition of the 

mixture of new granulated casting powder and new placement of inlets for chemical conditioning of 

secondary cooling water, brought reduction of wear of supporting and guiding rollers, moreover, time 

losses at maintenance of the CCM casting arc were also reduced.  
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Abstract 

Design of technology for production of new material involves many research and development activities. 

The presented work is part of the proposal of chemical composition and technology for production of high 

alloyed steel. The proposal is realized with respect to the subsequent possibilities of material forming and 

to the requirements of potential customers. Specifically the steels with austenitic and ferritic structure, so 

called super-duplex stainless steels (SDSS) are studied. SDSS are more resistant to corrosion than austenitic 

steels. The proposal of production of ingot from the steel grade 1.4477 was prepared, followed by 

verification in the company MATERIAL & METALLURGICAL RESEARCH Ltd. (MMR). The ingot was then 

forged in conformity with the proposal at VÍTKOVICE HEAVY MACHINERY (VHM) into three rods. The forged 

rods with diameters of 250, 300 and especially 150 mm were after heat treatment subjected to mechanical 

tests. They were evaluated by hardness test, tensile strength and Charpy impact test to determine the 

transit temperature. Material was subjected to physical simulation of forming on the research facility 

Setaram for determination of the plastic properties important for the forging. Material was further 

subjected to tests of resistance to corrosion under effect of chloride ions and resistance to inter-crystalline 

corrosion. The research included also proposal of production of the second super-duplex stainless steel 

grade 1.4501 with verification of production of ingot in conditions of the company MMR. Both above 

mentioned steel grades contain high proportion of nitrogen, which significantly influences the structural, 

mechanical and corrosion properties. This influence was proved during the evaluation of the grade 1.4477 

and obtained results are described in this paper. The work contains also findings from the bibliographic 

analysis of heat treatment of the SDSS as an important final operation of processing of this material. 

Keywords: super duplex steel, production technology, corrosion, forging, forged bar 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The presented work builds on the previous publication [1], which describes the properties of super-duplex 

ferritic-austenitic stainless steel (hereinafter SDSS) and experimental production of the steel grade 1.4477. 

Ingot weighing 1700 kg was cast within the experimental melt [1]. 

mailto:vladislav.kurka@mmvyzkum.cz
mailto:pavel.machovcak@vitkovice.cz
mailto:karel.michalek@vsb.cz
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On the basis of the bibliographic analysis the ingot was forged to the form of three rods with ø 150, 250 

and 300 mm. The bars were then heat treated, because the operation has a big influence on the final 

mechanical properties [5] and on the precipitation of the intermetallic phases [6]. After heat treated the 

tests of mechanical, plastic and corrosion properties of materials were performed, mostly on the bar with ø 

150 mm. The investigated grade1.4477 belongs by its chemical composition to the group of SDSS, which 

have higher corrosion resistance than the duplex steels. The boundary between the two groups is formed 

by resistance to pitting corrosion represented by the value of PREN (Pitting Resistance Equivalent Number), 

which makes for the SDSS at least 40. The value of PREN according to [1] is calculated according to the 

formula (1) 

PREN Cr 3,3xMo 20N (1) 

where PREN   is Pitting Resistance Equivalent Numbers, 

 %Cr, %Mo, %N - weight percentage of the elements contents. 

2.  CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND PREN OF THE GRADE 1.4477 

The bar with diameter of 150 mm was, after forging and heat treatment, subjected to an analysis of its 

chemical composition in its centre, at ¼ under the surface and on the surface, see tab. 1. The analysis 

confirmed the chemical homogeneity of the forging over all its cross section. Chemical composition 

of the grade is within the standard [2], except for a slight increase of the carbon content. According 

to the formula (1) the mentioned value of PREN is calculated for individual chemical compositions. 

The values of PREN over the whole cross section of the bar is 45, which confirms the high degree 

of material’s resistance to corrosion. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the grade 1.4477, according to the standard [2] and over the cross section 
of the forging with Ø 150 mm and its value of PREN 

1.4477 
C Si Mn P S Cr Cu Mo N Ni PREN 

[wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [wt.%] [1] 

Standard [2.] min. - - 0,80 - - 28,00 - 1,50 0,300 5,80 39 

 max. 0,030 0,50 1,50 0,030 0,010 30,00 0,80 2,60 0,400 7,50 47 

Bar Ø 150 mm - 
centre 

0,036 0,44 0,84 0,005 0,008 30,48 0,08 2,21 0,340 5,48 45 

Bar Ø 150 mm - ¼ 
cross section 

0,031 0,44 0,85 0,008 0,009 30,66 0,08 2,23 0,350 5,57 45 

Bar Ø 150 mm - 
surface 

0,031 0,44 0,84 0,007 0,009 30,44 0,08 2,22 0,350 5,53 45 

3.  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE GRADE 1.4477 

The bar made of material 1.4477 was subjected to hardness tests, tensile tests and to Charpy impact tests 

for determination of the transit temperature. 

3.1 Hardness tests 

The forging with ø 150 mm was over its cross section subjected to determination of its hardness. As 

it is evident from fig. 1, hardness of the material increases from the centre towards the edge of the forging. 

The probable cause is bigger forging of material at its edge. In comparison with the standard [2] lower 

hardness or hardness equal to 310 HB is required for rods, which corresponds approximately to 327 HV30. 
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Fig. 1  Hardness values over the cross section of the forging with diameter of 150 mm, in two perpendicular 

directions across the sample, grade 1.4477, after heat treatment. 

3.2 Tension test 

Metal samples, taken in longitudinal direction, were subjected to tensile test. The measured determined 

tensile strength Rm of 780 MPa is within the standard limits from 750 to 1000 MPa, the elongation A of 35% 

also corresponded to the standard, i.e. it was >25%, but the proof stress Rp0,2 of 640 MPa was lower than 

requirements of the standard, i.e. it should have been >650 MPa.  

3.3 Impact test for determining the transit temperature 

The Charpy impact tests were realized with the aim to determine the transit temperature, at which the 

share of ductile fracture was 50%. The percentage of ductile fracture is determined by measurement 

of the dimensions of areas of damaged crystals on the fracture surface. The tests were carried out 

for the temperature range from -20°C to +200°C, see fig. 2. The share of ductile fracture increased 

with an increasing temperature. It is possible to conclude from the obtained data that 50% portion of 

ductile fracture occurs at the temperature of the sample of approx. 50°C (approximately 62 J). At the 

temperature of 20°C the share of ductile fracture is 25% (approximately 35 J), and 100% of ductile fracture 

is achieved from the temperature of approx. 75°C (90 J). According to the *2+ an impact energy of 100 J is 

required for rupture of the sample at 20°C, in our case an impact energy of 33 J corresponds to this 

temperature. The lower values of the notch toughness are probably caused by inclusions in steel, by 

precipitation of inter-metallic phases and by higher share of ferrite (60%) in the structure [1.] 

 

Fig. 2  Dependence of the share of ductile fracture (PL) on the temperature (T), samples from the forging 

with ø 150 mm 
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3.4 Deformation behaviour of the grade 1.4477 

For research of deformation and physical simulation of metal forming it is possible to use very efficiently 

the plastometers, for example universal torsion plastometer SETARAM [7], [8] a [9]. The results are used for 

control of technological processes of forming and cooling with aim to achieve a higher level of service 

properties.  The test bars were taken from the forgings with ø 150 mm after heat treatment in a 

longitudinal direction. For determination of dependence of deformation behaviour on the temperature and 

strain rate, the continuous tests to fracture at temperatures of 950, 1000, 1050, 1100, 1150, 1200 and 1250 

°C were carried out for the strain rates of 0.025, 0.25, 2.51 and 6.28 s-1, similar to author [4]. 

The obtained dependences of the deformation to fracture eF and of the maximum deformation 

resistanceP on the deformation temperature are shown in the fig. 3 and fig. 4. Degree of formability is 

characterized by the size of the intensity deformation to fracture. In the analysis temperature range the 

material after heat treatment shows generally very poor formability, a slight improvement of formability is 

over 1150 °C, see fig. 3. Especially at temperatures below 1150 °C there was no significant effect of strain 

rate on formability. Above this temperature, the differences are more significant. Maximum equivalent 

stress decreases with increasing of deformation temperature. The effect of strain rate on the size of the 

maximum equivalent stress is significant and corresponds to the increases of deformation resistance with 

the increase of strain rate. Maximum equivalent stress at high temperatures reaches very low values, see 

fig. 4. Then it would be appropriate to add experiments to the area of deformation temperatures above 

1250 ° C. 

 

Fig. 3  Dependence of maximum equivalent stress (σP) on the temperature, for four strain rate, grade 1.4477 

 

Fig. 4  Dependence of maximum deformation resistance (σP) on the temperature, for four strain rate, grade 1.4477 
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4.  CORROSION RESISTANCE OF THE GRADE 1.4477 

For the evaluation of corrosion resistance bar with a diameter of 150 mm made of the grade 1.4477 after 

heat treatment tests of material resistance to intergranular corrosion and pitting corrosion at the presence 

of chloride ions were carried out. 

4.1 Evaluation of resistance to intergranular corrosion 

For measurement evaluation of corrosion resistance of SDSS the so called Streicher tests according 

to the ASTM A 262-02a, Practice B, are frequently used, as well as Huey test according to the ASTM A 262-

02a, Practice C. The Streicher test determines the steel susceptibility to intergranular corrosion related 

to the occurrence of precipitates at the grain boundaries depleted of chromium, for example due to 

improper heat treatment or welding. For this reason the material is in accordance with regulation of the 

standard for sensitization by heat treatment subjected to heating to the given temperature 650 °C, dwell at 

that temperature for 1 hour and cooling in water. In the case of this material the above mentioned 

Streicher test according to ASTM A 262-02a, Practice B was therefore used to evaluate its resistance to 

intergranular corrosion. Corrosive solution for this test consists of 50% (concentrated) H2SO4 + 25 g 

Fe2(SO4)3. 

Loss of mass defect after exposition determine by the calculation given the standard is 3.62 g1.m-2.hour-1. 

Material of the forging after heat treatment can be considered as susceptible to intergranular corrosion. 

This conclusion can be stated on the basis of comparison with the published values, which according to [3.] 

recommended that material containing 25% Cr in the state after the final heat treatment, e.g. by welding, 

designated for use in the chemical industry in an environment of urea, should not have at evaluation 

according to the ASTM A262 Practice B, a loss of weight greater than 0.9 g.m-2.hod-1. 

4.2 Evaluation of resistance to chlorides (Pitting corrosion) 

Evaluation of the resistance of materials against pitting corrosion was carried out in a solution of ferric 

chloride according to the ASTM G48, Practice A the test does not require sensitizing. Samples of the metal 

were exposed to the effects of the 6% solution of FeCl3 for 72 hours at 22 and 50°C. Sample of metal after 

corrosion attack at 50°C is presented in fig. 5 and small attack at 22°C in fig. 6. Corrosion of materials was 

expressed by the so-called corrosion ratio, which was for 22°C calculated to be 0.026 mm1.year-1 and for 

50°C to be 36.684 mm1.year-1. 

 

Fig. 5  Sample of metal after exposure to FeCl3 for 72 h at 50°C, detail 
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Fig. 6  Sample of metal after exposure to FeCl3 for 72 h at 22°C, detail 

5.  PRODUCTION OF INGOT FROM THE GRADE UNS S32760 

On the basis of the proposed technological process a research experimental melt of the grade UNS S32760 

was realised in the unit “Vacuum and over-Pressure Induction Melting furnace”. Standardised chemical 

composition and chemical composition of the cast ingot is presented in tab. 2. 

Table 2  Standardised chemical composition [2.] and chemical composition of the ingot of the grade UNS 

S32760 (wt. %) 

UNS S32760 C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo N Cu W 

Standard 
min. - - - - - 6,0 24,0 3,0 0,200 0,50 0,50 

max. 0,030 1,00 1,00 0,030 0,010 8,0 26,0 4,0 0,300 1,00 1,00 

Ingot 1700 kg 0,030 0,74 0,44 0,014 0,015 7,0 25,2 3,7 0,210 0,82 0,71 

Value of the pitting corrosion expressed by the value of PREN calculated by the by equation (1) makes 42 

for the cast ingot. Therefore the cast grade belongs to the group of SDSS. The calculated share of ferritic 

structure, delta-ferrite expressed by the so-called ferritic number, makes in the ingot 41.74. The cast ingot 

after forging will be subjected to the same tests as the grade of 1.4477. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The cast ingot made of super-duplex austenitic-ferritic steel grade 1.4477 has been re-forged into three 

bars of the diameters 150, 250 and 300 mm, and then subjected to the heat treatment. This was followed 

by mechanical tests, plastometric tests and tests of resistance to corrosion. In [1] the material showed 

the presence of inter-metallic phases Cr2N, which probably caused reduction of the corrosion resistance 

and lower yield strength. It may be stated on the basis of realised casting and forging of the ingot, 

that technology of production of the grade 1.4477 was mastered. It is necessary to finalise the heat 

treatment [6] from the viewpoint of dissolution of inter-metallic phases. The work presents also the results 

of the cast ingot made of super-duplex austenitic-ferritic steel grade UNS S32760. 
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Abstract 

Modern industrial development put forward the problem of manufacturing competitive metal products. As 

to metal and alloy forming this problem can be solved by using new metal forming technologies which 

make it possible to produce metal with sub-ultra-fine-grained structure and high mechanical and 

operational properties at the cost of realization of high-rate plastic deformation in deforming process. 

One of the possible variants of solving the problem of realization of high - rate plastic deformation in 

lengthwise rolling is rolling of a billet in the “rhomb - square” pass system.  

It is a well - known fact that the “rhomb - square” pass system is used when rolling billets and bar sections 

both in roughing and finishing passes of line, successive and continuous mills. Furthermore both rhomboid 

and square passes on the rolls are located diagonally with reference to the longtitudal axis of the rolls. But 

the character of interaction of metal and rolls in the traditional “rhomb - square” pass system is not 

sufficient enough to provide the required level of working the structure in some passes though it solves the 

problem of obtaining the required quality and sizes of the product. That is why in order to obtain the 

necessary level of the product quality it is necessary to increase the number of passes hence to increase 

energy cost for rolling. 

To realize high - rate plastic deformation of metals during rolling bar sections and for solving the above 

problems the scientists of  “Metal forming chair” of Karaganda state industrial university propose the 

following: when rolling bar sections of rectangular and square cross - sections one can use the “rhomb - 

square” pass system with non - diagonal location of the rhomboid pass with reference to the longtitudal 

axis of the rolls in such a way that the two opposite rhomb sides are located parallel to the axis of the rolls 

and the other two rhomb sides at an angle to the axises of the rolls. As  a result a square or rectangular 

section billet fed to such rhomboid pass acquires a cross shear alongside the height reduction which 

provides high - rate plastic working of the structure of the deformed metal or alloy. 

Keywords: sub-ultra-fine-grained structure, high mechanical and operational properties, high-rate plastic 

deformation 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

At present a traditional «rhomb-square» pass system is widely used in the process of bar making (fig. 1,a), 

where both rhomb and square pass on the rolls are placed diagonally relative to the axis of rolls [1]. 

However when using this pass system there appear substantial nonuniformity in the thickness and width of 

the rolled strip and excessive grain elongation along the width which results in the formation of anisotropy 

of mechanical properties in longitudinal and cross directions in the finished product. The reason of this 

phenomenon is the appearance on the contact surface of the interaction of metal and the pass walls of the 

so-called «supporting forces» of friction whose vectors are always directed against metal flow, and these 
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forces have a resisting effect on the external load and increase the overall rolling force and total power 

consumption. Furthermore, form changing happens because of the compressive strain in thickness and 

elongation along the longitudinal billet axis with a slight widening of the outer sections of the strip edge in 

the cross direction. Besides, such action of contact friction forces accompanied by the effect of minor value 

of the factor of the form of site of origin for strain [2] in the traditional pass systems results in deficient 

development of plastic deformation in the axis zone of metal, i.e. in the place where the most defect 

affected sections of the initial ingot and continuously cast billet are located-axis porosity, gas holes, 

dendrite liquation, etc. 

In order to eliminate these defects it would be necessary to apply multipass deformation through the 

system of traditional passes and sufficient reduction of the cross-section area of the rolled strip which on 

the whole leads to the reduction of the rolling mill productivity and to the increase of the overall material 

and power consumption. Moreover, formation of rhomb and square angles in all the runs is connected with 

the same sections of the deformed strip which results in more rapid cooling of these sections and 

consequently in more severe wear of the zones of the pass walls which directly contact with the strip angles. 

Improvement of metal product quality along with sufficient cut of power and labour costs can be achieved 

by new metal forming processes realizing intensive plastic deformation (IPD) when less energy is used for 

deformation, maximum possible and uniform processing of metal cross-section is achieved, obtaining a 

structure with the given physical and mechanical properties, welding up of discontinuities and so on [3]. 

A process of realization of intensive plastic deformation in bar making using «rhomb-square» pass system 

with non-diagonal placement of rhomboid pass relative to the longitudinal roll axis in such a way that two 

opposite sides of the rhomb are located parallel to the roll axis, and the other two sides of the rhomb at an 

angle to the roll axis (fig. 1,b) has been developed at metal forming chair of Karaganda state industrial 

university. 

а)   

b)  
a) traditional «rhomb-square» pass system; 

b) rhomboid pass with non-diagonal location in combination with traditional square pass 

Fig. 1  Kinds of «rhomb-square» pass 
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Rolling in the proposed «rhomb-square» pass system with a non-diagonal location of rhomboid pass is 

realized in the following way. The initial cross section billet 1 (fig. 2.) in the first run is fed to the rhomboid 

pass 2 by the upper and lower bases parallel to the roll axes. In the site of origin for strain the billet is 

subjected to the intensive shearing strain in cross direction due to asymmetric action of the inclined walls 

of the rhomboid pass from the side of the upper and lower rolls and high reduction on the cylinder sections 

of the rolls pass. 

As a result the site of origin for strain in cross direction there arise two plastic displacement flows with 

intensive shear and opposite flow vectors - the shear from the upper roll side goes from the left to the 

right, and from the lower roll side - from the right to the left. The boundary of separation of these shears is 

the plain of big rhomb diagonal. Moreover, the inner defects the billet located in the vicinity of this plain 

are easily eliminated by oppositely directed shear strain. As for as during rolling the centre of this plain 

coincides with the axis part of the cast billet or ingot, the casting defects such as axis porosity, gas holes 

and dendrite liquation are subjected to the action of unequally directed shear strains, and these defects 

split, grind, suffer plain spinning and at the same time are being subjected to compression due to high 

deformation. All this results in active «healing» of the above defects of the initial metal. 

 
Fig. 2  Sequence of rolling in the proposed "rhomb square" pass system with 

non-diagonal location of the rhomboid pass 

Then (the second run) the obtained intermediate workpiece 3 of rhomboid in the square pass 4 by a 

traditional technique, i.e. rhomboid workpiece 3 is turned counterclockwise at the angle 90-α (where α is 

aslope of the long rhomb diagonal relative to the longitudinal roll axis) and feed it into diagonally located 

square pass 4 with the long diagonal perpendicular to the roll axis. Metal deformation in square pass 4 is 

realized mainly due to high reduction in thickness and limited widening due to the division of the plastic 

displacement flow relative to the vertical pass symmetry axis. 
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In the next (third) run the workpiece of square section 5 is preliminary turned at 45 and fed to rhomboid 

pass 6 with non-diagonal location relative to the roll axis as in the first rhomboid pass 2 but unlike it the 

inclined pass walls have an opposite grade, i.e. relative to the vertical axis of the workpiece 5 the inclined 

walls of pass 6 are turned to the left. In this rhomboid pass 6 the sign of shear strain changes for the 

opposite one relative to the sign of shear strain in the first rhomboid pass 2. The use of alternating shear 

strain reduces in its turn the intensity of accumulation of metal damage and metal ductility increases in 

comparison with monotonous deformation. The resultant rhomboid workpiese 7 is turned clockwise at 90-

α as shown in the scheme and rolled in square pass 8 by a traditional technology (fourth run). 

Thus the above considered four runs in the proposed "rhomb-square" system make one complete 

processing cycle with, alternating shear strain and simultaneous high reduction in all four passes. This will 

make it possible to realize substantial processing of the cross-section in the whole body of the rolled metal 

and simultaneous reduction of harmful action of contact friction forces in the rhomboid passes. Turning of 

the workpiese in every following run results in the renewal of the strip angles contracting directly with the 

pass walls which prevents local overcooling of individual strip sections and this reduces the intensity of the 

passes wear. 

When it is necessary the whole rolling process can be realized in several similar cycles which depends on 

the relation of the initial billet sizes and finished products, and the requirements imposed for metal quality. 

Computer simulation of the stressed and strained state of metal during cross shear showed [4] that in the 

rhomboid passes with non-diagonal location the strip is subjected to shear strain in opposite directions 

from the sides of the upper and lower rolls due to the action of the side inclined pass walls which causes a 

higher level of realization of intensive shear strain in comparison with traditional rolling. During 

comparative evaluation of the efficiency of processing the deformed metal in the zones of the considered 

section it was determined that the averaged value of the logarithmic shear strain intensity for a traditional 

process is 0,354 and for the new one 0,528 which under other equal conditions provides almost 1,5 times 

increase of the efficiency of metal structure processing. At the same time the new rolling process provides 

a more uniform distribution of shear strain in the zones of the metal cross sections than a traditional one. 

The advantages of the new process and the use of alternating strain in the runs will make it possible to 

achieve the required level of processing metal structure at a less number of runs in comparison with a 

traditional rolling process. It is quite possible that under other equal conditions of rolling the number of the 

runs necessary for achiving the required quality of the finished product can be cut to 1,5 times. 

The proposed rolling process has been tested in the laboratory conditions on “DUO-220” small section mill 

where according to the new “rhomb-square” pass system a 30x30 mm square section was made of 50x50 

mm 40ch and 70ch steel square billet heated to 950-1150C in 4 runs. The results of the analysis of 

mechanical tests of the samples made of these sections shows that in the laboratory conditions during 4 

rolling runs there have been achieved the levels of the indicators of mechanical properties which are 

achieved during much greater number of runs in traditional technology.  

The results of metallographic studies revealed the peculiarities of formation the microstructure and thin 

substructure of the metal rolled by the new process. The subsequent post-deformation cooling and 

accompanying reverse phase transformations of the deformed austenite into pearlite-ferrite phases on the 

whole reflect the peculiarities of the deformed austenite structure. However collective static 

recrystallization cannot begin, and newly formed pearlite and ferrite grains cannot grow to large sizes and 
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on the whole they inherit, though with some changes for growth, the sizes of the deformed austenite 

forming at the moment of the completion of plastic deformation [5].  

2.  RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On the basis of theoretical and experimental studies of the new process a technology of making reinforced 

steel 18 mm dia as applied to the conditions of section mill shop of “Arselor Mittal Temirtau” JSC is being 

developed which is meant to provide sufficient increase of metal quality due to realization of intensive 

plastic deformation and its joining with thermomechanical processing in technological flow using heat of 

the rolling operation. 

Initial billets entering a group of roughing stands usually have substantial size deviations in comparison with 

nominal sizes. Furthermore rolling in roughing stands is accompanied by substantial distortions of the 

forms and sizes of the workpiece end parts. That is why the rolling whit realizes intensive shear strains is 

expedient to carry out in intermediate and finishing stands, particularly for continuous 16-stand mill in 7-14 

stands. With all this in view a new system of roll grooving has been developed (fig. 3)  

 

 

Fig. 3  New roll grooving system for making reinforced 18 mm dia steel 
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As it can be seen from fig. 3 that in realization the new technology of bar rolling it is very important to solve 

the problem of turning workprieces between the mill stands. First of all it is necessary to determine their 

installation and designed parameters which include the distance between the axes of the working rolls and 

turning rollers, the initial angle of turning metal and designed sizes of the working elements of turning 

rollers. As applied to the proposed roll grooving system there have been worked out the designed sections 

of the working elements of guide fittings (fig. 4) in view of the designed and technological parameters of 

the existing rolling line. 

 

 

Fig. 4  Sections of working elements of intaking and removing fittings and turning rollers 
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3.  CONCLUSION 

1.  The process of realization of intensive plastic deformation in bar rolling using “rhomb-square” pass 

system with non-diagonal location of rhomboid pass has been developed. 

2.  The possibility of realization of sign changing intensive plastic deformation when using “rhomb-

square” system and alternating the rhomboid pass slope relative the roll axis is shown. 

3.  The computer simulation of the stressed and strained state of metal in the site of origin for strain 

during rolling in the rhomboid pass with non-diagonal location showed a high level of the shear strain 

intensity in comparison with rolling in the rhomboid pass with traditional diagonal location. 

4.  The laboratory experiment on “DUO-220” mill using a new rolling process realizing intensive plastic 

deformations showed the possibility of achieving high levels of mechanical properties in the 

minimum number of passes. 

5.  A new roll grooving for realization of the new rolling process as applied to the conditions of “320”bar 

mill of “Arselor Mittal Temirtau” JSC and designed sections of the working elements of guide fittings 

for the stands, where the new system of roll grooving will be used, has been developed. 
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Abstrakt 

Brass bars are semi-products which are intended for further processes in factories for the production of 

plumbing fittings and in other plants. Lead brass bars (CuZn40Pb2, CuZn38Pb1) form the most important 

group for the manufacture of boiler and gas fittings and plumbing fixtures for fresh water. Brass bars are 

manufactured by forging or machining to make required parts. Deep drawn brasses CuZn30 form a minor 

part of brass bars. Brass bars are produced by the extrusion process and subsequent cold drawing. The 

paper analyses the causes of surface crack formation during the hot extrusion process of deep drawn bars. 

The reason of surface cracks is improper pre-set of technological parameters of the extrusion process. 

Detail analysis is carried out on lead brass bars, which are cold drawn. Chemical composition of bars is one 

of the main causes of crack formation, and is caused by high contents of antimony above an appropriate level. 

Keywords: brass alloys, extrusion, drawing, surface defects, cracks 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Principle of brass bars manufacture from the viewpoint of forming lies in the following technological 

scheme. Melted brass is poured into billets of circular cross-section with diameter DČ. Brass billets are hot 

extruded to the required cross-section of a circle, square, hexagon and profile [1]. After removal of surface 

oxides the brass extruded rods are cold drawn (calibrated) to the required dimension. Regarding the 

structure and chemical composition, we deal with single phase alpha brasses (CuZn10, CuZn20, CuZn30 

a CuZn28) and two-phase alpha and beta brasses (CuZn37, CuZn39Pb1, CuZn40Pb2). The third group 

consists of multicomponent brasses (CuZn30Al2, CuZn31Si1, CuZn28Sn1, CuZ40Mn2Fe1, 

CuZn37Mn3Al2PbSi, CuZn23Al6Mn4Fe3Pb, etc.)  

Surface defects of brass bars occurring during the manufacture process can be divided into following 

groups:  

- foundry defects 

- process of extrusion  

- chemical composition 

2.  FOUNDRY DEFECTS  

Many internal and surface defects of brass bars result from the manufacture of brass billets. Brass billets 

for small manufacturing order are still poured into stationary and water-cooled steel dies. It is technology 

where the pouring into steel dies is realised directly from a melting furnace. The pouring is done from the 

level of melted brass in melting furnace. Parts of slag or fragments of refractory of a furnace might be 

allowed to enter the melt charge during the pouring. Foreign attachments and extraneous materials get 

into billet where they become hard and follow into the extrusion process. 
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The consequence of this is illustrated in Fig.1. It is 

extruded rod from brass CuZn30 with the diameter of 

18,5 mm. Impurities and heterogeneous materials 

cause non-homogenity of a basic material and cracking 

during the extrusion process. Passing through the 

pressing die opens them up. These defects can be 

avoided by pouring from the bottom of tundish 

(continuous casting) where is not allowed the 

impurities from the melt level to enter the melt charge 

during the pouring.  

Some surface defects can occur during the continuous 

casting process when technological parameters are not 

being followed. Zinc segregates can appear on the 

surface of billets in the case of insufficient cooling of 

brass in chill-mould [2]. Fig. 2 shows surface zinc 

segregates. In the case of uneven cooling along the 

perimeter of chill-mould, internal stresses occurring in 

freezing brass can be strong and can lead to the 

formation of surface cracks on billets. Detailed analysis 

of foundry defects on brass billets is provided in [3]. 

Simulation of the continuous casting process of brass 

billets has shown that some foundry defects can be avoided [4].  

3.  EXTRUSION DEFECTS  

Many technological parameters and forming tools have an influence on the hot extrusion process of brass. 

The most important technological parameters of the extrusion process include: the speed of extrusion vv or 

the ram speed vr, extrusion ratio , average shear strain rate str
, the temperature of extrusion, suitable 

preheating of forming tools, etc. Manufacturing experience with hot extrusion process shows that alpha 

and beta leaded brasses (CuZn40Pb2) are perfectly suitable for the extrusion process.  On the contrary, 

alpha brasses (CuZn30) are difficult to extrude for hot extrusion process. CuZn30 brass extrudability is 

limited by extrusion ratio in references. From the point of surface cracks formation the maximum 

permissible value of extrusion ratio is max=60 [5]. Practical experiences confirm that the possibility of 

formation of transversal cracking increases with an increase of the extrusion ratio. Some sources even limit 

the value of the extrusion ratio for CuZn28 with the maximum speed of extrusion vvmax=100 m/min [6], 

that is vvmax=1,7 m/s. It results that the limitation of brass CuZn30 extrusion only by the extrusion ratio is 

not sufficient enough. It is necessary to add the speed of extrusion to the extrusion ratio. That means when 

evaluating hot extrusion of brass CuZn30 we need to take into consideration the speed of extrusion 

(besides the extrusion ratio). These two factors significantly influence the formation of transversal cracking 

on extruded rod. Transversal surface cracks on the surface of the bar are the consequence of high speed of 

brass CuZn30 hot extrusion. The example of surface cracks on brass CuZn30 bars with diameter of 18,5 mm 

is shown on Fig. 3. This led to several experiments with hot extrusion of brass. They showed that the 
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average shear strain rate during the extrusion of 

brass CuZn30 is an important criterion. The 

average shear strain rate is defined by 

 
R

r
str

D

v
ln6  , where str  is the average shear 

strain rate during the extrusion process,  is the 

extrusion ratio, vr the ram speed and DR is the 

diameter of a container. Experiments with brass 

CuZn30 hot extrusion showed that transversal 

cracks do not occur when the rate of deformation 

is 1
str s  9,0   [7].) 

The maximum extrusion ratio max was calculated from 

the equation for the rate of deformation   











r

R
max,strmax

v

D

6

1
Exp  .  

The equation for container diameter DR=210 mm can 

be written    











r
max

v

5,31
Exp ,  

where the ram speed vr is in mm.s-1. Visualization of 

this equation enables to divide the surface of extruded 

parameters into two areas, see Fig. 4. The area below 

the curve shows the area where transversal cracks do 

not occur. The second area above the curve shows the area where transversal surface cracks appear. In this 

area the point E is situated where transversal cracks should not occur according to some sources. 

Experiments with the extrusion process using the container of the diameter DR=210 mm and the extrusion 

ratio =60 showed that it is necessary to decrease the speed of ram below 8 mm s-1 in order to avoid the 

occurrence of transversal cracks.  

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the maximum 

extrusion ratio on the ram speed for containers of 

various diameters. The area without the occurrence of 

surface transversal cracks is situated below the 

particular curve. Experiments with hot extrusion 

process of brass CuZn30 showed that referenced 

extrudability criteria for this brass are not sufficient.  

Criterion for the occurrence of transversal cracks is not 

constant value of the extrusion ratio and constant 

value of the ram speed, but constant value of the shear 

strain rate.  However, the maximum value of extrusion 

ratio is functionally dependant of the ram speed. 
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Realized simulation (FEM) of hot extrusion of brass CuZN30 did not provide sufficient information for the 

occurrence of transversal cracks during hot forming [8,9]. Surface defects of brass bars are influenced by 

improper geometry of extrusion equipment. Fig. 6 shows transversally deformed brass CuZn40Pb2 bar. This 

deformation was caused by the geometry of extrusion die which was manufactured with slightly twisted 

positions. Extruded bars are tightly hold by horizontal drawing carriage and do not enable rotation in 

longitudinal axis during the extrusion, 

that is why the material gets 

distortion (drawing length is up to 35 

m). If extrusion tools (die, the holder 

of die) is not sufficiently preheated up 

to required temperature, it can lead 

to the occurrence of cracks at the 

beginning of the extrusion process.  

The consequent deformation most frequently occurs on square and hexagonal bars.  

4.  DEFECTS CONNECTED TO CHEMISTRY  

Melting charge for melting and casting of brass CuZn40Pb2 billets is made from the company’s own 

material and material bought from 

external sources. The company’s own 

material has the ensured chemical 

composition. However, this can not be 

said about the material bought from 

external sources, where is always the risk 

of unsuitable impurities. The most 

dangerous impurity is antimony. Some 

standards allow antimony as impurity up 

to 0,02 wt.%. Billets containing increased level of 

antimony can be hot extruded without any 

problems. Technological problems appear with 

cold drawing of such bars. The consequences of 

antimony presence in brass CuZn40Pb2 bars are 

demonstrated in Fig. 7. It is a circular bar which 

was cold drawn and contained 0,018 wt.% Sb. 

The level of antimony was determined using 

spectral analyses in the lab with the equipment 

with valid certificate. Metallographical analysis 

was realized in order to find antimony. Samples 

were taken from the bars and they were 

investigated on optical microscope, however, 

antimony was not detected. Maľcev et al. *10+ 

concludes: „Antimony is very harmful impurity 

for brass”. It is explained by small solubility of 

antimony in phase  (<0,1 %)  in the form of 
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brittle intermetallic phase Cu2Sb, which constitutes thin network at the grain boundaries. Regarding this 

statement fractographical analysis was carried out on the fracture surfaces of the brass. The micrograph of 

fracture surface shown in Fig. 8 was done on ultra high resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

phase alpha, beta and lead particles were identified on fracture surface. Realized point EDS analysis of 

chemistry of phases showed that antimony is concentrated in the lead particles. Fig. 8 shows lead particle 

(white) marked Pb. The content of antimony in lead was on the border of 3 wt.%. Re-measurement of the 

content of antimony in several lead particles revealed the content from 2,7 to 3,2 wt.%. On the basis of 

these findings, it is necessary to correct the statement [10] that antimony in brasses is concentrated at the 

boundaries of  phase.  

On the basis of performed measurements on leaded brass CuZn40Pb2 we can conclude that antimony in 

leaded brasses is concentrated in grains of lead. The investigation of the origin of antimony in brass melting 

charge revealed that antimony gets to leaded brass through lead waste from automobile accumulators. 

Lead plates of accumulators contain about 3 wt.% of antimony.  

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

The realized analysis of surface defects on brass bars identifies conditions of the occurrence of surface 

cracks during the hot extrusion of brass CuZn30. The outcome of the analysis is the mathematical function 

enabling the calculation of the maximum extrusion ratio which yet enables the extrusion without the 

occurrence of surface cracks. It was found out that antimony in leaded brass CuZn40Pb2 is present in the 

lead particles.  
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Abstract 

New types of structures in complex shaped semi-products can be obtained using combinations of new 

technologies together with unconventional applications of different types of materials. One of interesting 

method is the processing of a powder using direct rapid heating-up into the semi-solid state, forming and 

the subsequent rapid solidification and rapid cooling. The powder, prepared as a mechanically alloyed of 

iron, aluminum and alumina, was enclosed in the containers of low alloyed steel and then rapidly heated-

up to semi-solid state. As a result of this process a compact metallic-ceramic composite, containing Fe-Al 

matrix and particles of Al2O3, and Fe3Al was obtained. This structure was analyzed using different 

microscopic and X-ray techniques. 

Keywords: semi-solid state, metallic-ceramic composite, Fe3Al 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Due to a combination of new technologies with an unconventional use of different types of materials new 

types of structures can be prepared and combined to create complex shapes of semi-products. One of 

these techniques can be the formation of composites of solid solution of iron and aluminium, non-ferrous 

particles and aluminides by compaction and forming in the semi-solid state [1,2]. This article describes a 

new method for combining powder metallurgy with a new approach for forming in the semi-solid state. 

Forming powder in the semi-solid state enables the reaction of the powder, compression and simultaneous 

creation of the form of a product to be performed in one step. The starting material in this experiment was 

a powder formed of Fe, Al and Al2O3, from which composite of solid solution of iron and aluminium, Al2O3 

with iron aluminide Fe3Al was obtained by the model process. 

Iron aluminides such as Fe3Al and FeAl are modern high temperature construction materials. They are 

intermetallic compounds with excellent resistance to oxidizing and sulphuric environments. They also have 

a significantly lower specific mass when compared with high alloyed materials of iron and nickel. A 

disadvantage of alloys based on iron aluminide is mainly the low ductility at room temperatures. For Fe3Al 

ductility is only 2 to 5%. Satisfactory ductility for iron aluminides at room temperatures is considered to be 

5 to 10%. Suitable alloying and treatments can remove this problem and improve their properties.  
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The second component of the composites for the experimental process chain is aluminium oxide. This oxide 

has many excellent properties such as; high melting temperature ≥ 2000°C, compressive strength of 3000 

MPa, ultimate tensile strength of 1500 MPa, hardness ≥ 3200 HV, heat resistance to 2000°C, higher 

electrical and heat resistance, higher chemical resistance, high resistance to wear and stability at high 

temperatures.  

Based on the designed concept the preparation of material for compaction and forming in the semi-solid 

state was carried out by mechanical alloying (MA). Using this method enables extreme refinement of oxide 

particles and their relatively homogenous distribution throughout the microstructure. During milling there 

are two opposing processes taking place in dynamic equilibrium: fractioning of particles and their cold 

welding. After MA these materials can be processed further [4,5]. In this case further treatment was carried 

out unconventionally in a partially semi-solid state. 

The principle of metal forming in a semi-solid state (thixoforming) is to form a semi-product which, after 

heating to forming temperature, is partially in a liquid state and partially in a solid state [6]. Materials 

processed in this way usually have very non-standard structures. One new technological method for 

manufacturing small components is minithixoforming [7]. The material is brought to a state between liquid 

and solid in the body of the form using high frequency resistance heating. Current is carried to the sample 

via a Cu electrode which is cooled in water. The form is divided for easier manipulation with the semi-

product. An insert is used to modify the shape of the cavity and create a broad spectrum of shapes.   

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental programme investigated the behaviour of mechanically compacted powder Fe-Al-Al2O3 

deposited in a container made of DIN 1.1013 steel (Fig. 1). These experiments were performed in order to 

check the applicability of semi products prepared using mechanical alloying in the semi-solid process. The 

container was heated to a temperature corresponding to the semi-solid state of the powder. This was 

followed by pressure deformation. Temperature was measured by thermocouple. A variety of 

metallographic methods were used to evaluate the initial powder and resulting structures, the portions of 

phases were ascertained using x-ray diffraction analysis and local chemical composition was measured 

using an EDX detector. Measurement was completed by determining hardness.  

2.1 Initial state 

A composite powder was obtained by mechanically alloying the appropriate amounts of particles of Fe, Al 

and Al2O3 in weight ratio 93 : 9.2 : 10. It was a nanocrystalline powder with a very distorted structure with 

sizes of grain fragments from 18 to 20 nm. The total size of individual powder particles was in the range of 

tens to several tens of micrometers. Milling was performed in a closed box originally filled with air, which 

achieved an increased proportion of Al2O3 at the expense of Al. Grinding the powder caused intense 

refinement of the fragile portions of Al2O3 to the nanometric level. Only in the greater Al particles remained 

a metallic core capable of reaction and aluminid formation.   

2.2 Processing 

When selecting the correct processing temperature it is essential to take into account the melting 

temperatures of individual components contained within the powder as well as the expected products of 

reaction. The melting temperature of iron is 1538°C, aluminium 660°C and corundum 2054°C. Calculating a 
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suitable heating temperature is very difficult due to the high speed and large differences between the 

materials entering the process. For the initial experiment, heating to 1330°C with subsequent cooling in air 

was proposed. The powder was compacted into a container with diameter of 5 mm, length of 44 mm and 

wall thickness of 0.58 mm (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 1  Schema of the container 

 

Fig. 2  Container after thermomechanical 

exposure 

In order to obtain the distribution of temperature fields using a thermal camera, initial experiments were 

carried out without forms and deformations. Thermal vision data revealed that the thermal gradients are 

situated inside the tolerance zone and that uniform heating of the container’s contents takes place. After 

thermal exposure the samples were longitudinally dissected and analysed. It was discovered that under 

these conditions of exposure the demanded reactions and the sintering of the powder mixture were not 

reached (Fig. 3). 

To increase the pressure and stability of 

the container the following experiments 

were carried out in a cylindrical form. To 

assist the reaction and compaction 

process the temperature was increased 

to 1400°C with a 10 s hold. This was 

followed by a 0.4 s compression 

deformation of the container along its 

longitudinal axis with a force of 7kN of 

about 7mm (Fig. 4). Increasing the 

temperature combined with the compression deformation caused by pressure powder compaction. After 

cutting the container it is clear that the cavity is filled with metallic-ceramic compact without visible 

macroscopic defects (Fig. 5). From macro photos it can be seen that the influence of form is only a small 

plastic hollows walls of the container were created and that the walls were not connected to the powder. 

Microscopic analysis showed that the structure of the initial contact surface of several grains found a few 

micrometer discontinuities (Fig. 6). 

 

Fig. 3  Section of the container after heating to 1330°C 
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Fig. 4  Thermomechanical exposure during processing of the container in the form 

 

 

Fig. 5  Section of the container after thermomechanical exposure at 1400°C 

 

      

Fig. 6  Incompact and intensively deformed 

intermetallic phase Fe3Al in the compact 

 

Fig. 7  State of structure after thermomechanical 

exposure at 1400°C and hold 10 s 

 

Because the studied materials can arise from different types of aluminides such as FeAl, FeAl2, Fe2Al5, FeAl3, 

Fe3Al the resulting material was analysed in detail using XRD and scanning electron microscopy. XRD of the 

compact sample was done using a Philips diffractometer with Co Kα radiation. This analysis showed that 

the structure of the sample is formed of iron, Al2O3 and iron aluminide Fe3Al. Further metallographic 

analysis of samples was performed using scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 6-8). Local chemical 

composition corresponding to 70.4% Fe and 10.9% Al confirmed that this is an intermetallic phase Fe3Al 
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(Fig. 8).  This intermetallic phase was confirmed later by additional measurements of microhardness. The 

measured value of 304 HV0.01 corresponds to the microhardness of the aluminide. These measurements 

showed that the matrix of the material was made of approximately 77at.% Fe, 16.8at.% Al, 5.7at.% O. The 

thermomechanical exposure together with the compaction and the deformation of powder represented 

high-temperature forming of a matrix where aluminides were produced from aluminium.  

3. CONCLUSION 

Thermomechanical treatment of powder material 

Fe-Al-Al2O3 in the semi-solid state presents a new 

possibility for forming metallic-ceramic compact. 

Analysis showed that the structure of the compact 

sample composes of iron, particles of Al2O3 and the 

intermetallic phase Fe3Al. The results indicate that 

after modifications to the input material it will be 

possible to use this type of composite for treatment 

via minithixoforming in the future. This will yield 

small, complex shaped components, which could 

exhibit unusual combinations of mechanical and 

physical properties.  
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Fig. 8  Detail of intermetallic type Fe3Al 
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Abstract 

Mini-thixoforming is an innovative process for making small products with material properties and intricate 

shapes which could not achieved by conventional technologies. It consists in forming a material in semi-

solid state and in rapid solidifying which produces unconventional forms of microstructure. As the initial 

state of microstructure prior to thixoforming is one of important factors for the microstructure 

development, the experiment was aimed at the impact of the processing history on the resulting 

microstructure.  

Experiments were carried out on specimens of ledeburitic tool steel X210Cr12 with high carbon and 

chromium levels. The steel has a good potential for this type of processing. Three initial microstructure 

states were used for the mini-thixoforming procedure: the as-received state, produced by rolling and soft 

annealing, with hardness of 211 HV30, and two different states of microstructure upon long-term annealing 

of the as-received stock for grain coarsening. The annealing temperature was 1,050°C with 24-hour and 48-

hour holds. Long annealing changed the cementite morphology in the matrix and raised hardness to 

293 HV30.  

After forming in semi-solid state, the microstructure consisted of 96% metastable austenite and eutectic 

network. The impact of the initial state on the final microstructure was observed using optical and scanning 

electron microscopy. It was found that the above mentioned method of modification of the initial 

microstructure had a very small influence on the results. 

Keywords: mini-thixoforming, thixoforming, long-term annealing, semi-solid state 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Steel is a material which experiences unprecedented revival these days. Despite development of competing 

materials in the fields of plastics, ceramics and non-ferrous alloys, steel remains irreplaceable in many 

applications thanks to its mechanical properties. Moreover, combinations with new processing 

technologies open new and previously unknown areas for its further development. One of these is 

thixoforming which offers a new range of innovations for conventional steels, both in terms of 

microstructure and mechanical properties. Materials treated by this process may exhibit very unusual 

microstructures. Semi-solid forming relies on thixotropic behaviour of the formed substance. After 

conversion into semi-solid state, the system shows relatively high viscosity which declines steeply under 

shear load [1]. The optimum percentage of melt is normally between 30 and 60%.  
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Unlike aluminium and magnesium alloys which already begin to be semi-solid processed on industrial scale, 

other metals for thixoforming are still no more than a subject of basic and applied research. This is mainly 

due to their high melting temperatures and mostly narrow temperature intervals between the solidus and 

liquidus temperatures. For further development of new technologies, a number of interactions and 

parameters need to be understood, as they have fundamental impact on effective designing of new 

solutions. One of the still unexplored aspects is the relationship between the initial and final 

microstructures and its dependence on key process parameters.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Experimental Material 

Tool steel X210Cr12 was selected as the experimental material (Table 1). The key reason was its wide 

interval between solidus and liquidus temperatures making it ideal for semi-solid processing. The material 

was delivered in the form of soft annealed bars with hardness of 211 HV30. Its microstructure consisted of 

ferrite matrix, globular cementite and primary chromium carbides (Fig. 1).  

Table 1  Standard chemical composition of X210Cr12 steel given in wt.%, data by producer  

C Cr Mn Si Ni P S 

1.8 - 2.05 11- 12.5 0.2 - 0.45 0.2 - 0.45 max. 0.5 max. 0.03 max. 0.035 

 

Fig. 1  As-received state of X210Cr12 

 
Fig. 2  Schematic section through mini-thixoforming 

equipment and an inserted workpiece 

2.2 Experimental Equipment 

The experiment was carried out using a device for semi-solid forming. It had been developed for mini-

thixoforming and uses the cross-extrusion process (Fig. 2) [2-5]. An important function of this device is the 

high-frequency resistance heating of input stock. It allows the required temperature and high heating rate 

to be controlled with great precision. The stock is heated right inside the die which eliminates the difficult 

task of handling semi-solid material. Forming is performed at a precise temperature. The final shape of the 

product is given by the shape of the die cavity. The device can be used for experimental purposes even 

without the die. The forming then consists in simple upsetting operation. 

 

 

30 m 
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2.3 Experimental Program 

At the experimental stage described here, upsetting in semi-solid state without a die was used in order to 

make the research more effective, to simplify handling and to allow better access for measurement. 

Experimental specimens with 6 mm dia. body and cone-shaped ends were made from as-received bars. The 

cones allowed them to be set in copper electrodes. 

The forming temperature was defined through calculation in JmatPro as 1,265°C. At this temperature, the 

proportion of the liquid phase should be about 33%. Three conditions of the material were selected as 

initial states for this experiment (Fig. 3). The condition delivered by the manufacturer (A) was an initial 

state for the other two, modified by long annealing at 1,050°C to obtain coarser grain (Fig. 4). The 

annealing times were 24 (B) and 48 hours (C). Slow cooling for 9 hours took place in the furnace.  

   

Fig. 3  Initial states for semi-solid processing: a) as-received, b) annealed for 24 hrs, c) annealed for 48 hrs 

The stock with microstructures 

modified in this fashion was 

manipulated in the following two 

experimental procedures (Fig. 5). 

In the first one, the material was 

heated in a controlled manner 

over 55 seconds to 1,265°C for 

conversion into semi-solid state 

and immediately water fog 

quenched to the room 

temperature in 2 s (Fig. 5). The 

other procedure involved the 

same heating schedule. Once the 

temperature of 1,265°C was 

reached,  the material was upset 

with the reduction of 2 mm over 

0.3 s.  The workpiece was then 

water fog quenched to room 

temperature within 2 s as well 

(Fig. 5). Microstructures of the 

obtained materials were 

A C B 

 

30 m 
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30 m 
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examined. Modified intercept method was used for evaluation of size of grains or polyhedral particles. In 

addition to the observation, hardness of the material was measured. 

2.4 Microstructure Analysis 

Specimens for analysis were taken from the central 

part of the workpiece cross-section. Microstructure 

was observed in optical, laser scanning confocal 

(LSCM) and electron (SEM) microscopes. As the 

microstructure war rather complex and its grain 

size was not simple to measure, EBSD analysis was 

employed as well.  

Microstructures of as-received stock and 

workpieces upon 24-hour and 48-hour annealing at 

1,050°C consisted of ferrite matrix with embedded cementite and primary chromium carbides. Cementite 

particles in as-received microstructure were globular (Fig. 6), whereas the long-term annealed stock 

contained lamellar cementite (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). The states upon 24-hour and 48-hour annealing did not differ 

significantly in terms of grain size or hardness, which was about 293 HV30.  

Specimens converted to semi-solid state and quenched (Fig. 9) and those converted to semi-solid state, 

upset formed and quenched (Fig. 10) contain globular-polyhedral austenite embedded in eutectic network. 

Globular grains were found to have the size of 10 - 13 m. Hardness upon thermal exposure in semi-solid 

state and rapid cooling ranged between 368 - 380 HV30. Where deformation in semi-solid state was 

conducted with the same thermal schedule, hardness values were between 330 - 360 HV30.  

 

Fig. 7  Microstructure after 48 hr annealing, LSCM 
 

 

Fig. 8  Close-up view, 48-hour annealed, SEM 

 

Fig. 9  Microstructure upon 48-hour annealing, 
conversion to semi-solid state and quenching 

 

Fig. 10  Microstructure upon 48-hour annealing,    
conversion to semi-solid state and quenching 

 

Fig. 6  As-received state - detailed view, LSCM 
 

 

2 m 

 

30 m 

 

30 m 

 

15 m 

 

15 m 
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3.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Results show that the material is very stable. Long-term exposures to 1,050°C for 24 and 48 hours did not 

lead to substantial differences in the type of microstructure or grain size. Subsequent experimental semi-

solid processing at 1,265°C produced typical polyhedral and globular austenite. These grains were 

embedded in carbide-austenite network. The size of austenite particles was virtually identical to the size of 

the prior particles from which they evolved. This size was between 10 and 13 micrometers in all variants; 

both before and after processing. Virtually the same results were obtained by upsetting in semi-solid state. 

This type of treatment did not produce sufficient pressure in the melted part of material to transmit the 

stress to austenite particles. As a result, the retained austenite microstructures formed in both 

experimental procedures do not exhibit any significant differences or signs of strain, regardless of the 

deformation stage. The findings suggest that microstructure of the steel X210Cr12 obtained by transition 

through semi-solid state can be controlled primarily by the method of preparation of the input stock, as the 

process itself does not induce significant changes. 
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Abstract 

Metal forming in a thixotropic state is an alternative forming method which enables production of irregular 

and complex shaped semiproducts. The entire process is carried out in one forming step in a closed hollow 

die and the necessary forming forces are, because of the thixotropic state, minimal when compared with 

conventional forming processes. Another considerable advantage is the ability to work otherwise hard-to-

form or difficult-to-machine materials. Working with metals in a thixotropic state is however 

technologically demanding, especially for metals with high melting temperatures. For minithixoforming, i.e. 

the application of thixoforming to small parts, ANSYS software was used to create a numerical model of 

variants of the form cavity and entry hole. The simulation was used to design and build a form with a 

variable cavity shape and practical minithixoforming experiments were performed on X210Cr12 steel in the 

cavity. The initial phase of the experiment tested the basic forming parameters, in particular the force and 

temperature of forming. After successfully filling the form cavity, the form cavity and entry hole were 

varied to test the variability of this technology. Also tested was the fluidity as the diameter of the entry 

hole was reduced. The influence of reducing the cross section was not evaluated only from a technological 

standpoint, but also the development of the microstructure with reduction of the dimensions of the entry 

hole and the thickness of the walls of the semiproduct. The resulting microstructure was assessed using 

optical, laser confocal and electron microscopy.  

Keywords: Semi-solid state, minithixoforming, rapid cooling 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

One forming method which is very seldom used commercially is working metal in a semi-solid state. The 

technology is in widespread commercial use for alloys with low melting temperatures [1]. Despite its great 

potential, it has until now not been used for metals with high melting temperatures, namely steels. A 

special group of approaches for manufacturing small components in the semi-solid state is called 

‘minithixoforming’ *2+. The whole process is however technologically very demanding and requires the 

development of new approaches for controlling the temperature field within the small volume (up to 1 

cm3) of the material. During heating, minimum temperature deviations must occur to achieve even 

temperature distribution throughout the semiproduct. A further advantage of thixoforming is the very 

rapid solidification from the semi-lquid state after deformation. This approach can achieve unconventional 

types of structure even for materials commonly used in industry. They acquire an interesting combination 

of not only mechanical but also physical properties. They are multiphase structures which arise as a result 

of uneven rate of solidification.  
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2.  DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS  

Apparatus working on the principle of lateral extrusion was designed for the minithixoforming process 

(Fig.1).  The form consists of a two part titanium shell with an external diameter of 80 mm and an internal 

lining. It is separated into four parts to enable easier removal of the product. The lining was made of 

titanium, but in the future different materials will be used with a range of thermal conductivities enabling 

the influence of the rate of cooling on the development of the microstructure to be monitored. The height 

of the assembled form is 40 mm. The internal shape of the cavity, and thus the resulting product, is defined 

by a forming plate. By changing this, it is possible to rapidly achieve a change in the shape of the resulting 

product. To heat the semiproduct, copper electrodes with internal, precisely defined tapers are used which 

ensure centring of the semiproduct and contact transfer of current. The temperature of the semiproduct is 

continually monitored by thermocouple which is attached by a corundum tube drilled into the form.  

 

Fig. 1  Minithixoforming with lateral extrusion 

2.1 Selection of materials for thixoforming  

X210Cr12 machine steel was selected for the experiment (Table 1). It has a wide temperature interval 

between solidus and liquidus which means it is suitable for working in the semi-solid state [3]. This material 

is also characterized by the fact that it is hard-to-form and machine using conventional methods because its 

high chrome content makes it very hard and quite fragile. The initial structure is formed of a ferrite matrix 

with globular cementite and primary chrome carbide (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2  Initial structure of X210Cr12 steel 

Table 1  Chemical composition of X210Cr12 steel measured by emission spectroscopy 

3.  NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MINITHIXOFORMING 

ANSYS 10.0/ FLOTRAN software was used for numerical simulation. Because of the high complexity of the 

calculation, the initial task was simplified to a 2D model on which was investigated the basic property of the 

ability of the material to fill the form cavity in relation to the shape of the form cavity.  

 

 

Fig. 3  Variants of cavity shapes 

C Cr Mn Si Ni P S 

2.01 11.3 0.27 0.23 0.08 0.014 0.001 
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Five variants of the cavity were designed, all with the same length but with differently shaped entry holes 

and groove geometries (Fig.3). The temperature dependence of material properties was used as the input 

data for the steel. These values were calculated for a temperature range 0 - 1500°C. The simulation was 

used to investigate the speed of filling of the cavity in relation to the geometry and also the speed of 

solidification and the ability to fill the cavity. On the basis of the results from the numerical simulation it 

was seen that, in terms of fluency and speed of filling, the most suitable cavity shape is variant E. Filling of 

the cavity in this case is completely even. Studying the temperature field during thixoforming confirmed 

that at sufficient speed it is possible to completely fill the cavities of all the variants, a condition is however 

the high dynamism of the whole process. Only 0.3 s after the beginning of the forming process, the 

temperature has dropped to the solidus boundary. No less advantageous was variant A where the width of 

the entry hole and the entire channel is 3 mm, with which is related the speed of heat transfer, and variant 

C where at low filling speeds, solidification may occur in the entry hole.  

 

Fig. 4  Distribution of temperature fields 
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4.  MINITHIXOFORMING 

The rapid solidification during minithixoforming allows unconventional structures to be obtained even with 

completely conventional materials. From a technological viewpoint it is important for the material to have 

the highest possible temperature throughout the whole deformation process in order for the cavity to be 

adequately filled. However this can lead to the danger of overheating the form resulting in the slower 

cooling of the material. It is therefore essential to accelerate as much as possible the whole thixoforming 

process to avoid this undesirable result. For the first experiment, on the basis of numerical simulation, a 

simple straight cavity was built with the following dimensions: width 5 mm, length 15 mm and thickness 3 

mm. This cavity served to find the forming parameters and to confirm their agreement with the values 

calculated from the numerical model. Some of the key parameters of the thixoforming process are forming 

temperature, deformation speed and forming force. If all these parameters are not maintained within 

precise limits, the cavity will either be imperfectly filled or the material will not flow at all. After optimizing 

parameters, all these cavities were filled, including sharp edges and corners (Figs. 5a and 5b). The optimal 

forming temperature for the material was set at 1265°C, speed of deformation 1 m/s and maximum force 

was limited to 7 kN. The next step was to reduce the entry hole and extend it. The thickness of the cavity 

was reduced to 1.5mm and extended to 20 mm whilst maintaining a width of 5 mm and retaining the 

optimum forming parameters. Even at this thickness the cavity was completely filled.  

 

Fig. 5  a) Demonstrator with straight sides b) detail of perfect filling 

After experimenting with a straight cavity, a number of shaped 

demonstrators were designed on which the ability to fill cavities with 

tapered inlet holes was tested. Because of the modular assembly of 

the die it was possible to change not only the shape of the cavity but 

also the entry hole by merely changing the form insert. It was shown 

that, with sufficient volume of melted material, metal in a thixotropic 

state can fill a conically tapering cavity with an opening of 2 mm 

which narrows to 1.8 mm along a length of 15 mm (Fig.6).  

5.        METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THE SEMIPRODUCTS  

Metallographic analysis showed that after thixoforming the structure 

of X210Cr12 steel is formed of polyhedral grains of austenite surrounded by a fine carbide network (Fig. 7). 

Repeated XRD phase analysis revealed a 96 % share of austenite in the structure. The origin of such a high 

proportion of austenite was due, apart from the chemical composition, to the high heating temperature 

and the rapid solidification and cooling and the development of the structure under high pressure.  

  

Fig. 6  Conically tapered straight 

cavity 
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The hardness of the structure after thixoforming was 320 HV30. In the cross section between semi-product 

body and extruded product the dendritical zone in the contact area with the die was observed (Fig. 8). The 

macro view of this area showed that the material flow occurred in the central part of the die cavity.  

 

Fig. 7  Microstructure obtained from thixoforming 

 

6.       CONCLUSION 

This work showed that by forming X210Cr12 steel in a 

semi-solid state, very small component with various 

shapes can be created. Thixoforming was carried out in 

the die cavity and the shape of demonstrators was varied. 

The results show that the ability of the material to fill the 

entire volume of the die cavity is excellent, provided there 

is a sufficient amount of molten metal in the required 

dynamics of the process, as cooling of the melt begins 

after a fraction of a second. The smallest entry hole was 2 

mm x 2 mm. Despite the rapid transfer of heat, the cavity 

was excellently filled. After thixoforming the 

microstructure was composed of polyhedral austenitic  

grains surrounded by a fine carbide network.  
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Fig. 8  Crossover section between semi-

product body and extruded product 
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Abstract 

Material-technological modelling is one of the possible tools which helps not only to reduce the costs 

connected with research of new materials and optimization of recent technologies but which can also solve 

technological problems in the production process. The main aim of physical material-technological 

modelling is to identify the main technological parameters which have a major influence on the final state 

of the product.  

For this research was chosen hard formable nickel alloy with molybdenum. Hot rolling of this material often 

produces cracks at the edges of sheets. First of all, data characterizing pass reductions had to be collected 

during the rolling process and information about the duration of each pass and the holds between passes 

were further obtained from the set-up of the rolling mill. A thermal camera and pyrometer with automatic 

setting of emissivity were used to determine the temperature of the semi-product prior to each rolling pass 

and after it. The obtained data were used to create a physical model, which was tested on a thermo-

mechanical simulator. This model was than modified to achieve the optimal distribution of deformation 

during the rolling process and so eliminate the creation of hot cracks. Microstructures after different 

thermo-mechanical processing schedules were analyzed. To compare the influence of the optimization 

process on the final microstructure, the results obtained on the simulator were compared with the 

structural-mechanical properties of the real rolled product. The modified temperature-deformation 

schedule was finally tested in the conditions of the real process. 

Keywords: material-technological modelling, hot rolling, Ni-Mo alloys  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Rolling alloys with unconventional compositions poses a number of technical problems, and when 

designing a technological approach to manufacturing there are a number of unknown factors. Nickel alloy 

with molybdenum is one such alloy. In order to design a technological process with the greatest possible 

efficiency and to avoid using trial and error, material-technological modelling was employed [1, 2]. The first 

step was to find the parameters having the largest influence on the state of the resulting product after hot 

rolling. They were then used to build a material-technological model which was then tested on a 

thermomechanical simulator. The model provided detailed information about the behaviour of the material 

during the forming process. On the basis of these results, the model was optimized and further modified to 

obtain the sensitivity of the process for the origination of cracks. The final step was to transfer the results 

from the model to the real process and final testing on a rolling mill. The result was a 9mm thick rolled 

sheet with no cracks.  

 

http://www.metal2011.com/index.php?load=confer&confer=4&type=readsymp&idrep=771
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2.  ANALYSIS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS 

 In order to design a suitable process to enable the hot rolling (Fig. 1) of a strip of hard-to-form nickel alloy 

with molybdenum to a final thickness of 9mm without the origination of significant cracks, it is first 

necessary to analyse the real process and define the main parameters of the process which must be 

incorporated into the model. This means defining the technological steps involved in the production chain, 

the machinery used and their parameters, and the influence of the development of the structure during 

processing and on the final product. Included in the analysis was the option to change individual 

parameters of the existing production chain or of other equipment which could be used for developing new 

manufacturing strategies or new products. The main data was obtained from an optical pyrometer and 

thermal camera.  

Temperatures were recorded from measuring sites on the link. To acquire the most accurate results, a dual 

spectrum optical pyrometer with a laser sight. This equipment automatically eliminates the influence of 

emission and searches for the hottest sites on the target object. The temperature was measured for the 

whole process from heating in the furnace (Fig. 2) through to the end of rolling.  

According to the reduction plan and the course of temperatures during rolling, accurately set from 

measuring, a preliminary material-mechanical model was created.  

On the basis of the size of reduction on individual rolling mills, the actual logarithmic deformation for 

individual reductions was calculated. These were recalculated for the dimensions of the test body for 

model tests in the simulator. The added temperature of deformation was incorporated into the 

deformation step of individual reductions. To simulate rolling in the rolling mill each deformation step was 

divided into tension and compression components. This was done so that the elements are loaded by 

compression deformation during compression between the rollers and elements of the tension 

deformation components during acceleration and widening of the edges of the strip.  

Because of the relatively high speed of deformation and short contact time with the rollers, the profile of 

the deformation course was simplified and the model used only the input and output states from the 

 
 

Fig. 1  Rolling a strip Fig. 2  Temperature distribution shown by thermal camera          

at the output gate of the furnace 
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rollers. From these values a deformation sequence was designed mimicking the manufacturing process in a 

rolling mill for the modelled product.  

3.  MATERIAL-TECHNOLOGICAL SIMULATION OF A GIVEN MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE  

Material-technological simulation of the manufacturing procedure was carried out in a thermo-mechanical 

simulator (Fig. 3), [3]. 

  
Fig. 3  Thermo-mechanical 

simulator 

Fig. 4  Thermo-mechanical diagram of the process according 

to the original proposal 

The sample was heated by direct current into the body of the sample. Temperature was measured by a 

thermocouple welded to the surface of the sample. Cooling was carried out in air. After treatment on the 

simulator the samples were evaluated using metallographic analysis.  

3.1 Proposed changes and modifications to the manufacturing procedure  

A reduction plan with uneven real deformation in individual passes was originally recommended for rolling 

nickel alloy (Fig. 4, Fig. 5).  

  
Fig. 5  Deformation steps in the original 

reduction plan 
Fig. 6  Deformation steps in the modified 

reduction plan 
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This reduction plan presented an increased risk of crack formation at the edge of the rolled strip. To reduce 

this risk, a modified reduction plan was designed (Fig. 6). This modified reduction plan uses a high level of 

reduction in the first pass. A high rolling temperature combined with high deformation energy should 

increase conditions for recrystallization and achieve a greater depth of deformation. In further passes the 

input of the deformation energy on the one hand and the energy losses from emission and drawing away of 

heat to the surroundings and to the rollers on the other hand was considered.  

This strategy was designed to achieve rolling without a drop in temperature to the sixth pass. In further 

passes the risk of crack origination decrease, and because of the geometric relation volume/surface, the 

temperature also continuously drops. A somewhat smaller deformation was designed for rolling to avoid 

overloading the rolling mill.  

To test the functionality of this 

deformation strategy, a 

deformation regime was created 

(Fig. 7) for the thermomechanical 

simulator. In this model, the 

required gradual deformation 

was achieved by divided tension 

and compression deformations 

in the ratio 3:1. This distribution 

of deformations was selected on 

the basis of previous experiments 

where different ratios lad to the 

breakage of the test sample.  

 After simulation of the forming 

process the samples were 

subjected to metallographic 

analysis. It was found that the 

designed deformation regime did not lead to 

breakage of the test sample or the origination of 

cracks. The final structure, after the deformation 

based on the new reduction plane, achieves 

average grain size of about 28 µm (Fig. 8).  

On the basis of the acquired data, the designed 

procedure was tested on real production 

equipment. Five passes were carried out on the 

original bar and after the fifth pass when the 

strip was 20 mm thick, it was removed for 

metallographic analysis. There were no cracks 

along the edges of the sample. Then the strip 

was rolled to its final thickness of 9 mm (Fig. 9) 

and (Fig. 10). No cracks were observed even at this final thickness. It was found that grain size in the 20 m 

 
Fig. 7  Modified deformation regime with 3:1 ratio of compression 

and tension components including the influence of deformation heat 

 
Fig. 8  Microstructure after treatment by means            

of thermo mechanical simulator  
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strip was around 35 µm. After rolling to 9 mm, grain sized was reduced to 20 µm (Fig. 11).  

 

 

 

 

4.       CONCLUSION 

Material-technological modelling was used to test 

the parameters of a deformation process and the 

specific behaviour of nickel alloy with 

molybdenum during deformation in the cast state 

whilst hot.  The resulting data was used to design 

new technology for rolling from a semi product 

with a circular cross section to a strip with a final 

thickness of 9 mm. This strategy was analysed on 

a material-technological model using a simulator. 

After successful testing, this strategy was 

transferred to a real technological process. The 

modified rolling technology on the reversing two-

high stand comprises eight hot passes. The 

surface temperature of the bar on entering the rollers at the moment of the first pass was 1000°C. At the 

start of the process the temperature continued to rise to 1090°C and at the end it gradually fell to 860°C at 

the last pass. It was verified on the material from the experimental melting that the designed technology 

can be used to successfully roll the required strip without crack formation at the edges.  
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Fig. 9  Detail of the rolled semi-product 
edge, after 5 passes  

Fig. 10  Detail of the rolled semi-
product edge, after 8 passes  

 
Fig. 11  Cross section of microstructure after  

rolling to 9  mm 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to give a comparison of the behaviour of heat-resistant austenitic stainless 

steel X15CrNiSi20-12 and the ordinary S355J0 steel grade during rolling of a special-purpose section for 

door hinges from 80 × 80 mm stock in caliber rolls under normal service conditions of VÚHŽ special section 

rolling plant. The X15CrNiSi20-12 steel grade possesses low thermal conductivity and high thermal 

expansion capacity. The latter leads, together with higher flow stress, to more pronounced spreading of 

this material. This paper deals with the entire rolling procedure of 61949-type section. The initial position 

of the rolled stock in caliber rolls plays an important role. Key parameters monitored in the process of plant 

rolling include the shape of the product, spreading, surface temperatures, surface quality, metallographic 

structure and torques. Comparisons are made in the first and second roll calibers which are open and do 

not constrain the spreading. The cross-section shape from the pass no. 5 was then compared with the 

cross-section obtained by mathematical modelling. The FEM-based software Forge3D enables full-scale 

rolling procedures to be simulated with flat and caliber rolls, in addition to simulations of forging, extrusion, 

punching and other processes. Finally, the usability of the simulation tool Forge 3D for VÚHŽ special section 

rolling plant was explored. 

Keywords: hot rolling, fine element method, special shape, stainless steel 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Faced with situation on the market in sections for automotive industry, VÚHŽ company special section 

rolling plant began to orientate towards rolling sections from materials with higher added value, such as 

stainless and tools steels, nickel alloys and others. As the experience of VÚHŽ in rolling such materials is not 

extensive and experimental trials are rather costly, other methods have been sought which could be used 

for verifying some rolling parameters. One of techniques is mathematical modelling [1], by means of which 

causes of defects [3 - 4] can be identified without expensive experimental testing, heat transfer or material 

flow parameters [5] can be determined and compared and rolling forces, flow stresses and other quantities 

explored. 

This paper describes field experiments at VÚHŽ special section rolling plant. It also gives a comparison of 

one of cross-section “partial prints” with results of FEM-based mathematical modelling carried out in 

Forge3D, where the parameters were calculated at individual nodes. This work continues the studies 

described in the paper Mathematical Modelling of Deformation Behaviour of X15CrNiSi20-12 Heat Resisting 

Steel during Rolling of Special Sections [6]. It was devoted to comparing the behaviour of heat-resisting 

austenitic stainless steel X15CrNiSi20-12 with that of S355J0 ordinary grade by means of FEM modelling. 
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 Programs employing the finite element method are ordinarily used for investigation of forging, thick sheet, 

strip and caliber rolling and other processes. Their use in manufacturing special sections is not common yet, 

as some rolling parameters, e.g. spreading, are rather difficult to formulate in non-symmetrical calibers. 

The paper is also intended to explore the usability of Forge 3D in VUHZ special section rolling plant. 

2. SPECIAL SECTION ROLLING PLANT 

VUHZ a.s. special section rolling plant produces special sections, namely for automotive, machinery and 

agricultural industries. The rolling plant includes one two-high rolling stand (Fig. 1) with caliber rolls where 

the entire roll length contains roughing, pre-rolling, leader and finishing roll passes. Over recent five years, 

there were several upgrades to the rolling plant to increase the production capacity and enhance the 

quality of products. The important ones included the construction of a new walking beam gas furnace, an 

upgrade to the rolling stand drive, construction of a new cooling grate and installation of high-pressure 

spray descaling, connecting the manufacturing and storage halls and extending the maximum length of rolls 

by adapting their bearing, which led to an increase in roll body length from 800 to 930 mm. 

  

Fig. 1  VÚHŽ Rolling mill 

3. MATERIAL 

Heat resisting X15CrNiSi20-12 steel shows good weldability and poor machinability. It is a material for tools 

used in ceramic industry, heating equipment (storage heaters) and for other refractory components usable 

up to 1,150°C.  Tab. 1 shows the chemical composition of X15CrNiSi20-12 obtained from chemical analysis 

and FORGE 2009 database.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of X15CrNiSi20-12 [wt. %] 

X15CrNiSi20-12 C Si Mn P S Cr Ni N 

Chem. analysis 0.165 1.56 1.85 0.026 0.002 19.35 11.28 0.067 

FORGE 0.13 2 1.33 0.03 0.02 20 12 - 

S355J0 is a common structural steel used for making car door hinges. It is also the material for producing 

bridge braces, components of pressure vessels or parts for heat power generation equipment. It has good 

weldability. Tab. 2 shows the chemical composition of S355J0 measured by chemical analysis. 

Table 2  Chemical composition of S355J0 [wt. %] 

S355J0 C Si Mn P S 

Chem. analysis 0.4 0.41 1.33 0.013 0.007 
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Fig. 2 shows the comparison between 

thermophysical properties of the 

investigated steels in dependence on 

temperature. Thermal conductivity of S355J0 

is higher than that of the other steel 

throughout the temperature range. The 

difference within the interval of forming 

temperatures is less than 4 Wm-2K-1. 

Contrariwise, the specific heat of 

X15CrNiSi20-12 in the range between 600 °C 

and 1200 °C is higher than that of S355J0. 

Fig. 3 shows that thermal expansion 

coefficient of the heat-resisting steel above 500°C is up to 40% higher than that of the C-Mn steel. Fig. 4 

indicates the flow stress values of both steels.  

 

Fig. 3  Thermal  expansion in dependence on temperature        Fig. 4  Flow stress in dependence on strain           

4. FIELD EXPERIMENT 

For the rolling procedure trials on X15CrNiSi20-12 steel, section no. 61949 was selected. Table 2 contains 

the roll pass schedule with schematic drawings of rolled product shapes and basic dimensions achieved in 

individual passes, roll settings, tilting and intermediate dwells. 

Table 2  Roll pass schedule 

Pass Roll pass Shape Hot Dimension (mm) Tilting Roll Setting (mm) Dwell time (s) 

- N  Ø 70    
1 1  65 x 71  +37 24 

2 1  65 x 65 90° +37 4 

3 1  48 x 70 90° +17 9 

4 1  36 x 76  +6 10 

5 2   90° +12 10 

6 1   +90° +6 10 

7 2   -90° +1 10 

8 3    0 - 

9 4    0 - 

10 5    -0.7 - 

11 6    -0.2 - 
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The heating was carried out conventionally. The furnace temperature was set to 1,200°C. Rolling of bars 

was arranged in such a way that the first one was rolled all the way to the last pass (finishing roll pass), 

rolling of the second was finished in next-to-last pass and the numbers of passes were reduced by one for 

each subsequent bar, down to the fifth pass. Bars from S355J0 were rolled in the same manner to provide 

reference materials for comparing the filling of individual calibers. Interpass temperatures are listed in Fig. 

5.. The large difference between temperatures for different grades is obvious. The actual difference, 

however, is smaller, as the emissivity value set on the radiation thermometer was the same for both 

grades. Fig. 6 lists torque values for both rolls. Highest values were found in fifth and eighth passes. In 

these two passes the largest changes in shape take place. Third highest torque value was found in 3rd pass 

where the reduction is the largest.  

                           
Fig. 5  Temperatures between passes                                              Fig. 6  Torque values for both rolls 

Metallographic observation revealed that the microstructure consisted of austenite. The specimen, which 

was only rolled to the fifth caliber, showed the grain size of G 7.5. The specimen rolled through all passes 

had the grain size of G 10. Both microstructures are shown in Fig. 7.. The specimen upon five passes is 

shown with the scale of 100 μm; specimen from the finishing roll caliber is shown with the sale of 200 μm. 

 

Fig. 7  Microstructure of X15CrNiSi20-12 

The surface of the stainless steel section showed impressions of roll surface irregularities. They were the 

result of normal wear during rolling of the 61949 batch. The test was conducted at the very end of the 

section 61949 batch rolling. Whereas almost no wear was apparent on the surface of S355J0, wrinkling on 

X15CrNiSi20-12 grade was noticeable (Fig. 8).  
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5.       COMPARISON OF PARTIAL PRINTS UPON ROLLING 

As the key point of is the spreading of stainless steel in 

shape calibers, cross-sections upon 5th through 7th pass will 

be compared (i.e. caliber 1 and 2). Cross sections formed in 

individual passes are shown in Fig. 9. Data for the grade 

S355J0 is shown in red; X15CrNiSi20-12 is shown in blue. 

Key dimension figures in red are in millimetres and pertain 

to maximum dimensions of partial prints of the S355J0 

along x and y axes. The dimension figures in black denote 

the differences in spreading of the X15CrNiSi20-12 grade. 

5.1  Pass no. 5 

In this pass, both materials spread to the right where a massive flash forms. Higher flow stress of the 

X15CrNiSi20-12 grade has no influence on roll skipping, despite the assumptions for the first shape caliber. 

In the open section of the caliber, the X15CrNiSi20-12 grade spread about 0.86 mm along the x axis, of 

which 0.47 mm went to the flash.  

5.2  Pass no. 6 

Rolling in sixth pass is carried out in the first (box) pass. This pass prevents formation of laps, on the large flash 

from the previous pass. This pass is not enclosed in the x direction and therefore does not constrain greater 

spreading resulting from the flash. It was only this pass where roll skipping occurred with the X15CrNiSi20-

12 steel, leading to product extension by 0.37 mm. The total spread along the x axis was about 1.76 mm. 

5.3  Pass no. 7 

The caliber no. 2 is fully closed in 7th pass. A flash forms on the right side again, posing a large risk of laps 

forming in the following, not fully closed shaped calibers. The stock from X15CrNiSi20-12 steel spread by 

0.77 mm along the x axis in the flash region. On the left side, in the top open section, the product width 

was smaller than in S355J0 by 0.94 mm. This was probably caused by the bar rotation during manual 

feeding in the stand in this or some of the previous passes. 

 

Fig. 9  Roll product shapes after 5th, 6th and 7th pass 
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6.  FEM ANALYSIS OF 5th PASS OF X15CrNiSi20-12 

The purpose of the analysis was to compare the cross-section obtained in 5th pass of the pilot experiment 

and the cross section resulting from the mathematical analysis. 

Simulation of rolling of the section no. 61949 was based on reduction 

settings shown in Tab. 2 The comparisons are given in Fig. 10.. Forge3D 

simulation suggests that the cross-section tends to spread in the 

direction of the larger open section of the caliber. Shifting the input 

stock in the flash direction by 2 mm results in Forge3D aligning the 

formed stock almost perfectly with the original position. Total 

displacement of the shape obtained from FEM simulation is difficult to 

express accurately. Dimensions of the overflowed section differ across 

the cross section, exceeding 3 mm in the bottom left part. This might 

be due to different dimensions of the stock in preceding passes, for 

which there is no reference material, as the samples of rolled product 

were taken after fifth and subsequent passes at VUHZ rolling plant.  

7. SUMMARY 

Results of the field experiment suggest that rolling X15CrNiSi20-12 grade in VUHZ is feasible and should not 

pose any significant problems. Unlike the currently rolled stock, X15CrNiSi20-12 has much stricter 

requirements for torques, surface quality, roll condition and other parameters. One of important conditions 

will be the selection of durable wear resistant rolls, as the stainless steel is susceptible to impression of any 

surface irregularities. Comparison of actual cross sections and results of FEM analysis yielded ambiguous 

results. The field experiment highlighted different behaviours of steels in special calibers but the cross-

section shift may be attributed, in part, to the different rolled product shape prior to fifth pass. Next steps 

will include verification of results in a new experiment. 
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Abstract 

Several C-(3-5)Mn-Al-Mo steels with and without Nb microaddition, that can be classified as AHSS, were 

developed in the present study. To design a thermomechanical treatment for AHSS steels with required 

multiphase structures a knowledge of their hot deformation resistance is of primary importance. The paper 

presents the results of the compression tests carried out at various temperatures and strain rates using the 

Gleeble simulator. A great potential of the investigated steels for the stabilization of retained austenite was 

observed even without a multi-stage heat treatment typical for TRIP steels. It was found that the steels are 

characterized by high deformation resistance dependent on Mn and Nb contents and hot deformation 

conditions. Niobium has a higher influence on the flow stresses and peak strain compared to manganese. 

Keywords: hot workability, hot deformation characteristics, flow curves, compression test, AHSS steel, TRIP 

steel, dynamic recrystallization 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Third generation of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) for automotive industry require new ideas of 

chemical composition design and structure forming concepts. The beneficial balance of high-strength and 

ductility is possible to obtain by complex interaction of solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, 

microalloying, grain refining and TRansformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP) or TWinning Induced Plasticity 

(TWIP) effects. The new idea of multiphase TRIP steels is to obtain a ferritic or bainitic matrix containing a 

high volume fraction of metastable retained austenite of suitable mechanical stability [1]. Increased 

hardenability of steel due to Mn alloying leads to a considerable decrease in the ferrite fraction. However,  

results published by Timokhina et al. [2] indicate that a ferrite fraction is not a critical parameter influencing 

the mechanical stability of retained austenite. Much attention is paid to the fraction and morphology of 

granular bainite and acicular ferrite and the interactions between all the phases during straining [2, 3]. 

The major efforts in studying the increased Mn content steels are focused on the effects of heat treatment 

on the mechanical stability of retained austenite and final mechanical properties [1, 2]. The hot-working of 

advanced high strength steels still represents a new challenge due to the lack of data on the hot 

deformation resistance. In particular, the effects of combined high-Al and high-Mn alloying on the hot 

deformation resistance do not receive much attention in the literature. This chemical design strategy is 

especially important for galvanizing of TRIP steel sheets instead of high-Si steels, where it is impossible to 

get a high surface quality sheet product [2, 4]. A further increase in strength properties of multiphase steels 
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is considered to be possible with Mo alloying or the utilization of microalloying technology, i.e. Nb and/or Ti 

microadditions [2, 5, 6]. 

The effect of Nb microaddition on flow curves is crucial. In considering the effects of Nb it is required to 

distinguish between Nb in solid solution and Nb present as Nb(C,N) particles. The solute drag acting on the 

moving grain boundaries and the particle pinning retard or even prevent the occurrence of recrystallization 

[5-7]. The impact of Nb in HSLA steels was many times investigated and it is well understood [7, 8]. 

The effect of Nb in TRIP steels containing increased contents of alloying elements (eg. Mn, Al, Si) can be 

completely different than in HSLA steels where a total content of Mn, Al and Si is usually below 3%. It is 

relatively easy to specify the combined effect of Nb and one alloying element. The problem is much more 

complicated when a few alloying elements are added. It is well known [5, 8] that increasing the Mn content 

of Nb-microalloyed steels significantly delays the precipitation of Nb(C,N). By contrast, Si addition has an 

accelerating effect [5]. Poliak and Siciliano [5, 9] and Zubialde et al. [6] reported an acceleration of dynamic 

recrystallization (DRX) by Al in high-Al Nb containing steels. Al might decrease the stacking fault energy 

(SFE) of austenite causing an intense hardening before dynamic recrystallization is initiated. For Al contents 

up to 1.4% in steels containing Nb, the values of the activation energy for hot deformation were reported 

to be 400-420 kJ/mol [5, 6]. It is interesting that with a further Al addition into 1.7% there is a drop in the 

activation energy to about 320 kJ/mol, a value close to Al-Mn and Si-Mn TRIP steels without Nb [5, 9]. 

Cabanas et al. [10] investigated the influence of the Mn content on the hot deformation resistance of 

binary Fe-Mn alloys containing 1 to 20 wt.% Mn. The activation energy for hot working increased with 

increasing Mn content but only for Mn contents <10%, where manganese was found to delay dynamic 

recrystallization. At high Mn contents (>10 wt.% Mn) a decrease in the activation energy was observed. It 

indicates that the strengthening effect of Mn is limited to low levels of Mn alloying. The hot deformation 

resistance of Fe-Mn alloys is probably determined by the SFE, similarly to its effect on a main deformation 

mechanism during cold straining [11-13]. In general, at low contents, Mn additions decrease SFE, but at 

high levels (ca. from 15%), increasing Mn additions lead to a higher SFE. Hamada et al. [14] found that Al 

alloying in high-Mn steels delays distinctly the onset of DRX for low values of the Zener-Hollomon 

parameter (Z). It is not obvious for higher Z values, where with increasing Al content flow curves exhibit 

broad peaks at quite low strains as an indication of dynamic recrystallization [15]. These examples indicate 

a complex influence of chemical composition on the hot-working behavior of AHSS steels. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The paper addresses a hot-working behavior of new-developed high-Mn high-Al TRIP steels with and 

without niobium microaddition. Special attention was paid to the effect of Mn and Nb on a shape of stress-

strain curves. The chemical compositions of the investigated steels are given in Table 1. Molybdenum, 

silicon and niobium are added due to solid solution hardening or/and precipitation strengthening in a case 

of Nb. Presented results are a first part of a project to obtain fine-grained thermomechanically processed 

TRIP steels with bainitic-ferritic or bainitic structures and a large fraction of retained austenite. 
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Table 1  Chemical composition of the investigated steels (mass contents, %) 

Steel grade C Mn Al Si Mo Nb S P 

3Mn steel 0.17 3.3 1.7 0.22 0.23 - 0.014 0.010 

3MnNb steel 0.17 3.1 1.6 0.22 0.22 0.04 0.005 0.008 

5Mn steel 0.16 4.7 1.6 0.20 0.20 - 0.004 0.008 

5MnNb steel 0.17 5.0 1.5 0.21 0.20 0.03 0.005 0.008 

Steels were produced by vacuum induction melting in the Balzers VSG-50 furnace. Liquid metal was cast in 

the Ar atmosphere into a cast iron mould. Ingots with a mass of 25kg were forged at a temperature range 

from 1200 to 900°C to a thickness of 22 mm. Then, cylindrical samples  10x12mm for hot compression 

tests were machined. Axissymetrical compression tests were performed at the temperature of 1150, 950 

and 850°C with 0.1, 1 and 10s-1 strain rates. The experiments were carried out in the Institute for Ferrous 

Metallurgy in Gliwice using the DSI Gleeble 3800 simulator. The specimens were inserted in a vacuum 

chamber, where they were resistance-heated to a temperature of 1200°C. After austenitizing for 30s the 

specimens were cooled to a deformation temperature and held for 20s before compression. Tantalum foils 

were used to prevent sticking and graphite foils as a lubricant. 

Metallographic investigations of steels in an initial state (after forging) were performed by the use of LEICA 

MEF4A optical microscope. The microstructure of the steels was revealed by etching of specimens in 10% 

aqueous solution of sodium metabisulfite. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Lath-type microstructures in Fig. 1 indicate that the new-developed steels show high hardenability even for 

air cooling conditions. The obtained structures are dependent on Mn content. Bainite is a main structural 

constituent of steels containing 3% Mn (Fig. 1a, b), whereas the steels with a higher Mn content are 

characterized by martensitic-bainitic microstructure (Fig. 1c, d). A characteristic feature of all the structures 

is the presence of retained austenite. It should be noted that this phase occurs already for air cooled 

specimens, without a special processing used for TRIP steels [2, 4, 6]. It is expected that under conditions of 

carbon redistribution, a retained austenite fraction should be much more. For 3Mn steels, this phase occurs 

mainly as fine granules distributed on primary austenite grains and inside the grains according with a 

growth of bainite laths. In 5Mn steels a majority of retained austenite is of an interlath type. Some larger 

blocky grains transformed into martensite probably because of a higher martensite start temperature [2]. 

Some areas in Fig. 1c and d contain a higher fraction of austenite/martensite grains what can be associated 

with a small microsegregation of alloying elements, especially manganese being an austenite stabilizer. 

Influence of the deformation temperature and strain rate on a shape of stress-strain is typical for hot 

deformation behavior of steels. Stress values increase with decreasing deformation temperature and 

increasing strain rate (Fig. 2a, b). At the same time, values of the peak strain p shift right.  
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a) 3Mn 

 

b) 3MnNb 

 
c) 5Mn 

 

d) 5MnNb 

 

Fig. 1  Bainitic-martensitic microstructures of the investigated steels in the initial state, containing retained 

austenite of different morphology; a) 3Mn steel, b) 3MnNb steel, c) 5Mn steel, d) 5MnNb steel 

a) 3Mn 

 

b) 3Mn 
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c) 3Mn + 3MnNb 

 

d) 3Mn + 5Mn 

 
e) 3Mn + 3MnNb + 5Mn 

 

f) 3Mn + 3MnNb + 5Mn + 5MnNb 

 

Fig. 2  Comparison of the stress-strain curves obtained in different compression conditions; a) effect of 

deformation temperature, b) effect of strain rate, c) effect of Nb microaddition, d) effect of Mn content, 

e) and f) effects of temperature and strain rate for all the steels  

It is characteristic that work hardening is controlled by dynamic recrystallization for all the deformation 

conditions applied except the steels compressed at highest Zener-Hollomon values, i.e. at 850 and 950°C 

with a strain rate of 10s-1. Relatively high values of the peak strain p allow to anticipate that for strains 

applied in industrial conditions the dynamic recrystallization will proceed only at initial passes of hot rolling. 

It can be seen in Fig. 2c that the values of flow stresses are slightly higher for a Nb containing steel. 

However, the difference does not exceed 10 MPa. The peaks of p are also slightly higher for Nb 

microalloyed steels (Fig. 2c, e) and it is especially visible for a highest strain rate of 10s-1 (Fig, 2f). It has to be 

noted that for most stress-strain curves there is a wide range of dynamic equilibrium between work 

hardening and its removal by dynamic recrystallization. Broadening of the peak occurs especially for steels 

microalloyed with Nb (Fig. 2c, f). At highest Z values the intense continuous work hardening is observed for 

all the steels, i.e. independent on Mn and Nb contents (Fig. 2f). Mn alloying in a range from 3 to 5% does 

not influence importantly a shape of  curves (Fig. 2d-f). 
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Comparing determined curves of the new-developed high-Mn high-Al TRIP steels with other C-Mn-Si,  

C-Mn-Si-Al or C-Mn-Al-Nb steels reported in the literature [4-9], in general it can be conclude that both the 

flow stress and peak strain values are higher. However, the flow stresses are lower compared to high-Mn 

austenitic alloys containing over 20 wt.% Mn [10-15]. Higher flow stresses and probably the activation 

energy for hot deformation compared to conventional TRIP steels is obvious when considering higher total 

contents of alloying elements in the investigated steels, i.e. from 5 to 7 wt.% (Table 1). Generally, the hot-

working resistance is a function of a concentration of alloying elements. A more complex discussion is 

required for the explanation of processes controlling the work hardening of steels. The peak strain p 

usually increases with the Zener-Hollomon parameter and it is also true for obtained results. At high Z 

values, the stress peak that characterizes dynamic recrystallization softening becomes less sharp. For 

highest Z values the absence of a strain peak and continuous work hardening can be observed (Fig. 2). 

Besides hot deformation conditions, the peak strain is strongly influenced by the presence of alloying 

elements. As the dynamic recrystallization involves the migration of grain boundaries, the addition of Nb, 

which has a strong solute drag effect, retards the rate of grain boundary motion, shifting the peak to higher 

strains. Mn and Si have also their drag effects but to a lesser extent because the drag force is usually 

associated with differences in atomic radius between solute and solvent [5, 8, 9]. Taking into account a low 

concentration of Si in the investigated steels the retardation of grain boundary motion is affected mainly by 

Nb, Mn, Al and Mo. 

The effect of Mn in a range from 3 to 5 wt.% on a shape of  curves is relatively small. However, Mn 

causes a significant increase both in the flow stresses and peak strain when comparing to steels containing 

1.5% Mn [4-9]. It is according to data reported by Cabanas et al. [10] for steels containing below 10% Mn. 

The effect of Nb microaddition is known to retard the dynamic recrystallization course. This can be also 

observed for the investigated steels but an influence of Nb is lower than it can be expected. The reason is 

probably a masked effect of Nb due to the presence of high contents of alloying elements. In general, for a 

given concentration of Nb a precipitation process should begin at a higher temperature for a steel 

containing a higher carbon content. However, Skolly and Poliak [16] noticed that - in spite of higher C 

content in TRIP steel - the precipitation of Nb carbonitrides start at lower temperature in high-Al TRIP steel 

than in HSLA steel containing a lower C content. It reduces the rate of hardening and facilitates subsequent 

softening in a high-Al Nb-bearing steel. The conclusion is that Al alloying suppresses precipitation of 

Nb(C,N) during hot-working, most probably due to strong affinity of Al to nitrogen [5, 6, 16]. The effect of Al 

is expected to affect the kinetics of Nb(C,N) precipitation in austenite in a similar direction as the effect of 

Mn, though their mechanisms are different. It is well known [8-10] that increasing the Mn content in Nb-

microalloyed steels significantly delays the precipitation of Nb(C,N). Manganese increases the solubility of 

NbC and NbN in austenite, decreases Nb diffusivity and finally retards the rate of precipitation of Nb(C,N). 

The acceleration of dynamic recrystallization by Al in C-Mn-Al-Nb steels reported by Poliak et al. [5] and 

Zubialde et al. [6] is difficult to confirm because of similar Al contents in all the investigated steels. Taking 

into account retarding effects of Mn and Al on a precipitation of Nb(C,N) it can be expected that niobium is 

dissolved in a major part in austenite during hot deformation. It retards the boundary migration mainly by 

solute-drag effect. At lower temperatures Nb is expected to precipitate at least partially in austenite. To 

conclude, combined effects of Nb in solid solution and Nb(C,N) precipitates as well as high contents of 

dissolved Al, Mn and Mo decrease the migration of grain boundaries and the ability to dynamic 

recrystallization, especially for high Z values.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Hot workability of new-devoloped high-Mn high-Al Nb-microalloyed steels seems to be challenging due to 

relatively high flow stresses and critical strains required for dynamic recrystallization. The work hardening is 

controlled by dynamic recrystallization for the deformation conditions applied except steels compressed at 

highest Zener-Hollomon parameter values, where continuous work hardening proceeds, stimulated by 

combined effects of Nb, Al, Mn and Mo interactions. 
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Abstract 

Shear deformation of subsurface layers in wire drawing leads to marked non-uniformity of strain across the 

wire cross section. In wires intended for products operating under dynamic loads, such as ropes and 

springs, the variance in work hardening level across the cross section may cause fatigue fractures. <In this 

paper we used mathematical modelling in an attempt to show how the non-uniformity of strain in drawing 

can be reduced by changing key process parameters. For this purpose, a full factorial experiment involving 

three factors was undertaken. (The factors included the approach angle 2α, friction coefficient µ and single 

pass strain Qd or the number of passes n.) The simulation involved drawing of 2.5 mm C75 steel spring wire 

from 5.5 mm thick rolled rod. FormFEM 1.6 simulation software was used for the modelling. For the 

purpose of this experiment, the strain non-uniformity is defined as the difference between the maximum 

(normally on or just below the surface) and minimum (in the centre of the wire) levels of strain intensity. In 

addition to this key parameter, the impact of other factors (and their combinations) on the total drawing 

power will be evaluated as well. Mathematical analysis revealed that the strain distribution across the wire 

cross section strongly depends on the single-pass strain (the lower this reduction, the greater the 

difference between the maximum and minimum levels) and on the reduction zone angle (the greater the 

angle the less uniform the strain intensity). Then, the impact of friction is only significant in regard to the 

overall drawing power. 

Keywords: wire drawing, spring wire, FEM, friction coefficient, equivalent strain, drawing power 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Technological Procedure for Production of a Steel Wire for Springs 

The initial material is a rolled wire cooled in a controlled fashion with 0.68 - 0.75 wt.% carbon and a typical 

diameter of 5.5 mm. Its strength is about 1,020 MPa and its microstructure consists of fine lamellar pearlite 

(interlamellar spacing λ < 200 nm) free from inclusions and significant surface defects. The first stage in 

producing a drawn steel wire for springs involves pickling and surface treatment. The pickling solution is 

15% HCl which is then rinsed off with water and 15 % borax solution is applied to the wire: 

Na2B4O7•10H2O (sodium tetraborate facilitates carrier). Drying at 180 °C is the following step which also 

operates as annealing to eliminate acid embrittlement. 

Dry rod drawing from initial 5.5 mm diameter to the final 2.5 mm diameter. The rod drawing is normally 

used for spring wires of larger diameter as the only operation. The resulting tensile strength of the drawn 

wire of 0.8 to 4 mm diameter can be between 1,470 and 2,750 MPa [1]. 

1.2  Evolution of pearlite microstructure during drawing 

In forming of pearlite, it is possible to control microstructural changes in numerous ways. The magnitude of 

the accumulated strain Qc and the single-pass strain Qd and the related number of passes have the 

strongest influence [2].  
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  [%] (3)   [%] (4) 

Microstructure can also be controlled through the drawing die geometry (insufficient lubrication leads to 

increasing shear deformation on the wire surface, resulting in non-uniform strain across the wire cross-

section and heating of the wire through friction. At temperatures above 250°C, cementite plates 

decompose into carbon and ferrite, which reduces the material’s plasticity. Temperatures exceeding Ac3 

pose a risk of friction-induced martensite forming [3]). The schedule of reduction plays a considerable role 

here, especially in patented wires [4]. 

Structural changes taking place during drawing of material consisting of lamellar pearlite result in the 

following work-hardening curve. Slopes of the work-hardening curve indicate three stages:  

The first stage (Qc up to about 45 %) involves a more appreciable increase in strength due to ferrite 

hardening. Work-hardening of lamellar ferrite is more intensive than in ordinary polyhedral ferrite due to 

limited number of slip systems.  

The second stage (Qc = 45 to 85 %) is characterized with slower work-hardening and aligning of lamellae in 

the drawing direction. 

At the third stage (Qc > 85 %), the material work-hardens more intensively due to deformation of cementite 

lamellae with favourable morphology (fine lamellae). Where the lamellae are coarse, this stage involves 

lamellae cracking and formation of defects. 

Microcracks forming in locations of failing cementite lamellae then cause a loss of formability of material. In 

addition to presence of coarse cementite lamellae, it is undesirable orientation of lamellae transversal to 

drawing direction, large one-pass strains and strain aging [5] that promote formation of microcracks. 

2.  FULL FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT 

Experiment is a term for changing established work procedures and conditions with the aim of finding the 

best work procedure and obtaining more profound information on the manufacturing process itself. 

Experiments may be classified as unplanned (accidental, spontaneous) and planned (following a plan, which 

normally specifies three aspects: number of treatments, conditions for each treatment and the sequence of 

experimental runs). In each experimental run, one should specify quality indicator values Y for the pre-

determined conditions. Factors which influence Y (A, B, C, D, …) have various levels (A1, A2, A3,…, B1, B2, B3, 

…, …). The purpose of the experiment is to: a) identify the significant factors, b) find a combination of levels 

of factors and their interactions, which yield optimum level of Y.  

In this case, there are 3 factors with two levels for each. Their levels are summarized in Table 1. The plan of 

the experiment is outlined in Table 2. The experiment is conducted without repeat treatments. 

Table 1  Factor levels   Table 2  Experimental design 
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Factor Designation Unit 
Factor levels 

-1 1 

One-pass strain 
magnitude Qd 

A % 14,59 27,05 

Friction 
coefficient µ 

B - 0,03 0,1 

Angle of 
deformation 
cone of die 2α 

C ° 8 24 

Treatment no.  
Factor levels 

A B C 

1 1 -1 -1 

2 -1 -1 -1 

3 1 1 -1 

4 -1 1 -1 

5 1 -1 1 

6 -1 -1 1 

7 1 1 1 

8 -1 1 1 
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3. FE ANALYSIS  

An analysis of the influence of the number of passes (or one-pass strain magnitude Qd), the friction 

coefficient and angle of deformation cone of die on the homogeneity of the strain field during drawing of 

steel wire for helical springs was conducted by mathematic modelling using the finite element method. 

Mathematical analysis was conducted by means of FormFEM finite element simulation program. The 

analysis was treated as a 2D problem symmetrical with respect to z axis. Linear square finite elements have 

been used. The mesh density was 20 elements per wire radius. Fig. 1 shows the finite element mesh for the 

first treatmentbefore the first pass. On both sides of the 2.75 mm-long region of interest with the mesh 

density of 20 × 40 elements are the regions which represent the rigid ends. The chemical composition of 

C78D steel used is shown in Table 3.  

 
Fig. 1  FE mesh in the wire before the start of simulation (treatment1, prior to 1st pass) 

Table 3  Chemical composition of C78D steel (wt. %) 

C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Cu N 

0.75 -0.80 0.5 - 0.8 0.1 - 0.3 ≤ 0.035 ≤ 0.035 ≤ 0.15 ≤ 0.20 ≤ 0.25 not specified 

At the beginning of the drawing, the microstructure of the wire is fully restored upon the previous heat 

treatment. The flow stress during cold forming of this steel is given by equation (3) (the equation is valid for 

the strain of 0.1 and higher): 

          (3) 

The initial wire diameter was 5.5 mm and was reduced by drawing to 2.5 mm. The total strain was 

Qc = 79 % which corresponds with the total elongation coefficient of λc = 4,8. Table 4 lists proposed 

schedules of reduction for numbers of passes of n = 5 and 10, corresponding with constant one-pass strain 

of Qd = 27.0 and 14.6 %. As this is a purely theoretical study, the drawing die diameters were calculated to 

five decimal places. Thanks to this procedure, the Qd value remained truly constant (unlike the real-world 

value). 

Table 4  Wire drawing schedule 

1
0

 p
as

se
s pass number (-) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

die diameter (mm) 5,5 5,083 4,698 4,341 4,012 3,708 3,427 3,167 2,927 2,705 2,5 

strain (%) 14,58867 

wire velocity (m/s)  1 1,171 1,371 1,605 1,879 2,2 2,576 3,016 3,531 4,134 

5
 p

as
se

s pass number (-) 0 1 2 3 4 5  

die diameter (mm) 5,5 4,698 4,012 3,427 2,927 2,5  

strain (%) 27,04905  

wire velocity (m/s)  1 1,371 1,879 2,576 3,531  

  00875.022724.0 00747.0
exp0069.0exp8.011,1 
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4.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Results of Mathematical Modelling 

The key quality indicator in this experiment was non-uniformity of strain Δeeq. The graph in Fig. 2. is a plot 

of strain intensity eeq vs. distance from the centre of the wire for all experimental runs after the last pass. 

Each cluster of points corresponds to a node of the finite element mesh within the investigated area (see 

Fig. 1.). In following calculations, these points were replaced by their average value. At first sight, the graph 

reveals significant differences between individual experimental runs. The greatest difference between the 

maximum and minimum value occurred in the treatment6 (i.e. Qd = 15 %, µ = 0.03, 2α = 24 °). The 

maximum value is not on the very surface of the wire, where deformation is hampered by friction. The 

graph allows the impacts of individual factors to be estimated. It appears that the most significant one is 

the impact of single-pass strain, followed by the approach angle of the drawing die. The effect of friction is 

negligible. Generally, the best results (most uniform distribution of strain across the wire cross section) can 

be obtained by using large single pass strains, small approach angles and low friction. Fig. 3 presents values 

of linear transversal strain ex and shear strain γxz. Comparison of both isosurfaces reveals that the increase 

in strain intensity on the wire surface is due to shear strain. 

The second quality indicator in this experiment is the drawing power F. It can be expressed as a function of 

all factors in, for instance, Pomp-Siebel-Houdremont equation [2]: 

 N        (4) 

 
Fig. 2  Distribution of strain intensity across the wire cross section after the last pass 

 

Fig. 3  a) Linear transversal strain ex b) shear strain γxz; treatment6, after last pass 
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Fig. 4  Drawing power vs. wire diameter (pass 

number), equation (3) and FEM calculation, Qd = 

27 % 

Fig. 5  Drawing power vs. wire diameter (pass 

number), equation (3) and FEM calculation, Qd = 

14.6 % 

Drawing powers calculated using the program FormFEM and by means of the above equation is shown in 

Figs. 4. and 5. Strength of the wire prior to drawing (Rm) was determined by the least square method for 

errors and its value was 476 MPa. For large strains, the agreement is very good but for Qd = 14.6 % and 

particularly the experimental runs 6 and 8 (2α = 24°), only the increasing trend matches. FormFEM results 

clearly show the power relation between the drawing power and the incoming wire diameter. Using 

equation (3) results in a linear relation (most evident for lower strain values). In FormFEM program, largest 

drawing powers are obtained for small angle, large friction and large strain.  

If both investigated parameters (strain non-uniformity Δeeq, drawing power F) are considered, the optimum 

variant appears to be the one corresponding to factor levels in treatment 1. The treatment 3 provides 

similar strain intensity distribution at the cost of about 45% higher drawing power. 

4.2 Identification of Significant Factors 

The effect of a factor is calculated using the sign method. The results for measured variables are added up, 

each value having a sign identical to the sign of the corresponding factor in the relevant line. The sum is 

then divided by one half of the number of experimental runs. Effects have been calculated for all factors 

and for individual interactions (see Table 5).  

The next step consists in testing the significance of individual effects. The null hypothesis is that the factor 

effect is statistically insignificant. An alternative hypothesis is that the factor effect is statistically significant. 

The testing criterion is the ratio of the effect value to the variance of the estimate of the effect. The critical 

value is given by the Student’s distribution. If the absolute value of the testing criterion exceeds the critical 

value, the hypothesis of insignificance of the factor effect will be rejected.  

If experimental runs are not replicated (i.e. the runs are not repeated with identical factor levels), the 

following graphical method can be used for identifying significant factors. The effects of factors and 

interactions are plotted on the x axis, while the appropriate probability levels are shown on the y axis. 

Those factors and interactions will be deemed significant, whose points are not on the main curve, i.e. the 

plot of the normal distribution on the probability paper (see Figs. 6. and 7.).  
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Table 5  Calculation of effects and interactions of factors (strain non-uniformity Δeeq) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Fig. 6  Graphical determination of significant 

factors (strain non-uniformity Δeeq) 

Fig. 7  Graphical determination of significant 

factors (drawing power) 

In terms of non-uniformity of strain upon drawing Δeeq, the effect of 2α is significant. This is clear from the 

graph in Fig. 6, and the testing criterion data (Table 5). The second most important effect is Qd, which is 

indicated by the testing criterion only.  

The effect of Qd is significant for drawing powers (according to the graphical solution and the testing 

criterion). The second most important effect is µ, as indicated by the testing criterion. It is not as clear in 

the graph. 

4.3  Response Surface 

The purpose of modelling response surfaces is to find the optimum setting of factors leading to the most 

favourable response. In mathematical terms, the principles of regression analysis and selected methods of 

numerical mathematics are used here. Figs. 8. and 9. each show response surfaces of two statistically 

significant factors and a dependent variable. With regard to the nature of the original measuring 

procedures, the response surface is represented by a linear regression analysis model in the form of the 

following eq.: 

  -      (4) 2047193875,00483179,09107114,0  deq Qe

Treatment no.  
Factor levels Factor interactions  levels Δeeq 

A Bµ C AB AC BC ABC Y 

1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0,196 

2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 0,395 

3 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 0,166 

4 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 0,376 

5 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 0,556 

6 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1,866 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,527 

8 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1,204 

Factor effect -0,599 -0,185 0,755 0,155 -0,394 -0,160 0,161  

i 1 3 7 5 2 4 6  

Pi 7,143 35,714 92,857 64,286 21,429 50 78,571  

Testing criterion -2,491 -0,771 3,139 0,646 -1,639 -0,668 0,670  
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 kN      (5) 

The suitable setting of levels of statistically significant parameters can be roughly estimated using the 

regression model for either minimizing or maximizing the dependent variable. For finding optimum levels of 

important factors, one needs to run the experiment, for instance, at three levels or repeat the measurement.  

 
 

Fig. 8 Graphical determination of significant 

factors (strain non-uniformity Δeeq) 

Fig. 9 Graphical determination of significant 

factors (drawing power) 

5. CONCLUSION 

Mathematical analysis revealed that the strain distribution across the wire cross section strongly depends 

on the single-pass strain (the lower this reduction, the greater the difference between the maximum and 

minimum levels) and on the reduction zone angle (the greater the angle the less uniform the strain 

intensity). Then, the impact of friction is only significant in regard to the overall drawing power. 

The presented methodology can be used for more comprehensive solutions to the problem (with more 

factors at greater number of levels) and for other interesting quality characteristics, such as the fracture 

criterion level or internal stress upon drawing.  
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Abstract 

The paper deals with mathematical modelling of drawing of low-carbon half-round wire using finite 

element method. Specifically, it covers drawing of hot rolled round wire C9D with the diameter of 6.5 mm 

to obtain a semicircular cross-section  with the height of H = 4.025 mm, width D = 5.8 mm and a rounding 

diameter of r = 0.2 mm. The drawing process consists of two passes. The shape of the wire after pre-

drawing is characterized by the rounding diameter of R. It allows the material to flow more easily into 

small-diameter corners in the final pass. These products find their application particularly in automotive 

industry as control button stems in dashboards. The computer simulation was carried out using the 

software package Forge 2009® developed by French Transvalor. Rhinoceros 3D was employed for 

developing the objects used in Forge 2009®. The total of 5 variants of drawing of the half-round wire was 

explored. The variants varied in the rounding diameter R in the pre-drawing pass. The rounding diameters R 

were 5.730 mm, 7.540 mm, 11.525 mm, 18.280 mm and infinitely large in the last variant. Mathematical 

modelling was used for exploring the impact of the rounding diameter R of the pre-drawing cross-section 

upon the final shape of the wire. Strain, strain rate and axial stress distributions were studied as well. In 

addition, normalized Cockroft - Latham fracture criterion (NCLC) was monitored as well, indicating the 

probability of formation of defects in the forming process. The influence of the diameter R upon final 

dimensions of the drawn wire was confirmed. Results also reveal considerably non-uniform distributions of 

strain, strain rate and axial stress across the wire cross-section, as reflected by non-uniform distribution of 

values of the Cockroft-Latham criterion. 

Keywords: finite element method, drawing, shaped wire, normalized Cockroft - Latham fracture criterion 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Drawing is a forming process, in which stock, typically a round section, is pulled through an opening in a 

drawing die. The products often possess high dimensional accuracy and high-quality finish. Drawing 

changes mechanical properties of the material: tensile strength increases, whereas plasticity declines. In 

wire drawing, the plastic deformation takes place at temperatures, at which the effects of work hardening 

persist. 

Among the first to use mathematical modelling to simulate drawing of shaped wires were Avitzur and Boer 

[1]. They analyzed drawing of a square-section wire by means of the Upper Bound Method. This method 

was also used by Prakash [2], who dealt with drawing of regular polygon-shaped wires, and Basily [3], who 

presented solutions for various incoming and outcoming cross-sections. This method, however, lacked the 

capability to determine internal stresses and strains during forming. It could only be used for determining 

the upper bounds of the examined parameters. This was useful for dimensioning drawbenches, but 

insufficient for obtaining more accurate results. This fact, combined with the ever increasing performance 
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of computers, led to transition to the more advanced finite element method (FEM). Simulations of drawing 

shaped wires based on finite element method were conducted by Kim [4] and Wang [5]. These authors 

prepared an analysis of drawing hexagonal, triangular and rectangular-section wires from round stock. 

Analyses of drawing of square wire and twisted square wire were carried out by Knap [6] and Suliga [7] as 

well. Comparison of the analytical solution for wire drawing and the solution obtained using FEM was given 

by Luis in his study [8].  

2.  INDUSTRIAL FORMING PROCESS 

The incoming stock is hot-rolled steel wire C9D with the diameter of 6.5 mm. The chemical composition of 

C9D steel used is shown in Tab. 1.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of C9D steel (upper limit in wt. %) 

C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo Cu Al 

0.10 0.60 0.30 0.035 0.035 0.25 0.25 0.08 0.03 - 

The final dimensions of the drawn wire are H = 4.025 mm 

D = 5.8 mm and r = 0.2 mm. With regard to the overall 

reduction, this wire is drawn to the final dimension in two 

passes in two straight wire-drawing machines. No other 

operations are used between the passes. The round cross 

section of the stock is converted into the pre-drawing form 

which, in turn, is changed into a semicircular shape (Fig. 1). 

The deformation itself takes place in a tungsten drawing 

die, i.e. in its reducing zone with the approach angle of 2α. 

One of the most important factors for the resulting shape (particularly the filling of the r radius in the final 

shape) and for other properties of the product is the magnitude of the radius R in the pre-drawing shape. 

The speed of movement of the wire in the pre-drawing and final passes is 3 m.s-1 and 0.8 m.s-1, respectively. 

3.  FEM ANALYSIS 

The mathematical analysis was performed with the aid of the software Forge 2009. As the arrangement is 

symmetrical with respect to the x-z plane, only one half of the wire was considered in the analysis. 

3.1 Mesh Element Size 

As the problem is symmetrical with respect to x-z plane, only one half of the stock was considered in the 

simulation. The finite elements in the mesh were assigned non-uniform sizes in order to reduce the 

computing time and maintain sufficient precision. In those locations of the stock which were only held 

between grips and underwent no deformation, the size of the element was set as 1 (the initially reduced 

part). The size of elements on the surface, i.e. the area in contact with the drawing die, was set at 0.3. In 

the rounded spot r, an even lower value of 0.1 was selected for more faithful description. The mesh in the 

wire interior had elements of 0.8 size. This layout of the mesh allowed sufficient computing precision to be 

achieved, while keeping the computing time at reasonable level. The computing time was up to 16 hours, 

depending on the type of the problem (pre-drawing pass/final pass). The mesh is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1  Pre-drawn and final wire dimensions 
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Fig. 2  Finite element mesh, before pre-drawn 

3.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

Models for friction between the drawing die and the wire are based on either Coulomb approximation or 

the Tresca friction law: 

ii  
            (1) 

max,ii m  
            (2) 

where i is the shear stress, 
max,i is shear stress level required to cause plastic deformation of the 

material, i is the normal stress, m is the friction factor and  is the friction coefficient. The friction factor 

in this simulation was m = 0.02 and the friction coefficient value was  = 0.05.  

The flow stress in steel is given by the Spittel equation: 

  32 4
1 expexp

mm
e

e

m
eTmA 








         (3) 

where A = 701.7, m1 = -0.00124, m2 = 0.22701, m3 = 0.01026, m4 = 0.00196. 

The coefficient αc of heat transfer to the drawing die, as well as the coefficient of heat transfer to the 

environment αok were defined as constants (αc = 1,000 W.m-2.K-1, αok = 10 W.m-2.K-1). The initial 

temperature of the workpiece was 20°C in all cases.  

3.3 Experimental Conditions 

Mathematical analysis of the total of 5 variants of cold drawing of half-round wire was conducted. The 

difference between the variants lay in the pre-drawing radius R. Rounded corner radii R in individual pre-

drawing dies were 5.73 mm, 7.54 mm, 11.525 mm and 18.28 mm. In the last variant, the rounding radius 

was infinite R = ∞ (i.e. there was no rounding). The reduction zone angle in pre-drawing pass was 10 °. In 

final pass, this angle was 22° on the straight side and 18° on the rounded side. The length of the conical 

reducing zone was 2.5 mm in both cases.  

The obtained results were used for further analysis of the following parameters: distribution of 

accumulated stress intensity, longitudinal stress ςl and NCLC given by the equation [9]: 
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eff

 



0

* /            (3) 

where ςef is the effective stress, εef is the effective strain in the fracture and (ς*/ςef) is non-dimensional 

factor of the stress concentration, which represents the most tensile stress influence ς*. 

4.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 Shape of the wire after pre-drawing and the final pass 

The chart in Fig. 3 presents the comparison between shapes of the wire after the pre-drawing pass in all 

considered variants. With increasing radius R the ability of the material to fill the area of the radius r 

decreases. As seen in the shape upon the final pass (Fig. 4), this is the only area where the shapes differ. 

The situation practically reversed and this radius was best filled upon the pre-draw variant R = ∞, whereas 

it was worst for R = 5.73 mm. The difference was below 0.3 mm. 

  
Fig. 3  Comparison between shapes of the wire after the pre-

drawing pass 

Fig. 4  Comparison between shapes 

of the wire after the final pass 

4.2 Distribution of thermomechanical parameters across the reduction zone 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the equivalent strain distribution on sections through the reduction zone between 

the entry and exit planes in both pre-drawing and the final pass for the variant R = 11.525 mm. The strain 

field is very non-uniform. The maximum strain level in the pre-drawing pass can be found on the flat side, 

left of the symmetry plane. In the final pass, the maximum strain intensity region is in the rounded area of 

the drawing die (r). In both cases, the increased strain intensity is due to shear strain. 

 

Fig. 5  Distribution of equivalent strain in transversal plains across deformation cone of die, pre-
drawn 
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Fig. 6  Distribution of equivalent strain in transversal plains across deformation cone of die, final 

4.3 Influence of pre-drawing radius R on distribution of thermomechanical parameters  

Figs. 7 through 9 show a comparison of the variants in terms of equivalent strain, longitudinal stress and 

NCLC. As we attempt to optimize the process of drawing half-round wire in regard to the probability of 

presence of cracks, we focus on maximum values of individual parameters. The strain intensity field is 

shown in Fig. 7. At the pre-drawing stage, the situation is straightforward: with increasing radius R the 

strain increases. At the final pass stage, the strain magnitudes in most areas of the cross section are 

virtually equal. The greatest difference can be found in the region of maximum strain (rounding r), where 

the maximum strain definitely increases with increasing radius R (in pre-drawing). 

 

Fig. 7  Distribution of equivalent strain eeq, final pass- input plain 

 

Fig. 8  Distribution of longitudinal stress ςl, final pass- input plain 
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Fig. 9  Distribution of normalized Cockroft-Latham fracture criterion NCLC, final pass- input plain 

Fig. 8 shows longitudinal stresses ςl in the exit plane. In pre-drawing the increase in R has a positive impact 

on the maximum value of ςl  (for R = ∞ the value of ςl is the smallest). However, at the final pass stage, the 

situation turns around and for R = ∞ the value ςl = 345 MPa, which is the highest value found. However, 

this fact does not correspond with values of the NCLC (Fig. 9 - the situation here is an opposite). The reason 

is that the criterion captures the full stress-strain forming history in the given pass. According to NCLC, the 

probability of crack formation in pre-drawing increases with the radius R. However, in the final pass the 

situation is reversed. Moreover, all other variants (R = 5.73 to 18.28 mm) lead to higher NCLC values than 

the highest one in pre-drawing (R = ∞) Hence, in order to identify the optimum variant, the results were 

converted into graphs (see Fig. 10). After examining the graphs in Fig. 10 one can say that despite the 

highest stress ςl and highest strain intensity in the final pass, the optimal variant from the NCLC standpoint 

is the one with R = ∞.    

 

Fig. 10  Summary of the results of FE analysis 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Mathematical analysis was used for optimizing the process of drawing half-round wire. By altering the pre-

drawing geometry, a variant with the lowest probability of crack formation during drawing was sought. 

Here we obtained the best variant with R = ∞. 
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Despite this, results of the simulation suggested that variants with lower radii R (R = 5.73 and 7.54 mm) 

offer an indisputable advantage in higher strain uniformity across the cross-section of the resulting wire. In 

addition, they lead to more favourable state of stress on most of the cross-section than those with higher 

radii R. Their only weakness is the NCLC value being too high in the vicinity of the rounded region (r) of the 

final drawing die. At present, mathematical simulation of drawing of half-round wire is conducted in order 

to eliminate this weakness by modifying the geometries of both pre-drawing and final drawing dies 

(rounding radius r, reduction zone angles α, etc). 
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Abstract 

Drawing of stampings technology is nowadays the most using technology for sheets processing. Because of 

stamping’s weight reduction is these days actual sheet processing from aluminium alloys which by their 

properties differ a lot from commonly using deep-drawing sheets. To achieve maximal plastic deformation 

with material fracture is necessary to use sheet with required mechanical properties and properly chosen 

forming technological properties. Common tools for deep-drawing don’t enable to lively reply of necessity 

to change blankholder force during sheet drawing. On the experimental tool for deep-drawing with variable 

blankholder force are in the paper evaluated two variants of drawing methods for irregular shape of 

stamping. In the first case was stamping from AA6016 alloy designed with constant blankholder force. In 

the second case was blankholder force optimized and during drawing was changed in dependence on 

drawing depth. Calculation of blankholder force in dependence on drawing depth was carried out by means 

of numerical simulation in software PAM-STAMP 2G. Result of optimalization was strain distribution change in 

critical places of stamping. Strain distribution on stamping is measured by means of optical system ARGUS. 

Keywords: Drawing of Sheets, Aluminium Alloys, Analysis of Deformation, Numerical Simulation, Optical 

Systems 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Sheet drawing technology is one of the most spread technologies for metal parts production in all industrial 

branches. Such technology enables production of parts with different shapes, plane or spatial ones as well 

as parts of many sizes. Advantages by this technology produced parts are mainly: good-quality surface, high 

accuracy of defined sizes and quite high stiffness at minimal part’s weight. In the case of cold forming there 

is also improve in yield strength, ultimate strength and fatigue strength in dependence on degree of 

deformation. Required shape and size change of initial material is made by effect of outer forces which 

cause plastic deformation of some of the bulk of forming part volume (sheet). Produced part final quality is 

influenced by many parameters which are really necessary to take into account during part design. It is 

mainly proper choice of technological parameters like e.g. is blank-holding force value, lubrication method 

for forming part, choice of semi-product shape and so on. Important role during lay-out of production 

process and choice of optimal technological conditions at stamping plays numerical simulations. Using 

information technologies in the branches of technological preparation of production brings not only speed 

up of whole pre-production phase but also huge savings. Time when great part of technological preparation 

of production tasks was made by principle attempt-error is almost gone. Advantages of sheet drawing 

technological processes modelling arise mainly from feedback when calculated result of numerical 

mailto:pavel.solfronk@tul.cz
mailto:jiri.sobotka@tul.cz
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calculation enables us opportunity to optimize functional surfaces tool shapes, proper choice of 

technological parameters and so on. By detailed stamping process analyze is possible to ensure 

dimensional stability of stampings, compliance of specified thickness tolerances, appearance of areas with 

minimal deformation or vice-versa critical zones detection with danger of wrinkling or fractures creation. 

Massive spreading of numerical methods for calculation forming technologies enables to process new types 

of materials with different properties. Among them can be also found aluminium alloys. 

In the frame of grant project solving on Department of Engineering Technology - Technical University of 

Liberec was developed drawing tool which enables changing of blank holding force values in dependence 

on drawing depth. Change of blank holding force value during drawing is made by optimal using of forming 

material plastic properties. Due to reducing stamping’s weigh is in these days very topical processing of 

sheets from aluminium alloys which differ a lot by their properties from commonly using deep-drawing 

steels. In paper are evaluated two options for non-regular shape stamping drawing methods from alloy AA 

6016. In the first case was stamping from alloy AA 6016 produced with constant holding force. In the 

second case was holding force optimized and was changing during drawing in dependence on drawing depth. 

Optimization of holding force in dependence on drawing depth was carried out by means of numerical 

simulation in software PAM-STAMP 2G. As a result of optimization is change in strain distribution in critical 

areas of real stamping. Strain distribution analyzes on real stamping is made by means of system ARGUS.  

2.  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TESTED MATERIAL 

As was already written in previous chapter, for tests was chosen aluminium alloy marked like AA 6016. Such 

alloy is commonly using alloy in automotive industry for stampings production. From the using numerical 

simulation in software PAM-STAMP 2G point of view is necessary knowledge of forming material 

mechanical properties. On this account was necessary to define mechanical values and value of normal 

anisotropy r in directions 0°, 45° and 90° toward rolling direction of tested alloy AA 6016 [1], [2]. Stress-

strain curve was in software PAM-STAMP 2G defined by means of relation denoted as Krupkovsky law [3]: 

 n
pK   0

, where is true stress, K is strength coefficient,  is offset of strain,  is plastic strain and 

n is strain hardening exponent. Required mechanical values which determinate forming sheet character 

was set down by means of static tensile test. Graphical dependence of static tensile test routine for tested 

material AA 6016 is shown in fig. 1. Mechanical values from static tensile test are given in table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Static tensile test routine for material AA 6016, thickness 1,1 mm 
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Table 1  Mechanical properties of material AA 6016, thickness 1,1 mm 

Direction Rm [MPa] Rp0,2 [MPa] A80mm [%] K [MPa] n [-]  [-] r [-] 

0° 260 146 28,1 480 0,2511 0,011 0,695 

45° 252 139 31,6 469 0,2612 0,012 0,465 

90° 248 138 29,1 464 0,2622 0,011 0,569 

3.  DRAWING PROCESS NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

First step for drawing process numerical simulation in software PAM-STAMP 2G is creation of functional 

surfaces of toll. Source data for creation tool surfaces are CAD models of centre-line punch surfaces, die 

and blank holder in format *.IGES. These surfaces were imported into software PAM-STAMP 2G and 

automatically was generated mesh for calculation by means of FEM (Final Element Method). At mesh 

creation is necessary to properly choice size of mesh elements because this option greatly influences 

quality and time of calculation. By choosing small elements there is extend in calculation time of whole 

project. On the other hand is necessary to take into account that too big elements (in relation to radiuses of 

curvatures on geometry) insufficiently plot geometry curves and lower calculation accuracy in these areas 

[4]. Tool functional surfaces geometry for drawing stamping can be seen in fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Tool functional surfaces geometry for numerical simulation 

The aim of numerical simulation was to find optimal blank holder force value to produce stamping. It is 

quite complicated stamping where blank holder force value is crucial about stamping’s quality. First 

simulations were carried out under constant blank holding pressure. When blank holding pressure was set 
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as low (constant force 100 kN during whole drawing process), there was enormous wrinkling on stamping. 

Under higher blank holding force (constant force 150 kN during whole drawing process), there was on 

stamping inclination to wrinkling in critical stamping’s areas. Example of numerical simulation result for 

variant with constant blank holding pressure 100 kN is shown in fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Example of numerical simulation result for variant with constant blank holding pressure 100 kN 

In areas with critical zones is possible from numerical simulation results suppose wrinkling creation. To 

lower deformation in areas with critical zones was propose variant with variable holding pressure when is 

holding pressure changes in dependence on drawing depth. Initial holding pressure was set as 150 kN. Such 

holding pressure is applied until moment when punch achieves distance 60 mm (half stamping’s height). 

During subsequent 60 mm of drawing depth is this holding pressure linearly lowered up to value 80 kN in 

tool lower dead centre. From numerical simulation results with variable holding pressure was evident 

lowering of maximal deformation in critical zones. Experimental measurement (real stamping production) 

was carried out for such obtained curve of holding pressure evolution. 

4.  EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT 

In the frame of solving grant project on Department of Engineering Technology in TU of Liberec was 

developed drawing tool which enables using variable holding force in dependence on drawing depth. 

Compare to steel sheets are sheets based on Al more sensitive to proper settings and keeping defined 

technological condition during drawing. Maximal using of aluminium alloy’s plastic properties is thus greatly 

influenced by choosing suitable technological conditions during sheet drawing. Blank holder of drawing tool 

is controlled by four hydraulic cylinders with possibility to regulate pressure during drawing. Frequency of 

closing and opening hydraulic valve is 1 kHz and thus it is possible with high accuracy and quickly react on 

requirements for choosing hydraulic pressure in system by means of hydraulic circuit PID regulation. At 

choosing constant holding force was not possible to produce good-quality stamping on one drawing 

operation. At choosing low holding force when stamping did not occur fracture, there was massive 

wrinkling of sheet in the flange area. Effort to remove such undesirable effect by means of increasing 

holding force led to fracture of stamping. During solving of grant project was developed software for 
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controlling hydraulic aggregate which controls blank holder and nowadays is possible to arbitrarily change 

holding force value during drawing. By such holding force controlling system was achieved optimal using of 

forming materials plastic properties and stampings were possible to produce on one drawing operation. 

Holding pressure evolution for testing material was obtained by means of numerical simulation in PAM-

STAMP 2G. Strain distribution on real stamping and detection of critical zones was carried out by means of 

contact-less system ARGUS. Advantage of this system is that enables to gain very quickly deformation map 

on whole surface of watched specimen (stamping) and also enables to flexible react on necessities for 

changing adjustment of technological parameters. To measure deformation by system ARGUS is necessary 

on semi-product apply regular point mesh (grid)) whose displacements after deformation are evaluated by 

system. For accuracy of calculation (deformation analyzes) is crucial points distance of deformation mesh 

[4]. Was chosen etched electrolytic deformation mesh with initial points distance 2 mm. This way prepared 

point mesh has good resistance against abrasion during forming and simultaneously is without great 

influence on surface quality. A disadvantage is that for a bigger dimension of semi-product is not possible 

to create mesh continuously (size is limited by size of etching screen) and consists from different parts. 

Between them is created gap where is not possible to evaluate deformation. Own measurement then is 

carry out so that on stamping are placed calibration measuring stones and characteristic points which 

serves for joining individual images or define length dimensions. Analyzed object is then scanned from 

different angles an position so that in one image are at least 5 for system readable coded points. That 

enables to put together whole 3D image of stamping and evaluate points of mesh displacements and create 

map of deformation on stamping. In fig. 4 is shown real stamping with detail of deformation mesh and 

strain distribution by contact-less system ARGUS 

 

Fig. 4  Stamping designed for deformation analyzes and strain distribution on stamping 

From carried out experimental measurements of strain distribution on stamping is evident that critical 

zones measured by numerical simulation and experimentally are matching. In fig. 4 are by points A, B, C 

and D marked critical zones with maximal deformation on stamping and these zones will be further 

compared with deformation obtained by numerical simulation in PAM-STAMP 2G. Example of strain 

distribution evaluation on real stamping by means of section put through zone C and D is shown in fig. 5.   
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Fig. 5  Strain distribution along section - points C and D (analyzes by system ARGUS) 

In table 2 is done comparison of thickness reduction in critical areas of stamping measured by means of 

numerical simulation (PAM-STAMP 2G) and by optical system ARGUS. 

Table 2  Comparison of measured values and numerical simulation  

Thickness reduction [%] 

Place A B C D 
PAM STAMP 2G 27,5 26,0 26,0 25,5 

ARGUS 26,5 25,5 24,5 29,0 

5.  CONCLUSION 

From comparison of results measured by numerical simulation in PAM-STAMP 2G and real measurement 

(ARGUS system) was proved great matching and thus is possible to consider numerical simulation as a very 

suitable tool for stamping’s critical areas. Quite easy is possible and very rapidly optimize sheet drawing 

process adjustment. From both carried out deformation analyzes of tested material is evident that 

stamping’s deformation in critical areas approaches FLC (Forming Limit Curve). At using constant holding 

pressure wasn’t successful to produce stamping without any flaws. At using tool with variable holding force 

where was evolution of holding force optimized by means of numerical simulation was possible to produce 

good-quality stamping. However stamping is pressable with high risk of fractures creation and is possible to 

presume also higher scrap in series production. 
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Abstract 

Deformation measurement (but also e.g. digitalization of industrial parts) by means of contact-less optical 

systems during last years occupies very important position not only by monitoring material properties. In 

the case of measurement FLD was for example necessary to describe method how to find and evaluate 

limit forming state with the help of standard ISO 12004-2. Measuring FLD by means of optical methods is 

thus widely using not only in automotive industry, but also in truly many branches of whole engineering 

industry. Very important factor is e.g. also possibility to compare values of true strain measured by optical 

system and results from numeric simulation programme - in this case was used widely using simulation 

programme for sheet forming from ESI company (France) PAM-STAMP 2G. This article has aim to present 

possibility to compare real values of true strain (logarithm) and results from simulation, their mapping and 

final graphical display of differences between these values. 

Keywords: Photogrammetry, FLD (Forming Limit Diagram), Sheet forming, PAM-STAMP 2G 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Numerical simulations are very important part of whole production process and not only in the branch of 

metal forming. But still their results are calculated by means of simulation software and thus sometimes 

they are quite far away from reality. So it’s important to carry out validation of these results by means of 

systems which offer measurement of real strain values. These days validation of numerical simulations is 

quite often carry out by means of contact-

less optical systems (in this paper system 

ARAMIS). In this paper comparison itself was 

made in the frame of FLD (Final Limit 

Diagram) measurement and as a testing 

material was used common zinc-coated 

deep-drawing material marked like DC 05B 

(electro-galvanized) with thickness 0.8 mm. 

In fig. 1 is shown basic stress-strain curve of 

this material for rolling directions 0° and basic 

mechanical properties are given in table 1. 

 

 
                Fig. 1  Static tensile test of measured material 
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2.  NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SPECIMENS FOR FLD BY MEANS OF PAM-STAMP 2G 

Programme PAM-STAMP 2G (ESI company) is widely using software and serves for numerical simulation in 

sheet forming. In this paper was this software used as a part of FLD elaboration by means of stretch 

forming test using hemispherical punch. Such method is very close to Nakazima test [1], only shape of 

specimens is a little bit different. All results and images in this paper illustrate specimens for FLD evaluation 

with the lowest width - 30 mm. That one used in PAM-STAMP 2G after deformation with major strain φ1 

distribution is shown in fig. 2 (right). In fig. 2 (left) is displayed whole lay-out for FLD measurement with 

hemispherical punch, die, blank holder and blank. Adjustment of stroke (progression) arose from depth of 

specimen (change of z-coordinate) measured by ARAMIS system - see label in fig. 4 (left).    

 

 

 
Fig. 2  Lay-out for FLD measurement (left) and major strain φ1 distribution (right) from PAM-STAMP 2G  

As a testing material was chosen commonly using (especially in automotive industry) material marked like 

DC 05B which is deep-drawing material (producer Voest Apline). Basic mechanical properties from static 

tensile test of this material can be found in table 1 (stress-strain curve see fig. 1).   

Table 1  Mechanical properties of tested material - DC 05B (deep-drawing material - Voest Apline) 

Mechanical 
properties 

Yield strength 
[MPa] 

Ultimate 
strength    

[MPa]  

Ductility        
[%] 

Homogenous 
ductility        

[%] 

Normal 
anisotropy       

[-] 

Rolling 
direction *°+           

Rp,02 Rm A80mm Ag r 

0 155.7 282.4 44.5 26.2 1.974 

45 162.3 194.2 44.2 25.7 1.789 

90 158.9 281.6 45.1 25.8 2.358 
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3.  MEASUREMENT OF SPECIMENS FOR FLD BY MEANS OF ARAMIS SYSTEM 

Using contact-less optical systems for deformation measurement made a great progress during last years. 

They represent very good solution e.g. for measurement deformation behavior both of widely used 

materials and newly developed materials (e.g. TRIP, TWIP,…). There is couple of cameras (fig. 3 - left) to be 

able to measure 3D, strong lighting device, T-box for controlling signal for cameras and PC for data scanning 

and results evaluation. In fig. 3 (right) is shown calibration desk which contains so-called coded points and 

own deformation measurement is thus subsequent based on proper calibration. In principle this system 

measures displacements (x,y,z) of so-called facets [pixels] from observed area and from such displacement 

calculates mainly strain distribution (if interest also e.g. strain rate, velocity, acceleration, …). For more 

detail description see internet page about GOM company (producer) or e.g. [2]. 

  

Fig. 3  Couple of cameras (left) and calibration desk (right) for measurement by system ARAMIS  

In the following figure (fig. 4 - left) is shown major strain φ1 distribution for specimen with width 30 mm 

from ARAMIS measurement. Such stage represents image right before the crack opening. Subsequent FLD 

evaluation for all specimens with different widths is supposed to be carrying out according international 

standard ISO 12004-2 - more details see [2]. There is also shown section 0 (see label) and values are plotted 

in the fig. 5 together with that ones measured by means of programme PAM-STAMP 2G. Final FLD for 

material DC 05B can be found in fig. 4 (right) which illustrates FLC of DC 05B for all states of strain mφ.     

 

 Fig. 4  Major strain φ1 distribution (left) and FLD for deep-drawing material DC 05B (right)  
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Fig. 5  Major strain φ1 distribution along specimen from PAM-STAMP 2G (/) and ARAMIS system (/)  

Fig. 5 illustrates comparison of major strain φ1 distribution along specimen measured by both used systems. 

It can be clearly seen that in the programme PAM-STAMP 2G was used quite rough mesh and due to that 

there are huge “steps” in the major strain φ1 distribution. Such comparison is made only along used section 

(along axis of specimens) and not on the whole surface (like mapping is) but these results exhibited good 

matching namely if it is taken into account that simulation was carried out without any precious 

adjustment. Fig. 6 shows situation after importing into programme S-VIEW (grey part is from PAM STAMP 

2G; colored from ARAMIS) which is part of ARAMIS system and serves for basic overview of measured 

values and also for mapping. It can be seen that both parts are truly only imported cause there is no 

positioning. Thus next step before mapping itself was to positioned both parts and ensure them same 

orientation and position  

  
 

Fig. 6  Preparing for mapping - situation just after importing of both parts  
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Not only due to such positioning was necessary to carry out registration of these two results before 

mapping itself. It was made by so-called manual pre-registration and best-fit registration. Fig. 7 (left) 

shows situation after manual pre-registration. Such type of registration rests in choosing different points on 

first part and to these points are allocated corresponding points in the other part. This method doesn’t 

exhibit high accuracy and thus is important after manual pre-registration to carry out best-fit registration 

(fig. 7 - right). 

  

 
Fig. 7  Situation after manual pre-registration (left) and best-fit registration (right)  

Distance differences after registration are shown in fig. 8. It displays differences from the position point of 

view and gives a rapid overview about accuracy of whole mapping. 

 
Fig. 8  Comparison of distance differences between PAM-STAMP 2G and ARAMIS system 
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4.  CONCLUSION  

This paper describes possibility how to compare results from numerical simulations of metal forming (in 

this case PAM-STAMP 2G) and modern contact-less optical system - ARAMIS system from GOM company. 

Comparison was carried out by means of mapping with the help of programme S-VIEW (delivered as a part 

of ARAMIS system). Fig. 9 shows final comparison of major strain φ1 distribution from PAM-STAMP 2G (grey 

surface) and ARAMIS system. It is possible to see that differences between FEA and ARAMIS aren’t 

significantly high and rather around 0. Whole measured differences lie within interval: -0.25; 0.10. From 

the comparison point of view is really necessary firstly to take into account that in this case was not in the 

programme PAM-STAMP 2G calculated with spring-back which can greatly influences final comparison. This 

is also one of the important recommendations for further research to find out influence of spring-back on 

the position of FLC in FLD for different types of materials. 

 

Fig. 9  Final comparison of strain distribution differences between PAM-STAMP 2G and ARAMIS system 
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Abstract 

During last years there was a huge progress in contact-less systems for measuring deformation by means of 

photogrammetry which in its consequence leads to improve knowledge about material behavior under 

plastic deformation. This is mainly due to possibility e.g. to clearly identify important point during static 

tensile test like yield strength, ultimate strength or moment right before rupture and for each of these 

moments these systems immediately exhibit all important parameters from the metal forming point of 

view - distribution of major and minor strains, Tresca or von Mises strain, strain rate and so on. Thus values 

which are sometimes really quite difficult to measure only by means of static tensile test. This paper 

describes possibility to determinate anisotropy of deep-drawing material by means of optical system 

ARAMIS - v6.2.0-3 during whole evolution of static tensile test and comparison of results from those 

measured in values of deformation given by standard ČSN ISO 12 275. 

Keywords: Photogrammetry, Anisotropy, Deep-drawing Materials 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Anisotropy represents very important material property not only during sheet processing but also already 

for numerical simulation where anisotropy is very important input parameter. Commonly anisotropy is 

measured under given nominal strain  (according standards) thereby coefficient of normal anisotropy r is 

calculated only in this value of . However modern optical systems for contact-less deformation 

measurement (like ARAMIS system) enable 

to determinate r during whole static tensile 

test. And comparison of conventional 

measurement of r and by ARAMIS system is 

main part of this paper. As a testing material 

was used commonly using zinc-coated deep-

drawing material marked like DC 05B 

(electro-galvanized) with thickness 0.8 mm. 

In Fig. 1. are shown basic stress-strain curves 

for 3 mainly using rolling directions (0°, 45° 

and 90°) of tested  material. 

 
 
 

Fig. 1  Static tensile test of measured materials 
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2.  ANISOTROPY IN SHEET METAL FORMING - CONVENTIONAL MEASUREMENT 

Anisotropy generally means to be directionally dependent (to the contrary of isotropy). In sheet metal 

forming anisotropy represents directionality of properties (mainly mechanical). Anisotropy is thus 

dependence of measured material properties on specimen’s direction and thereby is necessary to relevant 

result of material anisotropy add also direction of specimen toward rolling direction - mostly 0°, 45° and 

90°. To achieve material anisotropy is always necessary to orient crystal lattice of given material. The most 

suitable orientation from the sheet anisotropy point of view is when direction 111 is normal to sheet 

surface [1]. Generally is possible to define normal anisotropy r [- ] like ratio of stain in the width direction 

φb and strain in the thickness direction φs (thickness reduction) at corresponding direction : 

s

br



              (1) 

For isotropic material is valid r = 1. However it’s difficult to measure change of thickness and equation (1) 

is modified by using reality that plastic deformation is a constant volume process (strain in length direction 

φL): 
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By using (2) is possible to find the final equation for r which contains only length and width measurement, 

where L0 is initial length, L actual length, b0 initial width and b actual width (both as average from 3 values): 
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Measurement of normal anisotropy r is commonly carried out in 3 main directions (0°, 45° and 90°) 

towards rolling direction. By using r is thereby also possible to define so-called planar anisotropy Δr and 

mean anisotropy value rm as: 

)2(
2

1
45900 rrrr   and )2(

4

1
45900 rrrrm         (4) 

These equations are used during measurement of normal anisotropy r and different standards define the 

amount of nominal strain  to which specimens have to be deformed. Here for conventional measurement 

of normal anisotropy r were used:  = 0.1,  = 0.2 and  = 0.25 and were measured following results: 

Table 1  Values of normal anisotropy r measured by conventional method 

Coefficient of             

normal anisotropy r [-] 
Rolling direction 

Nominal strain  [-] 0° 45° 90° 

0.1 1.99 1.59 2.44 

0.2 1.84 1.47 2.27 

0.25 1.76 1.39 2.16 
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3.  MEASUREMENT OF NORMAL ANISOTROPY rBY MEANS OF ARAMIS SYSTEM 

Using contact-less optical systems for deformation measurement made a great progress during last years. 

They represent very good solution e.g. for measurement deformation behavior both of widely used 

materials and newly developed materials (TRIP, TWIP,…). In this paper such system (marked like ARAMIS 

system) was used to measure normal anisotropy r from static tensile test and workplace lay-out is shown 

in Fig. 2. It’s optical system thus there is couple of cameras (to be able to measure 3D), strong lighting 

device, T-box for controlling signal for cameras and PC for data scanning and results evaluation. In principle 

this system measures displacements (x,y,z) of so-called facets [pixels] from observed area and from such 

displacement calculates mainly strain distribution (if interest also e.g. strain rate, velocity, acceleration, …). 

For more detail description see internet page about GOM company (producer) or e.g. [2]. 

 
Fig. 2  Workplace lay-out for deformation measurement by system ARAMIS  

In the following figures is shown principle of the normal anisotropy r measurement by means of ARAMIS 

system. In principle was measured strain but it wasn’t used more in this experiment. Fig. 3. illustrates first 

measured stage - stage 0 (unloaded) and that is why major strain φ1 equals 0. But from strain distribution is 

possible to measure distances of any points on this surface. Thus here was used “virtual” strain gauge and 

in 3 places was measured width - width b1, b2 and b3. From these 3 widths was subsequently calculated 

mean average. Fig. 3 shows initial value (nominal), actual and difference between actual and initial value. 

Fig. 4 illustrates situation when  = 0.3 (left) and right before rupture (right) which already contains necking 

area. Thus is possible to observe these data during whole evolution of static tensile test and by using 

equation (3) to calculate value of normal anisotropy r  for each moment of test. 
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Fig. 3  Major strain φ1 distribution for stage 0 (unloaded) and illustration of observed widths and length  

Fig. 3 and 4 clearly illustrate possibility how to measure normal anisotropy r by means of optical system 

ARAMIS. For each measured stage (final number of stages and “sensitivity” strongly depend on used frame 

rate - commonly 4-6 frames per second).All observed parameters (strain gauge - measurement of length, 

widths - b1, b2, b3) were exported and by means of programme OriginPro 7.5 was calculated coefficient of 

normal anisotropy r. For each rolling direction was used 3 specimens and final dependence on normal 

anisotropy r was calculated as mean average from these data - see Fig. 5. Final comparison of all used 

rolling direction (0°, 45° and 90°) was also carried out with the help of programme OriginPro 7.5-see Fig. 6. 

  
 

Fig. 4  Major strain φ1 distribution for stage 109 (e = 30% - left) and stage 195 (right before rupture - rigth)  
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Following figures illustrate data processing measured by means of ARAMIS system. For whole evaluation of 

static tensile test was measured relevant data about change of width (in 3 places) and length - see Fig. 3. To 

calculate normal anisotropy r was used equation (3). In Fig. 5. (left) is clearly seen whole evolution of rin 

dependence on nominal strain and also strong influence coming from necking area (red dashed curve). That 

is why all curves ended at  = 0.3. For each rolling direction were measured 3 samples - Fig. 5 (right). 

Final result in graphical illustration is shown in Fig. 6 (rolling direction 0°) which exhibits comparison of both 

used method for measurement r Comparison itself is made in 3 places:  = 0.1; 0.2 and 0.25. 
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4.  CONCLUSION  

This paper describes possibility how to measure normal anisotropy r  during whole evolution of static 

tensile test by means of contact-less optical system (here ARAMIS system) and comparison of results with 

values of normal anisotropy measured by conventional method (using different standards). Main advantage 

rising from using ARAMIS system lies in possibility to find r  in every part of static tensile test. Fig. 7. shows 

comparison of these two methods hot to find normal anisotropy coefficient. One can see that differences 

between used measurements lie within interval: -0.59; 1.33%. Thus it’s possible to state that newly used 

method (ARAMIS) reveals very good matching with conventional method and beside that is e.g. more 

transparent. However is necessary to admit that this method is quite time-consuming. As a 

recommendation for further research there is e.g. topic about influence of elastic deformation on results 

measured by ARAMIS system because this is maybe the most important difference between conventional 

and ARAMIS measurement. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to identify possible causes of formation of longitudinal surface cracks 

occurring during early stages of ingot forging. However, these cracks need not necessarily occur during 

forging or as a result of poor quality of the surface in metallurgical terms. Under certain conditions, they 

may form even as the ingot is being heated in the furnace to the forging temperature. The cracks probably 

form within a few minutes of placement of the ingot in the furnace due to the temperature gradient which 

is most severe on the ingot surface. The numerical model was created to represent the case of placing two 

ingots in a furnace. Ingots cast from 34CrNiMo6 steel were used for simulation of a process where the ingot 

is cooled upon casting to no more than 600°C and then placed in a furnace at 1,100 - 1,200°C. Reference 

points were selected on the ingots either on or just below their surface. Numerical simulations in DEFORM 

and MSC.Marc/Mentat programs were used to analyse internal stresses and temperature curves at these 

points. 

Keywords: numerical simulation, ingot heating 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Ingots from 34CrNiMo6 material sometimes exhibit cracks which are typically found during forging. First 

steps to finding a remedy to this problem led towards modifying the forging process [1]. This modification, 

however, did not yield desired results. Consequently, a theory was conceived that the cracks do not form 

during forging but earlier during soaking. Inspection showed that these cracks typically form in similar 

locations on the side of the ingot which faced the furnace lining.  

In the production process, cast ingots cool down to about 600°C but no less than 500°C. Ingots are then 

placed in a furnace at a temperature of 1,100 - 1,200°C. This poses a question whether this thermal shock 

might be the cause of the cracks that propagate during forging. 

2.  NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Pilot simulation of this complex issue was conducted as 2D analysis using the simulation tools DEFORM and 

MSC.Marc/Mentat. In order to explore the problem more comprehensively, 3D simulation in 

MSC.Marc/Mentat was undertaken. 

2.1  2D Simulation in DEFORM 2D 

Input parameters of the 2D simulation were set as follows: ingot temperature 600°C, furnace lining 

temperature 1,150°C, distance between the ingot and the furnace wall 1 m, as in Fig 1. With regard to 

precision of the calculation, furnace parameters, such as properties of individual walls given by the types of 
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materials, burner locations and other factors were taken into account. An axially-symmetric model was 

used to allow faster computation. 

After the ingot is placed in the furnace, thermal shock takes effect, typically for several minutes. This is why 

critical points for monitoring temperature and stress were set on the surface and at the depths of 3, 10, 25, 

50 and 100 mm below the surface. Locations of the points within the ingot are shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 1  Schematic representation and dimensions 

of the ingot-wall layout 

Fig. 2  Detailed view of locations of monitored points 

Temperature and stress gradients for individual points and times of 1 and 5 minutes are shown in Fig. 3 and 

4. One minute after charging, the surface temperature is 672°C and the stress is 230 MPa. After 5 minutes, 

the temperature reaches 748°C and stress increases to 475 MPa.  

  

Fig. 3  Temperature gradient in the surface layer Fig. 4  Stress gradient in the surface layer 

The following figures no. 5 and 6 reveal the stress and temperature distributions within the ingot.  
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Fig. 5  Detailed representation of stress within the 

ingot 

Fig. 6  Detailed view of temperature distribution 

within the ingot 

Temperature and stress profiles for selected points are shown for the instant of 5 minutes after charging in 

Figs. 7 and 8. This is the time when the thermal shock on the surface subsides. Both temperature and stress 

increase with time. Stress and temperature levels after 5 minutes are plotted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The 

highest stress level after 5 minutes is 470 MPa. 

  

Fig. 7  Stress plot for selected points 5 minutes after 

charging 

Fig. 8  Temperature plot for selected points 

5 minutes after charging 

After the numerical model was refined, the input conditions were adjusted. Other alternatives with the 

ingot temperature of 500°C at the moment of charging and a distance from the furnace wall of 1.5 m were 

tried, see Tab. 1.  
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Table 1  Temperature and stress at point P1 after 5 minutes from charging 

Initial 

temperature of 

ingot *°C+ 

Ingot - furnace wall clearance [mm] 

1000 1500 

Temp. *°C+ Stress [MPa] Temp. *°C+ Stress [MPa] 

600 749 473 745 461 

500 667 528 663 512 

Results listed in tab. 1 show that increasing the distance from the furnace wall to 1.5 m does not have a 

significant impact on stress and temperature values. A greater difference can be found after reducing the 

initial ingot temperature to 500°C. The stress increases by about 50 MPa and the temperature declines by 

approximately 80°C.  

2.2  2D Simulation in MSC.Marc/Mentat 

Numerical simulation using the program MSC.Marc/Mentat was conducted with identical input data: an 

ingot at 600°C was placed in a furnace heated to 1,150°C where the clearance between it and the wall was 

1 m.   

Location of the ingot in the furnace is shown in Fig 8. Heat radiation was calculated using the view factor 

Monte Carlo method. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Sketch and location of the ingot in furnace Fig. 9  Ingot temperature field upon 5 minutes 

Ingot temperature field is displayed in Fig. . Results of simulation conducted in MSC.Marc/Mentat were 

virtually identical to those of DEFORM 2D simulation.  

2.3  3D Simulation in MSC.Marc/Mentat 

With regard to matching 2D analysis results of both simulation systems, 3D simulation was only run in 

MSC.Marc/Mentat. The comparative calculation in DEFORM 3D was not carried out due to high costs of 

these 3D simulations.  

First, 3D simulation only involved one ingot charged in the furnace. This arrangement was compared with 

results of 2D simulation where an ingot with the initial temperature of 600°C was placed in a furnace at 

1,150°C to a 1 m distance from the wall, Fig..  
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Table 2  Comparison of results for point P1 after 5 minutes from charging  

 Temp. *°C+ Stress [MPa] 

2D Simulation 749 473 

3D Simulation 736 461 

 

Fig. 10  Stress distribution in ingot with initial temperature of 600°C after 5 minutes from charging 

The other variant involved two ingots placed parallel to each other and 1 m apart, Fig.. Input parameters 

were identical to those of the simulation of a single ingot. The impact of ingot shading was explored. The 

ingots were expected to show different temperatures, and thus different stress states in the material. The 

inconsiderable impact of shading was proven by this simulation model. The change on the previous single 

ingot charge is most apparent in the shaded ingot: on its side facing the other ingot placed near the furnace 

wall. The difference in stresses in ingots on this side reaches up to 20% at the time of strongest shading 

from radiation. 

 

Fig. 11  Stress distribution within ingots at the time of strongest effect of shading from radiation 

3.  CONCLUSION 

Numerical modelling was carried out to explore the impact of several factors on crack formation during 

soaking of ingots. Two simulation tools were used: DEFORM 2D and MSC.Marc/Mentat. Input parameters 
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for 2D simulation included ingot temperatures of 600 and 500°C and a clearance between the ingot and 

furnace wall of 1 and 1.5 m. These clearances did not show any substantial impact on stress levels and 

temperatures on ingot surface. 

2D numerical simulations have shown that large stresses may form in ingots due to thermal shock. In an 

ingot with a temperature of 500°C which is placed in a furnace heated to the soaking temperature of 

1,150°C about 1 metre from the furnace wall, surface stresses of 528 MPa may occur after 5 minutes.  

The difference between stress values in one ingot obtained from 2D and 3D simulations are negligible. After 

5 minutes, the differences between stress levels were almost identical: 12 MPa. 

When two ingots were placed in the furnace, the shading from radiation took effect. The stress in the 

surface of the shaded ingot on the side which is parallel to the furnace wall is 20% lower than that in the 

non-shaded ingot. The expected stress level thus declines to about 400 MPa. Experience suggests that this 

stress level is not critical to cracking. For accurate mapping of stress distribution in the material, one needs 

to consider the arrangement of ingots in the charge. 

Numerical simulation was relatively effective in demonstrating the ingot behaviour after charging in a 

furnace at the forging temperature. With this data it is possible to predict crack formation. Results of the 

analysis were used by the company PILSEN STEEL for adjusting the soaking procedure in order to minimize 

the risk of cracking due to thermal shock.  
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Abstract 

Studies and developments aimed at making high strength metal have always been of great scientific and 

practical interest and even now are topical problems. New unique metal properties can be obtained in the 

process of realization of high rate plastic deformation through the whole bulk of the deformed billet. 

A number of new metal forming processes based on the use of active friction forces have been developed 

lately. The most promising and the least theoretically studied is the joint extrusion-rolling process which 

exceeds well - known metal forming processes in many parameters. The joint extrusion - rolling process is 

realized due to the use of the reserve friction forces arising on the contact surface of metal and spinning rolls.   

At Metal Forming chair of Karaganda state industrial university there has been developed and proposed a 

new joint process of rolling and extrusion in the equichannel step die which provides continuity of the 

process and removes limitations on the sizes of initial billets in comparison with the extrusion in the 

equichannel die. Theoretical studies of the joint process are given in this work. 

Keywords: deformed billet, joint extrusion - rolling process, continuity of the process 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Development of new technological processes aimed at obtaining metal of ground structure is a very 

important and urgent problem because making high - strength metal by grinding grains to nano - sized level 

is one of the prior importance problems in the field of nano - science of many countries. One of the most 

promising and superior metal forming techniques is the joint “rolling - extrusion” process using the grooved 

rolls and equichannel step die for extrusion (fig.1) which was developed at Metal Forming chair of  

Karaganda state industrial university [1]. The advantage of this process in comparison with simple step 

extrusion consists in the fact that it provides continuity of deformation process and removes limitations on 

the sizes of initial billets.  

 
Fig. 1  Joint “rolling - extrusion” process 
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The essence of the proposed process consists in the following. The billet preheated to the temperature of 

the beginning of deformation is fed to the rolls which grip it into the roll gap due to the contact friction 

forces and on leaving it push the billet through the channels of the equichannel step die. When the billet 

leaves the die channels completely it is gripped by the second pair of rolls which also due to the contact 

friction forces grip the billet into the gap of the second pair of rolls and draw out the billet from the 

channels completely.  

Theoretical studies of this process were made  in the works [1-2]. A comparative analysis of using plain and 

grooved rolls in this process showed that using of the grooved rolls in this process is more expedient as far  

as their use with similar initial data makes it possible to realize the “rolling - extrusion” process with a less 

joint angle in the equichannel step die at a much less reduction. Another indisputable advantage of using 

grooved rolls instead of plain ones is a possibility of controlling broadening of the billet during its 

deformation in the grooved rolls. Besides, there were also received theoretical dependencies for 

overcoming overpressure forces in the equichannel step die when pushing the billet through it due to the 

active friction forces created by the rolls. On the basis if these studies there have been created the program 

to determine rational geometrical and technological parameters of this process for deformation square and 

rectangular cross section billets of any size. In case deformation of some profile - size is impossible the 

program gives information about it. 

Besides there have been made the simulation of the “rolling - extrusion” process using the grooved rolls 

and equichannel step die *3+. Simulation of the “rolling - extrusion” process was made in 3D-DEFORM 

program complex. After the completion of calculations and checking the results the model was considered 

successful if the billet was gripped and rolled in the first pair of rolls, then pushed through all the die 

channels and at the exit from the die gripped by the second pair of rolls and completely drawn out from the 

die (fig.2). 

The analysis of the effect of various factors on the conditions of the running of this process showed that 

such factors as the angle of the die channels joint, friction coefficient, the temperature, the extent of the 

die channels have a substantial effect on the possibility of realization of the joint “rolling - extrusion” 

process. Only the choice of rational modes of deformation for the given profile - size of the billet and 

consideration of all the factors will allow to realize this complicated process. Tables of optimal geometrical 

and technological parameters for various cross sections of billets were made for this. The tables data make 

it possible to choose precisely the values of all the recessary parameters for realization of the “rolling - 

extrusion” process using the grooved rolls and the equichannel step die. 

When a successful simulation of the joint “rolling - extrusion” process was made it was decided, to study 

the stressed and strained state of the deformed billet during realization of this process. This is connected 

with the fact that the study of the stressed state allows to study the distribution of the stresses through the 

whole body of the billet during deformation and to detect the zones which are more subjected to the 

formation of defects brought about by great tensile stresses. It gives the opportunity to make necessary 

corrections and thus to prevent the formation of defects. And the study of the strained state makes it 

possible to study the distribution of the accumulated strain through the whole body of the deformed billet 

and to detect the zones which are more subjected to strain. On this bases it is possible to determine 

rational geometrical and technological parameters of deformation.  
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When studying stressed and strained state (SSS) during the joint “rolling - extrusion” process of  

deformation of billets there have been analysed the following stages of this process:  

1) The billet is only rolled in the first pair of rolls: 

2) The billet is rolled in the first pair of rolls and passes through the die channels  

3) The billet is rolled in the first pair of rolls, passes through the die channels and then rolled in the 

second pair of rolls.  

To analyse SSS in these stages there have been studied the following parameters: equivalent strain  equ; 

equivalent stress  equ; main stresses 1, 2, 3.  

     
а)      b) 

   
c)       d) 

 
e) 

Fig. 2  Stages of the process of a successful model 

Study of the metal SSS during realization of the joint “rolling - extrusion” process using equichannel step die 

and grooved rolls was made with the help of DEFORM 3D program (USA). 

When analyzing SSS of the first stage it was found that the distribution of equivalent strains through the 

whole body of the deformed billet is of uniform character. The average value of the accumulated strains is 

about 0,7 - 0,8, with the exception of the front  end of the billet where equ. 0,2. - 03 which is the result of 

the recesses made during the construction of the model to facilitate the grip of the billet by rolling mills.  
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The 1st stage 

                           
   а)        b) 

Fig. 3  Equivalent strain,  equ (a) and stress  equ (b) 

 
    а)      b) 

 
c) 

a,b,c  - main stresses 1, 2, 3.accordingly 

Fig. 4  Main stresses 

The analysis of the equivalent stresses was carried out in the site of the strain only at the given moment of 

time, i.e. without considering the accumulation of stresses, like studying equivalent strain. Equivalent stress 

equ. during rolling in the rolls reaches the  value of  384 MPa, the greatest values of equivalent stresses 

arise in the places of the contact of the billet with the rolls.    

The analysis of the distribution of the main stresses shows that on the whole compressive stresses 

predominate in the site of the strain. The scheme of all - round compression guarantees the absence of 

macro and micro cracks in the metal and promotes maximum ductility of the deformed billet.  

In the second stage the billet is simultaneously rolled in the rools and by its front end passes through the 

channels of the equichannel step die. It results in arising of two sites of stress concentration. Here the 

equivalent stress equ. as before has maximum value in the strain site during rolling the billet in the rolls - 

386 Mpa, and in the zone of the die channels joint it is about 150 - 170 MPa. 

The analysis of the main stresses predominate through the whole body of the billet. This is exsplained by 

the fact that the billet is subjected to a great resistance from the die when passing the zone of the die 
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channels joint which prevents the movement of the billet and this creates substantial compressive stresses 

along the all three directions.   

The   2nd stage 

  
а)        b) 

Fig. 5  Equivalent strain equ (a). 

and stress equ (b) 

    
   а)       b) 

 
c) 

a,b,c, - the main stresses 1, 2, 3 accordingly  

Fig. 6  Main stresses  

The analysis of the distribution of equivalent strains in the second stage is similar to the first stage. But in 

the zone of the channels joint there arise extra shift strains which results in accumulation of equ from 0,7 to 1. 

The 3-d stage  

   
а)        b) 

Fig. 7  Equivalent strain equ (a) and strees equ (b) 
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In the 3-d stage the front end of the billet is rolled in the second pair of rolls while the back end is still in the 

site of the strain of the 1-st pair of rolls. Thus three zones of the local strees are formed. Here the 

equivalent stress equ reaches maximum values (648 MPa) in the sites of the strain during rolling in the rolls 

and in the zone of the channels joint it is about 170 - 200 MPa. 

The analysis of the main stresses shows that in this stage compressive stresses predominate through the 

whole body of the billet, however their concentrations are centered in the strain sites of both pairs of rolls 

and in the zone of the channels joint. In the section from the zone of the joint up to the strain site of the 

second pair of rolls there arises tensile stresses due to the tension of the billet by the second rolls.  

    
а)        b) 

 
c) 

a,b,c, - main stresses 1, 2, 3 accordingly 

Fig. 8  Main stresses 

The equivalent strains up to the zone of the channels joint are equally distributed through the whole body 

(equ = 0,7). After passing the zone of the channels joint there arise extra shear strains which results in the 

accumulation of the equivalent strains (equ = 0,7÷1). When rolling in the second pair of the grooved rolls 

the value equ reaches 2. 

Thus the analysis of the stressed and strained state of the billets during their deformation in the joint 

“rolling - extrusion” process showed that during realization of this process a favourable SSS for obtaining a 

sub - ultra fire grained structure metal is realized. 
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Abstract 

Process ECAP, based on multiple plastic deformation, is at prezent developed very well. Semis with UFG 

and NANO structure, particularly those made of non-ferrous metals, are used in aviation, in electrical and 

automotive industries, as well as in medicine. Achievement of UFG structure requires higher number of 

passes through the forming tool, which greatly limits use of the ECAP process in practice. Efficiency of the 

SPD process is low. The article presents a simulation of the ECAP process with new geometry of horizontal 

channel, which increases substantially its efficiency. Design of the channel was modified. A helix was built 

into horizontal part of the channel with higher angle of lead, which enables much greater distortion of 

materials during individual passes. This modification also induces a counter-pressure in the channel, which 

increases flow stress in forming process. This leads to a more uniform deformation in the whole volume of 

the formed semi, and consequently to substantial increase of structure homogeneity in the formed semi. At 

the same time new ECAP tool was manufactured with this modification of design and it was built into the 

forming device itself. Mathematical simulation based on the program SimufactForming was used for 

calculation of deformation intensity and strain intensity at individual passes through the ECAP tool. These 

values were continuously compared with the values achieved with classical geometry of the ECAP tool. 

Altogether 6 passes were performed through the forming tool. Results from the simulations and from 

experiments have confirmed the original assumption of substantial increase of efficiency of the ECAP 

process.  

Keywords: ECAP process, severe plastic deformation, mathematical simulation, helix matrix, stress, strain  

1.  DEVELOPMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF MATERIALS WITH UFG STRUCTURE  

Et present enhancement of technologies for production of UFG materials is one of the most developed 

topics of material research. It concerns materials with ultra-fine grained structure with average size of 

grains below 1μm. UFG materials surpass by their mechanical properties the materials with conventional 

structure - particularly by high yield strength, resistance to fatigue damage, preservation of formability, and 

under certain conditions also by possibility of super-plastic behaviour [1]. These structures have grain size 

of the order of 1m - 100 nm - ultra-fine grained (UFG), or below 100 nm - nano-structure (NC). UFG and 

NC materials are characterised by excellent mechanical properties surpassing the properties of currently 

produced metals of the same chemical composition. Severe plastic deformation (SPD) is very efficient 

method, as it leads to high degree of refinement of metal structure. It makes it possible to obtain an 

average grain size, which cannot be obtained by usual conventional forming procedures. This method is 
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object of basic and applied research. Newly developed technologies use extreme plastic deformation for 

formation of UFG and NC structure. Research is focused namely of production of materials from non-

metallic metals and their alloys (based on Al, Mg, Cu), since they are characterised by very good mechanical 

properties with preservation of good formability, and last but not least they are characterised also by the 

fact that their specific mass is lower in comparison, with usually available steel materials. SPD methods are 

used mainly in small batch production, which does not require big volumes of produced components, but 

rather achievement of specific material properties. Price of produced components must be accepted by 

market environment.  

1.1  Process of structure refinement  

Process of structure refinement in the course of plastic deformation is based on dislocation mechanisms. 

This effect was observed in metals and their alloys with cubic face centred lattice (Al, Cu, Ni). Plastic 

deformation generates in lattices dislocations of great density. Dislocations are arranged in different 

configurations, which depend on crystalline structure of material. Dislocations or defects in crystals lead to 

creation of dislocation walls on slip lines (shear bands), dislocation loops and dislocation cells. Mutual 

interaction of dislocations leads to formation of sub-grains with low-angle boundaries. Sub-grains are 

further developed under effect of plastic deformation, which leads to formation of high-angle boundaries 

and causes further division of initial grain [2]. Grains move during plastic deformation. Movement of low-

angle grain boundaries occurs in accordance with the dislocation mechanisms mentioned above. 

Movement of high-angle boundaries is mediated by transfer of atoms between neighbouring grains. Rate of 

transfer depends on structure of boundaries, atoms of inclusions (impurities) at the boundary, and on 

temperature. Atoms in inclusions may reliably block the movement of grains. Overcoming of this block 

requires development of great strain. The process is at the same time dependent on the strain rate and on 

temperature.  

Poly-crystalline metal is a set of randomly oriented grains of various sizes. The grains are divide by 

boundaries. Orientation of slip lines and planes in the grain is a function of lattice orientation [3]. Slip 

planes forming various angles, with the limiting angle of 10-15°, meet at the boundaries of two 

neighbouring grains.  

1.2  Process ECAP 

ECAP, i.e. equal channel angular pressing uses for formation of UFG structure shearing deformation. The 

aim of this method consists in creation of extreme plastic deformation in material without change of cross-

section of the sample. The fact that the sample dose not change its cross-section, makes it possible to use 

accumulation of mechanisms of deformation strengthening after individual passes through the forming tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)                b) 

Fig. 1  ECAP tool, a) classical construction, b) ECAP with new channel geometry 
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Extrusion is performed by passage of the sample through a tool, in which two channels, forming usually 

angle of 90° (Fig. 1 a), intersect. This angle may be changed. Shearing strain with an intensity of 

deformation equal usually after one passage to = 1 occurs exactly during passage of the sample through 

the area of intersection of the channels. This value depends on inner and exterior angle of the tool channel 

- see the equation 1.  
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It follows from the above mentioned relation that higher degree of deformation after one pass can be 

achieved by modification of the channel geometry [1]. Optimum channel geometry was investigated in 

numerous works, on the basis of results it seems that the angles Φ = 90° and Ψ = 20° may be optimal, „n“ in 

the relation expresses number of passes through the tool. This equation expresses accumulation of strain 

intensity after individual passes. Another parameter, which influences the resulting structure and thus also 

mechanical properties, is selection of the route of deformation. Position of the shearing stress in the 

sample may be changed by rotation of the sample. Figure 1b shows schematically a completely new 

concept of the insert into the ECAP tool. The tool that was used for extrusion, is based on the basic concept 

of forming by the ECAP method. Use of channel connection with an angle of 90° appears to be the most 

efficient from the viewpoint of achievement of high material deformation. The basic geometry of the tool is 

given by the angles Φ = 90° (channel inner angle) and Ψ = 9° 30´ (angle of helix orientation). Channel 

exterior angle Ψ is given by the chosen radii R1 = 0.2 mm and R2 = 2.5 mm *4+.  

The tool differs from the basic concept of the ECAP tool geometry by created helix part in horizontal part of 

the channel with the angle of displacement γ=10°. The principle of this design modification consists in 

creation of „back pressure“ in horizontal part of the channel, which increases the force of extrusion.  

2.  MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF EXTRUSION OF THE ALLOY ALMN1CU THROUGH THE ECAP TOOL 

WITH CLASSICAL CHANNEL GEOMETRY  

Program SimufactForming was used for mathematical simulation of extrusion process, as it shows good 

agreement of results of simulation with the results obtained by experiments. SimufactForming is a 

simulation tool, which was developed specially for forming industry. The software works in a 3D mode 

using the finite-element method (FEM) or finite-volume method (FVM). It is oriented on requirements of an 

industry connected with forming processes. SimufactForming is integrated simulation environment fro 

optimisation of all types of forming processes - die forging, extrusion, drawing, stamping, bending, 

shearing, hammer forging, rolling of flat products, rolling of sections or cold rolling, hot rolling or semi-hot 

rolling, orbital forming, protrusion, rolling of sheets. 
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2.1  AlMn1Cu - Simufact.forming - 5 passes (20°C) 

Classical tool geometry: Channel parameters: R1 = 2.5 mm, R2 = 0.2 mm and channel angles  = 90°,  = 90° 

 
Fig. 2  Strain intensity a) after 1st pass, b) after 3rd pass, c) after 5th pass (classic geometry) 

New design of ECAP channel geometry (helix built into its horizontal part) Channel parameters: R1 = 2.5 

mm, R2 = 0.2 mm and channel angles  = 90°,  = 90°, γ = 10° 

 
Fig. 3  Strain intensity a) after 1st pass, b) after 3rd pass, c) after 5th pass (channel with helix) 

2.2  Evaluation of mathematical simulations  

Results of the obtained magnitudes of deformation intensity, as one of the basic factors for achievement of 

high material deformation and thus also substantial grain refinement, confirm unequivocally suitability of 

use of new tool geometry. In comparison with magnitudes of deformation intensity at the 1st pass much 

more uniform distribution of deformation in volume of the sample was proven, the value i is approx. by 

10% higher in the channel with helix. In comparison of the 3rd pass the difference between the achieved 

magnitude of i makes also 10%. At the 5th pass the difference between the achieved magnitudes of i 

achieved 15 %. Similarly as in case of the 1st pass in these cases distribution of deformation in volume of the 

formed sample is also much more uniform. 

3.  DETERMINATION OF HARDNESS ACCORDING TO VICKERS 

Hardness HV5 of investigated alloy AlMn1Cu was measured in the central part of the sample. The indents 

were made ion a plane of cross-section in respect to the direction of forming. Results of determination of 

hardness HV5 on the samples of selected passes are given in Table 1. The table give average values from 5 

measurements on the samples formed by the ECAP tool with classical channel geometry, and by the ECAP 

tool with new channel geometry (helix built into its horizontal part). 
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Table 1  Results of determination of hardness HV5 on the samples of selected passes  

No. of passes 
HV5  

ECAP (with classical geometry) 
HV5 

ECAP (new geometry) 
0 40.8 40.8 

1 53.5 55.2 

2 58.7 61.3 

3 63.4 69.2 

4 68.3 70.2 

5 71.4 80.5 

3.1  Evaluation 

The biggest increase of hardness was achieved already after the 1st pass through the tool 54.5HV, after that 

a slower increase of hardness was observed with an increasing number of passes. At the 5th pass a hardness 

of 80.2 HV was measured on the surface, which represents an increase of hardness by 130% in comparison 

to the initial state. The measured values describe very well the fact that hardness in the central part does 

not differ significantly from the hardness achieved on surface of the samples at the same number of passes 

through the tool (see Tab.1). Thanks to the ECAP tool with new channel geometry a substantial increase of 

hardness was achieved. The process can be therefore from the viewpoint of the achieved hardness 

assessed as highly efficient. New geometry of the ECAP tool increases significantly the achieved hardness, 

and the most distinct increase was achieved already after the 1st pass through the tool.  

4.  METALLOGRAPHICK  EVALUATION  OF  STRUCTURE  

4.1  Light microscopy 

Optical microscope NEOPHOT 2 was used for evaluation of micro-structure. Samples for metallographic 

evaluation were prepared from the alloy AlMn1Cu in a plane of longitudinal and transverse section in 

respect to the direction of rolling. Longitudinal section was made a t the half of the sample height. The 

samples were for metallographic evaluation prepared by usual procedure used for aluminium alloys. Due to 

difficult visualisation of structure of deformed samples after ECAP processing it is normal to observe the 

samples in polarised light. 

Micro-structure of sample of the alloy in initial state is shown in Fig. 4 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of sample of the alloy AlMn1Cu in initial state 

4.2  Evaluation of metallographic analysis on light microscope 

The alloy AlMn1Cu has practically eutectic composition and it is formed by the pertinent eutectic of the 

binary system Al - Mn with probable segregation of Cu precipitate, since copper is under normal 
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temperature practically insoluble, or possibly also by more complex ternary inter-metallic phases - 

depending of conditions of cooling. Micro-structures of selected samples formed by the ECAP tool with 

classical channel geometry are shown in Figures 5. a-c and they are formed by deformed bands, elongated 

in direction of the last deformation. It is possible to see in the mentioned photos from optical microscope 

higher density of these bands with an increasing degree of deformation at increase of number of passes. It 

is also evident that at application of the ECAP process deformation runs in several slip systems with an 

increasing number (complex slip). It can be also seen from those photos that elongation is longer in 

longitudinal direction. 

   
a) longitudinal direction a) cross section 

   
b) longitudinal direction b) cross section 

   
c) longitudinal direction c) cross section 

Fig. 5  Micro-structures of selected samples formed by the ECAP tool with classical channel geometry. a) 1st 

pass, b) 3rd pass, c) 5th pass 

Micro-structures of selected samples formed by the ECAP tool with new channel geometry are shown in Fig.6 

   
   a)    a) 
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   b)    b) 

Fig. 6  Micro-structures of selected samples formed by the ECAP tool with new channel geometry  

a) 3rd pass, b) 5th pass 

As it can be seen from those photos, micro-structure of the samples formed by the ECAP tool with new 

channel geometry is similar to already shown structure of the samples formed by the ECAP tool with 

classical channel geometry, but degree of deformation is higher. For the assumed average grain size under 

1 m after ECAP process, it is possible to verify this assumption only by observation on electron 

transmission microscope. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained by mathematical simulation, measurement of mechanical properties and by analysis of 

structure have unequivocally confirmed suitability of use of new design of the ECAP tool with a helix built 

into its horizontal channel for obtaining ultra-fine grained structure in the alloy AlMn1Cu. An increase of 

mechanical properties (hardness HV5) after the 5th pass through the ECAP tool achieved even 130%. 

Metallographic analysis performed on TEM and by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) has also proved 

obtaining of high degree of structure refining in the given alloy with average grain size within an interval of 

(250 - 400) nm, with very high homogeneity in full volume of the sample. 
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Abstract 

One of the methods used for preparation of materials with very fine structure is Equal-Channel Angular 

Pressing (ECAP) which is based on the severe plastic deformation. The material is pressed through a die and 

deformed by shear at the intersection of two internal channels of the same cross section. Aluminium alloys 

processed by this technique may reach the grain size of hundreds of nanometers. Compared to their coarse 

grained equivalents these materials exhibit enhanced properties e.g. yield strength, ultimate tensile 

strength or elongation to failure. The aim of this work was to describe structural development of alloys 

based on Al-Mg-Sc during the ECAP processing and following uniaxial tensile testing at various 

temperatures and strain rates. The attention was paid especially to the grain size and their orientation 

during heat treatment and/or plastic deformation, size and distribution of intermediary phases and also 

crystallography. The transmission electron microscopy was used. The results show that the most significant 

grain refinement is reached for the Al-Mg-Sc alloy after four passes of ECAP. Higher number of passes does 

not result in further refinement. Examination of the binary Al-Sc alloy proved the presence of Al3Sc phase in 

the structure and its dependence on the structural stability at increased temperatures. During tensile tests 

superplastic behaviour of Al-Mg-Sc was observed and the maximum achieved elongation was 1310% at 623 

K and strain rate of 10-2 s-1.  

Keywords: ECAP, aluminium alloys, grain refinement 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Fabrication of ultrafine-grained (UFG) metallic materials has become a subject of considerable interest 

because it offers improvement of mechanical and physical properties that may be successfully utilized in 

industrial applications. Several methods have been developed in this area but one of the most promising 

“top-down” methods is severe plastic deformation (SPD). It can be defined as metal forming procedure in 

which a very high strain is imposed on a bulk solid leading to the production of grain refinement. SPD 

includes several techniques with equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) being the most popular 

representative. During this process high strains can be imposed on the worked material without change of 

its shape or dimensions. This procedure is especially attractive because it has some advantages compared 

to the other methods, e.g. it can be applied to fairly large billets and it is relatively simple method which 

can be performed on a wide range of alloys. [1-3] 

Metallic materials with fine grains can have another interesting property - superplasticity. This is an ability 

of polycrystalline material to exhibit very high uniform elongation without failure. Various metals and alloys 

containing equiaxial grains with size ≤10 μm have shown superplastic behaviour. This can be achieved 

under deformation in a specific temperature range and relatively low strain rate (104-103 s1). Further 
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grain refinement leads to the occurrence of superplasticity at lower temperatures and/or higher strain 

rates. This is the purpose of studies of UFG metallic materials with grain size below 1 μm. [4]  

Recent experiments have confirmed that superplasticity can be achieved in specimens subjected to ECAP 

but two basic aspects are required. First, the material must have very small grains and stable structure and 

second, superplasticity is achieved only at relatively high temperatures. Thus, materials suitable for this 

purpose are alloys containing a fine dispersion of precipitates that impede grain boundary mobility and 

restrict grain growth at elevated temperatures. Al-Mg-Sc alloys are materials developed with the purpose 

of improving some of the properties of non heat treatable Al-Mg alloys. Scandium is an alloying element 

which forms an equilibrium, thermally stable, coherent L12 phase (Al3Sc) in aluminium. Dispersion of this 

phase is very effective in dislocation pinning thus having a strengthening effect and it has been shown that 

it can restrict the grain grow which is suitable for superplasticity. [2,5-8] 

The aim of the present study is to determine microstructure and microstructural stability of the Al-

3wt.%Mg-0.2wt.%Sc alloy at elevated temperatures after ECAP and than examine its superplastic ability 

and describe the principles of this behaviour using advanced electron microscopy techniques. 

2.   EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The alloys with nominal compositions of Al-3%Mg-0.2%Sc and Al-

0.2%Sc (wt.%) used in this study were prepared by induction melting in 

graphite crucible under an argon atmosphere (vacuum furnace Balzers 

VSG-02) followed by casting into ingots with dimensions of 14x14x120 

mm3. Al of 99,99% purity, a master alloy with composition of Al-

2wt.%Sc and/or Mg of 99,9% purity were used as starting materials for 

melting. The alloys were homogenized in air for 24h at 753K         (Al-

Mg-Sc) and 913 K (Al-Sc), solution treated for 1h at 863 K            (Al-Mg-

Sc) and 883 K (Al-Sc) and eventually water quenched. The specimens 

for ECAP had the cross section of 10x10 mm2 and the length of approx. 

55 mm.  

The ECAP was conducted using a solid die fabricated from tool steel containing two internal channels of the 

same cross section having an angle Ф = 90° and an additional angle ψ = 45° representing the outer arc of 

curvature at the intersection of the two channels (see Fig. 1). The pressing was performed on the INSTRON 

5882 machine. The specimens were pressed repetitively for up to 8 passes. After 4 passes the specimens 

were statically annealed (1h/573) to avoid cracking which occurred at high number of passes. Each 

specimen was rotated by 90° in the same direction after each pass in the procedure (route BC [1]).  

The specimens after ECAP were tested for a thermal stability of the ultrafine-grained structure. Parts of the 

pressed specimens were statically annealed for one hour at the temperature of 673 K.  

Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 1200 EX operating at 120 kV.) was used for structural examination. 

The specimens were taken from the middle part of the as-pressed specimen. The grain sizes as well as the 

presence of intermediary phases (Al3Sc [2]) were examined to compare the microstructure before and after 

the heat treatment.  

To examine the development of superplastic ability, uniaxial tensile tests were conducted. The tensile 

specimens were cut from the as-pressed blocks so that their tensile axes were parallel to the x-axis of ECAP 

Fig. 1  Schematic illustration of the 

ECAP procedure. 
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die (see Fig. 1). The gauge length of the specimens was 10 mm and the cross-section was 1,5x4 mm2. Each 

specimen was deformed in tension to failure at selected temperatures in range of 623-723 K and with 

strain rates of 10-3 and 102 s1 using the INSTRON 5882 machine. Before the tensile tests, all specimens 

were held at the temperature for 15 min. to establish thermal equilibrium.   

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ECAP processing 

The Al-Mg-Sc alloy has been studied also by other authors and it is known from these papers that it can be 

subjected to up to twelve passes of ECAP (BC route) [3,5]. However, following their experimental procedure 

lead either to cracking during the ECA pressing or to formation of necks during the tensile testing resulting 

in relatively low achieved elongations. Eventually, the solution was in changing the temperature of solution 

treatment and applying intermediate annealing after certain number of passes. This annealing was 

introduced also in [9].  

Microstructure after ECAP 

Fig. 2 shows typical microstructures of the Al-Mg-Sc alloy in the as-pressed condition - (a) after four passes 

of ECAP and (b) after eight passes of ECAP. The images are attached with appropriate selective area 

electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (in the insets). It can be seen that the structure is highly deformed and 

the grain size was reduced to approx. 100-300 nm which are values corresponding to ultrafine-grained 

materials. Higher number of passes did not lead to any further significant grain refinement but it should 

cause an increase in grain misorientation angles which is a prerequisite for potential superplastic behaviour 

of the alloy [9,10]. The diffraction patterns exhibit rings which indicate the presence of high number of fine 

grains with specific misorientations.  

  

Fig. 2  Microstructure of the Al-3%Mg-0,2%Sc (wt. %) alloy after (a) 4 passes and (b) 8 passes of ECAP. 

Thermal stability 

In order to examine the influence of the Al3Sc intermediate phase on the structural stability of the alloys, 

the specimens of the Al-Sc alloy were subjected to 4 passes of ECAP and then annealed for 1h at 673K. Fig. 

3 shows the microstructure of the Al-Sc alloy after (a) four passes of ECAP and (b) subsequent annealing. 

The grain size of the as-pressed specimen is slightly bellow 1 μm. Grains are significantly larger than in of 

Al-Mg-Sc alloy (see Fig. 2a) and it corresponds to other works reporting on the effect of Mg addition on the 

grain refinement [9,10,12]. It can be seen in Fig. 2b that the grain size after the annealing was ~1-2 μm 

 a  b 
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which is about ten times less that in the case of pure aluminium [3] and is almost the same as in the case of 

Al-Mg-Sc alloy (as was shown earlier [11]). This proves the presence of the Al3Sc phase (a fine dispersion 

also visible in the image - highlighted with circles) and ability to restrict the grain growth at increased 

temperature. 

  

Fig. 3  Microstructure of the Al-0.2%Sc (wt. %) after (a) 4 passes of ECAP and (b) after 4 passes by ECAP and 

annealing (1h/673K). Circled areas highlight the regions with Al3Sc precipitates. 

Tensile testing 

The results of the tensile tests are shown in Fig. 4. The specimens after eight passes of ECAP were pulled to 

failure. The upper specimen in Fig. 4 is untested and all other were deformed at various temperatures and 

strain rates as indicated in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that the deformation was uniform without any necking 

along the gauge length. The highest elongation was achieved at 623 K and the strain rate of 10  s  which is 

already considerable rate for industrial applications. Even higher elongations (~2000%) were reported for 

this alloy [3,9]. However, the elongation is dependent on the specimen dimensions and in most of the 

papers the tensile testing has been done on the specimens which dimensions substantially differ from the 

standardized ones and even from each other. Therefore, it is not feasible to compare these values.   

 

Fig. 4  Tensile specimens of the Al-3%Mg-0.2%Sc (wt. %) (8 passes of ECAP) after pulling to failure; the most 
upper specimen is untested. 

 

 a  b 
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4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Al-3%Mg-0.2% Sc and Al-0.2%Sc (wt.%) alloys were prepared and subjected to ECAP processing. The 

grain size of ~300 nm was observed in Al-Mg-Sc alloy after four passes by BC route and no further grain 

refinement is achieved with higher number of passes.  

The binary Al-Sc alloy was processed by four passes of ECAP (BC route) and then statically annealed 

(1h/673K). The grain size in the as-pressed condition was slightly bellow 1 μm and after annealing it was 

~1-2 μm. Fine dispersion of the Al3Sc intermediate phase was observed in the structure of annealed 

specimen and its influence on the structural stability at increased temperatures was proved.  

During the tensile tests the Al-Mg-Sc alloy exhibited a superplastic behaviour after eight passes of ECAP (BC 

route). The highest achieved strain was 1310% at 623K and strain rate of 10-2 s-1.  
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Abstract 

Magnesium alloys based on Mg-Al-Zn system are very attractive materials in many industries due to its 

properties. One of common forming manner suitable for this kind of material is application of SPD (severe 

plastic deformation) method. Paper is focused on deformation behavior at ECAP (equal channel angular 

pressing) process. For this purpose FEA (finite element analysis) was used. Among other were monitored 

the flow process during ECAP as well as its stability. As variables were chosen friction coefficient, strain 

rate,  - angle or back pressure possibility. Results suggest that plastic instability of flow is dependent on 

more factors. Partial plastic instabilities remain in the materials even if back pressure is applied.  

Keywords: ECAP, FEM, plastic flow 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

We witness in the area of SPD technologies particularly during the last decade great effort of researchers to 

define as precisely as possible behaviour of various materials at ECAP process. By virtue of requirements of 

automotive and aircraft industries this research has been dominantly oriented namely to light metals and 

their alloys. One of very attractive possibilities suitable for these purposes consists also in use of Mg based 

alloys. In spite of the fact that some of these alloys were used for example in the above mentioned 

industries already for a long time (alloys AM60, AZ31…) we see the efforts to use also the alloys designated 

originally for foundries (AZ63, AZ91…). Optimum use of the given material requires knowledge not only of 

its mechanical characteristics, but also its behaviour at deformation. Deformation behaviour of material 

does not influence only distribution of deformation, but also distribution of stress and therefore also the 

tendency of material to formation of cracks and ruptures [1].  

Aim of this paper is to focus attention on the development of plastic flow at the ECAP process. Plastic 

stability of material flow at its extrusion plays and important role particularly at processing of hardenable 

alloys. As it turned out quantity of deformation invested into material is not uniform in respect to cross 

section of extruded material [2]. Quantity of deformation invested into the lower part of extruded material 

is smaller than that invested into the upper part. In materials that are hardenable by deformation a 

curvature occurs of the area of intersection between the channels, which contributes also to reduction of 

quantity of deformation invested into the lower part of the sample [3].   

2.  EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

Experimental part of this paper is focused on realisation of numerical simulations, which should define 

behaviour of the alloys AZ91 at the ECAP process. The software Forge 2009 was used for this purpose, 
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which enabled FEA (finite element analysis) of extrusion. Input dependence Stress-Strain of the 

investigated alloy was obtained from torsion plastometer SETARAM (Fig. 1). Simulation itself was based on 

an assumption that extrusion temperature was 280°C; moreover, on the basis of previous experiments *4, 

5] three variants of friction between the sample and the matrix were assumed. (μ = 0, μ = 0,04, μ = 0,4). 

Extrusion speed (v = 3 mm.s-1, v = 10 mm.s-1) was defined as the third variable factor. Due to the fact that 

comparatively large number of published works exists, which deal with application of FEM for possibly the 

most frequently used matrices (Φ = 90°), we have made numerical simulations for matrices with angles of 

30°, 60° and 110°. 

                                 

a)       b) 

Fig. 1  Plastic flow pattern of  AZ91 on ECAP (Φ = 110°, μ = 0,04):  a) v = 3 mm.s-1;  b) v = 10 mm.s-1 

The mesh that was interposed on the extruded sample prior to start of the process was after completion of 

ECAP visibly deformed (Fig. 1), particularly in the areas near the inner rounding, which is documented also 

in Fig.1a. The top half of the sample is accelerated in comparison to the bottom half in fact immediately 

behind the inner rounding. It is evident from the attached meshes, that in case of use of the matrix with the 

angle Φ = 110° differences exist at two different extrusion speeds. In both cases an area of instability of 

material flow exists at extrusion of the alloy AZ91. In the case of lower applied speed (3 mm/s) this area is 

situated namely in sub-surface layers of material. Peripheral layers show stable flow. Situation is somewhat 

different in the case of higher applied extrusion speed, where it is obvious that top surface of the sample 

(adhering closely to inner rounding) je undulated more than in the case of lower strain rate, which in case 

of the matrix with Φ = 110° indicates unfavourable influence of higher extrusion speed on plastic flow 

stability.  

                         

a)                                                                                                  b) 

Fig. 2  Plastic flow pattern of  AZ91 on ECAP (Φ = 60°, μ = 0,04): a) v = 3 mm.s-1; b) v = 10 mm.s-1 
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What concerns the matrix with the angle Φ = 60°, it is possible to state, that although in this case higher 

intensity of deformation (almost double) has been achieved in comparison with the previous case [5], we 

see here high non-homogeneity of deformation. This is demonstrated by the deformed mesh (Fig. 2), which 

shows us that the sample does not adhere perfectly to the walls of matrix in the output part of the channel, 

especially to its top surface. It is also obvious that the alloy shows here also areas of unstable flow. What 

concerns this angle in the matrix, it is evident in comparison with the previous case, that these areas have 

been situated exclusively in the top half of the sample, however, right under the surface. However, 

different applied extrusion speed contrary to the previous case did not cause more distinct differences of 

material behaviour at its flow through the matrix.   

 

                                    

a)                                                                                                  b) 

Fig. 3  Plastic flow pattern of  AZ91 on ECAP (Φ = 30°, μ= 0,04):  a) v = 3 mm.s-1    b) v = 10 mm.s-1 

Matrix with the angle between the channels Φ = 30° in comparison to the case of (Φ = 60°) meant 

reduction of the area of unstable flow. It is obvious that at higher applied speed (10 mm/s) higher 

acceleration of these material layers occurs (higher curvature of individual cells). Maximal shift of threads 

(materials layers) towards the external surface of mat (external radius of matrix) occurs here as well, as 

Fig.3 manifests it. Elongation if cells particularly in the mentioned direction is clearly visible, which was 

caused by small angle Φ. The same factor is responsible also for change of the material flow at comparison 

of the places before entry to the bend and behind it. On the input side outer layers of the sample are 

accelerated, while behind the bend it is vice versa. This is, however, true only when the zone of 

deformation is filled, it means from the moment when the frontal surface of the sample gets past the bend. 

Due to non-uniform distribution of deformation along cross-section and to other characteristics next 

simulations were devoted already only to the matrix with the angle Φ = 110° with assumption of lower 

extrusion speed. Aim of these subsequent simulations was particularly to determine the influence of the 

friction coefficient on distribution of plastically instable areas of material flow.  
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                                    a)                                                                      b) 

Fig. 4  Plastic flow pattern of AZ91 of ECAP (Φ = 110°, v = 3 mm.s-1):  a) μ= 0;  b) μ= 0,4 

Different value of friction coefficient meant also somewhat different character of material flow. Unstable 

flow begins to manifest itself with an increasing friction closer to the surface areas adhering to the inner 

radius of the matrix. The highest defined friction brought comparative reduction of „undulation“ of central 

layers of the sample. This means that it approached by its behaviour the case, when factor of back pressure 

is used. However, as it is evident from the results of simulation, not even the back pressure caused a 

complete „erasing“ of the areas of unstable material flow.  

 

              a)                                 b)            c) 

 

Fig. 5  Detail of flow pattern  a) μ = 0,  b) μ = 0.4, c) back pressure utilization 

Fig. 5 manifests also comparison of the material flow lines at all three different possibilities of extrusion. 

Different behaviour of volume of material in the area of dead zone at individual variants is evident. The 

variant, in which no friction was assumed, meant higher flow in the area of top surface of the sample (inner 

radius of the matrix). Detail of slip bands (Fig. 6) documents influence of increasing friction, or of back 

pressure. It is apparent that application of back pressure means the biggest deceleration of material surface 

layers (adhering to the inner rounding in the matrix) and also the maximum stabilisation of plastic flow.   
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It should be noted that use of matrix with the angle Φ = 110° lead to formation of a „dead zone“. It was 

preserved even at the increased strain rate. Consequences of presence of a “dead zone” hade already been 

discussed before [6], showing that its influence on non-uniformity of deformation exactly in this area was 

obvious. As it was proved in ensuing simulations the decreasing angle Φ eliminated this zone, by which 

influence of deformation was homogenised and naturally material flow was also changed. What concerns 

material flow, in the case of use of matrix with Φ = 60° the same character of changes in dependence on 

changes of speed did not occur, unlike the case when matrix with Φ = 30° was used, when with increasing 

speed occurred gradually also acceleration of external material layers, which resulted in formation of a gap 

between extruding punch and material. Although an indication of the fact that external materials layers 

have a tendency to accelerate, it cannot bear comparison with the case of matrix with smaller angle. In the 

matrices with Φ = 110° this trend is not perceptible at all.  

Increasing friction results in reduction of size of “dead zone” (angle ), or in an increase of deformation 

homogeneity. In other words it can be stated that deformation invested into the area of external rounding 

of the channel (dead zone) is at the highest tested friction coefficient almost identical with the surrounding 

areas. This can be with attributed with high probability to the influence of the „dead zone“, which was in 

the case of absence of friction delimited by the angle  =36°, while in the case of friction given by the 

coefficient μ = 0.04 value of the angle was  =26.5°, and  in the case of μ =0.4 no dead zone was created. It 

means that the dead zone influences significantly homogeneity of deformation in extruded samples. 

Validity of preceding sentences is proved among others also by the development of mesh during extrusion, 

where a tendency of the cells of the mesh placed near the external rounding to elongate towards the 

external rounding is quite evident. It means that material belonging to these areas behaves in the same 

manner and it fills much more the dead zone with an increasing friction. Typical undulations of original 

longitudinal boundaries of cells are well visible on deformed meshes (instability of plastic flow at 

deformation), when increasing friction increased this undulation namely in peripheral areas. To this higher 

acceleration was added of layers of material, which was situated into central and surface areas (adhering to 

the inner bend of the channel), which caused that the sample had a tendency to rotate downwards. The 

same findings were confirmed also by practical physical modelling of metal flow at ECAP. 

Behaviour of the cells adhering to the external rounding can be attributed to the influence of the bend, 

when in the first instance (before the bend) these cells have a tendency to lag in respect to the rest of 

volume, and on the other hand to accelerate after the bend in direction towards the exit from the matrix. 

Such behaviour is the cause of tensile or compressive  stresses.  

3.  SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  

As it was experimentally confirmed by Delo and Semiatin [7], material at the ECAP process shows signs of 

deformation softening, which may lead to plastic instability of the processed materials. Occurrence of 

plastic instability of flow subsequently entails certain probability of „unsuccessful“ processing of material 

and highly probable formation of heterogeneous structure. Formation of such softened zones is quite 

common process also at hot angular extrusion of magnesium [8], which was confirmed in the presented 

paper.  

For the case of high friction, as well as for application of back pressure it is visible that the mesh has 

comparatively „sharper filling“ of the dead zone in comparison with the case of smaller friction. This factor 

influenced significantly uniformity of the flow along cross-section of the extruded material. Occurrence of 
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the deformation zone is in the case of sharper angles of the matrix Φ shifted even behind the inner radius. 

Application of back pressure lead to obtaining of possibly the „narrowest“ deformation (shear) zone and 

also to the best filling of the dead zone. Non-homogeneity of input deformation along the sample cross-

section, caused among others by friction factor, extrusion speed or temperature of extruded material is of 

course the cause of difference between theoretical and real value of the invested deformation.  

As it follows from the results, higher value of friction coefficient brought about higher homogeneity of 

deformation, which can be explained by reduction of the dead zone size. However, the highest 

homogeneity of the value of invested deformation was brought about by application of back pressure. This, 

nevertheless, does not mean that factor of back pressure could eliminate completely material instability. 

Thus “affected” areas occur locally even after application of back pressure. Higher friction therefore means 

narrower area of the deformation zone and at the same time also higher uniformity of deformation, 

however, it does not eliminate completely plastic instability of material.  
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Abstract 

The article focuses on the results from recent experimental of severe plastic deformation (SPD) of low 

carbon steel AISI 1010 and medium carbon steel AISI 1045 performed at increased temperatures. The grain 

refinement of ferrite respectively ferrite-pearlite structure is monitored and described. While LC steel was 

deformed by ECAP die with a channel angle φ = 90° and by strain εef = 3. The ECAP severe deformation of 

MC steel was conducted with die channel angle of 120° and εef = 2.6 - 4) and TECAP - 400°C. The high 

straining in LC steel resulted in extensively elongated ferrite grains with dense dislocation network, and 

randomly recovered and polygonized structure was observed although. The small period of work hardening 

appeared at tensile deformation. On the other side, the warm ECAP deformation of MC steel in 

dependence of increased effective strain resulted in more progressive recovery process in deformed 

structure. In interior of the elongated ferrite grains the subgrain structure with dislocation network 

prevailed.  As straining increases dynamic polygonization and recrystallization became active to form 

mixture of polygonized subgrain and submicrocrystalline grain structure. The straining and moderate ECAP 

temperature caused the cementite lamellae fragmentation and spheroidzation as number of passes 

increased. The tensile behaviour of the both steels was characterized by strength increase however the 

absence of strain hardening was found at low carbon steel. The favourable effect of ferrite-pearlite 

structure modification due straining was reason for extended work hardening period observed at MC steel. 

Keywords: Carbon steels, warm ECAP, structure analysis, recovery, mechanical properties   

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The fabrication of bulk materials with ultrafine grains has attracted a great deal of attention over the past 

two decades because of the materials’ enhanced properties *1, 2+.  In recent years a worldwide effort 

employing severe plastic deformation to obtain ultrafine grain structures in steels continues. In the past 

decade, a number of the various sever plastic deformation (SPD) techniques have been used to refine 

structure of metals and alloys. To introduce large plastic strain into bulk material, different deformation 

techniques were used such as ECAP high pressure torsion (HTP), accumulative roll bonding (ARB) and 

others. It is especially the ECAP generating interest among investigators since it is one of the methods of 

SPD used for metallic materials to produce nowadays already massive billets with ultrafine grained structure. 

Very recently, significant interest has shifted to the use of warm and/or even hot severe deformation in 

order to produce more stable UFG microstructure [3]. With cold ECAP, low and medium carbon steels can 
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only be pressed by two or three passes with channel intersection of 90° before initiation a failure of 

sample. The two to four passes successfully conducted with cold ECAP are insufficient and the achievable 

strain is insufficient to produce a completely refined grain structure [4]. To form stable ultrafine grain 

structure in metals (alloys), ECAP should be carried out at the temperature corresponding to the 

temperature of cold working [5]. 

The purpose of this work is to study the formation of submicrocrystalline structure in low and medium 

carbon steels subjected to large strain during warm ECAP pressing in dependence on varying temperature 

and effective strain εef. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

In this work, two grades of commercial carbon steels with different carbon content were used for 

experimental. The chemical composition of both steels is as follows: low carbon steel AISI 1010, Fe- 0.1C-

0.08Si-0.42Mn (in wt pct) and medium carbon steel AISI 1045, Fe-0.45C-0.23Si-0.63Mn-0.18Cr-0.043Al. 

Prior to ECAP pressing, AISI 1010 billets were soaked at temperature of 920°C for 1 hour, and billet of AISI 

1045 were soaked at the temperature of 960°C for 2 hours, followed by air cooling. The initial structures of 

steels experienced thermal treatment, as SEM micrographs, are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig.2. From the 

treated plates the cylindrical billets with initial diameter of 9 mm and length of 50 mm were cut off for the 

ECAP deformation The warm ECAP  pressing  of  AISI 1010  steel  was performed  at  two  temperatures  of 

250°C and 300°C respectively, and each billet  was  pressed  up to  a total of  N = 3 passes. The angle of 

intersections of the two channels φ was 90°. ECA pressing yielded the effective strain of ε ~3. The AISI 1045 

steel billets were subjected to warm ECA pressing at T= 400°C and to higher number of passes, N = 4, 5, 6 

respectively. In this case the intersection angle of channels was of φ = 120°. Effective strain corresponding 

to one pass was εef ~ 0.67. In both ECAP experimental the route Bc was chosen. The sample was rotated 90° 

around its longitudinal axis between each pass, in the same direction. The heating of sample prior to 

pressing was done inside the pre-heated die until sample reached the pressing temperature of 300 and/or 

400°C, The microstructural examination of thermally treated initial and also ECAP deformed samples was 

carried out by utilizing scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

Thin foils for TEM observation were sliced normal to the longitudinal axis of ECAP pressed billets.   The    

SEM   and   TEM micrographs were obtained   by using JEOL JSM 6380 SEM operating at 10 kV and JEOL JEM 

200FX TEM operating at 200 kV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  10 μm 

 
Fig. 1  Initial ferrite  microstructure of  low 

carbon steel AISI 1010 after solutioning. 

Fig. 2  Initial ferrite-pearlite structure of 

AISI 1045 steel after heat  treatment. 

 

10 μm 30 μm 
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Tensile test were carried out using Zwick universal testing machine equipped with Multisens extensometer. 

Tensile specimens with gauge length of lo= 20 mm were tested at a constant cross-head speed of 0.016 

mm/s until failure.  The engineering stress-strain curves were constructed and evaluated with respect to 

structure changes.  

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Microstructure of steel AISI 1010 

The substructure of samples subjected 

to warm ECAP at temperature of 250°C 

and 300°C  investigated by TEM showed 

the details of structure transformation. 

Comparing effect of different ECAP 

temperatures when exposed to N = 3 

passes no substantial difference in 

microstructure samples was observed. 

The substructure analysis provided the 

evidence on structure formation, when 

both the grain fragmentation and in-situ 

recovery, due to increased ECAP 

temperature, contributed to 

development of UFG structure. For the most parts, in deformed bars, the structure of parallel bands of 

elongated, formerly equiaxed, ferrite grains is present, Fig. 3. The substructure modification, as concerned 

the deformation heterogeneity, in bar was observed. High dislocation density and dislocation cells formed 

inside elongated grains are apparent. 

At both ECAP temperatures in some elongated ferrite grains, dislocation activities can be related to 

progress in polygonization and preliminary nucleation of new subgrains. As temperature of ECAP increased, 

the tendency for development of submicrocrystalline structure becomes stronger, which can be attributed 

to local and/or in-situ dynamic polygonization and recrystalization. The more grown up and already 

equiaxed grains having high angle boundaries and lower dislocations density in grains are documented in 

Fig. 4. This polygonized structure may provide evidence that formation of well-defined grain boundaries 

would be attributed to a recovery and recrystallization process. The presence of net pattern in SAED 

confirms the presence of reasonable portion of boundaries having high angles of misorientation. 

3.2 Microstructure of steel AISI 1045 

The TEM microstructure of medium carbon steel after ECAP at 400°C are presented in Fig. 5, Fig. 6  and Fig. 

7. Substructure analysis proved, when ECAP performed at channel angle of 120°, that deformation process 

was quite heterogeneous, what resulted in heterogeneity of structure across the bars as well.  The areas of 

severe deformation where cementite lamellae fragmentation and dislocation network in ferrite is evident 

were observed next to polygonized structure in deformed ferrite grains. 

 

  25 

 

Fig. 3  TEM microstructure after 
ECAP at 250°C, N-3 passes. 

 

   

Fig. 4  TEM microstructure after 
ECAP at 300°C, N-3 passes. 
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Investigating the cementite deformation the lamellae were observed fractured and spheroidized, as it is 

shown in Fig. 5, however, locally in some areas the lamellar morphology of cementite was preserved. In 

deformed ferrite grains, which experienced less straining (εef  ~  2.7) dense dislocation network was often 

observed together with dislocation cell structure, which  dominates. At higher straining εef  ~  3.5 (N-5 

passes) and εef  ~  4 (N-6 passes) the subgrains appears more frequently due to polygonization processes 

and higher stored straining. Applying higher straining the formation of fine submicro grains, were already 

observed in deformed ferrite grains, as documented in Figs. 6 and 7. As ECAP straining increases the 

progress in dynamic polygonization proceeded and formation of submicron size grains can be observed in 

ferrite and also between cementite plates. On the other side straining is insufficient yet, as regards the 

structure transformation, because lamellar morphology of cementite was still observed, as documented in 

Fig. 7. 

Evaluating structural changes in individual steels, resulting from different straining, the ultrafine grain 

structure formation in experimental steels, appears to be more effective at higher temperature, regardless 

the steel and steel constituents. From the observed structural characteristics The driving mechanism for 

ultrafine grain structure formation appears to be the dynamic polygonization in areas of severely deformed 

ferrite grains. With strain increasing dislocation substructure in ferrite grains easier transforms due stored 

deformation energy to polygonized subgrains and these to small grains having high angle boundaries. 

Considering the fact, that progress in structure refining is more evident at higher temperature and at higher 

strain, it at the same time indicates that to obtain more homogeneous submicron grained structure in both 

steels the higher straining is needed to be introduced. This limitation follows from the fact that still evident 

structure heterogeneity was found and especially in order to disintegrate the pearlite structure. On the 

other side the values of ductility and presence of work hardening period prove (see. Fig. 10) that improved 

combination of mechanical properties can be obtained. 

3.3 Tensile properties of AISI 1010 steel. 

The results of tensile testing at room temperature are shown in Fig. 8 for fully annealed condition and for 

ECAP deformed low carbon steel in Fig. 9. In case of the fully annealed condition, there is an extensive 

period of strain hardening and a high elongation to failure. The deformation behaviour of ECA deformed 

Fig. 5  High density of disloca- 

tions in  subgrains  formed in 

ferrite after ECAP, N-4. 

 

 

Fig. 6  Nucleation of grains in 

deformed ferrite after ECAP, 

N-5. 

Fig. 7  New ultrafine grains in 

former ferrite after ECAP, N-6. 

    500 nm      500 nm 
    200 nm 
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specimens is very similar for both specimens and the tensile strength is decreasing as ECAP temperature 

increases. As similar to other UFG materials, the tensile deformation behaviour of the UFG low carbon steel 

is characteristic by strength increase and absence of strain hardening. The region of strain hardening prior 

the softening period is quiet short but detectable and the period of uniform elongation is moderately 

increasing with increasing temperature of ECAP deformation. The decrease of the UTS for N-3 can be 

attributed to the more effective dynamic recrystallization process and to partial formation of 

submicrocrystalline microstructure. 

 

 

 

3.4      Tensile properties of AISI 1O45 steel 

As concerns deformation behaviour of the 

medium carbon steel AISI 1045 subjected to 

ECAP at increased temperature, the tensile test 

records are shown in Fig. 10. For all specimens 

there is quiet extensive region of work 

hardening, after yielding, and a large elongation 

to failure as the introduced strain was increased 

as the number of ECAP passes introduced 

increases. The deformation behaviour of this 

steel is noticeable different from that of the low 

carbon steel, shown in Fig. 9. Work hardening  

period for all specimens is evident and is 

contributing to uniform deformation of the steel.  

At this time such deformation can be attributed to presence of subgrain  structure (in large extent), and to 

larger volume fraction of submicrocrystalline grains in the structure. The more advanced dynamic recovery 

and dynamic recrystallization contributed deformation, as the main mechanisms, which actually 

contributed by considerable contribution to transformation of deformed structure. 

 

 

Fig. 8  Engineering stress-strain dependences 

for AISI 1010 steel after annealing. 

 

 

Fig. 10  Engineering  stress - strain  curves  of 

AISI 1045 steel  experienced  ECAP N-4, 5 and 
6 passes. 

Fig. 9  Engineering stress-strain curves for 

AISI 1010 steel experienced N-3 ECAP 

passes 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Microstructural evolution during warm ECAP was studied in low carbon steel AISI 1010 and medium carbon 

steel AISI 1045. The major results can be summarised as follows: 

1.  Warm ECAP of low carbon steel leads to formation of heavily deformed substructure consisting of 

dislocation cells and subgrains. In the substructure, due to local recovery and polygonization process, 

areas with submicrocrystalline structure are formed. Partly recovered plastic ability caused the 

decrease of strength properties.  

2.  Microstructural observation of ECAP AISI 1045 medium carbon steel revealed the appearance of 

polygonized submicrocrystalline structure of high angle boundaries in large extent, which were 

formed due to effective activation of dynamical recovery and polygonization process in time of warm 

ECAP deformation.  Formation of ultrafined polygonized structure recovered partially the plastic 

ability of ECAP steel without strength reduction. 
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Abstract 

During last two decades great attention was paid to materials with grains of diameter smaller than 1 μm. 

These materials were classified as Ultra Fine Grain (UFG) materials with diameter of grains of the order of 

100 to 1000 nm and nano-materials with mean diameters of grains smaller than 50 nm. This research 

concerned the whole production of UFG materials, using Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) method. One of 

them is new type of equipment DRECE (Dual Rolling Equal Channel Extrusion), designated for obtaining UFG 

structure in strip of sheet.   

Experiments with use of brass were made on the DRECE machines to achieve grain refinement in the strip 

of sheet with dimensions 58 x 2 x 1 000 mm. A prototype of this equipment used has been put on 

Department of Mechanical Technology, VSB-Technical University of Ostrava, Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering. On the part of brass strip sheets after the first DRECE processing next heat treatment 

400oC/15min/air has been made to obtain the behavior of that materials after heat treatment with aim the 

next DRECE processing with changing conditions namely with obtaining grain refining. Metallographic 

analysis of structure was made on optical microscope NEOPHOT 2 and mechanical properties of studied 

samples by tensile test and Vickers hardness method were tested  

Keywords: DRECE machinery, brass, heat treatment, hardness, structure 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In many technical processes of forming the deformation is substantially greater than conditions at the 

tensile test. In this case a torsion tests have already been used for a long time at investigation of 

strengthening behavior and development of material structure. These new activities demonstrated at the 

beginning of the nineties, that it is possible to manufacture nano-crystalline metallic materials by very high 

plastic deformation at low homological temperatures. It is possible to achieve on ductile metallic materials 

at the tensile test a deformation from 30% to 70%. At the torsion test it is possible to achieve on the same 

materials several hundreds percent. Obtaining of nano-crystalline structures requires typical magnitudes of 

deformation of the order from 100 to 1000%. High deformation at comparatively low homological 

temperatures is an efficient method for manufacture of ultrafine grained (UFG) massive materials. News 
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technologies, which use high deformation for obtaining of fine-grained structure, comprise namely the 

following authors [1-6]. 

This research concerned the whole production of UFG materials, using Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD). 

These new technologies for production of semi-finished products with ultra-fine grained structure differ 

from conventional technologies. While in classical technologies change cross-section of the processed 

material, the cross-section of material processes by SPD remains unchanged. Several types of SPD 

technologies serving for production of UFG metals was developed already at the beginning of the nineties. 

One of them is new type of equipment DRECE (Dual Rolling Equal Channel Extrusion), designated for 

obtaining UFG structure in strip of sheet. 

1.1 Technologies for production of UFG materials 

Most frequently used and new developing methods for production of UFG materials comprise the following 

technologies [1-8]:   

 High Pressure Torsion   

 Equal Channel Angle Extrusion   

 Cyclic Channel Die Compression 

 Cyclic Extrusion Compression   

 Continuous Extrusion Forming 

 Accumulative Roll Bonding 

 Constrained Groove Pressing 

 Thixoforging 

 HPT - High Pressure Torsion 

 DRECE 

1.2 DRECE Machinery 

Equipment DRECE is based on process CONFORM, modifying for sheet forming. During 2009 a prototype of 

this equipment was put into trial operation at the working site of the VŠB-TUO. Fig. 1 shows a principle and 

overall view of the prototype of this equipment. It consists of the following main parts: gear of the type 

Nord with electric drive, disc clutch, feed roller and pressure rollers with regulation of thrust, forming tool 

made of the steel grade Dievar. Strip of sheet with dimensions 58 x 2 x 1000 mm fed into the working space 

and it is pushed by the feed roller with help of pressure rollers through the forming tool without change of 

its cross section. Next pass is realized after rotation of sheet with angle 180°. Repeated plastic deformation 

realised in this manner brings substantial refinement of structure. During the trial operation first 

experiments were made followed by their evaluation. On the basis of these works some modifications of 

design were proposed. It is not possible to publish more detailed technical data as this equipment is patent 

protected [9].  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIAL 

Experiments with use of the formed structural material - brass were made on the DRECE machines in order 

to achieve grain refinement in the strip of sheet with dimensions 58 x 2 x 1000 mm (brass Cu-Zn 65/35 

weight %). 
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Altogether 6 passes were made through the DRECE tool. The heat treatment (450oC/15min/air) of part of 

sheet was applied after DRECE processing. The extruded samples of brass after all passes were then cut 

from sheets into individual series for manufacture of individual testing specimens for metallographic 

evaluation and mechanical tests. They were marked on the surface of sheets by symbols MoX, (number of 

passes X = 1-6) for the samples without heat treatment and MoHTX for the samples with heat treatment. 

Sample of initial state is marked MoI [9]. 

Experimental and mathematical simulation achieved parameters at DRECE processing: 

Mathematical simulation: Intensity of deformation after first pas is ei = 0,411, and after six passes ei = 1,720 

Experimental results: Intensity of deformation after first pas is ei = ei = 0,398, and after six passes ei = 1,704 

As it is seen the mathematical simulation and experimental results are in a good agreement.  

 

 

a) b) 

Fig. 1  a) Principle of DRECE process, b) The equipment DRECE 

2.1 DRECE Machinery 

Mechanical properties of studied samples were tested by Vickers hardness method on the HPO 250 testing 

device and tensile test on the Inova TSM 50 testing machine. Results of Vickers hardness test for samples 

without heat treatment are shown in the Table 1, and for samples with heat treatment in the Table 2. The 

hardness of the sample of initial state MoI is 93HV5.  

 
Table 1  Average values of hardness of brass on the 

samples without heat treatment 

Table 2  Average values of hardness of brass on the 

samples with heat treatment 

 

 

 

 

 

Average values of hardness in Table 1, 2 from five measurements were calculated. As it can be seen from 

Table 1 for samples without heat treatment, these values rapidly increase from the 1st to 4th passes. After 

the 4th pass the value of hardness stays nearly the same. 

Sample Hardness HV5 

MoHT2 95 

MoHT4 101 

MoHT6 136 

Sample Hardness HV5 

Mo2 127 

Mo4 150 

Mo6 160 
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It may be assumed from this dependence, that the biggest increase of hardness caused by dislocation 

strengthening in the course of plastic deformation occurs till the 4th pass and subsequent passes do not 

contribute substantially to further increase of strengthening (Table 2). In the case of the samples after heat 

treatment a decrease of hardness occurs as a result of re-crystallisation process. Values of hardness are in 

all cases higher than in initial state and they also increase in the samples with an increasing number of passes.  

2.2  Tensile test 

Results of tensile test are shown in Fig. 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Tensile test - brass 

As it is seen from this figure the yield stress and ultimate tensile stress after DRECE processing are 

increased to 4th pass while the elongation is decreased. 

After heat treatment the significant increasing the yield stress and ultimate tensile stress against initial 

state were occurred while the elongation stays nearly the same.  

2.2 Metallographic analyze 

Metallographic analysis was made on light microscope NEOPHOT 2. After usual metallographic preparation 

the samples were chemically etched. Results of selected micrographs are shown in Fig. 3. Microstructures 

of brass samples are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 2a shows microstructure of initial state sample of brass. This 

microstructure consists of grains in agreement with the fact that this material was formed before the 

DRECE processing. Grain size reached the value G4 according to ASTM. Microstructures of brass samples 

without heat treatment after passes through the DRECE tool are shown in Figs. 3b,d. As it can be seen from 

these micrographs, refining of grains after each pass was only small. Grain size reached the value from G5 

to G6 according to ASTM. Microstructures of brass samples with heat treatment after passes through the 

DRECE tool are shown in Figures Figs. 3e,f. As it can be seen from these micrographs, refining of grains is 
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much bigger than in case of the samples without heat treatment. Grain size reached the value G8 - G9 

according to ASTM.   

 

 

a) sample MoI b) sample Mo2 

  

c) sample Mo4 d) sample Mo6 

 

 

e) sample MoHT2 f) sample MoHT6 

Fig. 3  Microstructure of the brass samples 

3.  CONCLUSION 

Prototype equipment for production of UFG structure in a strip of sheet made of non-ferrous metals has 

been designed, with subsequent possibility of deformation also of steel sheets with thickness of 2 mm. This 

process involves primarily creation of sufficient number of shear systems with different orientation in 

crystallographic lattice. Creation of UFG structure in the strip of sheet is closely connected to the design of 

suitable geometry of the forming tool, appropriately dimensioned power unit and control system enabling 

setting of various values of peripheral velocities. From the viewpoint of forming parameters higher number 

of passes will bring considerable strengthening of the formed material. According to the degree of the 
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obtained results of extrusion of the sheet made of brass it is possible to state that the equipment is fully 

functional.  

The equipment DRECE is at the stage of verification and future works will verify influence of technological 

parameters on the increase of efficiency of SPD process for obtaining the UFG structure in non-ferrous 

metals. 

From the viewpoint of forming parameters higher number of passes will bring considerable grain refining 

and strengthening of the formed material.  

It may be assumed from dependence mechanical properties on number of passes, that the biggest increase 

of hardness caused by dislocation strengthening in the course of plastic deformation occurs till the 4th pass 

and subsequent passes do not contribute substantially to further increase of strengthening. 

Heat treatment applied after passes through the DRECE tool significantly contributes to intensification of 

grain refinement procedure caused by running re-crystallisation process. It may be assumed on the basis of 

these results that in such fine-grained material further grain refinement can be achieved after subsequent 

the DRECE processing.  

The results reached after heat treatment show the necessity next experiments with changing conditions of 

heat treatment parameters. 
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Abstract 

Mechanical properties and microstructures of commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) developed by a newly 

designed multi-pass equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) process and cold drawing were investigated. 

The ECAP apparatus was developed in order to improve the efficiency of common ECAP and the 

performance of finished products. A much stronger CP-Ti billet was produced by using the proposed 

processes. As shown in the results, a severe plastic deformation occurred in the material by means of 

continuous shear deformation during the radical bending process through a repeated route. The resulting 

mechanical properties, such as yield and tensile strength, were improved thanks to the grain refinement 

that is connected with the Hall-Petch theory. Moreover, cold drawing was conducted to produce a 

cylindrical type bulk material by using the ECAP. Microstructural refinement with improvement of 

mechanical properties was attributed to this additional plastic forming process. It was found out that the 

finished products developed by the multi-pass ECAP and cold drawing processes had therefore remarkably 

hardened, and achieved the ultimate tensile strength of CP-Ti 397.2 MPa, compared to initial strength of 

716.3 MPa, with significant refinement of the microstructure. 

Keywords: titanium, mechanical properties, equal channel angular pressing  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

It is required that material for dental implants is bio compatible, it must not be toxic and it may not cause 

allergic reactions. Metallic materials used for dental implants comprise alloys of stainless steels, cobalt 

alloys, titanium (coarse-grained) and titanium alloys. Semi-products in the form of coarse-grained Ti or Ti 

alloys are used as bio-material for medical and dental implants since the second half of the sixties of the 

last century. Titanium is at present preferred to stainless steels and cobalt alloys namely thanks to its 

excellent bio-compatibility [1-3].  

It therefore occupies a dominant position from this viewpoint among materials used for dental implants. In 

the past years higher attention was paid also to titanium alloys due to the requirements to higher strength 

properties.  

For these reasons CP Ti still remains to be a preferred material for dental applications. Development trend 

in case of this material is oriented on preservation of low value of the modulus of elasticity, and on increase 

of mechanical properties, especially strength [4, 5]. According to the Hall-Petch relation it is possible to 

increase considerably strength properties of metals by grain refinement. That’s why it is appropriate to use 
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for dental implants rather fine-grained Ti instead of coarse-grained Ti. Use of ultra-fine grained materials 

concerns numerous fields including medicine. Bulk ultra-fine structural metallic materials are used for 

dental applications. These are materials with the grain size smaller than approx. 100 to 300 nm. High-purity 

titanium is used for dental implants. Chemical composition of CP Ti for dental implants must be within the 

following interval (Table 1.) 

2.  STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF PURE TITANIUM 

Commercially pure titanium bars and sheets were used in this study. The average grain size of the as 

received CP titanium is ASTM No. 4. Tensile specimens with a gauge of 50 mm length, 10 mm width and 

3.5 mm thickness were machined with the tensile axis oriented in parallel to the final rolling direction. The 

specimens were deformed at room temperature with different initial strain rates. Microstructure of 

titanium is shown Figure 1 and Figure 2. Specimens were sectioned along the gauge and grip parts of the 

deformed sample. The samples were then polished and etched using 10 % HF, 10 % HNO3 and 80 % H2O for 

20 seconds [6, 7]. Chemical analysis and mechanical properties CP titanium are given in the Table 1.  

Table 1  Chemical analysis of commercially pure titanium (CP) 

CP Titanium  
Content of individual elements (wt.%) 

Cmax Nmax Omax Femax Hmax Pd Ti 

Grade 1 < 0.008 < 0.004 < 0.068 < 0.03 < 0.015 -  

Rest 
Grade 2 0.06 0.04 0.18 0.22 0.012 - 

Grade 3 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.35 < 0.30 < 0.015 - 

Grade 4 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.40 < 0.50 < 0.015 - 

Grade 7 < 0.08 < 0.05 < 0.25 < 0.30 < 0.015 0.12 - 0.25 

 
 

 

                                              a)                                                                                               b) 
Fig. 1  Initial microstructure of commercial pure titanium Grade 2: a) longitudinal direction, b) transverse 

direction 

2.1 Properties of ultra-fine grained titanium 

Ultra-fine grained titanium is characterised by exceptional mechanical properties, among which high 

ultimate strength and high yield value are of utmost importance, table 2.  
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Table 2  Mechanical properties of CP titanium after annealing 649°C /1 hour (ASTM E8) 

CP Titanium  
UTS 

[MPa] 
YS 

[MPa] 
El. 
[%] 

Grade 1 280 - 410 170 - 310 24 - 30 

Grade 2 397.2  275.4   22.8 

Grade 3 460 - 590 380 - 550 18 - 20 

Grade 4 540 - 740 485 - 655 15 - 16 

Grade 7 390 - 540 275 - 400 20 - 22 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

                                                a)                                                                                   b) 
Fig. 2  Microstructure of titanium after: a) ECAP (2 passes) and cold rolling b) 

2.2 The technology for manufacture of ultra-fine grained titanium 

The main objective of experiments was manufacture of ultra-fine grained Titanium, description and 

optimisation of its properties from the viewpoint of their bio-compatibility, resistance to corrosion, 

strength and other mechanical properties from the viewpoint of its application in dental implants. Chemical 

purity of semi products for titanium was ensured by technology of melting in vacuum and by zonal 

remelting [8-10]. The obtained semi-product was under defined parameters of forming processed by the 

ECAP technology. The output was ultra-fine grained titanium with strength of approx. 1050 MPa. The 

obtained ultra-fine grained titanium was further processed by technology (of rotation forging) and drawing 

to the shape suitable for dental implants [11].  

3.  OBTAINED RESULTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS  

Semi products from individual heats were processed according to the modified programs by the ECAP 

technology and then drawn to a wire (  = 42 %). Wire diameter varied around 6 mm. 

The samples for mechanical tests and for micro-structural analyses were prepared from individual variants 

of processing. On the basis of the results, particularly the obtained strength values, several variants were 

chosen for more detailed investigation of developments occurring in the structure at application of the 

ECAP and subsequent drawing after heat treatment. Structure of ultra-fine grained titanium after 

application of the ECAP process is shown in Figure 3. The structure was analysed apart from light 

microscopy also by the X-ray diffraction. Table 3 summarises the obtained basic mechanical properties. 
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Table 3  Mechanical properties of ultra-fine grained titanium Grade 2 after ECAP and drawing 

Forming processes 
UTS 

[MPa] 
A 

[%] 
E 

[GPa] 
dz 

[nm] 

initially 397.2 26.5 98.0 520 

ECAP (2 passes) 506.6 14.7 80.1 430 

ECAP (4 passes) 612.7 15.3 99.7 - 

ECAP (8 passes) 716.3 12.1 100.2 250 to 300 

Drawing ( = 42 %) 1023,2  7.3 100.2 - 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                               a)                                                                                 b)  
Fig. 3  Microstructure of ultra-fine grained titanium after: a) ECAP 8 passes, b) cold rolling  = 42 % 

3.1 SEM analysis of fracture surfaces 

SEM JEOL JSM 6490L was used for detailed investigation of the samples after tensile test. Details of fracture 

areas at selected grain size are shown in Figures  4 a) and b). We are only at the beginning of understanding 

the evolution of damage and final fracture in ultra-fine grained titanium. The absence of substantial 

macroscopic tensile ductility in ultra-fine grained titanium together with the observation of dimpled 

rupture on fracture surfaces leads to the hypothesis that deformation is localised.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   a)               b)  

Fig. 4  Fracture area of the sample after: a) 8 passes ECAP, b) cold rolling 
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Fracture surfaces resulting from tensile tests have frequently shown dimpled rupture in microcrystalline 

titanium. Further, it has been shown that the dimple size is significantly larger than the average grain size; 

in cold rolling (Fig. 4b), a pair of mating fracture surfaces was shown that clearly illustrated the presence of  

significant stretching of the ligaments between the dimples that was taken to be indicative of appreciable 

local plasticity. Furthermore, the dimple size is uniform and extends across  major part of the specimen 

cross-section. When the grain size is reduced to 0.1 m or less, and in the case of titanium after 8 passes 

ECAP, the resulting fracture surface from a tensile specimen still continues to show what appears to be 

dimpled rupture with the important difference that the dimple diameter on an average is finer in size 

relative to those seen in Figure 4a. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Technology of manufacture of nano-titanium was proposed and experimentally verified. Grain refinement 

in input materials was obtained using the ECAP process. In conformity with the Hall-Petch, relation the 

strength properties of Ti increased significantly as a result of grain refinement. The obtained mechanical 

properties correspond with the declared requirements. Nano-titanium has higher specific strength 

properties than ordinary titanium. Strength of nano-titanium varies around 1023.2 MPa, grain size around 

300 nm.  
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Abstract 

Titanium is a very inert metal, but not as strong as steel. Priority titanium and its alloys is attributed to the 

fact this material has high corrosion resistance both in air and in chemically aggressive environments. 

Manufacturing technology of titanium alloys is quite complex and costly process. The solution is to prepare 

high-strength titanium, one of the unconventional methods. This paper describes the preparation of ultra-

fine grain titanium by extreme plastic deformation (ECAP) and its influence on the resulting structure and 

mechanical properties. Ultra-fine grain titanium has a higher strength properties than coarse grained 

titanium. The actual research was focused on the physical base of strengthening and softening processes 

and developments occuring at the grain boundaries during ECAP process.  

Keywords: titanium, biocompatibility, ECAP 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Technology ECAP (Equal Channel Angular Pressing), as well as other unconventional technologies, Fig. 1. is 

focused on refining of grains by intensive plastic deformations. The objective consists in fabrication of 

structural metallic materials with ultra-fine grain with 

higher mechanical properties. These structures 

promise achievement higher mechanical properties in 

comparison with their coarse-grain equivalents. These 

concepts are based in particular on notion of validity 

of the Hall-Petch relationship f = o + k.d-1/2 till the 

sphere of grains of nanometric dimensions. There 

were developed various methods for preparation of 

these materials, the principal issues consist in internal 

homogeneity of raw products, size of raw product, 

deformation behaviour and structure stability after 

deformations. [1]  

Another serious problem consists in increase of resistance of fine-grain materials to growth of grain during 

its treatment at higher temperature or at re-heating to higher temperature, which is in many cases 

imperative for forming processes and for achievement of the required functional properties of products.  

Fine-grain materials are the materials, the structure of which consists of components, which have at least 

one dimension within the range between 100 - 500 nm (these materials are also called ultra-fine grain 

materials). From the viewpoint of strength properties these components can be represented by sub-grains, 

grains, lamellas, layers, fibres, etc. For example lamellar pearlite can be considered as nano-composite 

material, which is formed by ferrite and cementite lamellas with width mostly below 100 nm.  

 
Fig. 1  Illustration of the ECAP die geometry 
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The value 100 nm does not have a physical meaning. The term ultrafine-grain material is used also for 

materials composed of particles below 1 micrometer. 

2. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF TITANIUM 

Commercially pure titanium (CP) bars and sheets were used 

in this study. The average grain size of the as-received CP 

titanium is ASTM no. 4. Tensile specimens with a gauge of 

50 mm length, 10 mm width and 3,5 mm thickness were 

machined with the tensile axis oriented parallel to the final 

rolling direction. The specimens were deformed at room 

temperature with different initial strain rates Specimens 

were sectioned along the gauge and grip parts of the 

deformed sample. The samples were then polished etched 

using 10 % HF, 10 % HNO3 and 80 % H2O for 20 second (Fig. 

2.). Chemical analysis and mechanical properties titanium 

are given in the Table 1-2. 

Table 1  Chemical analysis  commercially pure titanium (CP), (weight %) 

N O C Fe Al Cr Ti 

0.004 0.068 0.008 0.03 0.01 0.01 Rest. 

Table 2  Tensile properties of CP titanium after annealing 649 oC/1 hour   

 

 

3. PROPERTIES OF ULTRA-FINE GRAIN TITANIUM 

Strength properties of (n)Ti must have the following values:  Rm  1000 MPa,  Rp0,2   850  MPa [6]. Apart 

from the strength, another important properties of dental implants is their so called specific strength 

(strength related to density). Mechanical properties of metallic material for implants are evaluated in 

relation to its density as so called specific properties. In case of classical coarse-grained titanium the 

relation (Rm/r) varies around 70 to 120 (N∙m/g), for the alloy Ti6Al4V it varies around 200 (N∙m/g), and for 

(n)Ti it is possible to predict the values Rm/r = 270 (N∙m/g). *2+ 

4. THE TECHNOLOGY FOR MANUFACTURE OF ULTRA-FINE GRAIN TITANIUM (NTI) 

The main objective of experiments was manufacture of (n)Ti, description and optimisation of its properties 

from the viewpoint of their biocompability, resistance to corrosion, strength and other mechanical 

properties from the viewpoint of its application in dental implants. Chemical purity of semi products for 

(n)Ti  was ensured by technology of melting in vacuum and by zonal remelting. The obtained semi-product 

was under defined parameters of forming processed by the ECAP technology. The output was ultra-grained 

titanium with strength about 1050 MPa).  

 

Rm  [ MPa] Rp0,2  [ MPa] A  [ %] Z  [ %] 

365 212 51 71 

Fig. 2  Initial microstructure of 

commercial pure titanium 
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5. OBTAINED RESULTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS  

Structure of ultra-fine grain titanium after application of the ECAP process is shown in the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

The structure was analysed apart from optical microscopy. Table 3 summarises the obtained basic 

mechanical properties. 

Table 3  Mechanical properties of ultra-fine grain titanium after ECAP 

Forming processed 
Rm 

[MPa] 

A 

[%] 

E 

[GPa] 

dz 

[nm] 

ECAP (2 passes) 579.4 14.7 80.1 430 

ECAP  (5 passes) 610.6 17.3 99.7 - 

ECAP (8 passes) 960.3 12.1 100.2 100 to 300 

 

 

 

 

6. VERIFICATION OF CORROSION STABILITY 

For successful application of dental implants in applications requiring the fusion of bones is critical of how 

they will respond to the surrounding tissue on the surface of the implant itself. Metals used as biomaterials 

before assembling the real environment tested a variety of techniques. Biocompatibility can be assessed in 

terms of corrosion stability. Evaluation of corrosion stability was performed by placing individual samples in 

liquids, which are located in the body. They were followed by weight losses of samples immersed in body 

fluids, depending on time of exposure to samples of these fluids.  
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Fig. 3  Microstructure of (n)Ti after 

2 passes ECAP 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of titanium 

after 8 passes ECAP 

Fig. 5 Weight change of samples before 

ECAP 

Fig. 6 Weight change of samples after 

ECAP (4 passes) 
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Samples: The initial state Fig. 5., and state after intensive plastic deformation Fig. 6. were cut to 

dimensions: d = 30mm, h = 10mm and subsequently deformed by cold rolling in the direction of the axis of 

the cross section thickness of about 1mm. The samples were mechanically cleaned and accurately weighed. 

After that has been exposed to body fluid exposure. The results of evaluation of corrosion resistance is 

apparent that the weight of samples during the tenure of substances located in the human body did not 

change significantly. For reliable evaluation of corrosion resistance is desirable, however, subject to such 

prepared samples and other methods for assessment of biocompatibility. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Production technology of ultra-fine grain titanium has been experimentally verified. Grain refinement in the 

input material was obtained through the ECAP process. In accordance with the Hall-Petch relationship of 

strength properties of Ti significantly increased due to grain refinement. The obtained mechanical 

properties correspond to the declared needs. Ultra-fine grain has a higher specific strength properties than 

conventional titanium. Strength of ultra-fine grain is about 1050 MPa, grain size around 300 nm. Resistance 

of the prepared titanium against corrosion was verified by decreases in body weight solutions. 
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Abstract 

Currently, increasingly stringent requirements are being imposed on the quality of cold-rolled steel. 

Including requirements for accuracy of geometric dimensions. One of the most important characteristics is 

the longitudinal thickness deviation. 

One of the main sources of disturbance is the radial bounce of rolls barrels against necks [1-3]. Rolls radial 

bounce contributes to fluctuations of tension among the rolling stands. This leads to a cyclic longitudinal 

thickness variation of strip passing each stand of mill. 

Rolls bounce is caused by the joint occurrence of multiple abnormalities of barrel and necks surface shape 

of rolls. It is deviation from roundness, ovality, faceting, radial bounce. Along with the presence of initial 

imperfections in the geometric characteristics of the rolls, in the course of their operation various shape 

deviations may increase due to damage of the rolls during rolling and accumulation thereof [4]. 

Keywords: longitudinal thickness deviation, backup rolls, radial bounce, roll-grinding machine, the spectral 

density, electrical steel. 

1. THEORETICAL PART 

1.1 Description of data processing method 

One of the most effective methods of processing signals from the thickness gauge at the cold rolling mill is 

the spectral analysis, which allows us to characterize the frequency of the measured signal. The 

mathematical basis of spectral analysis is the Fourier transformation, which relates the temporal or spatial 

signal to its representation in the frequency domain. Graphically, the Fourier spectrum is represented as a 

diagram of the spectral density. 

Having identified the sources corresponding to the frequencies of different peaks in the diagram of the 

spectral density and having calculated the area of each peak, we can calculate the proportion of each 

source of periodic disturbances in shaping the overall dispersion of the signal [5]. 

Application of this method for determination of the spectral composition of the longitudinal thickness 

deviation of cold-rolled strip and identification of major sources is implemented at a continuous four-stand 

cold-rolling mill. 

1.2 Collection and preliminary preparation of initial data 

Information on the hot and cold rolled isotropic electrical steel 0,50 mm thick was used as the initial data 

for determination of spectral composition of the longitudinal thickness deviation of cold rolled strip: 

- values of thickness deviation of cold steel at the mill exit and the rolling speed (signal frequency 50 Hz); 
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- diameters of the work and backup rolls per stands of hot- and cold-rolling mills; 

- reduction modes per stands of hot- and cold-rolling mills; 

- type of the furnace, in which heating of slabs before hot rolling mill is performed (pusher-type or 

walking-beam). 

Before the spectral analysis takes place the sampling data is selected from the dataset corresponding to the 

stationary portion of the rolling - rolling period with a constant velocity. 

1.3 Carrying out the spectral analysis 

Spectral analysis was performed using the package «Statistica» of «StatSof» company for the variable of 

thickness deviation from the mean value.  

As a result of the spectral analysis, distribution of thickness variation dispersion in frequency was received. 

The intensity of the dispersion corresponding to the frequencies of different sources determined the share 

of thickness variance dispersion formed by each source and the extent of its influence on the accuracy of 

the finished strip thickness. 

1.4 Calculation of the frequencies of periodic components of strip thickness deviation 

To identify the peaks corresponding to the frequencies of different sources of vibration disturbance of strip 

thickness deviation, we calculated the frequency of reheating furnaces skids pipes and bounce frequencies 

of mill rolls. 

The results of the calculation of the frequencies of different sources of vibrations disturbance of cold-rolled 

steel thickness deviation are shown in Table 1. 

1.5 Identification of sources of periodic disturbances using the power spectrum density diagram 

Using the calculated values of the frequencies of different disturbance sources of strip thickness vibrations, the 

peaks on the density power spectrum diagram were identified. The diameters of the pair of rolls in each set are 

similar, so the peaks corresponding to the thickness variations are the same and are not separately identified. 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the spectral density and the main disturbance sources of thickness vibrations. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1  The general form of the spectral diagrams of cold-rolled strip thickness deviation (area 0-5 Hz) 
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Figure 1, the following designations were taken: 

- BR1-BR4 - backup rolls stands nos. 1-4 of cold-rolling mill; 

- WR1-WR4 - work rolls stands nos. 1-4 of cold-rolling mill; 

- BR6-BR12 - backup rolls stands nos. 6-12 of hot-rolling mill; 

- WR6-WR12 - work rolls stands nos. 6-12 of hot-rolling mill. 

1.6 An evaluation of the impact of each source on the formation of cold-rolled strip longitudinal 

thickness variation 

The share of each source of periodic disturbances in the formation of the total thickness variation 

dispersion was determined. The total area under the peaks in the frequency diagram of the density power 

spectrum corresponds to the total variance of the longitudinal thickness deviation of cold-rolled strip. The 

area under the peak frequency of each disturbance source characterizes the degree of its influence on the 

oscillation of strip thickness and the formation of cold-rolled strip longitudinal thickness deviation. 

Calculation results are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1  Results of the assessment of the influence of sources on the formation of longitudinal thickness 

deviation during cold rolling 

Vibration source 
Frequency, 

Hz 

Power density 

spectrum 

Part of density, 

% 

Heating furnace 0,026 0,00110 6,0 

Backup rolls (hot-

rolling mill) 

Stand 6 0,064 0,00038 1,1 

Stand 7 0,128 0,00129 12,5 

Stand 8 0,207 0,00050 2,6 

Stand 9 0,275 0,00008 0,5 

Stand 10 0,384 0,00003 0,2 

Stand 11 0,514 0,00015 0,8 

Stand 12 0,620 0,00012 0,6 

Work rolls (hot-rolling 

mill) 

Stand 6 0,135 0,00115 6,3 

Stand 7 0,230 0,00074 4,1 

Stand 8 0,386 0,00050 2,5 

Stand 9 0,570 0,00106 5,8 

Stand 10 0,754 0,00003 0,2 

Stand 11 0,955 0,00009 0,5 

Stand 12 1,158 0,00012 0,6 

Backup rolls (cold-

rolling mill) 

Stand 1 1,008 0,00313 17,5 

Stand 2 1,010 0,00040 2,1 

Stand 3 1,507 0,00607 33,9 

Stand 4 2,171 0,00017 0,8 

Work rolls (cold-

rolling mill) 

Stand 1 3,179 0,00011 0,6 

Stand 2 4,750 0,00004 0,2 

Stand 3 6,912 0,00009 0,5 

Stand 4 9,510 0,00006 0,3 
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Among these examples under consideration, the most critical sources of vibrations disturbance of of cold-

rolled flats thickness are back-up rolls of stands number 1 and number 3 of the cold-rolling mill. In total, 

they account for about 52 % of the density of strip thickness variation power spectrum. While executing 

orders with special requirements for longitudinal thickness variation, it is advisable to use within these mill 

stands backup rolls with smaller values of radial bounce, similar to the characteristics of roll stands number 

2 and number 4. 

2. PRACTICAL PART 

2.1 Determining the status of the backup rolls in terms of radial bounce. Assessing the impact of roll-

grinding machine types on the grinding quality of mill rolls 

Back-up rolls of the continuous four-stand cold-rolling mill of «Novo Kramatorsky Machine Plant » (Ukraine) 

and «UralmashSpetsstal» (Russia). 

Specifications of backup rolls are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2  Specifications of backup rolls of cold-rolling mill 

Diameter, mm Length, mm 

Shore hardness 
Roll weight, 

ton 
body of roll 

neck of roll body of roll roll 
initial final 

1400 1300 
850 (cone) 
5º3’35’’ 

1400 4115 65-75 25,5 

Rolls are made up into pairs considering their material. Rolls pair is made up by the rolls of the same 

manufacturer. Grinding of rolls is carried out on the roll-grinding machine type «Hercules WS 600x4500» 

(Germany). 

Upon the results of researches performed, backup rolls radial bounce in the central part of the barrel roll 

surface were measured. 

According to the results of measurements it was determined that the value of backup rolls radial bounce 

for the rolls of «Novo Kramatorsky Machine Plant» is 8-22 microns, for those produced by 

«UralmashSpetsstal» - 10-16 microns. 

During the studies new backup rolls of «Novo Kramatorsky Machine Plant» and «UralmashSpetsstal» were 

commissioned. The first grinding of rolls was done at a new roll-grinding machine type «Hercules WS 

600x4500 CNC» (Germany). The value of radial bounce in the central part of the barrel was 6-8 microns for 

the rolls of «Novo Kramatorsky Machine Plant», and 8-10 microns for the rolls of «UralmashSpetsstal». 

Backup rolls of different manufacturers as delivered have similar characteristics in terms of accuracy of 

manufacture, while polishing backup rolls on the roll-grinding machine type «Hercules WS 600x4500 CNC» 

made it possible to obtain higher accuracy. 

2.2 Assessing the impact of the value of backup rolls bounce on the longitudinal gage interference of 

metal 

The parameters of a stationary process of cold-rolled coils were the basis for the research (Fig. 2), with 

comparable characteristics of profile and flatness in hot rolled condition. 
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Energy-power parameters of cold-rolling mill for all rolls are maintained at the same level (Table 3). 

Areas of the strip rolled during acceleration and deceleration of the mill were not studied. In the dynamic 

analysis of longitudinal variations steel thickness deviations taken by the isotopic micrometer «JSEP» were 

used. Measurement discontinuity is 0,1 seconds. 

Maximum strip thickness deviations for each stand of mill were determined with a probability of 0,997 

(equal to ± 3σ) as described in Section 1. 

Dependence of the steel longitudinal thickness deviation from the value of the total radial bounce of 

backup rolls sets is shown in Fig. 3. 

With the increase of value of the total radial bounce of backup rolls sets from 20 microns to 34 microns the 

increase in the maximum longitudinal thickness variation of metal was registered:  

- within stand number 1 by 2 microns; 

- within stand number 2 by 1 microns; 

- within stand number 3 by 2 microns; 

- within stand number 4 by 2 microns. 

 

Fig. 2  Oscillograms recording the process parameters of cold-rolled isotropic electrical steel 0.50 mm thick: 

a) N - speed of the fourth stand upper motor, 

b) Δh - strip longitudinal thickness variation at the exit of the mill 

Table 3  Mean values of the energy-power parameters of a stationary process of cold-rolled isotropic 

electrical steel 

Stand number/stand gap Rolling force, ton Rolling rate, m/min Rolling draft, ton 

1 1050 270 23,2 

2 870 400 18,1 

3 1050 590 13,3 

4 (reel) 1100 780 4,5 

Received minimum values of the steel longitudinal thickness deviation depending on the value of the total 

radial bounce of backup rolls sets are presented in Table 4. 
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Fig. 3  Dependence of the steel longitudinal thickness deviations from the value of the total bounce of 

backup rolls set 

Table 4  Minimum values of the steel longitudinal thickness variations depending on the value of the total 

radial bounce of backup rolls sets 

Stand 

number 

Total bounce in the central part of the barrels 

surface (sets of the backup rool), microns 

Longitudinal thickness deviation, 

microns 

1 20 4-6 

2 20 3-6 

3 24 3-7 

4 26 3-6 

Minimum level of steel longitudinal thickness variations of the total bounce of backup rolls set at the value 

of the total radial bounce backup rolls set in the central part of the barrels surface is achieved at ≤ 20 

microns. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

As a result of the research, it was found out that to produce isotropic electrical steel with longitudinal 

thickness deviation making 20 microns at the continuous cold-rolling four-stand mill (on a stationary area of 

rolling) it is necessary to use sets (pairs) of the backup rolls with the value of the total radial bounce in the 

central part of the barrels surface making ≤ 20 microns. 

Analysis of batches of cold-rolled isotropic electrical steel shows that the precision characteristics of the 

rolls, namely, bounce of barrels and roll necks have a significant influence on the longitudinal thickness 

variations. Monitoring of this indicator and selective formation of rolls sets with the best characteristics is 

one of the conditions for execution of orders with higher accuracy. At the same time, one of the most 

significant future reserves to improve the accuracy of rolling mills is to provide rolling mills with the rolls 

from the those manufacturers who are leaders in the manufacture of rolls, ensuring the minimum value of 

the bounce index for their products. 
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Abstract 

The optimization of the technological processes control is usually connected with mathematical models 

usage. Most of technical instruments for control on the level of own technology is not customized for the 

hard mathematical operations solving and in addition the computation with quality precisely models of the 

dynamic systems is very time consuming and together with the real time optimization is not really solvable. 

On the other hand the mathematical description of artificial neural networks (ANN) is very simple and the 

algorithms of the learned ANN are easily implemented into existing technological processes control means. 

For successful using of the models on the base of ANN, the ANN needs to be rationally learned on the data 

which occupy all eventual variants which could occur in the real process including malfunction and crash 

states. But such a data is not practically possible to get from real technological process. There is possibility 

of off-line ANN learning with using data given by simulations based on the high precision mathematical 

models and by this way to get the hybrid model. By the useful organization it is secured, that ANN will also 

react correctly to such situations which are highly exceptional in real control conditions. The goal of this paper 

is to present the philosophy and the possibilities of this hybrid models usage on several practical processes. 

Keywords: Optimization, control, artificial neural networks, hybrid models. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Mass exploitation of artificial intelligence elements, most frequently artificial neural networks in the 

process of technical praxis solving has been encountered recently. Exploitation of artificial neural networks 

has its great value whenever it is difficult to obtain solution by usual analytic procedures. In order to have 

results obtained by artificial neural network effective, it is always necessary to carefully analyze the whole 

problems in their complexity and choose such methods to expect real results from neural network with 

high probability. For example, prediction of observed value time trends in the process of solving dynamic 

processes, which is often loaded with error, but from control point of view, predictions of certain 

parameters, such as material temperature at the end of heating process, are often sufficient. These 

mailto:milan.heger@vsb.cz
mailto:ivo.spicka@vsb.cz
mailto:martin.bogar.st@vsb.cz
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Fig. 1  Scheme of RC element 
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predictions are more accurate and faster available. Another artificial neural network exploitation problem 

tends to be insufficiency and quality of data for the process of artificial neural network learning. The article 

should demonstrate hybrid models exploitation, so models based on mathematical-physic al bases and 

artificial neural network work basis. Application of these models could be expected wherever sufficiently 

precise mathematical models of systems are known, but where their exploitation in real time is due to 

complexity of their computation unreal. 

2. HYBRID MODEL PROBLEMS 

Under hybrid model idea is mostly imagined a model, where part of the computation is executed based on 

mathematics-physics basis and other with artificial neural network exploitation. This model could be signed 

as parallel hybrid model. Mathematics-physics models seem to be advantageous for generating of large 

amount alternatives of real object behaviour and data acquired this way then use for artificial neural 

network learning. This approach could be named as serial hybrid model. 

The main reason for serial hybrid models application is effective advantage of computation exploitation on 

one side and effort for the elimination of their characteristic disadvantages on the other side.  

Originally, the idea of serial hybrid model has been invented in an effort to find an effective solution for on-

line control of material complex heating and cooling processes intended for forming, it can as well be used 

for hybrid models creation in other industrial parts.  

3. HYBRID MODEL EXPLOITATION 

The principle of creation and serial hybrid model exploitation will be explained on the following simple 

example. Two-phase RC capacitor charging element (Fig.1), which is connected as low-pass. 

From system point of view it is proportional dynamic system of 1st order, the mathematic description of 

which can be (provided that i3 = 0 and parameters R and C can change in time) expressed by the following 

linear differential equation (1),  

         1) 

where  

            u1(t) - RC input electric voltage actual value 

u2(t) - output electric voltage actual value 

T(t) - actual system time constant and given by expression:  

                   T(t) = R(t) * C(t) 

R(t) - resistor, the value of which can change in time 

C(t) - capacity, the value of which can change in time 

Jump in voltage is used as input signal, the value of which will after some time be increased (see Fig.2.). This 

way is the process of RC capacitor charging divided in two steps that differ in the length Δt1 = t1 - t0 and 

Δt2 = t2 - t1 and also input voltage value  tu1

1 , which is constant for Δt1 a  tu2

1 , which is constant for Δt2. 
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Analytic differential equation solution 

describing both steps RC capacitor charging 

defined this way is simple and its mathematical 

relationship of voltage  tu1

2  on output RC 

element in time interval t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 may be 

expressed, where the expression (2) is acquired 
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and in time interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 which describes 
the expression (3) 
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Time course of RC capacitor charging element 

for parameter values from Tab.1 is shown in 

Fig.2.  

Table 1  Parameters of RC element. 

R = 1 MΩ T1 =   1 s t1 = 1 s Δ t1 = 1s u1
1 = 10 V 

C = 1 µF T2 =   1 s t2 = 3 s Δ t2 = 2s u1
2 = 20 V 

From the following graph can be seen that some kind of simplified analogy between RC capacitor charging 

element and course of surface material temperature during heating could be found.  

In technical practice, due to various accidents or changes in control strategy, some deviations from ideal 

course could be found. This state can be simulated by parameters change  tu1

1 ,  tu2

1 , t1, t2 and value 

change R(t) a C(t) respectively in single charging phases. 

 Set of numbers of 10000 solutions differential 

equation (1), (2) and (3) respectively for basic 

parameters set according to Tab.1 and loaded with 

random value changes in the range ± 10% can be 

seen in Fig.3. Final charging time and final voltage 

value on the RC element output at the end of 

charging process are considerably variable. Similar 

set of solutions could be found in the process of 

various heating conditions simulation, only the 

mathematical model including all physical-chemical 

processes in three dimensional heat diffusion 

would be substantially complicated and single 

solutions generating would be rather time 

consuming. For optimal heating control, where 

multiple simulation repetition is required before 

control system executes competent decision, this 

kind of model is in praxis non applicable. 

Fig. 2  RC capacitor charging time courses 
 
 

  t1   t2 

Fig. 3  Set of 10000 random solving of charging 
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On the other hand, a model based on artificial neural networks has its great advantage because of universal 

inner structure, which is generally independent of work physical principles of simulated object. The basis is 

effective interconnection of mathematical analogues of physical neuron. It proceeds from the following and 

generally known basic mathematical relationship describing neuron: 









 



n

k

kkneur

i

j xwfz
0

              (4) 

Neural network for the example with RC capacitor element charging then 

could have a structure according to Fig.4. Even if the structure looks rather 

complicated at first sight, voltage definition at RC element output at the 

end of charging process - u2(t2) by means of learned artificial neural 

network for given input values R1, R2, C, t1, t2 u1
1 a u1

2 is then effortless.  

Because the precision of the results acquired by artificial neural network 

exploitation 

depends not 

only on quality, 

but also on the amount and data distribution, 70 

curves with random choice of input variables with 

±10% allowance (training set) were generated 

with aid of mathematical model for artificial 

neural network learning process. Voltage values 

at the ends of single charging u2
2(t2)MM were the 

outputs. Having been artificial neural network 

learned in "Neuronek" program [1], the 

functionality was verified at voltage prediction 

u2
2(t2)ANN. For this reason, testing data sum about 

27 experiments in volume was generated. Expected results and prediction deviations by means of artificial 

neural network are stated in figure 5. Maximum error was around ±0,1 V, which is very satisfactory result. 

4. HYBRID MODEL EXPLOITATION IN THE PROCESS OF STEEL SPECIMENS COOLING CURVES 

In paper [2.] was shown that cooling curves for specimens, which vary in shape, have the same character 

and therefore is sufficient when artificial neural network would not predict cooling curve, but 

corresponding time transformation coefficient (TTC) only, by reciprocal value of which must be 

transformed physically measured (referential) cooling curve of know shape, therefore the time course of 

cooling predicted curve for specimens of required dimensions (see Fig. 6) is acquired. In real-time cooling 

process of two geometrically different steel specimens intended for rolling process, two cooling curves 

were acquired by means of maximum surface temperature measurement. For correct artificial neural 

network learning is the count insufficient.  

Therefore it is effective to use mathematical-physical three-dimensional model of heat diffusion spread in 

material, which results from Fourier partial differential equation [3.]: 

t1 

t2 

C 

R2 

u1
1 

u1
2 

u2(t2) 

R1 

Fig. 4  ANN structure 
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and external heat transfer model at third category conditions results from equation [3.]: 

 mediumsTT
n

T
surface

surface





                                (6) 

Model parameters could be defined based on identification of both measured cooling curves, on which 

mathematical-physical models were also verified. To acquire more data for artificial neural network 

learning process, another five simulations for various geometric specimen shapes were carried out on these 

models (see Fig. 6). Artificial neural network was learned in "Neuronek" program and tested on another 

specimen with simulated cooling. The geometric dimensions of the specimens with the appropriate TTC for 

particular experiments are listed in the table. 2. From Fig.7 is obvious that prediction by means of artificial 

neural network exhibits a good relationship with mathematical model results (maximum error do not 

exceed 5%, which represents 2 s as the maximum error of determining the cooling down time). 

Table 2  The specimens' parameters 

 

 

 

Fig. 6  Cooling down curves Fig. 7  Accuracy of prediction 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Even if two professionally different but relatively simple examples for hybrid model exploitations were 

used, it can be seen that satisfactory accuracy for technical praxis was achieved. 

For successful hybrid models application is fundamental: 

 to create truthful mathematical model of a real object,  

 to properly choose seeking output value or more values, which characterize the process, 

 to choose significant input variables and strategy of changes of their values, so that the simulation 
would cover the whole field of real object controlling methods, 

 to carry out sufficient number of simulations so that artificial neural network is learned with 
satisfactory accuracy. 

By hybrid model application can control system acquire fast means not only for result prediction of actual 

control strategy, but also for results computation of various control options. It enables to correct control 

mechanism in time with goal to achieve optimal control. 
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Abstraсt 

Development and optimization of calibration schedules is an important step in designing of new 

technologies for hot rod and bar rolling. The necessity of such optimization may be dictated by the need to 

improve the production quality, extension of equipment service life or energy conservation. Reliable 

computer aided models and simulation software make it possible to conduct a targeted search of optimal 

characteristics on the basis of a large number of simulations with different initial conditions. The speed of 

algorithms and techniques witch used in the process of the search plays a key role and directly determines 

its effectiveness. The paper describes the method of finite element simulation of shape rolling process 

based on so called «2,5 D» technique, which due to the number of simplifications, allows to increase the 

speed of calculation considerably (by comparison with 3D modeling). To verify this technique the 

comparison of model results with data obtained at the special industrial experiment was performed. The 

comparison confirmed the adequacy and effectiveness of the proposed models and computer system 

developed on their basis. On the base of «2,5 D» technique the computer software SPLEN(Rolling) has been 

developed. This software is able to predict the shape evolution of rolled material, as well as distributions of 

strain, strain rate and temperature within the volume of deformation zone. It has been shown that 

computer simulation based on “2.5D” FEM with SPLEN(Rolling) software can be efficiently used for 

optimization of technological procedures in rolling industry. 

Keywords: 2,5 D FEM, slab method, hot bar rolling, mathematical simulation, optimization. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the requirements of computer simulation in design of metal forming technological 

procedures are continually increasing. The application of computer simulation in shape rolling allows to 

estimate characteristics of metal flow, distributions of thermomechanical characteristics in deformation 

zone, force and energetic parameters of the process. The information of the effective strain distribution 

within the volume of deformed material can be used in optimization of rolling process characteristics. 

The optimization tasks are usually related with a bulk of simulations with different initial conditions. In this 

regard, the high performance of applied simulation tools is very important. The mathematic simulation 

based on 3D FEM is a popular and reliable way to obtain the adequate models of metal flow during shape 

rolling, but it needs significant amount of computer memory and CPU time. So called “2.5D” method allows 

to reduce the calculation time significantly [1-11]. 

2.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The mathematical model, which has been used for description of metal flaw during the rolling, is based on 

a viscoplastic formulation of a forming problem and solves by finite element method. The medium is 
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assumed to be compressible, and the spherical parts of the stress and strain-rate tensors are connected to 

one another by the generalized Hooke’s law. This makes it possible to reduce the required computer 

memory and use triangular elements with linear approximation, which are the simplest and most 

convenient types of elements for FEM [1-2].The connection between the rates of displacement and the 

stresses is expressed by the relation: 
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K  - is a coefficient of volumetric compression; e  - effective stress; e  -effective strain; e  - effective 

strain rate; T  - temperature. The dependence of the effective stress on the values of effective strain, 

effective strain rate and temperature for specific material is a nonlinear function which can be obtained by 

plastometric experiments [12-13].  

Rolling in grooves is a three-dimensional process. The material is deformed height- width- and lengthwise. 

By using a reduced calculation of lengthwise straining and disregard shear components in the rolling 

direction, a simplified analysis can be performed [1-11]. This is achieved using an extended generalized 

plain strain element type. The finite element analysis can then be performed in two dimensions resulting in 

a substantial decrease in calculating time. It is reached by use of so-called “2.5D” method. In the “2.5D” 

model the deformation zone of billet during flat rolling is divided to several slices or slab elements in the 

rolling direction or z-direction. In every slab, in order to formulate the simplified, reasonable and 

acceptable mathematical model, the following assumptions are employed: 

1. The longitudinal velocity distributes uniformly over every transversal cross section. 

2. Each slab element in under the equilibrium condition with respect to the longitudinal force. 

This suppositions let us to construct the three-dimensional model of billet deflected mode by joining up the 

set of flat solutions in control sections. 

At that the longitudinal velocity defined in each section so as strength to axial deformation would be equal 

to the z-direction resultant of forces which effects on it. The equilibrium equation of the longitudinal force 

working on the slab element z  is expressed by the generalized formula as follows [1, 4]: 

0)()(  


 ddxdyd znz

S

zz ,        (4) 

where: 

nz  and z  are longitudinal components of normal and tangential stress affected on contact surface of 

element; zd - difference between the pressure on front and back sides of slab element; S  - cross 

sections of element;   - contact surface of slab element. 
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On the base of «2,5 D» technique the computer software SPLEN(Rolling) has been developed. This software 

is able to predict the shape evolution of rolled material, as well as distributions of strain, strain rate and 

temperature within the volume of deformation zone [1-8]. 

3.  APPLICATION OF THE DEVELOPED SOFTWARE 

3.1 Verification 

The developed computer software has been used for analysis and optimization of rolling process in 

roughing group of the continuous small-section rolling mill in the “Třinecké železárny” metallurgical plant 

(Czech Republic) [2-4]. 

For the verification of developed software, the special industrial experiment which allows to analyze a 

metal flow behavior during hot rolling has been performed. 

The process of a 120 mm diameter round steel bar rolling has been stopped, then the material has been 

parted and taken out from the grooves. Fragments of a bar which at the moment of a mill stopping were 

inside the calibers have been carefully measured and analyzed subsequently. Results of measurements 

were compared to the prognosis constructed by means of “2.5D” FEM simulation in SPLEN(Rolling) 

software.  

The rolled stock fragments which have been inside the calibers of stands H1, V2 and H3 at the moment of 

mill stopping have been placed at our disposal. The fragment corresponding to the fourth stand (V4) has 

been damaged at extraction from grooves, and it should be excluded from research. 

The Fig. 1 demonstrate a spatial kind of the scanned surface points of samples and the finite element 

model of geometrical deformation zone constructed in program SPLEN-Rolling. 

 

Fig. 1  A spatial view of the finite element models and the scanned surface points of the samples 

The results of performed verification shows that the behavior of a material during rolling in industrial 

conditions has been described precisely enough by means of the developed model and computer software. 
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3.2 Analysis of the simulation results 

Fig. 2 represents the effective strain distributions which have been obtained by simulation of concerned 

passes. It can by clearly seen that the value of effective strain reaches its maximum in the corners of initial 

square bar. At the same time, the value of maximal effective strain of the first pass is significantly lager 

then corresponding values in following passes. 

 

Fig. 2  Effective strain distributions within the cross section of rolled bar 

Reducing of maximal effective strain in the first pass can lead to reducing of surface defect likelihood. 

Towards this end, the influence of calibers geometry on the maximal value of effective strain has been 

analyzed by finite element simulation. 

Fig 3 represents the diagrams of maximal effective strain value in dependence of first caliber face radius 

and incidence of its lateral facet. The value of maximal effective strain increases with the increasing of 

radius and incidence angle. 

It’s obvious that modification of the first caliber in the sequence leads to changing of effective strain values 

not only in the first, but also in the second pass. Fig. 4 represents the diagrams of maximal effective strain 

in the second pass in dependence on first caliber geometric characteristics.  

The maximum value of effective strain in second pass decrees with increasing of first caliber face radius 

from 0.7 when r = 5 [mm] to 0.5 when r = 10 [mm]. The dependence of maximal effective strain in second 

pass on incidence of first caliber lateral facet is almost absent.  

  

Fig. 3  First pass maximal effective strain value in 
dependence of first caliber face radius and incidence 

of its lateral facet 

Fig. 4  Second pass maximal effective strain value in 
dependence of first caliber face radius and incidence 

of its lateral facet 
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3.4 Roll pass design 

After the analysis of more than 80 simulations, the three variants of new roll pass design have been 

proposed [1]. Fig. 5 illustrates the distributions of maximal effective strain by passes after the rolling with 

initial and proposed caliber schedules. The proposed modifications of roll pass design needs the 

replacement of the calibers in first (var.3) or first and second (var.1-2) passes. As can be seen from the 

diagram presented on fig. 5, the first variant of proposed caliber schedules allows to decrease the 

maximum value of local plastic deformation in the first pass by 53%. At the same time the using of var.1 

increase the value of maximal plastic deformation in second and third passes by 20% with respect to the 

initial roll pass design. The effective strain distributions, obtained by rolling with new roll pass design (var.1) 

are presented in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5  Maximal effective strain in different passes when rolling by initial and new roll pass design 

 

Fig. 6  Effective strain distributions within the cross section of rolled bar after roll pass design modification 
according to variant 1. 
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4.  SUMMARY 

The quick algorithms for simulation of rolling processes, which based on so-called “2.5D” method, are 

reasonable for the investigations, which involves a bulk of simulations with different initial conditions.  

Experimental approbation of SPLEN(Rolling) software, developed on the base of “2.5D” method shows that 

the mathematic models, which was obtained in it, are accurate and agree with the experiment. 

The technological procedure of rolling in roughing mill group has been analyzed by means of SPLEN(rolling) 

software. As a result of investigations, which include studying of more than 80 computer simulations, the 

new roll pass design which almost halved the maximum value of local plastic deformation in the material is 

proposed. 
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Abstract 

On level with plastic deformations an elastic interaction between elements of rolling equipment and rolled 

metal takes important place in sheet steel rolling. Contacts between work roll and rolled band, between 

work and backup rolls are examples of such interactions. In contrast to the work roll and rolled band 

contact interaction, which is the subject of many detailed theoretical and experimental investigations,  the 

work roll and backup roll contact is considered only from the point of view of rolling load redistribution in 

multirolled systems. However, wide application of profiled rolls’ axial shifting in unscheduled rolling 

technology demands further investigations of elastic interaction with slippage. Inconstancy of distances 

between rolls’ pivot pins and contact surfaces leads to local mismatch between peripheral speeds of work 

and backup rolls. This effect is a reason of slippage. Later on it leads to uneven wear of work rolls. It must 

be necessarily taken into account while developing roll contours for axial shifting and algorithms for 

unscheduled rolling technology with automatic profile and flatness control for ensuring of rolled band’s 

profile which satisfies consumer’s demands. In the article there is formulated target setting of elastic 

contact of two osculating half-planes under speed asymmetry and compressive load. Principle of virtual 

work was used. There are obtained approximate solutions for completely elastic earth describing deflected 

mode without relative speed (Hertzian problem) and under speed asymmetry, which leads to appearance 

of slip zones on a contact surface. Influence of acting load, speed asymmetry, constant of friction and 

Poisson's ratio on slip zones‘ lengths is shown. In the article there are presented dependencies for 

correction of wear factors of work rolls, which are used in finishing train’s stands of wide-strip hot rolling 

mill with equipment for axial shifting. These dependencies are used to determine wear values of profiled 

work and backup rolls. 

Keywords: slippage, uneven wear, axial shifting, roll contouring, speed asymmetry 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Most of metal forming tasks, which are connected with metal and instrument contact delimitation and 

interaction mode, are statically indeterminate. For example, one of such statically indeterminate tasks is 

contact between work and backup rolls of the rolling mill. 

2.  THEORETICAL APPROACH 

Let us examine interaction of two elastic osculating half-planes, which can displace like solids. Under the 

action of external force these half-planes are deforming (Fig. 1). In our case a compressive force is  external. 

Value and direction of compressive force is constant during half-planes displacemenst.Out of the contact 

there is gap between surfaces and they are free of stresses.Because of upper and lowerhalf-planes speeds(

t , b ) inequality, three zones are generated on the contact surface with lengths 1 , 2  and 3 . In 

zones 1  and 3 surfaces slip one along another. In adhesion zone 2  speeds t , b are equalized. 

mailto:mazur_ip@mail.ru
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Suppose following: 

1.  In a contact area there are only elastic deformations conform to the Hooke’s low; 

2.  Contact area is very small in comparison with total surfaces of osculating half-planes; 

3. Material of the half-planes (in our case cylinder) is homogeneous and isotropic. 

According to Lagrange principle for solid being in equilibrium 

sum of works of all acting external and internal forces on any 

virtual displacements is equal zero, i.e. 

0ext int  ААE ,                (1) 

where E  - systemenergyvariation; int А  - 

internalforcesworkvariation; ext А  - 

externalforcesworkvariation.  

Internal forces work variation can be presented like this: 
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int 35.0 ,              (2) 

where G - shearmodulus, )1/(5,0  EG ;  - shearstrain 

intensity;   - averagedeformation; k - modulusofvolume 

elasticity, )21/(  Ek ; E  - modulusof elasticity;   - 

Poisson's ratio.  

Slippage zones have feature that on level with normal stresses, shear stresses of friction acts on their 

surfaces. Slippage zones boundaries  are indeterminate. So, expression for external forces work variation in 

equation (1) is defined  like this: 
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where j  -  shearstressesoffriction in slippagezones, 0 yjj f ; jf  - constantoffriction; 0 y  - 

normalstresses on a contactsurface; jw  - surfacepointsdisplacement in slippagezones; jS  - slippagezones 

area; 3,1j  - according to zones (Fig.1). 

So, variational equation (1) is expressed in the following way: 
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2.1  Strain area 

Let’s examine points‘movement in the coordinate system which is linked to adhesion zone 2. 

Underexternalforcesome area V ofinteractinghalf-planesisunder elastic deformation. Assume, thatarea V

has rectangularform. Length of one side of this rectangle is equal to widthofcontactsurface b2 , 
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lengthofanotherside is equal to conditionaldepthofdeformation‘spenetration h  (Fig. 2a). All sizes and 

displacements are normalized to half-widthofcontactsurface b . 

2.2  Kinematically possible velocity field 

At one time with verticaldisplacements in the area V pointsgethorizontaldisplacements,whichare induced 

by velocity changing in zones. Velocity of points on the contact surface is equal to zero, velocity out of 

strain area forupperhalf-planesisequal (  ) and forbottom (  ), where )(5,0 bt  . So, in the 

strain area we can separate three representative zones (“inhibition“, “adhesion“, “acceleration“), where 

kinematically possible velocity field takes place (Fig.2b). 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig. 2  Diagram of displacements (a) and kinematically possible velocity field (b) in the strain area 

2.3  Calculation of elastic deformations 

Linear and angular deformationsin the strain area can be defined like 
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A simplification, that lengths of “inhibition“and “acceleration“zones are equal (   31 ), isaccepted. 

2.4  Energy functional 

So, a system energy functional has a following view: 
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where B  - contactsurfacewidthaxial Z . 

By using of Huber-Mises energetic condition it’s easy to show thatundervaluesof  /  and a lessthan 10-2  

, plastic deformations in the contact area are absent. 

3.  VELOCITY ASYMMETRY CASES 

Depending on half-planes velocities different zones are formed on a upper half-plane‘s contact surface: 

1. Under 0 only “adhesion“ zonetakes place on a total contact surface (Hertz contact problem); 

2. Under 0 twozonestake place on a contactsurface - “inhibition“and “adhesion“zones, 

“acceleration“ zoneisabsent( 01   and 03  ); 

3. Under 0 completesequenceof zones is formed - “inhibition“, “adhesion“ and “acceleration“ 

zones (   31 ). 

3.1  Hertz contactproblem 

When 0 energyfunctional (9) has a following view  
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and itsminimizationwithrespect to h and  reduces to following equations set 
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Solution of the equation (II) are roots 01
2
 and 25,22

2
 . However, the second root doesn’t have 

physical meaning because under equal half-planes‘ velocities adhesion takes place on a total contact 

surface, and slippage zones are abstent. According to (I) a deformation‘s penetration depth is defined like 

)21(5
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h .           (10) 

Then half-width of contact surface can be found like  
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where spP  - averagespecific pressure on a contact surface. 
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Values‘ difference between half-width of contact surface calculated according to (11) and to accurate 

development of Hertz contact problem [2] forPoisson's ratio equal to 35,025,0  , comes to 3,26,0   %. 

So, it shows that the developed method is appropriate for engineer calculations. 

3.2  Velocityasymmetry in case of “acceleration“ zone absence 

Under 01   and 03  energyfunctional has a following view: 
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and variational task reduces to following equations set: 
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(13) 

To get an analytical solution of this set is very difficult, so numerical solution was found by Newton's 

method for nonlinear equations. The equations set (13) has the second-orderwithrespect to variable h , 

whichcan’thave negative value, so for initial approximation the value of slippage zone‘s length is essential. 

The equation (II) has thethird-orderwithrespect to variable  , so itcanbepresented in following view: 

025,2 23  f , 
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- velosityfunction. 

Analysisofvelocityfunction f showsthatenergyfunctionalisminimal if the length of slippage zone liesinside 

the interval [0; 1,5+.As an example the dependences of deformation‘s penetration depths and slippage 

zone‘s length onhalf-planes‘ velocity difference are presented on Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3  Velocity asymmetry’s influence on 

deformation‘spenetrationdepth h and 

slippagezone‘slength  under

01,0 ;007,0 ;005,0 ;002,0a  
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On a base of approximative analysis the following expression was developed:  




  fakkk ,           (14) 

where  7578,882068,36k , aka 95,2905,1  , 238,49719,156625,1 ffk f  . 

Substitution  from (14) into equation (I) of the set (13) allows to get quadraticequationwithrespect to 

variable h .Accuracy of this expression is appropriate for engineer calculations. 

3.3  General case of velocity asymmetry 

When complete sequence of zones is formed - “inhibition“, “adhesion“ and “acceleration“ - minimizationof 

functional (9) withrespect to h  and  reduces to following equations set: 
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Approximation of this set’s solutions allowed to get expressoin similar to (14) with following coefficients 

 094,40235,2k , aka 5001,26106,1  , 254,51211,166817,1 ffk f  .   (15) 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Substitution of obtained values into deformation equations (5)-(8) allows to define stress-strain state of 

area under examination. On base of developer calculation sitis established that velocity asymmetry 

increasing leads to slippage zone length‘sincreasing  and decreasing of conditional depth of 

deformation‘spenetration to 5030  %. 

Controlled slippage according to part 3.2, may be used at bimetal manufacturing. It will promote not only 

appearance of oxide free sections on the contact surfaces but may causes slippage of the whole contacting 

surfaces when the lengthofslippagezonevergestowards b2 . So it is expedient to hold a level of the slippage 

zone lengthat 50 %of contact surface length. 

The expression (14) with coefficients (15) was used for correction of work rolls‘ wear coefficients in a 

control system PFC (Profile and Flatness Control). PFC is used for hot rooling technology with automatic 

control of profile and flatness by work rolls’ axial shifting. Abrasive-energy wear model which was applied 

in PFC algorithm, defines wearof work and backup rolls in the following way: 

rolnzbzzqkzu   )()()()(            (16) 

where k  - wearcoefficientdepending on contactingrolls‘ material; )(zq - linearload; )(z - slippage zones‘ 

length equal to double value of expression (14); )(zb  -widthofcontact surface betweenwork and 

backuprolls; z - coordinatealong body ofroll; roln - rooll’spromptness.  
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5.  CONCLUSION 

Developed procedure of finding slippage zones in a contact area may be used at examination of various 

tribological processes (friction, wear and so on), which are connected with direct interacting between two 

moving surfaces. For example, controlled slippage at bimetal producing is necessary for destruction of 

oxide film and contact surface activation. It essentially decreases thickness reductions which are necessary 

for making indissoluble joint. Knowledge of slippage zones’ length at rolls’ interaction in cluster mills allows 

to correct wear coefficients in rolling control systems for ensuring of necessary range of profile control and 

to exclude heightened wear and spalling of backup rolls at axial shifting around-the-clock work. 
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Abstract 

Low density and comparatively favourite price of the Fe - 40 at. % Al type intermetallic compounds 

predestine them for various technical applications, but their promising potential is used only in a limited 

way as yet, mainly due to their high brittleness. Conventional techniques of processing of the coarse-

grained structure by hot forming, which are accompanied by the repeated recrystallization and progressive 

grain refining, are feasible only with great difficulty in the case of this material. With regard to attraction of 

the given type material, the plastometric research at temperatures 800 °C to 1200 °C was carried out as a 

basic one, namely using the compression tests on plastometer Gleeble at strain rates 0.05 s-1 to 30 s-1. 

Cylindrical specimens with diameter 10 mm and height 12 mm were manufactured with great difficulty 

from laboratory castings of the cross section ca 20 x 33 mm, gained by means of the vacuum induction 

furnace. The very coarse-grained material contained 25.1 wt. % Al and 0.013 % wt. C. From the obtained 

stress-strain curves the values of peak stress were determined, which were used for determination of the 

values of activation energy in hot forming according to the classical equation of the hyperbolic sine type. 

Enumeration of its coefficients led at the same time to a chance to predict maximum deformation 

resistance characteristics of the investigated alloy in dependence on temperature and strain rate. 

Keywords: iron aluminides; hot compression; stress-strain curves; activation energy; deformation resistance 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Iron aluminides have been considered as potential candidates for high temperature structural applications 

primarily due to their attractive physical, oxidative, and mechanical properties [1]. Intermetallic compounds 

of Fe - 40 at. % Al type are formed by B2 FeAl phase. Their low density, comparatively favourite price and 

other beneficial service properties predestine them for various technical applications, but their promising 

potential is used only in a limited way as yet, mainly due to their considerable brittleness. Conventional 

techniques of processing of the coarse-grained structure by hot forming (rolling and/or extrusion), which 

are accompanied by the repeated static recrystallization and progressive grain refining, are feasible only 

with great difficulty in the case of this material. Issues connected with the low formability can be improved 

to a certain degree by selected ternary additions, as for instance Mn or B. Another type of solution 

represents then the application of casting with using the method of lost wax moulding or powder 

metallurgy - see e.g. [2]. Using special protective capsules [3], laboratory castings made of the brittle 

intermetallic alloys were successfully hot rolled [4]. The rolling was performed from thickness 20 to 13 mm 

with 6 or 4 passes, using afterheating of the intermediate rolled product in the furnace heated to 

temperature 1200 °C after every even pass *5+. Even the symptoms of superplasticity of the given alloys in 

conditions of the slow tensile deformation [6] or compression deformation [7] are known. 
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The main target of the work was to obtain stress-strain curves for this type of the material in a wide range 

of strain, strain rate and temperature and determine the activation energy during hot forming from the 

peak stress values. The plastometric tests should enable to determine the basic characteristics of 

formability in relation to thermomechanical conditions of forming. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 Cylindrical specimens with diameter 10 mm and height 12 mm were manufactured with great difficulty 

from laboratory castings of the cross section ca 20 (thickness) x 33 (width) mm, gained by means of the 

vacuum induction furnace. It was necessary to use i.a. water jet cutting and fine grinding because 

machinability of the coarse-grained material, containing 25.1 % Al, 0.014 % C and 0.16 % Mn (all in wt. %, 

remainder Fe) was reduced very much. Figure 1 documents the very heterogeneous and coarse-grained 

microstructure of the laboratory casting over its height (or thickness 20 mm). Similarly the cylindrical 

specimens were oriented, where the areas with the as small as possible occurrence of the internal cavities 

were chosen, which complicated the preparation of specimens and their following hot forming. 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of the casting 

 

 

 

a) influence of strain rate at constant temperature 1100°C 

 

b) influence of temperature at constant strain rate 0.05 s-1 

Fig. 2  Selected examples of determined stress-strain curves 

 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of the 

casting 
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Uniaxial hot compression (flow stress) tests of the cylindrical specimens were performed on the dynamic 

testing machine Gleeble 3800, after the unified preheating to temperature 1200 °C. The forming 

temperatures were chosen 800 °C, 900 °C, 1000 °C, 1100 °C or 1200 °C, the strain rate values were   0.05 s-1, 

0.4 s-1, 4 s-1 or 30 s-1. The formability was favourably influenced by heated tools - swages. Most of the tests 

could be finished after reaching the true (logarithmic) height reduction ca 0.5. 

The result of experiments was stress-strain curves, recalculated from the recorded values of the forming 

force and compression of the specimen - see e.g. the comparative graphs in Fig. 2. The situation was 

complicated from time to time by premature fracture of the material. 

3.  MATHEMATICAL PROCESSING OF RESULTS 

Apparent activation energy for hot deformation Q *J∙mol-1] is a constant dependent on the chemical 

composition and microstructure of the hot formed material whose deformation behaviour is largely 

influenced by this quantity. Knowledge of its value is very useful, e.g. for description of dynamic 

recrystallization kinetics or stress-strain curves at continuous deformation. For finding out the Q-value, it is 

obvious to use a solution of modified equation [8]  

  n
maxsinh

TR

Q
expCe 












                                                                                (1)  

where e  [s-1] is strain rate; C [s-1],  [MPa-1+ and  are another material constants; R = 8.314 J∙mol-1∙K-1; T [K] 

is deformation temperature; max [MPa] is deformation resistance associated with the maximum (peak) 

stress. This relationship was originally developed for mathematical description of strain rate corresponding 

to the steady-state stress ss [MPa] and therefore it is basically possible to use both the max- and ss-values 

for computation of activation energy. Nevertheless, the peak stress is applied much more often because 

the ss -values are hardly accessible at wide range of strain rates and temperatures. The traditional way of 

assessing the constants in Eq. 1 was described e.g. in [9]. It can be solved by a graphic method using 

multiple linear regression analysis. The computing program ENERGY 4.0 in language Turbo Pascal 5.0 was 

developed [10] which has made more sophisticated work with the input data set (T - e  - max) possible.  

Brainless automated advance of the calculation often leads to strange results, mostly due to definite scatter 

of experimental data. The procedure described above is largely sensitive to the position of every point in 

regression coordinates, especially if the number of data points is low (which is practically always the case 

due to limited resources for experiments) [11]. Hence the capability to plot selected data and individually 

evaluate it is so important. The possibility of separation of some points from further calculation seems to 

be absolutely basic. Software ENERGY 4.0 makes it possible in the first stage the evaluation and selection of 

experimental data and a rough estimate of the particular material constants in Eq. 1, afterwards in the 

second stage they are specified more precisely by means of the computer-aided application of the least 

squares method during the non-linear regression, the result of which is among others the model max = f(T,

e ). One of the job stages within the framework of programme ENERGY 4.0 is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The 

final regression analysis resulted in gaining the following constants in Eq. 1 for the investigated iron 

aluminide of type Fe - 40 at. % Al: activation energy Q = 235 kJ∙mol-1, n = 2.68, = 0.0033 MPa-1, C = 

2.17∙1010 s-1. 
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Fig. 3  Example of work with programme ENERGY 4.0 - hardcopy of monitor 

during final regression (before more precise automatic recalculation) 

4. DISCUSSION 

The obtained values of the activation energy and further material constants enable - based on the modified 

Eq. 1 - to predict the maximum deformation resistance of the investigated material in dependence on the 

temperature-compensated strain rate, defined by Zener-Hollomon parameter Z [s-1] [12]: 













TR

Q
expeZ                (2) 

n
max

C

Z
sinharg

1



               (3)  

The graph in Fig. 4 compares the experimentally measured and the according to Eq. 1 calculated values 

max. Although the accuracy of plastometric tests was adversely affected by the structural heterogeneity of 

specimens and sometimes also by their premature fracture, the resulting mathematical description of the 

dependence max = f(T,) may be regarded as very successful. So, it was not necessary to modify parameter 

Z, as it did e.g. the authors of works [13,14]. In technical literature sufficient pieces of information may be 

found concerning apparent activation energy for hot working, or flow activation energy during superplastic 

deformation of alloys on the basis of iron aluminides. The problem with the comparability of results 

consists in very different testing conditions of particular authors - e.g. during torsion or tensile tests, when 

the different order strain rate values and ranges of the applied temperatures, very different initial grain size 

etc. may occur. For the materials of FeAl type (containing ca 40 at. % Al) e.g. the following values of 

activation energy are mentioned (all data about the chemical composition in at. %): 
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Fig. 4  Comparison of measured and according to Eq. 3 calculated 

values max 

Gas atomized FeAl (Fe-39.6Al-0.19Mo-0.05Zr) *15+: Q = 465 kJ∙mol-1  

Water atomized FeAl (Fe-39.4Al-0.18Mo-0.05Zr-0.86O2) *15+: Q = 430 kJ∙mol-1 

Large-grained Fe-36.5Al *16+: Q = 370 kJ∙mol-1   

Large-grained Fe-36.5Al-1Ti *16+: Q = 290 kJ∙mol-1 

Large-grained Fe-36.5Al-2Ti *16+: Q = 260 kJ∙mol-1 

Fe-40Al-5Cr-0.2Mo-0.2Zr-0.02B *17+: Q = 343 kJ∙mol-1 

It is obvious that our value Q = 235 kJ∙mol-1 is in comparison with the above mentioned activation energy 

values very low. This discrepancy may also be influenced by a different methodology of determination of 

the variable Q. While we start from the complex hyperbolic sine relation of type given in Eq. 1, other 

authors use the equation 















TR

Q
expAe n               (4) 

where stress [MPa] is on the pertinent stress-strain curve localized differently. It is evident that Eq. 4 

corresponds to a simplified shape of Eq. 1 and is suitable for the description of deformation behaviour only 

at the low stress values [9, 13]. Of course, its advantage consists in the easy conversion into a shape 

appropriate for the linear regression analysis. 

From the literature analysis it is obvious that the derived value Q = 235 kJ∙mol-1 corresponds rather to 

deformation behaviour of some alloys of Fe3Al type: 

Fe-27.5Al *15+: Q = 260 kJ∙mol-1     

Fe-28Al *18+: Q = 263 kJ∙mol-1 

Fe-28Al-2Ti *15+: Q = 191 kJ∙mol-1  

Fe-28.7Al-2.3Cr *15+: Q = 340 kJ∙mol-1 

Fe-29.6Al-2.7Mn [15]: Q = 350 kJ∙mol-1 
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Considering the complicating effect of internal cavities in the investigated cast material on its plastic 

properties, we succeeded in defining the basic trends of influence of deformation conditions on formability 

of the material in conditions of the compression test. The occurrence of cracks at surface of the 

compressed specimen subject to free spread was evaluated. The formability lowered with decreasing 

temperature and increasing strain rate, which corresponds with data about the superplastic behaviour of 

the iron aluminides at very low forming speeds [6, 18]. 

5. SUMMARY 

In an indirect way the key role of cooling of surface layers in formability of the Fe - 40 at. % Al type 

intermetallic compounds was confirmed. If we manage to avoid the heat removal from these areas into the 

tool during the plastic working, the hot technological formability of these and similarly hardly workable 

materials is increasing - see e.g. the application of protective capsules in rolling, indicia of superplasticity 

during the tensile test or the effect of heated swages during the compression tests, applied in this work. 

The plastic properties of the studied alloy are positively influenced by a higher temperature and lower 

strain rate. 

Based on plastometric tests, a relatively low value of the apparent activation energy for hot deformation of 

the investigated alloy Q = 235 kJ∙mol-1 was determined. Thanks to this value the equation precisely 

describing the relation between the maximum deformation resistance and Zener-Hollomon parameter at 

temperatures 800 to 1200 °C and strain rates of the order 10-2 to 101 s-1 could be derived. 
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Abstract 

The installation of the advanced equipment, determined for coiling of hot rolled bars in the small section 

rolling mill at Třinecké železárny a.s., requires the performance of numerous experimental tests to achieve 

the full-value utilization of this equipment.  The low-alloy steel 42CrMo4, belonging to the range of 

products of the small section mill, was so far supplied to the customers in the form of straight bars. The 

steel bars can recently be coiled - thanks to Garret coilers - after finish rolling into coils. The steel 42CrMo4 

is determined, above all, for heat treatment. For its higher hardenability it is suitable mainly for the 

production of the parts working under high stress that are used in the mechanical engineering and 

automotive industry. 

For reasons of the comprehensive study of deformation behaviour of this steel in the hot state, a whole set 

of torsion tests was carried out on the plastometer SETARAM. From the results of continuous tests to 

rupture the characteristics of dynamic recrystallization were evaluated; the start of the dynamic 

recrystallization is defined by coordinates of the peak stress. These values were then used for 

determination of the activation energy in hot forming by means of the specialized software ENERGY 4.0. 

Formability of the studied steel could be represented, on the basis of results of torsion tests, by the 3D 

graph in relation to temperature and strain rate. The performance of the anisothermal interrupted torsion 

tests was used for the evaluation of phase transformations in the steel and these phase transformations 

were afterwards confronted with the decomposition diagrams designed by the dilatometric tests and by 

means of software QTSteel. The diagrams were executed in two modes (CCT - Continuous Cooling 

Transformation) and DCCT (Deformation 35 % + Continuous Cooling Transformation). 

Keywords: Low-alloy steel, torsion test, activation energy, transformation diagrams, phase transformation 

temperatures 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Třinecké železárny a.s. is constantly updating its production facilities, among which also the continuous 

small section mill is ranked. This rolling mill is equipped with a new coiling line of Garret type, which 

enables to coil the hot rolled bars of the round cross section with diameter 50 mm into coils. The low-

alloyed steel 42CrMo4, which is a part of the production assortment of the small section mill, has so far 

been delivered to the consumers in the form of straight bars. Recently the steel bars can be coiled - thanks 
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to Garret coilers - after the finish rolling into coils [1]. The steel 42CrMo4 is intended above all for the heat 

treatment. Thanks to its higher hardenability it is suitable for the parts subject to high stress in the mechanical 

engineering. The well balanced proportion of strength, ductility and wear resistance makes it possible to use 

this steel in the automotive industry as well (manufacturing of crankshafts, axles, spindles, etc.) [2, 3]. 

The continuously increasing demands on the quality and properties of formed products require that new 

knowledge on the properties of the formed steels should be gained. To research the deformation 

characteristics of materials the laboratory equipment and special programmes may be used, which are able 

to physically or mathematically simulate in a simplified manner the real operational conditions. Among this 

laboratory equipment e.g. plastometers of Gleeble type, torsion plastometers, simulators of working cycles 

and the complete laboratory rolling mills are ranked [4]. All this equipment has lots of advantages, but - of 

course - also some limitations. For a comprehensive study of the deformation behaviour of steel 42CrMo4 

in the hot state, a series of torsion tests was performed on the plastometer SETARAM, which is beneficial 

with regard to a chance of obtaining many pieces of information from the only one test [5]. This 

information can subsequently be used for example for the description of kinetics of the dynamic 

recrystallization and determination of the formability of the investigated steel [6]. The deformation 

behaviour of steel 42CrMo was already studied before [7], nevertheless, the constant increase in demands 

on the properties of this steel requires the optimization of the deformation parameters of this steel. With 

the effort to determine the temperatures of phase transformations of steel 42CrMo4, the anisothermal 

interrupted test on the torsion plastometer was carried out. These temperatures were then compared with 

the CCT (Continuous Cooling Transformation) and DCCT (Deformation Continuous Cooling Transformation) 

diagrams, obtained by the dilatometry testing [8] and by means of software QTSteel 3.1 that enables to 

simulate the heat treatment of the carbon, alloyed, and tool steels [9]. 

2.  DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 

For the torsion tests of steel 42CrMo4 on the plastometer SETARAM the test bars with diameter of the 

deformed part 6 mm and length 50 mm were prepared. The chemical composition of steel 42CrMo4 was as 

follows: 0.431 C - 0.77 Mn - 0.276 Si - 0.016 P - 0.026 S - 1.14 Cr - 0.175 Mo (wt %).  The torsion tests were 

carried out at temperatures 800, 900, 1000 and 1100 °C and torsion speeds 8, 40, 200, 400 and 1000 rpm, 

and in case of temperature 1100 °C at torsion speeds 80 and 400 rpm as well. These torsion speeds 

correspond with strain rates 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9 and 2.3 s-1. From results of the continuous tests to 

fracture the activation energy of steel 42CrMo4 was determined and the characteristics of the dynamic 

recrystallization were evaluated, the start of which is defined by the coordinates of the stress peak. Based 

on the results of the torsion test, also the formability of the investigated steel was evaluated. 

For the reason of the evaluation of phase transformations in steel 42CrMo4 the anisothermal test on the 

torsion plastometer SETARAM was carried out in the range of deformation temperatures 1200 - 550 °C. 

The pause between particular deformations was 5 seconds, the strain was equal 0.053 and the strain rate 

was 0.096 s-1. After the first deformation the heating was switched off and the specimens were cooled in 

the free air. The temperatures of the phase transformations found out in such a way were then confronted 

with the decomposition diagrams. The modes for determination of the decomposition diagrams on the 

dilatometer DIL 805A/D were as follows: for the determination of the decomposition diagram in the mode 

CCT (Continuous Cooling Transformation) the cylindrical specimens with diameter 5 mm and length 50 mm 

were prepared, heated in vacuum (min. 10-4 mbar) at speed 4.7 °C/s to temperature 850 °C. The dwell time 

on this temperature was 1200 °C. Then the specimens were cooled at various speeds to the ambient 
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temperature. The determination of the decomposition diagram in the mode DCCT (Deformation 

Continuous Cooling Transformation) was similar as in the previous case: in addition to, in case of this mode 

the test specimens were subjected at temperature 850 °C to the height reduction 35 %. The cooling speeds 

of specimens in both testing modes varied between 67 °C/s and 3 °C/min *8+. The decomposition CCT and 

DCCT diagrams were also determined, under conditions stated above, by means of software QTSteel 3.1 

created by the ITA company. 

3.  MATHEMATICAL PROCESSING OF GAINED DATA 

The activation energy is an important material constant that is used for the description of kinetics of the 

dynamic recrystallization. The activation energy depends on the chemical composition and microstructure 

of the hot formed material. The determination of the activation energy was carried out, using the special 

developed software ENERGY 4.0. The data obtained experimentally were subsequently processed, using 

partial linear regressions, which enabled to suppress scattering of the input data and the recognition of the 

phase transformation, as the case may be. The values modified in this way were automatically smoothed by 

means of the non-linear regression, which included two on each other independent variables - temperature 

and strain rate. 

The value of the activation energy is possible to calculate from the relation [10]: 

  nmaxsinh
TR

Q
expCe  










          (1) 

where e  is strain rate [s-1], R is molar gas constant ,equal 8.314 J.mol-1.K-1, T is temperature of deformation 

in [K], max [MPa] is maximum flow stress corresponding to peak strain, C [s-1],  [MPa-1] and n are material 

constants. The knowledge of the activation energy in hot forming is very important. Zener-Hollomon 

parameter Z [s-1], known also as temperature-compensated strain rate, is used for the description of stress-

strain curves. The relation (2) determines the value of Z and includes the activation energy that represents 

the material factor [11]: 
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Using the knowledge of Zener-Hollomon parameter enables to determine the coordinates of peaks of the 

stress-strain curves and thus predict the start of the dynamic recrystallization. The value of the peak strain 

and corresponding peak stress (maximum stress max) may be calculated from the following relations: 
W

p ZUe              (3) 
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1
          (4) 

The constants U, W, , n and C, which feature the respective material, are determined by the regression 

analysis by means of software ENERGY 4.0. 

4.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The stress-strain curves were determined from the results of the continuous tests to fracture, for 

corresponding temperatures and strain rates. Examples of these curves, found with strain rate 0.1 s-1 or at 

torsion speed 40 rpm, are demonstrated in Fig. 1. The values gained by the torsion test were subjected to 

the regression analysis in the programme ENERGY 4.0. The value of the activation energy for the 

investigated steel was determined and the material constants enumerated - see Table 1. 
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Table 1  Material constants for description of kinetics of dynamic recrystallization of steel 42CrMo4 

Q n (1100 °C)  (900 °C) C U W 

[kJ/mol] [---] [MPa-1] [s-1] [---] [---] 

344.33 4.1992 0.0156 4.48∙1011 0.00753 0.114 

In Fig. 2 and 3 the dependences of peak strain ep, or maximum stress max on strain rate and deformation 

temperature are pictured. From these graphs it is visible that the highest values of the peak strain and 

maximum stress are achieved at low deformation temperatures and high strain rates. 

  
 Fig. 2  Relation between deformation to peak and 

deformation temperature 

Fig. 3  Relation between maximum stress and 

deformation temperature 

By means of the three-dimensional (3D) chart the 

formability of the investigated steel in dependence 

on deformation temperature and strain rate is shown 

pictorially in Fig. 4. With the increasing deformation 

temperature the deformation to fracture rises. 

The lowest value of deformation to fracture was 

reached when torsion speed was 1000 rpm and 

temperature 800 °C. The combination of high strain 

rate and high deformation temperature led to the 

highest values of deformation to fracture. 

In Fig. 5 the particular decomposition CCT diagrams 

of steel 42CrMo4, determined by means of 

dilatometry or programme QTSteel 3.1, are shown. 

If we compare the CCT diagrams of steel 42CrMo4 

 

Fig. 1  Stress-strain curves at constant torsion  
speed 40 rpm 

 
 Fig. 4  3D map of formability of steel 42CrMo4 
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determined on the dilatometer with the diagrams determined by means of software QTSteel 3.1, a good 

conformity is seen between the CCT diagrams determined on the dilatometer and QTSteel. 

 
 

 a)  CCT diagram of steel 42CrMo4 constructed on 

dilatometer 

b)  CCT diagram of steel 42CrMo4 constructed by 

means of software QTSteel 3.1 
  Fig. 5  CCT diagrams determined on dilatometer, or by means of QTSteel 

If we compare the phase transformation temperatures established for heating of steel 42CrMo4, found out 

by the dilatometry testing and modelling in the programme QTSteel, we can draw a conclusion that a good 

compliance of temperatures Ac1 was achieved. Temperature Ac1 determined on the dilatometer was equal 

753 °C, temperature Ac1 determined by QTSteel software was equal 740 °C. The difference between 

temperatures Ac3 determined by dilatometry (801 °C) and QTSteel (775.1 °C) was only a little higher than in 

the case of temperatures Ac1. 

It was verified before that it is possible to determine the temperatures of phase transformations during 

cooling of steels by means of the anisothermal interrupted test [12]. Unfortunately, in this case 

temperatures of phase transformations could not be determined exactly because the graph in Fig. 6 does 

not show any significant change of the relation between the flow stress and the strain in the area of 

temperatures where the transformation of austenite to ferrite is expected. The specimen was cooled in the 

interim between particular deformations in the free air at speed 5.7 °C/s. By comparison of the time-

related temperature of the specimen in case of the anisothermal test, expressed by means of the blue 

cooling curve in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, with the decomposition CCT diagram a conclusion can be derived that 

the structural state of the specimen does not change at the cooling itself, the austenitic structure remains 

stable. With regard to the course of the measured deformation resistance characteristics in the 

anisothermal test it may be supposed that neither deformation affects the structural state of the 

investigated steel with the given conditions of deformation. To manifest phase transformations it would be 

necessary to perform the anisothermal interrupted test with another interim between subsequent 

deformations and, mainly, smaller cooling speed, which already falls into the field of the physical simulation 

of forming on the torsion plastometer. 
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 Fig. 6  Anisothermal interrupted test of steel 42CrMo4 

However, from the particular stress-strain curves in Fig. 6 it may be judged if some softening of the 

specimen between particular deformations occurred. From a detail of the fourth stress-strain curve, i.e. 

from the test performed at temperature 959 °C, it may be judged that before the partial deformation itself 

the partial softening of the material by the static recrystallization occurred. By contrast, the detail of the 

seventeenth curve, gained at temperature 595 °C, shows no indications of material softening in the pause 

before the given deformation and it may be assumed that the material was only strain-hardened. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

The compact series of torsion tests performed on the plastometer SETARAM was used to study the hot 

deformation behaviour of low-alloyed steel 42CrMo4, intended for the heat treatment. From the results of 

torsion tests the activation energy of steel 42CrMo4 was determined by means of software ENERGY 4.0. 

Its value, Q = 344.33 kJ/mol, was used for the description of kinetics of the dynamic recrystallization. By 

means of Zener-Hollomon parameter the coordinates of peaks of the stress-strain curves were described, 

which predict the start of the dynamic recrystallization of steel 42CrMo4. 

The formability of steel 42CrMo4 in dependence on temperature of deformation and strain rate was shown 

by 3D graph, based on the results of torsion tests. The low formability was achieved at the highest strain 

rate and lowest deformation temperature. The best formability was achieved at the highest strain rate and 

highest deformation temperature. Hence, the temperature of deformation essentially influenced the 

formability of the investigated steel. 

On the torsion plastometer SETARAM the anisothermal interrupted test was also carried out, with the aim 

to evaluate the phase transformations in steel 42CrMo4 and confront them with the decomposition CCT 

and DCCT diagrams. The determination of temperatures of the phase transformations during cooling of 

steel 42CrMo4 by this method was considerably deteriorated, as no characteristic change of stress in 

dependence on deformation temperature, indicating the phase transformation of austenite to ferrite, was 

observed. It was caused by a relatively high speed of cooling of the specimen, which did not enable to 

achieve the transformation of austenite to ferrite. Temperatures of phase transformations for heating of 

steel 42CrMo4 were compared, found out by the dilatometry testing and modelling in the programme 
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QTSteel 3.1. A quite good conformity of found out temperatures Ac1 was achieved. The difference between 

values of temperatures Ac3, determined by the dilatometry testing and computer simulation in the 

programme QTSteel 3.1, was 25.9 °C, which was more than in the case of temperature Ac1. 
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Abstract 

The magnesium alloy designated as AZ31 is alloyed by 3 % Al and 1 % Zn. Magnesium alloys distinguish 

themselves generally by a considerable mechanical strength and at the same time extraordinarily low 

density. They have also a strong resistance to corrosion. At the room temperature the formability of 

magnesium alloys is quite questionable and mechanical properties unsatisfactory, while by hot processing 

their properties achieve already adequate values. That is why it is effective from the practical viewpoint to 

study plastic properties and deformation behaviour of magnesium alloys that are processed in the hot 

state, namely with the aim of their following commercial utilization. Magnesium alloys have already quite a 

long time been an integral part of the automotive and aircraft industry, but nowadays they are - thanks to 

their specific properties - more and more frequently implemented for manufacturing of products of 

everyday life, as e.g. cell phones, laptops, cameras and other small electronics. 

A good deal of experiments was carried out on simulator Gleeble, implemented in a broad range of 

thermodynamic conditions (temperature 523 - 673 K, strain rate 0.1 - 10 s-1). Pressure tests served for 

obtaining data that are necessary for development of the mathematical model of the static recrystallization 

in the case of the given magnesium alloy AZ31. The applied relaxation and metallographic methods enabled 

to find out that the entire recrystallization in the investigated material occurs already at temperature 523 K, 

and of course higher. The developed model of the static recrystallization is valuable and helpful, especially 

in the processes of forming which are in progress at lower temperatures, and when values of the previous 

deformation are relatively low. 

Keywords: Magnesium alloy, AZ31, model of the static recrystallization.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The magnesium alloy designated as AZ31 is alloyed by 3 % Al and 1 % Zn. In general, magnesium alloys 

distinguish themselves by high mechanical strength and at the same time extraordinarily low density. At 

the room temperature the formability of magnesium alloys is quite questionable and the mechanical 

properties unsatisfactory, however, by hot processing their properties reach already adequate values. 

Therefore it is effective from the practical point of view to study the plastic properties and deformation 

behaviour of magnesium alloys that are processed in the hot state, namely with the aim of their following 

commercial utilization, as it is noted in some already published papers [1, 2]. The magnesium alloy that was 

investigated in the presented work underwent a series of plastometric tests and from the resulting data the 

constants were obtained, which supplement the mathematical models, enabling the description of kinetics 
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of the recrystallization in the specific thermodynamic conditions. The studies [3, 4] process also the data 

gained in a wide range of thermodynamic conditions. Magnesium alloys have already for a longer time 

been an integral part of the automotive and aircraft industry, but currently they are - thanks to their 

specific properties - more and more frequently used for manufacturing of products of everyday life, as e.g. 

cell phones, portable computers, cameras and other small electronics. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

The data necessary for the design of the mathematical model of the static recrystallization in the case of 

the investigated alloy AZ31 were obtained by means of relaxation methods carried out on simulator 

Gleeble 3800. The relaxation method consists in implementation of the whole progress of a specific 

deformation cycle on one specimen, which is held for the entire period of deformation between swages; at 

the same time the force decrease is continuously recorded. In the course of deformation the 

recrystallization of the material and the following fall of the forming force occur. The advantage of this 

method consists in achievement of the whole curve of softening of the material in the selected 

deformation terms. The axially symmetric specimens of the magnesium alloy AZ31 with the chemical 

composition 2.82 Al - 0.80 Zn – 0.37 Mn (in wt %) were used for the experiments. In order to provide the 

credibility of the achieved results a wide variety of thermodynamic conditions, as far as temperature and 

strain rate is concerned, was used. The temperature was changed in the range of T = 523 - 673 K and the 

strain rate reached the values  = 0.1, 1.0, or 10 s-1. The equivalent strain attain values  = 0.10 - 0.25 and 

the initial grain size was 30.3, 38.2, or 45.6 m. A summary of all these above mentioned thermodynamic 

parameters is given in Tab. 1. 

Table 1  Survey of data used for obtaining model of static recrystallization and determined values t0,5 

 

T   d0 t0.5

[K] [s
-1

] [-] [m] [s]

523 0.1 0.2 38.2 2.3

523 0.1 0.2 45.6 3.7

523 0.1 0.25 38.2 3.7

523 1 0.15 38.2 2.4

523 10 0.1 38.2 4.1

523 10 0.15 38.2 2.3

573 0.1 0.1 38.2 2.1

573 0.1 0.1 30.3 1.6

573 0.1 0.1 45.6 2.7

573 1 0.1 38.2 1.5

623 1 0.1 38.2 1.4

623 1 0.15 38.2 1.0

623 10 0.15 38.2 1.0

673 10 0.15 38.2 0.5
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In Tab.1 also the particular graphically determined values of time needed for reaching a 50% fraction of 

recrystalization, designated as t0.5 [s], can be seen. An example of the values determined in such a way is 

shown in Fig.1.  

 

Fig. 1  Example of determination of time t0.5 for various thermodynamic conditions 

3. MODEL OF STATIC RECRYSTALLIZATION 

To create a model of static recrystallization is important mainly in the case of processes in which the 

deformation is implemented under lower temperatures and its amount is small. From the beginning the 

deformation of the material causes an increase in the dislocation density, which raises the deformation 

resistance of the material and leads to a change of the plastic properties of the material.  

Based on the analysis of the references and previous experience [5, 6] the following equations were used 

and experimentally enumerated with the aim to describe kinetics of the static recrystallization. Using the 

non-linear regression analysis, performed by means of the statistic software Unistat 5.6, the equation 

defining the variable t0.5 was successfully described. Using a next regression the value 0.70 of the constant 

in equation (1), describing the recrystallized fraction X in relation to the annealing time t [s], was gained. 

The specific forms (after expression in numbers) of both equations are as follows: 
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

For the graphic evaluation of conformity between the experimentally found and according to equation (2) 

calculated values t0.5 Fig. 2 may be used. In spite of the fact that scattering of experimental values t0.5 is 

relatively considerable (see Table 1), we succeeded in gaining the model t0.5 = f(, d0, T) of the investigated 

alloy AZ31 with a comparatively good accuracy. 
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In Fig. 3 we can see examples of the achieved conformity between the data measured in the course of the 

plastometric tests and the curves representing the newly developed model, describing kinetics of the static 

recrystallization - equations (1) and (2). 

 

Fig. 3  Recrystallized fraction X [-] in relation to time t for the measured and according to model (1) 
predicted data 

a) T = 623 K,  = 0.15,  = 10 s-1, d0 = 38.2 m 

 b) T = 523 K,  = 0.25,   = 0.1 s-1, d0 = 38.2 m 

In Fig. 4 two chosen examples of the fully recrystallized structure of the magnesium alloy AZ31 after 

carrying out the plastometric tests and accomplishment of the static recrystallization under various 

 

Fig. 2  Graphic depiction of experimentally found and according to model (2) calculated values t0.5 
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conditions are shown. The resulting recrystallized grain has a different size, which depends on the 

conditions of plastic working and annealing. For the time being, we did not succeed in deriving a sufficiently 

exact mathematical model describing the size of the resulting recrystallized grain. 

  
a) T = 523 K,   = 0.15,  = 10 s

-1
  b) T = 623 K ,  = 0.15,   = 1 s

-1
 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of magnesium alloy AZ31 after static recrystallization under selected thermodynamic 

conditions 

Lee et al. [7] have recently been concerned with the description of the dynamic and static recrystallization 

of the magnesium alloy AZ31 as well. The high temperature compressions and load relaxation tests were 

conducted at various temperatures (523 - 773 K) and strain rates (10−4 - 102 s-1). The artificial neural 

networks method was used to derive the accurate amounts of thermal softening by deformation heating. 

As it results from the graph in Fig. 5, for the ranges of the previous deformation and the annealing 

temperatures which we selected the authors of work [7] determined the time values t0.5 = 1.3 - 2.2 s. This 

represents a good accordance with the experimental data stated in Tab. 1, with regard to the applied strain 

rates that were by an order of magnitude lower. 

 

Fig. 5  Time t0.5 as function of pre-strain and temperature [7]  
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5.  SUMMARY 

By means of the relaxation method a large quantity of experiments was performed, which led to gaining 

the model of the static recrystallization. The compression tests carried out on the simulator Gleeble 3800 

were performed under the wide variety of thermodynamic conditions (temperature 523 - 673 K, strain rate 

0.1 - 10 s-1) and the obtained results, though burdened with relatively great scattering, helped to design the 

model t0.5 = f(, d0, T) of the studied alloy AZ31 with relatively good accuracy. So, after the successfully 

implemented previous experiments with the dynamic recrystallization and activation energy [8] we 

managed to replenish our research with the model describing the static recrystallization. In the next step it 

would be suitable to carry out a more detailed metallographic investigation of the microstructures and a 

description of size of the resulting recrystallized grain in dependence on the previous conditions of plastic 

working and annealing. 
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Abstract 

Steel X37CrMoV5-1 ranks among the most used tool steels intended for working in the hot state. This steel 

distinguishes itself by a high hardenability and ductility, it has a good thermal conductivity, resistance to the 

crack origin in the hot state and a small sensitivity to fierce temperature changes. The steel is used for tools 

intended for hot pressing and moulds intended for casting under pressure, especially in the field of 

processing of light metals. The basic aim of the experiment was to develop a model of mean flow stress 

(MFS). To obtain MFS values in a wide range of deformation conditions the flat samples graded in thickness 

were used that were rolled in the laboratory rolling mill Tandem after the unified preheating to 

temperature 1423 K. Afterwards, rolling in the temperature range of 1123 to 1423 K followed. The applied 

experimental method is based on recording of the roll forces, measured for each thickness step of the 

rolled sample, and recalculation of these data to MFS values by means of the model of the forming factor 

for the given rolling mill, derived before. The resulting model describes with a good accuracy MFS values of 

the investigated steel in relation to temperature, strain and strain rate. For comparison, a set of continuous 

torsion tests to rupture was carried out with this type of steel, which provided the basic information about 

formability and deformation resistance characteristics of steel X37CrMoV5-1 in the hot state, when relative 

low values of strain rate were applied. The results of torsion tests were used for calculation of the 

activation energy in hot forming of the given type of steel as well. 

Keywords: tool steel, hot rolling, mean flow stress, torsion test, activation energy 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

High requirements, often contradictory, are imposed on the tool steels. Some tools have to distinguish 

themselves by a high hardness and strength, the others must have - by contrast - lower mechanical 

properties to achieve a sufficiently high ductility. The tools working in the hot state have to maintain the 

mechanical properties also under increased temperatures. The new technologies of the production of tools, 

heat treatment and surface finish treatment create a considerable contribution to improving the service 

properties and the performance of tools [1].  

In the Institute of Modelling and Control of Forming Processes of VŠB-TUO a methodology of experimental 

determination of values of mean flow stress (MFS) in the hot forming has in long term been developed and 

tested [2]. The procedure is based on the computer recording of forces measured during rolling of flat 

samples under different conditions (temperatures, reductions and strain rates, derived from the roll 

revolutions). The values of MFS found in such a way are then used for designing of the simple, but 
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physically well-founded models, which enable a fast prediction of e.g. the roll forces in the operational 

conditions. In our case the model, derived always for a specific material, covers the influence of 

temperature T [K], equivalent strain  and equivalent strain rate  [s-1]. When the equation of a suitable 

form is used, the pertinent model is able to describe also the influence of considerable strains (in the 

interaction of strengthening and softening by the dynamic recrystallization). 

2.  LABORATORY ROLLING 

The research was focused on the tool steel X37CrMoV5-1 with the chemical composition that can be seen 

in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the investigated steel in wt % 

C Mn Si P S Cu Cr Ni Al Mo V 

0.391 0.38 1.03 0.028 0.009 0.08 5.05 0.16 0.021 1.13 0.332 

The methodology of determination of MFS is based on the laboratory rolling of the flat samples with the 

graded in thickness [3], shape and dimensions shown in Fig. 1. Before rolling, with each sample its basic 

dimensions, i.e. thickness and width, of the particular stage were measured. All samples of the investigated 

steel were put into the furnace with the preset temperature 1423 K for the dwell time 8 minutes. 

Afterwards the heating to the chosen temperature followed (in the range of temepratures1123 -1413 K) for 

a period of 3 minutes and the subsequent rolling by a unified reduction in the two-high stand A of the 

rolling mill Tandem followed [4]. For each sample the roll gap and different revolutions of rolls are set up 

(with a changing thickness of the sample a different equivalent strain and a different equivalent strain rate 

are gained). During rolling the roll forces and the actual revolutions of rolls are recorded by means of the 

industrial computer. An example of the measured roll forces can be seen in Fig. 2.  

 
  

Fig. 1  Shape and dimensions of investigated 

samples 

Fig. 2  Example of measured roll forces for samples 
rolled at temperatures 1123 and 1273 K and roll 

revolutions 90 rpm 

The values obtained in this way and the corresponding remeasured dimensions of the rolled down samples 

(thickness and width of particular stages) are written in the table created in Microsoft Office Excel and the 

actual values of equivalent strain, equivalent strain rate, and MFS according to the following equation are 

calculated: 

mdF

v
m

BlQ

F

v


            (1) 

where F- roll force [kN], QFv - forming factor, ld - length of contact [mm], Bm- mean width of rolling stock [mm]. 
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During computation of MFS the value of the forming factor QFv is used. As a matter of fact, this factor 

transfers the pertinent deformation resistance characteristics to the values of the mean flow stress (i.e. to 

characteristics corresponding to the defined uniaxial stress state). By the former research work [5] the 

values of QFv for the stand A of the rolling mill Tandem were gained and described in relation to the 

geometric factor ld/hm by the equation of the following type: 
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where  A - D are the calculated constants, ld/hm - geometric factor (aspect ratio). 

The credibility of calculation of MFS is mostly affected by the estimate accuracy of the forming factor. 

The aspect ratio includes roll geometry and adjustment of the roll gap and may be determined as follows: 
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where R - roll radius [mm], h0 - initial height [mm], h1 - height after rolling [mm]. 

3.  MODELS MFS 

The resulting equation for the determination of MFS is to enable a very fast prediction of the power-force 

parameters during the adaptive control of the rolling mill. This prediction should eliminate also the 

sufficiently significant differences between the computed and actual values of roll forces. In the Institute of 

Modelling and Control of Forming Processes of VŠB-TUO the equation in the form of [6] is successfully 

used: 

   TGexpCexpA DB

m           (4) 

The equation (4) includes the hardening term and the softening term, it means that it is able to affect the 

course of the dynamic recrystallization, as the case may be, and may be applied to a very broad interval of 

strains. 

The functional dependence m = f (, , T) was determined on the basis of the experimentally found and 

recalculated values by the multiple non-linear regression by means of the statistic programme UNISTAT 5.6. 

All values of MFS were included in the calculations and the following relation was obtained: 

   T0024.0exp091.0exp6633 051.023.0

m         (5) 

The graphs in Fig. 3 demonstrate the relative deviations of m values enumerated according to the relation 

(5) and determined experimentally. The deviation  was calculated as a portion of the residue and the 

experimentally found value of MFS, multiplied by hundred for the transfer to percents. Satisfying is not only 

the narrow scattering zone with boundaries around 7 %, but also a very good homoscedasticity (i.e. 

homogeneity of variance) of the calculated deviations (all random variables in the  

sequence have the same finite variance). 
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4. TORSION TESTS 

A set of the continuous torsion tests to fracture was carried out with this type of steel on the plastometer 

SETARAM, which provided the basic information about the formability and deformation resistance 

characteristic of steel X37CrMoV5-1 in the hot state at the relatively low values of strain rate [7]. The 

torsion tests were performed at temperatures 1073, 1123, 1173, 1223, 1273, 1323, 1373, 1423 and 1473 K 

and strain rates 0.2, 1.8 and 5 s-1. From the results of the continuous torsion tests to fracture the activation 

energy of steel X37CrMoV5-1 was determined. 

For determination of the activation energy Q [kJ/mol] it is possible to use the empirical Garofal relation for 

the conditions of the peak stress max, when the variable Q is considered to be one of the constants in the 

equation [8, 9]: 

n
max

C

Z
sinharg




1
          (6) 

where C [s-1],  [MPa-1] and n are the material constants, Z - Zener-Hollomon parameter Z [s-1].  

From the results of the continuous torsion tests to fracture, the stress - strain curves were determined for 

the corresponding temperatures and strain rates. The examples of these curves, found out at strain rate 0.2 

s-1, are shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3  Relative deviations between values MFS recalculated according to equation (5) and experimentally 
found values 
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Fig. 4  Stress - strain curves at constant strain rate 0.2 s-1 for various temperatures 

5.  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

During processing of the experimental data by the programme ENERGY [10] it appeared that the equation 

(6) cannot be described in the whole range of deformation conditions. Therefore the data were divided in 

two groups according to temperature to “high T” for the range of temperatures 1273 - 1473 K and “low T” 

for the range of temperatures 1073 - 1273 K, as you can see in Fig. 5. The calculated values of the activation 

energy and further material constants are summarized in Tab. 2. The different deformation behaviour is 

demonstrated by the values of the peak stress and by the calculation of the activation energy. The value of 

the activation energy for the temperature region “Low T” works out - from the theoretical viewpoint - very 

low, corresponding rather to a common carbon steel, and - vice versa - the value of Q for “High T” very 

high. Therefore, we have to approach the calculated constants from the phenomenological point of view 

and suppress their physical meaning. 

It is interesting that the very similar experience gained the authors [11] during the plastometric study  

(specifically hot compression tests) of the deformation behaviour of another tool steel - high carbon alloyed 

steel AISI A2 with the chemical composition 0.99 C, 4.95 Cr, 0.94 Mo, 0.15 Ni and 0.18 V (in wt %). For 

optimization purposes the activation energy values and constants of the hyperbolic sine function for two 

temperature ranges (1123 to 1273 K and 1273 to 1423 K) had to be calculated: e.g. Q = 611 kJ/mol for low 

temperatures and Q = 400 kJ/mol for high temperatures. These results, including the dividing boundary 

1273 K, are compatible with data gained for the steel X37CrMoV5-1. 

 
Fig. 5  Final regression in calculation of activation energy 
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Table 2  Values of activation energy and material constants in equation (6)  

  High T Low T 

Q [kJ/mol] 343 875 

n [ - ] 4.54 7.76 

 [1/MPa] 0.00716 0.00717 

C [1/s] 1.03E+13 1.58E+34 

 
The microstructure analyses were carried out for explanation of the different deformation behaviour at 

various temperatures. The samples were heated to temperature 1423 K for a period of 8 minutes, put into 

the furnace, where they were heated to the chosen temperature (temperature range 1123 -1413 K) for a 

period of 3 minutes, and finally quenched in oil. All samples showed a similar structure, created with 

hardening phases (martensite and bainite), as it can be seen in Fig. 7 and 8. So, no unambiguous influence 

of the structure of the material on its hot deformation behaviour in the whole range of applied forming 

temperatures was revealed. Therefore, it will be necessary to carry out the more detailed microstructure 

analyses.  

  

Fig. 6  Microstructure of sample heated to 

temperature 1173 K and quenched in oil. 

Fig. 7  Microstructure of sample heated to 

temperature 1373 K and quenched in oil. 

6. SUMMARY 

Values of MFS for steel X37CrMoV5-1 were obtained, based on the laboratory hot rolling of the samples 

with the graded in thickness, after recalculation from the roll forces. It results from the dependence of the 

relative deviation of MFS values (max. 7%) on the thermomechanical conditions that the model exhibits a 

good conformity between the predicted and actual values of MFS. 

On the set of torsion tests carried out on the plastometer SETARAM the hot deformation behaviour of the 

tool steel X37CrMoV5-1 was studied. From the results of the torsion tests the activation energy of this steel 

during hot plastic working was determined, separately for the temperature regions 1123 to 1273 K and 

1273 to 1423 K. The activation energy can further be used especially for the prediction of the maximum 

deformation resistance of the given material in relation to temperature and strain rate. 
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Abstract 

Based on the methods and principles of the mathematical theory of experiment, in mechanical properties 

(yield strength, ultimate strength) the changes are investigated of hardly-deformed steel for the 

automotive industry (grades HC260LA, HC300LA, HC380LA, HC420LA to EN10268). It concerns the process 

of cold deformation. In industrial production of cold-rolled sheet a single-factor experiment was planned 

and carried out. To eliminate the influence on the result of independent factors (heterogeneity of chemical 

composition, mode of hot-rolled, of cold deformation) experimental randomization was performed. 

Samples of hot-rolled steel are selected for each brand from the strips of different heats. Three samples 

across the width of the strip were cut on sections of length with steady state regime of rolling. Cold rolling 

with a fixed level degree of deformation was performed on the laboratory mill for each group of samples 

with different combination of independent factors. Tensile test was performed under identical conditions 

for all samples with different sets of independent factors and degree of deformations. A statistical appraisal 

of the results of the experiment was executed. Obtained values of the yield strength and the ultimate 

strength for each test steel were smoothed by a three-parameter dependence of A.V. Tretyakov, using the 

method of least squares. An algorithm for approximating the results of the experiment is implemented as a 

program. Hardening curves of HSLA steel were built in cold deformation process. Results of the experiment 

are used in a mathematical model «Cold Rolling» for calculating and optimization modes of cold-rolling of 

HSLA steel on the mill 2030. 

Keywords: curve of hardening, cold rolling, high-strength light-alloy steel, single-factor experiment, 

experimental randomization, approximation by linearization. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years in the global automotive industry one of the main areas of consumption cold-rolled 

products demand for steel of high strength properties with satisfactory ductility, weld ability and high 

corrosion resistance is growing. High-strength low-alloy steel (HSLA, EN10268) have such properties. They 

are used in power components of cars, bumpers, doors amplifiers, elements of passive safety. The number 

of orders for HSLA steel is steadily growing. To date their share in the automotive steel is about 12%. 

Manufacturers of cold rolled sheet steel for automotive industry tend to maximize and make the best use 

of resources of active mills in the competitive activity. This leads to adjustment of rolling technology of low-

alloy hardly-deformed steel on continuous mill 2030 designed for cold rolling of carbon steel. Construction 

of adequate mathematical model describing the process of cold rolling and predicting behavior of mill in 

different regimes of the initial configuration is demanded. Materials differ from each other by their 

mechanical and physical properties, by behavior under various conditions of external influence. 
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Mathematical model creating for describe the deformation of low alloy high strength steel is impossible 

without taking into account the physical and mechanical properties of the material. In the literature 

information about the properties of HSLA steel is poor that’s why it is necessary to conduct additional 

research of mechanical properties of HSLA steel during cold rolling. In the present article it is described the 

results of experimental investigation of hardening low-alloy hardly-deformed steel. 

2. DETERMINATION OF HARDENING CURVES OF HSLA STEEL IN THE PROCESS OF COLD ROLLING 

2.1 Planning a single-factor randomized experiment 

On the industrial mills there is a tendency to minimize the cost to put into operation technology of new 

steel grades. Such approach demands the use of mathematical models of the process for designing the 

behavior of the mill when processing new steel grades and for choice of optimal initial configuration 

settings of rolling. Optimization through mathematical modeling of rolling is most effective when there is 

the most accurate data on the hardening curves of investigated steel. That is why dependence plastic 

properties of steel on the degree of deformation and external factors in the conditions of metallurgical 

production of continuous cold rolling mill is necessary to study. Such data may be obtained as a result of 

the experiment in which we solve the problem of determining the dependence of mechanical properties of 

steel from the total degree of deformation during cold rolling. Goal - to make an exact mathematical 

dependence (equation) for it’s inclusion in the model of cold rolling and defining the initial configuration 

parameters of the cold rolling mill. In our case, to determine the dependence of the yield strength of steel 

HSLA (EN10268) from the total degree of cold deformation was required. I. e. to conduct single-factor 

experiment where the independent variable is the total deformation in cold rolling and yield strength of 

steel is the dependent variable. In industrial conditions on the yield strength (resistance to deformation) in 

the process of cold rolling (in addition to the total degree of deformation) is affected a number of other 

independent factors (variability of chemical composition, mode of hot-rolling, cold-rolling, the heating of 

the metal during cold deformation). Experimental randomization is required to eliminate the influence 

uncontrollable factors on the outcome of the experiment [1]. The effects of uncontrollable variables are 

averaged at randomization. To achieve the goals and objectives of research the experiment was planned as 

follows: selection of hot rolled HSLA steel samples; cold rolling of samples on a laboratory mill with 

different total deformation; tensile test of samples, analysis of test results - mathematical formulation of 

cold-rolling hardening. Randomization of the experiment was provided by the following methods: 

- heterogeneity of the chemical composition was compensated by selection of hot-rolled samples of 

each investigated brand from several melting and then the results of mechanical tests averaging; 

- samples were cut from the strips with the most identical technological processing parameters of 

hot rolling; 

- hot-rolled samples were cut at the sites of the strip with steady-state condition of rolling; 

- all groups of samples with a different set of independent factors are rolling on a laboratory mill 

with the same step of the total deformation; 

- tensile test performed under identical conditions for all samples with different sets of independent 

factors [1]. 
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Thus was formed an array of randomized data, 

conducted it’s statistical analysis, screening errors, the 

averaging of data and the subsequent construction of 

the required yield strength depending on the degree of 

deformation during cold rolling. Consider the sequence 

of the research by example of steel grades HC380LA 

and HC420LA (EN10268) the most problematic for 

treatment on five-stand cold rolling mill 2030. 

2.2 Experimental research of resistance to 

deformation steel grades HC380LA, HC420LA in the 

process of cold rolling 

Selection of hot-rolled samples. Samples of hard-steel 

grades HC380LA and HC420LA were taken after etching. 

The cards (length 210-250 mm) in the entire width of 

rolled strip were sampling at the entrance (recoiling 

machine) of cold rolling mill 2030. Each sample was   

divided into longitudinal sample width of 150 and 40 mm. Of the samples size of 150 mm blanks of 

"dumbbell" shape for mechanical testing were received. The samples size of 40 mm were designed for 

further cold rolling. 

Cold rolling on a laboratory mill. Cold rolling of the hot rolled samples of hardly-deformed steels HC380LA 

and HC420LA different melting in the intermediate-thickness was performed on a laboratory mill 250 (Fig. 

1) with using a concentrate of high effective emulsion. In the rolling of steel grade HC380LA maximum total 

degree of deformation was 83,16% (rolling from 2,85 to 0,48 mm) for steel HC420LA - 77,89% (2,76 → 0,61 

mm). Each of the samples with various combinations of independent factors was rolled in 12 - 15 of 

intermediate thickness. The samples were then labeled and transferred to the laboratory for mechanical 

tensile test [2]. 

Tensile test. Hot-rolled (Fig. 2) and hardened samples after cold rolling were subjected to mechanical 

tensile test with measurement of the yield strength, breaking point, unit elongation and hardness. 

Determination of mechanical characteristics performed on a tensile testing machine company «Zwick» (Fig. 

3) to EN10268 in an accredited laboratory of mechanical tests. Results and the distribution of 

measurements partially presented in Table 1 and Fig. 4, 5. Thus was formed an array of measurements of 

the yield stress and the total degree of deformation for each of the studied steels [2]. 

Summary. As a result of the work an array of measurements of the yield stresses for hot-rolled and 

hardened steel grades HC380LA, HC420LA was formed. During the experimental rolling a marked - the 

levels of deformation of the samples is dependent on heating of metal. Mechanical tensile test was 

conducted under identical conditions for all samples on high-precision equipment. 

Fig. 1  Rolling 
mill 250 
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Table 1  Fragment of mechanical tests results for steel HC380LA 

Total degree of deformation, % 

yield strength, N/mm2 

Average 

melt 1 melt 2 

14,97 642,5 643,2 642,9 

29,19 755,5 759,2 757,3 

31,94 765,2 768,5 766,9 

34,62 773,6 779,1 776,4 

36,49 782,2 783,5 782,8 

40,70 801,3 803,2 802,3 

48,59 812,7 815,6 814,2 

50,61 822,6 825,4 824,0 

65,45 943,5 948,7 946,1 

Fig. 2  Tensile specimen Fig. 3  Tensile-testing machine 
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Fig. 4  The results of mechanical tests of hardened samples after experimental rolling 

 
Fig. 5  The results of mechanical tests of hardened samples after experimental rolling 

2.3 Mathematical construction of hardening curves steel grades HC380LA, HC420LA 

After dropping out of errors and average of test data gap in each intermediate thickness the obtained 

values (Fig. 4, 5) were smoothed by three-parameter dependence of A.V. Tretyakov with using the method 

of least squares. 
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where Т  - the initial yield stress of hot rolled steel, b  and c - empirical constants showing the intensity of 

work hardening;  - the degree of total reduction,%. 

To determine the empirical constants of work-hardening used the method of linearization: 

   lnlnln 2,0 cbТ  ,          (2) 

,,,  cbT  .            (3) 

The coefficients 
,b and c  are calculated by solving the system of equations: 
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where N - number of experimental points of approximation, Ni ,1 . 

An algorithm for approximating the results of the experiment is implemented as a program. 

As a result the dependences of the yield strength and ultimate strength of the total degree of deformation 

during cold rolling of high strength steels grades HC380LA and HC420LA are received: 

0,75

T 19,026 +483 =  , 0,942

B 8,005 +545 =  ,       (5) 

- for steel grade HC380LA (the correlation coefficient of equations is 0.963 and 0.966, respectively); 

0,689

T 23,138 +612 =  , 0,748

B 17,807 +675 =  ,      (6) 

- for steel grade HC420LA (the correlation coefficient of equations is 0.977 and 0.982). 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In industrial production of cold-rolled sheet single-factor experiment was planned and carried out. An 

experimental researching of hardening steel grades HC380LA, HC420LA was conducted. The yield strength 

and ultimate strength dependences on the total degree of deformation during rolling of HSLA steel were 

built. The coefficients of curve of hardening by equation of A.V. Tretyakov were determined. These 

coefficients for the calculations in different types of cold deformation (cold rolling, forming) may be used. 

During the experimental cold rolling a marked - the levels of deformation of the samples is dependent on 

heating of metal. More research is needed - to determine the dependence of hardening high-strength 

steels on the temperature of the metal during the cold deformation. Researching is planned to be held in 

the nearest future. 
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Abstract 

Regular improving the control part, primarily upgrading the control computer, results in the need of solving 

the issue of fast processing huge amounts of measured data. The most important influence on determining 

the correct course of flow stress in the used methodology is strain sensitivity index p. In order to define it, it 

is necessary to refine the course of the measured values of the torque, currently done by a functional filter 

removing noise. Instead we propose to use approximation using functions that are based on a linear 

combination of basis functions. That was the reason to test polynomials, Fourier and hyperbolic series with 

series degree from 7 to 25. The range is so wide because it concerns a heuristic problem with indefinite 

successfulness of the interlay at the series level. This is also valid for rational functions type Padé and 

Khoddam. Our statistical verification included 144 tests of three different steels measured within a usual 

range of temperatures and deformation speeds. For the purposes of a complex description of the results 

was elaborated  a price function, which converts the correlation coefficient, differences in the maximum 

value of the measured and calculated torque and its position towards the angle of displacement. This also 

enables to observe the accuracy of the torque peak. In conclusion, based on the acquired results, we 

describe in words an algorithm of processing and smoothing the torque used in evaluating software of the 

torsion test so that it would be as independent as possible of the interference of the operating staff. 

Keywords: hot torsion test; data procesing; aproximation of torque; flow stress;  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Physical simulation under accurate and controlled thermo-dynamic conditions on special plastometers is 

the only possibility how to ensure input data for description of the deformation behaviour of materials 

using constitutive models. The composite authors have long-term experience with performing plastometric 

tests, originally on a torsion plastometer from company SETARAM. Regular improving the control part, 

primarily upgrading the control computer, results in the need of solving the issue of fast processing huge 

amounts of measured data. The evaluation methodology has been already published several times [1,2].  

The course of the calculated ςp is sensitive to the initial smoothing of the measured torque M, which is also 

a base for calculating the strain sensitivity index p [1-3]. Therefore we will look for a suitable formulation of 

the torque M using function dependency, which will also smooth its course. The quality of smoothing was 

already solved twenty years ago [3] using a combined exponential function that was easily derivable and 

the acquired constants led to description of both the dependence of the torque on the torsion angle and 

the coefficient p of the torsion angle. However, the method results in a correlation coefficient between he 

measured and calculated values of the torque c. 0.95, which cannot be considered accurate enough. 

Therefore we will deal with functions that enable much more accurate description. 

mailto:tomas.kubina@vsb.cz
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2.  METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING A TORSION TEST  

Ways of evaluating a torsion test have been dealt with by numerous authors. Company Materiálový a 

metalurgický výzkum s.r.o. uses the methodology designed by prof. Schindler, published in detail in [1]. We 

stem from a presumption that a representative radius of the sample R’=2/3R, where R is the sample radius. 

The equivalent strain e non-linearly dependent on the sample length L and is calculated as follows: 

L

R
e

3

2
sinharg

3

2 
            (1) 

Calculation of natural flow stress also includes the measured axial force F and can be written as: 
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where strain sensitivity index p 
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p             (3) 

to calculate coefficient p in point [θi,Mi], we can use pattern from [2]: 
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and strain rate sensitivity index m 

ln

ln






M
m             (5) 

3.  OVERVIEW OF MODELS SUITBALE FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPENDENCY OF TORQUE ON 

TORSION 

Let’s presume that there is N data points [θi,Mi], where i = 1,2,…,N. then we search for a model with R 

variable parameters aj, j=1,2,…,R. The model then predicts a functional dependency between the 

independent and dependent variable M(θ)=f(θi; a1, a2,…,aR). In the case of a plastometric test, every torque 

value is characterised by other variables, such as temperature, deformation speed, etc. For the purposes of 

model objectivity, we will then presume that the variable for a given test will be always constant. 

If a linear combination of specific functions is presumed, the general equation structure for a set of data 

points [θi,Mi] will be as follows: 

    



R

k

kk XaM
1

            (6) 

Where M is the torque, θ angle of displacement, X1(θ), X2(θ),…, XR(θ) are fixed functions of displacement 

angle, also called as basis functions. The functions can be non-linearly dependent on angle θ. Function 

dependency is linear on a corresponding parameter ak. 

If we consider the number of basis functions R and the number of data points N, then if N is bigger or 

equals R, ak parameters can be defined using a normal equation system. Thus the linear method of least 

squares is used to achieve the solution. In the case of plastometer measurements, it is valid that R<<N. It is 

more suitable to use methodology of a singular decomposition of a design matrix, which is more suitable 

for identification of the searched parameters ak. If function M(θ) is not linear in the sense of the definition 
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according the equation (6), it is necessary to use a non-linear regression analysis to define the parameters. 

A usual and possibly the most known algorithm that is used in such solutions is the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm. The following part defines concrete models used to describe function M(θ). Similar functions can 

also be found in papers [3,4].  

3.1  Polynomial expression 

The simplest formulation of functional dependency is in form: 
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             (7) 

R defines the level of the polynomial. Basis functions are in a form θj. Coefficients aj (j=0,1,…,R) correspond 

to coefficients ak from equation (6). 

3.2  Usage of Fourier series 

The form of function M(θ) using Fourier series is as follows: 
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If we compare the parameters use with equation (6), then Euler’s coefficients a0, aj, bj correspond to 

parameters ak and ½, sin πθ/p, cos πθ/p, sin 2πθ/p, cos 2πθ/p,…, sin jπθ/p, cos jπθ/p representing basis 

functions. When using Fourier series as a model for data set M1(θ1), M2(θ2),…, MN(θN), there was a selection 

of the basic period 2p in a way that it would correspond to relation 2p=2N.  

3.3  Linear model with hyperbolic formulation  

Another set of basis functions uses basis function in order to be in accordance with the equation (6). We 

can then define the linear model as follows: 
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Similarly to the previous models, we can compare formulations from the given equation with the equation 

(6) to define the parameters and basis functions. For hyperbolic series will be used the setting of the basic 

period using relation 2p=2N. 

3.4  Rational function 

The ratio of two polynomials can be defined by so-called rational function. The following equation is a 

special case of a rational function and it concerns so-called Padé approximant. 
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Khoddam describes another rational function in his paper [6]. The function is characterised by having the 

power of the torque angle without parameter in the denominator. The exact form is as follows: 
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Another particularity of this function is that parameter aq+1 appears both in the numerator and 

denominator. Padé approximant can be converted to a form solvable by the linear method of least squares. 

In our case the values of the parameters of both rational functions were acquired by non-linear regression 

analysis using Levenberg-Marquardt technique. 

3.5  Smoothing by filters 

The original process of smoothing the torque used the method of filtering the signal by functions working 

with averaging. An example of such a function can be as follows: 

3

11  
 iii

i

MMM
M             (12) 

Efficiency of the filter is given by its repetition controlled by the operating staff via the present evaluation 

programme.  

4.  EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The presented results have been acquired in plastometric tests of steels type 38Mn6, P91, and 

CMn3Ni1CrMo. The testing device was a universal torsion plastometer SETARAM-VÍTKOVICE, which is 

placed in the plastometric laboratory of company MATERIÁLOVÝ A METALURGICKÝ VÝZKUM s.r.o. Hot 

torsion tests were carried out at temperatures 750°C to 1200°C. The torsion speed was carried out at 

various levels from 1.6 to 1600 rpm. The diameter of the tested part was 6mm, lengths 10mm to 50mm. 

For 144 measured tests in total were calculated coefficients for a polynomial model with the polynomial 

degree from 7 to 25. The same range of degree (i.e. R from 7 to 25) was used for hyperbolic and Fourier 

series. Rational functions were enumerated for degrees 3/4 (q=3, s=4), 4/3, 4/5, 5/4, 3/5 and 5/3. Matrix 

calculations used the environment of language 

Python with calluses NumPy and SciPy, which are 

very fast in this area. The module for calculating 

non-linear regression using the method of least 

squares is the wrapper of routine Minipack. For 

each regression, there was correlation coefficient 

Rc calculated, see Table 1. Another parameter for 

evaluating the accuracy of the result was defining 

a relative difference between the maximum value 

of the calculated and measured torque Mp and a 

relative difference in the peak values of rotations 

θp 
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(13,14) 

where symbols without ‘ are measured and with ‘ are calculated by model (see Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1 Scheme of important points in a usual 

dependency of the torque on the torsion angle. 
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5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Comparison of a polynomial and Fourier model clearly shows that the higher the degree, the higher the 

accuracy of interlaying the model with the measured data M(θi). The model using Fourier series better 

describes the peak value of the torque. In the hyperbolic model, the higher degree R, the higher accuracy.  

For high degrees of hyperbolic model, it cannot be stated, due to fluctuation influence, that the increase in 

accuracy expressed by the correlation coefficient linearly grows with R as in the case of the polynomial 

model. The situation is similar with the Fourier model. All three models show at various level of oscillation 

in the area of steady flow. The value of the achieve correlation coefficient on a degree of the used series 

can be seen in Fig. 2. 

Generally, better results are achieved by rational models according to patterns (10) and (11). The 

dependency between the achieved accuracy of the model and the degrees of the polynomials in the model 

cannot be defined. Its course reveals that the models do not fluctuate in the area of steady flow. Their main 

advantage is accurate presentation of the course of the maximum on the curve - torque-torsion angle. 

From the point of view of accuracy, both rational models are interchangeable. For the possibility of 

comparing individual models according to the correlation coefficient Rc, relative difference Mp and θp, 

was used the following “price” function: 

3

1
1000

ppc MR
c


           (15) 

Table 1 shows values for one selected test of steel 38Mn6. The situation is similar as in other tests because 

the rational functions are always placed to the front of the results with the lowest value c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Results of selected plastometric test (steel 

38Mn6, 900°C, 1600rpm)  

Function and level Rc Mp θp c 

Padé-3/4 0,999328 5,82E-05 0,001064 0,59812 

Polynomial-17 0,999283 0,002122 0,000976 1,271601 

Fourier7 0,999058 0,001428 0,002098 1,489144 

Khoddam-3/4 0,999063 0,005407 0,000221 2,188497 

Padé-3/5 0,999463 0,000612 0,005557 2,235532 

Khoddam-4/3 0,999172 0,000123 0,005928 2,293054 

Polynomial-16 0,999339 0,006441 0,00059 2,563899 

Hyperbolic-7 0,999051 0,006046 0,004626 3,873836 

Padé-4/5 0,999464 0,011195 0,000247 3,992547 

Polynomial-19 0,99938 0,009698 0,002082 4,13345 

Padé-5/4 0,999437 0,012267 0,001233 4,687621 

Polynomial-18 0,99942 0,010358 0,003593 4,843595 

Polynomial-23 0,999402 0,011228 0,002875 4,9005 

Polynomial-20 0,999482 0,008943 0,006372 5,277449 

Polynomial-22 0,999432 0,011394 0,004074 5,345381 

Polynomial-21 0,999459 0,010614 0,005258 5,471166 

Polynomial-24 0,999485 0,00921 0,006711 5,478547 

Polynomial-15 0,999164 0,012363 0,003273 5,491017 

Polynomial-25 0,999468 0,010721 0,005876 5,70989 

Fourier-8 0,999159 0,017533 0,003139 7,170939 

Fourier-13 0,999688 0,021688 0,000205 7,40146 
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Fig. 3  Influence of the way of smoothing the measured torque on the course of the torque itself (a), 

coefficient (b), and flow stress (c) 

Fig. 2  Influence of the level of the degree in polynomial, Fourier and hyperbolic series on correlation 
coefficient. 
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The introductory part presented that the coefficient of deformation influence on hardening p is sensitive to 

the course of the torque. Fig. 3b shows the course of the coefficient p in relation to the torsion angle. The 

points are valid for the coefficient calculated from a rough, directly measured, discrete data set [θi,Mi]. The 

values expresses by a continuous curve correspond to the use of a rational function according to the 

pattern (7) for expressing values Mi. Smoothing is then at its maximum compared to smoothing of points Mi 

and pi weighted average for discrete points. The second smooth curve then defines the course p calculated 

from values smoothed by the filter from equation (12) at its 100fold application. The influence of the 

smoothing on calculated flow stress is then shown in Fig. 3c. A globally used filter influences the start-up of 

the flow stress, the calculated values are lower, and the correct course is presented in a mathematical model. 

6.  CONCLUSION  

The presented ways of smoothing the measured torque M in relation to torque θ in a hot plastometric test 

show the possibilities of accurate formulation using different models. From the point of view of the 

monitored parameters using the price function, the most suitable models are those that use rational 

functions according to equations (10) and (11). Polynomial, hyperbolic and Fourier series are characterised 

by low oscillation in the area of steady flow and by not really accurate course on the area of peak values of 

the torque curve. In order to automatically evaluate a plastometric test, we can recommend an algorithm 

with recalculated constants and parameters describing the accuracy of interlay for a rational functions and 

polynomial, hyperbolic and Fourier series of the 17th degree, which seems to be as most optimal in 

accuracy. In case the price does not exceed value 100, the evaluating programme performs calculations for 

functions described by the series of a higher degree. The methodology of the calculation will be then 

suitable to be implemented into evaluation software of a universal torsion plastometer SETARAM-

VÍTKOVICE due to the reason of faster calculation of the smoothed points Mi. Another reason is lower 

requirement on manual interference and technical knowledge of the operating staff of thee valuation 

programme. 
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Abstract 

Plane strain compression test (PSCT) is a plastometric method for measuring flow stress with strictly 

defined thermomechanical parameters. Its advantage over torsion testing is in better conditions for 

exploring the resulting microstructure by means of metallography or microhardness testing. In essence, the 

plane strain compression test is particularly suitable for physical simulation, though ideally simplified, of 

rolling. Its weakness is in that it does not allow exploring formability limits and requires a special Gleeble 

plastometer. A prism-shaped sample heated to the forming temperature by passing electrical current is 

compressed between two rectangular dies providing constant strain rate. The dies are pressed against the 

specimen, the height of which changes, leading to its spreading to the sides. In this experiment, 

plastometric (PSCT) tests of 38MnVS6 microalloyed steel were carried out in Gleeble 3800 plastometer in 

the temperature range 850-950 °C at strain rates of 0.5, 5 and 50 s-1. These tests were then evaluated using 

metallographic analysis. Vickers microhardness was measured as part of the metallographic observation. 

Slight non-uniformity of strain and strain rate throughout the volume of the formed specimen were 

confirmed. 

Keywords: Plane strain compression test, Gleeble 3800, Vickers microhardness 

1.  PLANE STRAIN COMPRESSION TEST 

The plane strain compression test (PSCT) is particularly well suited for physical simulations, albeit ideal, of 

rolling plant operations. Those are of crucial importance in manufacturing, as rolling plants process about 

50% of the whole production of metals and alloys. PSCT was 

the single most often used test in the last decade [1]. It is 

based on a preheated specimen, into which a tool is 

impressed, as shown in Fig. 1. The ratio of specimen width to 

the punch width is between 6 and 10. The tool penetrates 

the specimen, deforming its material and causing it to 

expand in the width direction. Friction between the tool and 

the specimen can be reduced by applying lubricants, such as 

graphite, MoS2, glass or PTFE (Teflon). The test is relatively 

simple [2]. 

PSCT-type plastometric tests were originally developed and used for examining sheet and strip rolling 

processes where the conditions are very close to the ideal plane stress state. Tests of this type involve 

strain intensities between 1 and 3 across a wide range of strain rates between 10-2 and 100 s-1. Plane strain 

Fig. 1  Plane strain compression test 
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compression testing is typically used for measuring mechanical properties and for exploring microstructure 

development in the course of thermomechanical treatment. 

Interpretation of results of most plastometric tests is affected by problems resulting from non-uniform 

fields of thermomechanical parameters, external friction, generation of deformation heat and other 

factors. The strongest impact on PSCT is made by the flow of material within the specimen being non-

uniform due to rigid specimen ends and as a result of expanding contact surface due to spreading. For 

these reasons, the stress-strain curves obtained from PSCT are strongly affected by the specimen and 

punch geometry [3]. 

The average pressure on a unit of area of the contact surface between the punch and the specimen is 

expressed as: 

wb

F
p    (MPa)           (1) 

where: F - force, w - punch width, b - specimen width 

Under plastic deformation conditions when the specimen is compressed, the true strain can be expressed 

as: 













0

ln
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2

h

h
  (-)          (2) 

where: h - final height of specimen, h0 - initial height of specimen 

Flow stress under conditions of plastic deformation is defined as [4]: 

wb

F
p

2

3
   (MPa)          (3) 

1.1 Impact of Spreading 

For large specimen width b1, the relative spreading εb along the y axis equals a certain fraction of the initial 

width b0. Under these circumstances, the spreading will not have a substantial impact on the flow stress 

magnitude. The basic equation is as follows: 

0

1

0

1 1
h

h
cc

b

b
            (4) 

yielding good results for a wide range of height reductions from 0% to 90%. The spreading coefficient c is 

given as b1/b0-1 for a specimen deformed to final zero height. Experimental parameters measured for 

various values of h0, b0 and w and for ė = 0.05 to 40 s-1 suggest that the resulting b1/b0 ratio is independent 

of both h0 and ė; the spreading coefficient c gets larger for lower values of h0 [5]. 

1.2 Simulation of shape changes of the sample 

An earlier experiment was examined by inverse analysis using finite element method and a simulation of 

changing cross-section shape was conducted. The specimen material was microalloyed steel, the nominal 

strain rate was 5 s-1, and the forming temperature was 800 °C. Its phases with respect to time are shown in 
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Fig. 2.  Fig. 2 shows the top half of the cross section for times of 0.1 s, 0.2 s and 0.3 s into the deformation 

process, corresponding to nominal strains of 0.5, 1 a 1.5. The figure also shows calculated strain intensity 

distribution (on the right) and strain rate distribution (on the left). The results demonstrate the non-

uniform distribution of mechanical characteristics across the specimen cross-section, which is most 

pronounced at the end of the test [3]. 

 

Fig. 2  Specimen cross section shapes at various stages of deformation 

1.3 Gleeble 3800 Plastometer 

Introduction of Gleeble 3800 led to expansion of physical simulations. It is capable of running simulations of 

hot deformation processes with large and small specimens, realized by powerful mechanical systems and 

high-speed drives with a rapid response [6]. Gleeble 3800 plastometer is a fully integrated system capable 

of achieving heating rates of 10,000 °C/s and holding material at a constant temperature within an interval 

of ±1 °C. Gleeble 3800 has water-cooled grips providing very rapid cooling. The maximum cooling rate 

depends on the size, shape, temperature and chemical composition of the specimen. The cooling system 

features continuous cooling regulation with maximum rates for a given specimen. The mechanical system is 

fully integrated and capable of exerting up to 20 tonnes of static compression force and 10 tonnes of 
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tension force. The equipment offers displacement rates of up to 2,000 mm/s.  Its control software is 

Windows based. In addition to a number of effective and powerful processors, the instrument has a highly 

user-friendly interface for defining the physical simulations and features digital control of thermal and 

mechanical systems and data collection processes. Every Gleeble 3800 system can work with portable units 

for setting up the tests. Gleeble plastometer allows test configurations to be easily changed. Gleeble 3800 

plastometer is capable of running the following hot compression tests [7]: 

-axially symmetric compression test of a cylindrical specimen  

-plane strain compression test 

-SICO (strain induced crack opening) test 

2.  LABORATORY EXPERIMENT 

Specimens of 38MnVS6 microalloyed steel were used for plastometric testing (PSCT) in Gleeble 3800. 

Chemical composition of this microalloyed steel is shown in Table 1. Specimens with dimensions of 10 × 15 

× 20 mm were used for testing. Prior to deformation, the specimens were heated to 1,100 °C at the rate of 

5 °C/s and held for 120 s. Deformation took place at 850, 900 and 950 °C with the strain rate of 0.5, 5 and 

50 s-1. Specimens were then cooled down to 700 °C at 1 °C/s.  

Table 1  Chemical Composition of 38MnVS6 steel (%) 

C Si Mn P S Cr Ni V 

0,388 0,612 1,39 0,013 0,036 0,15 0,021 0,104 

Fig. 3 shows stress-strain curves for the strain rate 5 s-1 and various deformation temperatures. Initially, at 

low strain, the curves have the conventional shape. At higher temperatures, the position of a curve 

corresponds to lower strain values, i.e. the stress increases with decreasing temperature. The onset of 

hardening is very intensive, taking place immediately upon transition of the material to plastic state. 

 

Fig. 3  Stress-strain curves for strain rate of 5 s-1 
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2.1 Metallographic Analysis 

Specimens were prepared for metallographic observation and etched in 2% nital. Volume fractions of 

phases were measured. Areas for evaluation included deformed (centre and sides) and non-deformed 

(head) regions. 

The microstructure consisted of ferrite, pearlite and martensite with only negligible differences in their 

ratios across different measured areas. Pearlite fraction was about 35 %, ferrite made up about 20 % and 

martensite formed about 35% of microstructure. Owing to  deformation, the deformed regions contained 

finer and more uniform grains than the non-deformed areas. It was found that the effect of deformation 

temperature is negligible under these conditions.  

The following are micrographs of specimen no. 44, where the deformation temperature and strain rate 

were 850 °C and 5 s-1, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the deformed region in the centre of the specimen. Fig. 5 

displays the deformed area at the side of the specimen. Fig. 6 contains a view of the non-deformed area. 

Fig. 7 is a micrograph of a longitudinal section through the specimen. 

  

Fig. 4  Specimen no. 44, deformed area (centre) Fig. 5  Specimen no. 44, deformed area (side) 

  

Fig. 6  Specimen no. 44, non-deformed area (head) 

of specimen 

Fig. 7  Specimen no. 44, longitudinal section 
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2.2 Microhardness Measurement 

Vickers microhardness HV0.2 was measured on transverse metallographic sections parallel to the specimen 

surface and along a transverse line through the specimen centre. Microhardness values measured in 

transverse direction were around 300 HV0.2 (average values of three measurements in all cases) with 

extreme values of 250 and 450 HV0.2. Figures 8 show graphs for the transverse direction for different 

deformation temperatures.  This demonstrates the uniform distribution of strain imparted into the 

specimen. Deviations from this finding can be explained by the fact that the microstructure contains ferrite 

and also pearlite and martensite. Only slight increase in microhardness in the specimen centre was 

recorded (distances of 0 and 3.6 mm apply to points on the surface). In examining the microhardness 

longitudinal direction dependence has not been demonstrated in the history of the test (temperature, 

strain rate). Progress is steady with few exceptions, sometimes with local extremes in the extreme points. 

As an example, Figure 9. 

    

Fig. 8  Microhardness HV0.2 in transverse direction     Fig. 9  Microhardness HV0.2 in longitudinal direction 

3.  CONCLUSION 

Plastometric tests (PSCT) of 38MnVS6 microalloyed steel conducted in Gleeble 3800 system yielded stress-

strain curves of conventional shape where the stress increased with decreasing temperature. 

Metallographic analysis was used to determine phase volume fractions (35% pearlite, 35% martensite and 

20% ferrite) and to explore the differences between non-deformed and deformed parts of specimens, the 

latter containing finer and more uniform microstructure. Microhardness values measured in transverse 

direction were around 300 HV0.2 with extreme values of 250 and 450 HV0.2. No appreciable dependence 

of microhardness in the transverse or longitudinal direction on temperature, strain or strain rate was 

found. 
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Abstract 

Torsion plastometry is one of the most widely recognized methods of laboratory research for exploring 

deformation characteristics of hot-formed metallic materials. It is one of the two basic tests (together with 

compression test) which offer the arrangement where one thermomechanical parameter is kept constant 

while the other two out of three (temperature, strain rate, strain) are varied. A torsion test is based on the 

effects of shear stress and is the only test to involve large strain magnitudes without effects of external 

friction. Its drawbacks include the fact that the level of strain between the axis of the sample and its surface 

is not uniform, which makes the resulting microstructure difficult to define. 

Evaluation of measured parameters, i.e. the torque, number of twists and duration of the test is based on 

three principles. It involves finding the mathematical relation for true strain using the strain intensity 

relationship and obtaining, in turn, the strain rate intensity. This can then be compared using the newly 

created FEM-based TTFEM software. With this program, it is possible to calculate the temperature field, 

strain, strain rate and stress distributions in the worked part. The levels of strain are examined along a line 

between the part’s axis and the surface using microhardness measurement. Experiments showed that the 

mathematical formula is identical to the computer simulation, as evidenced by results of the subsequent 

microhardness test. 

Keywords: Torsion test, strain, strain rate. 

1.  THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF STRAIN IN TORSION TEST 

Analysis of deformation behaviour of material in forming process requires that data obtained from a 

torsion plastometer is converted to stress, strain and strain rate values. Calculation of strain can be 

performed using the simplest expression for twisting strain: 

  
    

√  
            (1) 

This formula, by convention, expresses the strain on the surface of the bar being twisted: i.e. in the 

maximum strain region. Further equations are solved with the representative radius  ̅ and include the non-

linear dependency already. Unlike the result of the above expression, the strain curve for the equation (2) 

has the characteristic hyperbolic shape. Equation (3) is based on a logarithmic relationship. The last 

equation (4) describes the shear strain used in the two equations above. 
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Where  e  true strain 

  R  radius of the test sample in mm 

  L  length in mm 

   ̅  representative radius,  ̅  
 

 
  

The representative radius was derived assuming that equation (1) applies to the entire range used for 

testing [1]. The radius  ̅ can be derived from the notion that all points with the same distance from the bar 

axis are characterized by the same strain magnitude and that higher statistical significance of greater 

distance from the centre must be considered: 

 ̅  
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Thich yields the representative radius of  ̅  
 

 
 , used in this work. Other authors suggested calculating 

the strain and strain rate using the representative radius  ̅         [6] or  ̅      . 

Equation (6) giving the true strain value for the torsion test is based on geometric relationships. A square 

with an inscribed circle will be assumed to deform, the circle transforming into an ellipse with the 

semimajor axis a and semiminor axis b. The resulting relationship is as follows: 

  √
 

 
[(   )  (   ) ]           (6) 

It has been verified previously [2], that this graphically derived equation is fully equal to the normally used 

hyperbolic sine equation (2), both for small angles of twist and for a large number of revolutions. 

2.  THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF STRAIN RATE IN TORSION TEST 

Unlike calculation of strain, the strain rate in torsion test depends on the rate of twist: 

 ̇  
    

  √  
             (7) 

Where:   o  rate of twist in min-1 

This equation, however, does not take into account decreasing strain magnitude, and thus strain rate, if the 

rate of twist is constant. The error arising from the use of this equation (7) is negligible for small strain 

magnitudes. At high strains, however, the error is significant, which is why a relationship with the 

hyperbolic sine function is more appropriate: 
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  rate of twist in s-1 
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3.  COMPARISON OF METHODS USED 

For strain and strain rate calculation, the above expressions (1 - 3, 6 - 9) were populated with values for the 

radius R = 3 mm and length L = 50 mm. These 

specimen dimensions belong to one of two basic 

sets used in practice, the other one being 

6x10 mm [3]. The rate of twist was adopted 

from an actual experiment run in SETARAM 

plastometer and determined as o = 40 rev/min.  

A very wide interval of revolutions was used for 

the calculation: 0 to 18 revolutions. The reason 

was a previous experiment conducted on P91 

steel. SETARAM plastometer was used at the 

above conditions and temperature of 1,100 °C 

and the fracture occurred after about 

18 revolutions. In this interval, the following 

graphs clearly show the initial agreement 

between the mathematical methods used in this 

study (up to one revolution) and appreciable 

deviations at higher strains. 

Graphical representation of dependency of 

strain on the number of revolutions is shown in 

the following graph (Fig. 1). It is evident that 

similar results can only be achieved with low 

number of revolutions (N = 1). For higher 

number of revolutions, the linear equation 1 

begins to deviate. Other equations (2 - 3, 6) 

yield results which are in good agreement and 

can even be used for calculations with extreme 

numbers of revolutions. 

The graph of strain rate vs. number of 

revolutions (Fig. 2) shows a decreasing strain 

rate with increasing number of revolutions, 

while the rate of twist remains constant (     

rev/min) in equation 8. Equation 7 does not take 

this decrease into account. This is why it is not 

suitable for high strains (N = 3), where this 

deviation ceases to be negligible. 

We also focused on the strain rate profile 

between the axis and the surface. In the plot (Fig. 3) of equation 8, strain rate shows an almost linear 

increase with increasing distance from the specimen axis for a low number of revolutions. For higher 
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number of revolutions (N = 3, 18) the strain rate does not increase linearly. Instead, it begins to decline with 

increasing distance from the specimen axis. 

4.  COMPUTER SIMULATION OF FORMING PROCESS USING TTFEM SOFTWARE 

Special-purpose 2.5D simulation TTFEM software was built for verifying the usability of various formulas. 

This program uses FEM method for simulating the torsion test. It offers calculation of temperature, strain, 

strain rate and stress fields in the workpiece and in tools, taking into account the heat transfer to tools, the 

influence of temperature on deformation behaviour of the material and other factors. 

The following figure (Fig. 4) obtained from TTFEM program gives an overview of strain distribution on the 

cross-section of a conventional-sized (6x50 mm) torsion test specimen after one revolution at 1,100 °C. It 

matches the theoretical profiles obtained from equations 1, 2, 3 and 6 very precisely. 

 

Fig. 4  Strain distribution across the specimen cross section 

In the same fashion, the strain rate distribution across the cross section of same-size torsion test specimen 

was compared for 1,100 °C and rate of twist      rev/min after one revolution. The results are, again, in 

an almost perfect agreement, as evidenced by the following figure (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5  Strain rate distribution across the specimen cross section 

5.  MICROHARDNESS MEASUREMENT 

The P91 steel is one of advanced heat-resisting steels with 9% chromium which is intended for components 

operating under mechanical and thermal loads, such as reactors, piping systems and other applications. [4]. 

Specimens from this steel sized 6×10 and 6×50 mm were prepared for torsion testing in SETARAM torsion 

plastometer. This instrument allows plastometric testing to be carried out over a wide range of 

temperatures from 300 to 1,600°C and between strain rates of 10-4 and 10-1 s-1. In this case, continuous 
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torsion test was performed with the rate of twist of 40 min-1 to fracture [3]. Specimens upon testing were 

sectioned along planes perpendicular to their axis. Their surfaces were mechanically polished and etched 

for microhardness testing. Measurement was carried out with Vickers four-sided symmetric diamond 

pyramid with the apex angle of 136° [5]. A load of 200 g was applied with the dwell time of 10 s. 

Microhardness was measured between the 

specimen axis and surface with indentations 

0.5 mm apart. Microhardness values increased 

with distance from the specimen axis. One 

should bear in mind that microhardness in a 

torsion test sample increases with the distance 

from the axis (where shear strain is equal to 

zero) and with growing strain. The resulting 

profile (Fig. 6) is a confirmation of the concept 

of microhardness increasing from the axis 

towards the surface [7].  

Fig. 6  Microhardness profile across the specimen cross  

                       section after torsion testing 

6.  CONCLUSION 

Comparing equations for calculating strain in torsion test led to using non-linear relationships (2, 3, 6) for 

calculating strain in a specimen upon high number of revolutions. This is clearly demonstrated in the graph 

(Fig. 1). 

With theoretical calculation of strain rate in torsion test, one needs to take into account the decrease in 

strain, and thus in the strain rate, at constant rates of twist. The increasing difference with increasing 

number of revolutions is documented in Fig. 2. 

Distribution of strain rate calculated from equation 8 and shown in Fig. 3 shows that there is an almost 

linear increase in strain rate with the distance from the specimen axis for low number of revolutions. For 

higher number of revolutions (N = 3, 18) the strain rate does not increase linearly. Instead, it begins to 

decline with increasing distance from the specimen axis. 

Special-purpose 2.5D simulation software TTFEM was used for FEM modelling of torsion test. Distribution 

of strain was simulated on a cross-section of a conventional-sized (6×50 mm) torsion test specimen upon 

one revolution at 1,100°C. A graph (Fig. 4) indicates that the distribution matches theoretical profiles 

obtained from equations 1, 2, 3 and 6 very precisely. 

The same software was used for simulating the strain rate distribution upon one revolution under identical 

conditions. The outcomes also confirm the agreement with results of equations 7, 8 (Fig. 5). 

Microhardness profiles between the specimen axis and surface are increasing functions, confirming the 

dependence of hardness on stress and, by extension, on strain (Fig. 6) [7]. 
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Note: The responsible translator for English language is J. Drnek, Czech Republic 
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Abstract 

Successful application of progressive technologies of controlled rolling and cooling of various types of steels 

is closely associated with getting to know mutual links between the chemical composition and 

microstructure and complex of own unique metallurgical products, i.e. strength properties, ductility, 

formability etc., for whose achievement it is not necessary to perform secondary operations after rolling, 

especially the heat treatment operations. 

According to the experience of many authors the most efficient means of increasing mechanical properties 

of steel during rolling is the refinement of grain and use of disperse steel hardening by means of small 

addition of elements forming carbides, nitrides, and borides, modification of hot rolling process and 

controlled cooling from the finishing temperature.  

Within the optimization of the controlled rolling it is therefore necessary to consider also the progress of 

hardening and recovering processes (precipitation, recrystallization, recovery or interaction of these 

processes), all that with the differentiation to static, dynamic, post-dynamic processes and mostly with 

considering of the deformation history. 

The aim of this research was to analyze the softening processes on the basis of isothermal interrupted tests 

that were performed on the plastometer SETARAM in the Metallurgy and Material Research Company in 

Ostrava, in steel micro-alloyed by vanadium, or resp. softening of material during forming, which according 

to theoretical suppositions has essential influence on the resulting strength properties of steel. The realized 

study consisted on the basis of performed tests especially in the specification of softening degree X, its 

dependence on time and mathematical description. The realized evaluation also included the calculation of 

activation energy SRX. 

Keywords: Controlled rolling, mechanical properties, recovering processes, isothermal interrupted test, 

plastometer, softening degree, recrystallization, recovery, precipitation 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring of influence of individual recovering processes on the structure of formed material is frequently 

performed using continuous and interrupted plastometric tests, both torsion and compression ones. Based 

on their results it is possible to draw conclusions on the kinetics of static, dynamic or metadynamic 

recrystallization. Simulation results usually show that static recrystallization is dominant for complete 
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recovery, complete structure softening, especially in the area of input rolling, where the temperatures are 

very high and strain rate relatively low. Dynamic recrystallization shows in real industrial rolling processes 

of production of bars and wires, especially due to cumulated deformation [1]. 

To compare the influence of recovery processes it is suitable to perform double interrupted torsion or 

compression test. Fig. 1. schematically shows the result of double compression test with interruption, i.e. 

dependence of stress - strain. Both deformations take place at identical testing temperature, equally the 

size of both deformations and their strain rate is the same. Delay between the deformations is gradually 

increased within the set of tests, in order to cover the area corresponding to the really achievable 

possibilities of concrete simulated practical process or according to time possibilities in research of material 

properties. Normally used times range from 1 to 10 000 s. Only rarely it is possible to encounter times 

beyond this interval.  

The m value is the value of stress at the end of first deformation and ς1 and ς2 are the material yield 

strength values. It is suitable to select the value of strain of 2%, i.e. 0,02 (-) or 0,2%, i.e. 0,002 (-) and specify 

the value of “yield strength” with it, i.e. stress of ς1 and ς2 [2]. The calculation of the softening rate is 

performed according to equation (1), whose value is relevant to applied deformation conditions. 

  
1

2










m

m

SX                (1) 

Other variant of calculation of the softening ratio is according to specification of mean flow stress ( ) for 

each deformation. Definition of m  is showed in Fig. 2. Curve A-B shows hypothetical continuation of the 

stress - strain curve for the first deformation and corresponds to zero recovery. Calculation of the softening 

refraction is performed according to equation (2) [2]. 

  
1

2











m

mX            (2) 

Mean flow stress is the “area under relevant stress - strain curve”.  The value is calculated according to 

equation (3) specified for calculation of mean flow stress of the second deformation 2 . 
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Fig. 1  Interrupted test - Specification of values 
for equation (1) [2] 

Fig. 2  Interrupted test - Specification of values 
for equation (2) [2] 
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2.  DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

Isothermic interrupted tests were performed in order to study softening processes expressed by the degree 

of softening. The series of IPZ tests were performed within the temperatures range of the expected 

controlled rolling at 5 selected temperature values 800 - 1000 °C with a step of 50 °C. In the specified 

temperature interval it is possible to expect possible retarding of processing of structure recovery due to 

vanadium precipitation.  

The testing samples were heated up to 1200 °C with tenacity of 300 s at the temperature. Then followed 

free cooling on the deformation temperature. Compared to normally used procedure, when two 

deformations with the same parameters are performed and defined variant delay, we selected a program 

with four deformations with identical parameters and defined variant delay 1, 5, 10, 30 and 60 s between 

deformations for individual testing temperatures. For temperatures of 950 and 1000 °C the IPZ were 

performed additionally with the delay of 3 s. Rotation speed was 200 rot.min-1 and deformation periods 0,4 

s. The size of pin of testing sample was 6x50 mm in all the cases. Shearing strain rate was therefore 1,26 s-1. 

Example of the course of interrupted test for deformation temperature of 800 °C shows Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3  Progress of interrupted tests for deformation temperature of 800 °C 

2.1 Specification of softening degree X 

Methodology of specification of degree of softening from the record of interrupted test is described at the 

beginning of this article. Calculation of the softening ration is performed according to equation (1). The 

yield strength values of material, i.e. 1 and 2, were deducted, with regard to shapes obtained by 

dependence, from graphic dependence in the value of deformation of 0,02. The value of maximum 

achieved stress m1 is the value recorded by SETARAM.  
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To specify the softening degree X we evaluated records from the first two deformations. The other two 

deformations, i.e. the third and the fourth one, were performed for general overview of the material 

behaviour in researched conditions of deformation and they were not used for evaluation of softening 

degree. The evaluation of the degree of softening between the second and third deformation, or resp. the 

third and fourth one, is possible only when the yield strength of subsequent deformation is higher than the 

yield strength of the previous deformation, i.e. i+1 > i. Otherwise the values of softening degree X will 

exceed the value 1. 

 
Fig. 4  Dependence of softening degree on time for 38MnVS6 steel 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of calculated values of softening degrees X on the delay time in graphic form. 

The values of softening degree X are interconnected with curves according to applied deformations of 

individual IPZs. The obtained dependencies of softening degree on time logarithm are characteristic by 

sigmoid figure. The used IPZ parameters, i.e. time, size and strain rate did not allow for vanadium 

precipitation. The calculated time of beginning of vanadium precipitation according to equation specified in 

[3] for vanadium-microalloyed steel for temperature of 900 °C and grain size of 50 μm, applied strain rate 

and strain for the examined steel grade is approximately 90 s. This period however does not have support 

in the condition of the rolling process on KJT and therefore it was not considered within the IPZ set.  

At temperatures of 800 and 850 °C the value X = 0,5 was not exceeded. The values of time t0,5X , when 50 % 

of material volume for individual deformation temperatures are recovered, are specified in Tab. 1. The time 

necessary for recovery of half of structure is graphically shown in Fig. 5. It can be specified only for 

dependencies corresponding to IPZ at deformation temperatures of 900, 950 and 1000 °C.  

Table 1  Time t0,5X necessary for recovery of 50 % volume of material for applied deformation temperatures 

values derived from the chart in Fig. 4. 

Temperature *°C+ Temperature [K] t0,5X [s] 

1000 1273 1,87 

950 1223 5,82 

900 1173 14,81 
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Fig. 5  The time necessary for recovery of half of structure t0,5X  depending on deformation temperature 

2.2 Specification of SRX activation energy  

The value of SRX activation energy was specified using equation (4), when there is an assumption that in 

the course of IPZ the B1, ,d0,  values and c, d, h coefficients were constant. The equation (4) is 

logarithmed to shape (5). 













TR

Q
dBt SRXhdc

X exp015,0             (4) 
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Q
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SX

1
.lnln 5,0            (5) 

Subsequently we elaborated dependence of time logarithm necessary for 50 % recovery of structure t0,5X, 

i.e. ln(t0,5X), on the value of inversion temperature of deformation in K, i.e. T-1, when the source for t0,5X and 

T is Tab. 1. The obtained curve interlaces the linear regression line and defines its equation, see Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6  Specification of equation of regression line for specification of value of activation energy SRX SRXQ  

The directive of regression line equals according to equation (5) to the share of activation energy SRX SRXQ  

and universal gas constant R. For applied conditions of deformation we calculated value of activation 
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energy SRX SRXQ  = 257 738 J.mol-1 for the examined steel grade. In comparison with the values that range 

according to various bibliographic sources between 230 - 300 kJ.mol-1, the calculated value is within the 

above-mentioned interval. It is however necessary to consider that the applied procedure of calculation is 

extremely sensitive to accuracy of data measured and especially derived from graphic dependencies. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

The aim of this research was to analyze the material softening on the basis of isothermal interrupted tests 

that were performed on the plastometer SETARAM in the steel micro-alloyed by vanadium, during forming, 

which according to theoretical assumptions has essential influence on the resulting strength properties of 

steel.  The realised study consisted on the basis of performed tests, especially in the specification of 

softening degree X, its dependence on time and specification of time necessary for recovery of half of 

structure t0,5X  depending on the deformation temperature. We performed calculation of activation energy 

SRX that corresponded to the results obtain from various bibliographical sources. 
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Abstract 

Iron aluminides belong to difficult-to-weld materials. Low plasticity and high spatial stress values cause 

cracks during the welding process. For the analysis and development of welding procedures for these 

materials, numerical simulations in the Sysweld programme are used. This programme however does not 

make it possible to locate, on the basis of the computed data of spatial stress, places with high risk of 

cracks.  For this reason the Technical University of Liberec developed a program called MOVYPRO, which is 

able to detect potential critical places prone to cracks, using the Sysweld program output data. The article 

deals with the analysis results of the Fe3Al butt welds of plates and presents the welding procedure. The 

results of the thermal analysis by SYSWELD programme are verified by checking the temperature time 

curves in the selected places of a weldment, as well as against the weld pool geometry. The results of the 

mechanical analysis of the spatial stress state are verified by determining the residual spatial stress, using a 

magneto elastic method. The article examines and compares the results of the mechanical analysis carried 

out for an elasto-plastic material model and for an elasto-viscoplastic material model. The article presents a 

summary of the required input parameters for the SYSWELD simulation programme. The article also 

describes the results of comparative analyses and gives recommendations for using the SYSWELD 

programme in interconnection with the MOVYPRO programme. The acquired results and relevant data help 

to increase the credibility of results of the simulation computation. 

Keywords:  welding,  Fe-Al alloys, stress analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Intermetalic phases on the basis of Fe-Al alloys are characterized by specific properties, for which, they are 

considered highly perspective, despite of their brittleness at normal temperature. With regard to the 

structure arrangement, the lower coefficients have diffusions which result in a lower creep rate and 

difficult recrystallisation. Creation of Al2O3 oxides layers leads to a very good corrosive resistance in 

oxidizing and sulphur environment at high temperatures. Iron aluminides weldability is a topic which is still 

not discussed very much in technical literature [1]. Iron aluminides belong to difficult to weld materials, 

because they are susceptible to cracks. The welding technology is however supposed to be used for the 

products´ final production. The application of simulation computations and experimental tests should result 

in creation of the appropriate welding procedures, so that the risk of cracks is minimized. These issues were 

dealt with by the Technical university of Liberec, mainly within the scope of the GAČR 106/07/1288 grant 

project. The research resulted into creation of butt welds of plates and fillet and corner welds. The 

outcomes of the experiments served for the acquisition of basic input data for simulation computations in 

the Sysweld programme. The main goal was to set up a computation methodology to determine critical 

parameters of temperature and deformation effects of the TIG welding process.  
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2. EXPERIMENTS  

Experimental work was carried out for iron aluminide Fe3Al type alloyed Cr and Ce (16.13% Al, 2.85% Cr, 

0.06% Ce, 0.46% Mn a 0.04% C in percentage by weight). Semiproducts for sheet production were prepared 

by melting in a vacuum furnace and cast into ceramic shell moulds. Consequently, semiproducts were 

gradually hot-rolled to the desired final thickness. First experiments were focused on the monitoring of the 

parent metal during melting by pulse welding current, by TIG welding method. Beads were created on the 

material by remelting the parent metal without using any filler material. The melting was carried out 

without preheating (cooling in the air) or with preheating at 400°C (after melting, the samples were put 

into a furnace at 400°C/1 hour, than cooled in the air). Within the grant project, butt welds without any 

filler material were carried out by TIG method (141) in the shield protection of argon. Welded plates were 

clamped in four places and were situated on a heated desk during the welding process. The preheating 

temperature was settled to 200°C on the basis of the results of simulation computations. Automated 

welding by direct current with direct polarity was used (U = 13.9 V, I = 114 A, vw = 0.375 mm.s-1). In the 

weldment’s centre and in its cross direction, length temperature curves were measured in four places. The 

welding process was monitored by Weld.Monitor 3.5. After welding, the welded plates were put into an 

electric furnace preheated to 700°C. After two hours the furnace was turned off and the cooling process 

continued in a shut-off furnace. 

3. SIMULATION COMPUTATIONS AND DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL PLACES 

Simulations were computed in the Sysweld programme and the acquired data from the experiments were 

used as input parameters to define and describe the heat source for thermal-metallurgical analysis. So 

called double ellipse model was used for the computations. Thermal-metallurgical and mechanical analyses 

by the Sysweld programme provide many interesting and useful data, but do not give solutions for places 

susceptible to cracks.  

Credibility of simulation computations depend on many factors. The results of thermal metallurgical 

analysis are verified by examining the weld pool’s shape and size, by the temperature field parameters and 

the metallographic analysis. According to the scratch pattern and weld pool’s measurements, a 3D 

computation model is designed. Verification of the results of mechanical analysis is a problematic issue. The 

computed values of deformations are compared with the measured values without difficulties. What is 

however not easy, is the examination of computed values of the spatial stress. Within the grant project, a 

possibility of an application of a magneto-elastic method for the determination of spatial stress was tested. 

For the assessment of different variants of technological parameters, it would be very beneficial; in case of 

difficult to weld materials, to detect critical places in the weldment, where cracks can occur. The Sysweld 

programme is unfortunately not able to solve this problem. Another question is according to which 

parameter or quantity such a place can be detected. It was finally decided that the critical places will be 

determined by comparing the computed values of spatial stress according to HMH theory, set by the 

Sysweld programme and the real strength limit values at a given temperature. Following the simulation 

computation, critical places were determined in a programme which was created in the Technical 

University in Liberec [2]. The results of the analysis are presented in a table, which shows a number of 

critical places for individual computation times. The critical places for individual computation times can be 

then determined by the Sysweld programme. The Sysweld programme can also retroactively determine the 

computed stress curves in individual node points in time dependence and compare these data with critical 
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stress values in a graph. If we include a temperature curve in the graph, we can assess in which area and at 

which temperature the computed stresses are bigger than the critical values. 

The complexity of a credible determination of state of stress by the Sysweld simulation programme results 

from the fact that the computed stress values depend on the used model describing the material’s 

behaviour. At present two types of constitutive models of material are used for the computation of residua 

stresses during and after welding. The first one is an elasto-plastic model with an isotropic hardening, and 

the second one is elasto-plastic model with a kinematic hardening. However, during the real welding 

process, stress relaxation takes place because of the high temperatures. In fact, the residual stress values 

are lower than indicated in the case of both elasto-plastic material models. An elasto-plastic model cannot 

take into account the visco-plastic processes, which occur by stress relaxation. In the framework of this 

submission we compared the computations for an elasto-plastic model with a kinematic hardening against 

an elasto-viscoplastic model of the material’s behaviour.  

4. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSES 

When welding plates by but welds using the method described in section 2 we managed to create welds 

without cracks. Fig. 1 shows the scratch pattern of a weld. The fusion line is not clear, which makes the 

determination of welding geometry more difficult. Nonetheless, the welding pool geometry presents a 

basic input for simulation computations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Weld macrostructure - butt weld made without any filler material 

Fig. 2 shows the result of an analysis for the node point No. 5579, in which a critical place was detected 

during computation, using an elasto-plastic (EP) model of the material’s behaviour. It is a point which is 

situated on the fusion line, in the centre of the weld’s length and the maximum temperature is equal to 

1500°C. It was proved that the detection of critical places corresponds to the moments, when the 

temperature is high, always reaching over 900°C [3]. By simulation computations practically all input data 

for temperatures over 900°C are determined by approximation or estimation and this, of course, leads to a 

question about the level of credibility of data which we receive from simulation computations. Even though 

critical places were detected, no cracks were found in the weld and that is why an elasto-viscoplastic model 

of the material’s behaviour (EVP) was used for other computations, including also the relaxation behaviour. 

As it can be observed from Fig. 2, the computed stress values lowered considerably and the place is not 

detected as critical any more. 
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Fig. 2  Stress analysis during welding process for node point No. 5579 

Fig. 3 shows a difference between the mechanical analysis’s results and the results completed by an 

analysis of critical places; it demonstrates the stress distribution in a cross section of the plate and in a 

zoomed detail of the weld area we can see the distribution of critical places (white crosses); the node point 

No. 5579 is marked on the melting boundary. It is evident that critical places are not to be found in places 

with the highest stress. A classical approach to deal with the results of a mechanical analysis does not offer 

a survey on the possible risk of defects occurring in the weld. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Stress distribution in plate´s cross section and the critical places in the same section 
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Fig. 4 shows the weld macrostructure, where only remelting on the plate surface took place. One sample 

was chosen for a testing simulation computation and a comparative analysis, because during these 

experiments cracks would always occur. The figure shows changes in the structure pattern of the basic 

material, in the area of melting boundary and on the lower side of the plate. An interesting finding is that in 

area with a distinctive thermal and deformation effect, the grain becomes more refined. The remelting was 

carried out by the TIG method in the shield gas He+25%Ar, by an impulse current (Iimp=250 A, Ib=12.5 A, 

vw=0.18 m.min-1, the pulse period and basic current of 0.01s). Notwithstanding the considerable changes of 

the base structure, the exact determination of fusion line for the specification of the weld pool geometry 

for simulation computation remains very difficult.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Weld macrostructure - bead made on plate without filler metal 

Fig. 5 shows the results of a stress analysis for the node point No. 9023 on the fusion line, where a critical 

place was once more detected. Stress computations were again carried out for the aforementioned models 

of material. Computed stress values for the EVP model are lower than in case of the EP model, however a 

critical place occurs during one computation time. 

 

Fig. 5  Stress analysis during welding process for node point No. 9023 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The executed experiments and simulation computations proved that while using the Sysweld simulation 

programme it is possible to verify the influence of technological parameters on the inner stress state of the 

welded parts during a welding process. By help of the developed programme and a methodological 

procedure it is possible to determine critical places susceptible to cracks. The obtained results show that 

computed stress values depend, as expected, on the used computed model of material’s behaviour, mainly 

in the area of high temperatures, i.e. in the area where there is a higher risk of cracks, according to the 

results of performed analyses.  

To increase the credibility of the simulation computation for iron aluminides, it will be necessary to ensure 

the determination of temperature dependences of the input parameters for computation (thermal physical 

and mechanical material properties), as well as for the range of temperature above 800°C, i.e. for a 

temperature range, for which critical places are firstly detected for the given material. Another 

improvement of simulation computations should be reached by including the relaxation processes during 

welding and also during the subsequent heat treatment. The requirements for quantity and quality of input 

data for simulation computations thus become more exigent. 

The analysis of a welding process by simulation computations is beneficial for the preparation of complex 

weld constructions as well as for solving problems concerning the welding of difficult to weld materials. 

However, the simulation computations in the Sysweld programme still do not make it possible to 

determine critical places in the welded details, nor during welding, nor during the cooling process. It would 

be beneficial to upgrade the programme by this possibility. It would also be efficient to verify other criteria 

for the assessment of critical places, for example the exhaustion of plasticity supplies. 
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Abstract 

When heating steel blocks in view of forming, it is necessary to correlate: the heat exchange by convection 

and radiation, the heat transfer inside the metallic body and the conductive heat transfer by direct contact 

between metal and the refractory material of the aggregate. Considering the particularities of the heat 

transfer there can be found faster solutions using a mathematical model to describe the temperature 

distribution within the “refractory material - metal oxide - metal” system. The thermal properties of the 

system are very different, leading to a wide range of variables in the model. Taking the case of heating for 

plastic hot deformation, the convection and radiation phenomena dominate most equations, but 

conduction by direct contact is not included, although, there may be created thermal tensions by the heat 

distribution in the metal. A mathematical model may propose a solution in order to control the heat 

transfer and to offer a heating technology which can save thermal energy. An application of mathematical 

model is the global heat transfer coefficient, referring to the contact surface included in the system: 

furnace hearth - iron oxide layer - steel block. The “global coefficient of heat transfer, κ “, proposed in the 

present paper, depends on the “coefficient of heat penetration”, and on the stationary time. From the 

thermal point of view, the coefficient of heat penetration, can be considerate similar with the coefficient 

corresponding to the heat transfer by radiation and convection from a gas to the surface of the metal. 

Keywords: heat transfer, steel, oxide, mathematical model, coefficient 

1. REVIEW REGARDING THE RESEARCHES ABOUT HEAT TRANSFER IN METALLURGICAL FURNACES 

The heating process of alloyed steel billets and ingots in view of processing by forming presents some 

difficulties due to important differences of temperature occurred on their section. The temperature 

differences are generating thermal stresses that make more difficult the plastic deformation process and if 

their value exceeds the tensile strength they can even lead to the destruction of the finished product. 

1.1 Introduction 

During the thermal studies in view of the forming processes, a special attention is paid to the heat 

exchange by radiation and convection between the thermal source and the metallic body in the furnaces. In 

the literature, as well as in the practice, less attention is paid to the disposal of the metallic material on the 

furnaces hearth and to the contact thermal conductivity. The conductive thermal flow from the furnaces 

hearth to the heated metal is important at the beginning of the heating process, when the ingot is 

introduced in the thermal space of the aggregate. The contact conductive thermal flow bring an important 

influence  in order to reduce the  temperature gradient at the beginning of the heating process, which is a 

dangerous period because it exists a high possibility for the generation of internal thermal stresses [1],. 

Therefore, an analysis of the thermal phenomenon [2], [3], is necessary. Having as objective the 
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establishing of the values of the global heat transfer coefficient from the hearth (ceramic material) to the 

ingot (metallic material), as well as the value of the contact surface temperature (the temperature at the 

contact between the ingot and the furnaces hearth), it will be necessary to correlate it with the values of 

the heat transfer from the thermal source and with the values of the heat transfer inside of the metal. 

1.2 Heat transfer inside the ingot 

It was supposed that the thermal flow is not uniform, in the upper and bottom part of the ingot. Then, the 

distribution of temperature is asymmetric [4]. It was obtained (using the Bessel function, J) for the circular 

section of a billet (noting with “R” the cylinder radius and with “r” the current radius) *4+, *5+: 
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For whole section of the round billet, (but, in this case, the heating is considerate symmetrical): 
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For the ingots with rectangular section, with the thickness X, the admitted thermal stresses reported to (x) 

and respectively (y) axis, there are proposed the following formulas, [5]  

thermal stresses on axial and  
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-  thermal stresses on axial and tangential direction at the surface of the metallic block: 
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Distribution of stresses in whole metallic block: 
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where:  c: furnace temperature 

             mi: temperature in the centre of the metallic block  

             m0: initial temperature of the metallic block 

             ms is the temperature at the surface (its value is determined subject to upper or low surface) 

             E: Young module 

             ν:  Poisson module 
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1.3 Heat transfer from the thermal source 

Starting from considerations about the burning process of the fuels, the there were established [6], [7], 

connections between the heat exchange coefficients, energy and metallic material saving. Saving energy 

and lost metal due to the oxidation process, means to have a cleaner environment. Using a proposed 

general solution for the remodeling of the thermal regime [6], it can be obtained a better control of the 

temperatures in each heating zone of the furnace and to correlate it with the necessary temperatures of 

the billets. It is also possible to control the temperature of the thermal isolation, and by this to save 

thermal energy. The heat exchange process in the thermal space of the heating furnace is of high 

complexity. The coefficients p, m, gpm (referring to the thermal isolation, the metal and the gas-isolation-

metal system), are at the basis of the control process of heat exchange between the flue gases, metallic 

material and the thermal isolation. The values of these coefficients are used to establish the value of some 

equation which can be used in modeling:  [6]:  

-   the heat exchange coefficient between the thermal isolation and the billets: 
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-   the heat exchange coefficient between the flue gases and the billets: 
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where:  ε are the thermal emission coefficients 

α are the heat exchange coefficients  

θ temperatures, oC 

qex  :  thermal flow thru the furnace’s isolation , kJ.m-2.h-1 

indexes: m: metal; p: ceramic isolation; g: gas; pm: isolation-metal; gp : gas-metal ; c : furnace. 

In this case, if keeping the ratio , (s is the heated surface of the metal, S the emissive surface), it was 

deduced the temperature of the flue gases [6]: 
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2. BASICS AND TERMINOLOGY REGARDING CONTACT-CONDUCIVE HEAT TRANSFER 

The starting theoretical basics have in view the equations established by Schmidt [8], reanalyzed later by 

Heiligenstaedt [1].  

In figure 1, it is presented the system “ingot-metallic oxide - furnaces hearth”. The oxide may results from 

the previously thermal processes. In the figure 2, is presented the diagram of the temperature in the 

system ingot-furnaces hearth, separated by an oxide layer. While the hearth temperature is higher as the 

ingot temperature, the senses of the thermal flow will be from the hearth to the ingot only. It can be 

written [9]: 
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     svtrq 
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2
13                                                                                        (10) 

where: 2 : thermal conductivity of the oxide 

  : thickness of the oxide layer 

rt  : thermal resistivity   

 :  global coefficient of heat transfer from the hearth to the ingot  

It results: 

                                                                                                                                       (11) 

 
Fig. 1  Heat transmission by contact conductivity  Fig. 2  The temperature in the system 

              from the furnaces hearth   ingot - oxide - hearth to the ingot 

3. GLOBAL COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER 

Having in view the sense of the thermal flow (figure 2), it can be written the equations system: 

                                                                                                                             (12) 
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where: τ : time; a:  thermal diffusivity. 

Introducing the limit conditions for time and space for the considerate system (figure 2), it results that the 

input value of the thermal flow must be the same as the output value at the interfaces between the hearth 

and the oxide and between oxide and ingot. In this case, some functions established for the case of the 
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contact heat exchange, [10], can be used. The equations will be modified, in order to be applicable for the 

analyzed case. It will be admitted that the temperature in the middle of the oxide layer is symmetric.  

                                                                                                                            (15) 

The variation of the temperature in the oxide layer is: 

                                                                                                         (16) 

The heat transfer from an element of surface dS (fig 1) during dτ, in the point y=0 will be: 

                                                                                                         (17) 

 It will be introduced “the relative coefficient of heat transfer”: 
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It will be applying a function proposed by P.Frank and R.V.Mises (Archiv für Eisenhüttenwesen, *10+),  
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where Φ is the symbol of a Gauss function.  

From (17), it is obtained: 
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Using the notations:       and         („b3“ is the coefficient of heat penetration), it was obtained the equation 

for the coefficient of the global heat transfer from the furnaces hearth to the heated metal:  

                                                                                                                    (21) 

„n” is a non-dimensional parameter:  ,  and Φ the values of Gauss function, like: 

                                                                                                                  (23) 

4. THERMAL PROPERTIES AND HEAT TRANSFER 

We need to know the thermal properties of the oxide layers, in order to obtain the values for the global 

coefficient of heat transfer, for the coefficient of heat penetration and for the values of the contact 

conductive heat transfer. In the figs. 3 and 4 are presented physical properties of the oxide layer and 

dependence of rt.  
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      Fig. 3  Thermal capacity and conductivity for        Fig. 4  Values of the coefficient rt, in dependence 

       the oxide layer              on the oxide layer 

In figure 5 are the polynomial confidence values for the thermal resistivity rt, obtained for the equations 

(18) and (19) and in figure 6 the values of the thermal flow „q” in dependence on the temperature 

difference between the hearth (ceramic) and the ingot (metal).  

 
 Fig. 5  Polynomial confidence values                Fig. 6  Values of the thermal flow from  

                   for the thermal resistivity     the hearth to the ingot in dependence on Δθ 

5. TEMPERATURE OF THE CONTACT SURFACE 

The temperature has a symmetrical repartition, so it results: 

   1 2 2 3   s v                                                                                                                                               

(24) 

Using the equation (19) and the notation naaC  
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It results from (25), that for high values of τ (the case τ → ∞, respectively n → ∞), the temperature value of 

the contact surface 1-2() are near to the average of the temperature in the center of the ingot and the 
temperature of the furnaces hearth.  

Finally, it is recommended to use for the modeling the equation: 
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where       e nn2

1   .  

6. DISCUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

If it is considerate the case which can occur at the beginning of the heating process [11], when the thermal 

flow is the most intense and the oxide layer is at the minimum values, it can be supposed that δ → 0. The 

heat exchange is more intense if the value of κ is higher. In this case it will be calculate the “upper limit” of 

the global coefficient κ. The Gauss function:  ( )0 0         ( ) = 1 , that means  
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The “global coefficient of heat transfer κ “, depends only on the “coefficient of heat penetration”, b3, and on 

the stationary time, τ. From the thermal point of view, the coefficient of heat penetration, b3, in the case of 

heat transfer by thermal contact conductivity between two bodies can be considerate similar with the 

coefficient αr+c, corresponding to the heat transfer by radiation and convection from a gas to the surface of 

a solid body. The computation of the temperature θ(τc) is leaded using the auxiliary Gaussian function Θ. 
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Abstract 

Pressure vessel of nuclear reactor represents very wide complex of designing, scientific, material, 

technological-operational and diagnostic problems, level of solution of which predestines and influences 

both operational reliability and safety and efficiency of production of this equipment. The pressure vessel 

itself consists of several characteristic components, the working stress of which in its complex determines 

unequivocally the state of stress of the reactor on the whole, although this stress achieves from the 

viewpoint of local judgment and assessment of individual parts of the pressure vessel mutually different 

levels. Development of new technology for manufacture of bottoms of pressure vessel for nuclear power 

engineering is oriented on future demands of market with respect to ecology and energetics. It is necessary 

to propose new technology for production of forged bottom with flange for power engineering, namely by 

forging from one ingot without use of welding of the bottom to the flange. The objective is to verify for this 

forging technology an optimum shape of tools, which will make it possible to forge the bottom with a 

minimum loss of metal at forging and final processing. High degree of forging and also the required quality 

of products, characterised by high values of mechanical properties, will be achieved by minimum extra 

metal allowances for forging. After implementation of the new technology for forging of bottoms with 

flange the manufacturer will be able to offer on the world market a peak technology and sophisticated 

completely new products - monolithic forged bottom with flange for high quality pressure vessels for 

nuclear power plants.  

Keywords: open die forging, forging design, pressure vessels 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Primary power sector in the world uses nowadays fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, natural gas, uranium, and 

also renewable sources, such as water, bio-mass and others. These sources are then consumed in electric 

power engineering, heating industry, transport, industry, households and services. World production of 

electric power is ensured in coal power plants (39%), gas power plants (18%), nuclear power plants (17%), 

water (17%), oil (8%) and other power plants (1%). Due to limited reserves of oil, coal and natural gas, it is 

possible to describe burning of these natural resources, which could have been used for the mankind in a 

much more efficient manner for example in chemistry and medicine, as wastage, not to mention harmful 

emissions created by their combustion and polluting the atmosphere. Nuclear power plant does not 

produce noxious substances, such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and other carcinogens, and it is 

possible to consider this method of generation of electric power, in relation to creation of greenhouse 

effect and warming of atmosphere, as the most ecological. In comparison with other power sources the 
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nuclear power engineering has an indisputable advantage, since character of radioactive decays and effect 

of ionising radiation makes it possible to measure the wastes with high precision and to evaluate their 

direct and indirect influence on human beings and his environment. Without nuclear power engineering 

any hope for reduction of emissions of CO2 and other noxious substances in the atmosphere is just an 

illusion and utopia. At present altogether 435 power units of nuclear power plants are operated in 31 

countries. It is necessary to deduct from this number the plants that are serving out and will be put out of 

operation due to their unsatisfactory condition, while service life of some other plants will be extended 

after technical revision and revamping. Another 31 units in 13 countries are currently under construction, 

and construction of some 250-300 units in 21 countries are planned or foreseen (maximum in China and 

India - each 24 units, Russia intends to increase its nuclear capacity from the existing 20.8 GWe to 49.3 

GWe by the year 2020).From the viewpoint of functionality the pressure vessel of nuclear reactor forms an 

enclosed space, in which nuclear energy is transformed to heat, which is transferred to a coolant at high 

temperatures and pressures with simultaneous effect of radiation and corrosion influences. Nuclear reactor 

is at the same time characterised by high overall output per unit and high specific volumetric capacity of 

the active zone, higher parameters of neutron flow and removal of heat by coolant. Necessity of the 

highest technical level of structural design is here absolutely obvious. Progressiveness of structural design 

depends wholly on possibilities and feasibility of application of new metallurgical-technological processes, 

dissimilar to the existing manufacturing methods.  

2.  PRESSURE VESSELS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS  

Pressure vessel of nuclear reactor is composed of individual forged components, Fig. 1 

 
Fig. 1  Shape and dimensions of the pressure vessel of nuclear reactor  

3.  MANUFACTURE OF THE BOTTOM OF PRESSURE VESSEL FOR REACTOR BY PRESSING FROM 
CIRCULAR PLATES  

Bottoms of pressure vessels for nuclear reactors can be manufactured also from pressed pieces. Manner of 

structural design is shown in Fig. 2.  The cover and bottoms are connected to other parts of reactor by 
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welding to the forged rings [1]. Interior surface of bottoms has a shape of ellipsoid of rotation, and exterior 

surface is an equidistant surface at the distance of the pertinent wall thickness. 

 

Fig. 2  Pressed piece of the pressure vessel bottom for reactor 

Semi-product for pressed pieces for bottoms are the circular plates machined on both front faces and 

flame-cut along the perimeter. Thickness of the plates for the cover cap varies around 350 mm, diameter of 

the plate varies around 4 450 mm. Mass is 41 000 kg. Thickness of the plate for the bottom is 250 mm, its 

diameter is 5 650 mm, mass 48 000 kg. The machined circular plate is ultrasonically tested and its is 

equipped on its perimeter with hooks for handling (Fig. 3 ). 

 

                        Fig. 3  Forged plate for bottom reactor             Fig. 4  Machined circular plate  
                                          pressure vessel    

Individual world manufacturers use different methods for manufacture of large circular plates. They are 

most often produced by electro-slag welding of rolled heavy plates. Fig. 4 shows a photo of welded and 

machined circular plate made of two heavy plates. The input is a forging ingot, from which a slab is forged. 

This slab is then rolled to heavy plate. Disadvantage consists in unfavourable concentration of internal 

heterogeneities from the central part of the ingot and related lower mechanical properties (mainly plastic 

properties) in central parts of the plate. Another disadvantage is the fact that rolling produces a square 

plate, from which it is necessary to cut the circular plate. Corner parts containing high quality material are 

cut as waste. The existing experience shows that from the viewpoint of material consumption manufacture 

of circular plates form electro-slag welded plates is advantageous for the thicknesses up to max. 120 to 

150 mm. Big disadvantage is the fact that plastic properties of steel at the place of weld and in transition 

area into basic material are degraded and at pressing of circular plate into the die at these places on 

exterior surface of the pressed piece occur cracks due to big tensile stress. The cracks must be mechanically 

removed and welded up. It is necessary to perform during exploitation of the pressure vessel demanding 
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periodical inspections of the bottoms at the place of welds.Apart from this technology the pressed pieces 

for bottoms of pressure vessel for nuclear reactors are made from mono-blocks, i.e. from solid forged 

circular plates. This procedure removes from the circular plates central heterogeneities transferred to the 

plate from ingot. 

Manufacture of bottoms by this technology consists of the following operations: 

 re-forging of the ingot body to a round semi-product,  

 forging of trunnion for handling from the ingot head,  

 cutting off of head and heel metallurgical waste; 

 upsetting of circular semi-product; 

 re-forging of the upset semi-product to a prism with longitudinal axis perpendicular to the original 

ingot axis.  

 cutting off of trunnion for handling and metallurgical waste from the ingot head; 

 re-forging of the prism to a circular block; 

 upsetting of the block; 

 gradual flattening - enlarging of diameter of circular plate to the final dimensions.  

Diameter of the forged piece of circular plate for the bottom is 5800 mm, thickness of the forged piece is 

360 mm, mass of the forged piece is 81 000 kg. Forged pieces of circular plates are then mechanically 

machined on both front faces to the required thickness of approx. 350 mm. Circular plates are for die 

pressing reheated to a forging temperature. Top forging temperature is 1100 °C, lower forging temperature 

is 850 °C. Circular plates are die pressed. The matrix is situated on the moving table of the press, patrix is 

fixed on the moving traverse of the press. Final pressing must be made at temperatures from 950 to 850 °C 

and the pressed piece is taken out from the matrix at the surface temperature min. 800 °C. Fig. 5. shows 

the shape of the pressed piece for the bottom. 

 

Fig. 5  Pressed piece for the bottom of the reactor vessel 

4.  FORGING OF BOTTOMS WITH FLANGES  

Procedure of forging of bottoms with flanges is in comparison with production of bottoms by pressing very 

advantageous by reduction of number of welds on the pressure vessel [2]. Fig. 6 shows the shape and 

dimensions of the forged piece of the bottom with flange. Size of extra allowances for machining can be 

seen in the Fig. 7.  
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          Fig. 6  Forged piece of the bottom with flange      Fig. 7  Size of extra allowances for machining 

         (mass of the forged piece is approx. 83 000 kg)  

Extra allowances are removed by machining and thus the bottom of the pressure vessel is obtained - see 

Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8  Shape and dimensions of the machined bottom (mass of the machined bottom is 39 000 kg) 

Comparison of mass of the forged piece and machined bottom shows very small usage of metal and large 

extra allowances for machining, which increases costs for production of solid forged bottoms. This 

disadvantage is in comparison with assembled bottoms outweighed by economies related to checking of 

welds quality at exploitation of the pressure vessel. Photo of the machined bottom with flange is shown in 

Fig. 9. Parameters of the machined bottom: diameter 4015 mm, height of the bottom 1705 mm, mass 

38 000 kg, material according to ASME SA508,CL.3EQ. 

 

Fig. 9  Photo of the forged piece of bottom with flange 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Bottoms with flange can be manufactured in the form of mono-block, or as welded bottoms consisting of 

the pressed piece of circular plate and from the forged piece of circular ring. The pressed piece and the ring 

are joined together by welding: 

a) Forged pieces of bottoms with flanges. Advantage of the first production sequence consists in lower 

number of welds on the pressure vessel and therefore in lower operational costs related to inspection of 

quality of the bottoms at exploitation of reactor pressure vessel. Another advantage consists in higher 

quality and better applicability on world markets. Predominant part of manufacturers of pressure vessels 

for nuclear reactors requires this type of products. 

b) Bottoms composed of pressed pieces and forged rings.  Advantage of this procedure consist in lower 

requirements to mass of forging ingots. This procedure  is simpler from the viewpoint of handling the semi-

product. This production technology was verified in conditions of forging shops in Czech Republic and rich 

experience was gained at manufacture of pressure vessels for power plants VVER 440 and VVER 1000.  
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SUPERPLASTICITY OF MAGNESIUM ALLOYS 
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Abstract 

The paper is focused on issues of processing of non-ferrous metals in practice, namely on Mg-Al-Zn based 

on magnesium alloys with graded Al contents. It is well known that forming of these alloys is difficult due to 

their crystallographic arrangement. Nevertheless, application of appropriate methods of forming, such as 

e.g. some of SPD processes, makes it possible to achieve even in these alloys with comparatively very low 

formability very good results with orientation on their final mechanical properties, not only strength but 

also proven plastic properties. Methods ARB a ECAP were used in the described experiment.  

Keywords: equal channel angular pressing, rolling, structure and properties 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Ratio of exploitation of magnesium based materials very rapidly increases at present. This is not given only 

by their service properties, but also by their very low mass, as well as certain possibility of  their use as 

replacement of Al based materials. Production of final products made of Mg alloys is, however, 

accompanied by many factors, which must be mastered for its successful implementation into practice. 

These issues comprise among others the problems related to forming of these alloys, i.e. the problems 

ensuing for their crystallographic substance, such as small number of slip planes or occurrence of inter-

metallic phases, which deteriorate formability. Partial contribution to solution of these problems, apart 

from metallurgical modifications, consists also in unconventional methods of forming, based on SPD 

processes, which can be a certain variant of elimination of some of existing drawbacks of classical forming 

processes.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 

Forming of Mg-Al-Zn alloys was realised by conventional way, e.g. by rolling. Nevertheless, two different 

ways of rolling were used in order to enable determination of differences of various approaches at 

deformations as such. These rolled products were in the next stage subjected to the technology of Equal 

Channel Angular Pressing [1-7]. Materials processed in this manner were subjected to a hot tensile test for 

determination of the obtained mechanical values.  

Another SPD method that was used was the ARB technology, which was applied on the alloys AZ91+T4, 

AZ61+T4. Table 1 gives their chemical composition. 

2.1 Conventional rolling + ECAP 

Materials made of the alloy AZ 91+T4 ( Fig. 1, 2), which were first rolled by single pass and 3 passes with 

intermediate heating to rolling temperature (Fig.3) and then pressed, were subjected to hot tensile test in 

order to determine a possibility of super-plastic behaviour [8-11]. 
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Table 1  Chemical composition of the used alloys  

Alloy 
Chemical composition% 

Al Zn Mn Si Cu Fe Sn Ni Pb Ce 

AZ91-A 8.95 0.76 0.21 0.041 0.003 0.008 0.01 0.003 0.059 0.01 

AZ61-B 5.92 0.49 0.15 0.037 0.003 0.007 0.01 0.003 0.034 0.01 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Equal channel angular pressing was made in two stages. The first stage consisted of 4 passes at the 

temperature of 250C. It was followed by the second stage consisting of 1 pass at the temperature of 180C 

(Fig. 4). The samples were similarly as in the previous cases re-heated to the chosen forming temperature 

in a muffle furnace with connected inert atmosphere Ar2. After obtaining of the required temperature and 

after 5-minute dwell at this temperature the material was charged into thermally insulated matrix with 

resistance heating, the temperature of which was identical to that of the chosen forming temperature 

[12,13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Fig. 1  AZ91 alloy without T4    Fig. 2  AZ91 alloy after T4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Fig. 3  AZ91 + T4 after 3rd pass rolling         Fig. 4  AZ91 + T4 after rolling and ECAP 
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3.1 Hot Tensile test 

Temperature used at the tensile test was 250°C and strain rate was ė = 2x10-4. The samples obtained after 

processing by ECAP technology were adjusted to the required shape and then subjected to the tensile test 

(Fig. 5), during which the set temperature was controlled by PID regulator, which used a thermo-couple 

situated directly on the tested sample. Material rolled first by single pass (I, II, III) and then pressed, 

achieved elongation of approx. 200%, while materials first rolled by several passes and then pressed, 

achieved elongation of up to 413%. Before the tensile test microstructures of both groups did not differ 

significantly from each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Samples of AZ91+ T4 alloy after ECAP and hot tensile test 

Table 2  Values of strength and elongation of AZ 91 alloy + T4 after ECAP 

Marking of sample 
AZ 91 + T4 

Elongation [%] UTS [MPa] 

I 294 15 

II 286 19 

K1 418 28 

K2 384 32 

K4 358 58.7 

Table 2 gives the values of elongation obtained in individual samples after hot tensile test, where the above 

mentioned the differences between various methods of rolling applied prior to application of the ECAP 

technology are apparent, which has an important influence on final plastic properties of the obtained 

materials. An increase of plasticity with growing applied deformation can be observed at rolling by both 

methods, e.g at rolling by single pass and at rolling by several passes. In the latter case the obtained 

ductility was higher, which was probably caused by more homogenous structure obtained by re-

crystallisation processes, which at this type of rolling could have developed more than at single-pass rolling. 
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4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is evident from micro-structures and mechanical tests that at high temperatures big elongation and lower 

strength are achieved after ECAP in comparison with conventional methods of forming, which are caused 

probably by the following factors:  

1)  Disintegration of original precipitates to small particles occurred, which facilitated movement of 

dislocations (e.g. by transversal slip), resulting in recovery of micro-structure. 

2)  Comparatively small grain size, which enables slip deformation mechanism at the grain boundaries.  

It means that during plastic deformation realised by the ECAP technology a disintegration of staminate 

precipitates occurred. Occurrence of precipitates in the form of formations, the size of which exceeded 10 

m is also obvious, but only in materials that were rolled by single pass. In materials rolled by several 

passes the distribution of precipitates is comparatively homogenous, with decreasing magnitude of 

deformation a growing proportion of longer staminate formations is visible, which did not disintegrate into 

these smaller particles, which indicates also influence of magnitude of previous deformation at rolling.  
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Abstract 

Weld joints of Cr-Mo/W-V structural steels have been evaluated from the view point of their sensitivity to 

hydrogen embrittlement. Heat affected zones (HAZ) were investigated in similar and dissimilar weld joints. 

After the welding and post weld heat treatment, the welds were isothermally annealed at 565°C up to five 

thousand hours.  

Electrolytically charged samples with notch in the heat affected zone were broken using the tensile test. 

Ultimate strength of the samples with and without hydrogen as well as embrittlement index EI were used 

for the steels comparison. It was found, that the tensile properties with and without hydrogen differ more 

for lower-alloy steels than for higher-alloy steels. The differences increase with the annealing time as a 

consequence of the microstructure changes during annealing. Light and SEM (scanning electron 

microscopy) metallography was used to study the microstructure of individual states.  

For the evaluation of the EI, fracture stress of hydrogen charged and not charged samples were used. The 

values of the embrittlement index increase from 0.1 to 0.9 with annealing time. The best resistance to 

hydrogen shows the highest-alloy T/P92 steel. Detailed fractography was done and various specific features 

were found on the fractures of the charged samples. 

Keywords: hydrogen embrittlement, Cr-Mo-V steels, welds 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Harmful influence of hydrogen in materials is known for quite a long time. Thanks to the big advance in 

metallurgy, the ways to avoid creation of blisters, HIC (hydrogen induced cracking), hydrides formation and 

other forms of hydrogen damage are known. It must be said, however, that any practically used alloy is not 

totally immune to hydrogen embrittlement caused by the interaction of hydrogen and stress as stated by 

Hyspecká *1+. In spite of this the mechanism of its effect in materials is not exactly known. The reasons can 

be found in high variability of internal and external conditions like chemical composition, microstructure, 

mechanical properties including stress state and load conditions, as well as the hydrogen source. Methods 

of hydrogen behaviour study and its evaluation comprise another problem, because most of them 

principally acts in macroscopic scale while hydrogen itself is bound by the far smaller areas. At present, the 

usage of nanoindentation methods seems to be a promising way in direction of understanding the 

behaviour of hydrogen in materials and the mechanisms of hydrogen deterioration and embrittlement [2]. 

The most discussed mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement include HEDE-hydrogen enhanced decohesion, 

HELP-hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity and AIDE-accumulation induced dislocation emission, if we do 

not mention mechanisms belonging more in corrosion [3-5]. In many cases more than one mechanism can 

act simultaneously. The fracture then can be from ductile dimple to a cleavage one with specific 

crystallography planes and directions [5,6]  or a combination of them.  
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The work describes the properties of dissimilar and similar welds and their fractures after hydrogen 

charging.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The weld joints of various combinations of Cr-Mo-V steels for energy industry were prepared by TIG 

method, namely: steel 15 128 and T91 welded by Chromet 24 (filler metal based on T24 class steel) and two 

similar joints T24/T24 (filler metal Chromet 24) and T92/T92 (filler metal Thermanit MTS 616). Chemical 

composition is given in Table 1. Tubes ø 38x5.6 mm were preheated before welding at 180-250 °C.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of base and filler metals used for the weld joints, wt.% 

Material C Si Mn Cr Mo Ni V Ti Nb N 

15128 0.14 0.33 0.54 0.45 0.57  0.25    

T24* 0.08 0.21 0.53 2.44 0.95 0.18 0.36 0.053 0.002 0.007 

T91* 0.1 0.38 0.49 8.5 0.94  0.23  0.069 0.043 

T92* 0.11 0.38 0.49 9.08 0.31+1.6W 0.33 0.2   0.056 

Chromet 24 0.06 0.39 0.65 2.36 0.95 0.6 0.25 0.072  0,014. 

Thermanit MTS 

616 

0.1 0.38 0.45 8.8 0.4+1.6W 0.6 0.2  0.06 0.04 

*T24 aj 0.004B, T91 aj 0.002 B, T92  aj 0.023B 

Post weld heat treatment (PWHT) consisted of tempering at 720-730°C /2h (dissimilar weld), at 760°C/2h 

T92 weld. Weld joint T24/T24 has not been treated after welding.  

The welds were isothermally annealed at 565°C for 100, 1000, 3000, and 5000 hours. Then samples for 

tensile tests with notch were prepared with ø4 mm and thread M6. Notches 0.5 mm were located in the 

area of the heat affected zone. The tensile tests were performed at cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min. 

Before the tests the samples were hydrogen charged for 24 h in solution consisting of 1M HCl + 0.1N 

N2H6SO2.  

Metallographic analysis by light (LM) and scanning electron microscopies (SEM) and measurement of 

hardness HV10 were performed on samples after the tensile test. Fracture analysis was done by SEM and 

the sensitivity to hydrogen embrittlement was evaluated by means of embrittling index EI in the form 

0

0

Rfr

RfrRfr
EI H

                                                                                                                                                        (1) 

where Rfr0  and RfrH are values of fracture stress without and with hydrogen.  

3. RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION 

3.1 Mechanical properties 

Hardness crossweld values are given in Fig. 1 for all weld joints for the as received state (AR) what means 

after the PWHT, and for T24/T24 joint it is after the welding. The AR state reflects the hardness values, 

when annealed states show lower hardness in weld metal (WM~230 HV10) than the one not heat treated 

(330 HV10). The hardness of the base metal not affected with welding is from lower to higher alloyed steels 

about 170, 200 and 220 HV10, respectively.  
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Isothermal annealing leads to a small hardness decrease compared to the AR states. The values after the 

5000 h annealing are rather heterogeneous with a negligible hardness reduction. The smallest scatter and 

values change across the weld joint was observed in T92 joint. Similar behaviour was found by Kasl et al. 

[7]. In Fig. 1-right the values after the annealing are a little bit higher than those after the PWHT. Also 

Panait et al. [8] describe this effect in T92 steel weld joint.  

   

Fig. 1  Crossweld hardness in 15128/T24/T91, T24/T24, and T92/T92 weld joints. 

In Fig. 2 there are shown the values of tensile strengths in the HAZ areas for hydrogen charged and not 

charged samples of all kinds of weld joints on annealing time. Figs. 2a and b represent the dissimilar weld. 

The missing points in the couples with/without hydrogen are the result of the fractures running off the 

notch. Especially sensitive to this were the samples of dissimilar welds, in spite of our precaution, when the 

sample on the side of 15 128 material was left thicker when the notch was located in T91 HAZ or T91 was 

thinner in case the notch was located in 15 128 material. General behaviour can in spite of this be seen: the 

strength values increase up to 1000 h annealing, then they start decreasing slowly 

 a   b 

 c  d 

Fig. 2  Relationship between tensile strength and the annealing time in HAZ region for all types of joints. 

This tendency is even more sharp in charged samples. Nanningha at al. [9] describe similar finding in a 

group of carbon steels, what they gave in the relationship with hardness values. The higher hardness values 

the bigger difference between strength of hydrogen charged and not charged samples was confirmed also 

in our experimental results. The biggest differences in strength are shown in T24 steel, the smallest in 9% Cr 
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steels. In first case the difference after 3000 h annealing is approximately 400 MPa (Fig. 2c), in the T91 it 

is  200 MPa and in the HAZ of T92 it is only 50 MPa, Figs. 2b and 2d, respectively. Beghini [10] gives the 

difference of 50 MPa for a similar high-Cr material after the PWHT.  

In the uncharged samples the strength increase is only temporary, and it diminishes usually after 100 hours 

of annealing. Moreover with increasing of alloying the difference between charged and not charged 

samples decreases, e.g. see Fig. 2a and Fig. 2d.  

There is another very interesting thing, and it is the behaviour of T24 steel in the similar weld joint. The 

filler metal used is a kind of overmatching material and the notch sample had been awaited to fracture in 

the notch. However, in more cases the samples (especially those without hydrogen charging) in tensile test 

ruptured off the notch in the base metal (BM). This phenomenon can relate with the fact that the tip of the 

notch was not located in the exactly same place in the HAZ and, more probably, with the rather different 

hardness between the HAZ and BM. The areas of the HAZ increase their mechanical properties during 

annealing what can be supported with the results of hardness measurements. The BM is softer and has 

lower strength, what prevails relatively shallow notch influence.  Anyway, the T24 material should be given 

more attention during welding and when used in environment containing hydrogen.  

3.2 Microstructure 

Only the microstructure of three base metals after 5000 h annealing at 565 °C is given in Fig. 3 to illustrate 

the differences between the materials used. Fig. 3a represents the mixture of tempered ferrite+bainite in 

15 128 steel, Fig. 3b the tempered martensite of T91, and in Fig. 3c there is highly decomposed 

microstructure of T24 steel consisting of a ferrite+carbide mixture.  In originally martensitic microstructure 

of 9-Cr alloys after 5000 hours the acicular features are still clearly visible. 

a b c 

Fig. 3  Microstructure of base metals after isothermal annealing for 5000 hours at 565°C. 

Bainitic/martensitic mixture of the T24 steel changed during technology operations and described tests in 

the ferrite+carbide mixture. In the ferritic grains of 15 128 steel the precipitated particles could be seen at 

larger magnification as well as in the former perlite/bainite mixture which changed to the ferite+carbide 

mixture. The described microstructures explain well the behaviour of the hydrogen charged materials 

during tensile testing and the achieved properties. 

3.3 Hydrogen embrittlement 

To judge the sensitivity of the HAZ for individual steels the index of embrittlement was used. Fig. 4 shows  

the relationship of the embrittling index on annealing time.  
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Fig. 4  Relationship between embrittling index and the annealing time in the HAZ of experimental weld 

steels 

As is shown in Figs. 2a-d the acting of hydrogen in the microstructure increases its mechanical properties, 

with a negative effect on the embrittling index in accordance with the statement that the sensitivity to 

hydrogen embrittlement increases with the strength of materials. With strength difference increasing 

between charged and not charged material the embrittling index increases. This is shown in Fig. 4 in case of 

the HAZ of 15 128 material where the tendency is steep with the time of annealing. The mentioned 

difference is negligible in T92 steel in which the sensitivity after 3000h annealing is on the same level as in 

the AR state. It is probable that the longer annealing time would result in higher hydrogen damage also in 

this steel because of  the growth of large particles in the microstructure.  

3.4 Fractography 

Fractography is an important method for the study of mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement and its 

relationship with the microstructure. Hydrogen results in some special features, like the localized plastic 

deformation, shallow dimples [21], highly faceted quasi-cleavage, or presence of parallel sub-microcracks 

on the surface of inter-crystalline fracture [39]. Figs. 5a-g illustrate typical morphology of fractures in the 

HAZ of hydrogen charged samples after the tensile test. Figs. 5a, b show ductile dimple fractures, 5c-e 

document different morphologies of quasi-cleavage in so called fish eyes, and in 5f,g there are inter-

crystalline fractures with fine dimples in different base metals. Shallow dimples often consist of smaller 

dimples. Slip planes and feather like patterns can be seen in cleavage facet surfaces.  In the case of inter-

crystalline fracture the surface can be smooth, with uncovered fine particles embedded on the grain 

boundaries or sitting on the bottom of more or less regular fine shallow dimples. Of course, far more other 

features and patterns and their combinations related to the microstructure and test conditions can be 

found in the fractures. 
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a)           b) 

Shallow dimples, a-15 128 BM in the AR state, b-T24 BM after 3000h annealing 

c d e 

Quasicleavage, c-15 128 BM in the AR state, d- T24 BM in the AR state, e- T24 BM after 1000h annealing 

f    g 

Inter-crystalline dimple fracture, f-T92 BM after 3000 h annealing, g- 15128 BM after 1000 h annealing 

Fig. 5  SEM micrographs of fracture morphology influenced with hydrogen. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

1. Index of embrittlement in the AR states is practically equal in all studied materials, ~0.1. 

2. After 1000 annealing at 565°C two tendencies have been observed:  

 start of the stage of sharp embrittlement in 15128 and T24 steels, EI = 0.85 after 1000 h annealing, 

 almost no evidence of the embrittlement up to 3000 h annealing in 9% Cr materials.  
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3. Fractography can be used to distinguish the influence of hydrogen in the process of material damage 

thanks to special features in the fracture surface. 
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Abstract 

Dislocation creep in steels is controlled by evolution of dislocation substructure. However, changes in 

dislocation arrangement are strongly affected by dislocation interactions with precipitates. That is why both 

thermodynamic and dimensional stability of individual minor phases play a crucial role in the field of 

dislocation creep. The role of precipitates in the achievements of good creep properties has been extensively 

studied for a long time. Although many minor phases are now well documented, there are still contradictions 

and missing thermodynamic data about some minor phases. A limited amount of information is available 

about phases such as a Z-phase. Behaviour of this phase in austenitic and martensitic heat resistant steels is 

very different. Thermodynamic stability of the Z-phase is very high in both steels, however its solvus 

temperature and dimensional stability are much higher in austenitic steels. This paper deals with the basic  Z-

phase characteristics in both austenitic and (9-12)%Cr martensitic heat resistant steels. 

Keywords: stability of Z-phase, creep resistance, austenitic steels, (9-12)%Cr martensitic steels. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Creep properties of steels in the field of dislocation creep are controlled by the evolution of dislocation 

substructure, the formation and growth of subgrains 1. Changes of dislocation structure are strongly 

affected by the formation, dissolution and coarsening of minor phases. The objectives are to develop steels 

exhibiting a balance of creep strength with adequate creep rupture and room temperature ductilities. 

Generally, the matrix solid solution and a high number density of the stable intragranular precipitates 

provide resistance to dislocation creep. The presence of grain boundary precipitates and the nature of 

precipitates determine grain boundary diffusion and sliding contributions to the creep rate 1.  

One of the most successful methods of improving the long-term creep resistance of steels is based on 

increasing the extent of precipitation strengthening during creep exposure. This can be achieved by alloying of 

these steels with small amounts of strongly carbide or nitride forming elements, such as niobium or titanium. 

The role of precipitates in the achievements of good creep properties has been extensively studied for a long 

time 2. Although many minor phases are now well documented there are still contradictions and missing 

thermodynamic data about some minor phases. A limited amount of information is available about phases 

such as a Z-phase which is a nitride with an ideal composition of NbCrN 3. Its formation is not very clear, and 

even less clear is its relative stability when compared with other nitrides/carbonitrides 2. This phase is 

regarded as a positive minor phase in austenitic heat resistant steels, however its precipitation in martensitic 

(9-12)%Cr steels can be accompanied by a significant decline in creep strength. 

2.  BEHAVIOUR OF Z-PHASE 

2.1 Austenitic Heat Resistant Steels 

Z-phase was firstly detected in 1950s in austenitic steels containing niobium and nitrogen 2. It has since 

been frequently credited with beneficial strengthening effects in heat resistant austenitic steels. This could 
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Fig. 3  The composed spot diffraction 

pattern 100Z and 110 

 

 be a result of its composition and its general features of formation, which 

are not very different from those of MX precipitates. It forms very rapidly at 

grain boundaries, but also on dislocations within the matrix. The structure 

of Z-phase was fully determined by Jack and Jack 3. It has a tetragonal cell 

of dimensions a=0.3037nm, c=0.7391nm. Trial and error methods showed 

that Z-phase is a complex nitride with ideal cell contents Nb2Cr2N2 and an 

atomic arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The metal atom arrangement is 

characterized by double layers of similar atoms alternating along the c axis 

of the unit cell to give an AABBAABB... sequence. Nitrogen atoms occupy 

octahedral interstices. It is considered that in specimens from steels of 

different composition and thermal history there will be differences in 

atomic ordering among the structural sites, and that there may well be 

substitution for niobium and chromium by atoms of other transition metals 

3. In this case the differences in unit cell dimensions and reflected 

intensities are not unexpected.  

The solvus temperature of the NbCrN phase in austenitic stainless steels was reported to be between 1300 

and 1350°C, depending on the steel composition 2. Fig. 2 shows intragranular precipitation of Z-phase in 

the AISI 316LN+0.3%Nb steel after the following solution annealing: 1300°C/0.5h./water +1100°C/1.5h./ 

water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The orientation relationship between Z-phase and the austenitic matrix is defined by, Fig. 3: 

(001)Z // (001)            (1) 

100Z   // 110 

Z-phase particles are short rods, a morphology which is defined by four equivalent prism facets with a 

common direction parallel to 001Z and by a pinakoid normal to this four - fold axis 4. A preferential 

growth direction of rod-shaped precipitate particles is generally determined by the minimum directional 

mismatch. In the case under consideration, directional mismatch along parallel crystallographic directions 

which lie in the (001)Z // 001  is isotropic, and equals 19.7%.  

Fig. 2  Primary particles of Z-phase in AISI 316LN + 

0.3%Nb steel after annealing at 1100°C, 4 

Fig. 1  Structure of 

Z-phase, CrNbN, 3 
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Fig. 4  Primary and fine secondary Z-phase particles 
in the AISI 316LN + 0.3%Nb steel after creep 

exposure 650°C/37 890h. 

Fig. 5  Fine secondary Z-phase particles on dislocations 
in the AISI 316LN + 0.1%Nb steel after creep exposure 

650°C/58 936h. 

This large difference means that the growth of Z-phase particles along any direction that lies in the (001)Z  is 

likely to be slow. The minimum mismatch between the inter-atomic spacing along parallel low-index 

directions of the Z-phase and austenite has been 

found in the case of 001Z //001 , where it is 

3.0% 4. The criterion of the minimum directional 

mismatch thus suggests that the preferential 

growth should be 001Z. Single trace analyses 

confirmed that the rod shaped particles are 

elongated in the 001Z  direction, but in some 

cases dimensions in this direction are almost 

comparable with those lying in the  (001)Z 4. This is 

thought to be attributable to the complicated 

double-layer structure of Z-phase.    

Secondary Z-phase particles, which precipitate 

during ageing/ creep exposure, are very 

dimensionally stable 6-8. Fig. 4 shows a mixture of coarser primary and fine secondary Z-phase particles in 

the AISI 316LN +0.3%Nb steel after exposure at 650°C for 37 890h.. The size of secondary Z-phase particles 

in Fig. 4 is only several tens of nanometres. Fig. 5 shows pinning of dislocations by secondary Z-phase 

particles. These particles nucleate directly from the solid solution. Studies on the effect of niobium 

additions to AISI 316LN steels revealed that the 

growing niobium content strongly reduced the 

minimum creep rate and prolonged the time to 

the onset of the tertiary stage of creep 5. This 

can be attributed to intensive precipitation of 

fine secondary Z-phase particles on dislocations. 

However, the enhanced creep resistance of 

niobium-bearing steels in the primary and 

secondary stages has not been accompanied by 

the longer creep life that might have been 

expected 6. It was found that niobium in these 

steels accelerated the formation and coarsening 

of -Laves, M6X (Cr3Ni2SiX type) and -phase 5-

7. The coarse particles at grain boundaries 

facilitated the intergranular failure mode, shortened the third stage of creep and contributed to relatively 

poor creep ductility of niobium bearing casts 7. These results demonstrate that fine intragranular Z-phase 

particles can have a very positive effect on the secondary creep rate but the final effect of Z-phase particles 

on long-term creep properties will also depend on the formation and coarsening of other minor phases in 

the austenitic matrix 5. 

Very few studies have dealt with additions of Nb, C and N together in a way that could determine relative 

stability of MX and Z-phase in austenitic steels. Niobium is often in excess and both NbX and NbCrN phases 

form 2,8,9. 
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Fig. 7  Creep strength curves for the TAF650 

steel, 14 

Fig. 6  The relationship between the tetragonal 
unit cell and the FCC subcell. Nitrogen and some 

metal atoms have been left out for clarity, 12 

2.1  Martensitic (9-12)%Cr Steels 

Studies on 12CrMoVNbN steels, which had shown a dramatic drop in creep strength during long-term 

testing, revealed that precipitation of Z-phase occurred concurrently with breakdown in creep strength 

10. It was found that precipitation of Z-phase particles was accompanied by dissolution of fine M2X and 

MX (VN) particles which are regarded to be beneficial to creep strength of (9-12)%Cr martensitic steels. The 

kinetics of precipitation of this minor phase was slow. Detailed electron microscopy studies revealed that 

particles of this phase had a tetragonal unit cell with dimensions of a=0.286nm and c=0.739nm 10. These 

particles were rich in vanadium, chromium, niobium and nitrogen. Metallic composition of this phase 

approximately conforms to the ratio: 50at.%Cr and 50at.%(V+Nb) 11. It was proposed that partial 

substitution of niobium by vanadium in the original NbCrN phase was responsible for the reduction of the 

lattice parameter in the basal plane. This (Nb,V)CrN phase was referred to as modified Z-phase 10. At 

early stages of Z-phase formation an FCC unit cell with the lattice parameter of a=0.404nm can form and it 

is gradually transformed into the above tetragonal cell 12, 13. The relationship between the FCC and 

tetragonal unit cells is shown in Fig. 6. It can be speculated that the FCC unit cell at early stages of the 

modified Z-phase formation is a consequence of deviations from double layer structure along the c axis.  

                   

 

Z-phase precipitation in modified martensitic (9-

12)%Cr steels generally represents a significant 

degradation mechanism 10,11. This degradation 

mechanism was gradually confirmed in many (9-

12)%Cr martensitic steels exhibiting so called sigmoidal behaviour. This type of behaviour is demonstrated 

in Fig. 7 on the TAF650 steel (11Cr-3W-3Co-VNbN) 12. The higher testing temperature the shorter time to 

the inflexion point on creep curves. Metallographic investigations on this steel showed that precipitation of 

modified Z-phase was responsible for dissolution of fine MX particles and that the combined effect of Laves 

phase and Z-phase precipitation was responsible for the creep breakdown. Coarse Z-phase particles do not 

contribute to precipitation strengthening. The niobium and chromium contents in (9-12)%Cr steels have a 

strong influence on the precipitation of the modified Z-phase 11, 12. The (11-12)%Cr steels exhibit a much 

higher rate of Z-phase precipitation than 9%Cr steels. In modern 9%Cr steels, e.g. P91, no breakdown on 

creep curves has been observed yet. Precipitation of Z-phase was identified in such steels but the volume 

fraction of Z-phase was very small and beneficial MX particles were not completely dissolved 11.  
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Fig. 8  A thin plate of the modified Z-phase, 
12CrMoVNbN steel, 600°C/30 770h. 

Fig. 9  Precipitation of Z-phase on the NbX 
particle, 12CrMoVNbN steel, 600°C/7 247h. 

As far as nucleation of the modified Z-phase is concerned 

an important role of MX particles was reported. In the 

case of secondary MX (VN) particles their direct (in situ) 

transformation to the Z-phase structure was proposed 

and experimentally proved 15. Nucleation of Z-phase 

particles was also observed on the primary MX (NbX) 

particles, Fig. 9. As the Z-phase nucleates it will grow at 

the expense of the MX particles. Dissolution of carbon 

rich NbX particles leads to additional precipitation of 

M23C6 carbides, which often form aggregates close to Z-

phase particles. A gradual dissolution of NbX particles in 

the neighbourhood of the prior austenite grain 

boundaries was regarded responsible for the 

observations of accelerated dislocation recovery in these 

areas of P91 steel 16. The orientation relationship between Z-phase and the martensitic matrix was 

studied on samples corresponding to early stages of the Z-phase formation 17. Based on the analysis of 

the composed SADPs the orientation relationship was determined as:  

(001)Z // (001)             (2) 

010Z // 010  

No orientation relationship was identified between primary 

NbX and Z-phase particles. The preferential growth of Z-

phase particles in the plate-like form takes place on cube 

planes of the ferritic matrix due to a very small directional 

misfit in the 001 and (001)Z planes. This justifies a fast 

growth of modified Z-phase particles, Figs. 8 and 9. 

The solution temperature of (Nb,V)CrN particles is 

significantly lower (T=800-830C) than that of the NbCrN 

phase 11. Dissolution of (Nb,V)CrN particles in 9-12%Cr 

martensitic steels during annealing at temperatures above 

800C is accompanied by the formation of MX phase with 

the FCC unit cell of the dimension about a=0.420nm 11.  

3.   CONCLUSIONS 

 Precipitation of fine Z-phase (NbCrN) particles in austenitic steels during creep reduces the secondary 

creep rate. However, the enhanced creep resistance of niobium and nitrogen bearing steels in the 

primary and secondary stages may not be accompanied by the longer creep life that might have been 

expected. It depends on the effect of niobium on the formation and coarsening of other minor 

phases. 

 In martensitic (9-12)%Cr steels the modified Z-phase ((Nb,V)CrN) precipitates as large particles at the 

expense of beneficial fine MX particles. Coarse Z-phase particles do not contribute to precipitation 

Z-phase 
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strengthening. Thus the creep strength can be considerably lowered, depending on chemical 

composition of steels. 

 Basic characteristics of the Z-phase in austenitic and (9-12)%Cr martensitic heat resistant steels are 

summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1  Selected Z-phase characteristics in heat resistant steels 

Steels Thermodynamic 
Stability 

Dimensional 
Stability 

Kinetics of 
Precipitation 

Solvus 

Temp. °C 

Austenitic high very high fast 1300 - 1350 
Martensitic high low slow 800 - 830 
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Abstract 

This work is focused on creep properties and microstructural evolution in a homogeneous P92 weld joint. 

Creep rupture data up to about 9 000 hours at 600°C are presented. Creep data for both the parent P92 

material and the homogeneous weld joint mostly lie in the -20% tolerance band around the standardized 

creep curve for the P92 steel. Microstructure of the P92 weld joint in the as received state and after long-

term creep exposure was investigated. Quantitative parameters like dislocation density and size of minor 

phase particles were evaluated. Results related to intercritical and coarse grain zones of the HAZ were 

compared with microstructural parameters of the parent material which had not been influenced by 

welding. Results of TEM analyses confirmed deteriorating effect of welding process on the microstructural 

evolution in the homogeneous P92 weld during creep. 

Keywords: homogeneous P92 weld joint, heat affected zone, creep, microstructure, TEM analysis, minor 

phases, dislocation density. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With increasing demands on the efficiency of advanced power plants and environmental protection, 

worldwide attention is paid to the development of modified 9-12% Cr steels with creep rupture strength 

(CRS) higher than 100 MPa at 600°C and 100.000 hours.  

In Europe, steel X20CrMoV12-1 has been used for thick-walled steel components. This steel is suitable for 

temperatures up to 560°C *1+. Increasing steam parameters required the development of steels with 

advanced creep properties. Firstly, a modified 9% Cr steel, designated as P91, was developed. Further 

research was focused on alloying of 9-12%Cr steels by tungsten. Typical representatives of tungsten bearing 

modified 9%Cr steels are steels E911, P122 and P92 in particular. 

High creep resistance of modified chromium steels is especially achieved thanks to precipitation of 

vanadium nitrides (VN). These very finely dispersed and stable particles effectively prevent the movement 

of dislocations and thereby slow down the creep rate. VN particles not only precipitate during tempering 

but also during creep exposure, especially on dislocations within sub-grains. Higher creep resistance can be 

thus expected in steels with a high density of dislocations. It follows that the desired microstructure is 

tempered martensite. 

Currently, one of the best modified 9%Cr steels in terms of creep rupture strength is the P92 steel. Initial 

estimates of creep rupture strength for this steel, based on short-term creep tests, were about 190 MPa at 

600°C for 100.000 hours. Recent evaluations based on long-term creep tests resulted in the reduction of 

CRS to 110 - 120 MPa [1, 2], which is far less, but compared to other steels it is still a high value. 
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In addition to dispersion hardening, which is caused by VN and M23C6 particles, solid solution strengthening 

has to be taken into account for explanation of high creep resistance of the P92 steel. This is due to 

elements like Mo and W dissolved in the solid solution. The maximum value of creep rupture strength 

according to Japanese authors can be reached in steels containing 1.8% W and 0.5% Mo [2]. 

The experience shows that in order to achieve high values of creep rupture strength of the P92 steel 

nitrogen and boron contents are essential. It was shown that boron free P92 steel had low values of creep 

rupture strength, even lower than the P91 steel (containing 9% Cr, 1% Mo, 0.2% V, 0.05% Nb and about 

0.005% N) [2].  

2.  EXPERIMANTAL MATERIAL 

The homogeneous P92 weld joint was manufactured using 20 mm forged plates. Chemical composition of 

the parent material is shown in Table 1. Plates were welded by manual metal arc welding (111). 

Consumables used for welding were covered electrodes Thermanit MTS 616 (EN 1599: E Z CrMoWVNb 9 

0,5 2 B 4 2H5). Post weld heat treatment (PWHT) was 760°C/1 hour. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the parent material P92, wt.% 

Heat C Mn Si Cr Mo V W Ni Nb Al B N 

33975 0.090 0.50 0.34 8.85 0.50 0.21 1.90 0.31 0.084 0.008 0,0040 0.0595 

3.  CREEP RUPTURE TESTS 

Parent material and the homogeneous P92 weld joint were tested in an extensive experimental program of 

creep rupture tests. Cross-weld specimens were used. Results of creep tests are shown in Fig. 1. The 

Larson-Miller constant C for the base material (steel P92) was calculated based on the data listed in [1, 3] 

using the least squares method. The value is 26.80, which can be considered typical for this type of steel. 

Solid line in Fig. 1 represents the standardized curve for the P92 steel, dashed line represents the allowed -

20% scattering band for the base material and dotted line corresponds to the allowed -40% scattering band 

for welds. Open symbols represent running tests.  

Results of creep rupture tests on the base material show that the experimental points lie in the allowed    

-20% scattering band. With the increasing value of the LM parameter (and thus extending the time to 

fracture), experimental results tend to be closer to the mean standardized curve. 

Creep rupture strength of the P92 weld joint is almost the same as creep rupture strength of the base 

material. With increasing time to fracture, especially at higher temperatures, the creep rupture strength of 

the weld joint decreases and the data are closer to the allowed -40% scattering band. Nevertheless, creep 

rupture strength results of the P92 weld are still optimistic. 
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Fig. 1  Dependence of applied stress versus Larson-Miller parameter 

4.  MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

In the first step a sample of the P92 weld in the as received state was investigated. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) studies were performed on the parent (base) material, coarse grain (CG) zone and 

intercritical zone of the heat affected zone (HAZ). Dislocation density was estimated according to the 

method described by Ham [4] and Klarr [5]. 

In the second step a creep ruptured specimen of the P92 weld after creep exposure for 9 000 hours at 

600°C was investigated. TEM analyses were performed in same areas of the weld joint. 

5.  RESULTS 

5.1  Weld joint in the as received state 

The microstructure in all areas examined consisted of tempered martensite with a high dislocation density 

and finely distributed carbides or carbonitrides. The dominant precipitated particles were the M23C6 

carbides. These precipitates were located mainly at prior austenite grain boundaries and sub-grain 

boundaries, however they also occurred within martensite laths. In addition, three types of MX precipitates 

were present: spheroidal Nb-rich carbonitride, fine plate-like V-rich nitride and complex “V-wings” 

(Nb(C,N)+VN). Fig. 2 shows TEM micrographs of intercritical part of the HAZ. Table 2 summarizes results of 

dislocation density estimation and equivalent circular diameters (ECD) of M23C6 and MX particles. 
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Fig. 2  TEM micrographs of intercritical zone of the HAZ a) sub-grains and M23C6 precipitates in tempered 

martensite, b) typical morphology of M23C6 carbides, c) MX carbonitrides inside a sub-grain, d) dislocations 

inside a sub-grain 

Table 2  Dislocation density and ECD of M23C6 and MX particles in the weld joint in the as received state 

Area Dislocation 
density 

[1014 m-2] 

ECD of M23C6 
[nm] 

ECD of MX 
[nm] 

Parent material 3.68 120 27.6 

Intercritical zone of the HAZ 1.82 140 32.5 

Coarse grain zone of the 
HAZ 

2.49 110 30.4 

In the weld in the as received state the equivalent circle diameter (ECD) of M23C6 carbides was in the range 

of 110 - 140 nm. The largest carbides were observed in intercritical zone of the HAZ (140 nm). Furthermore, 

in this zone the lowest dislocation density was determined (1.82x1014 m-2). This means that this area can be 

expected to be the weakest part of the weld during subsequent creep.  

The highest dislocation density was observed in the parent material (3.68x1014 m-2). The size of MX 

carbonitrides was in the range of 30 nm in all areas investigated. 

5.2 Weld joint after creep exposure 600°C/9 000hours 

Typical microstructures in all areas examined (the parent material, coarse grain and intercritical zones of 

the HAZ) consisted of small sub-grains with a low dislocation density and finely distributed carbides, 

carbonitrides and Laves phase. The dominant precipitated particles were coarse M23C6 carbides. These 
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precipitates were located mainly at sub-grain boundaries, however they also occurred within sub-grains of 

ferrite. Three types of MX precipitates were observed: spheroidal Nb-rich carbonitrides, fine plate-like V-

rich nitride precipitates and complex “V-wings” (Nb(C,N)+VN particles). Coarse precipitates of Laves phase 

formed during creep exposure. Fig. 3 shows TEM micrographs of intercritical zone of the HAZ of the 

specimen investigated. Table 3 summarizes results of dislocation density estimation, equivalent circular 

diameters (ECD) of M23C6 , MX  and Laves phase particles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  TEM micrographs of intercritical zone of the HAZ a) sub-grains and M23C6 precipitates in tempered 

martensite, b) typical morphology of M23C6 carbides, c) MX carbonitrides inside a sub-grain, d) dislocations 

inside a sub-grain 

Table 3  Dislocation density and ECD of M23C6, MX and Laves phase particles in the weld after creep 

exposure 

Region Dislocation 
density 

[1014 m-2] 

ECD of M23C6 
[nm] 

ECD of MX 
[nm] 

ECD of Laves 
phase [nm] 

Parent 
material 

1.42 158 29.8 383 

Intercritical 
zone of the 

HAZ 
1.24 173 35.9 385 

CG zone of 
the HAZ 

1.62 170 30.9 460 
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In the creep ruptured specimen the lowest dislocation density and the largest M23C6 and MX particles were 

observed in intercritical part of the HAZ. This confirms that microstructural stability of the weld joint in this 

zone is the lowest.  

The highest dislocation density was determined in the coarse grain zone of the HAZ. Equivalent circular 

diameter (ECD) of the M23C6 carbides in this zone was similar to intercritical zone of the HAZ. The size of MX 

precipitates, on the other hand, was smaller in comparison to intercritical zone of the HAZ and comparable 

to MX precipitates observed in the parent material. In the coarse grain zone of the HAZ very large Laves 

phase precipitates were observed (mean ECD of about 460 nm). 

In the parent material dislocation density was estimated to lie between values evaluated in intercritical and 

coarse grain zones of the HAZ, whereas ECDs of M23C6 and MX precipitates were the lowest.  

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

Creep data of the P92 parent material lie in the allowed -20% scattering band around the standardized 

curve for the P92 steel. Creep rupture strength of the homogeneous weld joint is almost the same as that 

of the base material. With increasing time to fracture, especially at higher temperatures, the creep rupture 

strength of the weld joint decreased and the results were closer to the allowed -40% scattering band 

around the standardized curve for the P92 steel. However, creep rupture strength of the homogeneous 

weld investigated is still optimistic. 

TEM analysis of the weld joint in the as-received state revealed that the weakest part of the weld is 

intercritical zone of the HAZ. After creep exposure the lowest dislocation density and the largest M23C6 and 

MX particles were observed in this part of the HAZ. That is why creep resistance in this part of the weld 

joint is the lowest.  

The biggest decrease in dislocation density during creep was observed in the parent material. M23C6 

carbides are subject to relatively significant coarsening during creep exposure. The largest particles of 

M23C6 were observed in the coarse grain zone of the HAZ. Coarsening of MX precipitates during creep 

exposure was very slow in all weld areas investigated. It means, that MX particles are very stable during 

creep exposure and they are very effective in increasing the CRS of the P92 steel. Furthermore, during 

creep exposure coarse Laves phase particles formed.  
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the results of corrosion laboratory testing and gives information on conditions of 

corrosion testing of samples located in some waste incinerators. This research is a part of a grant project of 

the Ministry of Industry and Trade that is solved by VÍTKOVICE POWER ENGINEERING in cooperation with 

SVUM and VSB. It is focused on the design of the waste incinerator boiler operating with high steam 

parameters in high corrosion environment gas and ash. There is also evaluated the degradation mechanism 

and the corrosion rate at different temperatures and the test environment for selected materials and 

correlation between the examined materials. This project also deals with the comparison of the corrosion 

of pipes from nickel alloys, weld metal and the composite tubes. The paper presents the results of 

corrosion tests of composite tubes. Other tests are still in progress.  

Keywords: corrosion, nickel alloys, austenite steels, waste incinerators 

1. INTRODUCTION 

VITKOVICE POWER ENGINEERING solves the Project „Research on process technology and design 

optimization of incinerators for waste, to ensure the efficiency of transformation of energy“ in cooperation 

with VŠB - Technical university of Ostrava and with SVÚM Praha a.s. VITKOVICE POWER ENGINEERING 

designed the steam generator part of the incinerator and material for the heat exchanger. The project 

consists of many parts. One of the parts is material design. We studied the material behavior in corrosion 

environment in laboratory. Then we choose material for field test in real boilers. 

2. LABORATORY TESTS OF THE MATERIAL  

2.1 Ni alloy and steels 

Last year we completed laboratory tests of alloys, composites and weld pipe. The materials were tested at 

500, 525, 550, 575 ° C for 500, 1000, 1500h and some of them after 2000h, in corrosive environments. The 

test condition you can see in Table 1. The test conditions are applicable according to real chemical 

atmosphere in incinerator in Malešice and Bratislava - you can see in Fig.1. 
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Table 1  Test condition of laboratory tests 

Atmosphere N2 +9%O2+0.2HCl +0.08%SO2 + air 

Sediment Ash from the incinerator Prague - Malešice 

Temperature 500°C,525°C,550°C,575°C 

Total time of the tests 1500 a 2000h 

Time for gravimetric evaluation 100,300,500,1000 , 1500 a 2000h 

Gas flow 250 ml/min 

Number of test pieces of each alloy 6 

 

Fig. 1  Contents of Cl- and SO4
2- in coats according to position in the boiler 

Corrosion loss was measured by the gravimetric method after prescribed periods of exposure. After were 

processed all the tests results and corrosion rate in mm / year was predicted. This information is important 

for the proper choice of materials and corrosion allowances for wall thickness. After testing the samples 

were subjected to metallographic investigation, which examined the effect of a corrosive agent on the 

microstructure of steel - penetration into the material to determine the type of corrosion. Microstructure 

investigation was carried out in the etched condition (for the visibility of grain boundaries) and the type of 

corrosion was studied using the polished specimens where the corrosion layers were visible. The samples 

were subjected to X-ray microanalysis of corrosion layers in order to determine the corrosion mechanism 

and concentration profiles across corrosion layers were evaluated. Fig. 2 shows corrosion losses in mm / 

year for each material and testing temperature. In Table 2 you can see a list of tested materials. 
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Table 2  List of tested materials 

Alloy and their composition Marking of the alloy 

35Ni -30Cr-37Fe Ni - 1 

35Ni-25Cr-39Fe Ni - 2 

58Ni-29Cr-9Fe Ni - 3 

70Ni -25Cr-12Co -2Fe Ni - 4 

60Ni-22Cr-10Mo Ni - 5 

37Ni-25Cr-33Fe Ni - 6 

37Ni-29Co-28Cr-2Fe-2Si Ni - 7 

37Ni-25Cr-33Fe composite 1 

Austenitic steel-18-10 mod Steel -1 

Austenitic steel -15-10  Steel -2 

13Cr- steel Steel -3 

We found that Ni alloys identified as 3, 4, 6, 7 have the greatest corrosion resistance, which is very good for 

all test temperatures. Three other nickel alloys (Ni alloys 1, 2, 5) would satisfy the requirement for 

maximum corrosion rate of 0.2 mm / year to only 525 ° C. The corrosion rate for 550 ° C has slightly 

exceeded. At a temperature of 575 ° C, the corrosion rate was approximately doubled. The corrosion rate 

of materials Cr- and Cr-Ni stainless steel is unsuitable for the lowest test temperature of 525 ° C in testing 

atmosphere. But laboratory tests are only an indicative value of corrosion rate. More accurate results can 

be expected after the implementation and evaluation of operational tests. Operational tests of the material 

are very limited by the number of suitable sites. The results of these tests can be influenced by other 

factors such as the operating mode of the boiler, operating time, the possibility of continuous evaluation of 

samples, etc. The results are shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2  Results of laboratory tests 
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Metallographic examination and X-ray microanalysis have shown, that despite a small decrease in thickness, 

some materials are not resistant to the chosen environment due to penetration of corrosive compounds 

along grain boundaries - see Fig. 3. Another part of the laboratory tests had been given to the assessment of 

corrosion rate for the cladding, composite pipe and nickel alloys. The results are shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 3  Corrosion - metallographic analysis 

2.2 Corrosion of cladding and composite tubes  

Another part of the test was given to assess the corrosion rate of the cladding, composite pipe and pure 

nickel alloys. 

Fig. 4 shows that the composite pipe corrodes slightly faster than the compact tube, while the cladding 

much faster. It is always the same surface material - Ni alloy 7. The reason for such variance in corrosion 

rate of weld overlay is probably caused by bad cladding quality (high iron content found in weld metal). 

Testing of the weld, composite tubes and compact tubes of nickel alloys is subject to further testing in the 

operating mode of corrosion tests. The operational tests will also be examined by the two methods for 

corrosion resistance welding of two renowned producers. The results also show that it is very difficult to 

achieve high-quality surface, which could be compared to the composite tube. After evaluation of 

operational tests, data will be corrected by the current laboratory results. 

 
Fig. 4  Graph of corrosion rate in mm/year 
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2.3 Corrosion of alternative protection of steel 

We tested also alternative metal protection in laboratory conditions. We choose 9 samples of alternative 

protection. These samples we located into ash and gas atmosphere. The results are in Fig. 5. We can say 

that the alternative protection decreased the corrosion rate 3 times. 

 

Fig. 5  Results of corrosion of alternative corrosion 

3. CONCLUSION  

The results of the project will be part of the feasibility study on the incineration of additional parameters of 

steam admission. Detailed measurements and analyses of deposits lead to greater understanding of 

differences in design and operation of incinerators and ultimately will be responsible to recommend 

appropriate materials for the manufacture of heat transfer surfaces located in a specific environment of 

boilers burning municipal wastes. 
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Abstract 

The microstructural changes occurring in the weld joints 316Ti/P92 and 17242/P91 during their long-term 

exposure at high temperature were studied. Calculations of phase equilibria for the base materials and the 

weld joints using the ThermoCalc software were carried out parallel to experiments. On the base of the 

experimental results and computational modelling results were evaluated a microstructural stability and 

the application of the base materials and the weld joints. 

Keywords: Microstructural stability, creep-resistant steel, dissimilar weld joint, ThermoCalc  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Limiting the amount of harmful emissions that escape from power engineering and chemical facilities into 

the atmosphere is today taken for granted the same as increasing the efficiency of these facilities. The 

same effort goes into extending the service life of both the new and the existing facilities. In the case of 

thermal power plants, increased efficiency and reduced emissions are achieved via increasing the 

temperature and the pressure of the working steam [1]. This entails increased demands on the materials 

used, a correct choice of which will ensure long-term operational reliability and safety while keeping the 

cost of their construction down to a satisfactory level.  

The so-called modified 9-12% Cr steels, such as the P92, NF12 and TAF 650 steels, are employed in power 

engineering facilities to temperatures of up to 625 ºC. For higher temperatures, heat-resistant austenitic 

Cr-Ni steels or nickel-based alloys are used. Given as examples can be steels 316L, 304L(N), 21Cr-12Ni and 

In Alloy 800. These heat-resistant steels are in most cases structurally unstable and this leads to a 

degradation of their heat-resistance and other mechanical properties in the course of long-term exposure 

to high temperatures. These changes then have a bearing on the operational reliability of the component. 

Heat-resistant austenitic steels with relatively high creep strength are used in a number of applications in 

power-engineering, chemical and petrochemical industries. To meet present-day requirements, austenitic 

steels must be capable of operating at temperatures of about 700 ºC. However, the heat resistant 

austenitic steels that are commonly used today exhibit a marked drop in strength at higher temperatures, 

in particular above 800 ºC, with the hardening carbides, nitrides and intermetallic phases becoming coarser 

and partially dissolved during long operation times [2]. Nickel-based alloys do meet the above 

requirements but they are too expensive for the majority of common applications [2]. Last but not least, it 

is also necessary to take into consideration corrosion resistance at high temperatures, in particular in 

applications that include exposure to aggressive environments containing sulphur, carbon or water vapour. 

For reasons of adapting parts of structures to changes in temperature and pressure, to corrosion and other 

operating conditions and, last but not least, for economic reasons, heterogeneous weld joints of steels with 

a markedly different chemical composition are currently used between individual parts of power 

engineering facilities. Attention is today devoted to weld joints between type P92, F82H, 403, 410 and 
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Eurofer’97 steels and type 304L(N), 316L and 21Cr-12Ni steels, and to variants of these weld joints that 

contain an interlayer of the Alloy 800, Inconel 82 and Inconel 182 alloys [3] - [8]. Heat-resistant steels 

usually occur in a state that is more or less distant from thermodynamic equilibrium; a shift towards the 

equilibrium usually means a degradation of the initial properties. The knowledge of the equilibrium state of 

the given material and operating conditions is very important in predicting its structural stability and 

estimating the remaining service life.  

Computer modelling is today used for standard assessment of structural stability. One of the frequently 

used methods is the CALPHAD (Calculation of Phase Diagrams) method, which is applied in the ThermoCalc 

and DICTRA programs. Using the CALPHAD method appears to be one of the ways of complementing 

experimental testing with an appropriate prediction tool or, vice versa, comparing experimental data with 

mathematical-physical models and making these models more accurate. The DICTRA program in 

combination with optimized databases enables the simulation of currently running diffusion processes in 

steels under pre-defined conditions of temperature, pressure and chemical composition. Using the DICTRA 

program makes it possible to successfully predict, for example, the redistribution of interstitial elements (C, 

N) or the phase composition of weld joints.  

The above steels and their weld joints are and will be made use of in power engineering, including nuclear 

power engineering, and thus, with a view to the planned service life of these power-generation complexes, 

the knowledge of the degradation processes taking place in these materials and their weld joints during 

long-term high-temperature exposure is an absolute must. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Dissimilar weld joints were made on the one hand of steels P91 and P92 and, on the other hand, of steels 

17 242 and 316Ti; their chemical composition is given in Table 1. Steels P91 and P92 had been heat-treated, 

the two austenitic steels had undergone solution annealing. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of used steels  

 

Table 2  Results of measuring carbon redistribution in weld joints A 

 

 

Weld 

joint C Cr Ni Mn Si Mo W V Ti N Nb

P91 0.10 8.50 0.10 0.46 0.43 0.88 0.23 0.045

17 242 0.17 18.93 8.75 1.13 0.44 0.02 0.109

P92 0.09 8.96 0.40 0.52 0.34 0.40 1.50 0.23 0.060 0.05

316Ti 0.02 17.10 11.80 1.83 0.60 2.25 0.14 0.19 0.030 0.02

Amount of chemical elements [mass.%]

A

B

Steel

Weld

joint C Cr Ni Mn Si Mo W V Ti N Nb

P91 0,10 8,50 0,10 0,46 0,43 0,88 0,23 0,045

17 242 0,17 18,93 8,75 1,13 0,44 0,02 0,109

P92 0,09 8,96 0,40 0,52 0,34 0,4 1,5 0,23 0,060 0,05

316Ti 0,02 17,1 11,8 1,83 0,6 2,25 0,14 0,19 0,030 0,02
B

A

Steel
Amount of chemical elements [mass.%]

Weld Temp. Time. NC
(P91)Σ

NC
(P91,w)Σ

NC
(17242)Σ

NC
(17242,w)Σ

joint [°C] [h] [wt. %] [wt. %] [wt. %] [wt. %]

A1 575 10000 0.1 0.372 0.17 0.047

A2 625 5000 0.1 0.268 0.17 0.116

A3 700 1000 0.1 0.061 0.17 0.289

A4 900 16 0.1 0.077 0.17 0.343
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Table 3  Results of measuring microhardness values in weld joints B. The average values of base materials 

(HVU) and the values on the weld interface (HVW) 

 

Laboratory weld joints were made via electric resistance welding as sandwiches of cylinders of 12 mm in 

diameter and 4 mm in height, by a mere electrical pulse. When welded, individual specimens were sealed 

in quartz ampoules and annealed as given in Tables 2 and 3.  

After annealing, the specimens were cut into halves by a diamond disk saw, in perpendicular direction to 

the weld interface. Structure analyses (light microscopy, SEM), measurement of carbon redistribution and 

micro-hardness (LECO-400M-PC2 micro-hardness tester) were performed on the above sections. To 

measure carbon redistribution, the wave-dispersion X-ray spectral microanalysis was used (JEOL JXA 

8600/KEVEX DELTA V-Sezame). 

To model the phase composition of the steels used and the temperature dependence of carbon activity, 

the ThermoCalc software and the Steel database were used. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Weld joint A 

The values of quasi-equilibrium carbon concentrations NCP91 and NC17242 on the weld interfaces in 

individual joints are given in Table 2. It follows from these values that at temperatures of 575 and 625 °C, 

steel P91 becomes carburized while steel 17 242 becomes decarburized; this is demonstrated in Fig. 1. At 

higher temperatures, the direction of carbon diffusion reverses, i.e. steel 17 242 gets carburized while steel 

P91 gets decarburized, as can be seen in Fig. 1. An interesting piece of information follows from the results 

described, namely that at a holding time at a temperature between 625 and 700 °C there is a “transition 

temperature of carbon diffusion”, at which the P91/17 242 weld joint should be stable from the viewpoint 

of carbon redistribution. 

Fig. 1  Carbon redistribution in joint A after annealing at 575°C/10000 h and 900°C/15 h. 

Weld Temp. Time

joint *°C+ [h] 316Ti HVU 316Ti HVW P92 HVW P92 HVU

B1 500 1000 160 180 420 370

B2 600 160 160 160 330 330

B3 650 100 160 170 300 270

B4 750 60 160 260 190 220

B5 1050 8 175 200 400 430

Microhardness
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316Ti P92 316Ti P92 

Fig. 2  Microstructure of joint A interface after diffusion annealing at 575°C/10000 h  and 700°C/1000 h. 

Weld joint B  

In the case of joint B, carbon redistribution was inferred from the micro-hardness values measured across 

the weld interface; the average values of base materials (HVU) and the values on the weld interface (HVW) 

are given in Table 3 while examples of the HV0.1 profiles measured are given in Fig. 3. It can be said that 

carbon diffuses from steel P92 into steel 316Ti, i.e. in the direction of the concentration gradient. Only in 

the case of annealing at 750 °C/60 h a significant peak of microhardness was observed near the interface, 

which is typical for the so-called up-hill diffusion of carbon (Fig. 3.). 

Fig. 3  Micro-hardness values profile measured across the weld interface of joint B after annealing at 

600°C/160 h and 750°C/60 h. 

Via modelling the phase equilibria, the following phase composition of individual steels was established: 

P91 M23C6 is dominant up to a temperature of 820 ºC and then it dissolves. The Laves phase content 

falls monotonously with increasing temperature; the phase gets completely dissolved at 650 ºC. MX 

is stable even at a temperature of 1000 ºC. 

P92 The Laves phase is dominant but its content falls monotonously and gets dissolved at about 740 ºC. 

M23C6 dissolves at a temperature of 840 ºC while MX is stable up to a temperature of 1000 ºC. 

17242 M23C6 is dominant, its dissolution occurs in the temperature interval between 800 and 1000 ºC, the 

σ-phase content markedly drops with increasing temperature in the interval from 400 to 520 ºC. 
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Fig. 5  Temperature dependence of carbon 
activity in used steels (ThermoCalc calculation) 

316Ti The σ-phase predominates up to a temperature of 550 ºC, at temperatures above 600 ºC it does 

not occur any more. The Laves phase dissolves completely only at 800 ºC, M23C6 and MX are 

minority phases. M23C6 is stable up to 750°C MX dissolves completely up in melt. 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of joint B interface after annealing at 600°C/1000 h (left), and 750°C/60 h (right) 

The calculated temperature dependence of carbon activity in the steels under study is given in Fig. 5, from 

which the following data follow:  

- carbon activities in steels P91 and P92 are roughly the same (comparable C contents and alloying 

level); 

- carbon activity in the 17 242 steel is higher 

than in the 316Ti steel, which is due to the 

markedly higher carbon content in the 17 242 

steel and the lower contents of elements that 

reduce the activity of carbon (Mo, Ti) and 

whose effect manifests itself in particular at 

temperatures above 800 ºC, when type M23C6 

phase and MX dissolve; 

- it can be concluded from the calculated 

values of carbon activity that in the two joints 

carbon should diffuse from the P91 and P92 

steels into the austenitic steels, thus  in the 

case of the P91/17242 joint in the opposite 

direction to the concentration gradient. 

In agreement with this prediction are the micro-hardness profiles measured in the P92/316Ti joint; the 

hardness peak in the 316Ti steel, annealed at 750 °C/60h, is probably connected with the precipitation of 

the Laves phase and M23C6 carbides. In the case of joint A, the above prediction finds correspondence in 

carbon concentrations measured only for temperatures of 700 and 900 °C; in other words, the prediction 

did not confirm a “reverse flow of carbon”. 

When trying to establish why the prediction is not in agreement with the experiment, it is in the first place 

necessary to bear in mind that the ThermoCalc program assumes a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, 
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which need not be achieved at lower temperatures in particular. In steel, the M23C6 carbide may achieve a 

non-equilibrium (high) content of iron and the content of the Laves phase will not be in the equilibrium 

state either. These deviations from equilibrium might lead to higher concentrations of chromium and 

molybdenum in solid solution and thus to a reduced carbon activity in the P91 steel and to the diffusion of 

carbon from steel 17 242 into steel P91, as confirmed by the experiment. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Dissimilar weld joints of modified 9% Cr heat-resistant steels and austenitic steels are relatively stable from 

the viewpoint of potential carbon redistribution. 

The reverse flow of carbon in the P91/17 242 joint could not be confirmed by model calculations of the 

temperature dependence of carbon activity. This disagreement was apparently due to the fact that the 

equilibrium state, which is assumed by the software, had not been achieved. 
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Abstract 

The P/M Vanadis 6 cold work steel was austenitized, quenched and tempered at various combinations of 

processing parameters. For selected sets of specimens, also sub-zero period, made at different 

temperatures and processing dwell times was inserted between quenching and tempering. The 

microstructure and mechanical properties have been investigated as a function of austenitizing 

temperature, parameters of sub-zero processing and tempering. As-quenched structure is composed of 

martensite, retained austenite and undissolved carbides. Sub-zero processing led to the decrease of the 

retained austenite amount and to the increase of tetragonality of the martensitic lattice. The final hardness 

of the material was lower for the steel with sub-zero period than that conventionally processed. 

Furthermore it was found that the three point bending strength, decreased markedly with increased 

austenitizing temperature. The lowering of bending strength with increasing austenitizing temperature can 

be considered as natural because of the austenitic grain growth. The situation for sub-zero treated steel 

seems to be more complex. Bending strength for the material processed at -90°C was lower while the sub-

zero processing at -196°C led generally to increase of the bending strength.  

Keywords: P/M cold work steel, heat-treatment, sub-zero treatment, bend strength, microstructure 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Vanadis 6 is a powder metallurgy cold work tool steel offering a combination of very high wear resistance 

and good toughness. High compressive strength and very good dimensional stability during heat treatment 

are also typical properties of this material. Based on these characteristics, Vanadis 6 is suitable for long 

tooling of cold work materials (blanking, forming operations, knives). Demanded tool life is given by means 

of heat treatment. Suitable heat treatment depends on application. For optimum wear resistance [1], 

recommended regime is a hardening from a temperature of 1150°C and 3x tempering at 560°C, resulting in 

hardness in the range of 63-65 HRC. For optimum ductility it is directed heat treatment with lower 

temperatures (1000°C, 2x 250°C, resulting hardness is stated 60-62 HRC).  

During the austenitizing, eutectoid and a part of secondary carbides are dissolved in the austenite and 

results in high hardness of the material after quenching. Other part of carbides, which does not undergo 

the dissolution, hinders the austenite grains coarsening and makes the steels wear resistant. Bílek et al. *2+ 

reported that there are two types of carbides in Vanadis 6 after austenitizing. The M7C3 - carbides 

underwent intensive dissolution in the austenite and they were not detected above the temperature of 

1100°C. On the other side, MC - carbides remained almost completely unaffected and symptoms of 

dissolution were found only at the temperature of 1200°C. The saturation of the austenite with carbon, 
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chromium and partly also vanadium results in an increased hardness of the as-quenched material, with the 

maximum at the austenitizing temperature of 1025°C. Preceding publication *3+ states that higher 

austenitizing temperature results in hardness increase of Vanadis 6 and lowering of three point bending 

strength, since increased austenitizing temperature results in the grain coarsening. 

After the quenching, Cr-V ledeburitic steels contain martensite, retained austenite and undissolved 

carbides. For a more complete martensitic transformation, sub-zero treatment can be inserted between 

quenching and tempering. There are not doubtless opinions on the effect of sub-zero processing on 

properties of ledeburitic steels. In [1] it is reported a hardness increase of 1HRC after sub-zero treatment 

(-70 and -80°C/1-3 hours). Jurči *3+ reported increasing hardness for Vanadis 6 after sub-zero treatment (-

90°C/4 hours) compared to no sub-zero treatment, but it is valid only before tempering. As-tempered 

hardness of sub-zero material is by 2.5 - 3.5 HRC lower than that of non-sub-zero processed. This opinion is 

in good agreement with [4]. Berns [5], on the other hand, reported a significant hardness increase for the 

sub-zero processed X290Cr12 ledeburitic steel. Authors [3,4] reported a decrease of three point bending 

strength with the application of sub-zero processing of Vanadis 6. The nature of this effect is not clear yet 

and should be subjected to further investigations. It is well known that the microstructure is one of the 

most important parameters, which determines the wear resistance of steel. Particularly for tool steels, the 

content and the distance between primary and secondary carbides are the key microstructural variables, 

controlling the tribological response [6]. Stratton [7] reported for tool steels dramatically improved wear 

resistance by deep cold treatment (-196°C for minimum of 24 h). 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental material was the PM ledeburitic steel Vanadis 6 with nominally content 2,1 % C, 1,0 % Si, 

0,4 % Mn, 6,8 % Cr, 1,5 % Mo, 5,4 % V and Fe as balance. The hardness of as-received material was     284 

HV 10. There were made two types of specimens. Three samples for structural investigation and hardness 

measurement ( 17x10 mm) and 5 samples for the three point bend testing (10x10x100 mm with surface 

roughness of 0,2 - 0,3 µm) were heat treated in each set. Heat treatment was the following: vacuum 

austenitizing at the temperatures in the range of 1000 - 1075°C for 30 min, nitrogen gas quenching at 5 

bars pressure, sub-zero treatment at temperature -196°C/4 or 10 hours and 2x tempering at 530°C per two 

hours. Three point bending tests were carried out at following parameters: the distance between supports 

was 80 mm, loading in the central region and loading rate of 1 mm/min, up to the moment of the fracture. 

Microstructure of the material was analysed by the light microscopy.  

3.  RESULTS 

It was stated recently [3] that three point bending strength decreased with the increasing austenitizing 

temperature. This reality is connected with grain coarsening with increasing of austenitizing temperature. 

The effect of sub-zero processing on three point strength depends on conditions. Figure 1 presents that the 

three point strength after sub-zero treatment (-90°C/4 hours) and tempering 2x530°C is lower and, after 

sub-zero treatment (-196°C/4 hours) is generally higher. Although there is a difference in the bending 

strength for the given sub-zero treatment regimes, the resulting hardness for the material processed by 

these two regimes is practically the same, Fig. 2. In addition, the hardness of sub-zero processed material is 

of about 2.5 HRC lower than that of no sub-zero processed steel. Figure 3 brings a comparison of the 

obtained three point bending strength results of the material without sub-zero processing and sub-zero 
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processed steel at    -196°C for 4 and 10 hours, respectively. The hardness plot for the material as a function 

of the austenitizing temperature and sub-zero processing done at -196°C is in Fig.4. Although there is a 

slight difference in bending strength for monitored times of sub-zero processing at -196°C (lowering with 

longer soaking time), the as-tempered hardness practically does not depend on the time of the sub-zero 

processing. These results are rather surprising, since one can expect higher hardness after sub-zero 

processing compared to that after no sub-zero treatment.  

 
Fig. 1  The effect of sub-zero treatment on bending strength (tempering 2x 530°C) 

 
Fig. 2  The effect of sub-zero treatment on hardness (tempering 2x 530°C) 

Also, the three point bending strength can be expected to be lower due to sub-zero treatment. But, the 

situation can be considered to be more complex since various effects should be taken into account in the 

assessment of the heat treatment response of the examined material. There are at least three phenomena 

happening during the tempering. Firstly, the tempering of the martensite proceeds, which is always 
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connected with the hardness decrease. The transformation of the retained austenite during the cooling 

down from the tempering temperature, corresponding to the temperature of the secondary hardness peak, 

induces the increase of hardness. The last process is the precipitation of carbides during the hold at the 

tempering temperature corresponding to the secondary hardness peak, which also results in an increase of 

hardness.  

 
Fig. 3  The effect of the time of sub-zero processing on bending strength (tempering 2x 530°C) 

 
Fig. 4  The effect of the time of sub-zero processing on hardness (tempering 2x 530°C) 

The amount of retained austenite was found to be three times lower for the sub-zero processed steel than 

that of no sub-zero processed material [8]. In the same literature, there was an increased tetragonality of 

the martensite in sub-zero processed material established. These facts confirm that the microstructure of 

sub-zero processed Vanadis 6 steel differ from that of no sub-zero processed in many factors. In addition, 

Stratton et al. assumed that a precipitation of nano-sized particles can happen during the hold at a 
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temperature of deep-cooling [7]. However, this hypothesis can only hardly be verified since the diffusion at 

such a low temperature is practically impossible. Thus, the size of these carbides can be expected to be 

very small and the observation is complicated by the occurrence of high dislocation density within the 

martensite needles, also. But, based on the results presented here *8+ and the Stratton´s consideration, it 

should be noted that the contribution of the retained austenite transformation to the final as-tempered 

hardness can be expected to be much lower when the material was sub-zero processed. Regarding to the 

martensite state after quenching and/or sub-zero processing, there is no doubtless interpretation of the 

effect of higher martensite supersaturation (due to sub-zero period) on the as-tempered hardness. 

However, it is known that the as-tempered hardness of plain carbon steels with a near eutectoid carbon 

content (but slightly different) does not differ significantly. Therefore, one can also assume that the as-

tempered hardness of the Vanadis 6 steel´s martensite developed by the sub-zero process (with higher 

tetragonality) would also not differ significantly from that generated by simple quenching. This 

consideration seems to be a logical interpretation of lower as-tempered hardness of sub-zero processed 

Vanadis 6 steel at the current state of knowledge.  

  

  -196°C/4 hours      -196°C/10 hours 

Fig. 5  The effect of the time of sub-zero processing at -196°C on microstructure of Vanadis 6 steel 

(austenitizing 1000°C, tempering 2x 530°C). 

  

  -196°C/4 hours      -196°C/10 hours 

Fig. 6  The effect of the time of sub-zero processing at -196°C on microstructure of Vanadis 6 steel 

(austenitizing 1075°C, tempering 2x 530°C). 
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The microstructures of the material quenched from 1000°C and 1075°C, sub-zero processing -196°C/4 or 10 

hours and tempering 2x 530°C are shown in Figs.5.and 6. respectively. The material consists of the matrix 

and carbides. The matrix contains mainly the tempered martensite, the second phase is the retained 

austenite. Some portion of lower bainite could also be expected [3]. Carbides are very fine and uniformly 

distributed in the structure. The material quenched from 1000°C contains more carbides than that 

quenched from 1075°C, since the carbides, mainly the M7C3, are dissolved in the austenite in a larger 

extent. This fact is in accordance with [2]. Nevertheless, resolution of light metallography, is not 

appropriate for investigations of structural changes after sub-zero processed Vanadis 6. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

a) Three point bending strength of the head-processed Vanadis 6 steel is generally higher for sub-zero 

processed samples at -196°C for 4 h than that these of the material processed at -90°C for 4 h or no 

sub-zero processed. This becomes important with increasing austenitizing temperature. 

b) Prolonging of the sub-zero period to 10 h (at -196°C) does not bring any benefits with respect to the 

three point bending strength.  

c) The hardness of sub-zero processed (-196°C/4 and 10 hours) is of about 2.5 HRC lower than that of 

no sub-zero processed Vanadis 6, and practically the same as that after deep cooling to -90 oC/4h, 

and does not depend on the sub-zero processing time. 

d) The microstructure of sub-zero processed Vanadis 6 steel probably differs from that of no sub-zero 

processed in many factors. Nevertheless, these differences cannot be evaluated by using the light 

microscopy and more detailed checking with TEM seems to be necessary. 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with the study of latent heats of phase transformations of Fe-C based metallic alloys. Six 

model systems and nine real samples of steels were used for experimental investigation. Low temperature 

region (below 1000°C) was the investigated area. Eutectoid transformation (γ→α+Fe3C) and alpha-gamma 

(α↔γ) region was studied. Latent heats of phase transformations were obtained using DTA (differential 

thermal analysis) and Setaram Setsys 18TM laboratory system. Controlled heating/cooling of alloys was 

conducted at the rate of 7 K/min. The influence of content of carbon, manganese and other alloying and 

admixed elements on magnitude of latent heats of phase transformations was investigated. Comparison of 

the obtained experimental data with the data presented in the literature was carried out. It follows from 

comparison of the obtained results with data accessible in the literature that there is lack of experimental data. 

Keywords: Fe-C alloys, steels, latent heats, DTA 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Steel is an important metallic material. Thermo-physical and thermo-dynamic properties of steels are still 

the subject of extensive research. In spite of that experimental data about these systems are still 

insufficient. Very important data are for example temperatures [1, 2] and latent heats of phase 

transformations, specific heat, surface tensions [3, 4]. Although it is possible to find in available literature 

values of some of the above mentioned physical quantities, we can see differences even among these 

available data. One of the possibilities of obtaining the necessary data is the application of simulation 

(calculation) programs, such as IDS software for calculation of temperatures of phase transformations and 

other material properties of steels. The calculated values should be, however, verified by experimentally 

obtained data. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is one of the methods that are suitable for obtaining 

thermo-physical data of steels. In the presented paper the differential thermal analysis was used for obtaining 

the latent heats of phase transformations. Experimentally obtained data are essential for thermo-dynamic 

calculations and they are used also as input data for numerous mathematical and physical models [5, 6]. 

2.  THEORETICAL BACKROUND 

2.1 Differential thermal analysis 

Differential thermal analysis is a dynamic thermal analytic method used for investigation of temperature 

effects of an investigated sample connected with its physical, chemical or physical-chemical changes during 

its continuous linear heating or cooling [7]. This method is used for measurement of temperature 

mailto:monika.zaludova@vsb.cz
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differences between investigated and reference samples. Temperature of the reference sample follows the 

selected temperature program, temperature of the investigated sample is subject to changes, which reflect 

physical and chemical transformations occurring in the sample. This method makes it possible to express all 

physical, chemical of physical-chemical changes that are accompanied by sufficiently big change of enthalpy. 

2.2 Fe-C System 

Two important phase transformations take place 

in Fe-C systems in the low-temperature region. 

When the critical temperature, characterised by 

the GS curve (cooling), is exceeded, alpha ferrite 

begins to precipitate from austenite. Alpha ferrite 

is paramagnetic above the temperature of 760°C 

(temperature of Curie point), below this 

temperature it is getting ferromagnetic properties. 

At the temperature of 723°C precipitation of 

ferrite is terminated and austenite with eutectoid 

concentration decomposes  to a mixture of  ferrite  

and cementite, see the straight line PS, Fig. 1.               Fig. 1  Equilibrium metastable  Fe-C diagram 

3.  EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Materials 

Two series of samples of Fe-C alloy with graded carbon content, prepared in laboratory, were investigated, 

as well as real poly-component samples of steel. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the analysed samples in wt. % 

Sample (S) C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo V Al Cu O 

Fe
-C

 

1 0.002 0.021 0.005 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.026 0.002 0.012 0.001 0.006 0.043 
2 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.023 0.002 0.007 0.001 0.005 0.088 

3 0.005 0.026 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.024 0.002 0.013 0.001 0.006 0.038 

4 0.038 0.025 0.014 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.026 0.002 0.015 0.002 0.006 0.002 

5 0.167 0.020 0.007 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.025 0.002 0.013 0.003 0.006 0.0005 

6 0.197 0.022 0.019 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.024 0.002 0.017 0.005 0.006 0.0004 

St
e

e
l 

1 0.050 1.160 0.162 0.011 0.011 0.050 0.030 0.002 0.004 0.027 0.080 - 
2 0.060 1.345 0.191 0.012 0.010 0.050 0.028 0.000 0.016 0.028 0.070 - 

3 0.067 1.050 0.194 0.007 0.005 0.690 0.256 0.001 0.007 0.033 0.500 - 

4 0.075 1.355 0.195 0.017 0.012 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.035 0.019 0.090 - 

5 0.078 1.165 0.213 0.015 0.011 0.060 0.375 0.003 0.039 0.036 0.105 - 

6 0.164 0.357 0.201 0.019 0.007 0.050 0.014 0.000 0.001 0.029 0.060 - 

7 0.183 1.340 0.287 0.011 0.009 0.050 0.036 0.000 0.003 0.031 0.130 - 

8 0.185 1.280 0.264 0.015 0.011 0.090 0.216 0.029 0.005 0.029 0.170 - 

9 0.186 1.310 0.264 0.012 0.016 0.050 0.043 0.000 0.002 0.033 0.080 - 

Samples of Fe-C based alloys were prepared by vacuum melting of ingots made of plasma prepared iron 

with addition of graphitic carbon. During the melting added carbon reacted with oxygen, that was present 

in the plasma prepared iron, creating CO. The more carbon was added during vacuum melting, the more 
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oxygen reacted with carbon creating thus CO (it was manifested also by an increase of pressure in vacuum 

furnace). Carbon content in the prepared samples varied within an interval from 0.002-0.197 wt. %. Table 1 

gives chemical composition of Fe-C based samples. 

Samples of steel were taken from real steel castings (continuously cast slabs). Carbon content in the samples 

varied within an interval from 0.05-0.186 wt. %. Table 1 gives chemical composition of samples of steel. 

The samples for DTA analysis were processed into the form of cylinders with diameter of 3.5 mm and 

height of approx. 3 mm. Mass of the cylinders was approx. 150 mg.  

3.2 Experimental equipment 

Laboratory system for thermal analysis Setaram Setsys 18TM (TG/DTA/DSC/TMA) and measuring rod DTA of 

the type „S“ (Pt/PtRh 10%) were used for obtaining experimental data of phase transformations (ΔH). The 

samples were analysed in corundum crucibles with volume of 100 µl. An empty corundum crucible served 

as reference sample. Dynamic atmosphere of Ar (purity>6N) was maintained in furnace during analysis in 

order to protect the sample against oxidation. Each sample was analysed at the controlled rate of 

heating/cooling of 7 K/min. 

4. CALIBRATION 

 Enthalpic calibration must be performed prior to the 

measurement as such. The objective of calibration 

consists in obtaining of the calibration curve that is 

necessary for calculation of latent heats of phase 

transformations. Calibration was performed with use of 

standard metals with purity of 5N. The following 

standards were used: In, Sn, Bi, Pb, Zn, Al, Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, 

Pd. Rate of heating of 7 K/min was chosen. The samples 

of model Fe-C alloys, as well as the samples of steels 

were then analysed at identical rate of heating. 

Calibration constant for each standard was calculated according to the relation: 

A

H
K tab

DTA


               (1) 

where KDTA is calibration constant *J/µV.s+ 

ΔHtab is tabulated value of latent heat for the given standard [J/mg] 

A is the peak area *µV.s/mg+. 

By plotting the data of graphical dependence of calibration constants on phase transformation 

temperatures we get an equation of calibration curve, see Fig. 2. The calibration curve obtained at 

calibration can be expressed for heating by the following dependence: 

x0.0009

DTA e0.0008K               (2) 

5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Latent heats of phase transformations were obtained on the basis of evaluation of DTA-curves. Calculation 

of latent heat requires evaluation of the size of the peak area corresponding to the given phase 

                       Fig. 2  Calibration curve equation 
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transformation and phase transformation temperature on the DTA curves. Precise determination of the 

peak area can be to some extent rather difficult in some cases. In the low-temperature region the peaks of 

eutectoid phase transformation overlap with the peaks corresponding to the magnetic transition and 

alpha-gamma phase transformation. Precise determination of the beginning or end of phase 

transformation in the cases, when phase transformation ran slowly in longer time interval, can present 

another problem. 

Latent heats of the samples were calculated with use of the following relation: 

AKH DTA                (3) 

where ΔH is latent heat of phase transformation [J/mg] 

A is the peak area *µV.s/mg+ 

KDTA is calibration constant obtained by substitution of the phase transformation temperature into the 

calibration curve equation *J/µV.s+. 

5.1 Phase transformation latent heats 

Eutectoid transformation ran during heating in the samples Fe-C 4-6 and in all steel samples. The samples 

Fe-C 1-3 have low carbon content and eutectoid transformation did not occur in them. The values of latent 

heats, calculated on the basis of experimentally obtained values, vary in the system Fe-C within the interval 

0.17-12.14 J/g, in the samples of steel within the interval 0.63-14.25 J/g, see Tab. 2. In case of the sample 

Steel 8 the peak of eutectoid phase transformation overlapped on the DTA curve the peak of magnetic 

transition. For this reason it was impossible to evaluate latent heat of eutectoid phase transformation in 

the sample Steel 8. 

Table 2  Experimentally obtained latent heats, J/g 

Sample Fe-C Steel 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

wt. % C 0.00

2 

0.00

4 

0.00

5 

0.03

8 

0.16

7 

0.19

7 

0.0

5 

0.0

6 

0.06

7 

0.07

5 

0.07

8 

0.16

4 

0.18

3 

0.18

5 

0.18

6 γ→α+Fe3

C 

- - - 0.17 9.71 12.1

4 

1.1

2 

0.6

3 

0.89 1.25 1.29 9.82 13.6

5 

- 14.2

5 α→γ 12.4

4 

11.8

3 

9.99 9.71 7.20 6.73 5.1

3 

4.7

9 

4.64 5.05 4.27 1.14 1.08 2.57 3.01 

The obtained latent heats of eutectoid phase transformation were compared with the values found in 

available literature. At present only few authors deal with phase transformation latent heats in the low 

temperature region. The authors give in the work [8] the values of latent heats, obtained by DTA, within the 

range of 7.2-23.3 J/g for the steel with carbon content of 0.04-0.16 wt. % C. The authors, however, state 

that the latent heat of eutectoid phase transformation may comprise also latent heat of magnetic 

transition. In the work [9] the authors used differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for obtaining the latent 

heats of phase transformations. The authors give in their work the values of latent heats within the range 

of 2-12 J/g for steels containing 0.1-0.17 wt. % C. The values obtained experimentally in this work agree 

with the values of the authors [9], but they are lower than the values given in the work [8]. This was 

probably caused by inclusion of contribution of latent heat of magnetic transition into the latent heat of 

eutectoid transformation in the work [8]. 

Literature contains most often for the α→γ phase transformation the values of latent heats for „pure iron“ 

(authors do not give the exact composition of the analysed samples). The authors in the work [9] give the 
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value of latent heat for „pure iron“ of 16 J/g obtained by DSC method at heating. In the same work the 

authors give also the values of latent heat of α→γ transformation of 2-9 J/g for steels containing 0.1-0.17 

wt. % C. The results obtained by us are in very good agreement with these values. 

5.2 Influence of chemical composition on phase transformation latent heats 

Carbon is the most important alloying element for steels and it influences also magnitude of latent heat. 

Carbon content in Fe-C model alloys, in which eutectoid phase transformation took place, varied within the 

range 0.038-0.197 wt. % C. It follows from the obtained results that latent heat of eutectoid phase 

transformation increases with increasing carbon content, see Tab. 2. Identical trend of change of latent 

heat magnitude has been observed also in the samples of steels. Only the sample 1 of steel does not 

correspond to this trend. Latent heats of eutectoid phase transformation in Fe-C model systems are lower 

than in the samples of steel with identical carbon content. This is probably caused by content of 

manganese, which is in the samples of steel higher by an order. Manganese increases molar fraction of 

pearlite and increases thus latent heat of eutectoid phase transformation. 

Latent heat of alpha-gamma phase transformation in Fe-C model alloys decreases with an increasing 

carbon content. Similar trend has been observed also in the samples of steel, but latent heats of the 

samples Nos. 4, 8 and 9 do not correspond to this trend. Latent heats of alpha-gamma phase 

transformation in Fe-C model systems are higher than latent heats in steels. This trend can be with high 

probability attributed to the content of manganese, chromium, nickel and copper, which is in steels higher 

than in Fe-C systems, see Tab. 1. These elements narrow the temperature interval of alpha-gamma phase 

transformation, reducing thus its latent heat. 

On DTA curves, Fig. 3., obtained at the rate of heating of 7 K/min, the peak corresponding to the alpha-

gamma phase transformation appears to be not so sharp at its beginning, which may indicate connection of 

two thermal phenomena. For this reason an analysis of selected samples at the rate of heating of 2 K/min 

was performed. (At the lower or higher rate of heating the overlapping peaks may be identified better.) At 

the rate of heating of 2 K/min the peaks on DTA curves were more distinctly separated. Comparison of DTA 

curves at various rate of heating for the sample Fe-C 3 is presented in Figure 3. The peak, which overlapped 

the peak of alpha-gamma phase transformation, corresponds probably to the reaction in the Fe-C-O 

system, or of Fe-O system in the samples with low carbon content. Data about Fe-O systems, and particularly 

about Fe-C-O systems are insufficient, available data are obtained mostly by calculations and quit often they 

 
 

Fig. 3  Comparison of DTA curves for the sample 3 at 

the rates of heating of 2 and 7 K/min 

Fig. 4  Diagram Fe-O [10] 
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differ. According to the Fe-O diagram, see Fig. 4., the transformation αFe+Fe0.92O→γFe+Fe0.92O can be 

probably attributed to the peak. This system will in future be further investigated. For support of the results of 

DTA analyses structural and phase analyses will be made for investigated samples. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

Latent heats of eutectoid and alpha-gamma phase transformation were obtained by DTA method for Fe-C 

model alloys and for real samples of steel. The obtained latent heats were compared with the values of 

latent heats cited in literature. Very good agreement was achieved at comparison of the values of eutectoid 

and also alpha-gamma phase transformation. 

Moreover influence of chemical composition on magnitude of latent heats was investigated. Latent heat of 

eutectoid phase transformation increases with increasing carbon content. On the other hand latent heat of 

alpha-gamma phase transformation decrease with increasing carbon content. Manganese has also similar 

influence on magnitude of latent heats. Results for the Fe-C alloys and probably also for some real poly-

component samples of steel may be influenced also by the presence of oxygen in the samples. 

It follows from bibliographic search and from comparison of available data with the data obtained 

experimentally that lack of experimental data still persists, and furthermore differences exist between the 

data cited in literature. Namely the lack of data about the ternary system Fe-C-O is very considerable. 
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Abstract 

Availability of high-strength sheets with good ductility at reasonable cost is not sufficient on the European 

market. In the present work, the QP effect (Quenching and Partitioning) was used to obtain thin sheets 

with high strength and good ductility. The experiment was performed on low-alloyed steel containing 0.2% 

carbon and a higher amount of silicon of about 1.5%. The material was rolled into 1 mm thick sheet. This 

grade of steel is a cost-effective material thanks to its low amount of alloying elements. This group of low-

alloyed steels, if heat treated or thermomechanically treated in a suitable manner, offers a favourable 

combination of strength, elongation and toughness. The QP process consists in rapid quenching of the 

material between Ms and Mf temperatures to prevent the martensitic transformation from propagating 

through the entire volume of the workpiece. Subsequent heating causes diffusion of excess carbon from 

martensite to retained austenite, thereby increasing the stability of the austenite. Tempering of martensite 

can also occur. The aim of the QP process is to produce very fine martensite microstructure with retained 

austenite between martensite plates. Austenite becomes stabilised because of higher content of silicon 

which suppresses carbide formation and keeps higher fraction of carbon in solid solution. Sheets from high-

strength and ductile materials are expected to be used primarily in transport engineering and production of 

sports equipment. 

Keywords: QP (Quenching and Partitioning) process, high-strength sheet 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The requirements on mechanical properties of steels are constantly increasing and new heat 

and thermomechanical treatment processes for such steels are being developed.  High-strength low-

alloyed steels, as a group of steels, offer favourable proportion of strength, elongation and toughness. The 

level of ultimate tensile strength required in these materials, upon suitable heat treatment, reaches 

1,500 MPa. Their elongation should be around 15%, while the maximum content of alloying and residual 

elements should not exceed five weight per-cent. Another important requirement consists in good 

weldability. One of modern heat treatment 

techniques capable of meeting these requirements is 

the Q-P process which consists in rapid quenching of 

a material between the Ms and Mf temperatures in 

order to prevent full martensitic transformation. 

Subsequent heating to a temperature below Ms 

initiates a diffusion flow of excess carbon from 

martensite to retained austenite. Cooling down to 

room temperature stabilizes the retained austenite 

thanks to prior diffusion of carbon from supersaturated Fig. 1  Schematic Q-P heat treatment [1] 

mailto:comtesfht@comtesfht.cz
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martensite to the still untransformed austenite. The purpose of the Q-P process is to produce very fine 

martensite with retained austenite between martensite plates. (Fig. 1) [1]. After austenitizing, the steel 

should be quenched (Q-P) to a specific temperature calculated in such a way as to produce a pre-defined 

ratio of martensite and non-transformed austenite. Subsequently, the temperature of the material should 

be raised to the partitioning level (PT). The carbon will diffuse to the existing austenite and increase its 

stability to the level where it does not transform upon cooling to ambient temperature. As the austenite 

becomes enriched in carbon during the partitioning stage, its actual Ms-Mf temperatures decrease. Full 

stabilisation requires that the Ms temperature is depressed to or below room temperature to prevent 

martensitic or bainitic transformation of insufficiently stabilised austenite during final cooling [2-3]. 

Proposals for new chemical compositions of high-strength steels with the QP effect take into consideration, 

among other aspects, the requirement for austenite stabilization and cost of alloying additions. 

Stabilization of retained austenite in steels is achieved by adding manganese and nickel. Due to lower cost, 

alloying with manganese is preferred, normally in the amount of 1.5 to 2.5 wt.  %. The key to stabilization 

of retained austenite is also its saturation with carbon during partitioning (or during the hold at the 

quenching temperature). The extent of carbon diffusion from martensite to austenite will only be sufficient 

if cementite is prevented from forming in martensite and at the martensite-austenite boundary. Cementite 

particles absorb carbon from their surroundings, forming a region of lower concentration, which in turn 

attracts carbon to diffuse from the surrounding material. This disrupts the desired diffusional flow of 

carbon from martensite to austenite. Elements which are reported to prevent cementite formation include 

silicon, aluminium and phosphorus. These elements do not dissolve in cementite and must escape by 

diffusion from the nucleus if a new cementite particle is to form. This makes cementite formation less 

favourable in energy terms. The impact of Si, Al and P on formation of transition carbides, such as Fe2,4C, is 

less obvious. Silicon content normally ranges from 0.3 to 2 wt. %. The amount of aluminium, if used, is no 

higher than 1.5 wt. %. [4]. 

Addition of carbide formers, such as Mo, Nb or V, in the cumulative amount of up to 0.3% leads to grain 

refinement in steel but is very likely to cause precipitation of these carbides in martensite during 

partitioning [5]. Alloying with these elements is therefore suitable for steels with carbon content of at least 

0.2 wt. %. This level should prevent carbon from being used up in forming carbides of these elements 

during partitioning. The precipitated carbides are very fine and are densely and uniformly distributed within 

martensite laths. This is why they do not inhibit saturation of austenite with carbon as much as Fe3C 

particles do, where the latter are an order of magnitude coarser. Fine carbides do not absorb carbon from 

as large an area. They maintain, more or less, uniform carbon concentration along the entire martensite 

lath, though this is lower than in the state without such fine precipitates. The direction of diffusion of 

carbon from martensite to austenite remains. Fine precipitates also strengthen the martensite matrix of 

the Q-P steel. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Chemical composition of the experimental steel used in this study was proposed to stabilize austenite and 

suppress cementite formation in order to support the Q-P process. However, its alloying included 

molybdenum for fine-grained microstructure and additional solid solution and precipitation strengthening. 

Only three additions were proposed: silicon and manganese with 1.5 wt. % levels and molybdenum in the 

amount of 0.25 wt. %. The carbon content was 0.2 wt. % ( 
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Table 1). As this is the first experimental melting, it appeared useful to keep the chemical composition 

simple without additional elements, such as aluminium, and thus obtain a reference material for comparing 

with optimized QP steels with more complex alloying [6]. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the experimental steel [weight%]. 

The input stock for the heat treatment procedure was 0.9 mm thick rolled sheet with interstage annealing. 

Initial microstructure was composed of ferrite and globular carbides. Hardness was 321 HV. 

The heat treatment procedure was carried out in the 

thermomechanical simulator MTS 810 with additional resistance 

heating capability (Fig. 2). It allowed the specimen temperature to 

be changed rapidly in a controlled manner. 

Specimens were parts of sheet metal with 0.9 mm thickness, 90 mm 

length and 20 mm width. They were held on both sides between 

symmetrical flat grips which supplied electrical current for resistance 

heating. Temperature was measured by K-type regulation 

thermocouple welded onto the specimen surface at its mid-length.  

The length of the specimen central section between grips was 

60 mm. While heated and held at austenitizing temperature, the 

specimen cooled primarily through the transfer of heat to environment by radiation and also by heat 

transfer to the water-cooled grips. Rapid quenching from austenitizing temperature was achieved by 

cooling the surface opposite of the attached 

regulation thermocouple with compressed air at the 

pressure of 0.7 MPa. The distance between grips 

was automatically and continuously adjusted 

throughout the experiment to avoid any external 

loads on the specimen. 

XRD phase analysis was performed in the automatic 

powder diffractometer AXS Bruker D8 Discover with 

a position-sensitive area HI-STAR detector and a 

cobalt X-ray source (K = 0.1790307 nm). The 

instrument was equipped with a polycapillary lens 

focusing the primary X-ray beam into a circular spot 

with a diameter of 0.5 mm. 

2.1  Heat Treatment 

As mentioned above, the core of the Q-P process is partial quenching to a temperature between the 

martensite start and martensite finish temperatures and subsequent tempering close to the martensite 

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al V Nb Ti N B 

0.21 1.49 1.48 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.24 <0.007 <0.001 <0.002 <0.002 0.0116 0.0031 0.0023 

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al V Nb Ti N B 

0.21 1.49 1.48 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.24 <0.007 <0.001 <0.002 <0.002 0.0116 0.0031 0.0023 

Fig. 3  Dilatometric curve for evaluation of Ms and 

Mf and the dependence of the volume fraction of 

martensite on temperature. Cooling rate 150°C/s. 

Fig. 2  Thermomechanical 
simulator MTS 810. 
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start temperature. For this purpose, the temperature limits of martensitic transformation and the resulting 

volume fractions of martensite and austenite in the microstructure were determined using the dilatometer. 

The cooling rates used were 100, 150 and 200°C/s. 

The martensite start and martensite finish 

temperatures were found to be 370°C and 220°C, 

respectively. The volume fractions of martensite and 

austenite formed in the microstructure are shown in 

Fig. 3. Regression lines for austenite (pink) and 

martensite (blue) dilatation were constructed on the 

dilatometric curve for cooling at 150°C/s. They were 

used for estimating the dependency of the volume 

fraction of martensite on temperature during 

quenching (green curve) (Fig. 3):  
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where l(T) is the experimentally measured total dilatation, M(T) is the volume fraction of martensite (0-1), 

lM(T) is the martensite dilatation, lA(T) is the austenite dilatation.  

The heat treatment schedules were proposed for exploring the impact of the quenching temperature and 

the partitioning temperature on the microstructure, hardness and percentage of retained austenite in the 

microstructure. In all schedules, the austenitizing temperature was 900°C held for 60 seconds. The 

quenching temperatures of 250, 280, 310 and 330°C were used. The cooling rate was 130°C/s. Partitioning 

temperatures were chosen to be close to the martensite start temperature: 350 and 310°C. The schedules 

are detailed in Table 2 and an example of such schedule is shown in Fig. 4.  

Table 2  Heat treatment schedules 

Schedule Hardness HV5 Amount of retained 

austenite [%] 

Initial state 321 0 

Q-P 900-330-350/20 sec. 437 9 

Q-P 900-310-350/20 sec. 429 6 

Q-P 900-280-350/20 sec. 448 7 

Q-P 900-250-350/20 sec. 450 9 

Q-P 900-310-310/20 sec. 443 8 

Q-P 900-280-310/20 sec. 453 8 

Q-P 900-250-310/20 sec. 457 8 

 

Fig. 4  Q-P schedule 900-330-350/20 sec. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Q-P treatment was used for preparing very fine martensite-bainite microstructure with retained 

austenite (Fig. 5) In the course of the Q-P process, retained austenite became stabilized by carbon and 

manganese diffusing from martensite to retained austenite. The amount of retained austenite was 

measured by XRD analysis, yielding values between 6 and 9 % (Table 2). No retained austenite was detected 

in the initial microstructure. The amounts of retained austenite in the microstructure upon different 

schedules do not exhibit any considerable dependency on the quenching and partitioning temperatures. 

Retained austenite is probably present in the form of laths between martensite needles. In some 

specimens, it also formed islands with the diameter of approximately 1 µm. Morphology and distribution of 

retained austenite will have to be mapped by means of a transmission electron microscope and an EBSD 

analyzer. Coarse needles or islands of lower bainite with plate-like fine carbides within bainite needles were 

embedded in fine martensite matrix. No texture was detected in the microstructure by metallographic or 

XRD analyses. Prior austenite boundaries are visible in the material.  

Hardness of individual specimens varies in dependence on selected quenching and partitioning 

temperatures. Hardness increases with decreasing quenching temperature, whereas it declines with 

increasing partitioning temperature. The specimen treated according to the 900-310-350/20 sec. schedule 

deviated from this trend. The highest hardness values were achieved by applying the schedule denoted as 

900-250-310/20 sec.: 457 HV5. The amount of retained austenite in this specimen was 8 % (Table 2). At 

subsequent stages of the experiment, mechanical testing will be performed, which is expected to detect 

the impact of processing temperatures more effectively. 

Fig. 5  Micrographs of the specimen Q-P 900-330-350/20 sec. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The present experiment aimed at low-alloyed CMnSiMo steel with the carbon level of 0.21% involved   

the Q-P process and led to formation of martensite-bainite microstructure with retained austenite. Coarse 

needles or islands of lower bainite with plate-like fine carbides, which precipitated within bainite needles, 

were embedded in fine martensite matrix. X-ray diffraction revealed 9% of retained austenite in the 

microstructure of heat treated specimens.  No austenite was detected in the initial microstructure. 

Hardness of individual specimens varied in dependence on selected quenching and partitioning 

temperatures. Hardness increased with decreasing quenching temperature, but declined with increasing 
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partitioning temperature. The highest hardness value achieved was 457 HV5 in a sample with 8 % retained 

austenite which was treated according to a schedule with quenching temperature of 250°C and tempering 

temperature of 310°C with 20-second hold. Q-P microstructure should only contain fine martensite with 

retained austenite and no carbides. This is why this process will be further optimized to provide Q-P 

microstructure without carbides. The goal will be improvement in mechanical properties, i.e. achieving the 

highest possible strength of material combined with sufficient ductility. 
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Abstract 

Innovative processing strategies of high-strength steels enable better combinations of strength and 

ductility than the classical ones. One of these new heat treatment methods is also quenching and 

partitioning (Q-P) process, which benefits from a positive effect of retained austenite on mechanical 

properties. Resulting microstructure after Q-P process consists of martensite with 5-15% of retained 

austenite, which allows it to achieve strengths above 1800MPa with ductility around 10%. In this work was 

Q-P process incorporated into the more complex thermo-mechanical treatment with incremental 

deformation, which refines final microstructure and thus further improves its mechanical properties. Three 

steels with 0.43%C and varying manganese (0,6-1,2%) and silicon (2-2,6%) content were used to investigate 

the influence of these main alloying elements.  

The processing began with 100s austenization at 900°C or 950°C. Twenty deformation steps were always 

applied during the cooling from austenization temperature to 820°C. Further cooling to 200°C was carried 

out by three different cooling rates 20, 7 and 4.7°C/s. Martensitic-austenitic microstructures were created 

because this temperature lies between Ms and Mf. The steels were subsequently heated to 250°C, where 

600s hold was performed to allow carbon diffusion from supersaturated martensite to austenite. Variations 

in the cooling rate had pronounced effect on mechanical properties development. The steels reached 

ductility A5mm. of 6-15% with the strengths between 1570 MPa and 2060 MPa.  

Keywords: Q-P process, thermo-mechanical treatment, incremental deformation 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The need of high strength low alloyed steels has been increasing in recent years. Quenching has been the 

most conventional method of strength enhancement for steels, however new applications of high strength 

steels demand higher ductility, formability and toughness than conventionally quenched steels provide. 

This requires new innovative strategies of heat and thermo-mechanical treatment to be developed so that 

high ultimate strengths can be obtained without much loss of ductility. Several methods of heat and 

thermo-mechanical treatment have been proposed in last two decades which have used the positive effect 

of retained austenite on strength to ductility balance of low alloyed steels.  

One of the new methods of heat treatment is also quenching and partitioning (Q-P) process [1]. It consists 

of austenization of the steel, rapid cooling to the quenching temperature which lies between Ms and Mf 

temperature and subsequent heating to partitioning hold temperature. Rapid cooling creates martensitic 

microstructure with a certain volume fraction of metastable retained austenite. Partitioning hold then 

enables carbon to diffuse from the supersaturated martensitic lattice into the remaining austenite. The 

austenite is thus chemically stabilized and does not transform to martensite during final cooling. Resulting 
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microstructure is made of martensitic matrix with around 10% of retained austenite. This structure 

combines the advantage of high strength of martensite and improved ductility caused by gradual 

transformation of retained austenite to martensite during cold deformation. In the case of low alloyed 

42SiCr steel the strength after Q-P process can reach 2000MPa with ductility of around 10% [2].  

Even further enhancement of mechanical properties can be achieved when the Q-P process is combined 

with intensive incremental deformation carried out in the austenite region to obtain finer martensitic 

matrix. The amount of applied deformation might also influence morphology and stability of the retained 

austenite [3]. This combination of heat treatment and controlled deformation has an important practical 

impact, as incremental deformation is a fundamental principle of several processing methods used in 

industrial practice. To obtain good combination of mechanical properties it is however necessary to 

optimize several parameters of Q-P process [4]. Among the most important ones belong austenization 

temperature, cooling rate, quenching temperature and partitioning hold.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMM 

The aim of this work was to investigate the influence of cooling rate from austenization temperature to the 

quenching temperature. A thermo-mechanical simulator was used for sample processing, as it applies 

precisely controlled and monitored thermal and deformation regimes, which might include rapid 

incremental deformations. Due to these abilities, precise temperature and deformation parameters can be 

set up, similar to the real process of technology or material development. This equipment also enables 

rapid changes in process parameters and precise simulation of processing conditions. Particularly for steels, 

temperature gradients of over 250°C per second for heating and cooling can be achieved. A speed of 3 m/s 

can be reached by deformation component. These parameters of the thermo-mechanical simulator have 

enabled the combination of heat treatment processing according to the Q-P method with incremental 

deformation steps.  

2.1  Characterization of used materials  

Three high strength steels with slightly different 

chemical compositions were used in this work. 

While carbon content was 0.43% for all of 

them, various contents of manganese (0.6-

1.2%) and silicon (2-2.6%) were chosen to 

investigate the influence of these main alloying 

elements (Tab.1).  

2.2  Thermo-mechanical processing 

Three thermo-mechanical processing strategies with different cooling rates were designed for each steel 

(Tab.2, Fig. 1). On the basis of previous optimization experiments performed on 2Si-0.6Mn steel, thermo-

mechanical processing with 20 incremental deformation steps with incorporated Q-P process and cooling 

rate of 20°C/s was chosen as the most convenient one. This strategy was applied to all three steels, 

however due to the shift of transformation temperatures caused by higher silicon content, austenization 

temperature had to be increased for 2.6Si-0.6Mn and 2.6.Si-1.2Mn steels from 900°C to 950°C. 

Austenization hold of 100s was carried out in all the strategies. Incremental deformation was always 

applied in 14.7s during cooling from austenization temperature in the form of subsequent tension and 

Table 1  Chemical composition in weight % 

Steel C Si Mn Cr 

2Si-0.6Mn 0.43 2.0 0.6 1.3 

2.6Si-0.6Mn 0.43 2.6 0.6 1.3 

2.6Si-1.2Mn 0.43 2.6 1.2 1.3 
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compression deformation steps where the tensile step was always slightly larger, with the total logarithmic 

deformation equal to 5. As the cooling rate is one of the most important parameters of each thermo-

mechanical processing, three different average cooling rates of 20, 7 and 4.7 °C/s were used to cool the 

steels after incremental deformation to quenching temperature of 200°C.  

Different cooling rates were applied always in temperature interval of 820°C - 200°C. Quenching 

temperature of 200°C and tempering hold conditions 250°C/600s were the same for all proposed 

processing strategies. As the main aim of this experiment was to investigate the influence of cooling rate on 

final microstructure and properties of steels, microstructure analysis was carried out at processed samples 

and their mechanical properties were also determined.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 2Si-0.6Mn Steel 

The processing with a cooling rate of 20°C/s resulted in a typical Q-P microstructure consisting of the 

mixture of matensitic matrix with lower bainite and 17% of retained austenite (Fig. 2). The austenite was 

mainly in the form of thin films lining the martesitic laths and the ultimate strength of this microstructure   

reached 2096MPa (Tab.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2  Parameters of thermo-mechanical processing 

Steel 
Heating 
*°C/s+ 

Average cooling rate  
*°C/s+ 

Quenching hold 
*°C/s+ 

Partitioning hold 
*°C/s+ 

2Si-0.6Mn 900/100 

20 

200/10 250/600 

7 

4.7 

2.6Si-0.6Mn 

950/100 

20 

7 

4.7 

2.6Si-1.2Mn 

20 

7 

4.7 
 

 
 

Fig. 1  Scheme of Thermo-mechanical processing 
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Table 3  Influence of cooling rate on mechanical properties of experimental steels 

Steel Average cooling rate *°C/s+ HV 10 
[-] 

Rp0,2 

 [MPa] 
Rm   

[MPa] 
A5mm   

[%] 

2Si-0.6Mn 

20 546 1595 1994 15 
7 509 1464 1879 10 

4.7 515 1221 1662 6 

2.6Si-0.6Mn 

20 570 1516 1965 17 
7 552 1599 1791 14 

4.7 454 1257 1572 11 

2.6Si-1.2Mn 

20 644 1656 2118 14 
7 603 1736 1938 17 

4.7 588 1600 1669 6 

Slower cooling with a rate of 7°C/s already touched pearlite nose of CCT curves and therefore small islands 

of pearlite and free ferrite were found in final microstructure (Fig. 3). This change in the microstructure was 

also accompanied by a decrease of strength. Even slower cooling by 4.7 °C/s only increased the amount of 

pearlite in the final microstructure and further deteriorated the properties enabling the steel to reach an 

ultimate strength of only 1662MPa. Ductility values followed the same trend as tensile strength. The 

growth of pearlite also means that carbon is used to crate cementite laths and therefore less carbon is 

available to stabilize the austenite. However, pearlite formed only relatively small fraction in the final 

microstructure and cementite laths were rather fine, so 8% of retained austenite was measured in the 

microstructure obtained after the cooling at a rate of 4.7°C/s. 

3.2 2.6Si-0.6Mn Steel  

A similar microstructure development was also observed for this steel with higher silicon content. Cooling 

by 20°C/s produced mostly martensitic microstructure (Fig. 4) with 13% of retained austenite and ultimate 

strength of 1965MPa. Decrease of cooling rate to 7°C/s caused the occurrence of free ferrite predominantly 

at the original austenite grain boundaries and lower amount of pearlitic areas was also found in the final 

microstructure (Fig. 5). Further lowering of cooling rate to 4.7°C/s did not lead to any further significant 

change in final microstructure (Fig. 6). The occurrence of pearlite in the final microstructure was reflected 

by the drop of ultimate strength by 400MPa to 1572MPa (Tab.3). 

  
Fig. 2  2Si-0.6Mn steel, cooling rate 20°C/s, 

martensite with lower bainite (B) 
 

Fig. 3  2Si-0.6Mn steel, cooling rate 4.7°C/s, large 
pearlitic area (P) 
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Fig. 4  2.6Si-0.6Mn steel, cooling rate 20°C/s, 

martensite 

 

Fig. 5  2.6Si-0.6Mn steel, cooling rate 7°C/s, large 
ferrite areas (F), pearlite (P) 

 

  

Fig. 6  2.6Si-0.6Mn steel, cooling rate 4.7°C/s,  
large ferrite areas (F), pearlite (P) 

Fig. 7  2.6Si-1.2Mn steel, cooling rate 4.7°C/s, 
martensite, bainite, ferrite (F) 

 

  
Fig. 8  2.6Si-1.2Mn steel, cooling rate 
20°C/s,martensite (M) and ferrite (F) 

 

Fig. 9  2.6Si-1.2Mn steel, cooling rate 7°C/s, 
martensite, bainite, free ferrite (F) 
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3.3 2.6Si-1.2Mn Steel 

The steel alloyed with higher contents of silicon and manganese showed different behavior from the 

previous two steels. The main difference was the absence of grown pearlite colonies in the final 

microstructure even after the slowest cooling by 4.7°C/s (Fig. 7). All three processing strategies managed to 

produce a microstructure of tempered martensite and lower bainite with some amounts of free ferrite (Fig. 

7-Fig. 9). The volume fraction of retained austenite after the quickest cooling by 20°C/s was 14%. Another 

interesting feature is that the cooling rate of 7°C/s did not result in any significant drop of mechanical 

properties, as the ultimate strength was still nearly 2000MPa. This can be explained by very little changes in 

the final microstructure in comparison with strategy with 20°C/s cooling. Only the slowest cooling by 

4.7°C/s led a distinguished decrease by approximately 450 MPa.  

4.  CONCLUSIONS  

Three thermo-mechanical processing strategies with different cooling rates were applied to three steels 

with 0.43% of carbon and varying silicon and manganese content. After austenization at 900-950°C 

incremental deformation steps with a total logarithmic deformation equal to 5 were applied. Deformation 

finished at 820°C and three cooling rates of 20, 7 and 4.7°C/s were used to quench the steels from 820°C to 

200°C. 

Subsequent heating to 250°C for 600s was carried out for all tested strategies. The ultimate strengths of 

1570-2118MPa were obtained with ductility A5mm of 6-17%. Quicker cooling always resulted in higher 

ultimate tensile strength. The highest values of ultimate strengths were for all cooling rates achieved for 

2.6Si-1.2Mn steel with the highest silicon and manganese content. It can be contributed to the fact that this 

steel had martesitic microstructures with bainite, a small amount of ferrite and retained austenite even 

after the slowest cooling, while the other two steels possessed fully grown pearlite in microstructures after 

the cooling by 7 and 4.7°C/s. The ductility followed the same trend as ultimate strengths and decreased 

with decreasing cooling rate. Ductility of 2.6Si-0.6Mn and 2.6Si-1.2Mn steel was slightly higher for all 

cooling rates than corresponding ductility of 2Si-0.6Mn steel. 
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Abstract 

One of current efforts aimed at ordinary structural steels is to achieve high strength combined with 

sufficient ductility with minimum production cost. These properties should result from a new 

thermomechanical treatment process leading to ferrite grain refinement, carbide spheroidisation and 

changes in the carbide distribution in the microstructure. This newly-developed ASR process (Accelerated 

Spheroidisation and Refinement) has the following stages: heating a steel workpiece through thickness to 

no higher than the Ac1 transformation temperature and subsequent mechanical working. The mechanical 

energy introduced by forming leads to rapid heating of the entire workpiece above Ac1. The workpiece is 

then air-cooled in a conventional fashion. The combination of a suitable pre-heating temperature and an 

appropriate amount of strain lead to transformation of initial ferrite-pearlite microstructure with lamellar 

pearlite into a desired ferrite matrix with spheroidised carbides throughout the workpiece volume. An 

impact of plastic deformation on the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties of bulk specimens 

from low-carbon St37 steel has been explored here. This thermomechanical process has a potential to be 

applied to controlled rolling or hot drawing. 

Keywords: thermomechanical treatment, accelerated carbide spheroidisation, grain refinement, steel 

RSt37-2. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

These days, an ever greater emphasis is laid on enhancing mechanical properties of carbon and low-alloyed 

steels. By using an appropriate type of processing, one can significantly increase their yield strength, 

ultimate tensile strength and toughness and achieve an excellent ratio between mechanical properties and 

price of such materials. This can be accomplished only by refining the microstructure and by obtaining 

carbides with suitable morphology and distribution [1]. Recently proposed thermomechanical treatment 

procedure allows the formation of microstructure with fine ferrite grains and globular cementite. As a 

result of structure modification higher yield strength and ultimate tensile strength can be achieved. In 

addition, cementite in the globular form contributes also to higher toughness. The present paper explores 

the influence of plastic deformation on ASR process. Significant acceleration of the spheroidisation process 

is based on the stock annealing near the Ac1 transformation temperature [2] and on introducing strain into 

the material [3]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The experiment was conducted on specimens of a low-carbon structural steel RSt37-2 with carbon content 

below 0.17 weight per cent. Its initial microstructure consisted of ferrite and lamellar pearlite. Hardness of 

the material in its initial state was 110 HV, its 0.2 proof stress (PS) was Rp0,2 = 275 MPa, ultimate tensile 

strength Rm = 416 MPa and its elongation was A = 39%. 
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The purpose of the thermomechanical treatment procedure was to explore the influence of deformation 

intensity on carbide spheroidisation, grain refinement and resulting mechanical properties: The following 

thermomechanical schedules were carried out:     

 Thermomechanical schedules 1, 2, 3 - graded deformation in one direction (upsetting), 

 thermomechanical schedules 4, 5, 6 - graded deformations in two perpendicular directions. 

These schedules are described in details in section 2.1. 

The specimens were heated in an air furnace. Plastic deformation was accomplished by flat swages using 

hydraulic press. Metallographic observation was performed on longitudinal sections of all specimens in 

order to examine and compare microstructures across the entire specimen cross-section. The 

microstructure was observed using light microscope Nikon Eclipse MA 200 and in JEOL JSM-6380 scanning 

electron microscope. Vickers HV30 hardness values were measured. Specimens with the 20 mm gauge 

length and a diameter of 4 mm were used for tensile testing. 

2.1 Experimental Schedules 

Thermomechanical schedules 1, 2, 3 

Input stocks with the diameter of 45 mm and length of 63 mm were heat treated in an air furnace and then 

formed between flat swages of a hydraulic press with the ram speed of 25 mm per second. The schedule 

included heating of the workpiece to a temperature just below Ac1, one-hour hold on temperature and 

subsequent pressing in a direction parallel to the bar axis (upsetting). Different level of upsetting was 

performed by individual samples. After forming, the workpiece was cooled in air. The soaking temperature 

was 710°C and the total effective strain ε ef was calculated for individual schedules by numerical simulation 

using DEFORM software (Table 1). Effective strain in the specimen centre for schedule 1 was 0.8. In 

specimen no. 2, the calculated effective strain level was 1.4 and in specimen no. 3 the effective strain was 2.1. 

Thermomechanical schedules 4, 5, 6 

Specimens with identical dimensions as in previous schedules 1, 2 and 3 were heat treated in an air furnace 

and then deformed between flat swages of a hydraulic press with the ram speed of 25 mm per second. The 

schedule included heating of the workpiece to a temperature just below Ac1, one-hour hold and subsequent 

plastic deformation in a press. In all these schedules, deformation was introduced in two perpendicular 

directions at two immediately following steps. After forming, the specimens cooled in still air. The soaking 

temperature was 710°C and the total effective strain ε ef was calculated for individual schedules by 

numerical simulation (Table 1). Effective strain in the specimen centre for schedule 4 was 2.1. In specimen 

no. 5, the calculated strain level was 2.5 and in specimen no. 6 the strain was 3.3. 

2.2  Numerical Simulation 

Numerical simulation of thermomechanical treatment was carried out using the software DEFORM to 

monitor the distribution of strain and temperature throughout the specimen. Effective strain magnitude 

and a temperature increase due to plastic deformation primarily in the centre of the specimen (point P1) 

but also halfway between the centre and the surface (point P2) were monitored (Fig. 1, 2). 

Effective strain was calculated by numerical simulation according to the equation (1). 
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where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are principal strains and   is the effective strain. 

 

Fig. 1  Effective strain ε ef distribution for schedule 

no. 6 immediately after deformation. 
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Fig. 2  Temperature distribution for schedule no. 6 

immediately after deformation. 

 

Table 1  Values calculated by numerical simulation run in DEFORM software 

 Schedule 

Values at P1 

upon first 

deformation  

Values at P1 upon 

second 

deformation 

Values at P2 upon 

first deformation  

Values at P2 upon 

second 

deformation 

ε ef [-] T *°C+ ε ef [-] T *°C+ ε ef [-] T *°C+ ε ef [-] T *°C+ 

1 

710°C/1 hour, 

deformation, 

air cooling 

0.8 729 - - 0.3 718 - - 

2 1.4 741 - - 0.4 718 - - 

3 2.2 753 - - 0.7 714 - - 

4 0.8 729 2.1 748 0.3 718 0.9 725 

5 1.4 741 2.6 749 0.4 718 1.5 735 

6 2.2 753 3.3 737 0.7 714 2.3 738 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Plastic deformation introduced at a temperature around Ac1 modified the microstructure, both in terms of 

ferrite grain and cementite morphology. Changes in the microstructure were reflected in proof stress 

values, ultimate strength and, to certain extent, in hardness of specimens as well. (Table 2).  
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Table 2  Mechanical properties 

Schedule 

Values at point P1 Values at point P2 

0.2PS 

[MPa] 

UTS 

[MPa] 

A5 

[%] 

RA 

[%] 
HV30 

0.2PS 

[MPa] 

UTS 

[MPa] 

A5 

[%] 

RA 

[%] 
HV30 

Initial state 275 416 39.4 68.6 110      

1 373 458 26 62 141 322 413 25 64 - 

2 382 468 28 62 142 368 459 21 62 - 

3 398 472 25 63 150 - - - - - 

4 387 468 26 65 144 403 472 27 67 - 

5 380 457 29 69 141 386 466 28 69 - 

6 392 473 28 63 143 402 479 24 68 - 

In specimens no. 1, 2 and 3 (unidirectional deformation) appreciable grain refinement was detected, being 

caused by either ferrite grain recrystallization or by formation of subgrains in prior deformed ferrite grains 

(Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5). The strain field is very inhomogeneous. This is why significant changes in 

microstructure only took place in the specimen centre. In specimens 2 and 3, it is also the point P2 (halfway 

between the specimen centre and surface Fig. 1, Fig. 2) where cementite lamellae are partially fragmented. 

Ferrite grains in this location outside the centre, however, has not been significantly changed from its initial 

state.  

In centres of specimens (1, 2 and 3) the proportion of recrystallized ferrite (or ferrite with mosaic subgrain 

structure) increased with the amount of plastic strain introduced and the degree of cementite lamellae 

fragmentation was increasing. Specimen 1 showed only partially broken down cementite lamellae and its 

pearlite regions largely retained their original shape. One can probably find signs of developing 

substructure in the form of 2 to 3 µm grains or subgrains in original coarse ferrite grains. The size of 

subgrains and the intensity of their development in various prior ferrite grains are very non-homogeneous. 

   

 

Fig. 3  Specimen 1, centre. 

 

Fig. 4  Specimen 2, centre. 

 

Fig. 5  Specimen 3, centre. 
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The centre of specimen 3 already exhibits fully converted microstructure (Fig. 5). Cementite lamellae are 

completely fragmented and cementite is present in the form of globular particles. The pearlite areas are 

elongated due to intensive plastic deformation, forming bands with dense globular carbides. Ferrite matrix 

is either fully recrystallized or the initial ferrite grains are divided into subgrains with the size of 3µm. 

Mechanical properties of the specimens reflect their microstructure development. Proof stress and tensile 

strength increased in all specimens above the strength level of their initial state and showed increases with 

the amount of plastic strain. In specimen no. 3 the proof stress increased from 275 MPa to 398 MPa and 

tensile strength changed from 416 MPa to 472 MPa (Table 2). 

Work hardening and strengthening by grain boundaries or low-angle subgrain boundaries caused probably 

higher hardness. Hardness in the centre of specimens increases gradually between specimens 1 and 3. 

Increases in mechanical properties, including hardness, were greatest in the centre of specimens.  

At point P2, microstructure strengthening in comparison with the initial state is not large but the decline in 

elongation is more appreciable. This is probably due to untransformed lamellar pearlite. 

Specimens 4, 5 and 6 (deformation applied in two perpendicular directions) exhibit fully spheroidised 

pearlite in their central region. Centres of specimens 5 and 6 contain, in addition to fine ferrite grains and 

subgrains, new equiaxed recrystallized grains with notably greater size of 20 to 40 µm (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8). 

These grains lie outside the bands with globular carbides. In specimen 6, complete carbide spheroidisation 

took place and fine-grained ferrite matrix formed even at point P2, i.e. halfway between the centre and 

surface of the specimen. Microstructure at point P2 in specimens 4 and 5 is much less elongated than that 

in the specimen´s centre. The prior pearlite lamellae are only partially broken down. However, 

recrystallized ferrite grains and subgrains have evolved fully even at point P2 (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). Mechanical 

properties of specimens 4, 5 and 6 do not show great variations. The values characterizing the specimen 

centre and the point P2 are equal as well. 

   

 

Fig. 6  Specimen 4, centre. 

 

Fig. 7  Specimen 5, centre. 

 

Fig. 8  Specimen 6, centre. 
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4.  CONCLUSION 

Thermomechanical treatment of the RSt37-2 steel near the critical temperature Ac1 was used to 

considerably refine the microstructure and produce spheroidised carbide particles (Accelerated 

Spheroidisation and Refinement). Increases in proof stress from 275 MPa to around 400 MPa and in tensile 

strength from 416 MPa to about 470 MPa were accompanied by decline in elongation from 39% to about 

28%. In locations where only ferrite was strengthened by formation of fine grains or subgrains but pearlite 

spheroidisation did not take place, elongation dropped to 25% or lower.  

Fraction of recrystallized grains enhances with increasing degree of deformation. Recrystallized grains are 

very fine up to effective strain ca 2.5. As effective strain increases over the value 2.5, coarse equiaxial 

recrystallized grains occur in the structure. However, for detailed examination of ferrite grain interior is 

necessary to carry out TEM or EBSD analyses.  

Further research will have two key objectives. The first one is optimizing the ASR process to obtain finest 

possible ferrite grains and globular carbides in the microstructure. The second one is improving plasticity of 

the material while retaining the strengthening effect of the ASR process. This can be accomplished through 

recovery of the ferrite lattice without ferrite grain coarsening. 
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Fig. 9  Specimen 4, point P1 (centre). 

 
Fig. 10  Specimen 4, point P2 (halfway between the 

specimen centre and the surface). 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with the study of latent heats of phase transformations of model Fe-C based metallic alloys 

and real grades of steels in high-temperature region (above 1000°C). The investigation was focused on the 

study of latent heats of ↔ transformation and melting (solidification). Six model alloys were prepared 

and studied. Nine real grades of steels were studied as well. Latent heats of phase transformations were 

obtained using DTA method (differential thermal analysis). Setaram Setsys 18TM (TG/DTA/DSC/TMA) 

modular experimental system was used for measurements. Controlled heating/cooling of alloys was 

conducted at the rate of 7 K/min. The influence of carbon, manganese and other alloyed and admixed 

elements on magnitude of latent heats of phase transformations was investigated. Experimental values of 

latent heats of  phase transformation are between 10-18 J/g and for transformation  between 

11-18 J/g. The Latent heat of melting is within the range of 165-261 J/g and that of solidifying is within 

162-294 J/g. Comparison of the obtained experimental data with the data presented in the literature was 

also carried out. Comparison of calculated latent heats (IDS software) with experimental values was made. 

It follows from comparison of the obtained results with the data accessible in the literature that there is a 

lack of experimental data. 

Keywords: latent heat, Fe-C, steel, thermal analysis, DTA, gamma-delta, melting, solidifying 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Material properties, thermo-physical and thermo-dynamical data belong to the most important data [1-11]. 

Many of these data, temperatures of phase transitions [7-11], latent heats of phase transitions [8, 10], 

specific heats [12], surface tensions [13-15] and other important data (thermal conductance, etc.), can be 

calculated using many simulation programs, e.g. IDS/software (Solidification Analysis Package). It is possible 

to find some data in literature, but only very rarely all the necessary data are available. The material data 

were measured primarily for many binary and ternary systems. Smaller amount of data was obtained for 

more complex systems on the basis of Fe-C. Many of the obtained data are valid for certain temperature 

interval only. Many systems were investigated in low-temperature region (20-1000°C) *8, 10, 11] and 

seldom in high-temperature region (above 1000°C) *1, 9]. Obtaining of credible results requires, however,  
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necessarily also exact experimental data characterising thermo-physical material properties. It is suitable to 

support these data by structural and phase analysis. Structure and properties of complex metallic systems 

on the basis of Fe-C are still object of extensive research [1, 2]. To this date a lack of experimental material 

data about these systems still persists and moreover the presented data mentioned e.g. in the works [1, 2] 

differ. The paper reports about study of six model alloys based on Fe-C and nine real multi-component 

alloys in the high-temperature region. The latent heats of ↔, melting and solidifying were investigated. 

Due to a lack of exact experimental data in this area, and also due to necessity to use these data as input 

data for many simulation programs, numerical [16-18], physical [19, 20] models and requirements of 

practice (casting conditions), an investigation of Fe-C based metallic alloys is still highly topical theme. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Experimental measurements were made using DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis) and performed with use 

of the laboratory system Setaram SETSYS 18TM. In order to ensure a high-purity (dynamic) inert atmosphere 

the protective gas (Ar, 6N) was also cleaned in the getter. Controlled rate of heating/cooling (7 K/min) of 

alloys was conducted. A high-purity atmosphere was ensured for analysis, but in spite of that some 

oxidation and decarburisation might have occurred in some samples [8]. It can, however, be presumed on 

the basis of experience and previous measurements of loss of carbon in the prepared alloys at our working 

site after DTA-analyses that loss of carbon can be quite considerable. DTA-analyses of the samples were 

made in corundum crucibles. Temperature and enthalpic calibration was performed using standard metals: 

In, Sn, Bi, Pb, Zn, Al, Ag, Au, Cu, Ni and Pd, purity 5N.  

Six model alloys with graded carbon content were prepared by vacuum melting of plasma iron ingots with 

addition of graphitic carbon. It is probable that during this melting a reaction between the added carbon and 

oxygen has occurred, which created CO. The more carbon was added during vacuum melting, the more 

oxygen reacted with carbon and created CO (which was proven also by an increased pressure in vacuum 

furnace). Nine real grades of steel were taken from continuously cast slabs. The mass of the cylinders needed 

for DTA was approximately 150 mg. Chemical composition of the analysed samples is given in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of analysed samples, wt.% 

Sample   C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo V Al Cu O 

Fe
-C

 

1 0.002 0.021 0.005 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.026 0.002 0.012 0.001 0.006 0.0430 

2 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.023 0.002 0.007 0.001 0.006 0.0880 

3 0.005 0.026 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.024 0.002 0.013 0.001 0.006 0.0380 

4 0.038 0.025 0.014 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.026 0.002 0.015 0.002 0.006 0.0020 

5 0.167 0.020 0.007 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.025 0.002 0.013 0.003 0.006 0.0005 

6 0.197 0.022 0.019 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.024 0.002 0.017 0.005 0.006 0.0004 

St
e

e
l 

1 0.050 1.160 0.162 0.011 0.011 0.050 0.030 0.002 0.004 0.027 0.080 - 

2 0.060 1.345 0.191 0.012 0.010 0.050 0.028 0.000 0.016 0.028 0.070 - 

3 0.067 1.050 0.194 0.007 0.005 0.690 0.256 0.001 0.007 0.033 0.500 - 

4 0.075 1.355 0.195 0.017 0.012 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.035 0.019 0.090 - 

5 0.078 1.165 0.213 0.015 0.011 0.060 0.375 0.003 0.039 0.036 0.105 - 

6 0.164 0.357 0.201 0.019 0.007 0.050 0.014 0.000 0.001 0.029 0.060 - 

7 0.183 1.340 0.287 0.011 0.009 0.050 0.036 0.000 0.003 0.031 0.130 - 

8 0.185 1.280 0.264 0.015 0.011 0.090 0.216 0.029 0.005 0.029 0.170 - 

9 0.186 1.310 0.264 0.012 0.016 0.050 0.043 0.000 0.002 0.033 0.080 - 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After a proper temperature and enthalpic calibration analyses of the samples were performed. The result 

of DTA analysis is the so called DTA-curve. DTA-curves of the analysed samples of Fe-C based alloys are 

presented in Figures 1 and 2. These figures present DTA-curves obtained at heating (7 K/min). Peaks of  

and melting were observed. 

 
Fig. 1  DTA-curves of model alloys Fe-C, heating 

rate 7 K/min.  
Fig. 2  DTA-curves of real grades of steels, heating 

rate 7 K /min. 

The areas of peaks (peak area corresponds to the heat absorbed/released by the sample during running 

phase transition in it) were calculated using the SETSOFT program. The temperatures of characteristic 

phase transitions were evaluated as well. Latent heats of phase transitions were calculated using enthalpic 

calibration. Values of latent heats are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

DTA-analysis of sample Fe-C 1 was performed also at the heating rate of 2 K/min, Figure 3. The reason for 

performing DTA at such a low heating rate was to create clearer area (DTA-curve) between 1350-1425°C. 

The peak of  transition seemed to be not so sharp at its start (this phenomenon may indicate 

connection of more than one thermal effect). The DTA-analysis performed at the heating rate of 2 K/min 

confirmed existence of more than one thermal effect. At the DTA-curve obtained at the heating rate of 

2 K/min two peaks were observed contrary to the one at the DTA-curve obtained at the heating rate of 

7 K/min. With high probability these two peaks correspond to the phase transitions, which take place in the 

Fe-O system, see Figure 4. No polythermic phase diagrams (cuts) for Fe-C-O system were found in the 
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available literature. It is obvious from DTA-curves obtained for real samples (steels) that they reveal also 

two similar heat effects. These peaks could be with high probability attributed to the transitions connected 

with oxygen in the ↔ region also. In the future more attention will be paid to this research area. In this 

paper the peaks (peak) at heating rate of 7 K/min were evaluated. Latent heats from ↔, melting and 

solidifying were evaluated, see Tables 2 and 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3  Comparison of DTA-curve obtained at the 

heating rate of 7 K /min and DTA-curve obtained 

at the heating rate of 2 K/min. 

Fig. 4  Fe-O equilibrium phase diagram [21] 

Table 2 shows latent heats of ↔ transition. Only small differences were observed between the values 

obtained at heating. The dependence of magnitude of latent heats on carbon content is obvious. The 

higher the carbon content in the sample, the higher the value of heat absorbed or released from the 

sample. Latent heat for  transition of the sample Fe-C 2 is slightly higher than the heat of the samples 

with similar composition. Latent heats differ significantly for the samples Steel 3 and Steel 6. The presence 

of higher Cr and Ni content and lower Mn content in the sample Steel 3 could have a substantial impact on 

amount of latent heat. The lower value of latent heat for the sample Steel 6 corresponds with high 

probability to the low Mn content.  

Table 2  Latent heats of ↔ transformation, J/g 

Sample 
Fe-C Steel 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

wt.% C 0.002 0.004 0.005 0.038 0.167 0.197 0.050 0.060 0.067 0.075 0.078 0.164 0.183 0.185 0.186 

 9.9 13.0 9.6 12.1 16.0 14.1 13.1 12.3 13.8 10.5 12.3 11.0 14.2 14.0 17.5 

 11.5 - - - 11.6 11.3 15.0 15.4 15.2 13.7 16.1 13.5 16.6 17.5 16.0 
 

Latent heats were obtained also for cooling, see Tables 2 and 3. Latent heats values obtained for cooling 

could not be taken as authoritative. At cooling process high degree of under-cooling was observed (even by 

dozens of degrees, in some cases even 100 °C). Solidification and  transition were observed at lower 

temperature and heat released at cooling was substantially higher (accumulation of heat in the samples 

was observed).  

Table 3 shows latent heats of melting. A dependence of the obtained values of latent heats on chemical 

composition (primarily on carbon content) was assumed. The obtained values, however, do not show 

unambiguous trend. Experimentally obtained latent heats of melting and solidifying of real steel samples 
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are higher in comparison with latent heats of model alloys. It could be attributed to the higher manganese 

content in real samples. The values of melting latent heats obtained experimentally are between 165-261 

J/g. The values calculated using the IDS software (latent heat of solidification) are within the interval of 238-

260 J/g. The values calculated according to the IDS demonstrate ambiguous trend. The latent heat 

increases with the growing carbon content. The influence of carbon content on magnitude of latent heat 

was observed. Latent heats were calculated for equilibrium conditions and only carbon was included in 

calculations. Many factors may exist that influence the resulting values of latent heats of melting. Possible 

oxidation (even very thin oxide layer on the sample) could prevent good contact with the crucible (smaller 

amount of heat is detected). Secondly, decarburisation (different degree of decarburisation in the samples 

during melting) could substantially change properties of the samples and thus the latent heat. Furthermore, 

movement of the samples during melting could have some impact on the obtained values. The movement 

of samples in crucible during DTA analysis could cause disturbing effects on the melting peak.  

Table 3  Latent heats of melting and solidifying, J/g 

Sample 
Fe-C Steel 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

wt.% C 0.002 0.004 0.005 0.038 0.167 0.197 0.050 0.060 0.067 0.075 0.078 0.164 0.183 0.185 0.186 

melting 165 205 172 172 261 203 223 210 224 187 208 220 230 246 219 

solidifying 192 182 211 178 194 162 254 243 275 187 236 284 279 294 267 

IDS  247 247 247 244 259 260 241 240 238 240 243 258 258 258 258 
 

It was almost impossible to find some data for ↔ transition in accessible literature. The work [22] 

presents for latent heat of ↔ transition in pure iron 15 J/g. Most of experimentally obtained values of 

latent heats (↔ transition) are lower than the value for pure iron in the work [22]. For melting process of 

pure iron the work [22] introduces the value of 247 J/g. A value higher than 247 J/g was calculated only for 

the sample Fe-C 5.  

In the work [23] the values for latent heats of melting within the range of 210-285 J/g (carbon steels, 

carbon content between 0.03-0.17 wt.%) are presented. The paper [1] presents latent heats of solidifying in 

the range of 180-200 J/g (carbon content between 0.04-0.16 wt.%). Authors [24] present for steel with the 

carbon content of 0.22 wt.% the value of 185 J/g. The range of the published values of latent heats of 

melting and solidifying is considerably wide, 180-285 J/g. Almost all of our evaluated values of latent heats 

belong to the published interval. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Latent heats of ↔ transition, melting and solidifying were obtained by DTA method for Fe-C model alloys 

and for real samples of steel. The obtained latent heats were compared with the values of latent heats 

published in literature. Moreover influence of chemical composition on magnitude of latent heats was 

investigated. Primarily, carbon and manganese contents influence the value of latent heat. Results for the 

Fe-C alloys and probably also for some real poly-component samples of steel may be influenced also by 

presence of oxygen in the samples. It follows from bibliographic search and from comparison of available 

data with the data obtained experimentally that lack of experimental data still persists, and moreover 

differences exist between the data published in literature.  

The basic study in the field of latent heats was performed. This area will be studied also in the future. New 

experimental equipment STA Netzsch F3 Jupiter was bought in the frame of RMSTC project (Regional 
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Materials Science and Technology Centre) and it will help to widen the current possibilities of research. 

Possibilities of this equipment substantially expand the possibilities of research at our working site in the 

field of acquisition of exact materials data (temperatures and latent heats of phase transformations, 

specific heats) under precisely defined conditions of heating and cooling processes using large samples.  
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Abstract 

In the year 1882 Robert Hadfield discovered Manganese steel which was hardened by quenching it in water 

from a temperature of a thousand degree centigrade. The hard steel was to be used in the manufacture of 

tram wheels. The first World War provided new markets for manganese steel, spur armour plate and shells, 

tank treads and soldier´s helmets. By 1919 Hadfields were Sheffield´s biggest employers and was probably 

the largest specialist alloy steel manufacturer in the country. The original austenitic manganese steel, 

containing about 1,2% C and 12% Mn. Hadfield´s steel is unique in that it combines high toughness and 

ductility with high work-hardening capacity and, usually, good resistance to wear. Consequently, it rapidly 

gained acceptance as a very useful engineering material. Hadfield´s austenitic manganese steel is still used 

extensively with minor modifications in composition and heat treatment, primarily in the fields of 

earthmoving, mining, quarrying, oil well drilling, steelmaking, railroading, dredging, lumbering, and in the 

manufacture of cement and clay products. Austenitic manganese steel is in equipment for handling and 

processing earthen materials. Other applications include fragmentizer hammers and grates for automobile 

recycling and military applications such as tank track pads. The goal of this paper is an evaluation of 

influence of chemical composition on quality of Hadfield´s steel, that was used by production of casting 

“points”. In this case under term quality we can understand first of all the steel toughness which was 

evaluated by impact test and to a certain degree by tension test. 

Keywords: Hadfield steel, tension test 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Hadfield`s steel is unique in that it combines high toughness and ductility with high work-hardening 

capacity and, usually, good resistance to wear. Many variations of the original austenitic manganese steel 

have been proposed, often in unexploited patents, but only a few have been adopted as significant 

improvements. These usually involve variations of carbon and manganese, with or without additional 

alloying such as chromium, nickel, molybdenum, vanadium, titanium, and bismuth [1.]. The mechanical 

properties of Hadfield  steel vary with both the carbon and the manganese content. The tensile strength 

and the ductility reach a maximum at about 1.2% C and then decrease steadily. Manganese contributes to 

the austenite-stabilizing effect of delaying transformation and the ductility increasing rapidly with 

increasing Mn content up to 12% and then tending to level off [2.]. In the literature, mechanical properties 

are: yield strength (0.2%) 379 MPa; ultimate tensile strength, 965 MPa; true strain over a 50 mm gage 

length, 0,5; hardness, 190 HB; hardness adjacent to the fracture surface, 500 HB; Charpy V-notch impact, 

169 J at 22°C and 7 J at - 196°C *3.]. 
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1.1 HADFIELD´S STEEL PROPERTIES 

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of Hadfield´s  steel according to different standards. The basic 

condition  for the chemical composition of Hadfield´s  steel is the ratio Mn:C  > 10. The upper borderline  is 

usually 14% Mn but in  technical practice this ratio can be increased to 20% most of all  for thick-walled 

castings. Manganese austenitic steel has some special properties that make it irreplaceable. In technical 

practice  the hardening  ability by high static or dynamic stress is used. The high hardness of face layers 

increases the abrasive wear resistance but because the middle part keeps good toughness, the components 

support high impact stress. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of Hadfield´s steel via different standarts 

standard 
chemical composition [weight %] 

C Mn Si Cr Ni Pmax. Smax. 

M
an

ga
n

e
se

 

st
ee

ls
 

A 128, Grade C 1.05-1.35 11.5-14.0 max.1.0 1.5-2.5 - 0.070 - 

G-X 120 Mn 12 1.1-1.3 12.0-13.0 0.3-0.5 max.1.0 - 0.100 0.040 

STN 417618 1.1-1.4 11.0-13.0 max.1.0 - - 0.100 0.040 

STN 422920 1.1-1.5 12.0-14.0 0.7 - - 0.100 0.050 

STN 422921 1.1-1.5 12.0-14.0 0.7 0.7-1.2 - 0.100 0.050 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART 

The goal of this paper was to evaluate the influence of chemical composition on quality of Hadfield´s steel, 

that was used for production of “point switch” castings. In this case under term quality we can understand 

first of all the steel toughness which was evaluated by impact test and to a certain degree by tension test. 

2.1 EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBING 

Castings - “point switch”, Fig.1, were cast from the steel G-X12Mn12 (Table 1). The moulds for castings 

production were made from furan sand mixture. The opening 

material was SiO2 sand and it was substituted by chromite 

sand in thermal points. Internal cast iron chills were used in 

thermal exposed places. Furan - chromite and furan -SiO2  

mixtures were used for cores production. The cores were 

rimmed  by magnesia -SiO2 coating. Six testing samples 

were formed together with every casting (three on the both 

sides of the casting). The charge contained deep-drawing 

scrap from cold rolling mill plant, ferroalloys and 

carburisers. 

All melts were realized in basic electric arc furnace with 

volume of 6.5 tons of molten metal. The melts were 

manufactured without alloyed scrap. The charge 

composition on one tone of molten metal is given in Table 2. 

Calcined coke or pig iron were used as carburisers in the 

basic charge. Melting process was double-slag, after 

oxidizing period the slag was pulled off the metal surface 
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because of phosphorus that can be 

reduced back to the metal in next steps of 

process. After slagging-off it is necessary 

again to deoxidate metal with aluminium. 

After deoxidation metal was alloyed on 

claimed content of  Si (0,2 - 0,25%), Mn 

and Cr by using of FeMn(C), FeMnaf and 

FeCr.  Carbon content was  modified by 

using of FeMn on  the claimed content. 

After this operation FeMnaf and FeCaSi 

were added. After pouring the metal was 

deoxidated by using of aluminium on the 

top of the ladle. FeCaSi, FeTi and FeZr 

were added in to the metal stream. 

Inoculation with FeCaSi causes 

precipitation of inclusions in the globular 

or elliptic shape which do not have 

negative influence on basic matrix. There was 25% Ca and 55% Si in the inoculants. The inoculation is 

efficient only when Ca content in the molten metal is minimum 40 ppm. Alloying with using of FeTi and  

FeZr causes refining of austenitic grain and improves mechanical properties of steel. Pouring was made 

with ladle with bottom pouring hole. Tapping temperature was 1500°C and pouring temperature was 1435 

- 1450°C. After cleaning and blasting the castings were heat treated. 

2.2 ACHIEVED RESULTS 

The quality of Hadfield steel for “point switch” castings was evaluated using the following parameters: 

chemical analysis of molten metal and impact test. 

2.3 RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES 

The chemical analysis  was made by spectral  analyser Hilgere. The sampling was carried out during pouring 

of castings. Next chemical composition was prescribed for the steel: C = 0,9 - 1,3%; Mn = 11,5 - 14%; Cr - 

max. 1%; Mn/C = min. 10; Si max = 0,65%; S max= 0,03% and P max = 0,08%. Other elements were not 

limited. During the experiments the chemical composition was hold but for better results of impact test Ni, 

Ta and Zr were added. Chemical composition of melts is given in Table 3. 

The chemical composition of the melts was changed during the tests with goal to find the influence of 

chromium and nickel on mechanical properties of Hadfield´s  steel. The variation of chemical composition 

during the melts is in Table 3. During the experiments carbon content was gradually increased up to 1.15%. 

Manganese content was adapted to carbon content with the goal to keep up  Mn/C ration. Influence of 

molybdenum  and vanadium in this case was not important because of their low content. They were not 

added to the charge intentionally but they were a part of charge. 
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Table 3  Chemical composition of the melts 

Chemical composition, weight % 

melt C Si Mn Cr Ni P S Nb Ti Zr 

H01 1 0.71 13.3 0.24 0.12 0.051 0.006 0.005 0.012 0.16 

H02 0.99 0.41 12.8 0.27 0.08 0.042 0.005 0.006 0.01 - 

H03 0.94 0.33 12.4 0.26 0.42 0.044 0.006 0.007 0.01 - 

H04 1.1 0.68 12.5 0.31 0.11 0.042 0.007 0.007 0.012 - 

H05 1.15 0.48 13.2 0.9 0.09 0.044 0.008 0.008 0.009 - 

H06 1.16 0.5 12.3 0.58 0.68 0.042 0.006 0.009 0.01 - 

H07 1.17 0.49 12.7 0.66 0.81 0.047 0.008 0.008 0.01 - 

H08 1.13 0.45 12.5 0.88 0.92 0.051 0.007 0.008 0.01 - 

H00 1.26 0.49 13 0.03 0.08 0.037 0.006 0.01 0.033 0.015 

H10 1.23 0.49 13.1 0.003 0.03 0.031 0.007 0.009 0.062 0.031 

H11 1.24 0.5 13.1 0.01 0.03 0.032 0.006 0.009 0.018 0.024 

H12 1.3 0.5 13.4 0.06 0.06 0.044 0.012 0.006 0.043 - 

H13 1.19 0.45 12.9 0.02 0.04 0.045 0.005 0.01 0.033 - 

H14 1.26 0.43 13.4 0.03 0.04 0.046 0.009 0.007 0.027 - 

H15 1.32 0.5 12.8 0.06 0.05 0.045 0.006 0.004 0.023 - 

H16 1.2 0.48 13.1 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.006 0.008 0.02 - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2  Detail of test specimen with the crack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Cr and Ni content in the melts and depth of crack after the 1st, 2nd and 3rd impact 
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2.4 RESULTS OF IMPACT TESTS 

The impact test is one of the main criterions at evaluation of quality of “point switch” castings. The test 

specimens  with dimensions 30 x 30 mm and length of 200 mm were used for impact test. Before test the  half 

- rounded notch was pressed on rough surface of specimens (r = 1.5 mm, h = 1.5 mm) that simulated the real 

conditions of stress. The basic criterion was that the specimen had to stand 3 hammer impacts and the depth 

of a created crack near the notch could be max. 7mm. The depth of crack was observed on the both sides of 

the sample. Fig. 2 shows the detail of test specimen with the crack. Values of the crack depth from the first 

melts were not recorded, because the measurement was made only for the cracks after third impact. The 

depth of crack was calculated like an arithmetic mean from the results of impact test of tested samples from 

the same melt.  If the half of all samples from one melt was snapped, the sample was supposed to be not 

suitable. Fig. 3 shows Cr and Ni contents in the melts and depth of cracks after the first, second and third impact.  

chemical composition was in reduction of Cr, Mo and Ni content. Only samples H10, H13, H14  and H16 

conformed to the test condition (to stand 3 impacts and to have a maximum depth of crack 7 mm). All of 

these samples had content of Cr max. 0.3% and content of  Ni was 0.03 - 0.04%. In sample H00 (it was a 

standard sample) the depth of crack was the smallest (2.1 mm after the 3rd impact). The high value of 

impact test was caused by high Ti + Zr content and low phosphorus content. The samples from the melt 

H00 had  fine structure with homogeneous grain size. Melt H10 had a very similar chemical composition as 

the sample H00 but it had higher Ti content and Cr-content was only 0.003% (the lowest of all melts). 

Because of the highest Ti content (of all melts) and presence of Zr it is possible to assume that the samples 

from this melt had very fine grains and this melt had the lowest phosphorus content (0,031% P). 

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

The chemical composition of melts was changed during the experiments. 15 melts with different content of 

Cr, Ni  and with addition of Zr and Ti were tested. Results of realized experiments show: 

 Negative influence of Cr and Ni elements on impact test of Hadfield´s  steel. 

 Melts with higher content of Cr and Ni didn’t have  claimed toughnes and they didn’t conform to impact test. 

 It was suggested the following chemical composition of Hadfield´s steel for the “point switch” castings: 

C =  1,2 - 1,3%; Mn= 13 - 13,5%; Si = 0,40 - 0,75%; Cr  -  max. 0,10%; Mo -  max. 0,05%; Ni - max.0,05%; P 

- max. 0,03%; S - max. 0,01%; Mn- min. 10 x %C; Ti = 0,03 - 0,06%. 

 For the obtaining of required values of impact test it is important to limit the content of chromium to 

0.1% and content of nickel to 0.05%. 

 Higher contents of  titanium and zirconium can help to refine austenitic grains but they can also cause 

the formation of nitride clusters. 
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Abstract 

The present study is an initial part of a project to obtain thermo-mechanically processed fine-grained 

increased Mn content TRIP steels with large fractions of retained austenite. Two 5Mn-1.5Al-0.2Si-0.2Mo 

steels with and without Nb microaddition were produced in a vacuum induction furnace. As-cast 

microstructures were compared and the influence of Nb microaddition on the macrostructure, 

microstructure and grain size were examined. The effect of hot deformation on the bainitic-martensitic 

structures and the morphology of blocky-type and interlath retained austenite was investigated. The steels 

are characterized by a slight macrosegregation of Al and Mn in the as-cast state. Mn is depleted in the 

external zone of the ingots, whereas the opposite situation is true for Al. It was found that hot deformation 

leads to a refinement of retained austenite regions, especially for the Nb containing steel. 

Keywords: TRIP steel, macrosegregation, primary structure, retained austenite, AHSS steel, bainitic 

structure, Nb microalloying 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

High strength-ductility balance multiphase steels with retained austenite are one of the biggest 

achievements of contemporary metallurgy in the field of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) for 

motorization. They are C-Mn-Si, C-Mn-Si-Al, C-Mn-Al-type low-alloyed steels and recently also C-Mn-Al-

(Mo)-(Nb)-(Ti), composed of ferritic or bainitic matrix containing austenitic islands [1-3]. Mechanical 

stability of metastable retained austenite is one of the most important factors affecting mechanical 

properties of this group of steels. New concepts of further simultaneous increase in the strength and 

ductility of TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) steels include the increase in retained austenite 

content, what can be achieved e.g. by manganese stabilization [4-6]. Grain refinement is also a beneficial 

factor increasing the mechanical stability of retained austenite [6]. Third generation of AHSS combine 

advantages of multiphase structures (characteristic of I generation of AHSS) and austenitic phase, especially 

suitable to work hardening, strain-induced martensitic transformation and mechanical twinning 

(characteristic of II generation of AHSS) [4-11].  

Novel chemical composition designs of TRIP steels include increased Mn contents. The increase in Mn 

content results in shifting the  transformation region to the right side on CCT diagrams and decreasing 

a ferrite fraction. On the other hand, recently published results [1, 12] indicate that a fraction of polygonal 

ferrite is not a critical parameter deciding about the mechanical stability of retained austenite instead of 

the morphology of the  phase, granular bainite and acicular ferrite and the interactions between all the 

phases. Interesting results for steels with increased Mn content have been published by Merwin [5]. 
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Significant levels of austenite (from 18 to 38%) have been obtained in the experimental 0.1-(5-7) Mn steels. 

Due to very fine-grained ferrite-austenite-martensite microstructures an intermediate strength-ductility 

regime between conventional low-Mn TRIP steels and high-Mn TRIP/TWIP steels was achieved. The reverse 

transformation of martensite combined with controlled annealing have been recently reported by De 

Cooman et al. [6] as an effective method to obtain ultrafine-grained (5-7)Mn-Si-Al steels with a high 

fraction of retained austenite. Besides beneficial mechanical properties of increased-Mn steels, there are 

some problems associated with Mn alloying, e.g. ability to microsegregation, localized deformation and 

corrosion behavior [2, 5-7, 10, 13].  

A banded microstructure of ferrite / bainite-martensite-retained austenite as a result of Mn 

microsegregation during continuous casting is typical for TRIP steels [2, 13]. Pichler et al. [2] noticed that 

due to the enrichment of Mn and depletion of Al in the centre-segregation zone, the austenite stabilization 

is there much more pronounced than in the surroundings. The result of this is a delayed ferrite growth in 

this region and finally a bainitic-martensitic band. Kliber et al. [7] and Wietbrock et al. [13] reported that 

local differences in Mn content between dendrites and interdentritic spaces in high-manganese alloys (over 

20 wt.%) can reach up to 5-7 wt.% in the as-cast state. After some homogenization strategies the 

microsegregation of Mn can be much reduced. A global refinement of the microstructure is also efficient to 

minimize microsegregation [2].  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The paper deals with a problem of Mn and Al macrosegregation and the effect of subsequent hot-working 

on a microstructure of new-developed high-Mn high-Al content TRIP steels with and without Nb 

microaddition. Presented results are a first part of a project to obtain fine-grained thermomechanically 

processed TRIP steels with bainitic-austenitic structures. The chemical composition given in Table 1 was 

designed from the point of view of maximization of retained austenite (increased Mn content) and 

obtaining carbide-free bainite by low-Si high-Al concept (susceptibility to galvanizing) [1-4]. Molybdenum 

and niobium were used to enhance strength. Special attention was paid on the effect of Nb microaddition 

on a macrosegregation and grain refinement of final microstructures. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the investigated steels (mass contents, %) 

Steel designation C Mn Al Si Mo Nb S P 

5Mn-1.5Al 0.16 4.7 1.6 0.20 0.20 - 0.004 0.008 

5Mn-1.5Al-Nb 0.17 5.0 1.5 0.21 0.20 0.03 0.005 0.008 

Steels were produced by vacuum induction melting in the Balzers VSG-50 furnace. Liquid metal was cast in 

the Ar atmosphere into a hot-topped closed-bottom wide-end-up cast iron mould with internal dimensions: 

bottom -  122 mm, top -  145 mm, height - 200 mm. In order to reveal the macrostructure and to 

evaluate the susceptibility of alloys to macrosegregation the ingots were cut perpendicular to an axis of the 

ingot within the distance of 30 mm from the bottom. After grinding and polishing, the specimens with a 

diameter of about 124 mm were etched by Oberhoffer’s reagent to reveal a primary structure of the ingots. 

The chemical composition along a diameter was tested in the macro scale by OES. Measurements were 

carried out in a central zone, within the distance of about 31 mm from the middle and in an external zone 

of ingots. A result was an average value of four measurements. To reveal the microstructure by nital 
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etching, as cast specimens were taken from an external zone of the ingots. Results of the microsegregation 

examined by EDS are reported elsewhere [14].  

Ingots with a mass of 25kg after austenitizing at 1200°C for 3 hours were forged at a temperature range 

from 1200 to 900°C to a final width of 160 mm and a thickness of about 22 mm. Metallographic 

investigations in order to compare the microstructures in the as-cast state and after hot forging were 

carried out by the use of LEICA MEF4A optical microscope. The specimens after hot forging were cut near 

the edge of a flat according to its length. The microstructure of the plastically deformed specimens was 

revealed by etching in 10% aqueous solution of sodium metabisulfite for better identification of retained 

austenite. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Metallographic investigations allowed to reveal the macrostructure of the new-developed steels in the as 

cast state. Two distinct zones at the transverse section of the ingot for a Nb containing steel can be 

distinguished in Fig. 1a. A very similar macrostructure was identified in a steel without niobium.  

A clearly visible zone of columnar-like crystals can be seen in an external region of the ingot. The thickness 

of the crystals oriented according to the direction of heat transfer is about 20 mm. A predominant zone of 

the ingots consists of random-oriented elongated crystals. At higher magnifications a dendritic structure is 

visible (Fig. 1b). It is better apparent at longitudinal sections of the ingots (Fig. 1b and c). Especially 

characteristic are the dendrites for a steel without niobium, where it can be seen that the main axes of 

dendrites are parallel to the axis of the ingot (Fig. 1c). A positive effect of Nb microaddition on a refinement 

of a primary structure can be also seen when comparing Fig. 1c and d. Due to the high hardenability of 

steels the dendrites reach an axis of the ingots, as distinct from 3Mn steels where a central zone consists of 

fine equiaxial grains [14]. 

At higher magnifications some morphological details of the as-cast structures can be seen. In both steels a 

growth of transformation products of austenite began at clearly visible primary boundaries of  phase  

(Fig. 1e, f). Primary austenite grains are relatively huge (also for a Nb-microalloyed steel). Due to high 

hardenability both steels are characterized by distinct lath bainitic-martensitic structures and do not 

contain ferrite. Each primary austenite grain consists of a few bainitic-martensitic colonies. A high tendency 

to austenite stabilization is confirmed by large fractions of this phase occurring in both steels as large 

blocky grains mainly along primary austenite boundaries and between individual packets of bainitic-

 

between individual laths of bainite and martensite. A thickness of some large blocky austenite grains for 

the 5Mn- -microalloyed steel is more 

fragmented. An interesting morphological feature of both steels is a structural constituent inside largest 

blocky austenite grains. This phase did not occur in steels containing 3% Mn [14]. Taking into account the 

effect of manganese on decreasing the stacking fault energy of austenite [6-11] the presence of grouping 

rows of stacking faults or /’ martensites could be expected. Because of high affinity of aluminum to 

nitrogen the presence of AlN is also possible. A more detailed analysis of this problem deserves to be 

undertaken elsewhere. 
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Fig. 1  Macrostructure at the transverse section of the 5Mn-1.5Al-Nb steel ingot (a), the dendritic primary 

structures of the ingots at the transverse (b) and longitudinal sections (c and d) and the lath bainitic-

martensitic structures with retained austenite of the investigated steels in the as cast state (e and f) 

Table 2  Chemical composition of the investigated steels in different zones of the ingots (wt. %) 

Steel grade Zone C Mn Al Si Mo 

5Mn-1.5Al 
external 0.16±0.01 4.03±0.01 1.73±0.01 0.22±0.01 0.22±0.01 

intermediate 0.16±0.01 4.02±0.01 1.68±0.01 0.22±0.01 0.22±0.01 

center 0.16±0.01 4.02±0.01 1.69±0.02 0.22±0.01 0.22±0.01 

5Mn-1.5Al-Nb 
external 0.21±0.01 4.19±0.02 1.63±0.03 0.23±0.01 0.23±0.01 

intermediate 0.21±0.01 4.16±0.01 1.63±0.02 0.23±0.01 0.23±0.01 

center 0.22±0.01 4.18±0.02 1.62±0.03 0.23±0.01 0.23±0.01 
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Results given in Table 2 indicate the good homogeneity of chemical composition in different zones of a 

transverse section of the ingots. Mo and Si contents are slightly higher when compared to the nominal 

composition (Table 1). Their concentrations are stable along a diameter of the ingots similarly like the 

contents of C, Mn and Al except the aluminum content in the steel without niobium. The concentration of 

Al is slightly higher compared to its bulk content and decreases with approaching to a center axis of the 

ingot. The concentration gradient is relatively small because the difference in Al content between the 

external and center zones does not exceed 0.04%. The same tendency was observed in previously 

examined steels containing the same contents of Al and 3% Mn [14]. The difference for those steels was 

twice higher and especially apparent for Nb-free steels, the same as observed in a present work. It is 

interesting that C content for the 5Mn-1.5Al is in accordance with the bulk content, whereas in the Nb-

microalloyed steel its concentration is higher compared to the nominal composition. Taking into account 

that cooling conditions within the distance of 30 mm from the bottom are comparable to these along a 

perimeter of the ingots, it can be anticipated that the content of C should be smaller in the middle of the 

ingots. The confirmation of a described assumption was noticed for a 3Mn-1.5Al-Nb steel examined in 

detail in [14]. A homogenous distribution of C as well as its content comparable to the bulk concentration 

indicate that cooling conditions in a case of the 5Mn-1.5Al steel allowed to the interstitial diffusion-

controlled movement of carbon. 

The highest difference in alloying element contents between the examined transverse sections and the 

nominal composition was observed for manganese. Mn contents are nearly the same (for a particular steel) 

along a diameter for both steels and much lowered compared to the nominal composition (Table 2). The 

difference reaches up to 0.8 wt.%. For steels containing 3% Mn observed differences were smaller 

proportionally to the bulk content but a trend was the same [14]. The investigations carried out in [14] 

confirmed that the chemical composition of all the elements at an external zone of the ingots at higher 

sections was very similar to that measured near the bottom. 

The decreasing change of Al content from the external to center zones along a diameter of the ingot 

observed for the 5Mn-1.5Al steel is according with the thermodynamic calculations performed by Pichler et 

al. [2]. They reported that the first formed solid phases contain more Al than the bulk composition and 

hence Al is depleted in the liquid phase. The opposite is true for Mn. With advancing solidification the 

concentration of Mn increases whereas the Al content decreases. Due to the enrichment of Mn and 

depletion of Al in the centre zone, the austenite stabilization is expected there. Finally, a delayed ferrite 

and bainite growth in this region occurs and a martensitic band can be expected. The addition of Si 

improves the situation, since Si is enriched at the same position as Mn [2]. The investigated steels contain 

low silicon contents and the compensating effect of Si is not possible. Due to a small distance from the 

bottom the observed changes in Al content are relatively small. Taking into account the total balance of 

chemical composition in the investigated alloys in respect of the bulk content, a higher effect of 

macrosegregation of Al and probably Mn should occur in a middle part of the ingots due to a lack of the 

interaction of ingot walls. 
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a) 5Mn-1.5Al steel 

 

b) 5Mn-1.5Al-Nb steel 

 

Fig. 2  Bainitic-martensitic microstructures of the investigated steels containing interlath retained austenite 

after hot forging: a) 5Mn-1.5Al steel, b) 5Mn-1.5Al-Nb steel 

After hot forging and air cooling the steels preserve lath morphologies but a significant refinement of the 

structures is visible (Fig. 2). It relates both to primary austenite grains and bainitic-martensitic regions as 

well. The structures are quite homogeneous what indicates that austenitizing of the ingots at 1200°C for 3 

hours followed by hot forging is sufficient to remove main segregations of as-cast specimens. Some regions 

containing a higher fraction of retained austenite still occur. However, it is expected that applying of the 

thermomechanical rolling as a next step of manufacturing process should reduce any remaining 

microsegragations. A problem of potential banding due to Mn enrichment in a center segregation zone and 

in the middle of thermomechanically processed sheets will be a subject of further investigations. Applying 

sodium metabisulfite to etching enables a better distinction of retained austenite. The phase is highly 

fragmented and huge blocky grains are not present (Fig. 2) compared to the as cast-state (Fig. 1e, f). The 

presence of large fractions of retained austenite in air-cooled specimens indicates good ability of the steels 

to chemical stabilization of retained austenite due to increased Mn contents. It can be expected that after 

the thermomechanical processing fractions of retained austenite should be much higher. The reasons for 

that should be a redistribution of C during isothermal holding step applied for TRIP steels and austenite 

stabilization due to its size reduction. Unidentified structural constituents inside largest austenite grains are 

also present for the plastically deformed specimens (Fig. 2). The most probable interpretation is that these 

are martensitic regions formed in a final stage of slow cooling of steels to room temperature. The 

martensite start temperature of the investigated steels is much higher than room temperature mainly due 

to high aluminum content. Again, the positive effect of C redistribution during the thermomechanical 

processing is expected to lower the martensite start temperature of retained austenite below room 

temperature. The Ms temperature of interlath austenite is much lower [1-3], so it can be stable even for air 

cooling conditions. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The new-developed high-Mn high-Al TRIP steels with and without Nb microaddition have comparable 

dendritic structures in the as-cast state. The external zone of the ingots is enriched in C and Al and depleted 

in Mn. A typical homogenization strategy consisting of austenitizing of the ingots at 1200°C and hot forging 

at a temperature range of 1200 to 900°C is sufficient for elimination of main segregations of C, Al and Mn in 
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the as-cast structures. After hot forging the steels are characterized by highly refined relatively 

homogenous bainitic-martensitic structures containing large fractions of retained austenite due to chemical 

stabilization by increased Mn contents. The refinement of the size of blocky-type and interlath retained 

austenite compared to the as-cast state was observed, especially for Nb-microalloyed steel. 
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Abstract 

Two high manganese alloys marked A (24Mn-1.2C-12Al) and B (28Mn-0.7C-8.6Al) were laboratory hot 

rolled. After rolling in the A alloy coarser k-carbides (up to 1 m in diameter) were detected, sporadically 

on the austenite grains boundaries and more frequently on the ferrite ones. Reason was un-balanced Mn a 

C contents in superposition with the rolling deformations and finishing rolling temperature of 950°C. The 

hardness corresponded to 432HV30 on average. Using light microscope no carbides on grains boundaries 

were observed in the B alloy both after rolling and after aging at 500°C/6 minutes. After 6 minutes aging of 

the B alloy the hardness was by 9.2 % higher in comparison with the rolled state. The X-ray analysis 

nucleation of nano-size k-carbides confirmed. After aging of the B alloy at 500°C/30 and/or 60 minutes 

some coarser k-carbides were detected on ferrite-austenite boundaries and/or austenite-austenite 

interface. The hardness went up and corresponded to 343 and/or 350HV30. From the X-ray and 

microstructure analyses follows the 30 and 60 minutes dwell supported both very fine and coarser k-

carbides precipitation. The calculated stacking fault energies of both materials complete all solution. The A 

alloy showed by 9 mJ.m-2 higher stacking fault energy than the B alloy. In the A alloy the lower manganese 

content and higher aluminium one resulted to 2.8 times higher ferrite volume fraction in comparison with 

the B alloy.  

Keywords: high manganese alloy, hot rolling, aging, k-carbide  

1. INTRODUCTION  

From the group of the high manganese materials, including the Hadfield steel, the TWIP and TRIPLEX alloys   

have proved to be very attractive [1-3]. Higher attention has paid to the TWIP variant and the TRIPLEX one 

seems to be neglected. The reason can be caused by some difficulties with higher aluminium content in the 

TRIPLEX material and its behaviour during own alloy production. The higher aluminium content makes the 

density of the high manganese alloy lower what is attractive e.g. for rotate components and makes also the 

stacking fault energy (SFE) higher leading to high stability of austenite matrix [1, 3]. Schumann [4] 

presented basic diagram of phases stabilities in ternary Fe-Mn-C system. Some information was given 

about precipitation of the k-carbides in alloys with silicon addition [5, 6], however the variability of 

chemical composition of the high manganese materials offers existence of different austenite 

transformation products involving ferrite volume fraction in basis FCC matrix and carbide precipitation [3, 

5-8]. For higher strengthening of the TRIPLEX matrix k-carbides of nano-size are prerequisite. Their 

precipitation can be formed at aging process realised at lower aging temperatures [1, 5, 6]. Among 

available works is not too concrete information regarding properties after various aging conditions. 
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The aim of work is to show some metallographic parameters and the type of transformed particles in two 

different high manganese alloys without silicon addition. Those alloys were investigated after hot rolling 

and material B was followed aged at 500°C/6 minutes and/or 30 minutes and/or 60 minutes. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Two high manganese alloys marked as A and B, which chemical composition the Table 1 shows, were cast 

to ingot mould with dimensions of 20x30x170 mm. The material was heated at 1100°C and rolled using 

laboratory rolling mill Tandem of the VŠB-TU Ostrava.  Before each odd double pass from the total 5 the 

reheating at above mentioned temperature was carried out. The first four reductions corresponded to 5 %, 

the others to 13 and 20 %. The obtained material was again divided into two pieces and further rolled from 

the temperature of 1100°C twice with double pass. Final thickness corresponded to 1.9 mm the finishing 

rolling temperature was approximately 950°C with air cooling. The measured cooling rate corresponded to 

11 °C.s-1. 

After hot rolling process hardness HV30 (EMCO TEST-M1C 01), microstructure parameters as grain size (by 

use of linear method) and volume fraction of ferrite in basic austenite matrix (OLYMPUS X70 microscope), 

microanalyses of Al content in austenite and ferrite (by use of SEM JEOL JSM 6490 LV equipped with energy 

dispersion analyser -EDA- OXFORD INCA Energy 350) were determined. After rolling and/or followed aging 

(500°C/6 minutes, 500°C/30 minutes and 500°C/60 minutes) a special attention was paid to carbide 

particles using the X-ray apparatus DRON with used (Co)k radiation. The hardness determination 

completed the study. The part of solution was calculation of stacking fault energy of both materials at 

ambient temperature. The calculation was realised according concept presented previously [9]. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of studied high manganese alloys  

alloy Mn Al C Fe 

  [wt. %]   

A 24 12.0 1.2 balanced 

B 28 8.6 0.7 balanced 

 
a)        b)  

Fig. 1  Micrograph of the cast alloy a) A, b) B 
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The Fig. 1 shows micrographs of the cast high manganese alloys in the centre area of ingots. In Fig. 1a 

tracks of dendrites can be observed with slight primary -structure- boundary contrast. The columnar 

structure and the presence of micro-porosity require suitable rolling parameters to break the primary 

structure and re-weld the tiny pits. After hot rolling the microstructures of the A and B alloy are 

demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Both micrographs show different features. The basic materials are the FCC 

structures, partially re-crystallised with different ferrite part. In the A and B alloy 7.5 % and 2.7 % (in 

sequence) of ferrite was observed. Naturally, the higher aluminium addition contributes higher volume 

fraction of ferrite formation in basic austenite matrix. Using the SEM and EDA the contents of manganese 

and aluminium in austenite and in ferrite grains were measured. The ferrite grains showed 14 wt. % of 

aluminium on average. This is 1.2 times higher volume fraction of aluminium than the total chemical 

analysis of the material A (see Table 1). In austenite was detected declared average chemical composition 

regarding both manganese and aluminium.  

After hot rolling the grain size of the A alloy corresponded to extent of 1-13 m and to 5 m on average, 

while the grain size of the B alloy was lying in extent of 2-20 m and its average dimension was 7 m. In the 

frame of investigation the hardness (HV30) was measured. After hot rolling the HV30 of the A alloy was 

lying within the extent of 425-441 and the average level showed 432 HV30. In case of the B alloy minimal 

and maximal HV30 value was 291-316 and on average 305HV30. The calculated level of stacking fault 

energy corresponded to 126 mJ.m-2 (for the A alloy) and to 117 mJ.m-2 (for the B alloy). Thanks the 

aluminium content of the A alloy its stacking fault energy was by 9 mJ.m-2 higher than the stacking fault 

energy of the B alloy.  

a)             b) 

Fig. 2  Micrograph of the hot rolled alloy) A, b) B 
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a)       b) 

Fig. 3  Micrographs of the A alloy with globular particles on the grains boundaries 

a) general view b) in detail 

At high temperatures the formation of coarser k-carbides in cooling process from the finishing rolling 

temperature can be detect in region -a- of the Fig. 4 according Chao, Liu et al. [5, 6], where the -a- 

symbolises area of heterogeneous carbide formation in matrix and on boundaries, the -b- discontinuous 

inter-granular particle formation, the -c- represents formation of periodical structures, the -d- symbolizes 

area of formation of quasi-periodical structures, the -e- region of homogeneous k-carbide formation and 

the -f- basic matrix. The diagram is plotted for the Fe-28Mn-8.5Al-1C-1.25Si, however it is possible to 

suppose the Si presence will partially slow down the carbide formation in comparison with the material 

without Si addition.  Similarly, the aluminium content shows the same tendency and at 12 wt. % of 

aluminium in material A the influence could be balanced. 

 

Fig. 4  The austenite decomposition [5, 6]                                 Fig. 5  The shortened X-ray diffraction profile 

After hot rolling the B alloy was aged 6, 30 and 60 minutes at 500°C. After the shortest aging time none k-

carbide precipitation was observed in microstructure by use of light microscopy. Only 9.2 % hardness 

(HV30) increase was detected. In given case the average hardness corresponded to 333HV30. It is evidence 

of very fine regular k-carbides precipitation of nano-size in matrix. It is in agreement with the -e- area in the 

Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 limited X-ray diffraction profile in  range of Bragg´s angle is presented after 6 minutes of 
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aging. The k-carbide reflections showing a weak intensity are connected with the austenite reflections, 

what confirms the coexistence of austenite with the k-carbides having the lattice structure of FCC L12 type. 

In Fig. 5 the k-carbides intensity is very close to the austenite diffractions. This figure shows characteristic 

reflections of coexisting tree phases and namely the FCC austenite, ferrite and traces of k-carbides 

presence. The k-carbides reflexes are linked to the FCC reflections what confirms the k-carbides coexistence 

with ordered austenitic matrix.  

The longer aging time the intensive k-carbide precipitation was registered. With longer aging dwell (30 and 

60 minutes) the coarser k-carbides (white particles in Fig. 6) of the micro-size on the ferrite grain 

boundaries and/or austenite interface were observed as it especially Fig. 6b shows. After 30 minites and 60 

minutes aging dvell the average hardness corresponded to 343HV30 and 350HV30 (in sequence) and also a 

bit higher k(111) peak the X-ray difraction profile showed. After longer aging times the hardness increase  

was 12.5 % and 14.8 % in comparison with material after hot rolling. Besides few nano-size k-carbides the 

quasi periodical carbides were formed and their precipitation was realised in the -d- area from the Fig. 4. 

Consequently, after 30 minutes and 60 minutes dvell of aging further, however coarser k-carbides 

precipitation was detected. Using light microscopy the coarser precipitates were observed on the 

austenite-ferrite and/or austenite-austenite interface. It is necessary to state, the B alloy showed 1.7 times 

lower carbon content and 1.2 times higher Mn one than the A alloy. Thanks that fact the austenite matrix 

of the B alloy was able to keep the carbon in solid solution during hot rolling and only the aging process 

lead to carbide precipitaton. In the B alloy the number of carbides is much lover than in case of the A alloy 

as can be seen from the Figs. 3 and 6. 

With respect to k-carbides specific crystallographic structure for the X-ray detection, e.g. of the 

intermetallic FeAl or Fe3Al types, prolonged aging times and temperatures 940-650°C would be necessary 

to use [11-13]. The (FeMn)3AlC formation was connected with higher strengthening of the material B. Of 

course, the lower plasticity level and higher strengthening can be awaited with longer aging time as was it 

presented by Frommeyer [1]. 

a)                                                                                        b) 

    
Fig. 6  Micrograph of the B alloy after a) hot rolling and aging at 500°C/30´, b) in detail - with coarser k-

carbides 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

1)  Two high manganese alloys marked A (24Mn-1.2C-12Al) and B (30Mn-0.7C-8.6Al) were laboratory 

hot rolled. After rolling in the A alloy, numerous coarser k-carbides (up to 1 m in diameter) were 

detected, sporadically on the austenite grains boundaries and frequently on the ferrite ones. Reason 

was un-balanced Mn a C contents in superposition with the rolling deformations and finishing rolling 
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temperature of 950°C. The average hardness corresponded to 432HV30.  

2)  Using light microscope no carbides on grains boundaries were observed in the B alloy after rolling 

and after aging at 500°C/6 minutes. After this aging the hardness (HV30) was by 9.2 % higher in 

comparison with the rolled state. The X-ray analysis confirmed nucleation of nano-size k-carbides.  

3)  In the B alloy, some coarser k-carbides were detected on ferrite grains boundaries and on austenite-

austenite interface after aging at 500°C/30 and/or 60 minutes. With higher dwell time the hardness 

was higher and corresponded to 343 and /or 350HV30. As it from the X-ray analyses and the Fig. 4 

follows, the 30 and 60 minutes dwell supported both very fine and coarser k-carbides precipitation.  

4)  Thanks the different aluminium contents of both materials the calculated stacking fault energies 

showed un-significant difference of 9 mJ.m-2, whereas the detected ferrite part in basic austenite 

matrix was 2.8 times higher in case of material A. This was also reason of intensive carbon push out 

from ferrite to its boundaries after hot rolling. 
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Abstract 

The subject of this investigation was ductility (expressed as reduction of area) of two TRIPLEX type steels, 

1043 and 1045, both at standard temperature, and in the temperature range 600°C to 1,100°C. Stacking 

fault energy of 1043 steel corresponded to 83 mJ.m-2 and that of 1045 steel to 95 mJ.m-2. In the 1043 steel 

ingot central area, higher inhomogeneity degree in the form of shrinkage porosity was detected than in 

1045 steel. At standard temperature, 1043 heat with 25.8 wt. % Mn featured higher strength values by 66 

MPa than 1045 heat with 21.6 wt. % Mn. Average microhardness was also higher by 8HV0.2 for 1045 steel 

than for 1043 steel (203HV0.2). Ductility level of the both heats at 20°C differed only by 3 % for the benefit 

of 1043 heat. At higher temperatures, i.e. 600 up to 1,100°C, a decrease in tensile properties which were 

practically coincident for both of the heats occurred. Strength level difference of the both heats in the 

temperature range 20°C to 1,100°C corresponded to 83 MPa, while between 600°C and 1,100°C it was only 

18 MPa. In the temperature range 600°C to 800°C, a decrease in reduction of area values down to 14 % 

(1045 heat), or 22 % (1043 heat), was noticed. This decrease was accompanied with occurrence of complex 

aluminium oxides in a superposition with detected AlN particles. Further ductility decrease was noted only 

for 1043 heat, where higher occurrence of shrinkage porosity was observed which might have contributed 

to a slight decrease in reduction of area values in the temperature range 900°C to 1,100°C, in contrast to 

1045 heat matrix.  

Keywords: high manganese steel, reduction of area, mechanical properties, oxides, precipitates   

1. INTRODUCTION  

High manganese materials of TWIP and TRIPLEX type have proved to be highly attractive for automotive 

industry field. Any aluminium addition over 1 wt. % not only supports an appreciable increase in stacking 

fault energy, but also corrosion resistance and in the case of TRIPLEX material, where its content can be up 

to 12 wt. % level, it reduces matrix density significantly as well, together with manganese present [1-3]. On 

the other hand, higher aluminium addition means always more complications during manufacturing of the 

given alloy types in consequence of its high affinity for oxygen and also strong bonding to nitrogen. The 

basic matrix of TRIPLEX alloys is the austenitic one. During the processing process, aluminium addition 

supports partial transformation to ferrite. Ferrite should not exceed 15 % limit and manganese content, 

generally higher than in TWIP type alloys, should keep higher carbon level in the solid solution. Phase 

stability of both elements has also to be in accordance with Schumann [4, 5].  

The same way as in the case of steels, specific characteristics of high manganese steels need to be 

respected during technological processing [6]. The generally known fact is that C-Mn steels feature two 

critical areas of plasticity characteristics and that in the low-temperature area in the range approximately 

mailto:michal.cagala@vsb.cz,%20eva.mazancova@vsb.cz,%20petra.babkova@vsb.cz
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600 to 800°C and at high temperatures about 900 up to 1,100°C, which are expressed as reduction of area. 

Both of the critical zones are connected with ferritic areas along boundaries of primary austenitic grain and 

exclusive of precipitates, respectively inclusions, along the boundary-line of primary austenitic grains, as 

presented before e.g. by Mintz and Chimani [7, 8]. The above mentioned conclusions cannot be applied in 

full for high manganese alloys with the basic FCC structure [6].  

Plasticity characteristics of high manganese alloys, TRIPLEX type in particular, have not been focused on 

enough yet, which is the goal of the presented work. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of studied high manganese alloys ( includes Cr+Ni+V) 

heat 
C Mn Al Si S P N Fe  

[wt. %] 

1043 0.44 25.78 6.29 0.34 0.018 0.0079 0.00157 67.0 balanc. 

1045 0.48 21.58 6.31 0.37 0.019 0.0083 0.00165 71.1 balanc. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

For casting of high manganese materials, the Leybold-Heraeus vacuum induction furnace was used which 

was equipped with a rotational and Roots pump. High pure alloys can be made in it. Ingots used for internal 

needs of the research are of 800 g weight and 200x35x20 mm dimensions. Melting was carried out in Al88I 

corundum crucibles made by Capital Refractories at 5-10 Pa pressure and 12 kW output. For complete 

melting, 2-3 min holding time was included-in and the alloy was cast in vacuum into a cast-iron mould. The 

aim of the holding time was all additions to be dissolved and homogenization of the alloy. After two - three 

hours, the mould was pulled out and the ingot was cooling down in the ambient air. After casting, a 

transversal specimen was cut-off from each ingot for a control chemical analysis, results given in Table 1, 

and for a control metallographic analysis which was performed with the help of the OLYMPUS X70 light 

microscope. In the central and subsurface areas of ingots, microhardness (HV0.2) was determined using the 

LECO 2000 microhardness tester. After cutting-up and mechanical working of the ingots, 3 tensile tests 

were carried out with 4 mm diameter specimens of each heat type and for the given temperature. The 

follow-up measurement lied in tensile loading of the specimens at 20°C temperature and then in the range 

600 to 1,100°C on the INOVA electromechanical load machine with 20 kN loading force range. Heating was 

realized in a graphite furnace to the chosen temperature, e.g. 1,100°C, in consecutive steps, and that first 

to 800°C with 200°C/min speed, to 970°C with 50°C/min speed and heating continued up to 1,100°C with 

10°C/min speed. After the required temperature being reached and 5-minute holding time, the test was 

started. The crossbar movement was set to 6 mm/min feed speed. The test rod temperature was measured 

by a Pt/PtRh thermocouple placed in a hole of the furnace casing. In order to avoid decarburization and 

oxidation of a specimen, the measurement was performed in the inert argon atmosphere.  

After tensile tests had been carried out at room temperature and in the temperature range 600 to 1,100°C, 

attention was focused on a microfractographic analysis which was performed with the aid of the 

eXEPLORER electron microscope made by ASPEX which was equipped with the energy-dispersive analyzer 

EDAX (SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS). For both material types, stacking fault energy (SFE) was calculated 

according to the concept given in the work [9].  
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

At standard temperature, the stacking fault energy corresponded to 83 mJ.m-2 for 1043 heat and to 95 

mJ.m-2 for 1045 heat. The difference in SFE values is given by lower ferrum content in 1043 heat where 

manganese content could establish itself more, as observed in the work [9]. In both of the cases, there are 

materials in which carbon addition is, in relation to aluminium content, entirely soluble in the manganese 

solid solution. Microstructures of the central areas of the cast ingots from the both heats are presented in 

Fig.1. In 1043 heat, a porous area - shrinkage porosity - was observed, as Fig.1a shows. However, we need 

to point out that the specimens were taken from the ingot head where occurrence of these 

inhomogeneities is generally higher. Microhardness in the ingot subsurface areas and in the central part did 

not differ much and it ranged from 191 up to 218 HV0.2 for 1043 steel, 203 HV0.2 in average. For 1045 

steel, the average value was 211 HV0.2 and limit values ranged from 198 up to 223 HV0.2. Then, 1045 

material featured higher microhardness by 8 HV0.2 in average which also corresponded to the trend of 

strength properties determined at 20°C, as obvious from the dependence of the measured strength values 

at the performed testing temperatures for both types of the investigated materials shown in Fig.2. With 

increasing temperature, the strength decrease has been practically the same for both steel types. Only at 

20°C temperature, the strength values difference of the both steels has been more evident and 1045 heat 

material has featured higher strength by 66 MPa than 1045 heat material. For 1043 steel, the strength 

decrease has corresponded to 604 MPa in the temperature range 20°C to 1,100°C, while in the case of 1045 

steel it has been 687 MPa. Then, the difference between the two heats has been 83 MPa, and that mainly 

thanks to differences at 20°C temperature.  

      
Fig. 1  Micrographs of the cast materials a) 1043 heat, b) 1045 heat 
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Fig. 2  Temperature dependence of strength for both investigated heats 

 

Fig. 3  Temperature dependence of reduction of area for both investigated heats 

The difference of the assessed ductility values of the both investigated heats at 20°C was 3 % and absolute 

values corresponded to 57 % for 1045 heat and 60 % for 1043 material. Ductility level in the range 600°C to 

800°C featured a significant decrease. For 1045 heat, ductility reached the lowest value 14 % at 700°C, 

while for 1043 heat, the lowest ductility decrease 22 % was moved to 800°C temperature, as shown in 

Fig.3. In the case of 1045 heat, from the lowest detected ductility area only its growth up to 74 % followed.  

However, for 1043 heat, further ductility decrease, though slight, was noted in the temperature range 900 

to 1,100°C and that from 43 % to 42 %, as given in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 4  RTG analysis of oxides and nitrides - steel 1043 at 700°C (800°C) 

The investigated ductility decrease, expressed by reduction of area, cannot be related to ferrite presence in 

lower temperature areas, as it is for standard steel types [7, 10]. In all cases, complex particles of 

aluminium oxides with manganese, eventually oxide sulphides, were detected in matrixes of 1043 and 1045 

heats on fracture surfaces from the tensile tests performed. Moreover, in the lower temperature range of 

the noticed decrease of reduction of area, aluminium nitrides were observed, though rarely, which could 

occur just in the given temperature range, as shown in Fig.4 [11]. Nitrogen presence was proved by the 

chemical analysis, as evident in Table 1. In the superposition with observed complex oxides, it could be the 

cause for the decreased cohesive strength of the matrix. Since for 1045 heat, where a greater decrease in 

reduction of area was noticed, shrinkage porosity was not found out in such an extent as for 1043 heat (see 

Figs.1a,b), it is not presumable that they could have influenced a more significant decrease of the detected 

plasticity. On the contrary, in the case of 1043 heat, where shrinkage porosity was observed in a larger 

extent, particularly in the central area, the decrease in reduction of area values between 900°C and 1,000°C 

could have been caused just by this inhomogeneity because there were not found out any other marks on 

the fracture surfaces. The fracture surfaces of the both heats at 700°C and 1,000°C temperatures are 

presented in Figs.5 and 6.  
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a)           b) 

       

Fig. 5  Micrograph of fracture surface at 700°C a) 1043 heat, b) 1045 heat 

a)            b) 

                      

Fig. 6  Micrograph of fracture surface at 1,100°C a) 1043 heat, b) 1045 heat 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 Ductility (expressed as reduction of area) of two TRIPLEX type steels was investigated; at standard 

temperature, the calculated SFE values were 83 mJ.m-2 (1043 heat) and 95 mJ.m-2 (1045 heat). 

Microstructure of 1043 heat, in contrast to 1045 heat, featured higher inhomogeneity degree in the form of 

shrinkage porosity in the central area. Plasticity characteristics were investigated both at standard 

temperature, and, follow-up, in the temperature range 600°C to 1,100°C.  

 At standard temperature, 1043 heat (25.8 wt. % of Mn) featured higher strength values by 66 MPa than 

1045 heat (21.6 wt. % of Mn). At higher temperatures, i.e. 600 up to 1,100°C, a decrease in tensile 

properties which were practically coincident for both of the heats occurred. The strength level difference of 
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the both heats in the temperature range 20°C to 1,100°C corresponded to 83 MPa, while between 600°C 

and 1,100°C it was only 18 MPa. 

 In the temperature range 600°C to 800°C, the found-out ductility values showed a decrease in reduction 

of area values down to 14 % for 1045 heat, or 22 % in the case of 1043 heat. This decrease was 

accompanied with occurrence of complex aluminium oxides in a superposition with detected AlN particles. 

Further ductility decrease was detected only for 1043 heat where higher occurrence of shrinkage porosity 

was observed which might have contributed to a slight decrease in reduction of area values in the 

temperature range 900°C to 1,100°C, in contrast to 1045 heat matrix. Ductility values of the both heats at 

20°C differed only by 3 % for the benefit of 1043 heat.  
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Abstract 

Alloys of INCONEL type (hereinafter IN) play an important role among the superalloys used for already 

known components of aircraft engines, gas turbines and turbo blowers. It is a piece of material, which is 

alloyed in a complex manner on the basis of Cr-Al-Mo-Ti-Nb-Zr. 

In the presented work it was made a detailed microstructural analysis of cast nickel superalloy IN 738LC. 

The analysis was made on the sample in its initial state after annealing to the required quality by the mode 

1120oC/2h/air + 845oC/24h/air, and subsequently on the samples after long term exploitation at the 

temperature of 850oC for a range of 102 - 104 hours. 

A higher alloying level of the investigated superalloy shows a higher level of segregation activity. It can lead 

at exploitation to the development of specific microsegregation processes connected with a possible 

precipitation process and with the creation of either carbidic phases or some variants of intermetallic 

phases. 

Keywords: superalloy, microstructural analysis, initial state, long-term annealing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The nickel-based superalloys have the maximum expectations for working in extreme conditions. For these 

demanding applications they are especially useful mainly because they can maintain strength almost 

unchanged even after a long exposure to temperatures higher than 650oC. The most demanding 

applications of these materials include their use in the heating parts of turbines. The significant superalloys 

position in this area is reflected in the fact that they currently represent more than 50 % of the amount of 

modern aircraft engines. The extended use of superalloys in turbines, supported by the fact that the 

thermodynamic efficiency of turbines increases with increasing the temperature at the entry of the turbine, 

has become the major reason for the efforts to increase the maximum usable temperature of these 

superalloys [1, 3]. 

The presented work made a detailed microstructural analysis of cast nickel superalloy IN 738LC after heat 

treatment to the required quality and after long term annealing at a temperature of 850oC and with a dwell 

of 100, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10 000 hours. 

A higher level of alloying of this alloy shows higher level of segregation activity. This may lead at high 

temperature exploitation to the development of microsegregation processes, connected with possible 

precipitation of carbidic or some variants of intermetallic phases [2]. There are a number of strengthening 

mechanisms, including mainly the precipitation strengthening by coherent precipitates of intermetallic 

phase Ni3Al, respectively Ni3(Ti, Al) [5]. 
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2.  MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 

The microstructural analysis was made with the use of samples of the above mentioned nickel superalloy  

IN 738LC. The analysis was made on the sample in its initial state after annealing to the required quality by 

the mode 1120oC/2h/air + 845oC/24h/air, and subsequently on the samples after long-term annealing at 

the temperature 850oC for 100, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10000 hours. The microstructure was developed by 

chemical etching and it was documented on a light metallographic microscope GX51.  

An electron-microscopic investigation of the studied alloy was made on a scanning electron microscope 

JEOL JSM-6490LV equipped with energy dispersive spectral analyzer  INCA x-act. The documentation of the 

microstructure was made in the mode of secondary electrons (SEI) and backscattered electrons (COMPO-

material contrast). Individual phases were identified by qualitative X-ray microanalysis. Semi quantitative X-

ray microanalysis  was made only in case of particles greater than 1µm, when results were not significantly 

distorted by X-ray signal from the surrounding matrix.  

The following Table 1 contains the chemical composition of the investigated alloy. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of IN 738LC (wt. %) 

C Cr Ti Al Fe(max) Nb Ta Co(max) Zr Ni 

0.09 

- 

0.13 

15.7 

- 

16.3 

3.20 

- 

3.70 

3.20 

- 

3.70 

 

0.35 

0.60 

- 

1.10 

1.50 

- 

2.00 

8.00 

- 

9.00 

0.03 

- 

0.08 

 

rest 

3.  BASIC MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

The basic microstructure of the sample at its initial state was formed with the  matrix. At the matrix were 

excluded the particles of the  phase, which corresponds with a particular variation to intermetallic 

Ni3(Al,Ti). The two-stage heat treatment has led to a bimodal distribution of this phase. At this stage, it was 

also dissolved a significant amount of Ta. The processes of segregation during crystallization led to a 

significant origin of chemical heterogeneities in the final microstructure. In the matrix were detected 

primary MC type carbides, which were excluded in a non homogeneous manner and contained variable 

quantities of strong carbide forming elements like tantalum, niobium and titanium. These carbides often 

decorated the grain boundaries.  

In the interdendritic areas are excluded numerous eutectic forms of  + . In the eutectic regions, which 

toughened up as the last ones, coarse particles of  phase formed. In some cases, in their surroundings 

were present small pores and there locally occurred a phase rich in Zr, probably on ZrSx type. In the eutectic 

formations were detected titanium carbonitrides. Particles of other minority phases larger than 

approximately 0,5 m were not observed. On Fig. 1 is documented the corresponding microstructure. On 

the backscattered electron image (BEI) the white contrast corresponds to the primary MC carbides, and the 

gray contrast are then the ZrSx particles. Examples of microstructures in their basic state are presented in 

the following Fig. 1. 

During the subsequent long-term exposition at the temperature of 850oC, the bimodal distribution of the 

phase  in total volume of the alloy is gradually eliminated [2]. In comparison with initial state, the 

dendritic structure was very distinct, as it can be seen in Fig. 2, documenting microstructure of the sample 

after long term annealing at the temperature of 850oC/5000 hours. 
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Fig. 1  Examples of microstructures in their initial state 

4.  MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AFTER LONG-TERM ANNEALING 

After long term annealing differences were observed in grain size in interdendritic spaces and inside the 

branches of dendrites. Particles in interdendritic spaces were coarser; but inside the branches of dendrites 

they were finer. Grain boundaries were decorated with discontinuous mesh of MC carbides and M23C6 [4, 

6]. It is known that primary carbides in nickel superalloys are unstable. They gradually decompose at high 

temperatures.  

This decomposition is accompanied by creation of particles of secondary carbides M23C6  and phase γ´ [5]. 

The creation of secondary carbides occurs both by degeneration of primary MC carbides, and by 

precipitation from the solution, which contains residual carbon. A rim formed by phase γ´ was gradually 

formed along carbides on grain boundaries. It was most distinctive in the sample with the longest duration 

of annealing (10000 hours). This example is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2  Microstructure after annealing 850oC/5000 hours      Fig. 3 A rim by γ´ phase on grain boudaries 

5.  CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

In terms of chemical composition of each phase and the matrix it can be noted that during annealing at 

850oC, there were no substantial changes. There was a partial redistribution of tantalum. The  phase was 

enriched with this element with around 3 % wt. and on the contrary in MC type primary carbides was about 

4 % wt. tantalum replaced for wolfranum and molybdenum. In the M23C6 carbide phase, the M component 

substitutes mainly chromium and with some simplification, we can say that it is a secondary carbide Cr23C6. 

The results of the semiquantitative analysis of each phase are presented in Tables 2 to 5. There are 

compared the results of the chemical analysis, wt. %  matrix and the coexisting phases of the structure at 

the initial state and after the prolongated annealing. In the case of the  phase in the sample were 

analyzed, at the initial state, coarse particles in the vicinity of eutectics. In the samples after prolongated 

annealing the results correspond to the composition of coarse particles of  of the M23C6 carbides along the 

grain boundaries. In the analysis the carbon was not included. 

Chemical compositions of each phase in percentage by weight  

Table 2  Chemical composition of the MC-type carbides 

Analysis Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 26,0 0,8 0,5 2,9 27,4 1,5 36,4 4,5 

spectrum 2 25,7 0,8 0,4 3,4 28,0 1,2 35,8 4,7 

spectrum 3 26,7 0,3 0,2 1,7 29,6 1,6 35,5 4,4 

a) Initial state 

Analysis Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 27,1 1,2 0,5 3,0 26,4 6,4 29,7 5,7 

spectrum 2 26,6 1,2 0,5 3,1 26,7 5,0 31,3 5,6 

spectrum 3 26,8 1,2 0,6 2,9 31,7 5,8 26,4 4,6 

b) After long-term annealing 
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Table 3  Chemical composition of the γ ' phase 

Analysis Al Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 5,6 8,0 4,0 5,0 70,9 1,2 0,8 3,2 1,4 

spectrum 2 5,9 7,7 4,2 5,2 70,7 0,9 0,5 3,4 1,6 

spectrum 3 5,5 8,1 4,0 5,0 71,6 1,1 0,4 3,0 1,3 

a) Initial state 

Analysis Al Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 4,9 7,1 2,6 4,8 67,7 2,6 0,9 7,1 2,3 

spectrum 2 4,7 7,3 3,6 4,8 68,4 2,6 0,3 6,5 1,8 

spectrum 3 5,9 6,2 3,1 4,8 69,3 1,7 1,0 5,0 2,9 

b) After long-term annealing 

Table 4  Chemical composition of the γ matrix 

Analysis Al Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 3,4 3,7 17,6 8,3 60,2 0,7 2,3 1,2 2,4 

spectrum 2 3,2 3,4 18,2 8,8 59,6 0,9 2,5 0,9 2,6 

spectrum 3 3,0 3,2 19,1 9,0 58,8 0,6 2,7 1,1 2,6 

a) Initial state 

Analysis Al Ti Cr Co Ni Nb Mo Ta W 

spectrum 1 3,7 3,6 16,1 10,7 59,8 0,7 2,5 1,1 1,8 

spectrum 2 3,1 3,0 16,7 10,4 59,3 0,9 3,0 0,9 2,6 

spectrum 3 3,4 3,1 17,0 9,9 59,4 0,7 2,7 1,5 2,5 

b) After long-term annealing 

Table 5  Chemical composition of the M23C6 type carbides 

Analysis Al Ti Cr Co Ni Mo W 

spectrum 1 1,3 0,8 67,8 2,7 13,3 9,3 4,6 

spectrum 2 0,9 1,6 61,4 2,8 19,3 8,3 5,6 

spectrum 3 0,7 1,2 64,8 2,8 15,6 9,0 5,9 

6.  CONCLUSION 

The presented paper presents realised detailed phase analysis of the samples of refractory nickel superalloy 

IN 738LC both in its initial state and after heat treatment to the require quality, and after long-term 

annealing at the temperature of 850oC with dwell in the interval from 102 to 104 hours.  
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It was possible to state on the basis of the obtained results that with increased duration of dwell at the 

temperature of 850oC no precipitation of new minority phases occurred. There occurred only processes of 

growth and coarsening of phases particles, which were present in structure already after annealing at 

850oC/100 hours. Morphology of particles of γ´ phase in the basic matrix also occurred, as they coagulated 

and rounded off. This finding is in good correlation with the work [2]. 

Realised microstructural analysis has shown that structural changes at long term annealing at the 

temperature of 850oC were not noticeably unfavourable and that they did not cause degradation of 

investigated alloy at long term high temperature exposition. The obtained results extend the findings and 

knowledge about investigated superalloy from the viewpoint of ensuring it operational reliability and 

safety. 
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Abstract 

The paper compares the heat treatment response of two types of low-alloy chromium tool steels indicated 

as DHQ1 and DHQ3M used for the manufacturing of metallurgical cylinders. The influence of different 

chemical composition on the grain coarsening during heating to the forming temperature and subsequent 

processing is evaluated. The kinetics of austenite grain growth at typical heat forming temperature, 

changes in the amount and size of particles, occurring under given conditions is studied. The goal of the 

work is to prevent the risk of local coarse-grained areas formation within the final products. It was 

established that the grain did not undergo significantly up to temperature of 900 °C. In the microstructure, 

precipitates of type M2C and M23C6 have been found. In the temperature range from 900°C to 1100°C, the 

M23C6 precipitates were dissolved and a slight grain coarsening in both steels occurred. A significant 

increase of the grain size was observed above the temperature of 1100°C. The DHQ3M steel with higher 

contents of Cr and Mo is more resistant against the grain coarsening. 

Keywords: structure, kinetics of grain growth, precipitation, microscopy 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Production of large-sized forged components is specific because a large amount of material is processed, 

resulting in the appearance of certain specifics. The problems of production of massive as cast ingots and 

their subsequent forming process are continuously under development. High requirements on quality of 

the products lead to the effort to eliminate all obstacles that may give rise to undesirable defects. The Ingot 

quality, inhomogeneous deformation and temperature fields are always a prerequisite for the risk of 

internal stresses, which can then lead to a series of unacceptable events [1], [2]. One of possible problem is 

the appearance of local structural inhomogeneities. The paper examines the influence of temperature on 

the kinetics of grain growth up to temperatures commonly used for the hot forming [3]. The results are 

input parameters for next research of deformation and recrystallization processes. 

2.  EVALUATED MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experimental material was supplied from castings produced in Pilsen Steel Company Ltd. Two types of 

low-alloy chromium tool steel with elevated hardenability, used in a production company for 

manufacturing of metallurgical cylinders has been used for the experiment. Steels DHQ1 and DHQ3M 

whose chemical composition is shown in Table 1 differs mainly in the contents of chromium and 

molybdenum. Steel DHQ1 was delivered in a soft annealed state (680°C / 8 h / furnace) and steel DHQ3M 

annealed at 650°C / 40 h / air, respectively. 

mailto:jakub.hornik@fs.cvut.cz
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Both steels were evaluated as delivered and after different heat treatment regimes kinetics of austenite 

grain growth has been evaluated. Temperature interval from 850°C to 1250°C corresponds to the scale 

commonly used in forging, or during final forging respectively. The dwell time was chosen to 15 minutes 

and 60 minutes respectively. Samples of size 15 x 15 x 15 mm were oil-quenched in order to maintain the 

option to evaluate the size of the original austenite grain, taking into account the propensity for cracking of 

steel during intense cooling. 

The steel structure was evaluated by light microscopy and by scanning electron microscope Jeol JSM 7600F 

with Oxford Inca EDS microanalyzer. A more detailed analysis of the particles was performed by TEM for 

Jeol JEM 200EX using collodion and carbon extraction replicas. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of evaluated steels 

 C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Cu Mo V Nb 

DHQ1 0,78 0,28 0,70 0,006 0,001 2,13 0,27 0,20 0,34 0,014 0,01 

DHQ3M 0,79 0,56 0,70 0,008 0,002 2,93 0,22 0,14 0,54 - - 

 Ti W Sn Al Co Sb B Ca N As Pb 

DHQ1 0,002 0,003 0,016 0,020 0,010 0,0046 0,0003 0,0006 0,008 0,0075 0,001 

DHQ3M 0,006 0,003 0,009 0,019 0,011 0,0024 0,0004 0,0008 0,007 0,006 0,001 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 As-delivered steels 

The original as-cast structure of evaluated steels which primary grain size reaches to several millimetres 

and the original dendritic structure (Fig. 1) is evident The microstructure of steel in as-delivered state 

consists mostly of globular pearlite (sferodizied cementite and carbides of alloying elements in ferritic 

matrix). 

   
DHQ1 DHQ3M 

Fig. 1  Structure of steel in original state 

In original interdendritic regions, there are semi-spherical light intermediary phases shown. These phases 

are most frequently occurred in the steel DHQ3M. The EDS microanalysis indicates that they are of complex 

chemical composition (Fig. 2). The following composition in different areas of monitored phase was found: 

particle 1 - Al2O3, particle 2 - MnS, phase 3 consists of Mo or Mo(Cr,Si,Fe). Zone 4 is composed of 

(Cr,Mo,Fe)C and the particle 5 corresponds to chromium carbide Cr23C6. 
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Fig. 2  EDS analysis of intermediary phase in steel DHQ3M 

  

Fig. 3  Microstructure of DHQ1 steel, TEM, (collodion replica) - as-delivered state 

  

Fig. 4  Microstructure of DHQ3M steel, TEM, (collodion replica) - as-delivered state 

C Mo 

Cr Mn 

1 2 

3 4 
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TEM observations on collodion replicas show the product of the soft annealing. The microstructure consist 

of the matrix, M3C-phase and M23C6 carbides. Large carbides are mostly of globular shape with diameter of 

0.5 - 1 m and small observed particles with dimensions of 20 - 100 nm. In the DHQ3M steel, the presence 

of some needle shape carbides formation was observed. The nature of these formations is not clear yet, 

but their presence can be attributed to the molybdenum content in the alloys, which may result in the M2C 

phase [4]. 

3.2 Kinetics of austenite grain growth 

The effect of temperature and dwell time on the austenite grain size of both steels is summarized in Fig 5. 

Up to the temperature of 900°C the grain coarsening did not occur. Above 900°C a slight increase was 

observed for both steels and the grain coarsening was accelerated rapidly, when the temperature exceeded 

1100 °C. In addition, it is clearly evident, that the grains of DHQ1 steel underwent the coarsening more 

markedly. While after dwell time of 15 minutes there are no significant differences of grain coarsening 

between the steels, after dwell time of 60 minutes the grain coarsening of steel DHQ1 is significant. 

 

Fig. 5  Austenitic grain size after 15 minutes or 60 minutes dwell time at different temperatures 

The microstructure of both steels processed by different het treatment regimes is shown Figs 6 - 9.  

    

DHQ1 DHQ3M 
Fig. 6  Microstructure of steels after processing 850°C / 60 min /oil, SEM 
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Coarser particles of Cr23C6 carbide and fine precipitates at the martensitic and/or bainitic formations 

interfaces are present in the microstructure. Numerous precipitates occur at the interfaces of original 

austenite grains. Moreover, in the samples processed at a temperature of 850°C, complex phases of the 

same nature as that found in original as-delivered state can be found (see also Fig. 2). 

    

DHQ1 DHQ3M 
Fig. 7  Microstructure of steels after processing 850°C / 60 min /oil, TEM, collodion replica 

    

DHQ1 DHQ3M 
Fig. 8  Microstructure of steels after processing 1000°C / 60 min /oil, SEM 

TEM observations (see Fig 7) show undissolved particles of the cementite M3C and Cr23C6 carbide and 

regularly distributed M23C6 precipitates. 

At a temperature of 1000 °C, the coarser particles are partially dissolved. The needles of the as-quenched 

structural constituents are surrounded by a lot of fine precipitates (Fig. 8). The amount and particle size at 

the grain boundaries decreases. 

After austenitizing at a temperature of 1250 °C, coarse particles are dissolved completely. Fine precipitates 

on the boundaries of martensitic and bainitic formations are present. The grain boundaries are virtually 

particle free (Fig. 9). The microstructure of DHQ3 steel has higher number of precipitates. 
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DHQ1 DHQ3M 
Fig. 9  Microstructure of steels after processing 1250°C / 15 min /oil, SEM 

In the microstructure of the samples austenitized over 1000 °C, the secondary carbides were not found. 

The small particles gave very complex diffraction pattern, which has made practically impossible to 

establish their nature. It can be assumed that they were found as a result of self-tempering of the 

martensite after quenching. Increasing size of the particles can be referred to the total coarsening of the 

structure at higher austenitizing temperatures. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Microstructure of as-delivered state has characteristic dendritic character. Globular pearlite consists of 

ferrite, M3C-phase and M23C6 carbides. The complex Mo and Cr rich phase are observed in interdendritic 

areas. 

The processing at a temperature of 900°C does not lead to grain coarsening of both steels. 

The grain size slightly increases around temperature of 1000°C, above the temperature 1100°C, the grain 

size increases significantly. The grain size of highly alloyed steel DHQ3M is in any case lower. 

The particles of M23C6-precipitate were observed together with very fine complex particles. The number 

and size of M23C6 particles decreases in temperature region from 900°C to 1100°C. At higher temperature 

they were not observed. 

These evaluations are inputs for next research in processes of deformation and recrystallization 
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Abstract 

Currently available materials treated by a special procedure can provide superior properties in the 

comparison to presently obtained ones. Special treatment procedures are efficiently developed nowadays 

with the use of physical simulations. Physical simulations allow for treatment optimization to be carried out 

on small scale laboratory samples first and transferred to real production processes later on. Nevertheless, 

there is always the need for a successful transfer from small scale bulk materials to real production of, for 

example, metal sheets.   

There were obtained very promising properties on the bulk samples of 34CrNiMo6 steel in the course of 

previous investigations. The challenge was to achieve similar properties on real metal sheets by transfer of 

procedures developed under laboratory conditions to metal sheets. In the considered case, fatigue 

properties were especially considered during production procedure optimization. Evaluation of fatigue 

properties of metal sheets in different states is performed and properties are compared. Very good results 

were obtained on produced metal sheets together with interesting metallurgical phenomenon. . 

Keywords: physical simulations, fatigue, treatment optimization 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This work is a part of currently running project dealing with material properties improvement by a special 

treatment. The material of interest in the present case is 34CrNiMo6 steel. The material investigated is 

widely used for heavily loaded parts as a rotors or crank shafts. This material is generally used in bulk form. 

There were performed investigations leading to optimization of the material properties for bulk 

applications [1.-5.]. The results obtained were very good and thus the investigations are extended also to 

thin sheet applications, where high strength with certain degree of available plastic deformation is of high 

demand at present. The input material for the study was sheets of the thickness 1 mm rolled from the 60 

mm diameter bar. Several heat treatment procedures are applied and resulting mechanical properties and 

microstructure are observed. Fatigue strength of obtained material states is especially considered in the 

current case. 

2.  HEAT TREATMENT 

The material of interest underwent several heat treatments. On the basis of the previous investigation two 

main parameters influence on resulting material properties was investigated: cooling rate during quenching 

and impact of subsequent annealing. There were used two cooling mediums, oil and gas nitrogen. The 

procedure applying oil was performed with the use of standard furnace. The procedure applying gas 

nitrogen was carried out in a special vacuum furnace with nitrogen treatment. The nitrogen cooling was 

carried out with pressure 6 bars. The applied cooling rate with nitrogen was roughly between oil and air, 

thus slower then in the first case of cooling. Samples were quenched in both pre-mentioned ways and half 
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of the each batch of samples was subsequently annealed. Detailed information on heat treatment 

conditions can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1  Heat treatment procedures 

 

3.  TENSILE TESTS 

Tensile tests according to CSN EN ISO 6892-1 were performed at room temperature. Standard flat 

specimens with the gauge section width 12,5 mm and gauge length 50mm were tested. Three samples per 

material condition were tested. Prior to testing specimen dimensions were measured and an original gauge 

length for the elongation A5 determination was marked on each specimen. After the test a yield stress Rp0.2 

and tensile strength Rm was determined. The final gauge length was also measured after the test and 

elongation after fracture A5 was evaluated as well as uniform elongation at tensile strength Ag and the cross 

section reduction Z. Records of tests can by found in Fig. 1. Evaluated material properties are summarized 

in Table 2.  

Samples quenched in oil exhibited generally lower strength values than samples treated in gas nitrogen. 

There can be also seen a significant difference in the tensile strength values of the oil quenched samples 

with and without annealing. The resulting values are lower by about 150MPa for annealed samples with 

almost identical other tensile test parameters. In the case of the nitrogen treated samples very small 

decrease of the tensile strength is found between the annealed samples and the samples without 

annealing. The annealed samples exhibit improvement of other parameters. Especially yield stress is 

improved by almost 150 MPa.  

 
Fig. 1  Tensile test records 

°C Hold Cooling medium °C Hold Cooling medium

1 850 20min Oil --- --- ---

2 850 20min Oil 200 120min Air

3 850 20min Gas nitrogen --- --- ---

4 850 20min Gas nitrogen 200 120min Air
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Table 2  Tensile tests results 

 

4.  FATIGUE TESTS 

High cycle fatigue tests were performed on experimental batches with the use of magnetoresonant testing 

machine. The tests were run in the force control mode at room temperature. The geometry of test pieces is 

shown in Fig. 2. Test frequencies were about 120Hz. Fatigue strength was evaluated as an intersection of 

the fitted line to measured data with the line representing 1.107. The evaluated high cycle fatigue strength 

values are summarized in Table 3. Obtained fatigue curves are shown in Fig. 3. Results obtained point out 

significant difference of the fatigue strength between the oil and the nitrogen quenched samples. The 

difference is about 100 MPa in favour of the nitrogen treated samples. The difference between samples 

with and without annealing is not significant in the case of both samples treatment. The highest fatigue 

strength can be found for annealed nitrogen treated samples. High cycle fatigue tests are summarized in 

Table 4.  

 
Fig. 2  Fatigue sample 

Table 4  High cycle fatigue tests results 

 

Rp0,2 Rm Ag A50 Z

[MPa] [MPa] [%] [%] [%]

1 1173,8 1615,9 3,4 4,3 32,8

2 1183,8 1461,3 3,5 4,6 33,0

3 1164,8 1665,0 3,9 5,1 10,8

4 1308,7 1648,8 4,4 5,5 12,9

Treatment

Fatigue Strength 

MPa

1 235

2 250

3 335

4 355

Material
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Fig. 3  High cycle fatigue curves 

5.  MEALLOGRAPHY 

Metallographical investigations were performed in order to assess obtained microstructures for all 

considered material states. Standard preparation of metallographical samples was done. Etchant used for 

samples preparation was nital. Samples were observed with light microscope and the investigations at 

higher magnifications were carried with the use of scanning electron microscope.  

  

Fig. 4  Microstructures after hardening into oil 

A microstructure of sample that underwent quenching in oil is shown in Fig. 4.The microstructure consists 

of fine martensit with original carbides, which were not dissolved in austenite before hardening, The length 

of martensite plates seems to be between 5 - meter of undissolved carbides is about 0,4 
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Fig. 5  Microstructures after hardening into oil + 200°C annealing 

Figure 5 depicts the microstructure of the oil quenched and annealed sample. Very similar microstructure 

to the previous oil quenched one can be found. There are fine martensite und undissolved carbides. 

Additionally, very fine carbide needles like particles which create almost network structure can be found.  

 

Fig. 6  Microstructures after hardening into gas nitrogen 

  

Fig. 7  Microstructures after hardening into gas nitrogen+ 200°C annealing 
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Microstructure with the mixture of bainite and martensite is observed in the case of the nitrogen quenched 

sample, Fig. 6. There are very fine needle-like carbides in the bainite regions precipitated during quenching. 

Beside those fine carbides the coarser carbide phase is present again as a consequence of non-complete 

dissolution during austenitisation. Both martensitic and bainitic formations are slightly coarser in 

comparison to the state after the oil quenching. 

The microstructure of nitrogen quenched and annealed sample is displayed in Fig. 7. Microstructure with 

the mixture of bainite and martensite can be seen. There are very fine carbides in both martensitic and 

bainitic regions because of the precipitation of carbides during annealing. Coarser carbides are present as 

well. Grains of initial martensite are clearly visible. Both martensitic and bainitic formations are slightly 

coarser in comparison to the state after the oil quenching. 

6. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

Sheets of the thickness 1 mm were rolled from the 60 mm diameter bar. Quenching and tempering 

processes were consequently performed on the sheets.  Two variants of quenching were performed, 

hardening in oil and hardening in gas nitrogen with the pressure of 6 bars. Metallographical analysis, 

quasistatic tensile tests and high cycle fatigue tests were realized on the experimental material.  

Metallographical analysis illustrates the reality, that quenching in oil is faster than in 6 bar pressure gas 

nitrogen. The mixture of martensite and bainite can occurred after quenching in nitrogen while pure fine 

martensite is visible after the oil quenching. Annealing after both variants of the quenching caused 

precipitation of very fine needle like carbides. Interesting phenomena occurs in tensile and fatigue tests 

results. Samples after quenching in nitrogen exhibit higher yield strength, higher tensile strength, higher 

and fatigue strength in comparison to the samples after quenching in oil. This result is rather surprising as 

the martensitic samples after oil quenching were expected to have higher strength properties. The drop in 

tensile strength was found after the annealing at 200°C for samples quenched in the oil. On the other hand, 

the nitrogen quenched samples exhibited no drop in tensile strength, thereto the yield strength increased 

by almost 150 MPa. Fatigue strength was also found to be higher for nitrogen quenched samples than for 

the oil quenched ones. This phenomenon could be explained only theoretically by the higher carbides 

strengthening of bainite - martensite microstructure and furthermore with higher residual austenite 

presence in the martensite microstructure after oil quenching. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Laboratory preparation of ultra high strength sheets from the steel 34CrNiMo6 was achieved. Sheets of 

1 mm thickness with tensile strength above 1650 MPa and fatigue strength 350 MPa were produced. Non 

standard phenomenon was observed when after milder quenching in nitrogen gas higher tensile test 

properties and higher fatigue strength are obtained than in the case of faster quenching into the oil. 

Tempering at 200°C caused further enhancement of both yield strength and elongation for nitrogen treated 

material.  Excellent attained properties of sheets investigated opens further possibilities in mass reduction 

of heavy loaded sheet constructions. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with an influence of the tool geometry and set-up, of the milling head, on tension in the 

surface layer of workpiece. It describes, whether the tool brings  the residual stress to the surface and its 

measurement by the magnetoelastic method based on the Barkhausen noise principle. The correct choice 

of the tool and cutting parameters can highly influence surface layer of the component and extend so its 

lifetime and increase its reliability. In this way we try to fulfil the growing requirements on the machine 

components. 

Keywords:  milling, residual stress, magnetoelastic method metering, Barkhausen noise 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Current machine parts requirements project in the first place to the areas of their reliability and service life 

raising.. Thereby grow demands on construction as well as on production technology. One of the 

possibilities how to increase the service life is a quality surface layer of components improvement. And just 

correct working conditions of applied machining technology influence favorable of a workpiece surface 

layer. 

Mentioned problems are possible to solve in two ways. By monitoring factors of the used technology on 

quality surface layer and evaluate them in relation to the components service property. By connecting this 

knowledge we can achieve an optimal technological conditions and processing. Problematic is a transaction 

compliance test on concrete types of components and materials. Tests like this are very expensive, so that 

is the reason why are these works collected on simulation or on transaction and checking of the tests 

themselves on figures [1]. 

2.  RESIDUAL STRESSES IN A SURFACE LAYER OF WORKPIECE 

The residual stresses are tensions which stay in a workpiece also after remove the implicated reason. Every 

technological operation influences an inception and reconstruction of residual stresses in such range and 

depth, in which is able to evoke a plastic deformation. Generally it is possible to state, that the residual 

stresses after completing technologic operation are effected by features of machined material and by 

changes, which occur in a material during cutting process and strength effects developed by cutting, which 

operates in a surface layer of workpiece. 

Main reasons of residual stresses rise are: 

 unequal plastic deformation developed by mechanical effects, 

 uneven increasing and fall of temperature, which makes e.g. a thermal gradient at heat processing, 

moulding, machining and environment cooling, 
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 uneven structural change developed by concurrence of temperature and stress as a result of 

technological operation (phase transformation, precipitation of new structural components, change 

of size grains etc.) 

 chemical sources, mainly absorptions, diffuses and all chemical responses between the workpiece, 

tool and environment (cooling, lubricating) [1]. 

In the surface layer can occur residual stresses with various courses - Fig.1. By these cutting methods, which 

are know for their big mechanical load by low temperatures of the surface layer, e.g. the roughing, 

predominates an influence of plastic deformations above temperature and in the surface layer rises  

the compressive residual stress. The cutting method with high temperature surface layer, e.g. finishing cut 

by SK (700 as far as 1100°C) and grinding (as far as 1200°C), the temperature predominates over the 

residual stress. The warmed surface layer by its cooling has a tendency to decrease its volume, but the 

lower layers, which have kept the low temperature, do not change its volume immutability and are 

stuntingthe retraction of surface layers. As a result in surface layer rises the tensile residual stress [3]. 

 

Fig. 1  Types of residual stress distributions [2] 

3.  MAGNETOELASTIC METHOD OF MEASURING 

The method works with an use of the Barkhausen magnetic noise (see Fig. 2). It means that it is a non-

destructive measurement method. The Barkhausen noise was for the first time described in the year 1919 

by Prof. Hainrich Georg Barkhausen [4]. 

 

Fig. 2  Historic set up by Mr. Barkhausen [5] 

Simplifiedly we can describe this method as a material response on incidence of the magnetic field. By 

incidence of the magnetic field on a material is happening a change of orientation Weiss´ domains. The 

orientation change does not happen continuously, but after some definite steps, which are in a reel 

circumscribed by magnetize metal, display as imputs of current. After their increase it is possible to observe 
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the acoustically - called the Barkhausen noise. Attendance and distribution of the tension influence a way, 

which is used for taking direction of the domains to easy orientation on direction of magnetization. As a 

result at materials (as iron, majority steels, cobalt) the compressive tension lowers intensity of the 

Barkhausen noise, while the tensile stress increases it [6]. 

During common applications is the measuring depth between 0,01 mm and 1,5 mm and the scanned area is 

several mm2. The Barkhausen magnetic noise is tracked at frequency (0,5 ÷ 250) kHz and it is measured in 

tangential magnetic field. Significant feature of this method is an absolutely non-destructive character and  

a high-speed response. These characteristics make possible to measure in a bigger rate of tracked places, 

eventually in a real-time, than other methods allow [6].  

4.  INFLUENCE OF THE CUTTING PARAMETERS AND CUTTING TOOL ON SURFACE LAYER HARDENING  

Dependence of the hardening on the cutting speed has character of hyperbole. Influence of the cutting 

speed on the surface hardening follows also from shortening time incidence of the cutting force on the 

surface layer and expansion of the heat delivery of cutting. The cutting feed eminently influences 

the microhardness of the surface. By increasing the feed rises the microhardness of machining surface. 

The cutting depth ap influences the hardening depth only in a narrow limit, while the hardening 

characteristic rise by the cutting depth increasing. By changing the positive cutting-edges of front edge it is 

recorded only an immaterial alteration of the hardening depth and the hardness surface. Changeover to 

the negative cutting-edge of front edge and their increasing evokes a strong increase of hardening depth 

and a less strong increasing of hardness machined surface. By observation of the influence of the cutting-

clearance angle on results hardening we can see that cutting-clearance angle influences the hardening only 

in definite limits. Increasing of the cutting-clearance angle in interval 0°÷8° evokes a high-powered fall of 

the hardening depth and the surface roughness [7]. 

5.  EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION OF THE BARKHAUSEN NOISE  

It was researched, how will change value of residual stress in surface machined sample by milling head with 

positive and negative geometry and with transformative angle . Both milling head have nine exchangeable 

edge tool tablet and average 125 mm. The positive head has geometry given to angles p = 7° and f = 0°and 

negative head angles p = -8° and f = -5° *8+. The positive head was manned exchangeable edge toll tablet 

with mark SPKN ER 1203EDER [8] and negative head SNHN 1204ENEN [8]. The experiment was performed 

on universal milling cutter FGS 50 (vc = 196 mmin-1, ffr = 224 mmmin-1). Manufactured sample had 

proportions (4450198) mm (machined surface was 44 mm198 mm) and material of sample was 19 552 

(1.2343). 

Main variable in transaction experiment was pressure angle .  The milling head with positive geometry was 

adjusted in the face of workpiece so, to bring pressure angle 66,9° (matches kind catch V) and - 6° - kind 

catch H. The milling head with negative geometry adjusted so, that first contact SK wafer with material was 

in point V - it matches pressure angle 16.3° *9+. 

To metering residual stresses in surface layer of sample were select magnetoelastic method metering 

working on principle Barkahusen noise. Residual stress was measured on the sample flat in two directions - 

lengthways 198 mm (direction „x“) and crossways 44 mm (direction „y“). From measure values was 

removed first two and last two values - metering was distortionless. Metering was performed only on the 
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machined flat a steady course tool. From left over values were calculated mean values and these were 

compared. Like these measured values was not in MPa, but in terms of Barkahusen noise BNa (see Table 1). 

Table 1  Average values of BNa measured in direction „x“ and „y“ 

Sample 
Average value Average value 

BNa  -  direction 
„x“ 

BNa - direction 
           „y“ 

1. Negative head, catch V,  = 66,9° 329,8 373,3 

2. Positive head, catch H,  = -6° 254,2 263,3 

3. Positive head, catch V, = 16,3° 177,3 187,3 

Figure 3 shows variable sizes residual stresses in surfaces of samples. The biggest value BNa was measured 

in surface machined by milling head with negative geometry and pressure angle  = 16,3°. Smaller residual 

stresses were observed in sample, which was machined by milling head with positive geometry and 

pressure angle = -

injects to the surface of workpiece the smallest residual stresses.  

From above cited results follows that residual stresses in surface of sample are changed depending on by 

used geometry of milling head and on transformative pressure angle . It is impossible unambiguously mark 

residual stress in MPa and as well as reality, whether injects stress into surface of sample are compressive 

or tension. Therefore was in next phase of experiment performed calibration used material. Calibration is 

instrumental to translation measured values BNa on values stresses in MPa. 

Calibration had to performed on sample from material used in experiment, it means from material 19 552 

(1.2343). This sample had from by prism with proportions (5×10×150) mm. To calibration was needed 

mathematical apparatus that would mean tension  in surface string stressed sample in dependencies 

on deflextion sample y. Calibration proceeded so, that the sample was on one end point fixturing and on 

second end point was loading transformative power F. This description to us afford introduce sample like 

fixed beam length L and cross-section H×B by load in hid free end by lonely power - see Fig. 4. In distance x 

from free end plumbed deflextion y and in top fibre value of Barkahusen noise BNa. 

 
Fig. 3  Average values BNa measured in direction „x“ and „y“ 
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Fig. 4  Diagram of way straining calibration sample 

Power F, needed to achievement requisite deflextion y, was calculated after Castiglian sentence - equation 

(1). Subsequently from powers F was possible to calculate tension  at point deflextion y - equation (2). 
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           (1) 

where: F - power, y - deflextion of sample, E - Young modulus of elasticity, B - width of sample, H - high of 

sample, L - length of sample, x - distance from free end of beam, in these distance was plumbed deflextion 

y and tension  
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where:  - tension, y - deflextion of sample, E - Young modulus of elasticity, H - high of sample, L - length of 

sample, x - distance from free end of beam, in these distance was plumbed deflextion y and tension  

From measure values of BNa on calibration sample and from calculated values of tensions  drew up 

calibrating curve, which is painted in Fig. 5. According to these behaviour measured values of BNa of all 

three surveyed samples were transferring on founds of tensions  in MPa. 

 
Fig. 5 Calibration curve for material 19 552 (1.2343) 
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Table 2  Average values of tension  measuring in direction  „x“ and „y“ 

Sample 
Average value Average value 

 [MPa] direction 
„x“ 

 [MPa] direction 
„y“ 

1. Negative head, catch V,  = 66,9° -3,1 57,0 

2. Positive head, catch H,  = -6° -118,9 -104,1 

3. Positive head, catch V,  = 16,3° -261,4 -242,3 

Table 2 shows, that tension in surface layer of sample (in direction „x“ and „y“) were for the most part 

compressive. In sample Nr. 1, it means sample machined by milling head with negative geometry and 

pressure angle = 16,3° were drawn residual stresses on interface tension and compressive values. In flat 

machined by tool with positive geometry and pressure angle = -6° were observed smaller compressive 

residual stresses than in flat machined by milling head with positive geometry and pressure angle  = 66,9°. 

Figure 6 shows, that the highest compressive residual stresses introduced to the surface layer of sample the 

milling head with positive geometry and pressure angle = 66,9° - these conditions answer to sample No.3, 

and the smallest values of residual stresses were observed in surface layer of sample Nr.1, which was 

machined by milling head with negative geometry and pressure angle  = 16,3°. 

 

Fig. 6  Average values of stresses  *MPa+ measured in direction „x“ and „y“ 

6.  CONCLUSION 

After measuring of the stress values in terms of BNa and conversion these values in accordance with the 

calibrating curve on stress values  in MPa was ascertained, that the process of average values of BNa and 

 is approximately the same - it has approximately the same direction. Whereas the values BNa were 

recorded in a hidher scatter than values , the results in BNa have a higher predicated capacity than  

values . Therefore it matches to assert, that for the used material sample 15 552 (1.2343) we can use 

directly values of BNa, for the fast judgment of residual stresses.  

Performed experiment showed, that different position setting of milling head in the face of workpiece, it is 

possible to greatly influence the residual stresses inject into the surface layer of workpiece. That it is 
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possible in an appreciable measure use by increasing the lifetime and dynamic strongholds of components - 

into surface layer of workpiece we inject only the positive values of residual stresses. 
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Abstract 

The work deals with evaluation of bimetal joint of steel 304SS and commercially pure Ti after explosive 

welding and next annealing (600°C/1.5 hours/air) with aim to refine the grains of Ti-matrix. Bonding line 

shows sinusoidal character with noticeable curls in crest unlike the trough of the sine curve. The heat 

treatment does not change its character. Work demonstrates evaluated chosen metallographic parameters 

of the joint and its close neighbouring as e.g. wave length, amplitude, thickness of bonding line and 

parameter of grains compressed thickness between crest and trough, concentrates on analysis of 

intermetallic particles in the bonding line or in vicinity of joint and micro-fractographic response of joint 

fracture surfaces after tensile tests. Fracture surfaces shows mixture of both welded matrixes with 

dominant Ti part and/or practically balanced Ti-Fe portion. Results are confronted with accessible literature 

pieces of information. 

Keywords: Ti-304SS bimetal, interface, intermetallic phase, fracture surface  

1. INTRODUCTION  

Explosive welding enables to joint directly a wide variety of similar or quite different metals that cannot be 

joined using any other welding or bonding technique 1-3. The bonded materials show increased strength, 

resistance to abrasion and corrosion, or toughness in the applied surface layer of material, whereas the 

whole product does not necessarily be made from the same material. Bonding methods also significantly 

reduce material costs. Zimmerly 4 presented the joint of nickel-titanium alloy with low carbon steel by 

explosive welding and characterised the quality of the resulting bimetal tandem as being an integral part of 

investigation of protection against erosion. For example Ti and C-Mn steel was evaluated in the paper 5.  

However, the primary interest was focused on hardness and microstructure after welding. In work 6 Kaçar 

reported, the investigation results of the microstructure-properties relationship in explosively welded 

duplex stainless steel and steel under as clad condition. With only few bits of information about the 304 

stainless steel-titanium sandwich the presented work is focused on some metallographic parameters, 

intermetallic phases and parameters of bonding line after explosion, respectively after the follow-up heat 

treatment (HT). The mentioned bimetal finds application in heavy chemical industry. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

For study of the 304 stainless steel (304 SS) and titanium (Ti) matrix welded by explosion were used. 

Titanium was of commercial purity with detected impurities (wt. %): 0.01C, 0.05Fe, 0,050, 0.005N, 0.006H. 

The 304 SS had the following chemical composition (wt. %): 0.04C, 0.45Si, 1.96Mn, 18.42Cr, 9.74Ni, 0.006P 
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and 0.011S. In EXPLOMET-Opole both materials were explosively welded and subsequently the clad plate 

was subjected to ultrasonic testing. Tensile tests (joint situated in centre of testing bar) were carried out 

according to the standard ČSN EN ISO 6892-1 (MTS machine) at ambient temperature. The samples of 304 

SS steel and Ti sandwich were machined by mechanical cutting to avoid any change in microstructure. The 

thickness of the 304 SS and the Ti layer corresponded to 110 mm and to 6 mm (given in sequence). For 

metallographic evaluation of microstructures, including micro-joints in the welded area, samples of 

dimension 20 x 20 x 40 mm were made. Specimens for micro-structural examination were prepared by 

standard metallographic techniques. The bimetal was etched in nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid and in 

water solution of hydrochloride and nitric acid. The Ti matrix was also etched according to 7. For both 

material types metallographic evaluation included the wave amplitude and wave length, thickness of the 

weld, thickness of the deformed Ti matrix near the crest and the trough of the interface, and analysis of the 

formed phases (in-homogeneities) in close proximity of the weld line. Part of solution the micro-

fractographic evaluation of fracture surfaces of tensile bars were carried out. The light microscope Olympus 

X70 and the electron microscope SEM JEOL JSM-6490 LV equipped with energy dispersion analyser (EDA) 

OXFORD INCA Energy 350 were used. 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

After bonding the bimetal showed yield stress on the level of 410 MPa, tensile strength was 561 MPa and 

elongation 38 %. At lower magnification the micrograph of the as bonded 304 SS - Ti sandwich shows 

typical wavy interface of the nature as it was also reported 6, 8. After the HT no change in the type of 

interface occurred. In comparison with the length of the sample (including 6 waves) the average total 

length of the interface showed difference of 14.2%. On average, the amplitude corresponded to 287 m 

and the wave length to 1690 m. In explosively welded duplex stainless steel with a C-Mn (0.2 and 1.5 

wt.%), Kaçar et al. 6 approximately reached the amplitude of 313 m and the wave length of 1375 m. 

Kaçar´s amplitude  was by 9% higher than in our case and the wave length was by 19% shorter. Naturally 

the type of the welded materials, the type of explosives and quantities influencing the collision velocity 

played a role. In case of brass C-Mn steel Ostroushko 9 showed that the wavy interface is sharper in curls 

of waves reaching to the softer brass in comparison with the trough. In his case the determined amplitude 

reached 340 m and wave length 1590 µm 9. The parameters of welding must naturally influence the above 

mentioned data. Cowan with his co-workers 10 showed that an increase of collision velocity, e.g. from 1900 

m.s-1 to 2500 m.s-1, resulted in an increase of the wave length and wave amplitude by 50%. The nickel-steel 

bimetal was in question. The found thickness of the bonding line corresponded to 1.5-2.7 m. On average it 

was 1.9 m, while e.g. Kaçar et al. 6 reported 1.5 m in case of duplex steel and C-Mn steel sandwich.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of melted zones [at. %] 

 

analysis C Al Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni 

1   0.31 16.49 16.50 1.49 56.68 8.22 

2   0.44 20.83 15.26 1.34 53,25 8.60 

3   0.18 65.52 4.87 0.56 24.26 4.60 

4  0.15 0.16 63.76 5.18 0.62 25.89 4.24 

5 17.55 0.13 0.35 20.1011.
8 

11.88 1.23 42.30 6.20 

6   0.31 22.64 14.88 1.55 52.93 4.24 
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Fig. 1  Example of melted zone with various phases marked from 1 to 6 

Melted zones, typical phenomenon [6, 11] for most bimetals, were detected, mostly in curls and/or in the 

close proximity of the 340 SS - Ti interface as it can be seen in Fig. 1 and Table 1. These phases were on the 

base of Ti-Cr-Fe-Ni, or possibly with Mn and/or with Al, Si or Mo balanced and were revealed by use of the 

SEM and EDA analyser (analyses 1 and 2 in Table 1). The interface contained Ti (66-68 at. %), Fe (21-25 at. 

%), approx. 5 at. % of Cr and of approx. 3-4 at. % of Ni. In some cases very low Si and Al contents were also 

detected. In Table 1 the analysis 3 represents it. In centre of intermetallic area similar chemical composition 

of analyse 3 was found (marked 4 in the Table 1). The other phases (analyses 5 and 6) were chemically close 

to the analysis 2. In two cases higher carbon content was analysed. The carbon presence could be explained 

with some dirt that got to the material during welding or its preparation. At higher temperature than 800°C 

Ghosh 11 detected molten zones with Ti (60-69 at %), Fe (24 at. % on average) and Cr (approx. 7 at. %) 

besides the Ni balanced. Similar zones were revealed in work 12 on the Ti-Cr-Fe-Ni base, sometimes with 

Mn and/or with Al and Si. Any complex oxides were not revealed. After diffusion bonding Ti and steel 

Ghosh 11 seldom detected Fe2Ti4O only, whereas after explosive welding of Ti with Ti Berdychenko et al. 

13 observed both TiO and TiO2 or Ti2O3 oxides. In second case the interface showed noticeable 

heterogeneities after etching. On the top of it bimetal Ti and Ti has strong oxygen bond from both interface 

sides. With continuing weld over the plate length and with higher collision velocity number of 

heterogeneities has been increase. Typical chemical compositions for -phase (Fe2Ti or Cr2Ti) or -phase 

(FeTi) were not analysed as it was presented by Ghosh et al. 11. No -phase was also observed unlike the 

work 11, where Ti with stainless steel was bonded by diffusion in the temperature range of 800-900°C, 

where -phase could be formed. During explosive welding, the temperatures were much higher and the 

cooling process ran much faster. However, under those conditions Fe and especially Ti varied widely across 

the interface and its adjacent zone thanks to the higher diffusion coefficients unlike the Ni. On the other hand, 

the Ni atoms can travel a longer distance in Ti matrix due to higher crystallographic bcc structure 11, 14. It 

could be also the reason of a detection of quite new intermetallic phases as it was reported in 6, 11, 14. 

In close vicinity of interface or direct in bonding zone none cavities were also detected. It could be 

explained by the explosion welding parameters, especially by enormous pressures at the interface of both 

materials. The existence of cavities was predominantly observed in the temperature range of 700-850°C 

3 

4 

6 

1 

5 

2 
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trough 

crest 

11, 14. Defects of cracks type and un-joined areas were not observed, either. Mamalis 15 found those 

defects in the case of Al-Cu, Ag-CdO-Cu sandwiches unlike the Ni-Ti bimetals 10. At low collision velocity 

the interface is straight and smooth practically 10 in comparison with higher collision velocity when the 

weld line becomes wavy. Then the in-homogeneities in a form of melting zones begin to appear under the 

curls of waves. The reason is the kinetic energy dissipation at collision process being the reason of melting 

zones formation at the interface and in adjacent areas. According to Cowan 10 10-30% of the kinetic 

energy is spent as a necessary energy for the interface area formation and under extreme high cooling 

rates heterogeneities in chemical composition, very often connected with new intermetallic phases, can be 

expected. As the work 10 refers it, the main sources of the phenomena is the detonation temperature, 

material heating being a result of high pressure shock leading to severe plastic deformations and adiabatic 

heating of gases compressed between the bonded materials. 

Near the interface, grains of both matrixes were strongly deformed. The microstructures were presented 

formerly in paper 9. In 304 SS the detected twins are typical phenomena of this type of material. The 

higher deformation, the higher density of twins can be expected. In vicinity of bonding line grains are 

strongly deformed in Ti-matrix, too. In the frame of interface microstructure evaluation, the compressed Ti 

grains thickness was measured. The crest of wave represents the parameter -b-, whereas the trough of 

wave is characterised by the parameter -a- as it the Fig. 2 schematically shows. In the Ti matrix the average 

rate of b/a corresponds to 0.4 and represents differences in various wave levels. The average thickness of 

the deformed layer was 188.8 µm (b) in the wave crest and 67.2 µm (a) in the wave trough on average. 

Similar results were reached by Bataev [8] in case of laminate steel 20 (0.2 wt. % C) and steel 60G (0.6 wt. % 

C) where the b/a ratio was 0.55 on average. The more deformed layer, the higher micro-hardness can be 

found. In adjacent zone of interface maximal values were detected. 

 

Fig. 2  Diagram of evaluated thickness of  

deformed areas in Ti matrix 

                                                                                                            Fig. 3  Fracture surface of tensile test bar 

Figure 3 demonstrates appearance of general fracture surface of tensile testing bar. It indicates the wave 

character of interface. The detailed fracture surface can be seen in Fig. 4.  The carried out analyses proofed 

the most of fracture surface corresponded to mixture of both matrixes forms with predominant Ti portion 

as the Table 2 demonstrates (the darker area 2a, b in Fig. 4). The lighter grow colour belongs to mixture 

matrix with the lower volume fraction of Ti and practically balanced iron portion (area 3a, b). In the lightest 

areas of fracture surface (1a-1c in Fig. 4 and Table 2) highest volume fraction of iron was revealed in the 

investigated 304 SS and Ti bimetal. The darkest small spots (a,b in Fig. 4a and 4c in Fig. 4b) present 100 % of 
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Ti. The results in Table 2 did not confirm that the crack initiation and its propagation was predominantly 

realised in the melt zones which were discussed above (see Table 1). Consequently those have not 

evidently important detrimental effect in given sandwich. 

   
Fig. 4  Fracture surface of the tensile test a) regions with pure Ti (black spots) b) general view with various 

region types 

Table 2  Chemical composition of fracture surface after tensile tests [at. %] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The line of interface of explosively welded stainless 304 SS and commercial Ti showed wavy character. On 

average the amplitude corresponded to 287 μm and the wave length was 1690 μm. The thickness of 

bonding line was lying on the average level of 1.9 μm.  

In the crest of wave the bonding line showed curls unlike the trough of the sinusoidal wave. In the curls 

various melted zones were detected. At collision process the kinetic energy dissipation is the reason of 

their formation. Chemical analyses no oxides confirmed. In the melted zones intermetallic phase on Ti-Fe-

Cr basis, and possibly with very low Mn, Ni, Si eventually Al portions were detected. Defects of un-joined 

materials type or cavities were not found. In the vicinity of the wave interface evaluation of compressed Ti 

grains thickness showed the rate between the crest and trough area (b/a) on the average level of 0.4 

(188.8/67.2).  

The fracture surfaces of tensile tests bars predominantly showed mixture matrixes, mostly with higher 

volume fraction of Ti (approx. 96 and/or 45 at. %). In second case Fe the balanced portion forms above all. 

It proofs the bimetal did not preferentially crack in detected intermetallic phases.  

Name Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Ni 

1a 0.62 19.17 16.66 1.55 54.86 7.14 

1b 0.96 19.64 16.69 1.64 54.08 6.99 

1c 1.14 21.09 16.20 1.54 52.76 7.28 

2a  97.08 0.52  2.01 0.39 

2b  95.74 0.72  3.07 0.47 

3a 0.63 45.34 11.26 1.05 36.86    4.86 

3b 0.61 42.15 11.22 1.13 40.25    4.64 

a b 
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Abstract 

The work deals with evaluation of hydrogen induced cracking of 304 SS-Ti bimetal after explosive bonding. 

Generally, both joined materials individually show a good resistance against hydrogen embrittlement. For 

bonded materials sinusoidal interface with curls is typical. In curls and their vicinity intermetallic phases are 

often detected. Those represent hard and simultaneously more brittle areas which can be sensitive to 

hydrogen induced cracking. The bonding line can be also a potential position for hydrogen concentration. 

After welding and exposition in corrosion solution bubbled with sulphide hydrogen the titanium of 

commercial purity and stainless steel 304 SS showed numerous thin cracks detected right in the 

intermetallic phases. The total crack sensitivity ratio (CSR), crack length ratio (CLR) and crack thickness ratio 

(CTR) were evaluated according the NACE Standard TM0284 item No. 21215. The results were confronted 

with the Specification 5L ANSI/API valid for oil country tubular goods. 

Keywords: 304 SS-Ti bimetal, melted zone, hydrogen induced cracking  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Bimetal of 304-Ti SS type consists of two very resistant materials against hydrogen cracking. Generally, the   

austenite steel does not show evidence of hydrogen-induced lattice de-cohesion and, thus, degradation will 

occur only through a hydrogen-dislocation interaction or by internal pressure formation. Hydrogen has a 

greater solubility in the FCC lattice than in the BCC one. Hydrogen transport by lattice diffusion is several 

orders of magnitude less rapid, making hydrogen movement far more difficult. The stabile austenitic steels 

that generally show high stacking fault energy and/or readily cross-slip will exhibit a fairly uniform 

movement of hydrogen into the steel and a minimum of degradation in comparison with materials that 

have low stacking fault energy or for some other reason exhibit planar slip will concentrate the hydrogen 

along the slip plane [1]. Obstacle existence in form of inclusions precipitates or grain boundaries within the 

slip planes influence the hydrogen trapping. Under that condition hydrogen can be stripped from 

dislocation and create localised hydrogen concentrations [2].  

The HCP (hexagonal close packed) and -phase of titanium can retain significant hydrogen in solid solution 

at elevated temperatures. With lower temperature the hydrogen solubility in mentioned material markedly 

decreases. At room temperature it is 10-3 at. % [2]. The excess hydrogen is precipitated as a metal hydride. 

The formation of the hydrides must involve the movement of both the titanium atoms and hydrogen and, 

consequently, the habit planes and orientation relationships of the hydrides are in relation tend to 

dislocation modes of transformations. When a hydride is formed in the -titanium, there is about 18% 

volume increase. The volume increase must be accommodated by the host lattice and it results in sizable 

elastic and plastic strains. These strains can increase the effective solubility of hydrogen in the host lattice 

by making nucleation of the hydride more difficult. Hydrogen solubility has been observed to increase in -
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titanium with increasing yield strength, since this increase in elastic strain energy and plastic work must be 

supplied by a greater chemical potential or hydrogen super-saturation [2, 3]. Hydrogen transport by lattice 

diffusion is slow in --titanium and slightly greater than in the FCC iron. According Pagazoglou and 

Hepworth *4+ the diffusion rate at 200°C is of about 5.10-13 m2.s-1. The transport of hydrogen into -

titanium from external environment is made even more difficult by the hindering influences of the possible 

surface films-either oxides or hydrides [2, 5]. 

After bonding interface of both welded materials shows sinusoidal form with curls. In these curls and their 

vicinity intermetallic phases can be often detected. The intermetallic phases are mostly on the basis of 

titanium, iron, chromium, nickel and some other balanced elements [6]. As each intermetallic the revealed 

types in the curls of the 304 SS and Ti interface are characterised by higher strength and lower plasticity. 

This fact may contribute to higher susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. Of course the forms of 

intermetallic phases, their quantity and distribution influence the hydrogen concentration level. The 

bonding line could be also a potential position for hydrogen concentration especially in case of coarser 

and/or localised oxides presence as it was reported in works [7, 8]. In the sandwich interface Berdychenko 

[7] detected various titanium oxygen types (TiO, Ti3O and Ti2O3) after explosive welding of Ti and C-Mn 

steel. According the work [7] those inclusions are formed during welding process before the own bonding. 

Oxygen and also nitrogen get to titanium surface from air and are part of compressed gases formed during 

welding at high temperatures. It results in decrease of hardness and strength of the titanium. Ghosh [8] 

revealed very low volume fraction of Fe2Ti4O after diffusion bonding of titanium and C-Mn steel. Other 

oxide types were not observed by him. 

Above given intermetallic phases could be very strong localised traps (positions) for hydrogen trapping and 

leading to dangerous hydrogen embrittlement. To hydrogen induced cracking of bimetal 304SS-Ti has not 

been paid too attention by now. Consequently, it is aim of presented work.   

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE OF SOLUTION 

For investigation of hydrogen induced cracking stainless steel 304 SS and Ti of commercial purity 

explosively welded (in EXPLOMET Opole) was used. The bimetal sheet corresponded to 110 mm (304 SS) 

and 6 mm (Ti). The chemical composition of Ti was followed (in wt. %): 0.01C, 0.05Fe, 0.05O, 0.005N, 

0.006H and chemical composition of 304 SS corresponded to (in wt. %): 0.04C, 0.45Si, 1.95Mn, 18.42Cr, 

9.74Ni, 0.006P and 0.011S. At ambient temperature using the TMS machine tensile tests of bimetal were 

carried out according standard ČSN EN ISO 6892-1. From bimetal three samples of dimensions 20 x 14.5 x 

100 mm were manufactured which were exposed in corrosion solution (5% NaCl, 0.5% CH3COOH in distilled 

water bubbled by hydrogen sulphide) during 96 hours. In the beginning of the test the pH corresponded to 

2.66 and the final pH was 3.96. The test temperature reached 253°C. Critical parameters of the hydrogen 

induced cracking the CLR (crack length ration), the CTR (crack thickness ratio) and the CSR (total crack 

sensitivity) were mathematically evaluated according the NACE Standard [9]. The corrosion test and own 

evaluation were in agreement with NACE Standard TM0284 item No. 21215 and the results were 

confronted with ANSI/API specification 5L [9] generally used for oil country tubular goods. According the 

mentioned specification the parameters CLR, CTR and CSR should be equal and/or lower than 15 %, 5 % and 

2 % (introduced in sequence). Each of three exposed samples was divided into four same perpendicular 

sections. Consequently, nine samples were prepared for the metallographic evaluation, again in agreement 

with the NACE Standard [9]. The bimetal was etched in nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid and in water 
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solution of hydrochloride and nitric acid. Metallographic evaluation of cracks was carried out using the light 

microscope OLYMPUS X70 and the electron microscope SEM JEOL LSM-6490.  

3. RESULTS 

After explosive welding the bimetal tensile test showed followed parameters: yield stress and strength 

corresponded to 410 MPa and 561 MPa, while the ductility was on the level of 38 %. The reached yield 

stress and ductility are by 230 MPa and 17 % higher than the minimal specified levels and the reached 

down and upper reserves of strength show 101 MPa and 119 MPa in comparison with the required values 

for the 304 SS-Ti bimetal. After exposition of bimetal samples in corrosion solution with bubbled hydrogen 

sulphide the metallographic investigation revealed numerous thick and shorter cracks in intermetallic 

phases as was already reported formerly [6]. The cracks length was Iying in interval 0.01-0.08 mm, the 

thickness was minimal 0.01 mm and maximal 0.22 mm. The upper (maximal) values of the cracks 

dimensions were detected seldom. The total number of all revealed cracks corresponded to 84. None 

cracks were observed outside intermetallic phases. On the basis of detected cracks and their dimensions 

the Table 1 summarises results of calculated hydrogen induced cracking parameters.   

Table 1  Detected hydrogen induced cracking parameters of the bimetal 304 SS-Ti 

Sample CLR CTR CSR CLR CTR CSR 

individual measurements                   mean values of three samples 

[%] 

1 1.04 2.47 0.003 1.44 2.44 0.04 

2 1.25 2.25 0.01 

3 2.04 1.99 0.01 

4 3.07 2.17 0.01 3.55 2.95 0.01 

5 3.42 2.93 0.01 

6 4.15 3.75 0.01 

7 2.25 2.30 0.01 2.39 2.24 0.01 

8 1.92 1.90 0.01 

9 3.02 2.51 0.01 

As the results in Table 1 demonstrate, all parameters are satisfactory and comply with the requirements of 

the ANSI/API specification 5L. The worst individual CLR parameter showed 10.85 % reserve (sample 6), 

while in the best case (sample 1) it was 13.46 %. Regarding the CTR parameter the minimal reserve 

corresponded to 1.25 % (again sample 6) and the maximal one to 3.10 % (sample 8). The total CSR 

parameters are approximately on the same level and are minimally by 1.99 % under the permissible value. 

After exposition in corrosion solution, the chosen microstructures of the bimetal 304 SS-Ti Fig. 1 shows. The 

cracks were only localised in intermetallic phases. Propagation of cracks into basic material (304 SS) or to 

cladded material (Ti) was not revealed as it also the above mentioned figure demonstrates. Figure 2 

represents microstructures of one area with intermetallic phases after exposition, as well. The point 

marked as 1 represents material 304 SS, the 2 is Ti matrix, in 3 was analysed (in at. %) 16  Ti, 16 Cr, 57 Fe, 8 

Ni and Al, Si, Mn balanced while in area of 4 about 20 Ti, 11Cr, 61 Fe, 6 Ni and Al, or Si and/or Mn balanced. 
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a)                                                                                           b) 

  

Fig. 1  Microstructure of bimetal after exposition in corrosion reagent bubbled by hydrogen sulphide 

a) general view of bimetal interphase with intermetallic phases, b) detail of area with intermetallic phases 

(light microscope in un-etched state) 

  a)                                                                                                b)   

     

Fig. 2  Wave of the bimetal interface a) general view, b) detail with intermetallic phases (SEM) 

No cracks and cavities (un-welded joins) were observed in material before exposition in corrosion solution 

which could be good potential areas for hydrogen catching and thereby for possible better hydrogen 

conditions of the tested material. In such free spaces a lot of hydrogen could be lost without negative 

influence on the bimetal. In detail the analysis of bonding line and area of curls in its vicinity was presented 

recently [6]. On the contrary, a lot of deformation bands and ultrafine grains of both microstructures in the 

vicinity of the interface as a consequence of strong deformation caused by explosive welding represent 

numerous potential positions for more uniform hydrogen redistribution and so the better  conditions for 

the more favourable hydrogen resistance. Oxides were also not detected in the bimetal interface as was 

presented recently [6]. On one side oxides as well as other particles in matrixes generally could also 

influence higher material resistance against hydrogen embrittlement as potential hydrogen traps, on other 

side mentioned particles could degrade the bimetal properties, especially when those would be observed in 

the bonding line or in its close neighbourhood in localised form. Any in-homogeneity represents higher 

dangerous of hydrogen susceptibility. 

3 

2 

4 1 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Hydrogen induced cracking of stainless steel 304 SS and Ti of commercial purity explosively welded (in 

EXPLOMET Opole) was investigated. The evaluation was carried out by use of the same technique as it is 

usual in case of oil country tubular goods. 

All cracks were only detected in intermetallic phases, first of all in the most frequent type showing about 

16-20 Ti, 15-16 Cr, 53-57 Fe, 8 Ni with balanced Al, Si, Mn (in at. %).  Those were observed in the vicinity of 

the 304 SS and Ti interface, mostly in curls of the sinusoidal bonding line and their evaluation was 

presented in previous work in detail [6]. No cracks and cavities were revealed in the bimetal interface or in 

its neighbourhood as well as inclusions which could significantly influence the hydrogen response. 

The cracks in intermetallic phases did not initiated crack propagation to basic materials of 304 SS or Ti. Even 

when the crack number was relatively high (84), their length and thickness did not exceeded 0.08 mm and 

0.22 mm (in sequence). These extreme dimensions were detected in few cases only. On average the cracks 

dimensions were in hundredths of mm. 
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Abstract 

In this paper was studied the effect of silicon content from 0.5 to 3 wt% Si on the macrostructure of casting 

ingots. Fe-Si alloys with low contents of impurities were produced in electric induction furnace under inert 

atmosphere conditions. Castings of 12.5 cm thick, 25 cm long and 30 cm high were obtained of each alloy 

poured in metallic mould. The ingots obtained were sectioned into slices of 12 cm wide, 25 cm high and 2 

cm thick, the central slice of each ingot was prepared metallographically to reveal the macrostructure of 

the six cast alloys. The results indicate that alloys with low silicon levels (0.5 and 1.0 wt% Si) and with small 

solidification intervals have relatively fine equiaxed grain, while alloys with higher silicon content and a 

higher solidification intervals show predominantly columnar grains. These macrostructures are not the 

usually structures linked to short and long freezing range. Another important result is the absence of 

dendritic structure usually present in cast alloys. 

Keywords: Fe-Si steel, macrostructure, electrical steel, solidification range 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Iron-silicon steels with a high Si content are an important material to develop superior magnetic properties 

and to be applied in magnetic devices due to its high permeability, high electrical resistivity and near zero 

magnetostriction, which low core loss and low device noise [1, 2]. However the workability of these 

materials is hard during the rolling processes because of its embrittlement at room temperature linked to 

the formation of intermettallic phases like B2 and DO3 [3]. Several methods have been developed in order 

to avoid this problem such as: rapid quenching [4], hot dipping diffusion [5]. However the most practical is 

the casting process followed by hot or cold rolling. Directional solidification of grain improve the ductility of 

this material because large amount of low energy grain boundaries with strong resistance to intergranular 

fracture are formed. Therefore columnar grain with high grain ratio long/width  or L/W is preferred to 

increase the amount of the low energy grain boundaries [6, 7]. In this paper Fe-(0.5.3) wt% Si were 

produced in metallic moulds in order to determinate the relationship of the formed  macrostructure with 

the silicon amount, also its grain ratio (L/W) and the hardness of the alloy were evaluated, because these 

characteristics are important to improve the workability of Fe-Si steels. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

Iron ingots were melted in an electric induction furnace under inert atmosphere of argon gas, the final 

balance of the chemical composition was made with ferrosilicon (FeSi75). Cast ingots in cast nodular iron 
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metallic molds were obtained with a total weight of 100 Kg including the feeding system, useful casting 

weight just was 65 kg. Ingot dimensions were 250X125X300 mm, Fig. 1. All alloys were solidified and cooled 

under similar conditions. The chemical compositions of the experimental alloys were from 0.5 to 3 wt% Si, 

in order to determine the effect of silicon on the macrostructure of these steels. Chemical composition of 

the ingots was analyzed by Atomic Emission Spectrometry it is shown in table 1.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of the experimental alloys (wt%) 

Alloy 

(%Si) 

Chemical composition*, wt % 

C Si Mn P S Al N Cr 

0.5 0.005 0.45 0.066 0.005 <0.001 0.002 0.051 0.022 

1.0  0.008 1.00 0.036 0.007 <0.001 0.002 0.0183 0.014 

1.5  0.003 1.52 0.042 0.005 0.002 0.002 0,0022 0.015 

2.0  0.006 2.03 0.037 0.001 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.015 

2.5 0.006 2.55 0.036 0.002 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.015 

3.0 0.006 2.99 0.036 0.002 0.005 0.003 <0.001 0.014 

*Fe Balanced 

The ingots were cut into slices of 12.5 cm width, 2.5 cm thickness and 30 cm high. The central slice was 

prepared by conventional metallographic techniques and etched with 1:3 fresh solution of HNO3:H2O to 

reveal the macrostructure of each experimental alloy. The liquidus and solidus temperatures were 

calculated by ThermoCalc software for each alloy. The solidification range or solidification interval (SR) was 

calculated by the difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures. The experimental solidification 

pattern was determined based on the type of macrostructure, the presence of columnar grains indicate a 

short solidification pattern. Macrostructures with equiaxed and columnar grain the solidification follow an 

intermediate solidification pattern, finally the presence of just equiaxed grains the alloy follows a long 

solidification pattern. 

For the evaluation of the long/wide grain ratio (L/W), in the equiaxed structures the  diameter and the wide 

of 15 grains were measured, five grains located in the low zone of the casting slide, five in the half zone and 

five in the high zone. In table 2 average values of three evaluated zones are demonstrated. For the case of 

the alloys with columnar structure, the following procedure was applied: the grain long and the average 

wide grain (two positions of the grain) were measured, this was applied in 15 grains of each alloy, five 

grains located in the low zone, five in the intermediate zone and five in the high zone. A similar procedure 

for each one of the zones of the sample with 1.5% was applied. Hardness Brinell Number (HBN) was 

determined applying 3000 Kg of load with10 mm diameter hard ball during 15 seconds. Five values of 

hardness through all the slide casting were determined, in order to having the hardness average of the 

material including the grain borders. Finally the Hardness Rockwell B (HRB) was determined individually for 

10 equiaxed grains in the case of the alloys with 0.5 and 1.0 wt%Si. For the alloy with 1.5% the same 

procedure in the zone equiaxial was applied. In the case of the alloys with 2, 2.5 and 3.0% with columnar 

structure, lineal measurements of hardness along the grains in five positions of each grain were carried out. 

These profiles of hardness were obtained for seven grains of each one of these alloys. 
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Fig. 1  Casting dimensions and experimental casting 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained of the liquidus and solidus temperatures, the solidification range 

(SR), the experimental solidification pattern, grain ratio (L/W), the average hardness Brinell Number (HBN) 

and hardness Rockwell B (HRB) of each alloy. 

Table 2  Solidification parameters (liquidus and solidus temperatures), solidification range (SR), grain ratio 

(L/W), HBN and HRB. 

Alloy  Tl (°C) 
 

Ts  (°C ) SR(1) Experimental 
pattern 
(grain) 

Ratio 
L/W (mm/mm) 

Hardness 
(HBN) 

Hardness 
(HRB) 

Fe-0.5  %Si  1530.5 1514 15.5 Long 
equiaxial 

0.950.02 95.260.03 48.40.06 

Fe-1 %Si  1522.0 1493 29.0 Long 
equiaxial 

0.930.03 110.360.06 57.260.04 

Fe-1.5 % Si  1513.6 1475 38.6 Mixed 
equiaxial and 

columnar 

0.94 
(equiaxed zone) 

7.160.05 
(columnar zone ) 

123.900.08 66.60.04 

Fe-2 % Si  1505.0 1460 45.0 Short: 
columnar 

8.260.05 142.110.07 85.250.03 

Fe-2.5 %Si  1496.4 1446 50.4 Short 
columnar 

10.150.03 162.140.25 80.380.04 

Fe-3 %Si  1488.7 1434 54.7 Short 
columnar 

10.830.08 168.170.38 74.120.04 

Macrostructures of each alloy can be seen in Figs. 2a to 2f 
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(a)                                                            (b)                                                                  (c)     

                                             
                         (d)                                                           (e)                                                            (f) 

Fig. 2 Macrostructures of Fe-Si castings (a) 0.5 wt%Si, (b) 1.0 wt%Si, (c) 1.5 wt% Si, (d) 2 wt%Si, (e) 2.5 wt% 

Si and (f) 3.0 wt% Si. 

The macrostructures obtained under the experimental condition in this work do not match with the 

patterns defined for the conventional mechanisms of macrostructure formation phenomenon (8, 9), which 

defines the macrostructure as a function of chemical composition related to solidification range (difference 

between liquidus and solidus temperatures), short solidification range the alloys must have columnar 

grains, related to the small zone of liquid-solid coexistence in front of the solidification interface, while for 

longer intervals the macrostructure must be predominantly equiaxed grain. This essential dependence of 

the ingot macrostructure has been updated by several studies that determine the columnar-equiaxed 
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transition (10,11), in which the product of the gradient temperature (G) by the growth interface rate (V) 

called GV or cooling rate define the magnitude of each of these zones in casting solidified by several 

manufacturing processes. These parameters however are affected by different variables associated with 

the manufacturing conditions such as: pouring temperature, alloy composition, the presence of impurities 

and/or nucleating agents, mold thickness and geometry, mold material, etc., as well as the particular 

characteristics of the alloy as are the liquidus and solidus temperatures,  undercooling degree, etc. In the 

case of electrical steels the grain ratio (L/W) in solidification conditions is important because ideal 

crystallographic texture in plane perpendicular to the solidification direction can be obtained. Langraf (7) 

reported that relationships L/W from 7.3 to 10 for steels with 3.5 wt% Si obtained by directional 

solidification have better magnetic properties when it is compared with commercial steels with 2.5% Si and 

3.5% Si steels obtained by strip casting processes. In another study done by Liang (6) concludes that there is 

a close relationship between the directional solidification conditions controlled by the parameter GV with 

the parameter L/W. For GV values between 5.6 and 5.88 (K/s ) were obtained under a L/W ratio between 

18 and 15, which are associated with values of 360 to 375 Hardness Vickers (HV), under these conditions 

the material reach the best rolling workability. In this work for Fe-Si alloys with 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 wt%Si were 

obtained  L/W ratio from 8,26 to 10.83, these values are close to the  results reported by Liang 6, 

considering that the ingots under this study were manufactured by conventional casting process instead of 

the directional solidification process. This L/W ratio would indicate that the alloys with more than 2 wt% Si 

will be easier to rolling due to the directions of growth associates to the crystals during the solidification 

stage. While the alloys with equiaxial and equiaxial-columnar macrostructures would present smaller 

workability and magnetic properties. 

Brinell Hardness Number is a global hardness, because the mark covers medium zones and boundaries 

grain, indicating a high homogeneity of these materials, the BHN is increased when the silicon content is 

increased, this is associated with the amount of silicon into  phase at room temperature, this is agree with 

dates reported by Shin 4. The hardness profiles obtained by Hardness Rockwell B on the coarse columnar 

grains, the small variation of the hardness grain profile, as well as the variation in hardness between grain 

and grain indicates the presence of a high homogeneity of the silicon as main alloying element, however 

the hardness HRB decreased with increasing amount of silicon. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The macrostructure of the alloys show an anomalous behavior when only is considered the chemical 

composition and the solidification range (solidification pattern). This anomaly could be explained based on 

the parameters GV, which was not evaluated in this study. 

Alloys with greater contents than 2 wt% Si columnar grains are presented throughout the casting, while 

more dilute alloys with silicon equal or less than 1 wt% showed equiaxed fine grain structures.  The alloy 

with 1.5% Si shows a mixed macrostructure associate to intermediate solidification pattern. 

The high grain ratio L/W for the alloys with 2 or more wt% Si, suggested to be suitable materials for reach 

high magnetic properties, associated with the shape and growth direction of the grain. The hardness-GV 

parameter suggested by some authors to relate to the rolling workability, according the result workability 

could be better for the alloys with 2 or more wt% Si. 
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Abstract 

We would like to establish a new technique for detection of Cu (ε-phase) in steels. The technique is based 

on measuring potentiodynamic curves - samples with precipitated copper show distinct peaks in passive 

region of the curve. The amplitude of peaks is related to the size of precipitates which can be used to 

evaluate the mechanical properties of the material, although further investigation of this topic is required. 

We used austenitic steel samples with various content of copper. We measured effect of thermal annealing on 

mechanical properties and phase composition of the samples. Although the changes in mechanical properties 

were not significant (up until 100 hours of annealing), the size of precipitates increased rapidly. We presume 

that this can have severe detrimental effect on creep strength at extended times of exposure (80,000 hours).  

Keywords: creep, steel, copper, phase detection, electrochemical, precipitates 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Main required parameters of materials for power plant industry are high creep strength and oxidation 

resistance. While the oxidation resistance of commonly used materials is sufficient, the creep strength 

poses a problem.  

Copper is often added to steels for its ability to increase creep resistance [1]. Main effect of copper lies in 

increase of stacking fault energy. SFE describes interactions (attraction/repulsion) between dislocations, 

but also affects precipitation of metal carbides [2, 3]. Several authors showed that these precipitates are 

finer and more homogenously distributed in material with increased SFE [1, 4].   

Copper can precipitate as well; whether it does or does not depends on solubility at given temperature. 

Effect of copper precipitates on mechanical properties is not significant compared to metal carbide (MC) 

precipitates [3, 5], probably due to its low hardness. 

We believe that precipitated copper does not have desired effect on SFE. If the case is such, the 

precipitation of copper can have detrimental effect on creep properties of steel. The precipitation of 

copper is in fact transfer of copper from solid solution to the precipitates, decreasing copper content in the 

solid solution. Lower copper content in solid solution results in lowered SFE, which eventually results in 

coarsening of MC precipitates. The size of precipitates has major effect on mechanical properties - when it 

reaches certain value, the interaction between dislocations and precipitates changes completely, which 

results in sudden drop in mechanical properties.  

All previously mentioned arguments combined-it is more useful to have copper only in the form of solid 

solution.  

Recycling of creep resistant steel with copper carries one other problem. Analyses performed on steel 

products usually skip elements which are not added on purpose or those that do not have significant effect. 

It was reported [6, 7], that copper can have negative effect on weldability, corrosion resistance and most 
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importantly hot working. It would be therefore useful to develop a simple technique for detection of 

copper in such materials.  

The aim of this work is to develop electrochemical technique to detect copper in solid solution or 

secondary phases. 

2.  EXPERIMENT 

2.1  Samples 

We used common austenitic steel samples with different content of copper.  

Table 1  Composition of samples 

Sample C Mn Si Cr Ni P S Cu Cr(eq) Ni(eq) 

1 0.069 2.80 0.75 18.67 10.54 0.020 0.008 0.06 20.1 14.5 
3 0.072 1.13 0.40 18.89 10.81 0.019 0.041 0.96 19.6 14.2 

5 0.075 1.04 0.37 18.75 10.37 0.019 0.014 1.83 19.6 13.7 

The samples were thermally worked prior to the experiments to uniform their structure (solution 

treatment 1250°C/0.5h, water), followed by thermal aging for 1-100 hours at 580°C and 670°C 

(precipitation hardening). This regime simulates the exposure in real power plant. Samples were then cut 

into cubes with maximum edge length about 1 cm, and grinded (Grit P60 paper). After each cycle of 

thermal treatment we measured hardness, evaluated microstructure, and performed electrochemical 

experiments. 

2.2 Electrochemical experiments 

Electrochemical experiments consist of measuring potentiodynamic curves in standard three electrode 

setup (sample - working electrode; silver/silver-chloride electrode as reference electrode; Pt wire as a 

counter electrode). Other authors have successfully proved electrochemical methods useful to detect 

structural phases such as α, σ and φ. These phases are usually enriched with specific element - e.g. 

chromium in σ-phase. The potentiodynamic curves usually have distinct peak(s) nearby the redox potential 

of this element. Copper precipitates are either ε-phase or copper in its nature state; both contain about 

95% of copper. Thereby we presumed that electrolyte with specific dissolution effect on copper, such as 

ammonia or cyanide, should be used. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 1  Comparison of thermal treatment on samples 
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3.  RESULTS 

Hardness results were within expectations - with the increasing time of annealing the hardness also 

increased (Fig. 1  Comparison of thermal treatment on samples). This is caused by forming of precipitates in 

the structure. Metallographic study revealed fine precipitates in the austenite structure. Precipitates 

coarsen with longer annealing time, however this phenomena is more obvious at higher exposure times 

(50.000 hours). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2  Comparison of microstructure after a) solution treatment and b) after 10 hours of annealing  

First step of electrochemical study was to find the proper electrolyte. In the beginning, we used electrolytes 

that complexate copper, i.e. have specific dissolution effect on it. Unfortunately, ammonia solution seems 

to be too alkaline - steel becomes passive, surface layer consisting mainly of (Fe,Cr)3O4 blocks reaction of 

ammonia with copper. We have tried several acidic ammonia solution but we were unable to measure the 

curves because of the conductivity of the solution (NH4NO3, NH4Cl), or because the material was still 

passive (NH4SO4). We have rejected the use of cyanide solution because of its toxicity.  

Best results were obtained using 0.1M H2SO4. Potentiodynamic curves measured in this solution show 

several distinct peaks, most of them very close to the three redox potentials of copper. Sample with the 

least content of copper showed no peak in the passive region (-100 to 600mV/ACLE). Sample with the 

middle content of copper (1 wt. %) has a single peak close to the redox potential of reaction Cu/Cu+. 

Sample with the highest copper content (1.8 wt. %) has three distinct peaks in the passive region. Proper 

identification of each of these was not possible at the time - the exact assignment of each peak to a specific 

reaction would require potentiostatic dissolution. The subsequent analysis of the solution would reveal 

what exactly had been dissolved.  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 3  Plots of electrochemical curves measured on samples with a) 0.06 wt. % Cu  b) 1 wt.% Cu and c) 1.8 

wt. % Cu 

CONCLUSION 

We were able to establish basics for the electrochemical detection of copper in steels. We studied the 

effect of thermal treatment and varying copper content on microstructure and mechanical properties.  

The copper content does not have significant effect on mechanical properties of material at normal 

temperature, however it affects the precipitation of carbides in the material thus affecting mechanical and 

creep properties.  

Shape of potentiodynamic curves on samples with Cu precipitates strongly differs from curves measured on 

single-phase samples. We believe that it will not be possible to calculate copper content from 

potentiodynamic curves directly; however the presence of specific peaks can be used to decide if there are 

copper precipitates in the structure and to estimate their size. The size of precipitates is proportional to the 

annealing time (age) of material in power plant and can be used to estimate the mechanical and creep 

properties. 
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Abstract 

High-alloy martensitic steels are used as construction materials in power generating equipments. The 

problem of these steels, which are most often alloyed with chromium, molybdenum and tungsten, is a 

possibly increase in structural instability during heat treatment or a long-term heating process. The 

formation of structural instability causes deterioration of mechanical properties and corrosion resistance 

and leads to overall shortening of the equipment service life. Chromium and molybdenum are elements, 

which in alkaline environment can easily pass into a transpassive state, and that can be detected for 

example on a polarization curve of the material in an appropriate environment. 

The aim of this work was to confirm the possibilities of using electrochemical polarization as a very simple, 

non-destructive method of investigation into the formation of structural changes in these materials. 

Potentiostatic etching was also carried out together with measuring of potentiodynamic curves. 

Potentiodynamic measurements showed the possibility of using this method for the detection of 

development of spinodal decomposition in ferritic steels and also for the detection of structural changes 

during heat treatment of martensitic chromium steels. Structural modifications induced changes in local 

maximum parameters on the polarization curve in the region of transition into the transpassive state. 

Current density in the maximum of this peak is probably proportional to the amount of alloying elements in 

carbides. It has been shown that the sensitivity of this method could be increased by prior surface 

passivation or by saturation with hydrogen from an appropriate electrolyte. 

Keywords: martensitic creep-resistant chromium steels, structural changes, electrochemical polarization 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Martensitic steel with 9-12 % Cr additionally alloyed also with molybdenum, tungsten, niobium and 

vanadium have been lately often used for the newly constructed power equipment. These materials 

include heat-resistant steels X10CrMoVNb 9-1 (P91) and X10CrWMoVNb 9-2 (P92), that are used for the 

construction of steam pipe-lines or heat-transfer pipes. The structure of these steels in optimal state before 

operational use is composed of tempered martensite with carbides M23C6 (M = Cr, Fe, Mo a W) and 

dispersed phases MX (carbo-nitrides phases) and MN with delta-ferrite (up to the limit of 5 %) eventually 

[1-4]. These materials fulfil requirements for high creep strength and resistance to steam oxidation 

moreover, their price is relatively low (compared for example to nickel alloys). 

The potential problem with these steels is the possibility of the occurrence of structural instability during 

heat treatment or the following service heating. Therefore, in the matrix of the steel phases enriched with 

alloying elements may precipitate - predominantly the carbidic or carbo-nitridic particles, Laves phases or 

the Z-phase - Cr(V, Nb)N [5-6]. These very fine phases tend to be very hard and brittle and their 
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precipitation leads to the local decrease of the material creep strength, toughness and corrosion resistance. 

Therefore, it is very important to detect these structural changes in the initial stage of their formation.   

Electrochemical polarization method is one of the possible methods of detecting structural changes. This 

method takes the advantage of the preferential dissolution of areas formed due to structural changes in 

the material. Strong alkaline solutions, where chromium or molybdenum preferentially pass into 

transpassive state [7-12] can be successfully used to detect areas enriched with these elements. The 

preferential dissolution of phases enriched with Cr or Mo is demonstrated by a significant local maximum 

on the polarization curve of the material in the area of passive-to-transpassive state transition. The position 

of this local maximum is supposed to be proportional to the amount of alloying elements in the formed 

phase [13]. Owing to its simplicity, the electrochemical polarization method appears to be a suitable 

complementary method to the small specimen technique [14]. 

This work is focused on the possibility of electrochemical detection of structural changes in chromium 

martensitic steels occurring during heat treatment or long-term heating. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Electrodes and electrolytes 

The specimens were fabricated from steels P91 and P92, referent specimens were made of common 

martensitic steel 1Cr13 for comparison. The chemical composition of experimental steels is given in Table 

1Table . The samples were quenched (1050 °C, 20 min, water) and some of them were tempered (780 °C, 

10-120 min, air). Some samples were exposed to long-term heating at the temperature of 650 °C. All the 

specimens were grinded with emery paper, degreased with ethanol and rinsed with distilled water.  

The electrolyte (0.1 mol/l NaOH) was prepared from NaOH (p.a.) and distilled water. The experiments were 

conducted at a room temperature in an aerated solution. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the experimental steels (wt.%) 

Specimen C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo V W Nb N 

P91 0.11 0.53 0.35 8.3 0.15 0.89 0.23 0.01 0.10 0.049 

P92 0.11 0.48 0.37 8.6 0.09 0.33 0.23 1.62 0.06 0.037 

1Cr13 0.13 0.51 0.31 13.0 0.28 - - - - - 

2.2  Apparatus and procedure 

A common three-electrode cell with a platinum wire as counter-electrode and a silver/silver chloride 

electrode (ACLE) as the referent electrode (0.197 V compared to the standard hydrogen electrode). All 

potentials reported in this paper are compared to the ACLE. Potentiodynamic measurements were carried 

out by the PC3 system and Gamry electrochemical software. The corrosion potential was stabilized before 

the polarization measurement. The scan rate was 3 mV/s.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

The influence of various material factors on the changes of polarization curves was studies. Some of results 

are shown in this paper. 

The martensitic steels specimens were heat-treated in a standard way - quenched and tempered for 

various periods of times. Metallographic pictures showed that the structure of quenched steel consists of 
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Fig. 2  Potentiodynamic curves for steel 
1Cr13 (tempered), pure iron and chromium 

martensitic plates and the structure of tempered steel contains precipitates of carbidic phases. The changes 

in the steel structure resulted in a significant decrease of hardness after tempering. 

Potentiodynamic curves were measured on the heat-treated steels. The potentiodynamic curves of P91 a 

1Cr13 steels in different stages of heat treatment are shown on Fig. . In both cases, significant local 

maximum in the potential area of 450-500 mV was observed on the tempered steels curves.  

a) b) 

  

Fig. 1  Potentiodynamic curves of martensitic steels, a) P91, b) 1Cr13; in 0.1 mol/l NaOH solution 

The occurrence of this maximum is probably caused by preferential transpassive dissolution of chromium in 

precipitated carbides. During the ongoing polarization process chromium is released into the solution (probably 

in the form of CrO42-) and carbides “enriched” with iron are again capable of re-passivation. The steep 

increase of current density around the potential of 700 mV is caused by evolution of oxygen from the solution. 

To confirm this theory potentiodynamic curves of pure iron and chromium were measured under the same 

conditions, see Fig. 2. Iron is obviously to be in a passive state in the whole area of polarization, on the other 

hand, chromium starts to dissolve in transpassivity very soon.  

As can be seen on Fig.  no local peak was observed on the 

curve of quenched steel. The detected changes are assumed 

to be induced by tempering and increase of the amount and 

size of carbides with high chromium content. Should the 

influence of the time of tempering be observed, the 

conclusion would be that the position of the current density 

peak does not change with the time of tempering for P91 a 

P92 steels, on the other hand, the value of this maximum rises 

with the time of tempering in the case of steel 1Cr13. This 

difference is supposed to be caused by dissimilar formation of 

carbides in the matrix. Coarsing of the carbides of chromium 

in the matrix of the steel 1Cr13 during tempering is supposed 

to enlarge the area for transpassive dissolution of Cr-rich 

phases. On the contrary, in the case of the steel P91 there is 

only redistribution of the carbide-forming elements (Cr, Mo, 

V, Nb) and their overall amount or size doesn’t change. 
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The same electrochemical measurements were carried out with steels P91 and P92 after long-term heating 

at 650 °C. Potentiodynamic curves of these specimens are shown on Fig. 3. Similarly to the heat-treated 

steels, the local peak in the area of transition from the passive into transpassive state occurs on the steel 

polarization curve. In both cases, long-term heating shifts the local peak to more noble potentials and higher 

 current densities which refers to higher frequency and bigger size of the formed carbide phases. 

To confirm that the precipitation of carbidic phases is (most possible) responsible for the local peak on the 

polarization curve, potentiostatic etching was carried out in 0.1 mol/l NaOH solution at the potential of 

475 mV (the potential has reached the maximum value of current density). The time of the etching was 16 

hours. As for the P91 steel exposed to long-term heating, some of the phases were observed to have been 

significantly etched during polarization. On the other hand, no phase was highlighted during potentiostatic 

etching of the same steel in quenched state. It means that the phase responsible for the local maximum on 

the polarization curve forms during long-term heating (or during tempering).  

Fig. 3  Potentiodynamic curves of steel after long-term heating, a) P91, b) P92 

Another aim of our work was to determine the influence of the change of some measuring parameters on 

the position of local maximum. First of all, the influence of concentration of sodium hydroxide was studied. 

Potentiodynamic measurements were carried out in solutions with various concentrations of NaOH (from 

10-3 to 2 mol/l). No significant peak was identified for the least concentrated solutions (10-3 and 10-2 

mol/l). Therefore, no preferential transpassive dissolution is assumed to take place in these electrolytes. In 

more concentrated solutions this peak occurs and its position seems to be shifted to less noble potentials 

and higher current densities with increasing concentration of NaOH (Fig 4a). This trend is caused by the 

increasing content of hydroxyl ions that accelerate the dissolution of iron. Zou [15] assumes in his study 

that chemical dissolution of passive layer composed of Fe2O3 and the formation of FeO2- ions in the region 

of high potentials can occur in even more concentrated NaOH solutions.  

Another studied changed parameter was the rate of polarization (0.5 - 5 mV/s). An evident increase of 

current densities within the whole measured area was observed with the gradually rising rate of 

polarization. Simultaneously, the local maximum is shifted to more noble potentials (Fig. 4b). This expected 

trend is in accordance with the study of Abd El Rahim [12]. 
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The possibilities of emphasing of the local maximum (and increasing the sensitivity of this method) were also 

studied. It has proven that the local peak can be emphasized by prior passivation of the surface in concentrated 

nitric acid. Passivation leads to the enrichment of the surface with chromium, and thus to the increase of the 

speed of transpassive dissolution. Another possibility of emphasing the local maximum is saturation with 

hydrogen before potentiodynamic polarization (Fig. 5a). In our work the saturation was carried out 

electrochemically from 0.1 mol/l sulphuric acid with an addition of As2O3 (poison of recombination). Both the 

passivation and saturation lead to a significant shift of the local peak to higher current density values, see Fig. 5b. 

Changes detected by electrochemical methods have to be completed with a more detailed study of 

processes proceeding in steels during heat influence. 

Fig. 4  Change of polarization curve characteristics, a) with different concentration of NaOH (P91 

tempered), b) with different rate of polarization (1Cr13 tempered) 

Fig. 5  Change of polarization curve characteristics of tempered P91, a) after saturating with hydrogen, b) 

after saturating with hydrogen and passivation 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents partial results of a work, the goal of which was to study selected degrading processes 

influencing corrosion resistance of martensitic chromium steels and verification of the possibility to detect 

structural changes in such steels that are formed during heat treatment or operation exposure. The 

performed experiments showed that the potentiodynamic polarization in the solution of 0.1 mol/l NaOH 

could be used for the detection of phases formed during heat treatment and long-term operations 

exposures. These phases show as a significant local maximum on the polarization curve in the area of 

transition from the passive into transpassive state. The position of this maximum shifts with the change of 

NaOH concentration and the polarization rate. The sensitivity of this method could be enhanced by prior 

passivation or even more by saturating with hydrogen from an appropriate electrolyte. 
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Abstract 

The presented paper evaluates hydrogen embrittlement of a duplex steel 22/05 with ferritic-austenitic 

microstructure. Tensile tests on specimens with diameter d0 = 4 mm were used for the evaluation of steel 

resistance to hydrogen embrittlement. Tensile specimens were electrolytically hydrogen charged in 0.05 M 

solution of H2SO4, without or with addition of 1 g of KSCN per 1 liter of solution, for 24 hours or 168 hours. 

The current density for hydrogen charging varied from i = 1 to 5 mA.cm-2. Tensile tests with a low strain rate 

were performed immediately after hydrogen charging. Impact of hydrogen on mechanical properties of the 

duplex steel during tensile test was confirmed by decreasing of plastic properties, especially reduction in 

area. Neither the yield strength Rp0,2 , nor the tensile strength Rm were affected by the presence of 

hydrogen. Degree of embrittlement was expressed by the index of hydrogen embrittlement F. Hydrogen 

charging at current density i = 1 mA.cm-2 caused almost none embrittlement of the steel studied, index of 

hydrogen embrittlement F being 0.8 %. Some decreasing of reduction in area was observed for increased 

current density 5 mA.cm-2, but the index of hydrogen embrittlement still remained quite low, F = 3.2 %. 

When KSCN was added to the solution, for keeping of previous conditions, hydrogen embrittlement index 

increased three times approximately. Extending of hydrogen charging time to 168 hours led to pronounced 

decreasing of reduction in area and the index of hydrogen embrittlement reached value F = 23.6 %. 

Fractographic analysis showed that failure of specimens in the middle of fracture surface corresponded to 

transgranular ductile fracture with a dimple morphology. Regions of quasicleavage fracture were observed 

on the circumference of electrolytically hydrogen charged specimens. These regions were penetrating 

deeper for prolonged time of hydrogen charging. Diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the studied steel 

could be estimated on the basis of fracture characteristics. Duplex steel seems to be much more resistant 

to hydrogen embrittlement in comparison with steels having predominantly bcc lattice.  

Keywords: hydrogen embrittlement, slow strain rate tensile test, duplex steel  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Increased content of hydrogen in steels can modify, or even degrade quite a number of their properties. In 

view of mechanical behaviour of materials the presence of hydrogen inside the steel matrix is indicated by 

e.g. reduction of the plasticity detected within a tensile test, or by a change of the yield strength and the 

tensile strength or furthermore by a change of the failure micromechanism or by a decrease of the 

resistance to the brittle failure. The most dangerous action of hydrogen is connected with its ability to 

provoke cracking, which can result even in the total destruction of various steel structures or pressure 

vessels. One of the most important industries where we have to face the degradation of the material 

properties due to hydrogen is petrochemical industry. Hydrogen sulphide in the crude oil and natural gas is 

a main source of hydrogen in this industry. Regarding to the possible usage of hydrogen as an 
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environmentally friendly fuel the study of hydrogen impact on the different types of materials, not only 

steels, is a subject of an extensive attention. 

Material degradation provoked by hydrogen is called hydrogen embrittlement. Hydrogen embrittlement is 

defined by a number of mechanisms, from which the hydrogen embrittlement of steels in a hydrogen 

sulphide environment represents a special case. Hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) and sulphide stress 

cracking (SSC) belong to the basic types of hydrogen embrittlement in hydrogen sulphide containing 

environment. In the case of HIC the hydrogen sulphide effect is expected without the interaction of 

external loading. Step-wise cracks are typical indications of HIC or blisters on the material surface. SSC is 

observed in those materials, which are under the external tensile stress and simultaneously in an 

environment containing hydrogen sulphide [1]. Another approach how to study the hydrogen impact on 

the material embrittlement represent tensile tests on hydrogenated specimens performed at slow strain 

rate, called as “slow strain rate tensile test” (SSRT). This procedure makes possible faster obtaining of the 

data about the changes of mechanical properties (in hours or dozens of hours) in dependence on hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient in each evaluated material. 

Recently, the attention has also been paid to the duplex steel grades in connection with hydrogen. 

Published studies particularly dealt with an assignment of hydrogen diffusion coefficient, which was related 

to the morphology of the ferritic and austenitic steel matrix. It is assumed that diffusion of hydrogen in 

duplex stainless steels occurs only in ferrite at ambient temperature. A higher proportion of austenite in 

the matrix reduces the apparent diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the duplex steel grades, due to the fact 

that the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the austenite is in the range from 10-14 to 10-12 cm2∙s-1 and the 

diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the ferrite is in the range from ∙10-6 to 10-5 cm2∙s-1 at ambient 

temperature. The apparent diffusion coefficient of hydrogen is significantly affected by the orientation of 

the present phases towards the direction of hydrogen diffusion. At the preferred orientation of the 

ferrite/austenite interface parallel to the direction of hydrogen diffusion, an apparent diffusion coefficient 

of hydrogen was approx. two times higher than in the case of hydrogen diffusion perpendicularly to the 

preferred orientation of the ferrite/austenite interface. Generally the apparent diffusion coefficient of 

hydrogen is in the range 10-10 to 10-9 cm2∙s-1 in the duplex steel grades [2, 3]. 

Presented contribution is focused on the evaluation of hydrogen embrittlement in the duplex steel grade 

22/5 using a slow strain rate tensile test (SSRT) on the testing bars previously charged by hydrogen. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PART 

2.1 Material description 

Duplex stainless steel of type 22/5 was used for evaluation of its susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. 

Steel was in the form of bars with a diameter of 16 mm. Machined tensile test bars with a diameter D0 = 

4 mm, the initial measured length L0 = 20 mm, the test length Lc = 35 mm, were made from the input 

material. Chemical composition of the steel studied is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the studied duplex steel (mass %). 

 

 

C Si Mn Ni Cr Mo N S P 

0.026 0.38 1.57 5.49 22.5 2.8 0.15 0.0007 0.02 
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The basic microstructure of the steel consisted of ferrite and austenite, aligned in longitudinal direction (Fig. 1). 

The proportion of ferrite was measured on longitudinal sections. Specimens contained about 50 % of ferrite.  

   
a) b) 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of duplex stainless steel 22/5 a) transversal section, b) longitudinal section. 

Basic mechanical properties in initial state (IS), obtained using a tensile test on a tensile machine INOVA at 

loading rate v = 0.1 mm/min (slow speed), ie. yield strength Re, tensile strength Rm, elongation A and 

reduction in area Z, are shown in Table 2. Strength characteristics of austenitic-ferritic steels are much 

better than those of purely austenitic steels and increase with the growing content of ferrite. The 

elongation remains good after annealing even at high content of ferrite 4. 

Table 2  Results of mechanical properties. 

Identification of the 
sample 

Rp0.2 
[MPa] 

Rm 
[MPa] 

A(20) 
[%] 

Z 
[%] 

22/05 IS 847 907 30.7 80.2 

2.2 Electrolytic hydrogen charging 

The tensile bars were electrolytic hydrogen charged in 0.05 M solution of H2SO4 with or without KSCN 

addition of 1 gram per 1 litre of solution. Time of charging varied from 24 hours to 168 hours. The current 

density was i = 1 or 5 mAcm-2. 

Tensile test bars were loaded at a loading rate v = 0.1 mm/min, which corresponded to the strain rate   in 

the order of 10-5 s-1. Low strain rate was chosen in order to ensure sufficient time for distribution of 

hydrogen through the sample volume to fracture initiation sites, where the critical concentration of 

hydrogen could be reached or exceeded. 

Index of hydrogen embrittlement F (equation 1) was used for the evaluation of the susceptibility to 

hydrogen embrittlement of the studied steel:  

100=

)0(

)((0)Z




Z
F

HZ   [%] eq. 1 

Z(0)   is a reduction in area in the initial state without hydrogen charging (%), 

Z(H)   is a reduction in area after hydrogen charging (%). 

Usually, hydrogen embrittlement results in decreasing of plastic properties - elongation and reduction in 

area 5-7. In our case, due to lower degree of embrittlement, elongation did not change too much. In some 

cases, the elongation of hydrogen charged specimens was even slightly higher than in the initial state. 
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Hydrogen embrittlement was clearly discernible by the decrease of reduction in area and also on fracture 

surfaces (Table 3). 

Table 3  Results of mechanical properties after hydrogen charging. 

Sample Nr. 
Time of 

charging [hs] 

Current 
density i 

[mA.cm-2] 
Solution 

Rp0.2 
[MPa] 

Rm 
[MPa] 

A(20) 
[%] 

Z 
[%] 

F 
[%] 

H/24/1 24 1 0.05 M H2SO4 794 852 28.9 79.6 0.8 

H/24/5 24 5 0.05 M H2SO4 821 883 31.5 77.6 3.2 

H24/5/+ 24 5 
0.05 M 

H2SO4+KSCN 
872 919 30.2 72.2 10.0 

H168/5/+ 168 5 
0.05 M 

H2SO4+KSCN 
854 883 32.2 61.3 23.6 

Electrolytic hydrogen charging at a current density i = 1 mA cm-2 did not cause any material embrittlement, 

index of hydrogen embrittlement F was equal to 0.8 %. Some decrease of reduction in area could be seen 

for the increased current density 5 mAcm-2. Nevertheless, index of hydrogen embrittlement F was still 

relatively small, F = 3.2 %. Increase of the index of hydrogen embrittlement three times comparing to 

previous value could be observed when KSCN was added to the solution (at the same current density i = 5 

mAcm-2). The sample H168/5/+ was hydrogen charged for 168 hours. A significant decrease of reduction in 

area could be observed in this case. Hydrogen embrittlement index grew to 23.6 %. Outstanding increasing 

of hydrogen embrittlement was affected by longer exposure time in an acidic environment and also by 

addition of KSCN. 

2.3 Fractographic analysis  

Fractographic analysis was carried out using the scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM - 6490LV. The 

sample in the initial state was characterised by a transgranular ductile fracture with a dimple morphology. 

After electrolytic hydrogen charging, at a current density i = 1 mAcm 2 and time 24 hours, fracture surfaces 

were still predominantly ductile with a dimple morphology (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, a narrow layer of 

quasicleavage fracture reaching a depth of 50-60 m was observed on the specimen circumference (Fig. 4). 

   

 Fig. 3  Fracture surface of sample H/24/1. Fig. 4  Fracture surface of sample H/24/1, detail 3. 

 Hydrogen charging i = 1 mAcm-2, 24 hours. Quasiclevage fracture. 

Deeper steps around the fracture surface could be observed already at low magnification for the increased 

current density i = 5 mAcm-2 and for hydrogen charging time 24 hours. The sample centre remained 
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ductile. The quasiclevage fracture reaching a depth of 70-90 m and cracks between hydrogen embrittled 

part and ductile centre could be seen at the edge of the fracture surface. 

At the same current density i = 5 mAcm-2 and hydrogen charging time 24 hours, but with addition of KSCN, 

larger regions (Fig. 5) of quasicleavage fracture could be observed at the periphery of the fracture surface, 

which interfered to the depth up to 130 m (Fig. 6). 

   

 Fig. 5 Fracture surface of sample H/24/5+. Fig. 6 Fracture surface of sample H/24/5, detail 1. 

Hydrogen charging i = 5 mAcm-2, 24 hours, with KSCN. Quasiclevage fracture. 

The quasiclevage regions around the periphery of the sample interfered into the depth of 200 m at 

current density i = 5 mAcm-2 and hydrogen charging time 168 hours (Fig. 7). In quasicleavage areas cracking 

could be observed at higher magnification (Fig. 8). The rest of the fracture surface was transgranular ductile 

with a dimple morphology. The initiation of fracture on the sample surface is evident on the longitudinal 

section of tensile test specimen (Fig. 9). Samples were made of bars, hydrogen diffusion was thus 

perpendicular to the direction of forming, respectively perpendicular to the direction of ferrite/austenite 

interface (Fig. 10). Using the simplified equation  (equation 2) to calculate the hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient D from the depths of quasicleavage fracture related to hydrogen diffusion depth h and from 

time t of hydrogen charging, it was possible to estimate the approximate diffusion coefficient of hydrogen 

in the duplex steel as D = 2.310-10 cm2s-1. This value corresponds to the hydrogen diffusion coefficients of 

duplex stainless steels published in the works 2, 3.  

   

 Fig. 7  Fracture surface of sample H/168/5+. Fig.  8 Fracture surface of sample H/168/5+, detail 1. 

Hydrogen charging i = 5 mAcm-2, 168 hours, with KSCN. Quasiclevage fracture. 

t

h
D

4
=

2
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 Fig. 9  Sample profile H/168/5+. Fig. 10  Sample profile H/168/5+, 

Hydrogen charging i = 5 mAcm-2, 168 hodin, with KSCN. detail of surface cracks. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

The work dealt with evaluation of hydrogen embrittlement of duplex stainless steel 22/5. The influence of 

hydrogen on the behaviour of duplex stainless steel during tensile test showed the decrease of plastic 

properties, particularly reduction in area. Influence of hydrogen on these properties was expressed by the 

index of hydrogen embrittlement F. The highest values of 23.6 % were observed for 168 hs of the 

electrolytic hydrogen charging and if KSCN was added to the testing solution. Hydrogen changed the failure 

mode, from transgranular ductile to quasicleavage, but only at the specimen circumference. Approximate 

diffusion coefficient of hydrogen was estimated from the results of fractographic analysis and from the 

hydrogen charging conditions. Duplex steel with ferritic-austenitic structure shows very good resistance to 

hydrogen embrittlement compared to steels with bcc lattice only [8]. 
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Abstract 

The aim of the study was to evaluate and quantify effects of plastic strain on subsequent experiments of 

hydrogen induced cracking (HIC). Besides obtaining knowledge about the damage mechanisms and their 

quantification, there was a practical viewpoint of the study, as some plastic deformation on pipelines can 

occur due to possibilities of uneven lay down or earth movements, in combination with overpressure 

cycles.  

HIC tests were performed according to NACE TM 284-87 Standard. Total of 27 specimens was tested and 

evaluated. Specimens were taken from rolled sheets of X60, X65 and X70 steels to be used for manufacture 

of spiral welded pipes, nine specimens from each of the steel. Three specimens of each group were loaded 

to 1% plastic strain, next three to 0.5% plastic strain. The last group was not preloaded. After the plastic 

deformation, the specimens were machined to final shape. Some hardness measurement was then carried 

out.  

Significant effect of plastic strain on reducing of resistance to HIC was determined particularly for X70 steel 

and also for X60 steel. Mechanisms of initiation and growth of HIC process were analysed and discussed, in 

relation to material microstructure and plastic strain.   

Keywords: Hydrogen induced cracking, high pressure pipeline steels, plastic strain 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

Modern economies depend largely on the performance of hydrocarbon-based energy industry (oil and gas), 

which in turn is dependent on the performance of steel pipelines that are used for transporting natural gas, 

crude oil and petroleum products. Field observations of buried pipelines indicate that it is not uncommon 

for geotechnical movements to impose large displacements on the pipelines, resulting in localised 

curvature, deformations, and strain in the pipe wall. In addition, subsequent cyclic load histories may 

produce not only monotonic, but even cyclic plastic strain reversals 1.   

Freshly presented works confirm that plastic deformation can have a crucial effect on hydrogen assisted 

stress corrosion cracking process. As an example, it was shown in 2 in the study of effect of hydrogen on 

stress corrosion cracking in X70 pipeline steel in near-neutral pH environments that cyclic tests under 

elastic strain condition did not result in fracture of the material and the hydrogen content was very low. 

However, when the load was raised to produce plastic deformation, the specimens failed within limited 

time, with brittle fracture appeared on the fracture surface and the hydrogen content was higher than that 

under elastic strain conditions. The SCC mechanism of X70 pipeline steels in near-neutral pH environments 

was related to hydrogen accumulation induced by plastic strain. 

mailto:Ivo.Cerny@seznam.cz
mailto:d.mikulova@svum.cz
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The aim of the study presented in this paper was to evaluate degree of influence of  preliminary plastic 

deformation on hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) in three types of high pressure pipeline steels having been 

used most frequently particularly for construction of transit pipelines in Czech Republic, eventually to 

determine, weather such the effect exists.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Experiments were performed on three types of steels, namely X60 (L415MB), X65 (L450MB) and X70 

(L485MB). Experimental material was taken from thermomechanically treated sheets, manufactured at 

Arcelor Mittal Steel a.s., Ostrava, being used for manufacture of spiral welded pipes. Thermomechanical 

treatment of the sheets consisted in several stages of controlled rolling and cooling 3. All the three steels 

were of a high purity low carbon type (C < 0.12 %, S and P < 0.012 %), with Mn content between 1.4 and 1.6 

%, microalloyed with Nb, Al, V or Mo and Ti. Chemical composition of the steels is shown in Table 1. 

Mechanical properties were evaluated on specimens taken from real pipes - Table 2 3.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of experimental steels (percents by weight) 

Steel C Si Mn S P Mo Al V Nb Ti 

X60 0.086 0.24 1.36 0.02 0.005 0.005 0.044 0.014 0.034 0.017 

X65 0.12 0.19 1.44 0.014 0.012 0.089 0.044 0.075 0.045 0.039 

X70 0.097 0.43 1.64 0.008 0.002 0.079 0.05 0.057 0.055 0.049 

Table 2  Mechanical properties of experimental steels 

Steel Pipe DN Rp 0.2 [MPa] Rt 0.5 [MPa] Rm [MPa] Rt 0.5/Rm A [%] Z [%] KV 0°C *J+ 

X60 700 433.8 436.5 538.4 0.81 29.23 74.48 224.3 

X65 500 454 455 591 0.77 25.14 61.76 158.7 

X70 500 491.1 492.7 605 0.81 25.1 72.73 129.3 

HIC tests were performed according to NACE Standard TM0284 4 including manufacture of specimens and 

their dimensions (length 100 mm and width 20 mm). However, for the purposes of application of 

preliminary plastic strain, original specimen length was approximately 200 mm to enable adequate 

gripping.  

Two levels of plastic strain were applied, namely 0.5 % and 1.0 %. Three specimens of each of the three 

steels were deformed with 0.5 % and three with 1.0 % strain, respectively. No strain was applied to 

reference specimens - to three specimens of each steel. That means total amount of 27 specimens was 

prepared for HIC tests. Plastic deformation was realised using INSTRON 1185 electromechanical testing 

machine equipped with computer controlled videoextensometer ME 46 with automatic strain recording. 

Gauge length, where the deformation was measured, corresponded to 100 mm length in the central part of 

the specimens. After the application of preliminary plastic strain, marginal parts of the specimens (the 

gripped parts) were cut off and the specimens were machined and ground to the final shape.  

After the exposure of the specimens in accordance with 4, i.e. 96 hours in artificial see water saturated 

with H2S, three parameters characterising resistance to HIC were evaluated 4, namely Crack Length Ratio 
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CLR (total sum of crack length a related to specimen width W), Crack Thickness Ratio CTR (sum of crack 

thickness b related to specimen thickness T) and Crack Sensitivity Ratio CSR (sum of products (a x b) 

related to specimen cross section W x T). It could be remarked that commonly accepted limit values of the 

parameters were CLR < 10 %, CTR < 3 % and CSR < 2 %.  

2.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of hardness measurement are in Fig. 1. It 

is obvious that HV 30 values of undeformed 

material are the lowest for the X60 steel and 

highest for the X70 steel. However, the hardness 

is not fully consistent with the strength, because 

according to Table 2, strength values of X65 and 

X60 steels, respectively, are lower by 2.3% and 

11.1%, respectively in comparison with strength 

of X70 steel. Relative percentage differences of 

HV 30 between the steels are rather different. On 

the other hand, with the exception of X65 steel, 

there are good indications of an effect of plastic 

strain on hardness, particularly in case of X70 

steel and 1% plastic strain. 
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Fig. 3  Dependence of Crack 
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Results of HIC tests are summarised in Figs. 2-5. In Fig. 2, average values of parameters CLR, CTR and CSR 

evaluated regardless of plastic strain are shown. To enable the comparison in a single diagram, CTR and CSR 

values are multiplied 10-times and 100-times, respectively. 

The diagrams contain several important results and information, which can be outlined as follows:  

 If plastic strain is disregarded and average total values of the parameters are calculated for the three 

different steels, the X65 steel can be evaluated as the most resistant to HIC (Fig. 2). Particularly Crack 

Sensitive Ratio CSR is very low, approximately by one order lower than CSR of the X70 steel and 5-times 

lower than that of the X60 steel. Values of other two parameters - CLR and CTR are the lowest, too. This 

result is rather surprising - one could expect a medium resistance as the strength of the steel also is 

medium. It indicates that HIC resistance is more affected by other factors than strength. It could be the 

ratio of Rp 0.2 / Rm (or Rt 0.5 / Rm) or somewhat different chemical composition like differences of Nb, Ti 

and V content, higher content of C and lower content of Si or other factors, namely microstructure, 

which will be shown later. 

 The lowest resistance of X70 steel to HIC in comparison with the other two steels of lower strength is 

quite consistent with some previous results of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) investigations in basic 

carbonate environments, where the steel with the highest strength (X60 in comparison with a low 

carbon steel) was the most sensitive to SCC initiation 5. On the contrary, resistance to SCC in acid 

environments (NaCl solution with acetic acid saturated with H2S according to 6) of X70 steel was 

evaluated as the best in comparison with X60 or X52 steels 3.  

 The “strange” behaviour of the X65 steel concerns, however, also other factors like dependence of the 

parameters on plastic strain. No effect of plastic strain on increase of Crack Sensitivity Ratio and other 
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Fig. 5  Dependence of Crack Thickness 
Ratio on plastic strain 
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two parameters can be seen, rather the opposite. On the contrary, increase of CSR of the X60 and X70 

steels as a dependence on plastic strain is very significant (Fig. 3) and approximately linear.  

 As regards Crack Length Ratio and Crack Thickness Ratio, the effect of plastic strain in the X60 and X70 

steels is not so systematic like in case of Crack Sensitivity Ratio. Some unfavourable effect of plastic 

strain is, however, indicated, too. Furthermore, the results can be affected by scatter, because just 

three specimens of each material at identical conditions were tested.   

 If absolute values of the parameters characterising resistance to HIC are considered, there are no 

problems with crack sensitivity CSR in any of the three steels, even after the 1% plastic strain, the 

values being considerably bellow the limit commonly respected. However, Crack Length Ratio CLR is 

problematic in case of X70 and X60 steels after plastic deformation, both 0.5 % and 1 %. The commonly 

respected limit CLR < 10% was considerably exceeded, particularly in X70 steel - more than twice. In 

addition, the exceeding was mostly caused by an occurrence of one or more very long cracks just in one 

or two metallographical sections, whilst no long cracks were observed in other localities. It indicates 

that the HIC process was rather sporadic, but when it occurred, it was connected with a local, 

aggressive attack of HIC damage in material with a locally reduced resistance.  

3.  METALLOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Metallographical analysis was aimed at explanation 

of HIC mechanisms and differences between 

resistance to HIC of the X65 steel and of the other 

two, X60 and X70 steels.  

It was found that in the investigated steels, the HIC 

resistance was affected particularly by banded 

microstructure. It explains why the greatest 

problems were connected with Crack Length Ratio 

CLR. Microstructure different bands of pearlite and 

ferrite with cementite were observed namely in the 

X70 steel - Fig. 6. Long hydrogen induced cracks 

Fig. 6  Hydrogen induced cracks in 
pearlitic bands in X70 steel 

Fig. 7  Hydrogen induced crack on 
chain of inclusions in X60 steel  

Fig. 8  Characteristic microstructure of X65 steel 
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also occurred in the X60 steel, but with a different mechanism - they were affected more by inclusions 

flared into plane figures, observed as inclusion chains in sections - Fig. 7. An importance of inclusions and 

other microstructural factors affecting distribution or trapping of hydrogen atoms in material is well known 

7-9. If fairly long hydrogen induced cracks were observed in the X65 steel, they were usually connected 

with banded structure, too, but such the microstructure was quite rare in this steel. Microstructure of the 

X65 steel was namely mostly homogeneous, without deformed grains, of ferritic-pearlitic type with pearlite 

or cementite along grains - Fig. 8. This fact explains, why resistance to HIC of this steel was the best one.  

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions of the investigation of effects of plastic strain of the magnitude up to 1 % on 

subsequent resistance of X60, X65 and X70 pipeline steels to HIC can be summarised as follows:  

 Regardless of the plastic deformation, the best resistance to HIC was found in case of X65 steel and the 

worst in case of X70 steel. Moreover, the resistance of X65 steel was not negatively affected by the 

strain. The likely reason of the exceptional behaviour of the X65 steel was homogeneous 

microstructure.  

 Resistance to HIC of the other two steels, X60 and X70 was strongly affected by plastic strain. The 

resistance was acceptable in case of no strain, but after plastic deformation, parameters CLR and CTR 

exceeded limits. HIC process was connected with different mechanisms in X70 and X60, respectively. It 

was affected by banded microstructure in the former case and flared inclusions in the latter case.  
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Abstract 

Resistance to hydrogen embrittlement was studied for 3 variants of TRIP 800 steel, based on C-Mn-Si; C-

Mn-Si-Al and C-Mn-Si-P, by performing tensile tests on electrolytically hydrogenated specimens. 

The specimens were prepared from laboratory heats, ingot weight was 150 kg. The ingots were forged into 

slabs, which were rolled into sheets 3 mm thick and subsequently cold-rolled to the thickness of 1.5 mm. 

The sheets were then subjected to two-stage annealing: the sheets were first annealed in the intercritical 

region, cooled rapidly, and annealed in the bainitic transformation region. All the variants examined met 

the requirements for the TRIP 800 steel. The yield strength laid in the range of 420-490 MPa, the tensile 

strength was in the range of 880-950 MPa. The residual austenite content was 9-13% in dependence on the 

variants. 

Specimens for the tensile tests serving for examination of their resistance to hydrogen embrittlement were 

obtained by hydrogenation in dilute sulphuric acid for 4 hours with application of current density of 1 

mA.cm-2. The strain rate during tensile test was approx. 10-3 s-1.  

The increased hydrogen content in the steel brought about, in particular, decrease in ductility and, 

furthermore, change in the micro-mechanism of failure. Reduction of ductility was the biggest in the C-Mn-

Si-Al variant and the smallest for the C-Mn-Si variant. The fracture morphology was basically comparable in 

all 3 variants. In addition to ductile failure regions, transgranular cleavage fracture regions were observed 

following the electrolytic hydrogenation process. Fish eyes were observed to a minor extent. Intergranular 

brittle failure was not observed even in the variant with increased phosphorus content. 

When comparing the 3 TRIP 800 steel variants quantitatively, the classical C-Mn-Si variant appears to be 

the most resistant to hydrogen embrittlement. 

Keywords: TRIP steel, hydrogen embrittelment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

TRIP steels (Transformed Induced Plasticity) belong to a group of high strength steels, which are known for 

their outstanding combination of mechanical properties, particularly high tensile strength Rm (around 

850 MPa) and excellent ductility (up to 30%). This exceptionally advantageous specific combination of 

mechanical properties can be achieved by alloying and appropriate thermo-mechanical treatment [1]. 

TRIP steels find extensive usage namely in automotive industry, where their main role is to absorb 

deformation energies at impact. Thanks to their lower mass they at the same time contribute to a 

reduction of weight of car body load bearing structure [2]. 
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To this day low carbon TRIP steels with multi-phase microstructure consist mainly of a matrix of polygonal 

ferrite (around 50%), bainite (30 - 35%) and residual austenite (15 - 20%), and they are most often alloyed 

by manganese (1.5%) and silicon (1.5%). Some car components are exposed to adverse external 

environmental conditions, which make provoke corrosion of these parts. For this reason coating is an 

important operation in industrial production, especially galvanising of sheets and of some parts used in 

automotive industry. The present research was focused on TRIP steels, in which silicon was replaced by 

other alloying elements, particularly by aluminium, which does not form oxides on the surface of the TRIP 

steel, which could hinder galvanising. Aluminium has, however, a tendency to form non-metallic inclusions 

in the matrix, which may deteriorate mechanical properties. Another possible solution to improve the 

ability to galvanising consists in addition of phosphorus. It is questionable, whether this is an ideal solution, 

considering influence of phosphorus on mechanical properties of steels. During operations accompanying 

galvanising so called hydrogen embrittlement of TRIP steels may occur. For safe production and assurance 

of high service properties it is important to know the resistance of the TRIP steels to hydrogen 

embrittlement [3 - 4]. 

Three different variants of TRIP 800 steel were used in the presented work: C-Mn-Si; C-Mn-Si-Al and C-Mn-

Si-P. Their resistance to hydrogen embrittlement was investigated by tensile test on the test bars, which 

were previously electrolytically hydrogenated. In this manner resistance to hydrogen embrittlement was 

described by parameters of chemical composition and by influence of individual alloying elements [5]. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Experiment was performed on three types of heats of TRIP 800 steel, which differed by their chemical 

composition. Individual heats were marked as 1, 2 and 3. Heat 1 was the type of steel with chemical 

composition C-Mn-Si, heat 2 was C-Mn-Si-Al, and heat 3 was steel C-Mn-Si-P. 

Chemical composition of individual heats of steel is given in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of investigated TRIP steels (wt.%) 

Heat C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Cu Mo V Ti Al Nb 

1 0.20 1.48 1.48 0.014 0.004 0.17 0.15 0.06 0.006 0.02 0.002 0.006 0.02 

2 0.21 1.57 1.05 0.013 0.005 0.16 0.15 0.07 0.006 0.02 0.002 0.54 0.02 

3 0.20 1.50 1.50 0.05 0.005 0.16 0.15 0.06 0.006 0.02 0.002 0.006 0.02 

Initial material for all three types of steel was prepared as laboratory heats with ingot mass of 150 kg. The 

ingots were then forged into slabs and hot rolled to sheets with thickness of 3 mm, and then cold rolled to 

the thickness of 1.5 mm. The sheets were subjected to two-stage annealing - first at intercritical 

temperature of 810°C with dwell of 4 minutes, followed by rapid cooling down to the temperature of 

isothermal bainitic transformation within the interval of 410°C - 425°C, where they remained for approx. 5 

minutes, with subsequent free air cooling. Standard samples for tensile test were made from these sheets. 

Total length of the samples was L = 100 mm, width b = 10 mm, thickness a = 1.50 mm.  

Initial mechanical properties of individual heats are given in Table 2 together with the content of residual 

austenite. 
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Table 2  Mechanical properties of the studied TRIP steels in the initial state  

Heat Rp0.2 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A50 [%] Content of residual austenite [%] 

1 460 950 29 11 

2 415 913 28 14 

3 417 944 21 9 

Quantity of residual austenite varied within the interval of 9 - 14 %, measured by X-ray analysis. 

Resistance to hydrogen embrittlement was tested by tensile test on electrolytically hydrogenated samples. 

Hydrogenation took place in a solution of 0.05M H2SO4, at the current density i = 1 mA·cm-2 for 4 hours. 

Test samples were connected as cathode and platinum grid placed around the sample served as anode. 

Tensile test was performed immediately after termination of hydrogenation. Strain rate at the tensile test 

corresponded to 10-3 s-1 approximately. 

Embrittlement of the matrix during tensile test is manifested mainly by a drop of ductility. Index of 

hydrogen embrittlement F, as one of indicators of hydrogen embrittlement, can be calculated from the 

following relation: (equation 1) [6]  

 F = 100
0

0 

A

AA
H

 (%)  (1)
 

where A0 is ductility in non-hydrogenated state and 

 AH is ductility in hydrogenated state. 

The higher is the value of the index F, the higher is the level of hydrogen embrittlement of investigated 

material. 

3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 

Within this experiment special attention was paid particularly to the influence of additions of silicon, 

aluminium and phosphorus on mechanical properties of TRIP 800 steel by tensile tests and by evaluation of 

micro-mechanism of failure. Final values of mechanical properties after electrolytic hydrogenation and 

tensile tests are given in Table 3. 

Table 3  Mechanical properties of individual heats after electrolytic hydrogenation  

Heat Rp0.2 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A50 [%] F [%] 

1 456 898 14 51 

2 415 724 6 79 

3 454 1033 10 53 

Effect of hydrogen was manifested by lower values of ductility A50 and of ultimate tensile strength in the 

heats 1 and 2, see Table 3, but also by change of micro-mechanism of failure. Micro-mechanism of failure 

of heats after tensile test was analysed using scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM 6490LV. Heat 1 in 

initial state, without hydrogen charging, had a mixed character of fracture area, as it can be seen in Fig. 1. 
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Transgranular ductile failure prevailed, but areas of cleavage fracture were also locally observed. After 

hydrogenation character of failure has changed in favour of transgranular cleavage fracture, see Fig. 2. 

Initial state of the heat 2, Fig. 3, shows transgranular ductile failure with occurrence of non-metallic 

inclusions of aluminium nitride type. After electrolytic hydrogenation mechanical properties have been 

considerably degraded, see Table 3. Change of character of failure is also evident, when transgranular 

cleavage fracture prevails. Calculated index of hydrogen embrittlement F in Table 3 and Fig. 4 confirms this. 

The third heat with an increased content of phosphorus shows already in initial state lower values of 

ductility in comparison with previous heats. Transgranular cleavage fracture was observed in greater extent 

than in the heat 1 already in initial state, see Fig. 5. After hydrogenation and tensile test the fracture 

surface consists exclusively of cleavage fracture, see Fig. 6. Intergranular brittle failure was not observed. 

3.1  Discussion of the obtained results  

Results obtained by this experiment are valuable particularly from the viewpoint of usability of TRIP steels 

with different chemical composition. It follows from the results obtained in investigated variants that all 3 

variants show comparatively high susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. This is surprising, especially 

with respect to a high content of residual austenite, which should act as favourable and deep hydrogen 

trap. The best results gives the classical variant of TRIP steel based on Mn-Si. On the contrary to that the 

worst results, or the lowest resistance to hydrogen embrittlement, were observed in the variant of TRIP 

steel with increased aluminium content. This may be related to the fact that in this variant higher 

occurrence of non-metallic inclusions rich in aluminium was observed, namely aluminium oxides and 

nitrides. Especially coarser particles of aluminium nitrides may act as the initiation sites of brittle (cleavage) 

fracture [7]. Presence of aluminium nitrides may be related to production of steel in electric arc furnace. 

The variant of TRIP steel with an increased content of phosphorus showed lower plastic properties already 

in initial state. Surprisingly though, its resistance to hydrogen embrittlement was not the worst one, as it 

might have been expected at the content of phosphorus of 0.05%. Significant degradation of steel by 

hydrogen is usually observed already at the contents of phosphorus above 0.01% [6]. No intergranular 

brittle failure was observed either, typical for hydrogen embrittlement of steels with increased phosphorus 

content. 

Fig. 1 Fracture surface of the heat 1, initial state      Fig. 2 Fracture surface of the heat 1 after hydrogenation 
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   Fig. 3  Fracture surface of the heat 2, initial state                    Fig. 4  Fracture surface of the heat 2 after                 
                                                                                                                                        hydrogenation 

    Fig. 5  Fracture surface of the heat 3, initial state               Fig. 6  Fracture surface of the heat 3 after  
         hydrogenation  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The presented paper evaluated the resistance to hydrogen embrittlement of three different variants of 

TRIP 800 steels, namely: C-Mn-Si; C-Mn-Si-Al and C-Mn-Si-P. The obtained results may be summarised in 

the following manner: 

 All investigated variants of TRIP 800 steel had comparatively low resistance to hydrogen 

embrittlement. 

 Effect of hydrogen was manifested particularly by reduced ductility during tensile test, as well as by 

presence of transgranular cleavage fracture on fracture surfaces. 

 Steel variant C-Mn-Si had the highest resistance to hydrogen embrittlement. 

 On the other hand, the variant C-Mn-Si-Al had the lowest resistance to hydrogen embrittlement, 

which may be connected particularly with occurrence of coarser particles of aluminium nitrides. 

 The variant of TRIP steel with an increased phosphorus content showed resistance to hydrogen 

embrittlement comparable to that of the variant C-Mn-Si. This variant had, however, lower plastic 

properties in the initial state. 

 

sekundární 

trhliny 
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Abstract 

This paper is a follow-up to studies of welding DOMEX 700MC steel published in previous years. After three 

years, it concludes experiments which were presented in detail at this conference. Their results covered the 

selection of welding parameters, the impact of the welded joint type, possible anisotropy of the rolled 

material and the segregation zone in the central part of the sheet.  

Fine-tuning of the welding process was followed by comparative tests of welded joints of microalloyed steel 

and commonly used S355NL steel. Changes in microstructure, mechanical and fatigue properties have been 

compared. The purpose of this comparison was to provide design engineers with information on the 

behaviour of welded microalloyed steel DOMEX700MC and on its potential for use in structural parts of rail 

vehicles. This paper gives information in regard to welded joints of this microalloyed steel which has not 

been published yet. These results clearly provide a sufficient guarantee for the use of these steels even for 

extensive vee and fillet welds in rail vehicles.  

Keywords: Microalloyed steels, welded joints, mechanical properties, rail vehicles 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This paper follows up on the results of welding the DOMEX 700MC steel which were presented at this 

conference in previous years. This work complements the experiments which have already been presented 

in detail. Their results covered the selection of welding parameters, the impact of the welded joint type, 

possible anisotropy of the rolled material and the segregation zone in the central part of the sheet. All 

these factors have been studied rigorously with regard to mechanical properties and metallographic 

aspects. It was found that the heat-affected zone (HAZ) is the region that is most prone to failure 

propagation. No trend in the behaviour of the material related to the welding parameters was identified in 

terms of mechanical properties. Elongation values were different than expected, given the parameters used 

and the results of metallographic analysis. The lowest yield strength value was 670±7.6 MPa. Although the 

minimum limit of 700 MPa was not achieved, the decline was not as large as the expected drop in the case 

of degradation of properties. It was demonstrated that preheating has no significant impact on the 

properties of the material. Much greater impact was found in the case of incomplete root penetration or 

other defects in the weldment (gas pores, oxide inclusions, and others). The findings suggest that for 

welding DOMEX 700MC, a preheating step at 80°C is suitable, but no considerable degradation of 

properties occurs if this step is not included.  Instead of preheating, attention should be paid to the 

maximum temperature, which should not exceed 200°C in the vicinity of the welded joint. The heat input 

must be monitored during welding, as it should not affect the microstructure or the state of previous weld 

beads. Out of the sets of parameters used, the following proved suitable: first weld run current of 120 A 
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and voltage of 19 V, travel speed 5 m/min, second weld run current of 240 A, voltage of 29 V, travel speed 

13 m/min and preheating temperature of 75 - 80°C. The final adjustment of these parameters was carried 

out in cooperation with a team dealing with welding microalloyed steels. At the final stage of the project, 

the selected conditions were trialled in the production for which this process is intended. Another objective 

of the final stage of the project was to compare the properties of the studied steel and the changes induced 

by welding in the studied steel with those in the commonly used steel grade S355NL.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL STEELS 

2.1  Properties of S355NL Steel 

This is a medium-strength steel with good elongation and weldability. It is suitable for applications at 

operating temperatures below -20°C. It has ferrite-pearlite microstructure. Typically, its mechanical 

properties can be improved using the effects of manganese addition and grain size. It has the same impact 

toughness at low temperatures as the steel S315NL. However, its mechanical properties, namely yield 

strength, are higher. This steel replaced the previously used S315NL grade, which will be used for selected 

tests comparing the impact of welding in relation to DOMEX 700MC microalloyed steel. 

2.2  Properties of DOMEX 700MC Steel 

This steel is a product of the Swedish company SSAB Tunnplat [1]. In the European standards of materials it 

is listed as EN 10149-2. It is characterized by very high strength, excellent plasticity, good impact toughness 

and low carbon content, which guarantees weldability. These properties are achieved by using a special 

controlled rolling process leading to distributing precipitates on slip systems within grains. This slows down 

the movement of dislocations. When combined with the effects of fine-grained microstructure, even a low 

content of alloying elements can lead to higher values of mechanical properties. A decline in values of 

mechanical properties is expected in this steel due to changes in microstructure.  

3.  WELDING PRODUCTION PROCEDURE 

For the purpose of the experiment, sheet panels with thicknesses of 8 and 10 mm were obtained. 

Welding of S355NL and DOMEX 700MC sheets was performed using the MAG - 135 process - according to 

the standard ČSN EN ISO 4063 in the protective atmosphere with the mixture of 18% CO2 and 82% Ar 

denoted as M21 by the standard ČSN ISO 14175 and in the PA position (flat position) according to ČSN EN 

ISO 6947 without preheating. The S355NL sheets were welded using the MAG - 135 process - according to 

ČSN EN ISO 4063 standard in the protective atmosphere with the mixture of 20% CO2 and 80% Ar according 

to the standard ČSN ISO 14175 and in the PA (flat) position according to ČSN EN ISO 6947 without 

preheating. For DOMEX 700MC sheets a filler wire from BÖHLER, UNION NiMoCr Ø1 mm type according to 

EN ISO 16834-A was used. For S315NL sheets a filler wire from ESAB, OK Aristorod 12.50 Ø1 mm type 

according to EN ISO 14341-A was used. S355NL sheets were welded using a filler wire from ESAB, OK 

Aristorod 12.63 Ø1 mm type according to EN ISO 14341-A. 

No stress relieving was carried out after welding. The interpass temperature did not exceed the above 

mentioned 200°C. It was checked by a contactless laser pyrometer before laying each weld bead. 
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Fig. 1  Weld bead sequence in DOMEX 700MC steel sheet with the thickness of 10 mm 

Upon welding the entire sheet thickness (8 or 10 mm), the root layer no. 1 was back gouged and re-welded. 

4.  METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

Samples were taken from welded sheets according to the standard ČSN EN 288-3A1 in the distance of 

40 mm from the edge of the welded sheet. Sample preparation and etching followed the requirements of 

EN 1321 standard. Microstructure was revealed by means of 3% nital and documented using an optical 

microscope. Microhardness profiles were measured using the load of 50 g (i.e. HV 0.05) in specimens 

whose microstructure was examined in the optical microscope. Results of microhardness measurement are 

given in section 6. 

Metallographic observation focused on the regions where the microstructure had changed. Heat-affected 

zones and segregation strips were photographed, which are typical of continuously cast steel rolled in 

sheets. The extent of the heat-affected zone was measured and compared in all specimens. 

5.  VICKERS MICROHARDNESS MEASUREMENT 

Vickers microhardness test belongs to static indentation test methods. A polished diamond square-based 

pyramid with apex angles of 136°±0,5° formed by its opposite faces is impressed into the tested material. 

The line formed by the indentations with the 

pitch of 250 µm was positioned at the depth of 

2 mm below the sheet surface. All indentations 

were made with the load of 50 g, dwell time of 

15 s and loading rate of 25 µm/s. 3 indentations 

were made in each zone of the welded joint with 

the exception of the weld metal. In the weld 

metal 5 indentations were made, as scatter in the 

values was expected due to weld metal 

heterogeneity. This assumption was not 

confirmed and the weld metal hardness did not 

show large scatter.               Fig. 2  Microhardness profiles of individual weldments 

Hardness profiles of individual steels confirmed the expected hardness decline in the fine-grained region. 

As the following measurements suggest, this region will be the first to be affected by plastic deformation 

and failures. 
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6. GRAIN SIZE MEASUREMENT 

A literature review and previous studies have shown that properties of welded sheets from microalloyed 

steels are greatly influenced by the grain size. Transmission of heat supplied to the welded material by the 

electric arc considerably changes the microstructure and properties of the HAZ. If the transformation 

temperature of the steel is exceeded, subsequent slow cooling in air leads to grain coarsening. The number 

of weld runs also affects the resulting grain size in HAZ due to annealing underlying layers. The amount of 

heat transmitted through the material decreases with increasing distance from the fusion zone. The 

purpose of grain size measurement upon welding was to compare the average grain size in the parent 

metal, the fine-grained and coarse-grained regions.  

Grain size was measured after metallographic observation in several characteristic locations of the 

weldment. The measurement followed the requirements of the standard ČSN EN ISO 643. DOMEX 700MC 

steels have fine-grained microstructure produced by controlled rolling. Welding led to marked increase in 

grain size in all specimens. The resulting grain size was G1 but in S355NL steel it was G2. The size of grains 

in the fine-grained region produced by the heat effects was G12. In the parent metal, the grain size was 

G11, i.e. one degree finer (about 5 μm smaller).  

7. STATIC TENSILE TESTING 

Mechanical properties were measured in a universal tensile testing machine Zwick-Roell in cooperation 

with ŠKODA VÝZKUM s.r.o. Up to the yield point, the crosshead velocity was 5 mm/min. The remaining part 

of the measurement was conducted with the velocity of 20 mm/min. By changing the width of the test 

bars, the force required for breaking them in the fatigue strength test was reduced to no more than 

500 kN. Extension of bars was measured by means of extensometers with the span of 50 mm and the 

weldment positioned in the middle. All fractures - except for those in samples from S315NL steel and the 

weldment sample of S355NL - initiated between the extensometer clips.  

Table 1  Mechanical properties measured in tensile test 

 0.2 Proof stress [MPa] UTS [MPa] A [%] 

D700MC weldment 
Average value 674.3 781 7.53 

Standard deviation 3.2 3.6 0.2 

D700MC parent metal 
Average value 722.3 821 23.4 

Standard deviation 5.1 8.5 0.95 

S315NL weldment 
Average value 365.3 503.6 12.17 

Standard deviation 4.0 1.1 1.3 

S315NL parent metal 
Average value 373.7 498.7 33.1 

Standard deviation 2.1 1.2 0.2 

S355NL weldment 
Average value 426.7 508.7 13.4 

Standard deviation 2.5 3.8 3.8 

S355NL parent metal 
Average value 417.3 506.7 34.2 

Standard deviation 3.5 2.5 0.3 

In all tensile tests, the specimens with weldments showed lower elongation.  Table 1 also shows that the 

proof stress of weldments was lower than that of parent metal. The S355NL steel specimens were the only 
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ones where the weldment exhibited higher proof stress than the parent metal. In specimens of 

DOMEX700MC steel, the proof stress dropped below the prescribed 700 MPa. However, the average of 

674.3±3.2MPa is not significantly lower than the initial 722.3±5.1 MPa. The decisive factor for this steel is 

the change in fatigue strength. Ultimate tensile strength of welded samples of S355NL and S315NL 

remained identical to values for the parent metal. Weldments in DOMEX 700MC showed lower strength by 

30 - 50 MPa when compared to the parent metal. 

For using microalloyed steel sheets, one needs to know not only the difference in mechanical properties of 

weldments and the parent metal under static load but also in fatigue tests. Although DOMEX 700MC sheets 

are recommended for components which are not subjected to dynamic loads, e.g. casings, their response 

to such loads should be known with respect to their use in vehicles. This is why experiments were carried 

out, which allowed assessing mechanical properties under not only static but also dynamic loads. Their 

results were compared with those for the other studied steels. 

8. FATIGUE RESPONSE TESTS  

Fatigue response tests were carried out in cooperation with Jan Perner Transport Faculty of the University 

of Pardubice [4]. 

When selecting testing parameters, one should be aware of particular connections. The propagation of a 

fatigue crack is affected by a number of factors which can be divided into the following groups: a) loading 

characteristics b) geometric characteristics c) material characteristics d) environment characteristics  

Differences in material properties stem from different processes taking place during creation of the 

weldment in ordinary structural steels (S315, S 355) and a microalloyed steel (DOMEX 700MC). The purpose 

of the test was to measure the fatigue response (described in terms of Wöhler characteristics) of the 

specimens. 

 
Fig. 3  Stress vs. number of cycles to fracture and amplitude of force vs. number of cycles to fracture. 

(Group A  - S315NL, parent metal; group B S355NL, parent metal; group C S315NL, weldment; group D 

S355NL weldment) 
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For the microalloyed steel DOMEX 700MC, dynamic testing of weldments prepared in regular production 

has not been carried out yet. The samples for testing were taken from weldments made by a company 

which routinely conducts welding of these types of steels.  These earlier experiments have shown that the 

equivalent stress in weldments declined in comparison with the parent metal, i.e. the fatigue strength was 

lower by about 70 MPa. This decrease is greater than the one observed for steels S315NL and S355NL. 

However, the microalloyed steel showed values which were 250 - 300 MPa higher than the other two 

structural steels. This is why this decrease is still acceptable and allows the steel DOMEX 700MC to be used 

for ordinary assemblies subjected to static loads, e.g. for frames of rail vehicles.  

9. CONCLUSIONS 

Although mechanical properties and elongation have been affected by the presence of the weldment, the 

results correspond to results of experiments carried out at the company specialized in welding microalloyed 

steels. Structural steels S315NL and S355NL were compared with the above mentioned microalloyed steel 

in the state with and without a weldment. The results show that the expected difference in fatigue strength 

occurred. This decrease was 20 MPa in S315NL steel and up to 40 MPa in the S355NL steel. These 

differences in fatigue strength due to the presence of a weldment are within normal limits. Even greater 

decreases are taken into account in designing structural assemblies. The only value, which deviated from 

the expected trend, was the proof stress of S355NL steel measured in static tensile test.  This steel showed 

slightly higher proof stress upon welding than in its initial state.  

Metallographic assessment of the state of the weldment confirmed the validity of earlier findings related to 

HAZ and behaviour of segregation strips in the microalloyed steel. Microhardness values were in line with 

the earlier experience as well. There was a decline in HV0.05 value in the fine-grained region. This is the 

region where all processes taking place in the tensile test are concentration. This is why elongation of 

welded steels is markedly lower than non-welded steels. 

The experiments have clearly shown that the microalloyed steel DOMEX 700MC can be substituted for 

ordinary structural steels. Its use will not only bring cost savings but also lead to reduction in weight of the 

assembly, whereas its required stiffness will be retained. 
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Abstract 

The present work deals with the investigation of fretting influence on fatigue properties of steel parts with 

different strength. Two steels for railway sets - axles, EA1N carbon steel and EA4T heat-treated CrMo low - 

alloy steel with strength values 578, 676, 736 and 1050 MPa were used for the tests of fretting fatigue at 

fluctuating tension stress with low values of sliding. Fatigue properties and fatigue limits of steel parts with 

fretting and without fretting were compared. It was found that in the case of fatigue tests without fretting 

higher fatigue limit corresponded with the higher strength while the specimens subjected to fretting 

fatigue showed the fatigue limit values not too different from each other. The unfavorable effect of fretting 

on the fatigue properties is more pronounced in steels with higher strength and it manifests itself by higher 

values of fatigue notch reduction factor βkaC. In the case of fretting fatigue, microstructural and 

fractographic examination and microhardness measurements revealed the important changes in the 

contact areas during the repeated cyclic process. These microstructural changes in thin surface layer 

eliminate substantially the original differences in strength values and can explain the suppression of the 

strength influence on the fatigue limit under the condition of fretting. 

Keywords: fatigue, fretting, damage, steels 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue damage affected by friction is an often occurred phenomenon in industry. It originates e.g. in the 

dovetail roots of blades of steam turbine - and turbo- compressor-rotors, in groove and tongue joints, or in 

press joints of shafts subjected to alternating stress. In railway wheel sets this damage often determines 

the lifetime of axles in the area of press fitted hubs of wheels and the lifetime of the whole sets, as well. 

Our results of fatigue tests carried out on large cylindrical specimens with pressed hubs of various strength 

Rm   (550-1000 MPa) suggest [1, 2] that alloy steels heat treated to a higher strength does not necessary 

show a more pronounced increase of fatigue strength and lifetime in comparison with carbon steel with a 

lower strength. The present work aimed at obtaining the data on the effect of strength and chemical 

composition on fatigue strength of various axle steels under simplified conditions of fretting application. 

Strength and contents of alloying elements belong to the factors that can affect the fatigue strength with 

fretting application. According to Lindley [3] the published works are mostly consistent in result that 

unfavourable effect of fretting is far more remarkable in high strength steel parts than in lower strength 

steels. This implies that the fatigue strength in both cases approach each other. However, this conclusion is 

not supported by results of Tanaka et al. [4] obtained on two spring steels with markedly different strength  

(1677 and 718 MPa). Fretting fatigue limits determined in their work were substantially different (325 MPa 
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in the first case, 130 MPa in the second case) while the values of fatigue fretting notch coefficient βkaC were 

almost the same,  βkaC = 1,92 in the first case and 1,96 in the second case. 

G. Husheng et al. [5] have drawn the attention to the important effect of the slip amplitude on fatigue 

strength in this conditions. Their results show that the values of fretting fatigue limit of steels with the 

strength 1568 MPa, 1058 MPa and 715 MPa differ considerably when the slip amplitude is 10 µm, but they 

are close to each other at slip amplitude 49 µm.  

2.  MATERIALS, SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Our program was realized on two types of steels corresponding with the EN 13126 Standard, that are 

commonly used in the production of railway wheel axles. Chemical composition and basic mechanical 

properties of materials tested are given in Table 1 and 2, respectively. Flat specimens (see Fig.1) have been 

sampled from heat treated bulky axles, from the area between the outer diameter and the axle center. The 

fatigue testing took place on the resonance fatigue machine PHT Schenck Ltd. with a fluctuating value of 

load cycle  (R~0). 

Table 1  Chemical compositions of steels 

Steel 
% (wt)  

C Si Mn Cr Mo Cu Al P S 

EA1N 0,39 0,34 0,79   0,091 0,027 0,01 0,017 

EA4T, EA4T-V 0,33 0,35 0,77 0,92 0,21 0,079 0,053 0,013 0,017 

EA4T-A 0,287 0,27 0,75 1,14 0,2 0,146 0,03 0,014 0,008 

Table 2  Mechanical properties of steels 

Steel 
ReH ( Rp 0,2) 

[MPa] 
Rm  

 [MPa] 
HV 30 

EA1N 379,3 578,3 164 

EA4T 484 676 199 

EA4T-A 572,5 736,4 229 

EA4T-V 798 1049 331 

 

 

 

 

 
                               Fig. 1  Test specimen           Fig. 2  Jig for testing with fretting 
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Vibration friction tests proceeded with the help of the jig developed to this purpose (Fig. 2). Two opposite 

bridges with pads were pressed over to the specimen. Their flat contact surfaces have width 3 mm. The 

adherence pressure was made by a screw. The force effect was evaluated by means of tensometric 

measurements on the connecting linkages, Fig. 2. Calibration of the force effect has been carried out on a 

tensile-strength testing machine by loading of the jig over a pin in the axis of the screw. The adherence 

bridges were made of the heat treated EA4T-A steel, the hardness of which was 225 HV 30. The specific 

pressure used for the testing was determined from the adherence pressure applied on one pad and from 

the contact surface of width 3 mm. The pressure p = 21,7 MPa  was chosen for our tests. 

The slip amplitude in the area of contact of pad and specimen during the testing (s1) is given substantially 

by the deformation of the specimen between the bearing surfaces of pads with length ℓ during the fatigue 

testing i.e. s1 = ∆σ / 2E. ℓ, where ∆σ = 2 σa is the value of peak-to-peak amplitude during the cyclic loading 

and E is elastic modulus. Calculation value of the slip amplitude on the fatigue limit in our tests was s1 ≈ (13-

17) µm. The deformation of the bridge with pads arising from the frictional force is very small and it could 

be neglected in the first approximation. 

The fatigue tests with fretting have been carried out at the frequency of approximately 33 Hz, to 107 cycles, 

or to fracture. They took place without the usage of lubricants. 

3.  RESULTS OBTAINED 

The results of fatigue tests are given in Tables 1, 2 and in Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6. The fatigue diagrams and values 

of fatigue limits of samples without application of fretting show the expected dependence on the material 

strength. Comparison of fretting fatigue limits EA1N and EA4T specimens with different strength is on Fig. 7. 
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Fatigue strength of specimen of EA1N carbon 

steel with the lowest strength, characterized by 

the upper cycle stress is σhC = 320 MPa.  

The values of fatigue strength of EA4T low alloy 

steel, described by upper cycle stress (σhC) are as 

follows: 

440 MPa for EA4T steel - strength 676 MPa 

480 MPa for EA4T-A steel - strength 736,4 MPa 

610 MPa for steel EA4T-V - strength 1049 MPa. 

The fatigue limit under the influence of fretting 

for the specimens made of the EA1N steel with 

lowest strength (for 107 cycles) was 260 MPa. In 

the case of low alloy EA4Tsteels, we found the 

values σhC = 290 MPa for EA4T steel with lower 

strength, σhC = 260 MPa for EA4T-A steel with the medium strength and σhC = 230 MPa for EA4T-V steel with 

the highest strength. The lowest value was obtained for the steel with the highest strength see Fig.7. 

The influence of fretting on the fatigue properties can be expressed as fatigue strength reduction factor ßkaC 

obtained from the stress amplitudes on the fatigue limit σaC (Table 3.)  

Table 3  Fatigue strength of specimens with/without fretting. Fatigue strength reduction factor ßkaC 

 
Steel 

Fatigue strength [MPa] (R~ 0 )  
Fatigue strength 
reduction factor 

ßkaC 

Basic material with fretting 

σhC σaC σhC σaC  

EA1N 320 155,7 260 123  1,27 

EA4T 440 213,5 290  140,7 1,52 

EA4T-A 480 233,45 260 123,5 1,89 

EA4T-V 610 273,5 230  108,5 2,52 

The insignificant effect of the material strength on the level of fretting fatigue limit is well characterized in 

Fig.7 where the results of the fatigue testing are summarized. 

4. FRETTING DAMAGE AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The first phase of the friction damage in the course of cyclic friction where the fretting originates is a 

frictional wear, Fig. 8. The products arising from contact leads, together with the increasing number of 

cycles, to the initiation of coarsening and local seizing - see Fig.8. In the course of testing the intensity of 

seizing as well as the related coarsening increase [7]. In the first phase of the process the areas with a local 

seizing do not form a continuous zone, but just separate spots. These spots gradually grow and join 

together. Inner relief coarsening was often observed inside these areas, see Fig. 9. Cyclic overcoming of 

peaks of this coarsening during the surface contact together with the effect of slip leads to repeated plastic 

deformation in the surface layer and to the changes in the material structure. Coarsening in the contact 

area causes the increase of friction coefficient and friction force and leads thus to the increase of variable 

stress tension component in the surface layer. The slip on coarsened surface is also showed itself as  
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moderate increase of the recorded adherence pressure 

during the test. With the increase number of cycles, first 

cracks developed in some of these areas of seizing, Fig.10. 

Cracks occur both inside these areas, Fig.11, and at their 

boundaries, Fig.12. They often originate in several places 

of the contact surface. Propagation of these cracks often 

deviates from the direction perpendicular to the action of 

the cyclical force. Fatigue failure originates at some of 

these cracks, Fig.13. However, no crack propagation was 

observed on some other cracks even after 107 cycles. 

These cracks had a character of retarded cracks and their 

propagation can occur in the course of following 

substantial prolongation of the test, as it has been described by Kondo,Y. et al. [6]. 

 
Plastic deformation of the thin surface layer in the area of seizing and crack formation in the specimen of  

EA4T-A steel with a higher strength is apparent in Fig.14, Fig. 15 . Micro-hardness measurements showed a 

higher hardness in this thin layer- see Fig.16. 
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It can be expected that the repeated low-cycle deformation of this layer leads quickly to the formation of 

first cracks. These processes occurring in a thin surface layer apparently lead also to the mutual 

approaching of strength and fatigue values of the investigated steels in these places. It could explain not 

too different values of fatigue limit of steels with a different strength and structure owing to fretting - Table 

3. Increased values of fatigue notch coefficient βkaC a C observed in steels with a higher strength are 

subsequently just a result of this process.  
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5.  CONCLUSION 

Fatigue properties under the conditions of fretting at repeated stress have been studied on the EA1N and 

EA4T steels with the strength of 578.3 MPa, 676 MPa, 736.4 MPa and 1049 MPa used for the axles of 

railway vehicles. A simple test jig with the bridge pressure elements with pads has been used in the course 

of testing. The tests took place under the specific pressure 21.7 MPa. The calculation value of the slip 

amplitude on the fatigue limit was ca (13-17) µm.  

 In the fatigue tests of specimens without fretting, the effect of higher strength has shown itself in a 

regular manner, i.e. higher fatigue limit corresponded to higher strength hC =320 MPa at the EA1N 

carbon steel, 440 MPa in the heat-treated EA4T steel with a lower strength, 480MPa in the same EA4T-

A steel with higher strength (736 MPa ) and 610MPa in the EA4T-V steel with strength 1049 MPa. 

 In the tests of specimens with fretting the specified values of fatigue limit were not too different from 

each other, i.e. hC = 260 MPa in the EA1N steel, 290 MPa in the EA4T steel with a strength 676 MPa, 

260 MPa in the EA4T-A steel with a strength 736 MPa and 230 MPa in the EA4T-V steel with the 

highest strength 1049 MPa.  

- With respect to the natural scatter of results, the observed differences in fatigue limits are not 

significant.  

- The influence of fretting at the EA1N steel with a small strength was insignificant, namely in the 

area of fatigue limit to 107 cycles. 

 According to these results the damage effect of fretting is more pronounced in steels with a higher 

strength. This corresponds also to the values of fatigue notch coefficient at the fatigue limit in the 

investigated steels ßkaC = 1,27; 1,52; 1,89 and 2,52. 

 According to the micro-fractographic analysis, the plastic deformation in the contact areas after 

formation of coarsening and local seizing in a thin surface layer was observed. Before occurence of 

failure in the contact areas during the repeated cyclic process, these effects lead to the structural 

changes and to the approaching of strength and fatigue properties of steels with a different strength.  
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Abstract 

This article deals with correlation of microstructure conditions of the materials which were tested and 

results of creep tests and Small Punch (SP) creep tests. Pursuant of these correlations it is possible to 

appoint certain coherence, which contributes to better evaluation of rest residual lifetime. Thanks to this 

method of evaluation we can specify rest residual lifetime with better accuracy. It is suitable in many 

branches especially in power industry. The evaluation is carried out for example in power plant parts like 

overheater tubes, boilers, turbines etc. This system of evaluation is more and more important with respect 

to safety and also with respect to economic savings. In this article are compared results of three significant 

methods for evaluation of rest residual lifetime especially for power plant parts. 

Keywords: microstructure, small punch creep test, creep, residual lifetime, tube 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes lifetime evaluation of superheater tube from Saudi Arabia (Fig. 1). The customer 

delivered one of the tubes from the superheater. Because of the early destruction of the tube the boiler 

was long time out of use. The creep tests were carried out on samples from the tube and also chemical 

analysis and microstructure observation were undertaken. 

 

Fig. 1  Superheater tube from Saudi Arabia  

In VZÚ Plzep a database of micrographs both from materials in the stage after manufacturing and materials 

after operation is being prepared. Also micrographs of samples after creep tests are taken into 

consideration. In the future, this database will be helpful not only for better and superior evaluation of the 

material degradation but also for faster and smarter assessment of the residual lifetime. Currently, this 

assessment is usually done using time-consuming creep tests which are at the moment the most 

convenient method. At the same time, SP creep tests (Figs. 2- 5) are carried out on this material; these tests 

are useful due to the small size of the samples and also the sample preparation is relatively fast compared 

to the traditional creep tests [1]. 
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2.  EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Creep tests 

Reliability of power plant components depends also on preventing material defects which is closely linked 

to the estimation of the residual lifetime of power equipment. Verification of microstructural status can 

significantly contribute to this purpose. This verification can be done in two ways - using nondestructive 

investigation of microstructure or traditionally by sampling. The aim is to find out real status of power plant 

parts and to essentially contribute to the estimation of residual lifetime of power plant parts [1]. Stress 

rupture strength for material 15 313.5 (SA 213-T22) was calculated 76 MPa [2]. According to the relevant 

diagram 15 313.5 (SA 213-T22) the Larson-Miller parameter (Fig. 2) for the value of 19700 was determined 

and also the residual life-time for operating temperature 542°C was calculated as 14 690 h *3+.  

Tube: 

 PLM  = 19 700  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Diagram according to Larson-Miller for steel 15 313.5 (SA213-T22) 

Red points and red curve - original material 

Magenta points and magenta curve - material after operation 

Green points and green curve - SP material after operation 
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Table 1  Values of the creep tests for material SA 213-T22 material were taken from superheater tube  

 Temperature 580°C 

 

Sample No. 

Stress Time to rupture Ductility Contraction  
PLM 

[MPa] [Hours] [%] [%] 

1 120 176 29,3 80,5 18977,6 

6 120 189 23,1 56,1 19004 

2 130 163 25,4 56,1 18949,2 

7 130 155 29,4 81,7 18930,6 

3 140 79 25,9 71,1 18680,9 

5 140 108 27,4 68,2 18796,7 

8 160 94 30,2 72,8 18745,3 

4 160 68 29,7 81,7 18625,3 

9 80 2160  30,9 71,1 19906,6 

10 100 504  29,3 78,7  18625,3 

2.2 Small Punch creep tests 

Small Punch (SP) test is a new growing method, which was first presented in 1981 at MIT (Massechussets 

Institute of Technology) to study radiation embrittlement. In this paper is shown that it is possible to carry 

out Small Punch Tests at creep temperatures inside special SP creep machines. The specimen with 

thickness 0,500±0,005 mm is putted into a special SP creep machines and is extruded with ball with 

diameter 2.5 mm. This ball is Al2O3 or Si3N4 based and this ball is then pressed into the sample with 

constant loading until there is a destruction of the tested sample (see Figs. 3-5). Deformation vs. time 

relation and time to rupture are recorded. It is necessary to create correlation between traditional creep 

tests and SP creep tests. This is shown in Fig. 2. Results of the traditional creep tests and SP creep tests are 

summarized in the table 1, 2. 

Table 2  Values of the SP creep tests for material SA 213-T22. Material was taken from superheater tube  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample No. 
Temperature Time to rupture 

PLM 
Load 

*°C+ [Hours] [N] 

1 580 225 19068,65 600 

2 580 334 19215,01 500 

3 580 216 19053,52 400 

4 580 7 17782,95 800 

5 580 100 18768,2 600 
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Fig. 3  Parts of SP creep test machine Fig. 4  SP creep testing Fig. 5  SP sample after creep test 

3.1  Microstructure evaluation before creep tests 

Metallographic examination was performed on the cross-sections of the tube sample, where it was possible 

to observe local mechanical properties of this material. No abnormal occurrence of non-metallic inclusions 

was observed in the sample material. The microstructure of the sample consists of ferrite and broken 

pearlite (Figs. 6 - 8). Grain size is regular. Ferrite contains particles of carbides uniformly distributed in the 

grains and locally also on the grain boundaries. The microstructure is similar around the whole 

circumference of the tube. There is rather striped structure near the inner surface (Fig. 6) [4]. 

   

Fig. 6  Microstructure before the 

creep tests, inner surface of the 

tube, mag. 100x 

Fig. 7  Ferrite-pearlite, mag. 

1000x 

 

Fig. 8  Ferrite-pearlite, SEM, 

mag. 3000x 

 

The microstructure was evaluated according to the tables of “Classification of Microstructure Condition” 

and “Classification of cavitation damage”. Classification of condition: Degree 1/I-II.  

3.2 Microstructure evaluation after creep tests 

In this degree of failure the microstructure consist of ferrite-pearlite, where content of ferrite 

predominates (Figs. 9 - 11). Pearlite is mostly broken and occurs in this material in low quantity also 

because of low content of carbon. Pearlite degraded into individual particles of carbides. New carbides 

precipitate along the grain boundaries and they became coarser.  
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Fig. 9  Microstructure after creep 

tests next to the fracture surface, 

elongated grains, mag. 200x 

Fig. 10  Microstructure after 

creep tests further away from 

the fracture surface, mag. 200x 

Fig. 11  Ferrite-pearlitte, 

mag. 500x 

 

The creep tests were carried out in conditions which guarantee a short time to fracture (so called short-

term-creep) regarding to the customer’s requirements. The samples show a small amount of cavities due to 

the high applied stresses used and resulting short times to failures.  

The microstructure was evaluated according to the tables of “Classification of Microstructure Condition” 

and “Classification of cavitation damage”. Classification of condition: Degree 2/III.  

4.  CONCLUSION 

In the microstructure of the tested specimen, not very high level of damage was observed. However, the 

creep test results indicate that the residual lifetime of the tested tube is probably at the end. It was 

recommended to the customer to replace the superheater tubes. In general, the evaluation of the residual 

lifetime of components is very complicated and also local mechanical properties must be taken into 

account. Therefore, it is essential to carry out a complex analysis which includes creep tests, SP creep tests, 

microstructure analysis, hardness measurements, chemical analysis and additional tests. It is necessary to 

consider that these conclusions are relevant for the tested tube only and cannot be generalized for the 

whole superheater of the boiler. 
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Abstract 

The paper contains the results of the experimental researches regarding the process parameters by TIG 

welding of the bimetallic saw blades. The active part of these bands is made of high alloyed tools steel and 

the holder from Cr-Mo-V low alloyed steel. The joining of the both parts is realized by electron beam 

welding. By mechanical tests and metallographic examinations one appreciates the quality of the welded 

joint. The established technological solution is the economical efficiency especially by unique or small series 

production and also in case of reconditioning of saw blades broken during exploitation. 

Keywords:  welding, bimetallic blades, examinations 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the case of large series and mass production, joining of endless band-saw blades is made using the 

electrical welding process by butt fusion from intermediate to direct melting which ensures high 

productivity and quality of processing. 

However for a small series manufacturing or in case of broken saw blades re-welding during exploitation, 

the acquisition of such equipment by companies is expensive and not economically justified because the 

return of investment is on long term. 

This paper presents an alternative to the saw blade welding using the TIG welding process, accessible to 

most companies producing welded steel structures. 

The performed experimental researches led to the optimization of the TIG welding technology for two 

DUOFLEX M42 saw blades sizes produced by the German company EBERLE, having the dimensions of b x s = 

34 x 1.1 mm, respectively b x s = 41 x 1.3 mm. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The bimetal saw bands (Fig.1) are used for cutting of high carbon content steels, of stainless steels and 

other hard materials chips, where the developed temperature during their processing does not exceed 500-

600 °C. Their active part (the teeth) is made of high speed steel and the holder is of Cr-Mo-V alloyed steel 

(Table 1). The joining of the two parts is achieved by electron beam welding. 

The experimental researches followed the establishing of the process parameters using a filler material with a 

solid state transformation point which was not compatible with the base material of the cutting tool holder.  

According to Fig. 1 the ITH welding was made in the gap area between two neighbouring teeth. After 

welding a local tempering heat treatment was applied. The quality appreciation of the welded joint was 

made by macro- and micrographic investigations, sclerometric examinations and liquid penetrant testing. 
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Bi-Metal Cr-Mo-V alloyed steel 

High speed steel 

WELD 

 

Fig. 1  Bimetal saw band 

Table 1  The chemical composition of the blade material 

Active part- High speed steel HS2 - 10 - 1 - 8 

Elements Chemical composition, wg. %  

Prescriptions Actual composition 

C 1,00 - 1,10 1,06 

Si 0,15 - 0,40 0,23 

Mn 0,20 - 0,45 0,37 

Pmax. 0,025 0,016 

Smax. 0,015 0,011 

Cr 3,50 - 4,25 3,94 

W 1,25 - 2,00 1,81 

Mo 9,00 - 10,00 9,58 

V 1,00 - 1,50 1,29 

Co 7,75 - 8,75 8,12 

Tool holder - Alloyed steel X32CrMoV4 - 1 

C 0,29 - 0,33 0,32 

Si 0,20 - 0,35 0,28 

Mn 0,90 - 1,10 0,96 

Pmax. 0,020 0,012 

Smax. 0,010 0,08 

Cr 3,80- 4,00 3,90 

Ni 0,60 - 0,80  0,62 

Mo 1,00 - 1,20 1,08 

V 0,30 - 0,40 0,32 

3. EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 

3.1 Establishing of the process parameters 

TIG welding is made with or without filler material in form of wire, in AC or DC, the welding supply having 

the external characteristic with abruptly descending [1,2]. The method can be applied in one of the 

variants: semi-mechanized, mechanized or manual.  

The experiments were performed using the welding equipment having the MAGIC WAVE 300 invertor. In 

order to avoid the danger of breakdown, respectively of band overheating, the welding was carried out in a 

device having the holder and the clamping dies made of copper (Fig. 2). The weld joint was in form of I with 

the opening b = 0. In order to form a penetrated root, the holder is provided with a channel having 1.5 mm 
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width and 0.5 mm penetration. Welding is the point I with the opening b = 0. To achieve high quality welds 

along the whole band length, the beginning and ending of the welding is done on technological plates. 

Figure 3 presents the relative position of the welding head and of the filler material (rod electrode) by TIG 

welding.  

The performed experiments permitted the optimization of the following process parameters: 

1. Filler material: G3Si1 wire 

 Wire diameter: 1 mm 

 Shielding gas - Ar 100% 

 Electrode type: non-fusible  

 Electrode diameter: 2.4 mm 

2. Technological parameters - presented in table 2. 

    

Fig. 2  Welding device         Fig. 3  Relative position of the welding head 

Figure 4a, b presents the outer and the root aspect of the welded samples before removing the 

technological plates. One can notice an esthetical seam with an uniformly width on the entire bandwidth, 

respectively a penetrated root with an increased height of about 0.5 mm. No marginal indentations or 

defects at the beginning or ending of the welding are observed. The forced cooling effect of the clamping 

dies is shown by the silver colour of the weld surface. 

Table 2  Technological parameters of the saw blades  

Technological parameters 
Blade sizes 

b x s = 34 x 1.1 mm b x s = 41 x 1.3 mm 

- welding current, Is [A] 38 42 

- welding arc voltage, Ua, [V] 11 12 

- welding speed, vs, [cm/min] 6 6 

- welding arc length, mm 2 2 

- gas flow, Qg, [l/min] 8 8 

- welding direction to the left (by pushing) to the left (by pushing) 

inclination 

of the welding 
torch  

80° (to the 
components) 

80° (to the components) 

of the wire 15° (to the 
components) 

15° (to the components) 
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 (a)     (b) 

Fig. 4  The aspect of the welded joint: (a)- surface; (b)- root 

3.2 Heat treatments after welding 

After the band saw welding a high temperature tempering heat treatment must be done resulting a more 

favourable structure in the heat affected zone (HAZ) by decreasing the hardness and respectively increasing 

the material toughness. In lack of it a fragile fracture in the HAZ zone appears under the bending load 

during exploitation. The researches aimed to establish the optimal technological parameters of heat 

treatment to avoid the danger of sample braking by its bending on a 300 mm diameter role at an angle of 

180 º, practical in exploitation conditions.  

In order to realize the heat treatment welding equipment for soldering by overlapping and pressure of the 

saw blades was used. Practically the heating was realized by Joule-Lenz effect by passing the current 

through the welded samples fixed in the machine clamping dies [3]. According to figure 5, the equipment 

contains: 

- pressure welding installation; 

- the autotransformer to control the primary circuit voltage respectively for regulating the current 

through the transformer secondary circuit; 

- Yokogawa digital device for measuring the temperature of the assembly welded sample-

thermocouple. 

To check the heating and maintaining temperature an assemblage was realized using a Cromel-Alumel 

thermocouple fixed in the seam axis by inserting the thermocouple hot point in a TIG molten bath, 

providing an intimate contact between the thermocouple hot point and the base metal, increasing the 

temperature measurement accuracy. Fig. 6 shows a mounting detail of the thermocouple on the welded 

sample. 

During the optimization process of the two main parameters, the heating temperature and the maintaining 

time, the following two values resulted: 

- heating temperature Ti = 500 ± 10ºC ;  

- maintaining time tm = 13 - 16 s for the saw blade 34 x 1.1mm, respectively tm = 15 - 18 s for the saw 

blade 41 x 1.3mm. 
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        Fig. 5  The stand for the tempering heat treatment         Fig. 6  Thermocouple fixed in the seam axis 

3.3 Quality of the welded joints 

3.3.1 Bending test 

The bending test seeks to determine the angle at which the cracking phenomenon is initiated. It was 

performed on both heat-treated and not heat treated samples. In case of the not heat treated samples, a 

brittle fracture was observed in the heat affected zone (HAZ) at a bending angle of 15-45º; applying the 

heat treatmentand bending at an angle of 180º on a 300 mm bar no cracking of the welded joint appeared 

(Figure 8). Such a test is more severe than the requests from exploitation where the diameter roll of the 

machine is larger. 

3.3.2 Testing with penetrant liquids 

This inspection reveals the defects like any surface-breaking cracks or cavities; the method is based on 

liquid penetration by capillary diffusion (soaking) in very fine discontinuities. Subsequently, this liquid is 

absorbed and by color contrast indicates the presence of the defects. 

   

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  Bending test of the TIG welded and     Fig. 9  The aspect of the surfaces after applying the liquid:  

                      tempered saw blade                (a)- outer zone; (b-root zone 

3.3.3 Hardness measurements 

Hardness indentation marks arrangement beside the measurements values carried out on the saw blade 34 

x 1.1 mm are shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the highest hardness values appear in the base metal and 

region from the heat affected zone (HAZ) adjacent to the weld metal. In contrast, the filler material dilution 

with the base metal lead to smaller hardness values in the weld seam which ensures high resistance to 

  
 

(a) (b) 
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brittle fracture of the welded joint. However, due to the effect of overtempering of the HAZ region adjacent 

to the base metal HAZ, promoted by the welding heat cycle, a hardness decreasing to values about 460-480 

HV was noticed. 

 

Fig. 10  Arrangement of the hardness indentation marks HV for the 34 mm saw band 

3.3.4 Macro and micrographic examinations 

Metallographic investigations come to confirm the results obtained in previous attempts. Thus, the 

macrographic image of a parallel section with the longitudinal axis of the weld (Fig. 11a) shows a suitable 

geometry of the joint, with no structure and chemical composition heterogeneities. For the micrographic 

examination it has been used cross side samples cut to the longitudinal axis of the weld allowing the 

analysis of all structural domains presented in the deposited metal and base metal HAZ. In Fig. 11b and 11c 

one can observe the formation of a bainit-martensitic structure in the weld seam and of a martensitic 

structure in HAZ with a non-uniform carbides distribution. 

 (a) 

 (b)          (c) 

Fig. 11  Structure of TIG welded joint: (a) - macrographic image; (b), (c) - welded joint micrographs 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

TIG welding of the endless saw blades is economically efficient for the small series production and for 

repairing of broken blades during their exploitation.   

The selected filler material (wire G3Si1) is soft steel having a solid state transformation point, which leads 

to the formation of a deposited metal providing an optimal combination between characteristics of 

mechanical strength, ductility and toughness.  

Metallographic investigations showed the formation of an esthetic welded seam, with an uniform width 

over the entire area of the joint, without metallic continuity defects and with a favorable microstructure for 

long-term exploitation.  
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Abstract 

Friction welding occupies a definite place in many manufacturing industries where the used methods for 

joining dissimilar materials were not fully exhausted. Measurands of process ( rotation speed, pressure, 

time) can be easily adjusted and allow to obtain quality joints with reproducible properties.  However, 

joining dissimilar material combinations, for example between titanium alloy with biphasic structure and 

austenitic stainless steel, is a critical issue related to the risk of developing fissures and cracks, the 

formation of intermetallic phases, a high gradient of residual stresses, etc. This paper approaches the 

metallurgical incompatibility of two these materials for welding and defines the experimental conditions to 

obtain quality joints. 

Keywords: friction welding, dissimilar materials, investigation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The friction welding of the combining titanium alloy - austenitic stainless steel materials opens new 

application areas and it allows the obtaining of significant material savings which have a high cost price. So, 

the titanium alloy component ensures reduction of welded structure weight and a high mechanical 

resistance which is an extremely important property for dynamic function. Austenitic stainless steel 

component reduces the costs for materials and, using a surface coating treatment, the wear resistance of a 

portion of the welded structure can be increased.  

Issues to be considered by friction welding of this materials combination are: 

- different deformations of this two materials can appear during the welding process, due to their 

different resistance at creep and plasticizing; 

- different values of the coefficients of thermal expansion of steel and titanium alloy lead to the 

appearance of residual stress, whose size depends on the geometry of the welded structure and 

the cooling rate; 

- dhe formation of brittle intermetallic phases; however, due to a limited high temperature 

developed during welding, the expulsion of material in the burr and short welding time this 

phenomenon is reduced. 

The tests in  this paper aim to define the optimal friction welding conditions of these dissimilar materials 

using as copper foil interlayer.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

From the two materials, Φ 16x40 mm and Φ20x100 mm cylindical samples were made, which were welded 

by convectional friction, varying friction pressure, friction time and delivery pressure. One of the potential 

mailto:cosmin81_ro@yahoo.com
mailto:ion.mitelea@mec.upt.ro
mailto:hellen_20tm@yahoo.com
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candidates to use as interlayer bonding Ti-6Al-4V alloy with X5CrNi18-10 austenitic stainless steel was 

copper, in form of a sheet 0.2 mm thick. This material does not form with iron brittle intermetallic 

compounds, and with titanium it’s forming CuTi and CuTi2 compounds. Also, copper is a metal with o good 

deformability which can take over the tensions caused by different coefficients of expansion. In terms of 

cost, copper is cheaper than other soft and plastic metals, that could be used for similar purposes (Ag, Au, Pt). 

Evaluation of the quality of welded joints was made by metallographic examination (optical microscopy, 

scanning electron beam microscopy, and electronic microprobe), hardness tests and static tension. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

In Fig. 1 the microscopic images of the Φ16x40 mm welded samples for different values of system 

parameters are shown. Note that in most cases, when combining materials with different characteristics of 

mechanical resistance, a more intense deformation of the material which has a lower resistance will occur. 

If combining a titanium alloy with an iron alloy, a pronounced deformation of the first was noticed because 

during the frictional heating Tiα → Tiβ polymorphous transformation was favored, accompanied by a 

decrease of mechanical resistance. The heat developed during the friction process of the contact surfaces 

varies directly with relative speed which is minimum in center and maximum in periphery. However, at the 

periphery of the welded joint there is a loss of heat by convection and therefore the ring area that 

generates maximum heat is located just below the surface. This phenomenon is highlighted by the shape of 

welded joint burr (Fig. 2). 

 -a- 

 
-b- 

 

 -c- 

 

 -d- 

 

Fig. 1  Ti-6Al-4V + X5CrNi18-10 welded joints: a - tfr=16s;  pfr=25 N/mm2; pref=20 N/mm2; b - tfr=26s;  

pfr=20 N/mm2; pref=25 N/mm2; c - tfr=18s;  pfr=17,5 N/mm2; pref=20 N/mm2; d - tfr=12s;  pfr=22,5 N/mm2; 

pref=22,5 N/mm2 

 

Fig. 2  Macrostructure of one welded joint section 
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By increasing the friction time while maintaining constant rotational speed (n=1500 rot/min) and axial 

pressure, a quality welded joint with a corresponding burr and without defects as cracks and fissures is 

achieved (Fig. 1b). Only by increasing friction time a proper plasticization of both materials is achieved, 

because the axial pressure values are not very high. An increasing of delivery pressure is manifested by the 

transfer of large quantities of material plasticized by burr, which leads to a narrow heat-affected zones 

(HAZ) with a finer grain size and a forging microstructure (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3  Welded joint microstructure made at a higher delivery pressure (x50) 

The welding interface is almost straight (Fig. 4a) except peripheral region where a considerable mechanical 

mixing (Fig. 4b) of both materials is noticed. It is expected for the peripheral region of welding to hold a 

more intense mixing because of the relative rate and the achieved temperature, which are minimum in the 

center of welded samples and maximum at periphery.  

If the values of friction time and axial pressure are lower, there cannot be a quality welded joint between 

the two materials. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that due to the development of an insufficient heat during the 

welding process, the copper foil interaction with two contact surfaces is inadequate. One part of the foil is 

flaking on the surface of components due to insufficient plasticization of materials.  

All the thermomechanical processes are characterized by a deformation, or a dynamic recrystallization. The 

dynamic recrystallization phenomenon  will be predominantly in the material with lower mechanical 

resistance at friction welding under the action of axial pressure and heat generated. Consequently, the 

width of the component parts made of titanium alloy is higher. According with Fig. 6, α solid solution grains 

are strong redress, its dimensions being of approx. 5 times lower than those of base metal. If the width of 

recrystallized area of austenitic steel component is approx. 0.009 mm, in the titanium alloy component is 

approx. 1.6mm. 
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- a -                - b -   

Fig. 4  Microstructure of interface: a - central area; b - marginal area 

 

Fig. 5  Macrographic image of the contact surface for tfr=8 s and an axial pressure (20/20 N/mm2) 

     

- a -                - b -   

Fig. 6  Dynamic recrystallized area of titanium alloy 

Hardness gradient curve on the welded joint section achieved at 20/25 N/mm2 axial pressure and 24-25 s 

friction times is shown in Fig. 7. Compared with the hardness of two basic materials, 320-330HV1 for 

titanium alloy and 195-205 HV1 for austenitic stainless steel, in the heat-affected zone there is an increase 

of hardness due to the thermo-mechanical treatment effect. 
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Static tensile tests made on the samples with or without stress concentration which were taken from 

welded joints with constant speed rotation (1500 rot/min), constant axial pressure (20/25 N/mm2) and 

variable friction time (Fig. 8), showed that breaking occurs either in the welding area or in the immediate 

vicinity in the austenitic steel component. 

The values obtained for tensile strength ranged between 340-380 N/mm2. 

 

Fig. 7  The variation of Vickers hardness depending the distance from de joint plan 

 a)  

               tfr. = 24 s; pa = 24/25 N/mm2     tfr. = 28 s; pa = 24/25 N/mm2 

 
b) 

Fig. 8  Tensile tests: a- welded joints; b- samples with or without stress concentration 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

If the axial pressure (20 / 25 N/mm2) and rotation speed (1500 rot/min) are kept constant, with increasing 

the friction time, a stronger plasticization of both materials is occurring, and consequently improves the 

quality of the welded joint. 

At lower values of friction pressure, axial shortening will occur only on the titanium alloy component with 

an insufficient heating of steel part. 

Except for the peripheral region of the weld where there is a strong mixture of the two materials, the rest 

of the welding interface is about straight. 

The width of dynamic recrystallized area is approx. 1.6 mm in titanium alloy component and only 0.009 mm 

in austenitic stainless steel component. 
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Abstract 

The most exposed part of each turnout is the crossing, which is where the turnout main and branch line 

interlace. DT-Výhybkárna a strojírna company applies the several types of crossings, for heavily loaded 

turnouts most often the cast crossings made of austenitic high-manganese steel - the Hadfield steel. This 

steel is characterized with ability to consolidate the working surface under sufficient load and impact stress. 

The crossing running surface is gradually hardened mainly when newly introduced into the railway service. 

Such hardening results into thin surface layer hardening and the running surface wear resistance increases. 

The explosive hardening applied on the railway crossings made of Hadfield steel induces the hardness 

increase into major depth, which means the higher wear resistance and the higher period of operating life.  

Keywords: crossing, railroad turnout, railway infrastructure, Hadfield steel, explosive hardening, wear 

resistance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most dynamic stressed part of each railway turnout is the component called crossing, which is mostly 

manufactured from cast made of high-alloyed austenitic manganese steel - the Hadfield steel. The crossing 

running surface is the object of deformation work hardness actuated by passage and impacts of the train 

wheel set through running the crossing of the turnout. The crossing surface running area hardness equals 

to value about 400 HBW and quickly drops down from surface to the depth of the material. The running 

area reinforcement by the explosive, which is applied prior the crossing installation into the track influences 

not only surface layers hardness increase, but the layers in the greater distance from the surface as well. 

The hardness becomes more uniform until depth of twenty millimeters under the running surface as well. 

That is the best way how to prevent the deformations creation (so called flow lips, or folds), which may be 

found mainly in the sub-surface crossing layers within the initial weeks, or months after installation into the 

track. The explosion hardening applied onto crossings made of Hadfield steel should positively influence 

the lower maintenance (we mean the necessary grinding of originated flow lips) and the longer period of 

service life of this extremely stressed part of the railway turnout is obvious as well. We describe the way of 

crossing explosion hardening, including the thorough analysis of hardening influences towards the 

modification of hardness, material structure and the crossing dimensions. 

1.1 Metals explosion reinforcement  

The method of explosion reinforcement is applied with selected engineering components for a long time.  

The hardening impact wave is induced by detonation of the charge, which is in close touch with the metal 

component surface. It is the one of few methods how to apply the detonation effect for gaining materials 
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with better features, with higher strength and higher hardness within the substantial depth under the 

surface. The method is widely applied for reinforcement of casts made of Hadfield steel, pertinently some 

other metals just like the nickel, Inconel 600, carbon steels, stainless steels and copper as well. Possibility to 

reinforce the intricated shape of the component is the advantage of explosion hardening. As a disadvantage 

can be assessed the problem of charge application, especially form the point of legislature and relating to the 

acoustic burden at the workplace. The Fig. 1 shows the reinforcement by the impact wave [1]. 

Application of brisant explosive in close contact with metal initiates the impact wave with high load (6 till 

25 GPa) for a very short period. The penetrating impact wave and rebound waves generate higher or lesser 

amount of defects within the metal crystal lattice (vacancies, dislocations and twinning). The metal strength 

and hardness processed by the penetrating impact wave are increased this way, free from macro-

deformations. In spite of increased reinforcement and the value of hardness, material keeps relatively high 

toughness, even higher than conventionally cold-formed steel under the same grade of reinforcement [1]. 

 

1 - explosive 

2 - blasting fumes 

3 - shock wave front 

4 - metal 

 

Fig. 1  Hardening by the shock wave coming to the metal surface (a) vertically or (b) obliquely [1] 

1.2 Railway turnout crossing 

The railway single turnout is shown in Fig. 2. The most dynamic stressed part of the turnout is the crossing -  

Fig.3, which is the part (mostly Hadfield steel cast) enabling the intersection of main and of branch line of 

the turnout. The crossing is extremely loaded with dynamic stresses and with compressive an impact 

stresses coming from the railway vehicles wheel sets.  

 

            Fig. 2  Main parts of the railway turnout                       Fig. 3  Wheel set passage through the cross  

 

 

2.  EXPERIMENT 
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2.1 Crossing surface explosive hardening procedure 

Fully machined crossing (length 5300 mm, width 500 mm, height 173 mm) was moved into space of range 

in Dec. 2010, where the explosive procedure may be carried out. The piece of crossing was laid onto flatten 

sand bed. The explosive stuff was applied on the surface (in thickness 2 mm). Applied explosive was Semtex 

10SE, producer Explosia Pardubice, a.s. The plastic and flexible explosive stuff, cut according to the pattern 

shall be applied on the most stressed crossing area, our case are the two wing rails and the crossing vee, 

see the Fig.4. The stripe of explosive is joined together at one end of the crossing and the electric detonator is 

placed. The charge is set off from safety distance. This way are thin layer charges applied twice at the exposed 

hardened surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  The charge application on the crossing running surface 

2.2 Explosive hardening influence in terms of surface hardness  

Prior the first explosion, after first and after the second explosion, the hardness was checked by portable 

hardometer Equotip (probe type D, temperature -5°C) at five different spots on the crossing surface the A 

till E (Fig.5), the outcomes of the surface hardness checking are stated in the Fig. 6. We can see that spots A 

and E proved the lower hardness prior the first explosion than spots B, C and D. The surface hardness 

increases at the spots B, C and D, which may be caused by the higher grade of reinforcement within the 

crossing machining. The increase of surface hardness after the first explosion equals to 40 till 100 HBW, 

excluding the spot C, where the hardness after first explosion increased just by 7 HBW. The prominent 

hardness increase after first explosion can be found at spots A and E. The surface hardness increase after 

the second blast reaches values within the range of 4 till 48 HBW, which is the lower increase than after the 

first blast. The final surface hardness after the second blast occurs within the range of 331 till 433 HBW, the 

mean value equals to 380 HBW. 

 
Fig. 5  Explosive hardening areas (hatched) showing location of surface hardness measurement 
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Fig. 6  Surface hardness increase within the course of crossing explosive hardening 

2.3 Influence of explosive hardening in terms of subsurface hardness 

The six sectional cuts were cut from the crossing (A till E - from explosion hardening area, F - for 

comparison with non-hardened area). Those sectional cuts were taken from spots where the surface 

hardness was checked. The sections were delivered into the independent testing Laboratory - Vítkovice 

Testing Center s.r.o., Ostrava. The sub-surface hardness was checked on sections in depth of 30 mm within 

the directions shown in Fig. 7, checked points distance 2 mm one from another.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7  Subsurface hardness measuremen  locations and directions - section D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  Crossing subsurface hardness after explosive hardening 
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The sub-surface hardness measured at sections explosive hardened and at section F (non-hardened) are 

shown in Fig.8. From hardness measurement outcomes (the surface and the subsurface as well) we can see 

that the crossings hardened with explosion (application of two blasts) increases the surface hardness 

approximately from former 300 HBW to 380 HBW, and the subsurface hardness goes up to the  mean  

value of  300 HBW. The non-hardened area F drops from surface to the depth of 5 mm, but further 

conversely grows until 340 HBW in the depth of 30 mm.  

2.3 Influence of explosive hardening in terms of crossing material structure 

The current knowledge shows, that the plastic deformation of austenitic manganese steel is accompanied 

with movement of set of dislocations, when the new laminated defects and twin lamellas are built. The 

inception of new structural errors is the cause of increased hardness within the initial period of 

deformation. The following deformation initiates the reinforcement by the fact that both structural errors 

prevent the movement of the set of dislocations and this way their density rises up. Concurrently with 

higher grade of deformation the density of twin lamellas grows as well, which is the cause of matrix division 

into even smaller fields [2], the reason of which is their uneven configuration. 

Furthermore the crossing structure in depth of material was observed how it was affected by the impact 

wave induced by the explosive blasting - Fig. 9. The information stated in [2] was confirmed, since the 

structure after the blast reinforcement consisted of plenty of sliding dislocations and deforming twin 

lamellas. 

       

a) surface       b) 4 mm below surface         c) 10 mm below surface     d) 14 mm below surface      

Fig. 9  Microstructure of hardening area - section E 

The most intensive deformation changes were observed immediate at the reinforced crossing surface. In 

the depth of approximately 14 mm the reinforcement was less visible. It fully corresponded to hardness 

development as shown in Fig. 8. 

2.4 Decrease of the crossing surface layer after the explosive hardening  

DT-Výhybkárna a strojírna, a.s. owns the 3D scanner, the equipment which enables the scanning of 

whatever item surface, in our case we mean the surface of the crossing.  The crossing surface scanning was 

carried out after its machining (i.e. prior the first blast) and consecutively after the second blast. From Fig. 
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10, which shows the comparison of both scans, we can see that the surface layer decrease after the second 

blast equals to 0,5 mm on the upper and 0,3 mm on the lateral reinforced areas. 

 

 

 

Fig. 10  Decrease of the crossing surface layer after explosive hardening - section E 

3.  OUTCOMES AND DISCUSSION 

The explosive hardening applied on the running surface of crossings made of Hadfield steel increased the 

surface hardness form former 300 HBW up to 380 HBW. The subsurface layers hardness increased after 

blast reinforcement as well and at depth 30 mm below the surface it remained at 280 HBW. The increase of 

the surface hardness also corresponds with intensive inception of dislocating slide lines and of twin 

lamellas, which extend into substantial depth below the crossing surface. The blast reinforcement caused 

the decrease of the crossing hardened layer by 0,5 mm (the upper area) and by 0,3 mm (the lateral area). 

This decrease has no impair affect towards the crossing behavior in the track. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

The blast reinforcement increased the crossing contact surface hardness, i.e. most stressed area, which is in 

close contact with railway vehicle wheel set. The checked crossing was cut to pieces from reason of 

subsurface hardness inspection and this way its insertion into the railway turnout was made impossible. 

The effort to reinforce some another crossings should be applied and after insertion into the track their 

behavior in service should be monitored. As a goal situation these explosion hardened crossings should 

serve as components of turnouts commonly supplied by the DT Výhybkárna a strojírna, a.s. The crossings 

hardened this way should require less maintenance exigency and should have the presumption of longer 

service life. 
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Abstract 

Until now, for specialists in the field, classification of materials upon cavitation erosion resistance, 

represent an unsolved problem, in spite of numerous experimental results obtained with different 

laboratory facilities. The present work is a contribution intended to give some clarifications, in order to 

solve that problem. In our opinion, materials can be grouped in five resistance categories: weak, good, very 

good, excellent, and super-resistant. In conformity with ASTM G32 Standard, the parameters used for 

classification are the normalized resistance to cavitation erosions Rns and Rn max. In our work as reference 

material was used the OH12NDL stainless steel, employed in the past for manufacturing numerous 

hydraulic turbines, with good cavitation erosion resistance. In order to develop the method, were tested 

various stainless steels, in a special device realized in the Hydraulic Machinery Laboratory of Timisoara 

Polytechnic University. In this facility, the cavitation erosion is produced by vibrating a nickel tube. Both the 

characteristic cavitation erosion curves (which give the variation in time of erosion) and the images of the 

eroded microstructures show that the developed method is useful for classifying stainless steels used in 

manufacturing hydraulic turbines. 

Keywords: stainless steel, cavitation erosion resistance, cavitation erosion characteristic curves, vibratory 

devices, hydraulic turbines, pumps, ship propellers  

1. INTRODUCTION  

A great concern, for numerous research laboratories [2], [3], [7] is the cavitational erosion resistance  

prediction as a function of the material (chemical composition, metalographic structure and mechanical 

characteristics) on the one hand and the intensity of the cavitation on the other hand. The exisence of a 

classification of materials from the point of view of cavitation erosion resistance is of great interest for 

designers, manufactureres and hydraulic plant running staff. Interesting results were publishe recently in 

France (Frank [3]), USA (Garcia [4]), Japan (Hattory [6]), etc. These results are obtained both through 

laboratory researches, on various test facilities, as well as on industrial running machines. Unfortunately, 

these results are not  complete satisfatory because the erosion process depends simultaneously on a 

multitude of hydrodynamic factors and of factors bounded to the material composition and structure. The 

present paper presents a classification method based on the experimental results obtained in Timisoara 

Hydraulic Machinery Laboratory  with a vibratory test facility.  

mailto:ilarica59@gmail.com
mailto:ion.mitelea59@mec.upt.ro
mailto:mpopoviciu@gmail.com
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2. RESEARCHED MATERIALS FACILITIES AND METHODS  

The results presented in the paper are based on cavitation erosion tests upon 12 stainless steels of the type 

used both for manufacturing and repair work of machine details heavy subjected to cavitation erosion 

(hydraulic turbine runners, pump impellers and ship propellers). For 8 stainless steels the chemical 

composition has under 0.1 % carbon, 4 having constant chromium content (12 %) and variable nickel 

content (between  0 and 10%), 4 having constant nickel (10%)  and variable chromium (between 6 and 

24%). The other 4 steels have chemical composition used frequently for industrial purposes [2]. The final 

heat treatment consists in quenching followed by ageing through tempering. 

The cavitation erosion tests were conducted on the T1 magnetostrictive device [1, 2], using a vibratory 

specimen *5+. The running parameters are: power 500 W, vibration frequency 7000±0.3% Hz, vibration 

double amplitude 94 μm, specimen diameter 12 mm, supply voltage 220V/50Hz. The tests were conducted 

in double distilled water at a constant temperature of 21  1 0C. 

3.  EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The analysis of numerous data accumulated at Timisoara Hydraulic Machinery Laboratory, in over 50 years 

of experience, generated the question: which are the limits to consider a material to be 

A) super-resistant to cavitation erosion, 

B) excellent resistant, 

C) very good resistant, 

D) good resistant, or 

E) weak resistant ? 

One of the following procedures does evaluate the cavitation erosion intensity, in the majority of studies:  

1. Analyzing the slope of the curves giving the variation of the eroded mass m(t) or the eroded volume V(t), 

during the exposure time, Fig. 1a, with the slope for the standard material;  

2. Comparing the maximum (vmax) or stable (vs) erosion rates values, between the tested and the standard 

material Fig. 1 b;   

3. - Comparing: the maximum penetration depth MDP (measured, Fig. 2 or computed using ASTM 

Standards [7]), or the mean penetration rate, MDPR [3], with the equivalent parameters obtained for the 

standard material. This method is used, in present, on a smaller scale.  

The characteristic curves presented in Fig. 1a and 1b show the best material, from those tested,  but does 

not give indications if it is an excellent or a week material, unless if it is compared with a standard material, 

well known on the international market. 
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a)         b) 

Fig. 1  Cavitation erosion characteristic curves for steels with constant chromium  

a) Cumulative mass losses against time, b) Erosion rate against time  

(Steel symbols represent chromium concentration over nickel concentration)  

On the other hand, the maximum penetration depth produced by cavitation, Fig. 2, measured at the final 

exposure time (in our case 165 minutes) is not always in agreement with the behavior presented by the 

characteristic curves (exemplified in Fig. 1). The maximum penetration depth depends always on the local 

conditions (dimensions of the expelled grains and the structural homogeneity). The use of normalized 

resistance to cavitation Rns şi Rn max , according with the ASTM G32-2008 Standard [7] allow an objective 

classification.  

   

a) 12/6 stainless steel     b) 12/10 stainless steel  

Fig. 2  Images of erosions, both on the attacked surface and in cross section x100  

(after 165 minutes of cavitations attack ) 
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1- Aspect of the attacked surface for final exposure time (SEM-Scanning Electron Microscope - x100)  

2 -Stereo-microstructure aspects of attacked surface (magnification x8);  

Consequently, the realization of a cavitation erosion classification method, allowing an adequate selection 

of the material, depending on the intensity of cavitation, is a stringent necessity.  

The computation of the parameters Rns şi Rn max, in conformity with the ASTM Standard, is given by (1) and (2). 

Rns = 

se

s

v

v
        (1) 

Rn max = 

ev

v

max

max
      (2) 

Where: vs, vse, and vmax e, (the indexes “e” refers to standard steel) represent the maximum and stabilization 

velocity values, given in Fig.2, and defined through relations of the form (for exponential regression 

equations): 

v(t) =   tBtB eBAeA   1      (3) 

Usually, as standard material is chosen steel with acceptable resistance to cavitation. For Michigan 

University Laboratory, as standard material, was taken the stainless steel 304 SS [5]. In our laboratory 

(THML), we choose the stainless steel OH12NDL, with good cavitation erosion qualities, used in the past for 

manufacturing numerous hydraulic turbine runners.  

The proposed method to classify the steel is by using the parameters Rns and Rn max, in correlation with the 

chemical composition. In order to define the limits of different classes, it must be observed that for 

excellent cavitation resistance the limits must be closer than for weak cavitation erosion resistance. Table 1 

gives the values of those limits in a decreasing order. 

Table 1  Limits for different cavitation erosion zones 

Class Super-resistant    Excellent Very good      Good     Weak  

Rns    < 0,2 0,2  0,4 0,4  0,8 0,8  1,6 > 1,6 

Rn max    <0,25 0,25  0,5 0,5  1,0 1,0  2,0 > 2,0 

The limits were established using the rule of doubling the interval for each transition from a superior to an 

inferior class. The rule was applied for both classification criteria (upon Rns and Rmax). The procedure 

corresponds to the criteria of enlarging the inferior classes but has no other theoretical support. With these 

chosen limits resulted the classification presented in Table 2. 

Data in Table 2 show a good agreement for the classification after Rns and Rnmax.. A single exception 

appears, for the X20Cr13 steel, recorded with very good resistance according to Rns and excellent according 

to Rnmax, but in both classification this material is placed at the border of the respective classes (see Table 

1). We recommend the use of Rns classification as the principal one. It is interesting to note that in every 

class appear important differences of the rate Rnmax/Rns for different materials (see Table 2). 
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Table 2  Classification of the Rn s şi Rn max parameters 

Cavitation erosion 
resistance  

          Material Parameter 

 Rn s Rn max Rnmax / Rn s 

Super-resistant    12/6 0,1 0,01 0,1 

 
Excellent 

 

12/0 0,27 0,31 1,15 

6/10 0,33 0,4 1,21 

Inox III RNR 0,39 0,33 0,84 

 
Very good 

X20Cr13 0.54 0,46 (Excellent) 1,47 

10/10 0,44 0,51 1,16 

18/10 0,46 0,53 1,15 

12/2 0,48 0,56 1,17 

24/10 0,5 0,58 1,16 

12/10 0,75 0,72 0,96 

X10CrNi18/4PH 0,77 0,67 0,87 

Good OH12NDL 1,00 1,00 1,29 

For verifying the method we use the experimental results of Garcia [4], upon six steels tested in Michigan 

Laboratory (Table 3), also with a vibratory device (A = 25,4 m, f = 20 kHz,   d = 14,3 mm). The standard 

material for this apparatus is the stainless steel 304 SS.  

Table 3  Parameters and characteristics of materials tested by Garcia [4] 

           Material Rn s Rn max MDPR 

m/h 

Cavitation erosion 
resistance 

Carbon steel 2,0 2,3 5,8 weak 

304 SS (standard steel) 1,0 1,0 2,54 good 

316 SS 0,9 0,9 2,28 good 

Mo -1/2 Ti 0,9 0,9 2,28 good 

Cb- I Zr 1,5 1,5 3,7 good 

Cb I Zr  (A) 1,8 1,8 4,57 good 

We found that for both used parameters the materials are correctly classified, taking into account their 

chemical composition.  Applying this method in the future, for a larger range of steels, more beneficial 

information can be obtained and the method can be improved. 

3.1 Correlations between the cavitation erosion specific parameters with both chemical composition 

and microscopic structure  

Taking into account the results, we use the curves presented in Fig. 3-4 to classify the stainless steels, 

tested in our laboratory, after the rate Cre/Nie which establishes the nature and the proportion of the 

structural constituents (see the Schäffler diagram *2+). The rate Cre/Nie takes into consideration the 

influence of chemical composition upon the cavitation erosion resistance. The curves in the diagram put 

into evidence what value of the rate Cre/Nie gives the best cavitation erosion resistance. In the same time this rate 

offers also information upon the steel structure. From the diagrams we can see that stainless steels with different 

chemical composition may have the same behavior to the erosion. From the diagrams result that for the values 

Cre/Nie 1.0  2.0 the cavitation erosion resistance increases, probable the best value being Cre/Nie  1.8 
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Fig. 3  Steels classification using both the 

normalized resistance Rns and the rate Cre/Nie  

Fig. 4  Steels classification using the normalized 

resistance Rnmax and the rate Cre/Nie 

(A - super-resistant, B - excellent resistance, C - very good res., D - good res., E - weak resistance) 

3.2 Correlation between specific cavitation erosion parameters and steel mechanical properties   

Using the procedure described at the point 3a, in Fig. 5 we correlate the normalized resistances with both 

the mechanical properties and the chemical composition, expressed in a single figure noted .  The  

expression is a generalization of the Sakai-Shima procedure and was presented in 1998 by Bordeasu [1]. 

A very good agreement with the classification presented at the point 3a was obtained, so this diagram is 

also recommended for anticipating the behavior of different steels to cavitation erosion. In Fig. 5, the 

number of the zones with respect to the abscissa  was reduced to three. The zones D and E (see Cap. 3) 

were merged into the domain I (and even so, it remains a very small one) and the zone D (weak resistant) is 

in the exterior of the zone III and was not noted. 

 
Fig. 5 Influence of chemical constitution and mechanical properties of steels  

upon the normalized cavitation erosion resistance 
I - super and excellent resistance; II -very good resistance; III - good resistance 
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4. CONCLUSION  

The proposed method for classifying the steels from the point of view of cavitation erosion resistance is 

adequate and justified because it offer a rapid orientation for material selection. 

To anticipate the cavitation erosion for a stainless steel which is selected for hydraulic equipments there 

can be used the diagrams presented in the paper. 

It was found a grouping of steels with great cavitation erosion resistance in the range Cre/Nie  1.0  2.0, 

with a tendency of optimization toward the value Cre/Nie  1.8. 
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Abstract 

The work presents results of plasticity response and strength levels of two micro-alloyed steels having 

different Ti, N and Mo contents. In temperature intervals of 600/650°C-750°C, 750°C-1000/1200°C and 

1200°C-1350°C troughs of hot ductility expressed by reduction of areas were detected. Material with higher 

Mo content generally showed higher parameters of hot ductility. Reasons of the plasticity differences are 

expressed using chemical composition and possible bonds, using evaluation of mechanical properties such 

as yield strength and/or strength and by use of microstructure analysis results. In lower temperature 

interval, for the lower plasticity higher portion of formed allotriomorphic ferrite and bainite was typical, 

while the higher reduction of area was connected with higher volume fraction of acicular ferrite. The higher 

temperature intervals were related to higher volume fraction of precipitated particles on the austenite 

grain boundaries. In total plasticity response of given steel type differences in austenite and ferrite strength 

characteristics play an important role.  

Keywords: microalloyed steel, reduction of area, allotriomorphic ferrite, acicular ferrite  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Strength and plastic response expressed as reduction of area (RA) play an important role at study of 

deformation mechanisms and defects propagation. It is known that material properties are dependent not 

only on temperature and realised deformation mechanisms. Transformation processes play also a role 1, 

2. During cooling process the strengthening of materials is going up, however, in most materials (especially 

on the base of C-Mn steels) trough formation of plastic response in the region of approx. 600-700°C and 

850-1000°C can be detected 3 -6. Nucleated cracks are inter-crystalline and they are propagated on the 

primary austenite grain boundaries. Microscopically the cracks show ductile appearance connected with 

micro-cavities formation, their growth and coalescence. Inter-granularly nucleated inclusions, precipitates, 

mostly of nitride types and austenite phase transformation, especially to allotriomorphic ferrite (ATF) are 

the reason 2, 7. The strain rate naturally also plays a role. During slower strain rates diffusion processes 

can get ahead unlike the faster strain rates supporting more favourable RA response 2, 4, 7. At high 

temperatures (approx. 850-1000°C) the RA is influenced by precipitated particles on the primary austenite 

grain boundaries, whereas the low temperature trough (approx. 600-850°C) of the RA is connected with 

austenite transformation to ferrite, especially to the ATF, which forms narrow inter-granular bands. The 

rate of yield stress between ferrite and austenite corresponds to 1:5 4. Afterwards, a localisation of plastic 

deformation in the ferrite region, cavity initiation on non-metallic inclusions and cracks formation are the 

results 4, 8. One side of austenite-ATF inter-phase can be locally enriched by carbon and consequently can 

show lower cohesive strength and higher susceptibility to cracking 2, 6, 7. Besides the primary grain size, 

chemical constitution, including residual elements, also play an important role both in narrow ferrite bands 

and on austenite grain boundaries at high temperatures 7, 9 -15. The aim of the work is to elucidate the 
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differences of hot ductility in the temperature range of 600-1350°C of two low carbon-micro-alloyed and/or 

low alloyed steels.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of used materials (M). The * represents Cr+Cu+Ni+Sn 

M C Mn Si P S Alt Al Ti Nb Mo * N Ca 

 [wt. %] [ppm] 

A 0.06 1.61 0.40 0.013 0.002 0.028 0.027 0.021 0.055 0.160 0.445 74 23 

B 0.07 1.61 0.35 0.010 0.005 0.030 0.028 0.053 0.054 0.024 0.299 55 34 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE 

For experiments two manufactured continuously cast steels (marked A and B) with chemical composition 

presented in Table 1 were used. The calculated 16 Ac1 and Ac3 temperatures corresponded to 716°C and 

908°C (A), or 715°C and 905°C (B). From both materials tensile specimens with a section of 6 mm in 

diameter and gauge length of 23 mm were machined and the tensile properties were determined using the 

TSM 20 INOVA. For each temperature mean value was determined from two measurements. Part of the 

machine consists of the loading frame FSM20 M03 and dynamo-graph module for 20 kN and 1 kN. Shift of 

suspension bridge and hereby the speed of loading corresponded to 1.10-1 mm.s-1. Making-up of testing 

course, the control itself and recording of the test were carried out using a computer. The apparatus 

enables a realisation of tensile test according to the standard ČSN EN 10002-5 and the so called general 

test, which allows adjustment of the test conditions in six separate steps.  Plasticity, respectively hot 

ductility is determined as RA after tensile test. The mentioned equipment includes furnace temperature 

regulation, measurement and temperature record controlled by computer. The used temperature interval 

of interest lay in range of 600-1350°C. Metallographic analysis was an integral part of solution including 

cleanness and type of microstructure in vicinity of the fracture after tensile test in both basic materials. 

Metallographic evaluation was carried out by use of the Olympus light microscope X70, as well as the 

electron microscope SEM JEOL JSM-6490 LV equipped with the energy dispersion analyser OXFORD INCA 

Energy 350.  

           

Fig. 1  Relation among strength and reduction of area a) material A, b) material B              
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

Summarised results of the obtained yield strengths and strengths on temperatures are shown in Fig. 1. In 

the temperature interval of 600-1000°C the B showed 1.7-1.1 times higher strength levels than the A. With 

higher temperature the situation changed and the differences were not higher than 1.2 times. The strength 

levels of A and B could be practically taken for the same at high temperatures. Yield strengths of B were 

1.4-1.3 times higher in comparison with the A. Maximal differences between strengths and yield strengths 

were 55 MPa (B) and 23 MPa (A). Figure 1b summarises results of the RA for both tested materials and the 

above mentioned temperature range. It can be seen that A generally shows the higher RA level. As the Figs. 

1a and 1b show two principal troughs were registered in the curves shape of both materials. The first fall of 

the RA values is between 600/650-750°C for both curves and Figs. 2a, 2b representative micrographs show. 

   

Fig. 2  Micrographs of material A (a) and B (b) at 700°C 

   

Fig. 3  Micrographs of material B a) at 800°C b) at 950°C 

In case of the A the second RA decrease is situated between 750-1200°C (Fig. 1a and 2a) whereas the 

trough of B is narrower and it is lying in the range of 750-1000°C (Figs. 1ba, 2b and 3b). The 3rd RA decrease 

of the B is situated between 1000 and 1150°C. In the range of 1200-1350°C the A shows similar narrow and 

deep RA fall (Fig. 1a). Generally, the down troughs levels of the A are situated at the higher RA positions 

and they are also wider, especially at high temperatures. In case of the A the lowest RA level reached 35% and 

52% (for individual above mentioned troughs). For the B those minimal troughs levels corresponded to 15 and 

3%. At 1100°C and 1300°C (A and B) deep narrow depressions were registered reaching approx. 30% of RA.  

200 μm 200 μm 

a b 

a b 
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Fig. 4  Micrographs of material a) A under fracture at 1100°C (longitudinal direction), b) B at 1300°C 

In both materials complex oxides and intra-, as well as inter-granularly precipitated Ti(CN) particles were 

mostly observed. Precipitation of inter-granular fine Nb(CN), Ti(CN) or TiNb(CN) cannot be also ruled out 

10, 17. However, the TEM was not carried out.  In the A and B sulphides and/or oxisulphides (grade 0.5-2), 

sporadically aluminates with silicates (max. grade of 0.5) besides the TiN and/or Ti(CN) complexes were 

revealed. Microstructures of both studied materials showed different features, according to the testing 

temperature (Fig. 2-4). At lower temperatures noticeable ferrite discontinuous or continuous decorations 

of primary austenitic grains were observed, especially in the B, as it Fig. 2b shows. The A (Fig. 2a) often 

showed intra-granular acicular ferrite (AF) morphology. Coarser, locally inter-granularly formed non-

metallic particles were revealed in ferrite matrix. Those were also observed on the primary austenite grains 

as can be seen in Figs. 2b, 3b, 4b and/or in the ends of cracks (Fig. 4). Using the EDA the particles 

corresponded to Ti(Nb)N and MnSiO3. Differences between the A and B are in Ti additions and N, Cu, Ni and 

Sn contents (Tab. 1). The B has 2.5 times higher Ti addition, while in the A the content of N is 1.35 times 

higher and level of (Cu + Ni + Sn) is 1.56 times higher. For the best ductility the nitrogen levels should be 

low in order to limit the amount of precipitation. In low nitrogen steels, the Ti/N ratio should be high 4-5:1 

in order to encourage growth of the TiN particles 15. Luo 18 reached the best ductility of steel with 

medium Ti content (approx. 0.06 wt. %) and Ti/N ratio corresponding to 8.9. In this case the steel contained 

more than 1 wt. % of Cr making the hardness of ferrite higher. Banks et al. 19 reached not so deep RA fall, 

even when the trough was wider, with Ti/N rate 7.5 than in case of rate 1.81. In the second case the lower 

RA level could be ascribe to 1.5 times higher nitrogen content. The A presented by us had the mentioned 

ratio 2.8 and the B 9.6. Regarding the [Nb].[N], those corresponded to 407.10-6 (A) and to 297.10-6 (B). The 

both materials also showed 0.136 wt. % Mo difference (Table 1). The Mo impact on ferrite strengthening is 

also evident. Higher volume fraction of N leads to shift of ductility curve to lower positions and 

imperceptibly makes the trough brighter 15, which is obvious in Fig. 1a,b. Because of the same Nb, B level 

in both materials the higher nitrogen content of the A could be bound by Al, even when we were not able 

to detect the AlN particles on the austenite grain boundaries, where those should have precipitated 

preferentially and support the lower RA in the range of 600-900°C 10. In both materials the Al contents 

were practically the same, too. Some aluminates (max. grade of 0.5) were detected only in the B.  

Regarding the higher Ni and Cu contents in the A and higher Sn content in the B (Table 1), those also 

support the shift of the RA to the lower level and the ductility curves show broader trough reaching the 

lower temperature ranges 7, 14. It can be also supposed that the given negative influences between the A 

20 m 

b a 
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and B were balanced. The same could be supposed in the case of C, S and P contents (Table 1). Otherwise, 

the RA minimum is shifted to the lower temperature with the increase of C and S content. The higher P 

level leads to higher susceptibility to embrittlement at the temperatures higher than 900°C 10, 11, even 

when in connection with Nb the P can occupy the inter-granular positions and thereby limit the influence of 

harmful Nb(CN) precipitation, which causes the RA reduction in austenite region 9, 10, 13. In the B the 

negative influence of Nb(CN) could support more  intensive precipitation of Ti(CN). The elements, such as C, 

Mn, Al, Nb, V, B and Cr, which have stronger impact on the RA level 9, 10, 12, 20, were practically on the 

same level in both materials. Generally, the A showed better RA parameters than the B. The reason can be 

the higher Mo content. In material A the Mo level was 6.7 times higher than in the B. The presence of Mo 

has practically no negative influence on the RA, but the Mo decreases the Ar3 temperature 10. However, 

the differences in the calculated critical temperatures were minimal thanks to the influence of other 

elements (Table. 1). The presence of Mo can secure higher hardening capacity of ferrite and it is also able 

to make the grain size finer as it can be seen in Fig. 2. In the A the primary austenite grain size was finer 

(boundaries represented greater surface) than in the B (Fig. 2). Microstructure of the B showed more 

noticeable ferritic decoration of primary austenite grains, consequently important differences in plasticity 

of intra-granular and inter-granular regions, because a relationship 1:5 4 exists between the yield strength 

of ferrite and austenite (RpF/RpA). The Mo makes the ferrite regions harder and thereby decreases the 

above mentioned in-homogeneities, so that during deformation the plasticity is not so concentrated into 

the softer ferrite regions and is more balanced [4, 21.   

The concept of a lower RpF (the BCC matrix) than the RpA level (the FCC matrix) at temperatures of 750-

1050°C was advanced by Chimani and Mörwald *4. They presented the rate RpF(BCC):RpA(FCC)1:5 without 

any explanation. It could be accepted that in the BCC a dislocation bond with atoms exists (e.g. C, N) given 

by energy of their bond. At higher temperature, thanks to the thermally activated atom movements 

(facilitated), the mentioned bond is decreasing and consequently the bcc matrix becomes softer. On the 

contrary, in FCC matrix, with respect to the lattice properties, the bond type like in the BCC matrix including 

dipole induction (Fe atom-C atom-Fe atom) does not exist. Chemical bond asserts itself. In the FCC matrix 

the dislocations are dissociated into partial dislocations and hexagonal arrangement is formed in the 

stacking fault. That fault can be enriched by interstitial elements, it will be stabilised and the dislocation 

mobility does not decreases as much as in the BCC matrix. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Two low carbon micro-alloyed steels with different Mo (0.16-0.024 wt.%), Ti (0.021-0.053 wt%) and N 

(0.0055-0.0074 wt.%) contents showed various hot ductility response (RA). In temperature range of 

600-1350°C, the material with higher Mo content (A) showed minimal RA of 35%, whereas the material B 

(lower Mo content) reached 3% RA level. The A showed the critical fall of the RA at 700°C, 1000°C and 

1300°C. With exception of the lowest temperature, in the B the similar RA falls were every shifted by 200°C 

to the left (see Fig. 1) what can be ascribed to lower Mo content.   

The 1st fall was connected with higher volume fraction of allotriomorphic ferrite (the B), while the acicular 

ferrite appearance in the A was reason of more favourable RA response together with the higher Mo 

content decreasing the plasticity differences between austenite and ferrite. Differences in the 2nd falls can 

be connected with existence of Ti(Nb)CN and MnSiO3 particles on the austenite grain boundaries together 
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with the Mo effect mentioned above. The reason of the 3rd RA falls can be elucidated by existence of 

MnSiO3 particles first of all and sporadically appearance of Ti(Nb)N, especially at the 1100°C.  

In the A the Mo content contributed to ferrite strengthening and to total more homogeneous plasticity 

unlike the material B, where the strengthening level reached differences between intra-granular and inter-

granular regions. Differences of plasticity between ferrite and austenite were elucidated on the basis of 

dislocations interactions of the BCC and/or of the FCC structure with interstitial elements.  
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Abstract 

Fe-Mn-Si shape memory alloys can be used to substitute other materials for joining pipes, with important 

economical benefits. The increase in the applicative potential of shape memory alloys has amplified the 

activities concerning the modeling of the response to thermomechanical behavior. The current paper 

details the modeling of a FeMnSi shape memory alloy undergoing the martensitic phase transformation 

responsible for the shape memory effect. The shape memory alloy connecting sleeve is modeled based on 

specific thermomechanical conditions. 

Keywords:  shape memory alloys, Fe-Mn-Si system, joining tubes, modeling 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Shape memory alloys can be used in various intelligent solutions to replace simple or complex systems with 

only one substituting component [1-4]. They are based on the shape recovery that occurs on heating the 

material that has been previously deformed at low temperature. The key element in shape memory alloys 

behavior is the martensitic transformation that develops between a softer low temperature phase and a 

harder high temperature one. 

Pipe joining is an interesting solution that can benefit out of shape memory effect. The process related to 

joining pipes using a shape memory alloy ring is schematically detailed below in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1  Principle of joining using SMA rings and sleeves 

A shape memory alloy has been manufactured and characterized and a model for connecting sleeve based 

on such a materials has been developed. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS FOR FABRICATING FE-MN-SI SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS 

The materials used for the purpose of analyzing the joining are Fe-based shape memory alloys belonging to 

the Fe-Mn-Si family [5, 6]. They are much cheaper than the Ni-Ti ones, are not difficult to process and 

provide high austenite yield strength as a result of the presence of Si which acts as solid solution hardening 

and prevents the permanent deformation by slip. Such alloys also show good recovery strain ％ 2.5～4.5 

and stress 150～200MPa [7]. The alloys in this family are characterized by a phase transition between a 

high temperature face centered cubic (FCC) γ phase and a corresponding martensite (ε phase) with a 

hexagonal close packed (HCP) structure. 

 Among the advantages of Fe-Mn-Si alloys is the large hysteresis range which is about 100oC, thus allowing 

enough time for additional processing phases, when practical applications are considered. In addition, a 

magnetic ordering transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic ordering is observed [8]. The relative 

position of magnetic and martensitic transformation temperatures can also play a role in the 

transformation behavior and the shape memory effect [9]. 

For the purpose of this work, a Fe-Mn-Si alloy was prepared using an induction melting furnace. The high 

purity materials have been melted under protective argon atmosphere and the casting was made in a 

copper mold. Hot working has been performed on the materials using a conventional rolling system, down 

to a thickness of about 10 mm. The sheets were subsequently annealed at 1050oC, for 10 minutes, followed 

by water quenching. 

Samples cut from the hot rolled ingot have been investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), for 

microstructure, as well as energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS), for composition. The results are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Elmt   Spect. Element  Atomic 

Type     %             % 
Si K     ED      8.50        15.53 
Mn K   ED     29.38       27.43 
Fe K     ED     62.11      57.04 

Total              100.00    100.00 

a. SEM image of the sample b. EDS results 

Fig. 2  Structural and compositional details for the Fe-Mn-Si alloys 

3. A MODEL FOR JOINING  TUBES APPLICABLE IN THE FE-MN-SI SYSTEM 

Several models have been developed for modeling the shape memory alloy behavior (e.g. for superelastic 

behavior [10, 11]. For the modeling, the pipes were designed using the Solid Works 2011 program (Fig. 3a). 

In order to simulate the joining of two steel pipes with a shape memory alloy sleeve, the following 

dimensions have been used: 90 mm diameter for the pipes, and 91 mm diameter for the Fe-32Mn-6Si 
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sleeve. The properties for the pipe material were extracted from the program database, while the data for 

the shape memory alloy have been taken from the literature [12]. 

A solid type discretization with elements detailed in Table 1, resulting in the mesh shown in figure 3b has 

been realized for the steel end pipes and the shape memory alloy sleeve with 9400 nods and 4625 

elements. 

Table 1  Details about the discretization used in the simulation 

Mesh type Solid Mesh Total Nodes 9432 

Mesher Used: Curvature based mesh Total Elements 4625 

Jacobian points 4 Points Maximum Aspect Ratio 6.4373 

Maximum element size 10.3029 mm Total Nodes 9432 

Minimum element size 10.3029 mm Total Elements 4625 

Mesh Quality High Maximum Aspect Ratio 6.4373 

Remesh failed parts 
with incompatible 

mesh 
Off 

% of elements with Aspect 
Ratio < 3 

97.5 

The next step is to put constraints for the pipe and sleeve. These movement constraints are shown by 

arrows on the of the pipe and sleeve ends (Fig. 3a, b). Also in this stage one inputs the temperature 

variation in the shape memory effect sleeve. In our case its cooling from 350 to 0 Celsius degrees. 

After entering all the physical parameters and constraints of the pipes and of the shape memory alloy 

sleeve one runs the simulation by clicking “RUN” from the menu bar (Fig. 4). 

 
a 
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b 
Fig. 3  Details about the constraints and the discretization used in the simulation 

 

Fig. 4  The simulation results for a joint made with Fe-Mn-Si sleeve 

After running the simulation process the obtained results can be viewed and interpreted by the 

postprocessor, making possible the creation of a report generated directly from Solid Works. In the 

postprocessor one can choose the units of measurement and other parameters that can be viewed and 

interpreted.  

One can see a variety of results depending on the need of analysis and one can create animations to view 

the deformation or forces variation and also the material stresses (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5  List of parameters which can be varied during the simulation  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Fe-Mn-Si alloys are important materials for applications involving the shape memory effect in joining pipes. 

They can be easily manufactured, compared to NiTi alloys and show better properties, compared to Cu-

based alloys, thus are better suited for joining applications of massive products. 

Modeling activities for joining elements made out of Fe-Mn-Si components can be useful for the 

development of novel practical applications and a better identification of the parameters to be controlled 

during the technological phases in view of possible applications in industrial conditions. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with production of the micro alloyed steel forged products for oil industry. Customer 

requires high toughness in lowered temperatures, guaranteed weldability and also relatively high yield 

strength. Applied heat of steel has 0,1 of carbon content and 1,5 percent of manganese. Conventional 

alloying with conventional heat treatment not always leads to consistency in mechanical properties. 

Application of usual heat treatment (quenching and subsequent tempering) ensures only close compliance 

of requirements in yield strength. Toughness at -46°C (minimum 45 KV) is usually 20 to 120 KV (considering 

the transition area), therefore it is very complicated to meet these requirements and ensure the 

reproducibility of the results by applying conventional heat treatment. New heats with combination of 

several microalloying elements (Ti, V, Nb, Zr ) and theirs amount were prepared. Physical simulation of 

forging on real specimens was done on unique device with possibilities of temperature and deformation 

controlling. The main goal of this experiment was to assess mechanical and microstructural properties of 

steel after addition of various amounts of various microalloying elements.   

Keywords: microalloyed steels, thermomechanical processing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

High-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels, or microalloyed steels, are designed to provide better mechanical 

properties and/or greater resistance to atmospheric corrosion than conventional carbon steels. They are 

not considered to be alloy steels in the normal sense because they are designed to meet specific 

mechanical properties rather than a chemical composition. In order to realize the full strengthening 

potential of microalloying additions, it is necessary to use a soaking temperature prior to forging that is 

high enough to dissolve all vanadium-bearing precipitates. [1] 

 A soaking temperature above 1100 °C (2010 °F) is preferred. For Nb-Ti microalloyed steel the single step 

austenite reheating temperature at 1150 °C provided better austenite conditioning than the higher 

reheating temperature at 1240 °C *2+. According to *3+ and *4+ complete dissolution of carbonitride 

precipitates based on Nb occurs at 1140 °C respectively in interval between 1100 - 1200°C.*5+  

Further processing after austenitization should consist of two phase forging. A higher amount of 

deformation at elevated temperature (ca 1100 °C) facilitates dynamic recrystallization. In this stage a 

critical amount of strain is required for austenite grain refinement through repeated recrystallization. The 

second stage should be carried out below 900°C i.e. below recrystallization temperature (TR) with an 

intention of making the austenite grain pancaked and to introduce interfacial defects in hot austenite. 

These interfacial defects in turn lead to an increase in effective grain boundary areas and enhances the 

nucleation potency of ferrite. Subsequently, the microalloying elements come out of solution with decrease 
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Fig. 1  Physical simulator of temperature/deformation cycles 

in temperature, which inhibit austenite grain growth by forming microalloying carbides or carbonitrides at 

these interfacial defects.Controlled cooling after forging leads to desired microstructure. Subsequent 

tempering could bring another strengthening due to the precipitation of microalloying elements. 

Tempering temperature 600°C and holding time 4 hours are used in this experiment to meet customer 

requirements. 

2.  EXPERIMENT 

First part of experiment was focused on numerical simulation in DEFORM 3D software. It consists of 

controlled last step of forging from 500 mm bar diameter to 460 (440) mm bar diameter. Forging takes 

place in the range of 940 - 800°C 

temperature interval. One locality 40 mm 

below the bar surface was chosen for 

physical simulation. It is the same locality, 

where the customer wants to test the 

mechanical properties.  

Second part of experiment - physical 

simulation - was focused on samples with 

various microalloying additions. Also 

different deformation process was 

applied. Base heat B (with no microalloys) 

and heat 8 underwent physical simulation 

of forging in the range of 980 - 840°C for 

forging from Ø500 mm of bar to Ø460 

mm. Decreasing of finishing temperature (of forging) to 940 - 800°C was applied on heats 8, 16, 19, 9  and 

12. Heats 9, 15 and 12 were subjected to simulation of forging in full range of deformation (from 500 to 

440 of bar diameter). Chemical composition of heats is summarized in table 1. There were prepared 

samples for tensile and minicharpy tests after the physical simulation and subsequent heat treatment. The 

microstructure was observed by means of optical microscope Nikon Epiphot 200 with quantitative image 

analysis software NIS Elements 3.2. Detailed observation with EDX measurement was done on scanning 

electron microscope JEOL 6380. Last experiment was focused on real experimental forging on hydraulic 

press. One heat with no microalloys and one heat with Ti, Nb, V were subjected to the identical forging 

process. The aim was to compare microstructure and mechanical properties of nonmicroalloyed and 

microalloyed heat. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - SAMPLES AFTER PHYSICAL SIMULATION 

All of the samples underwent the physical simulation with parameters simulating forging at lower 

temperatures with subsequent cooling of whole bar directly into water. Some samples (see table 2) were 

also annealed at 600°C for 4 hours after physical simulation for further precipitation strengthening. Results 

of mechanical testing are summarized in table 2. 

Table 2  Mechanical properties of samples after physical simulation and HT 

Heat 
Rp0,2 Rm KV mini A 

Microalloys 
[MPa] [MPa] [J] [%] 

B - as quenched1 365 606 6,9 24 - 

8 - as quenched 415 543 6,2 28 0,06 Nb; 0,042 V 

8  - as quenched2 430 538 6,9 26 0,06 Nb; 0,042 V 

19 - as quenched 400 525 8,9 28 0,11 Nb; 0,17 Ti; 0,036 V 

19 - annealed 422 547 10 54 0,11 Nb; 0,17 Ti; 0,036 V 

9 -as quenched3 410 614 8,9 45 0,09 Nb; 0,049 V 

9 - annealed 480 624 9,3 44 0,09 Nb; 0,049 V 

15 - as quenched 355 601 3,5 46 0,13 Nb; 0,051 V; 0,195 Zr 

15 - annealed 482 625 3,3 44 0,13 Nb; 0,051 V; 0,195 Zr 

12 - annealed 481 593 8 25 0,Nb Ti; 0,042 V 

1 - Simulation of forging from Ø500 mm of bar to Ø460 mm in the range 980 - 840°C  
2 - Simulation of forging from Ø500 mm of bar to Ø460 mm in the range 940 - 800°C 
3 - Simulation of forging from Ø500 mm of bar to Ø440 mm in the range 940 - 800°C 

Requirements on mechanical properties are following: Rp0.2 = min. 415 MPa, Rm = min. 530 MPa and 

KV(for mini charpy) = min. 2 J. These values were met in all samples which were annealed. Samples with 

higher deformation rate, which were simulated with full deformation cycles (Ø 500 - Ø 440 mm) have 

significantly higher yield and tensile strength. Figures 2 and 3 show that the reason is the decreasing grain 

size with higher deformation (change of grain size from 10.5 to 11.5). 

 

Fig. 2  Microstructure of heat 19  

 

 

Fig. 3  Microstructure of heat 9  
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Microstructure of all heats consists of fine grained ferrite, bainite and pearlite. Low values of notch 

toughness in case of heat 15 are caused by presence of coarse undissolved ZrCN particles, which were 

visible also on the fracture surface and in the microstructure of minicharpy samples (see fig. 4 - 5). 

 
 

Fig. 4  ZrCN particles in fracture surface of heat 15  

 

 

Fig. 5  ZrCN particles in the microstructure of heat 
15  

 

Best values of mechanical properties were obtained with heat 9 microalloyed with niobium and vanadium. 

As mentioned above, the strengthening potential of zirconium in heat 15 was reduced by presence of 

coarse undissolved ZrCN in microstructure. 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - SAMPLES AFTER REAL FORGING EXPERIMENT 

Forging on the hydraulic press were performed according the numerical simulation calculation of 

deformation in the one locality of real forged bar. Result will be the sample with the same amount of final 

deformation as it is in one locality of real forged bar.   

 

Fig. 6   3D Model of forging 
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Forging of experimental ingots was 

done by means of hydraulic press 

Zeulenroda (PYE 40) according to 

technological procedure in table 3. 

Ingots were put in atmospheric 

furnace Heraus and heated up to 

1150°C. Then they were forged to 

finial dimension for ca 1 minute 

and 10 seconds. Final temperature 

on the surface of ingots was 

measured by thermocouple and 

reaches ca 750°C. Ingots were then cooled on air. Microstructure of ingots after forging shows substantial 

differences. Ingot with microalloys has finer grains - 11.0 according to ASTM E 112 in comparison to 9.5 in 

case of ingot with no microalloys (see fig 7 and 8). Also the yield and tensile strength of ingot with 

microalloys are considerably higher - see table 4. 

Table 4  Mechanical properties of specimens forged from ingots without and with microalloys 

Specimen 
Rp0,2 Rm A5 Z 

[MPa] [MPa] [%] [%] 

Base heat 325,6 480,3 33,9 78,3 

Heat with 0,19 Ti, 0,036 Nb and 0,09 V 433,4 533,8 32,2 75,8 

 

Yield strength is more than 100 MPa higher thanks to grain refinement and precipitation strengthening of 

microalloys. This experiment proved the ability of technological process (designed by numerical simulation 

of forging of bar) to meet customer requirements.   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7  Microstructure of ingots from the heat with 

no microalloys 

 

Fig. 8   Microstructure of ingots from the heat 

microalloyed with Ti, Nb and V 

Table 3  Technological procedure of forging of experimental ingots 

operation height turn 

1 40 90° 

2 53 90° 

3 38 90° 

4 43 90° 

5 35 90° 

6 34 90° 

7 34 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The new technological processes of forging of steel for oil industry was designed by means of numerical 

simulation in DEFORM 3D software. This process was applied on samples in experiment with physical 

simulation. Samples were made from heats microalloyed with Ti, Nb, V and Zr. Grain refinement and 

precipitation strengthening of microalloying elements ted to substantial increasing of yield strength and 

tensile strength. Also good notch toughness at lowered temperatures was kept. Best mechanical properties 

were reached by microalloying with vanadium and niobium. 

Forging experiment with real forging on hydraulic press confirms the ability of designed technological 

process. Yield strength reached thanks to microalloying was about 25% higher in comparison to heat with 

no microalloys. 
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INTERACTION OF LIQUID LEAD WITH STEEL UNDER THERMAL AND IRRADIATION CONDITIONS 
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Abstract 

Interaction of steel with liquid lead was studied under thermal treatment and electron irradiation. It was 

found, that after electron irradiation, in contrast to usual thermal treatment, the composition of lead 

contains certain impurities of elements from steel composition. It is shown, that these impurities 

significantly change activation parameters of lead. 

Keywords: solid-liquid phases interaction, electron irradiation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some of the projects in nuclear power reactor construction consider lead as heat-transfer medium. The 

temperature of liquid lead is expected to be 600°С. The use of heavy liquid metal heat-transfer agent is 

connected with certain problems, in particular the purity of the agent and structural materials corrosion 

resistance [1, 2]. The main sources of undesirable impurities are impurities from initial heat-transfer 

medium as well as impurities from structural material, or steel. Despite the cleaning and filtration systems, 

contact with steel surface can lead to impurities transfer from metal surface layers [3]. 

The interaction of low activation austenite chromium-manganese 12Cr-14Mn-4Ni-Al-Mo - type steel with 

liquid lead was studied. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Steel-lead Interaction was studied after endurance under 600°С in usual thermal conditions and after 

electron irradiation. Steel composition is presented in Table.1 

Table 1  Chemical composition of pipe steel (wt.%) 

Cr Mn Ni Mo Al Si C Fe 

11,9 13,6 4,1 0,5 0,3 0,3 0,06 ост 

The samples of steel look like segments of fuel-element pipes 8 cm long, 6 mm in diameter and with 0.3 

mm wall thickness. The pipes were filled with liquid lead. The first sample was aged during 20 hours at 

600°С.  

The second sample was irradiated by 2.2 MeV energy electrons with 2∙1014 сm-2s-1 intensity up to 1.4∙1018 

сm-2 dose. The electrons with 2.2 MeV energy have run in steel about 0.5 mm, i.e. full slowdown takes 

place in lead volume, and heating of lead takes place up to 600°С temperature. The scheme of sample 

irradiation is shown on Fig.1. 
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After thermal aging and electron irradiation under 600°С both 

samples of lead were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma 

mass spectrometry (ICP MS) method. The analysis was made 

for more than 40 elements. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data of elements analysis shows that in initial lead there 

was only small concentration of Cu, Ag, Cd, Sn and Bi in level 

10-2-10-5 wt. %. 

       Fig. 1 Scheme of sample irradiation 

First of all we can note that initial lead is pure with very small volume of impurities. After thermal 

treatment during 20 hours under 600°C the composition of lead is practically unchanged. No new elements 

were found. 

In contrast to the first sample, the lead from the second sample changes its composition. Impurities of 

aluminum, iron, chromium, nickel, manganese, cobalt and zinc, or elements from steel composition were 

found.  

The concentrations of aluminum, chromium, cobalt, nickel and zinc have increased insignificantly versus the 

sensitivity level method. While the concentrations of iron and manganese have increased significantly it is 

noteworthy that the concentrations of cadmium and tin have decreased after thermal treatment and 

especially after irradiation. 

The ratio of impurities concentrations in the thermally treated sample and irradiated sample compared to 

the initial composition is presented on Fig.2. 

We can see the enrichment of lead with elements contained in the steel composition. 

 
Fig. 2  Changes of elements concentrations in lead after thermal treatment and irradiation 

According to metals phase diagrams, solubility of these metals in lead is very small, for example for Fe - 

8.5∙10-4 %, Co - ~0,01 %, Cr - 5∙10-4 %. The results shows, that the transmission of elements from steel to 

lead takes place under irradiation effect. 

Irradiation of steel by 2.2 MeV electrons leads to the formation of interstitials atoms and vacancies in 

lattice. Thus, excess concentration of point defects, compared to usual thermal condition, is formed. Due to 
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high mobility of point defects under this temperature enhanced diffusion processes both in the matrix and 

at the liquid-solid boundary take place. Direct implantation of steel elements into lead solution is also 

possible from boundary surface under sufficient atoms energy. This energy after 2.2 MeV electron 

irradiation can reach up to about 100 eV. 

At the second stage of irradiation the dose was increased twice 

- up to 2.8∙1018 cm-2. The temperature of 600°C was fixed by the 

thermocouple, as shown in Fig. 1. After irradiation we found pipe 

wall burn off (Fig. 3). 

Of course, there was a temperature gradient between the beam 

axis and the thermocouple (20-25 mm), but it is difficult to 

expect that the temperature between them exceeded 800-

900°C. 

   
Fig. 3  Pipes burn off after irradiation  

                with 2.8∙1018 cm-2 dose 

The analysis of lead after the second irradiation shows, that for example nickel concentration also doubled - 

from 0,565 10-3 up to 1,1∙10-3 wt.%. 

If these data are correct, it can be expected that the increase of irradiation dose will result in proportional 

impurity atoms growth in liquid lead with irradiation time. So irradiation will lead to pollution and thus to 

physical and chemical properties changes. Impurities can precipitate on structural elements and also 

change the activation parameters of the heat-transfer agent. 

On other hand the surface composition of steel will be changed due to some alloying elements transfer to 

liquid lead. It also can lead to structure and phases changes in the steel matrix and respectively to the 

changes of the material mechanical, corrosion and others properties. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

1. Irradiation of solid steel - liquid lead boundary composition by 2.2 MeV energy electrons under 600°C in 

contrast to usual thermal condition leads to the transfer of some elements from steel into lead. 

2. Impurities in lead significantly worsen the activation properties of the heat-transfer agent and can 

negatively effect the construction properties.  

3. The transfer of some elements from steel can change their structure and phase properties and 

consequently the set of physical and chemical properties. 
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Abstract 

Monitoring the integrity of machined surfaces became a routine component of cutting process evaluation. 

In the same way as dimensional accuracy and surface roughness used to be evaluated, other properties 

providing a comprehensive description of the surface state began to be explored.  

This paper is a follow-up to talks given at previous conferences. The previous work was based on 

technological trials aimed at surface integrity. New extensive service trials consisted in drilling up to 

900 holes with the required tolerance grade IT7 using a single tool. Surface integrity was evaluated for 

selected specimens and the results were correlated with the tool life. The paper newly explores the tool 

surface integrity as well. Although this comprehensive evaluation of tool surface is a rare effort, its results 

made a significant contribution to understanding the cutting process. 

Keywords: Surface integrity, machined surface, cyclic impact test, state of tool cutting edge 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Chip removal belongs to the machining processes where higher surface quality is required. Methods of 

evaluation of the surface have been insufficient in recent past, being primarily based on roughness 

characteristics. Nowadays, tools, instruments and experience are available that allow comprehensive 

analysis of the state of surface and finding correlations with resulting properties. Authors of this paper have 

been dealing with comprehensive characterization of machined surfaces on the basis of state of the art 

knowledge which is often summarized in the surface integrity concept. Previous papers [1, 2, 3] gave details 

of this comprehensive characterization through measuring various properties based on availability of 

instruments and current knowledge. So far, this knowledge has been applied to specimens machined as 

part of testing of prototype tools. For the surface integrity to be employed in practice, one has to find a way 

to enforce its use in real-world applications. With this end in view, an extensive experiment has been 

undertaken, which consisted in drilling holes in routine production. Holes drilled with the original tool and a 

newly developed drill were examined by testing. In addition to the drilling section, the new drill has 

additional features, allowing required properties to be achieved. Besides achieving the IT7 tolerance grade, 

these include changes in the microstructure with favourable impact on increasing fatigue strength, higher 

resistance to corrosion and higher strength of the joint thanks to higher hardness of the surface and lower 

roughness.  
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2.  DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL-DESIGN DRILL 

At the company HOFMEISTER s.r.o., a project no. FI-IM4/226 Development of Versatile Drilling Tools for 

Highly Efficient and Accurate Production of Round Holes was devoted to development of tools. From the 

implementation viewpoint, this project was completed successfully. Its significant outcomes included an 

engineering design solution and production of five types of tools. Their purpose was drilling in five 

disparate materials (cast iron, C45 steel, D2 tool steel, AA6082 aluminium alloy, Inconel 718). The required 

states of surface in holes in all materials were achieved. The surface states comprised both the tolerance 

grade and selected properties included in the concept of integrity of machined surface. In the development 

of drills, attention has been paid, logically, to their geometry, the type of sintered carbide used and other 

factors. In addition, a new comprehensive approach was adopted to microgeometry, surface roughness of 

the tool and to the presence of microdefects upon grinding and upon deposition. The achieved results 

inspired authors to use the already well-proven technique of assessment of machined surface in relation to 

the surface integrity concept for comprehensive assessment of the state of the tool.  

For the purpose of development of drills for the above mentioned materials to be machined, simulation 

methods in relation to the software AdvantEdge have been used [4]. Results obtained by simulation were 

compared with those of real-world tests. Pavel Roud studied this field in depth and his work shows that the 

achieved results are identical to those which could be obtained experimentally. This finding was used as a 

basis for designing more intricate shapes of tools and for fine-tuning the parameters of the cutting process. 

The factors taken into account in setting these parameters included not only the required properties of the 

machined surface (strengthening effects, roughness, and dimensional accuracy) but also the loads acting on 

the cutting tool and chip formation. The chip formation itself and its relation to the microgeometry of the 

cutting part of the tool and to the surface integrity will be treated in more detail in the conclusion of this 

study.  The DEFORM software [5] was employed for simulating the processes taking place in the surface 

which is both machined and deformed. The simulation output was used for further analysis of the surface, 

in particular for monitoring the extent and depth of the strengthened layer. These results, in turn, were 

compared with the experimental ones, and their validity was thus proved. The tests showed that advanced 

simulation tools can be used for surface 

integrity assessment as well, provided that 

values of some properties obtained from 

the simulation can be compared with the 

actually measured ones. Further and more 

profound studies of the processes induced 

can be carried out with the aid of results 

of numerical simulations.  

 
Fig. 1  Correlation between results of the experiment and  
those of simulation of chip formation in cutting AA6082 [4] 

3. TESTING RESULTS  

The comparison was based on using new tools: custom-designed drills whose design features have been 

fine-tuned in tests conducted at the Department of Machining Technology of the University of West 

Bohemia in Plzep. The original S1 drill was used for better identification of benefits of the proposed 

modifications. Before the development of the new drills took place, this tool belonged to the group of 
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special tools and outperformed ordinary tools in terms of durability. All tools were made from sintered 

carbides and coated with advanced TiAlSin films. The cutting parts of the new tools received a fine finish by 

means of drag-finishing prior to deposition.  

A product made from the C45 grade steel was selected for testing. This material was in normalized state. 

Two holes with the diameter of 13.1 mm with required dimensional and shape accuracy were drilled in the 

workpiece. The required tolerance grade of the holes was IT7. The depth of the holes was 17 mm. The 

holes were drilled as through-holes. 

Parameters of the cutting process for the new tools were selected with the purpose of maximum utilization 

of their productivity. For this reason, the total drilling time was reduced from the original 18 s to 6 s. 

Despite these conditions, the tools showed excelled durability. The durability increased by 107% (when the 

requirement for IT7 tolerance grade was taken into account) or by 430% [6] (when the tolerance was 

neglected (the experiment was repeated with four tools and yielded similar results)). In addition to the 

above properties, the surface integrity was examined as well. Specimens for this evaluation were selected 

to cover the entire durability interval. A single tool based on the novel concept was used for drilling over 

900 holes in total. This is why the following holes were selected: 20; 101; 220; 421; 901. The results were 

compared with those for the S1 tool used for drilling 120 holes. For this tool, the hole no. 100 was selected.  

Workpieces with holes were sectioned to obtain specimens for testing, which allowed particular surface 

characteristics to be described quickly and accurately. Optical microscopy was employed for evaluation of 

these surfaces in terms of not only roughness but also the extent of pull-out regions and defects. The same 

specimens were also observed in a laser confocal microscope to obtain images of the surface in the form of 

a 3D model. Details of damaged areas were examined in a scanning electron microscope.  Fig. 2 shows the 

surfaces of holes drilled with S1 tool and the novel H2 tool near the end of their durability period. For S1 

tool, this was the 100th hole, whereas for H2 tool it was the 901st hole.   

 
Fig. 2  State of surface in 901st hole drilled with the novel-concept tool; state of surface in 100th hole drilled 

with the S1 tool of the original concept 

Even greater differences were found between the states of the surface microstructure. Again, the same 

holes were examined but different segments were used. The specimens were mounted and metallographic 

sections were prepared. Transversal metallographic sections (Fig. 3) showed that using the S1 tool led to 

greater surface strengthening than drilling with the custom-designed tools. This effect of surface 

strengthening and its depth did not correspond with the state of the surface in regard to roughness and 

accuracy. The state of the working part of the tool has greater impact on this strengthening. Individual 

micrographs and other findings (evaluation of the depth of the strengthened layer, the state of 

microstructure, roughness, dimensional accuracy and the amount of pull-out regions) show that even the 

tool based on a novel concept exhibits dynamic changes in surface integrity. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 

which shows the states of microstructure of individual hole surfaces. 
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Fig. 3  Documented microstructures near the surface of selected drilled holes 

The dynamic nature of the process is also evidenced by the following graph showing the thickness of the 

strengthened layer. In order to eliminate the influence of properties of the drilled material, documentation 

of the thickness of the strengthened layer was accompanied by evaluation of microstructure and 

measurement of hardness not only near the surface but also in the unaffected material. The findings 

suggest that microstructure of the drilled material corresponds to that of C45 steel. This is why the above 

mentioned changes in the state of the surface are definitely related to the working part of the tool which 

goes through different development stages. These stages clearly affect the chip separation and other 

processes taking place on the surface of the workpiece. This reason is in itself sufficient for paying attention 

not only to the state of the workpiece but also to that of the tool. This finding brings a completely new 

approach, as the state of the tool surface only used to be monitored in relation to the deposited surface 

film. After 2004, the state of the tool began to be examined in relation to microgeometry adaptation as well.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4  Dependence of thickness of the strengthened layer on the sequential number of the drilled hole and 
its depth 
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The dynamic nature of the process can also be explained on the basis of the above mentioned state of the 

cutting part of the tool. As documented in Fig. 5, despite sufficient experience and use of prime sintered 

carbides or grinding wheels, the cutting part of the tool remains a very delicate area where defects form 

not only in the course of the above mentioned 

grinding but also during handling. Throughout the 

period of use of the tool, these defects may get 

smeared, much like in the process of tumbling or 

blasting, or propagate further. This will be manifested 

in the state of the machined surface.  This is why a 

thorough description of the state of the cutting part of 

the tool cannot be obtained while neglecting the 

monitoring of the tool surface, as both states are 

closely related.  

 

Fig. 5  State of the cutting part of the tool of a new design 

The holes and specimens obtained from them were subjected to additional 

testing (nanohardness measurement, corrosion testing and cyclic impact 

test). All tests proved that observation of different holes drilled with a single 

tool shows slightly different states, clearly caused by changes in the state of 

the cutting part of the tool. This is why the following section was added to 

this paper. It clarifies the dynamic nature of the chip formation process and 

some relationships between the state of the machined surface and the state 

of the cutting part of the tool. It also describes current techniques available 

for measuring several characteristics of state of the cutting part. 

Fig. 6  3D Models  cutting edge 

4. STATE OF CUTTING PART OF A TOOL  

The cutting part of a tool is crucial for both the chip formation mechanism and the resulting quality of the 

machined surface. As experimental investigation of plastic strain in the chip formation process shows, a 

crack forms ahead of the cutting part of the tool and propagates in a direction of the maximum shear stress 

plane. Orientation of this plane depends on the type of worked material, the back rake angle, the cutting 

edge radius, friction coefficient and cutting speed. This orientation governs the resulting quality of the 

machined surface. From the viewpoint of cutting part geometry, these principles have been thoroughly 

described many times. What specialist literature lacks, however, is a clarification of the influence of cutting 

part microgeometry on the cutting process. It is generally known that a cutting edge is not an ideal edge, as 

it contains many defects. As described in previous sections of this paper, these have significant impact on 

the cutting process. This impact is related to forces acting on the cutting part of the tool, the cutting part 

durability, the quality of the machined surface and surface integrity. 

Recently, great emphasis has been laid on controlling the microgeometry of the cutting part of a tool. The 

most widespread techniques are based on mechanical principles, e.g. tumbling, sand-blasting and 

scrubbing. Microconditioning of cutting part of a tool is typically used prior to depositing films. Its purpose 
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is to smooth out defects produced by grinding, which are often the locations where the surface film fails. 

Microconditioning is also used for achieving consistent parameters of the cutting edge, i.e. a constant 

cutting edge radius, for reducing the cutting edge roughness and smoothing out traces of grinding.  The 

cutting edge radius has a significant influence on the chip formation in terms of the size of the amount of 

plastic strain in the shear zone and behind the tool tip. With increasing cutting edge radius, the sizes of the 

shear zone and the zone of deformation behind the tool tip grow and the point of contact of the cutting 

part of the tool is subjected to higher load. The seizure zone is significantly influenced by the roughness of 

the tool face through the effect of the coefficient of friction between the chip and the tool face. Reducing 

the friction coefficient diminishes this zone and reduces the forces and heat affecting the tool. 

Monitoring the effects of cutting edge microconditioning on the cutting process requires proper ability to 

measure these parameters. There is no doubt that one of the world’s foremost producers of contactless 

instruments for measuring cutting edge parameters is the company Alicona which offers a number of these 

devices with optical measurement. These instruments perform 3D scanning of cutting tools and allow 

various parameters to be measured using the collected data. Those include the cutting edge parameters 

which affect the cutting process, such as the cutting edge radius, theoretical roughness of the cutting edge 

and roughnesses of the face and flank of the tool. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper gives a description of a novel approach to machined surface evaluation. In addition to an already 

classic approach to the integrity of machined surface, important cases and particularly testing of new tools 

require that the development of the state of machined surfaces is monitored with regard to large series of 

machined products. Furthermore, the results of assessment of surface integrity of machined surfaces must 

be correlated with the state of the cutting part of the tool in relation to the number of machined pieces. 
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Abstract 

Thin ceramic films based on the CrN- and duplex-CrN- compounds were deposited onto structural steels 

substrates. The substrate materials were the steels: C60E, 16MnCr5 and 41CrAlMo7. They were heat 

processed prior to the coating by standard heat treatment procedure. Magnetron sputtering has been 

carried out in the Hauzer Flexicoat 850 device, in a pulse mode and by „cold regime“. The microstructure 

and layer growth were examined using the light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and X-ray 

diffraction. Adhesion of the coatings was determined by standard scratch test method. The scratches were 

then examined by scanning electron microscopy, in order to determine the character of the coating 

delamination.  

Keywords: duplex treatment, magnetron sputtering, CrN thin hard layer 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The degradation mechanisms of components and tools usually begin on their surface. Surface degradation 

is caused by wear, corrosion, fatigue and also with other effects. There are set high requirements on the 

surface of components and tools, because the surface is generally the most strained place. Most frequently 

high hardness, abrasion resistance, good sliding properties, corrosion resistance, fatigue strength and 

consequently a long period of service of a particular component part is required. The demanded 

performance of surfaces could be in many cases achieved with classical surface treatment methods of hard 

surfacing [1], thermal spraying [2], mechanical strengthening, surface hardening, etc., aiming to maintain 

the mechanical properties in the components or tools core, while on the surface a layer with specific 

properties are formed, which reduces the adverse effect of degradation factors and processes. Other 

possibilities to increase the quality of surfaces could be a deposition of thin wear resistant layers with 

thickness of several micrometers. The most commonly used methods for thin hard layers deposition are 

methods of PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition) and CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition). However, in some 

specific cases of surface loading, it is necessary to use modern and special types of surface modifications, 
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which are laser, electron beam, ion implantation, coating with hard layers in vacuum, boronizing etc., or to 

combine several types of modification of chemical composition, structure and thus the properties of 

surfaces and surface layers. 

The tribological properties are limited with elastic and plastic deformations of the substrate, which can 

cause an early failure of hard surface layers. Hard particles removed from the surface layer could then 

cause further damage of the surface, by inducing an early abrasive wear of a part or the entire component. 

The attention has thus been recently turned on the duplex treatment of components and tools [3]. In this 

technique, the substrate is thermo-chemically processed prior the PVD-deposition. The aim of this 

treatment is to modify the surface properties of the substrate, mainly to increase the hardness and the 

ratio hardness/Young modulus. The most superior duplex layers are made as a combination of plasma 

nitriding and PVD coating. The nitrided layer with increased hardness in comparison with base material 

provides better support for the PVD coating, how better mechanical and tribological properties can be 

achieved. Such a duplex system then successfully modifies the tribological and fatigue properties, corrosion 

resistance and increases the load carrying capacity of a base material. 

The use of thin wear resistant layers with specific properties is not only focused on the engineering branch, 

but penetrated into medicine as well, by creating biocompatible layers for joint replacements and also to 

the area of quality improvement of various utilities. 

The present article deals with the evaluation of the application possibilities of a duplex CrN coating on 

structural steels used for gear production. The results of this research are directed to a coating creation 

suitable to increase the load carrying capacity and durability of convex-concave (C-C) gearing with reducing 

the adverse effects of thermal treatment on the gearing. The benefits of C-C gearing in comparison with the 

involute gearing (mesh of two convex tooth flanks) are thus results of the advantages of the mesh of 

convex teeth flanks with concave counter teeth flanks 4, where lower contact pressures are obtained 

(high contact carrying capacity) and better sliding relations occur in the gearing, which affects less wear, 

but can also manifest lower noisiness and subsequently could have final effect on greater durability and 

lifetime. Although there are some initial success using coatings technology in gear applications, much more 

research works still need to be carried out to understand the coatings, interfaces and substrate failure 

mechanism in gear application for surface engineering system design. Mao 5 performed experiments on 

gear wheels from high performance engineered steels duplex treated with TiN. Up to now were performed 

experiments on C-C gearings with TiN and MoS2 coating 6. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The test samples were made from structural steels listed in Table 1, cut to segments from round staple bars 

with diameter D=90 mm. The samples were subsequently vacuum austenitized at 870°C, oil-quenched and 

tempered at 500°C.  

Samples prepared in this way were then duplex treated with CrN coating at constant parameters. The 

surface treatment has been carried out in a Hauzer´s duplex coating system Flexicoat 850. Prior the CrN 

coating, all the specimens were plasma nitrided. Plasma nitriding has been carried out at a temperature of 

500 °C for 6 hours, in a low pressure atmosphere containing Ar and N2 in a ratio of 1:1. Before the 

deposition of ceramic film, the period with pure Cr deposition was inserted. The CrN - coatings were 
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Table 1  Chemical composition of the steel samples 

Chemical composition, wt. % 

Steel C Mn Si Cr Al Ni Cu Mo P S 

41CrAlMo7 (15 340) 
0,35-
0,42 

0,3-
0,6 

0,17-
0,37 

1,35-
1,65 

0,7-
1,1 

  
0,15-
0,25 

max 
0,035 

max 
0,035 

C60E (12 061) 
0,57-
0,65 

0,5-
0,8 

0,15-0,4 
max 
0,25 

 
max 
0,3 

max 
0,3 

 max 0,04 max 0,04 

16MnCr5 (14 220) 
0,14-
0,19 

1,1-
1,4 

0,17-
0,37 

0,8-1,1     
max 

0,035 
max 

0,035 

 

Table 2  Coating thickness determined by calotest 

Specimen CrN-layer thickness (μm) 

41CrAlMo7 (15 340) 3,86 

C60E (12 061) 4 

16MnCr5 (14 220) 3,48 

 

  
 a b 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of duplex treated steel 16MnCr5 with CrN coating a) and its detail b) by SEM 

deposited in a magnetron sputter pulse regime with a frequency of 40 kHz. Two targets, opposite 

positioned, were used. The targets were made from pure chromium (99.9%Cr). The cathode output power  

was 2.9 kW on each cathode. The processes were carried out in a low pressure atmosphere (0.15 mbar), 

containing the nitrogen and the argon, in a ratio of 1:4.5. The substrates were placed between the targets 

on rotating holders, with a rotation speed of 2 rpm. Just prior the deposition, the substrates were sputter 

cleaned in an argon low pressure atmosphere for 15 min. The substrate temperature was 250 oC as for the 

cleaning so for the deposition. Negative substrate bias of 200 V was used for the sputter cleaning and that 

of 100 V for the deposition. The total deposition time was 6 hours. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The coating thickness on each substrate was 

determined by Calotest and the results are shown 

in Table 2. The microstructure and growth type of 

the coatings were observed on samples, which 

were fractured by the means of liquid nitrogen, 

on scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

fracture area of CrN coating on substrate 16MnCr5 is shown on Fig 1a. The coatings do not exhibit an 

epitaxial growth on the substrate. Detailed view of the fracture area of the same sample with nitride layer 

is shown in Fig 1b. The EDX element mapping of the identical sample is shown in Fig 2. 
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 a b 

  
 c d 

  
 e f 

Fig. 3  Coating failure after scratch tests, steel 

41CrAlMo7 a,b; steel C60E c,d; steel 16MnCr5 e,f 

Adhesion of the layers was examined with scratch test. The load was increased linearly from 0 to 150 N 

with a loading rate 93,13 N/min. The scratch length was 8 mm and the speed of the indenter was 

5 mm/min. Rockwell diamond indenter with 

200 μm tip radius was used. The critical load Lc 

was determined as the first adhesion failure, by 

identification of acoustic emission echo as well 

as by viewing of micrographs of scratches. 

The scratches made on the 41CrAlMo7-steel´s 

substrate are documented in the Fig 3a, b. At a 

critical load around Lc=30 N, ductile tensile 

cracks were observed, which can be attributed 

to the first layer failure. Fig 3b (steel 

41CrAlMo7) represents the layer condition 

after critical load above Lc>120 N, where an 

adhesion failure of greater extent is visible, but 

the total delamination from the substrate did 

not occur. On the substrate C60E, the first layer 

damage occured at a critical load around 20 N 

(Fig 3c) and an adhesion failure of greater 

extent arose at a critical load Lc>40 N (Fig 3d). 

Total substrate delamination and coating 

spallation came up at critical load above 60 N. 

The scratch textures are not radial, what can 

refer to probable abrasive character of the 

substrate wear by the particles of the damaged 

coating. This can be attributed to lower substrate hardness compared with the hardness of the coating. 

The first layer damage in case of substrate 16MnCr5 occurred at a critical load Lc=15 N, and similarly to the 

first base material, ductile tensile cracks were formed (Fig 3e). Total adhesion failure occurred at Lc>40 N as 

a result of layer spallation on the edge of the scratch trace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b 

Fig. 2  EDX of CrN coating on the 16MnCr5 - steel 
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Fig. 4  X-ray diffraction phase analysis 

Coated samples with area 10x10 mm were analyzed 

by „grazing incidence“ method by the means of X-

ray  diffractometer Philips PW1710 with secondary 

graphitic monochromator and Co anode. The results 

of the processed data are shown of Fig 4. On each 

three samples, Cr2N phase with hexagonal structure 

P-31m (JCPDF 035-0803) was identified in the 

surface layers. From the comparison of the 

measured and tabulated intensities of this phase it 

can be concluded, that preferential orientation of 

crystallites was not observed. Excepting the Cr2N, 

any other nitrides were not observed. In the case of 

samples with substrate C60E and 16MnCr5 a plane 

reflexion 110 was detected from the steel substrate. 

The extension of Cr2N diffraction profiles refers 

about the presence of higher internal tensions in the 

layers. However, their values can not be quantified. 

In general we can conclude that the differences between the observed layers are minimal. Similar results 

were documented also in previous experiments with comparable thicknesses of CrN coating on duplex 

treated steels 7. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental works made on duplex treated (plasma nitriding + CrN) structural steels fixed the following 

conclusions: The thickness of the coatings made at the same deposition parameters ranged between 3,48 

and 4 μm. This was confirmed with a microstructural analysis by SEM, also. No-epitaxial growth of CrN-

coatings on pre-nitrided substrate surfaces has been recorded. The adhesion of coatings on the plasma 

nitrided substrates was determined to be best on the 41CrAlMo7 - steel, while the adhesion on other two 

steels was considerably worse. This could be explained with higher as-nitrided hardness of the 41CrAlMo7-

steel, since it contains aluminium and chromium influencing the hardness positively. The X-ray phase 

analysis confirmed in all samples the presence of only the Cr2N phase. On these samples further experiments 

will be performed, which will be compared with other types of coatings on the same substrates. 
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Abstract 

Vitreous enamel coatings are surface treatments which occur on metallic substrates by burning at a 

temperature above 800°C. These coatings provide good protection for metal materials against corrosion, 

aggressive environments and also significantly improve the surface properties of basic material. The 

resistance of the enamel coating to cracking and fracture can significantly reduce the risk of defects such as 

“fish scales”, chipping, cracking, etc. Vitreous coatings are widely used in many technology sectors 

(construction, engineering, architecture, medicine, food industry, chemical industry, etc). The most 

important inorganic components in the manufacture of these coatings are glassy frit, pigments and clay. 

Usage of different sizes of inorganic components has a large influence on the quality of the final coating. 

The size of the input components of inorganic nano-sized particles positively impacts the brittle-fracture 

properties of the vitreous enamel coating compared to conventional particle size. 

The experimental works focused on the comparison of particle sizes of clay on the resulting brittle-fracture 

properties and mechanical properties of vitreous enamel coatings. The raw materials input used a clay 

component of a conventional size in microns and the new nano scale.  

The fracture properties of enamel coatings are important for understanding the causes of defects in 

vitreous enamel coatings and their dissemination. 

The tests were focused on the testing of vitreous enamel coatings in contact with the biological environment 

and its influence on the brittle-fracture properties and mechanical properties of enamel coating. 

The current test results show the positive effect of the nano size of the input components on the properties 

of these coatings. 

Keywords: vitreous enamel coat, brittle fracture, clay, break toughness 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Vitreous enamel coating is a method of surface protection. Enamel can be characterized as glass with a 

complex chemical composition which is applied on a metal substrate. The system metal - enamel joins the 

plastic properties of metals and the anticorrosive properties of glasses. Continuous enamel coating is the 

basic prerequisite for its convenient functional properties, thus guaranteeing good resistance to highly 

aggressive environments and corrosion. The advantages of vitreous enamel coatings are its health 
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wholesomeness, resistance to acids and abrasion resistance. On the other hand, its low value of fracture 

toughness causes low resistance to cracking and the emergence of cracks in enamel coating. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL 

Steel with the trade mark of KOSMALT E300T (samples sizes 50 × 30 × 3 mm) was used as substrate 

material for experimental tests. The samples were blasted to the substrate purity of Sa 2 ½ according to ISO 

8501-1 by means of a cut wire. The experimental material was degreased in a solution of water and the 

degreasing agent SIMPLE GREEN in the ratio of 10:1. The samples were being degreased at a temperature 

of 25.0°C and pH 9.44 for 5 minutes. Rinse was carried out by submersion into a water bath with a 

temperature of 11.7°C and pH 8.92 for the period of 1 minute. The samples were being dried at 100°C for 5 

minutes. Further, the enamelling slurry of ground enamel was applied onto the samples by means of 

manual spraying with a pressure spraying gun, and the samples were dried at 100°C for 5 minutes. 

Subsequent burning of the enamel coating was carried out at 850°C for 8 minutes. Cooling of the burned 

enamel coating was carried out in the air. Cover-coat enamelling slurry was applied onto samples with 

enamel cover-coat by means of manual spraying with a pressure spraying gun. The samples were dried at 

100°C for 5 minutes, and burning of enamel coating was carried out at 850°C for 8 minutes. Ground and 

cover coat enamels with a nano-sized clay component in the contents of 3 and 6% were applied onto the 

samples A1 and A2. Ground and cover coat enamels with a micro-sized component in the contents of 6 and 

8% were applied onto the samples B1 and B2. 

The samples were divided into two sets. The first set was intended for comparison and it was not exposed 

to the biological environment, while the other set was exposed to the biological environment (swine blood) 

at a temperature of 35° for 240 hours 

 

3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

Within the frame of the experimental tests, the microhardness of the vitreous enamel coating according to 

ČSN ISO 4516 was carried out and fracture toughness of the vitreous enamel coating was calculated. 

It follows from graph 1 that the ground (A1, B1) and cover (A2, B2) enamel coatings containing nano-sized 

clay components which had not been exposed to the biological environment did not show any significant 

differences in microhardness values. During exposure to the biological environment, a significant drop in 

the microhardness values occurred in the enamel coating containing fine clay components. The enamel 

coatings containing common-sized components (A3, B3, A4, B4), increased in microhardness values after 

exposure to the biological environment occurred.  
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3.1 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CALCULATION FOR THE ENAMEL COATING  

Fracture toughness value KIC was set by means of calculation based on the formula of Palmquist crack  [1]: 

                             [MPa.m ½] 
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c - Palmquist crack length [m]   

r - half the length of the indentation diagonal [m] 

E - tensile elasticity module E = 90 [MPa] 

Hv0,1 - Vickers hardness   

k - dimensionless constant, for which k = 3 applies                        
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It follows from the graph 2 that the ground (A1, B1) enamel coatings containing nano-sized clay 

components which had not been exposed to the biological environment did not show any significant 

differences in the values of fracture toughness. For cover enamel coating containing nano-sized clay 

components (A2, B2), significant increases in the fracture toughness values occurred. While exposed to the 

biological environment, a significant drop in fracture toughness values in ground (A3, B3) and cover (A4, B4) 

enamel coating containing micro-sized clay components occurred.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental tests showed that the biological environment affects the brittle-fracture properties of 

vitreous enamel coatings based on enamel coatings. Better results of fracture toughness were obtained 

with the coatings with the nano-sized clay components. The size of clay in nanometers, compared to the 

common size in microns, favourably influences coating plasticity and its resistance to cracks and cracking 

occurrence. It also favourably influences the properties of the coating for the contact with the biological 

environment. 
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Abstract 

Barium titanate thin films are key materials for use in the solid-state devices, including capacitors, 

memories, thermistors, sensors, actuators and so on. High transmittance barium titanate thin films are 

suitable candidate for various electro-optic applications such as dielectric mirrors. In this research high 

transmittance barium titanate nanothin films were prepared by sol - gel dip - coating method, then the 

optical properties of the prepared nanofilms was characterized. Experimental results indicate that the 

surface morphology of prepared nanothin films were improved and as a result of that, a better optical 

properties, less optical losses were obtained in contrast with other reported data. It was found that optical 

propagation loss of barium titanate nanothin film was much lower than normal polycrystalline barium 

titanate thin film. Results also indicate that Increment of the calcination temperature reduces the thin films 

transparency and thickness.  Other results show that increment of withdrawal rate of the substrate from 

the prepared sol lead to increment of thin films thickness and decrease in thin films transparency. The 

prepared high transparent nanothin film was amourphous and was as thin as 30 nm. It seems to us that, 

prepared barium titanate nanothin films would be suitable for several optical and electro-optical 

applications. 

Keywords: Barium titatate, high transmittance, nanothin films, sol-gel dip-coating. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

BaTiO3 (BT) is one of the most important ceramics due to its outstanding dielectric and ferroelectric 

properties. BT is good candidate for different applications such as multilayer capacitors, thermistors and 

electric devices [1- 2]. BT Thin films are key materials for use in the solid-state devices, including capacitors, 

memories, thermistors, sensors, actuators and so on [3- 4]. High transmittance BT is a suitable candidate 

for various electro-optic applications such as dielectric mirrors. Due to outstanding properties and 

capabilities of BT recently there have been many attempts to prepare various shapes and products of BT [5-

8]. The recent advances in electronic devices made by BT have led to a tendency for continuous 

miniaturization of micro-electronic devices and simultaneously improvement of their performance. 

Miniaturization requires downsizing of raw materials. To meet the market requirements for miniaturization 

of MLCCs and manufacturing of reliable micro or nano-electronic devices, high homogeneity, nanometer-

sized BT are required. In optics, To meet the miniaturization, high transmittance nanothin films are 

required. 

In the literature, various deposition techniques such as electrochemical deposition [9], sputtering [10], 

plasma evaporation [11], hydrothermal [12], solvothermal [13] and sol-gel [14-19] were used to prepare BT 
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thin films. Sol-gel dip-caoting method is a desirable option due to low equipment cost and ease of 

integration with the existing semiconductor technology. Additionally, Other advantages of the sol-gel 

method are low-temperature processing, good chemical homogeneity, non-vacuum requirement, easy 

control of films composition, and uniform deposition on large substrates 

[19- 21]. In addition, the sol-gel technique requires considerably less 

equipment and is potentially less expensive [22].  

High transparency quality is one of the most importance requirements in 

many optical applications. In this way preparing high transmittance films 

can lead to improve the better optical devices based on BT. In this 

research, BT nanothin films on the glass substrate were prepared by sol-

gel dip-coating method. Optical properties the prepared nanothin film 

have been evaluated and effect of preparing parameters on nanothin film 

transparency were characterized. Results indicate the outstanding 

transparency as a key property of prepared nanothin films. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this research, acetate derived barium titanate sol was prepared by using 

the glacial acetic acid (CH3COOH, Merck, assay 100%), barium acetate 

(Ba(CH3 COO)2, Merck, assay >99%), titanium tetraisopropyl alkoxide 

(Ti(CH3CH3CHO)4, Merck, assay > 98% ), 2-propanol (CH3CH(OH)CH3, Merck, 

assay>99% ) and deionized water as precursors. The chemical 

compositions of the optimal sols were acetic acid, barium acetate, TTIP, 

2_propanol and deionized water with 6:1:1:1:150 molar ratio, respectively 

and the method of preparation is shown in Fig. 1. Nanothin films were 

prepared by dipping the substrate (soda lime glass substrate (75 × 25 mm)) 

in the sol and withdrawal by the rate of 1 cm/min in ambient atmosphere 

and temperature. The coated substrates were dried at 

100 °C then heat treated at 500 °C with heating rate of 5 

°C/min for 1 h in air using an electric oven. 

Optical spectroscopy of barium titanate nanothin films 

and fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy 

analyses of sols were performed using UV-visible 

spectrophotometer Hitachi 3410 and Bruker (Vector 33) 

instruments respectively. The TGA analysis and the XRD 

patterns are provided in order to explain the phase 

structure and composition of prepared nanothin film. The 

thermal decomposition characteristics of the dried gel 

was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

using a Rhomiric Scientific STA 1500 instrument; the 

heating rate was 5 °C/min to reach a maximum temperature of 800 °C, with a gas flow rate of 50 ml/min of 

air. XRD study was performed to get the structure and final phase formation in the system. XRD spectra of 

the samples have been recorded 2h in the range 20°-80° for crystal phase identification with a Philips 
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PW3710 diffractometer using monochromatized CuKa radiation (k = 1.541A°). The film thickness was 

measured by using DEK-TAK. The microstructure and surface morphology of the prepared nanothin films 

were then characterized by using atomic force microscopy (AFM).  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this research, BT nanothin films were 

synthesized at low temperature in a relatively 

short period by using a modified sol-gel route. For 

this purpose, the hydrolysis conditions were 

modified according to the procedure that is 

shown in Fig. 1. In contrast to many previous 

researches [1, 20, 23-26], we used a two-step, 

low temperature hydrolysis, lower molar ratio of 

acetic acid and 2-propanol. In these conditions, 

higher molar ratio of deionized water was used. 

Unlike other reports, no modifier such as acetyl 

acetone was used in precursors [20, 26]. These 

conditions have great effect on lowering the 

synthesis temperature and time. On the other 

hand, the cost of preparation is significantly 

decreased due to much lower amount of 2-

propanol and acetic acid used for preparation 

rather than the other researches [1, 27] coupled 

with the fact that no modifier such as acetyl 

acetone was added. Quick preparation is another 

advantage of this method, since the sol is 

prepared only in 90 minutes. Other researchers 

spent very long on sol preparation (e.g. more 

than 8 h) [1-2]. Hence, the present process is cost 

effective and therefore can be serving, as is a 

good candidate for mass production. The 

prapared sol has enough stability and is stable for 

three months. The Fig. 2 shows the change in the 

appearance of the prepared sol during its lifetime 

and clearly shows sol gel transformation.  

FT-IR analysis is utilized for detection of the 

existence of the functional groups in the 

prepared sol and the result is shown in Fig. 3. The 

characteristic absorption at 3467 cm-1 is assigned 

to the O−H stretching vibration and confirms the existence of water in the sol. Absorption at 3176 cm-1 is 

due to C−H stretching vibration. The peak at 1640 cm-1 clearly indicates the existence of acetate groups 

linked to barium atoms and advocates for the presence of monodentate and bidentate modes in the 
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spectrum caused by barium acetate as it has been 

reported before [28]. The characterized doublet 

absorption bands at 1560 cm-1 and 1410 cm-1 are 

respectively introduced by the asymmetric 

[νas(COO−)+ and symmetric *νs(COO−)+ stretching 

vibrations of carboxylate in the spectrum that 

assigned to acetic acid [20]. The absorption band at 

1040 cm-1 can be considered as the alcoholic C−O 

stretching vibration, and the band at 950, 840, 770, 

670, 550 and 480 cm−1 are assigned to the 

characteristic absorption of M−O bonds *20, 29+. 

Sounds like that, the peaks broadening in the range 

770-840 cm−1 is due to existence of the two formed 

complexes of Ti and Ba. Two absorption bands at 550 

and 670 cm−1 are resulted from the Ti-O band and 

finally, the absorption band at 480 cm−1 is 

representing the Ti-O-Ti band, these are in 

accordance with previous observations [30-31]. 

Thermal decomposition of the dried gel as shown by 

TGA in Fig. 4 reveals the total weight loss of 

approximately 40%. Three distinct steps of weight 

loss were observed in the TGA curve. The first weight 

loss in approximately 50-240 °C is due to the vaporization of residual water and organic solvents. The 

second one in approximately 240-570 °C is attributed to the pyrolysis of the Ba-Ti organic chelating agent. 

The third weight loss in approximately 570-770 °C is attributed to the formation of BaTiO3 and the release 

of CO2 via the reaction between BaCO3 and TiO2. XRD pattern of the prepared thin film and calcined at 500 

°C for 1 hour is shown in Fig. 5. It is evident from the figure that the prepared thin film is amorphous. 

Transmission spectra of the uncoated glass substrate and coated substrate with BaTiO3 nanothin film (~30 

nm thickness) were recorded and presented in Fig. 6. In these spectra there are no fluctuations in the 

transmission spectrum of BaTiO3 nanothin film that, this appealing phenomenon haven’t been observed in 

similar researches [4, 19, 32]. According to Fig. 6 it can be seen that deposited film on the glass was highly 

transparent in the wavelength range from 400 to 1200 nm with average transmission of 86.5 percent, 

which is higher than the previous reported value in similar researches in those, the average value in the 

range of 70- 75 percent was reported [4, 19, 32]. It seems 

to us that the improved optical transmission in this 

research might be due to optimal ratios selected for sol 

preparation. As we know, the energy of incident light on 

the transparent materials is divided in two sections. The 

first fraction transmits through the material and the 

other is the losses that are incurred by absorption and 

reflection [33]. This fact was depicted in Fig. 7. This figure 

shows the high transparency and consequently low 
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energy losses through reflection and absorption in the visible and near infrared regions. It also indicated 

the high absorption in the ultra violet region. The transmission of the films was decreased sharply when the 

wavelength was reduced to around 376 nm, which could be due to the fundamental absorption of light and 

occurrence of  inter-band transitions [19, 34]. Absorption of the light photon may occur by the promotion 

or excitation of an electron from the nearly filled valence band, across the band gap into an empty state 

within the conduction band. It is obvious that these excitations with the accompanying absorption can take 

place only if the photon energy is greater than band gap.  Based on this fact band gap of the system can be 

determined. 

Fig. 8 shows the AFM image of nanothin film. It is obvious from AFM three-dimensional image that the 

surface of film is uniform and amorphous. The surface of nanothin film exhibits a dense microstructure with 

no crack and voids. The surface roughness can be quantitatively identified by the root-mean-squared 

roughness (RMS. roughness: Rrms). The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the prepared nanothin film 

was determined from the AFM image. The AFM image showed that the RMS roughness of the prepared 

nanothin film was quite small and equal to 0.743 nm, which was an indication that the prepared nanothin 

film seems to be relatively smooth. This fact has great effect on optical losses. Because of small surface 

roughness and relatively good uniformity of the film, there would be a decrease in the optical losses 

through scattering, which led to high transparency quality in the nanothin films. It is well known that the 

optical properties of the prepared nanothin film may be strongly influenced by its crystalline, morphological 

and fabrication techniques. Consequently, one can anticipate that amorphous nanothin films might have 

better and optimal optical properties than crystalline and thick films [35]. 

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 effect of calcination temperature on 

transmission spectrum and film thickness were 

characterized. Results show that the transparency and 

film thickness decreases with increment of calcinations 

temperature. The thin film transparency is affected by 

its density. Increment in calcinations temperature cause 

decomposition of organic compounds and release of 

volatile compounds and consequently increase in thin 

film density. This fact decreases the film thickness and 

transparency. 

In the dip-coating technique the thin films are formed 

after dipping and withdrawal the substrate in sol and 

after drying and firing the thin films is prepared. In Fig. 

11 and Fig. 12  effect of withdrawal rate on transmission 

spectrum and film thickness have been evaluated. 

Results show that thin film thickness increases and the 

transparency decreases with increment of withdrawal 

rate. At lower withdrawal rate, draining of the sol, lead 

to decrease in the film thickness. This fact leads to 

increase in thin film transparency. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS  

Highly transparent barium titanate nanothin films were 

prepared by sol-gel dip coating method. A high 

transmission spectrum without any fluctuation in visible 

wavelength was recorded. It was found that the optical 

propagation losses of BaTiO3 nanothin film was much 

lower than that of normal polycrystalline BaTiO3 thin 

films. Experimental results indicate that the surface 

morphology of prepared nanothin films were improved 

and as a result of that, a better optical properties, less 

optical losses were obtained in contrast with other 

reported data. It was found that optical propagation loss 

of barium titanate nanothin film was much lower than 

normal polycrystalline barium titanate thin film.  Results 

also indicate that Increment of the calcination 

temperature and withdrawal rate reduces the thin films 

transparency. Finally, results advocates the outstanding 

transparency as a key property of prepared nanothin films. 
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Abstract 

The HVOF sprayed hardmetal coatings, thanks to the combination of hard particles and tough matrix, show 

superior behavior in applications requiring the wear resistance. Among other types of wear, sliding friction 

and wear behavior is one of the most common. In dependence on application, the working conditions 

varied in terms of load, velocity, temperature, lubrication etc. In the paper, the influence of load condition 

on the sliding friction and wear behavior of the WC-based and CrC-based HVOF sprayed hardmetal coating 

was studied using four different friction and wear tests: ASTM G 99 (Pin-on-disc test), ASTM G 77 (Block -

on-ring test), ASTM D5707 (SVR test) and high loaded friction wear test (Pin-on-cylinder test).  Several types 

of lubricants were used to compare the dry and lubricated sliding friction and to study the lubricants 

influence of the coefficient of friction and wear of selected coatings with respect to the load conditions. 

Based on the results, the suitability of the WC-based and CrC-based coatings for different application in 

dependence on working conditions is discussed. 

Keywords: HVOF, coating, wear, sliding, friction, pin on disc, block on ring, SVR test, pin on cylinder, WC-

based coatings, CrC-based coatings  

1.  EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Coatings 

The 5 commercially available materials for hardmetal coatings were chosen and sprayed by HP/HVOF JP-

5000® (TAFA) spraying technology in the VZÚ Plzep s.r.o., using the standard preparation procedure on the 

grit blasted substrate of carbon steel (ČSN 11 523) and the previously optimized spraying parameters: 

Cr3C2-25%NiCr (Amperit 588), Cr3C2-35%NiCr (Amperit 587), Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY (Amperit 594.074), WC-

17%Co (FST 674.23) and WC-20%CrC-7%Ni (Amperit 551.074). The WC-17%Co coating is highly wear 

resistant, the Co content increases its toughness. It is oxidation resistant up to 480°C. The WC-20%CrC-

7%Ni coatings offer the combination of both types of carbides. At elevated temperatures it creates the very 

thin and compact oxidation layer, resulting to coatings oxidation and corrosion resistance up to 750 °C. The 

CrC-based coatings, thanks to the Cr content, are suitable for high-temperature applications (up to 850°C). 

The oxidation layer Cr2O3 originating on its surface has also very good frictional properties- low coefficient 

of friction and high adhesion to the coating. The amount and material of the matrix increase the coatings 

toughness (35% NiCr) and oxidation resistance (25%CoNiCrAlY) to 1000°C.  The resistance to the high 

temperature and oxidation behavior of coatings were studied in detail previously [1-3]. The coatings 

microstructures are shown in Fig. 1. From the SEM micrographs the very low porosity and good substrate 

bonding can be seen as well as the uniform carbides distribution in the matrix. The WC-based and CrC- 
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based coatings phase composition is well described [4-6]. The measured coatings basic mechanical 

properties are summarized in the Table 1. 

Table 1  Coatings mechanical properties 

Coating HR15N HV0,3 

WC-17%Co 90,0 ± 0,3 1335   156 

WC-20%CrC-7%Ni 87,0 ± 0,9 829  112 

Cr3C2-25%NiCr 84,0 ± 0,5 700  110 

Cr3C2-35%NiCr 82,4 ± 0,9 811  33 

Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY 85,3 ± 0,9 848  30 

1.2 Testing methodology 

All the coatings were tested by Pin-on-disc method according to ASTM G-99 at dry and lubricated 

conditions and at dry conditions with elevated (350°C) temperature, and by Block-on-ring test according to 

ASTM G-77 at lubricated conditions. The WC-20%CrC-7%Ni and Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY coatings were further 

tested by SVR test according to ASTM D5707 and high loaded Pin-on-cylinder test. 

The Pin-on-disc test was realized in the New Technology Research Cente of University of West Bohemia in 

Plzep (NTC ZČU), applying ASTM G-99 [7], using the High Temperature Tribometer produced by CSM 

Instruments SA. The test was performed on the polished coating surface of the roughness Ra 0.07  0.01 

for CrC-based and 0,04  0,02 for WC-based coatings.  Based on the results of previous studies [8], uniform 

parameters for all measurements were selected: Al2O3 and ČSN 14 109 steel counterpart with  6 mm, Pin 

load: 10 N, Sliding speed: 0.1 m/s, Number of cycles: 50 000, Wear track diagonal: 2, 3.5 and 5 mm, 

Temperature: 20°C, 350°C, Lubrication: dry, MOGUL GX 15W-40, Panolin STREET BIO RACE 4T 10W50.  The 

used Pin-on-disc methodology was described in detail in [9].  

 
a)            b)      c) 

 
d)     e) 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of the coatings: a) WC-17%Co, b) WC-20%CrC-7%Ni, c) Cr3C2-25%NiCr, 

d) Cr3C2-35%NiCr, e) Cr3C2-25%CoNoCrAlY 
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The block on disc test was realized in VZÚ Plzep s.r.o., applying the ASTM G-77 [10], using the home-made 

testing equipment VRS-3. The coatings were prior grinded by diamond grinding wheel to roughness Ra 0.2. 

The used test parameters were: ČSN 15 320 steel counterpart, Nominal load: 2,5 MPa, Supply of lubricant: 

0,016 dm3/h, Total sliding distance: 250 km, Temperature: 20°C, Lubrication: MOGUL GX 15W-40, Panolin 

Street Bio Race 4T 10W 50, Biodiesel 1 and Biodiesel 2. The lubricants Biodiesel 1 and Biodiesel 2 are new 

biodegradable lubricants for 2-stroke diesel engines, developed in KRAFFT (Sp) in the range of project 

EUREKA E!4504 EQUIMOTOR PLUS [11]. The used Block-on-ring methodology was described in detail in 

[12,13]. 

The SVR test according to ASTM D5707 [14] were realized in the KRAFT (Sp) company. The test is intended 

for evaluation of friction properties of lubricants by high-frequency oscillation movement. The parameters 

used were as follows: Counterpart: steel,  Load: 200N, Stroke: 1 mm, Frequency: 50 Hz, Total time of the 

test: 2 h, Temperature: 50°C and 80°C, Lubrication: semi-inorganic engine oil 10W-40, inorganic engine oil 

5W-30, Biodiesel 1, Biodiesel 2. 

The Pin-on-cylinder test was realized in the VCSVTT ČVÚT in Praha, using the Amsler A135/275 equipment. 

The test parameters were as follows: Load: 2 150 N for the first test, than it was decreased to 520-600 N, 

rotation speed: 193 min-1. The time to coatings wear through, characterized by sudden change of 

coefficient of friction, was measured and used as a criterion of coatings durability. 

2.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 Pin-on-Disc Test 

The results of Pin-on-Disc test for all measured coatings are summarized in the Figure 2 for Al2O3 (a) and 

steel (b) counterpart. The evolution of CoF in dependence on the number of cycles (sliding distance) is 

shown in the Figure 3 for Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY coating.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the graphs in Fig. 2 it can be said, that the lubrication decrease the CoF of all coatings more then 5-

times, regardless the counterpart or type of lubricant. It is also obvious, that in dry friction at elevated 

temperature and with Al2O3 counterpart, the CoF of CrC-based coatings decrease while the CoF of WC-

based coatings increase. With steel counterpart the situation is more complicated. The material from the 

steel counterpart transferred to the coatings surface plays its role. Based on the data measured by Pin-on-

disc test it can be concluded, that in dry friction at room temperature and Al2O3 counterpart it is favourable 

a)                                                                                                       b) 
Fig. 2  Coatings average CoF for a) Al2O3 counterpart and b) steel counterpart 

 

Fig. 2 Coatings average CoF for a) Al2O3 counterpart and b) steel counterpart 
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to use WC-based coatings, while at the same condition in the contact with steel the CrC-based coatings. 

Even if their CoF is higher in the running period (which increases the average value of CoF), after creation of 

oxidic tribofilm it decrease significantly. At elevated temperatures, the higher amount of oxidation can be 

expected. It manifests in the contact with Al2O3 by improved or at least non-deteriorated behaviour of CrC-

based coatings, while the WC-based coatings friction properties deteriorate due to the oxidic film with 

unfavourable properties. In the contact with steel the CoF value are more or less similar for all measured 

coatings. It can be expected, that the steel material from the counterpart is transferred onto the surface of 

harder coating, where it participates on the creation of tribofilm. The measured value of CoF is the result of 

contact between steel and tribofilm, and with a small scatter it corresponds to 0.6. The differences 

between results measured at lubricated conditions are very small, probably due to low used load (10 N). 

The thin film of lubricant separates the friction surfaces. The measured values of CoF than corresponds to a 

hydrodynamic friction. Nevertheless, some effects can be recognized even in this condition. Using Al2O3 as 

a counterpart, the lubrication with MOGUL 15W-40 led to the lower CoF values at CrC-based compare to 

WC-based coatings, while the lubrication with Panolin Bio Race led to the opposite rank.   Using the steel 

counterpart, no effect of different types of lubricant was observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)                                                                                                   b) 

Fig. 3  The CoF evolution in dependence on the number of cycles for Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY  a) Al2O3 
counterpart and b) steel counterpart 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a)                                                                                                   b) 

Fig. 4  Coatings average value of a) CoF, b) Total Volume Loss 
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2.2 Block-on-Ring Test 

The results of Block-on-Ring Test are summarized in the Figure 4. The CoF development in dependence on 

the sliding distance of Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY is shown in the Figure 5. 

Based on the Block-on-Ring test results, the profitability of coatings cannot be judged according to their 

belonging to a group of CrC or WC based coatings. In the average, the highest CoF values were measured 

for WC-20%CrC-7%Ni coating, followed by Cr3C2-35%NiCr coating. On the contrary, the lowest CoF values 

were recorded for Cr3C2-25%NiCr and Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY coatings. Nevertheless, CrC-based coatings 

showed the tendency to decrease CoF with increasing sliding distance. For friction couples steel-WC-based 

coatings it showed to be more advantageous to use MOGUL 15W-40 lubricant, while for steel-CrC-based 

coatings couples the Panolin Bio Race lubricant. The values obtained by using the newly developed 

biodegradable lubricants are comparable with the results of Panolin Bio Race.  

From the volume of wear point of view, the harder 

WC-based coatings are better. From the group of 

CrC-based coatings, the Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY coating 

is the best, while Cr3C2-35%CrNi coating, due to the 

highest volume of soft matrix, showed the highest 

wear. The influence of different types of lubricants 

on the volume of worn coatings material is the most 

significant effect of the performed experiment. From 

commercially available lubricants, the Panolin Bio 

Race decrease the wear more distinctively, from 

experimental oils the Biodiesel 1 is better. With 

exception of WC-20%CrC-7%Ni, the Biodiesel 1 

causes the lowest wear of all measured coatings. 

2.3 Pin-on-Cylinder test 

The Pin-on-Cylinder test was realized only on two types of coatings: WC-20%CrC-7%Ni and Cr3C2-

25%CoNiCrAlY. Based on the result it can be concluded, that the variation of lubricants did not influence 

the measured values of CoF. Some differences can be observed in the lifetime of the coatings. The Cr3C2-

25%CoNiCrAlY showed higher resistance in the majority of tests, compared to WC-20%CrC-7%Ni coating. In 

pin-on-cylinder test, the Biodiesel 2 increased the lifetime of the coating the most. The coatings failure in 

this case was caused not by wear through, but by its delamination.  

Table 2  Pin-on-Cylinder test results of WC-20%CrC-7%Ni 

 

Lubricant Dry MOGUL 15W-40 Panolin Bio Race Biodiesel 1 Biodiesel 2 

Load [N] 2 150 550 580 570 570  

Total time [s] 300 1 000 1 000 1 000  1 500 

Coating lifetime [s] 1 300 100 250 430  

CoF  Not  measured 0,8 0,9 0,9 0,9 

Fig. 5  CoF development of Cr3C2-

25%CoNiCrAlYcoating, Panolin 
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Table 3  Pin-on-Cylinder test results of Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY 

2.4 SVR test 

Also in the case of SVR test, the influence of various lubricants on the CoF is minimal. The CoF of both 

coatings are around 0.15. The average CoF values are summarized in the Table 4. The CoF of Cr3C2-

25%CoNiCrAlY are slightly higher compare to WC-20%CrC-7%Ni.  

Table 4  SVR test results 

Lubricant 10W-40  5W-30 Biodiesel 1  Biodiesel 2 

Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY 0,159 0,157 0,163 0,150 

WC-20%CrC-7%Ni 0,159 0,150 0,158 0,144 

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of realized tests, the Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY can be recommended for piston ring 

application. The Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY coating dispose of beneficial properties of CrC carbides and matrix 

material, which is harder and more wear resistant compare to NiCr matrix of other two CrC-based coatings. 

The elevated temperature in the engine prefer the CrC-based coatings, and Cr3C2-25%CoNiCrAlY  coating 

showed stable friction behavior combined with low wear. For other applications, where coatings underlay 

higher loads, it is necessary to weigh the preference and working conditions. At higher loads, the CrC-based 

coatings are handicapped by lower wear resistance. In comparison with WC-based coatings, their higher 

wear can lead to change of friction mechanism from adhesive to abrasive one, increase the CoF value and 

wear of counterpart. If the working condition does not include the temperature elevated higher than 

200°C, it is better to apply the WC-based coatings. From two tested WC-based coatings, the WC-Co coating 

showed better behavior. The expectation of improvement of friction properties by presence of CrC carbides 

in WC-CrC-Ni coating was not fulfilled. 
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Abstract 

In the paper authors propose the new method of creation the composite surface layer at the aluminium 

alloy substrate. The surface layer was obtained using the duplex technology - electrochemical oxidation of 

the surface alloy EN-AW-5251 and carburization of oxide layers, as the thermo-chemical treatment. 

Composite layers were examined using transmission electron microscope JEM 2010 ARP, spectrometer PHI 

5700/660 and scanning microscope Philips XL30 with EDS attachment. During result analysis also the layer 

thickness and microhardness of the composite layers were measured. The new proposed method enables 

the creation of unique surface layers that characterize the higher carbon content and higher microhardness 

level. As the final effect the improvement of tribological properties was stated. 

Keywords: composite surface layer, aluminium carburization, tribological properties 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among a number of materials applied in modern technologies, aluminium alloys are more and more 

frequently used due to their very good strength properties, low densities and low production costs. In 

recent years, research has been largely focused on enhancing strength properties of upper layers of 

materials, manifesting by the fabrication of composite coatings, with simultaneously preserving the original 

properties of the base material. Electrolytic anodizing of aluminium alloys leads to producing an oxide layer 

on their surface, which layer is characterized with a microhardness significantly higher than the input 

material [1,2]. The presence of an oxide layer on the surface of an aluminium alloy enables its use in sliding 

couples of kinematic parts of machines, owing to good adhesion to the substrate and high abrasion 

resistance. The properties of oxide layers may change within a wide spectrum and they depend mainly on 

the conditions of fabrication [3-7]. Owing to its characteristic porous structure, a hard oxide layer may 

serve as an appropriate material in the fabrication of composite surface layers [8-10]. Where the 

reinforcement phase of the oxide layer is a material with excellent lubricating properties, a newly formed 

layer will have good lubricating properties as well, and the material may be used for sliding couples in dry 

friction conditions [11].The surface layer for sliding couples should ensure good adhesion to the substrate, 

proper hardness and durability, and good tribological properties. Therefore, an assumption has been made 

that it is reasonable to modify the oxide layer by incorporating graphite into its matrix, as the structure of 

graphite shows high resistance to pressure and low shear strength. So far, the modification of the anodic 

oxide layer has been performed using various techniques, from the electrolytic method to ion implantation 

or thermal spraying [8-10, 12, 13]. The authors of the paper studied the possibility of fabricating ceramic-

graphite surface layers on aluminium alloys by the duplex technology consisting in the application of two 

surface engineering technologies. The aluminium oxide layers obtained using the electrochemical method 
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by means of hard anodizing of aluminium alloys were subjected to carbonization through thermochemical 

treatment in a solid medium consisting of graphite dust. 

2.  THE OBJECT OF THE STUDY 

The oxide layers were fabricated by means of the direct-current electrolytic method, using a stabilized 

feeder, GPR-25H30D, through hard anodizing, on 5x10-4 m2 samples made of aluminium alloy EN-AW-5251. 

The cathode consisted of a lead electrode with the same surface area as the aluminium alloy samples. 

Before anodizing, the surfaces of the samples were purified in a 5% KOH solution and a 10% HNO3 solution. 

The electrolyte used to produce the oxide layers was a water solution of sulphuric, phthalic and oxalic acids 

at 303 K. The use of carboxylic acids in the electrolyte composition enables anodization at a room 

temperature and causes adsorption of carbon from the electrolyte to the oxide layer, where carbon is used 

as a diffusion activator in the subsequent thermochemical treatment. The anodization was performed at a 

constant current density of 3 A/dm2 for 1 h. Such conditions are the most optimal for the fabrication of 

oxide layers destinated for a tribological interaction [14]. After anodizing, the oxide layers were rinsed for 1 

h in distilled water in order to rinse out the electrolyte from the aluminium oxide pores. Carbonization of 

the oxide layers was conducted in a solid medium consisting of graphite dust of 99% purity and a grain size 

below 1 m. The selection of the carbonizing medium was made with taking into account the degree of 

purity and a specific structure of the crystalline lattice of graphite, which accounts for its excellent 

lubrication properties. The depth of the carbonized layer depends primarily on the time and temperature of 

carbonization. In practice, however, it is more frequent to manipulate the time rather than temperature, 

since a change of the latter has a significant impact on the carbon concentration at the surface, which may 

lead to an unfavourable distribution of graphite. The carbonizing process is conducted below the substrate 

metal recrystallization temperature, which for the aluminium alloy amounts to 403 K. The oxide layers were 

placed in ceramic boxes and sprinkled with graphite powder. Next, the boxes were closed tightly and 

soaked in an electric furnace at 343-403 K for 24-48 h. During thermochemical treatment, the graphite dust 

reacts with the oxide contained in the box between the powder grains, forming carbon monoxide and 

dioxide.  

Depending on the content of CO and CO2, the mixture undergoes a reaction to achieve a state of 

equilibrium. Carbon dioxide formed disturbs the balance of the CO-CO2 mixture, causing carbon absorption 

from the environment and formation of CO, until the equilibrium between the oxides is reestablished. Since 

other CO molecules release atomic carbon at the same time, the reaction proceeds in two directions 

simultaneously, with absorption of carbon from the environment and its release on the surfaces of the 

carbonized layers. 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The composite layers obtained by means of the duplex technology were subjected to microstructure 

examination using an electron transmission microscope JEM 2010 ARP JEOL with the accelerating voltage of 

200 kV and a high resolution of 0.194 nm. The microscope equipped with an EDS microanalyzer enabled a 

chemical analysis of the precipitates visible on microscopic images. The investigations were performed on 

cross-sections of samples prepared by the "cross" method. The identification of the chemical elements and 

a quantitative analysis of the chemical composition of the composite layers were performed with a PHI 

5700/660 spectrometer by the XPS method and using the technique of X-ray induced photoelectrons. For 
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ion etching, Ar+ ions of 4 ke V were used. The examination was conducted to the depth of 8 m from the 

surface of the layers, taking measurements after each 10 min sputtering cycle. The analyses of chemical 

compositions were also made using a scanning microscope Philips XL30 with an EDS attachment. The 

thicknesses of the composite layers were measured with a Dualscope thickness gauge by means of the 

eddy current method. Microhardness was determined from cross-sections of the layers impressed with a 

Hanemann's microhardness tester in 3 zones under the load of 0.3 N. The analyses of the microhardness 

were performed based on the photographs of the indentations taken with a digital camera of the Neophot 

2 microscope at the magnification of 1000x. For each indentation, the microhardness and the distance of 

the indentation centre from the substrate of the layer were calculated. Afterwards, the trend lines were 

determined for the dependence of microhardness on the measuring point. 

4.  RESULTS AND ANALYSES 

The results of examination of the microstructure of surface layers showed a columnar-fibrous structure 

oriented along the direction of its growth (Fig. 1). Individual adjacent fibres create columnar bundles 

propagating from the substrate to the outer part of the layer, forming characteristic pores on its surface. 

a        b 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Initial microstructure of a non-carbonized surface layer;  
a - morphology of Al2O3 surface, b -  columnar-fibrous layer structure 

a         b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Microstructure of a composite layer carbonized for 36 h at 383 K with carbon precipitates;  
a - the cross section, b - lengthwise section. 
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Fig. 3  Atomic element concentration of the composite layer carbonized before sputtering for 36 h at 383 K 

Carbon precipitates, settled between the oxide layer fibres, are visible in the carbonized layers (Fig. 2). 

These precipitates have a relatively weak connection with the matrix, as an envelope with numerous 

discontinuities forms around each carbon precipitate. They have micrometric dimensions, occur in groups 

and are composed of small grouped nanometric particles making agglomerates. Carbon and aluminium 

compounds were also identified in the carbonized layers as well as precipitations of intermetallic 

compounds of aluminium with elements acting as alloying additions for the EN-AW-5251 alloy. XPS 

detection of the chemical composition of the composite layer surface carbonized for 36 h at 383 K, before 

sputtering (Fig. 3), revealed the presence of 26.07% of carbon, 0.66% of nitrogen, 52.92% of oxygen and 

20.36% of aluminium. A detailed analysis of spectra after the first sputtering cycles performed for the 

composite layer (Fig. 4), has shown the presence of carbon in 4 chemical states. The main line of spectrum 

C1 s occurred at f 285.2 eV, which corresponds to a single C-H type carbon bonds and is associated with the 

adsorption of carboxylic acids from the electrolyte. After 10 min of sputtering, a line with a bond energy of 

284.6 eV, characteristic of C-C bonds, emerged. This line can be associated with the carbon adsorbed in the 

process of thermochemical treatment. A carbon-oxygen bond occurs for this line at 289.2 eV, as well. After 

another 10 min of sputtering, a line of bond energy of 282 eV emerged. This bond energy can be attributed 

to the compounds of carbon with metals present in the layer substrate. A detailed analysis of the spectra in 

the last sputtering cycles demonstrated only the presence of carbon with the C-A1 bond. 
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Fig. 4  Detailed analysis of spectra of the composite layer carbonized for 36 h at 383 K Kafter the first 
sputtering cycle 

The examination of chemical composition carried out with an EDS spectrometer on cross-sections of the 

layers revealed a varied carbon content, depending on the conditions of thermochemical treatment (Figs. 5, 

6). The carbon content in the composite layers is twice higher than the carbon content in the non-

carbonized layer. The layer after thermochemical treatment at 403 K had the highest content of carbon. 

EDS examinations at the cross-sections of the layers also showed that the carbon content in a layer 

depends on the distance from the substrate of the layer. The examination of thickness consisted of 10 

measurements taken on the length of a layer before and after thermochemical treatment. The measured 

values were aver-aged afterwards. The maximum difference in thickness resulting from a comparison of the 

results before and after thermochemical treatment amounted to 0.4 m. The differences in the thickness 

of the layers after anodizing conducted in identical conditions for all the samples result from slight 

roughness of the substrate and from the presence of alloy precipitates which affect the rate of the oxide 

layer formation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  The influence of temperature of thermochemical treatment on the carbon content in the cross-
section of surface layers carbonized for a constant time of 36 h 
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Fig. 6  The influence of duration of thermochemical treatment on the carbon content in the cross-section of 
surface layers carbonized at a constant temperature of 383 K 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7  Dependence of the microhardness of a carbonized layer (36 h) on the temperature (1- 343, 2- 363, 3- 

383, 4 - 403K) and time (383K; 1 - 24, 2 - 36, 3 - 48h) of thermochemical treatment, determined at the cross 

-sections at the distance of 20 m from the layer substrate 

The examination of microhardness, carried out on cross-sections of the composite layers, showed a linear 

decrease of its values from the substrate to the surface of the layers. The values calculated for the distance 

of 20 m from the layer substrate ranged from 4000 to 5350 MPa. The investigation has shown that the 

layers carbonized by the duplex method have microhardness higher by 20% than the non-carbonized 

layers. The highest microhardness was obtained by the layers carbonized for 36 h at 403 K and for 48 h at 

383 K. The dependence of the microhardness of the layer on temperature of the thermochemical 

treatment (Fig. 7), shows that the higher the temperature, the higher the microhardness. A similar 

dependence is observed when analyzing the influence of time of thermochemical treatment on the layers 

microhardness. In this case, the slope of the curve is higher than in the case of the 

microhardness/carbonization temperature dependence, which implies that an extended time of ther-

mochemical treatment has a greater impact on the layer microhardness than an increase of temperature. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Carbonization of aluminium oxide layers formed on a substrate of the EN-AW-5251 alloy allows obtaining 

ceramic-graphite surface layers. The layers obtained by the duplex method are characterized by an 

increased content of carbon compounds. The carbon content in the carbonized layers is the highest at the 

surface (26%) and decreases to 2% along the cross-section of the layer. The process of thermochemical 

treatment does not significantly influence the thickness of the composite layers, although it leads to  

microhardness increase. Through manipulating the parameters of thermochemical treatment (time, 

temperature), it is possible to exert impact, within certain limits, on both the microhardness of the layers 

and the amount of graphite incorporated into the composite layer. 
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Abstract 

Experimental results of low-cycle fatigue loading of cylindrical specimens made of the cast nickel-based 

superalloy, Inconel 713LC, that were prepared with and without the diffusion aluminide coating are 

presented in the paper. Specimens were subjected to symmetrical bending and torsion loadings with the 

sine shape of the loading cycle of frequency f  30 Hz under the load-control regime. Experiments were 

carried out at room temperature in the laboratory air environment by means of the testing stand MZGS-

200 of the polish provenance up to a final rupture. In the case of bending loading, the diffusion coating 

leads to a decrease of the fatigue life. Conversely, the presence of the coating improves the fatigue 

performance in the case of the torsional loading. Fracture surfaces of selected specimens were observed in 

the scanning electron microscope. Fractographical analysis revealed that the different bending and torsion 

fatigue behaviour was mainly caused by different initiation mechanisms. An accelerated crack initiation 

took place at the carbide/matrix interface within the inner sub-layer of the diffusion coating during the 

bending loading due to a high tensile stress component on the specimen surface. On the other hand, the 

crack initiation was not influenced by carbides in the case of torsion loading where the tensile stress 

components were negligible. rozsah 200-250 slov 

Keywords: fatigue, bending, torsion, Inconel 713LC, diffusion coating. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nickel-base cast superalloy Inconel 713LC (LC - low carbon) is relatively low-costs material produced mainly 

for the aircraft gas turbines since the mid-1950s and, despite its long usage, there is still high interest in 

reliable characterization of its microstructure and thermomechanical properties and behaviour [1,2]. As 

aircraft turbines operate in extremely harsh working conditions including high temperatures (and there are 

constant attempts to increase it still further to achieve higher engine efficiency), high temperature 

gradients, abrupt thermal changes (thermal shocks), the presence of oxidizing and corroding atmosphere, 

high pressures and multiaxial stresses of broad amplitude and frequency spectra, the protective coatings 

are being developed to increase the service life. Based on the functional principle, two main groups of 

coatings exist: bond coatings, which could be further subdivided into diffusion and overlay coatings, and 

modern thermal barrier coatings [3]. Diffusion coatings are produced by enriching the substrate alloy with 

Al or Al and Cr, Si or Pt, or their appropriate combination with diffusion. Due to exposure to high 

temperatures during both the coating process and component operation, the so-called thermally grown 

oxide scale is formed providing further oxidation and hot-corrosion resistance.  

Although the number of studies is being published on superalloys with protective diffusion coatings, e.g. 

[4,5], there seems to be still very little information on the fatigue behaviour of these materials under 
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complex loading modes. The purpose of our experimental program (biaxial bending-torsion fatigue) is thus 

to evaluate the crack initiation and propagation mechanisms and the fatigue performance of specimens 

made of Inconel 713LC furnished with different protective diffusion coatings under variety of loading 

regimes, especially those, which are close to operational loading of the aircraft gas turbine blades. In this 

paper, the first results of pure bending and pure torsion fatigue experiments on specimens with and 

without the diffusion aluminide coating are presented and discussed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Cylindrical specimens were produced by the company PBS Velká Bíteš, a.s. All specimens were prepared 

from rods casted from the same Inconel 713LC batch denoted as B38. The final working operation was the 

sand-blasting that was carried out under the same conditions as those used for the turbine blade wheels. 

Aluminium coating was prepared by the out-of-pack method at the Politechnika Śląska, Katowice, Poland. 

The coating process (1050 °C, 5 hours) was followed by the diffusion annealing in the protective 

atmosphere (950 °C, 4 hours). This led to the formation of the coating layer of thickness t = 83.93 ± 7.9 µm 

consisting of two distinct sub-layers: the thicker outer surface layer and the inner diffusion layer exhibiting 

the sharp interface with respect to the substrate material [6]. The fatigue experiments were carried out by 

means of a resonance testing machine MZGS-200 operating in the load-control regime. Symmetric (R = -1) 

bending and symmetric torsion loadings with a sinusoidal cycle of frequency f  30 Hz were applied at room 

temperature in the laboratory air environment up to a final rupture. Upon failure, fracture surfaces of 

selected specimens were observed and documented in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) XL30 by 

Philips.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 S-N curves 

The results of fatigue experiments together with the results of high-temperature (800 °C) isothermal 

symmetrical tension-compression experiments [7,8] on specimens prepared from the same Inconel batch 

are presented as a plot of stress against the number of cycles to failure, Nf, Fig. 1, where ςa denotes the 

tension/bending amplitude and τa is the torsion amplitude. Despite the small number of experimental data, 

it is clearly observed that the presence of the aluminide coating decreases the bending fatigue 

performance, Fig 1a. Evidently, the same behaviour is also found in the high temperature tension-

compression experiments [7,8]. On the other hand, the presence of the coating seems to improve the 

fatigue resistance in the case of torsional loading, Fig 1b.  
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Fig. 1  S-N curves of (a) bending tests (room temperature) and push-pull tests (high temperature) [7.8],  
(b) torsion tests (room temperature). 

3.2 Fractographic analysis 

In order to understand the difference in bending and torsion fatigue behaviour, the micromechanism of the 

fatigue crack initiation and propagation were studied by performing extensive fractographic analysis of 

selected specimens, Tab. 1. Fig 2 shows the macrofractographs of studied fracture surfaces with the final 

fracture region being outlined by the white solid line. Note the dentritic morphology of Inconel 713LC 

superalloy well seen especially on the bending fatigue fracture surfaces.  

Table 1  Experimental details on specimens selected for fractographic analysis. 

In the case of the specimen B38 11-8 (Inconel 713LC, bending), a significant asymmetry of the final fracture 

region is observed, Fig. 2a. This asymmetry seems to be caused by the existence of few major initiation 

sites at the upper part of the specimen, both at the surface and within its interior. Fig 3a presents an 

example of the initiation site at the surface with a number of secondary cracks observed in the whole 

depicted region. Fig 3b shows an example of the fatigue crack initiation on the internal casting defect of 

size of more than 300 m. Fine striations were observed in the close vicinity of this defect with the spacing 

steadily increasing in the direction toward the surface, Fig. 3c. The specimen B38 18-6 (Inconel 713LC with 

coating, bending) exhibits the final fracture region which is in comparison much smaller and less 

asymmetric, Fig. 2b. The smaller size of this region corresponds well with the higher applied bending stress 

amplitude (the lower fatigue life) while its higher symmetry appears to be caused by the presence of many 

initiation sites along the whole specimen circumference. Most frequently, multiple cracks were initiated on 

carbides within the inner diffusion sub-layer at different topological levels and connected afterwards as 

evidenced by the river patterns morphology seen on Fig. 3d,e. Fig. 3f shows the detail of the initiation site 

in the backscatter electron image where fractured carbides are seen as lighter regions. At some locations, 

the crack propagated also along the matrix / coating interface. 

Specimen Material ςa [MPa] a [MPa] Nf [cycles] 

B38 11-8 Inconel 713LC 760 0 10 500 

B38 18-6 Inconel 713LC + aluminide coating 685 0 6 300 

B38 11-6 Inconel 713LC 0 500 7 800 

B38 11-1 Inconel 713LC + aluminide coating 0 735 700 
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Fig. 2  SEM macrofractographs of studied specimens: (a) B38 11-8 (IN 713LC, bending), (b) B38 18-6  

(IN 713LC with coating, bending), (c) B38 11-6 (IN 713LC, torsion), and, (d) B38 11-1 (IN 713LC with 

coating, torsion). 

On the macroscopic level, the topography of specimens B38 11-6 (Inconel 713LC, torsion) and B38 11-1 

(Inconel 713LC with coating, torsion) is much more rugged, Fig. 2c,d. In the case of the specimen B38 11-6, 

asymmetric final fracture is observed, Fig. 2c. Fig 3g-i show examples of the fracture morphology at one of 

the crack initiation sites with tortuous secondary cracks that are typical for the torsional loading. The 

presence of local striation fields, Fig. 3i, indicates that the crack propagated under the complex loading 

mode I+II+III. Specimen B38 11-6 exhibits more symmetric and smaller final fracture, Fig. 2d, which again 

corresponds well with the higher applied stress amplitude. Figs 3j-l show examples of fracture surface 

morphology at two crack initiation sites. The cracks were nucleated at the surface or at the matrix / coating 

interface where, however, no initiation of cracks on carbides could be detected. Similarly to the specimen 

B38 11-6, the local striation fields were sometimes present in this region indicating that the crack also 

propagated locally under the complex loading modes I+II+III. 
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Fig. 3  SEM microfractographs of selected regions: (a-c) B38 11-8 (Inconel 713LC, bending), (d-f) B38 18-6 

(Inconel 713LC with coating, bending), (g-i) B38 11-6 (Inconel 713LC, torsion), and, (j-l) B38 11-1 

(Inconel 713LC with coating, torsion). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

First results of bending and torsion fatigue experiments at room temperature on specimens made of the 

cast nickel-based superalloy Inconel 713LC with and without the protective diffusion aluminide coatings are 

presented. The micromechanisms of the fatigue crack initiation and propagation were studied by means of 

the fractographic analysis in the scanning electron microscope. The study leads to the following 

conclusions: 

(i) The presence of the protective diffusion aluminide coating decreases the bending fatigue resistance. This 

behaviour is in agreement with results of the high temperature tension-compression experiments reported 

in [7,8]. On the other hand, the presence of the coating improves the fatigue performance in the case of 

the torsional loading. 
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(ii) The different bending and torsion fatigue response is caused by different micromechanisms of the 

fatigue crack initiation. In the first case an accelerated crack initiation took place at the carbide/matrix 

interface within the inner diffusion sub-layer of the coating due to a high tensile stress component on the 

specimen surface. The crack initiation was not influenced by carbides in the latter case where the tensile 

stress components in the plane of the maximal principle shear stress (fracture plane) were negligible. 
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Abstract 

Weathering steels are used in civil engineering for the building of bridge or pylon structures and in 

architecture. Due to chemical composition and suitable atmospheric conditions, an oxide layer called patina 

is formed on steel surfaces. Thanks to the weathering layer, these steels are subjected to the degradation 

effects of atmospheric corrosion more slowly than carbon steels. If these steels are exposed to the 

environment in which cyclical humidification and drying of the surface occur, they do not require any 

surface treatments. Thus financial expenditures on their anti-corrosive maintenance are reduced and, 

simultaneously, environmental load is lowered. 

The weathering steels exposed to an environment adversely influencing the formation of the weathering 

layer, e.g. leakage of surface water into the construction, deposits of dust, leaves, gravel sand etc. which 

have not been removed, degrades similarly to carbon steel. A significant corrosion-aggressive agent is 

salting solutions which contact the material surface directly due to winter maintenance of road surfaces. If 

protective patina does not occur and large losses of material occur due to chloride leakage, it is 

recommended that surface protection, e.g. a paint system, is applied to the surface. 

Experimental tests were focused on the application of paint systems to weathering steel. Before the 

application of the paint systems, the surface was blasted according to ISO 8501-1 to the surface-

preparation grade Sa 2 ½. Samples with a formed stable oxide layer were brushed to the surface-

preparation layer St 2. The result of the tests showed the necessity to remove patina before paint systems 

are applied. 

Keywords: oxide layer, weathering steels, paint system, bridge structures 

1. WEATHERING STEELS 

Weathering steels are in the group of low-alloyed steels with increased resistance to atmospheric 

corrosion. These steels are alloyed with Cr,Ni, Cu and the contents of alloying elements do not exceed 2%. 

In suitable atmospheric conditions, a stable oxide layer is formed on the surface. In the Czech Republic, 
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these steels have been used, for instance, for construction of bridge structures on the D1 highway (D47) 

recently. 

On long-exposed bridge structures there can be places where, due to neglected maintenance, protective 

patina has not been formed and huge material losses have occurred. These are places on the surface of 

constructions with layers of impurities, soil and biological fall retaining humidity for a long time. Further, 

they can be structures where there are leakages of surface water containing chlorides from chemical de-

icing agents in winter months, see fig. 1a. 

 

2. SUBSTRATE MATERIALS 

Samples of Atmofix and COR-TEN weathering steel were used as experimental materials. A stable patina 

layer was formed on the Atmofix weathering steel samples. The samples were obtained from cladding of 

the department store in Liberec after 24-year-lasting exposure to an atmospheric environment with the 

corrosion aggression degree C3 and C4. Before application of paint systems, the surface was brushed to the 

surface-preparation grade St 2 according to ISO 8501-1. 

The materials bearing the brand name Cor-ten (type A and B) were corundum-blasted to the surface purity 

Sa ½ according to ISO 8501-1. It can be supposed that paint systems for weathering steels will have shorter 

service life than the ones for the substrate materials which have been blasted to the surface-preparation 

grade Sa 2 ½.  
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3. PAINT SYSTEMS 

Paint systems were applied on samples sized 100 x 150 x 3 mm on both sides by means of a brush, always 

in two layers. For the bottom (priming) layer as well as for top-coat, the same type of the paint system was 

used. Wet layer thickness of the paint systems were chosen according to the technical data sheet, which 

was supplied together with the paint systems. 

For the tests, four types of paint systems were chosen. They were paints used in industrial applications and 

they showed good results from the tests that had been carried out before. There are even other types  

of paint systems with similar properties on the market. 

Paint Systems Used 

a) Amercoat 450 S - Aliphatic polyurethane (total thickness of two dry layers of the paint system - 100 μm ) 

b) Amershield - Aliphatic polyurethane (total thickness of two dry layers of the paint system - 250 μm ) 

c) Amerlock 400 Al - Epoxy coating compound with high contents of solid matters (total thickness of two dry 
layers of the paint system - 200 μm ) 

d) Amerlock 400 Color - Epoxy coating compound with high contents of solid matters (total thickness of two dry 
layers of the paint system - 200 μm ) 

4. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

4.1 Corrosion Test According to ČSN EN ISO 9227 

The corrosion test in the artificial atmosphere was carried out according to the standard ČSN EN ISO 9227. 

The neutral salt fog test mode means the exposure of samples at a temperature of 35 °C, 100 % relative 

humidity and spraying with 5 % solution of NaCl. During the corrosion tests, photographic documentation 

of the sample was taken. The assessment and photographic documentation intervals were set for 0 hr, 24 

hrs, 48 hrs, 96 hrs, 168 hrs, 240 hrs, 480 hrs, and 720 hrs. 

The samples with the applied paint systems were subjected to assessment of a blistering grade, rusting 

through grade, delaminating assessment and corrosion in the surroundings of the section as well as a 

blistering assessment in the surroundings of the sections. The assessment for the final cycle of 720 hrs is  

shown in tab. 1.  
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Assessed parameters: 

Blistering of the paint systems - numeric assessment characterising blisters in the paint as to their number 

(density) and size. 

Rusting through the paint systems - assessment characterizing the grade of formed rusting-through (rust 

penetrating onto the surface and visible underrusting) on the paint. 

Delaminating and corrosion in the surroundings of the section - delaminating is the loss of coating 

adhesion, and corrosion is the surface of visible corrosive products. 

All the paint systems applied onto the substrate material Atmofix exposed for 24 years showed visibly 

distinctive changes. Blistering, delaminating and blistering around the section occurred. The best results 

were reached after 720 hrs of exposure in the corrosion chamber with the paint system Amerlock 400 Al. 

On the surfaces of the samples, a low number of defects visible by the eye occurred. In the surroundings of 

the section, a low number of defects sized 0.5 and 5 mm occurred. 

The corrosion test results of the paint systems applied onto the substrate materials COR-TEN (A, B) were 

very good. All the paint systems, except for the paint system Amercoat 450 S, did not show large damage. 

There were no visible blisters on the surfaces of the samples after 720 hrs. Rusting-through did not occur, 

either. 

Amerlock 400 Al paint systems appeared to be the best ones for the samples with a created section. No 

blisters or corrosion occurred around the section after exposure to the corrosion chamber. The corrosion 

was very small, with no sign of delaminating.  

4.1.1 Adhesion Cross-cut Test According to ČSN EN ISO 16276-2 
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The cross-cut test was carried out with reference samples and the samples inserted into the corrosion 

chamber. The interval of the tests was set to 0 hr, 120 hrs, 480 hrs, and 720 hrs. 

It arises from the graph 1 that the adhesion of the paint systems applied and substrate material Atmofix 

exposed for 24 years is low. The damage to the grid after 720 hrs of exposure in the corrosion chamber 

ranged within 35 % to 65 % or more. This fact corresponds to the classification grades of 4 and 5 of the 

cross-cut test according to ČSN EN ISO 16276 - 2. 

The best result were reached with the paint system Amershield which was applied onto the substrate 

material COR-TEN B, see graph 1 b. The paint system chipped on average in the places of section crossings 

and the damaged surfaces was lower than 5 %. 

4.1.2 Adhesion Pull-Off Test  According to ČSN EN ISO 16276-1 

 

The pull-off test was carried out with reference samples and samples inserted into the corrosion chamber. 

The intervals of executed tests were set to 0 hr, 120 hrs, 480 hrs, and 720 hrs. 

It arises from the graph 2 c that after the 720 hr exposure of the paint systems in the corrosion chamber, 

the average pull-off strength was low under the value of 3 MPa. This is the limit value for assessing whether 

the paint system has good adhesion as to pull-off strength. Cohesion damage in weathering layer occurred 

averagely.  

The pull-off strength of the paint systems applied onto the substrate materials COR-TEN (A, B) ranged 

between 4 and 6 MPa. This result points to good adhesion. For the greater part, damage to the second 
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layer of the paint system happened. Only with the paint system Amershield, mainly adhesive damage 

between the substrate material and the first applied layer occurred. 

4.2  X-cut testion  

A X-cut test was carried out after 1 year of exposure of the paint systems exposed in atmospheric testing 

stations. These atmospheric stations are located in the area of VŠB-TU Ostrava (corrosive environment C2) 

and in Svoboda Coking Plant Ostrava (corrosion environment C4). 

Amerlock 400 Color paint system applied onto the substrate material Armofix exposed for 24 years showed 

significant damage. Not falling-off, but peeling-off from the substrate occurred. The paint systems 

Amershield and Amercoat 450 S showed blistering around sections. Further exposure may cause an 

increase in blistering and subsequently possible rusting-through. The blisters are problematic due to 

possible pulling-off and exposure of the surface. However, generally speaking, the paint systems applied 

onto the substrate materials Atmofix with the layer of protective patina did not have very good adhesion. 

The paint system Amershield showed the best results; it is also true for Amerlock 400 Al and Amerlock 400 

Color applied onto substrate materials COR-TEN (A, B). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the performed tests clearly showed that it is necessary to pay attention to quality surface 

preparation. If it to be the contrary, it is evident that anti-corrosive protection will be affected adversely. 

The paint system applied onto the substrate material Atmofix 24 exposed for 24 years had average 

adhesion to the surface. Being exposed to the corrosive environment, decrease in the adhesion of the 

patina layer occurs and a cohesive fracture in patina emerges. The disadvantage of the weathering layer is 

its low adhesion and impurities can be accumulated in the layers. The impurities may have an adverse 

effect on the anti-corrosion protection quality.   

The surface must be blasted to the surface preparation grade of Sa 2 ½ according to ČSN EN ISO 8501-1 

before application. The results of experimental tests with the weathering steel samples which had been 

blasted before application of the paint systems were satisfactory, contrasted to the non-blasted samples. 

Repairs to the corrosion-critical places or the place significantly damaged by corrosion by means of the 

paint systems are not generally suitable and effective for enough time. The repairs by means of the paint 

systems are, therefore, recommended only with those parts of the construction, where its further function 

cannot be otherwise ensured. The paint system service life in corrosion-critical places will be significantly 

limited compared to its stated service life, even providing that the painting is applied onto the suitably 

prepared surface of the structure. The first condition for gaining at least short-term effectiveness of the 

applied paints is to remove the cause of the increased corrosion stress of the construction (fig. 3). 

The recommendations for repairs to the weathering-steel structures are mentioned in the Directive for 

Usage of the Steel with Increased Resistance to Atmospheric Corrosion. [3] 
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Abstract 

The paper is devoted by possibility of modification of analytical method for evaluation very different 

systems thin film - substrate, thick film - substrate, modificated surface layers of different material systems 

and systems of material with very different resistivity of surface layers for analysis very small differences 

and differences lost in large failures of surface layers and so on. In the next step there are presented 

possibilities of analytical method for evaluation properties and behaviour on different quality of surface 

and different geometry with approximation for evaluation on simple products. The main attention is at the 

first on indentation tests with different range of value of normal load and method for evaluation thickness 

of thin films and chemical composition. 

Keywords: Conference Secretariat: thin films, modification of surface, indentation tests, nanoindentation, 

thickness of films 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The evaluation of properties and behaviour of thin films, thin film systems or more precise be called 

systems thin film - basic material is directed for evaluation mechanical and chemical properties and 

behaviour selected from point of view practical application final products with this surface treatment. Thin 

films can be compound from different thin films in the system of thin films and basic material. The basic 

material have surface prepared by different method before technology process of creation thin films. This 

systems is complicated and here is very important to evaluate this system complex for practical application 

[1]. At the first thickness of thin films is evaluated, at the second microhardness or nanohardness and in the 

third adhesion to the basic material. The different method and methodical process give much more 

interesting information then simple properties, which give better possibility for prediction behaviour thin 

film systems in real practical conditions. 

2.  EVALUATION OF THICKNESS OF THIN FILMS 

There is different method for evaluation thickness of thin films. The different method bring different 

accuracy and reliability of results and other expanding information. Calotest is one of the most used 

method. This method is simple and evaluation of results is simple too based on measurement of annulus. 

There is possible to simple realised measurement and results is given in short time. This is in ideal 

conditions. Every system of thin films need modification of analysis method for obtaining right results and 

obtaining other important suplementary results. The basic conditions influence running of this test are 

properties of ball, used abrasive medium, uniform and stable motion of ball and velocity of rotating of ball. 

Other conditions which influence the results are properties and behaviour of evaluated material system - 

thickness of thin films, resistivity of thin films and basic material to the abrasive stress, the hardness of thin 
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films and the others. Optimalised conditions of the method calotest give possibility to use it for evaluation 

standard systems thin film - basic material (TiN - HSS) and very thin thin films (Fig. 1) and less resistivity thin 

films too. 

       

Fig. 1  Clasic calotest on surface with thin film after temperature loading  at the first and in the second 

more sensitive calotest on very thin layer. 

3.  USING OF X-RAY FLUORESCENT METHOD 

Other possibility for evaluation of thickness of thin films is x-ray fluorescent method. The evaluation is very 

easy with optimal conditions and after precision calibration. The calibration is realised for some systems 

thin film - substrate by using standard of bulk with composition of basic material and thin films too and two 

different systems thin films - substrate with known thickness of thin film. Special configuration enable 

profiling of thickness across area of samples. Example of clasic analysis is measurement of thickness of TiN 

thin film on substrate from HSS and profile of thickness on sample with systém TiN - HSS (Fig. 2). This 

method is optimalised for examples, where is not possible prepare calibration. There are evaluated ration 

between different samples and profiling of the most important peak on x-ray fluorescent spectrum of 

substrate or thin films across area of sample (Fig. 2). This evaluation is possible to use in examples, where is 

not expressive peak of chemical composition of thin films. 

    

Fig. 2  Profile of thickness of thin film across sample after calibration and area of the most important peak 

from x-ray flurescent spectrum of chemical composition of substrate across sample without calibration. 
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4.  SCRATCH INDENTATION 

Clasical scratch indentation is used for evaluation only 

adhesion of thin films to basic material from 

evaluation critical normal force from morphology or 

acoustic emission or coefficient of friction in 

dependence on normal force. This method of 

evaluation are not very accurate. The morphology of 

failures can be cohesive failuring in thin films or 

adhesive failuring of thin film or cohesive failuring in 

surface layers of substrate. Acoustic emission signal 

bring information about failuring not only surface 

layers, adhesive failuring thin films but failuring of 

surface of substrate under thin films too. Signal of 

coefficient of friction bring information about changing 

of friction between indentor and surface of thin films, 

different thin films in multi thin film system and basic 

material. If the scratch indentation is used on systems 

with very thin films or with very small resistivity to the 

scratch indentation then indentor create very large 

failure with very small normal force. Optimalisation 

give possibility refine scratch indentation for possibility 

to get information from this system too. There are presented results from measurement on very thin films 

(Fig. 3) and from measurement on thin film with very small resistivity (Fig. 4).  

The roughness of surface is other limitation factor for 

using of scratch indentation. The clasical scratch 

indentation is not used on surfaces with increasing 

roughness. The other optimalisation can give 

possibility to use scratch indentation on this surface 

and here is possible to get much more information 

from measurement in different direction to the 

rougness. 

5.  STATIC INDENTATION TEST 

This method can be realised on different equipment 

for evaluation hardness from the large loading across 

midle loading to very small loading on nanoindentors. 

The small normal force is used for evaluation 

microhardness of thin films and large normal force is 

used for evaluation adhesive and cohesive properties 

of systems thin film - substrate similar as scratch 

indentation by evaluation critical normal force. Static 

indentation method and its conditions are selected by 
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resistivity of measured systems and evaluated information. 

The other optimalisation static indentation method on 

different equipment by refinement give possibility to bring 

much more interesting information towards clasical 

evaluation. Very big differences in resistance of systems 

thin film - substrate need other optimalisation and 

refinement static indentation metod because the standard 

method can not bring right differences for other 

optimalisation technology process for creation thin films. 

Refinement and improvement indentation tests is possible 

to realise by changing normal force in very wide range of 

value by using different equipment and by changing 

geometry and material characteristic properties of 

indentors. 

6.  NANOINDENTATION 

Nanoindentation by clasic using enable measurement of 

hardness of very thin films because here is possible very 

small normal force and evaluation very small depth of 

indentation. Evaluation indentation curves (evaluation 

dependence load and depth during loading and loading) 

enable calculate ration of elastic and plastic deformation 

during indentation. Very small load give possibility for 

profiling surface mechanical properties and behaviour 

across surface of material systems and across cross section 

too for evaluation depth of termal treatment, depth of 

nitriding process and the others. Nanoindentation is 

possible to use for evaluation adhesive cohesive properties and behaviour by evaluation indentation curves 

if thin films are very thin or with very small resistivity  to the indentation. 
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7.  EVALUATION ON COMPLICATED GEOMETRY OF SAMPLE 

X-ray fluorescent method give possibility to realise measurement of changing chemical composition and 

thickness across the most exposed places of surface treatment of products. The reasults show, what 

properties can be different on samples and real parts of products (Fig. 9). This method is very operational 

and non destructive and then this method is usable for control real products on most important places.  

   
Fig. 9  Profile of x-ray fluorescent spectrum on cutting edge of mill and on tool shank of mill with TiAlN thin 

film on HSS. 

Nanoindentation enable provide measurement of mechanical properties and behaviour on some places on 

complicated geometry real tools and products. There was realised some measurement for evaluation 

properties and behaviour thin films on mills. The results show possibility and usefulness in some cases to 

measure properties and behaviour on function areas of products. The properties and behaviour can be 

different on samples and on function parts of tools and products (Fig. 10). From this point of view it is very 

important optimalise nanoindentation for this applications.  

 
Fig. 10  Nanoindentation measurement on cutting edge of mill with different thin films 

The scratch indentation need large area for measurement but in selected examples is possible to realise 

measurement on complicated geometry of samples and tools and products too. There was realised 

measurement by scratch indentation on simple samples and on tools shank of mill with thín films too. The 

shield during deposition process can evoke what properties and behaviour are different on samples and the 
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most important parts of products enhanced by surface treatment. From this point of view is very important 

provided scratch indentation directly on tools too.  

8.  CONCLUSION 

The paper is devoted by method of clasical evaluation of systems thin film - basic material by different 

indentation tests statical and scratch and evaluation of thickness of thin films eventually profile of thickness 

of thin films across area of sample. The indentation method has limitation in using for less resistivity 

systems of thin film and for very thin films. This special 

systems is possible to evaluate by special equipment 

microscratch tester and nanoscratch tester, but this 

equipment need other financial support. Optimalisation 

of indentation method enable get results on other then 

only standard systems thin film - basic material too. 

There was realised measurement standard systems and 

systems with very thin films about 100 nm thickness and 

less and systems with small resistivity too. Similarly there 

was bring results by static indentation and 

nanoindentation. Complex evaluation x-ray fluorescent 

method and calotest after optimalisation bring much 

more information about standard systems thin film - 

basic material, where is possible provide calibration, and 

without calibration too. The main results is modification 

analytical method for evaluation properties and 

behaviour on real surfaces of products from point of 

view namely roughness and on complicated geometry of 

samples and simple tools and products especially on 

cutting edge of mill with thin film.     
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Abstract  

Titanium alloys are used successfully to medical implants due their mechanical characteristics and 

biocompatibility properties.  For a better fixation of the implants in the human body, the implants surface is 

covered with titanium powder, using thermal spraying methods, increasing the surface contact of the 

implant and leading to a better anchorage in the bone tissue. By adding a quantity of hydroxyapatite 

powder in the deposited layers will ensure a better osseointegration due of its bioactive properties. The 

paper presents the experimental results of the biocomposite layers obtained by titanium and 

hydroxyapatite powders deposited by HVOF (High Velocity Oxygen Fuel) thermal spraying method on 

titanium alloy substrate (Ti6Al4V).  The temperature of HVOF spraying method (maximum 2700ºC) is lower 

than others thermal spraying methods, assuring a low level of oxides of the obtained layers. After optical 

and scanning electron microscopy analysis, it was observed that the obtained layers are dense, compact, 

without cracks or exfoliation defects specific to thermal spraying processes. X-ray diffraction analysis shows 

that the deposited layers consist mainly of titanium-based materials and calcium phosphate. The roughness 

obtained (approximately 5 µm) will also contribute to a proper osseointegration of the implant in the 

human body due the increased surface contact of the medical implant, decreasing the risk of failure. 

Keywords: titanium alloy, thermal spraying, hydroxyapatite, HVOF method  

1. INTRODUCTION 

New trends developments and researches focused on the background of a complex and extremely 

important problem refers to the production and use of biocompatible materials for human implants. Their 

exceptional properties indicate the using of the metallic biomaterials in the biological environment as 

implants. It also expects the implanted material to resist to any physiological stress without showing any 

substantial dimensional changes, and form distortion. The mechanical properties of metallic materials used 

to implants manufacture and in particular titanium and its alloys can support heavy loads but they present 

a lower biocompatibility than the calcium phosphate materials. In addition, implants can be separate from 

the surrounding tissue due to the weak bond formed between the implant and the tissue. Hydroxyapatite 

(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HA) is widely used as bone replacement material in dental restorations, orthopedic 

implants, due to its chemical structure which is similar to that of the bone [1]. Studies show that 

hydroxyapatite is biocompatible with bone tissue and presents good osseointegration properties. 

Furthermore, hydroxyapatite is considered one of the best bioactive materials used in medical applications, 

but has low mechanical properties compared with human bone, so its use is limited especially because the 

implant is subjected to complex loads. The advantage of using bioactive materials to the realization of 
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microlayers on metallic implants is that this material protects the body from the metal ion releasing from 

the implant. Releasing of metal ions can leads to a body's defense effect by creating antibodies, forming a 

membrane around the implant (implant isolating). This fibrous membrane prevents the fixing of the 

implant in the humane body leading to implant failure [2]. 

A good combination between the bioactivity of hydroxyapatite and mechanical properties of the metals is 

closer to achieve the perfect biomaterial (biocomposite) for applications supposed to heavily load. The 

biocomposite can be realized by two methods, first method is to realize a macrocomposite, by using 

hydroxyapatite as a coating material on the surface of biomaterials [3]. Due to important differences 

between the two material properties (thermal conductivity, mechanical properties) in the hydroxyapatite 

deposited layers may occur defects as cracks, microcracks, or exfoliation that can lead to implant failure [4]. 

The second variant is to create a microcomposite using hydroxyapatite powder in the metal matrix 

(titanium). Similar to natural bone and teeth, which are hydroxyapatite and collagen composites, this 

variant seems to be the best [5]. By deposition on the surface of medical implants made of titanium alloy 

composite layers of titanium and hydroxyapatite (75% Ti, 25% HA) it is eliminated the disadvantage of 

coating exfoliation, because the base matrix is titanium, matrix that has characteristics comparable to that 

of titanium alloy substrate, and will be no significant differences between the characteristics of the two 

materials. The existence of hydroxyapatite particles on the deposited layers will contribute to the rapid 

restoration of tissue-implant bond due to the biocompatible and bioactive properties of this ceramic material. 

Also, deposition of biocompatible and bioactive microlayers with a proper roughness value will lead to an 

improved osseointegration by developing cells on rough surface of the implant. It was observed that bone 

cells are developing on the hydroxyapatite deposited microlayer, forming a chemical bond between bone 

tissue and implant [6]. This allows a better transfer of the loads between the implant and tissue. By using 

HVOF (High Velocity Oxy-Fuel) thermal spraying method, the materials structure presents small changes 

during the thermal spraying process due to the relatively low temperatures but the supersonic  speeds of 

the gas stream propels the powder particles with  high speeds on the substrate surface leading to dense 

and compact coatings and with low porosity [7]. 

2. MATERIALS USED 

For experiments was used commercially pure titanium powder with the dimension of the particles between 

15 and 25 µm, and hydroxyapatite powder (CA10(PO4)6(OH)2 with the average particle size between 10 and 

20 μm. In Table 1 is presented the chemical composition of commercial titanium powder determined by the 

chemical analysis equipment, Innov-X Systems. 

Table 1  Titanium powder chemical analysis 

Chemical element 
Ti Fe P Si 

99,64 0,06 0,04 0,24 

As substrate was used titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) discs, Ø30x5mm. Table 2 presents its chemical composition 

of the titanium alloy. 

Table 2  Titanium alloy chemical composition 

Chemical element 
Ti Al V Mn Fe W 

88.79 6.50 4.17 0.23 0.11 0.08 
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Titanium alloy samples used as substrate were blasted with electrocorindon, with the average particle size 

between 0.8 and 2 mm by a pressure of 5 bar and a blasting distance of 50-55 mm. To avoid agglomeration 

of hydroxyapatite powder this was subjected to a dehydration treatment by heating at 80°C for 4 hours. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

As deposition material was used titanium and hydroxyapatite mixture powder (75% Ti and 25% HA). To 

realize the biocomposite layers of Ti-HA was used HVOF high speed thermal spraying equipment from 

Politehnica University of Timisoara, supplied by Thermico Germany.  

HVOF thermal spraying process (High Velocity Oxy-Fuel) is a new generation deposition process developed 

to produce high speeds of the gas stream. The gas stream having a temperature of 2700°C and velocity of 

2500 m/s plastify and accelerates the metal powder particles up to 800 m/s, and project it onto the 

substrate. 

HVOF thermal spraying method was chosen due of its many advantages (high adhesion, low porosity) in 

comparison with other thermal spraying processes. Porosity influences the adhesion of the deposited 

layers, a low porosity of the deposited layers leads to a high compactness and a proper adhesion to the 

substrate. In Table 3 are presented the main characteristics of thermal spraying processes [8]. 

Table 3 Main characteristics of the thermal spraying processes [8] 

 
Process 

Temperature  
*°C+ 

Speed particles  
[m/s] 

Oxidizes  
[%] 

Efficiency  
[kg/h] 

Layer thickness  
[mm] 

FS 2700 40 10 ... 15 1... 10 0,2...10 

AS 6000 100 10 … 20 6 … 60 0,2..10 

PS 16000 200 ... 300 1 ... 3 1... 5 0,2...2 

HVOF 3500 600 ... 1000 1 ... 2 1 ... 5 0,2...2 

As spraying gun was used ID COOL Flow gun which provide a lower temperature, ensuring minimal changes 

of the microlayer structure. Fig 1 shows the schematic HVOF thermal spray gun. 

 

Fig. 1  HVOF thermal spraying gun [8] 

In Fig 2 it is showed the image of the HVOF thermal spraying process and in Table 4 are presents the 

parameters used to deposit biocomposite layers of titanium and hydroxyapatite by HVOF thermal spraying 

method on titanium alloy substrate. 
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Fig. 2  Image of the HVOF thermal spraying process 

Table 4  HVOF spraying parameters 

Oxygen 
l/min 

Hydrogen 
l/min 

Kerosene 
l/h 

Transport 
gas 

l/min 

Deposition 
rate 

g/min 

Spraying 
distance 

mm 

300 90 2.8 15 15 70 

4.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The layer thicknesses of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite deposited by HVOF thermal spraying 

method determined with Easy Check FN device has values between 40 and 55 µm. The average roughness 

(Ra) value determined using Mitutoyo SJ 201 device has the value of 4.72 µm. 

4.1  Macroscopic analysis  

Fig 3 shows the macroscopic image of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite layer deposited by HVOF 

thermal spraying method. 

 a)           b) 

Fig. 3  Macroscopic image of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite layer deposited by HVOF thermal 

spraying method: a) general view, b) detail 40x 

The macroscopic analysis shows that the deposited layer is uniformly without defects such as cracks and 

has a rough surface. 

4.2  Microscopic analysis  

Fig 4 (a and b) presents the images obtained by scanning electron microscopy analysis on the titanium and 

hydroxyapatite biocomposite surface layer deposited by HVOF thermal spraying method at 2000 and 4000 

magnification. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4  SEM micrograph of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite layer realized by HVOF 
thermal spraying method,  (a) 2000x, (b) 4000x 

Microscopic analysis shows that the deposited layer by HVOF thermal spraying method presents not 

defects as microcracks or exfoliations. Also, it can be observed that the microlayer is composed of particles 

with lamellar shape, form resulted from the impact of the particles in plastic state, projected with high 

speeds on the substrate surface. 

4.3  X ray diffraction analysis  

Fig 5 presents the X-ray diffraction analysis of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite layer deposited by 

HVOF thermal spraying method. Structural analysis by X-ray diffraction was carried out with DRON 3 

equipment, using molybdenum radiation with a wavelength λ = 0.71 Å. 

 

Fig. 5  X-ray diffraction pattern of titanium and hydroxyapatite biocomposite layer deposited by HVOF 
thermal spraying method 

After the  X-ray diffraction analysis of the deposited layer it can be observed that the microlayer is 

composed of titanium and hydroxyapatite. Also it can be seen small changes of hydroxyapatite structure 
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during thermal spraying process (appearance of a small amount of Ca3(PO4)2). This is due to low 

temperatures during the thermal spraying process, temperatures do not significantly influence the 

structure layer, the oxidation is minimal. Obtaining of an adequate crystallinity of the deposited layer leads 

to a better stability of the covered implant in the human body for long periods of time. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents the experimental results on the development of coating materials such biocomposites 

(75%Ti-25%HA) by high-speed thermal spraying method (HVOF). HVOF thermal spraying process was 

chosen due to its advantages in comparison with other thermal spraying processes (low oxides, low 

porosity, high adhesion)  

After macroscopic and microscopic analysis of the biocomposite deposited layers by HVOF thermal spraying 

method no specific thermal spraying processes  defects were observed (cracks, exfoliation) 

The X-ray diffraction analysis of the deposited layer shows that the microlayer is composed of titanium and 

hydroxyapatite. Also it can be noticed small changes of hydroxyapatite structure during thermal spraying 

process (appearance of a small amount of CA3(PO)4).  

The average roughness values of the deposited layers (Ra = 4.72µm) will provide proper implant 

osseointegration properties in the human body, decreasing its risk of failure. 
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Abstract 

The paper describes the high temperature oxidation as the method that allows avoiding some problems 

arising during hot-dip zinc galvanizing of cast iron. Authors studied the influence of the high-temperature 

oxidation, as the preliminary stage previous to coating with zinc on the change of surface layer structure as 

well as subsurface layer of cast iron with flake, vermicular and nodular graphite. Received effects were 

compared to these obtained during cast iron coating without preliminary thermal processing. To observation 

both optical and scanning microscope was applied. As the consequence of conducted high-temperature 

oxidation in subsurface layer of cast iron pores have been created, that in result of coating in liquid zinc were 

filled with new phase and in this way the new zone with different properties was obtained. To obtain such 

composite subsurface layer the preliminary chemical treatment is necessary. It was additionally stated that 

the cast iron layer enriched in zinc is considerably thicker than layers got with application of other methods. 

Thickness of sub-surface layer where “after-graphite“ pores are filled with zinc depends directly on kind of 

graphite. In cast iron with flake and vermicular/compacted graphite depth of penetration reaches 120 μm, 

whereas in nodular cast iron it reaches only 15μm, although sometimes single filled with zinc voids are 

observed at 75μm depth.  Moreover, roughness of cast iron being previously oxidized measured after zinc 

coating is sometimes even lower than roughness of zinc coating cast iron after turning. 

Keywords: High temperature oxidation, Hot dip zinc galvanizing, Cast iron. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are several factors influencing thickness and properties of Zn coating created at the Fe-C alloys 

surface. Generally, analysis of Fe-Zn equilibrium diagrams shows that expected coating growth sequence 

should be as follows: 1, , ,  [1-3]. Coating thickness can be controlled by: introducing Al addition to 

liquid Zn that creates layer blocking coating growth; growth mechanisms can be change by introducing to 

liquid zinc such addition, like: Ni, Ti, V, Mn [4]; introducing Pb, Bi and Sn can change bath viscosity and 

surface tension [5]; greater addition of Pb, Bi and Sn results in Zn separation from alloyed coating layer. 

Aluminum decreases growth of alloyed layers in consequence of inter-metallic phase creation - Al2Fe5 (Fig. 

1a) [6]. Nickel concentrates in Fe-Zn phases and causes higher structure compactness. Also temperature 

level exerts essential influence on coating quality. In temperature range up to 480oC and higher than 530oC 

Zn coating growth is according parabolic low. Between 490 and 520oC, alloyed layer crystallizes according 

linear dependence causing rapid and uncontrolled coating growth. Decreasing temperature to 430 oC 

eliminates Sandeline effect [8]. That is why during hot dip Zn coating of steel elements usually 

temperatures below 480oC are used. From the other side high temperature Zn coating is used during cast 

iron treatment. The created at cast iron Zn coating should consist of: 1,  and  phases. So, it follows from 

the above data analysis that scientific research concentrates mainly on growth model [9,10] and proper 

choice of bath chemical composition, temperature, fluxing and etching than suitable material surface 
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preparation. It regards especially cast iron zinc coating  that was poorly spread until recently because of 

problems associated with: the large content of Si and P in base material, etching and processing of the 

casting surface that demonstrates the high content of SiO2 and graphite precipitations.  

 a                    b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Graphite and grain boundaries influence on zinc coating structure: a - scheme of Fe-Al layer 
breakdown mechanism at steel surface [5]; b - graphite precipitation inside Zn coating (own investigations). 

Generally the opinion was formulated that coating of cast iron creates greater problems than steel with 

high E equivalent value, and proper coatings (without defects) can be created only at decarburized surface 

of malleable cast iron (decarburization allows avoiding the adverse influence of coating pollutions by 

graphite precipitations (Fig 1b)) [6]. Therefore using protective zinc covers at cast-iron castings was only 

occasionally, mainly at the production of elements of industrial fittings made from malleable cast iron, 

which in the last years (from technical and economic considerations) is replacing with the ductile cast iron.  

Because it follows from the literature data that creation of Zn layer at crude nodular cast iron casting not 

requires any special treatment during zinc bath preparation [6], coatings created at crude surface of 

castings both in high and low temperature processing are continuous and steady. In industrial condition 

very difficult is to change treatment parameters (bath temperature and chemical composition) only for 

single elements. This is the reason why surface state stays significant parameter influencing the thickness 

and quality of coated layer (Fig. 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Influence of the bath temperature and surface quality on the kinetic of zinc - coating growth at the 

cast iron: 1 - layer created at the crude casting surface; 2 - layer created at the grinding surface; C - total 
alloyed and zinc layer thickness [6]. 
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The assumed investigation targets was: formation of composite subsurface layer, increasing of Zn diffusion 

depth, formation of outside Zn layer without graphite precipitations and impurities, good quality of coating 

expressed by relatively low surface roughness, high corrosion resistance of created layer. 

2. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

Experiment was composed of the following stages: proper sample preparation (casting, oxidation, zinc 

coating), samples surface analyse and corrosion tests. Sample preparation - investigations refers to cast iron 

with flake, vermicular and nodular graphite melted in induction furnace of medium frequency. Liquid metal 

was cast to sand mould with dimensions 30x300mm (cast iron with flake and vermicular graphite) and Y2 

ingots (cast iron with nodular graphite).The chemical composition of applied cast iron is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of cast iron applied in experiment 

From such cast ingots samples =11mm and length l=110mm were turned. Then samples were put to silite 

furnace PKS 600/25 to oxidize. The experiment was led in five different temperatures - 850, 900, 950, 1000 

and 1050oC. Samples have been taken out from the furnace separately after: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 hours. 

Before oxidation and after cooling dawn samples were exactly measured, weighed, and metallographic 

specimens were prepared to observe surface perpendicular to sample’s axis. The scale layer was removed 

in two stage procedure: mechanically by sandblasting, as well as chemically, by dipping in solution of oxalic 

acid. After scale layer removal the hot dip zinc coating in industrial conditions has carried out. Process 

consisted of the following action: degreasing - dirt and oil removal; pickling - rust, scale and carbon deposit 

removal; rinsing - hydrochloric acid removal; fluxing - increasing of zinc adhesion to alloy; galvanizing in 

temperature 460 oC, within t=1min in bath enriched with Ni, Bi and Al; cooling - decreasing of sample 

temperature. Surface analyse - to optical observation microscope "NEOPHOT 2” as well as “Axiovert  A -

100” were applied, whereas further examination was made with application of scanning microscope “Jeol 

J7” and X-ray analyzer  “JCXA - JEOL”. Sample’s surface quality was described additionally by roughness 

measurements made after scale layer removal - „MAHR” profile measurement gauge with ”Perthometer 

Concept” software. Corrosion tests - corrosion resistance will be evaluated using samples =14,7 mm and 

thickness 7mm, by application of potentiostat SI 1286, that  enables registration of polarization curves in 

three electrodes system. Before measure start, samples will be placed in corrosion solution - 0,5M Na2SO4, 

in temperature 25oC, within 24h. Samples will be subjected to polarization in the same solution, from 

potential 1000mVNEK in anode direction, with rate 1mV/s. Results will be compared to these measured for 

steel tested in similar conditions.   

3.  RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS 

Cast iron oxidation leads to several effects: scale layer creation, decarburization, after-graphite voids 

creation (with dependence on graphite kind). The scale layer covering cast iron samples can be divided on 

two zones - first situated outside the initial surface of sample where porosity is directed parallel to the 

sample radius as well as internal layer where the direction of porosity is diverse. It can be stated that cast 

iron oxidation at high temperature leads to similar effect that is observed in case of pure iron - low carbon 

Graphite 
shape 

Chemical composition, wg. % 

C Si Mn P S Mg Ce 

Flake 3,32 1,80 0,55 0,065 0,035 0 0 

Nodular 3,63 2,55 0,10 0,025 0,007 0,045 0 

Vemicular 3,65 2,58 0,08 0,023 0,008 0,025 0,015 
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steel - at the surface the scale layer forms that is composed of three layers: wustite (FeO), magnetite (Fe3O4) 

and hematite (Fe2O3), additionally because of higher silicon content the internal scale layer in composed of 

wustite and fayalite mixture. Moreover in subsurface layer of cast iron the area free from graphite which 

thickness achieves even 1,6mm is observed. So, generally the observed structure of cast iron can be divided 

on three layers. The conducted process of high-temperature oxidation leads to creation not only the scale 

layer and subsurface porous layer but also causes the change of metal matrix character from pearlitic to 

ferritic. Both measured parameters: the diameter of metal core as well as the samples mass enlarges more 

intensely in initial stage of oxidation. This is probably caused by growth of scale layer, which influence can 

be compared to the coat inhibiting the course of oxidation process. Additionally, the silicon content 

interaction can’t be neglected; especially in cast iron where its value is much higher than in steel. Silicon 

favours the decrease the speed of oxidation, both during external, as well as internal corrosion. It follows 

from obtained dependence that porous layer thickness can be controlled by suitable selection of 

temperature and the time of oxidation as well as it depends on graphite shape existing in cast iron. Porous 

layer thickness decreases when graphite shape is changing from flake to vermicular and nodular. Moreover, 

whereas in cast iron with flake and vermicular after-graphite voids are filled with new product, in nodular 

cast iron chemical composition of the filler is similar to metallic matrix (Fig. 3). Chemical composition of 

phase filling the after-graphite (flake and vermicular) pores is similar to internal scale layer covering sample 

surface. With reference to above creation of composite layer in nodular cast iron is practically impossible, 

whereas in cast iron with flake and vermicular graphite necessary is not only removal of outside scale layer 

but also after graphite pores filler. The assumed effect can be realized only by proper chemical treatment. 

When the chemical processing was used - dipping in solution of oxalic acid, the penetration depth 

considerable increase and achieves 120µm in cast iron with vermicular and flake graphite. 

a       b 

 

 

 

 

 

c       d 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Structure and linear changes of measured elements concentrations after oxidation: a, b - cast iron 
with vermicular graphite; c, d - cast iron with nodular graphite. 
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Differentiation of the oxidation effect results from diverse graphite structure: flake and vermicular graphite 

precipitations are connected to each other, whereas nodular graphite precipitations are separated. 

Thickness of zinc layer that was created at the surface of cast iron samples is stable and reaches 70-100µm. 

Essential in this case is fact that graphite precipitation frequently penetrate in coated zinc layer and can in 

this way reduce it tightness (Fig.1b, 4a). 

     a       b 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of cast iron with flake graphite after hot dip zinc galvanizing; a - zinc coating without 
oxidation, b - zinc coating with oxidation, 950 oC, 8h, scale removed mechanically. 

a              b 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5  The change of Zn concentration at the cross section of created Zn layer; a - points of analysis, b - 
change tendency. 

Such situation is not observed in case of oxidized cast iron. Cast iron, where the scale layer was removed 

only mechanically - using sandblasting, does not reveal deep zinc penetration inside the “after-graphite” 

pores - it reach about 15μm (Fig. 4b). It is evident that oxidation process results in higher cast iron surface 

roughness. Surface state is changing more rapidly in cast iron with flake graphite. In this case roughness 

express by Ra value reach even more than 9m, after 12 hour of oxidation at 950 oC. When graphite shape 

change from flake to vermicular and nodular, roughness changes stay smaller. Measured roughness in 

vermicular and nodular cast iron after 12 hour oxidation at 950 oC reach correspondingly 8,2 and 6,8m. 

Although zinc coating makes surface more smooth the final quality of obtained surface changes in 

dependence on parameters of high-temperature oxidation. The greatest surface smoothness -  Ra<6,3μm 

was got for samples oxidized at parameters not higher than T1050o C and t8h. For example, roughness 

measured at sample with flake graphite, that was oxidized before zinc coating (T=950 oC, t = 8h) gained 

value Ra = 3,62μm. It means decreasing in comparison to oxidized surface after sand blasting about 3,26 

µm. Although the measured values Ra not differs essentially, it is visible that roughness obtaining at the 

surface galvanized after turning (Ra = 4,06μm) is higher that this one measured after galvanizing treatment 
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combined with oxidation (compare surface at Fig 4a and 4b). The higher Fe (lower Zn) content was 

measured in internal coating sub-layer, which decreases with increasing of distance from cast iron surface. 

Such results confirm the growth model presented in literature. It follows from measured Fe, Zn and C 

concentration that  and  phases thickness reaches about 60 m whereas the rest of layer is occupied by 

  phase (Fig 5). 

Realization of assumed results: 

1. Formation of the composite subsurface layer,  

2. Increasing of Zn diffusion depth,    

3. Formation of outside Zn layer without graphite   

 precipitations and impurities, 

4. Good quality of coating expressed by relatively  

 low surface roughness, 

5. Higher corrosion resistance of created coating.  ? 

                Fig. 6  Scheme presenting assumed  

                                   targets realization 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

During the experiment, as the result of two stage hot-dip zinc galvanizing of cast iron, the following targets 

were realized (Fig. 6):  formation of the composite Zn-metallic matrix subsurface layer; increased  Zn 

diffusion depth; formation of outside Zn layer without graphite precipitations and impurities; good quality 

of coating expressed by relatively low surface roughness. 

Conducted investigation allows to suppose that corrosion resistance of such created coating should be 

better than resistance of the layer obtained without high temperature oxidation. The formulated 

assumption will be verified by corrosion tests in 0,5M Na2SO4 and results will be compared to these 

measured for steel tested in comparable conditions 

Creation of composite layer in nodular cast iron is practically impossible, whereas in cast iron with flake and 

vermicular graphite necessary is not only removal of outside scale layer but also after graphite pores filler. 

The assumed effect can be realized only by proper chemical treatment, without necessity of pressure 

processing. The use of chemical processing causes, that depth of zinc penetration gets higher - to 120μm 

level.  

Roughness measured after zinc coating of cast iron being previously oxidized is sometimes even lower than 

roughness of zinc coating of cast iron after turning. It follows first from negative influence of graphite 

precipitations uncovered during turning that can change locally the thickness and structure of coated layer 

and decrease in this way its tightness.   
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Abstract 

Austenitic stainless steels are widely spread in industrial applications due to corrosion resistance and high 

temperature strength. But low hardness and wear resistance limit their applying. In this work a 

combination of plasma nitriding and PVD coating as surface treatment has been used to improve material 

properties like hardness and adhesion of PVD coating. The duplex treatment consisted of a plasma nitriding 

at 510 °C for 6 h and subsequent coating with AlTiCrN layer was applied  on AISI 316L stainless steel. The 

article is concerned to a study of the chemical composition and mechanical properties of duplex system. 

GDOES method, laser confocal microscopy, micro-hardness and indentation test were employed to 

characterize the chemical composition, depth profiles, surface morphology, hardness, adhesion. The results 

show that the duplex surface system possesses a desirable combination of properties especially hardness. 

Adhesion of PVD coating was increased on nitrided surface. 

Keywords: Duplex coating, plasma nitriding, PVD coating, chemical composition, adhesion 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Austenitic stainless steel AISI 316L is important metallic material for many industrial applications due to its 

attractive combination of excellent corrosion resistance, good high-temperature strength and adequate 

biocompatibility, coupled with their outstanding formability and resulting cost-effectiveness [1,2]. 

However, it has a low hardness and wear resistance. Wide variety of surface treatments had been applied 

to improve its hardness, wear resistance and biocompatibility [1, 2, and 3]. Plasma nitriding is very versatile 

process, because of permitted to work at low temperatures and the process parameters are under good 

control [3, 5, 6].Plasma nitriding created an interstitial supersaturated, hard and metastable multiphase 

layer compound of different  nitrides of ferrite. This layer has very high hardness and very good wear 

resistance [4, 5, 6].Thin hard coatings were developed to protect various substrates against corrosion and 

wear under working conditions. Their application on stainless steels is limited by the low bearing capacity 

of the coating - substrate system due to very low thickness of coating and not enough strength of austenitic 

stainless steel lattices. To overcome this problem it can be used duplex surface treatment which is 

consisted from plasma nitriding and subsequently deposited PVD coating [7, 8, 9, 10 ]. By applying this 

surface treatment markedly increase surface and subsurface properties, which are unobtainable by any 

individual process. In this work, a duplex surface system was designed for 316L steel by combining AlTiCrN 

coating with a hard and strong multiphase layer produced by plasma nitriding. For comparison, AlTiCrN 

single coated specimens without nitriding were also prepared. The microstructure and interface structure 

of the duplex treated stainless steel were characterized. The load bearing capacity of these surfaces was 

evaluated by static Vickers indentation under different loads. Based on the experimental results, the effect 

of plasma nitrided layer prior to AlTiCrN coating is discussed. 
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Fig. 1  Cross section structure of duplex coating consisted of 
plasma nitrided layer and AlTiCrN coating 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

2.1  Material 

The substrate material used in this work is 316L austenitic stainless steel with the following chemical 

compositions (wt.%): 17.43Cr, 13.75Ni, 2.72Mo, 1.87Mn, 0.50Si, 0.019C and balance Fe. Prior to surface 

treatments, the specimens were wet grounded using silicon carbide paper from 120 down to 4000 grit and 

finally polished with 1 μm diamond paste. 

2.2 Surface treatment 

Plasma nitriding was carried out in a PN 60/60 Rübig equipment at temperature of 510 °C for 6 h in 280 Pa 

gas mixture of H2 flow 8 l/min and N2 flow 24 l/min. AlTiCrN coatings were deposited on the specimens in a 

PLATIT Pl 1000 equipment by cathodic arc evaporation system using 2 chromium and 2 aluminium/titanium 

(67%Al/33%Ti) targets. The deposition system was installed with a three-fold substrate rotation mechanism 

to produce a uniform coating on the surface of the specimens. The deposition procedure included 20 min 

of Ar plasma ion cleaning and 15 min of Cr plasma ion cleaning.  During the deposition only nitrogen was 

fed to the chamber at pressure of 2.50 Pa. The temperature of deposition was held at 450 °C. Applied 

substrate DC bias was 50 V.  Arc current at the Cr target was 140 A, at the AlTi targets 150 A. 

2.3 Chemical composition and mechanical properties evaluation  

The glow discharge optical emission spectrometry (GDOES) was undertaken to identify the chemical 

composition of the substrate material (GDOES/Bulk) and depth profiles of treated surfaces (GDOES/QDP). 

The hardness and thickness of plasma nitrided layer was evaluated by microhardness. Thickness of nitrided 

layer was measured by Vickers indentation method at load 50g and dwell 12s. Surface microhardness was 

measured in range of load 10g - 1000g. For each load were made 5 measurements. Surface structure was 

tested by the 3D topography method (TALYSURF CLI 1000) with confocal gauge CLA after treatment. 

Indentation test was used with a Rockwell C indenter at load 1492 N. An Olympus LEXT OLS 3000 confocal 

microscope was used to investigate the damage after indentation test and microstructure of duplex 

coating. 
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Fig. 5  Indentation test of duplex coating with thickness of TiAlCrN coating 3 µm 

 
 

Fig. 2  GDOES depth profile of AlTiCrN coating a) thickness 3 µm b)  thickness 2 µm 

  

Fig. 3  Microhardness of plasma nitrided layer Fig. 4  GDOES depth profile of nitrided layer in 
weight percent 
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3.  RESULTS 

Fig.1 shows a typical cross-sectional optical microstructure of 316 L sample which was subjected to plasma 

nitriding at 510 °C for 6 h. A nitrided layer of about 25 μm was formed on the plasma nitrided 316L surface. 

Depth profile of AlTiCrN coatings in Fig. 2 for main elements (Ti, Al, Cr and N) is in good agreement with 

cross-sectional and with proposed deposition regime. Nitrogen and chromium contents and nitrogen 

contents decrease along the coating depth (from surface to substrate). In interface it can be observed for 

chromium concentration local maximum of 2.5 micrometers from the surface. The microhardness profile of 

plasma nitrided layer is shown in Fig. 3, the highest value of microhardness reached 1210 HV 0.05, it was 

reduced gradually with the distance from the surface. Substrate microhardness is about 270 HV 0.05. The 

highest value of surface microhardness has duplex treated sample with 2.3 µm AlTiCrN coating which is 

shown in Fig.7. The indentation tests in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show similar types of cracking of coating on duplex 

treated surfaces. It can be observed radial cracking around indenter which indicates that good adhesion has 

been achieved. Results and the most important parameters of 3D topography are shown in Fig. 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6  Indentation test of duplex coating with thickness of TiAlCrN coating 2 µm 

Fig. 7  Results of surface microhardness Fig. 8  2D and 3D surface roughness of duplex treated 
sample 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

A combination of plasma nitriding and PVD coating was proven to be more effective in improving the 

adhesion, load-bearing capacity of hard TiAlCrN coatings on AISI 316L stainless steel. The plasma nitriding 

treatment provided hard and deep sublayer 25 μm with microhardness 1210 HV0.05 and increased the load 

support for the top TiAlCrN coating. The highest value of surface microhardness 3600 HV0.01 reached duplex 

coating with 3 µm thickness of AlTiCrN. Plasma nitrided surface improve adhesion of PVD coating. Results 

for both samples were the same.  
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Abstract 

Thermal spraying is a process with an increasing applicability, which involves technology development, 

equipment, exhaust ventilation systems, all under the aegis of the concerns of the International Institute of 

Welding (IIW / IIW), Commission IC and VIII, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and 

European Welding Federation (EWF) for improving staff working in the field. The interdisciplinary field of 

thermal spraying (HVOF process) with the participation of knowledge of metallurgy, including also powder 

metallurgy, chemical, surface engineering, technology, automation, control, are described in the paper. The 

applicability of HVOF thermal spraying deposition to achieve biocompatible orthopedic and dental implants 

of hydroxyapatite type required an optimization of technological parameters of HVOF thermal spray 

process. 

The MINITAB 14 program was used for Design of Experiments (DOE) which was carried out with exceptional 

results for similar structures for human bone, which thus facilitates rapid restoration of tissue-implant 

bond. Note that metallic biocompatible materials are used in medical implants because they possess good 

mechanical properties. To improve the adherence of the implant it is deposited on the surface of the 

metallic implants ceramic materials with biocompatible and bioactive properties. Hydroxyapatite is such a 

material used due to its mineral composition which is similar to human bone tissue, thus justifying the 

research and studies developed. 

Keywords: thermal spraying, HVOF, biocompatibility, design of experiments (DOE), hydroxyapatite 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Thermal spraying is a process connected to welding, with applicability in various domains. If initially 

thermal spraying was applied only for surface protection, it later extended its practicability for rapid 

prototyping, for ensuring hard facing; one of the latest domains is represented by the deposition of 

biocompatible materials for implants and human prosthesis. 

HVOF (High Velocity Oxy-Fuel) stands out from the multitude of variants of thermal spraying due to the low 

temperature developed during spraying. The structure of the powder used for the coating suffers minor 

modifications compared to other thermal spraying processes. 

1.1 HVOF Thermal spraying method principle 

HVOF (High Velocity Oxy-Fuel) is a modern thermal spraying method which has the particularity that it 

produces very high speeds of the jet. Gas stream reaching temperatures up to 2800°C and speeds of 2500 

m/s accelerates and plastify the particles of the powder to be deposited up to 800 m/s and than projects it 

on the substrate [1]. The schematic principle of HVOF thermal spraying gun is shown in fig 1. 
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Hydroxyapatite is a calcium phosphate ceramic material which is used with good results in medicine to 

cover dental and orthopaedic implants due of its biocompatible and bioactive properties [5-8]. 

Hydroxyapatite’s structure is similar to that of the human bone mineral component, behaving as a reservoir 

of elements which help the fixation of the implant in the bone tissue. Because hydroxyapatite has low 

mechanical properties, it can be used for medical implants, but only to cover them. The metallic implants 

can be covered with hydroxyapatite layers by various processes: plasma thermal spraying, laser beam, high 

velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF), sol-gel. [3-8].  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

HVOF thermal spraying process is influenced by a large number of parameters. These parameters, 

influencing the properties of hydroxyapatite coatings, will be selected and analyzed with the Minitab 14 

computer program. This software helps us to design the experiments, for finding the most influents 

parameters (control factors) and also to make a first mathematical model of the process (a linear one). 

Using this linear model is also possible to make a first optimization of the process.  

The following parameters are considered important and will be analyzed during this experiment: oxygen, 

hydrogen, kerosene and nitrogen (carrier gas) flow. All these parameters are easily controllable and may be 

adjusted. 

Table 1 shows the parameters and the variation domain that will be investigated during the experiments. 

Table 1  Parameters to be investigated with the Minitab 14 program 

Parameter Minim Maxim 

Oxygen flow (l/min) 300 320 

Hydrogen flow (l/min) 90 95 

Kerosene, (l/h) 2,8 3 

Carrier gas (nitrogen), (l/min) 15 20 

Using these input data, the Minitab 14 computer program has generated an experimental program 

presented in table 2. 
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Table 2  Experimental data generated by the Minitab 14 program 

StdOrder RunOrder CenterPt Blocks O2 H K Gas Roughness Thickness 

1 1 1 1 300 90 2,8 15 5,7 201 

4 2 1 1 320 95 2,8 15 5,45 195 

9 3 1 1 300 90 2,8 15 5,08 175 

StdOrder RunOrder CenterPt Blocks O2 H K Gas Roughness Thickness 

8 4 1 1 320 95 3 20 5,03 171 

16 5 1 1 320 95 3 20 5,03 171 

11 6 1 1 300 95 2,8 20 5,61 198 

5 7 1 1 300 90 3 20 5,58 197 

6 8 1 1 320 90 3 15 5,44 195 

14 9 1 1 320 90 3 15 5,44 195 

10 10 1 1 320 90 2,8 20 5,32 183 

3 11 1 1 300 95 2,8 20 5,61 198 

12 12 1 1 320 95 2,8 15 5,45 195 

15 13 1 1 300 95 3 15 5,38 185 

13 14 1 1 300 90 3 20 5,58 197 

2 15 1 1 320 90 2,8 20 5,32 183 

7 16 1 1 300 95 3 15 5,48 196 

The influence of the HVOF process parameters on the roughness and thickness of the hydroxyapatite 

coatings has been analyzed in this experiment, as follows.  

Factorial Fit: Roughness; Thickness  

Factorial Fit: Roughness versus O2; H; K; Gas 

Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Roughness (coded units) 

Term       Effect     Coef  SE Coef       T      P 

Constant            5,4063  0,03925  137,74  0,000 

O2        -0,1925  -0,0962  0,03925   -2,45  0,040 

H         -0,0525  -0,0262  0,03925   -0,67  0,522 

K         -0,0725  -0,0363  0,03925   -0,92  0,383 

Gas       -0,0425  -0,0212  0,03925   -0,54  0,603 

O2*H      -0,0875  -0,0438  0,03925   -1,11  0,297 

O2*K      -0,0775  -0,0388  0,03925   -0,99  0,352 

O2*Gas    -0,2275  -0,1138  0,03925   -2,90  0,020 

S = 0,157003   R-Sq = 69,49%   R-Sq(adj) = 42,80% 

Significant influence have O2 and second order interaction O2*Gas, since they have p<0,05. 
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Analysis of Variance for Roughness (coded units) 

Source              DF  Seq SS  Adj SS   Adj MS     F      P 

Main Effects         4  0,1875  0,1875  0,04687  1,90  0,204 

2-Way Interactions   3  0,2617  0,2617  0,08723  3,54  0,068 

Residual Error       8  0,1972  0,1972  0,02465 

  Pure Error         8  0,1972  0,1972  0,02465 

Total               15  0,6464 

The Pareto chart for Roughness, presented in fig. 2 emphasizes the significant effects previously presented. 

For Thickness, the Pareto chart from fig. 3 emphasizes the significant influence of second order interaction 

O2*Gas. The presence of the second order interaction with significant effect signifies one must be careful 

with the conclusions. 

Factorial Fit: Thickness versus O2; H; K; Gas  

Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Thickness (coded units) 

Term       Effect     Coef  SE Coef       T      P 

Constant           189,688    1,764  107,51  0,000 

O2         -7,375   -3,688    1,764   -2,09  0,070 

H          -2,125   -1,062    1,764   -0,60  0,564 

K          -2,625   -1,313    1,764   -0,74  0,478 

Gas        -4,875   -2,437    1,764   -1,38  0,204 

O2*H       -3,875   -1,937    1,764   -1,10  0,304 

O2*K       -3,375   -1,688    1,764   -0,96  0,367 

O2*Gas    -13,125   -6,562    1,764   -3,72  0,006 

S = 7,05780   R-Sq = 74,31%   R-Sq(adj) = 51,84% 

For thickness a significant influence has the second order interaction O2*Gas and it can be seen that O2 is 

close to significant influence. 

Analysis of Variance for Thickness (coded units) 

Source              DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 

Main Effects         4   358,3   358,3   89,56  1,80  0,223 
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2-Way Interactions   3   794,7   794,7  264,90  5,32  0,026 

Residual Error       8   398,5   398,5   49,81 

  Pure Error         8   398,5   398,5   49,81 

Total               15  1551,4 

Second order interaction have a significant influence (p<0,05). 

The software MINITAB gives the possibility to draw the contour plots for all investigated parameters. These 

are presented in fig 4. The contour plots for roughness (see fig. 4 a) show that for having high values for 

roughness we have to use high values for O2, H and low values for K. For Gas the desired values for 

roughness can be reached for low, respectively for high values of this parameter.  O similar tendency can be 

seen for the case of thickness, as presented in fig 4 b. 

For all researcher is important to find an optimal solution, that gives the best solution for assuring the 

desired values of the responses of the process, in our case a maximum value for roughness and a desired 

value for thickness,  respectively thickness = 180 microns. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 4  Contour plots for Roughness (a) and Thickness (b) 

MINITAB offers the possibility to optimize the process. The desired targets and the global solution of this 

optimization are: 

Response Optimization  
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Parameters 

                    Goal      Lower     Target      Upper     Weight     Import 

Roughness       Maximum          5        5,4        5,4          1          1 

Thickness        Target        170      180,0      190,0          1          1 

Global Solution 

O2           =  320,000 

H            =   92,488 

K            =    2,800 

Gas          =   20,000 

Predicted Responses 

Roughness    =    5,250; desirability =  0,62587 

Thickness    =  180,015; desirability =  0,99850 

Composite Desirability = 0,79053 

A graphical representation of the optimal solution and the optimal values of the parameters are presented 

in table 3. 

Table 3  Parameters after process optimization 

 

Process optimization ensured the desired values in a global proportion of 79%, and for each process 

response, the values are presented in table 3. 

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

Roughness and thickness are two important parameters of the coatings obtained by thermal spraying, 

especially in the case of hydroxyapatite. Roughness especially is important in the case of implants coated 

with hydroxyapatite, since osteoblast cell attachment is improved on a rough surface. Coating thickness 

also plays a key role on the implant’s properties because a thicker hydroxyapatite layer protects the bone 

from metallic ions released by the implant’s metallic structure. 

The MINITAB 14 program was used for Design of Experiments (DOE) which was carried out with exceptional 

results for similar structures for human bone, which thus facilitates rapid restoration of tissue-implant 

bond. Using this statistical software it was possible to find the optimal parameters values for having the 

desired values of the process responses. 
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Abstract 

Glass-ceramic enamel coating is a final product of physical and chemical reactions in the process of heat 

processing of vitreous, chemical and inorganic compounds at temperatures between 800 and 900°C. These 

compounds combining properties of glass and ceramics form a strong possibility of adhesion to a surface of 

a substrate on with a metal base. In the mechanical engineering industry, enamel coatings are used mainly 

for their corrosion behaviour and resistance to surface abrasion. A wide scope of usage can also be found in 

the field of health service, food industry, architecture, civil engineering, energy and ecological industries. As 

the properties of glass-ceramic enamel coatings include high resistance to aggressive atmospheres, long 

service life, chemical stability and, above all, minimal contents of harmful substances, usage of glass-

ceramic coatings is much wider. This contribution deals with the study of glass-ceramic coatings on the 

basis of enamels which are suitable to be in contact with the biological environment, so that growth of cell 

cultures occur or does not occur. With respect to the composition of glass-ceramic coatings on the basis of 

vitreous enamels, they can be included into a group of bioactive ceramics which can be used, for example, 

for implantation purposes. First of all, the size of input compounds during creation of glass-ceramic 

coatings plays an important role for the roots and growth of cells. The contribution deals with the 

possibility of using these coatings and it presents the first experimental test results concerning the 

possibility of cell cultures growing on these coatings. Further, the influence of individual input compounds 

of enamelling suspension on resultant properties of glass-ceramic enamel coatings is examined. 

Keywords: glass-enamel coating, bioactive ceramics, cell growth, clay, kaolin 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Glass-ceramic coatings are characteristic of high-quality anticorrosive protection and resistance to 

aggressive environments. Their great properties also include chemical resistance to acids, abrasion 

resistance and wholesomeness. The glass-ceramic coatings are included into the group of the bioactive 

materials which form the conditions for total symbiosis between an implant and live tissue. Input 

compounds added to these coatings have an influence on adaptation and proliferation of cell cultures. In 

the field of medicine, glass-ceramics are used on the experimental level mainly for the coating of titanium 

implants. The advantage of glass-ceramics consists in its porosity which makes it easier for the cells creating 

the bone tissue to attach to the implant. The dominant element in glass-ceramic coatings is silicon. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

Pure titanium Ti-ISO 5832-2 was used as a substrate. The sample surface was mechanically pre-treated by 

grinding and brushing. Another substrate material was a sample of titanium alloy Ti6AI4V-ISO 5832-2. 

mailto:vratislav.bartek@vsb.cz
mailto:jitka.podjuklova@vsb.cz
mailto:tomas.lanik@vsb.cz
mailto:katerina.suchankova@vsb.cz
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Surfaces of the samples were made by turning work with no other mechanical surface treatments. All 

samples were cut from rod material 8 mm in diameter and 3 mm in length. The samples were degreased at 

a temperature of 25°C and pH 9.44 for 5 minutes. Rinsing was done by submersion into a water bath at a 

temperature of 22.3°C and pH 8.27 for 1 minute. Then enamelling slurry was applied, followed by burning 

at temperatures between 820 and 840°C for 8 to 12 minutes, during which vitreous enamel coating 

emerged. 

Photographic documentation of the samples was made with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

following snapshots of individual surfaces were taken with Phillips XL30 Series device in the Laboratory of 

Electron Microscopy of the Nanotechnology Centre - VŠB-TU Ostrava. 

The surface of the pure-Ti samples was further mechanically treated by grinding and brushing (see fig. 1 and 2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1  SEM Ti-sample snapshot, (SE) [1]                    Fig. 2  SEM Ti-sample snapshot, (BSE) [1] 

Ti6AI4V alloy samples parting-turned with no other mechanical surface treatments (see fig. 3 and 4).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3  SEM Ti6Al4V sample snapshot, (SE) [1]          Fig. 4  SEM Ti6Al4V sample snapshot, (BSE) [1] 

An enamelling suspension was made in a typical way with the respective volume of typical-sized clay in 

microns and fine-milled clay in nano-size. The clay was replaced by kaolins in four suspensions. Application 

of the enamelling suspension was carried out manually by means of a brush. The samples prepared in this 

way were dried out in a drier at a temperature of 100°C for 5 minutes. Burning was carried out in a furnace 

at temperatures between 820 and 840°C for 8 to 12 minutes with follow-up cooling in the air. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Measuring of glass-ceramic coating sample roughness parameters was carried out by means of a touch 

profilometer MITUTOYO SURFTEST SJ - 301, according to ČSN EN ISO 4287. 
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Graph 1  Rz of the preliminary glass-ceramic 
coating on pure Ti 

Graph 2  Rz of the preliminary+surface 

glass-ceramic coating on pure Ti 

[1]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The highest RZ-profile unevenness value is defined as a mean value from the absolute values of the heights 

of the five highest profile projections and the depths of the five lowest hollows. The value of the roughness 

parameter may have a positive effect on adhesion of cell structures and their further cultivation. The 

preliminary glass-ceramic coating with contents of finely milled clay MIC showed the highest average value 

of Rz. Clay compounds showed higher average values of Rz for the preliminary + surface coating, in 

comparison with the kaolin compounds used. The highest average value, Rz 14.414 µm, was shown by the 

glass-ceramic coating when a clay compound of classic MIC had been used. The fine-milled clay showed the 

average value of Rz 11.192 µm on the preliminary + surface glass-ceramic coating. The glass-ceramic 

coatings showed lower values of Rz when kaolin compounds had been used. These values resulted in a 

smoother surface as contrasted to the clay compounds used. The kaolin compound marked T3 showed the 

lowest average measured value of RZ 2.38 µm. A higher average value of Rz, 4.579 µm was measured for 

the kaolin compound marked T4. 

 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It follows from the graph nr. 3 that the preliminary glass-ceramic coating applied on Ti6AI4V alloy showed 

the highest average values of the Rz roughness parameter. The value of the Rz parameter was 18.61 µm on 

the preliminary glass-ceramic coating containing the fine-milled clay MIC. The glass-ceramic coating with 

contents of the kaolin compounds T3 and T4 showed the average values of the Rz roughness parameter 

much lower, see graph 3. The highest average values of the Rz roughness parameter, 16.154 µm, were 

Graph 3  Rz of the preliminary glass-
ceramic  coating on  Ti6Al4V alloy 

Graph 4  Rz of the preliminary+surface 
glass-ceramic coating on Ti Ti6Al4V alloy 
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measured for the preliminary + surface glass-ceramic coating with the compound of classic MIC clay. The 

average value of Rz roughness parameter, 12.412 µm, showed the glass-ceramic coating with the contents 

of fine-milled MIC clay. Using of the kaolin compounds marked T3 and T4 in glass-ceramic coatings showed 

average measured values of the Rz roughness parameter 3.21 µm and 6.314 µm, see graph 4. 

3.1  Application of Cell Cultures on Selected Glass-Ceramic Coatings 

Application of cell cultures with the type designation MG-63 (20 000 b/ml) were carried out onto the 

prepared samples with glass-ceramic coating in the Biological Centre of the Academy of Sciences of the 

Czech Republic in Nové Hrady, where the SEM microscopic analysis was also executed. The cell cultures 

applied onto enamel titanium samples were left in sterile environment for cultivation for 72 hours. 

Subsequently, the target microscopic analysis SEM was carried out in order to determine the suitability of 

the glass-ceramic coating for the life of cell cultures. 

3.2  Evaluation of the SEM Microscopic Analysis  

Preliminary glass-enamel coating with finely milled clay of Ti6Al4V alloy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cell culture is spread enough in the examined sample and adhered to the surface of the examined 

sample. In fig. 5 and 6, one can observe close contacts among cells serving for metabolic changes (signal 

and signalization transfer) as well as long, thick contacts serving for exploring of the surface by the cell. 

Preliminary glass-ceramic coating with the T4 kaolin compound on pure Ti 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 3000x [1] 

 

Fig. 6  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 5000x [1] 

Fig. 7  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 3000x [1] 

Fig. 8  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 5000x [1] 
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Figs 7 and 8 show a well-spread confluent layer. Cytoplasmatic projections, which are spread enough and 

with well-defined cell spaces, are recorded here. The cell culture is spread enough on the sample and 

adhered to the surface of the examined sample. 

Preliminary and surface glass-ceramic coating with the T4 kaolin compound of Ti6Al4V alloy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figs 9 and 10 show remnants of pathological dead cells. The snapshots show the very bad condition of the 

cell culture applied onto the respective material. The examined surface does not show any marks of cell 

cultivation. Cell adherence is negligible here. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It follows from the examined samples that the best results causing high-quality cell cultivation were 

obtained on two samples. The first one is formed by Ti6AI4V titanium alloy, on the surface of which the 

preliminary glass-ceramic coating with fine-milled clay was applied; the other is formed by pure Ti, on the 

surface of which the preliminary glass-ceramic coating with the T4 kaolin compound was applied. The 

samples with these glass-ceramic coatings showed live and already-cultivated cell culture, which was 

adhered enough and with spread cytoplasmatic projections. This result indicates the suitability of using the 

glass-ceramic coating in the biological environment. The worst result was obtained for Ti6AI4V alloy, on the 

surface of which the preliminary and surface glass-ceramic coating with the T4 kaolin compound had been 

applied. This sample did not sow any marks of viable cells or other possible cultivation, only some cells of 

pathological character. 
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Fig. 9  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 3000x [1] 

Fig. 10  SEM snapshot – cell culture, 
magnification 5000x [1] 
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Abstract 

This paper deals with wear behaviour of laser-hardened steels No. 1.2311 and 1.2379 as evaluated by pin-

on-disk test. In order to obtain comparison with other treatment methods, both steels were treated by 

laser hardening, induction hardening and through hardening with heating in furnace. The goal of the paper 

is to give comparison of wear behaviour of materials upon different surface hardening treatments: laser 

and induction hardening. 

Keywords: laser-hardening, induction-hardening 

1. EXPERIMENTAL 

The steels 1.2311 and 1.2379 were heat treated using the following methods: 

 laser hardening 

 high-frequency induction hardening 

 through hardening 

Heat-treated steels were examined by metallographic methods, surface hardness measurement and by pin-

on-disk wear test. 

Laser hardening was used to obtain continuous hardened layer on the surface. As measurement in the areas 

of overlap between hardening passes would make evaluation and comparing with the other hardening 

methods much more difficult, the tribological test track was in all cases laid right over the hardening pass 

and not in the overlap area (see Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Location of the tribological test tract between overlaps of laser hardening passes 
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The resulting tribological test track was observed in a Carl Zeiss light microscope which was capable of 

accurately positioning the specimen and offering readings of the “z” coordinate of the distance from the 

specimen surface plane. The total of 4 measurements were made in A, B, C and D regions of each 

tribological test track (see Fig. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measured values for 4 tribological test track profiles in various locations were converted into arithmetic 

average values and plotted in graphs in sections 2 and 3. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - 1.2379 STEEL 

2.1 Microstructure and surface hardness HV 10 

 

Fig. 2  Areas of measurement of the tribological test track profile 

Fig. 3  Steel grade 1.2379 upon laser hardening, 3% nital etch 

499 ± 53 HV 10 

Fig. 4  Steel grade 1.2379, induction hardened, 3% nital etch 

456 ± 10 HV 10 
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Fig. 5  Steel grade 1.2379, through hardened, 3% nital etch 

Comparison of micrographs in Figures 3 through 4 and HV 10 surface hardness values reveal the effects of 

heating rate and holding time at austenitizing temperature before quenching upon dissolution of carbon 

and alloying elements in the matrix. Laser and induction hardening are accompanied by negligible 

redistribution of carbon. This is thanks to high heating rates and short austenitizing times. On the other 

hand, the matrix of through-hardened 1.2379 shows much greater level of carbon saturation. This is 

reflected in measured HV10 hardness values. Microstructures shown in Figures 3 and 4 contain carbides, 

retained austenite, martensite matrix but also tempered martensite and sorbite. Tempered microstructure 

resulted from insufficient heat dissipation during surface hardening.    

2.2 Wear evaluation - Pin-on-Disk method 

 

 
Curves in Fig. 6 show the differences between wear behaviours of laser-hardened and induction-hardened 

surfaces and through-hardened steel 1.2379. Very interesting aspects are the different depths and widths of 

tribological test tracks in laser and induction-hardened samples. These notable differences were caused by 

Fig. 6  Tribological test track profile 

4,6 % 

9,5 % 

25,9 % 
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different orientations of carbides in the parent metal. Values in the graph in Fig. 6 indicate the ratios 

between the cross-sections of test tracks and the total image area. The total image area was adapted using 

Axiovision software for Carl Zeiss microscope to the size of 1024×768 pixels. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - 1.2311 STEEL 

3.1 Microstructure and surface hardenss HV 10 

 

 

Fig. 7  Steel grade 1.2311 upon laser hardening, 3% nital etch 

Fig. 8  Steel grade 1.2311, induction hardened, 3% nital etch 

655 ± 31 HV 10 

767 ± 62 HV 10 

539 ± 19 HV 10 

Fig. 9  Steel grade 1.2311, through hardened, 3% nital etch 
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Microstructures of 1.2311 steel in Figs. 7 through 9 are mostly mixed-type structures. Martensite, bainite 

and retained austenite can be found in all micrographs. The microstructures mostly differ in the bainite and 

martensite proportions and their grain sizes. This causes different HV10 surface values 

3.2 Wear evaluation - Pin-on-Disk method 

 

 
 

The lowest wear values (smallest area above the curve in Fig. 10) were found in the induction-hardened 

1.2311 steel. The amounts of wear of induction-hardened and through-hardened specimens were virtually 

identical, although the difference in their surface hardness was about 150 HV10. This was due to differences 

between their microstructures and grain sizes.   
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CONCLUSIONS  

Results of wear testing of 1.2379 steel proved the importance of orientation of carbides in the 

microstructure on the tribological behaviour of material. Whereas the laser-hardened 1.2379 steel 

exhibited high wear resistance, the induction-hardened steel showed much greater amount of wear in pin-

on-disk test. In case of 1.2311, the difference between amounts of wear of laser and induction-hardened 

surfaces was not as evident as in the 1.2379 steel, but it was still substantial and measurable, resulting from 

differences between the microstructures. 

 

 

Fig. 10  Tribological test track profile 
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Abstract 

Mechanical and chemical surface treatment of steel structures is an integral part of the process before 

application of paints. The purpose of mechanical surface treatment is mainly to get rid of the surface 

material impurities that are bound to the metal surface chemisorption (corrosion products, mill scales and 

rust), to obtain a technically clean surface. Furthermore, to create conditions for anchoring the coating, 

creating conditions for increased corrosion resistance and / or improve the mechanical properties of the 

steel substrate. Chemical surface treatment serves primarily to remove of adherent impurities, especially 

residues of fatty substances, abrasives and polishing, adhering to the surface of the steel substrate during 

the production process itself. The quality of the steel substrate surface treatment is one of the important 

factors affecting the adhesion of the coating and thus its corrosion resistance and thus of steel structures 

life. This paper is focuses on the steel surfaces mechanically cleaned with abrasive blast-cleaning and 

grinding. Then there are the surfaces of hot rolled and cold rolled. The chemical surface treatment is an 

organic degreasing in a degreasing agent. Each surface pre-treatment has own specific and therefore may 

have a different effect on the corrosion resistance of coatings in terms of purity of surface anchor profile 

and residual stress to the prepared steel substrate. We can say that the more closely the surface, this 

adjustment is made, the better the conditions for application of paints, resulting in improved corrosion 

resistance of the final coating. 

Keywords: surface treatment, purity, roughness, residual stress 

1.  DESCRIPTION OF INPUT MATERIALS 

For this experimental work were used samples which accounts for 80% percent of current using in design 

practice: 

KOSMALT - E 300T, from VÍTKOVICE POWER ENGINEERING a.s., in size 100 x 150 x 3 mm, surface treatment: 

 Abrasive blast-cleaning (steel grit) - GP 18, preparation grade Sa 2 ½ according to ČSN EN ISO 8501-1. 

 Abrasive blast-cleaning (copper-slag) - 4VVD-4, preparation grade Sa 2 ½ according to ČSN EN ISO 8501-1. 

 No abrasive blast-cleaning - cold rolled. 

Samples were degreased using organic degreasing of SIMPLE GREEN. 

CRS SAE 1008/1010 - low carbon steel, from Denas Color a.s. (supplied by LABIMEX CZ s.r.o.) in size 102 x 

152 x 0,8 mm, surface treatment: 

mailto:lenka.dobrovodska@vitkovice.cz
mailto:jitka.podjuklova@vsb.cz
mailto:katerina.suchankova.st2@vsb.cz
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 Grinding and degreased surface - preparation grade St 3 according to ČSN EN ISO 8501-1. 

S355J2H - from VÁLCOVNA TRUB TŽ, a.s., in size 100 x 150 x 6,3 mm, surface treatment: 

 No surface treatment, hot rolled. 

2.  PHOTO DOCUMENTATION AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE SAMPLES 

Chemical analysis of surface samples and photographs were taken on the Center of nanotechnology, VŠB - 

TU Ostrava. The surface samples were analyzed on a scanning electron microscope (SEM) PHILIPS XL 30, 

with X-ray microanalysis (EDAX). 

G - samples of blasted with steel grit GP 18 

     

Fig. 1  Photographs of the surface G, 80x zoom on the left and 2000x zoom on the right side [1] 

Table 1  Chemical analysis of surface G [1] 

G - samples of blasted with steel grit 

Element O Si Mn Fe 

Wt% 25,64 1,76 2,20 70,39 

Chemical analysis of surface samples showed contamination of the surface oxides occurring on the surface 

of the sample (Fig. 1 on the right). This oxide growing could be attributed to degrease the samples and 

could affect the adhesion of coating systems and coating degradation. On this surface occurs in a small 

amount of Mn and Si, it is the remnants of grit blasting. 

S - samples of blasted with copper slag DVV4-4 

     

Fig. 2  Photographs of the surface S, 50x zoom on the left and 350x zoom on the right side[1] 
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Table 2  Chemical analysis of surface S [1] 

S - samples of blasted with copper slag 

Element O Mg Al Si Ca Fe 

Wt% 6,34 1,34 1,89 2,91 1,89 85,64 

Chemical analysis of surface samples showed contamination of the surface oxides, which can be also found 

on the surface of the sample after degreasing. The photographs show, that on the surface occurs secondary 

contamination caused by abrasive. Surface contamination can have a major influence on the adhesion of 

paint system. 

 V - cold rolled surface 

      

Fig. 3  Photographs of the surface V, 50x zoom on the left and 650x zoom on the right side [1] 

Table 3  Chemical analysis of surface V [1] 

V - cold rolled surface  

Element Fe O 

Wt% 83,44 16,56 

On this surface occurs only nitrogen contamination, which can significantly affect the adhesion of the 

coating system and can affect the speed of degradation of the coating. The photographs show that the 

surface produced by cold rolling is covered with fine cracks and pores, which are caused by technological 

process. 

B - grinding surface 

      

Fig. 4  Photographs of the surface B, 80x zoom on the left and 1000x zoom on the right side [1] 
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Table 4  Chemical analysis of surface [1] 

B - grinding surface 

Element Fe 

Wt% 100 

These samples are used to test coating systems. The photographs show, that the surface of the grinding 

belongs to the group of anisotropic surfaces, therefore the values of roughness in the longitudinal and 

transverse directions will be significantly different. There are no impurities on this surface, the surface is 

perfectly prepared for application of coating material. 

T - hot rolled surface 

      

Fig. 5  Photographs of the surface T, 350x zoom on the left and 1000x on the right side [1] 

Table 5  Chemical analysis of surface T [1] 

T - hot rolled surface 

Element O Fe 

Wt% 20,10 79,90 

T - hot rolled surface - a layer of scale 

Element C O Al S Cl K Ca Cr Mn Fe 

Wt% 42,03 13,53 0,73 0,54 0,47 0,85 0,62 0,41 0,99 39,84 

This surface was made by hot rolling, so it is largely covered by a layer of scale. Owing to the technological 

process is the surface covered with large surface holes, incurred as a result of plastic deformation. The 

surface was recorded as well as the presence of oxides, along with scale negatively affect the adhesion of 

the coating system and contribute to more rapid degradation of the coating. 

3.  CLASSIFICATION SURFACE CLEANING ACCORDING TO EN ISO 8502 - 3 

The evaluation was performed in the laboratory VSB - TU Ostrava. 

Table 6  Degree of dust and particle size grade [1] 

Sample Degrese of dust Class size dust particles 

G 2 Light dusting 2 of 50μm to 100 μm 

S 2 Light dusting 2 of 50μm to 100 μm 

V 4 More highly dusting 0 Invisible at a magnification of 10x 

B 0 No dusts 0 Invisible at a magnification of 10x 

T 4 More highly dusting  4 of 0,5mm to 2,5mm 
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The high degree of dust on the surface has a negative effect on the adhesion of the coating system. In practice 

the commonly used 2 / 2 (degree of dust / class size). When values are unsuitable, it is necessary to eliminate 

these impurities by clearing with dry and oil free compressed air or vacuum cleaner that conditions were met.  

4.  SURFACE ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENT ACCORDING TO  EN ISO 4287 

Measurements were make in the laboratory VSB - TU Ostrava. For measure of the base material was used 

measuring instrument Mitutoyo Surftest - SJ 301. Roughness measurements were made on all samples in the 

transverse and longitudinal direction, because some surfaces appear to be anisotropic, that means such a 

surface in the transverse and longitudinal direction have very different parameters of the roughness profile. 

 

Graph 1  Comparison of arithmetic mean deviation Ra and a maximum height of profile Rz [1] 

To better define the surface compared to the skewness parameter (Rsk) of the surface and the kurtosis 

parameter (Rku) was used. These two parameters define more closely the diversity of roughness profile, 

characteristics ridges and scratches occurring on the surface of the steel substrate. Measured values are 

listed in Graph 2. For a better understanding for each graph of the approximate nature of the visual 

rendering surface for the parameter measurements is using. 

 
Graph 2  Comparison of the coefficient of skewness Rks and kurtosis Rku assessed profile [1] 

The measurements show, that the surface roughness is almost identical and can vary the nature of the 

surface, such as capacity or character of the surface profile in aspects coefficient of kurtosis. This character 

can affect the future applications and corrosion resistance of thin organic coatings. 

5. RESIDUAL STRESS MEASSUREMENT 

Measurements were made on the VŠB - TU Ostrava, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. Residual stress was  

measured only on the surface of the steel substrate in the transverse and longitudinal direction at five points 
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Averages of the measured values were plotted on a graph 3. 

All the steel substrates, except for 

ground surface, shown on the surface 

pressure stress. In layman's terms, 

the pressure stress are more 

favorable for coating system than the 

tensile stress. This way oriented 

residual stresses should not 

theoretically affect on the cracking 

accompanied by subsequent cracking 

of the finished paint system leading 

to the premature degradation due to  

                       Graph 3  Residual stress on the surface [1]             a faster corrosion attack  of  the  steel  

substrate, but this may not be the rule. The highest pressure stress reaches the surface of grit blasted (G). 

Tensile residual stresses occur only on the surface grinding, or only in the longitudinal direction, the 

direction of grinding, in the transverse direction compressive stress occurs, but in terms smaller than 

previous surfaces. The sample identified as T - hot-rolled tube, showing in both directions pressure stress, 

but reality may be completely different. A tube from which the sample was taken, as a whole may have 

little tensile stress. 

6.  CONCLUSION 

Surface treatment of steel substrate before application coating materials therefore plays an important part. 

Inadequate clean rust, scale from the steel surface and subsequent formation of oxides at the steel surface 

reduces the adhesion and helps accelerate the degradation of organic coatings. Also, the lack of grease and 

dust removal of impurities leads to deterioration of the adhesion of the coating system. Very important 

part played the surface roughness, or the anchor profile Rz. In terms of adhesion to some coatings is very 

important surface roughness, for example zinc-rich-paint, for these coatings would be substrates in the 

samples V, B and T insufficiently prepared. Other coating materials do not require too high surface 

roughness. Incorrect selection anchor profile and thickness of the coating system will also lead to 

premature degradation and reduction of corrosion resistance coating. His contribution to the degradation 

of the coating system may be the residual stress occurring on the surface of the steel substrate.  We cannot 

definitely say whether these residual stresses of different size and orientation will negatively influence dry 

layer coating system, there are many other factors that will influence crack propagation together with 

tensions, example the dry film thickness, surface roughness and properties of the coating system, etc. 
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Abstract 

Laser ablation is the method for material removing from a surface using pulsed lasers. It is used for surface 

structuring, laser drilling or laser marking. A change of the corrosion behavior of a base material caused by 

thermal effects during laser processing is an important problem of this technology. Possibilities of surface 

modification of stainless steel using laser ablation are presented in this contribution. The most important 

processes that take place during laser treatment of material surface are described. The influence of laser 

processing parameters on resulting material surface state and a possible connection of laser parameters 

with corrosion tests results are discussed.  

Keywords: laser ablation, stainless steel, corrosion resistance 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Laser technologies are progressive methods of material treatment. These methods are based on an 

incidence of a high-energy laser beam on solid (or occasionally liquid) material surface. Interaction between 

the laser beam and the material surface is the base of the process. The properties of the material and the 

laser beam determine what kind of process occurs. The material absorbs one part of laser radiation when 

the second part reflects and the third part passes through the material. In case of metals is the third part 

zero. The absorptivity is the most important material parameter in laser material interaction. For each 

configuration is the absorptivity given by combination of laser parameters - wavelength, angle of incidence, 

polarization of the laser radiation and of the material radiative properties - state, geometry of the surface 

and temperature. The higher value of the resulting absorptivity means that the more laser radiation is used 

for the processing. The heat conductivity of the material determines if the material is heated rather locally 

(conductivity lower values) or if the heat dissipates to material (conductivity higher values) [1]. 

The absorbed laser radiation causes different processes on material surface. The interaction of laser beam 

with the material can lead to blenching, foaming, ablation, thermal oxidation, etc. The decisive parameters 

are the power density and the interaction time. These parameters determine usability for different 

technologies - hardening, welding, cutting, drilling, engraving etc. 

1.1  Laser ablation 

Laser ablation is a technology of surface material removing due to the laser beam incidence. The laser 

energy causes vaporization and partial ionization of the material. The goal of the process is to evaporate 

the material and simultaneously thermally affect (melting, structural changes etc.) as few as possible the 

neighborhood of the treated area. This is achieved by introducing of the sufficient energy in a short time 

interval. The required power density is greater than 10 MW/mm2 and the interaction time in nanosecond 

for metals [1].  
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The pulsed lasers are used for the laser ablation. It can be used for permanent marking of products in one 

step without added materials with high efficiency. The mark is induced by interaction of the focused laser 

beam with the material surface. The laser beam is deflected with galvanometric scanner. Therefore, it can 

reach each point of the scanned area and a defined track can be created. 

1.2  Laser marking 

This basic principle of the laser marking is uniform for all materials. Different additional processes can take 

place during the ablation and can lead to different origins of the material contrast changes. For each 

material is suitable different process and strategy. For marking of metals are suitable ablation and thermal 

oxidation. For this purpose are suited the pulsed lasers - q-switched YAG lasers and pulsed fiber lasers.  

The pulsed fiber lasers conquer the industrial marking application currently. They are compact, have long 

service life and their main advantage is the possibility of independent change of the adjustable parameters. 

The pulsed fiber lasers pulse repetition frequencies are typically in range from 1 kHz to 1 MHz, maximum 

pulse energy are mJ and the pulse length can be tuned approximately from 10-500 ns. It is possible to focus 

the laser radiation in spot of size typically 10-100 microns by using a pulsed fiber laser together with a 

galvanometric scanner with the f-theta objective. The power density then reaches 10 MW/mm2 and it is 

suitable for ablation. The spot size can be easily changed by changing the beam expansion. 

For laser color marking of stainless steel with pulsed fiber lasers it is possible to use many different process 

strategies [2]: single lines, single line overlapping, multi line overlapping, grating surface creation. The 

fastest methods are single line and overlapping the single lines. Each line is produced by given thermal load 

and the oxides on the surface are formed after the process during cooling. The color of the marked lines or 

areas can be varied by the thickness of the oxide layer. The thickness of the oxide layer can be controlled by 

energy per unit of area J/mm2 introduced to the surface (the heat input). The heat input can be controlled 

by changing the power and the scanning speed in these methods. 

The other method to create the color marking is the overlapping the melting pools created after pulsed 

laser irradiation. The distances between the individual melting pools edges are comparable with the visible 

light wavelength. A diffracting surface is created if the surface area is filled with these melting pools.  

The melting of the surface, which is typical for three previous methods, can easily weaken the corrosion 

resistance. The most promising method to create the uniform oxide layer on the surface without melting is 

the multi line overlapping. In this case, the scanning velocity is very high (1 m.s-1) and the lines are very 

close. The area is scanned several times - the line spacing is in ten microns and the line overlap is about 

90%. The pulse repetition frequencies are in range 100 kHz and the times between the pulses are therefore 

microseconds. The laser operates rather as a area source. The heat input can be in this method varied by 

changing the power, scanning speed and line spacing. In this method the surface is not melted and the 

oxide layer is formed by laser enhanced diffusion and by the reactions within the laser irradiated area. 

Strong temperature gradients due to laser irradiation will enhance the transport of species by formation of 

stresses, strains, cracks and other defects. In the case of pulsed-laser oxidation the short irradiation times 

involves to remain the thermodynamically unstable phases while other phases cannot nucleate [3].  

1.3  Corrosion properties of laser treated surfaces  

The corrosion resistivity of the surfaces affected by laser ablation can be changed due to the above 

described thermo-chemical processes. With the multi line overlapping method it is possible to obtain the 
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uniform, contrast and color mark on steel surface. In dependence on the various parameters which 

determines the thermal load (J.mm-2) - line spacing, laser power, scanning speed and their combination 

with subsequent parameters as pulse length, pulse frequency, pulse shape, etc. we can obtain the different 

corrosion resistance of marked surface [2]. The increasing the amount of the oxygen in the ambient 

atmosphere will increase the oxide layer growth. On the contrary in the inert atmosphere or under liquid 

layer will not the oxide layer growth. 

The change of the corrosion properties of the materials after surface laser treatment can be one of the 

significant parameters of this technology. Reducing of the corrosion resistivity of the materials can be 

fundamental in some applications and therefore limiting for laser ablation technology using. We have 

analyzed changes of the corrosion properties of stainless steel after laser marking, which is a special case of 

laser ablation. Some experiments, material analyses and results are presented in this contribution.   

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The aim of experiments was to find out a connection between laser color marking parameters, surface or 

structural changes and corrosion properties of stainless steel. The pulsed fiber laser SPI G3-HM [4] with the 

ScanLab ScanCube 10 [5] scanning head with f160 f-theta was used for laser marking. The average output 

power of the laser is 30W. The peak emission wavelength of this laser is 1062 nm and maximum pulse 

energy is 1 mJ. The pulse frequency could be tuned from 30 to 500 kHz and the pulse length could be 9-

200 ns. The laser spot diameter in the focus distance is about 90 m and the maximum scanning speed is 

10 m.s-1. The SPI G3-HM lasers are usually used for marking (plastics, metals or poly-compounds), scribing, 

ablation, solar cell processing and other.  

The influence of laser marking on 

corrosion resistance and related 

properties of stainless steel 

equivalent to the AISI 304 steel 

were studied. Laser marking with 

different parameters was applied 

on thin sheets samples of 

dimensions 150 x100 mm and 

thickness 1.5 mm. Samples surface 

conforms to quality 2B - cold-rolled. 

As expected, the microstructure of 

the steel was austenitic, with the 

marks of plastic deformation. The 

AISI 304 steel contains max. 0.08 % 

of carbon, 17.5-19.5 % of 

chromium, 8-10.5 % of nickel, less than 1 % of Si and less than 2 % of Mn. The laser parameters varied in 

terms of scanning velocity, pulse frequency and pulse length. It was chosen 36 different combinations of 

parameters for laser marking and a square shaped areas of dimensions 6 x 6 mm was marked on the 

sample by each of this parameters combination. The appearance of the steel sample with the laser color 

marked areas is shown in the Fig. 1. All squares were marked with constant energy per unit of area (Es), the 

experiments were carried out for energies 3 J.mm-1 and 1.5 J.mm-1. 

Increasing scanning speed 
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Fig. 1  The stainless steel sample with laser color marking 
prepared by varying parameters 
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a)      b)

The surface morphology of the laser color marked areas was evaluated by optical microscope and scanning 

electron microscope. The roughness Ra of the laser treated surface was measured by HOMMEL TESTER T 

1000 profilometer in the direction perpendicular to the laser trajectory. The corrosion tests were realized in 

the SVÚOM Praha s.r.o. The samples were exposed to 100% humidity in condensation chamber for 21 days 

(the test according to ČSN 03 81 31) and to the saline mist with 5% NaCl solution spraying for 120 h (the 

test according to ČSN EN ISO 9227). The corrosion of laser color marked areas was evaluated by optical 

microscope after 7, 14 and 21 days of exposition in the case of the test in condensation chamber and after 

24, 48, 72, 96 and 120 hours in the case of the saline mist test. 

To study the relationships between the laser parameters, properties of color marked areas and their 

corrosion resistance, the laser parameters corresponding to the areas that show the sufficient corrosion 

resistance and to the areas with poor corrosion resistance, was chosen and together with unaffected 

surface, further analyzed by EDAX and XRD analyses. The EDAX analyses were realized by SEM Quanta 200 

from FEI with EDAX EPMA with EDS detector. For the XRD measurements the automatic powder 

diffractometer Panalytical  X’Pert Pro with copper X-ray tube (λCuKα = 0.154187 nm) was used. For the 

measurement, the Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffracton - GIXRD method, suitable for thin film measurement, 

was used. The constant incident-beam angle was 1° which corresponds to depth of radiation penetration 

1 μm. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Surface morphology 

The surface morphology, studied by the optical microscope and surface roughness measurement, showed 

the unambiguous dependence on the laser parameters. The laser color marked areas surface roughness Ra 

decreased together with increasing pulse frequency and scanning velocity. Simultaneously, the scatter 

between the Ra values of areas, marked by the same parameters with varying pulse frequency, is 

decreasing with increasing of scanning velocity. These observations are valid regardless the total heat 

input and pulse length. In the Fig. 2, the surface appearance for the lowest used pulse frequency and 

scanning velocity (Fig. 2a) and highest pulse frequency and  scanning velocity (Fig. 2b) can be seen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2  The SEM of area created by a) lowest pulse frequency and scanning velocity and b) highest pulse 

frequency and velocity. 
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3.2  Corrosion tests 

The corrosion tests led to two detectable changes of laser color marked areas. First, some of the areas 

changed the color all around their surface. Such effect, even though it did not caused the corrosion defects, 

can be limiting for further use of laser color marking for example in the case of laser bar coding. Secondly, 

some of the areas underlaid to a corrosion attack, usually preceded by a lightning of color in a localized 

spots. The corrosion attack had the form of orange-brown colored spots and stains, that spread 

progressively. In the Fig. 3, the evolution of corrosion in saline mist is shown. 

 

Fig. 3  The OM of laser marked area, representing the spreading corrosion in saline mist a) before 

exposition, b) 24 h exposition, c) 48 h exposition, d) 120 h exposition. 

The dependence of corrosion resistance on the laser parameters was not satisfactory validated by 

performed experiments. In agreement with [2], the better corrosion resistance was achieved using lower 

heat input. On the other hand, the dependence on scanning speed, referred in [2], was not confirmed in 

this study. 

The relationship between the corrosion resistance and surface roughness cannot be straightly explained. 

The measured results indicate that lower Ra and smoother surface lead to the better corrosion resistance, 

but there are many exceptions in the set of experimental data. Probably, the surface roughness is not the 

only parameter that plays its role. 

3.3  EDAX and XRD analyses 

To evaluate the differences 

between marked areas prepared 

by different laser parameters in 

more detail, the EDAX and XRD 

analyses were made on several 

selected areas. The EDAX 

analyses confirmed the expected 

composition of base material 

with 18 % of Cr and 8 %Ni. The 

amount of these essential 

alloying elements did not vary 

significantly in consequence of 

laser color marking.            . 
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Theconsiderable changes was observed for the amount of oxygen, which was found to be dependent on 

the heat input - the higher used heat input leads to an increase of oxygen amount in tested areas. 

The XRD results are shown in the Fig. 4 for base material, for marked area with expected poor corrosion 

resistance and for area with expected good corrosion resistance. 

The XRD results not only identify the type of created oxides on the color marked areas, but also point to a 

differences in the steel microstructure. In the base material, two basic phases was identified: the austenitic 

phase (cubic, face centered lattice) and ferritic phase (cubic, body centered lattice). Both laser color 

marked areas contain three phases: austenitic, ferritic and oxidic phase. The oxidic phase could correspond 

to Fe2NiO4, FeCr2O4, MnCr2O4 or FeFe2O4 (cubic diamond lattice). Comparing the XRD data it can be 

noticed, that the intensity of ferritic phase differs for the area with poor corrosion resistance, created using 

higher heat input. It could indicate two effects: the influence of deformation texture, or, with regard to the 

corrosion tests results, the lower amount of ferritic phase in the area with sufficient corrosion resistance. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The performed experiments showed the relationships between the changes of corrosion resistance caused 

by the laser color marking and the other connected surface and structural changes. Based on the results, it 

could be stated, that the laser marking influences the corrosion resistance of stainless AISI 304 steel.  

The experiments revealed that the lower heat input leads to reduction of the oxygen amount in the laser 

treated area (thinner oxidic layer) and also to a better corrosion resistance. Similar dependences were also 

found out in [2]. The lower surface roughness produced by the laser treatment contributes to a better 

corrosion resistance, however, other effects can play more significant role than roughness. An amount of 

dissolved chromium in the austenitic and ferritic phases and the mutual ratio of these phases can also 

influence the corrosion properties, but this is not confirmed by performed experiments. 

The described effects can be controlled by combination of laser parameters. In this study, the unambiguous 

relationship between laser parameters and the surface roughness was found, while the relationships of 

other studied features and laser parameters are not so straightforward. The more detailed corrosion tests 

and following analyses will be provided to explain these relationships in the future.   
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Abstract 

In paper is presented technology of bimetallic layered castings based on founding method of layer coating 

directly in cast process so-called method of mould cavity preparation by monolithic or granular material of 

insert. Prepared castings consist of two fundamental parts i.e. bearing part and working part (layer). The 

bearing part of bimetallic layered casting is typical foundry material i.e. pearlitic grey cast iron with flake 

graphite or ferritic-pearlitic carbon cast steel, whereas in dependence of insert type i.e. monolithic or 

granular, working part (layer) is suitably plate from ferritic, austenitic alloy steel or layer from Ni alloy. The 

ratio of thickness between bearing and working part is from 8:1 to 20:1. The quality of the bimetallic 

layered castings was evaluated on the basis of ultrasonic NDT (non-destructive testing), structure and 

selected usable properties researches. Prepared bimetallic layered castings according to work out 

technology can work in conditions, which require from working surface layer of element a high heat 

resistance and/or corrosion resistance in medium for example of industrial water. Moreover in case of 

application on working part (layer) the chromium-nickel steel is possible to obtain high abrasive wear 

resistance in result of increase in hardness of austenite from about 240HV to about 400HV. This increase of 

hardness following in operating conditions results from induced of plastic deformation martensitic 

transformation γ → α '.  

Keywords: nickel, chromium, bimetal, cast iron, cast steel; 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the engineering industry noticeable is a growing demand for castings with special properties such as 

abrasive wear resistance, corrosion resistance at room or elevated temperature. Elements of this type 

often carried out entirely from expensive and hard to reach materials like of Ni, Co, Ti, or others. In many 

cases the requirements for high performance properties affect only the working surface of the casting. 

Especially if wear of an element leads to its destruction through exceeded the allowable main dimension 

decrease. Among many methods for producing metallic coatings on materials for specific performance 

properties to be mentioned is founding technology so-called method of mould cavity preparation in which 

the element which is the working surface layer of the casting is placed in mould in form of monolithic or 

granular insert directly before pouring molten metal *1÷4+. This technology is the most economical way of 

enrichment the surface of castings, as it allows the production of layer elements directly in the cast 

process. Therefore, this technology can provide significant competition for the commonly used 

technologies of surfacing by welding and thermal spraying [5], because in addition to economic advantages 

do not generate opportunities for the development of cracks in the heat affected zone, which arises as a 

result of making layer by welding method. The idea of the proposed technology of layered casting was 

taken from the relevant mining industry method of manufacture of composite surface layers based on 

granular inserts from Fe-Cr-C alloy and placed in mould directly before pouring molten metal. Obtained in 

this way working surface layers have a high hardness and metal-mineral wear resistance [2 and 4]. 
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Moreover in literature are present data about layered castings made on the basis of monolithic inserts, for 

example from carbon steel poured by liquid chromium cast iron [3] or from grey cast iron dipping into 

liquid hypoeutectic Al-Si alloy [6 and 7]. 

2. RANGE OF STUDIES 

Within a framework of studies were made bimetallic layered castings consist of two fundamental parts i.e. 

bearing part and working part (layer) (Fig.1). The bearing part of bimetallic layered casting is typical foundry 

material i.e. pearlitic grey cast iron with flake graphite or ferritic-pearlitic carbon cast steel, whereas in 

dependence of insert type i.e. monolithic or granular, working part (layer) is suitably plate from ferritic, 

austenitic alloy steel or layer from Ni base alloy. Full review of acceptance material variants for bimetallic 

layered castings is presented in Table 1. Whereas chemical compositions of used materials are presented in 

Table 2 and 3. In aim of making a test bimetallic layered castings in sand mould with no preheating were 

placed monolithic inserts in form of 5mm thick plates of alloy steels (Fig. 2) and in following variant 

granular insert in form of 2mm thick mixture of binder and powder of Ni base alloy (Fig.3). Moreover plates 

surface which staying in direct contact with liquid metal were covered by activator in form of boron and 

sodium compounds. These compounds favour the formation of a permanent joint between both materials 

of layered casting. Prepared in this way moulds were poured by liquid grey cast iron from pouring 

temperature 1450C or in other variant by carbon cast steel from pouring temperature 1650C. In result of 

this were obtained bimetallic layered castings at the ratio of thickness between bearing and working part 

from 8:1 to 20:1. The quality of the bimetallic layered casting was evaluated on the basis of ultrasonic NDT 

(non-destructive testing) made using the DIO 562 flaw detector by STARMANS ELEKTRONICS. Next 

metallographic examination of macro- and microscopic was carried out. Metallographic specimens etched 

in the reagent Mi1Fe containing [8]: 3cm3 nitrous acid and 100cm3 ethanol and Mi19Fe containing [8]: 3g of 

ferric chloride, 10cm3 hydrochloric acid and 90cm3 ethanol. Moreover measurements of macro- and 

microhardness were made using appropriately MIC2 Krautrkramer-Branson's and FM 700's Future-Tech. 

 

Fig. 1  Scheme of bimetallic layered casting  

Table 1  Material variants of bimetallic layered castings 

Number of variant Bearing part Working part (layer) 

1 
Pearlitic grey cast iron with 

flake graphite 

Monolithic insert: plate from ferritic alloy steel X8Cr 13 

2 
Monolithic insert: plate from austenitic alloy steel 

X810CrNi 18-8 

3 Ferritic-pearlitic carbon  
cast steel 

Monolithic insert: plate from austenitic alloy steel 
X810CrNi 18-8 

4 Granular insert: powder of Ni base alloy 
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Table 2  Chemical compositions of materials on bearing part of bimetallic layered castings 

Grey cast iron, mass contents in % 

C Mn Cr Si Cu Al P S 

3,10 0,60 0,80 1,00 0,20 0,20 0,03 0,03 

Carbon cast steel,  mass contents in % 

0,60 1,25 - 0,60 - - 0,03 0,03 

Table 3 Chemical compositions of materials on working part (layer) of bimetallic layered castings, from 
monolithic insert 5mm thick plates of X8Cr 13 or X10CrNi 18-8 alloy steel and from granular insert powder 
of Ni base alloy with granularity 0,1mm 

Alloy steel X8Cr 13, mass contents in % 

C Cr Ni Fe Mn Si Mo B P S 

0,08 12,50 - rest 1,00 1,00 - - 0,03 0,03 

Alloy steel X10CrNi 18-8,  mass contents in % 

0,15 19,00 9,50 rest 1,50 1,20 0,50 - 0,03 0,03 

Ni base alloy, mass contents in % 

0,30 7,00 rest 3,00 - 3,10 - 1,30 - - 

                          a)                      b) 

 

 

Fig. 2  View of sand mould with plate of alloy steel (1) placed in its cavity:  

a - bottom half of mould, b - top half of mould 

 

Fig. 3  View of sand mould with granular insert (1) placed in its cavity 
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3. RESULTS OF STUDIES 

On the basis of non-destructive ultrasonic testing it was found that in bimetallic layered castings which 

were made according to variant 1, 2 and 4 (Tab.1) was obtained permanent joint between working part 

(layer) and bearing part, as the bottom echo was larger than the echo of the transition zone (head placed 

on the side of working layer). Moreover in variant number 3 was obtained permanent joint only on 80% of 

contact surface of both materials. Moreover on residual 20% of surface was obtained partial joint, which is 

characterized by the presence of so-called “bimetallic connecting bridges”. Presence of so-called “bimetallic 

connecting bridges” also provides stability of joint and does not significantly reduce the application 

characteristics of the casting. These results are confirmed by presented in Fig 4 example views of cross-

section of test bimetallic layered castings. 

a) b) 

  

c)  

Fig. 4  Views of example cross-section of bimetallic layered castings in configuration: a) plate of alloy steel sort 

X10CrNi 18-8 (1) - grey cast iron, b) layer on Ni base alloy (1) - carbon cast steel, c) plate of alloy steel sort 

X10CrNi 18-8 (1) - carbon cast steel, joint with presence of so-called “bimetallic connecting bridges” 

On Figs 5÷8 are presented example microstructure of obtained bimetallic layered castings. In variants 1 and 

2 with bearing part in form of grey cast iron, as a result of C diffusion phenomena in the direction from cast 

iron to steel plate and to a lesser extent Cr in the opposite direction, transition zone has been formed at 

the joint between cast iron and steel. Shaped transition zone, structurally different from used grey cast iron 

and steel plates, has the character of diffusion which determining the high quality of a joint between both 

bimetallic components. In addition, the formation of microstructure of transition zone and adjacent areas is 

affected by the heating temperature of steel, whose source is the liquid cast iron poured into the mould. 

In the case of bimetallic layered casting in configuration: working part (layer) from high chromium steel X8Cr 13 

and bearing part from grey cast iron, the analysis carried out on the surface layer (steel plate) side allows to 

distinguish the zones shown in Fig 5. Whereas in the case of bimetal layer casting in configuration: working part 

(layer) from chromium-nickel steel X10CrNi 18-8 and bearing part from grey cast iron, the analysis carried out on 
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the side of surface layer (steel plate) allows to distinguish the zones shown in Fig 6. The surface layer of this type of 

bimetallic layered casting obtained single-phase austenitic structure, which is similar like the ferritic layer provides 

high resistance to corrosion, also at elevated temperatures. However, compared to ferritic (150HV), austenitic 

structure has a greater resistance to abrasive wear. The increase in hardness of austenite (from 220HV to 400HV) in 

operating conditions occurs as a result of inducted of plastic deformation martensitic transformation γ→α '.  

In the case of bimetallic layered casting in configuration: working part (layer) from chromium-nickel steel 

X10CrNi 18-8 and bearing part from carbon cast steel, it was found that obtained boundary between ferritic-

pearlitic carbon cast steel and plate of austenitic alloy steel, characterizes a high degree of nonlinearity (Fig. 

7a), which determines high strength of joint between working part (layer) and bearing part in layered casting. 

This joint has the character of diffusion which determines diffusion of C in direction from cast steel to steel 

plate. Proximate result of this diffusion is creation of pearlitic transition zone (δ) with thickness 15μm and 

hardness 230HV (Fig.7c). Moreover, the result of the diffusion phenomenon is decarbonizing of cast steel in 

near boundary area and in consequence of this is creation in this zone ferritic microstructure with small 

amount of pearlite, considerably smaller than in the rest of bearing part of casting (Fig.7b). 

 

Fig. 5  Microstructure of bimetallic layered casting in configuration: working part (layer) from alloy steel  

X8Cr 13 (plate of the thickness about 5mm) and bearing part from grey cast iron, zones: 1) ferrite 

(microhardness 150HV), 2) martensite (365HV), 3) martensite (410HV) with carbides (Fe, Cr)xCy (1000HV), 

4) pearlite (300HV), 5) hard spots - pearlite and ledeburite (420HV) with carbides (Fe, Cr)3C (800HV), 6) flake 

graphite in pearlite matrix (300HV) - etching Mi19Fe 
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Fig. 6  Microstructure of bimetallic layered casting in configuration: working part (layer) from alloy steel X10CrNi 

18-8 (plate of the thickness about 5mm) and bearing part from grey cast iron, zones: 1) austenite 

(microhardness 220HV),  2) austenite with carbides Cr26C6 (330HV), 3) ferrite and austenite (275HV) with 

small amount of carbides Cr7C3 and Cr23C6, 4) martensite (350HV), 5) hard spots - pearlite and ledeburite 

(430HV) with carbides (Fe, Cr)7C3 (1100HV), 6) flake graphite in pearlite matrix (300HV) - etching Mi19Fe 

a) b) c) 

   

Fig. 7  Microstructure of joint area between austenitic alloy steel and ferritic-pearlitic carbon cast steel  

- etching fig. 7a) and c) by Mi19Fe, fig. 7b) by Mi1Fe 

Additionally, the near boundary area of plate of alloy steel sort X10CrNi 18-8 is carbonizing by cast steel 

contains 0,6%C and in result of this is obtained in this zone microstructure of martensite with hardness 

about 380HV. Besides carbonizing of the near boundary area of austenitic steel, also  favors the creation 

of martensite cooling from high temperature to which the plate is heated, and whose source is the liquid 

cast steel poured into the mould. 

Moreover application of the working part (layer) of Ni base alloy, allows to obtain high hardness (about 

350HV) and abrasive wear resistance on the working surface of bimetallic layered casting. Microstructure 

of this working layer contain hard eutectic carbides (381HV) with solid solution  (150HV) matrix (Fig.8).  
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a) b) 

  
Fig. 8  Microstructure of joint area between layer on Ni base alloy and ferritic-pearlitic carbon cast steel (a) and 

microstructure of working part (layer) contains solid solution  with eutectic carbides (b)  - etching Mi19Fe  

4. SUMMARY 

Prepared bimetallic layered castings according to work out technology possess high quality and permanent joint 

between both component materials and can work in conditions, which require from working surface layer of 

element a high heat resistance and/or corrosion resistance in medium for example of industrial water. 

Moreover in case of application on working part (layer) the plate of chromium-nickel steel or powder of Ni base 

alloy is possible to obtain high abrasive wear resistance. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, the emphasis is put on the environmental requirements concerning reduction in the amount of 

volatile organic compounds (VOC) in paint systems. The application of protective paint systems based on 

organic coatings containing small-sized particles is developing a lot nowadays. Protective paint systems 

form 85% of all anti-corrosion systems worldwide. They provide anti-corrosion protection mainly as a 

barrier, which limits the access of water and aggressive compounds from the ambient environment to the 

substrate. The protective effect of the paint system is increased by the presence of active pigments. One of 

them is zinc ortho-phosphate, which is today among the most used non-toxic anti-corrosion pigments. 

The experiments were focused on the effect of pre-treatment of the metal substrate on the corrosion 

resistance of the respective paint systems. The behaviour of the paint system as to corrosion resistance on 

the cold-rolled surface and the surface pre-treated according to ISO 8501-1 to the surface-preparation 

grade Sa 2.5 was compared. Two kinds of transparent paint systems based on alkali resin were applied onto 

the substrates. The first paint system with an admixture of zinc-compound pigment bearing a trade name 

ZP10 contained zinc pigments with a common particle size (2-3 μm). The other paint system, also with the 

admixture of zinc-compound pigment, contained nano-sized pigment particles. The corrosion resistance of 

the paint system containing the nano-sized pigments according to laboratory tests reached 20 months. 

Keywords: paint system, pigments, substrate, corrosion resistance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The surface treatment of the substrate material before the actual application of protective coating has a 

significant influence on adhesion to a material surface; it contributes to its overall appearance, resistance 

and the service life of the coating. The corrosion resistance of protective coatings, above all paint systems, 

is usually increased when anticorrosive pigments are present. The subject matter of the study is the effect 

of added pigment particle sizes which significantly affect anticorrosion properties of paint systems. The 

presence of nano-sized particles seems to be convenient in paint systems. As the field of surface 

treatments has not been wholly explored, the development tends to lead in this direction. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

As an experimental material, we used KOSMALT - E300T steel sheet sized 100  × 150 × 3 mm. One of the 

sample types was delivered with 4VVD abrasive-blasted surface (copper slag, labelled “O”) while the other 

type with the current surface after rolling (labelled “V”). 

mailto:jitka.podjuklova@vsb.cz
mailto:tomas.lanik@vsb.cz
mailto:vratislav.bartek@vsb.cz
mailto:jitka.podjuklova@vsb.cz
mailto:petr.srubar@vsb.cz
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3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

 A chemical analysis of sample surfaces by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM 

microscopy) 

The chemical analysis was carried out in the Nanotechnology Centre based at VŠB - TU Ostrava. The 

chemical compositions of samples surface blasted with abrasive 4VVD-4 - copper slag, and cold-rolled 

samples were found by means of an electron microscope EDAX PHILIPS XL30. 
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On the surface blasted with the abrasive 4VVD-4 - copper slag, Si, Ca, Al and Mg elements occurred only in 

a small amount up to max. 3%, this means slight contamination of the surface. The absence of carbon 

proves the fact that there are no residues of organic compounds (oils, lubricants, etc.) on the surface. The 

presence of blasted grains on the surface may result in poorer adhesion of the paint system. 

 

The rolled surface showed only presence of Fe and O elements. The increased volume of oxygen proves the 

presence of oxide stages which can have an influence on coating adhesion. 

 Roughness measuring according to ČSN EN ISO 4287 

Roughness was measured by means of Mitutoyo Surftest - SJ-301 which is able to assess the material 

surface according to various parameters.  
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 Application of paint systems 

Both types of the samples were degreased by means of an environmentally-friendly agent SIMPLE GREEN. 

After degreasing, two kinds of paint systems were applied onto the surfaces of the samples by means of a 

brush. They were common paint systems on the basis of alkyd resin, to which ZP10 zinc phosphate had 

been added. One group of samples contained micrometer-sized pigment particles (the one marked “M”), 

while the other group of samples contained nano-sized pigment particles (the one marked “N”). The 

thickness of paint layers after curing was 60 μm. 

 
 Corrosion test of paints according to ČSN EN ISO 9227 

The corrosion test of the paint systems were executed in the salt corrosion chamber LIEBISCH S400 M-TR 

for 72hr-long exposure to the salt fog environment. The value of 72 hours of exposure in the corrosion 

chamber simulates corrosion resistance in the environment of C5 for the period of 12 months. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the experiment was to compare the suitability of 2 types of surfaces (blasted and rolled) as a 

substrate under the applied coatings. On the basis of the chemical analysis, the blasted surface showed 

slight contamination with Si, Ca, Al and Mg elements with occurrence of blasted grains compared to the 

rolled surface. The presence of the blasted grains on the surface may result in worse adhesion of the paint 

system. The rolled surface only showed increased percentage of oxides. It arose from the results of the test 

that the rolled surface which showed lower values of rusting through, blistering and delaminating is the 

more suitable as the substrate for both kinds of paint systems. The best results on the rolled substrate 

showed the “N” paint system - transparent varnish based on alkyd resin with an 11-15% admixture of ZP10 

zinc phosphate in the nano-size and it meets the requirements for short-term corrosion protection for the 

period of 3 to 6 months. 
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Abstract 

The Vanadis 6 tool steel has been coated with CrN, doped with small silver addition, by reactive magnetron 

sputtering. Some of coated specimens were subsequently vacuum annealed at 500 oC. The microstructure 

of film has been investigated on fracture surfaces of samples. Adhesion was evaluated by scratch-test. 

Wear resistance was measured using a pin-on-disc method, against alumina and 100Cr6 balls, at ambient 

and elevated temperatures. Experimental results have shown that the CrN-layers with an addition of 3%Ag 

have grown in a columnar manner. The addition of small amount of silver makes the adhesion on the 

substrate better. At an ambient temperature, no positive effect of the Ag-addition to the wear 

characteristics was found. But, in the testing temperature range 400 - 500 oC, significant lowering of friction 

coefficient and improvement of wear resistance were recorded. This can be attributed to the transport of 

Ag towards the surface, and thereby reduced friction force. 

Keywords: Cr-V ledeburitic steel, magnetron sputtering, Ag-addition, self-lubrication 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few years, the effect of self-lubrication has brought a new challenge to the coatings 

development. The main idea is based upon the fact that commercially available lubricants exhibit 

considerable shortcomings and can not be used effectively in tooling applications. Soft noble metals, on the 

other hand, posse stable chemical behaviour in wider temperature ranges and can exhibit self-lubricating 

properties due to their low shear strength.  

Several studies were focused on the self-lubricating nano-structured nitride films with silver addition. 

Aouadi et al. [1] developed ZrAgN-films on silicon wafers substrate, by reactive magnetron sputtering. They 

found out that small silver addition (5-12%) increased the coating hardness and the H3/E2 - ratio. This led to 

more than twice improved wear resistance. Muratore et al. [2] have examined nanocomposite yttria-

stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coatings enriched with Ag. They found out that the addition of 12 - 20 at% Ag 

lowered the friction coefficient within the temperature range 300 - 500 oC, which was attributed to the 

diffusion of Ag to the surface, where it formed lubricious grains and thereby reduced the friction force. 

Basnyat et al. [3] have investigated various silver additions in the basic CrAlN film. They established that the 

Ag addition led to slightly increased hardness but decreased elastic modulus. The addition of 9 at.% Ag 

reduced the friction coefficient three times, compared to pure CrAlN. From the point of view of the wear 

resistance, incorporation of 5 at% Ag was established to be the optimum. Mulligan et al. found out that the 

texture of CrN changes with increased Ag-content [4]. The friction coefficient of the layers with 22 at.% Ag, 

measured for the 100Cr6-steel counterpart at 600 oC was reduced from 0.64 (pure CrN) to 0.47 (CrN+22 

at% Ag) [5]. Also in this case, the transport of Ag to the surface was established as a principal explanation of 
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excellent wear behaviour [6]. Excepting these facts, one can also assume that soft silver particles can 

effectively relax internal stresses in the films and contribute to better adhesive properties onto the 

substrates. 

Cr-V ledeburitic steels are one of the most typical substrates for the PVD-layering. These materials are used 

in many industrial operations like metal cutting, wood working, fine blanking, drawing etc. However, as 

evident from above cited sources, no experimental work has been devoted to the layering with CrAgN of 

Cr-V ledeburitic steels yet. Therefore, current paper deals with the development of adaptive 

nanocomposite CrAgN coating on the PM made Cr-V ledeburitic steel Vanadis 6, which is widely used in 

cold work tooling.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

Substrate material was the PM ledeburitic steel Vanadis 6 (2.1 %C, 1.0 %Si, 0.4 %Mn, 6.8 %Cr, 1.5%Mo, 5.4 

%V). The samples for the investigations were the plates with the dimensions 55 x 10 x 1 mm, heat treated 

and polished up to the mirror finish.  

The CrN- and CrAg3N-coatings were deposited in a magnetron sputter deposition system, in a pulse regime 

with f = 40 kHz. Two targets, opposite positioned, were used. For the CrN-coating, both targets were made 

from pure chromium (99.9%Cr). For the CrAg3N-coating, a silver target (99.98% of purity) was used instead 

of one Cr-target. In the case of the CrN-coating, the output power was 2.9 kW on each cathode. For the 

production of Ag-containing films, the output power on the Cr-cathode was 5.8 kW and that on the Ag-

cathode was 0.1 kW. The processes were carried out in a low pressure atmosphere (0.15 mbar) with N2:Ar 

= 1:4.5. The substrates were placed between the targets on rotating holders, with a rotation speed of 3 

rpm. Just prior the deposition, the substrates were sputter cleaned. The substrate temperature was 250 oC. 

Negative substrate bias of 100 V was used for the deposition. The total deposition time was 6 h. 

Selected samples with CrAgN-coatings were post-annealed in a vacuum furnace, to determine the effect of 

thermal influence on the tribological behaviour. The annealing temperature was adjusted to 500 oC and the 

annealing time to 2 and 4 hours, respectively. 

For the analyses of the microstructure of the substrate and PVD-coatings, light and scanning electron 

microscopy were used. The hardness and the Young´s modulus (E) of the coatings were determined using 

the instrumented nanoindentation test under a normal load of 20 mN, using a Berkovich indenter. For both 

coatings, ten measurements were made and the mean value and the standard deviation were calculated. 

The adhesion of the coatings has been examined using a CSM Revetest scratch-tester. The scratches were 

made under progressive increasingly load from 1 N to 100 N, with a loading rate of 50 N/min. Rockwell 

diamond indenter with a tip radius of 200 m was used. Five measurements were made on each specimen 

and the mean value of adhesion, represented by the Lc1 and Lc2 critical loads, respectively, has been 

calculated. The critical loads were determined by recording of the signal of acoustic emission as well as by 

viewing of the scratches on the light micrographs. The Lc1 critical load corresponded to the occurrence of 

first inhomogenities in the coating and the Lc2 critical load was determined as load when 50% of the coating 

was removed from the substrate. Tribological properties of the coatings were measured using the CSM pin-

on-disc tribometer, at ambient and elevated temperatures, up to 500 oC. For the testing, the balls with 6 

mm in diameter, made from Al2O3 and 100 Cr6 steel (61 HRC) have been used. No external lubricant was 

added.  
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The normal loadings used were 1 and 5 N. For each measurement, the total sliding distance was 100 m. The 

volume loss of coated samples was calculated from the width of the track using the formula: 

where: R - wear track radius, d - wear track width, r - radius of the ball  

From known volume loss, the wear ratios were calculated using the formula derived from the original taken 

from [7], re-calculated to the volume wear:  

 

      

where: Fn - normal load, l - sliding distance 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The microstructure of the substrate material is in Fig. 1. The material consists of the matrix and fine 

uniformly distributed carbides. After the heat treatment, the hardness of the steel was 724 HV 10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The thickness of CrN film without a silver addition was 4.3 m, Fig 2a. It can be clearly discerned that the 

film grew in a columnar manner, with well visible individual crystallites. This type of layer growth is typical 

for magnetron sputtered CrN-films as reported previously [8]. The addition of 3%Ag did not change the 

growth mechanism of the layer significantly, Fig. 2b. Also the thickness of the film was practically the same 

as the pure CrN. 

As expected, the hardness of CrAg3N-film is slightly lower than that of no-silver containing. Similar effect of 

Ag-addition on the CrN-film hardness has been reported by Yao et al. [9]. An explanation can be given by 

the fact that Ag is very soft in nature and the Ag-particles embedded in CrN make a softening of the 

coating. 

The Young´s modulus practically does not undergo changes with small Ag-addition, Table 1. But, if higher 

Ag-amount was added into the CrN, the E was lowered as reported by Aouadi et al. [1]. The assumption the 

Ag will decrease the E is natural, but, it is probably not easy to determine the minimum Ag-concentration 
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from which this effect will be highlighted. At the current status of knowledge we can assume only, that very 

small silver additions, together with low deposition temperature (resulting in very fine Ag-droplets 

embedded in CrN) do not influence the Young´s modulus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of CrN (a) and CrAgN (b) films deposited on the 

Vanadis 6 steel substrate 

After the scratch-test, the failure of the pure CrN coating begins with semi-circular tensile cracking, Fig. 3a. 

These symptoms occurred at a load around 24 N (Lc1). The “total” failure of the pure CrN-film is shown in 

Fig. 3b. There are many parallel cracks visible in the scratch, where of about 50% of the coating is removed 

from the substrate. Typical load when this symptom occurred was 40 - 45 N. Relatively softer CrAgN coating 

fails also by the manner of semi-circular tensile cracks, but the distance between the first cracks is larger 

than that in the pure CrN-film, Fig. 3c. Moreover, is seems that some of the cracks stopped their 

propagation through the scratch. The critical load at which these symptoms firstly occurred was of around 

23 N, Table 2. Fig 3d shows the total failure of the CrAgN coating. Here, higher distance between adjacent 

cracks is also clearly evident. It suggests that the coating can store a higher amount of plastic energy before 

failure. Also, the total failure of the coating with the Ag addition was detected at higher load that that of 

pure CrN, Table 2. Obtained results of the scratch-tests show that the first symptoms of coating failure 

occurred at the similar load. But, it seems that the Ag-containing films are more resistant to the failure 

development since, for instance, the 50% coating delamination occurred at significantly higher load Lc2. 

Post-deposition annealing worsened the adhesion of CrAg3N-film significantly. Recorded critical loads Lc1 

were well below 10 N.  

Table 1  Mechanical properties of the layers 

Coating Hardness [GPa] Young´s modulus *GPa+ 

CrN 16.79 ± 1.49 244 ± 15 

CrAg3N 15.97 ± 1.44 241 ± 9 

 

Table 2  Critical loads for defined degree of coatings failure 

 

 

 

 

Coating Lc1 [N] Lc2 [N] 

CrN 24.5 ± 1.7 42.7 ± 4.4 

CrAgN 23.4 ± 5.9 52.2 ± 5.9 

a 
3 m 

b 
3 m 
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Fig. 3  Light micrographs showing the failures after scratch test: a - CrN, Lc1, b - CrN, Lc2, c - Cr3AgN, Lc1, d - 
Cr3AgN, Lc2 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the tribological investigations. At a room temperature, the friction 

coefficients of CrN and CrAg3N against the alumina are practically the same. At low temperature, therefore, 

no positive effect of the Ag-addition was found. These results are rather inconsistent with other 

observations [3, 5, 9], where slightly positive effect of Ag-addition was found. However, the silver content 

delivered to the CrN was much higher in all the experiments [3, 5, 9] and, in addition, also the testing 

conditions (load, counterpart material) were dissimilar to those used in current paper. This makes the 

results incomparable with our measured data.  

Table 3  Results of tribological investigations of the coatings, testing load 1N unless otherwise indicated 

Testing temperature 
[oC]/coating 

CrN CrAg3N 

Friction coefficient Wear ratio Friction coefficient Wear ratio 

Room temperature 0.379 6.947x10-13 0.389 7.399x10-13 

300 0.357 2.926x10-11 0.304 2.894x10-11 

400 0.256 1.162x10-11 0.194 4.329x10-12 

500 0.239 1.927x10-11 0.169 6.208x10-12 

Room temperature 100Cr6* 0.301 1.254x10-10 0.315 1.379x10-10 

Room temperature 100Cr6 0.427 - 0.400 - 

Post-deposition annealing of CrAg3N-films led to unclear findings. At a testing load of 5 N and an ambient 

temperature, the annealing 500 oC/2 h reduced the friction coefficient against alumina from 0.303 (as-

deposited) to 0.243, but the annealing 500 oC/4 h gave an increase of friction coefficient to 0.327. The 

testing at 1 N gave similar results at an ambient temperature. At a temperature of 300 oC, a reduction of 

the friction coefficient to 0.222 and 0.216 for the annealing hold 2 and 4 h, respectively, was recorded. 

Taking into consideration abovementioned worsening of adhesion, the post-deposition annealing should 

not be recommended for coating treatment. 

a b 

c d 
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Fig. 4  Light micrographs showing the wear traces of the CrN-coating after the sliding against Al2O3, load of 

1 N, at: a - room temperature, b - 300 oC, c - 400 oC, d - 500 oC. 

At higher testing temperatures, the friction coefficient of CrAg3N-coating became much lower than that 

made from pure CrN. This can be attributed to the following factors: In an agreement with observations 

published elsewhere, [3, 5], diffusion of Ag to the surface, where it forms lubricious grains, can be 

expected. In our experiments, no smeared silver in wear scares was found, but, we used significantly lower 

Ag-addition than those in cited papers. Furthermore, one can logically assume that the friction coefficient 

decreases with increased temperature since the films undergo softening. The last contribution to the 

lowering of the friction coefficient may be represented by the fact, that also the softening of Al2O3 can be 

expected at higher temperature.  

For the testing against the 100Cr6 steel´s counterpart, the results do not give doubtless results. Higher 

normal loading used gave slightly higher friction coefficient and also worse wear resistance. Standard 

loading of 1 N gave slightly opposite results regarding the friction coefficient, but the difference between 

CrN and CrAgN is relatively small.  

Fig 4 demonstrates the wear scares obtained by the testing of Cr-N coating against alumina, at ambient and 

elevated temperatures. At an ambient temperature, the testing gave very narrow track, Fig. 4a. This also 

corresponds well to the lowest wear ratio, see Table 2. The testing at 300 oC led to much wider wear track, 

Fig. 4c, and drastically higher wear ratio (in two orders of magnitude). It is followed by slight decrease in 

wear and narrower wear track, Fig. 4c. At a testing at 500 oC, the wear ratio of CrN increased again. 

The CrAg3N-coating behaved in a similar way, but only from the qualitative point of view. This means that 

the wear ratio was minimal after the testing at an ambient temperature, which was followed by dramatical 

increase at 300 oC and decrease at 400 and 500 oC, respectively, Table 2. However, significant quantitative 

differences between wear ratios of CrN and CrAg3N were found when tested at 400 and 500 oC. Firstly it 

should be highlighted that the wear of CrAg3N was three times lower. This was also reflected in narrower 

wear scares, as evident from Fig. 5. Secondly, the testing of CrN at these temperatures led to surface 

200m a 

200 m d 

200 m b 

200 m 
c 
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morphology (Figs. 4c,d) showing evidence of grooves and pitting while no pitting was found in the case of 

the CrAgN-coating, Figs. 5 c,d.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Light micrographs showing the wear traces of the CrAg3N-coating after the sliding against Al2O3, load 

of 1 N, at: a - room temperature, b - 300 oC, c - 400 oC, d - 500 oC. 

For the testing against ball bearing steel, both coatings gave very wide wear scares at a loading of 5 N, Fig. 

6. Also some symptoms of the counterpart´s material transfer were found. The wear resistance of CrAgN 

was not better than that of CrN, which can be attributed only to the slightly lower hardness of the CrAgN - 

since the friction coefficients of both films was practically the same. 

The results of wear ratio measurements are generally very well consistent with the obtained values of 

friction coefficient, e.g. the wear ratio decreases with decrease of friction coefficient found at the same 

testing temperature and/or against the same counterpart. In order to explain the temperature behaviour of 

both coatings, it should be noted that there was not a lubricant added to the experimental setup. The 

lower/higher friction coefficient and/or volume wear, measured at a given temperature, can thus be 

attributed only to the self-lubricating effect of the Ag-containing film. This effect is, however, prevalent 

only above the testing temperature of 400 oC, when the Ag-atoms are capable to be transported to the 

surface. Below, but above an ambient temperature, there can only the effect of the softening of both 

coatings be expected. It was reflected in much higher wear ratio at 300 oC than that at an ambient 

temperature. Finally, it should be also noted that the softening of alumina could take place during the 

testing. For the dry sliding application at a low loading, and against hard counterpart (or workpiece), small 

silver addition into the CrN seems to be promising with respect to minimize the wear and reduce the 

friction forces. The testing against softer material (ball bearing steel) at a room temperature, however, 

indicates that no positive effect of silver on the wear characteristics can be expected. Therefore, the 

application of Ag-addition into the coatings is not essential when the coated tools are expected to be used 

at an ambient temperature, against hard steel or alumina workpieces. 

200 m 
a 

d 
200 m c 200 m 

200 m 
b 
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Fig. 6  Light micrographs showing the wear traces of the CrN (a) and CrAg3N-coating (b) after the sliding 

against 100Cr6-steel, load of 5 N, at a room temperature 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Investigations of magnetron sputtered CrN and CrAgN-films allow to conclude that: 

All the coatings have a thickness of 4.3 m. The silver addition does not influence the thickness. 

The coatings grew in typical columnar manner. Small addition of silver did not lead to changes in the 

growth mechanism of the films. 

The addition of 3 wt% of Ag into the CrN film resulted in very slight hardness decrease and practically no 

effect in the Young´s modulus.  

The adhesion of CrAg3N-film can be evaluated to be better than that of pure CrN-film. It can be attributed 

to better capability of relatively softer CrAg3N-film to store the plastic energy, which makes it more 

resistant against delamination at higher normal load applied.  

Tribological investigations at 1 N, against alumina, established excellent properties of the CrAg3N-films at 

the temperatures above 400 oC. The friction coefficient was reduced to 70-75% compared to pure CrN and 

the wear ratio was lowered 3 times. 

Post-deposition annealing of CrAg3N-coated samples reduced the friction coefficient but made the 

adhesion insufficient. This processing can not be recommended for coating treatment. 

The testing against softer material (100Cr6 steel), at an ambient temperature, did not give positive results 

for the CrAg3N-films. Therefore, the addition of Ag can be considered as essential only when the tools are 

expected to be utilised at higher temperature  
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Abstract 

An experimental program was carried out to design an after pot cooling section for Continuous Galvanising 

Line. The cooling system should reduce an initial temperature of 550 °C down to about 50 °C for the 

shortest possible distance. Reference thickness of a strip is 1 to 2 mm and expected velocity for a strip 1 

mm thick is about 3 m/s. 

The cooling tower has a vertical configuration and the strip is moving upwards in the first cooling section. A 

test for the quantity of dropping water from the cooled area was done to minimise the amount of coolant 

which must be removed by air knifes to protect the galvanising pool. 

Optimal nozzles were selected in the first stage of the project. Water and mist nozzles of various footprints 

were tested and finally full cone water nozzles were selected to use in a cooling chamber. 

A great number of laboratory cooling experiments provided a great deal of information about the cooling 

intensity for the following spray parameters (nozzle size, coolant pressure and flow rate, spray height, 

nozzle pitch, velocity of motion). These boundary conditions were used in a thermal numerical model for 

the computation of cooling rates in a variety of the cooled strips.  

Final design achieved optimised the length of the cooling line and the production costs as well. 

Keywords: galvanizing line, cooling unit, heat transfer, spraying 

1. SPECIFICATION OF PROJECT / INTRODUCTION 

Innovative markets, such as automotive industry, pipelines or architectural building design require the 

development of new steel and new process. To achieve these grades in continuous annealing lines as well 

as in galvanizing lines, Fives Stein constantly improves and develops new technologies;  Flash Cooling 

technology up to 75% H2, Wet Flash Cooling Technology for the cooling process. In After Pot cooling for 

Galvanizing lines FIVES STEIN has a long experience in air cooling system with AERIS and efficient PAD 

technology. The advantages of using water cooling in this section are great and Fives Stein had developed a 

Fog cooling unit.  

A program of experiments was carried out to find an optimal design of a unit. Measurements were 

followed by numerical modelling of temperature field in a cooled strip.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Various types of nozzles were tested during work development. The main aspects for nozzle selection were 

set: optimal cooling intensity, controllability, small amount of water falling to liquid galvanizing pool below 

mailto:raudensky@fme.vutbr.cz
mailto:frederic.marmonier@fivesgroup.com
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Fig. 1  Nozzles used during experiment 

 
Fig. 2  Experimental equipment 

 
Fig. 3  Distribution of Surface Temperature and Water Mass onTime  

(T1-T6 are thermalsensors - Fig. 8) 

the cooling unit and operation cost. Both nozzles, single and two-phase nozzle were tested with flat jet and 

full cone footprint (see Fig. 1).  

3. STATIONARY HEAT TRANSFER TESTS 

Initial selection of the nozzles started with stationary tests without any movement of the cooled surface. 

These tests were used for finding major characteristics of the tested nozzles. The cooling intensity and 

amount of water falling down along the cooled surface were measured.  

3.1 Experiment description 

Stationary heat transfer tests were done on a stainless steel 

plate (300x300 mm) with six embedded thermocouples 

positioned in two rows (Fig. 8). The plate was heated to an 

initial temperature of 650 °C, moved in the cooling position and 

sprayed by the nozzle, see Fig. 2. Under the test plate a vessel 

was positioned to catch the splashed water. The weight of the 

water in the vessel and temperature were recorded. The 

surface temperature history was evaluated by an inverse task 

and the heat transfer coefficients were computed. 

3.2 Results 

There are two outputs from the stationary experiments. The first output is the recorded water weight in the 

vessel and the second is the computed surface temperature history and heat transfer coefficient. The 

reflection of water from the cooled surface depends on the surface temperature. The quantity of water in the 

vessel is nonlinearly increasing as the surface temperature is decreasing; see Fig. 3. When surface 

temperature is higher than Leidenfrost temperature the droplet does not wet the surface. It evaporates and 

between the surface and the droplet a vapour layer arises which does not only allow the surface to get wet 

but also reflects the droplets. When the surface becomes colder then water sticks to the surface and a portion 

of the reflected droplets is smaller, see area Vmax in Fig. 5. A bigger 

amount of steam was formed at the end of the experiment when heat 

transfer coefficient became bigger.  
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Fig. 5  Water mass recomputed to l/m2s and its 

dependence on time 

 

 
Fig. 4  HTC dependence on the surface temperature 

 
Fig. 6  HTC and Surface temperature dependence on 

time 
 

 

 

 

Measured temperature is recomputed by the inverse task to surface temperature and to heat transfer 

coefficient. A typical computed HTC dependence on the surface temperature is shown in Fig. 4. With 

decreasing surface temperature the HTC increases because of the Leidenfrost effect. When the 

temperature difference between the surface and water is high enough the steam layer arises between the 

surface and the impinging droplet. Therefore the droplet does not wet the surface. The Leidenfrost 

temperature is the temperature when the vapour layer is thin enough and the droplet impacts to the 

surface through the layer. The pictures Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the Leidenfrost temperature presented by the 

Vmin and Tmax value. 

4. FULL SCALE COOLING TESTS 

Full scale tests are the test where the test plate moves with the same velocity as in the plant conditions and 

a number of nozzles is used in the configurations which are identical to the plant conditions. The full scale 

tests were conducted in order to investigate the behaviour of a group of nozzles in detail. There was a set 

of parameters which had to be taken into account - nozzle size, feeding pressure, distance from cooled 

surface, nozzle pitch (vertical and horizontal). All set parameters were based on the stationary experiments. 

Cooling homogeneity is mainly influenced by the correct choice of the distance between the nozzles. There 

should be an optimal overlapping to reach a constant cooling intensity of the row of the nozzles - this was 

an important parameter studied.  
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Fig. 8  Tested plate and nozzle configuration 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7  Principal scheme of laboratory stand (1-cooling medium, 2-pressure gauge, 3-nozzle, 4-

moving deflector, 5-manifold, 6-tested sample, 7-moving trolley, 8-data logger, 9-roller, 10-electric 

motor, 11-hauling steel rope, 12-girder) 

 

 4.1  Experimental test bench 

The laboratory stand, shown in Fig. 7, was used for testing the cooling intensity of water jets from the 

nozzles. The test plate moves on a six meter long girder. The motor is controlled by a converter allowing 

the velocity of the test plate movement to be set. The test plate can rotate with the girder. Cooling can be 

applied to the horizontal or vertical test plate. 

The test plate in the heating position is faced 

down and is above an electric furnace which 

heats the test plate to an initial temperature of 

the experiment. The girder with test plate 

rotates 90° after heating and the test plate is 

now in the vertical position for cooling. Along 

the laboratory stand the nozzles are fitted in 

given positions (Fig. 8). A water pump is 

switched on and the flow is adjusted. Flow rate conditions are stabilized. A driving mechanism moves the test 

plate through the sprays. The position of the test plate and the temperature of sensors are recorded. Data is 

transferred from the data logger into a computer for further evaluation when cooling experiment stops.  

4.2  Results of heat transfer tests 

4.2.1 Flow rate influence 

Table 1  Table of experiments for two types of full cone nozzles with different flow rate 

Experiment 
 

Velocity 
[m/s] 

Water Pressure 
[bar] 

Flow Rate 
Nozzle Row 

Switched On (Fig. 8) 

G16p 1 Higher Higher A B C D 

G16 3 Higher Higher A B C D 

M16P 1 Higher Lower A B C D 

M16 3 Higher Lower A B C D 

GD16P 1 Higher Higher A D 

MD16P 1 Higher Lower A D 
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Fig. 9  Average HTC dependence on the surface  

temperature comparison for smaller and bigger nozzles 

 

 

 
Fig. 10  HTC distribution 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 11  Average HTC dependence on the surface 

temperature comparison for different pressures 

and bigger and smaller nozzles 

In Table 1 the chosen configurations for two different sets of nozzles are shown. Higher flow rate nozzles 

were used during experiments G and lower flow rate nozzles were used during experiments M. The position 

of the nozzles was same for all experiments (Fig. 8). Letter D in the name of the experiment represents that 

the water is sprayed only by the first and last row. It is simulating the possibility of cooling intensity control. 

It is clear when two rows are switched off; there is still some cooling intensity (Fig. 10 - position interval -

200mm, +200mm). Fig. 9 represents computed HTC dependence on the surface temperature for smaller 

and bigger nozzles.  

 
4.2.2 The Pressure Influence 

The measurements were done for three pressure levels. In Table 2 is a setup of the experiments. 

Table 2  Table of experiments for two types of full  

cone nozzles with different flow rate 

Experiment 
 

Velocity 
[m/s] 

Water 
Pressure 

[bar] 

Flow Rate 

G8 3 Lower Higher 

G12 3 Medium Higher 

G16 3 Higher Higher 

M8 3 Lower Lower 

M12 3 Medium Lower 

M16 3 Higher Lower 

 

 

The results are shown in Fig 11. The most important observation is that the smaller nozzle shows a very 

small sensitivity to the coolant pressure. It seems that cooling intensity for this nozzle is almost saturated. 
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Fig. 12  Temperature history for combination of 

big and small full cone nozzles, higher pressure 

and thickness 1 mm 

 

 

 
Fig. 13  Temperature history for smaller full cone 

nozzles and higher pressure 

 
Fig. 14  Temperature history for strip 2 mm, 

smaller nozzles, velocity 1 m/s 

 
Fig. 15  Study of controllability by switching of each 

second row of nozzles, other parameters are equal 

to Fig. 14 

5.  NUMERICAL MODEL 

One dimensional numerical model was used for simulation of the cooling unit. Temperature drops for 

various configurations of the nozzles and spray parameters were tested to design an optimal cooling unit. 

Control of the unit by setting the pressures and by switching off/on nozzle bars was studied. The model 

uses the boundary conditions obtained from the measurements. Fig. 12 shows an example of cooling strip 

thickness of 1mm, moving velocity 3 m/s in a cooling section six meters long. A combination of the bigger 

nozzles (initial 3 m) and the smaller nozzles (end 3 m) was used in this design. A good comparison of 

temperature histories for identical conditions when using only the smaller nozzles is shown in Fig. 13. It is 

obvious that cooling intensity is not sufficient and final temperature after running a six meter long cooling 

section is too high.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The influence of the thicknesses of the strip at temperature field is shown by comparison of Fig. 13 and 14. 

The first one is for a thickness of 1 mm and the second one for a thickness of 2 mm. It is considered that the 

thicker strip moves with a velocity of 1 m/s. Smaller full cone nozzles operating at a higher pressure and a 

water temperature of 40°C are used in both cases. Switching on and off the rows of the nozzles can be used 

for controlling the unit. Fig. 15 shows a situation when the cooling done by smaller nozzles is interrupted. 

Two rows of the nozzles are ON and two rows are OFF. It should be stressed that even in the area which is 

not directly sprayed a relatively high intensity of cooling can be found because of water flowing outside the 

direct impingement area (see Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 16  Air Knife SAS; Inside view (fog 

can be seen) from below, no water 

droplets on camera lens 

 

6.  CONCLUSION 

Within this study, thanks to the skill of the Heat Transfer and 

Fluid Flow Laboratory of the Brno University, FIVES STEIN had 

developed the technology fog cooling applied to cooling tower in 

CGL. A complementary study of a SAS based on the use of air 

knife was carried out, see Fig. 16. This SAS is water droplets 

tight, to be fully confident about using of this technology for 

After Pot cooling in CGL. The combination of the experimental 

work with numerical modelling was successfully used in the 

design of the cooling unit in a galvanizing line. Intensity of the 

cooling is significantly temperature dependent. This feature is 

valid for all of the tested nozzles. The numerical model takes into 

account a real dependence of heat transfer coefficient on the 

surface temperature. The combination of the lower higher flow rate nozzles is optimal for the design of the 

cooling section. Spacing of the nozzles was tested and the optimal nozzle pitch was found. A staggered 

arrangement of the nozzles in bars was chosen. Influence of the velocity on heat transfer was found and 

considered in the design. 

A low controllability for the smaller full cone nozzles was found by changing the coolant pressure. The 

Cooling intensity was saturated and changes in heat transfer coefficient between higher and lower pressure 

obtained were small. 

The numerical models showed the cooling intensity and the temperature field for a number of the cooling 

configurations. A significant influence of the velocity of the cooled strip (cooling time) was found. The 

numerical models showed the ability of the cooling system to cool the strip moving by a velocity of 3 m/s at 

the total length of 6 meters. Numerical simulation showed that the cooling system working at a higher 

pressure with the bigger nozzles is possible providing a sufficient cooling intensity even for the strip 1 mm 

thick at a velocity of 5 m/s and 6 meters long cooling section.  
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Abstract 

The nitriding behaviour of heat-treated alloyed carbon steel was carried out on two samples with different 

diameters. The influence of microstructure and nitriding conditions on the thickness and hardness of 

nitrided layer were investigated. Bored cylindrical samples were quenched and subsequently tempered. 

Plasma nitriding was performed at 500°C for 6 hours with mixture of H2 and N2 in plasma nitriding 

appliance. Microstructure and mechanical properties of nitrided layers were characterized using optical 

spectrometry, optical microscopy, microhardness testing and SEM with energy dispersive analyser. Plasma 

nitriding process increased the surface hardness of samples by 100%. The nitrided depth was also 

estimated using cross-sectional microhardness profiles. The results show that plasma nitriding creates a 

nitrided layer consisted of compound layer and nitrogen diffusion layer. Behaviour of Nht thickness was 

experimentally obtained in dependence on length of cavity. The influence of nitrogen content on 

microhardness and Nht thickness of nitrided layer was proved.  

Keywords: plasma nitriding, cavity, nitrided layer, nitrogen, length of nitriding. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The carbon alloy steels have been generally used in automobile industry for their high hardness and 

strength. Low corrosion resistance sometimes limits their industrial application. Plasma nitriding process is 

a chemical-heat treatment widely used to increase the surface hardness, fatigue strength, wear and 

corrosion resistance of steels [1, 2]. Parameters of plasma nitriding layer are not dependent only on process 

parameters of nitriding, such as duration, temperature, pressure, voltage and nitrogen potential, but it is 

also dependent upon the substrate alloy type and in this case of selected alloy on their microstructure [1-

3]. The aim of the present investigation was to study the creating of nitrided layer inside the cavity with the 

diameter of 6 and 8 mm. This study deals with mechanical properties of nitriding layers inside the cavities. 

Chemical composition of steel was verified for selected chemical elements by GDOES/Bulk method on LECO 

SA 2000 spectrometer. Microstructure was evaluated by laser confocal microscope Olympus OLS 3000 [1]. 

Thickness and microhardness of plasma nitrided layers were measured by microhardness testing method in 

accordance with DIN 50190 standard [5] on automatic microhardness tester LECO LM 247 AT. The local 

composition was found on energy dispersive semi-quantitative analyzer (EDS) EDAX 9900. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

Bars of 32CrMoV12-10 steel in untreated state were bored with diameters of 6 and 8 mm. Samples of 

length 500 mm were heat treated in accordance with Tab. 1.  

mailto:pokorny.zdenek@centrum.cz
mailto:vojtech.hruby@unob.cz
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A microhardness of treated material of samples was 600 HV0,05. Plasma nitriding was carried out in PN 

60/60 RÜBIG appliance according to Tab. 2. The charge was consisted of 2 cylindrical samples (cavities) 

which were plasma nitrided at the pressure of 500 Pa for 6 hours. 

After plasma nitriding process, the samples with the diameters of 6 and 8 mm were cut off. The length of 

the first sample was 30 mm, each other was 12 mm. The lengths of the samples were folowing: 30, 42, 54, 

66, 78, 90, 102, 114, 126, 138, 150, 162, 174, 186, 198, 210, 222, 234, 246, 258 mm. All samples were wet 

grounded using silicon carbide paper with grit from 80 down to 2000 and subsequently polished. Created 

nitrided layers are documented in Fig. 2.  

Chemical composition of material was measured by GDOES/Bulk method (Tab. 3). The depth profiles were 

evaluated by GDOES/QDP method and are shown in Fig. 5. Glow discharge optical spectroscopy (GDOES) 

measurements were performed in LECO SA-2000, with argon glow discharge plasma excitation source, 

calibration of nitrogen: JK41-1N and NSC4A standards.  

 

 

Fig. 1  Image of cut off sample 

Table 1  Temperatures of heat-treated steels 

Procedure Temperature *°C+ 

Oil quenching  940 

Salt tempering 650 

Table 2  Parameters of nitriding process  Table 3  Chemical composition of 32CrMoV12-10 steel 

Temperature [oC] 500  C Mn Si Cr Mo V P S 

Duration [h] 6  GDOES/Bulk 

Gas flow H2/N2 [l.min-1] 24/8  0,30 0,47 0,25 2,95 0,89 0,28 0,002 0,001 

Bias [V] 530  DIN standard 

Pressure [mbar] 5  0,30 
0,35 

< 
0,60 

< 
0,35 

2,80 
3,20 

0,80 
1,20 

0,25 
0,35 

< 
0,025 

< 
0,010 Pulse length *µs+ 100  

Fig. 2  The chemically etched confocal cross-

sectional structure of tempered steel 

Fig. 3  Real image of measured sample from LM  

247 AT 

length 
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Confocal laser microscope LEXT OLS 3000 with 

outstanding resolution of 0.12 µm and magnification 

range from 120x to 12400x were used for structure 

documentation.  

 

Microhardness was measured by Vickers microhardness method on automatic microhardness tester LM 

247 AT LECO at 50 g load and 10 s dwell time. The major Vickers microhardness numbers were derived 

from five measurements such an average value according to Fig. 3. The result of five measurements and the 

cross-section structure of chemical etched material is shown in Fig. 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Microhardness depth profile of plasma 

nitrided layer in cross-sectional structure 

 

Fig. 5  Depth profiles of 32CrMoV12-10 steel 

Table 4  Local chemical 
composition measured on SEM  

Length 
[mm] 

Nht 
thickness 

[mm] 

Nitroge
n  

[%wt] 

30 0,12 7,22 
42 0,12 6,15 
54 0,11 6,05 
66 0,09 5,26 
78 0,09 4,99 
90 0,09 5,82 

102 0,08 4,21 

114 0,06 4,24 

126 0,00 1,75 
Fig. 6  The thickness of nitrided layers in dependence on content  

of nitrogen at pressure 500 Pa in cavity with diameter of 6 mm  
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Following equation was used for calculation of Nht thickness X (1) in accordance with DIN 50190 standard: 

X = [[Y * 0.1] *10] + 50.           (1)  

where, X is Nht thickness in mm, Y is the average microhardness number from five indentation´s patterns in 

HV 0.05 [kg]. The local chemical compositions of plasma nitrided layers in length of cavities were observed 

by SEM method in combination with energy dispersive micro analyser EDAX 9900. Measurement of 

nitrogen content was performed from two local spaces with magnification 25x. The results from analysis 

are shown in Tab. 4 and Fig. 6. 

3.  RESULTS 

Heat-treated samples with diameters of 6 and 8 mm were plasma nitrided at pressure 5 mbar. 

Microhardness of plasma nitrided layers confirmed increasing of surface microhardness about 500 HV0,05 

which is shown in Fig. 4. Nht thickness of plasma nitrided layer was measured in accordance with DIN 

50190 standard (1). The significant part of results is shown in Tab. 5. The cavity with diameter of 6 mm was 

nitrided to the length 126 mm, the last value of Nht thickness was measured in length 114 mm. In case of 

cavity with diameter of 8 mm the nitrided layer was presented along all length of cavity. The values of Nht 

thickness decreased to 0.03 mm in length 270 mm and then increased back to higher values because all 

samples were nitrided from both sides.   

 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Experiment showed that plasma nitriding process is applicable not only for flat surfaces but for cavities too. 

These created nitrided layers improve corrosion resistance and mechanical properties of steel. It was 

proven that the diameter of cavity has remarkable influence on the plasma nitriding in length in accordance 

with Fig. 7. Peaks which established during plasma nitriding process (Fig. 7) have connection with plasma 

density and concentration of nitrogen. Fig. 6 shows that concentration of nitrogen has significant influence 

to the thickness of both nitrided layers. Compound layer, diffusion layer and nitrogen concentration are 

interdependent. Created plasma nitrided layer improves corrosion resistance and mechanical properties. 

Table 5  Results of microhardness 

measurements 

Length 
[mm] 

Diameter of 

8 mm 6 mm 

Nht thickness [mm] 

30 0,18 0,12 

114 0,14 0,06 

150 0,11 

0,00 

246 0,07 

258 0,04 

270 0,03 

282 0,04 

284 0,05 

Fig. 7  Course of microhardness in cavities with diameter 6 and 8 mm 
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Abstract 

Thermally sprayed coatings are widely use in the area of energy industry, aircraft industry, metallurgical, 

glass and printing industry or for renovation and repairing, etc. Further possibility of the utilization of 

thermal spraying is in the area of railway traffic, in concrete terms in railway vehicles. The main aim of this 

work was aimed to find the suitable coatings for wheel-axle systems with ensuring good mechanical-

physical properties during dynamic stress of the axles. Selected coatings sprayed using high pressure/high 

velocity and arc technologies were tested (abrasive wear, bond strength, macro and micro-hardness) and 

the coatings microstructure was evaluated (porosity, oxides, cracks, etc.). The results of experimental 

measurements provide beneficial information for a successive choice of suitable thermally sprayed material 

to given applications.  

Keywords: thermally sprayed coatings, mechanical properties, rail vehicle 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A railway axle is a highly dynamically stressed part of railway vehicles. Very strict demands are impose on 

this component. One of parts of axles is a wheel-set where the wheels are cold pressing for ensuring the 

permanent joint. Requirements for axles materials and mechanical-physical properties of the axles and 

wheel-sets are standardized in ČSN EN 13261 and ČSN EN 13260 *1, 2+. In the standards there are 

mentioned fatigue limits during dynamical loading among others. These values changes in the relation to 

the axle material, geometry (hollow or full axles) and to the axle area (stepped or un-stepped part).  

The molybdenum plating which enables the fretting resistance, electrical conductivity and repeated 

withdrawing of the wheel from the axle is year-applied technology of the surface treatment of the wheel 

sets. The main aim of this work was to find a suitable thermally sprayed material that should be as an 

alternative to standardly used molybdenum (Mo is most of all sprayed by flame spray technology or by arc 

eventually). The alternative material has to show high adhesive/cohesive strength, high macro- and micro-

hardness, good wear resistance, corrosive resistance, good sliding properties and a guarantee of electrical 

conductivity. The beginning of research, results of which are presented in this work, was aimed at 

comparative laboratory testing of several electrically conductive and corrosive resistant coatings. 

2. EXPERIMENTS AND TESTED MATERIALS 

Following coatings tests and analyses were done: measurements of macro-hardness HR15N, microhardness 

HV0.3, bond strength in tensile loading, abrasive wear resistance and evaluation of the coatings 

microstructure. The macro-hardness HR15N was measured using the PM13 Rockwell tester, microhardness 

HV0.3 using the LECO DM-400A Hardness Tester. Five indentations for HR15N and seven indentations for 

HV0.3 performed to determine the average value. The bond strength was evaluated using the tensile test 
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method in accordance with ČSN EN 582 *3+. The wear resistance was measured using the Dry Sand Rubber 

Wheel Test method according to ASTM G-65 Standard [5]. The parameters of the wear test were as follows: 

the applied load of 22N, abrasive line of 718 m, Al2O3 abrasive sand in 212-250 µm of grain size. Coatings 

microstructure was determined using a light microscope and the coating thickness was measured using the 

Lucia programme. Two types of sprayed technology (HVOF-high velocity oxygen fuel system and arc 

technology) were used for samples preparing. Three types of arc coatings -13%Cr (austenitic stainless 

steel), 99.9%Mo, CuAl8 (aluminum bronze)- and two types of HVOF coatings -Triballoy 400 (CoMoCrSi) and 

Stellite Alloy 6 (CoCrWCSi)- were sprayed using the optimized deposition parameters (optimized amount of 

fuel and oxygen, carrier gas, spray distance, etc.).  

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Microstructure 

The micrographs of coatings microstructure are shown in Fig.1. Evident difference between individual 

coatings microstructures is given by the used spray technology. HVOF coatings are dense with a low oxide 

content and any appearance of un-melted particles, whereas the arc sprayed coatings are characterised 

with high porosity and high oxides content. The coatings roughness between the used spray technologies is 

also very different. From the coatings micrographs non-uniform surface of arc comparing to HVOF coatings 

is clearly evident. The results of coatings thickness measurements are mentioned in Table 1. High 

differences between maximal and minimal value for arc coating corresponds with their ultrahigh surface 

roughness.  

Table 1  Coatings thickness measured on the coatings cross sections using light microscope and Lucia 

programme 

Coating Average value *µm+ St.dev. Min. *µm+ Max. *µm+ 

Stellite Alloy 6 488.9 ±19.2 445.7 528.7 

Tribaloy 400 540.4 ±23.7 493.4 578.4 

13%Cr 419.1 ±66.8 333.8 545.2 

CuAl8 370.9 ±75.0 257.1 501.7 

99.9%Mo 250.0 ±89.3 109.9 429.1 

High coating roughness is a negative factor especially in term of operating cost due to high stock for 

machining. Nevertheless, the coatings properties can be controlled by the used spray parameters. Wilde et. 

al [12] stated that for spraying alloys it is important to reduce the burn-up of the elements, or that low 

particle temperature process is often required to maintain the alloy composition and that using low voltage 

along with high atomizing gas pressure and high current, the particle temperature and surface roughness 

can be reduced. On the contrary, the HVOF coatings are very uniform regarding the surface roughness. The 

roughness values of HVOF coatings are as follows: for Stellite Ra ≈ 5 µm and for Triballoy 400 Ra ≈ 9 µm. 

The surface roughness of arc sprayed coating was out of range and therefore impossible to measure 

The microstructure of Mo-coating is shown in Fig.1e. The Mo coating contains, besides fine 99.9% 

molybdenum, oxides of Mo, see thin strips surrounding the splats. The molybdenum oxides created in Mo-

coatings acts as an anti-corrosive protection. The majority oxides phase MoO2 increases coating hardness 

but thereby also a brittleness, which influences negatively the cohesive strength of a coating [6]. 

Microstructure similar to Mo-coating can be seen at both other arc sprayed coatings. Fig. 1d shows the 
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microstructure of the CuAl8 coating. The phases that surround individual splats of the CuAl8 coatings are 

mainly the aluminium oxides [7]. These oxides also occur on the surface of coating. They act as the passive 

layer decreasing the corrosive attack there. In Fig 1.c the micrograph of 13%Cr coating cross section is 

shown. High oxides content is also evident in the coating microstructure. Cifuentes et al. [11] showed that 

spinel oxides M3O4 form majority part 

in coating. However, the amount of 

oxides depends on the spray 

parameters, most of all on the spray 

distance and type of the air cap. In all 

arc sprayed coatings there are evident 

large globular pores between 

individual splats increasing un-

compactness of coatings. However, 

these pores are probably the results of 

a manual metallographic preparation, 

during which whole un-melted 

particles detach from coating due to 

lower cohesion of these structural 

particles. The microstructure of HVOF 

sprayed coatings is shown in Figs.1a,b. 

The microstructure of the Stellite Alloy 

6 coating is documented in Fig.1.b. 

The coating is homogenous, dense 

and structured with visible interface 

between individual splats. Melted and 

semi-melted particles have a 

featureless appearance while the un-

melted particles have a dendritic 

structure. The oxides (spinel oxides CoNiO2 [8]) appeared in the microstructure in the form of intersplat 

lamellae or globules are oriented parallel to the substrate surface. Sidhu et al. [8] performed the X-ray 

mapping of the different elements present across the coating region to clarify the elements distribution. 

They found that the coating area is found to be rich with main elements of the feedstock powder as Co and 

Cr, which were uniformly distributed throughout the coating region. Cr provides oxidation and corrosion 

resistance as well as strength by the formation of M7C3 and M23C6 carbides. Metals such as Mo and W 

contribute to the strength via precipitation hardening by forming MC and M6C carbides and intermetallic 

phases such as Co3(Mo,W). These elements were also homogenously distributed in the coating cross 

section. Further additive Ni, increasing the strength, hardness and chemical resistance of the coating, 

showed a tendency to present mainly at the splat boundaries in the form of thin stringers, whereas Fe 

showed a tendency to make thin streaks at the coating substrate interface. Alloying addition Ni, C and Fe 

promotes the stability of an fcc structure of Co-rich matrix, which is stable at high temperatures up to the 

melting point (1495 °C), while Cr, Mo and W tend to stabilize, hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal 

structure, which is stable at temperatures bellow 417 °C *8, 13+. Si (element that increases the hardness of 

materials) significantly diffused from the coating to the substrate and was also distributed uniformly in the 
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coating area. The Triballoy 400 coating, see Fig.1a, can be also characterized as a dense and homogenous 

coating but a higher porosity as at the Stelite coating is observed. Triballoy 400 can be generally 

characterized as a composite composed of a brittle metallic phase embedded into a solid solution of a soft 

cobalt matrix. Przybylowitz et al. [9] described the coatings microstructure, chemical and phase 

composition. They mentioned that the coating contains 50% of Laves phases which ensure good adhesive 

(cohesive) strength of coating to the substrate. The 

molybdenum, that is contained in the powder in 

the amount around 29wt.%, increases the strength 

of Co matrix. The elements of Ni+Fe are added to 

the coating for the stabilization of a face-centered 

crystal lattice of matrix. Bolelli et al. [10] studied 

mainly the phase composition of the coating by 

means of X-ray diffractometry, they found 

following phases: Co7Mo6, Co3Mo2Si, CoSi2 and 

CoMoCr solid solution with fcc lattice 

3.2 Hardness, Wear resistance 

The results of coatings hardness and 

microhardness measurements are shown in Table 

2 and graphically depicted in Fig.2. Both 

measurements show the highest hardness for 

HVOF sprayed coatings, whereas the hardest 

coating is Tribaloy 400. Very low hardness values 

were measured for CuAl8 coating.  

The wear resistance of coatings is shown in Fig.3, 

other characterised corresponding values are 

mentioned in Table 3. Values of coating density 

had to be determined for possible comparison of 

wear characteristics between different materials. 

The coatings densities were calculated from the 

equation: ρ = mc/Vc. Where mc is the coating 

weight [g] and Vc is the coating volume [cm3]. For 

using this formula the precise shape of sample 

must be known. The results of the coatings wear 

rate show a strong influence of the hardness on 

the wear resistance. As it is shown in the Fig. 3a, 

the coatings resistance against abrasive wear 

behaves similarly as the hardness values. The 

highest wear resistance was recorded for HVOF coatings, whereas the wear rate of Stellite Alloy 6 and 

Triballoy 400 coating was nearly identical. Slightly higher wear rate, volume losses respectively, of Triballoy 

400 coating can be given by higher coatings porosity. The pores weaken the splats boundaries, which leads 

to decrease in cohesion strength of the coating. Due to invasion of cohesive strength whole splats can 
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unfasten from free surface, thus the volume loss rises. However, the differences of wear rates between 

these coatings are minimal and the porosity effect would be probably more distinctive in high-stress 

abrasive conditions. The worst wear resistance was recorded for the CuAl8 coating. Nevertheless, poor 

hardness values were measured for this coating. The total volume loss for the CuAl8 coating was not 

possible to measure because in the third cycle the substrate was uncovered and the abrasive test had to be 

stopped. The wear resistance of the Mo and the 13%Cr coatings in comparison to other tested materials 

was intermediate.     

Table 2  Coatings hardness 

Coating Stelite Alloy 6 Triballoy 400 99.9%Mo 13%Cr CuAl8 

Microhardness HV0.3 615.6±57.9 701.8±71.3 285.9±12.6 480.3±90.1 128.3±15.1 

Hardness HR15N 86.4±0.6 88.4±0.5 59.0±1.5 73.5±2.5 43.2±1.2 

Hardness HRC (converted) 51.9 56.1 -* 27.3 -* 

*very low value of HR15N, impossible to converted into HRC 

Table 3  Wear resistance of coatings 

Materials TVL* [mm3] AVL* [mm3] v* [mm3/m] k* [mm3/N.m] 

CuAl8 - 28.6 0.194 0.0088 

99.9%Mo 69.7 14.1 0.098 0.0045 

13%Cr 55.8 11.3 0.081 0.0037 

Triballoy 400 38.8 7.9 0.052 0.0024 

Stelite Alloy 6 35.0 7.1 0.048 0.0022 

*TVL=total volume loss, AVL=average volume loss, v=wear rate, k=coefficient of wear 

3.3 Bond strength 

The results of coatings bond strength are listed in Table 4. In case of both HVOF sprayed coatings the failure 

occurred in the glue at ~76 MPa (Triballoy 400) and at ~88 MPa (Stellite Alloy 6). It means that these 

coatings have a higher bond strength then the recorded tensile strength. All of arc sprayed coatings were 

fractured cohesively inside the coatings. The failure of the 13%Cr and the CuAl8 was recorded at the same 

loading force of ~33 kN (65 MPa). The maximal tensile force recorded for the Mo-coating was slightly lower 

about 27 kN (55 MPa).     

Table 4  Coatings bond strength (tensile) 

Material Triballoy 400 Stelite Alloy 6 13%Cr CuAl8 99.9 % Mo 

Bond strength [MPa] 76.6±4.6 88.4±5.5 65.9±1.4 65.6±2.7 55.5±1.0 

Failure glue glue cohesive cohesive cohesive 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the presented study two types of the HVOF sprayed coatings (Triballoy 400 and Stellite 6) and three 

types of the arc sprayed coatings (13%Cr, CuAl8 and 99.9%Mo) were investigated to evaluate their 

suitability for surface protection of two-wheeled systems of rail vehicles. All selected materials fulfilled the 

conditions of electrical conductivity and corrosive resistance in compliance with the requirements of the 

rail vehicles. Electrical properties are generally measured on the real piece of the whole wheel-axle system. 

The standards for railway materials determine the maximal value of electrical resistance between wheels 
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placed on the axle. This value must not exceed 0.1 µΩ. The main aim of this study was evaluation of basic 

properties of selected materials and narrowing of the choice of given materials for consequent 

experiments, as the fatigue measurements and shear strength measurements are.  

The results of this study showed that the least suitable coatings are arc sprayed CuAl8 and 99.9%Mo for low 

hardness of the CuAl8 and low adhesive-cohesive strength of the 99.9%Mo. Others three coatings show 

good wear resistance, high hardness and bond strength. However, the 13%Cr coating contains higher 

amount of oxides in the microstructures, which can decline the electrical conductivity of this material. 

Nevertheless, both the HVOF sprayed coatings can show high potential in the railway applications due to 

their good mechanical properties and unique microstructure and they deserve deeper attention and 

exploration.  
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Abstract 

Low-alloy steels with increased resistance to atmospheric corrosion called weathering steels are among 

materials resistant to atmospheric corrosion thanks to an oxide layer called patina which is formed on the 

material surface. The reliability and effective use of the weathering steels for building of various types of 

outdoor steel constructions is conditioned by a lot of specific conditions and requirements. The influence of 

the corrosion aggression of the environment and cyclic humidifying and drying of the surface are among 

important conditions for the weathering steels. After reduction of SO2 pollution in the air in 1995-2000, the 

corrosion aggression of the environment as well as corrosion rate of the weathering steels have decreased 

significantly. This fact is a prerequisite for longer service life of structures, but their corrosion behaviour is 

significantly influenced by the structural designs of constructions and pollution resulting from operation. 

Higher attention was paid to the influence of chlorides on the corrosion rate and infringement of protective 

patina formation. 

During the period of 2008-2010, within the project of MPO - FT-TA5/076 “The research of properties of the 

current and newly developed weathering steels” as to their usage for steel structures, the assessment of 

over 40 constructions from weathering steels with various times of exposure and operating conditions was 

carried out. Atmospheric corrosion tests were focused on the assessment of corrosion rates of weathering 

steels on locations with different corrosion aggression of the environment. The obtained results were 

compared with the results of atmospheric corrosion tests which had been carried out in 1988. 

Keywords: weathering steels, corrosion, atmosphere, specific pollution 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Low-alloy weathering steels show increased corrosion resistance to atmospheric corrosion. The weathering 

steels commonly contain alloy elements Cr, Cu, Ni, and P, or other additional alloy elements (Mo and 

others). The contents of alloy elements in these kinds of steels usually range up to 2%. There are 

weathering steels with higher contents of alloy elements. They are, for example, weathering steels 

produced by NIPPON STEEL company, which contain 3% of Ni. The increased contents of nickel provide 

higher resistance of this steel in the environment influenced by chlorides (sea salinity). Weathering steels 
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are able to form, in certain atmospheric conditions, a continuous protective layer of oxides called patina. 

The weathering steels were preferred in the area of the Czech Republic (former Czechoslovakia) in new 

bearing structures in the 1970s, mainly for technical, economical, environmental, time and aesthetical 

reasons. Usage of these steels for steel bridge structures of communications over land is now returning in 

the Czech Republic.  

In last 20 years, significant changes in the corrosion aggression of the atmospheric environment have 

happened, mainly reduction of the SO2 pollution in the air in 1995-2000, which used to be a dominant 

factor of air pollution. During 2008-2009, a range of atmospheric tests of weathering steels in various types 

of the environment in the Czech Republic were carried out. The test results were compared with the results 

obtained in the 1970s and 1990s. [2] 

In order to ensure application of weathering steel in various types of the corrosion-aggressive environment 

(when exposed to outdoor conditions and under the roof), it is necessary to take several basic conditions 

and requirements into consideration. The basic requirements and recommendations have already been 

published [3, 4] and a directive for application of steels with increased resistance to atmospheric corrosion 

has been created [5]. The directive contains the possibilities of using the weathering steels, properties and 

corrosion resistance of weathering steels, formation of the patina protective layer and maintenance of 

weathering-steel constructions etc. 

2. CHANGES IN CORROSIVE AGGRESSION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

Within the project of MPO - FT - TA5/076, a range of atmospheric tests of weathering steels in various types 

of environments in the Czech Republic was carried out. The tests were executed with weathering steels 

bearing the Czech trade name Atmofix 25A and foreign types of samples bearing the trade name of Corten 

A and B. The obtained values of annual corrosion loss were compared with the reference material made of 

common carbon steel (fig. 2.1). In the environment with increased aggression in Ostrava, Šverma coking 

plant, the increase in loss for the common carbon steel was evident, compared to the weathering steels. 

 

In recent years, significant decrease in the contents of SO2 in the air, which participates in decrease in 

corrosion losses of weathering steels, has happened. The development of the decrease in corrosion loss of 

weathering steels has been monitored since 1988 (fig. 2.2) and compared with 2008. In the territory of the 
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Ostrava region, no test programme was executed in 1988. For this reason, values of corrosion losses were 

not recorded. 

 

The overall corrosion loss with weathering steels for the exposure period of 100 years ranges from 200 to 

340 µm for highly corrosion-aggressive environment in the Czech Republic nowadays. Higher values can be 

expected in the industrial areas of the Most and Ostrava regions (fig. 2.3.). These data are considered for 

newly-built constructions. For constructions built in the 1970s and 1980s, higher corrosive aggression of the 

environment occurred in the first period (before introduction of legislative and technical provisions for 

reduction in SO2-pollution of the air). However, the corrosion rate of these constructions has dropped to 

the mentioned values these days. 
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3. CHEMICAL ASSESSMENT OF PATINA LAYERS 

The patina layer consists of several main compounds. Goethite α-FeOOH (the most stable phase), 

akaganéite β-FeOOH, lepidocrocite γ-FeOOH, magnetite Fe3O4 and amorphous and nonstoichiometric 

compounds. Akaganéite occurs mainly in the environment with chlorides. Lepidocrocite is a non-stable 

component subjected to transformation to magnetite and maghemite in the environment with oxygen. The 

last phase - goethite - contributes to the protective properties of the newly-developed surface layer. 

Further, it prevents penetration of water, oxygen and chloride ions to the bottom layer of patina. [5]  

In order to assess individual compounds in the patina layer, the protective ability index (PAI) is used. The 

main compound for PAI assessment is goethite. Patinas emerged in the areas of leaks to bridge structures 

are made up of goethite and, in lower amounts, lepidocrocite (PAIα>1). Layered patinas emerging due to 

long-term humidity retention have magnetite as the main compound. Here, the protective ability index PAI 

is low (PAIα<1 a PAIβ>0.5). Where long-term accumulation of impurities, above all the influence of chlorides 

can be expected, contents of individual patina compounds (goethite, magnetite as well as akaganéite) in 

more or less the same concentrations (PAIα<1 a PAIβ<0,5) are present. 

 

The protection effectiveness of the emerged layers of oxides depends mainly on their ability to prevent the 

leak of the aggressive components and to significantly lower the corrosion rate. In common atmospheric 

conditions (environmental corrosion aggression grade C3), the corrosion rate of weathering steels 

decreases to the values of 5 - 7 μm.r-1 within 3 to 4 years, compared to common structural carbon steels, 

with which it decreases to the value of 25 - 30 μm.r-1. 

A significant property of rust chemical layers is the contents of corrosion simulators, such as sulphates and 

chlorides, or placement determination of the simulators to sulphate or chloride nests on the rust-basic 

metal border. The analysis of corrosion layers showed that the sulphate nests in rust on weathering steels 

when exposed to the outdoor environment die away, probably for the reason of stability infringement of 

the membrane which closes them, which contributes to reducing of the corrosion rate. 

4. CORROSION RESISTANCE OF WEATHERING STEELS IN ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS 

The corrosion resistance of weathering-steel structures depends on the grade of the environmental 

aggression, operational conditions and structural arrangement (surface directions) which are the cause of 

impurities accumulation. Cyclic alternation of atmospheric conditions, i.e. alternation of humidification and 

drying of the patina layer, is important for formation of a sufficient protective function. The patina formed 

in this way has not only a high degree of protection, but also sufficient strength and aesthetical properties. 

The protective layer of patina is formed for the period of 5 years, and then significant drop in patina 

formation happens due to reduction of contact with the corrosive aggression environment. 

The information about successful or unsuccessful application of the patina steel can be obtained from 

assessment of constructions which have been exposed to the atmospheric environment for several years. 
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They are, above all, pylons, outdoor crane tracks, lampposts, television towers, bridges, foot bridges and 

architectonic structures, for which the assessment has been carried out since the 1960s. 

The assessment and check of weathering constructions was carried out for 40 constructions. The 

constructions are monitored for the overall condition of the structure, the character of the failures and the 

reasons for their occurrence. The failure condition of the construction is assessed individually dependent 

on the grade of the aggressive environment. The corrosive layer called “patina” is not permeable. Even the 

least possible embarrassments results in patina appearance very quickly (the thickness and adhesion of 

patina). The service life of the constructions is significantly influenced if the level of industrial atmospheric 

pollution is exceeded, by the occurrence of unsuitable places as to construction engineering, specific 

pollution dependent on location, maintenance negligence and other causes (e.g. accumulation of impurities 

caused by people). The results of corrosion weakening are common for most bridge structures. 

- Corrosion losses in thin bridge profiles and their influence on load-bearing capacity of the bridge 

structure. 

- Failures of patina protective layer formation due to leaks of bridge expansion joints, contamination 

with impurities and weakening of bridge lower flanges (neck welds at the flanges) 

- Accumulation of layer corrosive products due to long-term retention of rain precipitation and 

humidity (mainly in the area of anchoring). 

The service life of weathering-steel bridge structures was monitored in comparison with carbon-steel 

constructions [3]. Two bridge structures in the area of Ostrava-Svinov maintained by one administrator can 

be the example. The one bridge structure made of weathering steel without coating (fig. 4.1) and the other 

of common carbon steel, on which a protective paint system was applied (fig. 4.2). In both the instances, a 

similar degradation grade of the affected joint area due to leakage from the upper part of the bridge floor 

was recorded. Corrosion losses of other parts of bridge construction were all right, but for several individual 

exceptions (preponderantly due to badly chosen structure).  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Weathering steels are well-founded mainly for large bridge constructions, where the emphasis is placed on 

maintenance difficulty. The advantage of weathering steel consists in regeneration ability and renewal of 
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the patina protective layer. When construction, engineering and basic maintenance conditions are met (i.e. 

check of leakages and drainage clogging), weathering steels are a convenient economical, ecological, time 

and aesthetical solution. On the other hand, when the basic conditions are not met, significant acceleration 

of corrosion losses can occur in places exposed to adverse corrosion conditions and accumulation of 

residual impurities. 

The exposed constructions in the territory of the Czech Republic do not show any embarrassments caused 

by unsuitable structural solution and missing basic maintenance after 30 years. For refurbishment or repair 

to parts of affected constructions, it is necessary to carry out basic visual and measuring assessment of 

corrosion losses in parts with adverse development of patina and to provide proper removal of main 

structural and operational causes. Further, it is necessary to state the current load-bearing capacity of the 

examined structure. 
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Abstract 

During Welding is defined as special process and thus is any prediction for weld pool’s geometry very 

difficult. By prediction weld pool there is namely problem with reality that all factors which have influence 

on final weld pool’s geometry are connected with each other and are influenced by each other. That is why 

it’s difficult to monitor influence of only one welding parameter.  

Knowledge of final weld pool’s geometry is nevertheless important both from design or technological point 

of view and also for using at simulations. This paper has aim to present influence of different gas-shielded 

types on weld pool’s geometry during welding of ultra high-alloyed austenitic steels by 131 method. In 

paper are evaluated results from experimentally manufactured fillet welds from material X5CrNi1810 on 

specimens from sheets of 4 mm thickness. For experimental part were used three different gas-shielded 

types from Air Products company - namely Ferromaxx®Plus, Inomaxx®2 and Euromix M13. For each shielded 

gas was carried out testing set of 22 welds within welding current 190 - 300 A and welding velocity 0,2 - 0,9 

mmin-1. Evaluation and comparison of measured weld pool’s geometries for individual gases as well as 

comparison of measured welding parameters is written in paper. Furthermore is also monitored influence 

of individual types of gases on final deformation of weldments because there is truly marked deformation 

for this type of material. 

Keywords:  Shielding Gas, Weld Pool Geometry, Welding Parameters, Penetration Depth 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Weld pool shape has significant impact on metallurgical processes during welding as well as on resulting 

properties of welds and total quality of welds. Detail knowledge of weld pool shape and its size is required 

also for simulation calculations. It is possible to anticipate such shape based on experience, however 

accurate weld pool shape and size can be determined on experimental basis only. Difficulties with weld 

pool shape prediction are caused mainly by the fact that all parameters having impact on the resulting weld 

geometry are related and directly influence each other. Therefore number of experiments required for 

excellent review of all dependencies grows in geometrical progression. 

Beside main welding parameters, such as welding current, voltage, welding wire feed speed and welding 

speed, having main impact on weld geometry, also other parameters contributing to weld forming should 

not be neglected. In case of gas-shielded welding the shielding gas type belongs among such parameters. 

The purpose of this paper is to study and describe impact of various types of shield gas on welding 

parameters and weld pool geometry for 131-MIG welding of ultra high-alloyed austenitic steel.  

mailto:jaromir.moravec@tul.cz
mailto:ROHANP@airproducts.com
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Austenitic steels are commonly used material for high temperature applications and processes with high 

corrosion and/or contamination risks. Although they are commonly used for demanding welded structures, 

detail researches of shielding gas effect on weld geometry have not been conducted yet.  This material has 

been selected also due to its specific material properties, in particular for its high ductility, low heat 

conductivity coefficient and high thermal expansion. These material properties influence amount of 

deformations and internal stresses after welding in particular. Therefore by selection of the suitable 

shielding gas for such materials it is possible to partly influence not only weld pool geometry, respectively 

penetration depth, but also welding parameters resulting in reduced amount of deformations and internal 

stresses. 

The aim of this experiment was to identify impact of three different types of shielding gas on basic welding 

parameters and weld pool geometry with MIG welding method. The basic condition for comparison of 

impact of individual types of shielding gases on weld pool geometry is to achieve constant welding wire 

feed speed. By meeting of this requirement is ensured equal volume of melted material for individual 

groups of main welding parameters. Welding speed was the second parameter applied for experiment 

measurement.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PART 

The experiment has been designed for fillet welding of the steel sheets, dimension 150x100x4 mm. Ultra 

high-alloyed austenitic steel X5CrNi1810 (ČSN 17 240) was used as the parent material and as filler material 

was used OK Autrod 347Si wire - diameter 1,0 mm. Three types of shielding gases supplied by Air Products, 

s.r.o. were applied - Inomaxx® 2, Euromix M13 and Inomaxx® Plus. See the Table 1 for composition of the 

shielding gases. The flow rate has been determined within the range of 14 - 18 l. min-1. 

Table 1  Shielding gas composition 

 Ar [%] CO2 [%] O2 [%] He [%] Indicitation 

Inomaxx® 2 98,0 2,0 0,0 0,0 ArCO2 

Euromix M13 98,0 0,0 2,0 0,0 ArO2 

Inomaxx® Plus 63,0 2,0 0,0 35,0 ArCO2He 

Samples were welded with each shielding gas by welding wire feed speed 8,9; 9,9; 11,0 and 13,1 m.min-1 

within the welding speed range of 0.2 - 0.9 m.min-1. The samples were put together with zero root gap and 

tacked in tool (Fig. 1) in order to ensure equal welding conditions for each weld.  

Welding was carried out by using BDH 550 Puls Syn (Migatronic) welding machine, connected with a linear 

automatic machine with infinitely adjustable travel speed. The PA position, i.e. to horizontal, was selected 

for welding. The angle of the stem and flange plate to the welding torch was 45°. The welding torch was not 

offset in the welding direction and its angle to the weld axis was 90°. In course of welding the welding 

parameters were recorded and measured by WeldMonitor system at the sampling rate of 25kHz .   
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Fig. 1  Dimensions of welding sample with marked area of samples take-off [1] 

The welded samples were cut into pieces and prepared for consequential metallographic evaluation as 

shown on the Figure 1. The samples were taken from the weldment centre in the area of stabilized 

temperature field and also homogenous weld cross-section. Neophot 21 light microscope with Nikon Digital 

Sight camera was used for weld geometry evaluation. Welds were evaluated at tenfold zoom and NIS 

Elements AR 2.30 software was used for measurement of geometry data. Measured weld parameters are 

shown on the Figure 2. In addition to these, data the total weld area Pc was measured.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Measured geometric parameters of weld pool [2] 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1  WELDING PARAMETERS 

Values of welding current, voltage, welding speed, welding wire feed rate and gas flow rate were recorded 

for each pair of welding wire feed rate and welding rate during the entire welding process.  The welding 

parameters were monitored within 130 mm of weld length within the area of stabilized welding process in 

order to exclude effect of arc ignition and decay. Among all monitored welding parameters significant 

variations were identified only for welding current (see Figure 3). 

cross section location 
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Fig. 3  Comparison of actual current values for various gases and welding wire feed rates. Shielding gas 

types are colour coded (red for ArCO2He, blue for ArO2, green for ArCO2), welding wire feed speeds are 

coded by various point shapes. 

3.2  WELD GEOMETRY 

In total 19 different geometric dimensions were measured. These dimensions were selected in order to 

enable their use for calculations and designing of steel structures as well as for simulation calculations and 

weld quality evaluation in accordance with standard ČSN EN ISO 5817.  

The aim of welding was to keep equal volume of heat trimmed metal for all shielding gas types. The 

maximum variation in welding wire feed speed, identified by monitoring of welding parameters, was less 

than 1,0 %. The "a" parameter is important from among the measured geometric parameters, since it 

defines size of the fillet weld and it is the basic calculation parameter for calculations of steel structures. 

Maximum variation of the "a" parameter for various shielding gas types was less than 8.5 %. From other 

parameters are here also mentioned: fillet weld width „w“, maximal penetration depth „vmax“, value of the 

excess weld metal  „p“ a total weld area „Pc“. Impact of change of shielding gas and welding parameters on 

other geometric dimensions is negligible and therefore it was not studied in details. 

The weld width "w" was greater with application of ArCO2He at welding wire feed speed of 13,1 m.min-1. 

However this effect was insignificant at welding wire feed speed below 11,0 m.min-1. Similarly to the fillet 

weld dimension, maximum variation of this parameter was less than 8.5%.  

The maximal penetration depth (vmax) was achieved at welding wire feed speed of 13,1 m.min-1 with 

Inomaxx Plus shielding gas (Figure 4). No differences in melt-through depth were developed at welding wire 

feed speed around 11,0 m.min-1. Significant differences in melt-through depth were achieved at welding 

wire feed speed of 9,9 m.min-1. At this rate up to 29 % greater penetration depth was archived with 

Comparison of actual current values for various gases and welding wire feed rates
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Comparison of maximum penetration depths for various gases and welding wire feed rates
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application of ArO2 and ArCO2. The difference in penetration depth is evident also from the macro scratch-

patterns (Figure 5). With further reduction of welding wire feed speed the penetration depth remains the 

same for all three shielding gas types.  

Greater differences were identified by excess weld metal evaluation. The difference for individual welds 

was on order of tens of percents. However the measured values were only on order of tithes of millimetre 

and therefore all welds complied with requirements of ČSN EN ISO 5817 and were classified within the 

highest B quality standard.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Comparison of maximum penetration depths for various gases and welding wire feed speed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Comparison of maximal penetration depths on macro scratch-patterns at welding speed 0,3 m.min-1 

and welding wire feed speed 9,9 m.min-1 (shielding gas of ArCO2He, ArO2 and ArCO2 from the left) 

For the total weld area "Pc" no significant impact of shielding gas type was identified and the maximum 

variation for welding wire feed speeds of 13,1 and 11,0 m.min-1 was less than 8%. Only in case of 0,2 and 

0,3 m.min-1 welding speed at welding wire feed speed of 9,9 and 8,9 m.min-1 the difference reached up to 

22%. 
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4.  CONCLUSION  

The shielding gas type had impact on welding parameters in form of different welding current. With 

Inomaxx® Plus gas (Figure 2) lower welding current is required for melting equal volume of filler material. At 

welding wire feed speed of 13,1 and 11,0 m.min-1 it is possible to apply up to 12% lower current than with 

ArO2 and up to 15% lower current than with ArCO2. This will result in reduced values of heat passes 

material’s unit of length, resulting in reduced deformations and internal stresses in the weldment. 

This difference reflects in the area of short-circuit-free metal transfer. Impact of helium on heat trimming 

efficiency is reduced with parameters close to the transition range of metal transfer. Therefore at welding 

wire feed speed around 9 m/min-1 welding parameters for all three shielding gas types were gotten aligned. 

Impact of shielding gas composition on weld pool geometry developed mostly for maximum penetration 

depth (vmax). Differences in penetration depth seem to be independent on welding speed. Addition of 

helium reflected in increased heat trimming efficiency and therefore in lower welding currents.  

The difference in penetration depth was up to 29% at welding wire feed speed of 9,9 m.min-1. Such 

difference can be assigned to lower welding current required for material heat trimming in helium enriched 

shielding gas and therefore also to lower value of weld preheating. This difference would be eliminated by 

application of the same values of welding current. 

Addition of helium to shielding gas reflected significantly in values of welding current and preheating. 

Reduced preheating reflects in extend of internal stress and deformations and resulting lower costs 

associated with repair of deformations after welding. On the other hand more intensive welding process 

can be achieved only by change of the shielding gas. 
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Abstract 

This paper deals with the application of nodular cast iron as the substrate for hard chromium plating. There 

is a major impact of the structure and especially graphite spherical nodules on the quality of the resultant 

chromium coating. The presence of spherical graphite on the substrate's surface causes that nodules on the 

surface of the chromium coating after electroplating. Two different samples of nodular cast iron were 

compared. The first sample was with nodules after chromium plating and the second one was without. In 

the metallographic cross section of cast iron coated with chromium with nodules there was found residual 

austenite in the martensitic structure and ferrite around   spherical nodules of graphite. This ferrite 

probably cause that the machining will not pull the graphite ball out of the surface of substrate. After that 

the graphite causes creation of nodules on the chromium coating. 

Keywords: Conference Secretariat: hard chromium, nodular cast iron, nodular graphite, ferrite, martensite, 

chromium nodules 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hard chromium plating is still widely used technology. This surface treatment is used to increase wear 

resistance, increase corrosion resistance and to improve tribological properties of plated products. Hard 

chromium layer is usually thicker, than decorative chromium. Thickness is usually from 0.05mm to 0.25mm. 

Hard chromium can be plated to many kinds of materials (for example iron, steel, cast iron, aluminium, 

brass, etc.). Some of the materials are electroplated without problem some not. To chrome cast iron is 

usually not easy. There is a lot of carbon in cast iron and it can cause problems with adhesion of layer and 

with the quality of surface. 

The aim of this work is to compare two different nodular cast iron samples as a substrate for hard 

chromium plating. Both types of nodular cast iron were chrome plated. Plating parameters and conditions 

are the same for both samples. There was big difference in in the quality of quality of coatings. These 

coatings are described in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. There are a lot of nodules on the surface of the sample 2 and 

there are not on the surface of the sample 1. These nodules are not acceptable in terms of quality. Because 

plating parameters were the same it can be expected, that creation of nodules is caused by different 

structure of individual samples. Objective was to determine the cause of modules creation. Samples were 

evaluated by optical microscopy confocal microscopy and electron microscopy. 

Cast iron “without nodules” on the chromium surface is sample 1 and cast iron “with nodules” is sample 2. 
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Fig. 1  Hard chromium coating without nodules 

 
Fig. 2  Nodules on the chromium layer 

2. EXPERIMENT 

2.1  Cross section of nodule 

Fig. 3 shows cross section of nodule (sample 2). It is clear that the beginning of the nodule is based on the 

surface of substrate on the place where is situated sphere of graphite. All studied nodules began in graphite 

sphere. Sample 1 was without nodules. 

 
Fig. 3  Cross section of nodule (sample 2) 

2.2  Chemical composition and hardness of cast iron 

Samples were analysed on a spark spectrometer. Results are shown on Table 1. The concentration of C and 

Si shows that both irons were placed near eutectic point. Contents of element correspond to standards of 

nodular cast iron. 

Table 1 

 C Mn Si P S Cr V Ti Sn Cu Al Sb 

Sample1 3.95 0.45 3.84 0.077 0.017 0.03 0.01 0.021 0.002 0.02 0.013 0.003 

Sample2 3.22 0.51 3.42 0.081 0.020 0.07 0.03 0.025 0.003 0.02 0.006 0.002 
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Hardness of sample 1 is HV5=380.2+7.8 and hardness of sample 2 is HV5=391+6.1. Both samples can be 

considered to be the same in terms of hardness. 

2.3  Metallographic analysis 

Both cast irons were evaluated by metallography. 

 Structure of sample 1 is hardened and contains certain amount of residual austenite in addition to 

martensitic needles Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Martensitic structure is also near graphite spheres. 

 

Fig. 4  Structure of the sample 1 

 

Fig. 5  Structure of sample 1 in details 

Structure of sample 2 is different. Material contains martensitic needles residual austenite and there are 

ferrite places around graphite spheres in the sample Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 6  Structure of sample 2 

 

Fig. 7  The sample 2 details of ferrite 

There are some differences between sample 1 and 2 resulting from these Figs. There are pieces of residual 

austenite and martensitic needles are tinny and close to graphite spheres in the sample 1. The structure of 

sample 2 is martensitic too but contains the austenite as well as ferrite. This ferrite surrounds the graphite Fig. 6. 

2.4  Surface analysis 

In connection with the results of metallography analysis there was investigated sample surface after 

machining before the chromium was plated. There was used scanning electron microscope and laser 

confocal microscope for surface analysis. 
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There are pieces of graphite presented on the surface of sample 1 Fig.  but they are uprooted by machining 

Fig.. Those pieces of graphite are not protruding on the surface of substrate. 

 

Fig. 9  Machined surface of sample 1 

 

Fig. 10  Machined surface of sample 1 in detail 

graphite is broken out 
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There are pieces of graphite presented on the surface of sample 2 Fig. and not are ripped out by machining 

Fig.. Those pieces of graphite are protruding on the surface of substrate. 

 

Fig. 12  Machined surface of sample 2 

 

Fig. 13  Machined surface of sample 2 in detail 

graphite remains on the surface 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

It was found that the nodules on the chromium coating deposited on nodular cast iron are due to graphite 

globules on the surface of the substrate. 

There are formations of residual austenite in the sample 1. Martensitic needles are very fine and are even 

close to graphite balls. Soft graphite and hard martensitic subsoil may have the effect that graphite can be 

jabbed out into the subsurface level or full ruptured of the machined surface. Then on the surface of 

subsequently deposited chromium layer there are no nodules. 

Sample 2 has also a hardened structure, which includes, in addition of residual austenite also ferrite. The 

ferrite surrounds the graphite. This causes the graphite remains on the surface after machining. On the 

hard chromium layer deposited on this surface there are nodules. 

The creation of nodules on the chromium layer is affected by the residual ferrite around the globular 

graphite. The ferrite causes that the graphite is not erased from surface by machining but remains on the 

surface of cast iron and causes creation of nodules on the chromium. 
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EFFECT OF SELECTED TYPES OF COATINGS ON FATIGUE STRENGTH OF NITRIDED STEEL  
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Abstract 

The work was aimed at research of effects of nitriding and selected types of coatings with nanostructured 

layers on fatigue resistance of nitriding steel with stress concentrator modelling characteristic situation at 

roots of gear teeth. Small testing samples with notches were designed. Stress concentration of the notch 

was calculated to model real conditions at roots of gear teeth. The experiments were performed on 

nitriding steel heat treated to relatively high strength and Rp0.2 (yield stress), on nitrided smaples and 

samples coated using method patented by Microcoat company - with nanostructured C layer deposited 

with modified cathodic arc technique. Fatigue loading was of repeated type, i.e. with load asymmetry R = 0.  

It was shown that in the case of notched specimens, potential unfavourable effects of nitriding and coating 

with the specific method were under repeated loading even more significant. Results of fatigue tests were 

compared with previous test results obtained on smooth specimens. Fatigue experiments were completed 

with fractographical analyses of fracture surfaces, with the aim to explain mechanisms of cracks initiation. 

Some residual stress measurements also were carried out. They indicated, together with the 

fractographical analyses that premature fatigue failures were caused by brittle fracture of surface nitrided 

and coated layers, respectively, and were affected by residual stresses.   

Keywords: Nitrided steel, coatings, fatigue strength, stress concentrator 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Thermo-chemical treatment methods and recently particularly duplex surface treatment methods like 

nitriding in combination with coatings or advanced nanostructured coatings are being developed and used 

for improving mechanical surface properties of specific machinery parts exposed to combined contact 

fatigue, wear, and fatigue loading in operation. Gear wheels are probably one of the most typical examples. 

In operation, gear teeth are loaded by contact fatigue on the side surface, whilst in their root, fatigue 

bending load is dominant. Numerous cases where failure of gear wheels were caused by fatigue damage as 

a dominant mechanism and not by contact fatigue were shown [1]. Therefore, both failure mechanisms 

have to be studied independently, if complex effects of surface treatments of gears are to be determined.  

It may be useful to point out that recently developed advanced coating methods can have a number of 

benefits, which can be summarised as follows [2]: 

 Through tribological gear box optimisation, it could be possible to reduce friction force and 

consequently reduce fuel consumption up to 10 - 13%.  

 Sophisticated coating methods are able to improve wear resistance of gears to pitting, scuffing and 

adhesion wear and by this way to increase component lifetime by 50% or more. 
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 Coating can potentially increase transmittable power at equal or smaller gear box mass by up to 30%.  

 Surface coating of gears can reduce noise by approximately 15%, which is a considerable and important 

step particularly considering recent general trends in reducing environmental impacts of transport 

vehicles, where noise is an important issue. 

 Coating methods represent environment friendly replacement of galvanic surface treatments. 

A brief, limited literature survey of coating methods and their effects on fatigue resistance was provided in 

[3]. It was concluded that effect of coating can be either positive, but also negative, depending on 

numerous parameters affecting the surface and subsurface layers, where initiation of fatigue cracks usually 

occurs. Unfortunately, technologies resulting in excellent tribological and wear properties do not generally 

improve fatigue resistance, they can have detrimental effects. New publications confirm that big effort is 

being put to optimise detail parameters of coating methods, because achievements can be of a 

breakthrough character. As an example, in the study of rolling-sliding, scuffing and tribocorrosion 

behaviour of PVD multilayer coatings for gears application 4, the PVD coating improved wear in almost 

90% compared to nitrided substrate, presenting a similar behaviour to this one under extreme pressure 

conditions. CrN/ZrCN coating also improved substrate wear and especially good behaviour for this coating 

was observed under extreme pressure conditions. Cr/CrN coating strongly decreased micropitting and 

scuffing effect under rolling-sliding configuration. Under micro-pitting conditions, coating protected the 

substrate and reduced fatigue of uncoated discs. New papers also show that vacuum-plasma PVD coatings 

are potentially able to increase considerably fatigue strength, even of non-ferrous materials like Ti 5. 

Contrarily to other works, the most significant improvement of fatigue strength was achieved in 5 in case 

of formation of ultra-thin coatings, but under well defined conditions of their deposition.  

Some effects of two different types of coatings, studied on smooth surface, were discussed in 3. One of 

them affected fatigue limit more or less positively, the second one negatively. In this contribution, effects 

of these coatings on fatigue strength in another case, more characteristic for fatigue of gear teeth roots, 

namely specimens with stress concentrators are described and discussed. In the previous work, some 

doubts arose in connection with quite small fatigue specimens used, namely specimens of just 2 mm 

diameter. The most important question was, weather the fatigue strength reduction was not caused by too 

small amount of bulk material 6. Therefore, some additional fatigue experiments using alternative 

specimens with a larger cross section were carried out and are described, too.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

To study effects of the duplex surface 

treatment with nitriding and subsequent 

coating in case of stress concentration, fatigue 

specimens were designed and manufactured, 

simulating actual stress concentrators occurring 

typically in roots of gear teeth. In general, the 

same type of specimens like in 3 and 6 was 

used. In the centre of specimen gauge length of 

2.65 mm diameter, a single circular notch of 1.5 mm radius and 0.55 mm depth was made by turning. The 

notch was not ground, just machined, simulating similar manufacturing methods used for gears. Theoretical 

Fig. 1  Notched fatigue specimen 
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stress concentration factor of the notch corresponded to 1.7. Actual effective factor evaluated from the 

reduction of fatigue strength of basic, non-treated material (will be shown later) corresponded 

approximately to 1.3, which represents similar conditions in roots of gear teeth. The notched specimen 

(after fatigue break) is shown in Fig. 1.  

As mentioned above, additional alternative specimens were manufactured to verify, weather some partially 

unfavourable effects of nitriding on fatigue strength were not caused by the small dimensions of the 

circular specimens. Additional specimens were of a completely different type - square cross section 8x8 

mm, to be loaded by plane bending fatigue.  

Both the notched circular specimens and bending square specimens were manufactured from a single, i.e. 

identical piece of material, from which smooth specimens used in 3 and 6 were manufactured. The 

original piece of material, namely nitriding ČSN 15530 steel (30CrMoV9), was heat treated to nominal 

strength of Rm = 1147 MPa, yield stress Rp 0.2 = 1043 MPa. Before coating, the circular and square 

specimens were pulsed ion nitrided to depth 0.10 - 0.15 mm and approximately 0.25 mm, respectively.    

Four groups of circular notched specimens were prepared for fatigue tests: (i) specimens made of the steel 

just heat treated, (ii) nitrided specimens, (iii) specimens nitrided and coated with Micro - C layer by the 

Italian Microcoat company and (iv) nitrided specimens coated with Hauzer Cr+W-C:H+DLC layer.  

All the heat treatment processes were performed with the same methods and parameters like in 3: The 

Micro - C layer coating was made using a modified cathodic arc technique. The Hauzer Cr+W-C:H+DLC layer 

coating was made according to the Hauzer patent using PACVD (plasma assisted chemical vapour 

deposition) technique. The resulting layer is of a complicated nanostructured type characteristic by an 

excellent wear resistance and hardness. Both the coating layers were rather thin, the thickness was 

approximately 2 m. Nitriding of the square specimens was performed with the same parameters like 

those used for the circular specimens with the exception that nitriding time was extended to obtain a more 

thick nitriding layer.  

Metallographical analysis of the substrate material after nitriding was carried out. Microhardness 

measurement of the surface layers before and after coating was performed.  

Fatigue tests were performed in tension with load asymmetry R = 0 (circular specimens) and in bending 

with R = 0.1 (square nitrided specimens), respectively. Load frequency was approximately 40 Hz.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Metallographical analysis 

Metallographical analysis was carried out in cross section of the square specimen to verify quality of the 

nitrided layer and bulk material and to check, weather microstructure is similar to that of circular 

specimens analysed before 3,6. Microstructure of the nitrided layer was of a good quality, homogeneous - 

Fig. 2. Somewhat fairly highlighted grain boundaries were connected with extended time of the nitriding 

process in comparison with nitriding of the small circular specimens. The same concerns microstructure of 

bulk material represented by tempered martensite - Fig. 3, the degree of tempering being slightly higher in 

comparison with that of the small circular specimens.  
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Thickness and quality of the nitrided and 

coated layers also were analysed using 

microhardness measurement HV 0.04. Results, 

shown in Fig. 4, are quite consistent with 

microstructural analysis. It may be worthy to 

point out some details of the microhardness 

measurement:  

 Microhardness in the very near surface 

layer of the small circular specimens was high, 

between HV 0.04 1100-1200, considerably 

higher in comparison with the larger square 

specimens.  

 Thickness of nitrided layer in the square 

specimen was significantly bigger in 

comparison with the circular ones, almost 

twice.  

 Microhardness of the coated specimen in 

the surfaced layer was, as expected, 

considerably higher than in specimens only nitrided, more than HV 0.04 1400. Therefore, considerably 

different fatigue resistance could be expected.  

 What particularly should be pointed out is microhardness of the notched nitrided specimen, measured 

in the notch area. The values are almost reaching HV 0.04 1400, i.e. very similar values characteristic for 

the smooth specimen coated by Micro-C layer. This point will be discussed with results of fatigue tests.  

3.2 Fatigue tests 

Results of fatigue tests are summarised in the two following diagrams in Figs. 5 and 6. In the diagrams, BM 

means basic, i.e. just heat treated material (not nitrided), 3PB means three point bend specimens. Fig. 5 

Fig. 2  Characteristic good quality microstructure of  

nitrided layer, magnification 200x 

 

Fig. 3  Homogeneous microstructure of bulk 

material, tempered martensite, magnification 
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concerns comparison of S-N curves of smooth specimens of the two different types - small circular 

specimens loaded in tension and larger square ones loaded in bending.  

 
Fig. 5  Comparison of fatigue curves of heat treated and nitrided specimens of the two types 

 
Fig. 6  Total survey of fatigue tests of different smooth and notched cylindrical specimens - heat treated,  

nitrided and coated by the two methods: Micro_C layer (M1) and Hauzer Cr+W-C:H+DLC layer (H1) 

Results in Fig. 5 are rather surprising, because they do not confirm anticipated unfavourable effect of the 

small amount of bulk material in the circular specimens on premature break at increased load amplitudes. 

Fatigue limit of bending specimens is, as expected, by about 10% higher than that of tension specimens. 

The effect of nitriding is practically the same in both types of specimens: Some small increase of fatigue 
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limit, but premature failure, if the critical load range is exceeded. These results indicate that the small 

circular specimens can be considered as quite suitable for studies of the surface treatment methods. 

The most important results following from the diagram in Fig. 6 are summarised in Conclusions.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 Results of comparative fatigue tests of heat treated and nitrided material, carried out using alternative 

larger, bending specimens of square cross section 8x8 mm, indicated that the small circular specimens 

of approximate 2 mm diameter were suitable for evaluation of effects of the surface treatment 

methods studied in the work and had no misrepresenting consequences.  

 Nitriding and Hauzer type coating (H1) in combination with nitriding had a favourable effect on fatigue 

limit just of smooth specimens. In case of notched specimens, nitriding considerably reduced not only 

fatigue strength in the region of limited life, but also in the fatigue limit area. This phenomenon can be 

related with the very high microhardness in the notch area of the nitrided notched specimens.   

 Deterioration effect of Micro-C coating (M1) on fatigue resistance of smooth specimens, mentioned in 

3, was even significantly stronger in case of notched specimens.  

 No unfavourable effect of the Hauzer type of coating (Cr+W-C:H+DLC layer) on fatigue resistance of 

smooth specimens can be considered as a great success considering its excellent tribological and wear 

properties described elsewhere. This does not concern, however, notched specimens and so much the 

more Micro-C coating. Further development works were needed if the two coating methods, though 

promising from the viewpoint of contact fatigue and wear, could be considered for applications in 

gears.  
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Abstract 

The paper is devoted by evaluation of influence of selected parameters of technology process of deposition 

thin films on final properties and behaviour of systems thin film - substrate. The main attention is on 

evaluation of possibility to find very small differences of properties and behaviour of thin film systems by 

indentation tests with different value of normal force and different kind of loading of thin films of material 

systems. In some case differences are very good analysed, in other cases differences are given after more 

detail complex analyses of results. There are analysed thin film systems with thin films created by low 

voltage reactive arc evaporation in vacuum. There are analysed influences of kind of thin films, bias voltage, 

interlayers and preparing before deposition process.  

Keywords: thin films, thin film systems, bias-voltage 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In this time the development of thin films technology is focused on evolution and application of new type 

of thin films from point of view chemical composition, structure properties and  layering in multilayer, 

gradient thin film, multi nano thin film etc. In many time the technology process are not optimal. Here is 

possible by optimalization get better results. There are exist very much deposition macro and micro 

parameters, which influence resulting properties and behaviour of thin film systems [1]. Some parameters 

is possible control but another one is possible only monitor and calculate their influence. The evaluation of 

influence of parameters is very important and evaluation is based on different method for analysis. One of 

more complex method for evaluation mechanical properties and behaviour is scratch indentation method 

and static indentation in wide range of normal loading. By this method there is possible to evaluate not 

only basic properties but behaviour during indentation process too [2].   

2.  SCRATCH INDENTATION 

At the first scratch indentation was realised on samples of systems thin film - substrate with thin films 

deposited with different deposition parameters. This measurement was realised for analysis changing 

properties and behaviour between samples during indentation process and using result for other 

optimalisation deposition process. Scratch indentation was provided with changing normal force from 0 N 

to 80 N by Rockwell diamond indentor. The morphology of failures in and around scratches is presented on 

fig. 1 and fig. 2.   
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Fig. 1  Morphology of failures after on samples 943-30, 943-SK, 956-30, 956-SK, 5706-30, 5706-SK, 5732-30 

a 5732-SK. 

Influence of chemical composition - TiAlN - TiAlSiN 

There was evaluated thin film systems with different chemical composition TiAlN and TiAlSiN with other 

conditions similar. The first failure is created during scratch indentation in the scratch on material system 

without Si. More brittle failure is on system with Si on the edge of scratch. The hardening is higher on 

surface TiAlSiN thin film.  

Influence of bias voltage during deposition process 

The higher bias voltage has positive influence. The creation of the first failure during scratch indentation is 

shifted to higher normal force in scratches and on the edge of scratches too. This is for sintered carbide 

substrate. The higher hardening of surface layers is for higher bias voltage during deposition process. The 

failure is smaller on the edge of scratches with increasing bias voltage.  

Influence of interlayer on interface thin film - substrate 

The analysed interlayers are TiN and CrN. Deposited thin films are TiAlN with similar deposition conditions. 

The failure is created during scratch indentation with higher force for CrN interlayer then for TiN interlayer. 

The hardening of surface is similar for both interlayers.  
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Fig. 2  The morphology of failure in and around scratches for samples 943-30, 943-SK, 5706-30, 5706-SK, 

EXON-30 a EXON-SK. 

Influence of ion cleaning EXON 

Ion cleaning EXON evoke the higher hardening of surface layer of basic material . The failure during scratch 

indentation is smaller after application ion cleaning process. The brittle failure is created on the edge of 

scratches after application ion cleaning process. The influence is marked for sintered carbide substrate 

(smaller failures). The hardening is marked for HSS substrate.      
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3.  ACOUSTIC EMISSION AND COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 

The measurement was realised by scratch indentation with changing normal force and during 

measurement acoustic emission was registered in dependence on normal force (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5) and 

friction force was registered too on dependence on normal force (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6).  

 
Fig. 3  Dependence of acoustic emission signal on normal force  

 
Fig. 4  Dependence of coefficient of friction on normal force  
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Influence of chemical composition - TiAlN - TiAlSiN 

The failure is created on system without Si in lower normal force then on sample with Si. This is showed 

from dependence of acoustic emission signal on normal force. The higher signal of acoustic emission is on 

surface of system with Si because failure is more brittle. The dependence of coefficient of friction on 

normal force give result in higher hardening with increasing among of Si.    

Influence of bias voltage during deposition process 

The higher differences in acoustic emission signal are for sintered carbide substrate. The sample of HSS 

with higher bias voltage during deposition process has higher brittle failure. The failure for substrate from 

sintered carbide has lower normal force as critical. The higher hardening of surface has sample created with 

higher bias voltage during deposition process.  

Influence of interlayer on interface thin film - substrate 

The lower critical normal force from dependence of acoustic emission signal on normal force is for 

interlayer CrN. More brittle failure is on CrN interlayer. Sintered carbide substrate has differences bigger 

then HSS. The dependence of friction coefficient on normal force show lower critical normal force for 

sample HSS with TiN interlayer. The system thin film - substrate with sintered carbide as substrate has not 

significant differences for both interlayers.  

 
Fig. 5  Dependence of acoustic emission signal on normal force in comparison with EXON 
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Fig. 6  Dependence of coefficient of friction on normal force in comparison with  EXON 

Influence of ion cleaning EXON 

Dependence of acoustic emission signal on normal force corresponds increasing of brittle. The highest 

hardening of surface layers is on sample EXON on sintered carbide substrate. The sample HSS with ion 

cleaning EXON and deposited thin film give result from dependence of coefficient of friction on normal 

force the higher hardening of surface layer too.   

4.  NANOINDENTATION  

The samples with systems thin film - substrate with thin films created by different deposition conditions 

was in the other step analysed by nanoindentation. Measurement was realised by indentation mode 2 with 

recording indentation curves during loading, time delay in maximum load and during unloading. There was 

used maximal load 200 g for analysis basic material under thin films, 25 g for analysis properties namely on 

interface between thin film and substrate (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9) and 5 g for evaluation namely thin films 

properties (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10).  

 
Fig. 7  Indentation curves with maximal load 200 g and 25 g 
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Fig. 8  Indentation curves with maximal load 5 g 

Influence of chemical composition - TiAlN - TiAlSiN 

The results from nanoindentation show the highest hardening surface layers with Si on substrate from HSS. 

The differences on substrate from sintered carbide are not significant. The higher elasticity is on sample 

without Si. The highest nanohardness is on substrate from sintered carbide with Si. The nanohardness on 

samples from HSS is comparable on both systems. The cyclic indentation give result what the higher 

hardening during cyclic indentation is on systems without Si, because this systems has higher toughness 

then with Si. The systems with Si has higher hardenning by surface layers the first of all on HSS substrate.      

Influence of bias voltage during deposition process 

The hardening of surface layers on HSS increase with increasing bias voltage during deposition process. This 

is correlated with results from cyclic nanoindentation on samples with different bias voltage. By influence 

bias voltage increase nanohardness of thin films on both substrate. The resistivity to cyclic indentation 

increase with increasing bias voltage on substrate HSS. The differences in substrate from sintered carbide 

are not significant.       

Influence of interlayer on interface thin film - substrate 

Thin film has higher nanohardness on interlayer CrN. The cyclic nanoindentation give similar result as 

simple indentation measurement with the same load. Cyclic indentation with lower maximal load show 

layering of properties local compression cyclic indentation curves and in the other step extension in higher 

depth on system with HSS substrate and with interlayer CrN. The hardening is higher on substrate sintered 

carbide with CrN interlayer.   

 
Fig. 9  Indentation curves with maximal load 200 g and 25 g 
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Fig. 10  Indentation curves with maximal load 5 g 

Influence of ion cleaning EXON 

The increasing of hardening on substrate HSS is as result from measurement by nanoindentation. Thin film 

give increasing of nanohardness after application EXON cleaning process. If hardness increase then increase 

brittleness too and then indentor penetrate in the higher depth during cyclic indentation at the first and in 

the second thin films protect surface layers of material system.      

5.  CONCLUSION 

There was presented in this paper influences of selected technological parameters on properties and 

behaviour of systems thin film - substrate. The basic material is the one of the most important parameters 

and preparing of its surfaces before deposition process. Additions to the basic thin films significantly 

influence properties and behaviour. The increasing of the hardness has main influence on brittle properties 

too and decreasing of toughness. There is very important preparing of interfaces between thin films and 

basic material by selecting right interlayers and preparing of surface of substrate by ion bombardment 

process. The energy of impacting particles and its fixing is influenced by bias voltage and working preasure 

during deposition process and ion bombardment process. The comparison created systems thin film - 

substrate is very important to provide by not only simple analysis of properties but by complex evaluation 

of properties and behaviour during different stress and during indentation process by indentors with 

different geometry and material characteristic continuously in selected range of normal force.  
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Abstract 

Nowadays, environmental science is one of the fields that place emphasis on newly developed organic 

paint systems in terms of reducing the amount of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in paint systems. Using 

organic paint coatings is a very advanced method for protecting metal materials from corrosion. Paint 

systems form an insulating barrier between surface materials and the environment. The proposed coating 

thickness is usually about 300 µm depending on the aggressiveness of the corrosive environment and 

required service life. Present development focuses on obtaining coatings containing nanoparticles of 

pigments and corrosion inhibitors. These are paint systems based predominantly on Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2 and 

ZnO. Also, coatings applied in thin layers must provide the required corrosion protection for metal 

materials. The important factor is the adhesion of the paint systems to the metal substrate.  

The report focuses on the experimental results of the developed coating systems for short-term protection 

of metallurgical materials products. This is a transparent paint system containing particles of zinc 

compounds with the brand ZP10 of 400nm in 1D size and smaller. It is a waterborne paint system which 

respects the VOC reduction. Previous results of corrosion tests show corrosion protection for 20 months.    

Keywords: nanoparticle, paint systems, corrosion, coating  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The corrosion protection of metallurgical products is an important issue nowadays. The corrosion 

protection of tubes is still carried out with boiled oil in some companies. The boiled oil does not sufficiently 

meet the condition of corrosion protection for the period of 3 to 6 months when transporting the tube to 

an area with an environmental aggression of C5. 

A suitable alternative is the choice of a paint system containing nano-pigments, which would provide the 

anticorrosive properties of the coating. Simultaneously, the paint system must be transparent, applicable in 

a thin layer without deterioration of adhesion, abrasion resistance and, above all, after-tack of the coating.  

Nowadays, paint systems containing ZP10 zinc ortho-phosphate pigments are being studied in nano-sizes 

and micro-sizes.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

A transparent paint system based on alkyd resin containing 4 to 6 wt percent of ZP10 zinc ortho-phosphate 

anticorrosive pigment was used as experimental material. For experimental tests, two options of the 

anticorrosive paint were prepared. 

1. A paint system containing pigment particles sized from 2 to 3,5 µm. (see fig. 1) 

2. A paint system containing pigment particles in fractions sized from 4 to 200 nm. (see fig. 2) 

Nanoparticles were prepared with the WATER JET MILL constructed within the framework of the research 

done by the Nanostructure Division of the Institute of Physics at the Faculty of Mining and Geology - VŠB - 

TU Ostrava. 

Snapshots of individual surfaces of pigment particles were taken with the device Philips XL 30 Series in the 

Laboratory of Electron Microscopy of the Nanotechnology Centre, VŠB-TU Ostrava and a chemical analysis 

of ZP 10 particles was also carried out (see fig. 3). 

 

The paint systems were applied on the substrate steel material KOSMALT E300T. The surface of the steel 

material was prepared for the surface purity grade Sa 2 ½ according to ISO 8501-1 by means of grit blasting. 

Before the application of the paint systems, the samples of the steel material sized 100 x 150 x 3 mm were 

degreased. For degreasing, a concentrate of the degreasing agent SIMPLE GREEN and water in 

concentration 1:4 was used. The degreasing bath temperature was 23,2 °C, pH 8,3 and the degreasing time 
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was 6 minutes. After the degreasing process, the samples were being rinsed in water with a temperature of 

21,5 °C, pH 8, for 2 minutes. 

The application of the paint systems onto substrate materials in a wet thickness layer of 100 µm was 

carried out using a brush. After the application, they cured freely in the air for 2 hours. Then they were 

inserted into a kiln and they were cured at a temperature of 80 °C for 6 hours. 

 

3.1  Cross-cut test according to ČSN EN ISO 16276 - 2 

The average thickness of the paint system 

dry layer ranged between 40 and 60 µm. 

According to the standard of ČSN EN ISO 

2409, the cross-cut test was conducted using 

a cutting tool, with a distance between cuts 

(sections) of 1 mm.  

The results of the cross-cut test indicated 

bad adhesion of the paint systems to the 

substrate material. Both the paint systems 

were classified as grade 5. Damage to the 

surface of the grid was greater than 65 %. 

The evaluation and photographic 

documentation is shown in table nr. 1. 

3.2  Corrosion Test in Artificial Atmospheres - salt spray tests according to ČSN EN ISO 9227 

3.2.1  Suggestion for Calculation of Corrosion Resistance in an Environment with C5 Corrosive Aggression 

The suggestion for the calculation of a paint system’s corrosive resistance supposes a maximum 10-year-

long resistance to an environment with a corrosive aggression of C5, which corresponds to 720 hours of 

exposure in a corrosion chamber with salt fog. 
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3.2.2  Corrosion Test According to ČSN EN ISO 9227 

The samples with applied paint systems were inserted into a corrosion chamber with the maximum 

exposure time of 240 hours. The samples were exposed without failure and with a cut-failure of the paint 

system. Photographic documentation and evaluation was carried in the intervals of 0 hr, 4 hrs, 24 hrs, 48 

hrs, 72 hrs, 120 hrs and 240 hrs. Evaluation for the individual intervals is shown in table 3. 
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It follows from table nr. 3 that the paint system containing zinc ortho-phosphate nanoparticles withstood 

the corrosion chamber for 72 hours without any failures. After 120 hours of exposure in the corrosion 

chamber, occurrence of very small blisters visible only when zoomed occurred. Delamination and corrosion 

of the samples with the cut created in the paint system occurred as early as 4 hours into exposure in the 

corrosion chamber.  

The paint system containing common-sized zinc ortho-phosphate pigments withstood the corrosion 

chamber without the occurrence of failures in their coatings for 240 hours. Delamination and corrosion of 

the samples with the cut created in the paint system occurred as early as 4 hours into exposure in the 

corrosion chamber.  

The photographic documentation for 24 hrs, 120 hrs and 240 hrs of exposure after the corrosion test in the 

corrosion chamber is shown as an illustration. 

Labelling of samples in the corrosion chamber: 

NH A  - a sample with applied coating composition (NH) containing zinc ortho-phosphate nano-particles 

with a cut created in the coating 

NH B  -  a sample with applied coating composition (NH) containing zinc ortho-phosphate micro-particles 

NH C  -  a sample with applied coating composition (NH) containing zinc ortho-phosphate nano-particles 

without a cut created in the coating 

NH D  -  a sample with applied coating composition (NH) containing zinc ortho-phosphate micro-particles 

without a cut created in the coating 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

Within the framework of research and development, two types of transparent paint systems were tested. 

They were a paint system containing pigment nano-particles and zinc ortho-phosphate micro-particles 

pigments. Adhesion of the paint systems is very bad because damages to the grid greater than 65% 

occurred. As far as corrosion is concerned, one can think that the paint system containing nano-particles of 

zinc ortho-phosphate pigments is resistant to a corrosive environment with a corrosive aggression of C5 for 

about 12 months. If the coating is disrupted, corrosive resistance decreases to approx. 4 months. The paint 

system containing zinc ortho-phosphate micro-particles is resistant to a corrosive environment with a 

corrosive aggression of C5 for approx. 40 months. If the coating is disrupted, corrosive resistance decreases 

to 4 months. 

One can gather from the results that the paint systems meet the basic prerequisite for the short-term 

corrosion protection of background material. 
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Abstrakt 

Nowadays, the era of miniaturization brings many demands on modification of common materials 

properties. In recent years, this challenge is well accepted in the field of nanotechnology. This work is 

focused on low cost technology of metal surfaces modification with high ordered metal nanowires or 

nanorods. Nanoparticles are composed of various metals such as Au, Ni, Cu, Pd or Pt. In the principle, the 

fabrication of nanostructured surfaces is based on electrodeposition of metal ions to the prepared 

nanoporous template of alumina oxide. The template was obtained by anodic oxidation of thin sputtered or 

evaporated aluminum film. The anodization process was performed under specific conditions such as 

voltage, temperature and suitable electrolyte. The changing of anodizing conditions can influence the 

geometrical parameters of templates and subsequently the diameter and position of nanowires, as well. 

The length is determined by the deposition time. The nanostructured surfaces have a wide spectrum of 

applications in the field of electronics, sensors, surface engineering and optics. The main goals of 

nanostructured surface are to increase the sensing area and the usage of nanoparticles influence on 

interference and light focusing in magnetic and biological applications. 

Keywords: anodized alumina, nanopores, micro sensor, intermetallic layer 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The using of template base methods is a very low cost technology in comparison with lithographic method 

and pore anodized alumina is one of templates base methods. Highly ordered nanopores in a thin-film 

alumina template have been prepared for electrochemical micro sensors fabrication with nanopatterned 

surface of electrodes. The template has been grown on the micro system composes by two gold comb-like 

electrodes. The template is used for nanopillars or nanotubes formation on the electrodes surface. The 

preparation highly ordered hexagonal pore [1,2,3] structure as template is done using anodization of Al film 

adhered on the micro system, which is the first phase of device fabrication. The second is the nanorods or 

nanotubes growing on the system. The anodized alumina (AA) as a template was used for its good dielectric 

properties and for ability of self ordering of aluminum under anodization [2,4]. The aluminum was directly 

evaporated on gold microelectrodes. The film thickness was obtained about 2 µm. The transformation thin 

aluminum film to nanopore alumina was reached by electrochemically controlled oxidation of aluminum. In 

this paper the two-step anodization [1] of thin Al film deposited on Si wafer was experimentally carried out 

with the aim to grow thin alumina on aluminum layer where alumina has double growing ratio causing high 

mechanical strain. Decreasing of the mechanical stress had to be done. The pore diameter and inter-pore 

distance vary in the range 15 - 30 nm and 20 - 50 nm respectively.  Since 1995, when the self-ordered 

porous alumina was discovered, [2] the effort to utilize of that extremely interesting material started. Up to 

now, self-ordered porous alumina with many different parameters was obtained, e.g, porous templates 
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with inter-pore distance from 50 nm to 500 nm. [3,4,5] After this invention, many groups begun to find a 

use in many spheres of science like electronic, magnetic, optoelectronic devices. Also, the porous alumina 

has been found the use in orthopedic surgery like a component in bone implants with low coefficient of 

friction. [6,7] But the most interesting sphere is the applications of anodized alumina (AA) with various 

materials in sensors technology. Especially, the AA is used for increase areas of sensors active layers. The 

AA has been applied as template for deposition nanowires or nanotubes on substrate or as mask for 

etching tiny ordered motives. [8] Various forms of AA has been studied for different application. [5,9] AA, 

which is fabricated from aluminum foils with thickness 250 μm, is one of them. This process of porous 

alumina fabrication is managed very well and it is described on Fig. 1. The disadvantage of this template lies 

on its difficulty manipulation. Better way is to deposit aluminum thin film directly on the substrate and 

after that to anodize porous alumina. [8,10,15]. However, it requires deposition equipment and clean 

rooms. This technique has made possible fabrication of AA and subsequently nanowires on various metallic 

layers without necessity to solve problems allied to manipulation and dissolving of remainder aluminum. 

Therefore, this technique is more suitable for industry.  

Nowadays we can see a tendency to fabricate still smaller sensors elements but it is required the same or 

higher sensitivity. [8] One of many solutions could be enlargement of detection area by force of nanopillars 

or nanotubes deposited on surface. The utilization of different AA templates makes possible to produce 

nanoparticles with various sizes. Unfortunately, there are still many outstanding challenges in production 

multi metallic systems with perfectly ordered nanoparticles surface. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

Here, the fabrication process of the porous alumina is described. First, we used to N-type of silicon 

substrate for sputtering of thin aluminum film. The thickness of film was 2 μm and the purity 99,999%. The 

first problem of the AA creation was appeared at once with deposition of aluminum film. The film was not 

homogenous and it was molded by much bigger crystals than 100 nm. Crystal’s boundaries were very 

apparent and deep, Fig. 2. They avoided the creation of ordered structure.  [11] Indeed, the porous AA 

structure was created, but it was not absolutely applicable as a template for  arrayed deposition. 

a b c 

d 

Fig. 1  The porous alumina starts to grow on thin electrode and the pores are spontaneous 

formed to hexagonal structure (a). The aluminium layer is gradually consumed and the pores 

grow (b) to the point when the oxide barriers on aluminium/aluminium oxide interface on 

bottom of alumina templates touched on based metal electrodes. Next step are following: 

electrodeposition of metal through the pores (c), aluminium templates dissolution and 

exposing of nanowires (nanocolumns) (d). 
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In the second experiment, the alumina film was deposited by vapor deposition (VD) method. The surface 

was glossier than sputtered film. In Fig. 3, the crystal’s boundaries are evident but they did not affect the 

anodized process as much as in the first case. On the other hand, the problem with adhesion was appeared. 

The evaporated aluminum films were cracked or involved by anodization in many cases.  

In both experiments, samples with alumina film were cleaned and degreased in acetone at first. After that, 

they were put on a cell, where the sample was the anode and a stainless steel was the cathode. Sulfuric 

acid at 10% was used as electrolyte. The temperature of electrolyte was ranging from 0 °C to 24 °C. The 

voltage was set on value 25 V. The electrolyte was rigorously stirred. [3, 12, 13] Samples were anodized 

between 13 minutes and 15 minutes. During this time, current value decreased to value of 100 μA. After 

that, samples were etched in 5% phosphoric acid at 39°C in ordered to open the pores and dissolve the 

porous barriers. The etching time was between 2 and 3 minutes. After 3 minute of etching, the ceramic 

structure was started breaking down. The pore diameter and inter-pore distance vary in the range of 15 -

 30 nm and 20 - 50 nm respectively, see Fig. 4. 
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Anodization of thin aluminum film in oxalic acid was done [2,5,14] However, the result was unsatisfactory. 

The layer did not appear of porous structure. The result is shown in Fig. 5. The anodization of aluminum foil 

is easier to manage than the aluminum film. 

Next the next application of the opened alumina, the template was used for the electrodeposition of 

nanowires. The metal used for experiments on the nanostructure growth was gold (component of 

electrolyte: 6 g.L-1 of K[Au(CN)2] and 2.32 g.L-1 of H3BO3). The current density of deposition over the total 

area of nanopores was usually 0.25 mA.cm-1 for Au nanostructures. The deposition time was 10 seconds. 

The temperature of plating bath was approx. 50 °C. In the next phase, the filled template was dissolved in 

5% H3PO4. The surface morphology and homogeneity of the fabricated samples were investigated with 

MIRA II Tescan field scanning electronic microscope operated at 1-30 keV in high vacuum mode. The 

original porous structure can be seen in Fig. 6. 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSION  

Fig. 2 and 3 shows that the alumina structures are not enough self-organized. The pores have been created 

chaotically and they have different sizes. Nanocrystals of aluminum are the main cause of this issue. The 

size of nanocrystals grows is time dependent. Nanocrystals of aluminum are evident in Fig. 2, where many 

defects can be found between nanocrystals. Using VD technique this problem was solved, see Fig. 3. The 

aluminum layer, which was deposited by sputtering, was turbid. On the other hand the layer, deposited by 

VD, had brilliant polished surface. Because the VD run in many steps and the alumina film has a thickness of 

200 nm, nanocrystals do not grow up as much as nanocrystals in sputtered film. Therefore the alumina thin 

film deposited by VD is more quality.  

Next issue is to improve the adhesion between silicon substrate, inter metallic layer and alumina film. One 

of the solutions is decreasing the stress, which is raised by the deposition process. The other solution is 

heating the substrate which results in better adhesion but it decreases the speed of deposition. Next 

solution is using different intermetallic layers like titanium or titanium dioxide which have better adhesion 

and they can also create porous structure by special conditions. The using of anodic porous titanium oxide 

Fig. 6  cross section of template with deposited Au nanowires (left) and detail of 
deposited structures (right). 
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is going to bring benefit due to its conduction advantages. Titanium dioxide can be used as conductive 

matrix for deposition of nanopillars. [6] 

Another task is finding conditions for creating ordered porous structure. In comparison, it is much difficult 

to apply anodization by Two-step method because it often terminates in dissolving or breaking up of 

aluminum films by anodization at second step. This problem is much dependent on adhesion of alumina 

layer. Anodization in one step was success managed and conditions were determined but then an initiation 

of second step is done, it is necessary to dissolve a first anodized layer of AA. This part of fabrications is in 

progress during higher temperature in range 40 - 60°C and the anodization process is done at the same or 

lower a room temperature. This thermal difference causes very high mechanical stress between AA and 

bottom layer. The problem solving is in very slow increasing/decreasing of the temperature. The next very 

important condition is the electrolyte stirring. If the stirring is insufficient or it is stopped during 

anodization, free aluminum ions, which are usually stirred up in solution, begin to imbed on alumina 

surface. They cause the interruption of anodization process. [3] The stirring is very important for drawing-

off rising hydrogen’s molecules from AA surface. They usually stay on alumina surface, where they are 

reduced from water molecules, if a position is suitable or intensity of stirring is small. They cause non-

uniform anodization of some alumina areas.  

4. CONLUSION 

The conditions of the anodization process using aluminum thin films deposited by evaporation and 

sputtering were found. The optimal conditions of anodization processes have been determined for the first 

step. The self-organized process of thin films is dependent on high purity, homogeneity of aluminum film 

and adhesion between aluminum and silicon layers. Finally the VD method shows to be more suitable for 

deposition of aluminum thin film on silicon substrate than the sputtering method. Through the obtained 

template, the array of nanowires was deposited on electro-conducting metal layer and the nanowires have 

got the same geometrical parameters such as porous anodic alumina. We believe that the reported method 

brings several benefits. The first one is a very simple preparation of nanowires-based vertically aligned 

structures directly on conductive electrode. 
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Abstract 

Nickel- and cobalt-based superalloys have been developed and are used in the hot sections of gas turbines 

in order to meet complex high-temperature phenomena. The gas temperature in modern engines exceeds 

1650 °C in the turbine section and its cooled parts reach temperatures as high as 1200 °C. During operation, 

the structural materials degrade by fatigue, creep, oxidation, corrosion and erosive wear. Protective 

coatings provide barriers between the alloys and outer environment and, in particular, they enhance a 

resistance to oxidation and hot corrosion. The metallic coatings can be divided into two categories: 

diffusion and overlay coatings. Diffusion aluminide coatings (DAC) are based on the intermetallic compound 

β-NiAl that forms under the influence of the substrate. Although DAC have been enjoying wide application, 

they have a limitation which arises from no deliberate changes of their properties to meet requirements of 

specific service conditions. This article is focused on a detection of damage that formed in the diffusion 

coatings on first stage turbine blades after two different short-term overheating events. Motivation for this 

study came from demands for an extension of our knowledge of degradation mechanisms. A possibility of a 

non-destructive assessment of the damage level using suitable damage parameters is also briefly described.  

Keywords: Diffusion aluminide coating, overheating, degradation parameter, creep, aircraft engine. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Surface engineering and coatings technology play a crucial role in the operation at high temperatures, 

particularly for gas turbines, which are subjected to complex thermal and mechanical strain/stress cycling. 

Depending on the specific component, thin-walled sections can experience widely different thermal fatigue 

cycles. Coatings are applied with a specific aim to improve the base material resistance mainly to hot 

corrosion, oxidation and to provide a barrier against high temperatures. These can be achieved by properly 

bonded coatings to the substrate. The choice of protective coating depends on the operating environment.  

The main types of protective coatings used for gas turbine components can be defined as follows [1,2]: 

 Diffusion aluminide coatings - formed by the surface enrichment with Al, and can be modified by Cr, Pt or Si. 

 Overlay coatings - they are commonly known as MCrAlX coatings, where M is the base metal, Cr is 

chromium, Al is aluminum and X (often yttrium) is represented by components to improve the adhesion to 

the substrate. 

 Thermal barrier coatings - were designed to insulate the component from the hot gas path and generally 

consist of ceramic topcoat of the zirconia type bonded to the diffusion or overlay bondcoat. 

Operating any system beyond the design limits can often cause irrecoverable failure of components, e.g. 

due to overload or overheating. Stress rupture, creep or thermal shocks are the most important life-limiting 
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factors. Creep degradation during overheating is one of the most serious degradation modes of coated 

turbine blades in service.  

This article is focused on a detection of damage that forms in the diffusion coatings after overheating 

events. Moreover, a possibility of a non-destructive assessment of their damage level using a suitable 

damage parameter is briefly described. Motivation for this study came from a demand for a substantial 

extension of our knowledge of rare degradation mechanism as overheating and request of producer to 

assess the degradation by overheating from basic data extracted from performance properties. 

2. ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS AND REFERENCE CASES OF OVERHEATING 

The damage of rotor blades of the first stage of the high-pressure turbine (1VTT) of the DV2 aircraft engine 

made of the JS6K nickel superalloy was studied after different overheating events during service. This alloy is 

predetermined for operating temperatures of 800 - 1050 ºC and has been, for a long time, utilized in the 

manufacture of aircraft engine blades by the company Walter Prague. Further details concerning the JS6K 

nickel superalloy can be found in [3]. The 1VTT blades of the DV2 engine are protected from the high 

temperature of combustion products by an oxidation, corrosion and creep-resistant Al-Si layer denoted 

AS2. The 1VTT blades of the DV2 aircraft engine, produced by HTC-AED a.s., Považská Bystrica, Slovakia, are 

located behind the combustion chamber. They are cooled internally by air, which is taken from the 4th stage 

of the high-pressure compressor. Internal cooling of blades makes it possible to increase the temperature 

of combustion products entering the turbine by about 100 ºC. At the maximum engine mode, the 

temperature of gases prior to entering the turbine is 1096 ºC. Rotor blades of the high-pressure turbine are 

the most heavily loaded components of the runner wheel. Owing to surging, a short-time (5 to 20 s) 

overheating shock can appear so that the working temperature T of outlet gases (behind the turbine) 

exceeds its critical values T
4C,s

 = 705 ºC for the engine starting  and T
4C,o

 = 760 ºC for the operation modes 

[3]. This shock causes a creep-based damage of coatings and a subsequent reduction of service life of the 

gas turbine rotor blades when compared to the planned life of 1500 flight hours. The overheating data 

(time over the critical temperature T4,C  and temperature of outlet gases) were registered by thermocouples 

positioned behind the last stage of the three-stage turbine. Up to now producer of investigated engines 

remarked 28 cases of different overheating events. After their macroscopic and microscopic analyses we 

can found direct relevance between failure of blade coating and overheating event as shown in the 

following examples.  

2.1 Engine 94072 

Engine 94072 had 327 hours and 45 minutes of flight operation. The critical temperature excess of outlet 

gases occurred when starting the engine and switching over to the basic control system, with the maximum 

overheating temperature reaching 748 ºC and the duration of 5.1 s corresponding to of permitted critical 

temperature excess. Blade 94072 has a much degraded outer sub-layer, corrosive products of fuel 

combustion damaged it down to the diffusion sub-layer level. The average thickness on this concave side of 

blade is 14,6 μm (Fig. 1.). The two-layer coating on the convex side of less stressed blade is non-uniform 

and covered by corrosive phases at lower thickness. The average coating thickness of convex side is       19,3 

μm (Fig. 2.). Excessive thickness of corrosive phases and melting of secondary carbides on the grain 

boundaries of substrate JS6K indicate the event of short-time overheating. 
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             Fig. 1  The concave side of the blade 94072.            Fig. 2  The convex side of the blade 94072. 

In the process of high-temperature exploitation tensile stresses evolving in the area of corrosion products 

can lead to generation of cracks parallel to the interface coating/substrate (Fig. 3.). These cracks in the 

gradual exploitation interconnect and consequently lead to the degradation mode of spalling. This 

mechanism causes a gradual or total loss of upper parts of coating after overheating.  

 

Fig. 3  Crack rising from corrosive phases. 

2.2 Engine 94074 

Engine 94074 had 166 hours and 15 minutes of flight operation. The critical temperature excess of outlet 

gases occurred when the engine was starting. The temperature T4,C reached 858 ºC and the period of 

overheating was 6.1 s. The microphotographs of blade 94074 document a very pronounced degradation of 

not only the DAC but also its base nickel alloy.  

The blade on the concave side is without coating (Fig. 4.). DAC on the convex side of the blade consists only 

of the degraded diffusion sub-layer (Fig. 5.). Its average thickness value reaches 9.4 μm. As regards the 

microstructure, the coating is formed by the γ matrix and a small amount of fine carbide particles. Needle-

shaped particles based on creep-resistant elements occur beneath the diffusion zone of coating and has 

been termed secondary reaction zone or SRZ [4]. For many nickel-base alloys it is typical to observe these 

precipitates in the interface coating/substrate after high temperature exposures. Ni-base superalloys are 

prone to precipitate σ-phases of needle-shaped morphology which occur in the range of 650-950 °C.  

Surface roughness, creep deformation, the presence of scaling and extent of interdiffusion between the 

coating and substrate are the main degradation characteristics due to higher then normal operating 
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temperature. At the same time rapid environmental attack (oxidation and hot corrosion) induces cracks 

perpendicular to the interfaces and leads to spalling and finally loss of coating.  

 

      Fig. 4  The concave side of the blade 94074.  Fig. 5  The convex side of the blade 94074. 

2.3 Engine 94076 

Compared to all the analysed blades, engine 94076 had the highest number of hours of flight operation, i.e. 

342 hours and 7 minutes. The critical temperature excess of outlet gases occurred while the plane was 

landing, when training manoeuvre of touchdown was accompanying by abrupt burnout in the combustor 

chamber for 10 s with corresponding decreasing of revolutions. The reaction of the pilot trying to increase 

these revolutions led to shifting the engine control lever towards higher degrees.  

This elemental operation increased the flow of fuel into the no-longer burning combustion chamber and 

repeated mixture ignition did not to starting run and increasing of revolutions of high pressure turbine. 

Instead the maximum temperature, measured in back of turbine achieved 1079 ºC, the duration of 

permitted temperature excess was of 20.6 s. From basic engine parameters depicted in Fig. 6 is evident 

that revolutions despite excess of temperature are increasing. Relation between revolutions of high 

pressure turbine and temperature of outgoing gases sustains that in the turbine did not spring to the 

change of thermal energy to mechanical work. 

                           Fig. 6  Change of the basic engine parameters related to the case of burnout 

in the combustor chamber for 10 s with subsequent overheating. 
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This phenomenon gives us information that engine experienced burning outside the combustion chamber 

what corresponds with no significant macroscopic changes detected in the coating (Figs. 7, 8). The average 

respective thicknesses of coatings 18.8 μm and 21.1 μm on the concave and convex sides correspond well 

with the number of flight hours of operation. Fig. 8 gives another confirmation of initialization and 

propagation of cracks from the areas of corrosive attacks with superimposed thermal and mechanical 

cycling.  

 

Fig. 7  The convex side of the blade 94076.            Fig. 8  The concave side of the blade 94076. 

2.4     Discussion of Results 

Microphotographs of analysed blades after overheating event showed a complex influence of creep, 

increasing oxidation and corrosion, interdiffusion of elements into coating and between substrate and 

coating, as well as precipitation and grow of undesirable phases at the interface substrate/coating. 

Microstructures of blades 94072 and 94074 expose that excessive service temperature produces a great 

amount of corrosive phases which, due to cyclic stresses, lead to the cracks parallel to the interface.  

Gradual loss of upper parts of coatings is a consequence of this mechanism. Because higher both the 

temperature field and the temperature gradient are on the concave side of blades, these sides are always 

degraded with higher intensity. Cracking near the sub-zone interface (Fig. 3) means a start of the spalling 

processes that cause a gradual reduction of the coating thickness. Such cracks are a result of local tensile 

stresses perpendicular to the interface caused by a gradient of tensile stresses directed along the interface 

during overheating and/or by rumpling of the sub-zone interface under high compressive stresses in the 

diffusive subzone during cooling (similarly as on the TGO/TBC interface of thermal barrier coatings [5].  Due 

to the latter process, the tensile stresses develop at the concave site of the diffusive sub-zone while the 

compressive stresses appear at the convex site. Shear stresses are induced at inclined sections. The 

magnitude and the sign of these stresses depend on both the mismatch of elastic moduli of sub-zones and 

the ratio of the amplitude to the wavelength of the wavy interface. The cracking of this type is augmented 

by the thermal cycling that is normally prevalent in service. 

Formation of through-the-thickness cracks, perpendicular to the surface, manifests some significant cyclic 

changes of residual stresses in the coating also during the external overheating event. In the case of the 

engine 94076 one can imagine that, after an extreme cooling down and a repeated heating to the working 

temperature, a sequence of rather high compressive and tensile stresses appeared in the coating bulk 

which, most probably, led to a creation of these cracks. The overheating produces a sequence of 
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compressive and high tensile stresses in the coating [6] leading to a formation of through-the-thickness 

cracks. Although these cracks were, in fact, not a direct reason for the coating destruction, they could serve 

as channels for penetration of external corrosive environment into the protective layer and substrate. 

3. NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSESSMENT OF COATING DAMAGE  

Because the producer always has to decide about a further performance till the next general repair, he 

used following empirical parameter based on an extract of preceding overheating data.  

 (1) 

where t є <t0, t2> is the overheating duration, T  >  Tc  ≡ T4,C and Tmax is the maximal overheating 

temperature. The critical values of that parameter are related to the service measures so that the producer 

can meet a statement concerning the performance capability [Manual, Africa]. 

In order to verify the reliability of the parameter D, the reduction of the thickness of AS2 layers was 

analyzed for four overheating events. It was found that the relative thickness of the degraded surface layer 

was a monotonically decreasing function of the parameter D. The best fit of that function was achieved by a 

quadratic dependence of the relative thickness on the logarithm of D. The critical parameters of D 

corresponded well with the expected geometrical shapes of the coatings. Thus, the description of blade 

damage using the parameter D according to eq. (1) seems to be very plausible.  

The parameter D possesses an interesting physical meaning. When assuming a creep work done by tensile 

misfit stresses during the overheating event, one can show that this parameter is directly proportional to 

the specific Hamiltonian´s action.  

Consequently, the damage function can be expressed in a more general form as 

 (2) 

where p + q = 1 and .  

The parameter D defined by eq. (1) represents a special case of eq. (2) for p = 1/4, q = 3/4 and n = 3. 

The value n = 3 indicates a plausible mixture of diffusion and dislocation mechanisms of the creep damage 

during the overheating events.  

Thus, one can examine other forms of the damage parameter when retaining its physical meaning in terms 

of the unit (oC n+1s2) and avoiding both fractions and negative values of powers in eq. (2). After examination 

of 18 various permissible sets of parameters n, p and q  a much simpler damage parameter  

  (3) 

was found as a nearly equivalent to D. However, this new damage parameter would need a further 

verification. The assessment procedure based on the parameter D does not provide correct data in the 

special cases when the overheating is caused by a gas burning outside the combustion and repeated 
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overheating of the engine. Nevertheless, these cases can be easily identified when analyzing records of the 

engine data during service. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Microphotographs of analyzed blades represent the complex influence of degradation modes typically 

occuring at high temperatures. Consequences of high temperature and heat drop by sudden cooling below 

the critical temperature T4,C we can summarize subsequently: 

 The high temperature exploitation together with creep deformation induces the mechanism of 

accelerated oxidation on the top of the coating and diffusion of elements in the system 

coating/substrate. At the same time a decomposition of carbides of type M23C6 occurs in the 

substrate along with a tendency towards stigmatization of the alloy at the coating/alloy interface 

(Fig. 3. and 5.). 

 Rapid decreasing of the high temperature on the surface due to cooling via air-cooling channels lead 

to a creation of tensile stresses in the coating (as consequence of mismatch of coefficients of thermal 

expansion) and subsequently to cracks perpendicular to the interface coating/substrate. Coactive 

cooling results in the surface condensation of exhaust gases and accelerated hot corrosion (Fig. 1.). 

These areas serve as initiators for generation and propagation of cracks not only perpendicular to the 

interface (Fig. 8.) but also parallel with interface (Fig. 3.). Their effect is a partial (Fig. 5.) or a total loss 

of the coating (Fig. 4.) that is known as spalling.  

The empirical parameter D defined by eq. (1) is a useful tool for a non-destructive assessment of the 

damage level. The more simple parameter defined by eq. (3) seems to work as well but this would need a 

further experimental verification.  
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Abstract 

The paper added knowledge to research in the branch of aluminium alloys crystallization. As it’s commonly 

known the pressure and its effect on transformation of liquid phase on solid one is very important for the 

formation of the crystalline structure of metals. Applying the pressure on the melt during its crystallization 

is one of the methods how to positively influence the creating structure of metals and thus also its 

mechanical properties. The aim of this paper was influence of pressure (0,1 MPa, 90 MPa, 125 MPa a 

255MPa) monitoring acting on crystallizing melt and its influence on structure and mechanical properties of 

simple shape parts, i.e. conical cone - in upper part (bigger one) with diameter Ø100 and height 100mm.  

Due to this purpose was designed special tool which was placed on hydraulic press. There was chosen alloy 

AlSi12(Fe) (EN AC-44300). There were produced samples for the metallographic evaluation. Structure of 

specimens was monitored on light microscopy and evaluated by means of software NIS Elements. By 

structure was also evaluated secondary axis dendrites distance - so called DAS. There was also monitored 

influence of pressures mentioned above on mechanical properties. Mechanical properties i.e. ultimate 

tensile strength and hardness according Brinell was also observed for individual parts.  

Keywords: Crystallization under Pressure, Aluminium Alloys, Structure, Squeeze Casting 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Still increasing the quality demands on products results focused research on such methods which lead to 

increase utility properties of final products. The pressure and its effect on transformation of liquid phase on 

solid one is very important for the formation of the crystalline structure of metals. Due to pressure 

increases the number of crystallization nucleus. Applying the pressure on the melt during its crystallization 

is one of the methods how to positively influence the emerging structure of metals and thus also its 

mechanical properties. For this reason, Department of Engineering Technology - KSP - Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering - Technical University of Liberec, has been involved in solution this problems within 

the project GACR 101/09/1996. 

1.1 Influence of pressure on the nucleation of crystallization nucleus 

As it’s commonly known on the size of crystallization nucleus has influence undercooling of melt during 

crystallization. If there applied pressure on crystallization melt, then there is on critical size of crystallization 

nucleus great influence from melt undercooling rising from high metal mould accumulation ability and 

undercooling rising from higher pressure acting on crystallizing melt - see fig. 1. Higher pressure acting on 

crystallizing melt Al-Si is changing appearance of constitution diagram - see fig. 2. 

Influence of pressure on crystallization temperature process describes the Clausius - Clapeyron equation: 

           

         (1) 
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Fig. 3  Tool for crystallization aluminium alloys under pressure 

where is:   dT / dp - temperature differential by pressure differential 

      H (L-S) - a change of molecular crystalline enthalpy within transformation liquid - solid; 

                  VL - volume of the liquid phase; 

                  VS - volume of the solid phase. 

This equation describes crystallization temperature increasing of casted melt from pressure influence as 

specific volume decrease result. For the most metals is valid that melt volume is higher than solid phase 

volume and thus differentiate ratio dT/dp is positive, i.e. crystallization temperature is increasing with 

increasing pressure [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  CRYSTALLIZATION UNDER PRESSURE EXPERIMENTAL MONITORING   

The aim of this paper was influence of pressure monitoring acting on crystallizing melt and its influence on 

structure and mechanical properties. For experiment was used special designed tool placed on hydraulic 

press CBA 300/63. Used tool (die and punch - see fig. 3) is made from tool steel 19 552, thermal treatment 

on 58 HRC. During experiment was tool tempered on 160°C in the tool’s cavity. This cavity has conical 

shape - in upper part diameter is Ø100mm - see fig. 4. Device is equipped with sprue channel to enable 

melt casting into cavity without any problems and without whirling. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  The pressure influence on critical 

nucleus size 

Fig. 2  The pressure influence on the constitution   

                diagram Al-Si according BATYŠEV  
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Fig. 4  Aluminium part – scheme of specimen´s take-off for metallographical evaluation 

There was chosen alloy AlSi12(Fe) (EN AC-44300), the mechanical properties of the alloy in accordance with 

EN 1706 are in table 1. In table 2 are conditions of the experiments. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1  Mechanical properties of alloy AlSi12(Fe) 

Processing 
method 

State 
Yield strength Rp0,2 

[MPa] 
Ultimate strength 

Rm [MPa] 
Ductility 
A50mm [%] 

Brinell 
hardness HBS 

Casting into 
sand mould 

Cast 70 150 4 50 

Casting into 
metal mould 

Cast 80 170 5 55 

Table 2  Carried out experiments overview 

Conditions of the experiment - AlSi12(Fe) 

Pressure Alloy temperature  Tool temperature 

0,1 MPa 

720°C 160°C 
90 MPa 

125 MPa 

255 MPa 

2.1 Evaluation of metallographic structure monitoring  

From each part were from surface section A-A in marked places (1-7) take-off samples for metallographical 

evaluation - see fig. 4. The samples were prepared in a standard metallographic method and for the 

structure accentuation was used 0,5% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution in water. The structure was examined 

by the help of the microscope Neophot 21 and evaluated by the help of software NIS Elements. In fig. 5 is 

shown structure of alloy casted by gravitational casting and in fig. 6 is shown the example of this alloy’s 

structure solidified under pressure 125 MPa. Graphically elaborated results of DAS measurements are given 

in fig. 7. 
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2.2 Measurement of mechanical properties 

For individual parts was also observed ultimate tensile strength and hardness according Brinell. To evaluate 

ultimate tensile strength was from the centre of each part take-off testing sample with Ø 8mm and L0 50 

mm.   Tensile ultimate strength monitoring of testing samples from individual parts was carried out on 

device TIRAtest 2300. Graphically elaborated tensile ultimate strength results are shown in fig. 8.  

There was also observed part’s hardness on section surface A-A, see fig. 4. Hardness was determinated by 

Brinell method (ČSN 42 0371) on hardness tester WPM - 308, diameter of applied ball was 5 mm, loading 

force 250 kp (2452,5 N). Fig. 9 illustrates graphical elaboration of HB hardness measurement. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Alloy structure AlSi12 (Fe) after 
gravitational casting 

 

Fig. 6  Alloy structure AlSi12 (Fe) solidified 
under pressure 125 MPa 

 

Fig. 7  Graphically elaborated mean DAS values 
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3. CONCLUSION 

Experiment proved favourable influence of pressure acting on solidifying melt. Aluminium alloy AlSi12 (Fe) 

produced under pressure reveals homogenous and fine-grain structure in comparison with structure 

created under gravitational casting. Secondary axis dendrites DAS distance by structure created by 

gravitational casting lies within in dependence on place of samples sampling from 70 up to 75 µm. The 

biggest influence of pressure on fine-grain of structure was proved between samples crystallizing without 

pressure loading and samples solidifying under pressure 90 MPa. In this case DAS value in dependence on 

place of samples take-off varies within interval from 21 up to 34 µm, i.e. DAS decreases on 41%. Influence 

of pressure within interval 90-250 MPa on DAS value was not so significant. 

Lower DAS value results in higher mechanical properties. Pressure acting on melt during solidification leads 

to higher tensile ultimate strength. Outstanding increase is recorded between samples prepared by 

gravitational casting and samples crystallizing under pressure 90 MPa. In this case is increase about 13%. 

Outstanding increase of the tensile ultimate strength for samples crystallizing under pressures 90, 125 and 

250 MPa was not proved. 

Hardness of samples prepared by gravitational casting was about 76 HB. Part’s hardness crystallizing under 

pressure on the section surface A-A was for all samples about 86 HB, in this case is increase about 12 %. 

Such value of hardness (86 HB) was the same for other used pressures (90, 125 and 250 MPa) thus another 

increase of hardness HB was not proved. 
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Fig. 8  Graphical elaboration of tensile ultimate 
strength results 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9  Graphical elaboration of HB hardness 
measurement 
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Abstract 

Inhomogeneous deformation process occurring during the production of extrusions and forgings results in 

an inhomogeneous microstructure as well as in remarkable differences in mechanical, fatigue and corrosion 

properties. This effect can be of great importance especially in loaded constructions made from age-

hardenable aluminium alloys. Inhomogeneous deformation together with the forming temperature and the 

following heat treatment causes very often the occurrence of coarse recrystallized areas. Thus, the areas 

with a marked structural boundary and a slump of properties are formed in the material volume. The 

coarse recrystallized areas occur mostly in surface layers that are strongly influenced by the contact with 

the tool during the deformation process. The present paper deals with the properties of these layers in 

extrusions and die forgings made from high strength age-hardenable aluminium alloys that are used in 

aircraft and automobile industry. It was found that the decrease of mechanical properties can reach up to 

25 % in the surface layers as compared with the unrecrystallized rest of material. In the case of fatigue 

properties, the influence of the surface conditions is quite fundamental and the recrystallized structure can 

decrease the high cycle fatigue lifetime more than by one order. 

Keywords: age-hardenable aluminium alloys, coarse recrystallized layers, extrusions, forgings, mechanical 

and fatigue properties 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mechanical as well as fatigue properties of products made of age-hardenable Al alloys are influenced by 

several factors connected with the technology of forming and heat treatment. An inhomogeneous 

microstructure arising from the inhomogeneous material flow and depending on the heat treatment and 

forming conditions, leads to the inhomogeneities in restoration and precipitation hardening processes. It 

results in different level of material softening (recovery, recrystallization), inhomogeneous texture and, last 

but not at least, in inhomogeneous and anisotropic properties. In the case of inhomogeneous restoration, 

specific structure defects - coarse recrystallized areas - occur. These coarse recrystallized areas are 

commonly present in extrusions and forgings of age hardenable Al alloys; in the forgings forged from 

extrusions, their occurrence is influenced by the structure resulting from the extrusion conditions. 

Recrystallized areas are mostly observed in the surface layers that are in direct touch with the dies and/or 

in regions where local changes of plastic deformation take place (e.g. flash area in the die forgings). Typical 

coarse recrystallized structures in extrusions and die forgings are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Recrystallized layers 

and areas in extrusions and forgings are formed either during the hot deformation and immediately after it, 

or in the course of final heat treatment. Their negative effect consists in the fact that the boundary 

between two different structures possessing remarkably different mechanical, fatigue and corrosion 

properties, is formed. The susceptibility to the formation of those structures depends on forming- and heat 
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treatment parameters and on the alloy type as well. Some of alloys are very susceptible to this. Extrusions 

and forgings from some alloys are completely recrystallized after heat treatment and do not contain the 

boundaries between recrystallized and unrecrystallized structure. Complete recrystallization in the whole 

material volume causes so called „loss of extrusion effect“ *1+ which is connected with a decrease of 

mechanical properties.  The causes of the formation and development of surface recrystallized layers have 

been intensively studied and some theoretical models have been proposed [2, 3]. The present work deals 

with the recrystallized surface layers in extrusions and die forgings and with their effect on mechanical and  

fatigue properties. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The assessment of the effect of recrystallized surface layers is not easy owing to the fact that they occupy 

small volume of material at the surface and they are non-uniform distributed. It is practically impossible to 

place the test pieces into the products to obtain quantitative information on this effect. In the case of 

forgings, their effect can be described only by hardness measurements. The situation of extrusions is more 

favourable as the proper choice of extrusion shape and of extrusion- and heat treatment parameters can 

assure the growth of recrytallized layers through the whole material volume and, thus, it is possible to 

obtain the test pieces with fully recrystallized structure. 

This work contains the results of investigation of surface recrystallized layers in the forgings of 6082 alloy 

for automobile industry and two model extrusions of 2124 alloy used in aircraft industry. The examined 

forging and model Profile 1 and Profile 2 are shown in Fig. 3 and 4; chemical composition of the alloys is 

given in Table 1. The extrusions were directly extruded with extrusion ratio of λ=28 from billets 187 mm in 

diameter. The extrusions were solution treated at 495°C, 2-3% straightened and naturally aged.  The 

extrusions were prepared both with the unrecrystallized structure   and with the structure fully 

recrystallized in the flat parts of profiles. Specimens having unrecrystallized structure were heat treated 

under common operational conditions to T351 temper. To obtain the fully recrystallized structure in flat 

parts of model profiles, a lower extrusion temperature and longer solution annealing time were chosen. 

This heat treatment was carried out under laboratory conditions without the plastic deformation before 

natural ageing. That is why the state was indicated as T4 temper. The forgings were forged from extruded 

rod of 43 mm diameter received in as-fabricated F temper. In the case of 6082-T6 alloy, the following heat 

treatment was applied: solution annealing at 525 °C and artificial ageing 170 °C/6 h. 

 

  

Fig. 1  Coarse recrystallized  grains at the 

surface, extrusion from 2024-T351 alloy 

Fig. 2  Coarse recrystallized grains aligned in the 

flash, die forging, 6082-T6 alloy 
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 Fig. 3  Die forging from the 6082 alloy  used in 

experiments  

Fig. 4  Model profiles used for experimental 

extrusion of the 2124 alloy 

Table 1  Chemical composition of experimental alloys [wt.%] 

 

 

 

 

Tensile tests were performed on the specimens with 6 mm gauge diameter and 40 mm gauge length; to 

investigate the mechanical properties in the transversal direction, the tests were performed on specimens 

with short 10 mm gauge length, without the possibility to determine ductility and Rp0,2 limit. Flat fatigue 

test specimens with stress concentration factor Kt = 1.1 were prepared from Profile 1. All fatigue tests were 

performed at stress ratio R = 0 with a frequency of 80 Hz. Only one stress level, max = 330 MPa was used. 

At least 6 specimens were tested at this stress level. Test specimens were sampled parallel to the extrusion 

direction both in the circular and flat part of the cross section. Fatigue behaviour was characterized by 

number of cycles to fracture occurring with probability of P = 50 %. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structures of 6082 alloy forgings after heat treatment to T6 temper are shown in Fig. 5 - 8. Fig. 5 and 6 

show the structures after upsetting. The surface recrystallized layers originate in the area under the flat 

dies and have substantially lower hardness. A distinct boundary between the recrystallized and 

unrecrystallized structure is shown quite well in Fig. 6. It was found that the recrystallized areas in the 

forging of 6082-T6 alloy have lower hardness by 15 units (Fig. 5). The effect of fluctuation of the production 

technology parameters on the extent of surface recrystallized layers and, consequently, on mechanical 

properties is given in Fig. 7 and 8. Recrystallized areas in the forgings are of very irregular shape and their 

range depends on the forging way and the heat treatment parameters. As the effect of surface 

recrystallized layers on strength and fatigue properties of die forgings is difficult to describe quantitatively, 

special attention has been paid to the extrusions. 

The advantage of extrusion, regarding from the point of view of the effect of recrystallized structure on 

properties, is its constant cross section. It enables to choose an appropriate type of the profile, in which the 

placement and sampling of test specimens in previously determined place of the cross section, is possible. 

Further substantial advantage in comparison to forgings is the constant deformation along the profile and a 

relatively easy setting-up parameters of extrusion and heat treatment assuring the required type of 

structure. It follows from the experimental programme that the production parameters were chosen to 

obtain both the recrystallized and unrecrystallized structure in the central part of the Profile 1 and in the 

Alloy Cu Mg Mn Si Fe  

2124 4.02 1.36 0.71 0.19 0.21  

6082 0,07 0,98 0,78 1,01 0,28  
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peripheral parts of the Profile 2. Thus, the effect of coarse recrystallized structure on mechanical and 

fatigue properties could be investigated in the specimens having this type of structure in the whole volume 

of the material and not only in somewhat problematically defined surface layer occurring usually in real 

forgings and extrusions. The results of evaluation of mechanical and fatigue properties are given in Fig. 9 - 13. 
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Recrystallized structure in the flat part of model extrusions exhibits, in comparison with the unrecrystallized 

one, lower values of ultimate strength (approximately by 90 MPa - Fig. 9) and higher ductility (by 10% - Fig. 

10). Owing to the local recrystallization, the anisotropy of mechanical properties changes remarkably in the 

flat part of the profile. In the case of unrecrystallized structure, the strength values measured in transversal 

direction are the same or lower than those ones in longitudinal direction (Fig. 11), but, on the other hand, 

they are higher approximately by 70 MPa in transversal direction in case of recrystallized structure (Fig. 12). 

The difference between fatigue resistance of the coarse recrystallized structure and that of the structure 

with the retained extrusion effect can be seen in Fig. 13. Mean fatigue lifetimes are 5.5.104 cycles in the 

recrystallized structure and 70.104 cycles in the unrecrystallized one. Thus, fatigue resistance of 

recrystallized structure is approximately 13 times lower than that of the unrecrystallized one. The 

difference greater than one order demonstrates the danger of surface recrystallized layers in real 

extrusions. Therefore, it is necessary to take in account this effect, particularly in thin wall profiles, where 

those layers can occupy greater fraction of the cross section. Fig. 13 implies also the difference between 
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fatigue life in the circular part (180.104 cycles) and in the central flat part (70.104 cycles) in the case of 

unrecrystallized structure.  More detailed attention to those differences is paid in [4, 5], where the 

mechanical and fatigue properties of various profiles are compared from the point of view of structure and 

texture inhomogeneities over the profile cross section. 

Our results show the considerable differences in mechanical and fatigue properties of recrystallized and 

unrecrystallized structure; thus, the occurrence of coarse-grained recrystallized layers is always 

undesirable. Together with the evaluation of the effect of recrystallized structure on the properties, it must 

be mentioned that the recrystallized structure resulted from the heat treatment to T4 temper, while the 

unrecrystallized one was formed during the heat treatment to T351 temper. It can be expected that in the 

case of T4 temper, in which the profile was not stretched after the solution annealing, a somewhat higher 

level of mechanical properties could be obtained after carrying out a small plastic deformation. 

The results obtained correspond well with those of works [2 - 5] and confirm the idea that the formation of 

surface recrystallized layers as well as a marked inhomogeneity and anisotropy of mechanical properties 

are typical for 2xxx, 6xxx, 7xxx and Al-Li alloys. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The impact of coarse recrystallized surface layers on inhomogeneity and anisotropy of mechanical and 

fatigue properties was studied. The results of the investigation of die forgings and extrusions from 6082 

and 2124 age-hardenable Al alloys can be summarised as follows: 

1) Distinct boundary between surface recrystallized layers originated during extrusion or forging and the 

rest of remaining material volume forms at the same time boundary of slump in mechanical and 

fatigue properties. 

2) In the case of 2124 alloy, the strength limit of recrystallized structure in investigated model profiles is 

lower by 90 MPa than that of unrecrystallized one; ductility is, on the contrary, by 10% higher. 

Maximum differences in strength of recrystallized and unrecrystallized structure were observed 

between the circular and flat part of the model Profile 1 - about 200 MPa. 

3) Fatigue properties are lower by one order in the case of recrystallized structure. This result is, 

however, necessary to correlate with the used parameters of fatigue experiments. 

4) Recrystallized layers have - as compared with the unrecrystallized ones - a markedly different 

anisotropy of properties.  The values of transversal mechanical properties are higher than those of 

longitudinal ones.  Observed difference in strength values is about 70 MPa. 

Our results showed a striking effect of surface recrystallized layers on mechanical and fatigue properties. 

This effect is particularly important when the layers are present in the product surface used in 

constructions. Especially in case of thin wall extruded profiles, these layers can importantly deteriorate - in 

the dependence on their thickness - static and fatigue properties of structural parts. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this work is to study of a composite mixture of aluminium powders, to analyze of composite 

microstructure and mostly to describe the creep behaviour of composite in compression. The experimental 

material was based on Al powder matrix (Al 99%) about the particle size of less than 200 µm. This powder was 

mixtured with silicon carbide particles (SiC) having the size about 10 µm. The Al composite powder was 

prepared by cold isostatic pressing (CIP) at the pressure of 200 MPa and than compacted via conventional 

direct hot-extrusion (DE) at temperature 450°C by ratio 11:1. The microstructural investigations were 

performed using optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an electron 

back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) unit. It was found that DE process exhibits some breaking of carbide particles 

to size of range from 0.5 to 5 µm. Simultaneously, distribution of these particles in Al matrix was not 

completely homogeneous. Residual pores were observed predominantly on an interface between Al matrix 

and large SiC particles. Creep tests in compression were conducted at temperatures 423 - 548 K and at 

applied stresses in the range from 60 to 100 MPa. Consequently, for an evaluation of controlling creep 

mechanisms an activation energy of creep and the stress exponent of the creep rate were determined. 

Keywords: Aluminium powder composite, direct extrusion, creep, SiC particles  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Aluminium composites reinforced by ceramic particles have recently received particular interest due to 

their high specific modulus, high strength, and high thermal stability. These composites also exhibit higher 

creep strengths at high homologous temperatures as compared to the unreinforced matrices [1,2]. Most 

creep studies on these materials have previously been performed on powder metallurgy (PM)-based 

materials. The PM processing route is generally preferred since it shows a number of product advantages. 

The uniform distribution of ceramic particle reinforcements is readily realized. 

In all cases, data analysis revealed common features where the apparent stress exponent n of the creep 

rate and the apparent activation energies QC for creep were higher [1-3] than those expected for the 

unreinforced matrix metal.  

These results suggest that the creep behaviour of these composites, like that of dispersion-reinforced alloys, 

may be explained in terms of the existence of a threshold stress for creep. However, it should be noted that 

the published results are often controversial. To further contribute to the present knowledge the creep 

behaviour of the composites reinforced with silicon carbide ceramic particles were investigated, and the 

compression creep characteristics were estimated for wide ranges of deformation rates and temperatures.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL 

In this work, pure Al based composites reinforced with 20 wt.% of SiC particles were used. The material was 

fabricated by PM technique. Al powder matrix (Al 1050) about particle size of less than 200 µm was 

prepared by gas atomization in N2 atmosphere by Mepura GmbH and than mixtured with silicon carbide 

particles (SiC) having size about 9.3 µm. Applied SiC powder with purity 98.5% was supplied by company 

Carborundum Universal Ltd (India) under name CUMIDE-B. The Al composite powder was prepared by cold 

isostatic pressing (CIP) at the pressure of 200 MPa and than compacted via conventional direct hot-

extrusion (DE) at temperature 450°C by ratio 11:1 to give rods about 50 mm in diameter.  

DE processed samples were prepared for examination by means of optical microscopy and scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) unit. The creep 

specimens with the gauge diameter of 8 mm and the gauge length of 12 mm were machined from the 

extruded rods. Creep tests in compression were performed at temperatures from 423 to 548 K under an 

applied stress ranging from 60 to 100 MPa. True strain-time readings were continuously recorded by the 

PC-based data acquisition system.  

3. RESULTS  

3.1 Microstructural observations 

Fig. 1 shows an example of the microstructure for the samples subjected to DE. Observation was taken in the 

cross-section parallel to the pressing direction. It is important to note that the SiC particles are not distributed 

uniformly in the interiors of the grains. Sporadically in the structure exists a small amount of microporosities, 

which were observed predominantly on the interfaces between Al matrix and large SiC particles. 

The microstructure of thin foil prepared from composite after creep exposition was examined using TEM. 

Fig. 2 shows composite after creep exposition at temperature of 473 K and applied stress of 60 MPa. The 

grains are almost equiaxed and the average grain size in the tension direction was measured as 0.8 µm. Fig. 

3 gives an example of microstructure after creep exposition at 548 K and applied stress of 70 MPa. In this 

case, slight growth of grains up to size of 1.6 µm was observed. Detail investigation revealed a presence of 

oxide particles Al2O3 in microstructure (Fig. 4). These particles were visible at both temperatures of creep 

tests and, most probably, play an important role in creep behaviour of composite. 

    
Fig. 1  Microstructure of Al-SiC subjected to DE 

(optical microscopy) 

Fig. 2  Microstructure of Al-SiC subjected to DE and 

creep (473 K, 60 MPa) 
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Fig. 3  Microstructure of Al-SiC subjected to DE and 

creep (548 K, 70 MPa). 

Fig. 4  Al2O3 particles in microstructure of Al-SiC 

subjected to DE and creep (548 K, 70 MPa). 

3.2 Creep results 

Results of the compressive creep tests for Al-20 wt.% SiC composite are given in Fig. 5. The creep testing 

was conducted on billets after direct extrusion. All of these plots in Fig. 5 were obtained at temperature of 

473 K ( 0.3 Tm; Tm is the melting temperature [K]) and at an applied stresses ranged from 60 to 100 MPa 

(creep test for stress of 60 MPa is still running). The creep tests in compression were running up to the final 

fracture ~ 0.35. It is important to note that the creep curves in Fig.5a do not clearly indicate the individual 

stages of creep. However, these standard  vs t creep curves can be easily replotted in the form of the 

instantaneous strain rate d/dt versus time and/or in the form of the instantaneous strain rate d/dt versus 

strain  (as shown in Fig. 5b). All stresses conditions exhibit similar trend with gradual initial period of 

decreasing primary creep rates followed by short secondary stage and then proceeds to an extended 

tertiary stage. Supposing that the rate d/dt at given stress is certain measure of the “softness “of the 

microstructure, than the d/dt-plots reveal the strain evolution of this “softness”.  

  

Fig. 5  Creep curves for Al-SiC samples after DE at 473 K and different applied stresses. 
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(a) (b) 

In Fig. 6, the minimum creep rate is plotted against the applied stress using a double logarithmic 

representation to attain the apparent stress exponents for the composite. The stress exponent n of the 

creep rate is determined from the following power law creep equation  
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where m is the minimum creep rate, and T is the absolute temperature. The reinforced composite exhibit 

the value of the apparent stress exponents ~ 17. 

 
        

Fig. 6  Variation of the minimum creep rate with 

the applied stress for Al-SiC samples 

(compression creep test). 

Fig. 7  Relation between creep rate and 

temperature at stress of 70 MPa for Al-SiC 

samples (compression creep test). 

To determine the apparent activation energy for creep Qc, the minimum creep rates were measured in the 

temperature interval from 423 to 548 K. The activation energy Qc for creep is defined as 
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Thus, the activation energy Qc can be derived from the slope of log d/dt versus 1/T plots as shown in Fig. 7. 

The values of the activation energy Qc for the composite at a constant stress of 70 MPa is equal to 205 kJ/mol.  

4. DISCUSSION 

The creep resistance of reinforced composite was much higher than that of unreinforced one, since the SiC 

particles reduced the effective stress for creep deformation of matrix through the load transfer between 

matrix and reinforcement. 

As presented earlier, composite exhibits the apparent stress exponent of 17 and the creep activation 

energy of 205 kJ/mol. Thus, the value of the apparent stress exponent is much higher than those of the cast 

pure aluminium and/or the solid solution aluminium alloys and the creep activation energy of composite 

exceeds greatly that of the lattice self-diffusion in aluminium (142 kJ/mol). Our previous work [4] revealed 

the same value of stress exponent n for Al 99.7% powder. Similar behaviour for PM aluminium [5,6] and                    
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Al-10 vol.% SiC composites [7] has recently been reported by several workers. The obtained results indicate 

that the creep behaviour of pure PM aluminium could be analogous to that of the dispersion strengthened 

(DS) alloys, i.e., they all exhibit high values of apparent stress exponent and the apparent activation energy. 

This implies that the fine oxide particles introduced by the PM process may play an important role in the 

creep of pure PM aluminium through their interaction with mobile dislocations. 

 The high value of the creep exponent may be interpreted as a result of a threshold stress below which 

creep rate are negligible. It should be noted that many authors reported the presence of threshold stress in 

aluminium reinforced by SiC [7-9]. No experimental evidence of the existence of the threshold stress in this 

work may be probably explained by omitting of creep experiments at very low stresses which are very 

expensive and extremely time consuming.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The present study of the creep behaviour of Al-20 wt.% SiC composite demonstrates that addition of SiC 

particles to composite plays an important role for an improvement of the creep resistance of composite. It 

is reasonable to conclude that high values of stress exponent of the creep rate and activation energy for 

creep could be explained by interaction between mobile dislocations and fine oxides particles and 

consequently by presence of threshold stress. However, this study did not provide direct evidence for the 

existence of the threshold stress for creep at very low applied stresses due to narrow extent of 

experiments. Thus, the concept of the threshold stress requires investigation through careful experiments. 
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Abstract 

Precipitation-hardenable AlMgSi alloys grade 6101 of 0.5% Mg and 0.5% Si contents, are used for the 

construction of homogenous wires in overhead power lines. The suitability of these alloys lies in the 

characteristics of their electrical and mechanical properties within a wide range of heat treatment. 

Development of AlMgSi wires technology  resulted in producers’ competitive attempts to obtain more and 

more sublimated mechanical and electrical properties. The dominating group of alloys with increased 

electrical conductivity is the AlMgSi alloy group, these are HC, EHC and EEHC type materials with tensile 

strength at approximately 300 MPa and electrical conductivity lower than conventional wires (30nΩm-

31.2nΩm). The above requirements led to working out the new, sanctioned in the year 2002 the PN-EN 

50183 standard comprising the set of requirements for AlMgSi alloys wires. AlMgSi alloys are highly valued 

by electrical power engineering as it is possible to control their mechanical (Ultimate Tensile Strength, 

Proof Stress, elongation) and electrical properties by means of adequate selection of alloy components (Si, 

Mg), the rolling process (rod temper) and drawing characteristics (speed of drawing, strain hardening) as 

well as the final wire heat treatment (temperature, time). The study presents the results of the research of 

AlMgSi wires heat treatment in compliance with the PN-EN 50183 standard. The shaping of heat treatable 

AlMgSi alloy rods and wires properties is possible through an appropriate sequence of a precipitation 

hardening (during ageing) and strain hardening (during drawing processes).  This paper is a comprehensive 

analysis of the technologies for the manufacturing of wires from AlMgSi alloys. It shows the possibility of 

shaping the mechanical and electrical properties of rods and wires. 

Keywords: AlMgSi, precipitation, superaturation, ageing, heat treatment, overhead conductors,  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Polish 220/400/750kV transmission network, comprised of 240 lines with a total length of 12,839 km, 

uses conventional aluminum and steel conductors, and, increasingly, modern homogenous alloy 

constructions, based on age hardened 6xxx series AlMgSi alloys. According to the new PN-EN 50183: 2000 

standard (Cables for overhead lines - Aluminum alloy conductors containing magnesium and silicon) [1], 

seven types of conductors for cables for overhead lines can be distinguished (types AL2—AL8). The 

requirements of the cited norm are presented in graphic form in fig. 1. As can be seen from the chart, three 

groups of wires can be distinguished, in particular: wires with the lowest resistivity - 30 nm; wires with 

medium resistivity - 31 nm; and wires with resistivity in the range of 32.5-32.8 nm. The strength of the 

listed wire types, with diameters ranging from 1.5-5 mm, are bounded within the range of 245-342 MPa. In 

practice, fulfillment of the requirements of the cited standard generally comes down to the use of rods 

made from 6101 or 6201 alloys that are then homogenised, super-saturated in a furnace, and naturally 

aged (temper T4). AlMgSi alloy conductors used in other countries are based on similar compositions of 

basic alloy components (Mg, Si, Fe); the main differences are visible in the initial temper and the processing 
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technology for the wire rods. IEC standards, which impose requirements for rods, wires, and conductors, do 

not strictly specify a chemical composition for alloys. It is significant to ultimately attain properties of the 

final product (conductor, wire) that fulfill the specifications of the standards [2-3]. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Minimum tensile strength values and permissible resistivity values for AlMgSi alloy wires divided into 

types according to standard EN 50183:2000 [1] 

In reference to the alloy being discussed, achievement of the properties of the product is possible by means 

of an adept combination of conventional strain hardening and the hardening effect of the dispersive phase 

of Mg2Si, which has a maximum solubility in aluminum of 1,85 %. The variables that modify the mechanical 

effects of both types of strengthening are the initial rod temper and the natural ageing time before the 

drawing process [4,5]. The final properties of the wire can finally be set by low-temperature heat 

treatment. Depending on the temperature and ageing time, the properties of the material can be 

controlled within a wide range of their variability. 

2.  RESEARCH GOALS 

It is generally known that an increase in Mg and Si content in an AlMgSi alloy should lead to strengthening 

of the alloy. In AlMgSi conductor alloys, in which Mg and Si content is within a range of 0.3% to 0.9%, the 

answer to the following question is relevant: to what extent can variation of Mg and Si content within the 

range of 0.4 to 0.8% effect changes in mechanical properties of a wire-rod produced in the Continuus 

Properzi continuous casting and rolling line and final wires? It is from this that the two fundamental 

research goals for this work are drawn: 

Goal 1 - To establish the effect of variation of Mg and Si content on the process of AlMgSi alloy rod 

precipitation hardening 

Goal 2 - To establishing the effect of the chemical content and temper of the AlMgSi alloy rod on the process 

of wire strain hardening during the drawing process 

The goals above allow the following question to be answered: in what way does the AlMgSi rod’s chemical 

content and its initial temper affect wire hardening during the drawing process? It is also for this reason 

that studies were divided into two parts. In the first part, a detailed analysis of the effect of Mg and Si 

content in the AlMgSi wire-rod on mechanical properties was performed, and in the second part, analysis of 
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the effect of the initial rod temper on the strain hardening of AlMgSi alloy wires during the drawing process 

was performed. 

3.  COURSE OF STUDIES 

Wire rods from 6101 and 6201 grade AlMgSi alloy were subject to the research, which after 

supersaturation in the continuous casting and rolling lines (Continuus Properzi) underwent artificial ageing 

in specific temperatures and time intervals. The chemical composition of the individual wire-rods is 

presented on table 1. AlMgSi rods with 9,5 mm diameters have been subjected to heat treatment (super-

saturation-W, homogenization - O3, and artificial ageing T). Detailed heat treatment parameters and UTS 

are presented in table 2 and on the figure 2. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of AlMgSi wire - rods 

Material 
Chemical composition, wt % 

Fe Si Cu Zn Ti V Cr Mn Mg Zr Al 

AlMgSi (0.5) 0.241 0.541 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.005 0.560 - 98.64 

AlMgSi (0.8) 0.587 0.802 0.001 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.001 0.003 0.797 0.0009 98.61 

Table 2  Types and conditions of heat treatment 

Number Material Temper of wire-rod 
Temperature 

°C 

Time 

h 

UTS 

MPa 

1 AlMg0.5Si0.5 T1- (after natural angeing) 20 160 182 

2 AlMg0.5Si0.5 W - (after quenching) 550 10 120 

3 AlMg0.5Si0.5 O3 - (after homogenization) 550 10 118 

4 AlMg0.5Si0.5 T6 - (after artificial ageing) 140, 190, 220 2,6,16 (Fig.2) 

5 AlMg0.8Si0.8 T1 - (after natural angeing) 20 160 224 

6 AlMg0.8Si0.8 W - (after quenching) 550 10 160 

7 AlMg0.8Si0.8 O3 - (after homogenization) 550 10 120 

8 AlMg0.8Si0.8 T6 - (after artificial ageing) 140, 190, 220 2,6,16 (Fig.2) 

  

Fig. 2  Artificial ageing curves of AlMgSi wire-rod (temperT6), (left AlMg0,5Si0,5, right - AlMg0,8Si0,8) 

Wire-rods obtained in this way (see Table 2) were drawn into wires of 3.0 mm diameters, and the 

mechanical and electric properties of the final wires were subsequently determined. 
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4.  ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF STUDIES 

The tensile curves for AlMgSi wire-rods homogenized at a temperature of 550°C over a period of 10h with 

differing Mg and Si contents have been presented in fig. 3. On the basis of the graphs shown on fig. 3, it can 

be observed that in the case of the AlMgSi rod, after homogenization - regardless of Mg and Si content - the 

tensile strength is at a level of about 100 MPa and the yield strength is at a level of 30 MPa in both cases. It 

can be observed that the increase in Mg and Si content to 0.8% is practically indiscernible in the case of the 

material that was subjected to the homogenization process. If the AlMgSi rod is subjected to super-

saturation after the homogenization process, it can be observed that differing Mg and Si contents lead to 

different hardening effects. In this case, it can be unequivocally stated that the rod with higher Mg and Si 

content (0.8%), is has a ultimate tensile strength (UTS) approximately 40 MPa higher after being subjected 

to super-saturation (see Fig.3). 

  

Fig. 3  The tensile curves for AlMgSi rods different temper (left AlMg0,5Si0,5, right - AlMg0,8Si0,8) 

If, after super-saturation, the AlMgSi rod is further subjected to the natural ageing process, then the effect 

of differing Mg and Si contents on the mechanical properties is more clearly visible. It can be unequivocally 

stated that an increase in Mg and Si content for the T1 tempered rod leads to a significant increase in 

properties of strength and plasticity. On the basis of the above analysis, it can be unequivocally stated that 

as a result of the super-saturation and artificial ageing processes, the range of strength properties obtained 

is twice as high as for the homogenized rod. At this point, the following question arises: What, therefore, is 

the effect of a higher Mg and Si content on wire hardening during the drawing process? Figs. 4 present a 

comparison of the strain hardening curves for wires made from AlMg0.5Si0.5 and AlMg0.8Si0.8 rods with 

O3 temper (after homogenization). Analysis of the above curves clearly indicates that in the case of the rod 

with higher Mg and Si content, the ultimate tensile strength of 3.00 mm diameter wires produced during 

the drawing process is higher by approximately 40 MPa. In terms of yield strength, the results of analysis 

are similar (see Fig.4).  
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Fig. 4  Curves of changes in tensile strength and proof stress for wires made from a homogenized temper 

(O3) AlMgSi wire- rod, (left AlMg0,5Si0,5, right - AlMg0,8Si0,8) 

During the next stage, the effect of Mg and Si on the hardening of a T1 tempered wire-rod (after natural 

ageing) and T6 temper wire-rod (after artificial ageing) was analyzed. As a result of artificial ageing of 

AlMgSi wire rod (temper T6, see Fig.2), the maximum growth in tensile strength is approximately 280 MPa. 

It can be seen that an increase in the UTS value of the wire rod is guaranteed with artificial ageing in 

temperatures ranging from 140°C to 190°C and time durations of 2-16 hours. A higher range of 

temperatures leads to a decrease in tensile strength. In further stages, as a result of the drawing process of 

AlMgSi wire rods in various temper, 3.0 mm diameter wires with maximum tensile strength of approx. 350 

MPa have been obtained (see Fig.5).  

  

Fig. 5  Curves of the effect of strain value on the yield strength for wires obtained from an AlMgSi rod with 

0.8 % Mg and Si content with T1 temper, as well as for rods subjected to variations of initial artificial ageing, 

(left AlMg0,5Si0,5, right - AlMg0,8Si0,8) 

On the basis of analysis of the hardening curves of AlMgSi rods with various tempers, it can be observed 

that the maximum UTS values of 3.0 mm diameter wires are at a level of approximately 380 MPa. The 

above result was obtained for a T1 temper AlMgSi rod after subjection to artificial ageing at a temperature 

of 140°C. In turn, the lowest absolute UTS values were obtained for the rod that was artificially aged at a 

temperature of 220°C. However, taking into account the fact that the strength properties of rods after 

artificial ageing had a ranged widely from 170 to 270 MPa, percentage changes of tensile strength and yield 

strength of the wires relative to the rod values were determined for the purpose of a quantitative 

evaluation of the effect of strain on hardening of the material (see Fig. 6). Percentage changes in tensile 
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strength have been determined with properties for wire rod in accordance with the following equations: 

 

  

Fig. 6  Relative change in tensile strength for T1 and T6 tempered AlMgSi rods as a function of strain value, 

(left AlMg0,5Si0,5, right - AlMg0,8Si0,8) 

Detailed analysis of the curves presented on Fig. 6 unequivocally indicates, that the largest strain hardening 

is obtained by wires made from O3 (after homogenization) and from T1 tempered AlMgSi rods. As a result 

of the drawing process, these wires are hardened by nearly 140 - 70% as compared to the UTS value of the 

rod. Next are the T6 tempered wire-rods, artificially aged at a temperature of 140°C. The lowest strain 

hardening was observed in the case of wire-rods after artificial ageing at a temperature of 190°C over a 6h 

period.  

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the results obtained from experimental studies and their analysis, the following conclusions 

can be stated.  

1. An increase of Mg and Si content from a level of 0.5% to 0.8% leads to an increase in the strength 

properties of the rod, depending on its temper. 

2. In the case of the homogenized AlMgSi wire-rod, and so, in the case where a recovered structure with 

balanced precipitation is present, change of Mg and Si content at the level of 0.3% does not have an 

effect on the strength properties of the wire-rod. 

3. In the case of a rod that has been subjected to super-saturation, an increase in Mg and Si content results 

in higher tensile strength. 

4. The highest variation of tensile strength depending on Mg and Si content can be observed in the case of 

the T6 tempered wire-rod. Change of the chemical composition at a level of 0.3% causes variation in UTS 

of up to a level of 60 MPa.  

5. The highest ultimate tensile strength values for wires obtained from the drawing process are obtained in 

the case of the AlMgSi wre-rod with Mg and Si content at a level of 0.8% with a T6 tempered wire-rod. 
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6. The highest percentage change of wire UTS is obtained in the case of a homogenized wire-rod. In the 

case of a wire-rod with low Mg and Si content (0.5%), this increase is 100% relative to the rod value, and 

about 148% in the case of a rod with higher Mg and Si content (0.8%). 
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Abstract 

The effect of Mn content on microstructure, thermal and mechanical properties of cast Al-Sc-Zr alloy during 

isochronal annealing was studied. Specimens of three as-cast Al-Sc-based alloys with a various content of 

Mn and Zr were annealed up to  570 °C. Precipitation reaction was studied by electrical resistometry, 

microhardness (HV0.3) and differential scanning calorimetry measurements. The microstructure 

development was investigated by transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction. The distinct 

microhardness increase observed after annealing above 270 °C corresponds excellently to the fastest 

resistivity changes as well as the heat flow changes. These changes are due to the precipitation of the Al3Sc 

particles. The apparent activation energy for precipitation of Al3Sc particles was determined. The phases of 

the Al-Sc-Zr system and also of the Al-Mn system were observed. 

Keywords: DSC; Al-Mn-Sc-Zr alloy; electrical resistivity; activation energy; isochronal annealing; TEM. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The small addition of Sc and Zr to aluminium and aluminium alloys increases the recrystallisation 

temperature markedly and has a beneficial effect on mechanical properties, weldability and corrosion 

resistance [1-5]. Combination of Sc and Zr even enhances the strengthening effect on mechanical 

properties by preserving an intense initial nucleation and suppressing the succeeding coarsening of fine 

coherent Al3(Sc,Zr) phase particles [1, 3, 6-8].The decomposition sequence of supersaturated solid solution 

of the Al-Sc-Zr-based system is known in the form [9, 10]: Sc-rich clusters → Al3Sc phase → layer rich in Zr 

→ Al3(Sc,Zr) phase. 

Mn-rich dispersoids increase recrystallization temperature and improve weldability [1]. Although 

precipitation of these particles influences the resistivity significantly [11], it has a poor effect on hardness 

[1, 12-15]. Calculations show that Mn-containing dispersoids do not form during the heat treatment at 

temperatures lower than  350 °C *16+. Changes in conductivity (measured at 20 °C) in the isochronally 

annealed binary Al-1.5wt.%Mn alloy at temperatures above  540 °C were observed on account of 

precipitation of Mn-containing particles [12-14]. 

The decomposition sequence of the mould-cast Al-Mn-Sc-Zr alloy was recently published as a combination 

of the decomposition sequence of the Al-Sc-Zr system and the formation of Mn-containing particles [14]. It 

implies a high probability that the Mn-addition does not influence the solid solution decomposition of 

ternary Al-Sc-Zr system during isochronal annealing of the mould-cast Al-Mn-Sc-Zr-based alloys [13, 14]. 
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In the present study, a comparison of the as-cast Al-Sc-Zr and two as-cast Al-Mn-Sc-Zr alloys with various 

Mn and Zr content was done. The results of measurements of electrical resistivity, microhardness and 

differential scanning calorimetry measurements are compared to microstructure development. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Three as-cast Al-Sc-Zr-based alloys were studied - the compositions of the AlScZr, Al0.6MnScZr and 

Al0.7MnScZr alloys are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the alloys studied (at.%). 

Alloy Al Mn Sc Zr Fe Si Mg 

AlScZr 99.751 < 0.001 0.113 0.029 0.053 0.052 < 0.001 

Al0.6MnScZr 99.145 0.635 0.149 0.041 0.016 0.010 0.004 

Al0.7MnScZr 99.072 0.710 0.165 0.024 0.018 0.010 < 0.001 

The isochronal annealing was performed in a stirred silicone oil bath up to 240 °C followed by quenching 

into liquid nitrogen and it was performed in an air furnace at higher temperatures (sample was wrapped in 

a steel foil) followed by quenching into water at room temperature (RT). 

The electrical resistivity measurements were done at 77 K in liquid nitrogen bath and at 295 K in ethanol (in 

selected states only) by means of the DC four-point method within an accuracy of  10-4 with a dummy 

specimen in series. The effect of a parasitic thermo-electromotive force was suppressed by a change in 

polarity. The H-shaped specimen machined to dimensions of  2  8  90 mm3 were used for resistivity 

measurements; the length represents the gauge length for resistivity measurements. The accuracy of 

specimen dimensions to about 1 % limits that of absolute resistivity values. The deformation of electrical 

field in the vicinity of contacts was estimated yielding the total accuracy better than 3 % [17]. 

The microhardness HV0.3 was measured at RT and measurements of microhardness values started no 

longer than 0.1 h after the quenching. Annealing of the alloys for the electrical resistivity and 

microhardness HV0.3 measurements was carried out in steps of 30 °C/30 min. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of the as-cast alloys was performed at heating rates of 1, 2, 5, 10 

and 20 °C/min in Netzsch DSC 200 F3 apparatus. The alloy specimen and pure Al reference sample, both of 

mass between 10 - 15 mg, were placed in the two separate Al2O3 crucibles, a flux of nitrogen was used as 

protective atmosphere. 

The structure of the alloys was studied by metallographic microscope Jena Metaval 85618. Samples were 

prepared by polishing in “Flick Etch Solution” (1.3 vol.% HCl and 0.87 vol.% HF solution in distilled water). 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron diffraction (ED) were carried out in JEOL JEM 2000FX 

electron microscope to determine the microstructure of the AlScZr alloy. The specimens of the alloy for the 

TEM were prepared by the same annealing procedure as those which were prepared for the electrical 

resistivity and microhardness measurements. The analysis of precipitated phases was supported by energy-

dispersive spectroscopy performed by X-ray BRUKER microanalyser. 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 1a  and 1b show annealing curves of absolute resistivity together with the changes in 

microhardness HV0.3. Electrical resistivity of the alloys decreases from 180 °C to a minimum at 450 °C in 

the ternary AlScZr alloy and to a minimum at 510 °C in the AlMnScZr alloys. Resistivity development 

indicates a concurrence of several processes. Changes in microhardness HV0.3 of the alloys during 

annealing up to 330 °C are practically identical - after a slight increase up to 240 °C microhardness HV0.3 

increases significantly to a maximum at 330 °C. Microhardness of materials after annealing up to 570 °C 

attains approximately the value of the as-cast materials. The initial values of microhardness of the alloys 

studied are given in Table 2. 

Only irregular sharp-edged polygonal particles of AlMnFeSi system were found in the as-cast Al0.6MnScZr 

alloy [14] and only Fe-containing particles were found in the as-cast AlScZr alloy. The grain size of the all as-

cast alloys was about 500 μm. 

Table 2  RRR = ρ(295 K)/ρ(77 K) for alloys in the as-cast state, isochronally annealed up to 450 °C and 

annealed up to 570 °C; microhardness HV0.3 for the as-cast state of the materials studied. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 1  The absolute resistivity values  at 77 K and changes in microhardness HV0.3 at RT during 

isochronal annealing (30 °C/30 min) of a) AlScZr alloy and b) AlMnScZr alloys [13, 14]. 

Notation 

HV0.3 RRR 

As-cast state As-cast state 
Isochronally annealed 

up to 450 °C 

Isochronally annealed 

up to 570 °C 

AlScZr 37 ± 4 3.67(5) 5.49(4) 4.69(7) 

Al0.6MnScZr 56 ± 3 1.33(1) 1.38(9) 1.37(8) 

Al0.7MnScZr 54 ± 3 1.32(3) 1.38(5) 1.36(8) 
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The higher values of resistivity as well as 

values of microhardness of the AlMnScZr 

alloys are caused by higher concentration 

of solutes (especially Mn) in solid solution 

matrix after casting. However, the 

concentration of Sc, which is also slightly 

higher in quaternary alloys than in the 

ternary alloy (see Table 1), can contribute 

to this phenomenon. The calculated ratio 

RRR = ρ(295 K)/ρ(77 K) is independent of 

specimen shape and it generally indicates 

the purity of the majority conducting 

phase in alloys (mainly solid solution 

matrix). The difference of RRR values 

measured in the as-cast alloys and 

compared to each other confirms 

interpretation described above - the ratio RRR of as-cast alloys decreases with increasing total solutes 

concentration - see Table 2. 

The negative numerical derivatives (spectrum curves) of the measured resistivity annealing curves in the 

temperature range of 20 °C - 480 °C from Figs. 1a and 1b are plotted in Fig. 2. The first slight resistivity 

decrease in AlScZr alloy as well as in the AlMnScZr alloys is characterized by maximum of negative 

numerical derivative in spectrum curves at ~ 215 °C (I-stage). In the early precipitation stages of the Al-Sc-Zr 

system, a high number density of Sc-rich clusters was formed [10]. The observed diminution in resistivity up 

to ~ 240 °C is most probably caused by clustering of Sc atoms.  

The pronounced resistivity drop is situated in annealing 

temperatures between 240 °C and 330 °C for all the alloys (see 

Fig. 1). The corresponding distinct stage (II-stage) is 

represented by maximum at ~ 285 °C in Fig. 2. Only a very fine 

dispersion of the small Al3Sc particles in a very weak contrast 

was detected by TEM in the AlMnScZr alloy isochronally 

annealed up to 330 °C *14+. The observed microstructure of the 

mould-cast AlScZr alloy in the identical annealing state was 

almost the same [9]. The decrease in the electrical resistivity 

accompanied by the simultaneous microhardness increase can 

be attributed to precipitation processes - thus it is very 

probable that the observed distinguished resistivity decrease 

and corresponding hardening are caused by precipitation of 

the Al3Sc particles in all the studied alloys. 

The resistivity behaviour after annealing up to 480 °C has a complicated shape. The corresponding part of 

annealing spectra (in the temperature range of 330 °C - 480 °C) which can be divided into two stages (III- 

and IV-stage in Fig. 2) is connected with coarsening of particles with L12 structure (see Fig. 3) as identified 

by TEM and ED after annealing up to 450 °C in the AlScZr alloy. The same development of particles with the 

 
Fig. 2  Differential curves of electrical resistivity of the Al-Sc-

based alloy. 

 

Fig. 3  ED image of the AlScZr alloy 

isochronally annealed up to 450 °C. 

Notice weak reflection of the L12 

structure. 
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L12 structure was observed in cast AlMnScZr alloy (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [14]). The coarsening of the Al3Sc 

particles (L12 structure) in Al-Sc-Zr-based system has been recently described (e.g. in Refs. [9, 10, 13, 14, 

18]): Zr firstly segregates at the heterophase interface of Al3Sc particles, afterwards the following 

development of the particles with the L12 structure is connected with the formation of the Al3(Sc,Zr) phase. 

Hence the III- and IV-stages are very probably due to the formation of a layer enriched in Zr atoms along 

the interface between the matrix and Al3Sc dispersoids followed by the subsequent formation of the 

Al3(Zc,Zr) phase during isochronal annealing up to  480 °C. The higher RRR values (see Table 2) of the 

alloys isochronally annealed up to 450 °C confirm this conclusion, again. The higher is Zr-content in the 

AlScZr alloy and the Al0.6MnScZr alloy the more pronounced are corresponding part of the annealing 

spectra; it can be seen in Fig. 2. The microhardness decrease at annealing temperatures above 330 °C is 

connected with the mentioned coarsening of the L12 structured particles. However, the microhardness 

decrease is slightly delayed in the AlScZr and Al0.6MnScZr alloys with the higher Zr content due to a slower 

coarsening of Al3Sc particles. The grain size in the alloys annealed up to 480 °C was found the same as in the 

as-cast state. 

As it was published in previous studies (see Refs. [13, 14]), optical microscopy of the cast AlMnScZr alloys 

after annealing up to 570 °C showed precipitation of the intermetallic Al6Mn phase at grain boundaries. 

Thus the noticeable delay in the resistivity increase in temperature range of 510 °C - 570 °C in the alloys 

with the Mn-content compared to the AlScZr alloy is due to the combined processes: precipitation of 

Mn,Fe-containing particles and simultaneous coarsening of the Al3(Sc,Zr) phase followed by its subsequent 

dissolution. There is only the second phenomenon in the AlScZr alloy. It agrees well with the microhardness 

decrease in this temperature range because of an insignificant effect of the precipitation of Mn,Fe-

containing particles on hardness. It agrees also well with the evident decrease of the values of ratio RRR of 

the AlScZr alloy isochronally annealed up to 570 °C (see Table 2) in comparison to the negligible decrease of 

the values of ratio RRR of the AlMnScZr alloys. 

The DSC measurements were done in all three alloys in addition to resistometry and microhardness 

measurements. The observed reaction corresponding to the II-stage in Fig. 2 with characteristic 

temperature Tm of maxima heat flow for heating rate of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 °C/min was exothermic and it 

was shifted to higher temperatures for higher heating rates. This stage was not observed in DSC curve of 

the AlScZr alloy for 1 °C/min heating rate. The characteristic temperatures Tm obtained from resistivity and 

DSC measurements of the alloys studied are given in Table 3. 

On the basis of obtained results, the apparent activation energy of observed process (the precipitation of 

the Al3Sc particles) was calculated with the Kissinger method [19]. Fig. 4 shows the Kissinger plot in 

coordinate system of [ln(/Tm
2 ); 1/Tm], where  is the heating rate and Tm is the characteristic temperature 

of transformation from the electrical resistivity and DSC measurements. Result obtained by electrical 

resistometry measurement is marked as open symbol with arrow in Fig. 4. It can be seen that DSC 

measurements are comparable for all the alloys independently of Mn-addition and that the resistometry 

measurements are in a very good agreement with the DSC results. The apparent activation energy Q for 

precipitation of Al3Sc particles was calculated from all values in Tab. 3 as (113 ± 11) kJ.mol−1. This value 

agrees within accuracy with the activation energy Q determined by Jo and Fujikawa [20] for the 

precipitation of the Al3Sc phase in Al-0.15 at.%Sc alloy (in temperature range about 280 °C) obtained by 

electrical resistivity measurement at 77 K (Q = 124 kJ.mol-1), with the activation energy calculated from DSC 

investigation in ternary mould-cast as well as cold-rolled Al0.2Sc0.1Zr alloy (Q = (120  6) kJ.mol-1) [9] and 
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with the calculated activation energy of continuous precipitation of the Al3Sc phase in Al-0.2 wt.%Sc alloy 

(Q = 113 kJ.mol-1) [21]. 

Table 3  Characteristic temperatures Tm from spectrum curves and from DSC measurements. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the electrical resistometry, 

microhardness, calorimetric measurements and 

microstructure investigation of the as-cast Al-

Sc-Zr-based alloys can be summarized as 

follows: 

1) Resistivity, microhardness and differential 

scanning calorimetry measurements of the 

studied Al-Sc-based alloys exhibit a similar 

response to the annealing in the temperature 

range of 20 °C - 480 °C. 

2) The distinct microhardness increase 

observed after annealing above 270 °C 

corresponds well to the fastest resistivity 

changes as well as to the temperature positions 

of the heat flow changes. Precipitation of the 

Al3Sc particles is responsible for these changes in all the studied alloys. 

3) The apparent activation energy for precipitation of Al3Sc particles was determined as (113 ± 11) kJ.mol−1. 

4) The decomposition sequence of the oversaturated solid solution of the studied alloys is compatible with 

the recently published decomposition sequence of the Al-Sc-Zr system and the formation of Mn,Fe-

containing particles (in case of the AlMnScZr alloys). 

5) The Mn-addition in studied as-cast alloys does not influence the solid solution decomposition of the 

ternary the Al-Sc-Zr system. 

6) Precipitation of the Mn-containing particles has an insignificant effect on hardness in as-cast AlMnScZr 

alloys. 
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Notation 
Characteristic 

temperature Tm *°C+ 
from spectrum curves. 

Characteristic temperature Tm *°C+ 
for different DSC heating rates. 

1 °C/min 2 °C/min 5 °C/min 10 °C/min 20 °C/min 

AlScZr 285 - 305 337 351 366 

Al0.6MnScZr 285 292 307 325 343 366 

Al0.7MnScZr 285 289 299 321 338 359 

 
Fig. 4  Kissinger plot for determination of the apparent 

activation energy of Al3Sc-phase precipitation in the 

alloys studied. 
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Abstract 

Aluminium alloys belong to prospective materials finding their use in several applications like automotive or 

aerospace industry. The main advantages that determine these materials to be used in the wide range of 

application are low density and good mechanical properties. During the recycling of aluminium alloys some 

contamination by undesirable elements especially iron and chromium occure. The combination of low 

diffusivity of transition metals in aluminium and methods of rapid solidification, like centrifugal 

atomization, can produce alloys with increased strength and thermal stability. 

This work aims to prepare Al-Si-Fe-Cr alloys by centrifugical atomizer with high-speed rotating graphite disc. 

Prepared powders were uniaxially pressed by pressure of 6 GPa to achieve more compact samples which 

were thermal treated at various temperatures for 100 hours and consequently compressive tested. 

Microstructure of powders and pressed samples was observed by electron scanning microscope.  

Keywords: aluminium, centrifugal atomizer, transition metals. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Microstructure and its formation plays a key role in determing relationship between processing and 

performance of engineering materials. Aluminium-based materials are one example for which development 

of optimum microstructure during solidification can be crucial for their subsequent properties [1]. Fine 

microstructure can be achieved by addition of appropriate amount of alloying elements, or by modification 

of solidification speed or by both of them. In this case, it was developed several techniques making use of 

previous research concerning in refining the microstructure by increasing the speed of solidification [2, 3]. 

To consider process as a rapid solidification, heat dissipation from the melt must be almost immediate, 

ensuring high undercooling of melt [4]. This condition can be met only with small volume of melt, so 

materials prepared by these methods usually take a form of belts (melt-spinning), powders (gas 

atomization) or flake-like particles (centrifugal atomization) [5]. 

Except fine microstructure, rapid solidification can provide materials with extended solubility of alloying 

elements forming more homogenous supersaturated solid solution. The fine segregation of quasi-crystal or 

amorphous phases often improves mechanical properties and extends the possibilities of further use. In the 

case of Al-Si based alloys, it was found that addition of certain amount of transition metals (Fe, Cr) can 

improve thermal stability due to low diffusivity of transitional metals in aluminium [6]. This can be used for 

example in the case of recycling aluminium scrap, which typically contains a certain amount of Fe and Cr 

from attached screw and others. Rajabi M. et al. [2] reported that presence of Cr in alloy can significantly 

refine microstructure (size of the Si particles and intermetalic phase almost half of the alloy without Cr) and 

improve mechanical properties. 
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2. EXPERIMENT 

AlSi14Fe8 and AlSi14Cr1 (wt.%) alloys were prepared by induction melting of appropriate amount of master 

alloys (AlFe11, AlCr11), aluminium and silicon with at least 99,99% purity in a graphite crucible under argon 

atmosphere. Composition of prepared materials was confirmed by XRF (ARL 9400 XP) analysis.  

These materials were melted in an electric arc furnace at 1000°C and injected throught graphite casting 

nozzle with diameter of 2 mm at high speed rotating (15000 rpm) graphite disc (Fig. 1, 2). Injected melt was 

by centrifugal force immediately carried to the water-cooled walls ensuring almost immediately 

solidification of melt forming a fine flake-like product. The operating parameters of centrifugal atomizer 

were determined in previous work by using AlSi9Cu3 alloy like testing material [7]. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Scheme of centrifugal atomizer 
Fig. 2  Inner part of centrifugal atomizer 

Prepared powders were than subjected to granulometric analysis in order to determine the distribution of 

powder particle size. In this way, the fractions in the range of powders sizes of 2.8 mm and smaller were 

obtained. Metallographic samples of materials were prepared by subsequently grinding on P60-P4000 

abrasive papers and then polished with diamond paste. Prepared samples were observed using Olympus 

PME-3 light microscope and TESCAN VEGA 3 LMU scanning electron microscope after etching in 0.5% 

hydrofluoric acid. Elements distribution in each sample was determined by X-ray elemental map and point 

analysis performed at above mentioned SEM with EDS analyzer.  

Powders were then uniaxially cold-pressed by pressure of 6 GPa into small cylindrical specimens with 28 

mm in diameter and approximately 8 mm in height. To achieve more compact samples were so prepared 

samples thermal treated in air at temperatures ranged from 300°C to 500°C and then compressive tested 

by materials testing machine INSTROM 5882 with strain speed of 1mm/min.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Morphology and microstructure 

Fig. 3 shows that morphology of powders prepared by the centrifugal atomization consist of flake-like 

particles, which can be more effectively pressed to obtain bulk sample in comparison with ribbons 

prepared by melt-spinning technology. The flake-like particles were irregular in shape and the particle size 

distribution was broad. After granulometric analysis, fraction of powders with particle size of 2.8 mm and 

smaller were obtained and used for further compactization. 
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Fig. 3  Morphology of AlSi14Cr1: a) fraction 2.8-1.4mm; b) < 0.25mm 

Microstructure of AlSi14Cr1 materials prepared by induction melting (Fig. 4a) consisted of fine eutectic Al-Si 

phase, coarse phase (light particle) containing Si and Cr and by small particles of Si (dark). Microstructure of 

powder and compactized samples prepared by centrifugal atomization (Fig. 4b, c) was identical, consisted 

of eutectic Al-Si phase and small grey particles of Si. No significant change of microstructure after uniaxiall 

cold pressing was observed (Fig. 4b, c), so it is possible to presume, that powders taking form of flake-like 

particles prepared by centrifugal atomization can be successfully pressed to achieve compact sample. 

   

Fig. 4  AlSi14Cr1 prepared by: a) induction melting; b) centrifugal atomization; c) centrifugal atomization 

and consequently uniaxiall cold-pressed by 6 GPa; b, c) powder fraction 2.8 - 0.25mm 

Microstructure of AlSi14Cr1 materials subjected to annealing at various temperatures shows coarsening of 

Si particles (Fig. 5b).   

  

Fig. 5  Microstructure of compact AlSi14Cr1: a) before; b) after annealing (100h/500°C) 
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In the case of AlSi14Fe8 (Fig. 6a) microstructure consisted of fine eutectic phase Al-Si and by acircular 

intermetalic phase containing Al, Fe and Si. After annealing (Fig. 6b) microstructure was composed of 

acircular coarse intermetalic compound and particles of Si which precipitates from the supersaturated Al 

matrix at a temperature range of 443-653K [8]. 

  

Fig. 6  Microstructure of compact AlSi14Fe8: a) before; b) after annealing 100h/500°C 

 

X-ray elemental map and point analysis performed on SEM with EDS analyzer showed that Cr was 

completely dissolved in material even after annealing (500°C/100h). 

3.2 Mechanical properties 

To obtain more compact samples annealing at various temperatures for 100 hours was carried out. 

Consequently samples were compressive tested to decide which conditions of annealing gives the best 

results. Fig. 8 shows yield strength decrease dependence on the temperature of annealing probably caused 

by Si particles coarsening (Fig. 5b). Best results were achieved in case of non-annealed materials followed 

by material annealed at 300°C for 100 hours.  

 

   

Fig. 7  X-ray elemental map of annealed (100h/500°C) compact AlSi14Cr1 
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Fig. 8  Dependence of various annealing conditions AlSi14Cr1 on compressive stress 

Non-treated AlSi14Fe8 showed better yield strength (Fig. 9) due to presence of intermetalic phases (Fig. 6a) 

in comparison with non-treated AlSi14Cr1. Decrease of yield strength after annealing can be probably 

caused by microstructure coarsening (Fig. 6b). As a result of annealing, increased plastic deformation of 

both materials (Fig. 8, 9), probably caused by decrease of stress in the matrix due to depletion of alloying 

elements and by microstructure coarsening, was observed. 

 

Fig. 9  Dependence of various annealing conditions AlSi14Fe8 on compressive stress 

4. CONCLUSION 

Using centrifugal atomization technique, Al-Si-Fe-Cr materials taking form of flake-like particles with fine 

microstructure were prepared and consequently uniaxially cold-pressed. No significant microstructure 

change during cold-pressing was observed. To achieve more compact samples, various conditions of 

annealing were tested to decide, which of them will give the best results. This caused decreasing of the 

yield strength and simultaneously increased the area of plastic deformability. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with observing of coefficient of thermal contraction and microstructure of piston 

aluminium alloy and influence of used casting moulds and various casting temperatures on them. This was 

done to make it possible to compare dilatation properties of alloys in components with microstructure of 

castings. Coefficients of thermal contraction were observed in aluminium alloys used for piston making of 

gas engines during solidification and cooling of castings from piston alloy AlSi12CuNiMg (eutectic, AW 

48000). Castings were cast into the permanent and non-permanent moulds and the influence of mould 

material was observed. Materials of moulds were: Steel (permanent moulds), sand mixture with bentonite 

binder and sand mixture with water glass hardened by CO2 for non-permanent moulds (for simulation 

influence of cores on dilatation changes behavior). The conditions varied were also temperatures of casting 

and wall thickness of castings. Before cast melt was metallurgical treated by refining salt. Dilatations were 

measured in special equipment uses the mould which has a cavity with shape of letter I. Equipment consist 

from dilatometer of polish provenience CRYSTALDIAGRAPH PC-4T2L, inductive sensor for measuring the 

dilatation changes and thermocouple NiCr-NiAl (type K) for temperature measurement. From dilatation 

curves were calculated values of coefficient of thermal contraction and form castings were separated the 

specimens and their microstructure were observed on optical microscope. 

Keywords: Piston alloy, dilatation, coefficient of thermal contraction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In automotive field have the high use castings from foundry aluminum alloys. The most used are alloys of 

aluminum and silicon, called silumins. More automobile parts are produced from this alloys e.g.: pistons of 

gas engines, cylinder and gear boxes blocks, cylinder heads, wheel discs, etc. Most of these parts are one of 

the most important components and in the same time the most stress parts of automobile. Stresses of 

these components are usually at high temperatures and dilatation properties of these alloys are little 

explored. Especially during their solidification and cooling and in the case of casting alloys it is necessary to 

observe the linear and volume changes especially during solidification of Al-Si alloys, where the eutectic 

silicon crystallization is important. On our workplace - Department of Engineering Technology, Technical 

University of Liberec, we are focused on observing the proportions changes during solidification of castings. 

For these measurements we used zinc and aluminum alloys. Observed alloy was AlSi12CuNiMg which is 

used for gravity casting of pistons of gas engines. These measurements were executed on equipment which 

was designed and constructed on our department. This equipment uses the mould which has a cavity with 

mailto:jiri.moravek@tul.cz
mailto:iva.nova@tul.cz
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shape of letter I and serves for observing the proportions changes, let us say dilatation during solidification 

and cooling casts into mould from different materials: steel, sand mixture or CT mixture, etc.  

2.  CONTRACTION OF CASTINGS 

The melts has a bigger volume than the solid state of castings. Melt during solidification going through 

three different contraction intervals. The first one is when melt is in liquid state, above temperature of 

liquidus, and melt level fall down. Second stage is during solidification of melt between the solidus and 

liquidus temperatures and it is accompanied by shrinking and volume changes during solidification give 

rise to centered shrink hole, during solidification of pure metals, and porosity, during solidification of 

alloys, in castings. This contraction occurs at the freezing point, because, in general, solid has greater 

density as compared to the liquid and this causes several problems. These include requirement for 

feeding, that is defined here as a process for compensation of solidification contraction. In case of 

aluminium-silicon alloys the volume growth caused by silicon solidification is not able to equalize the 

volume which was lost at aluminium crystallization and therefore it is necessary to make feeders on 

castings from aluminium alloys, especially during gravity casting. Table 1 shows density and volume changes 

of some metals. The volume changes, volumetric shrinkage, could be describes by this formula [1], [3], [6]: 

T

V

V 




0

1
                                                                                                                                         (1) 

where is: γ - coefficient of the volumetric shrinkage for temperature interval  [K-1]; 

         V0 - initial temperature volume [m3]; 

         ΔV - volume alternation [m3]; 

         ΔT - temperature alternation [K]. 

Table 1  Values of density and volume changes of select metals 

Material 
Melting 

temperature *°C+ 

Density [kg.m-3]during 

room temperature 

Density [kg.m-3] during 

melting temperature 

Volume 

alternation [%] 

AI 660 2700 2380 5.1 

Bi 271 9800 10 034 -3.32 

Cu 1083 8382 7938 5.3 

Fe 1536 7265 7035 3.16 

Mg 651 1655 1590 4.1 

Mn 1525 7210 5730 4.4 

Ni 1453 8210 7790 5.11 

Pb 327 11 020 10 665 3.22 

Si 1410 2300 2525 -5 

Zn 420 6646 6577 4.08 

The third stage of contraction is during cooling of casting which is in solid state, under the temperature of 

solidus, means from freezing temperature to room temperature. During this process starts the 

dimensional changes of castings and it follows that the contraction in solid state is a very important 

process for production of the pattern. Contraction in solid state is dependent on the used casting method. 
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The way of casting solidification, reflections of its internal pressure ratios and external volume changes is 

possible to observe with the help of dilatation measuring. 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVING OF DILATATION CHANGES 

The dilatation changes were observed with help of special measuring equipment which has a cavity with 

shape of letter I. This cavity is designed and assembled from a frame with two clamps and replaceable 

blocks from moulding material. The first clamp is fixed and the second clamp is flexible. The flexible clamp 

is connected to an inductive sensor by a silicon pipe. A dilatometer of polish provenience 

CRYSTALDIAGRAPH PC-4T2L records dilatation changes of solidification and cooling casting. At the same 

time the equipment records temperature of solidifying casting in heat axis of casting. A thermocouple NiCr-

NiAl (type K) was used for temperature measurement. Scheme of measuring equipment is in fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1  Scheme of measuring equipment, 1- fix clamp, 2- replaceable block, 3- cavity, 4- flexible clamp, 5- 

silicone pipe, 6- base plate, 7- magnet, 8- inductive sensor 

The melt from aluminium alloy AlSi12CuNiMg was prepared in electrical resistance furnace and melted 

down in graphite pot. Before cast melt was protected with refining salt T3. Experiments were made into the 

moulds from steel (permanent mould, chill casting), sand mixture with bentonite binder and sand mixture 

with water glass hardened by CO2 for non-permanent moulds (for simulation influence of cores on 

dilatation changes behavior). The conditions varied were also temperatures of casting which were 675, 700 

and 725°C and wall thickness of castings 7 and 27 mm x 157 mm, fig. 2 shows measuring equipment during 

measuring process. Specimens for optical microscope analysis were taken from the heat axis in the middle 

of each casting. Specimens were embedded into the plastic mould and ground and polished and their 

structure was observed on optical microscope, fig 4. 

 

                                                     A                                                                                           B 

Fig. 2  a) Scheme of measuring equipment, b) Measuring equipment during measuring process 
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From realized experiments has been obtained 70 dilatation and cooling curves, for each casting conditions 

was made 5 experiments. Values of coefficient of temperature contraction α were computed from 

dilatation curves, examples of obtained curves are in fig 3, in temperature intervals 100 to 200°C and 200 to 

300°C from this formula and average values of α, are mentioned in table 2: 

 1

12 )(*






 K

TTl

l

o

                                                                                                                                  (2) 

where is: α - coefficient of temperature contraction [K-1], 

              l - casting contraction [mm], 

              l0  - original lenght of casting [mm], 

              (T2-T1) - difference of temperatures *°C+. 

 
Fig. 3  a) Time dependence of dilatation of casting in steel mould, alloy AlSi12CuNiMg, casting temperature 

725°C, wall thickness 7 mm, b) Time dependence of dilatation of casting in CT mould, alloy AlSi12CuNiMg, 

temperature 700°C, wall thickness 27 mm c) Time dependence of dilatation of casting in sand mould, 

temperature 675°C, wall thickness 27 mm. 

   

                             A                                                            B                                                                    C 

Fig. 4  a) Microstructure of casting from AlSi12CuNiMg cast into the steel mould, casting temperature 

725°C, wall thickness 7 mm, scale 100 μm, b) Microstructure of casting from AlSi12CuNiMg cast into the CT 

mould, casting temperature 700°C, wall thickness 27 mm, scale 100 μm, c) Microstructure of casting from 

AlSi12CuNiMg cast into the sand mould, casting temperature 675°C, wall thickness 27 mm, scale 100 μm. 
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Table 2  Computed values of coefficient of thermal contraction α 

Mould type, Wall 
thickness [mm], Casting 

temperature *°C+  

Coefficient of thermal contraction ∙10-

5 [K-1] in temperature interval *°C+ 

300 to 200 200 to 100 

Steel 27 675 4.564 6.687 

Steel 27 700 3.885 5.944 

Steel 27 725 4.309 6.348 

Sand 27 675 4.267 6.305 

Sand 27 700 3.991 6.029 

Sand 27 725 4.055 6.050 

CT 27 675 4.862 6.921 

CT 27 700 3.842 6.008 

CT 27 725 3.779 5.881 

Steel 7 725 2.399 4.352 

Sand 7 700 4.118 6.029 

Sand 7 725 4.352 6.242 

CT 7 700 4.288 6.093 

CT 7 725 3.694 5.732 

CONCLUSION 

From obtained dilatation curves were calculated values of coefficient of thermal contraction in 

temperature interval from 100 to 300°C which is maximum working temperature, normal working 

temperature is around 200°C, of piston in engine. Average value of α in each interval is 4.009∙10-5 [K-1] in 

interval 200-300°C and 6.045∙10-5 [K-1] in interval 100-200°C which are the same values which are 

mentioned in literature, [4], [5]. The microstructure and phases in the piston alloy were, eutectic phase 

which contains α phase and silicon needles and high ratio of different kinds of intermetallics, which are 

usually presented on grain boundaries [2]. In steel moulds there were also quite big particles of unsolved 

silicon with irregular geometric shape. The ratio of intermetallic phases, was higher during lower 

temperatures (675 and 700°C), in sand and CO2 and in bigger wall thickness, but the kind of intermetallics 

were the same in all moulds, temperatures and wall thicknesses. 
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Abstract 

This work is concerned with assessment of thermomechanical properties of magnesium alloys which are 

used for manufacture of castings. In recent years, interest in and use of these materials in many industrial 

branches, of which transport equipment production plays a significant role, has been ever increasing. These 

materials find their place in construction and drives of many machines. In the case of use of castings which 

are subject to thermal stressing, we need to know mechanical properties of used materials at elevated 

temperatures. This paper gives analysis results of microstructure and mechanical properties of AZ91 

magnesium alloy in the as-cast condition (F) and after heat treatment (T4). These materials were further 

compared with AM60 alloy which was cast into a metal mould. The paper deals with relative comparison 

of selected alloys cast into sand and metal moulds. There is a comparison of results of mechanical 

properties given for specimens tested at standard temperature and at selected elevated temperatures. The 

work was focused particularly on a region of above mentioned commercially delivered magnesium alloys 

and modified magnesium alloys used in Explat s.r.o. company operation, the Magnesium Alloy Foundry 

Division. These alloys were AZ91 ON, AZ91 Be in the as-cast condition and after heat treatment T4. 

Inoculation effect proved itself unambiguously positively on the observed strength characteristics, and that 

even in the case of casting into a metal mould. Improvement of mechanical properties of the cast structure 

was approved by heat treatment of selected alloys. A part of this work is an overview of the used foundry 

Mg alloys and trends in Mg alloy development. 

Keywords: magnesium alloys, castings, thermomechanical properties 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The basis of foundry magnesium alloys are binary alloys enhanced with additional alloying elements in 

order to improve technological properties, mechanical properties or to increase corrosion resistance. There 

are basic systems - Mg-Al, Mg-Zn and Mg-Mn. Alloys of Mg-Li type belong among perspective materials of 

recent years. Development trends of magnesium alloys towards required characteristics in dependence on 

a used processing technology are shown in Fig. 1.   

The most widespread magnesium alloys for manufacture of castings are Mg-Al-(Zn, Mn) - type alloys.   

Advantages of these materials are as follows:  

 They are well-castable and have low thaw point which improves some other foundry characteristics   

 Proper alloying element selection can eliminate occurrence of casting defects - microshrinks and 

thermal cracks [1] 

http://www.metal2011.com/index.php?load=confer&confer=4&type=readsymp&idrep=776
mailto:petr.lichy@vsb.cz
mailto:michal.cagala@vsb.cz
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These alloys feature favourable mechanical properties at temperatures about 100°C, however, with 

increasing temperature (above 120°C) significant decrease occurs. Higher values of mechanical properties 

are reached for silicon-added alloys - AS21 and AS41. For applications of materials above 200°C 

temperature, rare-earth-metal-alloyed alloys are then utilized (La, Ce, Nd, Pr, Sc, Gd, Y). 

   

 

Fig. 1  Magnesium alloys development trends [1, 2] 

2.  PRODUCTION OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY CASTINGS 

Methods of magnesium alloy casting can be divided to casting into expendable moulds (sand moulds and 

shells) and into metal moulds (gravity, low-pressure and pressure casting). In recent years, manufacture of 

castings into metal moulds using semisolid metalworking methods etc. has been expanded, where input 

material is in semisolid state. By these procedures, higher product quality with internal defect elimination 

can be obtained.  

A specific foundry problem is high flammability of magnesium alloys in molten state. Molten metal has to 

be protected with an appropriate slag or atmosphere which is generated on the hot metal surface when 

sublimed sulfur is burning. At present, gaseous atmospheres are mostly mixtures of air, carbon oxide and 

sulfur hexafluoride. For example, for melting temperature of 650 up to 705ºC, the recommended 

atmosphere above the molten metal surface is as follows: air + 0.4 % of SF6, or 75 % of air + 25 % of CO2 + 

0.2 % of SF6.  For casting temperatures of 705 up to 760ºC, the recommended protective atmosphere is 50 

% of air + 50 % of CO2 + 0.3 % of SF6. To reduce inflammability, some metallurgists recommend 0.005 to 

0.2% of beryllium addition or 0.2% of calcium addition. Higher calcium content deteriorates corrosion 

resistance, though.[3] 
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3.  PREPARATION OF TEST SPECIMENS  

Preparation of specimens for tensile test and metallographic observations was performed in laboratory 

conditions at VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava and in operation conditions of EXPLAT, spol. s.r.o. 

company in Hradec Králové. The aim was to comprehend an influence of a mould sort, chemical 

composition and heat treatment change on selected mechanical properties.   

3.1 Laboratory Conditions 

In laboratories of the Foundry Department, only gravity casting into a metal mould was carried out (ČSN 42 

0334). Material was melted in a steel crucible in the ROHDE HE 60 electric resistance kiln. The crucible 

bottom, and follow-up hot metal surface as well, was covered with EMGESAL flux, the aim of which was not 

only to purify the molten metal but to reduce its oxidation capability as well. After melting, the AZ91 alloy 

was further inoculated with an additive - MICROSAL. For good fluidity of the casting and to achieve a riser 

function, casting temperature was kept in a range of (760°C up to 800°C).  

By this reason, the mould temperature was kept on about 450°C. During casting, sulfur powder was added 

into the hot metal strand. Chemical composition of the used material - AZ91 and AM60, which was 

delivered in the form of billets (from Magnesium Elektron CZ s.r.o. company), is shown in Tab.1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the used magnesium alloys 

 

3.2 Operation Conditions 

In the next step, casting of test rod specimens followed in the conditions of EXPLAT company’s foundry 

plant. Melting was carried out in a steel crucible in an electric low-frequency induction furnace. In this case, 

the molten metal was also treated with EMGESAL flux, eventually inoculated with MICROSAL salt. Under 

these conditions, there were specimens obtained which were gravity-cast into the mould (ČSN 42 0334), as 

well as into the green bentonite mixture moulds (ČSN 42 0333) the composition of which is as follows: PR31 

silica sand, 6% of bentonite, 6% of ground sulfur and 0.8% of boracic acid.  Similarly, in this case the hot 

metal strand was also treated with sulfur powder. Except from AZ91 alloy of Tab.1, specimens of other 

materials (Tab.2) were also prepared in these conditions. AZ91 ON alloy is an alloy with reduced aluminium 

content for elimination of maps on a casting surface after chromating. AZ91 Be is material with very low 

content of beryllium for material oxidation suppression. A part of specimens which were cast into the 

bentonite moulds was subsequently heat treated.   

Table 2  Chemical composition of the used magnesium alloys 

 

 

Mg Zn Al Si Cu Mn Fe Ni Be Oth.

AZ 91 90,36 0,56 8,80 0,06 0,004 0,20 0,004 0,001 0,001 <0,01

AM 60 93,57 0,09 6,00 0,03 0,001 0,29 0,003 0,001 0,001 <0,01

Alloy
Element [%]

Mg Zn Al Si Cu Mn Fe Ni Be Oth.

AZ 91 Be 90,96 0,62 8,22 0,03 0,001 0,15 0,006 0,000 0,009 <0,01

AZ 91 ON 90,82 0,62 8,36 0,03 0,001 0,16 0,010 0,000 0,000 <0,01

Alloy
Element [%]
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4.  EVALUATION OF SPECIMENS 

On the cast specimens, metallographic analysis was carried out first, and then hardness was determined.  

Subsequently, the specimens were machined to a shape which is shown in Fig.3 (dimensions are in mm).   

After these tests, assessment of tensile strength at standard and elevated temperatures followed. All above 

mentioned tests were performed in laboratories at VSB - Technical University of Ostrava. 

 
Fig. 3  Scheme of the test rod for the common tensile test 

4.1  Metallographic Analysis  

Specimen structure on the etched surface was always observed in the central part and on the edge of the 

specimen. Etching was carried out in diluted NITAL. α phase (Mg) with eutecticum can be always identified in 

images of the observed specimens. Mg17(Al, Zn)12 precipitates and other phases which were created 

particularly by essential additive elements Al, Zn, Mn, et al. are the further predominantly segregated phase. 

  

Fig. 4  AZ91 alloy cast into the metal mould Fig. 5  AM60 alloy cast into the metal mould. 

Fig.4 shows AZ91 alloy structure which was cast into a metal mould. In this alloy, we can observe high 

content of lamellar precipitate Mg17(Al, Zn)12. Then, in Fig. 5 we can see AM60 alloy structure, which was 

also cast into a metal mould. It is possible to note lower occurrence of Mg17(Al, Zn)12 precipitate and the 

eutectic phase in comparison with AZ91 alloys which is caused by lower Al content in the alloy. Both images 

display the characteristic alloy structure in the centre of the test specimen. 

4.2 HBS 2.5/31.25 Hardness Measuring 

Measurement was performed on the work measuring instrument (VPM). As an indentor, a hardened steel 

ball of D = 2.5 mm diameter and F = 306.5 N (31.25 kp) load force was chosen. Measured-out results in Fig. 

6 are merely orientational because they result from the cast structure character and more extended 

measurements with more detailed statistic assessment would need to be performed for more 
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unambiguous conclusions. The lowest values were found for AM60 alloy. The measurement results have 

not confirmed hardness change influenced by inoculation. Hardness of the above mentioned alloy was 

about 54 HB. Hardness of AZ91 alloy specimens in as-cast condition featured values of 58 HB. On the 

contrary, AZ91 alloys achieved the highest hardness after heat treatment T4, owing to substitute 

hardening. For AZ91 ON and AZ91 Be alloys, hardness increase over 60 HB occurred after T4.  

 
Fig. 6  Average values of Brinell hardness for selected magnesium alloys 

4.3 Measurement of Mechanical Properties at Elevated Temperatures  

The tensile test was carried out on the TSM 20 tension testing machine made by INOVA Praha company.   

The device enables to carry out the tensile test according to ČSN 42 0310 and a so-called general test which 

allows setting of test conditions in wide limits in six separate steps. The elevated temperature test is 

performed as a general one. When measuring mechanical properties, we carried out the above mentioned 

general test at room temperature and at elevated temperatures with beginning at 100ºC and a gradient by 

50°C up to 250 - 300ºC temperatures. The final temperature for the observed alloys varied and it was 

selected according to possibilities by reason of a limited amount of specimens. When testing at elevated 

temperatures, holding time at the temperature for each specimen was applied for 5-minute period for 

temperature equalization on the surface and inside the specimen. During the test, the specimens were 

protected against oxidation in argon protective atmosphere to avoid oxidation of fracture areas. Analysis of 

mechanical properties was extended by a tensile test with work-of-fracture determination. Plasticity is 

defined as contraction in a place of breakage of specimens after the performed tensile test.  

In Fig. 7, there are measured-out tensile strength values depending on test temperature depicted. AZ91 

alloy strength ranged between 170 - 240 MPa at room temperature. A positive effect of inoculation, thanks 

to which strength increase by c. 20 MPa occurred, approved itself. Due to heat treatment, strength of 

AZ91Be alloy which was cast into the bentonite mould increased by c. 15% to 270MPa in comparison with 

material which was cast into the metal mould. Here we can see a positive influence of a metal mould on 

achieved properties. What is interesting, those are measured strength values for AZ91 alloys with beryllium 

addition where the highest tensile strength values of all the observed alloys were reached in as-cast 
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condition. From the test temperature of 150°C, differences between particular alloys have been gradually 

vanishing and strength at 200°C temperature ranged between 130-150 MPa. 

 
Fig. 7  Temperature dependence of tensile strength for AZ91 alloy 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have dealt with a microstructure analysis, mechanical properties measurement at room 

temperature and at elevated temperatures. These measurements were further expanded by measurement 

of hardness of the analyzed magnesium alloys. For the surveyed Mg alloys, it was found out that due to 

heat treatment of specimens which were cast into the sand mould the tensile strength values (at room 

temperature) increased by 15% in comparison with the specimens which were cast into the metal mould, 

yet without heat treatment. During heat treatment, particular structural phases, as eutecticum and solid 

phase precipitates, are melted while oversaturated substitute solid Mg solution is originating which is able 

to cause the proven strength increase. The measured tensile test values showed out the supposed strength 

decreasing trend with increasing temperature (above 150°C). The general character of material behaviour 

during strength tests was accompanied by different fracture kinetics which was caused by heterogeneity of 

the cast structure. This is also supported by work-of-fracture and specific work-of-fracture calculation. 

Higher beryllium content in AZ91 alloy had a significant effect on material strength. Tensile strength values 

came near to 240 MPa for specimens which were inoculated and cast into the metal mould at the same 

time. With its tensile strength values, this material got very near to the material which was cast into the 

sand mould, although after heat treatment. With its tensile properties (220 MPa), AM60 alloy basically 

corresponds to AZ91 Be alloy. However, with increasing test temperature, very steep strength drop 

followed and at load temperature of 150°C only 140 MPa value was measured out. This strength was the 

lowest one of all the surveyed alloys. 

A general goal of the observation is a possibility, for selected applications, to replace aluminium alloys with 

magnesium alloys while relatively preserving the chosen service characteristics. That all with significant 

weight reduction by c. 1/3 while increasing specific strength. Intensive research abroad has proved that in 
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sphere of increasing strength properties at elevated temperatures there are perspective magnesium alloys, 

such as combinations with rare earth metal elements (Mg - RE) and magnesium alloys in combination with 

thorium (Mg - Th).  
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Abstract 

Magnesium-based alloys are in the focus of researchers’ and engineers’ interest for many years for their 

high Magnesium-based alloys are in the focus of researchers’ and engineers’ interest for many years for 

their high specific strength and specific modulus. Nevertheless, limited ductility and formability of 

magnesium alloys especially at moderate temperatures (up to 200°C) hinder their wider applications. It is 

due to hexagonal close packed structure of most magnesium alloys with the limited number of the 

crystallographic equivalent glide systems. The work is aimed to explanation of the influence of 

microstructural parameters on the twinning activity that is one of the main deformation modes in 

magnesium alloys at moderate temperatures. The acoustic emission measurements and the light 

microscopy observations clearly show the dependence of twin nucleation on the initial texture. Significant 

tension-compression asymmetry was also observed as a consequence of different volume fraction of grains 

suitable oriented for twinning. The mechanisms of twin formation and the interaction of basal and non-

basal dislocations with twin boundaries are discussed in detail as well. 

Keywords: Magnesium alloys; Twinning; Dislocations; Acoustic Emission 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Magnesium-based alloys, as one of the lightest structural materials, are in the focus of researchers’ and 

engineers’ interest for many years. Their unique properties as high specific strength (the ratio of the yield 

stress to density) and superior damping capacity predetermine these materials for using in many structural 

applications, e.g. in automotive and aerospace industry. The main restriction in a wider use of magnesium 

alloys is their limited ductility and poor formability at ambient temperature, poor creep and corrosion 

resistance and degradation of their mechanical properties at higher (above 200 C) temperatures [1].  

Matter of poor ductility of magnesium is in its hexagonal close packed structure. Despite of similar true 

stress-true strain curves of hexagonal (hcp) and face-centered cubic (fcc) polycrystals there are differences 

in the activity of slip systems. Contrary of the fcc metals, in hcp polycrystals the von Mises criterion [2] 

requiring the activity of five independent slip systems for plastic deformation is not fulfilled [3]. Basal slip of 

a dislocations is the easy glide system in Mg [4]. a dislocations can operate also in prismatic and first 

order pyramidal systems. All of slip systems mentioned provides only a total four independent slip systems 

[5]. None of them can produce strain parallel to the c axis. It is clear that either second order pyramidal slip 

system must be activated or deformation twinning has to occur. Aside from the slip in the second order 

pyramidal system  1122 1/ 3 1123  with ac   Burgers vectors, which is recognizably a very hard slip 

direction and it has been observed mainly at higher temperatures (above 200 C) [6], twinning is the only 

active deformation mode that can provide straining along the c-axis at room temperature [7]. Generally, 

those hcp metals that exhibit substantial twinning (e.g. Ti, Zr) possess higher ductility [8]. 
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The acoustic emission (AE) that originates from transient elastic waves generated within a material owing 

to sudden localized irreversible structure changes yields information on the dynamic processes involved in 

plastic deformation of alloys [9]. It was found [10] that deformation twinning and dislocation glide are the 

major sources of AE in magnesium alloys. Therefore, AE is an appropriate method to study dynamic 

processes involved in plastic deformation of pure magnesium. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

Magnesium alloy AZ31 investigated in this work was prepared by continuous casting. Tensile testing was 

carried out using specimen with a rectangular cross section of 5 x 5 mm2 and a gauge length of 30 mm. The 

rectangular shaped compression specimens had a cross section of 15 x 15 mm2 and height of 30 mm. Both 

types of tests were performed at room temperature and at an initial strain rate of 10-3 s-1. Since the 

specimens exhibit a strong texture, the tensile tests were carried out parallel (longitudinal direction - LD) 

and perpendicular (transversal direction - TD) to the casting direction. Acoustic emission (AE) was 

monitored directly using a computer-controlled DAKEL-XEDO-3 facility (DAKEL-ZD Rpety, Czech Republic). 

The facility incorporated a high temperature S9215 transducer (Physical Acoustic Corporation) with a flat 

response between 50 and 650 kHz and a built-in preamplifier giving a gain of ~30 dB. The total gain was 

about 94 dB. The AE analyzer detects the AE signals at two settable threshold levels, which corresponded to 

voltages of 730 mV for the total AE count 1 and 1450 mV for the burst AE count 2 (total range of the A/D 

converter is from 0 to 2400 mV). The specimens for light microscopy were mechanically polished and finally 

etched (90 s) in 3% nital solution.  

3.  RESULTS 

The initial microstructure in both directions (Fig. 1) specimens exhibits a dendritic structure. The grain size 

was estimated as 620 µm [11].  

 
Fig. 1  Initial microstructure of AZ31 specimen in a) longitudinal b) transversal direction  

Comparison of tensile and compression true stress - true strain curves is shown in Fig. 2. The loading mode 

influences the shape of the deformation curves. In the compression an S-shaped curves are observed, i.e. the 

curve exhibit a moderated and a significant hardening part. On the other hand the tension curves are convex. 

Similar behavior was observed by several authors [12, 13] and it is connected with mechanical twinning [14].  
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The main twinning system in magnesium is  1012 1011  which causes a misorientation of 86.3 between 

he twinned and untwinned regions. A pole mechanism for twin formation was proposed by Thompson and 

Millard [15], who suggested the following dislocation reaction to form a pole source of twinning: 

[0001] [1011] [1010]           (1) 

where  is a small fraction, ranging from 1/12 up to 1/4. It should be noted that a dislocation with Burgers 

vector [0001] is sessile and therefore these dislocations are responsible for strain hardening in hexagonal 

close-packed materials [3]. Once pyramidal slip systems are activated, the dislocation of this type is formed 

by the reaction  

1/ 3[1120] 1/ 3[1123] [0001]           (2) 

where the first dislocation moves in a basal plane and the second one in the pyramidal plane. Twinning 

dislocations in Eq.(1) could be formed also by mutual interaction of basal dislocations [16].  

As it has been reported in numerous works [17, 18], the AE response is very sensitive on twinning 

formation, since it is always accompanied by strong bursts. In our AE experiments two threshold levels 

were set. The first level was used for the detection of the global signal (count rate 1). By setting the second 

level, we recorded only strong signals caused largely by twins (count rate 2). Fig. 3 shows the loading mode 

dependence of count rate 1 in tension. The signal is the stronger for the tensile mode. The maximum of 

both curves is connected with  1012  twinning. Their activation in the compression experiment is easy [19] 

that causes moderated strengthening part. Subsequently, the new twins start to growth and the interaction 

of twin boundaries with dislocations [20] causes significant strengthening. Since the AE method is sensitive 

only on the twin nucleation, not on the twin growth [21], the AE signal decreases to nearly zero. During the 

tensile test, despite of low volume fraction of favorable oriented grains, tensile twinning takes place as 

well. Nevertheless, it needs higher stresses and their growth is limited [19]. Therefore further twin 

formation is necessary for continuing the plastic deformation. As a consequence of this mechanism, the 

observed signal strength is higher. Fig. 4 shows the true stress-true strain curves for both orientations at 

the room  temperature in compression. It is seen that the TD sample exhibit a higher strength. 

Fig. 2  Dependence of deformation 

curves on loading mode in 

transversal direction 

Fig. 3  Loading mode 

dependence of count rate 1 in 

tension. 
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This difference could be explained in terms of different initial texture of the LD and TD orientation, 

respectively. In the initial state, the basal plane (0001) is nearly parallel to the plane of the sheet [11]. 

Consequently, slip of basal <a> dislocations is the dominant mechanism for samples with the LD 

orientation. Since this mechanism itself  

 
Fig. 6  Microstructure after deformation in a) longitudinal b) transversal direction 

does not fulfill the von Mises criterion for plastic deformation [2],  1012 twinning takes place as well [20]. 

As it has been shown by Yoo [8], the twin boundaries are impenetrable for basal dislocations. Therefore 

twinning on planes 1012 lowers the spacing between the non-dislocation type obstacles, which causes 

hardening. In TD direction, where basal slip is not favorable, the twinning activity is more pronounced. Fig. 

5 demonstrated the strain dependence of count rates 2 for both orientations of the samples in 

compression. The value of the count rate 2 is significantly higher for TD direction, which indicates more 

intensive twinning. Consequently, TD samples have a higher amount of twin boundaries that could cause 

the observed higher hardening rate. Dislocation pile-ups are formed at the twin boundaries. The stress 

Fig. 4  Orientation dependence of 

deformation curves in compession 

Fig. 5  Orientation dependence of 

count rate 2 in compression 
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concentrations at the head of pile-ups contribute to initiations of the activity of the non-basal slip systems 

[22]. Interactions between non-basal and basal dislocations results in sessile dislocations that increase the 

forest dislocation density [3]. The increased number of dislocation-type obstacles contributes to the 

hardening. The higher activity of twinning in TD direction is supported also by results of light optical 

microscopy. As it can be seen in Fig. 6, where the micrographs of as-deformed LD and TD samples are 

depicted, the amount of twins are much higher for TD direction.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The deformation behavior of continuous casted AZ31 magnesium alloy was investigated as a function of 

sample orientation and loading mode. A strong tension-compression asymmetry was observed on both 

deformation and AE curves. The reason could be explained in terms of different twinning mechanisms in 

tension and compression, respectively. The measurement of acoustic emission signal revealed a higher 

twinning activity in TD samples due to their unfavorable orientation for basal slip.   
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Abstract 

Magnesium is a biocompatible and biodegradable metal which possesses suitable mechanical properties 

for load-bearing applications in orthopaedics. Moreover, magnesium ions, the products of magnesium 

corrosion, improve growth of the new bone tissue. 

Implementation of the porosity into these materials compromises values of mechanical properties closer to 

the values of nature bone and allows the incorporation of the new tissue into the implant and the transport 

of body fluids to the healing tissue. 

In this work porous magnesium samples with the porosity of approximately 11, 14, 26, 29 and 44% were 

prepared and their structures and flexural strengths were studied. 

Keywords: Porous magnesium, biocompatibility, biodegradability, powder metallurgy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, demand for surgery implants increases. There are four types of materials possible to produce 

surgery implants: metals, ceramics, polymers and composites. Due to their mechanical properties, metals 

are more suitable for load-bearing applications than the other above mentioned materials [1]. In 

comparison with commonly used alloys as stainless steel or titanium alloys, magnesium-based alloys are 

biocompatible and biodegradable materials which possess mechanical properties more close to them of a 

nature bone. Moreover, magnesium ions are necessary for human body and they improve growth of the 

new bone tissue. Therefore magnesium-based materials appear to be suitable for using in orthopaedic 

applications [2]. Unfortunately corrosion rate of pure magnesium in human body is too high, so it has to be 

decreased by alloying or coating [2]. 

Implementation of the porosity to these materials compromises values of mechanical properties more 

closely to the values of a nature bone. In addition, the weight of the implant decreases and the porosity 

allows better incorporation of a new bone tissue into the implant. The porosity allows body fluids to flow to 

the healing tissue too [3]. The influence of corrosion on mechanical properties is less negative in the case of 

porous samples than that of compact magnesium [3]. On the other hand, the corrosion rate increases by 

increased porosity [4]. 

Generally, there are many techniques for manufacturing of metal foams [5], but only some of them are 

suitable for producing of metal foams for medical applications, because the products cannot be polluted by 

harmful impurities. Three techniques are commonly used for manufacture of porous metal equipment for 

medical applications: injection of an inert gas to the melt, the plaster casting method and powder 

metallurgy techniques [2]. 
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In this work, the porous magnesium samples were prepared by a powder metallurgy technique using space-

holder particles. Solid compounds which decompose to form gaseous products at elevated temperatures 

can be used as space-holder particles. For example, urea or ammonium bicarbonate can be used for 

preparation metal foams [4, 6]. Naturally, space-holder particles and products of their decomposition 

cannot be harmful and react with metal powder [4, 6]. For the preparation of magnesium foams 

ammonium bicarbonate is more suitable then urea, because decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate 

occurs between 36 and 60°C [7], whereas total decomposition of the urea takes place at temperatures over 

700°C [8], which is higher than melting point of magnesium [9]. 

In this work, porous magnesium samples were prepared by the powder metallurgy technique. Ammonium 

bicarbonate was used as space-holder particles. Structure, porosity, flexure strength and their relations 

were studied. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples were prepared by the powder metallurgy technique using ammonium bicarbonate as space-holder 

particles. As starting materials commercial pure magnesium powder of irregular shape and analytical pure 

ammonium bicarbonate powder were used. The starting materials were studied by grain size analysis and 

fractions having the desired particle size (500 - 1000 m for Mg, 250 - 500 m for NH4HCO3) were used. 

Magnesium and ammonium bicarbonate powder were mixed in volume ratio Mg:NH4HCO3 = 100:0, 98:2, 

95:5, 90:10 and 85:15. These mixtures were pressed by Heckert FPZ 100/1 machine by a pressure of 

approximately 265 MPa into the cylindrical green compacts with 16 mm in diameter and about 30 mm in 

length. The green compacts were treated by three-step heat treatment: 1. decomposition of ammonium 

bicarbonate at 130°C for 4 h in a muffle furnace on the air, 2. sintering at 550°C for 6 h in a tube furnace in 

argon atmosphere, 3. decomposition of residual ammonium bicarbonate at 130°C for 4 h in a muffle 

furnace on the air. Cylindrical sample of casted magnesium with 4 mm in diameter and about 30 mm in 

length was used for the comparison of the flexural strengths of samples prepared by powder metallurgy 

and by casting process. The flexural strengths of these samples were measured by Heckert FPZ 100/1 

machine. Metallographic cross-sections were prepared by grinding on SiC papers P 400 - P 4000 and 

polishing on D 2 and D 0.7 diamond pastes. These metallographic cross-sections were documented by a 

Neophot 2 light metallographic microscope and Tescan Vega-3 LMU scanning electron microscope. Porosity 

of the samples was determined from optical micrographs by the Lucia G 4.8 image analyzer. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Structure and porosity 

In Fig. 1 cross-section optical and SEM micrographs of the prepared samples are shown. It can be seen, that 

the sample prepared by powder metallurgy without using space-holder particles contains pores, too. These 

pores form through incomplete pressing and thermal expansion and contraction which take place during 

sintering and cooling. The samples prepared by the use of space-holder particles contain these “micro-

pores” together with pores of a size corresponding with particles size of ammonium bicarbonate. Some 

pores were bigger than 500 imal size of used ammonium bicarbonate). It can be due to incomplete 

homogenization or due to the effects of evolved gasses. 
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Fig. 1  Optical and SEM (BSE detector) micrographs of cross-sections of the samples prepared by 

pressing of the mixture containing magnesium and a) 0, b) 2, c) 5, d) 10 and e) 15 vol. % NH4HCO3 
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Influence of the amount of added ammonium bicarbonate on the real porosity is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2  Dependence of the real porosity on the volume ratio Mg:NH4HCO3 

From Fig. 2 it is obvious, that the porosity increases almost linearly with growing content of ammonium 

bicarbonate. The total porosity is higher than sum of volume of added ammonium bicarbonate and porosity 

of the sample prepared from magnesium powder only, and this difference increases with the increasing 

amount of ammonium bicarbonate. It may be due to the increasing amount of generated gasses. 

3.1  Mechanical properties 

The flexural strength of prepared samples was measured and its dependence on porosity was correlated 

(Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3  Influence of the porosity on the flexural strength 
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The flexural strength of the sample prepared without addition of ammonium bicarbonate (porosity of 

approximately 11%) was immeasurable. By the addition of ammonium bicarbonate the flexural strength 

rapidly decreased. It may be due to bigger pores, which have more negative influence on mechanical 

properties than “micro-pores” formed in materials prepared by powder metallurgy technique without using 

space-holder particles. It can be concluded from differences of flexural strengths of the samples with 11 

and 14% porosity (0 or 2 vol.% of ammonium bicarbonate added to pressed magnesium). Generally, the 

flexural strength decreases with increasing porosity. In comparison with the flexural strength of the cast 

magnesium (approximately 190 MPa), observed flexural strengths of prepared samples are markedly lower 

(approximately 5; 4,6; 4,1 and 1,8 MPa for porosity 14; 26; 29 and 44% respectively). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Porous magnesium samples were prepared by a powder metallurgy technique using ammonium 

bicarbonate as space-holder particles. The obtained porosities were not too homogenous and the flexural 

strengths were too low in comparison with cast magnesium. These insufficiencies would be improved by 

the use of the spherical magnesium powder or by changing and by optimization of pressing and sintering 

conditions. It will be investigate in future. 
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Abstract 

Magnesium and its alloys are suitable materials for the production of biodegradable implants applied for 

example for fixation of fractured bones. The mechanical properties of these alloys exceed polymer 

materials and their values are close to the mechanical properties of bone. The biodegradable materials 

should be dissolved in the body after some time to produce non-toxic products. Magnesium is not toxic to 

the organism and plays a very important role in many biochemical reactions. However it is characterized by 

high corrosion rates in many cases. Corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys is influenced by the content 

of impurities, alloying elements and aggressive environments. Currently, research focuses on magnesium 

alloys doped by rare earth elements (RE). RE are able to slow down the corrosion process and affect the 

mechanical properties of alloys depending on concentration and combination of them. In present work, the 

corrosion behaviour of magnesium and its alloys in the as-cast state in 9g/l NaCl solution were evaluated. 

Moreover some mechanical properties were evaluated. Mg-Gd binary and Mg-Gd-Y ternary alloys were 

prepared by vacuum induction melting. All measured properties were compared with AZ91 high purity 

alloy. Suitable properties were mainly achieved in the case of binary alloys containing lower amounts of 

gadolinium. 

Keywords: magnesium alloys, rare earth elements, biodegradability, corrosion, mechanical properties, 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Stainless steel, titanium and cobalt-based alloys or various ceramic materials are used in medicine for 

example as body implants for fixation of fractured bones [1]. However in present, biodegradable materials 

play increasingly important role. These materials may be gradually dissolved, absorbed and excreted 

without a production of toxic compounds. Such behaviour is very useful because no second surgery for 

taking out the implant is needed [2]. Competing biodegradable materials based on polymers are 

characterized by low mechanical properties, especially low mechanical strength. On the contrary, metallic 

biomaterials offer better mechanical properties and are more suitable for load-bearing applications [3]. 

Suitable candidate for biodegradable metallic materials is especially magnesium because it is non-toxic and 

excessive amounts of magnesium can be excreted by the kidneys. Moreover magnesium is essential 

element and plays an important role in some biological processes. The strength and Young´s modulus of 

magnesium are closer to human bones in comparison with currently known materials which support good 

healing process [1,2]. In present many researches are focused on corrosion behaviour of these alloys in 

different model solutions of physiological environment that contain chloride anions. Corrosion of 

magnesium alloys is accompanied by hydrogen release and pH increase. Excessive corrosion rate can lead 

to formation of hydrogen and local alkalization which may affect the pH dependant physiological reaction 

equilibrium [2]. Corrosion resistance of magnesium in solution that contain especially chloride anions is 
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quite poor, even in the case of pure magnesium. On the other hand, suitable alloying elements may 

improve the corrosion resistance of the alloy. Especially rare earth elements (RE) are promising candidates 

that generally slow down the corrosion process and improve mechanical properties of magnesium alloys 

[4,5]. Recently, the research has focused mainly on the alloys containing Gd, Y and Zr [6-8]. Gd and Y are 

distinguished by high solubility in Mg solid solution at higher temperatures which may be useful during 

aging to improve mechanical properties by precipitation hardening [9-11]. Zirconium has softening effect 

on the structure. It consequently improves the mechanical properties and slightly enhances the corrosion 

resistance of magnesium alloys but cancer is associated with its presence in organism [8,12]. Many 

investigations related to the microstructure, mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour of Mg-Gd-Y 

system have been reported [4,5,10-12]. However these results are often connected with automotive 

industry and there is still a lack of information about possibilities of using this kind of alloys for medical 

applications. In the present study, mechanical properties and the corrosion behaviour in 9 g/l NaCl solution 

of Mg-xGd binary and Mg-xGd-1Y ternary alloys (x=3, 5 wt.%) were investigated. Moreover the connection 

between structure and mechanical or corrosion properties is discussed in this paper. All obtained results 

are compared with high purity extruded MgAl9Zn (AZ91HP) that has been already the subject of several 

investigations [13-15]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

Cylindrical ingots of Mg-xGd and Mg-xGd-1Y (x=3 and 5) in wt.%  were prepared by melting pure Mg, Gd 

and Y in induction furnace under an argon atmosphere and casting melts into cast-iron metal mold. 

Chemical composition of these ingots was studied by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (Table 1). AZ91HP 

ingot with 6 mm in diameter was in the state after hot extrusion at 400°C with an extrusion ratio of 1:11. 

The structures of alloys were observed after grinding to P4000 SiC paper, polishing on diamond paste and 

etching in 2 vol.% nitric acid solution in ethanol. Light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy 

(Tescan Vega 3 LMU) were used. Phase, chemical composition and surface morphology were studied by 

energy dispersion spectrometry (Oxford Instruments Inca 350) and X-ray diffraction (X Pert Pro). Vickers 

hardness HV5 (loading 5kg) was measured on samples prepared by grinding on P800 emery papers. 

Corrosion behaviour was studied on immersion tests that were performed in physiological solution 

containing 9 g/l NaCl at initial pH 7. Prior to all test specimens were grinded to a P4000 SiC paper followed 

by rinsing in ethanol and drying in warm air. Samples with approximately 20 mm in diameter and 2 mm in 

thickness were immersed in 9g/l NaCl (36 ml on 1 cm2 of the specimen surface) for 318 hours at 25°C. 

Corrosion products were then removed in a solution containing 200 g/l CrO3, 10 g/l AgNO3 and 20 g/l 

Ba(NO3)2 at 20-25°C. Corrosion rates were calculated in mg/cm2/day by using the weight loss 

measurements with an accuracy of 0,1 mg. Changes of pH were recorded in the physiological solution 

during immersion experiments. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the investigated magnesium alloys (wt.%) 

Alloy Mg Y Gd Al Si Fe Ni Mn Zn 

AZ91HP 90.17   8.85 0.07 <0.004 <0.004 <0.01 0.89 

MgGd3 96.99 <0.01 2.8 <0.01 <0.01 <0.004 <0.004 0.03 <0.01 

MgGd5 95.20 <0.01 4.8 <0.01 <0.01 <0.004 <0.004 <0.01 <0.01 

MgGd3Y1 96.08 0.89 3.03 <0.01 <0.01 <0.004 <0.004 <0.01 <0.01 

MgGd5Y1 94.16 0.88 4.86 <0.01 0.02 0.027 <0.004 0.02 0.03 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Structures and mechanical properties 

It is known that the microstructure of cast alloy AZ91 is composed of solid solution of aluminium in 

magnesium and Mg17Al12 intermetallic phase. This phase is partially dissolved during forming and heat 

treatment and the rest forms discontinuous rows, which follow the direction of forming [13]. Dendritic 

structures of investigated alloys are shown in Fig. 1. Structure of MgGd3Y1 had the same characteristics as 

in the case of MgGd5Y1 alloy. Although the solubility of Gd and Y at the eutectic temperature in 

magnesium is 23.49 wt.% [14]  and 12.47 wt.%  respectively, structure of studied Mg-Gd and Mg-Gd-Y 

alloys is composed of solid solution of α-Mg, nonequilibrium eutectic phase and Mg5(Gd,Y) phase. 

Moreover microstructure of investigated alloys is characterized by dendritic microsegregations.  

   

  

Fig. 1  Microstructure of (a) MgGd3, (b) MgGd5, (c) MgGd5Y1 (d) particles of Mg5(Gd,Y) phase in 

investigated alloys, (e) Vickers hardness of investigated alloys in the cast state 

Differences in concentrations of Gd in MgGd3 and MgGd5 alloys due to the dendritic microsegregation are 

nearly 3 and 6 wt% of Gd respectively. The highest and the lowest concentration of Gd is nearly 4 wt.% and 

1 wt.% for MgGd3 respectively, 8 wt.% and 2 wt.% for MgGd5 respectively. Similar observations were 

obtained in the case of Mg-Gd-Y alloys. Places with higher content of Gd were enriched by 1-2 wt.% of Y 

and in other places Yttrium content was in the range between 0-0.5 wt.% . Moreover, cuboid-shaped 

compounds (Fig.1. d) that were identified by XRD and EDS analyses as Mg5Gd phase were observed in the 

structure of all investigated alloys. In the case of Mg-Gd-Y gadolinium was replaced to some extent by 
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yttrium.  AZ91 HP was characterized by the highest value of Vickers hardness in comparison with 

investigated alloys (Fig.1. f). This is due to the quite homogenous fine microstructure with lower content of 

casting defect. Vickers hardness of investigated alloys increased with higher content of precipitated phases 

especially Mg5(Gd+Y) during solidification. 

3.2 Corrosion behaviour 

Figure 2.a shows the corrosion rates of investigated alloys obtained from the immersion tests in 9g/l NaCl 

solution with initial pH 7 at 25°C for 318 hours. The lowest corrosion rate was obtained for MgGd3 alloy. 

However, nearly the same results were gained in the case of MgGd5. A little difference may be caused by 

higher content of intermetallic phases, especially Mg5Gd in MgGd5 alloy. This phase that was observed in 

both mentioned alloys is more noble than α-Mg matrix. 

  

Fig. 2  Corrosion behaviour: (a) corrosion rate of investigated alloys in 9g/l NaCl solution, (b) development 

of pH during immersion experiments 

In the case of AZ91 alloy many investigations deal with the influence of secondary phase on corrosion 

behaviour. It was reported that continuous β phase around finer grains may act as a barrier and 

consequently decrease corrosion rate. On the contrary, lower amount of β phase acts as a cathode and 

increases the corrosion rate by micro-galvanic corrosion between α-Mg and β phase *13+. The same 

situation is in different magnesium alloys. In this case, Mg5Gd creates cathodic places and supports micro-

galvanic corrosion. As a result, local corrosion was observed on the surface of specimens after immersion 

tests (Fig. 3.). Mg-Gd-Y alloys were characterized by significantly higher corrosion rate in comparison with 

MgGd binary alloys (Fig. 2. a). Corrosion rate in Mg-Gd-Y alloys was further increased by higher content of 

Mg5(Gd,Y) phase as a consequence of higher Gd content. Moreover, deep corrosion pits were observed on 

the surface of MgGd3Y1 and especially MgGd5Y1 alloy after immersion tests. Basic corrosion reaction takes 

place according to the equation Mg + 2H2O → Mg2+ + H2 + 2OH-. 

Obviously the corrosion process is accompanied by hydrogen release and pH increase which is evident from 

Fig. 2.b. The sharp rise in pH for all investigated alloys during immersion tests in NaCl solution refers to the 

rapid increase in corrosion rate during early exposure. The pH of all investigated alloys was nearly stable 

except AZ91HP after 24 hours of exposure but there were differences between its values that correspond 

to the different corrosion rates of alloys. Increase of pH during exposure after 24 hours to nearly 10,8 was 
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observed in the case of AZ91HP. Lower final pH values in the case of MgGd5 and MgGd3 correspond to 

lower corrosion rates in comparison with AZ91HP and Mg-Gd-Y alloys. 

  

  

Fig. 3  SEM images of surface after exposures in 9g/l NaCl (a) MgGd3, (b) MgGd5, (c) MgGd3Y1,  

(d) MgGd5Y1 

After exposures in NaCl, corrosion products were examined by XRD and EDS analyses. All surfaces were 

covered by Mg(OH)2; however, in the case of binary Mg-Gd compact film with lower amount of local 

corrosion areas were observed (Fig. 3.a,b).On the contrary, surface of Mg-Gd-Y alloys was characterized by 

higher amount of quite deep pits and coarse particles with different sizes. Probably higher corrosion 

resistance of Mg-Gd binary alloys may be attributed to the more compact protective film. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Mg-Gd and Mg-Gd-Y alloys were characterized by dendritic structure with obvious microsegregation. 

Moreover Mg5(Gd,Y) phase was observed in the structures. This phase may accelerate the corrosion rate by 

galvanic cell between cathodic phases and anodic α-Mg solid solution. Mg-Gd binary alloys were 

distinguished by lower corrosion rate in comparison with Mg-Gd-Y alloys. This may be due to the more 

compact surface layer formed by Mg(OH)2 with lower amount of local corrosion areas in comparison with 

Mg-Gd-Y alloys.  

a b 

c d 
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Abstract 

It is shown that the deformation behaviour of AZ31 alloy polycrystals depends on their microstructure, 

including texture, and temperature. The tensile tests were conducted over a wide temperature range of 25 

and 300 °C at a constant strain rate. The rolled (textured) samples exhibit anisotropy in the mechanical 

properties - the yield stress of the samples with tensile axis parallel to the rolling direction is lower than 

that of the samples deformed perpendicular to the rolling direction. The plots of the work hardening rate 

against flow stress indicate interaction between basal and non-basal slip systems. The internal stress, 

estimated using the stress relaxation tests, decreases with increasing deformation temperature, which 

indicates recovery processes that play an important role during deformation et elevated temperatures.  

Analysis of the strain hardening rate as a function of applied stress at different temperatures and the 

estimation of the internal stress as a function of deformation temperature enable to determine the activity 

of deformation mechanisms: (a) interaction between dislocations in basal and non-basal slip systems may 

produce sessile and glide dislocations and (b) cross slip of dislocations causing softening.  

Keywords: Deformation; Strain hardening; AZ31 alloy; Polycrystals 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Most magnesium alloys exhibit a relatively high specific strength (the strength/density ratio) at room 

temperature due to their low density. On the other hand, the mechanical properties of many magnesium 

alloys at elevated temperatures are poor. Their mechanical properties have been estimated at various 

temperatures as a function of the composition, grain size, and thermal treatment. Their disadvantage is 

limited formability connected with their hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure. The main (easy) glide 

systems in Mg and its alloys are basal slip systems - motion of <a> dislocations in the basal plane in one of 

two independent directions. However, five independent deformation modes are necessary for 

homogeneous plastic deformation of a polycrystal, according to the von Mises criterion [1]. Likewise, the 

strain to failure in tension in Mg alloys at room temperature is much lower than that in some Al alloys. This 

can also be ascribed to the fact that the von Mises criterion requiring five independent slip modes cannot 

be met. An improvement in ductility may be owing to the activity of non-basal slip systems and/or 

deformation twinning [2-5]. The second-order pyramidal slip systems,  0211  2311 , that have 

dislocations with the Burgers vector <c+a>, are considered as significant.  These slip systems offer five 

independent slip systems. The critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) for non-basal slips at room 

temperature are much higher than that for basal slip. However, they decrease very rapidly with increasing 

temperature. Twinning may also accommodate strain along c axis. The CRSS for <c+a> slip (and/or prismatic 

slip) may be lowered by alloying with small amounts of some alloying elements. The activation of second-

order pyramidal slip systems with glide of <c+a> dislocations is expected to be easier at elevated 
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temperatures. Only few studies are dealing with the investigations of the deformation behaviour. From 

these studies it follows that the deformation behaviour of magnesium alloys depends on many parameters 

as alloy composition, microstructure, grain size, temperature, strain rate, texture, and deformation mode. 

Investigations of the influence of temperature are important for applications and for estimation of suitable 

forming conditions. In order to understand the flow behaviour of a material, it is important not only to 

estimate the experimental values - the deformation characteristics - but also to determine the dislocation 

mechanisms responsible for deformation. It should be noted that the stress-strain curves of a polycrystal - 

the strain hardening rate - are significantly influenced by storage and annihilation of dislocations and 

changes in the texture. The yield stress values of textured materials are higher than those for isotropic ones 

and are usually different in different loading directions. The aim of this paper is to show the effect of 

temperature on the deformation behaviour of AZ31 magnesium alloy prepared by two different processes 

and to describe dislocation mechanisms that control the behaviour.   

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this study we used AZ31 alloy (nominal composition Mg-3Al-1Zn in mass%) prepared by cast and warm-

rolled conditions. The magnesium alloy AZ31 sheets were in the stress-relieved (H24) temper. Samples of 

cast alloy for tensile tests having a cylindrical form with a diameter of 5 mm and a gauge length of 25 mm 

were deformed using an INSTRON tensile machine at a constant cross head speed giving an initial strain 

rate of 3∙10-5 s-1. Tensile specimens of AZ31 sheets with a gauge length of 25 mm, 5 mm width and 1.6 mm 

thickness were also deformed in an INSTRON tensile machine at an initial strain rate of 1.3∙10-3 s-1. Some 

sheet specimens were annealed at 300 ºC for 8 h in order to obtain an alternative state with the lower 

preliminary hardening due to stored dislocations and twin boundaries (hereafter referred to as 300/8 or A). 

For sheet specimens, tensile tests with load axis parallel (hereafter R specimens) and perpendicular 

(transversal direction, hereafter T specimens) to the rolling direction were conducted. Tensile tests were 

carried out at various temperatures between room temperature and 300 or 400 ºC. The temperature in 

furnace was controlled to within ± 2 ºC.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The true stress- true strain curves for the cast AZ31 alloy obtained in tension at different temperatures are 

shown in Fig. 1. The true stress-true strain curves of the AZ31 sheets in H24 condition (hereafter H24) with 

the tensile axis parallel to the rolling direction 

obtained at various temperatures are given in Fig. 2 

[6]. It can be seen that the shape of the stress-strain 

curves is very sensitive to the testing temperature. 

The flow stress decreases and the elongation to 

fracture increases with increasing temperature. The 

results indicate that dynamic recovery occurs. Two 

flow curves of the sheets deformed at 100 and 200 

°C presented in Fig. 2 show small scatters in the 

elongation to fracture. At higher temperatures, 

above about 250 °C, the flow stress is practically 

independent of strain. i. e. no significant strain 

hardening is observed, A dynamic balance between 
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 hardening and softening occurs. It can also be seen that 

processing methods influence the value of the flow stress. 

The values of the yield strength, σ02, determined as the 

flow stress at 0.2% offset strain and the maximum flow 

stress, σmax, determined as the maximum flow stress are 

plotted against temperature in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 [6] for the 

cast AZ31 and AZ31 sheets, respectively. Figure 3 shows a 

moderate decrease of the yield strength and a rapid 

decrease of the maximum stress. On the other hand, both 

the yield strength and the maximum stress of AZ31 sheets 

decrease rapidly with a temperature increase. The values 

of the yield stress and maximum stress for AZ31 sheets are 

higher than those of cast AZ31 samples deformed at the 

same temperature. The difference is cause by a lower grain 

size of the sheets and first of all by a higher dislocation 

density in the sheets duo to their fabrication (rolling). 

The deformation behaviour is significantly influenced by 

temperature. It should be mentioned that similar stress-

strain curves as in this work have been reported for Mg-

Al-Ca and Mg-Al-Sr alloys - e.g. AX41, AX91, AJ51 and AJ91 

[7]. At temperatures above about 200 - 250 ºC the strain 

hardening is very close to zero. Hardening is compensated 

for by recovery. We may assume that the flow stress, σ, 

depends on the average dislocation density, ρt, as σ ~ 

ρt
1/2. The flow stress and the strain hardening rate change 

with strain as a result of changes in the dislocation 

structure with plastic deformation. Dislocations stored (at 

obstacles) contribute to hardening. On the other hand, 

dislocations may cross slip and/or climb. After double 

cross slip and/or climb, dislocations may annihilate and 

hence, the total dislocation density decreases, which 

causes a decrease in the strain hardening - dynamic 

recovery (and or dynamic recrystallization) may take 

place. Under some conditions, a dynamic balance 

between hardening and softening may occur. Figure 5 

shows the true stress-true strain curves for the sheets 

deformed after annealing at 300 °C for 8 h (A) and for the 

sheets in the H24 condition [8].  

The specimens were deformed with tensile axis parallel to 

the rolling direction. The results demonstrate that the 

effect of temperature on the deformation behaviour of 

both specimen types is qualitatively the same. Balík et al. *6+ have reported that the values of the yield 
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strength are lower for the annealed sheet. This was caused by a decrease of the dislocation density and the 

volume fraction of twins. The effect of the tensile direction perpendicular to the rolling direction on the 

deformation behaviour was investigated in our previous paper [6].  

The strain hardening may be analysed using a plot 

of the strain hardening rate, θ, against the flow 

stress. This is shown for specimens in both an aged 

state and an H24 state (deformed at 25 and 100 

°C) in Fig. 6. Breaks in the θ vs σ plots for the 380/8 

AZ31 sheets, accompanied by a lift in the strain 

hardening rate, are observed. The lifts were also 

observed at 150 and 200 °C independent of the 

tensile direction in respect to the rolling direction 

[8]. We assume that these lifts are connected with 

the activity of non-basal slip rather than twinning. 

The stress dependences of the strain hardening 

rate at different temperatures enable to analyse 

hardening and softening processes, as has been 

shown by Máthis et al. *9+ for AM60 magnesium 

alloy and by Wu and Lin [10] for AZ31 sheets. The 

activity of non-basal slip system has to play an 

important role in both hardening and softening 

processes. The glide of <c+a> dislocations is 

responsible for strain hardening because immobile 

or sessile dislocations may be created. The activity 

of the second-order pyramidal slip systems with 

the <c+a> dislocations may contribute to softening 

because mobile or glissile dislocations can also be 

formed. Different reactions between <a> 

dislocations and <c+a> pyramidal dislocations can 

occur [2, 3, 6]. Dislocation reactions may produce 

both sessile and glissile (glide) dislocations. Grain 

boundaries and twins are also obstacles for moving 

dislocations. The stress concentration at the head 

of the dislocation pile-ups formed at grain 

boundaries decreases the resolved shear stress 

necessary for the activity of non-basal slip systems. 

The resolved shear stress may be lower than the 

CRSS for the non-basal slip system and it is decreasing with temperature. An increase in the activity of non-

basal slip system with increasing temperature contributes to the enhanced ductility observed with the 

temperature increase. On the other hand, screw components of both <a> and <c+a> dislocations may move 

to the parallel slip planes by double cross slip and they can annihilate. This leads to softening. A fraction of 

dislocations may also be annihilated by climb of dislocations with jogs. The activity of both cross slip and 
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climb increases with increasing temperature. The effect of both cross slip and climb of dislocations on the 

stress dependence of the strain hardening rate has been reported by Lukáč and Balík *11+.   

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The testing temperature influences significantly the deformation behaviour of AZ31 alloy independent of 

fabrication. At temperatures below 200 - 250 °C, hardening occurs. A dynamic balance between hardening 

and softening (the strain hardening rate close to zero) takes place at temperatures higher than 200 - 250 °C. 

The AZ31 sheets in the state after ageing at 300 °C for 8 h exhibit lower flow stress than their counterparts 

in the H24 state. The early break/lifts in the course of the stress dependence of the strain hardening rate of 

the annealed sheets are likely connected with dislocation glide in the second-order pyramidal slip systems. 

Glissile and sessile dislocations are created by an interaction between basal and non-basal slips. The double 

cross slip of screw components of both <a> and <c+a> dislocations may cause annihilation of dislocations 

leading to softening. 
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Abstract 

Magnesium and its alloys are attractive to automobile and aerospace industry and may also find 

applications in medicine fields as biodegradable implants. Accounting for both metallurgical and biological 

aspects, new magnesium based alloy containing zinc and calcium in concentrations 1-4 wt% and 0.4 wt%, 

respectively, have been designed. As one of the most effective ways to improve mechanical properties of 

Mg alloys via reduction of grain size, equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) has been used. The average 

grain size of alloys was reduced in this way to units of μm after four passes. The microstructure of the alloy 

was characterized by light and electron microscopy, and its mechanical properties were examined by 

tensile and microhardness measurements. It was shown that the microhardness as well as ultimate tensile 

strength and elongation increased with decreasing grain size. In addition, the influence of varying zinc 

content and heat-treatment on processing of the alloy by ECAP was examined. Basic exposure tests were 

carried out in physiological solution and reveal the positive influence of Ca on corrosion resistance of the 

alloy. Preliminary results show a good potential of MgZnCa based alloy as a new biomedical material.  

Keywords: Magnesium alloys; ECAP; microstructure; mechanical and chemical properties.   

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Magnesium alloys have been developed mainly for applications in transport industry but nowadays are 

mostly investigated as implant materials [1]. This interest has been inspired particularly by their good 

mechanical properties and also their poor corrosion resistance predominating them for use as 

biodegradable implants [1, 2]. In contrast to current implant materials, magnesium and magnesium-based 

alloys have some advantages such as low elastic modulus (about 45 GPa) comparable to that of natural 

bone (10-40 GPa) and higher yield strength, that provides them for avoiding the stress shielding effects [2-

4]. Moreover, magnesium ions are present in large amount in human body, being involved in many 

metabolism reactions and biological mechanisms, and their excess can be easily excreted in the urine. In 

order to obtain Mg alloys with such suitable properties a variety of alloying additions and processing 

techniques can be applied.  

From the biological and metallurgical point of view, zinc and calcium seem to be the best candidates for 

alloying elements in biodegradable magnesium based alloys [1-10]. Zinc belongs to the essential elements 

in human body as a necessary microelement and component of many proteins [5, 6]. Addition of Zn 

increases strength of Mg alloys due to solid solution hardening mechanism and improves its plasticity [1, 2, 

5]. It can also weaken the disadvantageous effects of Fe present in materials as an impurity [1]. Moreover, 

previous results [5] confirmed that the release of zinc does not cause harmful effects in human body so that 

it is considered to be safe for biomedical applications. Calcium is a major component in human bone and 
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also it is essential in chemical signalling in cell [2, 7]. The addition of Ca to the Mg-Zn system alloys can 

refine the grain size and contributes to solid solution hardening and precipitation hardening [1, 8]. Besides, 

calcium can also modify the corrosion resistance due to formation of oxide layer [2, 8]. A further advantage 

is its low density 1.55 g∙cm-3 [7]. However, Ca concentrations above 1 wt. % can cause problems during 

casting like hot tearing or sticking [1].  

Besides the traditional metal working operations, the methods of severe plastic deformation can be used to 

change the microstructure and material properties. Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is the most 

popular representative in this respect allowing production of ultra-fine-grained (UFG) materials [8-10]. 

Metallic materials processed by this method are potentially attractive since they exhibit improved 

mechanical properties and even corrosion behaviour in comparison with their coarse-grained (CG) 

counterparts [8-11].  

In case of Mg-Zn-Ca alloy, the research has been focused mostly on the mechanical or corrosion properties 

[2, 4, 9, 10, 12]. However, there is a lack of information dealing with mechanical and corrosion properties in 

combination with ECAP technique. In the present study, the preliminary results of the research on the new 

magnesium alloy prepared by ECAP technique with good biocompatibility, moderate degradation rate and 

good mechanical properties are presented.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The alloys were prepared from pure Mg (~ 99.99 %), pure Zn (99,96 %) and a Mg10Ca (wt. %)  master alloy 

by induction melting (Balzers VSG-02 vacuum furnace) in a carbon crucible under an argon atmosphere and 

followed by casting into a steel mould. The composition of Mg1Zn0.4Ca (wt. %) and Mg4Zn0.4Ca (wt. %) 

was verified by XRF analysis. 

The ingots were annealed at 340 °C or 420 °C for 24 h, quenched into water and machined into billets for 

ECAP with dimensions of 10 mm ×10 mm × 60 mm. The characteristic angles of ECAP die were Φ = 90° and 

Ψ = 45°. The ECAP was conducted at temperature between 280 °C and 200 °C using route Bc and A.  

The microstructure was observed by light microscope Zeiss Axio Observer D1m, scanning electron 

microscope FEI Phenom and high-resolution scanning electron microscope FEI DualBeam Quanta 3D FEG. 

The samples were ground with papers ranging from 800 to 2400 grits, polished and finally etched by 

solution containing 10 ml acetic acid, 4.2 g picric acid, 10 ml water, 70 ml ethanol. 

Tensile tests were conducted on INSTRON 5882 at room temperature with a strain rate of 10-3 s-1. The 

specimens were machined with gauge sections of 1.4 mm × 4 mm × 10 mm. The Vickers microhardness was 

measured using a Struers Duramin hardness tester and an indenter load of 25 g was applied for 10 s. 

In order to assess the in vitro corrosion properties, basic set of exposure measurements was carried out in 

physiological solution (9 g/l NaCl, in the following text denoted as PS) at room temperature for 14 days. The 

samples in the shape of prism with the exposure area about 3 cm2 were mechanically ground (paper 

P2500). The ratio of the samples surface and the volume of the electrolyte was 1 cm2 : 36 ml. To remove 

the corrosion products, the samples were cleaned using a solution containing 200 g CrO3, 20 g Ba(NO3)2 and 

10 g AgNO3. The corrosion rate was determined by weight loss in mm per year.  
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

3.1  Microstructure 

The microstructure of as-cast Mg1Zn0.4Ca and Mg4Zn0.4Ca is shown in Fig. 1a, b. Both alloys are 

composed of -Mg matrix and the second phase which is probably Ca2Mg6Zn3 [ 4, 8, 9].  

The following heat treatment eliminated segregation after casting and influenced the distribution of the 

second phase which formed a network structure (Fig. 1c) along the grain boundary after annealing of 

Mg4Zn0.4Ca at 420 °C for 24 h. Besides, some granular second phases were also found in grains interior 

(Fig. 1c). However, no new phase was detected by comparison of XRD spectra. The preferentially 

distribution of the second phase along grain boundaries was not observed in case of Mg1Zn0.4Ca due to its 

low volume fraction. The grain size of these as-  

3.2  Equal channel angular processing 

The annealed samples of Mg1Zn0.4Ca and Mg4Zn0.4Ca were processed by ECAP at 280 °C and 240 °C, 

respectively. From all realized experiments, only Mg4Zn0.4Ca annealed at 340 °C for 24 h did not exhibit 

fractures after one pass. Therefore this alloy was pressed by ECAP four times by route Bc and A.  

Cracking of billets could be caused by heterogeneous initial grain size or non-homogeneous distribution of 

the second phase which forms a network after annealing at 420 °C for 24 h and impedes deformation. After 

annealing at 340 °C the second phase is distributed more homogeneously and the grain growth during 

severe plastic deformation is restricted thus allowing to gain material with UFG structure. Forming of 

Mg1Zn0.4Ca alloy by ECAP is still difficult in spite of processing at higher temperature (280 °C) and it is an 

issue of next investigation. Besides, the formation of cracks could be restricted by the application of back-

pressure [13].  
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Observation of microstructure revealed small differences between billets processed by route A and Bc. The 

average grain size, determined by EBSD technique, was almost the same (about 1-2 m) in both cases. 

However, the distribution of the secondary phase was more homogeneous in case of the billet processed 

by route Bc contrary to formation of lines along extrusion direction if route A was applied. The differences 

in microstructure slightly influence mechanical properties (given below) and cause their inconsistency.  

3.3  Mechanical and corrosion properties 

Table  summarizes the mechanical properties of experimental alloys. The ECAPed alloys exhibited higher 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS), elongation (e) to failure and also microhardness (HV). All these values 

slightly increase with increasing Zn content in case of as-annealed alloys. The UTS and elongation are 

influenced by decreasing the grain size as well as by texture evolution due to two different processing 

routes of ECAP. The grain refinement after ECAP increased significantly the microhardness in comparison 

with no effect of Zn content or ECAP routes. 

Table 1  Mechanical properties of experimental alloys. 

 UTS [MPa] e [%] HV [0.025 g/10 s] 

Mg1Zn0.4Ca (annealed; 340 °C/24 h) 130 ± 30 13 ± 4 53 ± 3 

Mg4Zn0.4Ca (annealed; 340 °C/24 h) 200 ± 30 18 ± 5 59 ± 3 

Mg4Zn0.4Ca (4×ECAP; route Bc) 249 ± 6 24 ± 3 80 ± 3 

Mg4Zn0.4Ca (4×ECAP; route A) 290 ± 20 21 ± 3 71 ± 4 

The results of immersion tests are displayed in Fig. 2. They reveal the influence of Zn and Ca content as well 

as the microstructure on corrosion behaviour of Mg alloys in PS. It is clearly seen that small amount of Ca 

significantly increases corrosion resistance of magnesium and in combination with low addition of Zn, it 

maintains low corrosion rate in PS. Moreover, the appropriate heat-treatment (annealing at 340 °C for 24 

h) has also positive impact on corrosion behavior. Higher content of Zn additionally improves ability of the 

alloy to be processed by ECAP and its mechanical properties. However, the corrosion rate increases in case 

of ECAPed samples. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

New magnesium based biodegradable alloy was proposed in this work. The MgZnCa alloy has been 

prepared and processed by ECAP and its mechanical and chemical properties were studied. The results 

revealed positive impact of higher additions of Zn on ECAP processing and improving mechanical properties 

of the alloy. Contrary, the corrosion resistance of magnesium alloy decreases with increasing content of 

zinc but this seemingly negative effect of higher Zn content can be reduced by calcium. Microhardness was 

influenced more strongly by the grain size than by the zinc amount. 

The suitable combination of different ECAP processing parameters could significantly influences the 

microstructure-property relationship and provides appropriate differences in mechanical properties as well 

as corrosion resistance. Concerning more complex corrosive solutions which simulate physiological 

conditions, the corrosion rate is difficult to determine exactly and its value would be dependent on casual 

application. Substantial advantage of the MgZnCa alloy is (1) its low density close to the bone; and (2) 

presence of elements which are essential for human body. The properties of MgZnCa alloy promise 

perspective future as biodegradable implants.  
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Abstract 

The main task for using hydrogen as energy carrier is its storage. The reversible hydrogen storage in solid 

state in a form of magnesium hydride seems to be very prospective. Usually, hydriding of Mg alloys is 

carried out by gaseous hydrogen high pressure and high temperatures. It means this method is 

technologically and economically demanding.  

Simpler method of hydriding, namely electrochemical hydriding of Mg alloys in aqueous solution, was 

tested in this work. This method requires neither gaseous hydrogen, nor high temperature. In the 

presented work, electrochemical hydriding of selected binary and ternary Mg-Ni-Mm-based alloys (Mm - 

mishmetal = mixture of Ce, La, Nd and Pr) was performed. The influence of structure and temperature of 

electrolyte on ability to absorb hydrogen by tested alloys was determined. It is shown that addition of Ni 

and Mm and elevated temperature of electrolyte positively influence the amount of absorbed hydrogen by 

magnesium-based alloys. 

Keywords: hydrogen storage, Mg-based alloys, electrochemical hydriding 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Recently, hydrogen has been considered to be a promising energy carrier especially for vehicles. There can 

serve as an ideal fuel, because after burning of hydrogen or converting the chemical energy of hydrogen in 

the fuel cell, no harmful emissions are released. 

Despite of necessity to solve the economical production of hydrogen without releasing CO2, hydrogen 

storage represent the key problem for exploiting the hydrogen economy. It is necessary to find save, 

effective and affordable method of hydrogen storage. 

Today three basic methods of hydrogen storage are considered [1]: (1) gas-state storage, (2) liquid-state 

storage and (3) solid-stage storage. The first method requires high pressure and volumetric density is very 

low in addition. The second approach requires very low temperature to liquify the hydrogen. This process 

consumes significant portion of the total energy obtainable from the stored hydrogen. The last storage 

method can be divided into two types. One is based on adsorption in materials having a very high specific 

surface, i. e. nanotubes and polymer nanocomposites [2]. However some inconvenient conditions (low 

temperature, high pressure) are required to store hydrogen. The latter method is based on chemical 

absorbing of hydrogen and involves complex metal hydrides and metal hydrides. Till now, complex metal 

hydrides (LiBH4, NaAlH4, LiNH2) suffer from insufficient ability of absorbing and desorbing hydrogen under 

mild conditions. Metal hydrides have been extensively studied in the last three decades, particularly 

hydrides based on magnesium. 
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Mg seems to be perspective onboard hydrogen storage material for vehicular application due to its low 

weight, cost and high hydrogen content up to 7.6 wt. % corresponds to magnesium hydrid (MgH2). 

However, pure magnesium suffers from very slow hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reaction. Moreover 

hydrogenation occurs at high temperature of order of 350 - 400 °C under a hydrogen pressure of more than 

3 MPa [3] and for releasing hydrogen from MgH2 temperature higher than 300 °C is necessary *4+. Many 

efforts have been made to improve the hydrogenation characteristics of magnesium, including alloying with 

appropriate elements (Ni, Al, Ti, Cu, La, Ce, Nd) [5-7], addition of transition metals oxides [8], mechanical 

alloying (MA) [9], preparing fine nanocrystalline or amorphous structure [10] and others. 

There are several methods to synthesize Mg-based hydrides. Preparing hydrides by reaction of Mg-based 

alloy with gaseous hydrogen is the most mentioned method in literature [11,12 ]. However this method 

often requires elevated temperatures and high pressures of pure hydrogen. In addition the ball milling of 

Mg-based alloys is widely employed process to obtain better hydriding characteristics [13] Therefore this 

method of preparing metal hydrides is technically and financially difficult. 

In this work, a few investigated method of preparing metal hydrides - electrochemical hydriding - was 

tested. This method does not need any gaseous hydrogen and does not require high temperatures. The 

principle of electrochemical hydriding is electrolysis of a water solution, where the magnesium alloy serves 

as a cathode. So the atomic hydrogen directly enters the structure and could generate hydrides. Thus 

hydriding material can serve as a source of hydrogen [14,15]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

In this work, five binary and one ternary Mg-Ni-Mm-based alloys were investigated. The composition of 

alloys were as follows MgNi11, MgNi15, MgNi30, MgNi34, MgMm20 and MgNi24Mm5 (all concentrations 

are in wt. %). The Mm (mishmetal) contains 45 % Ce, 38 % La, 12 % Nd and 4 % Pr. The alloys were 

prepared by melting in a vacuum induction furnace under argon protective atmosphere. Cylindrical ingots 

of alloys of 100 mm in length and 20 mm in diameter were prepared by pouring the melt into a brass 

mould. The ingots were cut to thin samples of 0.5 mm in thickness. Surface of samples was treated by 

grinding on P180-P2500 abrasive papers before electrochemical hydriding tests. Pre-treated samples were 

immediately put in electrochemically hydrididing cell. 

Samples of alloys for electrochemical hydriding were connected to a DC source as a cathode. The platinum 

electrod was placed opposite to the hydriding side of sample and used as anode. Electrochemical hydriding 

was carried out in 6 mol/l KOH solution at 25 °C and 80 °C. The current density was maintained at 100 A/m-

2. Hydriding time was 480 min. 

Hydrogen concentration profile in hydrided alloys was determined by glow discharge spectrometer (GDS, 

Profiler 2). Due to the fact that hydriding was performed in a strongly alkaline bath, formation of 

magnesium hydroxide and/or complex hydroxide surface layers could be expected. In order to minimize the 

influence of such layers on results of hydrogen profile analysis, oxygen was also analyzed to determine the 

exact position of hydroxide/metal interface. The GDS analyzer was calibrated with respect to MgH2. 

Sputtering rate was determined by measurement of surface profile after analysis.  

Microstructure of samples was studied by the light microscope (Olympus PME-3) and the scanning electron 

microscope equipped by EDS analyzer (Hitachi S 450). Phase composition was determined by X-ray 

difraction analyzer (XRD, X´Pert Pro). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Structures of alloys 

Fig. 1 illustrates the hypoeutectic structure of the as-cast alloys MgNi11 (Fig. 1a) and MgMm20 (Fig. 1b), 

eutectic structure of MgNi24Mm5 (Fig. 1c) and finally hypereutectic structure of MgNi34 (Fig 1d). Since the 

eutectic point of Mg-Ni alloys corresponds to the presence of 23.5 wt. % Ni, the structure of MgNi15 alloy is 

also hypoeutectic formed by primary dentrities of Mg and fine Mg-Mg2Ni eutectic. The structure of 

MgMm20 is formed by primary dentrities of Mg and Mg-Mg12Mm eutectic. In the case of ternary alloys Mg-

Ni-Mm, these alloys contain three phases - Mg, Mg2Ni and Mg12Mm. As shown in Fig. 1d the structure of 

hypereutectic MgNi34 is formed by Mg-Mg2Ni eutectic and white shapes of Mg2Ni. Very similar structure is 

obtained in the case of MgNi30 alloy. 

  

  

Fig. 1  Mictrostructure of investigated alloys (light microscope) a) MgNi11, b) MgMm20, c) MgNi24Mm5, 

d) MgNi34 

3.2 Hydrogen concetrations 

Hydrogen concentration profiles for MgMm20, MgNi11, MgNi24Mm5 and MgNi34 hydrided at 25 °C are 

presented in Fig. 2. These profile correspond to only hydrogen presents in metallic phase, it means there is 

zero concentration of oxygen. 

The four alloys compared in Fig. 2 differ in amount of absorbed hydrogen. It can be seen that the binary 

MgMm20 alloy reached only about 0.2 wt. % of hydrogen on the surface and penetration depth of 
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hydrogen is less than 10 m. In the case of MgNi11 the value of hydrogen surface concentration is about 

0.2 wt. % higher. 

Therefore it can be assumed that Ni is 

more important element than Mm for 

electrochemical hydriding. The 

influence of Mm for hydriding becomes 

evident in the case of ternary alloy 

MgNi24Mm5. This alloy contains 

almost the same amount of 

magnesium as binary alloy MgNi30. In 

Fig. 2, one can see that the maximum 

hydrogen concentrations on the 

surface are almost identical for MgNi30 

and MgNi24Mm5. The difference is in 

the shape of hydrogen curves. 

Whereas the hydrogen concentration 

the same concetration as on the surface for MgNi24Mm5, in the case of MgNi30 this depth means fall-off in 

0.2 % of hydrogen. Content of Mm probably positively influences the hydrogen diffusion inward the 

material. The positive role could also play almost pure eutectic structure of ternary alloy (see Fig. 1c). 

In each hydrogen profile, we can determine two parameters, maximum surface concentration and 

penetration depth of hydrogen. For example for MgNi24Mm5, maximum surface concetration is 0.6 wt. % 

and penetration depth of hydrogen is 50 m (see Fig. 2). These parameters are summarized for all hydrided 

alloys for two hydriding temperatures in Table 1. 

Table 1  Hydriding parameters of the alloys for two temperatures 

Alloy Hydriding temperature H-surface conc. (wt. %) H-penetration depth (m) 

MgMm20 
25 °C 0.3  4 

80 °C 0.6  12 

MgNi11 
25 °C 0.3  10 

80 °C 0.4  40 

MgNi15 
25 °C 0.5  30 

80 °C 0.6  90 

MgNi30 
25 °C 0.6  60 

80 °C 1.0  120 

MgNi34 
25 °C 0.5  50 

80 °C 0.9  90 

MgNi24Mm5 
25 °C 0.6  50 

80 °C 0.8  90 

The evident effect of temperature on the hydriding process can be seen in Table 1. As expected, the 

increasing of temperature accelerates hydriding rate. This is reflected by increasing the maximum hydrogen 

concentration and penetration depth for all of investigated alloys.  

 

Fig. 2  Hydrogen concentration profile of MgMm20, MgNi11, 

MgNi30 and MgNi24Mm5 alloys after electrochemical 

hydriding (25 °C) 
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The best efficiency is observed for the binary MgNi30 alloy hydrided at 80 °C. The lowest hydrogen surface 

concentration for samples hydrided at 80 °C was measured for the binary MgNi11 alloy. The reason for this 

result may be in the low Ni-concentration, which causes a small volume fraction of eutectic. Although we 

supposed that higher content of Ni support the hydriding, the volume fraction of eutectic is more 

important parameter. From Table 1 it can be deduced that the higher volume fraction of eutectic is present 

at the structure of alloy, the better hydriding parameters are obtained. As was mentioned above the pure 

eutectic structure for Mg-Ni alloys corresponds to 23.5 wt. % of Ni. It means, that the structure of MgNi34 

alloy contains less fraction of eutectic than MgNi30 alloy. Hence, the hydriding parameters are worse. We 

assume that neither primary Mg, nor grains of Mg2Ni play any significant role in electrochemical hydriding. 

This supposition confirms the XRD analysis after hydriding, which showed only presence of MgH2. No 

ternary or more complex hydrides, such as Mg2NiH4, Mg2MmNiH7 and other are found. This fact is probably 

caused by faster formation kinetics of MgH2 than in cases of other hydrides [16 ]. Nevertheless it should be 

noticed, that grow kinetics of MgH2 support both Ni and Mm attendant in eutectic fraction. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, various Mg-Ni-Mm alloys were electrochemically hydrided in an alkaline solution. The results 

of surface hydrogen concentration show that both Ni and Mm additions support hydriding. Elevated 

temperature also has positive effect of hydriding process. The penetration of hydrogen inward the 

structure of alloys poses diffusion controlled process. The key role of hydriding process plays the eutectic 

structure. The highest hydrogen concentration and maximum penetration depth was observed for the 

binary MgNi30 alloy, hydrided at 80 °C. Although the ternary MgNi24Mm5 alloy shows the pure eutectic 

structure, hydriding parameters are better in the case of binary MgNi30 alloy. In contrast to high-

temperature and high-pressure hydriding processes, the only hydride formed during electrochemical 

hydriding was MgH2. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen is considered to be clean fuel for various energy sources in the near future. One of technical 

problems in this area is its effective storage. MgH2 is very perspective material whose main advantage is 

high hydrogen storage capacity (theoretically 7.6 wt.% H2). However, there are negative features of this 

material as a hydrogen storage medium: before all, it is its poor hydrogen desorption kinetics. Therefore, 

much effort has been devoted in the past to find out possible ways how to enhance the MgH2 desorption 

rate and how to shift this material close to technical applications. It is known that nickel and Mg2Ni 

enhance hydrogen desorption from MgH2. This paper continues our previous works on hydrogen 

desorption from Mg-Ni -based materials. It is devoted to the investigation of separate catalytic effect of 

Mg2NiH4 and Mg2Ni upon the hydrogen desorption from the principal component of the material - MgH2. It 

was found that catalytic efficiency of Mg2NiH4 is much higher than that of Mg2Ni. 

Keywords:  hydrogen storage, hydrogen de-sorption,  hydrogen hydrides, catalysis 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In last decades, hydrogen attracted permanent interest as a clean fuel that does not last environment by 

harmful pollutions and by greenhouse gases. Research in this field has been accelerated during the fuel 

crisis in late 1960s and 1970s.  One of key issues that should be solved in hydrogen power engineering is 

hydrogen storage (HS). At present, there are three ways how to store hydrogen: (i) As a pressurized gas. 

This is technically straightforward and, therefore, the most frequently used way how to store hydrogen for 

the nowadays applications, (ii) in liquid form and (ii) solved in solid phase of suitable absorbing media. The 

first way of HS brings about a certain security risks, the second one is relatively expensive, but the last 

solution is safe, may be cheap and surprisingly effective. Of course, the solid state medium must meet a 

series of technical parameters in order to be considered as prospective material for HS: First of all, it has to 

show high hydrogen sorption capacity, acceptable hydrogen charging/de-charging kinetics (HCK), resistance 

to oxidation, high cycling life-time etc.  Contrary to the fact that a relatively great number of alloys and 

composites have been proposed, none of them possesses the best values of all parameters - each known 

solution is a more or less successful compromise. For example, alloys with the highest specific storage 

capacity (i.e. the mass ratio of stored hydrogen to storage media) show poor HCK etc. 

One of prospective classes of alloys is magnesium-based material and magnesium-based composites [1]. It 

is a surprising fact that atomic density of hydrogen stored in pure Mg (i.e. in a form of MgH2 hydride) is 

higher than that in liquid hydrogen. This illustrates the effectiveness of HS in solid-state phase. However, 

pure Mg does not meet other criteria, before all, sufficient HCK and acceptable oxidation resistance.  

Much effort has been devoted to investigation of possible ways how to improve HS characteristics of pure 

Mg. Catalysis of HCK was studied eg.in [2-4]. Most effective catalytic additives are transition metals [5-8], 
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and their oxides [9-12]. It is known that considerable improvement of HCK can be achieved by admixture of 

Ni to Mg [13-18]. Hydrogen charging of Mg-Ni alloys leads to a formation of several hydrogen containing 

phases: solid solutions of hydrogen in Mg (HCP) and in Ni (FCC) and hydrides MgH2 (tetragonal at normal 

pressure) and Mg2NiH4. Hydrogen solubility in MgNi2 is negligible. Structure of Mg2NiH4 is FCC (CaF2 type) 

above Ttr = 508 K. Below this transition temperature, the high-temperature phase transforms to a slightly 

distorted tetrahedral structure, which has two modifications - un-twinned (LT1) and twinned (LT2). The 

ratio LT1/LT2 depends sensitively on the thermo-mechanical history of the sample and it influences, to a 

certain extent, electrical conductivity, hydrogen diffusivity, and also optical properties and color of the low-

temperature phase LT. The presence of LT2 may be identified by typical peak in the XRD spectra at 2  = 

23.7 ° (with CrK1 radiation) [19-21].  

As it was mentioned above, in some papers [see, e.g. 13], it was reported that Ni shows considerable 

catalyzing effect upon the hydrogen desorption from MgH2. In the present paper, catalyzing efficiency of Ni 

- containing phases in a mixture of Mg and Ni upon hydrogen desorption from magnesium hydride MgH2 is 

studied. The work continues our previous investigation on HCK in Mg2NiH4 intermetallic [22], Mg and 

MgH2/Mg2NiH4 eutectic [23]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental samples were prepared by intensive ball milling of Mg fine splinters (purity 3N8) and Ni 

powder (purity 3N, particle 3 - 7 m) using Fritsch-Pulverisette6. Ratio of balls mass to sample mass was 

about 60. Chemical composition was Mg - 54.6 wt.% Ni (i.e. Mg2Ni). One half of milled powder was 

hydrogenated for 20 h in gaseous hydrogen under pressure 3 kPa at temperature 620 K. The other half of 

milled powder was annealed without hydrogen at the same temperature. Before this temperature 

treatment, the chamber was several times evacuated and filled with 6N Ar. The annealing without H2 was 

carried out under the Ar pressure of 0.2 kPa in order to suppress the oxidation and also to prevent the 

evaporation of Mg. The former type of treatment led to Mg2NiH4, the latter to Mg2Ni. Following samples 

were prepared for desorption experiments: 

(i) Mg2NiH4  

(ii) Pure MgH2 powder (purchased by Alfa Aesar, purity 98 %) 

(iii) Mixture of Mg2NiH4 and MgH2 (Ratio of Mg to Ni was 3.35 by weight, i.e. - eutectic mixture) 

(iv) Mixture of Mg2Ni and MgH2 (Ratio of Mg to Ni was 3.35 by weight, i.e. - eutectic mixture). 

The two-phase compositions (iii) and (iv) were well mixed and particles of the both components were 

brought in mutual mechanical contact by grinding the mixture in a mortar. 

Experimental arrangements of desorption experiments were described elsewhere [22,23]. After tempering 

and evacuation of the desorption chamber (starting pressure at the beginning of the desorption 

experiment was about 0.2 kPa) the sample in alumina crucible was placed in the hot zone of the chamber. 

The temperature was kept constant within 1 K. Phase analysis was done by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using 

X'Pert Pro MPD device (PANanalytical B.V., Almelo, the Netherlands) using CoK radiation and interpreted 

with the help of the HighScore Plus software using commercial databases [24, 25]. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Milling of Mg splinters and Ni powder resulted in a mixture of Mg and Ni particles (mean size of about 10 

m) without any other phase (Fig. 1a). After the subsequent annealing of this mixture, which simulated the 

hydrogen charging (620 K / 20 h / 3 kPa of H2), the nickel and Mg phases reacted and formed the Mg2Ni 

compound (Fig. 1b). This result is evidence that the catalyzing effect attributed in the literature to Ni should 

be ascribed to Mg2Ni rather then to pure Ni. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the hydrogen 

charging of both pre-annealed and as-milled powder mixture results - after the hydrogen charging - in 

almost identical final product, namely Mg2NiH4. For related XRD pattern, see in Fig. 1c. 

Similarly as in our previous study of Mg2NiH4 [23], two branches of desorption curve were observed. 

Parallel desorption and XRD measurements revealed that the “slower” one ((i)-(iv) in Figs. 2,3) have shown 

that the LT2 is a rate controlling phase, whereas in the “rapid” one ((v)-(vii) in Figs. 2,3), the desorption rate 

is controlled principally by the non-twinned LT1 phase. After the de-sorption, the original phase 

composition (Mg2Ni) is restored (see in Fig. 1d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  XRD profiles measured for milled 

Mg – 54.6 wt.% Ni. 1-Mg; 2-Ni; 3-Mg2Ni; 

4-MgH2; 5-Mg2NiH4(LT1); 6-

Mg2NiH4(LT2); 7-Mg(OH)2 . 

Fig. 2  Desorption curve; Mg2NiH4. ps, pf – 

starting and final pressures, Tc, Td – charging 

and desorption temperatures respectively. 

Fig. 3  XRD pattern measured parallel 

with desorption. For numbering of peaks 

see in Fig. 1. 
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            (a)                                  (b)                                          (c)                                           (d) 

Fig. 4  Desorption curves measured above (a, b) and below (c, d) the transition temperature of the 

intermetallic Mg2NiH4, Ttr = 508 K.  Desorption from MgH2 (1), from MgH2 with Mg2Ni (2) and from MgH2 

with Mg2NiH4 (3). Red curve - desorption temperature. 

Results of desorption experiments are summarized in Fig. 4. It can be 

seen that the experiments can be well declared as isothermal. Amount 

of the sample (up to about 0.5 g) was chosen so that the final hydrogen 

pressure in the chamber would be well below the equilibrium pressure 

of hydrogen with respective hydrides. It was observed (see in Figs. 4a-d, 

5a) that termination of hydrogen release occurred at the moment 

when Mg2NiH4 transformed entirely to Mg2Ni. Only at low 

temperatures, very small fraction of Mg2NiH4 persisted (Fig. 5c), which 

could not, however, lead to extensive hydrogen release and therefore 

the hydrogen pressure in the chamber reached its final constant value. 

On the other hand, the amount of MgH2 phase remains almost 

unchanged at the end of the desorption experiment (Figs. 5b-d), Hence, 

the experiments show the very early stages of catalyzed hydrogen 

desorption from MgH2. Black curve 3 in Fig. 4 show time dependence of 

hydrogen pressure in the chamber after the subtraction of the 

contribution of hydrogen desorbed from Mg2NiH4. To avoid the 

influence of slightly different amount of individual samples, the 

hydrogen pressure was normalized to 1 g of Mg in MgH2.  

It is clear that hydrogen desorption from MgH2 with Mg2Ni (curves 2 in Fig. 4) is almost as slow as that from 

pure MgH2 (curves 1 in Fig. 4). At early stages, Mg2Ni even slightly inhibits the hydrogen desorption and at 

the lowest temperature desorption from MgH2 mixed with Mg2Ni was negligible (curve 2 in Fig. 4c is 

absent). 

On the other hand, hydrogen desorption from MgH2, catalysed by Mg2NiH4 phase (curves 3 in Fig. 4) is very 

intensive and it proceeds until all Mg2NiH4 phase is transformed to Mg2Ni. Below the Ttr, also different 

catalytic efficiency of two the low-temperature modifications (LT1 and LT2) of Mg2NiH4 phase is visible - see 

inflection of curves 3 in Fig. 4c, d. 

4.  SUMMARY 

In the present paper, catalytic effect of Ni upon the hydrogen desorption kinetics from MgH2 was 

investigated. It was shown that the catalytic effect of Ni reported in the literature does not originate in Ni 

itself, but rather in intermetallic Mg2Ni that is formed already during hydrogen charging of the Mg-Ni 

sample. Also different catalytic efficiency of hydrogen charged and hydrogen-free Mg2Ni intermetallic 

Fig. 5  Typical phase composition  

of samples after the desorption 

experiment. 
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compound was observed. It was found that charged compound (Mg2NiH4) is a much more efficient catalyst 

then pure Mg2Ni compound. This finding may be helpful by design of new Mg-Ni - based HSM: this work 

has shown that this type of HS alloy desorbs hydrogen readily provided sufficient amount of Mg2NiH4 is 

present. 
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Abstract 

We report on creep in NiAl-Mo ternary eutectic and NiAl intermetallic, having respective nominal 

compositions Ni-45.5Al-9Mo and Ni-45.2Al (at.%). These alloys were directionally solidified in a high-

temperature optical floating zone furnace. The eutectic alloy exhibited a well-aligned rod-like 

microstructure, consisting of NiAl matrix and 14% (by volume) continuous Mo-fibres oriented along a [001]-

crystal growth direction. Cylindrical [001]-oriented specimens were loaded in compression at temperatures 

in a range 1073 - 1173 K. Formidable strengthening by regularly distributed fine fibres (typical diameter, 

400 nm) was observed which resulted in minimum creep rates of the NiAl-Mo eutectic that were seven 

orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding minimum creep rates of the NiAl matrix. Preliminary 

microstructural investigations suggested that the strengthening effect is due to an interaction between Mo 

fibres and subgrain boundaries that form in the course of creep. This interaction leads to an increase of 

dislocation density in the vicinity of fibres and to an efficient redistribution of stresses in the microstructure. 

Keywords: creep, eutectics, in-situ composites, NiAl-Mo 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

High temperature strength of conventional metals and alloys can be improved by introducing refractory 

particles into the metal matrix [1, 2]. Processing costs of these metal matrix composites are high and thus in-

situ composites represents an attractive cost effective alternative. After directional solidification, in-situ 

composites consist of major (matrix) and minor (fibre) eutectics phases. Recent advances in processing of 

in-situ composites resulted in microstructures of unprecedented quality in terms of alloy purity and 

microstructural regularity [3]. 

It has been known for long period of time that the composite performance is mostly controlled by 

phenomena taking place at or close to interfaces separating the composite constituents. In particular, the 

matrix-reinforcement interactions can cause a qualitative difference between the creep characteristics of 

the composite and the matrix alloy. Based on the experimental evidence, it has been proposed that zones 

of a higher dislocation density form around the reinforcement phase. The associated stress redistribution 

hinders deformation in the matrix, facilitates recovery processes at the fibre ends and may cause damage 

of the reinforcement [4] 

It has been shown recently, that micro- to nano-scale sized reinforcement phases in in-situ composites 

exhibit strengths that are in the range of expected theoretical strength [5]. Since the reinforcement phase in 

composite materials takes on the load redistributed from the soft matrix, the new results would suggest 

that these reinforcements could dramatically improve composite load bearing capacity at high 

temperatures.  
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2.  EXPERIMENTS 

High purity elemental metals of NiAl-Mo in-situ composite (Ni-45.5Al-9Mo, at. %) and NiAl matrix alloy (Ni-

45.2Al, at. %) were melted in a high-vacuum arc melting furnace at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. After 

several flipping and remelting cycles, the ingots were drop cast into a copper mould. The ingots were 

subsequently remelted and directionally solidified in a high temperature floating zone furnace at a growth 

rate of 60 mm/h.  Resulting NiAl-Mo cylindrical crystals exhibited a regular distribution (14% by volume) of 

long Mo-alloy (Mo-10Al-4Ni, at. %) fibres inside the NiAl matrix. Fibre and matrix crystals were [001]-

oriented along the growth direction. The fibres have approximately rectangular cross-sections with typical 

edge lengths between 400 and 800 nm. Further details related to the processing and initial microstructure 

can be found elsewhere [3]. 

Cylindrical compression specimens (12 mm height and diameter 5 mm) were cut out from directionally 

solidified crystals using a spark erosion cutter. The compression axis was parallel to the [001] growth 

direction. During the creep tests, a constant applied stress and a constant temperature were maintained. 

Creep tests were performed in a temperature range between 1073 and 1173 K in purified argon mixed with 

5% (by volume) of hydrogen [6, 7]. True strain-time readings were continuously recorded by a PC-based data 

acquisition system [8]. 

Metallographic cross-sections perpendicular to the [001] growth direction were investigated by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Dislocation structure and phase 

compositions in thin TEM foils were assessed by standard TEM techniques including convergent beam 

electron diffraction and high angular annular dark field (HAADF) method combined with EDS chemical 

analysis. Three microscopes, CM12, CM20 and Tecnai F20 operating at 120 and 200 kV were employed.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 illustrates typical deformation kinetics at 1073 K for the NiAl matrix alloy (red curves, applied 

stresses 150 and 250 MPa) and for the NiAl-Mo 

in-situ composite (green curve, applied stress 

250 MPa). After a normal metal-type primary 

transition, which accounts for the first 4% of 

compression creep strain, the matrix NiAl alloy 

creeps in a steady state regime for the next 

more than 20% strain up to when the tests were 

interrupted. In contrast, the creep strain 

accumulation kinetics of the NiAl-Mo composite 

is quite different. For similar external 

conditions, the composite creep rate drops by 

several orders of magnitude and reaches a sharp 

minimum at about 1% strain. The creep rate 

then gradually increases with increasing strain and 

approaches a stationary value for strains higher 

than 10%. The difference between the composite minimum creep rate and the steady state creep rate of 

the NiAl intermetallic at 1023 K and 250 MPa is more than 5 orders of magnitude. 

Fig. 1  Creep curves of a matrix alloy and in situ 

composite for different applied stresses at 1073 K. 
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Figure 2 summarizes the minimum creep rates of the NiAl-Mo composite and the NiAl matrix at 1173 K for 

different applied stresses. The data obtained for the composite include results of two round robin tests 

performed at TU Darmstadt [9]. These data can be represented by a Norton law with a stress exponent n = 

14. Similarly, minimum creep rates of the NiAl matrix can also be fitted by a Norton law using a stress 

exponent n = 6. In addition, Fig. 2 presents literature data on the minimum creep rate of pure Mo 

measured at slightly lower temperature 1144 K [10,11]. Together, the data shown in Fig. 2 suggest that NiAl 

and Mo, when combined in the form of long Mo fibres embedded in a NiAl matrix, exhibit a composite 

creep strength that is orders of magnitude higher than that of either one alone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The temperature dependences of the matrix and composite minimum creep rate were obtained, 

respectively, for the applied stress of 150 and 300 MPa and are presented in Fig. 3. The minimum creep 

rates increase with temperature between 1073 and 1173 K. The slope of the plot in Fig. 3 yields an 

apparent creep activation energy Qapp = 306 kJ mol-1 for the NiAl matrix and Qapp = 401 kJ mol-1 for the NIAl-

Mo in-situ composite. While the apparent creep activation energy obtained for NiAl matrix is in a very good 

agreement with the one reported for lattice self-diffusion [12], the value found for NiAl-Mo composite is 

approximately 25% higher. Further work is required to account for these differences. 

The NiAl-Mo microstructure was investigated by TEM before and after creep. A matrix dislocation density in 

the as-grown eutectic before creep is as high as 5.5x1013 m-2. We suggest that this dislocation density is due 

to matrix plasticity that relaxes thermal mismatch strains during composite solidification [13, 14]. Dislocations 

are distributed quite uniformly in the NiAl matrix and neither accumulation of dislocations at the fibre 

matrix interfaces nor formation of subgrain boundaries is detected in the as-grown microstructure. 

Microstructural changes observed in the NiAl matrix after 33% of compression creep strain accumulated at 

1173 K and 200 MPa are documented in Fig. 4 and 5. During creep, dislocations in the NiAl matrix organize 

into low angle boundaries. This is shown in Fig. 4 where low angle dislocation boundaries interact strongly 

with Mo-fibres and these interactions contribute to the stress transfer to fibres. These interactions may 

also initiate cutting events in which NiAl matrix dislocations enter Mo fibres. A set of the cutting events is 

documented in Fig. 5 where, after 33% creep strain accumulated at 1173 K and 200 MPa, the fibres contain 
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Fig. 2  Compression minimum creep rates of 

matrix alloy and composites vers. applied stress. 
Fig. 3  Temperature dependance of the 

minimum creep.rate of in-situ composite and 

matrix alloy. 
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many dislocations. A detailed investigation of the cutting mechanism is in progress. It is also apparent, 

mainly in Fig. 4, that free dislocations inside subgrains accumulate at the fibre-matrix interfaces and form 

work hardened zones (WHZ) [4]. The zones extend up to a distance of 500 nm into the NiAl matrix. A 

preliminary assessment shows that, on approaching a fibre, the free dislocation density inside subgrains 

increases from an average value 5.7x1013 m-2 to a local density of 17.7x1013 m-2 in the WHZs. 

 

 

 

3.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

[001]-oriented Ni-45.2Al intermetallic crystals (matrix alloy) and [001]-oriented Ni-45.5Al-9Mo (all at. %) 

eutectics (in-situ composites) were tested in a compression creep regime at temperatures between 1073 

and 1173 K and associated microstructural changes were investigated using SEM and TEM techniques. The 

results support following conclusions: 

1) At the investigated temperatures and applied stresses, the Ni-45.2Al matrix crystals and the bulk Mo 

samples [10, 11] creep considerably faster than the Ni-45.5Al-9Mo in-situ composite. 

2) Fine Mo-fibres (typical diameter 600 nm) regularly distributed in the Ni-45.5Al-9Mo in-situ composite 

result in minimum creep rates that are up to seven orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding 

minimum creep rates of the Ni-45.2Al matrix alloy. 

3) Stress and temperature dependence of the composite minimum creep rate can be phenomenologically 

represented by a Norton law with stress exponent n = 14 and apparent creep activation energy Qapp = 401 

kJ mol-1. 

4) NiAl matrix dislocations arrange into low-angle boundaries and form work hardened zones around Mo 

fibres during creep. These dislocation structures mediate the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibres. 

 

Fig. 4  TEM HAADF micrograph documents 

formation of subgrains in the NiAl matrix 

during creep at 1173 K and 200 MPa. 

Fig. 5  TEM HAADF micrograph documents 

dislocation cutting events in a Mo-fibre during 

creep at 1173 K and 200 MPa. 
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Abstract 

Creep characteristics were determined in directionally solidified Ni3Al based alloy. Foundry alloy was 

alloyed by zirconium and its nominal composition was Ni-22Al-1Zr. Foundry alloy was prepared by method 

of vacuum induction casting, it was melted in a corundum crucible and cast into a graphite mould. The rods 

manufactured in this way were directionally solidified by Bridgman’s method in corundum tubes with 

a specific angle. Rate of directional solidification was 20 and 50 mm/h. Test specimens with length of 62 

mm and body diameter of 3.5 mm were turned out from central parts. The specimens thus prepared were 

suitable for determination of basic high temperature characteristics. The following test parameters were 

chosen for uninterrupted creep tests - testing temperature of 900°C and applied nominal load of 80 MPa. 

The determined creep characteristics differ significantly in dependence on conditions of directional 

solidification. Very distinct differences were found in time to rupture and in elongation. Determined rates 

of secondary creep are, however, similar and their value is approx. 8.3∙10-8 s-1. This value is satisfactory for 

this type of material. Material structure before and after creep was investigated on cross sections; phase 

composition, micro-hardness and material porosity were determined. 

Keywords: Ni3Al based intermetallic compounds, creep test, creep rate, structure 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Issues related to high-temperature creep of Ni3Al based alloys are subject of a long-term interest [1, 2]. 

These alloys can be used, thanks to their favourable properties, for high-temperature applications also in 

corrosive environment. Single phase alloys Ni3Al [3] rose special interest, as they offered favourable 

properties especially in monocrystalline state. Preparation of single crystals of this type of alloy is highly 

demanding. That’s why poly-crystalline alloys were tested more frequently. Single phase unalloyed alloys 

do not achieve such good results as alloyed multi-phase alloys [4]. Structure of unalloyed and alloyed alloys 

can be very well influenced by process of directional solidification, which makes it possible to grow uni-

directed multi-phase alloys, which can be considered as metal matrix composites.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Foundry alloy was alloyed by zirconium and its nominal composition was Ni-22Al-1Zr. Foundry alloy was 

prepared by method of vacuum induction casting, it was melted in a corundum crucible and cast into a 

graphite mould. The rods manufactured in this way were directionally solidified (DS) by Bridgman’s method 

in corundum tubes with a specific angle. Directional crystallisation was realised in a two-zone crystallisation 

furnace. Rate of directional solidification (rDS) was 20 and 50 mm/h. Figure 1 shows a rod after directional 
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solidification. The samples prepared in this manner were then used for determination of structural 

characteristics and for manufacture of testing rods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Rod made of Ni-Al-Zr alloy after directional solidification 

2.1 Evaluation of mechanical characteristics 

Creep characteristics were determined in directionally solidified Ni3Al based alloy. Test specimens with 

length of 62 mm and body diameter of 3.5 mm were turned out from central parts. The specimens thus 

prepared were suitable for determination of basic high temperature characteristics. The following test 

parameters were chosen for uninterrupted creep tests - testing temperature of 900°C and applied nominal 

load of 80 MPa. The following table summarises determined values of high-temperature characteristics of 

inter-metallic compounds Ni-Al-Zr.  

Table 1  Final high-temperature characteristics of Ni-Al-Zr alloys  

Sample 

No. 

Content 

[at.%] 

rDS 

[mm/h] 

Time to rupture 

[h] 

Elongation A 

[%] 

Reduction Z 

[%] 

Rates of secondary 

creep [s-1] 

1 Ni-22Al-1Zr 50 1190 34.6 54.4 8.3∙10-8 

2 Ni-22Al-1Zr 20 690 20.2 29.0 8.3∙10-8 

The above results of high-temperature characteristics were determined on the basis of correctly performed 

tests. Test specimens were fractured in the measured area and testing temperature varied during testing 

within an interval of max. ± 1°C. The value of determined elongation A corresponds very well with the 

results of continuous measurement of deformation. The determined creep characteristics differ 

significantly in dependence on conditions of directional solidification. Very distinct differences were found 

in time to rupture and in elongation. Determined rates of secondary creep are, however, similar and their 

value is approx. 8.3∙10-8 s-1. This value is satisfactory for this type of material. Figure 2 shows dependencies 

of relative deformation and time for the samples 1 and 2. Slight indirectness in diagrams is caused by an 

extreme sensitivity of the measurement device, it is not characteristic manifestation of the material 

response. 
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Fig. 2  Creep diagram of the samples 1 and 2 

2.2 Evaluation of structural characteristics 

Material structure before and after creep was investigated on cross sections. Structure of the sample was 

observed by optical and scanning microscope. The samples were multi-phase. Figures 3 and 5 show 

structures of the samples 1 and 2 after directional crystallisation. Figures 4 and 6 show structures of the 

samples 1 and 2 after creep. Phase Ni3Al occurs here with aluminium content ranging from 24 to 22 at.%, as 

well as phase with lower aluminium content corresponding to nickel (Ni) solid solution, and phase rich in 

zirconium. Phase containing approx. 22 at.% of aluminium contains approx. 3 at.% of Zr. It was established 

after evaluation and comparison of the determined composition of the phase rich in Zr with zirconium 

content of approx. 17.5 at.% with ternary diagram [5], that most probably this was the phase Ni5Zr, which 

may occur within the interval from 14.85 to 18.4 at.% Zr.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Sample No. 1, microstructure after DS  Fig. 4  Sample No. 1, microstructure after creep 
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Fig. 5  Sample No. 2, microstructure after DS  Fig. 6  Sample No. 2, microstructure after creep 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7  Sample No. 1, microstructure after DS (BEC) Fig. 8  Sample No. 1, microstr. after creep (BEC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9  Sample No. 2, phase analysis (BEC) 
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Figure 7 shows structure of the sample 1 after directional solidification observed by scanning microscope. 

Figure 8 shows structure of the sample 1 after creep in deformed area. Light particles represent the phase 

rich in Zr. Dark areas are holes formed after mechanical load. Identical phase are present in the samples 

after directional solidification and after creep. Figure 10 specifies individual identified phases on cross-

section of the sample 2. It was impossible to make more precise determination of the area with the phase 

rich in Zr. Micro-hardness was determined on cross-sections. Its value does not differ significantly in uni-

directed state and after creep, and it is approximately within the range of 309-335 HV0.05. Porosity was 

determined on cross-sections by image analysis. The value of porosity on the sample 1 in uni-directed state 

and after creep is within the range of 0.04-0.05 %, it is slightly lower in case of the sample 2 - namely 0.02-

0.03 %. 

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

Creep characteristics were determined in directionally solidified Ni3Al based alloy. The specimens thus 

prepared were suitable for determination of basic high temperature characteristics. The following test 

parameters were chosen for uninterrupted creep tests - testing temperature of 900°C and applied nominal 

load of 80 MPa. The determined creep characteristics differ significantly in dependence on conditions of 

directional solidification. Very distinct differences were found in time to rupture and in elongation. 

Determined rates of secondary creep are, however, similar and their value is approx. 8.3∙10-8 s-1. This value 

is satisfactory for this type of material. Material structure before and after creep was investigated on cross 

sections. Identical phases are present in the samples after directional crystallisation and after creep. They 

differ only by their size and placing. 
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Abstract 

Alloys Ni-22Al-0.24B and Ni-22Al-1B (both in at.%) were prepared by vacuum induction melting and then 

directionally remelted in resistance furnace working on the principle of the Bridgman’s method at the rates 

of 20, 50 and 70 mm.h-1. The object of this study was assessment of influence of the growth rate on 

microstructure of both alloys. Final microstructures of both alloys were dendritic after directional remelting 

in the studied interval of rate of solidification. Coarse grains of the phase Ni3Al were oriented in direction of 

solidification and rows of mesh were situated between them in parallel. The mesh was composed of grains 

of the phase Ni3Al, which surrounded channels. The phases Ni3Al and (Ni) were alternately present inside 

the channels. Boron formed in the matrix isolated islands of eutectics. Change of the growth rate 

influenced the primary dendrite arm spacing according to linear equation in such a way, that the distance 

decrease with an increase of rate for both alloys. Increasing rate caused also changes of volume fractions of 

the present phases. Increases of fractions of coarse grain of the phase Ni3Al and eutectics were observed, 

while volume fraction of mesh decreased. This conclusion was identical for both alloys. The study has 

confirmed that by preparation and appropriate selection of conditions of directional solidification it is 

possible to obtain material with the required structure. 

Keywords: alloys Ni-Al-B, growth rate, primary dendrite arm spacing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Intermetallic alloy Ni3Al is applied most frequently at high temperatures, as it shows so called anomalous 

deformation behaviour. Particularity of this behaviour consists in an increase of the yield strength with 

temperature up to 800°C, and only then its decrease occurs. The alloy is moreover light and resistance to 

corrosion, as it is covered with protective layer of aluminium and nickel oxides. The main disadvantage of 

the alloy in polycrystalline state is its brittleness. This drawback is partly suppressed by alloying of the alloy 

by boron, strengthens the alloy in cohesive manner. Other used alloying additions comprise e.g. zirconium, 

which influences mechanical strength of Ni3Al, and chromium, which suppresses corrosion of the alloy and 

supports its better creep resistance [1]. 

Directional solidification is one of technological processes, with use of which it is possible to prepare Ni3Al 

based alloys with suitable combinations of high-temperature properties. This method offers mainly 

materials with oriented microstructure that are suitable for applications subjected to tension in direction of 

orientation. Obtained structure is most often dendritic. Primary dendrite arm spacing 1 [m] in dependence 

of the growth rate [2, 3] is given by the relation (1): 

       (1) 
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where K [m1-nsn] is the constant, V [ms-1] is the growth rate of the liquidus-solidus interface and n is power 

exponent, which in ideal case achieves the value of -0.25. 

2.  EXPERIMENT 

Alloys with atomic composition Ni-22Al-0.24B and Ni-22Al-1B were prepared in vacuum induction furnace 

LEYBOLD type IS3/1 under inert atmosphere of argon. Cylindrical castings had length 100 mm and diameter 

10 mm. After mechanical grinding of the surface layer of oxides always three castings from each alloy were 

inserted into corundum tubes with a tip and they were directionally remelted in resistance furnace CLASIC, 

which works on the principle of the Bridgman’s method, at the rates of solidification of 20, 50 and 70 mm.h-

1. The rate of the tube moving in the furnace corresponded to the growth rate of liquidus-solidus interface. 

Temperature gradient was 75 K.cm-1. 

Remelted samples were cut longitudinally and the sections were pressed into non-conductive bakelite. 

After mechanical grinding and polishing on Al2O3 with particles diameter of 1 m the scratch patterns were 

etched in solution composed of 2 g CuCl2, 40 ml HCl and 80 ml ethanol. Microstructure of the scratch 

patterns prepared in this manner was documented on optical light microscope OLYMPUS GX51 equipped 

with digital camera OLYMPUS DP12. Image analysis of the phases present after etching was performed by 

computer program analySIS auto. 

3.  RESULTS 

Structure of the alloys Ni-22Al-0.24B and Ni-22Al-1B was after casting dendritic (Figs. 1 and 2). Distribution 

of dendrites was random and their boundaries were covered with a thick layer of eutectics with boron. 

Castings contained numerous casting defects, such as pores and cavities. Microstructure of both alloys after 

remelting was again dendritic, but dendrites were arranged in direction of remelting (Figs. 3 and 4). The 

matrix consisted of long, coarse grains of the phase Ni3Al (marked hereinafter as ’c), through which the so 

called mesh ran in parallel rows. The mesh contained minuscule grains of the phase Ni3Al ’f) surrounded 

by channels, in which were alternately present the phases (Ni) and Ni3Al (+ ’n). Indexes c, f and n in the 

phase ’ symbolise its magnitude - c = coarse, f = fine and n = particle of nano-dimensions. Structure was 

completed with eutectics and boron. 

  
Fig. 1  Microstructure of the  

alloy Ni-22Al-0.24B after casting 

Fig. 2  Microstructure of the  

alloy Ni-22Al-1B after casting 

100 m 100 m 
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Fig. 3  Microstructure of the alloy Ni-22Al-0.24B  

after directional solidification at 20 mm.h-1 

Fig. 4  Microstructure of the alloy Ni-22Al-1B  

after directional solidification at 20 mm.h-1 

Coarse grain of the phase ’c and mesh adjoining to it were defined as dendrites. Primary dendrite arm 

spacing was therefore the width between these two structures taken perpendicularly to the direction of 

dendrite growth. The values of primary dendrite arm spacing were for the given alloy remelted at the given 

rate taken from the photos of their structure taken at magnification 50x. Interval between individual 

measurements was 250 m. The resulting values of primary dendrite arm spacing are for both alloys, which 

are shown in Fig. 5, very close for the applied rates of solidification. Conclusion ensuing from Fig. 5 is the 

same for both alloys - with increased growth rate the spacing between primary dendrite arms decreases in 

conformity with the equation (1). 

Fig. 5  Primary dendrite arm spacing of the alloys Ni-22Al-0.24B and Ni-22Al-1B  

in dependence on the growth rate of the liquidus-solidus interface 

Change of growth rate lead also to the changes of volume fractions of the present phases. Changes of 

volume fractions of coarse grain of the phase ’c, mesh and eutectics with an increased boron content were 

observed for statistical purposes. They were determined with use of image analysis of photos of structure 

of individual alloys at given rates, which were taken at magnification 50x. The results are shown in Fig. 6, 

which documents increments of fractions of coarse grains of the phase ‘c and eutectics accompanied by 

decrease of volume fraction of the mesh. This conclusion was the same for both alloys. 

100 m 100 m 
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Fig. 6  Dependencies of volume fractions of grains of the phase 'c, mesh and eutectics  

of the alloys Ni-22Al-0.24B and Ni-22Al-1B on growth rate of the liquidus-solidus interface 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the work was to assess influence of growth rate of the liquidus-solidus interface on microstructure 

of the Ni-Al-B alloys. The alloys were prepared by vacuum induction melting and directionally remelted in 

resistance furnace working on the principle of the Bridgman’s method at the rates of 20, 50 and 70 mm.h-1. 

Rate of movement of the sample in the furnace corresponded to the growth rate in the interface. 

Temperature gradient was 75 K.cm-1. 

The resulting microstructures of both alloys at all three rates were dendritic. Evaluation of dependence of 

primary dendrite arm spacing on growth rate lead to identical conclusions for both alloys - primary dendrite 

arm spacing decrease with increasing growth rate. Growth rate influenced moreover also volume fraction 

of the phase’c, mesh and eutectics with boron, which were contained in microstructures of both alloys. 

Increase of growth rate lead to an increase of fractions of the phase ’c and eutectics, and to decrease of 

fraction of the mesh phase. 

The study has confirmed that material structure may be modified by preparation and by appropriate 

selection of conditions of directional solidification. 
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Abstract 

Production of transition metal (TM) aluminides by reactive sintering is usually connected with high porosity 

of the product. Previously it was proved that silicon addition improves the reactive sintering behaviour of 

Fe-Al and Ti-Al alloys. In this work, the effect of silicon on the formation of intermetallic phases in Ni-Al and 

Co-Al systems is presented. The effect of silicon on the microstructure, phase composition and porosity of 

the products of reactive sintering of TM-Al pressed powder mixtures was studied. In Co-Al system, addition 

of silicon reduces the porosity of the product. Co-Al-Si alloys are composed of CoAl and Co2AlSi phases. The 

effect of silicon on the reactive sintering of Ni-Al alloys is mostly detrimental. It increases the porosity from 

less than 1 vol. % in Ni-Al binary alloy up to nearly 20 vol. % in NiAl15Si15 ternary one. Since it is very 

complicated to describe the mechanism and kinetics of the TM+Al and TM+Al+Si interactions during 

reactive sintering, the experimental model system was applied. The model system consisted of bulk nickel 

or cobalt samples submerged in molten aluminium or al-Si alloys with various silicon contents. In both 

systems, the growth of intermetallic phase's layer is probably controlled by an inward diffusion of nickel or 

cobalt to the molten aluminium or Al-Si alloy. In Ni-Al-Si system, the layers are very non-uniform, thus 

resulting in high porosity of the product of real reactive sintering process. 

Keywords: aluminide, reactive sintering, kinetics 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Transition metals aluminides are promising materials for high-temperature applications. However, many 

problems associated with their melt metallurgy production (high melting points [1], poor castability, high 

reactivity of melts [2,3]) limit the application range of these interesting materials. An alternative processing 

route is reactive sintering powder metallurgy. In this process, intermediary phases are formed by thermally 

activated chemical reaction of metallic powders during sintering of the pressed powder mixture. 

Unfortunately, many types of aluminides are highly porous, when produced by reactive sintering. In our 

previous work it was proved that silicon addition to Fe-Al and Ti-Al systems improves the reactive sintering 

behaviour and lowers the porosity [4,5,6]. Since it is difficult to determine the reaction kinetics on the 

pressed powder mixture, experimental model systems were utilized previously to describe the mechanism 

and kinetics of the reactive sintering processes. In these model systems, bulk iron or titanium samples were 

exposed to aluminium or Al―Si alloys in the molten or semi-solid state [5,7]. Reaction mechanism and 

kinetics were determined by examination of resulting intermediary phases. In this work, the effect of silicon 

on the formation of other industrially applicable aluminides (Ni-Al, Co-Al) are studied by this method. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

To observe the mechanism and kinetics of reactions occurring during the reactive sintering, model systems 

were used. These systems consisted of the commercial purity nickel or cobalt, exposed to liquid aluminium 
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and semi-solid Al-Si alloys at temperatures between 800 and 900°C. Titanium samples were submerged in 

the liquid metals in alumina crucible. Reaction times ranged between 5 and 180 min. The reaction kinetics 

was studied by measuring the thickness of the obtained layers by a light microscopy and image analysis 

(Lucia 4.8 image analysis software). The process controlling the formation of intermetallics was determined 

by fitting the layer thickness by a linear or parabolic growth equation. A linear growth mode (1) can be 

found, when the process is controlled by the rate of chemical reaction producing the intermetallic layer [8]. 

  tKd   (1) 

In this equation, d [m] is the layer thickness, K [m.s-1] is the linear rate constant, t and  are the reaction 

time and incubation period [s], respectively. When a process is controlled by diffusion of species through a 

reaction product, it is generally described by the parabolic law, written as: 

tDd 2

 (2) 

where D [m2.s-1] is the diffusion coefficient of the most slowly diffusing element forming the layer [9]. 

Microstructural examination by the light microscopy was also applied to determine the sequence of 

intermediary phases formed by a reaction of nickel and cobalt with the melt. Intermediary phases were 

identified by scanning electron microscope (Tescan Vega 3 LMU) equipped with EDS analyzer (SEM+EDS).  

The results obtained for the model system were used to prepare Ni-Al-Si and Co-Al-Si alloys with variable 

content of aluminium and silicon by powder metallurgy. Powders of nickel or cobalt, AlSi30 alloy and silicon 

or aluminium were blended and cold pressed with the pressure of 260 MPa using Heckert FPZ100/1 

tensile/pressure universal loading machine. Pressed samples were placed to silica glass ampoules which 

were consequently sealed and evacuated. Reactive sintering was carried out in an electric resistance 

furnace at 900°C for 15 min, according to the model system described above. Microstructure was observed 

by Olympus PME3 light microscope, present phases were determined by XRD (Philips X’Pert Pro) and 

SEM+EDS. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Experimental modelling 

In both the Ni-Al and Co-Al systems, the formation of intermetallic phases is probably controlled by 

diffusion, as can be deduced from the parabolic shape of the kinetic curves in Fig.1. In Ni-Al system, a layer 

composed of NiAl and Ni2Al3 phases of maximum 120 µm in thickness is formed (Fig.2a). Silicon addition to 

this system accelerates the layer growth. When AlSi20 alloy melt is applied, the layer thickness reaches 850 

µm after 30 min of submersion (Fig.1b). However, the layers formed in nickel - Al-Si alloy systems are very 

inhomogeneous. They consist of a thin layer of nickel aluminide (NiAl) and separate particles of NiAl2Si 

phase surrounded by unreacted Al-Si alloy. The thickness of NiAl layer on the surface reduces with 

increasing silicon content, thus improving the transport of nickel to the melt. For this reason, apparent 

diffusion coefficients of nickel in the layer increase with silicon content from approx. 4.10-12 m2.s-1 for Ni-Al 

system to 2.10-10 m2s-1 for Ni-AlSi20 model system.  

Phases’ formation sequence in Ni-Al-Si system is probably following: Nickel reacts with aluminium, 

producing NiAl phase.  
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NiAlAlNi   (3) 

This phase limits the diffusion of nickel towards the molten aluminium thus enabling to produce lower 

nickel Ni2Al3 phase.  

3232 AlNiAlNi   (4) 

In the case of silicon-containing environment, the reaction (4) is probably modified:  

SiNiAlSiAlNi 22   (5) 

  

Fig. 1  Thickness of intermediary phases layer vs. process duration in a) Ni—Al-Si, b) Co-Al-Si model system 
at 900°C. 

  

Fig. 2  Microstructure of layers formed at 900°C / 30 min in a) Ni-Al, b) Ni-AlSi20 model systems. 

In Co-Al system, a single-phase layer of CoAl arises  (Fig.3a). CoAl particles where found in the form of a 

continuous layer and isolated particles in aluminium melt.  Silicon addition to this system also makes the 

layers to grow more rapidly, similarly as in Ni-Al-Si model system. The addition of silicon also inhibits the 

formation of uniform aluminide layer on the surface of cobalt sample, see Fig.3b. In the ternary system, 
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thin layer of cobalt aluminide and isolated particles of CoAl3 and Co2AlSi phases surrounded by unreacted 

Al-Si alloy were determined. Apparent diffusion coefficients of cobalt in the layer increase with silicon 

content from approx. 5.10-11 m2.s-1 for Co-Al system to 5.10-9 m2s-1 for Co-AlSi20 model system.  

  

Fig. 3  Microstructure of layers formed at 900°C / 30 min in a) Co-Al, b) Co-AlSi20 model systems. 

3.1  Reactive sintering 

Reactive sintering of NiAl30 pressed powder mixture produced coarse-grained single-phase NiAl structure 

(Fig.4a). Porosity of this material is below 1 wt. % (Fig.5).  When silicon is added, fine NiAl2Si particles arise 

in NiAl matrix, see Fig. 4b. By the addition of silicon, porosity increases up to nearly 20 vol. %. This trend is 

in a good agreement with the experimental modelling. It showed that heterogeneous layer with unreacted 

Al-Si alloy is formed instead of the compact NiAl+Ni2Al3 layer (Fig.2). 

  

Fig. 4  Microstructure of a) NiAl30, b) NiAl15Si15 alloys produced by reactive sintering at 900°C for 15 min. 

In the case of cobalt-based alloys, the porosity reduces with growing silicon content (Fig.5). This trend was 

previously observed in Fe-Al-Si and Ti-Al-Si systems [4,5,6].  In binary CoAl30 alloy, only CoAl phase and 

unreacted aluminium and cobalt regions were identified, see Fig. 6a. Silicon-containing CoAl15Si15 alloy 

contains fine CoAl and Co2AlSi particles (Fig.6b). 
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Fig. 5  Porosity of Ni-Al-Si and Co-Al-Si alloys produced by reactive sintering 

 

  

Fig. 6  Microstructure of a) CoAl30, b) CoAl15Si15 alloys produced by reactive sintering at 900°C for 15 min 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, the effect of silicon on the formation of intermetallics in Ni-Al and Co-Al systems was studied 

by the experimental model. This model consisted of bulk nickel or cobalt sample sumerged to molten 

aluminium or Al-Si alloy. Silicon addition to Ni-Al and Co-Al systems accelerated the formation of the 

intermetallic phases. In addition to binary aluminides, ternary phases (NiAl2Si or CoAl2Si) where determined 

when silicon was added. In the case of Ni-Al system, alloying by silicon increased the porosity. Opposite 

trend was observed in Co-Al-Si alloys. 
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Abstract 

Iron aluminides are promising high-temperature materials with possible applications in automotive and 

chemical industry as well as in power generation. However, the problematic processing by casting or 

forming and poor room-temperature ductility limit their application range. Pressureless reactive sintering 

powder metallurgy cannot be considered as an alternative production route of binary iron aluminides due 

to high porosity of the products. Previous research showed that silicon improves the reactive sintering 

behaviour and strongly reduces the porosity of these alloys. In addition, it increases their high-temperature 

oxidation resistance by forming a compact aluminium oxide layer and near-surface regions of oxidation-

resistant iron silicides. In this work, the effect of alloying elements (Cr, Co, Ti and Cu) on the microstructure, 

phase composition, and properties of Fe-Al-Si alloys was studied. Hardness, abrasive wear resistance and 

high-temperature oxidation resistance at 800°C in air were studied as functions of the alloy composition. 

Alloys were prepared by the powder metallurgy technique using cold pressing and pressureless reactive 

sintering. It was found that chromium addition lowers the porosity and significantly improves the wear rate 

as well as the oxidation resistance. Wear rate was also positively influenced by cobalt or copper alloying. 

However, addition of copper or titanium cannot be recommended due to high porosity of the product. 

Keywords: iron aluminide, high-temperature oxidation, powder metallurgy 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Iron aluminides (Fe3Al, FeAl) are modern structural materials for high-temperature applications. Their 

favourable properties are good corrosion resistance together with lower density (5.7 g.cm-3 for FeAl [1]) 

than that of currently used iron- or nickel-based alloys and low cost of the constituents. These alloys show 

excellent resistance against high-temperature oxidation, sulfidation or the high-temperature corrosion in 

highly oxidizing salts [1,2]. Possible production routes of iron aluminides concern casting technology [2,3] 

or powder metallurgy processes. In the case of powder metallurgy technologies, alloyed Fe-Al powders 

show poor compressibility and sinterability. Therefore, reactive sintering is considered as a promising 

alternative production route. Reactive sintering is a technology, where pure elements or other suitable 

precursors are transferred into desired compounds by a thermally activated in-situ chemical reaction 

during sintering process [4]. By a pressureless reactive sintering of Fe-Al pressed powder mixtures, relative 

density of maximum 75% can be obtained [5]. A promising solution of the problem with porosity consists 

either in pressure-assisted reactive sintering or alloying with other element, modifying the reaction 

mechanism. In our previous work, silicon was found to reduce the porosity of Fe-Al alloys produced by 

reactive sintering [6,7].  

Silicon added to Fe-Al alloys completely modifies the intermediary phases’ formation mechanism. Silicon-

containing phases (Fe-Si, Fe-Al-Si) grow towards the molten Al-Si alloy while the iron aluminides follow the 

direction to the core of the iron particles as in the Fe-Al binary system. It helps to fill the spaces between 
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iron particles in the pressed powder mixture. In addition, silicon forms a eutectic with aluminium which 

melts at lower temperature than aluminium (577°C). Therefore the time of the melt existence during 

heating prior the formation of intermediary phases is prolonged. Due to this fact, melt is able to fill the 

pores between iron particles. Optimum alloy composition was previously determined as FeAl20Si20 (given 

in wt. %) [6]. In this work, the effect of partial replacement of iron by other transition metals on the 

structure and properties of Fe-Al-Si alloys was studied. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

Fe-Al-Si-X alloys produced by reactive sintering of iron, AlSi30 alloy, silicon and X (X=Cu, Co, Cr, Ti) powders 

were studied. Powder of AlSi30 alloy with particle size of 200 - 600 µm was prepared by mechanical 

machining. Silicon powder with the particle size below 50 µm was obtained by mechanical milling. Iron and 

X powders were used in a form of commercially available powder of p.a. purity and a grain size below 10 

µm. Green bodies of Fe-Al-Si-X alloys containing 20 wt. % of aluminium, silicon and X were produced by 

blending of the above mentioned powders and uniaxial pressing at the laboratory temperature by a 

pressure of 260 MPa using Heckert FPZ100/1 universal loading machine. Reactive sintering of Fe-Al-Si 

pressed powder mixtures was carried out at the temperature of 1100°C for 30 min in the electric resistance 

furnace according to previous results published in [6]. Microstructure of the prepared materials was 

observed by Olympus PME3 light microscope. AxioVision 4.7 software was applied for the digital image 

recording and processing. Phase composition was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using a 

PANalytical X’Pert Pro x-ray diffractometer and Tescan Vega 3 LMU scanning electron microscope equipped 

with Oxford Instruments INCA 350 EDS analyser.  

Hardness of the prepared materials was tested by the Vickers method with the load of 10 kg (HV 10). The 

abrasive wear resistance was evaluated by using a modification of the “pin-on-disc” method, where “pin” 

was the tested material and “disc” was a P1200 grinding paper. The applied load was 5.8 N and the sliding 

distance was defined as 2.5 km. The wear rate was calculated from the measured weight losses by the 

equation (1) [7]: 

l

m
w








1000
 (1) 

where w,  Δm, ρ and l  are wear rate *mm3m-1N-1], weight loss [g], density [g.cm-3] and sliding distance on 

the grinding paper [m], respectively. The density of samples was determined by the Archimedes method. 

High-temperature oxidation resistance was studied by the cyclic oxidation tests at 800°C for 432 h. During 

these tests, samples were heated for 48-hours cycles. Each cycle consisted of heating to the test 

temperature, air-cooling to the laboratory temperature, weighing and heating again to the test 

temperature. Oxidation rate of the alloys is presented as a dependence of the specific weight gain, i.e. the 

weight change over the exposed surface area, on the oxidation duration.   

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

FeAl20Si20 ternary alloy is formed by iron silicide (FeSi) particles surrounded by a mixture of Al2Fe3Si3 and 

FeAl phases. see Fig.1a. The porosity of this alloy reaches the average value of approx. 8 vol. % (Fig.2). 

Addition of chromium reduces the porosity down to 2 vol. %. On the other hand, copper and titanium 

makes the porosity to grow up to the values common for binary Fe-Al alloys produced by reactive sintering. 
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Cobalt addition has no significant effect on the porosity. Due to the enormous porosity, titanium-alloyed 

material was excluded from the further tests. 

 

  

  

 
Fig. 1  Microstructure of Fe-Al-Si-X alloys produced by reactive sintering at 1100°C: a) FeAl20Si20, b) 

FeAl20Si20Ti20, c) FeAl20Si20Co20, d) FeAl20Si20Cr20, e) FeAl20Si20Cu20. 
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Fig. 2  Porosity of Fe-Al-Si-X alloys produced by reactive sintering at 1100°C. 

The phase composition of all Fe-Al-Si-X alloys is very similar to the above described ternary one. Silicides, 

aluminides and ternary phases arise in these alloys. Titanium, cobalt and chromium were found 

predominantly in silicide particles (see Fig.1). In the case of titanium- and chromium-alloyed materials, 

Ti5Si3 or Cr5Si3 silicides was determined (Fig.1b,d), while cobalt was present in (Fe,Co)Si mixed silicide 

(Fig.1c). Copper was found to stabilize the aluminide phase (Fig.1e). Unfortunately, the chromium-alloyed 

alloy with the lowest porosity contains unreacted silicon particles which may have the negative impact on 

mechanical properties.  Several residual particles of silicon were also found in cobalt-containing alloy. It can 

be highly expected that the occurrence of these particles can be eliminated by a slight modification of the 

chemical composition or by an optimization of the reactive sintering conditions.  

All alloying elements increase both the hardness and wear resistance of the product, see Table 2. The most 

positive effect on hardness and wear resistance was found in the case of cobalt-containing alloy. 

Table 1  Mechanical properties of Fe-Al-Si-X alloys 

 FeAl20Si20 FeAl20Si20Co20 FeAl20Si20Cr20 FeAl20Si20Cu20 

hardness [HV 10] 630 930 650 820 

wear rate [x10-4 mm3m-1] 25 5 7 8 

Oxidation tests at 800°C revealed that chromium and cobalt significantly improve the oxidation resistance 

of Fe-Al-Si alloys, while the effect of copper is detrimental, see Fig.3. The high oxidation rate of copper-

alloyed material can be probably attributed to the above described increase of porosity. As proved by XRD, 

all of the oxide layers are composed of Al2O3 and small amount of Fe2O3. The effect of the alloying elements 

on the oxidation mechanism will be the subject of the future work. 
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Fig. 3  Weight gain vs. duration of oxidation at 800°C. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the effect of alloying elements (Cr, Co, Cu) on microstructure, phase composition and 

oxidation resistance of Fe-Al-Si alloys produced by reactive sintering was studied. It has been found that 

chromium strongly reduces the porosity of Fe-Al-Si alloys, reaching the value of approx.2 vol. %. Chromium 

and cobalt improve the oxidation resistance of Fe-Al-Si alloys. In the case of chromium-containing alloy, the 

oxidation resistance reduces nearly 10 times. The effect of copper on the oxidation resistance was strongly 

detrimental. All of the tested alloying elements were found to increase the hardness and wear resistance of 

Fe-Al-Si alloy. 
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Abstract 

TiAl based alloys are very perspective material thanks to its outstanding properties, such as high specific 

strength, low density, high modulus of elasticity and resistance to creep. They might replace the currently 

used materials in many applications in aircraft and automotive industries, but also in other industries. The 

main reason why it happens only in very limited extent is their brittleness and complicated production of 

these alloys. Fabrication of TiAl alloys is difficult, because titanium and aluminium are reactive materials. 

That’s why these alloys are usually prepared in an inert atmosphere. One of possibilities of enhancement of 

problematic properties of these alloys is influencing their micro-structure by alloying by elements, which 

influence grain size and reduce dispersion of precipitates (e.g. B, C, Si). Yttrium is one of the elements, 

which similarly influence micro-structure and properties of TiAl alloys. According to the work [1] it is 

possible by addition of yttrium up to 0.5 at.% to increase ductility, plasticity, formability at high 

temperatures and resistance to oxidation. 

TiAl alloys with nominal composition of Ti-47Al atomic percent (at.%) and with various additions of yttrium 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 (at.%) were prepared by different methods, namely by plasma melting and by vacuum 

induction melting. The applied procedures of preparation of alloys lead to creation of two different types of 

micro-structures. The samples were used for metallographic observation and for measurement of micro-

hardness. 

Keywords: TiAl alloys; micro-structure; yttrium; porosity; micro-hardness 

1. EXPERIMENT 

Plasma melting was chosen for the first stage of metallurgical preparation. Foundry alloys TiAl prepared 

also by plasma melting with composition of Ti-(5-20 at.% Al) were used for preparation, together with 

formed titanium with purity of 99.99%, bits of aluminium with purity of 99.9%, and bits of yttrium with 

purity of 99.9%. The charge was uniformly distributed in water cooled copper mould placed in the furnace. 

Melting was performed by quadruple passage through the zone (twice from each side), and inert 

atmosphere was ensured during melting by argon flowing through the furnace chamber. Rate of shift of the 

mould was 2 cm/min and current intensity was 500 A. Products of plasma melting were ingots with mass of 

600 g of the given composition. Ingots were then cut to smaller parts in order to take the samples and to 

adjust dimensions of material for the next stage of preparation. It was found after investigation of taken 

samples, that composition of the alloy after plasma melting was not homogeneous in all ingot, which was 

evident not only from photos of micro-structure, but also from the results of measurement of micro-

hardness [2]. For these reasons vacuum induction melting was chosen as another method for preparation.  

Ingots were re-melted in high-frequency vacuum induction furnace LEYBOLD HERAEUS IS1/FFF. Due to high 

reactivity of titanium a paint based on Y2O3 was applied on the corundum melting crucible, which should 

have prevent contamination of the melt by particles of Al2O3. After melting of the charge the melt was 
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poured into pair of graphite moulds, onto which an Y2O3 based paint was also applied to. Each of them 

made it possible to pour three samples next to each other in the form of sticks with diameter of 10 mm and 

length of 100 mm. Risers were then cut off from these sticks and the sticks were cut perpendicularly to 

their axis for obtaining the samples for observation of optical microscope OLYMPUS GX51, equipped with 

digital camera OLYMPUS DP12. 

The risers, which remained after vacuum induction melting, were cut to smaller parts. They were then used 

as a charge for re-melting in plasma furnace into the form of oval shaped samples (Figures 1a, c, e). This 

melting was made for comparison of homogenised structure and distribution of the alloying element after 

plasma melting and vacuum induction melting. The melt was in molten state for 60 s. Oval samples were 

then cut by vertical cut lead through their centres. 

Fig. 1  Macrostructures of samples - a) Ti-47Al after plasma melting; b) Ti-47Al after vacuum induction 
melting; c) Ti-47Al-0.1Y after plasma melting; d) Ti-47Al-0.1Y after vacuum induction melting; e) Ti-47Al-

0.4Y after plasma melting; f) Ti-47Al-0.4Y after vacuum induction melting 
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2. MACRO- AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF ALLOYS  

Fig. 1 shows macro-structures of selected samples of this alloy. Standard methods of grinding and polishing 

were used for visualisation of macro-structures. Etching was made with use of the etching agent composed 

of 50 ml H2O, 40 ml HNO3 and 10 ml HF applied for 3 minutes. 

It is evident from photos of macro-structures that orientation and grain size distinctly differs in the alloys of 

identical composition - depending on method of melting and shape of the mould. Columnar grains after 

vacuum induction melting were smaller and they grew from the mould wall towards centre of the cross-

section of the samples. Columnar grains after plasma melting were larger and they grew from the mould 

wall upwards. The shape and size of grains also differ in dependence on content of alloying element. Area 

of cut can be in the samples prepared by plasma melting divided in dependence on micro-structure into 3 

areas. They are shown in Fig. 2a. These areas are the following ones: 

1. Area of equiaxed columnar grains at the bottom part, which is formed by grains with fully lamellar 

micro-structure composed of alternating lamellas of the phases α2 and γ (see Fig. 2b).  

2. Area of columnar to equiaxed grains in central part, which is formed by transient cell-dendritic 

structure (see Fig. 2c) 

3. Area of coarser equiaxed grains at the top part, which is formed by grains with developed dendritic 

structure (see Fig. 2d). Dendrites are formed by alternating lamellas α2 and γ, and in inter-dendritic 

areas the phase γ was identified, and also the phase YAl2 in the samples containing yttrium. 

  

  

Fig. 2  a) Schematic representation of areas of cut of the sample after plasma melting; b) Example of 

micro-structure in the area 1 Ti-47Al; c) Example of micro-structure in the area 2 Ti-47Al; d) Example of 

micro-structure in the area 3 Ti-47Al-0.2Y 

These different types of micro-structure in individual areas were created as a result of different conditions 

of cooling. In the area 1 heat removal was the highest thanks to the rapid cooling through the mould wall, 

and it was the lowest in the area 3.  

Evaluation of grain size was made by linear method in individual areas of the cut of the samples with use of 

the program analySIS auto, and obtained results are shown in Fig. 3. It is apparent from the results that in 
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the areas 1 and 3 grain size decreases with an increasing yttrium content, only in the sample with 0.1 at.% Y 

grain size increased in the area 3. Contrary to that in the area 2 grain size increases with an increasing 

content of yttrium. 

Evaluation of grain size was made also in the samples after vacuum induction melting. Fig. 4 shows the 

results. It follows from the results that grain size decreases with an increasing content of yttrium, similarly 

as in the sample after plasma melting, an increase 

occurred only in case of the sample containing 0.1 

at.% Y, which might have been caused by an 

increased content of the Y2O3 particles, which got 

into the alloy during vacuum induction melting 

from the paint applied on melting crucible and 

from graphite mould, and quantity of these 

particles was the highest namely in the sample 

containing 0.1 at.% Y. This can be explained by 

the fact that this type of alloy was poured as the 

first into the mould with applied paint. These 

particles are shown in Fig. 5. 

Micro-structure of the samples after vacuum 

induction melting was dendritic. Dendrites were 

formed by alternating lamellas of α2 and γ, and in 

inter-dendritic areas the phase γ was identified, 

as well as the phase YAl2 in the samples 

containing yttrium. Only on the edges of the cut a 

small layer of fully lamellar smaller grains was 

observed, which were formed as a result of rapid 

cooling of the melt by the mould wall. 

It may be concluded from comparison of micro-

structure of the central part of cross-section of the 

alloys after vacuum induction melting, that 

dendrites are finer with an increasing content of 

yttrium. This phenomenon was not observed in 

the samples after plasma melting. Dendritic micro-

structure was very similar in all the samples after 

plasma melting, only in the alloys with higher 

content of yttrium a larger quantity of inter-

dendritic phase was observed. 

In order to determine distribution of phases rich 

in Y, and to determined their composition and homogeneity of distribution of alloying element, observation 

on electron microscope was performed, as well as EDAX analyses of composition of the observed phases. 

Figure 6 taken in the mode BSE on electron microscope shows distribution of the phases rich in yttrium in 

the sample Ti-47Al-0.4Y. The phases rich in yttrium, which are in this photo represented by light colour, 

were afterwards analysed by EDAX. It was established that the phase rich in yttrium occurs in the samples 

Fig. 3  Grain size in individual areas of the samples 

after plasma melting in dependence on the content of Y 
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in 2 different types. One is represented in 

Figure 6 by white colour, and the other one by 

grey colour. Light particles have smaller 

dimensions than darker grey particles, and 

composition determined by EDAX analysis also 

shows differences. Majority of the phase YAl2 

occurs along grain boundaries, where they 

form, especially in the alloys with higher 

content of yttrium (0.3, 0.4 Y), kind of mesh 

composed of discontinuous ellipsoid or 

elongated particles. In the alloys with smaller 

contents of yttrium the phase YAl2 is present, 

predominantly in the form of ellipsoid particles. 

3. MICRO-HARDNESS OF ALLOYS  

Measurement of micro-hardness according to Vickers was performed with use of the micro-hardometer 

FM-ARS 9000. The measurement was performed with slightly etched samples under constant load of 100 g 

for 7 s. More than 60 measurements were made on each sample with an arrangement of the points of 

measurement into a matrix 10 x 8 in the samples after plasma melting, and 8 x 8 in the samples after 

vacuum induction melting, with spacing of 0.5 mm between individual points of measurement. The matrix 

was situated in such a manner, that its centre is maximally identical with the centre of the cross-section of 

the samples. Always 3 the softest and 3 the hardest indents were documented. In the samples after plasma 

melting was evaluated not only an overall micro-hardness, but also micro-hardness of the areas 1 and 3. 

Diagram in Figure 7 shows the results. It follows from this diagram that micro-hardness decreases with an 

increasing content of yttrium both in the samples after plasma melting and after vacuum induction melting. 

However, the cast samples have higher micro-hardness. Decrease of micro-hardness may be caused by an 

increasing content of inter-dendritic γ-TiAl and YAl2 phases, which may be confirmed also by small drop of 

micro-hardness in the area 1, where structure was not dendritic, as well as by higher decrease of micro-

hardness in the area 3, where the dendrites were developed the most (see Fig. 8). 

4.  POROSITY OF ALLOYS 

Porosity of the alloy was investigated on 

optical microscope OLYMPUS GX51, 

equipped with digital camera OLYMPUS 

DP12. Identification of the pores was 

performed with use of the program analySIS 

auto. Distribution of pores was evaluated by 

statistic methods. Altogether exactly 20 

pictures were taken from the given sample, 

on which the pores were identified. 

Evaluation of distribution of pores depends 

on the used magnification of microscope. 
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Possibility of detection of small pores 

increases with an increasing magnification. 

For our measurement a hundredfold 

magnification was chosen. With use of this 

magnification the pores with dimensions 

from 2 μm to 20 μm were identified. 

Identified pores were then ordered 

according to their diameter and divided into 

classes. It is evident from results of this 

measurement that both in the samples 

prepared by plasma melting, and in the 

samples prepared by vacuum induction melting the number of identified pores increases with an increasing 

content of yttrium. The only exception is drop in number of identified pores in the sample containing 0.4 

at.% Y, prepared by vacuum induction melting. Total number of identified pores in the samples is shown in 

diagram in Fig. 9. Apart from evaluation of number of pores in the classes according to their diameters, also 

porosity of the alloys was evaluated by phase analysis. Results of phase analysis of content of area of pores 

from the overall surface of taken photos made by program analySIS auto are displayed in diagram in Fig. 10. 

Apart from evaluation of total number of identified pores and porosity percentage also the influence of 

yttrium alloying was determined by phase analysis from number of pores larger than 10μm. The results 

were illustrated in the diagram in Fig. 11. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Ti-Al-Y alloys were prepared by plasma melting and vacuum induction melting. Area of cross-section of the 

samples after plasma melting can be divided according to micro-structure onto 3 different areas, namely 

area 1 with fully lamellar equiaxed fine grains, area 2 with predominantly columnar grains with transient 

cell-dendritic structure, and area 3 with equiaxed grains formed by developed dendritic structure. 

Dendrites after vacuum induction melting and also after plasma melting are formed by alternating lamellas 

α2 and γ. In inter-dendritic areas the phase γ is present, and the phase YAl2 is present in the samples 

containing yttrium. It was determined by measurement of grain size that yttrium influences solidification, 

and that with an increasing content of this alloying element in the alloy grain size  decreases in the areas 1 

and 3 in the alloys after plasma melting, with the exception of the samples containing 0.1 at.% Y, and of the 

cast alloy after vacuum induction melting. 

Influencing of the grain size was attributed to 

the phase YAl2, which limits growth of grains 

[1]. It was determined that majority of the 

phase YAl2 is present along the grain 

boundaries, where it forms, particularly in the 

alloys with higher content of yttrium, kind of 

mesh composed on discontinuous ellipsoid or 

elongated particles. The phase YAl2 occurs in 

the alloys with lower content of yttrium, 

predominantly in the form of ellipsoid 
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particles. It was observed that number of 

pores in the TiAl system increases with an 

increasing content of yttrium. However, 

number of pores, diameter of which was 

larger than 10 μm, showed a decreasing 

tendency at an increasing content of yttrium 

up to 0.3 at.% in the samples prepared by 

plasma melting, and up to 0.2 at.% in the 

samples prepared by vacuum induction 

melting. It was established by measurement 

of micro-hardness of the alloy Ti-47Al that 

micro-hardness decreases with an increasing 

content of yttrium in the samples. This may 

be caused by higher share of inter-dendritic 

area with γ phase in the samples with higher 

content of alloying element. 
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FATIGUE LIFE AND FRACTURE OF CAST GAMMA TIAL INTERMETALLIC ALLOY 

 AT ROOM AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
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616 62 Brno, Czech Republic, petrenec@ipm.cz  

Abstract 

The low-cycle fatigue properties, surface relief and fracture surfaces of cast TiAl alloys with 2 at.% Nb 

having nearly lamellar microstructure were studied at room temperature and at 750°C. Cyclic stress-strain 

curves (CSSC) and fatigue life curves were obtained at both temperatures. The surface relief and the 

fracture surfaces of fractured specimens were observed using scanning electron microscopy. At room 

temperature, significant cyclic hardening is observed whereas at 750°C cyclic response was stable. 

Parameters of the CSSC, the Manson-Coffin law and the Basquin law were determined. Persistent slip 

markings formed along interlamellar interfaces were predominant locations for fatigue cracks at both 

temperatures. The cracks initiated at surface or in sub-surface region led to the formation of smooth flat 

areas on the fracture surface corresponding to the persistent slip bands. 

Keywords: low cycle fatigue, cast gamma TiAl alloy, fracture surfaces, PSMs, elevated temperature  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The TiAl alloys are a serious candidate material for applications demanding low density, good corrosion 

resistance and high strength at elevated temperatures. Recently, applications using TiAl alloys appeared 

e.g. as parts of vehicle's engines or in aeronautics. As an example, the turbine wheel in car turbochargers is 

forced to rotate by exhaustion gasses at very high temperature [1.]. The material is thus subjected to cyclic 

loading at high temperatures. However, the occasional large mechanical or thermal transients during 

service could also give rise to a significant amount of plastic deformation. Under these conditions, 

commonly referred to as low cycle fatigue (LCF), the total design lifetime may involve only a few hundred 

or a few thousand of these large strain cycles. Turbine engine blades or discs are prime examples of 

components subjected to this type of strain-controlled fatigue. Local areas of these components can 

undergo high stresses and strains due to external load transfer, abrupt changes in geometry, temperature 

gradients, and material imperfections [2.]. Studies of the low cycle fatigue properties of the low and high 

Nb alloing in TiAl alloys are rare [1.,2.,3.]. Recently Gloanec et al. [3.] studied the relation between 

dislocation microstructures and cyclic stress-strain response at room and 750°C temperatures in 

polycrystalline of TiAl. 

Some LCF data on TiAl alloy with 2 at. % of Nb have been already reported [1.,4.,5.]. Fatigue parameters at 

room temperature and 750 °C were evaluated *1.,4.+, fracture surfaces were described *4.+ and the cyclic 

plasticity has been analyzed using the generalized statistical theory of the hysteresis loop [5.]. In this paper, 

complementary new results on 2 at.% Nb alloy are reported on the relation between fatigue crack initiation 

locations and resulting fatigue life measured in low-cycle fatigue experiments at room temperature and 

750 °C in air. 

mailto:petrenec@ipm.cz
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Experimental material 

The experimental material Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr-0.82B (TiAl 2Nb alloy in the following) was prepared by casting 

in the GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH Company in Nürnberg in the form of a cylindrical ingot of 220 

mm in length and 90 mm in diameter. The ingot was subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 1280 °C and 

140 MPa for 4 hours. The alloy shows nearly lamellar microstructure with 2 laths (with average thickness 

of 1.95 m), variable grains size (0.08 - 1 mm) and some smaller areas of single phase on the grain 

boundaries (see Fig. 1). The tensile properties at both temperatures are shown in Table 1. At room 

temperature tensile properties were measured up to the fracture. At 750 °C, tensile curve was derived from 

the first quarter cycle during the cyclic test. Some other material parameters are given in [1.,4.]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1  Tensile properties at both temperatures of studied cast TiAl 2Nb alloy [1.]. 

Temp.[°C] E [GPa] 0.1 % yield stress [MPa] fracture stress [MPa] fracture p [%] fracture   [%] 

  23 180 ± 2 398 415 0.13 0.364 

750 161 ± 3 357 - - - 

2.2 Low cycle fatigue tests  

Cylindrical specimens used for fatigue tests were carefully mechanically and then electrolytically polished in 

the gauge length. Fatigue tests were performed under strain control using MTS servohydraulic machine in 

symmetric tension-compression cycle (Rε = -1). The total strain amplitude (a) and strain rate of 2x10-3 s-1 

were kept constant in all tests *1.+. The tests were performed at room temperature (RT) and 750 °C. During 

cyclic loading, hysteresis loops of selected cycles were recorded for further analysis. The stress amplitude, 

mean stress and total strain amplitude were recorded. After the test termination, a special program was 

used to evaluate plastic strain amplitude (ap) from the half-width of the hysteresis loop. The cumulative 

plastic strain c [6.] was calculated according to the equation  






N

i
i

apc

1

4 ,   (1) 

where N is number of cycles. 

 

 


2 

 







(b) (a) 

Fig. 1  Structure of the cast TiAl 2Nb alloy: (a) etched to reveal the heterogeneous grain size in a section 

perpendicular to the ingot axis (optical micrographs); (b) electron micrographs of lamellar microstructures. 
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2.3 Surface relief and fracture observation 

The surface relief and fracture surface observations were studied on the gauge length of specimens 

fatigued to failure using scanning electron microscope (SEM) JEOL 6460 and high resolution field emission 

scanning electron microscope MIRA 3 FEG-SEM from TESCAN Corporation.  

3.  RESULT S AND DISCUSION 

3.1 Cyclic plasticity 

The shape of the hysteresis loop (stress-strain response) significantly changes during cycling for all strain 

amplitudes at room temperature (RT) contrary to 750°C where stable cyclic response was observed. During 

cyclic straining at RT the stress range increases and the width of the hysteresis loop decreases as shown on 

the cyclic hardening whereas at 750 °C the changes of hysteresis loop were negligible *1.+. 

(a)                  (b)  

 

The basic cyclic stress-strain curves (CSSCs) of TiAl 2Nb alloys for both temperatures are shown in Fig. 2b. 

Stress amplitude a is plotted vs. plastic strain amplitude ap. The continuous cyclic hardening at RT does 

not allow to evaluate saturated a and ap. Therefore, four values of cumulative plastic strain c were 

chosen and respectivea and ap values were determined. With increasing c the CSSC of the TiAl 2Nb alloy 

at room temperature is shifted to higher stresses. For c values higher than about 4 the changes of a and 

ap are small. The CSSCs were approximated by the power law [6.] 

´´ n

apa K  
   (2) 

where K´ is fatigue hardening coefficient and n´ is fatigue hardening exponent. These material parameters 

were evaluated by linear regression analysis and their values are listed in Table 2. Since the slopes of both 

CSSCs (for c = 4) at both temperatures are practically identical it can be deduced that the cyclic 

deformation mechanisms are similar. 
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Fig. 2  Cyclic stress-strain curves (a) and derived Wöhler curves (b)  of TiAl alloys at two temperatures. 

Open symbols were measured in [3.] for the alloy with 2 %Nb. 
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Table 2  Parameters of cyclic plasticity and low cycle fatigue life of TiAl 2Nb alloy for both temperatures. 

Temp. [°C]  K´[MPa] n´ [-] ´f  [-] c [-] ´f [MPa] b [-] 

23  
  εc = 0.08    848 0.090 0.00138 - 0.096 465 - 0.008 

        εc = 4 2 140 0.195 0.00219 - 0.174 653 - 0.034 

750  1 712 0.214 0.00231 - 0.186 467 - 0.040 

3.2 Fatigue life curves 

The derived Wöhler curves, i.e. the relation between stress amplitude ςa at half life or at a given cumulative 

plastic strain vs. number of cycles to fracture Nf of TiAl 2Nb alloy are shown for both temperatures in 

Fig. 2b. Moreover, data published in [3.] for a TiAl lamellar alloy with 2 at.% Nb are added for comparison. 

Experimental data were approximated by the Basquin equation [6.] 

 b
ffa N2,  ,   (3) 

where ςf´ is fatigue strength coefficient and b is fatigue strength exponent. All material parameters were 

evaluated by linear regression analysis and their values are given in Table 2. Inspection of Fig. 2b and also 

of the parameters in Table 2 reveals that at both temperatures fatigue life curves of TiAl 2Nb and of the 

material tested in earlier [3.] are the same within the experimental scatter. The position of the curve for 

2Nb is influenced by the criterion for the choice of a. For c.= 4, the data correspond very well to those 

published in *3.+. Increase of the testing temperature to 750 °C decreases the strength of the materials 

which is reflected by the shift of Basquin curves to lower Nf as compared with RT curves. At 750 °C, the 

slopes of the derived Wöhler curves and consequently the fatigue strength exponents b of TiAl 2Nb for 

both temperatures are very similar.  

In Fig. 3a, plastic strain amplitude ap is plotted vs. NF in bilogarithmic representation. The values fap 

were chosen similarly as in the construction of CSSC. Experimental data were fitted by the Coffin-Manson 

law [6.] 

 c
ffap N2,  ,   (4) 

where εf´ is fatigue ductility coefficient and c is fatigue ductility exponent. Fitted parameters are presented 

in Table 2. RT fatigue data are characterized by significant scatter, which reflects low ductility and thus high 

sensitivity to the presence of material defects. At 750 °C and at RT for c.= 4, fatigue lifetimes and fatigue 

ductility exponents at both temperatures are equal within the experimental scatter. It indicates that fatigue 

degradation mechanism at both temperatures is similar.  

3.3 Surface relief and fracture surface observations 

The surfaces of gauge length and fracture surfaces were observed in SEM after low cycle fatigue tests at 

both temperatures The surface relief of the TiAl 2Nb alloy cycled at room temperature is formed by the 

numerous persistent slip markings (PSMs) (see Fig. 3b) consisting from very thin extrusions (20 nm in 

thickness) along lamellae  and/or 2 phases. Consequently, many fine and short fatigue cracks initiated in 

these regions (lower part of Fig. 3b). This is in agreement with earlier observations [7.] where surface 

cracks initiated at lamellae interfaces after cyclic loading at RT and 600 °C. The fracture surfaces reveal 

rather brittle behavior of TiAl 2Nb even at elevated temperature (see Figs 4, 5). All the fatigue cracks 

initiated at surface or subsurface (Figs 4, 5) creating smooth flat areas with the size 250-
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corresponding to the persistent slip bands. The rest of the fracture surface represents static fracture due to 

the low fracture toughness of -TiAl based alloys [7.].  

(a)        (b)  

 

 

(a) (b)  
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Fig. 3  (a) Coffin-Manson fatigue life curves of TiAl 2Nb alloy at two temperatures; (b) Fatigue crack 

initiated at PSMs of TiAl 2Nb alloy in the surface of specimen (RT, a = 0.285 %, Nf = 1794). 

Fig. 4  (a) Fatigue fracture surface of TiAl 2Nb alloy with crack nucleation region (RT, a = 0.31 %, Nf = 

10 376); (b) rotated detail of fatigue crack initiation – smooth flat area. 

Fig. 5  Fatigue fracture surface of TiAl 2Nb alloy with crack nucleation region - smooth flat area (750 °C, a = 

0.34 %, Nf = 85). 

smooth flat areas 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Results of low cycle fatigue tests at constant strain amplitude at RT and 750 °C and surface relief and 

fracture surface observations of TiAl 2Nb alloy lead to following conclusions:  

(i) The fatigue life curves obtained on the TiAl 2Nb alloy agree well with the literature data measured on the 

material with same chemical composition and similar microstructure.  

(ii) Parameters of the cyclic stress-strain curve, of the Basquin law and of the Coffin-Manson law were 

evaluated for both temperatures and discussed. 

(iv) The Manson-Coffin plot for c.= 4, fatigue lifetimes and fatigue ductility exponents for both 

temperatures are equal within the experimental scatter. It indicates that the fatigue degradation 

mechanism at both temperatures is similar. 

(v) Crack initiation sites were found in persistent slip markings on the surface running along interlamellar 

interfaces at both temperatures. The cracks initiated in these markings produce smooth flat fracture areas 

on the fracture surface. 
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Abstract 

The present study investigates a cost-effective melting of TiAlNb intermetallics in a stable yttrium oxide 

refractory. We identify mechanisms that mainly contribute to the oxygen pick-up during melting. 

Systematic microstructural and chemical analysis provided evidence that erosion and dissolution of crucible 

wall are key factors of the process. Experiments were performed using two Ti46Al7Nb alloys with a 

different initial content of oxygen. The alloys were re-melted in vacuum induction furnace inside U-shaped 

yttria crucibles. The experiments involved three different temperatures in combination with melting times 

spanning from 300 to 1800 s. The oxygen content of re-melted and solidified alloys was assessed by means 

of inert gas fusion technique. Results of the chemical analysis provided clear evidence that the stability of 

the refractory wall in contact with the molten alloy and its rate of dissolution depend mainly on melting 

temperature. These results are further supported by microstructural observations that confirmed ever 

growing content of ceramic phases in the solidified intermetallic with increasing temperature of the melt. 

The work also contributed to the improved experimental methodology, in particular to temperature 

measurements of reactive melts.  

Keywords: Intermetallics, meeting, oxygen content 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In last three decades, the intermetallic alloys based on the gamma TiAl compound have been considered as 

candidates for applications in aerospace and automotive industries. Gamma TiAl has excellent mechanical 

properties and oxidation/corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures (over 600°C). Generally, all these 

alloys are lightweight and resistant to oxidation and heat but they suffer from low room temperature 

ductility [1-4]. Melting of reactive systems like TiAl in Cu-based water cooled crucibles is known as the 

induction skull melting (ISM) and results in high purity ingots. Nevertheless, high production cost and low 

efficiency of ISM technique justify investigations of cost effective melting methods like vacuum induction 

melting (VIM) [5, 6]. VIM is based on a refractory crucible and can thus considerably help in solving the cost 

and energy consumption issues [7]. Our recent studies [8-11] reported on particular results related to the 

experimental methodology and content of ceramic particles in the VIM re-melted alloys. In this paper, we 

would like to summarize results addressing the process of the crucible wall erosion and related oxygen 

content in the solidified TiAl intermetallic. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Eleven re-melting experiments were performed and analyzed. TiAl - Y2O3 interfaces were investigated using 

metallographic cross-sections that were taken from melts solidified in the Y2O3 crucibles. The inner 

diameter and depth of the yttria crucibles were 55 and 110 mm, respectively. We note that, in our 

crucibles, the binder yttria layers are not contaminated by silica. Crucibles were subjected to a short 
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annealing at temperature 1000ºC before the VIM experiments in order to remove residual moisture *8+. 

Melting charges were cut from primary ingots manufactured by (i) FLOWSERVE (material further referred to 

as FS) or (ii) GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH (material further referred to as GfE). These primary ingots 

were investigated by optical and electron microscopy methods before melting trials. Compositions of 

primary ingots attested by manufacturers are presented in Tab. 1. The initial oxygen content is different in 

the two primary materials. Why FS ingot exhibited only 0.08 wt% of oxygen, the GfE ingot contained slightly 

higher level of 0.1 wt%. Detail information on microstructure and hardness of the primary materials can be 

found elsewhere [12-13]. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of primary ingots (manufacturer data) 

FS ingot 

element Ti Al Nb Cr Ni Si O C N H 

wt% bal 29.80 15.90 0.70 0.30 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.0003 

at% bal 45.80 7.10 0.56 0.21 0.10 0.20 0.03 0.03 0.0120 

GfE ingot 

element Ti Al Nb Cr Ni Si O 

wt% bal 29.09 15.74 0.91 0.3 0.03 0.10 

at% bal 45.81 6.70 0.66 0.18 0.06 0.25 

Trial melts were performed in vacuum induction furnace BALZERS VSG 02 under controlled argon pressure 

of 1.33×104 Pa. Temperature was kept at melting temperature (see Table 2) within ± 10°C tolerance and 

was measured by type B and C thermocouples. Type B thermocouples combine two platinum-rhodium alloy 

conductors with respective nominal compositions of 30% and 6% of rhodium. The upper design 

temperature of these thermocouples is 1800ºC. Type C thermocouples (W5Re - W26Re at%) are designed 

for temperature measurements in the range between 0ºC and 2320ºC. These thermocouples are well-

suited for vacuum furnaces. They must never be used in the presence of oxygen at temperatures above 

260ºC. In our experiments, both types of thermocouples were protected by the Mo-Al2O3-ZrO2 shield that 

was further coated using the Y2O3 spay delivered by ZYP Coatings, Inc. 

Table 2  Summary of VIM experiments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

melt init. alloy temperature *ºC+ time [s] thermocouple 

T1 FLW 1680 900 B 

T2 FLW 1680 900 B 

T3 FLW 1680 1800 B 

T4 FLW 1680 1800 B 

T5 GfE 1680 300 B 

T6 GfE 1680 300 B 

T7 GfE 1730 300 C 

T8 GfE 1730 900 C 

T9 GfE 1630 900 C 

T10 GfE 1630 1800 C 

T11 GfE 1630 300 C 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhenium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_furnace
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
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After solidification inside the crucibles, solidified melts and the crucibles were cut in slices perpendicular to 

the crucible axis. Cutting operations were performed using a saw ISOMET 5000. Metallographic samples 

were fixed in a polymer resin and one side of the section was polished for metallographic investigations. 

Standard grinding and polishing on diamond pastes resulted in an acceptable quality of the cross-sections. 

These cross-sections were coated by a thin carbon film in order to improve contrast of SEM images. Cross-

sections were further studied by scanning electron microscope JEOL 6460 (SEM) operating in two modes (i) 

secondary electrons mode (SE) or (ii) back scattered electrons mode (BSE). 

Samples for oxygen analysis were cut from the upper part of the re-melted and solidified ingots. The 

oxygen content was investigated using cube samples with an edge dimension of 3 mm. The weight of the 

cubes was approximately 100 mg and more then 8 cubes were used to assess the oxygen content in one 

material state. Oxygen content was determined by the Inert Gas Fusion (IGF). These measurements were 

performed using an analyzer LECO TC436 available at VÚHŽ a.s., Dobrá 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The contamination of the TiAl melt by oxygen during the re-melting experiments is a direct consequence of 

reactions between the melt and the Y2O3 refractory crucible. These reactions were assessed taking into 

account following experimental data (a) SEM images documenting the state of the interface between TiAl 

melt and the yttria crucible, (b) quantitative analysis of ceramic particles observed after re-melting in the 

SEM images and (c) oxygen contamination data yielded by the IGF method. SEM backscattered electron 

micrographs in Fig. 1 document microstructure of re-melted and re-solidified intermetallics. A typical 

microstructure of the re-melted and solidified alloy is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The microstructure consists of a 

common lamellar configuration of hexagonal Ti3Al alpha phase (DO19 lattice) and of tetragonal TiAl gamma 

phase (L10 lattice). The brightest phase in Fig. 1a corresponds to Y2O3 particles. The overview of the 

interface between the solidified alloy and the yttria refractory is shown in Fig. 1b. This micrograph clearly 

documents the process in which the refractory wall dissolves in the molten intermetallic. This and similar 

micrographs help to understand why the size of Y2O3 particles depends on the melting temperature and 

time, as it was reported in our recent study [8]. Based on the results of the present work we suggest that 

the molten alloy first attacks small Y2O3 binder grains and only after longer exposure at higher temperature 

the larger grains loosen and sink into the TiAl melt. 

Volume fraction of ceramics particles was evaluated from SEM and light microscopy images using several 

magnification regimes to fully cover the size range of the dissolved Y2O3 grains. At least 50 SEM images 

were subjected to ACC analysis in each investigated material state. Figure 2a presents one typical example 

showing how the ACC 6.1. image analyzer identifies the particle objects. Figure 2b then summarizes the 

particle volume fraction data for all investigated melting temperatures and times. As it has been expected, 

the volume fraction of Y2O3 particles embedded in the TiAlNb matrix increases with increasing melting 

temperature and time. Based on the available thermodynamics data [14, 15], no chemical reactions can be 

expected in the TiAlNb - Y2O3 system in the investigated range of temperatures between 1630 to 1730°C, 

see Table 2. In agreement with the thermodynamic prediction, no products of chemical reactions were 

found in the re-melted ingots. However, our quantitative study clearly shows that the TiAlNb melt gradually 

saturates with oxygen. This is documented in Fig. 3 where the oxygen content of the re-melted and 

solidified ingots is plotted as a function of melting temperature and time. Since no new phases like Al 
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and/or Ti oxides were detected in our SEM studies, we conclude that the oxygen pick-up is fully associated 

with the dissolution process as documented in Fig. 2b. 

         
Fig. 1  (A) Lamellar microstructure inside the re-melted and solidified TiAlNb alloy - melt T10. (B) Overview 

of the interface between the Y2O3 ceramics and the solidified alloy - melt T8. 

 
Fig. 2  (A) Image analyzes of Y2O3 particles using ACC software - melt T9. (B) Volume fraction of Y2O3 

particles found inside the re-melted and solidified alloys after different melting temperatures and times. 

 
Fig. 3  (A) Overall oxygen content in the alloys after re-melting. (B) Oxygen pick-up during re-melting trials 

performed at different melting temperatures and times. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Our SEM and light microscopy investigations do not provide any evidence of chemical reactions between 

TiAlNb melt and the refractory crucible in the range of melting temperatures between 1630 and 1730°C. This 

experimental finding is fully in line with predictions based on Gibbs free energy calculations using available 

thermodynamics data [14]. The size and volume fraction of Y2O3 ceramic particles dissolved in the TiAlNb melt 

depend on external conditions in terms of melting temperature and time. With increasing temperature 

and/or time, the size and volume fraction of dissolved particles increases. The same trend exhibits also the 

overall oxygen content found in the ingots after re-melting. All these effects are associated with the process in 

which the Y2O3 refractory crucible wall dissolves in the molten TiAlNb intermetallic. Experimental results of 

the present study suggest that the molten alloy first attacks small Y2O3 binder grains and only after their 

dissolution the large grains of the crucible wall loosen and sink into the TiAlNb melt. Thermocouples of the 

type C showed excellent durability and resistance against damage in reactive TiAl melts. 
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Abstract 

Microstructure and mechanical properties of cast intermetallic Ti-46Al-8Ta (at.%) alloy are studied. 

Mechanical properties such as tensile, creep and Vickers microhardness are measured. Temperature 

dependence of tensile yield strength and room temperature ultimate tensile strength and ductility are 

reported. The effect of short-term high temperature exposure on room temperature ductility is discussed. 

Creep properties such as time to 1 % creep deformation and fracture time are presented and compared to 

other TiAl-based alloys developed for industrial applications. Long-term high temperature microstructural 

stability of heat treated alloy during long-term ageing and creep is characterised. The effect of ageing time 

and temperature on Vickers microhardness is presented. Based on the achieved experimental results, the 

potential of this new alloy for industrial structural application is assessed. 

Keywords: titanium aluminides, TiAl, microstructure, mechanical properties 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Successful industrial applications of TiAl-based alloys are conditioned also by development of economical 

processing routes for production of components. Among various processing techniques, precise casting 

represents very promising technology for production of complex shaped components such as turbine 

blades and turbocharger wheels with a competitive price when compared to those of nickel-based 

superalloys [1-3]. However, coarse-grained structure of the cast components leads to low room 

temperature ductility and fracture toughness as well as to a large scatter of mechanical properties. These 

mechanical properties result mainly from the fact that the as-cast microstructures consist of (TiAl) and 

2(Ti3Al) lamellae with a length defined by the size of as-cast  (Ti-based solid solution with hexagonal 

crystal structure) grains. Reducing grain size in cast samples has been shown to improve significantly room-

temperature (RT) ductility without degradation of the creep resistance [4]. There are two main approaches 

how to refine coarse-grained structure of cast TiAl-based alloys: (i) affecting solidification path by alloying 

with effective minor additions, mainly with boron, which usually leads to the formation of long boride 

particles that can act as failure initiation sites and (ii) formation of highly faulted massive M(TiAl) through a 

diffusionless transformation initiated by cooling at a required rate from single  phase field [5, 6]. In many 

TiAl-based alloys, critical cooling rates to achieve massive transformation of the  phase to massive M are 

relatively high which may result in distortion or even crack formation in complex shaped thin walled 

castings. Therefore, development and detailed characterisation of microstructure and mechanical 

properties of new of TiAl-based alloys requiring just free air cooling for formation of massive M phase 

during heat treatments is of great interests.  
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The aim of the present work is to characterise microstructure and mechanical properties of a cast air-

hardenable intermetallic Ti-46Al-8Ta (at.%) alloy. This alloy belongs to the latest 4th generation of TiAl-

based alloys, which has been developed for turbine blade applications [7]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The material for mechanical testing was provided in the form of cast and heat treated cylindrical bars with 

a diameter of 13 mm and length of 120 mm. Heat treatments consisted of hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 

an applied pressure of 200 MPa, temperature of 1260 °C for 4 h, which was followed by solution annealing 

at 1360 °C for 1 h and air cooling. The heat treatments were finalized by HIP ageing at an applied pressure 

of 150 MPa, temperature of 1260 °C for 2 h followed by cooling at a rate of 5 °C/min.  

Microstructural stability of the as-received alloy was studied during ageing and creep at temperatures 

ranging from 700 to 800 °C for various time up to 10000 h. The ageing experiments were performed on 

cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 13 mm and length of 5 mm in air. Cylindrical specimens for tensile 

and creep testing were lathe machined from the as-received bars. The surface of the specimens was 

on specimens with a gauge 

diameter of 5 mm and gauge length of 25 mm at temperatures ranging from RT to 800 °C and an initial 

strain rate of 1x10-4 s-1 in air. Constant load tensile creep tests were performed on specimens with a gauge 

diameter of 6 mm and gauge length of 30 mm at temperatures of 700, 750, and 800 °C under initial tensile 

stresses ranging from 200 to 400 MPa in air. The specimen displacement was measured using a linear 

variable displacement transformer (LVDT) that was attached to the ridges of the creep specimen. Vickers 

microhardness was measured on samples with a diameter of 13 mm and thickness of 2.5 mm at an applied 

load of 0.49 N. 

The microstructure evaluation was performed by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction analysis and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

spectroscopy. OM and SEM samples were prepared using standard metallographic techniques and etched 

in a solution of 150 ml H2O, 25 ml HNO3 and 10 ml HF.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Microstructure 

Fig. 1 shows microstructure evolution of the as-received alloy during ageing and creep testing. Fig. 1a 

shows a fine grain structure of the as-received alloy. Mean size of lamellar  colonies calculated from 

statistical data using log-normal distribution function is (8.5 ± 0.3) m. Fig. 1b shows a detail of convoluted 

type of microstructure of the as-received alloy which was formed by a precipitation of  and/or2 phases 

in massively transformed M during the second HIP-ing and cooling from two phase ( + ) field [8]. The 

convoluted microstructure consists mostly of plate-like2 (bright grey contrast in Fig. 1b) which forms 

small colonies within the  phase. Some single-phase  and  grains can also be seen occasionally along 

some lamellar colony and grain boundaries. Two phase  microstructure of the as-received alloy is also 

confirmed by X-ray analysis shown in Fig. 2.  

The long-term isothermal ageing up to 10000 h had no measurable effect on fine grain structure of the 

studied alloy. A mean length of the  laths within the lamellar colonies is measured to vary between 
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(8.5 ± 0.3) μm and (9.2 ± 0.4) μm after ageing at temperatures ranging from 700 to 800 °C. On the other 

hand, the ageing leads to precipitation of a new  phase (Fig. 2) with slightly variable chemical composition 

of  Ti-(36-40)Al-(12-15)Ta  (at.%)  along  the  lamellar  colony  and  grain boundaries,  as seen in Fig. 1c.  

    

    

Fig. 1  Microstructure of Ti-46Al-8Ta (at.%) alloy: (a) equiaxed grains in the as-received alloy, OM; 

(b) lamellae and fine grains in the as-received alloy, TEM; (c) after ageing at 750 °C for 3000 h, SEM; 

(d) cavity formation and precipitation during creep at 750 °C, applied stress of 250 MPa for 3500 h, SEM. 

As shown by Lapin et al. [8, 9], this phase is similar to a ternary hexagonal Ti4Al3Nb phase with B82 type 

structure (Pearson symbol hP6) for Ti-46Al-8Nb (at.%). Volume fraction of the  and phases increases with 

increasing ageing time at the expense of decreasing volume fraction of the 2 phase.  

 
Fig. 2  X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-received and aged alloy for 10000 h. The ageing temperatures of 

700, 750 and 800 °C are shown in the figure. 
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3.2 Mechanical properties 

Fig. 3 shows dependence of Vickers microhardness on the ageing time. At all three ageing temperatures, 

the Vickers microhardness first decreases with increasing ageing time reaching minimum values after the 

ageing for about 500 h and then increases to peak values after ageing for about 1500 h. The ageing time 

longer than 1500 h leads to a softening of the alloy. The decrease of the Vickers microhardness at the early 

stages of ageing can be attributed to a recovery of an initial dislocation microstructure of the as-received 

material and nucleation and early stages of growth of fine  particles which is connected with a local 

depletion of elements contributing to the solid solution strengthening of the  matrix. Further ageing is 

connected with the diffusion controlled growth of the 2 and  particles and redistribution of alloying 

elements within the  matrix that lead to an increase of the microhardness. The softening process at the 

ageing times longer than about 1500 h can be attributed to a decrease of the volume fraction of the 2 

laths which is connected with a decrease of the contribution of the lamellar strengthening to overall 

measured microhardness. As shown by Lapin [10], the microhardness values can be related directly to 

offset yield strength of TiAl-based alloys with lamellar microstructure. Hence, the Vickers microhardness 

data shown in Fig. 3 can be considered as an indicative evolution of offset yield strength with the ageing 

time and temperatures for the studied alloy. 

  

Fig. 3  Variation of Vickers microhardness with ageing 

time at ageing temperatures indicated in the figure. 

Fig. 4  Temperature dependence of tensile 0.2% 

offset yield strength. 

Table 1 summarizes average RT 0.2% offset tensile yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 

measured range of plastic elongation to fracture. It should be noted that the values listed in this table 

represent data of three tensile specimens tested at each regime. The specimens prepared from the as-

received alloy show relatively high reproducible plastic elongation to fracture close to 1%. However, when 

such specimens are subjected to short-term ageing at 700 °C for 2 h in air, large drop in RT ductility 

characterised by a decrease of plastic elongation to fracture by about 82% is observed. On the other hand, 

removing of oxygen-rich surface layer formed during ageing at 700 °C fully restores YS, UTS and ductility. 

-

term aged samples lead to a softening and affect RT tensile properties of the studied alloy. The tensile 

specimens machined from the bars aged at 700 °C for 2000 h show a decrease of the YS, UTS and ductility 

by about  20% when compared to those  of the as-received alloy.  Fig. 4  shows temperature  dependence 

of 0.2% offset tensile yield strength. The YS continuously decrease with increasing temperature. 
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Table 1  Effect of ageing on RT 0.2 % offset tensile yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 

plastic elongation to fracture 

Heat treatment YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Elongation (%) 

As-received 625 724 0.94 - 1.02 

Machined and aged at 
700 °C/2 h in air 

- 637 0.11 - 0.18 

Machined, aged at 700 °C/2 h in 
air and re-machined 

623 726 0.92 - 1.11 

Aged 700 °C/2000 h and 
machined 

498 564 0.68 - 0.84 

Fig. 5 shows comparison of dependence of applied stress with Larson-Miller parameter LMP = T(C +log t1%), 

where T is the absolute temperature, C is a constant (C = 20 in the present work) and t1% is the time to 1% 

creep deformation. The studied alloy shows a significant increase of time to 1% creep deformation when 

compared to that of ternary Ti-46Al-8Nb (at.%) alloy at all applied stresses or Ti-46Al-2W-0.5Si (at.%) alloy 

at higher applied stresses [10]. Similar values of Larson-Miller parameter are calculated for lower stresses in 

Ti-45Al-2W-0.6Si-0.7B (at.%) alloy. During tertiary creep stage the specimens exhibited a plastic 

deformation ranging from 7.5% at 700 °C/400 MPa to 24% at 800 °C/250 MPa. At lower applied stresses 

(200-300 MPa), the tertiary creep is accompanied by nucleation and growth of cavities at the grain 

boundaries, as shown in Fig. 1d. The number of cavities significantly increases in a macroscopically necked 

region of the creep specimens. The specimens fail by the growth and coalescence of such cavities by 

intergranular type of fracture. Besides formation of cavities, intensive precipitat

seen along the lamellar colony and grain boundaries (Fig. 1d). Limited formation of spherical cavities was 

observed at the highest applied stresses (350-400 MPa) and low fracture time (several hours). In this case, 

the final crack 

Fig. 6 shows comparison of variation of applied stress with Larson-Miller parameter LMP = T(C +log tf), 

where tf is the fracture time. The studied alloy shows an increase of time to fracture when compared to 

that of Ti-46Al-2W-0.5Si (at.%) alloy developed for turbine blades [10]. 

   
Fig. 5  Comparison of dependence of applied stress 

on Larson-Miller parameter of time to 1% creep 

strain for four TiAl-based intermetallic alloys. 

Fig. 6  Comparison of dependence of applied stress 

on Larson-Miller parameter of time to creep 

fracture for three TiAl-based intermetallic alloys. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The microstructure of heat treated intermetallic Ti-46Al-8Ta (at.%) alloy consists of lamellar 2 +colonies 

and small  and2 grains formed along some grain boundaries. Long-term ageing leads to precipitation of 

a new  phase predominantly along the lamellar colony and grain boundaries which is accompanied with 

softening and decrease of RT tensile YS, UTS and ductility. Short-term high temperature exposure in air 

leads to a severe RT embrittlement. Removal of oxygen-rich surface layer fully restores RT tensile 

properties. The studied alloy shows very promising microhardness retention during long-term ageing and 

attractive high temperature tensile and creep properties for engineering applications when compared to 

other TiAl-based alloys developed for turbine blades. 
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Abstract 

Ti-Al intermetallics have gained significant attention as possible replacements of nickel superalloys in high-

temperature applications in automotive, aerospace and energetic industry. The favourable properties of Ti-

Al intermetallics are improved by alloying; keeping their low density these materials gain high strength, 

good structural stability, high-temperature oxidation and creep resistance. One of the common alloying 

elements used in this application is niobium. It improves the high-temperature properties especially the 

oxidation resistance. In present time the tantalum is studied as well with same or even better results. 

This work compares the influence of Nb and Ta on the properties of Ti-Al intermetallics. In particular, we 

studied the alloys of the compositions Ti-46Al, Ti-46Al-8Nb and Ti-46Al-8Ta (at. %). We evaluated the 

transverse strength and the hardness of as-cast samples and described their microstructure as well. Finally 

we inspected the high-temperature properties such as oxidation, creep and structural changes.  

Keywords: titanium aluminide, high-temperature materials, creep, transverse strength, structural stability 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The alloys based on titanium aluminides have became the attractive candidates for application in the 

automotive, aerospace and energetic industry (valves, blades in turbines). These materials exhibit 

outstanding properties which consist in combination of low density (3.9 - 4.2 g.cm-3) and good mechanical 

and chemical properties even at elevated temperature. The 3rd generation [1] of TiAl alloys contains Nb (4 - 

8 at. %) which improves oxidation resistance and high-temperature mechanical properties and strengthens 

the solid state solution as well. The beneficial effect of niobium to oxidation resistance consists in increase 

of the activity of aluminium and therefore support of the formation of compact protective layer of Al2O3. 

The alumina is a very effective barrier against oxygen penetration because of its very low diffusion 

coefficient in this oxide [2]. Niobium also possesses a so-called doping effect which consists in replacing of 

Ti4+ ions in TiO2 lattice with ions of higher valence, such as Nb5+, which leads to reduction of oxygen vacancy 

responsible for oxygen diffusion [2]. As said before, the presence of Nb is also beneficial to the mechanical 

properties even at high temperatures because its relatively big atoms induce stresses in titanium lattice and 

therefore limit the movement of dislocations. Because its chemical similarity given by position in Periodic 

Table, tantalum has the positive effect on high-temperature properties of TiAl-alloys as well [3]. Thus the 

influence of tantalum on high-temperature properties of TiAl-based intermetallics has been tested and, in 

our recent study, we have proved tantalum has greater positive effect on high-temperature oxidation of 

the concerned intermetallics than niobium [4]. However, some studies did not evaluate the influence of 

tantalum more positive than the influence of niobium and found it similar or even lower [3, 5]. 

The difference between tantalum and niobium as a ternary alloying element to TiAl-based intermetallics is 

not only in their oxidation behaviour. Depending on these two alloying elements also the structure of these 
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intermetallics differs. This is very important fact because the 

structure significantly affects the mechanical properties of the 

majority of alloys which is also the case of TiAl-based 

intermetallics.  

Our aim is to compare the influence of tantalum and niobium 

on high-temperature properties of TiAl-based intermetallics 

including oxidation behaviour, mechanical properties and 

structural stability. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The ingots of alloys with chemical composition in at. % Ti-46Al 

(hereafter denoted as TiAl), Ti-46Al-8Nb (denoted as TiAlNb) 

and Ti-46Al-8Ta (denoted as TiAlTa) were prepared by arc 

melting of pure metals (99.99%) in a water cooled copper 

crystallizer under high-purity helium atmosphere. Ingots were 

then cut by spark-machining into rectangular samples with 

dimensions of 15x15x5 mm for oxidation experiments and 

structural stability evaluation and into elongated samples with 

dimensions of 50x8x2 mm for transverse strength tests and 

for creep tests. Prior to oxidation, surface of samples was 

ground on SiC papers, then polished by a 1 μm diamond paste 

and finally washed and dried. Cyclic oxidation in air was 

conducted in a resistance furnace at 800 °C. The total 

oxidation time was 305 hours. Oxidation kinetics was 

measured as weight gain versus oxidation time. For 

evaluation of microstructure the samples were ground on SiC 

papers, polished by a 0.7 μm diamond paste, etched by a 

Kroll’s reagent (in wt. % H2O 85%, HNO3 5%, HF 10%) and 

observed by a light microscope Olympus PME3. The samples 

for creep tests were ground on SiC up to SiC grain size approx. 

15 μm from all sides. The creep tests were carried out in a 

laboratory furnace for determination of modulus of rupture at 

elevated temperatures with attached computer which writes 

down the bending strain of the sample in dependence on 

time. The transverse strength tests at laboratory temperature were carried out on the similarly treated 

samples on universal tensile machine Heckert FPZ100/1. The structural stability tests ran in cyclical 

annealing regime at 800 °C in laboratory furnace under argon atmosphere. The total time of these tests was 

460 hours. The microstructure and hardness of annealed samples were observed every 48 hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of as-cast alloys 

a) TiAl, b) TiAlNb a c) TiAlTa 

c) 

b) 

a) 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As it is shown (Fig. 1.), the microstructure of  

as-cast TiAlNb alloy is fully lamellar α2 + γ. The 

TiAlTa alloy is composed of lamellar grains (α2 + 

γ) and massive γ regions. Massive γ is created 

during massive transformation which occurs 

usually at high cooling rates. It is well known 

that some alloying elements can make massive 

transformation possible even at low cooling 

rates what is also the case of tantalum [6]. 

Moreover the lamellar grains (α2 + γ) are 

surrounded by another phase in Ta alloy. We 

believe this phase is γ-TiAl as tantalum is a 

gama-stabilizer. The microstructure of binary 

TiAl alloy is composed of very fine lamellae of α2 + γ (thickness in μm)  

The values of transverse strengths of the tested alloys at laboratory temperature are shown hereby (Fig. 

2.). The highest transverse strength was measured on Nb-alloy and was approximately two times higher 

than for other two alloys. It is given by the presence of relatively big niobium atoms which induce stresses 

in the titanium lattice and therefore limit the movement of dislocations. Surprisingly the lowest transverse 

strength was observed in the case of the Ta-alloy, although there should be the same effect of tantalum 

atoms on titanium lattice as it is in the case of niobium. As one can see from the picture (Fig. 1.) the 

microstructure of TiAlTa significantly differs from the two other alloys. The presence of γ phase on the grain 

boundaries is probably the cause of their lower adhesion which leads to lower values of transverse strength 

of the alloy.  

Conversely, the Ta-alloy had the highest resistance against high-temperature creep. This fact can be seen 

from the plots (Fig. 3.) showing the dependence of samples deflection on the exposure time at all three 

loads. Slow creep rate having the exponential dependence was observed at load of 200 MPa for all three 

alloys. None of these alloys was broken after exposure for 80 hours. The slope of the interpolation line and 

thus the creep rate is significantly lower for the TiAlTa alloys in comparison with the binary alloy and the 

alloy containing niobium. The TiAl alloy failed under load of 400 MPa after approximately 30 hours. Neither  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Creep curves for alloys exposured at 800 °C under constant loads of a) 200 MPa, b) 400 MPa 

and c) 600 MPa. 
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Ta nor Nb containing alloy failed under this load after 80 

hours. The load of 600 MPa caused the failure of TiAl 

immediately as it was higher than the transverse 

strength of this alloy (see Fig. 2.). One can see from the 

plot (Fig. 3.c) that the TiAlNb alloy had significantly 

higher creep rate than the TiAlTa alloy. The difference 

between creep resistance of binary and ternary alloys is 

given by lower diffusion rate caused by presence of slow 

diffusers Ta and Nb [6]. The fact that tantalum slows 

down the diffusion more than niobium [6] causes the 

difference of creep rate between the two ternary alloys. 

This difference is probably supported by the presence of 

the γ phase on the grain boundaries in TiAlTa alloy. As 

one can see from the plot in Fig. 3.c, the TiAlTa can 

withstand the load of 600 MPa at 800 °C (the load was 

applied after the specimens were completely heated at 

800 °C) although its transverse strength at laboratory 

temperature is significantly lower. Thus it seems that the 

mechanical properties of TiAlTa are better at high 

temperatures. 

The difference of high-temperature behaviour of TiAlTa 

in comparison with other two alloys was also observed 

during cyclical annealing of the specimens at 800 °C. The 

pictures (Fig. 4.) show the microstructure of the studied 

alloys annealed for 460 hours. Meanwhile the 

microstructure of TiAl and TiAlNb alloys does not 

significantly differ from their as-cast state, the 

precipitation of a new phase occurred in the 

microstructure of the annealed TiAlTa alloy (Fig. 4.c). As 

it was found out by means of X-ray diffraction (not 

shown) the new phase could be the τ phase of 

composition in at. % Ti-38Al-13Ta which has been also 

mentioned in literature [7]. This phase induces the 

hardening of the material which was also observed 

during the hardness test (not shown). It is also one of the 

causes of high creep properties of TiAlTa alloy. 

Oxidation kinetics of investigated alloys at 800 °C expressed as weight gain vs. oxidation time is plotted in 

Fig. 5. There can be seen that the weight of the TiAl alloy rapidly reduces during the oxidation due to the 

intensive oxide spallation. The weight gain of this alloy was nearly six times larger than for the Nb- and Ta-

alloy. One can see that the impact of cyclical oxidation on these ternary alloys is minimal what is given by 

the presence of niobium and tantalum which have both very positive effect on oxidation resistance of TiAl-

based intermetallics. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Microstructures of the a) TiAl, b) TiAlNb, 

c) TiAlTa after annealing at 800 °C for 460 hours.   

a) 

b) 

c) 
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4.  CONCLUSION 

This work concerned the alloys based on TiAl-intermetallics. The structure of as-cast Ti-46Al and 

Ti-46Al-8Nb alloys was identified as fully lamellar α2 + γ. Only the lamellae thickness differs. The as-cast 

Ti-46Al-8Ta alloy is composed also from lamellar regions α2 + γ but also the regions of massive γ phase are 

present in the structure. 

The main purpose of this work was to find out how 

Nb or Ta influence the high-temperature properties of 

TiAl-based intermetallics. The creep behaviour of 

investigated alloys was better in the case of Ta-alloy 

in comparison with the Nb one whereas the creep 

behaviour of TiAl alloys was not satisfactory. The high 

creep characteristics of the Ta-alloy are probably 

supported by its structural instability (precipitation of 

the τ phase in the structure). On the other hand the 

Ta-alloy showed very poor mechanical properties. Its 

value of transverse strength was even lower than for the binary alloy.  

The positive effect of Nb and Ta was also observed during cyclical oxidation of TiAl-based intermetallics. 

The presence of these two alloying metals significantly reduces the weight gain of the alloy (nearly six times 

in comparison with unalloyed TiAl).  
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Abstract 

Ni-Ti alloys (Nitinol) show superelastic behavior, shape memory, excellent corrosion resistance, good 

biocompatibility and strength. For these reasons, they are widely used in medicine for stents, i.e., tubular 

implants serving to restore damaged blood vessels, oesophagus etc. Increasing demands for the mechanical 

and chemical performance of implants have motivated detailed studies focused on the influence of 

processing parameters on resulting properties. This study is devoted to the effect of heat and chemical 

treatments on properties of a NiTi wire used for medical stents. The wire was heat-treated at 450-600°C 

and direct relationships between processing, mechanical, fatigue and corrosion characteristics were found 

and discussed.  

Keywords: Ni-Ti alloy, Nitinol, shape memory, superelasticity, heat treatment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nitinol, i.e. nearly equi-atomic Ni-Ti alloy, became of interest in production of various medical devices, such 

as stents, due to shape memory behavior, superelasticity, biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and good 

mechanical properties. Stents are often manufactured from nitinol wires and, during processing of these 

wires, nitinol experiences various heat treatment and forming procedures to achieve shape, mechanical 

properties and transformation behavior suitable for the final application. Final steps in production of 

superelastic nitinol wires are often cold drawing to a desired diameter followed by straight annealing. 

Straight annealing consists of heating a pre-loaded (20-100 MPa) cold drawn wire at an appropriate 

temperature (450-700°C). It ensures an optimum straight shape and desired functional properties of a wire. 

A very important step in a following fabrication of stents from the straight annealed superelastic wire is the 

shape setting. It involves a short (several minutes) heat treatment of the wire which is wound in a desired 

pattern on a mandrel. The shape setting treatment is generally carried out at moderate temperatures 

(around 500°C) and its purpose is to induce relaxation of a material for achievement of a desired stable 

shape of an implant. Moderate temperatures and short times are used to prevent the permanent 

deformation of implants and to maintain their superelastic behavior. 

In general, nitinol shape memory alloys exhibit three phases, the high-temperature B2 austenite phase 

(structure of CsCl), low-temperature B19´ martensite phase (monoclinic structure) and intermediate-

temperature R-phase (rhombohedral structure) [1-3]. Transformations of these phases are of a great 

importance, because they determine the superelastic and shape memory characteristics of nitinol, as well 

as its mechanical and functional properties and performance. These transformations can proceed by 

various ways, B2B19´, B2R, RB19´, depending on thermal and mechanical history of alloys. The 

direct transformation of austenite B2 to martensite B19´upon cooling generally occurs when an alloy is in a 
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solution annealed state, i.e. annealed at a high temperature and water quenched. Upon subsequent ageing, 

the solid solution decomposes to form Ti3Ni4 precipitates. All stages of precipitation strongly influence both 

phase transformations and mechanical characteristics of a material, mainly yield strength and tensile 

strength. Strength may be increased by an elastic lattice stress introduced by coherent and semi-coherent 

Ti3Ni4 precipitates. 

In addition to mechanical properties, processing of nitinol also affects its surface chemistry and, 

subsequently, corrosion resistance. Although nitinol is generally regarded as being highly corrosion 

resistant, similarly to stainless steels or titanium, corrosion may be a serious problem in some cases. 

Corrosion of a nitinol implant in a patient may have two aspects: 1. Due to corrosion, nickel releases into a 

surrounding body fluids. Unfortunately, nickel is a toxic element that may cause allergic reactions of an 

organism. 2. In an extreme case, corrosion processes may cause pitting and a reduction of an implant cross-

section. This may lead to a serious damage of a stent and its fracture into dangerous sharp fragments. 

There are several reports in which stent damage and failure due to corrosion are described [4]. 

Corrosion resistance of nitinol is mainly influenced by its surface chemistry and state. When even a weak 

oxidizing environment, such as water, air or humidity, is in contact with nitinol, a few nm thick native 

passive layer dominated by titanium dioxide forms on the nitinol surface. However, there may be defects in 

this passive layer acting as sites for pitting and accelerated corrosion. Therefore, any treatment leading to 

an improvement of the passive layer quality would reduce corrosion rate of nitinol. In addition, any heat-

treatment induces surface oxidation which modifies the surface oxide layer and its protective effect. Taking 

into account thermodynamics of the Ni-Ti-O system, it is beneficial that titanium oxidizes preferentially in 

wide intervals of oxygen partial pressure and temperature. Therefore, thermodynamics says that, when 

oxidizing a nitinol, a protective TiO2-enriched and Ni-depleted oxide layer forms on the surface. 

Simultaneously, inward diffusion of nickel results in a Ni-enriched and Ti-depleted region beneath the 

external oxide [5, 6].  

To our best knowledge, relatively little information is available on changes of mechanical properties and 

corrosion resistance of nitinol due to a short-term heat treatment at moderate temperatures in air. For this 

reason, our study is concerned with the short-time annealing of a nitinol wire commonly employed in stent 

fabrication at 450-600°C. Influence of these heat treatments on mechanical, fatigue and corrosion 

properties is the main objective of our study. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

A nitinol wire having a thickness of 0.3 mm and a chemical composition of 50.9 % Ni was used in our 

experiment (hereafter, all concentrations are in at. % unless otherwise stated). The wire was produced by 

the standard procedure, including vacuum induction-melting, hot forging and repeated cold drawing with 

intermediate annealing. Final cold drawing reduced the wire diameter by 40 %, and this step was followed 

by the straight annealing of the wire. Surface finishing of the wire included chemical etching in an 

intensively stirred acid bath containing HF, HNO3 and H2O (1:4:5 by volume) at room temperature for 4 min, 

followed by ultrasonic washing in distilled water for 5 min. Hereafter, the wire prepared by the procedure 

above will be referred to as “as-prepared” for simplicity. 

Short-time heat-treatments (HT) of the wire included annealing at 450-600°C for 10 min in air, followed by 

quenching in water at 20°C. The temperatures of 450-600°C were selected to simulate shape-setting 
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procedures. It was expected that the heat treatments would induce surface oxidation and also changes of 

the internal structure and, therefore, the mechanical properties of the wire.  

The internal structures and surfaces of treated wires were investigated by a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM), energy dispersion spectrometer (EDS) and by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

equipped with a high-speed electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) camera. Elemental profiling in a thin 

sub-surface zone was performed by a glow discharge spectrometer (GDS) (GD Profiler 2).  

Tensile tests were conducted on an Instron 3343 tensile machine at a strain rate of 8.310-4 s-1 and at a 

temperature of 23°C. All samples showed an upper plateau on the stress-strain diagram, suggesting that 

the matrix of the alloy was dominated by austenite B2 phase at this temperature. During all tensile tests, 

tensile loading increased up to the fracture to determine the tensile strength.  

Low-cycle fatigue behavior was studied in the bend-type loading mode. The wire was fixed to two arms of a 

cyclic bend-type loading machine. One arm was kept in a stable position, while the other periodically 

moved with simultaneous recording of the number of cycles. This cyclic motion enabled the wire to be 

periodically bent up to the fracture with a constant bending angle of 50°. The fatigue test was stopped 

automatically when wire fracture occurred. The cyclic loading frequency was 3 Hz, and the testing 

temperature was 23°C. Fatigue tests were performed ten times for each heat treatment regime. 

Corrosion behavior was examined by immersion tests. The wires were immersed in a simulated 

physiological solution (9 g/l NaCl, pH=2 adjusted by the addition of HCl) for 168 hours at 23°C. Afterwards, 

the nickel and titanium released into the solution were determined by an inductively coupled plasma -

 mass spectrometer (ICP-MS).  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Structure and surface  

The structures of the wire are presented in Fig. 1.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 1  Structures of the wire: a) as-prepared (TEM), b) heat-treated at 600°C/10 min (EBSD) 

One can see that the structure of the as-prepared wire possesses typical features of the cold-worked and 

annealed state. Cold working induces the formation of a large concentration of lattice defects, mainly 

dislocations. Dislocations accumulate in clusters, which appear as dark areas in Fig. 1a. Dislocation clusters 

are mainly associated with the deformation texture, i.e., they mainly appear within B2 grains elongated in 

the drawing direction. These deformed grains are of about 50-100 nm in size. Regarding the mechanical 
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properties, the large concentration of lattice defects and the extremely fine grains are strengthening 

factors contributing to the tensile strength of the as-prepared wire, as will be shown later.   

It is expected that the heat treatments at 450-600°C will accelerate the recrystallization and grain growth. 

At 450-500°C/10 min, however, the structural changes are relatively small, the structures are similar to 

those in Fig. 1a, and, as a result, the strength also remains similar to that of the as-prepared wire (heat-

treatment at 450°C) or slightly lower (heat-treatment at 500°C) (see below). After heat treatment at 

600°C/10 min, the wire structure is significantly modified, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. This figure shows an EBSD 

map of the wire heat-treated at this temperature. One can observe that the deformation texture vanishes 

and that all grains have nearly equi-axed shapes. The grain size ranges between 500 nm and 5 μm. It will be 

illustrated later that the structural changes induced by this short-time heat-treatment strongly influence 

the tensile mechanical properties of the wire. 

Both fatigue and the corrosion behavior are influenced by the surface structure and chemistry of a wire. 

SEM images of the surface of as-prepared wire and the wire heat-treated at 600°C/10 min are shown in Fig. 

2. The as-prepared wire in Fig. 2a is characterized by a typical dimple-like morphology due to chemical 

etching. In some dimples there are non-metallic inclusions (marked by arrows). Chemical etching produces 

a very thin (a few nm), compact and defect free oxide layer on the surface. It is evident from Fig. 2b that 

the heat treatment causes oxidation of the surface. The surface oxide has a grainy morphology, and the 

average grain size is about 100 nm. The oxides formed at such high temperatures are dominated by rutile 

(TiO2), due to the preferential oxidation of Ti over Ni. It is also important that the surface of the heat-

treated wire contains many defects, mainly micro-cracks. They may serve as sites for fatigue crack initiation 

and, more likely, localized corrosion. Defects originate from the external mechanical or thermal loading of a 

material, from differences between the molar volumes of metals and oxides and from cooling from heat 

treatment temperatures. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 2  Surface  of the as-prepared wire (a)  and the wire heat-treated at 600°C/10 min (b). 

3.2  Mechanical and fatigue properties 

Stress-strain curves for various states of the wire are presented in Fig. 3. All curves exhibit typical 

deformation stages of nitinol including elastic deformation of austenite, stress-induced martensitic 

transformation (plateau), elastic deformation of martensite, plastic deformation of martensite and fracture. 

The as-prepared wire has a tensile strength of 1650 MPa. This high strength level is attributable to two 

main strengthening contributions: 1. dislocation strengthening due to cold drawing and 2. Hall-Petch 
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strengthening due to a very fine grain size (Fig. 1a). After heat treatment at 450°C/10 min, the stress-strain 

behavior and tensile strength (1660 MPa) remain almost identical to those of the as-prepared wire. This is 

in accordance with the structural investigation given before and with the fact that recrystallization is slow 

at 450°C. The heat-treatment at 500°C/10 min also leads to only a slight decrease in strength to 1505 MPa. 

At this temperature, recrystallization is still relatively slow. A considerable strength reduction to 998 MPa is 

observed after heat treatment at 600°C/10 min. Here, grains become relatively coarse (see Fig. 1b), and the 

dislocation strengthening effect vanishes. It is also observed in Fig. 3 that the stress-induced martensite 

shows a high plasticity. As a result, the maximum strain of the wire heat-treated at 600°C is above 50 %, 

i.e., more than three times larger than those corresponding to the other treatment regimes. The high 

plasticity is attributed to the large grain size and to the absence of dislocations from cold working. 

 
Fig. 3  Stress-strain curves of the wires treated by various regimes. 

Fig. 4 summarizes the fatigue lives of the wires, i.e., the numbers of bending cycles to fracture. Each 

treatment regime is characterized by ten measurements, and all data are included in the figure to better 

observe important trends. The following findings can be deduced from this figure: 1. Heat treatments at 

450-500°C/10 min have small effects on the fatigue life. 2. Heat treatments at higher temperatures improve 

fatigue life, in comparison to the as-prepared wire; the best fatigue performance is observed for the wire 

treated at the highest temperature. The large scatter of measured fatigue lives is associated with the 

heterogeneity of the wire surface. It is shown in Fig. 2 that there are surface imperfections on the wire, 

mainly inclusions. These inclusion act as sites at which fatigue cracks nucleate. However, the defects are 

not distributed uniformly. During bend-type cyclic loading, the maximum tensile stress is periodically 

induced on the external surface of the bend. Therefore, large surface defects present in this area lead to 

the early initiation of fatigue cracks and to a significant reduction of the fatigue life. If, however, defects in 

this area are small and rounded, the time needed for fatigue crack initiation is longer. It is known that 

surface defects are not the only factors influencing the fatigue behavior. The total fatigue lives are also 

influenced by the internal structure of the wire. As given before, the heat treatment at 600°C prolongs the 

fatigue life in comparison with the as-prepared wire. It can be assumed that the positive effect of heat 

treatment can be attributed to the structural changes occurring in the wire, especially the recrystallization 

and reduction of dislocation density (Figs. 1 and 3). In particular, the heat treatment at 600°C/10 min 

produces a very ductile stress-induced martensite (Fig. 3). A similar stress-induced martensite also forms at 

the tip of a growing fatigue crack due to a stress concentration, and its high ductility is associated with a 

good fatigue crack growth resistance. This is the reason why the highest heat treatment temperature 
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results in the best fatigue performance. The heat treatment temperatures of 450 and 500°C only slightly 

modify the wire structure, and, therefore, their influences on the fatigue life are small (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4  The fatigue lives of the wires expressed as the numbers of bending cycles to fracture (each state is 

represented by ten measurements). 

3.3  Corrosion resistance 

Corrosion behavior was assessed by immersion tests and the results of these tests are summarized in Fig. 5 

as functions of Ti and Ni release versus heat treatment temperature.  

 

Fig. 5  Ti and Ni release into the corrosive medium as a function of heat treatment temperature. 

One can see that there is a clear relationship between the Ti and Ni amounts released into the corrosion 

media and the heat treatment temperature; the higher the temperature, the higher the element release. 

The best corrosion resistance is observed for the as-prepared wire whose surface was finished by chemical 

etching. From the biocompatibility point of view, nickel release is of primary importance. The difference in 

the total Ni release between the as-prepared wire and that treated at 600°C is more than 14 g/cm2. It was 

shown before (Fig. 2) that the increase of heat treatment temperature results in the growth of thickness of 

Ni-depleted surface titania. Therefore, one could postulate that the heat treatment at 600°C provides a 

good barrier against element release. However, the immersion tests presented in Fig. 5 reveal the totally 

opposite trend. This trend can be explained in terms of the internal defectiveness of the surface oxide 

layer. Figure 2b shows that there are many micro-cracks in the surface oxide formed by oxidation at 600°C. 

The origin of such defects was already explained before, and it is well known that their formation is 

supported by two factors, namely a large oxide thickness and an increase of the oxide grain size. Both these 
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factors enhance the internal stress induced in the oxide, for example, that due to temperature variations. 

Once a micro-crack is created, it serves as a good path for nickel transport from the metallic substrate 

towards the corrosion medium. In contrast, the as-prepared wire is coated with a very thin and almost 

defect-free oxide (Fig. 2a) and, therefore, it exhibits the highest corrosion resistance (Fig. 5).   

Consider now the results of immersion tests in the context of biocompatibility. If we have, for example, an 

esophageal stent with a length of 10 cm made of a nitinol wire of 0.3 mm in diameter, the total surface 

area of this stent can be estimated as 40 cm2. The total Ni release of 15 g/cm2 achieved after one weak 

exposure of the wire treated at 600°C/10 min (Fig. 7) gives approximately 80 g of Ni released from one 

stent per day. Of course, the real Ni release rate can be higher due to mechanical loading and other factors. 

However, by comparing the estimated 80-g Ni/day with the estimated Ni dietary intake of 200-300 

mg/day [7], it can be assumed that the nickel release from nitinol can only cause problems for allergic 

patients.  

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

It is demonstrated in the present work that the functional properties of NiTi wire are modified considerably 

by 10-min heat treatments at moderate temperatures of 450-600°C. These modifications should be taken 

into account when the shape-setting treatment of stents is performed. Modifications of the tensile 

properties occurring mainly after treatment at 600°C can be attributed to recrystallization processes in the 

work-hardened wire. It is clear that lower heat treatment temperatures up to 500°C do not considerably 

affect the tensile strength. The fatigue as well as the corrosion properties are influenced by the heat 

treatment of the wire. Fatigue life is found to improve with increasing heat treatment temperature. The 

reason for this is that the heat treatment induces structural changes beneficial for the formation of plastic 

stress-induced martensite at the crack tip, which increases the crack growth resistance. The effect of heat 

treatment on the corrosion resistance is negative due to the formation of thick and defect-containing oxide 

layers which worsen the protective effect.  
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Abstract 

The present study shows how heat treatments affect microstructure and transformation behaviour of 

superelastic Ni-rich NiTi shape memory wires. Wire samples were sealed into quartz tubes, filled with 

hydrogen reduction atmosphere, heated for 10 minutes at temperatures increasing in a range from 500 to 

600°C and subsequently quenched into cold water. Characteristic transformation temperatures MS, MF, AS, 

AF, thermal hysteresis and latent heats were investigated using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). We 

observed significant changes in DSC charts which recorded B2 → R and R → B19‘ phase martensitic 

transformations. Increasing temperature of the heat treatment resulted in a convergence of the two 

transformation peaks. R-transformation commenced at systematically lower temperatures and the 

beginning of the B19‘ transformation was shifted to higher temperatures with increasing temperature of 

the heat treatment. In parallel, latent heat of the overall B2 → B19‘ transformation clearly increases. We 

rationalize these significant changes in the transformation behaviour on the basis of the microstructural 

development during the heat treatment which is characterized by means of SEM, TEM and EBSD 

techniques. 

Keywords: Ni-rich NiTi shape memory alloys; Superelastic wires, Phase transformation temperatures. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Shape memory alloys based on the NiTi intermetallic represent the most successful shape memory 

materials today. Their regime of operation can involve (i) simple one-way shape memory where the original 

shape of the material recovers upon heating, (ii) two-way shape memory where devices stroke periodically 

between two different shapes and (iii) superelastic deformations where up to 7% strain recovers upon 

loading and unloading. These effects result from martensitic transformations between B2 austenite (cubic 

CsCl-type lattice) and B19’ martensite (monoclinic lattice). Stable transformation behaviour is thus a 

prerequisite for successful applications [1]. This is particularly important for superelastic devices since they 

often work along a cyclic loading/unloading deformation path and the stability of their mechanical 

behaviour during cycling would guarantee their reliable function. However, it is well known that mechanical 

characteristics change during functional fatigue. An evolution of hysteresis loops have been frequently 

observed during mechanical cycling of NiTi based wires [2-5]. The understanding of a microstructural 

development governing the variations of functional properties is far from being complete [3]. It has been 

suggested that dislocations generated *2, 3, 6+ and/or particles sheared *2+ by the B19’ martensite may 

contribute to the observed macroscopic effects. Recent experiments with thin wires modified by non-

conventional heat treatments using short pulses of electric current showed that the functional 
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performance is critically dependent on the initial microstructure [7, 8]. This is why we focus in the present 

study on a more detailed analysis that addresses for the first time a link between grain and transformation 

characteristics of the conventionally heat treated NiTi superelastic wires. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Commercial ultra-fine grained NiTi wires with nominal composition of 50.9 at% Ni from Memory Mettale, 

Weil am Rhein were used in this work. Manufacturing process included hot extrusion at 650°C and 

subsequent cold work 45-55% during which the wire was drawn to a final diameter of 1.2 mm. The processing 

was completed by a straight anneal treatment at 520°C for 60 s under load [9]. Result of this procedure is a 

homogeneous nano-grain microstructure thought the virgin wire with typical grain sizes shown in Fig. 1 [10]. 

Pieces with 10 cm in length were cut using diamond saw and sealed into quartz tubes under 900 mbar 

hydrogen. The individual sealed samples were subsequently annealed at 500, 520, 540, 560, 580 and 600°C 

for 10 minutes and quenched into cold water. After the heat treatment, the samples were carefully cut into 

pieces with 3 mm in length. Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were 

mechanically polished down to thickness of 100 µm on emery papers (fine finish on 2400-grit) and finally 

electropolished using electrolyte AS-I from Struers®. A Philips CM12 and Tecnai G2 F20 TEMs operating, 

respectively at 120 and 200 kV were used to carry out a microstructural study at room temperature. The 

characteristics of martensitic transformations were investigated using a differential scanning calorimeter 204F 

PHOENIX from NETZSCH. The mass of DSC samples was between 25 and 30 mg and heating and cooling rates 

of 10 K/min were employed during temperature scans in a range between -150 and +100°C. 

 

Fig. 1  Microstructure of the NiTi wire in the virgin state before heat treatments. 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1  Microstructure 

Microstructures observed in the NiTi wire after two heat treatments performed at extreme temperatures 

of our annealing range (500 and 600°C) is shown in two TEM high angular annular dark field (HAADF) 

images in Figs. 2 and 3. It is fairly clear that the increase in the annealing temperature by 100°C results in a 
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considerably coarser microstructure due to intensive recovery and recrystallization [7,8]. While the average 

grain size evaluated after 500°C heat treatment (43±22 nm) is still comparable to the one observed in the 

virgin state of the wire (33±12 nm), the processes of recrystallization and grain growth during annealing at 

600°C yield the average grain size of 870±500 nm that is app. 20 times larger. These observations are fully 

in line with recently documented microstructural evolution in the NiTi filaments during shape setting by 

short pulses of electric current [7,8]. We can thus conclude, that very accurate microstructural control of 

the grain size in NiTi superelastic wires can also be achieved using more conventional heat treatments in 

the temperature range between 500 and 600°C.  

 

Fig. 2  Microstructure obtained by annealing at   Fig. 3  Microstructure obtained by annealing at 

500°C for 10 min.     600°C for 10 min. 

3.2  Influence of microstructure on DSC martensitic transformation characteristics 

The influence of microstructural coarsening on B2 → R and R → B19’ martensitic transformations is 

documented in Figs. 4 and 5 that present results of our DSC experiments. During cooling from a 

temperature range in which B2 austenite is stable, the transformation sequence first starts with the 

transition to R phase lattice. This transition accounts for the first maximum of the latent heat registered in 

the DSC chart in Fig. 4. As it can be observed, the characteristic temperature at which this first transition 

exhibits its maximum shifts gradually towards lower temperatures with the increasing temperature of the 

prior annealing treatment. In other words, the B2 austenite is stabilized in the coarser, well annealed 

microstructures. On the other hand, the second transformation step that corresponds to the martensitic 

transition between R-phase and the monoclinic B19’ martensite moves gradually to higher temperatures 

with the more complete recovery and recrystallization of the original fine grain microstructure. The two 

transformation steps B2 → R and R → B19’ almost merge into one broad transformation peak for annealing 

temperatures that exceed 560°C. This trend is quantitatively documented in Table 1 where characteristics 

of the experimental DSC charts are summarized. Particularly, Table 1 involves data on the positions of R and 

B19’ peaks and the integral latent heats associated with the complete B2 → B19’ transition. We note that 

the latent heat of the overall transformation increases with increasing annealing temperatures and, for 
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grain sizes of the order of 1 m, reaches a level that is characteristic for coarse grained Ni-rich NiTi alloys. 

Interestingly, the reverse transformations recorded on heating the wires back into the temperature regime 

of the B2 stability do not seem to be so strongly influenced by the prior heat treatment. This is shown in 

Fig. 5 where heating branches of the DSC charts are presented. Here we can still discern the splitting of the 

transformation into two steps for low annealing temperatures (below 540°C), but the other heat 

treatments result in one broad transformation peak. Moreover, the position of the reverse transformation 

in the temperature scale is only slightly affected by the increasing annealing temperature.  

Table 1  DSC data 

Heat treatment temperature 
(°C)  

RP  (°C)  MP  (°C)  Enthalpy (J/g) 
B2→B19‘  

None (Raw material) 13.7  5.52 

500  9.0  5.68 

520  3.3 -75.5 10.84 

540  -9.0 -63.3 11.71 

560  -16.6 -55.5 12.64 

580  -18.1 -29.8 16.8 

600   -24.5 -43.8 13.37 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 4  DSC curves recorded on cooling of 

NiTi wires after heat treatments with 

increasing annealing temperature. 
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Fig. 5  DSC curves recorded on heating of 

NiTi wires after heat treatments with 

increasing annealing temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  DISCUSSION 

Our results suggest that, with the increasing heat treatment temperature, the stability conditions of B2, R 

and B19’ phases are changing. This trend manifests itself in the DSC charts on cooling where both B2 → R 

and R → B19’ transformation peaks are getting closer with a more complete recovery and recrystallization 

of the microstructure. It is well known that the nucleation of martensitic phases in the Ni-rich NiTi alloys is 

facilitated by a presence of grain boundaries and/or other B2 lattice defects. Therefore, results presented 

in this study can be rationalized on the basis of a specific area of grains boundaries. In material with a small 

grain size the specific density of grain boundaries is high. These conditions thus favour R-phase nucleation 

and growth simply because the B2 → R-phase transformation is associated with a relatively small stress 

free transformation strain (0,1 - 1,0%) and the mutual R-phase variant screening need not to take place in 

order to proceed the transformation. On the opposite, the R → B19‘ phase transition exhibits rather large 

stress free transformation strain (of the order of 10,0%) and the self accommodation of individual B19’ 

habit plane variants is absolutely necessary. The self-accommodation mechanism is, however, difficult and 

even impossible in microstructures with nano-grain sizes *11+. Consequently, the R → B19‘ phase transition 

is gradually facilitated in coarser microstructures and less undercooling is required to promote the 

transformation process for material states shaped in heat treatments with higher annealing temperatures. 
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Further work is required to investigate the influence of grain boundary character on the B2 → B19‘ 

transformation process. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of the nano- and micro-grain size on the transformation characteristics of the Ni-rich NiTi 

superelastic wires has been investigated. It was shown that conventional heat treatments in the 

temperature range between 500 and 600°C can be used to alter the fine grain microstructure of the virgin 

wires in a controlled manner. While the microstructural coarsening gradually facilitates the R → B19‘ phase 

transition, the B2 → R‘ transformation needs more undercooling in the coarse grained microstructures. 
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Abstract 

We report results of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments in which heat flow  ̇(T) from and 

to Ti-50.9at%Ni shape memory samples was recorded during the temperature scan through a B2  B19’ 

transformation range. Prior to the DSC experiments, the samples were separately annealed in evacuated 

quartz capsules containing different hydrogen and helium mixtures with an overall filling pressure of 900 

mbar. The quartz tubes containing the annealed samples were subsequently quenched into cold water. 

After quenching, the capsules were opened, martensitic transformations were investigated by DSC and the 

microstructure of the samples was assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Annealing in the 

mixtures with an increasing partial pressure of hydrogen led to a considerable drop in the latent heat 

associated with the B2  B19’ martensitic transformation. Results obtained using TEM suggest that 

hydrogen may function as a catalytic substance that accelerates the long range ordering of Ni atoms in 

early stages of Ni4Ti3-phase precipitation. The selected area diffraction study focused on patterns in <100>B2 

and <110>B2 zones and provided evidence for diffuse scattering due to spatial modulations of the lattice 

constant. These variations in the background electron intensities might be related to a precursor of Ni4Ti3 

phase in its early state of formation. 

Keywords: Heat treatment atmosphere, nickel-rich NiTi shape memory alloys, heat flow, transmission 

electron microscopy, Ni4Ti3 precursor. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Near-equiatomic Ni-Ti alloys show a thermoelastic martensitic phase transition upon cooling from the 

parent austenite B2 phase (CsCl type ordered structure) to the product martensitic B19’ phase (monoclinic 

lattice) [1]. The path of the transformation depends on the alloy composition and thermal and/or 

mechanical treatment [2]. In solution-treated conditions, the alloys exhibit a one-step direct transformation 

between the B2 and B19’ phases *4+. Ni-rich Ni-Ti alloys containing an excess of nickel decompose upon 

ageing through a sequence of precipitate reactions involving metastable Ni4Ti3 and Ni3Ti2 phases and 

eventually reaching a thermodynamically stable NiTi - Ni3Ti phase mixture, see Fig. 1 [3, 4]. The 

decomposition was confirmed during quenching from high temperature NiTi field when investigating Ni-Ti 

alloys with a relatively high Ni content between 51.6 and 54 at% [4]. Small Ni4Ti3 precipitates were present 

in these quenched Ni-rich alloys. On the other hand, Ni-rich NiTi alloys with a nickel content below 51 at%, 

when quenched from the NiTi phase field, exhibit only an incomplete decomposition, here local clusters 

that can be considered as precursors of the Ni4Ti3 precipitates were found [6]. It has also been shown that 

fine precipitation of lenticular Ni4Ti3 particles may suppress the formation of B19’ martensite on cooling [6]. 
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In the present study we systematically investigate influence of the hydrogen-containing atmosphere on the 

decomposition of supersaturated Ni-rich NiTi alloys during quenching. We use transmission electron 

microscopy and differential scanning calorimetry techniques in order to characterize microstructure and 

transformation behaviour of samples annealed under different partial pressures of hydrogen. The present 

work considerably extends results obtained on the same topic recently [7]. 

 
Fig. 1  Equilibrium binary NiTi phase diagram that characterizes stability of individual phases (particularly 

the B2 phase) in a range of temperatures and compositions. The presence of the metastable Ni4Ti3 phase is 

indicated by a dashed vertical gray line [8]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURE 

The material used in the present study was commercial grade polycrystalline binary NiTi alloy with a 

nominal composition of 50.9 at% Ni. The alloy was purchased and delivered from EUROFlex®  G. Rau, 

Pfortzheim, in the form of a cylindrical rod with a diameter of 12.7 mm. All the reported experiments were 

conducted with samples cut out from the same rod. The adopted procedure thus largely limits possible 

detrimental effects associated with small compositional processing variations that are otherwise inherent 

to individual material batches. The cylindrical rod was spark-cut into specimens of 20 mm length that were 

subjected to thermal treatments and then analyzed by DSC and TEM. Each experiment was performed 

using a virgin test specimen. All the samples were mechanically polished with emery paper to remove the 

oxide layer and separately sealed in quartz capsules. The capsules were filled with a partial pressure of 20, 

97, 317, 502, and 694 mbar of hydrogen and then the total pressure was made up to 900±5 mbar by  

helium additions. Experiments in a pure helium atmosphere were also performed that are further referred 

to as 0 mbar hydrogen heat treatment. 

The sealed samples were solution annealed at 850°C for 30 min and subsequently quenched into room 

temperature tap water. After quenching, the capsules were opened and the disk-shaped specimens of 

1.5 mm in thickness and 3 mm in diameter were spark-cut from the heat treated bulk samples. The disks 

were taken from inside of the annealed and quenched cylinders as schematically shown in Fig. 2. These 
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local disks specimens were further mechanically polished using 500-grit SiC paper and ultrasonically 

cleaned in water and ethanol. Samples for TEM investigations were mechanically polished with 500, 600, 

800, 1000 and 1200-grit emery paper down to a thickness of about 120 µm and finally electro-polished 

using electrolyte AS-I from Struers®. 

A differential scanning calorimeter 204F PHOENIX from NETZSCH was employed to investigate the path of 

the martensitic transformations. The mass of individual DSC samples was between 30 and 50 mg. DSC 

cycles consisted of cooling and heating parts where temperature changed by 10 C/min. These cooling and 

heating branches were limited by isothermal segments at -150 and 100°C that represented lowest and 

highest temperature of the cycle. A Philips CM12 TEM operating at 120 kV was used to assess 

microstructure of the heat treated and DSC analyzed samples. 

3.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  DSC measurements 

The disk-shaped local samples taken from the bulk of heat treated cylinders (see Fig. 2) were subjected to 

thermal cycles in the DSC. The resulting DSC charts are presented in Fig. 3. The upper set of DSC curves 

records the B2  B19’ transformation on cooling. It can be clearly seen that the height and position of the 

transformation peaks change systematically with the increasing partial pressure of hydrogen. While 

microstructure formed during annealing in pure helium transforms in one broad transformation step, the 

presence of hydrogen in the heat treatment environment results in a gradual suppression of the 

transformation during the DSC cycle. This trend can also be observed in the DSC curves of the lower set that 

record flow of the transformation heat during reverse B19’  B2 transformation on heating. Also, the 

amount of the latent heat decreases and the position of the peak shifts towards lower temperatures with 

increasing partial pressure of hydrogen during annealing. Table 1 summarizes the quantitative 

characteristics of the transformation process, namely the latent heats observed on cooling and heating. 

Table 1  Enthalpy changes associated with forward and reverse martensitic transformations in the Ti-

50.9 at.% Ni alloy after heat treatments in hydrogen-helium mixtures.  

 
 

 

Partial pressures of hydrogen [mbar] (total pressure of the H2 + He mixture sums to 900±5 mbar) 
  0 20 97 317 502 694 

ΔHB2  B19’ [J/g] 14,0 12,8 7,4 10,0 5,0 6,0 

ΔHB19’  B2 [J/g] -16,6 -15,8 -14,1 -11,3 -14,3 -11,7 
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Fig. 3  DSC charts of Ti-50.9 at% Ni binary alloy recorded after annealing in hydrogen-helium mixtures with 

the indicated partial pressure of hydrogen. DSC disks were taken from the bulk of heat treated cylinders. 

Results presented in Fig. 3 suggest that partial pressures of hydrogen applied during annealing that exceed 

100 mbar effectively suppress the martensitic transformation. This and higher partial pressures of hydrogen 

alter the microstructure of the supersaturated NiTi in a way that clearly is not favorable for the B2  B19’ 

transformation process. 

3.2  Analysis of microstructure using TEM 

Our TEM investigations did not provide any evidence for the presence of Ni4Ti3 phase precipitates in the 

microstructures quenched after the heat treatments in the controlled hydrogen environments. On the 

other hand, a systematic selected area diffraction (SAD) analysis revealed that the conventional SAD 

patterns exhibited pronounced modulations of the background electron intensity. Typical examples are 

presented in Fig. 4, where [100]B2 and [110]B2 zonal SAD patterns are shown. The patterns in Figs. 4a and 4c 

correspond to the material states formed during annealing in the inert gas only (with zero partial pressure 

of hydrogen). These patterns do show mild modulations of the background electron intensity. However, the 

amplitude of these modulations is weak. In contrast, the patterns in Figs. 4b and 4d, which illustrate the 

diffracted intensity from the sample subjected to the annealing in 900 mbar of hydrogen, reveal regular 

patterns of the diffuse scattering that is characteristic of Ni4Ti3 precursor phenomena [7]. The work is in 

progress to rationalize the diffuse scattering in terms of chemical and/or crystallographic modulations of 

the NiTi B2 lattice. In accord with the previous studies, patterns presented in Figs. 4b and 4d suggest that 

hydrogen may dissolve in the B2 lattice during the annealing treatment and subsequently function as a 

catalytic substance that facilitates decomposition of the Ni-supersaturated solid solution during the 

quenching stage. 
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Fig. 4  SAD patterns of quenched Ti-50.8 at.% Ni alloy taken in the [100]B2 (a, b) and [110]B2 (c,d) zones. The 

patterns (a, c) were obtained after heat treatment with no hydrogen in the sample capsule while the (b, d) 

patterns were obtained after the heat treatment performed under 900 mbar of hydrogen. 

There is a close analogy between the hydrogen-assisted decomposition process observed in the present 

study for the alloy with the Ni-content below 51 at% and the similar decompositions of heavily 

supersaturated alloys (Ni content in the excess of around 52 at%) that decompose spontaneously without 

any catalytic effects [5, 6]. Similarly we suggest that the B2 lattice modulations due to Ni4Ti3 precursor 

phenomena effectively suppress the B2  B19’ transformation process. Further work is required to provide 

a more complete picture of the phenomenon. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study we have demonstrated the effect of a hydrogen environment applied during annealing 

on the microstructure formed during quenching of supersaturated Ni-rich NiTi alloy. Experimental results 

suggest that the decomposition of the alloy can be assisted by hydrogen atoms dissolved in the B2 lattice. 

The hydrogen atoms may serve as nucleation centers that facilitate the formation of Ni4Ti3 phase precursor. 

The frozen-in precursor phase subsequently suppresses the B2  B19’ martensitic transformation 

investigated in the DSC cycles. 
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Abstract 

Transformation temperatures of binary alloys from Ti-Ni system are highly sensitive to chemical 

composition of the alloy. This sensitivity, however, causes rather considerable complications already during 

process of preparation. Transformation temperatures of bays rich in Ni can be successfully modified. The 

key to modification of transformation temperatures lies in use of precipitation reaction of quenched over-

saturated solution for influencing of composition of TiNi matrix and thus to precise control of 

transformation temperatures. Principle of this method consists in metastable balance between inter-

metallic phase TiNi and coherent precipitates Ti3Ni4. Although the precipitate Ti3Ni4 is considered to be 

metastable in comparison with TiNi3, it is highly stable at temperatures below 600°C. During precipitation 

reaction Ti3Ni4 is formed and this phenomenon is connected with decrease of Ni content in TiNi matrix, 

which leads to increased temperatures of phase transformations TR (temperature of formation of R-phase) 

and Ms (temperature “martensite start”). It is important that transformation temperature after long-term 

ageing is independent on chemical composition of the alloy, and it depends only on temperature of ageing 

as a consequence of equilibrium between these phases. This phenomenon should not occur at ageing at 

higher temperatures, formation of precipitate Ti3Ni4 should occur only during cooling of the sample from 

the temperature of ageing. The alloy Ni50.6-Ti (at. %), prepared in high-frequency induction vacuum 

furnace, was chosen as experimental material. Samples of the alloy were sealed into evacuated quartz glass 

tube and aged at constant temperature with various durations of dwell. Afterwards transformation 

characteristics of the samples were determined by DSC method.  

Keywords: martensitic transformation, DSC measurement, ageing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Latent heats of martensitic transformation B2 → B19’ in the binary alloy after annealing in vacuum at 850°C 

with different durations of dwell at annealing temperature were studied by method of differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC). DSC thermal cycles were performed in temperature interval from -100 to +100°C. It is 

possible to state on the basis of recording of DSC signal that direct transformation B2 → B19’ is at cooling 

of the samples divided onto two transformation steps B2 → R and R → B19’. Inverse transformation B19’ → 

B2 is single-step one. Division of direct transformation to two stages is very probably related to locally 

inhomogeneous distribution of nickel and stabilisation of R phase as a consequence of precipitation of the 

phase Ni4Ti3
 
during cooling of the samples from annealing temperature and/or with presence of higher 

volume fraction of carbides TiC, or oxides Ti4Ni2O. Slight shift in transformation temperatures with an 

increasing duration of annealing by approx. 4°C towards lower values was observed. This shift may be 

related to losses of titanium atoms as a result of oxidation and/or diffusion into evacuated space during 

annealing.  
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2.  EXPERIMENT 

For the experiments binary (Ni50.6 - Ti49.4 at.%) alloy was selected. Alloy preparation was realized with use 

of vacuum induction melting in a graphite crucible and casting into graphite mould. Before preparation all 

the raw materials were thoroughly mechanically and chemically cleaned.  

2.1 Preparation of experimental material  

For the preparation, vacuum induction furnace Leybold Heraeus IS1/FFF was used. Well proven graphite 

crucible was used for vacuum melting. Prior to melting itself a flushing melting was made with use of binary 

Ni-Ti alloy in order to create a TiC layer. Material was also appropriately arranged in the crucible [1.]. 

Melting was realised with use of the following parameters. First, the furnace was evacuated to a low 

residual pressure and then filled with Ar (6N). Afterwards the furnace was evacuated. This procedure was 

repeated three times. Input power of the furnace was approx. 15 kW. This was followed by filling the 

furnace with Ar (6N) to a pressure of several kPa and casting of material into an ingot-mould with 

extensions of 13 x 32 mm, height 200 mm. Mass of the ingot was 600 g. [2.] 

Test samples with extensions of 8 x 8 x 8 mm were prepared by electrospark cutting. All the samples were 

sealed in evacuated quartz glass tubes with residual pressure of 10 Pa. After that all the test samples were 

heat treated at 850°C / 0.5-20h. Table 1 shows test samples with heat treatment. 

 

 

 
 

2.1 DSC measurements  

Transformation characteristics of the samples were determined by differential scanning calorimetry 

method (DSC), which records released (absorbed) latent heats connected with martensitic transformations 

in the given area of transformation temperatures. Measurement was performed on the instrument DSC 

204 F1 Phoenix made by the company Netzsch. This DSC system enables correction of the measured data to 

the signal of empty cell of the sample in any number of data points inside investigated temperature interval 

*3.+. Measurement procedure and evaluation of results follows appropriately the standard ČSN EN ISO 

11357-1 (640748).  

Temperature cycle started at room temperature, from which the sample was heated at the rate of 

10°C/min to the temperature of 100°C. Isothermal dwell was performed at the temperature of 100°C for 

180 s and the sample was then cooled down at the rate of 10°C/min to the temperature of -100°C, at which 

the next isothermal dwell took place lasting 180 s. The sample was then heated at the same rate back to 

the temperature of 100°C and after another dwell of 180 s it is cooled down to the room temperature. DSC 

signal obtained during cooling (100°C → -100°C) and heating (-100°C → 100°C) was object of the next analysis. 

3.  DISCUSSION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS  

Selected individual DSC records taken at cooling of the samples are presented in Fig. 1. DSC curves in Fig. 1a 

obtained at cooling of the samples indicate that direct transformation B2 → B19’ is divided to two 

transformation steps B2 → R and R → B19’ for all durations of annealing dwells.  

Table 1  Test samples overview. 

Sample J01 J02 J03 J04 J05 J06 

Ageing time [h] 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 
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Table 2  Transformation temperatures and enthalpies of the samples aged at 850°C. 

sample Rp *°C+ Mp *°C+ Ap *°C+ Hch [J/g] H0 [J/g] 

J01 -25.4 -42.3 -1.0 12.2 -13.8 

J02  -37.0 -1.2 12.1 -14.4 

J03 -25.7 -38.9 -0.4 12.7 -14.5 

J04 -29.6 -44.9 -4.3 12.1 -14.1 

J05 -30.0 -46.6 -1.9 12.3 -13.8 

J06 -29.4 -50.3 -4.7 12.1 -13.4 

 

 

Fig. 1  Selected DSC records at cooling of the samples. 

    During heating of the samples on the 

contrary only one transformation 

stage was recorded, which 

corresponded to an inverse 

transformation B19’ → B2. 

Temperatures of transformation 

peaks Rp, Mp
 

and Ap, and relevant 

(total) transformation enthalpies ΔHch
 

and  ΔH0
 
determined  by  the  method  

described in one of previous reports *4.+ were chosen for characteristic of transformations B2 → R and R → 

B19’. These characteristics are summarised in the Table 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fact that the alloy after homogenisation annealing transforms during cooling in two steps is not 

ordinarily observed. Division of transformation B2 → B19’ to two stages B2 → R and R → B19’ occurs 

mostly only after subsequent ageing of the alloys in temperature interval between 400 and 500°C *5.+. 

At slightly hyperstoichiometric content of nickel in intermetallic NiTi the alloy decomposes as a 

consequence of ageing to the matrix formed by intermetallic phase NiTi with composition close to ideal 

stoichiometry and to secondary phase Ni4Ti3, which precipitates in NiTi matrix in the form of lenticular 

particles. Inhomogeneities of distribution of local concentration of nickel and internal strain field connected 

with coherent precipitates of the phase Ni4Ti3 contribute to stability of the phase R and are therefore cause 

of division of martensitic transformation B2 → B19’ to two stages *6.+. Division of transformation during 

cooling of the sample is observed also in the cases when microstructure contains higher density of 

dislocations, strain fields of which contribute to the growth of the phase R. Two-stage development of 

martensitic transformation at cooling documented in Fig. 1 therefore can be one of the mentioned causes. 

Due to the fact that: (i) temperature 850°C is usually considered as a temperature sufficient for 

recrystallisation of the alloys NiTi [7], (ii) observed character of transformation almost does not change with 

increasing duration of dwell at annealing temperature, and (iii) the alloy was prior to DSC experiments 

annealed in as cast state, it means without any mechanical processing, it is possible to exclude almost with 

certainty that dislocation density may be the factor, which controls character of transformation. It is 

therefore probable that during cooling of the alloys from annealing temperature a precipitation of the 

phase Ni4Ti3
 
occurred at least in some parts of microstructure. Process of decomposition of the alloy to NiTi 

matrix and Ni4Ti3
 
precipitates or other mechanisms leading to local fluctuations of nickel concentrate (such 

as presence of TiC or Ti4Ni2O phases in the relevant volume fraction) therefore might explain the observed 

character of martensitic transformation.  
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Similarly as overall character of direct transformation at cooling and inverse transformation at heating, 

individual transformation temperatures and enthalpies also to not show important changes with increasing 

duration of annealing. As it may be assumed from the measured values, which are summarised in Table 2, 

transformation temperatures systematically decrease with increasing duration of annealing. Nevertheless, 

changes of transformation temperatures do not exceed 8°C and in most cases they do not differ between 

material states with durations of annealing dwells of 0.5 and 20 h by more than 4°C. This slight shift of 

transformation temperatures towards lower values may be related to progressive release of Ti and/or to 

oxidation of Ti from surface layers of the samples. Both these mechanisms contribute to the corresponding 

growth of local nickel concentration in surface layers, and thus to decrease of transformation temperatures. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1)  Direct transformation B2 → B19’ at cooling is divided to two transformation steps B2 → R and R → 

B19’, which are observed for all applied durations of annealing.  

2) Inverse transformation B19’ → B2 at heating runs always in a single step.  

3)  Cause of two-stage transformation at cooling of the samples is most likely locally non-homogeneous 

distribution of nickel concentration related for example to precipitation of the phase Ni4Ti3 during 

cooling of the sample from annealing temperature.  

4)  Slight shift of transformation temperatures towards lower values was observed with increasing 

duration of annealing, at an average of 4°C. This effect may be connected to the losses of Ti from 

surface layers of the sample during annealing as a consequence of oxidation and/or diffusion flow of 

atoms from the sample. 
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Abstract 

Materials for bioimplants became more demanding last days, because of increasing number operations and 

longer life span. Because of that the requirements on the properties of these materials also increases. One of 

the most promising group of materials for these applications seems to be the beta titanium alloys. Processing 

of these alloys via arc melting is quite difficult and expensive. That is the reason why the possibilities of 

other ways of preparation, like powder metallurgy, are studied. In this paper, the influence of cold isostatic 

pressing (CIP) preparation parameters on biocompatible Ti-Nb alloy properties, were studied. There were 

used powders with various particle sizes and different sintering parameters and the resulting porosity, 

chemical and structural homogeneity were observed. Subsequent removing of residual porosity during hot 

forging was tested on the specimens. After solution treatment alloys were cold swaged and final heat 

treatment was carried out. Mechanical properties of the final products were measured by tensile tests. The 

goal of this paper was to determine parameters of final product processing via powder metallurgy so as to 

obtain material with similar or better properties as materials prepared through arc melting. 

Keywords: powder metallurgy, beta titanium alloys, porosity, hot forging 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The demand for biocompatible materials is increasing because of increasing number of implant operations. 

The implants should be fabricated of materials which have to meet variety requirements. These 

requirements are for example corrosion resistance, high strength, excellent biocompatibility, low Young´s 

modulus, high ductility and of course low price. First materials used for these applications have only some 

of these properties. They have high strength and good (not excellent) biocompatibility, but high Young´s 

modulus, which causes the so called „Stress shielding effect“ *1-10]. In order to improve biocompatibility 

and subsequently to lower the Young´s modulus, the research of new biocompatible materials was started 

[1-12]. The most promising group of materials for bioapplications seems to be beta-titanium alloys. They 

contain fully biocompatible elements (Nb, Ta, Zr) and have suitable mechanical properties (good corrosion 

resistance, heigh strength, high ductility and low Young’s modulus *2,3,5+. In the wake of difficult 

metallurgy of these alloys, the possibilities of processing with lower costs are in interest these days. One 

possibility seems to be the powder metallurgy, which has lower energy costs in comparison with arc 

melting. Also the machining time and the consumption of raw material can be reduced because of the 

product shape, which can be closer to final product shape [10-12]. There are still some problems with the 

powder metallurgy methods, because there are many variables which should be taken into consideration 

(powder grain size and shape, mixing parameters, pressing parameters, molds, sintering parameters, post 

processing) and which can strongly influence properties of final product. The goal of this work was to obtain 

parameters which can be used for preparation of the biocompatible Ti-Nb alloy and processing of this alloy in 

order to obtain material with similar or better properties as the same alloy prepared via arc melting. 
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

In this paper alloys with nominal chemical composition Ti-39,3 Nb (all compositions in this work are in 

mass%) were prepared. For preparation of these alloys the blended elemental powder metallurgy method 

and cold isostatic pressing (CIP) was used. The results about suitable grain size of powders and parameters 

of preparation are presented in previous paper [14]. With respect to these results the powders of titanium 

(99,98% purity and grain size -325 mesh) and niobium (99,9%, -325mesh) were chosen. These powders 

were weighted and mixed under argon protective atmosphere. These blends were then filled in rubber 

molds under argon atmosphere. They were subsequently cold isostatically pressed at 400 MPa for a 10s 

period. The stress release rate was lower than 5 MPa/s. Pressed specimens were then sintered in a vacuum 

sintering furnace under vacuum at least 10-3 Pa. For these fine grained powders sintering temperature of 

1300 °C for 20 hours was applied. Sintered specimens were machined into a rod shaped specimens with 

diameter about 14mm in order to remove surface defects. These rods were then subjected to free die 

forging at temperature 900-1100 °C. They were forged to a diameter of about 8 mm. Subsequently they 

were machined, because the surface with oxidation layer and surface defects was to be removed. 

Machined samples were solution treated at 850 °C for 0,5h and water quenched. Solution treated samples 

were cold swaged with small section reduction in each step. The total section reduction was up to 80%. The 

final heat treatment (700°C/3h/furnace cooled or water quenched) was carried out for some samples. From 

cold swaged and heat treated specimens round shaped specimens for tensile testing were prepared. 

The alloy of the same composition was processed in arc melting furnace. It was prepared from pure metals 

titanium a niobium. They were melted under low pressure of pure helium and were remelted at least six 

times in order to obtain chemically homogeneous specimens. The arc melted alloy was subjected to a 

similar thermo-mechanical treatment as alloy processed via powder metallurgy. After melting the samples 

were hot forged (at about 900°C) into rod-shaped samples and subsequently solution treated 

(850°C/0,5h/water quenched). The surface layer was removed and rods were cold swaged with section 

reduction about 90%. For some specimens aging was used as final heat treatment (450 °C/8h/furnace 

cooled) in order to improve tensile strength.  

Mechanical properties were tested on Instron 1185 testing machine equiped with video extensometer. 

There were made at least three measurements for each measured value. Specimens for light microscopy 

(LM) were prepared by using standard metallographic techniques by grinding with SiC papers up to #1200 

and mechanical polishing with STRUERS Op-s emulsion with addition of NH3. Some of these specimens were 

than etched. For LM observations NIKON EPIPHOT 300 light microscope was used. Images from JEOL 

JSM5510 scanning electron microscope (SEM) were also obtained by using back-scattered electrons 

(composition mode) or secondary electrons. Properties of these materials were compared with values 

obtained previously. 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The materials were prepared via powder metallurgy process of cold isostatic pressing (CIP). Influence of 

grain size and sintering parameters were studied in previous papers [14]. On the basis of these results was 

concluded that powders with grain size -325 mesh (<45 µm) should be used for specimens processing. As 

was reported previously sintering parameters led to relatively homogeneous microstructure consisted of β 

grains with α precipitates on grain boundaries. There always remains residual porosity after sintering (see 

Fig.2). This porosity may be removed during hot forging. The specimens were forged at temperature 900- 
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1100°C. This temperature was approved as 

sufficient during the experiments. Hot forging was 

carried out in three steps with small reduction 

section in each step.  

In Fig.3 can be seen, that there is no residual 

porosity in the specimens after hot forging. The 

microstructure consists of fine equiaxed grains 

(about 20 µm) with precipitates along their grain 

boundaries. There are some surface imperfections 

which can be seen on Fig.4. These defects can be 

mechanically removed from the specimen by 

machining. So it can be concluded that removing 

pores during hot forging is possible. Crucial  

arameter is also the purity of powders. Impurities can cause damage of the specimen during hot forging or 

cold swaging, or subsequently can significantly decrease strength of specimens. Hot forged specimens were 

solution treated (850 °C/0,5h/water quenched) and then cold swaged with high section reduction (80%). 

Mechanical properties of cold swaged specimens were measured during tensile tests. The results of tensile 

tests are ploted if Fig.5. There can be seen some differences in comparison with cold swaged alloy prepared 

via arc melting. The arc melted alloy has also different microstructure after hot forging. It is also consisted 

of equiaxed grains with precipitates along their grain boundaries, but these grains are significantly coarser 

(about 60 µm).  Mechanical properties of arc melted and cold swaged alloy and aged alloys can be seen in 

Fig. 6, where tensile diagrams are presented. Tensile strength after cold swaging (reduction section about 

80 %) is approximately 890MPa. This can be increased by aging treatment which was carried out (450 

°C/8h/furnace cooled). After this treatment the tensile strength reaches 1100 MPa without significant 

decrease in ductility. After aging treatment ductility remains at about 12%. On the other hand aging 

treatment means the raise of Young’s modulus from 50GPa to approximately 85GPa. For specimens 

prepared via powder metallurgy, the mechanical properties are different as demonstrated in Fig.5. It is 

clear, that the tensile strength after cold swaging is significantly higher than for arc melted specimens in the 

 
Fig. 1  SEM micrograph showing chemical 

homogeneity after sintering (COMPO) 

  

Fig. 2  Typical optical micrograph of sintered 

specimen showing residual porosity  

Fig. 3  Microstructure of hot forged Ti-39,3Nb 

specimen  
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same condition and reaches 1100MPa. On the other hand the ductility for these materials is significantly 

lower (only about 6%) than for arc melted specimens (about 14%). There are several possibilities how to 

explain high strength of cold swaged alloy processed via powder metallurgy. It can be due to finer grain 

structure that was observed after hot forging. On the other hand this strengthening effect is not so strong 

in these alloys [8]. Because of its lower section reduction section during cold swaging (in comparison with 

arc melted alloy) there has to be another strengthening effect in these alloys. The presence of intersticial 

elements has very strong strengthening effect as was reported in [2, 13]. The content of oxygen is probably 

increased due to contamination of powders during preparation process (weighting, blending…) however 

these processes were made under protective argon atmosphere. 

  

Fig. 4  Surface layer of hot forged specimen Ti-

39,3Nb processed via powder metallurgy (LM) 

Fig. 5  Stress-strain diagrams of cold swaged 

specimens prepared via powder metallurgy 

The amount of oxygen in alloy processed via powder metallurgy is about 0,5 % and that is much more than 

in the arc melted specimens, where the oxygen content was up to 0,1 %. The advantage of oxygen is that 

there are no problems with its biocompatibility and also it does not increase the Young’s modulus. Despite 

their very high strength, the specimens prepared via powder metallurgy process have Young’s modulus 

about 50 GPa in cold swaged condition. It means that after cold swaging the difference between Young’s 

modulus value of arc melted and powder metallurgy processed specimens is not so high. The problem of 

specimens of powders is in lower ductility, which is important for subsequent technological processes. 

There is no sense in accomplishing aging treatment in swaged material processed via powder metallurgy, 

because the strength of these materials in cold swaged condition is the same as the strength of arc melted 

materials after aging. Also ductility can fall down after aging. In order to improve ductility, specimens were 

heat treated at 700 °C/3h/furnace cooled or water quenched. The results of tensile tests of heat treated 

specimens can be seen in Fig.7. It is clear, that there is difference between properties of furnace cooled and 

water quenched samples. In general tensile strength decreases significantly after heat treatment (both 

furnace cooled and quenched). The strength of furnace cooled specimen is higher probably due to ω-phase 

presence [8]. The precipitation of this phase is suppressed thanks to fast cooling rate. Presence of ω-phase 

causes slight strengthening and also increase in Young's modulus (52 GPa to 64 GPa). Ductility of water 

quenched specimen is higher in comparison to furnace cooled specimen (12 to 9 %). Important is, that the 

ductility increased during heat treatment significantly. This is caused due to recrystallization process after 
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which the effect of deformation strengthening was suppressed. Tensile strength after heat treatment is 

lower than after cold swaging (800 and 730 MPa for furnace cooled and water quenched specimen 

respectively).   

   

Fig. 6 Stress strain diagrams of specimens processed 

via arc melting  

Fig. 7  Tensile tests of heat treated specimens 

prepared via powder metallurgy 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

New biocompatible titanium alloys were prepared via powder metallurgy process (cold isostatic pressing) 

and thermo-mechanically treated. Their mechanical properties were compared with arc melted materials 

with similar thermo-mechanical treatment. On the basis of the above mentioned results can be made 

several conclusions about biocompatible alloys prepared via powder metallurgy. 

5. It is possible to remove the residual porosity after sintering. The porosity can be removed during hot 

forging with total section reduction about 40%.  

6. Materials prepared via powder metallurgy process exhibit high strength (1100MPa) and low Young’s 

modulus (about 50GPa) after cold swaging. Strength is the same as for aged material prepared via arc 

melting, but Young's modulus is significantly lower. On the other hand this material exhibits lower 

ductility. The increase in tensile strength is probably caused by intersticial strengthening mechanism 

due to higher oxygen content in alloys. 

7. Ductility can be increased by heat treatment 700°C/3h to at least 10%, but after this treatment tensile 

strength decreases to values of about 750MPa. This is lower than for arc melted and cold swaged alloy.  

8. There is difference in mechanical properties depending on cooling rate after final heat treatment  
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Abstract 

Superalloy materials IN 713LC, IN 738LC, MA 6000, MA 956 and Hastelloy X have been annealed at 1100ºC 

for 24 and 240 hours in air, vacuum and hydrogen. Mass changes due to oxidation and evaporation were 

measured. Hastelloy X and MA 956 exhibited a mass gain during oxidation annealing. All materials, but 

Hastelloy X, exhibited mass gain during hydrogen annealing. The formation of uniform, well adherent oxide 

layers during annealing in hydrogen is discussed and solution is proposed that the hydrogen atmosphere 

did contain certain amount of humidity.  

Keywords: Diffusion barrier Superalloy, ODS materials, oxidation, hydrogen, annealing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Formation of new oxide layers on materials surface represents a basic and essential mechanism by which a 

material can protect itself from aggressive environment [1] In the presented experiments, the materials 

were annealed in air and hydrogen. Considering the general composition of the examined materials, oxides 

of aluminium, chromium and nickel can be expected (Cr2O3,  Al2O3, NiO) or combination of these oxides and 

oxides of other minor constituents [3][5][6][7][8]. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL  

Nickel based superalloys Inconell 713LC and 738LC, Hastelloy X (HX) and ODS alloys MA6000 and MA956 

were used in the tests. Nominal chemical composition of these materials is presented in tab.1. For the 

purpose of mass changes measurements, specimens of 10x10x3 mm were cut out of the material and 

polished on SiC paper 2000 grit. These specimens were also used for microstructural examination of the 

materials. Metallographic samples were prepared using ordinary procedures with 0.2 µm alumina 

suspension polishing as the last step. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of the materials used in the experiments 

wt% C Si Ni Cr W Mo Al Co Fe Ta Nb Ti Y2O3 

713LC 0,05  bal 12,5  4 6 0,12  1 1 0,8  

738LC 0,12 0,03 bal 15,8 2,57 1,63 3,39 8,27 0,11 1,67  3,32  

HX    22  9  1,5 18     

MA 6000 0,034 0,05 bal 14,92 3,93 1,97 4,46 0,02 0,78 2,03  2,6 1,09 

MA 956 0,032 0,04 0,11 19,03   4,39 0,03 bal   0,38 0,52 
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The specimens were put in an alumina tube in furnace, so the atmosphere could be controlled or 

evacuated. All specimens were annealed at 1100°C for 24 and 240 hours. Laboratory air and hydrogen were 

used to obtain comparable results. Non-annealed specimens were also examined for comparison means. 

After annealing, the samples were weighted to determine weight changes. The samples were cut in half to 

produce metallographic samples, which were observed using light and electron microscopy. EDX was used 

for chemical analysis.  

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Weight change evaluation 

All specimens were weighted before the tests and after annealing, the weight changes are in tab.2. 

Table 2  Weight changes after annealing experiments 

g/mm2 Annealing time (h) Air Hydrogen 

713LC 
24 -3,51E-06 2,03E-06 

240 -2,08E-05 4,52E-06 

738LC 
24 -3,09E-05 2,29E-06 

240 -5,02E-05 5,19E-06 

HX 
24 1,30E-05 -3,39E-06 

240 1,57E-05 -5,39E-06 

MA6000 
24 -3,94E-05 1,93E-06 

240 -5,22E-05 2,89E-06 

MA956 
24 4,49E-06 1,77E-06 

240 9,41E-06 3,95E-06 

After annealing in air the samples generally showed mass loss with the exception of MA956 and HX  During 

annealing in hydrogen all materials with the exception of Hastelloy X showed mass gain. 

3.2  Annealing in air atmosphere 

When annealed in air, all the materials generally oxidised to certain extents. HX and MA956 were the only 

materials that produced oxides that formed continuous and adhering layers.  

Hastelloy X 

During annealing in air, Hastelloy X developed well adherent oxide layer that provided barrier effect and 

inhibited contact between the base material and oxygen containing atmosphere. The thickness of this layer 

was 10 µm and 25 µm after 24h a 240h annealing times respectively (fig.1).  

MA 956 

MA956 developed dense layer of aluminium oxide on samples surface when annealed in air. This layer was 

2 and 6 µm thick after annealing of 24 and 240 hours, respectively. The oxide scale adheres very well to the 

base material surface, providing the well known very good oxidation protection. (fig.2) 
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   Fig. 1  Microstructure of the Hastelloy X sample         Fig. 2  Microstructure of the MA956 sample 

               after annealing in air1100°C/240h.      after annealing in air atmosphere 1100°C/240h. 

IN 738LC, IN 713LC 

IN713LC and IN738LC exhibited to large extent similar behaviour in the sequential formation of individual 

oxides. The outer layers on the samples are formed by chromium, nickel and aluminium oxides, which form 

the majority of oxides formed in the early stages of oxidation. On IN713LC a composite layer of distinctive 

two sub-layers has been formed after annealing in air (fig.3). The outer being Cr-Ni rich, the inner Al rich. 

The mixed multiphase layer does not have good mechanical stability and falls of the samples surface. 

IN713LC also shows locally deep penetration of oxidation process after prolonged annealing periods. 

Following Al depletion, the near-surface areas do not contain the gamma-prime precipitates. This can be 

seen in both IN 713LC and IN738LC materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       Fig. 3  Composite oxide layer on IN713LC                          Fig. 4  Composite oxide layer on MA6000 

          after annealing  240h/1100°C in air                                   after annealing 240h/1100°C in air 

MA 6000 

The MA6000 is a nickel based mechanically alloyed material strengthened with yttrium oxide particles. 

According to similarities in composition with IN 713LC and 738LC, also on MA6000 the outer regions of the 

oxide scale are formed by multiphase mixture of chromium and nickel oxides, while the area more adjacent 

to the base matrix is formed predominantly by aluminium oxide. The scale formed during oxidation 

contains also particles of metallic matrix that has not been oxidised (fig.4). This adds to the general loss of 

matter during oxidation. In the subsurface regions, the matrix becomes depleted of both chromium and 

aluminium and voids starting on grain boundaries are gradually formed. 
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Fig. 5  Microstructure of the Hastelloy X sample after       Fig. 6  Microstructure of the MA956 sample after 

   annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 1100°C/240h.          annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 1100°C/240h.  

3.3  Annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 

When annealed in hydrogen atmosphere, the materials developed aluminium oxide scale or particles. This 

leads to presumption, that the atmosphere contained small concentration of water vapour.  

Hastelloy X 

After annealed in hydrogen atmosphere, the Hastelloy X samples developed aluminium oxide particles in 

subsurface areas. These particles by their growth initiated chipping of matrix that separated from the sample 

surface in small pieces. This mechanism is the reason for mass loss of HX during hydrogen alloying (fig.5) 

MA 956 

Annealing in hydrogen atmosphere of MA956 resulted in formation of thin continuous aluminium oxide 

layer on surfaces of the samples. The oxide scale contained high number of small particles with high 

titanium and yttrium content protruding from metallic substrate to the outer surface of the scale. The 

thickness of this scale is 1 and 2,5 µm after 24 and 240 hours annealing (fig.6). Only very slight changes of 

chemical composition of the material under the aluminium oxide scale were measured by EDX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7  Microstructure of the IN713LC sample after          Fig. 8  Microstructure of the MA6000 sample after 

annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 1100°C/240h.            annealing in hydrogen atmosphere 1100°C/240h.  
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IN 713LC and IN 738LC 

Both IN 713LC and IN 738LC developed thin aluminium scales when annealed in the hydrogen-based 

atmosphere. The thickness of aluminium oxide layer here is 2 µm for IN713LC and 4 µm for IN 738LC after 

240 hours annealing at 1100°C. Also the microstructure of the γ´ precipitates has changed. A subsurface 

zone has been formed in both materials, with very fine γ´ precipitates (fig.7). Slight depletion of aluminium 

and higher concentration of chromium has been detected in this fine-precipitates zone. 

MA 6000 

A thin layer of aluminium oxide had formed on the surface of MA 6000 during annealing in hydrogen 

atmosphere. Here this layer is frequently penetrated though its whole thickness by thin particles with high 

titanium and yttrium contents. The thickness of this aluminium oxide layer was 1 µm and 2 µm after 24 and 

240 hours annealing respectively (fig.8). Slight depletion of chromium was detected directly under the 

oxide layer. Apart from aluminium, higher values of titanium, tungsten and yttrium were detected in the 

oxide layer. 

4.  DISCUSSION 

When annealed in air three materials formed oxides that fell off the samples surface. Continuous layer 

providing diffusion barrier function was not formed. Only HX and MA956 formed a continuous and well 

adhering layer of chromium and aluminium layer respectively. This is in accordance with experimental 

results published previously [1][6][7].  

Observations of weight changes after annealing in the hydrogen atmosphere brought dramatically different 

results comparing to air annealing. After annealing in hydrogen based atmosphere oxides were formed by 

all the examined samples. All materials with the exception of HX formed very dense and well adhering 

oxide layers. It is important to point out that exclusively aluminium oxide was formed on all of the materials 

even if other, e.g. chromium oxides were formed by particular materials in air atmosphere. 

The reason of this behaviour can be seen in the quality of the hydrogen atmosphere used in the 

experiments. The experimental setup allowed that some water vapour could have been mixed in the 

furnace atmosphere. However, this concentration was not measured. If we consider the possibility of water 

vapour presence in the furnace atmosphere during annealing, some assumptions explaining the alumina 

formation can be made. First it should be noted that aluminium oxide is the most stable substance when 

comparing all possible oxides that may be formed by the evaluated materials. If aluminium oxide is the 

compound that is most likely to form, the feasibility if its formation can be verified by calculating the 

necessary water vapour partial pressure. 

The Gibbs energy for each of the substances entering the reaction at 1100°C  (1373K)  can be derived as 

linear combination of values for 1300K and 1400K tabulated in Barin [9]. 

 
G (kJ/mol) 

1300K 1400K 1373K 

H2O(g) -520 -544 -537,52 

H2 -192 -214 -208,06 

Al -66 -74 -71,84 

Al2O3 -1837 -1859 -1853,06 
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Now the reaction in question is   

2322 323 HOAlAlOH    

From the tabulated values the Gibbs energy change of alumina formation from aluminium and water 

vapour at 1100°C is -721 kJ/mol. 

The change of the Gibbs energy during this reaction can also be calculated as 

23

3

2

232ln
AlOH

HOAlO

aa

aa
RTGG






 

When we consider equilibrium state of the reaction, the overall change in Gibbs energy would be zero: 

0G  following 

3

0

2

1
ln

OHp
RTG    and finally   OH

RT

G

pe
2

0

3 



 

Using the value -721 kJ/mol we get for partial pressure of water vapour value of 7,18 . 10-10bar or 7,18 . 10-5 Pa. 

Considering that hydrogen of 99.99% purity was used in the experiment, at 100kPa of the atmospheric 

pressure, the 0,01% of impurities gives partial pressure of 10 Pa for impurities. It is very likely that this 

included also some humidity that caused the oxidation in atmosphere consisting in vast majority of 

hydrogen. 

CONCLUSION 

The effect of aluminium oxides formation during hydrogen high temperature annealing might be of interest 

for applications seeking enhancing oxidation resistance, as alumina is the material generally desired as the 

optimal diffusion barrier. The aluminium oxide layers formed in hydrogen atmosphere are unusually 

uniform and dense so there is a good chance, they will add to overall oxidation resistance if parts are 

treated in this way. 
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Abstract 

Alloy 718Plus is one of newly developed nickel superalloys following the world most widely used nickel 

superalloy IN718. Alloy 718Plus was developed by the Allvac company in USA. Principal requirements for 

the alloy design were increasing the temperature capability by 55 °C higher than that of alloy 718, up to 

700 °C, and conservation of comparable processing characteristics (workability and weld ability) and 

economical characteristics (low cost of raw materials and production process) as the alloy 718. Alloy 

718Plus is mostly used in wrought state, but using of other production processes is also possible. This paper 

deals with the investment casting of the alloy 718Plus. In this work the technique of Differential Thermal 

Analysis (DTA) was selected for the study of 718Plus. Particular attention was paid to determination of the 

phase transformation temperatures (liquidus, MC carbide formation temperature, ´ and ´´ precipitation 

temperature, etc.) and to the effect of varying heating/cooling rate on these temperatures. Samples taken 

from as-received state of superalloy were heated with controlled ramp rates (1, 5, 7, 10 and 20 K.min-1) and 

immediately after melting they were cooled with the same controlled ramp rate with the help of the 

laboratory experimental system SETARAM Setsys 18TM.  

Keywords:  nickel superalloy 718Plus; Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA); temperatures of phase 

transformations. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The name superalloy became common for the group of complex alloyed materials based on Ni, Co and Fe, 

which are widely used for high power equipment from power engineering to aircraft industry. These 

materials are indispensable for high-temperature applications, because they preserve their high strength, 

dimensional stability and resistance to corrosion at temperatures higher than 650 ºC *1+.  

For these reasons it is necessary to pay attention to acquisition of reliable data, which are needed for 

modelling of processes, for control of solidification processes, but also for improvement of process 

procedures and for enhancement of their efficiency [2, 3].  

Although material data (e.g. temperatures of phase transformations, latent heats) were measured also for 

some superalloys, so far no accessible database of thermophysical data of these systems exists. Typical 

necessary data are temperatures of phase transformations [4, 5], latent heats of phase transformations [6], 

surface tensions [7, 8] and other important data (thermal conductance, etc.).  

The obtained data should be used as input data for many simulation programs (simulation of the 

temperature and concentration fields in castings), numerical [9], physical [10, 11] models and requirements 

of practice (casting conditions), and they should contribute to explanation of mechanism of phase 

transformations of nickel superalloys, which appear to be much more complex that it has been referred so far. 
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2.  EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Differential thermal analysis (DTA) 

Method of Differential thermal analysis (DTA) [12] was used for the purposes of measurement of 

temperatures of phase transformations of the alloy 718Plus. DTA method is dynamic thermalanalytical 

(comparing) method, which monitors thermal effects of investigated sample, connected with its physical 

and chemical changes at its continuous, linear heating or cooling. DTA consists in continuous registration of 

the difference of temperature of investigated system and thermal reference system in dependence on 

linearly increasing or decreasing furnace temperature. With use of this method it is possible to obtain 

temperatures and latent heats of phase transformations.  

2.2  Experimental conditions 

The alloy 718Plus was chosen as experimental material, which is one newly developed nickel superalloys 

and which is related to the widely most frequently used nickel superalloy IN 718. The alloy 718Plus was 

developed by the company Allvac. Main requirements at its development was enhancement of its 

temperature usability in comparison to the alloy IN 718 with preservation or at least no impairment of their 

excellent technological (machinability and weldability) and economic properties (comparatively low costs 

for raw materials and production process). The alloy 718Plus surpasses at working temperature the alloy 

IN 718 by more than 50 °C. The alloy 718Plus is hardened by precipitation of the phase ´ and achieves 

excellent strength and creep resistance up to temperatures of 700 °C. Expenses on input materials at its 

fabrication are comparatively low. Moreover, improved formability and weldability enable better use of 

material and more simple technology, for example smaller number of interstage annealings [13-15]. 

Material, alloy 718Plus, was cast by the company PBS Velká Bíteš, a.s. For the purposes of measurement of 

thermophysical data of the alloy 718Plus the samples were not heat treated, they were used in as-received 

state. Chemical composition (wt. %) of the cast nickel superalloy 718Plus is given in Table 1. A stick with 

diameter of approx. 3 mm was mechanically cut from the casting of the alloy 718Plus and 5 samples with 

the height of approx. 3 mm and mass max. 200 mg were cut from it.  

Table 1  Chemical composition of nickel superalloy 718Plus (wt. %) 
 

Concentration of elements / wt. % 

Cr Fe Co Nb Mo Al W Ni 

19.96 9.40 8.50 5.5 2.77 1.35 1.14 

base Ti C Si Mn B P S 

0.77 0.039 < 0.035 < 0.01 0.004 0.002 0.002 

Data, i.e. temperatures of phase transformations of the alloy 718Plus were acquired with use of 

experimental laboratory equipment for thermal analysis Setsys 18TM (Fig. 1a) made by SETARAM and 

measuring rods TG/DTA of the type „S“ (S - type rod Pt/PtRh 10 %), which enable measurement within the 

temperature range from +20 °C up to +1600 °C. Samples of the alloy 718Plus were analysed in corundum 

(Al2O3) crucibles with volume of 100 µl, Fig. 1b. An empty corundum crucible served as reference sample, 

Fig. 1b - left crucible. During heating/cooling a permanent dynamic atmosphere was maintained. Flow of Ar 

( 99.9999 %) was 2 l.h-1. 
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The samples of the alloy 718PLus were during experiment control heated at the rates of 1, 5, 7, 10 and 

20 K.min-1 within the temperature range from 20 to 1400 °C, the samples were after reaching of the 

temperature of 1400 °C (after melting) control cooled by the above mentioned rates down to 20 °C. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

It is possible to obtain the investigated temperatures of phase transformations from the so called DTA-

curves, which demonstrate heat phenomena during linear heating and cooling of samples. For clearness 

and for better assessment of the effect of varying heating/cooling rate on shifting of transformations 

temperatures all the obtained DTA-curves of the alloy 718Plus were brought for each thermal mode into 

one common image (Fig. 2 - heating; Fig. 3 - cooling). Temperatures of phase transformations both at 

heating and cooling modes were taken from the obtained DTA-curves and they were adjusted to the 

temperature of melting of pure Au (5N) and Ni (5N); they are given in the Table 2.  

It must be noted that for the heating mode it is very difficult to determine unequivocally the temperature 

of start of some peaks (e.g. temperature of dissolution/precipitation of the phase ´ - T´, temperature of 

dissolution/formation of the phase  - T), for this reason temperatures of phase transformations of nickel 

superalloy alloys are generally given in temperature interval.  

Due to the fact that final temperatures of phase transformations are also initial temperatures of the 

following phase transformation, these temperatures are in the Table 2 given in one column, for example 

T,E (TLaves,S). Interval of temperatures corresponding to dissolution/precipitation of the phase ´ - T´ 

comprises probably also the interval of temperatures corresponding to dissolution/precipitation of the 

strengthening phase ´´. Due to the fact that this phase is in minority quantity, it is probable that in this 

temperature interval smaller thermal effect is overlapped by greater one. It was impossible to separate 

from DTA-curves these two effects and to determine thus unequivocally initial and final temperature of 

 

 

 

Fig. 1a  SETARAM Setsys 18TM Fig. 1b  Measurement bar with corundum 

crucibles  
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dissolution/precipitation of the phases ´ and ´´. Separation-deconvolution of peaks by suitable programs 

would be suitable solution. Program SETSOFT, used for evaluation of DTA-curves at the working site of VŠB-

TU Ostrava, unfortunately does not enable such deconvolution of peaks.  

  

Fig. 2  Evaluated DTA - curves of the alloy 718Plus 

(heating rates 1, 5, 7, 10 and 20 K.min-1) 

Fig. 3  Evaluated DTA - curves of the alloy 718Plus 

(cooling rates 1, 5, 7, 10 and 20 K.min-1) 

During the controlled heating the following temperatures of phase transformations were determined (Fig. 

4, Table 2): T´,S - initial temperature of dissolution of the phase ´; T´,E - final temperature of dissolution of 

the phase ´; T,S - initial temperature of dissolution of the phase ; T,E (TLaves,S) - final temperature of 

dissolution of the phase  (initial temperature of dissolution of the Laves phase); TLaves,E - final temperature 

of dissolution of the Laves phase; TS - solidus temperature; TMC - temperature of dissolution of MC type 

carbides; TL - liquidus temperature. 

During the controlled cooling the following temperatures of phase transformations were determined (Fig. 

5, Table 2): TL - liquidus temperature; TMC - temperature of formation of MC type carbides; TS (TLaves,S) - 

solidus temperature (initial temperature of formation of the Laves phase); TLaves,S - final temperature of 

formation of the Laves phase; T,S - initial temperature of formation of the phase ; T,E - final temperature 

of formation of the phase ; T´,S - initial temperature of precipitation of the phase ´, T´,E - final 

temperature of precipitation of the phase ´. 

All temperatures of phase transformations are for transparency plotted next to DTA-curve of the alloy 

718Plus obtained at heating/cooling at the rate of 10 K.min-1 (Figs. 4 and 5) and they are given in Table 2. 

From DTA-curves obtained during controlled cooling by the above mentioned rates an influence of 

undercooling on samples of the alloy 718Plus was observed, which probably leads to a shift of 

temperatures of phase transformations obtained at the cooling mode towards lower values than the values 

of temperatures obtained at the cooling mode towards lower values than the values of temperatures 

obtained at heating, Table 2. Almost at all temperatures of phase transformations of samples of the alloy 

718Plus an undercooling was observed. Difference between temperatures obtained at heating and cooling 
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modes at liquidus temperatures is not so distinct (max. 46 °C, 10 K.min-1) as at solidus temperatures, where 

undercooling may achieve even 90 °C (7 K.min-1). 

Table 2  Transformation temperatures of the alloy 718Plus for various heating/cooling rates 

718Plus - heating  

rate T´,S T´,E T, S  T, E (TLaves,S)  TLaves, E  TS TMC TL 

[K.min-1] *°C+ 

20 830 984 1136 1148 1181 1198 1286 1346 

10 743 990 1136 1145 1179 1216 1283 1343 

7 772 987 1137 1144 1179 1224 1282 1341 

5 758 987 1137 1143 1179 1217 1282 1341 

1 733 974 1127 1140 1175 1220 1274 1340 

718Plus - cooling 

rate T´,E T´,S T, E  T, S  TLaves, E  TS (TLaves,S) TMC TL 

[K.min-1] *°C+ 

20 744 902 1060 1108 1135 1161 1241 1308 

10 769 876 1060 1100 1143 1156 1241 1297 

7 760 897 1065 1103 1143 1134 1241 1307 

5 744 872 1086 1124 1148 1135 1232 1320 

1 707 866 1076 1126 1126 1180 1234 1314 
 

Apart from influence of the heating/cooling mode on shifting of temperatures of phase transformations, an 

influence of rate of heating/cooling on shifting of these temperatures was observed, see Table 2.  

  

Fig. 4  DTA - curve of the alloy 718Plus (heating 

rate 10 K.min-1) with marking of characteristic 

temperatures of phase transformations 

Fig. 5  DTA - curve of the alloy 718Plus (cooling rate 

10 K.min-1) with marking of characteristic 

temperatures of phase transformations 

Shifting of almost all temperatures of phase transformations was observed in the heating mode towards 

higher values with an increasing rate of heating. It is evident from Table 2 that rate of cooling has also 

influence on shifting of some transformation temperatures, namely that temperature of the given 

transformation is lower with increasing cooling rate. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Paper investigates the temperatures of phase transformations at the precisely defined heating and cooling 

rates that were experimentally investigated in real samples of nickel superalloy 718Plus. On the basis of the 

obtained values the effect of the heating/cooling rate on these temperatures was assessed. It was 

determined that influence of the heating/cooling rate is considerable, namely at cooling. Contribution of 

this work consists particularly in an expansion of the database of thermophysical and thermodynamic 

properties of the nickel superalloys, on the basis of systematic study with reproducible results. The 

obtained results should contribute to enhancement of precision and explanation of mechanisms of phase 

transformations of real nickel superalloys at controlled heating and cooling. Data obtained in the prepared 

database may be further used as reliable critical input parameters for mathematical models in the area of 

solidification and casting of these materials. The values of temperatures of phase transformations enable 

also setting of optimum conditions of casting.  
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HEAT TREATMENT AND PROPERTIES OF NICKEL SUPERALLOY MAR-M-247 

Jiří ZÝKA a, Božena PODHORNÁ a, Karel HRBÁČEK b 

a UJP PRAHA, a. s., Nad Kamínkou 1345, 156 10 Praha - Zbraslav, Czech Republic, zyka@ujp.cz  

b PBS Velká Bíteš a.s, Vlkovská 279, 595 12 Velká Bíteš, Czech Republic 

Abstract 

MAR-M-247 is a nickel-base casting alloy developed for applications requiring high strength at elevated 

temperatures up to about 1038ºC. Its balanced composition provides an excellent combination of tensile 

and creep-rupture properties as a result of gamma-prime strengthening enhanced by solid solution and 

grain-boundary strengthening. Evaluations after long-time exposures to normal operating temperatures 

reveal excellent microstructural and mechanical-property stability. MAR-M-247 has good castability. It is an 

outgrowth of MAR-M-246 with an addition of hafnium and adjustments in other alloy levels to optimize 

properties and castability. 

An extensive experimental program regarding alloy MAR M-247 has begun in 2009, to verify its mechanical 

properties. The first step of the work was an analysis of heat treatment, i.e. solution and hardening 

annealing. Tensile and impact tests of thermally processed specimen were conducted. These tests were 

carried out at room and high temperatures. Long-term annealing, at 900°C up to 10000h, has started at the 

same time. Mechanical properties of the annealed material MAR M 247 were measured. 

The results obtained show that alloy MAR-M-247 has a higher yield and tensile strength than nickel alloys 

so far examined, particularly at high temperatures. Compared to alloy IN792-5A is the difference up to 100 

MPa, at temperatures higher than 800°C. These excellent strength values are very stable during the long-

term annealing. On the other hand alloy MAR-M-247 has higher hardness and brittleness. 

Keywords: Ni superalloys, investment casting, heat treatment, mechanical properties 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Cooperation between the companies UJP PRAHA a.s and PBS Velká Bíteš a.s. in the study of mechanical 

properties of nickel alloys has a long tradition. The MAR-M-247 alloy was included in the research 

programme in 2009. The alloy is considered as a candidate alloy for cast turbine blades. 

MAR-M-247 is a nickel-base casting alloy developed for applications requiring high strength at elevated 

temperatures up to about 1038ºC. Its balanced composition provides an excellent combination of tensile 

and creep-rupture properties as a result of gamma-prime strengthening enhanced by solid solution and 

grain-boundary strengthening. Evaluations after long-time exposures to normal operating temperatures 

reveal excellent microstructural and mechanical-property stability. MAR-M-247 has good castability. It is an 

outgrowth of MAR-M-246 with an addition of hafnium and adjustments in other alloy levels to optimize 

properties and castability. 

Extensive investigation was performed into microstructure, the variants of heat treatment and long-term 

stability of the material’s microstructure. Mechanical properties of the alloy were also examined [1]. Test 

specimens were supplied by PBS Velká Bíteš.  
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

The chemical composition of the MAR-M-247 alloy melt used is given in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition (in wt. %) of the MAR-M-247 alloy 

Ni Co W Co Al Ta Hf Ti Mo C Zr B 

Bal. 9.9 9.99 8.3 5.5 2.92 1.37 0.97 0.69 0.15 0.03 0.015 

The first step of the work was a heat treatment analysis, i.e. solution and hardening annealing. 

Metallographic samples were subjected to different regimes of heat treatment. The structure of the 

samples was examined by light and electron microscopy and Vickers hardness HV30 was measured too. The 

next step was testing of the alloy's mechanical properties - tensile and Charpy test- at room and higher 

temperatures. Long-term annealing, at 900°C up to 10000h, was performed. Mechanical properties of the 

annealed material MAR M 247 were measured. 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1 Heat treatment 

The required heat treatment alloy MAR M 247 is composed of solution annealing 1200°C/2 h subsequent 

cooling and the subsequent hardening annealing 870°C/24 h. If there is a need HIP this process is carried 

out before thermal treatment at a temperature of 1200°C/4h and pressure 103MPa. Experiment was 

carried out in order to verify the suitability of the annealing of the mode of heat treatment for the castings 

produced in the PBS Velká Bíteš foundry. 

Solution annealing analysis was performed on vacuum melted investment-cast specimens. These 

specimens were annealed in air in different temperatures for different times. The structure of the samples 

was examined by light and electron microscopy and Vickers hardness HV30 was measured. 

   
Fig. 1  Hardness values after 1200°C/2h solution annealing and different precipitation annealing regimes 

Hardness values after different treatment regimes are shown in Fig. 1. Depicted hardness values are 

averages of the five measurements at the sample.  

Solution annealing parameters were confirmed, gross eutectic particles of γ' phase are almost dissolved. 

Long carbide particles remain unaffected. Precipitation annealing parameters were confirmed too. The 
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highest hardness occurred after precipitation annealing at 870°C for 24 hours. Relatively small changes in 

hardness due to annealing modes suggest elective high thermal stability structure alloys MAR-M-247. 

3.2 Microstructure 

Volume fraction of a coherent phase γ' (Ni3Al, Ti) in matrix of the alloy MAR-M-247 is around 60%. Matrix, 

γ phase, is a solid solution of nickel strengthened by cobalt, molybdenum, tungsten and tantalum. Phase γ ' 

is the main strengthening component of the alloy. Grain boundaries are strengthened carbides and borides 

of zirconium. and hafnium. Segregation of elements, which causes the formation of a small quantity of γ/γ' 

eutectics and carbides dispersed in interdendritic areas, forms during cooling from the liquid. Heat 

treatment reduces the segregation phase and optimizes the morphology and distribution of carbides at 

grain boundaries. The result is then improved mechanical properties of the alloy.  

Microstructure of the alloy ii the heat treated state is depicted. see Fig. 2. The heat treatment consisted of 

hot isostatic pressing (HIP)-1200°C/103MPa/4h and heat treatment of 1200°C/2 h + 870°C/24h. 

  

Fig. 2  Microstructure of the MAR-M-247 alloy after heat treatment 

  

Fig. 3  Microstructure of the MAR-M-247 alloy after heat treatment and long-term annealing 

During the long-term annealing of the alloy MAR-M-247 coarsening and globularisation of phase γ' particles 

occurs, see Fig. 3. Microstructure changes due to the influence of long-term annealing affect the values of 

hardness HV 30, see Fig. 4. The time dependence of hardness obtained by annealing posses the logarithmic 

form. The Vickers hardness decease is 70 HV down to 360 HV after 10000 hours annealing. 
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Fig. 4  Hardness HV 30 vs. long-term annealing at temperature 900°C. 

3.3  Mechanical properties 

Tensile tests and Charpy impact tests of the MAR-M-247 alloy were carried out. Specimens were heat 

treated and with different times of subsequent long-time (2000. 5000 and 10000 hours) degradation 

annealing at 900°C. The results are displayed graphically, to compare all together. 

3.3.1 Tensile test 

Ultimate strength Rm and yield strength Rp02 of the MAR M 247 alloy in the heat treated state (HT) almost 

do not change much in the temperature region 20°C - 800°C, see Fig. 5. Room temperature value of yield 

strength reaches values around 850 MPa and rupture strength 1000 MPa. Highest value of yield strength 

890 MPa achieves alloy MAR-M-247 at temperature of 800°C and highest value of rupture strength 

1043 MPa at 750°C. Further increase of test temperature leads to a sharp drop in both of these variables to 

the values of Rp02 = 261 MPa. Rm = 346 MPa at 1050°C. 

Ultimate strength Rm and yield strength Rp02 of the MAR M 247 alloy in the heat treated state (HT) almost 

do not change much in the temperature region 20°C - 800°C, see Fig. 5. Room temperature value of yield 

strength reaches values around 850 MPa and rupture strength 1000 MPa. Highest value of yield strength 

890 MPa achieves alloy MAR-M-247 at temperature of 800°C and highest value of rupture strength 

1043 MPa at 750°C. Further increase of test temperature leads to a sharp drop in both of these variables to 

the values of Rp02 = 261 MPa. Rm = 346 MPa at 1050°C. 

Long-term annealing causes decrease of yield strength as well as of rupture strength, in particular at lower 

test temperatures. After 10000 hours of annealing Rp02 at 20°C reaches 650 MPa and the Rm 808 MPa, 

which is a decrease of almost 200 MPa compared to the situation after heat treatment. In the case of 800°C 

test temperature after 10000 hours of annealing yield strength Rp02 is 801 MPa and the ultimate strength 

Rm 918 MPa, which is a decrease of approximately 90 MPa and 50 MPa respectively. 
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Fig. 5  Yield strength Rp02 and rupture strength Rm vs. Test temperature 

   
Fig. 6  Elongation and contraction vs. Test temperature 

Elongation A and contraction Z values of the alloy after heat treatment, show greater variance, however, 

the results obtained can be summarised as follows, see Fig. 6. Elongation values grow linearly with 

temperature from 4.1 % at 20°C to 8.7 % at 1050°C. The values of the contraction are typically in the range 

of 10-12%, with the lowest values higher than 6 %. It appears that long-term isothermal annealing of the 

alloy MAR M 247 does not have a significant influence on its plastic characteristics (A and Z), except room 

temperature tests. 

3.3.2 Charpy impact test 

Charpy impact tests of the MAR-M-247 alloy were carried out at different temperatures. Results are shown 

in Table 2. Two test specimens were measured for each, average values are given. The measured values are 

in the range of 12.6-19.2 J/cm2. It is apparent that the values are not much affected by test temperature 

and long-time annealing interval. Minimal values of KCU, as well as maximum Rm and Rp02. are obtained at 

temperature of 800°C. Both phenomenons are caused by γ' phase, which has the highest resistance against 

intersecting by dislocation at this temperature.  
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Table 2  Charpy impact toughness KCU [J/cm2] of the MAR-M-247 alloy in different annealing states 

Long-term 

annealing 

Test temperature *°C+ 

20 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

HT 15.07 18.00 15.30 19.09 15.13 14.57 16.57 17.41 

2000h 14.93 
   

14.44 13.72 14.78 16.89 

5000h 17.00 
   

16.97 14.74 13.79 16.62 

10000h 16.54 
  

19.26 18.33 13.14 15.65 12.46 

4.  COMPARISON 

In comparison with other nickel alloys [2], [3], we have experience with in UJP PRAHA a.s. and PBS Velká 

Bíteš. a.s., is an alloy MAR-M-247 harder and more fragile, see Fig. 7. On the other side this alloy performs 

higher yield and ultimate strength than other alloys, particularly at high temperatures. The difference is up 

to 100 MPa at temperatures higher than 800°C compared to IN792-5A alloy. These outstanding strength 

values are very stable in the long-term annealing.  

5. SUMMARY 

Microstructure investigation, heat treatment analysis and short term mechanical properties tests of the 

MAR-M-247 alloy were performed. Mechanical properties as well as microstructure stability of the alloy is 

very good.  

The results obtained show that alloy MAR-M-247 has a higher yield and tensile strength than nickel alloys 

so far examined, particularly at high temperatures. Compared to alloy IN792-5A is the difference up to 

100 MPa, at temperatures higher than 800°C. These excellent strength values very stable are during the 

long-term annealing. On the other hand has alloy MAR-M-247 higher hardness and brittleness. 
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HYDROGEN EFFECT ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF IN738LC SUPERALLOY 
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 VŠB-TU Ostrava, 17. listopadu 15, 708 33, Ostrava-Poruba, Czech Republic, katerina.konecna@vsb.cz 

Abstract 

The study of hydrogen effect on mechanical properties was carried out on samples of IN738LC superalloy. 

Two ensembles of tensile specimens in the heat treated state were prepared: hydrogen-charged and without 

hydrogen treatment. The hydrogenation was performed at 800 °C for 4 hours in flowing hydrogen gas. Tensile 

tests were realized on both ensembles of samples with a strain rate of 5.8 x 10-5 s-1. The yield strength and 

tensile stress of the superalloy samples non-hydrogenated reached the average values of 717  9 MPa and 

800  18 MPa, respectively. The hydrogen effect resulted in a rise of the average values of yield strength as 

well as of tensile stress to 800  55 MPa and 843  32 MPa, respectively. The hydrogen content in two 

selected specimens was measured using LECO RH600 analyzer and the values of 47.6 and 71.4 ppm of 

hydrogen were determined. Metallographic and fractographic studies as well as microanalysis of selected 

specimens were carried out after tensile testing. Casting defects were observed in the microstructure using 

light microscopy. These imperfections influenced the fluctuation of tensile ultimate stress values of non-

hydrogenated samples. An EDS phase analysis of superalloy microstructure was performed. Feature of 

fracture surfaces of the non-hydrogenated as well as hydrogenated tensile test specimens was investigated 

by means of SEM JEOL JSM-6490LV. Hydrogen was found to affect the mode of fracture of superalloy 

samples. The fracture surfaces exhibited an increased amount of intergranular fracture due to the dissolved 

hydrogen, in case of transgranular cracking it was possible to observe a change on the fracture pattern 

from quasi-cleavage to cleavage one with more secondary cracks that were greater in order. 

Keywords: hydrogen embrittlement, superalloys, yield strength. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Alloy IN738LC is a low carbon nickel-based superalloy used for land-based turbine blades and nozzle vanes 

that derives its strength from precipitation of the ' - Ni3Al (L12 structure). Nickel-based superalloys like most of 

structural materials are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. However, the effect of hydrogen on the 

plastic properties of superalloys as well as in case of other alloys depends on the manner in which the 

hydrogen atom is introduced into the system, the concentration of hydrogen, the strain rate, the 

temperature, the formation of hydrides or other secondary phases and the effective diffusivity of hydrogen [1]. 

Hydrogen embrittlement of materials at room temperature is caused by the presence of hydrogen in the 

structure resulting from gaseous as well as cathodic hydrogen charge. Further, it is important to distinguish 

between the internal hydrogen, which has entered the alloy prior to deformation, and external hydrogen that 

penetrates into the material during deformation. So far, it is not clear whether or not the hydrogen 

embrittlement is related to the same basic mechanism for internal as well as for external hydrogen. In most 

cases, an increase of the yield strength with increasing content of hydrogen in materials has been reported [1, 2]. 

The aim of this paper is to estimate the hydrogen effect on mechanical properties of superalloy IN738LC 

and determine the relationship between the obtained values and observed microstructure feature in 

dependence on the presence of hydrogen in the structure. 
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiment material of the IN738LC alloy, which nominal chemical composition is given in Table 1, was 

supplied by PBS Velka Bíteš, a.s. in heat treated condition. The effect of hydrogen on the yield strength and 

ultimate tensile stress was investigated for comparison purposes on the hydrogenated and non-

hydrogenated tensile specimens with 25 mm gage length and 5 mm diameter. Hydrogen was charged into 

the specimens prior to tensile tests via a heat treatment at 800 °C for 4 hours in gaseous hydrogen with 

slight over-pressure (700 Pa). The hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated specimens were deformed at room 

temperature in air and at strain rates of 5.8x10-5s-1 using an Instron-type machine. For a microstructure 

observation after the tensile test, the specimens were polished and chemically etched by the solution of 40 

ml HCl + 2g CuCl2 + 80 ml C2H5OH. 

The chemical composition of phases observed in the microstructure was determined by scanning electron 

microscope JEOL JSM-6490LV equipped with microprobe EDS INCA x-act. The analysis of total hydrogen 

content in tested alloy was performed using analyser LECO RH600. Fracture surfaces of selected samples 

were subjected to fractographic evaluation on JEOL JSM-6490LV. A particular attention was paid to the 

change of failure feature in hydrogenated specimens. 

Table 1  Nominal chemical composition of IN738LC (mass %) 

Ni Cr Co Al Ti W Mo Ta Nb 

balance 15.7- 16.3 8.2-9.0 3.2-3.7 3.2-3.7 2.4-2.8 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0 0.6-1.1 

Zr B Fe Si Mn Cu P C S 

0.03-0.08 0.007-0.012 0.5 max 0.3 max 0.2 max 0.1 max 0.015 max 0.09-0.13 0.015 max 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The values of mechanical properties determined from the tensile test are summarized in Table 2. Fig. 1 

shows the stress-strain curves corresponding to hydrogen-precharged and hydrogen-free specimens 

strained at rates of 5.8 x 10-5 s-1. It can be seen that the internal hydrogen increased the yield strength 0.2 

by 11.6 % and decreased the fracture toughness f by 75 %. The values of ultimate tensile stress (UTS) were 

at all cases below the specification according to TLV and the hydrogen presence led surprisingly to higher 

UTS of about 5.4 %. 

Table 2  Tensile properties of selected samples of IN738LC alloy 

specimen 0.2 UTS f  

1 716 784 1.8 

n
o

n
-

h
yd

ro
ge

n
at

ed
 

3 706 791 1.7 

5 729 825 2.6 

mean value 717 800 2.0 

standard deviation 9 18 0.4 

  
2H 813 860 0.8 

h
yd

ro
ge

n
at

ed
 

3H 726 798 0.2 

5H 860 872 0.6 

mean value  800 843 0.5 

standard deviation 55 32 0.2 
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Fig. 1  Mechanical properties of selected samples of IN738LC:  a) non-hydrogenated and b) hydrogenated. 

The metallographic observation of the dendritic microstructure revealed great amount of casting defects in 

interdendritic regions (Fig. 2). These imperfections caused lower values of UTS and their fluctuation for 

non-hydrogenated samples (Table 2). The alloy matrix  is strengthened by the precipitates  of irregular 

cubic morphology with a nonuniform distribution. At the grain boundaries and in the interdendritic 

domains the coarse   precipitates (Fig. 3a) and   + eutectic were observed.  

Table 3  Results of EDS microanalysis of selected specimens of IN738LC (mass %) 

Phase/Element Al Ti Ta Nb Cr W Zr Ni Co Mo Si 

Specimen 5 

Carbide MC 
(block) 

 23.95 38.2 19.14 1.42 9.21    4.21  

Carbide MC 
(small particle) 

 19.60 16,35 42.15 1.92 4.41 10.82     

Carbide M23C6  1.47   61.67 8.59    21.78  

Matrix with  3.77 3.15 1.68  15.6 3.03  62.99 8.53 1.22 0.06 

Specimen 1H 

Carbide MC 
(block) 

 25.19 35.38 26.06 1.78 7.24  3.78 0.58   

Carbide MC 
(small particle) 

0.6 17.73 20.56 27.05 6.62 3.63 5.29 16.15 2.40   

Carbide MxCy  2.67   46.37 12.23  6.51 1.54 30.69  

The primary carbides MC are precipitated at the grain boundaries and in the interdendritic regions as block 

shapes and rod shapes as shown in Fig. 3a. The results of EDS microanalysis (Table 3) proved that the 

unevenly distributed MC carbides contain variable amounts of carbide formers, like Ta, Nb and Ti. The grain 

boundaries of the hydrogen-charged samples are bordered by fine network of both carbides MC and M23C6 

(Fig. 3b), and seems to be similar to the microstructure after a long-term high temperature treatment. The 

precipitation of secondary chromium-reach M23C6 carbides is closely related to the decomposition of the 

primary carbides during the prior solution treatment. The changes in chemical content in the M23C6 

carbides after heat treatment in hydrogen, mainly increasing Mo and decreasing Cr contents (Table 3), 

could be due to their dissociation and formation of M6C carbides. The chemical composition of MC particles 
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was also found changed in Mo content. It is not known what role hydrogen atoms could play in dissociation 

of M23C6 carbide into M6C, but on the other side it is widely accepted [3-6] that carbide particles, as 

carbide/matrix interfaces are irreversible hydrogen trapping sites.   

Fracture surfaces in non-hydrogenated IN738LC show generally more ductile feature with dimples or quasi-

cleavage areas (Fig.4a). Intergranular or dendritic fractures were less abundant. The blocky type MC 

carbides are considered as crack initiators at their interface with the matrix [7, 8] and failure propagated 

along this interface has cleavage feature (Fig. 4a). 

  

Fig. 2  Microstructure of IN738LC samples: a) non-hydrogenated and b) hydrogenated. 

  

Fig. 3  SEM microstructure of MC and M23C6 carbide particles and grain boundaries in IN738LC samples   a) 

non-hydrogenated and b) hydrogenated. 

  

Fig. 4  SEM fractography of IN738LC: failure feature of alloy matrix and MC a M23C6 carbides in tensile 

sample a) non-hydrogenated and b) hydrogenated. 

a) b) 

b) a) 

a) b) 
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The feature of fracture surfaces of hydrogenated tensile specimens have been changed to a brittle cleavage 

mode due to the dissolved hydrogen. The failure exhibited an increased amount of intergranular fracture, 

in case of transgranular cracking it was possible to observe a change on the fracture pattern from quasi-

cleavage to cleavage one (Fig. 4b) with more secondary cracks that were greater-order than in non-

hydrogenated specimens. Generally, hydrogen embrittlement is considered to be a consequence of 

interaction between the absorbed hydrogen and the bulk material, when hydrogen accelerates crack 

nucleation and propagation. Moreover, an important role in the hydrogen embrittlement sensitivity of the 

alloy would play the carbide particles beeing irreversible hydrogen traps and affecting the hydrogen 

content in the alloy. The content of hydrogen was measured in two selected tensile specimens and reached  

the values of 41.6 and 71.4 ppm. However, it is necessary to take into account that the distribution of 

hydrogen atoms would not be uniform and will be related with occurance and abundance of the phases in 

the microstructure of hydrogenated specimens. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Based on the fractographic study of IN738LC alloy the following conclusions have been drawn: 

1. The casting defects in the microstructure influenced the UTS values of non-hydrogenated specimens.  

2. An important increase in yield strength and decrease in fracture strain due to the presence of 

hydrogen in the structure were determined. 

3. The fracture feature correlates well with the occurence of hydrogen in the structure of tensile 

specimens, higher ductility and ductile dimple mode of cracks were found in non-hydrogenated 

specimens, while more brittleness with cleavage cracking was observed in hydrogen-precharged 

tensile specimens. 

4. The hydrogen determined in selected samples reached the amount of 41.6 and 71.4 ppm. 
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Abstract 

In the paper equilibrium crystallization of alloys with three-phase monovariant eutectic equilibrium is 

investigated. To analyze crystallization process isothermal and polythermal sections were applied, and 

hypothetic binary phase diagrams were drawn as well, in which the sum of two components in turn, except 

one, was taken as the alloy basis and the third component was assumed to be the alloying one. This 

method allowed to estimate more clearly the change of the liquid and solid phase compositions. The 

investigations enabled to show that the eutectic crystallization process with non-variant equilibrium is the 

crystallization of two solid solutions similar to continuous solid solutions. 

A distinguishing feature of the process under investigation is the diffusion decomposition of the liquid 

phase into two solid phases and the subsequent diffusion interaction of the new liquid phase composition 

with previously formed solid ones and the change of their compositions and masses to new equilibrium 

ones. In the work alloy fractions crystallizing through the diffusion decomposition (MDEC) and diffusion 

interaction (MIAC) were calculated and equilibrium distribution coefficients of components between the 

solid phases and the liquid one were determined. It was found out that distribution coefficients of 

components in such system may be not only more than a unit (K>1) and less than a unit (K<1), but change 

their values in the crystallization process from K<1 at the beginning of the process to K>1 at its end as well. 

Keywords: crystallization, distribution coefficient, three-component system, monovariant eutectic equilibrium 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known [1] that crystallization of alloys - solid solutions is implemented in the crystallization range by 

means of two processes being in progress simultaneously - crystal emergence due to the diffusion 

“decomposition” ( DECM
) as a result of temperature decrease and the diffusion “interaction” ( IACM

), i.e. the 

change of the composition of the solid phases decomposed before to a new equilibrium composition. The 

first process is accomplished via the component diffusion in the liquid phase, the second one - between the 

liquid and solid phases and within the solid phase volume. These processes are in progress simultaneously 

and their total implementation in the crystallization range ensures equilibrium between the liquid and solid 

phases. These processes are studied in details for two- and three-component continuous solid solution 

alloys [1,2]. DECM
 and IACM

 factors are one of the main alloy characteristics and by their values they 

determine the alloy tendency to the equilibrium (at the greater DECM
 contribution) and non-equilibrium 
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(at the greater IACM
 contribution) crystallization. The aim of the present work is to analyze the 

crystallization of three-component alloys with monovariant eutectic equilibrium. 

2. THEORY 

There is a large group of commercial three-component alloys crystallizing with three-phase monovariant 

eutectic equilibrium. Such systems are presented in many monographs. In all publications, as a rule, 

methods of determining equilibrium liquid and solid phase compositions and their mass fractions are 

described and the resulting microstructure as well. However the analysis of the equilibrium crystallization 

process itself in such systems was not done. 

To study the alloy crystallization mechanism in the three-component system with monovariant eutectic 

equilibrium an A - B - C  ternary system was chosen in which two binary systems B - C and A - C are eutectic 

type phase diagrams and the third B - A is the diagram with unrestricted component solubility in the liquid 

and solid states (Fig. 1). In two-component systems liquidus and solidus lines are assumed straight, melting 

temperatures of components and binary eutectics have the following values: =1500 ºC, = 1000 ºC, = 

1300 ºC, = 1000 ºC, = 500 ºC. The line of the change of the composition of the liquid phase of the 

binary eutectic is assumed straight and goes from the point e1 to the point e2, the solidus line of the alloys 

of eutectic compositions and the lines of the changing of the composition of the solid phases at the three-

phase equilibrium are assumed straight as well and for the given A - B - C system type are shown in Fig. 1 

and in the polythermal sections (Fig. 2). 

Any initial liquid phase composition 

located in the e1 - e2 will change its 

composition along this line from the 

equilibrium liquidus temperature of the 

alloy (tL) to the equilibrium solidus 

temperature (tS). At the same time the 

solidus line of any eutectic alloy 

composition demonstrates the mean 

composition of both solid phases (CS) for 

any temperature in the temperature 

range. This equilibrium crystallization 

range is shown in the e1 - e2 polythermal 

section (Fig. 2, ). 

At the equilibrium crystallization of  the 

 alloy of the composition 30 % - 30 

% -  the rest, taken in the e1 - e2 line, 

crystallization will begin at tL with the 

formation of two solid phases 1 and 1 

(Fig. 1, 2). The average composition of these solid phases will correspond to the 1’ point (Fig. 2, ). 

Both solid phases in the first crystallization step are formed by means of the diffusion decomposition of the 

liquid phase of the initial Co composition. Further temperature decrease by dt will lead to the formation of 

Bt At Ct

et 1 et 2

c

OC A

B C
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new solid phases of 1 + d  and 1 + d compositions which are formed by means of the diffusion 

decomposition of the liquid phase of the CL composition equilibrium for the t temperature. The new 

composition of the liquid phase at the t - dt temperature will be equal to CL  + dCL. Compositions of the solid 

1 and 1 phases, equilibrium for the t temperature, must change their compositions to the new 1 + d  

and 1 + d compositions, equilibrium for the t - dt temperature. This change is implemented through the 

diffusion interaction of the liquid phase of the CL  + dCL composition with two solid phases of the 1 and 1  

compositions. 

 

Thus it turns out that the equilibrium monovariant eutectic crystallization  in the three-component 

system is the crystallization of two solid solutions similar to continuous solid solutions. 

Accordingly, transition from the liquid phase into the solid one also is accomplished through two processes 

being in progress simultaneously -  diffusion “decomposition” of the liquid phase (d mDEC) and diffusion 

“interaction” (d mIAC). The d mDEC and d mIAC values can be determined by the formulae used for the solid 

solution alloys with straight liquidus and solidus lines [1]: 

;       . 

To apply these formulae to the non-variant eutectic crystallization analysis it is necessary to determine the 

average distribution coefficient K and to know the mean composition of both solid phases  . The mean 

composition of solid phases is determined by the formula , then the mean 

distribution coefficient will be . From Fig. 2,  it follows that if the initial alloy composition is in 

the region of the liquidus and solidus line divergence, calculation of the coefficient K should be done by the 

component A, because its value will be constant. If the alloy composition is in the region of the liquidus and 

solidus line convergence, calculation is to be done by the component B. In the first case K < 1, in the second 
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K > 1. This means that at K < 1 a greater part of the alloy crystallizes through MDEC, and in the second case 

by mIAC. 

To make a more detailed analysis of the crystallization of alloy compositions located in the binary e1 - e2 

eutectic line, hypothetic binary phase diagrams were plotted (Fig. 3), in which the sum of two components 

in turn, except one, was assumed the alloy basis, and exactly that third component was considered the 

alloying element. The total number of hypothetic diagrams will be three (Fig. 3). The content of each 

component in the liquid and solid phases for different temperatures in the crystallization range was taken 

from Fig. 2. In these hypothetic diagrams compositions of coexisting liquid (CL) and solid (, ) phases for 

each component are indicated and also the mean composition of both solid phases ( ) is shown. By the 

hypothetic diagrams presented in this work one can determine the equilibrium distribution coefficients 

values between each solid phase and the liquid one: ; . 

 

In Fig. 3 it is obvious that for the present three-component phase diagram type during the crystallization of 

alloys located in the binary eutectic line, equilibrium distribution coefficients of some components have the 

values exceeding a unit ( , ), and some have the values less than a unit ( , , ). It was 

determined as well that the equilibrium distribution coefficient of the medium melting point component A 

in alloys located in the region with the liquidus and solidus line convergence changes from < 1 at the 

beginning of the process, reaches the value = 1 and becomes > 1 at the end of the process. Similar 

change of the equilibrium distribution coefficient was observed earlier in three-component systems with 

continuous liquid and solid solutions [3]. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the equilibrium crystallization of alloys with monovariant eutectic equilibrium was 

accomplished. It is shown that the equilibrium crystallization in such alloys is implemented by two 

m
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processes, being in progress simultaneously, - the diffusion “decomposition” of the liquid phase and the 

diffusion “interaction” of the crystals, which were deposited before, with the liquid available. 

Equilibrium distribution coefficients of the alloy components were determined as the relationship of their 

content in the coexisting solid phases to their content in the liquid phase. It is shown that the equilibrium 

distribution coefficient of the medium melting point component between the  - solid solution and the 

liquid phase changes its value in the crystallization process from K < 1 at the beginning of the process to K > 

1 at its end. 
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Abstract 

Equilibrium compositions of the liquid (CL) and solid (CS) phases in three-component systems are identified 

by intersections of the tie-line (the line crossing the initial alloy composition CO) with the liquidus and 

solidus surfaces for a given temperature. In the majority of diagrams of three-component systems liquidus 

and solidus isotherms are presented, however tie-lines are absent. In the present work a calculation 

method to determine equilibrium liquid and solid phases in three-component systems is proposed in case 

when liquidus and solidus isotherms are available, which enables to study the processes of equilibrium and 

non-equilibrium crystallization of alloys. Equilibrium liquid and solid phases for a given alloy composition 

were determined proceeding from the relationship SX / S - LX / L = 0, where SX is the length of the part of the 

solidus isotherm from the starting point in a two-component system to the composition CS being sought 

for, S is the length of the whole solidus isotherm, LX is the length of the part of the liquidus isotherm from 

the starting point in a two-component system to the composition CL being sought for, L is the length of the 

whole liquidus isotherm. Solid Works software was used to identify the tie-line position and the 

compositions sought for. 

Keywords: tie-line, crystallization, phase-solution, phase diagram, three-component system 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In phase diagrams of two-component systems position of tie-lines - straight lines at the ends of which there 

are two equilibrium phases-solutions - is determined very easy: compositions of such phases are crossing 

points of lines confining two-phase region with the horizontal corresponding to the given temperature. 

In the phase diagram of the three-component system A-B-C, where tB>tA>tC, with continuous liquid and 

solid solutions the situation is quite different. Isothermal section of such diagram at the temperature t is 

presented in Fig. 1. In this section it is impossible without additional calculations and drawings to find the 

tie-line connecting equilibrium solid and liquid phases in the alloy X at this temperature. Lines , 

 and so on may be tie-lines. Such ambiguity is caused by the fact that according to the Gibbs’s 

phase rule in a  three-component system (c=3) at the two-phase equilibrium (ph=2) there are two degrees 

of freedom f=c-ph+1=3-2+1=2, whereas in a two-component system (c=2) at the two-phase equilibrium as 

well (ph=2) the number of degrees of freedom is equal a unit (f=c-ph+1=2-2+1=1). Therefore at the given 

temperature compositions of both phases are definitely determined. In the isothermal section of the A-B-C 

three-component system diagram (Fig. 1) only one degree of freedom is implemented (temperature t). The 

second degree of freedom (content of any of the three components in any of the two phases) is unknown. 

1 1

L SC C-

2 2

L SC C-
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To solve this question one usually resorts to thermodynamic calculations or additional experiments. 

However one may use a more simple method based on the following considerations. 

2. THEORY 

At the temperature t  in the two-phase region S+L (Fig. 1), located between the liquidus (f-g) and solidus (d-

e) lines, theoretically there exists an infinite number of tie-lines, the extreme of which are (f-d) on the A-B 

side and (g-e) on the B-C side of the A-B-C composition triangle. Therefore a point in the solidus line (d-e) 

corresponds to each point in the liquidus line (f-g). On this basis one can affirm that with regard to the  

alloy X, being in the two-phase state at the temperature t, there must be true the relationship 

                                                                                                                                                 (1) 

In the equality (1) CS and CL are the contents of any of 

the three components (A, B, C) in the alloy X; s1:[d; CS] 

is the length of the part of the solidus line from d to 

CS; s:[d; e] is the length of the whole solidus line; l1:[f; 

CL] is the length of the part of the liquidus line from f 

to CL; l:[f; g] is the length of the whole liquidus line. 

Designations of the line and segment lengths used 

here are accepted at present in geometry [1]. To 

implement the equality (1) in practice it is necessary 

to know the precise values of magnitudes comprising 

this equality. SolidWorks software is able to plot and 

calculate the values of the lengths of any lines 

between the specified points.  

The procedure of the finding of the tie-line for the 

alloy X, being in the two-phase state at the 

temperature t, can be performed in the following 

way. The isothermal section of the phase diagram of the A-B-C system should be presented in the 

SolidWorks in the composition triangle. The image of the isothermal section of the A-B-C diagram at the 

given temperature t is shown in Fig. 1. Through the point X we draw a random hypothetic tie-line  

(Fig. 1). In this case this tie-line is located at the angle φ = 110 º with regard to the A-C edge of the phase 

diagram of the A-B-C system. In SolidWorks we find the length of the liquidus line between the points f and 

g and the length of the section of this line between the points f and . The same procedure is done for 

the solidus line, using the points d, e, . Based on the equality (1) we find the difference 

                                                                                                                                          (2)  

Then similar calculations perform with the angle φ = (110 º - δφ). The δφ value is accepted to be equal to 

one - two agular degrees. We determine the value  according to the relationship (2). At the same time it 

is necessary to keep in mind that the angle φ is no longer equal to 110 º. We reiterate the calculations, each 
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time decreasing the angle φ by δφ and calculating the value . With each step we reduce δφ as well. 

When the value  is small enough, ensuring the necessary accuracy of the total calculation, it can be 

considered that the last values of CS and CL are compositions of the solid and liquid phases of the alloy X , 

being equilibrium at the temperature t . The last values of CS and CL  in Fig. 1 are designated as  and 

. The straight line between the mentioned above points is the tie-line sought for.  

To verify the proposed calculation method, compositions of the equilibrium phases were determined by 

means of the Thermo-Calc software in alloys of well-studied Al-Cu-Mg, Al-Si-Mg, Mg-Al-Zn systems. 

Calculations were done for five alloys in each system at the temperarures 500 and 600 ºC. Compositions of 

the solid and liquid phases were determined by three components and the mass fraction of the solid phase 

was estimated. Calculation results are presented in Table 1, results obtained in Thermo-Calc are given in 

usual type, results of the proposed „geometric“ method are given in bold type. 

Table 1  Compositions of the solid and liquid phases and mass fractions of the solid phase calculated by 

means of Thermo-Calc (usual type) and determined by the proposed method (bold type) 

System Isothermal 
section 

temperature, 
ºC 

Alloy 
composition, 

% mass 

Mass 
fraction of 
the solid 

phase 

Solid phase 
composition, 

% mass 

Liquid phase 
composition, 

% mass 

Al-Cu-Mg 500 Al-10%Mg-3%Cu 0,8303 

0,8295 

Al-7,73%Mg-1,14%Cu 

Al-7,70%Mg-1,14%Cu 

Al-21,09%Mg-
12,09%Cu 

Al-21,17%Mg-
12,04%Cu 

Al-15%Mg-5%Cu 0,5310 

0,5306 

Al-8,42%Mg-0,88%Cu 

Al-8,35%Mg-0,90%Cu 

Al-22,45%Mg-9,67%Cu 

Al-22,52%Mg-9,64%Cu 

Al-15%Mg-
10%Cu 

0,3600 

0,3617 

Al-6,95%Mg-1,46%Cu 

Al-6,95%Mg-1,46%Cu 

Al-19,53%Mg-
14,80%Cu 

Al-19,56%Mg-
14,84%Cu 

600 Al-3%Mg-5%Cu 0,6639 

0,6602 

Al-1,63%Mg-1,16%Cu 

Al-1,55%Mg-1,19%Cu 

Al-5,70%Mg-12,59%Cu 

Al-5,82%Mg-12,41%Cu 

Al-3%Mg-15%Cu 0,1027 

0,1044 

Al-0,87%Mg-1,69%Cu 

Al-0,77%Mg-1,75%Cu 

Al-3,24%Mg-16,52%Cu 

Al-3,26%Mg-16,54%Cu 

Al-5%Mg-3%Cu 0,6175 

0,6130 

Al-2,71%Mg-0,57%Cu 

Al-2,62%Mg-0,59%Cu 

Al-8,70%Mg-6,93%Cu 

Al-8,77%Mg-6,82%Cu 

Al-Si-Mg 600 Al-2%Si-1%Mg 0,8319 

0,8321 

Al-0,79%Si-0,61%Mg 

Al-0,73%Si-0,73%Mg 

Al-8,01%Si-2,93%Mg 

Al-8,30%Si-2,34%Mg 

Al-2%Si-10%Mg 0,0597 

0,0612 

Al-0,11%Si-3,07%Mg 

Al-0,07%Si-3,32%Mg 

Al-2,12%Si-10,44%Mg 

Al-2,13%Si-10,44%Mg 

Al-3%Si-3%Mg 0,5883 

0,5955 

Al-0,53%Si-1,24%Mg 

Al-0,43%Si-1,58%Mg 

Al-6,53%Si-5,51%Mg 

Al-6,79%Si-5,09%Mg 
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Table 1 

System Isothermal 
section 

temperature, ºC 

Alloy 
composition, 

% mass 

Mass fraction 
of the solid 

phase 

Solid phase 
composition, 

% mass 

Liquid phase 
composition, 

% mass 

Mg-Al-Zn 500 Mg-5%Al-
5%Zn 

0,8313 
0,8266 

Mg-3,82%Al-
2,10%Zn 

Mg-3,70%Al-
2,12%Zn 

Mg-
10,79%Al19,29%Zn 

Mg-
11,19%Al18,72%Zn 

Mg-5%Al-
20%Zn 

0,2614 
0,2582 

Mg-2,18%Al-
2,89%Zn 

Mg-2,02%Al-
2,93%Zn 

Mg-6,00%Al-
26,05%Zn 

Mg-6,04%Al-
25,94%Zn 

Mg-10%Al-
5%Zn 

0,6155 
0,6105 

Mg-5,73%Al-
1,20%Zn 

Mg-5,54%Al-
1,26%Zn 

Mg-
16,84%Al11,08%Zn 

Mg-
16,99%Al10,86%Zn 

600 Mg-1%Al-
1%Zn 

0,9841 
0,9829 

Mg-0,97%Al-
0,85%Zn 

Mg-0,96%Al-
0,85%Zn 

Mg-3,09%Al-
9,99%Zn 

Mg-3,32%Al-
9,62%Zn 

Mg-1%Al-
12%Zn 

0,0962 
0,0945 

Mg-0,34%Al-
1,16%Zn 

Mg-0,31%Al-
1,17%Zn 

Mg-1,07%Al-
13,15%Zn 

Mg-1,07%Al-
13,13%Zn 

Mg-2%Al-
5%Zn 

0,5388 
0,5350 

Mg-0,99%Al-
0,84%Zn 

Mg-0,94%Al-
0,86%Zn 

Mg-3,18%Al-
9,86%Zn 

Mg-3,23%Al-
9,76%Zn 

It is evident from the Table 1 that for all 15 alloys the difference between the content of any component 

calculated by means of the computer program Thermo-Calc and determined by the proposed method does 

not exceed ± 0,5 % mass. The difference in mass fractions of the solid phase at the same time was ± 0,01. 

The presented data make it possible to state that the method of tie-line searching in two-phase regions 

described in the present work is suitable for the verification of newly plotted and already available phase 

diagrams of ternary systems. 

The proposed method of tie-line seeking allowed to solve different tasks related to the crystallization 

calculations in three-component systems [2, 3]. 

3. CONCLUSION 

A calculation method of the compositions of two equilibrium phases-solutions and their mass fractions in 

diagrams of three-component systems by means of SolidWorks software has been proposed. 

The proposed method gives the results which are practically in full agreement with the calculations made 

via Thermo-Calc program. 
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Abstract 

Alloys with reversing solidus are found in metallic systems Fe-Cu, Co-Cu, Ag-Bi, Ag-Pb, Ag-Tl, etc. As a rule in 

such phase diagrams during cooling monotectic transformation precedes the reversing solidus beginning, 

and the eutectic reaction precedes its finishing. A distinguishing feature of the reversing solidus from the 

conventional one is the reduction of the alloying component content in the solid phase with the 

temperature decrease. 

In the present work analytical calculations were done and some peculiarities of equilibrium and non-

equilibrium crystallization of alloys at the reversing solidus were specified. The reversing solidus equation in 

the system under examination has the expression CS.E = m · t, where t is the current temperature in the 

range tm > t > teut, m is the slope of the reversing solidus line. The equation of the liquidus line in the same 

temperature range will be the following: CL = 100 - b - n t. The extension of the reversing solidus and 

liquidus lines gives the intersection corresponding to the alloy composition CO equal to CO = m / (n + m) · 

(100 - b).  

During the cooling of the alloy of this composition in the temperature range tm - teut only the change of the 

compositions of the coexisting liquid and solid phases will be observed, and their vases will remain 

unvarying. Correspondingly, in alloys which compositions will be located to the right of the CO composition 

(with a large component B content) at the temperature decrease the solid phase increment will always take 

place. In alloys located to the left of the CO composition (with a smaller component B content) at the 

temperature decrease the solid phase diminution will be observed. In case of completely non-equilibrium 

crystallization, when the diffusion in the solid phase is absent (DS = 0) and in the liquid one is realized in full 

(DL → ∞), in all alloy compositions the solid phase increment will always be observed. In the work various 

versions of equilibrium and non-equilibrium crystallization depending on the reversing solidus and liquidus 

lines slope are considered. 

Keywords: crystallization, solid solution alloy, reversing solidus, equilibrium, non-equilibrium 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Alloys with reversing solidus are found in Fe-Cu, Co-Cu, Ag-Bi, Ag-Pb, Ag-Tl and other metallic systems [1]. 

As a rule in such phase diagrams monotectic transformation precedes the reversing solidus beginning 

during cooling, and the eutectic reaction precedes its ending (see Fig. 1). A distinguishing feature of the 

reversing solidus from the conventional one is the reduction of the alloying element content in the solid 

phase with temperature decrease. In papers [2, 3] analysis of some crystallization peculiarities of alloys 

with the reversing solidus is made. It is shown that in such alloys at the equilibrium process a diminution of 
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the solid phase can be observed, and at the non-equilibrium process - its increment. In the present work 

analytical calculations have been done and some peculiarities of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

crystallization of alloys at the reversing solidus have been specified. 

2. THEORY 

The equation of the reversing solidus in the system under investigation (Fig. 1) has the expression 

, where  is the current temperature in the range ,  is the slope of the 

reversing solidus line (%/deg). The equation of the liquidus line in the same temperature range will be the 

following: , where  is the liquidus line slope at the reversing solidus. The extension of the 

reversing solidus ( ) and liquidus ( ) lines make the intersection corresponding to the  alloy 

composition equal to . At the cooling of this composition in the temperature range 

 only the change of the coexisting liquid and solid phase compositions will be observed at the 

equilibrium process, but their masses will remain constant. Accordingly in alloys which compositions will be 

located to the right of the   composition (with a greater  component content) at the temperature 

decrease increment of the  solid phase will always take place. In alloys located to the left of the  

composition (with a smaller  component content) with the temperature decrease the diminution of the 

solid phase will be observed. 

It is known that the equilibrium crystallization of solid 

solution alloys is possible only at free and complete 

diffusion mass transfer in the liquid and solid phases. 

Only in this case the necessary composition 

homogeneity of each phase between the liquidus and 

solidus is assured. Since the diffusion factors in the 

liquid and solid phases have the finite values, the actual 

equilibrium crystallization is possible only at the infinite 

low cooling rate.  

According to Fig. 1 at the temperature  the  alloy 

will consist of the equilibrium  solid and  liquid 

phases. After the temperature decrease to  the 

alloy initially is in the non-equilibrium state, because 

first of all the solid phase of the  composition 

forms from the undercooled liquid phase with the  composition as the result of the diffusion 

decomposition, and the liquid acquires the  composition, equilibrium for the temperature . 

However the equilibrium state will be attained when the solid phase with the  composition changes to 

the  composition. This change is possible only as the result of the diffusion interaction of the solid 
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phase of the  composition with the liquid phase of the  composition, because the liquid has 

already acquired this composition and it can not change. 

For any initial  alloy composition one can determine mass fractions at the temperature   and  in 

the system under consideration (Fig. 1): 

at               (1)                                 (2) 

at           (3)                (4) 

At the same time the alloy fraction formed as the result of the diffusion decomposition of the liquid phase 

of the  composition at the temperature decrease by  will be equal to (5). 

Accordingly the alloy fraction which brings the system in the equilibrium state by the diffusion interaction 

will be equal to         (6). 

The deduced formulae (1 - 6) were applied to the analysis of the 
C1 , XC  and 

C 2  alloy crystallization 

according to Fig. 1. For this purpose the following temperature and composition values were assumed: 
C1 = 

30 % B ; XC = 40 % B ; 
C 2 = 60 % B ; bC = 95 % B ; m = 0.4 %/deg; n = 0.55 %/deg; At = 85 ºC; mt = 55 ºC; 

et = 25 ºC. Calculations were done with the 5 deg step. The obtained results for the 
C1  alloy are given in 

Table 1, for the XC  alloy in Table 2, for the 
C 2  alloy in Table 3.  

Table 1 

= 30 %  

# , ºC       

1 = 55 22 64.75 0.81 0.19 - - 

2 50 20 67.5 0.79 0.21 0.01 - 0.03 

3 45 18 70.25 0.77 0.23 0.011 - 0.031 

4 40 16 73.0 0.75 0.25 0.011 - 0.031 

5 35 14 75.75 0.74 0.26 0.011 - 0.021 

6 30 12 78.5 0.73 0.27 0.011 - 0.021 

7 25 10 81.25 0.72 0.28 0.01 - 0.02 

 

= 0.0641 

= 

- 0.154 
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Table 2 

= 40 %  

# , ºC       

1 = 55 22 64.75 0.58 0.42 - - 

2 50 20 67.5 0.58 0.42 0.0243 - 0.0243 

3 45 18 70.25 0.58 0.42 0.0221 - 0.0221 

4 40 16 73.0 0.58 0.42 0.0203 - 0.0203 

5 35 14 75.75 0.58 0.42 0.0187 - 0.0187 

6 30 12 78.5 0.58 0.42 0.0174 - 0.0174 

7 25 10 81.25 0.58 0.42 0.0162 - 0.0162 

 

= 0.119 

= 

- 0.119 

Table 3 

= 60 %  

# , ºC       

1 = 55 22 64.75 0.11 0.89 - - 

2 50 20 67.5 0.158 0.842 0.0515 - 0.0035 

3 45 15 70.25 0.196 0.804 0.0443 - 0.0063 

4 40 16 73.0 0.228 0.772 0.0388 - 0.0068 

5 35 14 75.75 0.255 0.745 0.0344 - 0.0074 

6 30 12 78.5 0.278 0.722 0.0308 - 0.0078 

7 = 25 10 81.25 0.298 0.702 0.028 - 0.008 

 

= 0.2278 

= 

- 0.0398 

From the obtained results it is evident that at the equilibrium crystallization in all alloys at first the 

increment of the solid phase by the diffusion decomposition occurs and then its diminution through the 

diffusion interaction. In the  alloy the solid phase diminution as the result of the  is always larger 

than its increment by . Accordingly at the equilibrium process the total fraction of the solid phase 

decreases. In the  alloy at each step the solid phase diminution by the  is always equal to its 

increment by the . Accordingly the masses of the liquid and solid phases are always constant and 

only their compositions change. In the  alloy the increment of the solid phase by the  always 

exceeds the diminution by the , and as the result at the temperature decrease the mass of the solid 

phase increases. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium crystallization of solid solution alloys at the reversing 

solidus has been made. It is shown that in all alloys with temperature decrease initially the solid phase 

increment occurs by the diffusion decomposition of the liquid, and then its diminution by the diffusion 

interaction. 

At the completely non-equilibrium crystallization of such alloys ( , ) in all alloy compositions 

only the increment of the solid phase will occur. 
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THE EFFECT OF HYDROGEN DECREPITATION PROCESS AND HEAT TREATMENT  

ON MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF SINTERED Nd-Fe-B MAGNETS  
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Abctract 

Sintered Nd-Fe-B based magnets were prepared by traditional powder metallurgy by the following two 

methods: i) preparation of sintered magnets without hydrogen assisted processing, and ii) using the 

hydrogen decrepitating process (HD) as one of preparation stages of as-cast alloys for crushing. On the 

basis of thermokinetic measurements a conclusion is made that the heat treatment of sintered magnets 

has strong effect on the amounts of absorbed hydrogen in Nd2Fe14B and an intergranular Nd-rich phases. A 

correlation between structural changes and hysteresis properties of heat treated permanent magnets has 

been established. It was suppose that the transformations of Nd-rich phase microstructure owing to 

absorption-desorption hydrogen could be the reason of changes in coercivity of sintered magnets with heat 

treatment.  

Keywords: Nd2Fe14B alloy, hydrogen decrepitating process, heat treatment, coercive force.  

1.  INTRODUCTION  

Rare-earth metals (R) and its intermetallic compounds with 3-d transition metals (R-T) absorb reversibly 

significant amounts of hydrogen, forming binary R-H hydrides, ternary R-T-H hydrides or interstitial 

solution. The interstitial absorption of hydrogen in intermetallic compounds changes fundamental 

properties such as the Curie-temperature (Tc), magneto-crystalline anisotropy (K1) or saturation (Ms). After 

discovery of Nd-Fe-B magnets, hydrogen decrepitating (HD) process at room temperature followed by 

milling was used as an effective method of Nd2Fe14B powder preparation [1]. The first stage of HD process 

is the absorption of hydrogen by the Nd-rich intergranular phase. The next stage is the formation of the 

Nd2Fe14B-H interstitial solution. The hydrogen decrepitating of as-cast alloy is initiated by the differential 

expansion due to the formation of hydride NdH2x at the grain boundaries. During hydrogenation the 

tetragonal symmetry of Nd2Fe14B crystal lattice is remained, while volume of a unit cell is increased 

anysotropically. At higher temperature under hydrogen atmosphere the Nd2Fe14B phase disproportionates 

into a finely divided mixture of NdH2, iron and ferroboron. This reaction is reversed by applying a vacuum at 

the same high temperature range (HDDR) [2]. The hydrogen content in hydrides will be depending upon the 

temperature and the hydrogen pressure employed according to the pressure-temperature-composition 

relationship (P-C-T-diagram). When the hydrogen processed Nd-Fe-B alloys are being heat treated in 

vacuum the hydrogen desorption proceeds in three stages: desorption from the matrix Nd2Fe14BHx (T=150-

450оC), partial desorption from intergranular NdH2x hydride and complete desorption from Nd-rich phase 

(T>650оС) *3+.  
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It is known that intergranular Nd-rich phase plays the important role in coercivity of sintered Nd-Fe-B 

magnets. Numerous studies of hydrogenation of alloys and magnets give only limited information about 

the hydrogen effect on the Nd-rich phase because of its being present in only small amounts in the 

magnets. It has been concluded that in the case of the HD prepared Nd-Fe-B magnets the hydrogen was 

removed during vacuum sintering. At the same time it is known that sintered magnets absorb some 

amount of hydrogen during heat treatment and following exposure in air atmosphere [4]. It may be stated 

that the additional heat treatment of magnets should cause both the partial desorption and redistribution 

of hydrogen between the main and intergranular phases.  

The aim of the present work was to investigate the hydrogen contents in metal Nd, as-cast alloy and 

sintered magnet and to study the influence of the hydrogen decrepitating process of the initial alloy on the 

magnetic properties and microstructure of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES  

The magnets with compositions listed in Tabl.1 were prepared by induction melting in Ar atmosphere. 

Phase identification was carried out by X-ray diffraction using CoKα radiation. Simplified Rietveld method 

was used for quantitative phase analysis [5]. Microstructural observations were performed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) after electroetching of the specimens. Magnetic measurements were carried 

out using a hysteresisgraph and a vibrating sample magnetometer. The analysis of the hydrogen’s quantity 

and kinetic of its going out from Nd, as-cast Nd-Fe-B alloy and sintered magnet have been done during 

heating in the range from 20 to 600oC. The hydrogen desorption characteristics were determined by 

measuring the amount of desorbed hydrogen during the thermokinetic analysis (TKA). The sample was 

exposed to slow heating in evacuated chamber in range from t1 to t2. Desorbed hydrogen moved into a gas 

analyser and its quantity was measured. The sensitivity of this method was 510-4 cm3, the experimental 

error was 10-4 cm3. The area under V(t) curve corresponds to total quantity of hydrogen desorbed during 

heating. The subsequent analysis of residual hydrogen in the specimen having been carried out using a 

redressing melting in the 20-2000oC range. The summing up of these values allows to calculate the general 

contents of hydrogen in material.  

Table 1  Composition and magnetic properties of sintered Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets  

Composition  Hysteretic properties  

 Br , kGs Hci, kOe (BH)max, MGOe 

Nd-31% wt, Co-2% wt, Al-0,5% wt, B-1,1% wt, Fe-bal. 13.35 12.3 42.5 

Nd-33% wt, Co-2% wt, Al-0,5% wt, B-1,1% wt, Fe-bal. 11.5 20.7 32 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Determination of the hydrogen contents in alloys, sintered and heat-treated magnets  

In table 2 data of measurements of the hydrogen contents in metal Nd of the mark NM-1, as-cast alloy and 

sintered magnets are resulted. The contents of hydrogen in alloys and the magnets were determined by a 

method of a vacuum extraction.  
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Table 2  Hydrogen content in Nd, as-cast alloy, powder and sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets  

N Material, processing Hydrogen quantity, cm3/100 g 

1 metallic Nd (ingot) 13.14 

2 As-cast Nd-33% wt-Fe-Co-Al-B alloy (ingot) 3.35 

3 HD-processed Nd-33% wt Fe-Co-Al-B powder 487 

4 Sintered Nd-33% wt Fe-Co-Al-B magnet 1.83 

5 «4» + aging in vacuum at 550oC 1 h 8.06 

The amount of hydrogen in Nd on the order exceeds its contents in an as-cast alloy. Quantity of hydrogen 

in an as-cast alloy and sintered magnets, which on a final stage of the manufacturing were cooled in a 

protective atmosphere from temperatures above 1100oС are close, however the contents of hydrogen in 

them is much lower than in Nd. It is possible to assume, that the basic source of absorbed hydrogen in an 

as-cast alloy and magnets, as well as in case of metal Nd is the interaction of Nd atoms on a surface of 

samples with an atmospheric moisture that leads to formation of hydroxide and hydrogen 

(3H2O+NdNd(OH)3+3H). Hydrogen diffuses inside an ingot, forming interstitial solution or hydrides. 

According to a literary data the first stage of hydrogenation of magnet is the absorption of hydrogen by the 

Nd-rich phase. The second stage is the formation of the Nd2Fe14B-H interstitial solution. It is obvious, that 

total quantity of hydrogen in magnet should be lower than in pure Nd.  

At heating in vacuum the mobile hydrogen, not formed the hydride phase can be removed from a sample. 

It is possible to assume, that the maximum rate of hydrogen desorption in the range from 400 to 450oC 

corresponds to desorption of hydrogen from the basic phase. Possibly the partial dissociation of hydride 

NdH2x during heating in the range from 500 to 700oС result in the redistribution of hydrogen between of 

intergranular Nd-rich and basic Nd2Fe14B phases. TKA data show also that the heating of sintered magnets 

up to 600oC raises the contents of mobil hydrogen in both phases.  

3.2 Influence of preliminary HD-process of initial as-cast alloys to magnetic properties and structure of 

sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets  

Modes of a sintering and the hysteretic properties of sintered magnets are resulted in tab. 3. As is visible 

from resulted data, the sintering at 1085oС of magnets, prepared from a powder without hydrogen assisted 

processing results in lower value of a remanence, but higher coercivity, in comparison with magnets, 

prepared from a powder, having not been exposed to HD-process. However, after an additional sintering at 

higher temperature (1120оС, 100 min), both remanence of HD-magnets, and their coercivity appear above, 

than for the magnets from an alloy, having not been exposed to hydrogenation- dehydrogenation process.  

Table 3  Hysteretic properties of sintered magnets  

 
Sintering mode 

 
HD-process 

Magnetic properties 

Br
, kG  (BH)max, MGOe  Hci, kOe  

1080оС, 60 min - 12.2  32  6.0  

1085оС, 60 min - 12.2  32  5.8  

1085оС, 60 min + 12.1  31.5  8.9  

1085оС, 60 min + 
1120оС, 100 min 

- 12.4  31.5  4.9  

1085оС, 60 min + 
1120оС, 100 min 

+ 12.6  34  8.5  
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On fig. 1 X-ray patterns of sintered magnets, prepared from a HD-powder (а) and from a powder, having 

not been exposed to HD-process (b) after a sintering at 1085oC are submitted. It is visible, that at the first 

magnets intensity of a line (006) higher, than at second.  

One of the possible reasons to this can be the higher contents of a fraction of monocrystal particles in HD 

powder, that as is known, improves a perfection degree of a crystal texture of magnets. For comparison on 

fig. 1 (c) X-ray pattern of a high-energy magnet with the maximum value of a remanence, at which intensity 

of a line (006) and (005) practically identical is resulted. Results of the X-ray analysis of sintered magnets of 

two types specify a higher degree of perfection of a crystal texture at HD-magnets.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  X-ray diffraction patterns of sintered magnets, prepared from a HD-powder (a),  

powder prepared without HD-process (b) magnets after a sintering at 1085oC (c)  

From our results it was concluded that the hydride NdH2 is remained in microstructure of Nd after its heat 

treatment in the range of 20oC to melting temperature. It is known that the solidification of the ternary Nd-

Fe-B as-cast alloys ends with the formation of metastable eutectic (Nd+A1) [6, 7]. The same eutectic is 

formed in microstructure of Nd-Fe alloys. According studies [8, 9] A1 phase is nanocrystalline or even 

amorphous. In sintered magnets the metastable A1 phase may be formed in Nd-rich intergranular regions 

during cooling from the sintering temperature. This ferromagnetic highly anisotropic A1 phase may have 
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negative influence in coercivity of magnets. The authors [6, 7] supposed that the decomposition of A1 phase 

during the heat treatment at 550-600oC is a cause of the increase in Hci. The investigation of hydrogenated 

Nd-Fe alloys [10] showed that metastable A1 phase absorbed hydrogen with an increase of its Curie 

temperature. At higher temperature (600oC) A1 phase disproportionates into a finely divided mixture of -

Fe and NdH2. The precipitation of a soft magnetic -Fe may lead to the decrease in Hci of magnets.  

4. CONCLUSION  

It is shown that the initial metallic Nd contains significant amounts of absorbed hydrogen (157 cm3/100 g). 

In as-cast alloys and sintered magnets the quantity of absorbed hydrogen is smaller (5-25 cm3/100 g). In 

sintered magnets the hydrogen is present, in the main, as the hydride NdH2 and the Nd2Fe14B-H and A1-H 

interstitial solutions. TKA data of hydrogen desorption show that the heating of sintered magnets up to 

600oC changes the contents of mobil hydrogen in both main and minor phases. It is concluded that the 

transformations in microstructure of intergranular Nd-rich phase during heat treatment resulting in the 

change in coercivity, could be the outcome of the absorption-desorption hydrogen process.  
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Abctract 

Glass samples were obtained by melting of SrO-Fe2O3-B2O3-(Al2O3) oxide mixture at 1300oC for 2 h and 

subsequent melt quenching on a rapidly rotating steel roller. Submicron-sized SrFe12O19 particles were 

formed in glass-ceramic matrix during the crystallization aging of the glass samples. The aging temperature 

Tag varies in a range of 600-950oC. The submicron-sized hexaferrite powder was obtained in removing the 

matrix phases by etching. The samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron 

microscopy and magnetization measurements. The glass-ceramic material exhibits a high coercivity of up to 

6,5 kOe. The samples of permanent magnets were prepared by pressing the hexaferrite powder at RT and 

subsequent sintering at 900-1200oC. The sintered samples exhibit a very high coercivity of up to 8 kOe.  

Keywords: strontium hexaferrite, glass-ceramic matrix, heat treatment, coercive force.  

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The hexaferrite SrFe12O19 has been intensively studied as hard magnetic materials for difference applications 

owing to the appropriate magnetic properties, chemical stability and low cost [1,2]. The SrFe12O19-based 

compounds are characterized by high magnetocrystalline anisotropy and single easy magnetization axis. 

The highest coercivity is received for monodomain, defect-free single crystal particles. The ultrafine crystalline 

SrFe12-xAlxO19 particles prepared by chemical methods, such as sol-gel pyrolysis and oxide glass crystallization, 

exhibit the coercive force up to 6 kOe [3]. The hexaferrite-based composites were synthesized from oxide 

glasses of different chemical compositions using thermal treatment conditions, which allowed one to obtain 

glass-ceramic composites with a coercivity of up to 7.7 kOe [4,5]. Owing to the partial substitution of Al for Fe 

in the strontium hexaferrite leading to the increase in the magnetic anisotropy field Ha=2K1/Ms, the increase 

in the coercivity may be received [6]. The notable results were achieved using the SrO-Fe2O3-Al2O3-B2O3 glass 

crystallization and formation of perfect submicron crystals of alumina-doped hexaferrite [6,7]. The coercive 

force of glass-ceramics reached values of up to 10 kOe. The coercivity and saturation magnetization 

obtained are very close to the maximum values expected for the SrFe12-xAlxO19 compound. Hexaferrite 

particles are well faceted and have the shape of hexagonal bipyramids with truncated vertexes [7].  

In the present paper, we report results of our investigation into the SrO-Fe2O3-B2O3-(Al2O3) glass 

crystallization, hexaferrite powders and permanent magnets, which were prepared by pressing submicron-

sized hexaferrite powders at RT and subsequent sintering at 900-1200oC.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES  

Glass samples were obtained by melting of SrO-Fe2O3-B2O3 and SrO-Fe2O3-B2O3-Al2O3 oxide mixtures at 

1250-1300oC for 2 h and subsequent melt quenching on a rapidly rotating steel roller. Submicron-sized 
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SrFe12O19 and SrFe12-AlxO19 particles were formed in glass-ceramic matrix during the crystallization aging of 

the glass samples. The aging temperature Tag varies in a range of 650-950oC. The submicron-sized hexaferrite 

powder was obtained in removing the matrix phases by etching. The samples of the glass-ceramics obtained 

by annealing at 950oC for 2 h were dissolved in diluted hydrochloric acid (3%). The remaining slurry was 

carefully rinsed with water and dried giving a hexaferrite powder. Strontium hexaferrite submicron-sized 

SrFe12O19 powders were pressed with a cubic shape up to a green density around 50%, either in a magnetic 

field applied perpendicular to the compaction axis, or in the absence of magnetic field. Cubic samples were 

heated in air up to the temperature of aging in a range from 950 to 1200oC and aged for 0,5-1 h.  

Phase identification was carried out by X-ray diffraction using CoKα radiation. Simplified Rietveld method 

was used for quantitative phase analysis [8]. Microstructural observations were performed by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Magnetic measurements were carried out on pressed and sintered samples of 

magnets, using hysteresisgraph and vibrating sample magnetometer.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The initial glasses with nominal compositions of 14SrO-6Fe2O3-12B2O3 (sample 1) and 13SrO-5.5Fe2O3-4B2O3-

4.5Al2O3 (sample 2) demonstrated a paramagnetic behavior during magnetization and had an amorphous-like 

structure. XRD studies show that the both glass samples do not contain any crystalline phases (fig. 1).  

Fig. 2 shows the dependece of magnetization 

versus the magnetic field for the glass samples 1 

(fig. 2a) and samples 2 (fig. 2b). The linear 

features of these dependences confirmed the 

paramagnetic behavior of investigated glasses. 

After aging at 650oC for 1h, the samples exhibit 

ferromagnetic-like hysteresis of magnetization 

and very low coercivity. Thus, some amount of 

the ferromagnetic phase is formed at this 

temperature. However XRD-analysis shows the 

presence only of peaks for the Fe2O3 phase. After 

aging at 850 or 950oC for 1h, the formation of the 

hexaferrite (33 vol. %) and the matrix SrB2O4 (67 vol. %) phases takes place (fig. 3), but the reflections of the 

Fe2O3 phase are absent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Magnetization vs. magnetic field for glass samples 1 (a) and 2 (b)  

 

Fig. 1  X-ray diffraction patterns for glass sample 

14SrO-6Fe2O3-12B2O3 
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Fig. 3  XRD pattern of the glass sample 14SrO-6Fe2O3-12B2O3 aged at 950oCfor 1h  

Fig. 4 shows SEM micrographs of the hexaferrite powders, which were obtained by removing the matrix 

phases. The aging temperature of glass-ceramic was 850 and 950oC. The matrix phases SrFe2O4 was 

dissolved during etching, while SrFe12O19 remains on the surface. Strontium hexaferrite appears as 

submicron-sized particles in the form of thick platelets uniformly distributed in the matrix. The coercive 

force of powders 1 and 2 reaches Hci = 5,4 and Hci = 6,5 kOe, respectively.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig. 4  SEM micrographs of the hexaferrite powder 1: (a) Tag = 850oC, (b) Tag = 950oC  

The magnets of strontium hexaferrite were prepared by pressing the hexaferrite powder at room 

temperature and subsequent aging at 800-1200oC for 0,5 h. Fig. 5 shows the aging temperature 

dependences of the coercive force for the sample 1 and 2. The maximum coercivity of the sample 1 equal 

to 7,8 kOe was reached after aging at 1050oC and decreases to 2,5 kOe after aging at 1200oC. The coercive 

force of the sample 2 increases with increasing aging temperature up to 1200oC. The maximum value Hci = 

8,2 kOe was reached after aging at 1100oC (fig. 5).  
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Fig. 5  Coercive force of the magnets prepared by pressing the hexaferrite powders  

as a function of the aging temperature: (1) sample 1 and (2) sample 2  

4. CONCLUSION  

Using controlled crystallization of the SrO-Fe2O3-B2O3-(Al2O3) glass, glass-ceramic samples were prepared. 

The coercivity of glass-ceramics reached values up to 6,5 kOe. The glass-ceramic contained submicronsized 

single-crystal hexaferrite particles. The high coercivity is related to the monodomain nature of submicron-

sized single-crystal particles and low concentration of defects in them. The coercivity of the magnets 

prepared by pressing the hexaferrite powder and subsequent aging at 800-1200oC reaches 7,8 and 8,2 kOe 

for the samples 1 and 2, respectively. The obtained results of the investigation of the submicron-sized 

hexaferrite powders and pressed samples show the good opening for manufacturing the high-coercivity 

permanent magnets by the glass crystallization process.  
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Abstract 

The crystal structure and magnetic properties of Fe46.4Ni24.5Al26.7Si2.4 alloy, which was cooled at different 

rates from 1200oC to RT and subsequently subjected to magnetic aging at 710oC, were investigated by 

transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and magnetostatic method. Appreciable improvements 

of magnetic characteristics (the remanence and magnetic energy) were reached in using the cooling of the 

samples at cooling rates that are higher then the critical rate corresponding to the formation of optimal 

microstructure of magnets. In this case, the subsequent thermo-magnetic treatment at 710oC leads to the 

growth of α1-platelets within grains, which are mainly parallel to the direction of the magnetic field applied 

during aging and, thus, the remanence of magnets increases.  

Keywords: iron-nickel-aluminum alloy, thermo-magnetic treatment, remanence, coercive force.  

1.  INTRODUCTION  

Fe-Ni-Al based alloys with a coercive force Нс ≈ 700 Oe opened by Misima in 1932 [1] still find application in 

simple devices due to the cheapness and simplicity of manufacturing. Interest to these alloys could grow if 

hysteresis properties, first of all the remanence, will be increased. Moreover, Fe-Ni-Al alloys remain 

convenient object in studying the hard-magnetic properties of Fe-Co-Ni-Al and Fe-Co-Cr alloys, whose high 

coercivity is due to the formation of ferromagnetic single domains, isolated rod-like or plate-like particles in 

a low-magnetic matrix (see [2] and references therein). The special microstructure forms in Fe2NiAl alloys 

during cooling below the solubility curve when α-solid solution decomposes into a mixture consisting of 

two isomorphic cubic phases α →α1 + α2 (fig. 1).  

The solid solution decomposition is a two-stage process. In a 

temperature range of from 950 to 800oC, primary ferromagnetic 

α1-platelets are formed within the weakly ferromagnetic NiAl-rich 

matrix (α2-phase). According to the diagram, during cooling below 

800oC, continuous changes in the composition of α1- and α2-

phases take place via the diffusion of Fe atoms from α2 to α1 and 

Ni, Al atoms from α1 to α2. The decomposition rate is sufficiently 

high, and the coercive force reaches maximum after cooling with a 

critical rate Vcr = 4 - 6oС/s in a range of 900 - 600oС.  

The magnetic anisotropy and coercivity of Fe2NiAl alloys originate 

from a difference in the demagnetizing factors of α1-platelets and 

a difference in the saturation magnetization of α1-particles and α2-matrix. It is considered [4] that Fe2NiAl 

alloys are insensitive to a thermo-magnetic treatment (TMH) since the solid solution decomposition 
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temperature (950 - 900oC) is higher then the Curie temperature of ferromagnetic α1-particles (Tc <770oC). 

However, it is possible to hope that magnetic aging below 770oC will be effective if the cooling rate was 

lower than Vcr and the solid solution decomposition was uncompleted.  

In this work, the magnetic properties and crystal structure of Fe2NiAl-based alloy, which was cooled at 

different rates from 1200oC to RT and subsequently subjected to magnetic aging at 710oC, were 

investigated.  

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES  

The magnets with a composition of Fe46.4Ni24.5Al26.7Si2.4 were prepared by induction melting in an Ar 

atmosphere. The cylindrical samples obtained are 10 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length. All samples 

were aged at 1200oC for 20 min and then were cooled to RT using different coolants. The experimental 

cooling rate in the 900 - 600oС range was V = 1.0; 2.2; 4.4; 6.5; 33 and 55 C/s. The tempering treatments at 

710C for 5 - 60 min were performed in the presence and absence of in magnetic field.  

Phase identification was carried out by X-ray diffraction using CoKα radiation. Simplified Rietveld method 

was used for quantitative phase analysis [5]. Microstructural observations of specimens after 

electroetching were performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). TEM investigations were 

performed on thin foils prepared by ion beam milling. Magnetic measurements were carried out using 

cylindrical magnets and hysteresisgraph.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Water-quenching from 1200оС (V= 55C/s) fixes a non-homogeneous α-solid solution with the low coercive 

force (Нс < 4 Oe). X-ray diffraction analysis (fig. 2) showed the superposition of two phases: α2-phase, which 

is partly ordered with the formation of the CsCl-type structure (B2) and α1-phase with a bcc-structure (A2), 

which can be partly ordered in Cu2MnAl-type structure (L21). Both phases have almost equal lattice 

parameters, i.e., a = 0.2877 nm. The cooling from 1200оС with a critical rate Vcr = 4.4C/s transforms the 

alloy into the high-coercivity state (Нс = 650 Oe). The diffraction pattern shows the peak broadening (in 

particular, the integrated width of (220)-reflection has changed from 2.83  to 3.48) and increase of the 

intensity of additional superlattice reflections belonging to the L21 phase (is shown by arrows in fig. 2b). The 

average lattice parameter of the alloy is а ≈ 0.2879 nm (or twice of it as regards L21 phase).  

 

Fig. 2  XRD patterns of (a) quenched sample and (b) sample cooled with a critical rate Vcr = 4.4C/s  
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TEM micrograph of the quenched sample (fig. 3a) reveals a two-phase nanostructure constituting of a fine 

mixture of black and white precipitates of 510 nm in size formed at the initial stage of solid solution 

decomposition. After cooling with a critical rate Vcr = 4.4C/s, the features of nanostructure becomes 

noticeably coarser (fig. 4a). The sample contains plate-like precipitates with an average size of 80150 nm. 

The X-ray diffraction pattern (fig. 4 b,c) reveals the superposition of reflections of two phases, such as the 

α1-phase with the bcc-structure (A2) and the α2-phase with the CsCl-type structure (B2).  

                    
                                           a)                                                                   b) 

Fig. 3  (a) TEM images of quenched sample. (b) Еlectron diffraction pattern for the region 

depicted in (a) 

 

a) 

b) 

       c) 

Fig. 4  (a) TEM image of the sample cooled with a critical rate Vcr=4.4/s. (b, c) Electron 

diffraction pattern for the region depicted in (a) 

Table 1 lists the magnetic properties of the Fe46.4Ni24.5Al26.7Si2.4 alloy cooled from 1200oC to RT at different 

rates. The intrinsic coercive force Hcj and the maximum energy product (BH)max have maximum value after 

cooling in air (V = 4,4 °С/s), but the remanence increases up to Br = 6,7 kG with increasing cooling rate up to 

33 °С/s. This value of Br corresponded to 80% of saturation value in applying magnetic field of 20 kOe.  

 

____ 

100 nm 

____ 

100 nm 
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Table 1  The coolant, cooling rate and magnetic properties of the Fe46.4Ni24.5Al26.7Si2.4 alloy  

Coolant Cooling rate, °С/s Br, kG Hcj, Oe (BH)max, MGOe 

Oil 33 5,7 160 0,3 

Fan 6,5 5,4 540 1,0 

Air 4,4 5,0 680 1,1 

Shelf of 6 samples 2,2 4,6 640 0,9 

Crucible 1,0 4,1 520 0,6 

Fig. 5 shows the effect of tempering treatment at 710C in a magnetic field H = 3 kOe and in the absence of 

field on magnetic properties of the samples which were preliminary cooled at different rates from 1200oC 

to RT. The magnetic field was applied along the axis of cylindrical magnets.  

The magnetic aging increases the remanence Br and the energy product (BH)max, but decreases the coercive 

force Hci with the exception of the sample which was cooled with highest rate V = 33°С/s. Still the maxima 

values of Br and (BH)max in this case are lower than for the samples which were cooled with the slower rate 

(V = 6,6 and 4,4°С/s). The effect of aging without magnetic field is weaker as compared with the effect of 

thermo-magnetic treatment.  

 

Fig. 5  Dependence of magnetic properties on time of tempering treatment at 710C in the magnetic field 

(solid line) and in the absence of field (dotted line) 
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It was assumed that, during cooling with higher rate, the solid solution decomposition was uncompleted. In 

this case, the magnetic aging at the temperature below the Curie temperature of the α1-phase may lead to 

the supplementary solid solution decomposition and reconstruction of microstructure. The formation and 

growth of the α1-phase occur in parallel to the <100> direction of the cubic grains, which is closest to the 

applied magnetic field direction. This leads to anisotropic magnets, in which the easy direction of new α1-

particles formed during the aging is mainly in parallel to the direction of the magnetic field applied along 

the axis of cylindrical magnet. The remanence of magnet will increase while the coercive force will decrease 

since the new α1-presipitates may connect the neighboring platelets of primary α1-phase. The contacts 

between these particles will lead to a decrease in the demagnetizing factor and increase in the size of α1-

particles higher then the single domain size. Both of these microstructural changes may result in the 

decrease in the coercive force.  

4. CONCLUSION  

Appreciable improvements of magnetic characteristics of the Fe2NiAl-based alloy were reached using a 

thermo-magnetic treatment. This treatment may be effective when the cooling rate of magnets from 

1200oC to RT is higher than the critical rate and the solid solution decomposition is uncompleted. The 

subsequent tempering treatment at 710C in magnetic field H = 3 kOe increases the remanence Br and the 

energy product (BH)max by up to 15-25%. It is assumed that, during magnetic aging, the supplementary solid 

solution decomposition takes place. The formation and growth of the new α1-phase occurs in parallel to the 

<100> direction of the cubic grains which is closest to the applied magnetic field direction. These 

microstructural changes increase the remanence, but decrease the coercivity of magnets.  
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Abstract 

Advanced permanent magnet materials provide a higher efficiency and reliability, lower cost, low size and 

weight for pro many applications, mainly electric motors and renewable energy technologies. The problem 

of NdFeB type magnets is a lower corrosion resistance in humid environments and lower thermal stability 

of parameters in comparison with related magnets. The results of ZnAl protective coating study, deposited 

by special method on NdFeB substrate (produced by powder metallurgy) are presented in this paper. In the 

metallographic sections a non-uniform thickness and porosity of layer were found out. The base material 

was formed by sintered (polyhedron) grains and it contains pores and minority phases. Chemical 

composition of phases in coating and base heterogenic material was determined by EDS microanalysis. In 

all tested phases and places were detected except Fe and Nd also Co and Dy (composition corresponds to 

(Nd,Dy)2Fe14B type magnet) and in some phases O and Si or Al were found out. The tested phases in layer 

composed of most Zn or Al (above 90% wt.). The fractographic analysis confirmed intercrystalline brittle 

fracture. On the basis of potentiodynamic polarization method the corrosion parameters of stated 

materials, commercially zinc-coated steel, zinc and aluminium were determined and compared, especially 

with respect to pitting corrosion in NaCl water solution. 

Keywords: NdFeB magnet, ZnAl coating, structure, microanalysis, corrosion 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NdFeB base materials have outstanding magnetic properties with high energy products (BH)max (40 MGoe), 

leading to substantial technical and economic impact on the permanent industry. These magnets have 

found wide use in automobiles, personal computers and some others commercial products [1]. Due to their 

composition of highly reactive components (i.e. Nd rich phase) and their complex microstructure, NdFeB 

magnets exhibit a low corrosion resistance in humid environments. Nd is an active metal with a standard 

electrochemical potential Eo = -2,4 V [2]. It has been also proved that Nd-rich phase and Nd2Fe14B matrix 

absorb hydrogen in humid environments leading to decripation. In aqueous solutions, a preferential 

dissolution of the highly reactive intergranular Nd-rich phase occurs, which is strongly enhanced by the 

galvanic coupling of the Nd-rich phase to the much more noble ferromagnetic grains. The ferromagnetic 

grains at the bulk magnet surface loose adhesion and finally detach from the surface [3]. 

The aim of the contribution is the study of chemical composition, structure and corrosion resistance of as-

received NdFeB type magnet and its protective ZnAl coating. 
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2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Selected NdFeB material was used in as-received state before magnetizing. The samples of dimensions 20 x 

10 x 4,4 mm were manufactured by powder pressing and sintering. The coating ZnAl on the NdFeB base 

material were prepared by means of supersonic gas dynamic technique. 

Two types samples were used for the electrochemical experiments, ZnAl coating as working electrode and 

sintered NdFeB magnet. This sample was prepared by wet grinding to the depth of 0,15 mm under a larger 

surface in order to remove ZnAl coating and finished by fine grinding (1200 grit SiC paper), then carefully 

cleaned in spirit and in demineralised water. A smaller sample (10x7 mm) was prepared for metallographic 

study by separation from received sample by sawing and brittle fracture. The fractographic analysis and 

chemical microanalysis was also performed on this fracture surface. The mean boron content and 

concentration of selected elements (Fe, C, N, Co, Nd) was analysed by the glow discharge spectroscopy 

(GDS, device GDA750). 

2.1 Microscopic studies 

Microstructure was observed on metallographic section after polishing and then after etching. 

Metallographic study was performed by means of microscope Neophot 2 and stereomicroscope Intraco 

Micro. Linear method was applied for the determination of secondary phase ratio, porosity, pores size and 

grain (powder) size. Phase microstructure study and chemical microanalysis were carried out using scanning 

electron microscope JEOL JSM-6490LV equipped with EDS INCA X-ACT probe. The point and surface  analysis 

were performed. The samples were observed before magnetization in the electron microscope. 

2.2 Electrochemical testing procedure 

In this investigation the potentiodynamic cyclic polarization technique was utilized [4]. Experiments were 

performed using computer-directed PGP-201 Potentiostat/Galvanostat with Voltamaster PC program. 

Potentiodynamic polarization tests were preceded by a determination of corrosion potential (Ecor). The 

corrosion rate was determined by the polarization resistance method. The electrochemical cell consisted of 

the standard three electrodes arrangements, NbFeB or ZnAl working electrode, a reference saturated 

calomel electrode (SCE), and platinum counter electrode. Polarization curves were obtained in neutral 0,1 

M NaCl water solution at room temperature, using a voltage sweep rate of 1,0 mV/s. For comparison 

purposes the samples of carbon steel, commercial zinc coating, zinc and aluminium were also tested. The 

exposed surfaces in electrochemical cell had areas 0,5 - 2 cm2. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

3.1 Chemical composition 

The chemical microanalysis of NdFeB phases was performed on inter-granular brittle fracture surface, Fig. 

1. and Table 1. Two basic phases were identified, the grain or powder matrix contains approximately (in 

at.%) 82% Fe, 11,5% Nd, 2% Co, 2%Al, 1,5% Dy and this corresponds to (Nd,Dy)2Fe14B magnet type. The 

intergranular phase, white in Fig. 1, is rich in Nd and contain small amount Co, Fe, Al and Dy. The oxygen 

content in minority phase (30-50% at.) is probably part of corrosion products of reactive element 

(Nd(OH)3). The thermal stability of NdFeB is enhanced by Dy [1] and Co improves a corrosion resistance [3]. 
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On the surface of coating ZnAl were also observed two phases, Fig. 2. The light phase contains nearly 90% 

Zn and 5% Al, a darker structure contains over 90 % Al and 2% Zn (Table 2). The detected oxygen is 

probably part of corrosion products. Average surface analysis identified around 79% Al, 15% Zn and 15% O. 

More homogeneous coating can be deposited by classical technologies [5], e. g. electrodeposition. 

Table 2  Results of surface and point analysis of 

coating ZnAl 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Surface of coating (BEC), numbers (1,2) 

        designate selected places of analysis. 

3.2  Metallographic study 

The different phases were found in structure of material under investigation, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. On the 

metallographic section, the light phase is rich in Fe, the grey (tint, dark, brown) phases contain more Nd, 

Small amount of pores of spherical shape (black colour) was observed on the fracture surface and in the 

metallographic sections. Relatively large dispersion of coating thickness, in the range of 25-90 m, was 

identified on sections (Fig. 3). The average porosity ratio of coating (determined by linear method) is 

around 32±9 %, the mean diameter of pores is 7,5±1,7 m. Possible through pores can be filled with 

corrosion products and thus decrease or block the corrosion of base material. The minority phases in 

wt.% Zn Al Fe O 

surface 33.22 59.18 0.58 7.02 

surface 30.94 59.01 0.48 9.57 

surface 31.78 60.60 0.42 7.21 

light 1 95.83 2.45 - 1.72 

dark 2 4.36 91.99 0.32 3.33 

     

at.% Zn Al Fe O 

surface 13.93 69.61 0.33 16.13 

surface 18.31 66.94 0.26 14.49 

surface 14.13 70.40 0.23 15.24 

light 1 6.47 5.46 - 88.07 

dark 2 5.64 92.40 0.16 1.81 
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NdFeB appeared as pores or microcracks at smaller magnification that is difficult to distinguish between 

these structural parts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fig. 3  Structure of base material and coating,        Fig. 4  Structure of base material with different 

a higher heterogeneity and porosity of ZnAl coating.  phases and pores (etched specimen). 

Secondary phases (dark) in base material, polished. 

The secondary phases and partly pores in base material occurred at approximately 27±3 % and their 

average size 10,2±1,1 m.  Grains with polyhedral equiaxed shape have mean diameter dg = 23±2 m. 

3.3  Potentiodynamic experiments 

Typical polarization curves of samples obtained during the potentiodynamic measurements are shown in 

Fig. 5. On exposed surfaces of tested materials and samples were observed pits and/or spots. 

 
Fig. 5  Comparison of typical cyclic polarization curves for materials tested 

in 0,1 M NaCl solution. Coordinates: potential E [mV] SCE - log |i|, i [A/cm2]. 
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Values of corrosion potential (Ecor) of tested materials and layer can provide information on their tendency 

to corrode, the differences in corrosion potentials establish possible galvanic couples in a specific 

environment, Table 3 and Fig. 5. The values of depassivation (Ed) and repassivation (Er) potential have been 

determined for conventional current densities (100 A/cm2; 10 A/cm2). The lower values of depassivation 

and repassivation potentials, the lower resistance to pitting.The polarization resistance (Rp) and corrosion 

rate (rc) were measured and calculated approximately by Stern method [6] before and after pitting (in 

parenthesis).  

Table 3  Results of potentiodynamic polarization measurements; 0,1 mol/l NaCl water solution. 

material cycle Ecor Ed Er Ev Rp rc notes 

sample No. mV mV mV mV 2 mm/a  

ZnAl/FeNd 
delivered 

1 -1030 -970 -1052 -874 3,7 0,024 0,5 cm2 

2 -1067 -1029 -1051 -876 (1,12) (0,122) SVUOM cell 

ZnAl/FeNd 
delivered 

1 -1002 -969 -1007 -909 1,01 0,147 1,5 cm2 

2 -1013 -977 -1018 -904 (1,0) (0,26) immersion 

FeNd 
deliv. ground 

1 -720 -651 -767 -499 2,3 0,15 0,5 cm2 

2 -771 -727 -768 -530 (0,97) (0,26)  

Zn/Fe 
reference 

1 -1016 -954 -1064 -844 2,35 0,047 0,5 cm2 

2 -1053 -1009 -1065 -852 (1,86) (0,167)  

steel C20 
reference 

1 -473 -412 -523 -262 1,4 0,21 1,0 cm2 

2 -513 -450 -534 -273 (1,2) (0,37)  

Zn  
reference 

1 -1005 -955 -1037 -833 - - 1,8 cm2 

2 -1020 -977 -1033 -911 - - Avesta cell 

Al 
reference 

1 -750 -670 -698 -335 - - 1,8 cm2 

2 -746 -593 -688 -386 - - Avesta cell 

The possibility of cathode protection of NdFeB by sacrificial anode coating ZnAl is given by difference of 

corrosion potential around 0,3 V. It is also confirmed that addition of Nd decreases the corrosion resistance 

of Fe (Fig. 5.) According to potentiodynamic test, the corrosion resistance of ZnAl coating is similar to 

commercial Zn/Fe one in diluted NaCl water solution. The further corrosion tests for magnet materials and 

coatings under investigation are desirable. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

The composition, microstructure and selected corrosion properties of advanced NdFeB magnet with ZnAl 

coating has been determined. Chemical microanalysis has shown that composition of sintered magnet 

material correspond to the type (Nd,Dy)2Fe14B with secondary Nd-rich phases distributed preferably at 

grain boundaries. Heterogeneous structure and relatively higher porosity was observed in ZnAl coating, 

deposited by mean of special technology using Al and Zn alloy powders. The brittle intercrystalline 

mechanism of fracture was prevailing with microscopic dimples. Reasonable values of corrosion and pitting 

potentials as well as corrosion rates were found out for the magnet material, coating and reference metals 

(Fe, Zn, Al) in NaCl water solution on the base of potentiodynamic polarization measurements.  
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Abstract  

In 1956, in the former Czechoslovakia, metallic scandium was prepared for the first time from Ore 

Mountain (Krušné Hory) wolframites processed to scandium concentrates at Spolchemie Ústí nad Labem. In 

connection with so called Geneva Protocol from 1955. After the release of information on processing of 

uranium and of a spent nuclear fuel, the interest in rare earth elements as well as in scandium and yttrium 

grew. The amount of a scandium concentrate available in Czechoslovakia was enormous, given the 

circumstances. However, after the monetary reform in 1953, the concentrate was sold in order to obtain 

foreign currency. Despite this fact, the researchers of the Institute of Chemical Technology Prague, in 

competition with many renowned research facilities in the USA and France, succeeded in preparing metallic 

scandium and published the results on July 3, 1956 - three weeks before the similar results were published 

by CNRS in Paris. More than 50 papers on Czech scandium were published in renowned journals since then. 

However, scandium was not used by the Czech industry, although it was used in the former USSR (MIG-29 

and aerospace projects) to enhance properties of Al-Mg or Al-Mg-Li alloys, or in the USA in the illuminating 

engineering. This paper reviews the Czech research of metallic scandium, its alloys and compounds. 

Keywords: scandium; scandium compounds; scandium alloys; wolframite; zinnwaldite. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In a very brief introduction, we can only summarize generally known facts about scandium. The existence of 

the element scandium 21Sc  was predicted in 1871 by D. I. Mendeleiev, who named it eka-boron. Six years 

later, the element was found in gadolinite by L. P. Nilson, who named it scandium in honour to Scandinavia. 

Till the end of World War II, only few researchers were interested in scandium and its importance was 

minimal. For example, in 1937 B. Fischer published a work about electrolytic reduction during which he 

obtained metallic scandium in the reaction mixture [1]. However, he did not isolate the element and, thus, 

described its properties imprecisely. In 1939, K. Meisel elaborated a roentgenographic study of metallic 

scandium, but again in a mixture [2]. One of important points was notice on possibility of  scandium 

allotropic modification alpha and beta. In the next 10 years, the research of scandium was practically 

absent. In 1952, a large amount of a scandium concentrate emerged in the Czech chemical plant Spolek pro 

chemickou a hutní výrobu (Corporation for Chemical and Metallurgical Production) in Ústí nad Labem,  

where wolframites from Krušné hory (Ore Mountains, Erzgebirge)  were processed. This was the very 

scandium concentrate whose tale we are going to follow in this memorandum.  

2.  HISTORICAL PREFACE 

The Czech lands - and later  Czechoslovakia - were always considered an industrially advanced country, 

competitive especially in mechanical engineering and metallurgy. Development of mechanical engineering 

mailto:vlastimil.brozek@vscht.cz
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demanded mainly high-quality machining tools. Traditional company Carborundum Electrite Benátky nad 

Jizerou, established in 1893, produced silicon carbide and silicon carbide tools according to the Acheson’s 

patent. After the World War II, the company became also an important exporter; due to large amounts of 

high-quality raw material from war provisions. In Poldina huť (Poldihütte), later Poldi n. p. Kladno, tools 

from sintered carbides of G (Guss) and S (Stahl) types were produced according to the Krupp-Widia patent. 

After the War, when German production of sintered carbides was in wrecks, the production and usage of 

machining tools expanded in such  an extent that a new enterprise, Pramet (today Seco Tools), was 

established in Šumperk. The production of sintered carbides not only from Poldi Kladno, but also from 

Přípeř near Děčín (where prominent powder metallurgist C. Agte worked [3]), was moved there. 

The range and quality of sintered carbides, in which the main constituents are tungsten carbide and cobalt, 

was enhanced by additives, mainly  titanium, niobium and tantalum carbides. Except an import, tungsten 

was obtained also from domestic sources, mainly from tin-tungsten ore mined in Ore Mountains in Cínovec 

(Zinnwald) locality. The mned ore was primarily processed on place; chemical processing was done in 

Spolek pro chemickou a hutní výrobu in Ústí nad Labem. Wolframite and zinnwaldite from Cínovec locality 

contained,  besides tungsten and tin, also other important elements, mainly thorium, scandium, niobium 

and lithium, together with trace elements such as Y, Ta, Rb or Cs. 

During chemical processing, complicated waste material was produced. Its analysis was in 1952  was done 

by a mineralogist J. Kašpar, the first rector of independent Institute of Chemical Technology ( ICT ) in Prague 

(Vysoká škola chemicko-technologická v Praze). In fluoride wastes, he detected a significant content of 

thortveitite (Sc,Y) 2Si2O7. At that time, new education programmes were designed at the Institute. Because 

the Department of Inorganic Technology, which was established lately and was directed by A. Regner,  was 

specialised in so called "heavy inorganic chemistry", the problems  of these industrial wastes were assigned 

to a newly established Department of Inorganic Chemistry directed by F. Petrů. Employees B. Hájek and V. 

Procházka focused on isolation of scandium (III) oxide and in cooperation with Výzkumný ústav 

Monokrystaly Turnov (Monocrystals Research Institute) and Č. Barta succeeded in isolating of the very first 

monocrystal of Sc2O3 and determining its crystallochemical properties [4]. 

In 1955, in connection with the Geneva Protocol and the USA-USSR treaty of the declassification of nuclear 

research related technologies, the unofficial race for rare earth elements (lanthanoides) started. The rare 

earth elements are formed in a spent nuclear fuel and must be taken away during the purification of 

uranium. Today, scandium and yttrium are counted among rare earth metals. In connection with the above 

mentioned facts and also due to electrotechnical industry demands for model compounds of rare earth 

metals, their production has grown. Scandium commodities were rare, their availability was low and prices 

high. Only rich research institutes, such as work groups of F.H. Spedding at the Ames University in Iowa, 

Spicyn in Moscow, G.V. Samsonov in Kiev or J. Loriers at CNRS in Paris, could afford to finance the scandium 

compounds research. At the time, Czech wolframite wastes represented the most concentrated resource of 

scandium and there was plenty of it at the Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague. 

On an international scale, the first relevant publications about metallic scandium were published in 1956. 

The first Czech paper on scandium was published in 1956, in Czech journal Chemické listy (Chemical Letters) 

[5]. In the very same journal, with the date of submission the 3rd July 1956, Petrů, Hájek and Procházka 

informed - in form of a short communication - about the preparation of metallic scandium by the reduction 

of ScF3 by calcium in a molybdenum crucible heated under argon atmosphere by a high-frequency heating; 

the metal was then purified by subsequent vacuum sublimation at 1,33 .10-2 Pa. The research was done in 
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Tesla Vršovice, with Dr. Schneider’s workgroup *6+. A competitive paper about the metallic scandium 

preparation by V.I. Spicyn in Moscow [7] was submitted in 1961 and the most cited article by Achard et al 

[8] was published as late as on the 22nd July 1956. Our primacy was challenged probably because the work 

was published in the Czech language and in the journal that was not available worldwide. In 1958, Petrů et 

al. published a sort of apology for their results in the internationally acknowledged journal Collection [9]. 

The situation corresponded with specific conditions, which were significantly influenced by a monetary 

reform of 1953. The reform put an end to the convertibility of our currency and also created the need for 

acquisition of a foreign currency at any cost. At this point, in connection with the development of 

machining technologies in machine engineering-focused Czechoslovakia, it is important to remind  a 

difficult decision that was to be done by so-called captains of our industry. They were to decide destiny of 

the North-Bohemian (from Krušné hory) wolframites processing. The process of separation could be carried 

either on acid or alkaline path. One of these processes provided concentrates with high content of Nb and 

Ta, carbides of which (especially TaC) significantly improved properties of sintered carbides based on WC-

Co. The other process provided a scandium-yttrium concentrate. The general management of KOVOHUTĚ - 

Department in Ministry of Industry CSSR decided that the scandium concentrate from Ústí nad Labem 

should be sold by Lachema n.p. to foreign countries,  concretely  to  the United Kingdom. Domestic raw 

materials were intended for processing to tantalum compounds, which were demanded by the 

electrotechnical industry for capacitors production. The decision was not favourable for the Department of 

Inorganic Chemistry; however, about 20 kg of the scandium concentrate were saved from exportation. This 

action provided the Czech scandium chemistry research with enough material for the next 20 years. Just to 

reconsider the exportation: in the Czech scandium concentrate, thorium can be also found. Its chemical 

separation was very difficult at the time. If we came at industrial scandium compounds, produced by 

renowned companies such as Koch Light or Johnson-Matthey & Co., we found traces of thorium, which 

unequivocally marked the origin of the raw material. Captains of our industry did not think about the 

possibility of producing scandium compounds and exporting of them in exchange for foreign currency. 

In the fifties and sixties of the last century, there were only 

three information sources and databases of chemistry 

publications: Chemical Abstracts, Referativnyj Zhurnal and 

Chemische Zentralblatt. Although there were Czech 

employees among paid abstractors of these databases, who 

selected the most interesting papers, the number of 

information was limited; therefore the notice about 

Chemické listy was not passed on. This was probably due to 

the fact that it was marked only as a “short communication” 

- so probably the abstractors waited for information with 

more impact. This was published as late as in 1957, in the 

journal Collection [9], which was always internationally 

acknowledged. As a result, in connection with scandium 

the world of chemistry cited rather publications from 1956 by Achard et al. [8] and Spedding [10] or Spicyn 

and Savicky [7, 11] than Czech authors - even though V. Procházka attended Symposium on rare earths in 

November 1956 in Leipzig, organised by the German Chemical Society. Among others, professor Loriers, 

who published the paper about metallic scandium preparation together with Achard and Caro on the 23rd 

July 1956, i.e. three weeks later, was there. Spedding’s publication bears the date of the 9th July 1956 [10].  

Fig. 1  Prof.T.Horowitz´ address in ICT Prague 
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Our work was properly cited not before 1975, when one of the first monographs, Scandium [12], was published. 

The editor of the monograph was professor T. Horowitz, who visited our laboratory in 1968 (see Fig. 1).  

For the successful preparation of metallic scandium crowned by the ambiguous European primacy, F. Petrů, 

B. Hájek and V. Procházka were in 1957 prized by  the prestigious Cena hlavního města Prahy (Capital City 

of Prague Award). 

After 1957, the research divided into two parts. One group of scientists from ICT, Prague, focused on the 

systematic preparation of all possible scandium compounds, eventually with other elements of the 3rd 

group. The others had task to find the industrial use for scandium and its compounds. Papers about 

scandium and its compounds published by the Department of Inorganic Chemistry were numbered for 

better clarity. After professor Petrů’s passing in 1974, the number of Beiträge zur Chemie der seltenen 

Elemente (or Contribution to the Chemistry of Rare Elements) stopped on 88. In preparation of some 

scandium compounds, such as ScOF, Sc2OC, Y2OC, Sc(BrO3)3 and others, the Department has primacy, 

certified by citation in the Gmelin Handbook or in the Powder Diffraction Files (PDF) database [13-16]. We 

also tried to draw the attention of scientific public to the inconsistent facts about scandium allotropy [17,18]. 

A demand for commercial scandium use was stagnant, as it was generally acknowledged that scandium is 

expensive and hardly available. The use was considered to be worth only in case of some unique property 

of scandium or its compound themselves or if some economically acceptable minor addition of scandium to 

other substances would have changed their properties significantly. However, no anomalous or unique 

applicable property was found. The proverbial 

first swallow was the remark of professor G.V. 

Samsonov from Kiev Institut Problem 

Materialovedenia (Kiev Institute of Materials 

Science), that addition of scandium carbide 

increased titanium carbide hardness to almost 

56 GPa [19]. It would mean that it was ranking 

among the third or fourth hardest substance, 

after diamond and cubic boron nitride and 

exceeding hardness of boron and silicon 

carbides. After receiving this information, 

professor Hans Nowotny from the University of 

Vienna, co-worker of the Austrian enterprise 

Metallwerk Plansee AG in Reutte, focused on 

the issue [20]. Our Department joined in as well, in cooperation with potential industrial producer Pramet 

Šumperk *21, 22+. In 1965, professor Hans Nowotny conferred in Prague about scandium with academician 

Rudolf Brdička and with professor Petrů, see Fig. 2.   

In 1972, the member-correspondent of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, professor G.V. 

Samsonov also visited the ICT Prague (Fig. 3) and showed deep interest in scandium carbide research. Our 

Department published a series of 27 impacted publications on scandium and lanthanides carbides titled 

Hydrolysable carbides [23, 24]; however, the result was amazingly negative. All carbides, starting with 

scandium, through yttrium, lanthanum to lutetium  ones, are hydrolysable. During the reaction with water, 

they decompose forming hydrogen and hydrocarbons, from methane and acetylene  to analytically proved 

saturated hydrocarbons of the C12 type. On the other hand, all other transition elements on the right side of 

 

 
Fig. 2  Prof. Hans Nowotny, academician Rudolf Brdička, 

profs. František Čůta and F. Petrů, ICT Prague 1965 
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scandium, starting with titanium and followed by V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zr, Hf, Mo, W and so on, form 

interstitial carbides that are chemically very stable and also very hard,  for example, the hafnium carbide 

HfC with the highest melting point of 3820 °C or tungsten carbide with the highest toughness whose 

industrial importance is on the increase. However, the hydrolysability of scandium carbide was surprising. 

The negative effect of the phenomenon was that the samples of titanium carbide doped with scandium 

carbide progressively disintegrated due to the air humidity. 

 

 
Fig. 3  V. Procházka (third from left) and G.V. Samsonov (on the right), ICT Prague 1972 

Interesting point is the fact that the scandium carbide (Sc15C19) hydrolysis yields mainly (apart from 

hydrogen) allylen, which was by that time detected only as a product of magnesium carbide hydrolysis [25]. 

This discovery is in good correspondence with the so-called diagonal law of elements. 

In the seventies and eighties of the last century, the interest in scandium and its compounds fell off 

progressively, measured by the number of publications and citations. As the compound to be much easily 

prepared was scandium (III) oxide; the oxide ceramics were the most probable consumer and supporter of 

the research. From the point of view of physical properties, scandium (III) oxide is very similar to the 

aluminium (III) oxide; however, no evidence of significant change or even improvement of physical 

properties as a result of scandium (III) oxide addition to aluminium (III) oxide were found. 

The very low interest in scandium may be confirmed when looking into the international market almanacs - 

the world consumption of scandium compounds did not exceed 100 kg. Per year, approximately 20 kg of 

Sc2O3 was used in the USA and 80 kg was used in the rest of the world for the high-power discharge tubes 

and halogen lamps. Scandium iodide strongly increases the emission of the white light with high “colour 

rendering index”, which can replace sunlight in the film studios. Small amounts of radionuclide 46Sc are 

used as a trace agent in crude oil plants. 

In the Czech Republic, the attempt to change the attitude towards scandium took place in nineties. After 

the USSR dissolution, the Trade Representation of the Russian Federation started to hold Czech-Russian 

seminars, where specialists informed each other of production, market and (partly) research possibilities, 

the last being tabooed until that time, mainly because of military-strategic aspects. In 1997, during one of 

the seminars, it was announced that the Russian Federation offers large amounts (several tons) of special 

scandium alloys which were redundant after the space research cutback. The majority of cosmic 

apparatuses were made from light alloys based on aluminium and magnesium. The reduction of specific 

weight under 1.5 g/cm3 was achieved by significant amounts of metallic lithium added to the alloy. The 
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metallic lithium specific weight is approx. 0.5 g/cm3 but it significantly lowers the corrosion resistance of 

the constructions. This may not impose serious problems in the space; however, before being taken into 

the space, the apparatuses were produced and stored on Earth and the maintenance of proper 

anticorrosive environment was considerably expensive. It was found that the addition of metallic scandium 

to the Al-Mg-Li-based alloys might significantly improve the corrosion resistance of these alloys. The price 

of these alloys made them initially uninteresting.  Of course, enormous prices of material were not 

important when it concerned cosmic race and MIG fighters production. Here, we may cite the popular 

source - Wikipedia: 

The addition of  scandium to aluminium limits the excessive grain growth that occurs in the heat-affected 

zone of welded aluminium components. This has two beneficial effects: the precipitated Al3Sc forms smaller 

crystals than are formed in other aluminium alloys and the volume of precipitate-free zones that normally 

exist at the grain boundaries of age-hardening aluminium alloys is reduced. Both of these effects increase 

the usefulness of the alloy. However, titanium alloys, which are similar in lightness and strength, are 

cheaper and much more widely used. The main application of scandium by weight is in aluminium-scandium 

alloys for minor aerospace industry components. These alloys contain between 0.1 wt. % and 0.5 wt. % of 

Sc. They were used in the Russian military aircraft, specifically the MiG-21 and MiG-29. The American 

gunmaking company Smith&Wesson produces revolvers with frames composed of scandium alloy and 

cylinders of titanium (end of citation).  

As late as in 2005, the Czech Republic obtained a research grant focused on the influence of scandium on 

the properties of aluminium alloys. The research was performed at Research Institute of Metals - VUK 

Panenské Břežany. One part of the results was the discovery of the positive influence of precipitated Al3Sc 

phase on the properties of extruded alloys [26, 27]. However, the new alloys did not call the interest of the 

market so far. 

The last attempt to procure scandium in the production schemes of our machining industry was the 

development of technical coatings of machining tools. In the seventies, the machining tools were coated 

mainly by titanium nitride TiN having both decorative and anticorrosion functions. The main advantage was 

increasing of hardness that was twice of that of the substrate. Titanium nitride-based coatings, having the 

thickness of few micrometers only, were prepared by CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition) and granted five 

times longer working life of the product. The next step was the preparation of coatings from the solid 

solutions of TiC and TiN; based on the Vegard’s law a part of the titanium was replaced by other elements 

that seemed to improve coatings properties. The CVD method was progressively replaced by newer 

techniques of surface engineering and functional coatings production, such as functionally-graded (FGM), 

ion-planted (IP) or magnetron-sputtered (MS) materials. In the nineties, TiAlN or TiAlCxNy coatings were the 

hit of the season [28]. It is self-evident that we examined the properties of Ti-Al-C-N system doped with 

scandium in the production of wear-resistant sintered carbides thin coatings. It was found that the wear 

resistance of coatings containing 8-13 % of Sc is almost two times (or more precisely 1.8 times) higher than 

those of the popular TiAlN coatings [29]. The results of our research, presented at the world powder 

metallurgy congress in Stockholm [30] were well accepted, especially as there was a Czech company that 

guaranteed semi-industrial production. However, again, these materials did not establish themselves in the 

machining industry, mainly because of the price and because of the other new coatings development. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium_alloy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titanium_alloy
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Abstract 

Products prepared by the sintering of titanium and boron carbide powder and by the sintering of titanium 

and boron nitride powder were studied. The sintering was performed at 2 000 °C under the pressure of 6 

GPa in a high-pressure apparatus of BELT-type with sufficient holding time to reach thermodynamic 

equilibrium. The results of chemical and phase composition analyses were compared with thermodynamic 

prediction of possible reactions in the system. We proved the preferential formation of borides TiB and TiB2 

prior to the carbides or nitrides formation. The products, which may be considered Ti-(TiB,TiB2)-TiN or Ti-

(TiB,TiB2)-TiC cermets, were analysed in order to determine their microstructure, phase and chemical 

composition and their influence on mechanical properties such as hardness or elastic modulus. This work 

precedes similar study which will be performed using the same powders processed by plasma spraying, 

which enables to stabilize high-temperature phases by rapid cooling. 

Keywords: hot pressing; reactive sintering; titanium boride; titanium nitride; boron carbide; plasma spraying; 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Titanium and its alloys are still used in the wide range of applications. This work focuses on the preparation 

and investigation of products of reactive sintering of titanium, boron carbide and boron nitride using extreme 

pressure and temperature. Experiments that study the behaviour of similar systems Ti-B4C and Ti-BN during 

ultrahigh temperature plasma spraying are in progress at the moment. One of the focuses of this work is 

the usage of titanium cermets as anti-ballistic materials. This will be the content of the some future paper. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The first series of experiments was performed using the titanium powder with the size distribution of 30-60 

µm and boron carbide with the granularity of 20-43 µm. The powders were mixed to obtain the molar ratio 

of 3:1 (72.2:27.8 in wt. %), which corresponds to the expected chemical reaction: 

3 Ti + B4C = TiC + 2 TiB2                                                                  (1) 

The powder mixture was pressed and heated in the pressure chamber of BELT type apparatus, the 

operating temperature was 2 000 °C, the pressure 6 GPa. The diameter of the pressure chamber was 20 

mm, the chamber was isolated using Flexicarb graphite foil. The overall time of synthesis and sintering 

including the cooling-down to the laboratory temperature was 45 minutes. 

The next series of experiments was performed using the mixtures of titanium and boron nitride powders, 

the amount of each powder (74.3:25.7 in wt. %) was determined according to the expected reaction: 

3 Ti + 2 BN =  2 TiN + TiB2                                                                   (2) 

mailto:vlastimil.brozek@vscht.cz
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To describe further the reaction mechanism, two types of boron nitrides were used: the hexagonal boron 

nitride α-BN with the D6c-P63mmc structure type and ultrahard cubic boron nitride β-BN of the ZnS T2
d - 

F43m structure type. The latter was prepared by high pressure synthesis of the boron nitride precursor 

with lithium- and aluminium-nitride-based catalyst. The XRF (x-ray fluorescence) analysis showed that the 

reactant was contaminated by traces of aluminium.  

The third series of experiments, the plasma deposition of the Ti+B4C and Ti+BN powder mixtures, was 

performed using the low-temperature water-stabilised plasma generator WSP®. The scheme of samples 

preparation is described in the Fig. 1. Powder mixtures heated by plasma were deposited on graphite 

substrates. Graphite substrates were cooled and protected against oxidation by the argon with 7 vol.% of 

hydrogen. After the deposition of the powder on the substrate, the chemical reaction between powders took 

place. The reaction took place, to some extent, already during the flight of the powders through the plasma. 

 

Fig. 1  Scheme of plasma deposition arrangement with detailed view of the real situation and the plasma 

path surface 

By the high-pressure synthesis, sintered samples with 20 mm in diameter were obtained. Samples were 

ground to remove the surface layers and polished to obtain metallographic sections. XRD phase analysis 

(X´Pert PRO with Bragg-Brentano arrangement, CuKα detector X'Celerator, HighScore Plus software) was 

performed to determine the phase composition of the sample. The phase composition was further studied 

using the microprobe of the scanning electron microscope (SEM, Tescan Vega 3 LMU) with energy dispersive 

spectrometer (EDS, Oxford Instruments Inca 350) and using the microhardness and elastic modulus 

measurement according to the ISO 14677 (DIN 50 359) (FISCHER Picodentor MH500). Products obtained by 

the plasma spraying were processed in a similar way after being removed from the graphite targets. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structure of the reactively sintered mixture of Ti + B4C powders is shown in Fig. 2. According to the XRD 

analysis (Fig.3), two boron-containing phases are present: cubic TiB with the lattice parameter ao = 0.421 

nm and hexagonal TiB2 (P6/mmm) phase. Furthermore, cubic phase with the lattice parameter ao = 0.432 

nm was detected. The parameter of the phase is very close to that of the titanium carbide TiC (theoretical 

value ao = 0.433 nm). EDS elements map and point analysis proved the same probability of all light 

elements (B, C and O) presence. In some places, large grains (> 30 μm) of boron carbide that did not react 

were found in the sintered products microstructure. This may be interpreted as follows: the holding time 

on the maximal temperature was not sufficient to ensure total reaction of coarse grains or the high 

pressure favoured the formation of cubic phases that are close packed, i.e. TiB and TiC that have lower 

molar volume than TiB2. 

More interesting results were obtained for the reaction of titanium with different forms of boron nitride. 

For the sake of simplicity, we will interpret the results for the use of cubic boron nitride firstly. The 

reactivity of the mixture was minimal; the conditions were the same as for the two nitrides used; only 

partial surface reaction of titanium and boron nitride occurred. Almost 70 % of the β-BN remained 

unreacted (Fig. 4). Titanium reacted, forming titanium nitride TiN with the lattice parameter ao = 0.424 nm. 

Titanium boride with the lattice parameter ao = 0.421 nm has the same structure, the formation of solid 

solution with nitride is possible. Titanium can disolve up to 1.7 % of boron. According to the diffraction 

pattern, it is evident that the diboride TiB2 was not formed. EDS elements map and point analysis of the 

places showed in Fig. 4 proved that the dark particles correspond to the unreacted β-BN, the light particles 

correspond to nitride TiN. Ratios of other elements showed that certain amount of unidentified phases was 

present, their diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 5 (detailed interpretation to be done). The Al3Ti phase is 

supposed to be present; however, its content is under the detection limit (< 3 %). 
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The situation was completely different in case of reaction of titanium with the hexagonal boron nitride α-

BN, where diboride TiB2 and nitride TiN were found in the product, according to the assumption (see Fig.6, 

Fig. 7). Apart from these products, 10 % of other non-stoichiometric products were formed. When 

interpreting the results of the analysis of the reaction of titanium with hexagonal boron nitride, the fact 

that α-BN contained 0.3 % of oxygen was taken into account. The exact value is not mentioned, mainly 

because the amount of oxygen in the sample may vary as a result of the reaction of BN with the air 

moisture during the manipulation. The desiccation of the powder before the experiment cannot solve the 

problem as the above mentioned reaction is irreversible. The oxygen may be bonded in two different forms 

[1]: it is primarily contained in boroxol cycle on the BN crystallite boundaries. Furthermore, it is contained 

as a boron oxide of unidentifiable form originating from imperfectly nitrided precursors or formed as a 

result of slow hydrolysis. In any case, this fact is the cause of the presence of hexagonal P63/mmc phase 

with parameters ao = 0.297 nm and co = 0.781 nm in the high-pressure reactive synthesis product. The 

phase can be described as Ti3O (TiO0.325) according to Holmberg [2] or Ti3N (TiN0.3) according to Lengauer 

[3]. As 0.3 % (certified value) of oxygen in the boron nitride is not sufficient for the Ti3O phase formation in 

such an amount. It is more probable that the present phase is the hexagonal titanium nitride phase. This 

may explain why the present titanium nitride TiN with its lattice parameters and cubic structure 

corresponds to the ideal composition and why the product from the wide range of isostructured TiNx (x = 

0.7 - 1.1) is not formed. 

The results of the experiments with the reactive plasma deposition proved the existence of narrow neutral 

redox zone in the water stabilised plasma cone. In this zone, the oxidation of highly reactive titanium may 

be avoided. In the border zones of the plasma, partial oxidation occurred, despite the use of inert gas. The 

oxidation yields mainly the lower oxides of titanium, predominantly Ti3O. Closer to the centre of the cone, 

in the area characterised by the lower limit of 0.002 steradians, the Ti3N phase was observed. In the areas 
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influenced by the external zone of the plasma cone, the Raman spectroscopy proved the formation of the 

lower oxidation state oxides, which may be considered Magnéli phases. 

Bulk products detached from the graphite substrate have highly homogeneous structure (see Fig. 8.). EDS 

elements map proved that the Ti, B, N and O concentration is similar (N.B.: Fig. 8. shows only Ti and N Kα1 

as B and O Kα1 had intensity insufficient for proper printing of the image). In case of plasma deposited Ti + 

B4C mixture, the absence of carbide TiC, or its concentration below the XRD detection limit is interesting 

(Fig. 9.). This may be in accordance with so-called autoshrouding effect, observed earlier for example in 

case of the tungsten carbide or boron carbide deposition [4]. The boron carbide may be oxidised by the air 

captured in the turbulent zone of the plasma flow and formed carbon monoxide may create a reduction 

atmosphere that surrounds flying powder particles. 

Bulk products of hot pressing and of plasma deposition of reactive sintered Ti+B4C and Ti+BN mixtures were 

polished and tested by instrumented indentation in statistically relevant places. Illustration of measurement 

and evaluation of surface microhardness and elastic modulus results is shown in Fig. 10 and in Table 1. 

Table 1  Microhardness and E-modulus values of Ti-B4C a Ti-BN bulk cermets 

 TiB2 standard 
Plasma spray 

Ti-B4C 
BELT 

Ti-B4C 
Plasma spray 

Ti-BN 
BELT 

HV min [GPa] -- 28.8  14.2  18.4 

HV max [GPa] 33.7  32.1 15.7  22.7 

E-mod min [GPa] 410  182 203  354 

E-mod max [GPa] 493  294 217  436 
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Fig. 10  Dependance of the indentation depth on load during HV and E 

measurements (instrumented indentation) on Ti-B4C a Ti-BN bulk cermets 

4. CONCLUSION 

Present research of the ternary Ti-B-N system was focused mainly on the construction of the ternary phase 

diagram. Proved results up to 1 620 °C are available, formulated i.e. by Xiaoyan *5+. Our work is focused on 

the experimental validation of the reaction of titanium with boron carbide and boron nitride in limited 

concentration range. The aim of the work was to prepare multiphase composite materials. These 

composites (or cermets) differ significantly in composition according to the preparation method: reactive 

sintering or plasma deposition. The most significant is the different ratio of TiB and TiB2 [6] and the 

formation of nitrides with deficient stoichiometry (TiN to TiN0.3). In the case of plasma deposition, the 

formation of lower titanium oxides is also possible. However, bulk products prepared by the above 

mentioned methods have rather inhomogeneous multiphase structure. From the point of view of 

mechanical properties, they have high mechanical toughness and surface hardness, which makes them of 

interest for the production of anti-ballistic protection aids. 
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Abstract 

Some results of thermodynamic, structural and physical properties of Al-Sn-Zn alloys are presented in our 

paper. The ternary Al-Sn-Zn alloys were prepared in a resistance furnace in evacuated ampoules. The alloys 

were studied metallographically, their micro-hardness and X-ray micro-analysis (EDX, SEM) of individual 

phases were measured. Temperatures of phase transitions (liquidus, solidus, invariant reactions, etc.) were 

obtained using the DTA method (Setaram SETSYS 18TM). The long time annealing (250, 300, 350°C; 3, 7, 14 

or 28 days) was used in order to achieve the thermodynamic equilibrium. The results were confronted with 

thermodynamic modelling of the ternary Al - Sn - Zn system in the Institute of Physics of Materials AS of the 

Czech Republic in Brno. We have studied density (by gamma-absorption method), electrical resistivity (by 

contactless method in rotating magnetic field) and magnetic susceptibility (by Faraday’s method) of some 

Al-Sn-Zn alloys containing up to 10 at.% of aluminum and up to 65 at.% of zinc. The increasing of zinc 

content resulted in the decrease of the density and susceptibility values, except for one sample. The 

resistivity values practically didn’t depend on the zinc content in the crystalline state, whereas a maximum 

was found for one of the samples in the liquid state. This work has been made in the frame of COST Action 

MP0602 project “Advanced Solder Materials for High-Temperature Application”. 

Keywords: Aluminum - tin - zinc alloys, solder, DTA, thermodynamics, structure, physical properties. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This contribution is devoted to the alloys on the base of metals Al-Sn-Zn and closely follows the results 

published at the conferences Metal 2009 [1] and Metal 2010 [2]. The binary phase diagrams of the systems 

Sn-Zn, Al-Sn and Al-Zn and the ternary diagram Al-Sn-Zn were described in [1] including the partial results 

of the study of 6 alloys Sn-Zn and 14 alloys Al-Sn-Zn which contained around 3 wt.% Al. Structural 

characteristics, micro-hardness, X-ray chemical microanalyses (EDX) including the results of corrosion tests 

of individual alloys were presented here. The results of study of 10 alloys Al-Sn-Zn were published in [2]. 

The alloys were prepared by a different technology. The methods mentioned above were used for their 

structural - mechanical properties. 
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2.  EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Preparation of alloys 

The metals of the purity Sn 4N5, Zn 4N, supplied by the Research Institute of Metals, Panenské Břežany, 

and Al 3N5 (in form of the wire) were used for experimental preparation of Al-Sn-Zn alloys, the alloys 

charges à 200 g. The Zn and Al samples were chemically cleaned before melting in order to remove oxide 

layers. The nominal chemical composition of charges and the results of chemical analyses are presented in 

Table 1.  

Table 1  Nominal chemical composition of Al-Sn-Zn alloys (charge), ICP-AES and OES chemical analyses 

The prepared ampoules with inserted pieces of metals according to the charge were evacuated applying a 

high-vacuum set. After the ampoule evacuation, the ampoules with the charge were sealed. All the samples 

of Al-Sn-Zn alloys were melted at the temperature of 750°C in a muffle furnace, the temperature was 

reached after 2.5 hours, then the samples were held on the temperature for 15 minutes, overturned for 

homogenization and held on the temperature for another hour. Then the samples were overturned again 

and left in the furnace to cool until the temperature 70°C was reached.  

2.2  Metallographical analysis 

The results of metallographical analysis of selected alloys according to Table 1 were presented in [2]. A 

certain portion of lamellar ternary eutectics (Al) + (Sn) + (Zn) with a minority Al representation was 

identified in all the samples. Needles of primarily precipitated Zn and the secondary Al-Zn alloy containing 9 

 16 at.% Zn [2] were found in the structures.  

The samples of Al-Sn-Zn alloys were subsequently submitted to long-term annealing in evacuated 

ampoules. In the first stage the annealing temperature was 250°C and annealing times 3 days, 7 days, 14 

days and 28 days. Fig. 1 shows microstructures of samples 3N after the annealing regime 250°C/7 days 

followed by quenching into water.  

The lamellar eutectics Sn-Zn with tiny minority Al formations was identified in all the structures (see Fig.1). 

Dark areas of irregular shapes correspond to the solid solution Al-Zn, the composition of grey irregular 

 Charge ICP-AES OES - Spectromax 

No. Sn 
[wt. %] 

Zn 
[wt. %] 

Al 
[wt. %] 

Sn 
[at. %] 

Zn 
[at. %] 

Al 
[at. %] 

Sn 
[at. %] 

Zn 
[at. %] 

Al 
[at. %] 

Sn 
[at. %] 

Zn 
[at. %] 

Al 
[at. %] 

1N 92 7.4 0.6 85 12.5 2.5 82.31 16.09 1.60 88.61 10.39 1.00 

3N 82.7 16 1.3 70.4 24.7 4.9 79.62 18.87 1.51 75.27 23.27 1.45 

4N 17.8 78.2 4 10 80 10 16.52 70.64 12.84 13.48 76.35 10.17 

10N 84 13.3 2.7 70 20 10 76.87 20.86 2.27 79.43 18.03 2.54 

12N 75.2 22.8 2 60 33 7 63.99 34.32 1.69 67.05 29.18 3.77 

15N 56 41 3 39 52 9 54.30 40.23 5.47 43.96 48.78 7.26 

16N 66.4 31.5 2.1 50 43 7 51.25 41.70 7.05 54.16 39.01 6.83 

21N 33.7 60.4 5.9 20 65 15 29.19 48.47 22.35 36.21 49.31 14.48 

22N 61.6 29.7 8.7 40 35 25 50.79 33.95 15.27 45.16 34.80 20.04 

23N 59.4 34.4 6.2 40 42 18 45.16 34.80 20.04 51.30 39.86 8.84 

24N 20 65 15 9.8 57.9 32.3       

25N 40 35 25 18.7 29.8 51.5       

26N 40 42 18 20.5 39 40.5       
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formations appertains to pure Zn. The volume proportion of the ternary eutectics decreases with the 

growing Zn content at the expense of the solid solution Al-Zn development. For Zn concentrations above 60 

at.%, a majority volume proportion of Zn in the structure is found. Quantitative proportions of individual 

phases can be determined by image analysis. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Microstructures of Al-Sn-Zn alloys after the annealing 250°C/7 days and quenching 

2.3 DTA analysis 

Temperatures of phase transitions (liquidus, solidus, invariant reactions, etc.) were obtained using the DTA 

method (Setaram SETSYS 18TM). Specimens were heated and cooled with the speed 4 K/min, always three 

times. The curves for heating 2 and 3 were used for evaluation of significant reactions. The results of DTA 

analyses of selected alloys according to Table 1 are presented in Table 2. The temperature TE is the 

temperature of ternary eutectics reaction, TU is the temperature of invariant reaction, TL is the temperature 

of liquidus, T2, T3 are the temperatures of high-temperature transitions. The composition of specimen 1N 

corresponds to the ternary eutectics, in specimens 3N, 10N and 12N, primary crystallization of Zn (needle 

formations) occurs at the temperature below TL.. Crystallization is terminated at the ternary eutectic 

reaction, the eutectics volume proportion is substantial. At the temperature 277.6°C another reaction 

happened in all the other alloys. This reaction is connected with creation of the solid solution (Al) with a 

relatively high Zn content. At the temperature decrease, the solubility of Zn in Al decreases to 916 at.% Zn 

in accordance with the phase diagram. In alloys 4N and 23N, the phase transformation was observed at 

temperatures above 300°C (temperature T2), in alloys 21N and 22N with high Al contents another peak 

appeared at DTA analysis (temperature T3). Fig. 2 documents the specimen 4N after the thermal analysis.  

3N 10N 12N 

Al - Zn 

16N 22N 23N 

15N 21N 4N 
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Table 2  Results of DTA analyses - phase transition temperatures 

DTA 
2. measurement - heating 4 K/min 3. measurement - heating 4 K/min 

TE *°C+ TU *°C+ T2 *°C+ T3 *°C+ TL *°C+ TE *°C+ TU *°C+ T2 *°C+ T3 *°C+ TL *°C+ 

1N 199.1    199.1 198.8    198.8 

3N 197.5    253.4 197.7    254.2 

4N 196.7 277.2 346.8  358.9 196.7 277.3 347.3  358.6 

10N 197.4    239.2 197.9    238.8 

12N 198.2    296.3 197.7    298.6 

15N  197.1 277.5   325.2 197.6 277.5   324.7 

16N 197.8 277.5   313.5 198.1 277.6   313.8 

21N 197.3 277.6 325.2 363.4 439.5 197.6 277.7 325.4 363.5 439.7 

22N 199.7 277.8 297.0 317.9 405.5 197.7 277.9 296.9 319.3 406.4 

23N 197.6 277.8 311.5  336.4 197.7 277.8 311.6  337.7 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  DTA analysis of the 

sample 4N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Vertical section at 3 

wt.% Al in the Al-Sn-Zn 

ternary system and 

composition of  4N and 

15N alloys 

 

 

 

 

heating TE *°C+ TU *°C+ T2 *°C+ TL *°C+ 

2. 196,7 277,2 346,8 358,9 

3. 196,7 277,3 347,3 358,6 
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Fig. 3 presents a vertical section in the system Al-Sn-Zn calculated by the thermodynamic program PANDAT 

for 3 wt.% Al, the composition of alloys 4N and 15N is marked. An excellent compliance of the theory with 

practice is concluded when confronting the marked points of phase transitions with the temperatures 

determined by DTA - see Table 2. The following phase transformations occur in alloy 15N: 

))()))()")(
197277325

Zn(  AlSn(Zn(  AlLAl(  ZnLL
CCC




 

The following reaction takes place at alloy 4N cooling: 

))()))())"()(
197277346359

Zn(  AlSn(Zn(  AlL Zn(  AlLZnLL
CCCC




 

The phases discovered by structural and X-ray analyses correspond to these successions.  

2.4  Some physical properties of Al-Sn-Zn alloys 

The state of a melt before crystallization has noticeable effect on structure and properties of solidified 

material. And yet physical properties of Al-Sn-Zn system at high temperatures, especially in liquid state, are 

studied insufficiently. That is why in the present work we have investigated density, electrical resistivity and 

magnetic susceptibility of some Al-Sn-Zn alloys, containing up to 10 at.% of aluminum and up to 65 at.% of 

zinc, in wide temperature range. 

Table 3  The compositions and liquidus temperatures of Al-Sn-Zn samples 

No. Composition TL *°C+ (DTA) 

1 6.5 at.% Zn - 91 at.% Sn - 2.5 at.% Al 272 

2 12 at.% Zn - 80 at.% Sn - 8 at.% Al 388 

3 24.8 at.% Zn - 70.5 at.% Sn - 4.7 at.% Al 329 

4 43 at.% Zn - 50 at.% Sn - 7 at.% Al 335 

5 65 at.% Zn - 25 at.% Sn - 10 at.% Al 340 

Density of the melt was measured by absolute variant of gamma-absorption method. It is based on the 

known law of attenuation of gamma-rays: 

)exp(0  lBJJ  , 

where J and J0 are beam intensities before and after the specimen, respectively; l is the path length of 

gamma-quants in the specimen;  is the mass attenuation coefficient depending on the chemical 

composition of the alloy and the energy W of gamma-quants; B is the accumulation factor depending on 

the setup geometry and W; ρ is density of the material. The uncertainty in ρ absolute values was at the 

level of 0.3 % for the sample containing 25 at.% Sn and 0.45 % for the sample with 91 at.% Sn. All the 

experiments were performed during heating and the following cooling with the rate of 1 K/min in helium 

atmosphere (the chamber was preliminary outgased up to 10-2 Pa) and crucibles from Al2O3. 

The experimental curves were fitted with linear function 

    LL TTT   1 ,  

where ρL - density at liquid temperature TL; α - temperature expansion coefficient. Liquid temperatures TL 

were taken from DTA results. 

Fi g. 4a) represents the temperature dependences of the melt density of five Al-Sn-Zn alloys. It is obvious 

that the melt density decreases linearly with the temperature. It is seen from the dependence density vs. 

alloy composition in Fig. 4b) that the growing zinc content results in the melt density decrease. A certain 

anomaly was found in specimen No. 2 with 12 at.% Zn.     
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   a)       b) 
Fig. 4  Temperature a) and concentration b) dependence of the density of some Al-Sn-Zn melts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   a)       b) 
Fig. 5  Temperature a) and concentration b) dependence of the resistivity of some Al-Sn-Zn alloys 

a)       b) 
Fig. 6  Temperature a) and concentration b) dependence of magnetic susceptibility of some Al-Sn-Zn alloys 

Electrical resistivity ρE of Al-Sn-Zn alloys was measured from the room temperature to 500°C. It was 

determined by contactless method in rotating magnetic field. The total uncertainty in resistivity values 

definition was ± 5%. The temperature dependences were linear for all samples and were fitted with linear 

function  )(1 LELE TT   , where ρLE is the resistance at liquid, β is temperature resistivity coefficient. 

The temperature dependences were linear and fitted with linear function in solid state, too. Resistance 

appeared constant vs. temperature for the samples 4 and 5 in liquid state. The sample 4 had the highest 

resistivity of all samples, in solid and especially in liquid state - see Fig. 5a). The heating and cooling curves 

coincided with each other in liquid state. But they didn’t quite coincide with each other in solid state for 
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samples 1 and 2, or one may say there is a hysteresis between them. It is evident that irreversible transition 

took place in the melt after it had been heated up to 500°C. 

Magnetic susceptibility χ was measured using Faraday’s method during heating and the following cooling 

with the rate of 3 K/min in helium atmosphere (the chamber was preliminary outgased up to 10-3 Pa) and 

crucibles from BeO. All the samples were found to be very low magnetic and that is why the uncertainty in 

susceptibility absolute values was at a level of ± 10%. For all the samples χ > 0 till T = 200210°C (probably 

solidus), and χ < 0 above this temperature (for sample No. 5 χ < 0 when T > 140°C, but the jump down was 

fixed at 210°C as well). No anomalies at liquid temperatures were fixed, however it is possible to outline the 

range T = 380460°C (530°C, 580°C) where susceptibility remains constant and this is the evidence of some 

structural rearrangements. For samples No. 1 and No. 2 the hysteresis of property was detected in crystal 

state (χcool > χheat), and it appears only after overheating above 500°C. 

3.  DISCUSSION 

The specimens of Al-Sn-Zn alloys (see Table 1), which were synthesized in evacuated SiO2 ampoules, were 

submitted to long-time annealing followed by quenching into water. Metallurgical analyses proved the 

presence of three phases: primary crystals of pure zinc, morphologically irregular formations of the Al-Zn 

alloy with a high proportion of aluminum and a ternary eutectic with a high Sn concentration. 

It followed from the DTA results that our values of the liquid temperature TL, temperatures of phase 

transitions TE a TU for the Al-Sn-Zn ternary system correspond exactly to the equilibrium binary diagram 

taken from the literature. Another two high-temperature phase transitions were determined at alloys with 

higher contents of Zn and Al. There is still a question of occurrence of other thermodynamic reactions 

influenced by the presence of aluminum. 

Analyzing density and susceptibility data one can see that the enlargement of zinc content provides the 

decreasing in these properties values. It is rather understandable because aluminum is the most light 

weight element in this composition and is diamagnetic both in solid and liquid states. However, the 

composition No. 2 does not correspond to this trend and this is necessary to take into account while 

creating new solders. The uncertainty in density absolute values definition in our experiments was at a level 

of 0.4÷0.5 % depending on the composition. 

As for resistivity data, the property value practically didn’t depend on zinc content in crystalline state, 

whereas it had maximum for sample No. 4 in liquid state.  

Let us mention the hysteresis on resistivity and susceptibility fixed for samples No. 1 and No. 2. This two 

compositions are near-eutectic ones and the existence of hysteresis proves our idea that eutectic 

compositions differ significantly from hypo- and hyper-eutectic alloys in properties sensitive to electronic 

structure. Hence, it becomes possible to vary to some extent physical properties of such compositions using 

different heat treatment of the melt before crystallization. From measurements it results that at 

temperatures below 150°C is the magnetic susceptibility positive in all of the samples; in a state of the melt 

are values negative, whereas to leap change of the susceptibility happens just at the eutectic temperature. 

The composition No. 1 (91 at.% Sn-6.5 at.% Zn-2.5 at.% Al) has the least melting temperature. Judging from 

DTA results and the electrical resistance vs. temperature dependency obtained in this work the 
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composition relates to the eutectic point. As soon as the melting temperature plays the decisive role for the 

solder choice this composition may be good for replacement of lead-containing solders.  

The composition No. 5 (25 at.% Sn-65 at.% Zn-10 at.% Al) attracts attention due to the low temperature 

expansion coefficient. That may be useful when temperature stability is important. 

The hysteresis, i.e. in-coincidence of heating and cooling curves in electronic properties, which has been 

observed for tin-rich samples, might be due to irreversible transition from micro-heterogeneous state of 

the melt to true solution state. If it is true, one can suggests the regimes of melt heat treatment before 

crystallization in order to improve quality of soldered joints. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The acquired data about the microstructure of alloys Al-Sn-Zn after long-time annealing followed by 

quenching, and about the temperatures of phase transformations may serve for more precise specification 

of the studied ternary phase diagram and for comparison with thermodynamically calculated phase 

transformations. The obtained data about the density of solders of the Al-Sn-Zn system may be useful when 

solving thermo-physical problems of soldering and their applications and when calculating the interfacial 

tension on the interface solder/joint piece on the base of the data about capillary constant or values of 

dynamic viscosity  of solders knowing the kinematic viscosity according to the relation  =  / ρ. 

For the next stage we plan to carry out detailed studies of phase equilibria for the experimentally prepared 

alloys. After proposing convenient temperatures and long-time regimes, specimens will have to be heat 

treated in protective atmosphere or vacuum. It has to be followed by quenching so that complex chemical, 

phase and structural micro-analyses, i.e. metallography, micro-hardness measurements, DTA, SEM and EDX 

(and/or WDX) analyses, can be carried out and the results confronted with thermodynamic modelling of 

the ternary Al-Sn-Zn system in the Institute of Physics of Materials AS of the Czech Republic in Brno, which 

possess the corresponding computer programs (THERMOCALC, MTDATA, database CALPHAD and database 

COST 531). 

To apply these alloys as high-temperature solders for electro-technical and car industries, it will be 

necessary to perform further technological tests, such as tests of wettability, viscosity, solderability, 

corrosion, mechanical tests etc., which are in the state of elaboration at present. 
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Abstract 

The paper deals mainly with measurement and evaluation of acoustic emission signal (AE) in continues 

monitoring of surface strengthened wrought aluminium alloy EN AW-2017A/T4 using X-ray diffraction 

topography. Other models and approaches to evaluating the results of the AE signal, which are essential to 

identify the microscopic processes occurring in the structure of the material throughout the fatigue process 

are presented here. Non-destructive observation using X-ray diffraction (XRD) is focused primarily on the 

phase changes of mechanical properties where the AE signal showed increased activity. The main principle 

of the X-ray technique is to record directional distribution of mosaics blocks which are changed periodically 

by cyclic loading of the material. The measurements are supplemented by the record of resonant frequency 

changes of loading device RUMUL Cracktronic. 

Intermediate product of studied material was made by extrusion technology. Its structure has a significant 

visual inhomogeneity (directivity). Based on comparison of radiographs from different structural directions, 

it was found that the measurement of directional distribution mosaics blocks is the best samples from the 

direction of the TL. Therefore samples with fibres perpendicular to the direction of extrusion. Presented 

results of the two NDT techniques suggest correlation of increased activity in the AE signal preinitialize 

stage of fatigue loading with changes in direction distribution mosaics blocks, obtained by radiographic 

technique. 

Keywords: acoustic emission, X-ray diffraction, aluminium alloy, fatigue  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic emission as one of the NDT technique has been successfully used at the Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering (FME, Brno University of Technology) for many years. There are applying in particular bearing 

on durability tests (radial/axial), high-cycle fatigue of nonferrous material or in the area of arboriculture 

and woodworking. This paper deals with the opportunities for evaluation of degradation processes that 

occur during cyclic loading test samples of aluminium alloy. 

The cyclic loading can take place during first cycles to hardening state up to saturation and then the 

material properties are not changing. Cyclic deformation is realized by slip - after the initial hardening 

(softening), the deformation concentrates in the persistent slip bands. The first stage of damage is  always 

determined by a crack creation. Determination of this moment is very difficult. The mechanism of fatigue 

crack has already been described by several authors, but most of them were based on ideas of surface 

mailto:yvlasi01@stud.fme.vutbr.cz
mailto:liskutin@fme.vutbr.cz
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roughness (extrusion, intrusion), which are the result of accumulation of microscopic slides. These micro-

cracks created under fatigue loading primarily on the material surface, in places where local plastic strain 

amplitude reaches a critical value. The crack nucleation can occur during plastic deformation as well as the 

accumulation of dislocations in front of some barrier (grain boundaries) or rupture fragile particles at the 

grain boundary. This is often caused by the accumulation of dislocations from the particle [1., 2., 3.] 

We have been able to identify from the AE signal and resonant frequency of the specimen the beginning of 

the main crack propagation, also structural modification in the cyclic hardening and nucleation of the first 

microcracks. The AE signal may also alert the processes involving a large release of elastic energy, where 

the resonant frequency of the specimen shows no visible changes (structural modification - for example 

rearrangement of dislocations) [4.] In [5., 6.] we have dealt with the AE signal processing and evaluation of 

XRD topography of the aluminium alloy EN AW-6082/T6 focusing on the pre-initialization phase of fatigue 

loading. The results suggest that increased activity of the AE at this phase of loading may be associated with 

changes in the width direction distribution of the diffracted radiation. Non-destructive monitoring of the 

topography was carried out periodically after 10,000 cycles. We began research on the aluminium alloy EN 

AW-2017A/T4 to see how the influence of cyclic loading modified crystal structure and to further verify the 

repeatability of results from previous measurements using radiographic method [7.] The period of tests was 

5×103 cycles with an expected fatigue life of 120×103 cycles. First results again suggest that the structure of 

polycrystalline specimens due to cyclic loading creates a texture (preferred orientation), which is changing 

during the loading with remarkable regularity. 

The aim of the research, which is presented here, was followed last measurement in [7.] and added an 

advanced processing of the AE signal records and the resonance frequencies of specimens. With these 

processing instruments, we can relatively verify the hypothesis based on the structural modification in the 

material during a fatigue process. Nowadays we are also working on an analysis of the specimen surface 

structure using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

2. METHOD OF TESTING 

At first, the specimens from all four directions were loaded under alternating flat bending up to the 

fracture. During this step, they were recorded a resonant frequency of the specimen and an AE signal. After 

completion of this phase of testing, the cycling of specimens from every direction followed. This was always 

terminated after 5000 cycles. The fatigue live of the specimen was estimated at 120×103 cycles. Then the 

samples were transferred to the X-ray workplace for diffraction analysis. When the diffraction analysis was 

finished the specimens were returned to the high cycle fatigue laboratory. And this procedure was 

repeated up to the specimens fracture. In the final phase were all measurements of direct distribution of 

mosaic blocs processed and then compared with AE signal, especially in the areas of the maximum 

structural modification. 
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Fig. 1  Method of testing 

3. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

A strengthened aluminium alloy EN AW-2017A/T4, which was made by extrusion technology, was used for 

all tests. The structure has a significant visual inhomogeneity (directivity); this is shown schematically in 

Fig. 2. Chemical composition is in Table 1. 

Table 1  Chemical composition of tested alloy EN AW-2017A/T4 (wt %) 

 

 

  

Fig. 2  Structural inhomogeneity (orientation effects) of EN AW-2017A/T4 alloy 

From this intermediate product (bar 15×80 mm, length 1000 mm) were made smooth specimens with a 

shallow notch for the initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks. Given that the specimens will also be 

used to radiographic observation, it was necessary to etch the surface of the specimen to a depth of 0.1 

mm. Fig. 3 shows the geometry of the test specimens. 

phase 1 

phase 2 
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Fig. 3  Specimen geometry for the fatigue tests and X-ray observation 

The high cycle fatigue tests were conducted at the resonant testing machine RUMUL Cracktronic 8204/160. 

Test conditions were set to alternating symmetric cycle (R = -1) at constant stress amplitude 215 MPa. The 

Loading frequency depending on the rigidity of the sample, in our case it oscillated around 71 Hz. 

AE signal was obtained by the measuring device by Dakel Company. It was a two-channel analyzer Dakel -

Xedo allowing sampling and storing the measured data to the disk of controller PC. For detection of an AE 

waves were used two piezoelectric transducers type MIDI - 6 mm in diameter. One was placed near a 

shallow notch by means of mechanical fixation and the second glued to the front of the specimen. The 

parameters, which were analyzed: RMS - root mean square, ring down counts, frequency spectrum of signal 

- power spectral density (PSD), identification of AE hits - rise time, duration and amplitude. 

For X-ray diffraction analysis was used a universal X-ray diffractometer D8 Discover by a Bruker AXS 

company. This aperture is able to work with the maximum specimen surface 80×80 mm and height 40 mm. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The effective measurement of the directional distribution of mosaics blocks requires that the reference 

material had a significant texture and scratch pattern was analyzed against the texture correctly oriented. 

Thanks to the results described in [7.] was found that for the measurements of directional distribution of 

mosaics blocks are the best specimens from the direction of the TL. This is demonstrated by comparing of 

radiographs LS1 TL2 in Fig. 4. Directional distribution of mosaics blocks during cyclic loading is alternately 

widening and narrowing (Fig. 5). Graphs show the regularity (periodicity), which is after the "initial" start-up 

phase promotes into the structural transformations induced by cyclic loading. “K coefficient” is the width of 

the peak of azimuth profile of diffraction line (200) of the alloy matrix at the half height of this peak. This 

coefficient represents the amount of disorientation of mosaic block structure. The changes of 

microstructure can be the cause for local amplification of AE signal in the stage of damage accumulation. 

     
Fig. 4  Azimuthal profile of diffraction line (200) of the specimen LS1 (left) and TL2 (right) after 60,000 load 

cycles 
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4.2 AE signal 

The increased AE activity (number of counts) 

implies the structural modification, especially at 

phase mechanical properties changes. For this 

reason, we started the research on the specimen 

surface using X-ray diffraction which was to 

confirm or disprove the existence of these 

modifications. First were analyzed parameters of 

AE hits such as ring down counts, RMS etc. (Fig. 6). 

In this paper are added results from the advanced 

signal processing, which can be useful to clarify 

structural modification. These are essentially 3D plots of AE hits (amplitude changes) and power spectral 

density (PSD) throughout fatigue test, a course changes in signal energy (Fig. 7 and 8). Figures 6 and 7 on 

the left do not show any visible AE changes in the pre-initialization phase of fatigue loading (approx. 1st to 

23rd minute). 

On the contrary, if we look at the hits record from this phase (Fig. 7 right), we can see, especially since 10th 

to 13th minute and 20th to 23rd minute, denser increases in amplitude hits. This parameter is but in Fig. 6 left 

distorted. Furthermore, in graph Fig. 8 left, we can see in the power spectral density the frequency levels of 

around 50, 150, 180, 200, 260 and 420 kHz, the intensity during the fatigue test changes (50 kHz level is 

unchanged). These changing in intensity corresponding to approximately time of the hits amplitude 

increase in Fig. 7 right (10th to 23rd minutes). The turning point occurs at 30th minute when the record 

appears next levels (around 230 kHz, 310 - 380 kHz) and e.g. the initial level of 420 kHz decreases. At this 

point, however, the main crack is propagating and leads to a fracture of the specimen. The changes in the 

AE signal during fatigue tests - presented above, are also confirmed by record of the signal energy in time 

domain in Fig. 8 right. 

      

Fig. 6  Changes of basic parameters of AE hits (left) and record of the AE signal - AE counts, RMS, hits (right) 

during the fatigue test of EN AW-2017A/T4 (symmetric cycle, σa = 215 MPa, Nf = 101,900 cycles) 

 

Fig. 5  Dependence of K on the number of 

loading cycles of the specimen TL2 
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Fig. 7  Changes of resonant frequency by the equipment Cracktronic (left) and course of amplitude AE hits 

(right) during the fatigue test of EN AW-2017A/T4 (symmetric cycle, σa = 215 MPa, Nf = 101,900 cycles) 

     

Fig. 8  Course of frequency spectrum AE signal (left) and course of changes energy of signal (right) during 

the fatigue test of EN AW-2017A/T4 (symmetric cycle, σa = 215 MPa, Nf = 101,900 cycles) 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the results of both NDT techniques - AE method and X-ray diffraction, which were used 

during fatigue tests of Al alloys EN AW-2017A/T4. Detection of AE stress waves by the transducer on the 

surface of specimen was carried up to its fracture. Based on previous radiographic observations of the 

specimen surface were all results of both techniques compared only in the direction of the TL, which 

showed the best configuration for measuring. Because it was impossible to measure the AE signal 

simultaneously with XRD, the entire methodology is divided into 2 phases (see Fig. 1). 

To make a relevant comparison of the results both NDT techniques and to verify the validity of results from 

[5, 6], it was necessary to find a record of measurements that could be as similar to their course 

(approximately equal to the fatigue life of the specimen, the same loading conditions, etc.) as possible. On 

the other hand, we must realize that by constantly interrupting the fatigue test in the second phase of the 

experiment, it cannot take on the same level of results from continuous measurement of the AE signal 

(without interruption). However, comparative analysis was performed to measure of the results presented 

in figures 6 to 8. Modification in the structural orientation of mosaic blocks (Fig. 5) during fatigue loading 

may be associated with changes in the AE signal in Fig. 7 right and Fig. 8. It was found that new approaches 

to AE signal processing (power spectral density course, recording the signal amplitude and the hits) to 

detect other manifestations of cyclic degradation of the material. A good example is the record of the 

power spectrum density in Fig. 8 left, where are during the time slowly increasing and depression intensity 

of frequency levels and the increase or decrease of the AE signal energy (Fig. 8 right, numbered from 2 to 

4). So far, we are not able to specifically identify, using AE, what modification are in the microstructure of 

material. However, we can reliably detect the origin of main crack propagation. This is graphically 

1 2 

3 

4 
2 

3 

4 
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demonstrated in Figures 7 to 9, where is after 30th minute a rapid increase in signal monitored parameters 

of acoustic emission. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents the results of the determination of the average coefficient of heat transfer in a cross-

flow heat exchanger using the method of Wilson. The study was conducted for the oil-air heat exchanger, 

which was a compact staggered system of monometallic tubes finned on both sides. Tubes were made of 

aluminum alloy 6063, and had external and internal fins. Studies have shown high sensitivity of the method 

of Wilson i.a. on the accuracy of fluid’s mass flow measurement, especially for the case where the flow 

should be steady. It also shows the problems associated with the need to determine the exponents of the 

Reynolds numbers’ powers adopted in the algorithm describing the dependencies of the heat transfer 

process. 

Keywords: thermal characteristics, double finned tubes, Wilson method 

1.  NOTATION 

a - base width of the internal fin, m, 

b - width of the apex of the internal fin, m, 

d  - tube diameter, m, 

g - thickness of the outer fin, m, 

h - fin height, m, 

l - length of finning, m, 

L- length of tube, m, 

n - number of internal fins, 

x - distance between the outer fins (pitch), m 

Greek letters 

 - torsion angle of internal fins to the axis, °, 

 - the ratio of the average drop in temperature at the height of the fins to a decrease in surface 

temperature computed from the base of the fins, -, 

- degree of finning, -, 

Subscripts/Superscripts 

c - relates to heat transfer 

z - external, 

w - internal, 

o - relates to oil, 

p - relates to air, 

r - relates to heat transfer through compartment, 

mailto:straka@metal.agh.edu.pl
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 ‘ - relates to the heat exchanger inlet, 

„ - relates to the heat exchanger outlet. 

2.  INTRODUCTION 

Persistent development of membrane heat exchangers’ structure is related to the search for solutions, 

which intensifies the heat exchange by modifying the geometry of the heat exchange surface, the heat 

exchanger configuration and flow conditions of heat exchanging fluids. A mathematical description of heat 

transfer coefficient of fluid on both sides of the diaphragm is searched. This description is necessary to 

calculate the heat transfer coefficient, i.e. the basic quantity in the calculation of the heat exchange surface 

for a given power and temperature of fluids. Numerical mathematical modeling of heat transfer in heat 

exchangers, which must account for convection with turbulent fluid flow, is one of the most difficult tasks 

related to heat flow. One has to determine both the temperature field and the speed of a moving fluid and 

the pressure distribution. It is therefore necessary to find the solution to the Fourier-Kirchhoff and Navier-

Stokes equations. Validation of such models requires the study of diaphragm’s temperature field and the 

temperature and velocity field of fluid in the exchanger. For the complex geometry of heat exchangers, 

such measurements are difficult or sometimes unfeasible. These problems make the correlations of mean 

coefficient of heat transfer between fluid and surface (or vice versa) the most often determined. The 

applied determination methods do not need to measure the temperature inside the heat exchanger. One 

of them is a modified method developed by Wilson [2, 3]. It was used to determine average heat transfer 

coefficients in the heat exchanger constructed of monometallic tubes finned on both sides. 

3.  HEAT EXCHANGER CHARACTERISTICS 

A heat exchanger constructed of 23 monometallic aluminum tubes finned on both sides (Fig. 1), which 

create a staggered system with 46 mm pitch was tested. The dimensions of the tube are given in Table 1. 

The transformer oil flowed inside the tubes and was cooled by the air flow. 

 
Fig. 1  Monometallic tube finned on both sides 

Table 1  Characteristic dimensions of the tubes 

dz dw hz g hw L a b l x  n 

[mm] *°+ pc 

30 21 11 0.45 3 345 2.4 2.2 195 3.2 1.6 12 
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4.  METHOD OF WILSON 

Heat flux inside the heat exchanger is given by 

 ̇     
 

  
     ,              (1) 

where logarithmic mean temperature difference is given by 

      
(  

     
 )  (  

    
  ) 

  
  
     

 

  
    

 

.             (2) 

Thermal resistances in the studied heat exchanger can be described by 

               ,              (3) 

   
 

    
,               (4) 

    
     

  
  ,               (5) 

   
 

    
.               (6) 

According to the method of Wilson, change in flow rate of e.g. air while keeping the constant rate of oil 

flow will have impact only on the thermal resistance on the air-side, thus the sum of thermal resistances of 

the diaphragm and the oil-side is constant 

        .               (7) 

Heat exchange on the air side is described by the equation 

Nu  
    

  
      

     
 .             (8) 

Neglecting the change in Prandtl number, the thermal resistance on the air-side is determined as 

      
 

   
 ,               (9) 

where 

   
  

          
 ,             (10) 

and total thermal resistance is given by 

        
 

   
 .            (11) 

Control equation, which uses a heat flux calculated from measurements of the amount and the difference 

in air temperature, is obtained using (1) 

   
       

 ̇
 

       

 ̇    ̅   
.           (12) 

Based on the results of measurements carried out at variable air mass flux and constant stream of oil, after 

calculating the Rep and the adoption of  , one can designate constants    and   . Heat transfer 

coefficients    and    together with constant A can be calculated from the formulas: 
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  .          (13) 

5.  METHODS 

To determine the coefficient of heat transfer from oil to the surface of the inner wall of the heat exchanger 

and heat transfer coefficient through the air from the outer surface of the heat exchanger it is necessary to 

measure the following quantities - flow rate of oil in the exchanger, inlet and outlet oil/air temperature, 

volume flow of air flowing through the exchanger. 

According to the method of Wilson, the determination of the relationship describing the heat transfer 

coefficient for a single fluid it is necessary to measure these parameters for different values of first liquid 

mass flux and constant mass flux of the second liquid. Measurements were made on the research station 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2  Schematics of the research station;1 - axial fan, 2 - airflow stabilizer, 3 - channel before exchanger, 4 

- channel behind exchanger, 5 - exchanger, 6 - oil tank, 7 - a set of electric heaters and temperature 

controller, 8 -oil cooler, 9 - pump, 10 - sieveplate, 11 - differential pressure transducer, 12 - differential 

pressure gauge, 13 - system for temperature measuring and recording, 14 - anemometer, 15 - rotameter 

6. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS 

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient through the air, we used the following data:        , 

  
 

 
,          m2,          m2,         m,          m,        W/(m∙K),           

W/(m∙K). Measurements were made for the flow of oil  ̇       kg/h. Reynolds number Re  was around 

117. Mass flow of air, oil and air temperature are given in Table. 2. The solution of the problem is a 

following form of equation (11) 

(  )                   
 

   
            (14) 

The heat transfer coefficient for oil           W/(m2K) and the coefficient from equation (8) (A      ) 

were calculated based on the values of constants    and   . Computed values of heat transfer coefficient - 

using equations (13) - are given in Table. 2. 
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Criterial equation describing the heat exchange between air and exchanger’s wall is 

Nu            
         

  ⁄ .           (15) 

For comparison, Table 2 shows the heat transfer coefficient   
  calculated from the formula [1] 

Nu            
         

  ⁄ (
  

 
)
    

(
 

 
)
       

,        (16) 

which is considered to be the best approximation for the air-side heat exchange for the tested device. 

Table 2  Results of measurements and computations for air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When searching for an equation describing the heat exchange between oil and the wall of the heat 

exchanger, for one value of the coefficient B, we obtained different values (from equation (8)) of the heat 

transfer coefficient determined in both cycles of the method of Wilson. To assess the impact of these errors 

on the solution, two values of B were used. For the coefficient          compliance of heat transfer 

coefficient through the air in both cycles and no compliance of heat transfer coefficient for oil in these 

cycles were achieved. For the coefficient            the situation was inversed. These differences 

occurred despite maintaining an air flow of the same Reynolds number. During the study we maintained a 

steady stream of air mass  ̇      kg/h. Other parameters were the same as in the calculation for air. 

The stream of oil, oil temperature and air volume and the values used in the Wilson method are given in 

Table. 3. The calculation algorithm was identical to that for air. For the above assumptions two solutions 

were obtained: 

 (  ) 
                    

 

   
   (  ) 

                    
 

   
         (17) 

Heat transfer coefficient for air and oil, and the coefficient A for the oil were calculated from the equations: 

   
   

 

    
,    

 

(     )  
,    

  

          
 .         (18) 

The values of A and p were as follows: 

            ,   
       W/(m2K),             ,   

        W/(m2K),     (19) 

And values of the heat transfer coefficient    are in Table 3. 

Air mass 

flow 

[kg/h] 

Temperature *ºC+ 

    
      

 ̇ 

[W] 

Rc 

[K/W] 
Nu  

  
     

Oil Air 

In Out In Out [W/(m2K)] 

947.68 64.8 62.2 19 24.2 52051 0.7344 1531 0.02735 177.8 16.1 15.98 

1211.8 64.7 62.1 19.3 23.6 66594 0.7343 1618 0.02591 210.3 19.03 18.9 

1400.2 64.9 61.9 19.6 23.2 76962 0.7343 1565 0.02689 232.1 21 20.86 

1527.5 65 62 19.7 23.3 83934 0.7343 1708 0.02458 246.2 22.28 22.13 

1597.7 65 62.1 19.7 23.1 87819 0.7343 1687 0.02498 253.9 22.97 22.82 
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Table 3  Results of measurements and computations for oil. 

Air mass 

flow 

[kg/h] 

Temperature *ºC+ 

    
      

 ̇ 

[W] 

Rc 

[K/W] 
   

     
  

  
    

  
Oil Air 

In Out In Out [W/(m2K)] 

1127.49 61.4 59.1 18.5 23.5 117 88.2 1472 0.02665 293.2 288.0 44.46 43.68 

1543.19 61.6 59.7 18.5 23.6 162 87.4 1502 0.02636 398.3 387.9 60.95 59.36 

1959.15 61.4 60 18.5 24.2 206 87.3 1678 0.02342 502.3 486.1 76.96 74.47 

2376.18 60.8 59.4 18.5 24.6 246 88.5 1796 0.02144 604.8 582.4 91.42 88.03 

2793.06 60.5 59 18.5 25.6 287 89.2 2090 0.018 706.9 678.0 106.01 101.66 

3210.04 60.3 58.6 18.5 26.6 327 89.8 2385 0.01543 808.5 772.7 120.41 115.07 

3626.55 60.2 58.6 18.5 27.6 369 89. 2679 0.01352 910.2 867.0 135.40 128.97 

7.  CONCLUSIONS 

Method of Wilson is an effective tool that employing the results of measurements carried out on the real 

object, helped in development of the equation used to calculate the average heat transfer coefficient in the 

heat exchanger of complex geometry. It should be noted that the main advantage of this method is no 

need for difficult measuring of the surface temperature of the heat exchanger compartment. 

Studies have shown high sensitivity of the method to small variations in the input values i.e. the 

temperature and mass flow of fluids. This problem has caused difficulties in the unambiguous assessment 

of the heat transfer coefficient for oil (values   
  and   

  in Table 3), i.e. fluid, whose flow was laminar in the 

study. It seems that, especially in these conditions, the good stabilization of the mass flow of liquid is 

needed. 
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Abstract 

This work is devoted to study of changes of structure and chemical composition in corrosion areas of the 

chosen candidate alloy, Nickel 201, for components of a LS-VHTR. The material was annealed at 

1013K/10h/vacuum and at 1000°C/24h/Ar before corrosion tests. The annealed material was studied after 

its exposure to the molten mixture of 60 mol. % LiF + 40 mol. % NaF at the temperature of 1013K. The 

exposition was carried out in a quasidynamic regime, which simulates real circulation of the coolant (a 

mixture of molten salts) in the piping. The structure of the alloy was studied by SEM. Severe corrosion 

damage was observed in grain boundaries. 

Keywords: corrosion, molten salts, nickel, LiF-NaF. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fluoride salts are a promising coolant in the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) of the Generation IV. 

The use of molten salts as a coolant in VHTR (this variant of the reactor is commonly specified as type LS-

VHTR) supports the concept of passive safety of the system with negligibly increased risk due to their 

neutron activation. The LS-VHTR has many attractive features, including the ability to work at very high 

temperatures, which has better power conversion efficiency than a helium cooled VHTR operating at 

similar conditions and a passive safety system. 

The cooling of LS-VHTR with molten salts, however, brings new problems connected with high-temperature 

corrosion. This process of Fe, Co and their alloys in fluoride molten salts was reviewed, e.g. in [1,2], 

corrosion resistance of Ni-based alloys in fluoride melts was investigated in [3] and corrosion and other 

characteristics of candidate molten salts coolants for heat - transfer loops were assessed in papers [4,5].  

Although much effort has been devoted to the study of corrosion of pipeline material in molten salts, there 

are still many open questions left for further research. This paper deals with the composition and structure 

changes of the piping material itself after its exposition to molten mixture LiF + NaF (60 : 40 molar %) at the 

temperature of 1013K, for exposure time of 250 to 1000 hrs.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Experimental material 

The samples were annealed in order to homogenize the structure and remove the deformed surface 

caused by cutting of the material. The deformed layer re-crystallised after 740°C/10h/vacuum annealing to 

form 50µm layer with small grain structure. The average grain size of this layer was d = (10  3) m; max. 

from 3 m to 20 m. The average grain size of the sample (in depth more than 50 m) was d = (60  17) 

m; max. from 25 m to 100 m. 
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The structure was widely re-crystallised after 1000°C/24h/Ar annealing. The grain size was on the order of 

tens of millimeters. The deformed surface layer was fully relaxed and there are no structure changes to the 

surface. In both structures are twins. 

Table 1  Temperature treatment and corrosion time of the samples. Temperature of corrosion tests was 740°C. 

Sample Material Annealing Corrosion time  

VY11  

 

Nickel 201 

 

 

740°C/10h/vacuum 

250h 

VY12 500h 

VY13 1000h 

VY21  

1000°C/24h/Ar 

250h 

VY22 500h 

VY23 1000h 

2.2 Electron microscopy 

The transversal cuts of samples were ground and metallographically polished with the diamond paste 

(1μm) on one of their front sides (25mm). For structure observation, the polished surface was etched in 

HCl (100) - H2SO4 (5) - CuSO4 (20) at room temperature for 10s; for X-ray microanalysis, the samples were 

not etched. The observations were performed with SEM JEOL 6460 equipped with the EDAX/WDAX 

analyzers, OXFORD INSTRUMENTS. The concentration of elements was counted using Oxford standards. 

2.3 Corrosion experiments 

Each sample was sealed in an ampoule made from the same material as the respective sample together 

with the eutectic mixture of the solid batch of salts LiF+NaF (60 : 40 by mol. %). The inner diameter of the 

ampoule was about 1.6 cm, the volume of the salt batch was about 18.4ccm. The ampoule was evacuated, 

filled with Ar (pressure  0.2 to 0.3 MPa) and then heated to 993 and 1013K. The temperature of the 

samples was registered with the Pt/Pt10Rh thermocouple, which was in thermal contact with the ampoule 

surface. After the salt mixture had melted, the sample was plunged into a bath with a manipulator and 

moved periodically up and down in the melt to simulate the flux of the coolant in the pipeline (quasi-

dynamic regime of sample exposition). The mean velocity of the movement was 0.03 m/s. After the 

isothermal exposition, the samples were withdrawn from the bath and cooled inside the ampoule down to 

room temperature.  

2.3.1 Corrosion of the VY11-13 samples 

Fig.1 to 6 show structure of the polished and etched surface of the VY1 samples after corrosion tests.  

Except the VY11 sample (Fig.2), material of the samples did not corrode. The VY11 sample was tested in 

melted salts at the shortest time of 250h. The corrosion of this sample could be caused by prior cracks on 

grain boundaries. These cracks can cause lower corrosion resistance of the VY11 sample than for the 

samples VY12 and VY13 tested at longer time. The samples VY12 and VY13 have a separated layer (approx. 

50µm) in some parts of the surface and coarser grains than for the VY11 sample (Fig. 1 to 6).  
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2.3.2 Surface chemical analysis of the VY11 sample 

Chemical analysis was performed on the corroded (Fig.7) and non-corroded (Fig.8) area of the VY11 sample. 

There is a higher concentration of oxygen in the corroded area (Fig.7, Tab. 2) than in the uncorroded area (Fig.8). 

Table 2  Chemical concentration (in wt.%) of elements in the corroded and uncorroded areas measured by 

WDAX analyzer. Figs. 7 and 8 show measured areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Element O F Na Si Mn Ni 

Corroded area 0.42 0.30 0.05 0.13 0.18 99.06 

Uncorroded area 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.14 0.17 99.78 
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Fig. 15  Points of chemical analysis of the VY23 sample.  

2.3.3 Corrosion of the VY21-23 samples 

Figs. 9 to 14 show structures of the polished and etched surface. There is a severe corrosion of grain 

boundaries after exposition in melted salts for 50h (Figs. 9 -10). The structure shows the corrosion of grain 

boundaries to irregular depth as far as to the whole section of the sample. 

There is no obvious corrosion dependence on time of exposition. Corrosion damage is rather dependent on 

misorientation of adjoining grain boundaries. The finest structure with twins seems to be more corrosion 

resistant than the coarse structure (Figs. 13 and 9). 

2.3.4 Chemical analysis of the VY23 sample 

Considering the severe corrosion of grain boundaries, the chemical analysis was focused on the 

measurement of difference in elements concentration in the grains centre and on their boundaries. Fig. 15 

shows the points of analysis, Table 3 lists the values of elements concentration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 lists the values of elements concentration. 

Table 3 Values of elements concentration (in wt.%) of the corrosion-damaged layer measured by WDAX 

analyzer. Fig.15 shows the points of chemical analysis of the VY23 sample.  The values of concentrations in 

corrosion area are in bold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spectrum O Si Mn Ni 

Spectrum 1 3.68 0.39 0.05 95.88 

Spectrum 2 6.06 0.30 0.03 93.62 

Spectrum 3 1.94 0.11 0.29 97.66 

Spectrum 4 1.48 0.16 0.34 98.02 

Spectrum 5 15.36 0.16 0.43 84.05 

Spectrum 6 15.01 0.09 0.41 84.50 

Spectrum 7 1.78 0.19 0.42 97.60 

Spectrum 8 2.68 0.19 0.41 96.72 
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3. SUMMARY 

The VY1x samples were annealed at the temperature of 740°C/10h/vacuum before corrosion tests.  The 

aim of the annealing was to remove the influence of the deformed surface after cutting of the sample. The 

size of the grains was in the range of 25 to 100m after annealing. The deformed surface layer was changed 

to the fine grains structure layer with thickness of about 50 m, with the grain size from 3 to 20 m.  

These annealed samples showed a very good corrosion resistance in LiF-NaF melted salts at the 

temperature of 740°C. The VY11 sample with the exposition for the shortest time of 250h has slightly 

corroded grain boundaries near to the surface. This corrosion was enhanced by the cracks in this sample. 

The higher concentration of oxygen was measured in grain boundaries. 

The VY2x samples were annealed at the temperature of 1000°C/24h/Ar before exposition in LiF-NaF molten 

salts. The size of the grains was up to a few millimetres after annealing.  The structure shows the corrosion 

of grain boundaries with an irregular depth as far as the whole section of the sample. 

The higher concentration of Si and O and lower concentration of Mn is near the surface of the sample (Tab. 

3). The higher concentration of oxygen and lower concentration of silicon was measured in grain 

boundaries (Fig. 15, Tab. 3).  The depth of corrosion is dependent on the amount of appropriate grain 

boundaries for the corrosion damage. It is also possible that the trace amount of impurities in the grain 

boundaries segregated after annealing has affect on the depth of the corrosion damage. We are not able to 

measure such small concentrations using the WDS analysis.  

These results can be summarized in five points: 

1. Materials annealed at the temperature of 740°C for 10h has a good corrosion resistance in LiF-

NaF melted salts. 

2. Coarse grain structure decreases the corrosion resistance. 

3. Orientation of grain boundaries is important for the corrosion resistance (small amount of large-

angle grain boundaries is desirable)  

4. Oxygen accelerates the corrosion of Nickel 201.  The content of oxygen in melted salts should be 

kept as low as possible.  

5. Deformed surface layer also decreases the corrosion resistance. 
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Abstract 

The metallurgic production is characteristic for its continuous - discrete types of production processes form 

the side of material flow and also from the side of equipments and machines. Logistics of these production 

processes has specifications like: long production cycles, great inertia (thermal processes), tree structure 

(from roots up to the leaves), high price of construction etc., and from these it resulted the of Feed Forward 

management. In this article there are described these specifics and their impact to the production logistics. 

Application of the principles of logistics is explained in the production process of continuous slab casting, 

their heating for rolling temperature and rolling itself in hot wideband line. 

Keywords: logistics, metallurgical production, continuous slab casting 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Logistics is a science of management, implementation and assurance of flows and chains with the target of 

their globalisation and optimising [1]. Logistics is universal and sectional science that is why the 

specification of the logistics of metallurgical production is followed on mainly from the object of 

management i.e. metallurgical production processes. The production processes of metallurgical production 

have several specifications, which have to be accepted while managing them [2]. 

Metallurgical production process is a chain of continuous and discrete technological operations which have 

to be transformed into a discrete first at modelling these processes. Then, there are a long production cycle 

and also great inertia especially for thermal processes, long delivery cycles of supplied material (even 

several months), typical tree structure of the production process [1] and from these it resulted the strategy 

of Feed Forward management [1]. Metallurgical companies are huge companies it means very high 

investments (even mld. of Euro) and it resulted into long return of investments and high lifetime [3]. 

Metallurgical products are at the beginning of a product chain. These products are materials like metals, 

semi-products (plates, pipes, wires) that is why a product with the different than planned quality do not 

need be a scrap (as it is e.g. in machinery or electro industry) and it can be still used for lower quality 

purpose. The output of these production processes is the only one or narrow assortment of products. 

These and other characters of metallurgical production processes - chains classify these production 

processes into a so called Homogenous production processes. The costs for atomizing, informatics, logistics 

are relatively low compared with the costs for building-up technology and equipments, but if all of these 

approaches bring minimal 5% of savings, in absolute value these savings are high for the certain companies 

[4, 5, 6]. That is why the metallurgical companies are leaders in these applications that mean also leaders of 

logistics as well as production logistics. [1], [7].  
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2.  TRANSFROMATION OF CONTINUOUS - DISCRETE PRODUCTION PROCESS INTO DISCRETE 

Production process is a system - chain of production, transport, manipulation and storage operations which 

contribute to the production of a product at a certain production section. Production operations can be 

mechanical, thermal, chemical etc., are processed in one machine, equipment, workplace. Mechanical 

operations can be discrete but chemical or thermal are running continuously. This complicates modelling, 

simulation and managing of production process. That is why the process has to be changed. 

2.1 Transformation of continuous production operations into discrete 

Production operation can be passed through a machine which works discrete (e.g. slabs to pusherer 

furnaces are pushed in certain time) or continuously (e.g. blast furnace processes of slab casting). Material 

flow can be also continuous (slab casting) or discrete (pusherer furnaces, rolling line). Theory of managing 

of these chains, methods of modelling, simulations [8] needed for managing and optimising are not 

sufficient elaborated. That is why this type of chains is transformed to discrete first and then they are 

modelled, managed. It is used the method of black box - the application of the input - output standpoint for 

the discretization of these processes. If individual pieces of equipment and operations in any production 

process are viewed from the input - output standpoint, it is possible to consider every production process a 

discrete one, i.e. equipment is to be imagined as a “black box” in which is not progress of operation but the 

external display is of interest, i.e. duration time, start of operation, finish of operation, etc. 

2.2 Discretization of continuously operating equipment 

Operation of continuously operating equipment such as crushers, blast furnaces, transport conveyer belts 

[9, 10], etc. is made discrete by calculating the time in which they treat material flow unit, e.g. 1 ton. For 

example: The performance of a jaw crusher is 30t/hr, i.e. it treats1 ton in 120 seconds. This way the 

performance of all continuously operating equipment in the production process is to be calculated. For this 

purpose are used procedures specific for metallurgical production (see [11]). 

2.3 Transformation of production processes with changing structure 

Production processes with changing structure are transformed into processes with fixed structure by 

considering the moving elements (vehicles, wagons, etc.) as a static. Transport time of a certain number of 

material flow units which are transported by these elements is then the time of operation duration. (Time 

is calculated from the means of transport speed, transport distance and bearing capacity). This way a 

continuous - discrete production process with changing structure is transformed into a discrete production 

process with fixed structure. 

3.  THE LOGISTICS OF METALLURGICAL PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

3.1 The basic philosophy of management 

The basic approach to management of homogenous processes results from the previously mentioned 

characteristics. If a feedback approach to management were used as a basic philosophy, as shown in figure 

1, the result would be that the system starts to eliminate an aberration only after a breakdown appears at 

the output end or in case the "e" aberration is discovered respectively i.e. a breakdown occurred in the 

production process. 
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e = wz - y  0 

por = z +y + e + u + N 

The result of this is that the production process must operate in the breakdown regime during por time. 

From the standpoint of large productions of homogenous production processes it is possible that a 

production of great value is produced in a short period of time. 

Another problem is great inertia of homogenous processes. This means that the transfer of the system into 

the required pre-breakdown condition can also last for hours (e.g. a blast furnace). The philosophy of 

feedback management as the basic philosophy is therefore not appropriate for homogenous production 

processes. Feedback management is not capable of ensuring the invariability of a homogenous production 

process output. 

MS PP
yue

y

wz

e nu

zZ

 

MS - management system     
PP - production process 
e - aberration of the process 

e - analysis time 

n - decision realisation  

z - transmission time of the break time 

y - monitoring time of the outputs 

u - decision making time 

por - operation in breakdown time 
wz - the objectives of the PP 
Z - input vector 
Y - output vector 

Fig. 1  Feedback principle of homogenous production process management 

Feedback management with negative feedback is, however, of global sensibility, i.e. if a breakdown occurs 

in any element of production process management system or in the production process itself, it shows at 

the output end at all times and management works in its counter-direction. 

Let us investigate the second basic way of 

management - feed-forward management 

(compensation management). Figure 2 shows a 

block diagram of feed-forward management 

according to the breakdown. Selected most 

important breakdowns which affect the 

production process are at the same time an input 

for the model of production process M. Quantity 

y* as a result of the breakdown effect on the 

model M is an image of how the breakdown 

shows at the output y* after z time. The value of 

y* is compared to the planned values of wz and an 

aberration e is calculated, based on which the 

management system develops the “u” management which affects the production process in counter-

direction to the breakdown effect. In this management diagram a principle of double channelling is fulfilled, 

which is a necessary condition of accomplishing a complete invariability. This system of management is very 
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speedy in many cases. Principal possibility of developing an invariant system resides in the fact that the 

inertia of a canal in which the breakdown occurs z  PP  y, can be significantly higher than of the canal 

Z M  y*  P  e  MS  u  PP  y,  i.e. the following formula must be valid: 

z  M + e + u + n 

The basic problem is the development of a speedy M model. That is why a great attention is therefore 

dedicated to discretization of homogenous production processes because well - designed methods for 

discrete production processes modelling. The result form the above mentioned facts is that the basic 

philosophy of the managing - logistics of metallurgical production processes is feed-forward management. 

A disadvantage of feed-forward management resides in its local sensibility, i.e. the management system 

designed by the feed-forward principle of feed-forward management is sensible only of breakdowns 

located through the M model. Logically, global sensibility of the feed-forward management system and 

double channelling of the feed-forward management system within a single management system is offered 

for utilisation. 

3.2 The principles of logistics 

Logistics is a way of management in which the following is applied: 

 system approach; 

 co-ordination; 

 planning; 

 algorithmic thinking; and 

 global optimization. 

Any company has its own structures, rules, objectives- is unique and it has also unique logistics. Slabs of 

required sizes are cast by two pieces of equipment for continuous steel casting (ZPO I. and ZPO II.). The 

diagram of material flows is in Figure 3. The cast 

slabs are transported either to the  slabs 

preparation plant where they are adjusted before 

rolling and from there to the cold slabs storehouse 

(cold storehouse) or are directly transported to 

four push furnaces (NP 1 to NP4). After heating up 

to the rolling temperature they are pushed out 

from the push furnaces and transported by a roller 

table for rolling at hot rolling mill (TŠP 1700). The 

field stock yard serves to balance the differences in 

production at times of regular repairs on TŠP 1700 

or of operation shut downs of ZPO I. or ZPO II. 

The three main elements i.e. TŠP 1700, NP1 - NP4 

and ZPO I. and ZPO II. have their own system of 

operating planning. Each single unit is understood 

as units of one system, their mutually relations 

create material flows, but also nformation relations 

in the way of operative plans. 
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One of the goals of Steel division production management is to coordinate production operating plans of 

TŠP 1700, NP1-NP4 and ZPO I. and ZPO II. in order to accomplish the maximum portion of slabs in direct 

sequence (ZPO - NP - TŠP) thus solving the problem between the difference  production capacity of slabs 

preparation plant (approx. 1.5 million tons yearly) and production of ZPO I. and ZPO II. and TŠP 1700 

(approx. 3 million tons yearly) but at the same time the more slabs there are in the direct sequence the less 

is the energy consumption for their heating up in the push furnaces (cold slabs are of outer temperature 

i.e. approximately 10 degrees Celsius,  the temperature of hot slabs is from 400 to 600 degrees Celsius). 

The fact that every hour a material flow of several million Slovak crowns flows through these aggregates 

requires very precise systems of short-term time planning. At TŠP 1700 it is  a so called schedule of TŠP 

1700, 24 hour and 7 days plan, at NP has a schedule of charging and at ZPO I. and ZPO II. has a schedule of 

casting. 

Planning, system approach and processes coordination must be ruled by global optimization [12]. Individual 

elements of the production process have different criteria of optimization. For example, for TŠP 1700 slabs 

groups of the same type in the amount of 20 to 40 are beneficial for rolling from the standpoint of rolling 

technology because with such amounts the best exploitation of operation and support rolls of roll stands is 

achieved when changing the slabs groups according to certain rules. 

It is therefore an effort of operating planning of TŠP to form groups with these amounts of slabs. From the 

standpoint of characteristics of production processes at ZPO I. and ZPO II. it is necessary to readjust the 

crystallizer through which slabs are cast with every change of their size. However, the readjustment of the 

crystallizer  means  idle time of ZPO I. or ZPO II. and also a creation of a reducing slab which must be 

adjusted before rolling (if we know how to sell it in the final product) or it becomes scrap. The goal of ZPO I. 

and ZPO II. is therefore to cast the greatest series of the same slabs possible. 

It results from the previously mentioned that local criteria of 

optimization must adopt to the superior global criteria, for example 

maximum profit, minimum energy consumption, keeping the confirmed 

terms of order etc.  One of other characteristics of logistics is logical 

organization of individual operations of the production process and the 

algorithmic consistency of their effectuation. Algorithmic thinking 

ensures logical order of steps, activities continuation, activities 

repeating, compatibility in communication and realization. Likewise in 

algorithm, it can be a definite activity sequence, cycle, alternative 

selection- decision-making, etc. 

3.3 The relations of management, logistic and technological operation control in the conditions of 

metallurgical process 

Inner enterprise processes can be divided into three levels (see figure 5): 

 economic processes; 

 production, transportation and cumulation processes; 

 technological processes (production operation). 
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These three groups of processes are characterized by other variables, other managing variables, other 

managing criteria. While technological process control is managing physically, mechanical, thermal and 

chemical variables like pressure, temperature, liquid level, speed of rotation, ratio among the variables etc. 

The management criteria are for example to find out optimal curve of heating with the aim defined 

economically e.g. minimal heating costs. 

If the managing of production, transformation, transportation, cumulative processes are considered as the 

flow or network then it is the logistics. There are managing variables of time, place and capacity in the 

logistics. 

Management - management of economical processes of an enterprise is based on the principle of 

hierarchic managing i.e. the logistics have to respect aims of a management, as the supervising level (if 

whole enterprise should work optimal) and aims of the logistics are moved behind the base level on the 

technological process management. 

 
Fig. 5  An example of activities of these specific management levels [13] 

4.  CONCLUSION 

In the 60s - 70s of previous century, automation was the basic dynamic factor of production industry. The 

dynamic factor till the end of the century was information system, where systems like Steel man, SAP R/3 

etc. include partly a logistics. The dynamic factor of early 21st century is the logistics. 
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From the logistic point of view each production process is different, each has its specifications and this is 

the reason why logistic systems are needed to be developed and implemented as the unique, “made-to-

order” systems, based on the present conditions of modelling, simulation and information technology and 

applied their knowledge into heuristic models and expert systems. 

Metallurgical companies, especially by reason of fast return of investments, are always the leaders of 

implemented automation, information technologies and they are also the leaders of the companies 

implemented the logistics in their production.   
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Abstract 

Formerly unique products and services nowadays quickly lose their natural differentiation and become 

more common for customers. Customers can be attracted and maintained only by an integrated offer of 

tangible and intangible products, which can provide customers with a substantially higher value than the 

competitors´. It is not efficient to identify, create, deliver and improve this offer only by the producers 

themselves, however, it is far more efficient to create it through cooperation and linking of all the value 

network elements, i.e. set of combined subjects and activities starting with the producer, to their direct 

customers, further customers and ending with the final consumers. The value network creation requires us 

to choose primarily all elements of the network, then to propose all activities leading to the increase of the 

value for customer and further to decide the responsibilities of the relevant elements to ensure the 

activities are covered, i.e. which activities are carried by particular chain elements or, as the case may be, if 

and how certain activities should be carried by all the elements together. Not only the preparing for or 

carrying out of business case activities are taken into account, but also the activities aiming at the 

improvement of relationships between the members of the product value chain/network, as they bring 

about the improvement of the offer to final consumers. The article summarized the results from qualitative 

researches, carried out in 2010 - 2011 in selected business units of chemical industry in the Czech Republic, 

focusing on definition of transaction and relationship value attributes for customers and ways of their 

improvement in value network of products for production consumption such as products of metallurgic and 

chemical industry. 

Keywords: value for customer, transaction and relationship value attributes for customers, value 

chain/network, relationship improvement in value network, chemical and metallurgic industry. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, more and more significant changes can be seen in the marketplace in terms of increasing 

market fragmentation, the rising impact of global competition, commoditization of products from the 

customer perspective, increasingly shorter product life cycles, exponentially growing customer 

expectations and the growing power of global distribution chains. [1, p. 16] These changes were caused 

particularly by a rapid development of information and communication technologies as well as by the 

concentration of sales and profits in increasingly powerful multinational companies, accompanied by the 

emergence of strong retail chains and buying groups, all that being enhanced by the global economic crisis.  

Shoppers, buyers, customers and consumers have a far greater bargaining power than ever before. They 

have access to a wide range of information about various competing offers, a possibility to exchange and 

share information among themselves about products and services, quickly compare it and evaluate its 

attractiveness. It is therefore increasingly difficult for manufacturers and distributors to differentiate from 

competitors as individual products and services coincide to the consumers and very often they seem to be 
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almost identical. In an effort to distinguish themselves in the eyes of customers from competitors after all, 

producers and distributors come up with new modifications of products, often accompanied by aggressive 

advertising and strong sales support and reduced price, however. These measures, nevertheless, usually 

have no effect and fail to bring the desired effect. Actually, similar measures are taken by the other 

competitors as well, which leads only to shortening of life cycles of particular product variants, erosion of 

margins and lower profitability.  

Hard market changes force companies to rethink the strategy of the past and explore new ways to offer 

customers new and differentiated values - values fighting the commoditisation and the current erosion of 

margins. [2, p. 5] It is becoming apparent that the marketing strategy cannot be based solely on product 

innovation, or forms of short-term selling pressure and sales support, but it is necessary to change 

approaches to the marketing itself. It means to return the marketing to the CEO’s point of view. The truth is 

that the weight of the word 'marketing' at the corporate level has decreased. Already 13 years ago, 

Webster said it was caused by the fact that marketing had given up its strategic tasks in favour of the other 

departments that do not place the customer to where all the action is so systematically. [3] Such a situation 

currently reigns in the Czech Republic, too. This has been demonstrated for several years by conferences of 

the Czech Marketing Association where marketing has been degraded to a design of tactical execution of a 

marketing mix, especially the various forms of marketing communication and, within its framework, the 

advertising and sales promotion in particular. In our view, most of traditional activities falling under the 

marketing control, such as advertising and sales promotion, are indeed the least important elements in 

creating value for customers. Far more important is the company's strategic focus and ability to exploit 

synergic effects in operating the target markets, resulting from information sharing and cooperation with 

partners in the value network. It is not useful to identify, create, deliver and improve the customer value 

merely on the basis of a manufacturer's efforts, but it is far more efficient, more effective and also more 

economical to produce it by means of connection and cooperation with partners in the value network, i.e. 

within the set of activities shared and jointly carried out from the manufacturer through its direct 

customers, customers of these customers to the end consumers. In operating the market, it is not possible 

to focus only on the nearest group of buyers. Instead, companies should learn to follow the whole range of 

values so that they could understand their customers' customers' behaviour sometimes even several levels 

after their immediate clients. It means developing the value network marketing. [2, p. 8]  

2. VALUE NETWORK AND VALUE NETWORK MARKETING  

Value network is a network of organizations that are involved through upstream and downstream linkages 

in different processes and activities that product value in the form of product and services complex in the 

end of the ultimate consumer. [4] Basically, any person, process, product or brand that adds value (tangible 

or intangible) to a product or service constitutes a value chain. Typical persons that add value to a product, 

whether new or old, are corporate senior and junior executives, creditors and shareholders, engineers and 

employees, suppliers and consultants, customers, marketers and channel partners. Typical processes 

involved in the value chain are process- and product-based technological evolutions, insourcing and 

outsourcing, changing domestic and international trade policies and market forces including competition, 

government regulations and environmental imperatives. [5] Value network marketing means that the 

creation and delivery of the customer value must be ubiquitous in businesses, it should cover all corporate 

functions and staff. The entire company must work in a coordinated manner. In doing business and meeting 

the needs and requirements of the customers, this also requires network linking of the staff and functions 
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within the enterprise with the business partners outside from the primary suppliers of raw materials to the 

end customers. Core ideas of the value network marketing concept are: 

 A better collaboration between companies in the same supply chain will help to improve delivery 

service, better manage utilization and save costs particular for holding inventories.  [6] 

 Individual businesses can no longer complete as solely autonomous entities, but rather as supply chain. [7] 

In developing a competitive marketing strategy, it is therefore necessary to see the big picture of meeting 

the needs of end customers and focus on the entire industry, i.e. the complex value network. The value 

network, sometimes also referred to (in our opinion, less appropriately) as the value chain, should be an 

interplay of all those engaged in the system of marketing and non-marketing activities necessary to create 

value for the end customer. [1, p. 23]  

The elements of the value network consists of many entities from initial suppliers to end consumers, i.e. in 

a comprehensive view of the industry, it is necessary to perceive and coordinate all the entities, which are 

ultimately involved or contribute to meeting the needs, requirements and desires of end users. For 

example, in case of construction of highway bridges, these include not only motorists, but also the state 

and municipal authorities, population, interest groups, environmental organizations, as well as geologists, 

engineers, construction companies, firms carrying up establishing and blasting rock, distributors, suppliers 

of building materials and industrial explosives, manufacturers of building materials, quarries, etc. They all 

contribute to the construction of highway bridges and address the problem of how to build. Without their 

interaction and coordination of work, the problem to facilitate the movement of people, cars and animals 

across the highway cannot be solved.  

When building the value network marketing, it is necessary to primarily propose a marketing strategy 

within the meaning of 3 V [1, p. 38]: choose a valued customer, draft a value proposition and build a value 

network. Creating a value network means choosing entities of the network, clarifying the links between 

them and proposing all activities leading to increasing of the value for the end customer. It is therefore 

necessary to decide which entity of the value network will provide which activity, or possibly which 

activities will be useful to perform together and how to ensure synergisms arising from the cooperation and 

partnership among entities of the value network.  

Value network marketing should be the main driver in creating business strategies for improving the long-

term positions of the company in the market and strengthening relationships with partners in the value 

network in order to better meet customer needs, not just to fulfil a minor role of stimulating a short-term 

demand with questionable practices such as a temporary increase in sales promotion, higher pressure of 

retailers and frontloading of distributors. The mission of the value network marketing is to strive to 

increase long-term value for the customers, their retention and loyalty.  

2.1 Basic Features of the Value Network Marketing 

If the value network marketing is to fulfil the above mission, it is necessary to strengthen the role of 

marketing in the corporate (companywide) level, because the marketers at the level of individual SBUs lack a 

clear perspective needed for managing the transformation activities across multiple SBUs. Corporate value 

network marketing facilitates the rationalization of the portfolio of SBUs and brands, radical innovations of 

marketing concepts, sale of complex solutions for customers and global distribution partnerships. 

Corporate value network marketing requires the CEO and top management to be able to evaluate the 

customer experience, and must, therefore, run the business from the front line, not from above. If the 
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business management is to approach the market and be capable of rapid and coherent coordination of 

creating the value for the end customer in the value network, it should change the style of the company 

management [1, p. 19]: 

1. Enterprises should think within the meaning of processes, not functions. 

2. The organizational structure of enterprises should shift from hierarchies to teams. 

3. Remote collaboration with suppliers and distributors should be replaced with partnership. 

The narrowly defined vertical, functional, divisional and closed organization should be slowly becoming a 

broad, horizontal, flexible, dynamic and cohesive by networks. [3] The customer then receives a number of 

multipurpose processes. The multipurpose orientation requires marketing managers to thoroughly 

understand the entire value network, including technical issues, research, development, logistics, as well as 

finance and accounting so that they could harmonize more features to offer comprehensive solutions to 

the customers to solve their problems. 

The value network marketing requires seeking new ways of increasing the effectiveness of marketing 

operations. It means to know how to simultaneously choose and develop all activities together in 

successive steps, which allow using all the tools to maximize marketing effectiveness of the marketing 

program up and down the value network, particularly the service system strengthening relations between 

the partners in the value network. 

When evaluating the performance of business operations, it is not sufficient to use only traditional 

indicators of business performance such as profit and shareholder value, but one must also add marketing 

performance metrics such as brand equity, customer satisfaction and loyalty, etc., because these tell us 

about the current health of the company and its prospects for the future. [8] 

2.2 The Concept of Creating Value for Customers in the Value Network Marketing 

Creating and delivering customer value cannot be built on the differentiation based solely on the products. 

Today's consumers are under time pressure, impatient and demanding. They take quality of the products 

for granted and demand a solution, personalization, meaningful choice and companies that are a pleasure 

to do business with. The concept of customer value should be based on comprehensive solutions to the 

problems of end customers, and that is the ultimate point.[9] The real solution requires a high degree of 

cooperation between suppliers, producers of semi-finished products, their manufacturers, distributors and 

end customers. Providing complex solutions to end customers implies a substantial increase in the level of 

benefits provided to direct customers and through them to the customers of these customers up to the end 

consumer. Extending benefits lies in the principle that we do not supply only products to them, but provide 

them with comprehensive solutions to their problems in all aspects. We do not address merely tactical and 

operational acts of sale, but the real satisfaction of their needs and problems.    

Customer value should therefore be interpreted in terms of solutions provided to customers. The point is a 

profound differentiation from the point of view of target customers, a different, more sophisticated system 

of care for them by linking and collaboration among all the value network entities. This means introducing a 

multipurpose harmony of the provided products, services, measures and activities necessary for the 

effective operation of the selected chain customers up to the end users, which does not include only 

differentiation on the basis of 4P marketing mix, but it bases the differentiation also on other functions 

such as research and development, operations, logistics, communication and services. In doing so, one 
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should reflect the areas of differentiation in terms of interconnection of all the entities of the value 

network and sharing of marketing, development, operational and logistical activities and services.  

By obtaining a comprehensive solution to the problem based on co-operation of the value network entities, 

the customer gets the value of the rapid implementation of products and services, smooth traffic, focus on 

core activities, lower initial investment, reduced costs of product application and use, storage, maintenance 

and lower demands on internal resources. Providers of comprehensive solutions create value for customers 

by helping to increase their revenue, assuming risks and responsibility for a portion of the customer’s 

enterprise, reducing overall customer costs associated with consumption of products and services. While 

some solutions meet all of these dimensions, most solutions are primarily motivated by only one of them. 

[1, p. 67-77]  

3. VALUE NETWORK AND VALUE NETWORK MARKETING OF PRODUCTS INTENDED FOR PRODUCTION 

CONSUMPTION 

Qualitative researches, carried out in 2010 - 2011 in selected business units of chemical industry in the 

Czech Republic, that were focused on definition of transaction and relationship value attributes for 

customers and ways of their improvement in value network of products for production consumption such 

as products of metallurgic and chemical industry, showed these results.  

Creating value for customers should be built not only on the measures and activities that relate to training 

and implementation of individual business cases, but especially on measures and activities that are aimed 

at strengthening the long-term relationships between members of the value network in order to ensure 

continuous improvement and effective customization of the supply to the end customers. 

The aim should be to increase the competitiveness and prestige of the customers and customers of those 

customers up to the end consumers, assuring their full satisfaction, gaining their trust and establishing a 

mutually beneficial partnership. This can be achieved with the producer taking part along with immediate 

customers and their customers in the value network in developing and designing products according to the 

customers' specific needs up to the end customers. Together they try to help them modernize facilities, 

improve the technology according to the needs of immediate and downstream customers, improve 

productivity and efficiency of production and distribution processes, develop application services for 

supplied semi-finished and final products, assist with better information to clients throughout the customer 

chain about the purchase, storage, use and disposal of the products. It is also about strengthening the 

position of direct purchasers in the eyes of their customers by building not only one’s prestige, but also the 

prestige of these direct purchasers. It means developing a comprehensive system for customization of 

products and services according to the needs of the end customers in the form of informational, technical, 

technological, trade and service interconnection of all the value network entities. It is necessary to tear 

down the barriers between them and contrarily to evoke the atmosphere of intensive communication, data 

exchange and sharing, collaboration and support in identifying and providing comprehensive solutions for 

the end customers.  

When designing the supply and the system of care for end-customers within the co-operation of value 

network entities, one should aim at reducing costs and risks to the customers associated with buying and 

using products. This can be done by informing the customer in details about the methods of the storage, 

handling and use of products as well as by providing consultancy or service. This should be accompanied by 

development of technical means that will allow easier and more efficient use of products for customers in 

the customer chain up to the end customer. This should be carried out in a mutual cooperation of the value 
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network entities, where distributors’ or manufacturers’ employees work directly with the customers or 

representatives of both companies and provide customers with consulting in the filed of materials 

management, processing or use of products. With customers, they address the reengineering of business 

processes, changes in the handling and distribution management, inventory management and related 

information management so that meeting the needs of customers could be improved with minimal costs. 

Obviously, one must also adjust the operation of IT systems in all entities of the value network and link 

them as backbone networks. 

Providing comprehensive solutions to customers, the customer value should be based on a system of services 

bringing the best solutions to the customers’ problems, and then accordingly integrate various products. 

Working with the customer should always begin with ascertaining his/her problems, thoroughly examining 

them and understanding them in a broader context, and finish with subsequent designing and providing of 

customized solutions. In the pre- and post-sales efforts of manufacturers, together with producers, 

distributors, independent stores and other value network entities, should be significant, which requires strong 

relationship among value network entities that may yet lead to deepening of their relationships with end 

customers. When dealing with customers in the customer chain, all entities in the value network must play 

the role of a consultant putting client interests before the interests of their own company. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Creating the customer value in the value network with products for industrial use should be primarily based 

on thorough understanding of not only the immediate customers’ problems, but also customers of these 

customers up to the end customer. Only after mapping and understanding the needs and problems of the 

entire chain of customers up to the end customers, comprehensive solutions to end-customers’ problems 

can be proposed in interaction along with systems to involve the various articles of the value network in 

delivering them. In doing so, it is necessary to rely on the information sharing and collaboration among all 

the entities of the value network from suppliers of raw materials, semi-finished product producers and 

processors through distributors up to companies with which the end customer cooperates in satisfying 

his/her own needs. This requires boosting the position of marketing from the 4P tactical-operational levels 

to value network marketing and strengthening the corporate marketing and the strategic dimension of 

customer relationship management in the value network. 
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Abstract 

The contribution describes the structure of stainless steel market. It looks for the best segmentation criteria 

used for classifying producers of stainless steel products. Two macro-segmentation criteria (demographics 

and geographic location) are used traditionally and frequently in many cases. In the paper demographics is 

represented by main branch of activity (banister and furniture, food and chemical industry, workshop 

production, investment production) and geography by location of company site. These two variables are 

completed through mezzo-segmentation criteria which characterize business buying behaviour. The most 

preferred criteria for supplier choice process, the way of supplier selection, purchasing frequency and 

purchasing volume represent the purchasing philosophy of producers and bring information necessary for 

segmenting and targeting. The paper examines the relationship among macro-segmentation and mezzo-

segmentation criteria. The combination of mezzo-segmentation variables also enables to define customer 

types which belong to other benefits of that contribution. The paper is namely focused on behaviour and 

characteristics of four key segments: optimizers, logistics users, quality/price deciders and assortment 

seekers. 

The paper is based on phone interview which took place on the Czech market. The primary survey includes 

93 questionnaires conducted with competent managers who work in the companies which produce 

products from stainless steel. Data analysis includes the hypothesis testing through traditional testing 

procedures and cluster analysis. 

Keywords: Stainless steel market, customer typology, segmentation criteria, purchasing criteria, clusters.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The business market contains a complex mix of customers with diverse needs and objectives. The 

marketing strategist who analyzes the aggregate market and identifies neglected or inadequately served 

groups of buyers (segments) is ideally prepared for a market assault. Knowing “what the marketing wants” 

means identifying buying patterns of current clients and their reasons for purchasing. A successful business 

must do more than study the ”market out there”, it must anticipate needs and offer innovative ideas, 

products and related services. 

2. CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION ON THE BUSINESS MARKET 

Segmentation is a managerial tool how to cope with different needs of customers. Segmentation is a 

strategy that enables the firm to maximize the results of a given marketing effort by exploiting clearly 

identified strengths in relation to a submarket which is either inadequately satisfied by other suppliers or 

where the firm is particularly well placed to do an effective job [1]. This perspective provides plenty of 

room for creative segmentation schemes and different tools. It also recognizes that not every product is 

breakthrough and that the competitive arena is rarely docile [2]. 
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Segmentation is a dynamic process. Once a supplier makes a decision about serving certain segments and 

specific clients, it has to keep on refining its skills and offerings. The relationship between supplier and 

buyer will continue to evolve. Finding new customer is important, retaining old ones is crucial. Knowing the 

practices of both can assist greatly the marketing task [3]. 

A number of segmentation methods and procedures have been advocated, but the nested approach 

attacking the segmentation problem starting with a macro-marketing perspective and moving down to a 

mezzo-marketing and micro-marketing perspective in an attempt to deduce the appropriate market 

segments. Lilien and Kotler have represented that philosophy [4].  Bonoma and Shapiro have developed the 

five nests approach to business marketing segmentation [5]. The variables in the first demographic nest are 

industry, company size and company location. These macro-segmentation criteria are relatively static and 

transparent. The second nest, operating variables, contains company technology, product-use status and 

customer capabilities. The third nest investigates purchasing approaches and purchasing criteria. The fourth 

nest, situational factors, has three components urgency of order fulfilment, product application and size of 

order. Mezzo-segmentation criteria are represented by factors which are found in second, third and fourth 

nests. While segmentation criteria in the third nest have non-transparent character, the criteria in the 

fourth nest are dynamic by nature. The fifth and last nest is the analysis of the buying centre and personal 

characteristics. It belongs to the micro-segmentation criteria.  

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study is based on phone interview which took part on August 2010 in the Czech Republic. The sample 

size was 93 companies that produce products from stainless steel. Owners, executive heads, purchasing 

managers and production managers were among most important positions who were asked in the 

companies.  Questionnaire consisted of 15 topical and 4 identification questions (main branch of activity, 

structure of company equity, location of company site and respondent position). The data were analyzed 

through PASW 18.0 version. 

The typology of customers was done through cluster analysis. The hierarchical clustering was chosen as the 

most suitable cluster procedure. This type of clustering is characterized by the development of a hierarchy 

or treelike structure. Clustering has started with each object in a separate cluster and was grouped into 

bigger and bigger clusters. This process of agglomerative clustering is continued until all objects are 

members of a single cluster. The agglomerative clustering has used the average linkage method in which 

the distance between two clusters is defined as the average of the distances between all pairs of objects 

where one member of the pair is from each of the clusters [6]. 

The reliability and validity of clustering solution was examined on the same data using different distance 

measures.  

4. DEVELOPING CUSTOMER TYPOLOGY 

4.1 Preference of Purchasing Criteria 

Customer typology was based on the purchasing criteria. Producers of products from stainless steel were 

questioned what factors have been the most important for choice of supplier. Seven factors have been 

offered for choice. Respondents were asked to make ranking of three selected factors from the most 

important (1st place = 3 points) to the third most important (3rd place = 1 point). Tab.1 show us score for 
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submitted factors. The consistency of answers has been validated through open-end question “What is the 

reason for preference of present supplier?” 

Table 1  Ranking of the Most Important Factors for Choice of Supplier 

  Total score Average score/respondent 

Price 170 1,83 

Speed of delivery 134 1,44 

Delivery terms 110 1,18 

Range and dimensions of assortment 102 1,10 

Reliability of delivery 34 0,37 

References (Certification) 5 0,05 

Supplier ´s brand 2 0,02 

4.2  Characteristics of Clusters 

Four most important factors (price, speed of delivery, delivery terms, range and dimensions of assortment) 

were used as the base for customer typology. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure sorted 93 

companies in according to the perception of factor importance (see cluster membership and dendrogram in 

appendix). Clustering procedure tested different quantitative structure of clusters (see tab.2). 

Table 2  The Share of Producers in Different Clusters 

 

The option with four clusters was chosen for further analysis. Based on reaction of respondents four types 

of clusters (segments) were defined: 

Optimizers (49%) - those companies stress price as a key driver for choice of supplier. 

Logistics users (16%) - this segment is interested in three factors (speed of delivery, delivery terms, 

reliability of delivery) which represent the logistics aspects of supplies. 

Quality/price deciders (15%) - companies are driven by two factors (price, range and dimensions of 

assortment) and assess best ratio quality of assortment/price. 

Assortment seekers (19%) - segment looks for suppliers who are able to satisfy demand for wider 

assortment range.   

Defined clusters perceive differently the importance of purchasing criteria (see fig.1). The values presented 

in the graph represent average score per respondent. 

Number of clusters                   3 clusters                  4  clusters                    5 clusters

Cluster A 46 49% 46 49% 46 49%

Cluster B 15 16% 15 16% 11 12%

Cluster C 32 34% 14 15% 14 15%

Cluster D 18 19% 18 19%

Cluster E 4 4%

Total 93 100% 93 100% 93 100%
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Fig. 1  Preference of Purchasing Criteria by Defined Clusters 

4.3  Relationship of Clusters to Other Segmentation Variables 

The importance of clustering process is emphasized by finding the relationship of the clusters to the other 

segmentation variables. The combination of segmentation variables helps managers to estimate buying 

behaviour and to tailor the offer to potential and actual customers. 

There are two segmentation variables which depend on the customer typology. Main branch of activity 

(industry) has significant impact on type of cluster (see tab.4). Especially optimizers and assortment seekers 

derive their preference of purchasing criteria from industry (see tab.3). This finding is very important 

because it enables to make assumption about the purchasing preferences based on the branch (industry).   

Table 3  Structure of Clusters According to the Main Branch of Activity 

 

Table 4  Test of Significance between Typology and Main Branch of Activity 
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Secondly, annual purchasing size of stainless steel is statistically affected by customer typology (see tab.6). 

Namely, the bigger annual purchasing size is the higher share of optimizers is found in the structure of 

customers (see tab.5). 

Table 5  Structure of Clusters According to the Annual Purchase of Stainless Steel  

 

Table 6  Test of Significance between Typology and Annual Purchase of Stainless Steel 

 

The other analyzed segmentation criteria (purchasing frequency, way of supplier selection, type of bidding, 

company location) are not affected by customer clusters on the level of statistical significance.  

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Customer typology provides information about preferred purchasing criteria what justifies the motivation 

of customers.  Knowledge of relationship between macro-segmentation and mezzo-segmentation variables 

as it was presented in the case of clusters and main branch of activity is necessary for targeting and 

positioning.   
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Abstract 

Economy globalization has many economic, social and environmental effects. Consolidation in steel 

industry is one of them. In the paper Authors presents the development of consolidation activity in steel 

industry. The steel industry is more and more consolidated through transnational corporations activity 

including mergers and acquisitions and foreign direct investments. Mergers and acquisitions of steel 

enterprises by the transnational corporations have a crucial influence on their performance including 

management strategy, production specialization, employment, financial results and many more. The 

Authors discuss the influence of consolidation in the steel industry on the enterprise performance results 

using measurement of chosen indicators. The researches include case of the Polish steel enterprises 

acquired by the global corporations. The Authors consider chosen performance indicators of Polish steel 

enterprises before and after the acquisition and prediction of future situation in the branch. 

Keywords: consolidation, mergers and acquisitions, performance results 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary world is subjected to a number of processes, of which the process of globalization spreads 

the fastest and has the biggest effect on life of all the inhabitants of the globe. Globalization, as emphasized 

by a variety of authors, due to its dynamic and multifaceted character, is a phenomenon which cannot be 

unequivocally interpreted. Three basic dimensions of globalization are typically listed: economical, political 

and cultural dimensions, extended with social, scientific and ecological aspects. Each approach emphasizes 

a specific interpretation of the concept of globalization[1, 2]. Therefore, a leading subject is the causes of 

globalization, its influence and effects, with all of them interpreted based on an outlook on life and 

scientific interests of an author [3]. One of the effect of globalisation are changes in functioning of various 

industries as an effect of wide international consolidation, mergers and acquisitions, global common 

markets and global competition. Steel sector is under strong influence of globalisation process the effect 

are consolidation, appearance of global players or changes in geographical structure of steel production [4, 

5]. Globalisation is also influencing Polish steel sector, changing its characteristics and functioning. 

Since the early nineties of the 20th century, when Polish iron and steel industry was forced to make 

decisions about the need for adaptation of Polish industry to the requirements of free market, the 

necessity of consolidation of national steel companies has been repeatedly emphasized. Positive 

experiences of world steel industry in this area have been a perfect argument for integration of steel sector 

in Poland. 
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An integration initiative which was suggested for several times in Polish steel industry was merger of 

Katowice and Sendzimir steelworks. However, no attempts have been made in this respect, neither in the 

beginning of steel industry restructuring process nor later.  

The process of consolidation of Polish steel industry focused on Katowice, Sendzimir, Florian and Cedler 

steelworks. Strong cooperation-based relationships between Sendzimir and Florian steelworks concerning 

cold-rolled sheet metal and between Katowice and Cedler in terms of supplies of charge materials were 

taken into consideration. Furthermore, the attention was also focused on the predicted cooperation 

relationships, which consisted in supply of charge materials from Huta Katowice to Sendzimir steelworks for 

manufacturing hot-rolled sheet metal. Polskie Huty Stali S.A. (PHS S.A.) was established in 2002. The 

holding included the above mentioned entities. Production capacities of the consolidated steelworks were 

at the level of 60% of national production level [6]. PHS S.A. was supposed to adopt the form of a 

corporation (liquidation of legal separateness of each of the steelworks). After its creation, the corporation 

was privatized. Two months after privatization of PHS, regional court in Katowice changed the name of the 

company into Ispat Polska Stal. Entry of LNM Group into Polskie Huty Stali caused that the corporation 

became a part of a global structure. This allowed for reduction in costs of operation through e.g. common 

purchase of raw material. Undoubtedly, a positive aspect was also the opportunity to utilize an 

international network of distribution of the new investor. In 2005, due to establishment of Mittal Steel, the 

Registry Court in Katowice changed the name of the company to Mittal Steel Poland S.A. In October 2007, 

due to merger of the two biggest steelmakers in the world, Arcelor and Mittal, and establishment of 

ArcelorMittal Group, the name Mittal Steel Poland was changed into ArcelorMittal Poland S.A. 

Another steelmaker who was acquired by an international investor was Huta Stali Częstochowa Sp. z o.o. 

Full package of shares was acquired in 2005 by Industrial Union of Donbass (ISD) and the ISD Huta 

Częstochowa was established. Since 2010, Evraz Group has been a new shareholder of the company. 

Russians purchased the assets of Ukrainian steelmaking giant, Industrial Union of Donbass, with the value 

of over 2 billion USD. The reason for the consolidation of Eastern Europe’s steel industry was the economic 

crisis. ISD was forced to find a strong partner who would be able to guarantee constant access to raw 

material. Before the onset of the crisis, deficiency of raw material base prevented the corporation from full 

utilization of their potential, which became the main reason for rapid deterioration in the company’s 

standing during the period of recession. 

In 2005, Huta L.W. Sp. z o.o. was also acquired by Arcelor and it changed name into Arcelor Huta Warszawa 

Sp. z o.o. Merger of the corporations Arcelor and Mittal caused another change in the company’s name into 

Arcelor Mittal Warszawa Sp. z o.o.  

According to experts, the process of consolidation will cover not only steelworks; vertical consolidation will 

be also progressing. Mergers will be carried out for manufacturers and suppliers of ores or distributors. This 

will ensure creation of the structures which will be very favourable for the market, with secured energy and 

raw materials.  

2.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CHOSEN STEEL COMPANIES 

Analysis covered the companies which participated in the process of restructuring of steel industry in 

Poland, since the results of their operation in the period of the study were independent of the results of 

activities in the centrally planned economy. These companies have been discharged debts and removed 
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liabilities of the previous period of economy in the process of transformation. Therefore, 2003 was adopted 

as a starting point of the analysis, when the main restructuring process to equalize the chances was 

completed in the studied companies in the perspective of operation under conditions of free market 

economy. The beginning of the analysis for Huta Stali Częstochowa Sp. z o.o. was the year 2005. This was 

when the company was allowed for reduction in debt and for starting operation in the market without any 

liabilities. The steelworks was acquired in the same year by the Ukrainian investor. Economic results of the 

companies being the basis for analyses can be deemed fully comparable due to even initial conditions and 

operation under similar market conditions. Only the strategies of management and effectiveness of their 

implementation are the determinants of their success or failure. The advantage of this choice of study 

group lies also in taking into consideration of steel companies acquired by transnational corporations and 

those which operate independently on a national scale. Comparison of the results of their activities allows 

for answering the question of whether this is only the entities being a part of transnational corporations, 

operating globally on a large scale, which have perspectives of development and whether the strategies 

used by these companies lead to achievement of the best results. Or, if properly managed local enterprises 

can become a strong competitors to world giants and if they can operate further utilizing the opportunities 

of emerging demand niches. The steelworks selected for the study are presented in table 1.  

Table 1  Steel companies included in the analysis 

Steel companies acquired by transnational corporations 

ArcelorMittal Polska S.A. 

 

 

2003 PHS S.A. 

2004 Ispat Polska Stal S.A. 

2005 Mittal Poland Steel S.A. 

2007 ArcelorMittal Poland S.A. 

ArcelorMittal Warszawa Sp. z o.o. 2003 Huta L.W. Sp. z o.o. 

2005 Arcelor Huta Warszawa Sp. z o.o.   

2007 ArcelorMittal Warszawa Sp. z o.o. 

ISD Huta Częstochowa Sp. z o.o. 2003 Huta Stali Częstochowa Sp. z o.o. 

2005 ISD Huta Częstochowa Sp. z o.o. 

Steel companies operating independently 

Huta Bankowa S.A. 

Huta Pokój S.A. 

Huta Łabędy 

Technologie Buczek 

Source: Authors’ elaboration. 

In order to provide assessment of financial state of enterprises included in the study, analysis of financial 

reports was carried out in selected areas of economic activities. The comparison was carried out for basic 

results in the analysed entities and financial ratios based on the data from the companies.  
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General situation of the studied companies in the period of 2003-2009 can be analysed based on the 

generated revenues (see Tables 2). In 2003, adopted as a base year for the present considerations, a 

dominant entity (82.8% of revenues) in the group of the studied enterprises was PHS, which was a supplier 

of charge materials for the most of enterprises. In this period, only Technologie Buczek and Huta L.W. did 

not generate profit on their activities. This involved a considerable change in the structure of production 

introduced by the new owner in Buczek company and high financial costs incurred by Huta L.W. 

An increased demand for steel products observed in 2004, resulting in the increase in prices in the market, 

caused that revenues from the entirety of activities rose faster than the total costs. This caused that all the 

companies showed in 2004 profit on their operation.  

Table 2  Revenues on general activities in the studied companies in 2003-2009 [thousand PLN]  

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

ArcelorMittal Poland 8 338 178 13 308 198 8 846 514 10 966 090 13 621 042 13 810 825 7 465 115

Huta Bankowa 253 159 478 913 350 185 367 667 432 568 459 337 204 709

Technologie Buczek 105 169 192 806 111 801

ArcelorMittal Warszawa 588 983 901 442 821 487 939 126 1 112 063 1 178 423 616 480

Huta Łabędy 181 368 330 232 378 331 376 520 412 808 474 594 474 594

Huta Pokój 599 721 1 159 860 1 082 510 1 239 122 1 423 165 1 341 724 930 258

ISD Huta Częstochowa 1 724 948 2 227 534 2 783 809 2 710 243 1 218 548
 

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on studied companies’ data. 

In 2005, the decline in sales revenues in the studied enterprises (with an exception of Huta Łabędy) did not 

lead to a decline in costs of activities to a degree which would keep sales profitability at the level from 

2004. This caused that gross profit was considerably lower than the profit generated in the previous year. 

Only Technologie Buczek in the analysed group of enterprises did not generate profit on business activity. 

This company separated a profit-generating part of production; the liabilities due to public and private 

persons were not repaid. The company announced bankruptcy.  

The following three years, 2006-2008 were very favourable in the studied steel companies. The dynamics of 

revenues increased by 21% in 2006, 23% in 2007 and 1.5% in 2008 compared to the previous year. In 2006, 

all the studied enterprises generated profit on business activities. This allowed Mittal Steel Poland S.A., 

Arcelor Huta Warszawa Sp. z o.o., Huta Bankowa Sp. z o.o., and Hucie Pokój S.A. to implement their 

investment programs. In 2007, the companies also reported a rise in gross profit compared to the previous 

year. Only Huta Łabędy showed a reduction of this profit by 5.04%.  

The sales generated by the studied entities in 2008 amounted to 1.4 billion PLN. It was by 56.3% lower than 

the profit achieved in 2007. ArcelorMittal Warszawa sp. z o.o., as one of the monitored entities, reported a 

loss in 2008. In other cases, profitability was maintained despite unfavourable phenomena which occurred 

in costs and demand for steel products. In the case of Huta Bankowa and Huta Pokój, financial results were 

reduced by settlements connected with foreign exchange options.  

The year 2009 was critical for the most of the studied companies. The decline in revenues on activities in 

general accounted for 43.9% to the level of 9.7 billion PLN. Sales generated a loss of 0.9 billion PLN. The 

companies of Huta Łabędy S.A. and Huta Pokój S.A. were the only companies in the studied group whose 

activities in 2009 generated profits. In other cases profitability was not achieved.  
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Another measurable factor which confirms competitiveness of enterprises is the level of employment and 

the related productivity ratios. Driven by the development of technologies and methods which allow for 

reduction in manufacturing costs, reduction in employment and the related reduction in high labour costs 

are an essential factor of gaining a competitive edge in the market.  

Since the beginning of the period of the study, all the companies included in the analysis strived to limit 

excessive employment rates, being the ‘heritage’ of the previous standards of management.  

Dynamic reductions in ArcelorMittal Poland, Arcelor Mittal Warszawa and ISD Huta Częstochowa were 

limited by social packages signed at the moment of acquisition of Polish steelworks by transnational 

corporations. These packages guaranteed company’s staffs to be employed for a predefined period and 

given favourable conditions at the moment of voluntary leaving their job.  

Both layoffs and employment of new employees were observed in the period of the study. Layoffs were 

usually a result of notice from the employees, retirement and layoffs based on the labour code. 

Employment of new employees to the studied steelworks was limited and concerned code-based 

employment and employment of specialists at new positions, created as a result of organizational changes 

(Table 3). 

Table 3  Employment in the studied companies in 2003-2009 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

ArcelorMittal Poland 23 726 22166 18 057 16 434 10 692 10 586 11 783

Huta Bankowa 917 854 789 708 739 734 576

Technologie Buczek 653 580 311

ArcelorMittal Warszawa 1 036 861 685 664 674 676 587

Huta Łabędy 477 455 450 443 458 478 477

Huta Pokój 553 386 374 322 322 354 335

ISD Huta Częstochowa 1 926 4 332 4 249 4 477 4 472   

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on studied companies’ data. 

The data contained in the table show that in 2004, all the steelworks reduced their employment. Decline in 

the number of employee in all the entities amounted to nearly 7.5%, with the highest reduction of staff in 

Huta Pokój (by 30%). The lowest layoffs were observed in Huta Łabędy (by ca. 5%). The following year saw 

reduction in employment continued in the companies. The biggest reduction of employment was carried 

out in Technologie Buczek, as a result of separation of Huta Buczek Sp. z o.o. Mittal Steel Poland S.A. 

showed enhanced dynamics of employment reduction in 2005 and started organizational transformations 

and consolidation of daughter companies. In 2006, the level of employment in the studied companies 

increased as a result of inclusion of 2,500 employees from daughter companies to the structures of ISD 

Huta Częstochowa Sp. z o.o., not considered in the previous balances. Furthermore, considerable transfer 

of workforce was also made in Mittal Steel Poland group and their daughter companies. In 2008, 

insignificant fluctuations were observed in the number of the employed in all the entities, whereas in 2009, 

ArcelorMittal Poland S.A. took over the employees from Huta Królewska Sp. z o.o. and HK WGB Batory Sp. z 

o.o. as a result of inclusion of these companies in their structures. Huta Łabędy, Huta Pokój and ISD Huta 

Częstochowa maintained their employment rate at the level similar to that of 2008, whereas Huta Bankowa 

and ArcelorMittal Warszawa reduced the number of employees. 
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In order to analyse the productivity in the enterprises, the measures which determined the level of sold 

production per employee and the level of revenues generated by the enterprises per employee were used. 

The former ratio is based on production in individual steelworks, without consideration of the specific 

nature of the products. Hence the latter measure, based on sales figures, which completes the assessment 

of productivity. 

Rise in productivity ratios suggests efficient management of the factors of production, thus efforts of all the 

companies towards reaching possibly highest levels of these ratios. In the period of the study, productivity 

in individual companies changed as a consequence of fluctuations of sold production and revenues and 

transfer of employees. The leader in achievement of high level of productivity level (tonne/employee) is 

ArcelorMittal Warszawa, which demonstrates the results comparable to the standards of modern European 

steelworks. In 2007-2008, ArcelorMittal Poland also generated high productivity (Fig. 1). In the case of 

productivity evaluated by means of the ratio of revenues per employee, the best results among the studied 

companies were observed in Huta Pokój.  

 

Fig. 1  Productivity in the studied enterprises in 2003-2009 [tonne/employee] 

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on studied companies’ data. 

Return on sales, which is a measure of net profit obtained from sales in the company, should reach possibly 

highest levels. Undoubtedly, the most stable, although not the highest levels of ROS in the studied period 

were generated by Huta Pokój and Huta Łabędy, which did not show loss on their activities. In other 

companies, return on sales depended on the market tendencies. In 2009, the most of the companies 

showed loss, thus return on sales was negative.  

Debt in the studied enterprises was analysed based on the ratio of debt in total, being a relation of the total 

liabilities to total assets. It is assumed that the value of this ratio should range within 57% - 67%, which 

confirms stable debt level in the entity. The figure presents the degree of financing of the assets in each 

company from outside capital.  

Globalization of the industry observed in world steel sector is a process, which, through synergy effect, 

brings considerable benefits and thus it strengthens and extends the processes of consolidation. 
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Steel industry is a type of raw materials industry, located at the beginning of production chains in the 

economy. It supplies steel to all the areas of national economy, providing conditions to their normal 

continuous functioning. Therefore, it is numbered among the sectors of the industry which determine the 

independence of the economy. The degree of consolidation of steel industry determines its strength in the 

market.  

3.  CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the companies which were a part of transnational corporations were not characterized by 

better performance results compared to the companies independently operating in national market (with 

an exception of ArcelorMittal Poland in 2006-2008). This might confirm ineffective utilization of 

transnational strategies of management with potential to generation of competitive advantage. However, a 

relatively short period of inclusion of these companies into the structures of transnational corporations 

should be also emphasized, and it can be assumed that positive effects connected with scale, specialization 

or use of transferred technologies and organizational knowledge can be expected in a longer perspective. 

The results also depend on the specific nature of manufactured final products and the related demand [7], 

customer behaviours and market tendencies. It is also noteworthy that the acquirers signed social packages 

in all three cases, which do not let them create the strategies of management in an undisturbed manner 

and limit employment costs, which undoubtedly affects the results.  

A positive fact for the enterprises which do not participate in consolidation is that the enterprises such as 

Huta Pokój confirm that it was also possible to generate very good performance factors, better than in 

global giants, even if the company was an independent company, operating locally on a relatively small 

scale. 
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Abstract 

The company’s working capital financing through the tolling agreement is not totally prevailing yet, perhaps 

because it is in principle perceived as being both instrument and method aimed at resolving rather non-

standard position that the company have fallen into (like a liquidity crisis, or insolvency). Nonetheless, the 

scope of the tolling financing’s successful application is far broader. The basic principles of the tolling 

agreement, when the tolling provider buys on its own account the raw materials, materials and semi-finished 

products, and such production input is handed over to the tolling recipient for the processing thereof into the 

finished products (against the tolling fee), and the production input itself is in the sole and exclusive 

ownership of the tolling provider at each processing stage, involves a number of positive aspects allowing the 

tolling agreement’s broad usage. The biggest tolling operation executed in the Czech Republic so far aimed at 

stabilization, revitalization and subsequent privatisation of VÍTKOVICE, a.s., where the whole project was 

implemented under the auspices of the state owned company - OSINEK, a.s. The paper presents the 

experience gained from the tolling financing implemented in the metallurgical part of VÍTKOVICE, a.s.’ 

operation, and in addition, aims at both general prerequisites for, as well as particular principles of its 

successful implementation in the specific conditions and environment of the metallurgical company. 

Keywords: tolling agreement, working capital, financing 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

On the basis of tolling agreement, tolling provider buys on its own account the raw materials, materials and 

semi-finished products (and, if appropriate, energies), and such production input is handed over to the 

tolling recipient (acting as the processing agent) for the processing thereof into the finished products 

(against the tolling fee), and the production input itself is in the sole and exclusive ownership of the tolling 

provider at each processing stage. 

Tolling provider and tolling recipient can be formally independent companies or they can belong to the 

same business group. Armstrong or Birch presents interrelations between these companies for the second 

of the mentioned above cases [1, 2]: 

Consortium participants (tolling provider) establish a tolling company (tolling recipient) to build, own and 

operate production facilities at which the raw materials owned by the participants in the joint venture will 

be processed into finished product for use or disposal by the participants individually. Participants provide 

the tolling company with raw materials, technology, financial and general management services. Pursuant 

to a tolling agreement, the tolling company charges participants a tolling fee. 

mailto:jiri.stanek@tolfin.cz
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Similarly, this concept can be used in project financing [3, 4]. Under a tolling agreement, the project 

company (tolling recipient) levies tolling charges for processing a raw material that is owned and delivered 

by the project sponsors (tolling provider). 

There are several advantages of tolling agreements. Avdasheva summarizes that a tolling agreement can [5]: 

 Prevent formally independent firms from using the market signals to coordinate their activities 

 Solve deficit of working capital caused by absence of a short-term credit system 

 Reduce the acquisition cost of ownership rights 

 Protect ownership rights in the subsidiaries 

 Allow a decrease in tax pay 

 Allow reallocation of property rights in the frameworks of transformation of firms and industries 

The paper is focused on tolling agreement between formally independent companies as a financial and 

business system aimed at the working capital’s financing. The tolling financing of the working capital can 

be successfully implemented in a wide spectrum of business segments in the industry, the construction 

industry, as well as in other industrial segments, whereas besides basic and general principles involved with 

this method, there are always certain specific features in view of each given industrial segment. 

The paper presents the experience gained from the tolling financing implemented in the metallurgical part 

of VÍTKOVICE, a.s.’ operation, and in addition, aims at both general prerequisites for, as well as particular 

principles of its successful implementation in the specific conditions and environment of the metallurgical 

company.  

2.  TOLLING FINANCING SYSTEM 

As apparent from figure 1, substantial proportions of the financial flows deemed connected with the 

manufacture and sales, such as performed by the tolling recipient, are accomplished through the efforts of 

the tolling provider. Therefore, it is not inapposite to describe such method as the financial “by-pass”. The 

essence of the tolling financing lies in the following exercise: The tolling provider is in charge of buying, on 

its own account, the materials, raw materials and, if needed, also the energies, which production input it 

hands over to the tolling recipient (manufacturer) for further processing. The tolling recipient is to produce 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1  Tolling financing system 
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a finished product from the commodities subject to overtake and is entitled to receive the remuneration 

for processing (tolling fee) in the amount deemed sufficient enough so as to cover the processing cost and 

to allow for some profit margin to accrue. Following that, the tolling provider is to sell such finished 

product, on its own account, to the customer. 

To an extent, this is a certain modification of commonly used “hired labour”. Differently from the classical 

hired labour mode, the tolling is far from being a nonrecurring matter, because there is some sort of 

recurrence assumed, within a contractually defined framework. The tolling provider is not placing orders 

for the manufacture of the products for its own consumption, but for the purposes of subsequent sales 

thereof to the third parties. In addition, the collaboration between the tolling provider and the tolling 

recipient is also in principle substantially broader in comparison with standard hired labour mode 

(assistance to logistics and sales). 

The tolling provider is an independent and separate company, which either is in possession of own 

disposable funds or, quite often, is able to obtain the funds needed for the tolling operations exercise from 

the banks credit links. 

The tolling recipient is manufacturing company, which due to various reasons suffers from the lack of funds 

for the working capital financing. The reasons behind the lack of funds may be any of the following: 

insolvency, low credibility and there-from resulting impossibility to obtain bank loans, threat of bankruptcy, 

suppliers’ distrust with regards to return potential of incurred resources or customers’ distrust with regards 

to manufacturer’s capabilities to duly fulfil contracted supplies. The problems pertaining to the tolling 

recipient are not always the sole reasons for the effective implementation of the tolling financing - this may 

involve for example a possibility to procure the raw materials from the tolling provider on more favourable 

conditions or request that the products are supplied under the tolling provider’s trade mark.  

3.  PREREQUISITES FOR TOLLING FINANCING IMPLEMENTATION 

There are several basic prerequisites which must be met by the tolling recipient for tolling financing 

implementation. The tolling recipient (manufacturer): 

 Can offer a marketable product (neither prototypes, nor make-to-stock admissible)  

 Has profitable production (an ideal case), or in the least it is able to accomplish a positive 

contribution margin and there are realistic sales and capacities assumptions in respect of break-

even point accomplishment 

 Is not bankrupt or insolvent 

 Has at its disposal the valid information on its assets, calculations concerning its products and 

services, business plan (in the least for forth coming year) and company strategy 

 Is prepared and willing to disclose all information relating to its activities, as well as necessary 

collaboration 

4.  TOLLING FINANCING IN VÍTKOVICE, A.S. 

In the Czech Republic, the tolling financing is most often quoted in connection with the company named 

VÍTKOVICE, a. s. It was at the beginning of 2000, when it became almost certain that this company was 

unable to obtain further additional external funds for the financing of its operations (regardless whether 
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from the banks or from elsewhere), was unable to settle its due and payable liabilities and it was only a 

question of time when a declaration of insolvency or bankruptcy order would be served upon it. As several 

actions in court were already filed by the company’s creditors, it depended only on the court when 

respective bankruptcy order would be served upon the company. It was very clear that if the company 

should survive, it would require its restructuring and revitalization with the aim to gradually restore its 

financial flows, sustain the existing production and thus retain valuable clients. In particular, sustain the 

production of such products that are surely marketable and whose manufacture does not create a loss. As 

the subsequent target it was possible to consider guiding VÍTKOVICE, a.s. towards the privatisation, and 

thus strengthening its market position under a strategic investor’s assistance. 

Therefore, it is possible to state that the aforesaid has represented the attempt (a successful one) as how 

to get the company from crisis; under the condition that the funds used for the described operation will be 

returned in their entire volume, which also has been the case. And practically speaking, this particular 

tolling case is considered the reference case in view of available opinion and information shared in the 

companies’ practice to date.  

As an illustration of the volume of the tolling financing implemented by state owned company OSINEK, a.s. 

in metallurgical part of VÍTKOVICE, a.s. (whereas partly modified tolling agreement was also applied as 

regards some machinery activities financing), the quantification of basic indicators is presented: 

 Financing commencement                 April 1, 2000 

 Financing completion    January 31, 2005 

 Revenues from sales     47 190 million CZK 

 Tolling fee paid     13 230 million CZK  

 Fully repaid credit volume     1 797 million CZK   

 Rolled material produced      4 057 kt 

 Tolling provider staff (OSINEK, a.s.)    32 person   

To conclude, it is possible to say, that the metallurgical part of the company has been revitalized and 

successfully privatised.  

5.  TOLLING FINANCING IMPLEMENTATION IN METALLURGICAL COMPANY: EXPERIENCE AND REMARKS 

Experience and remarks obtained from implementation of the tolling financing in VÍTKOVICE, a.s. can be 

generalized and summarized as follows: 

 The scope of manufacture and its continuous nature, immediate technology flows of individual 

manufacture stages, work with hot, and in a number of cases also liquid metal, unification necessity 

concerning logistics, manufacture and sales, of the first part, and legal aspects of the tolling, necessity 

to coordinate information systems as well as accounting systems of the tolling provider and the tolling 

recipient, of the second part - all that practically predetermines the implementation of so called closed 

tolling agreement only, of whom it can be generally remarked that both production input and output 

belong to the tolling provider (including unprocessed material, scrap and the like).  

 The metallurgical companies usually work with number of traditional, tested and verified linkages on 

the supplier, as well as the customer side. With the tolling provider’s entry into those linkages there 
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may emerge some problems at the outset because suddenly there appears a new party, relatively 

unknown to the suppliers and the customers, which in its own name and on its own account purchases 

more than 80% of production input and sells 100% of production output in view of current production 

volume. There may be certain caution and reserve occurring, which gets more tangible shape in 

requirements concerning guarantees, payment terms, and performance bonds and in some cases it 

may be reflected also in a pricing policy. Nonetheless, from the experience it can be said that if the 

tolling provider strictly observes concluded contracts and agreements it can gain the trust relatively 

soon, and may even accomplish more advantageous conditions in comparison with the tolling recipient 

who was formerly, prior to the tolling financing, in rather complicated position, if not in crisis.  

 The implementation of the closed tolling agreement in a metallurgical company is relatively 

complicated and large-scale operation. Its success depends to a great extent on the level of trust and 

collaboration between both tolling partners - the tolling provider and the tolling recipient. The key 

prerequisite for such trust and collaboration is perfectly correct legal framework governing given 

relationship. The extraordinary diligence devoted to contractual coverage of the tolling financing before 

its commencement definitely pays off. The legal package includes not only a framework tolling 

contract, but also contract of processing, contract(s) of work(s), sale agency agreement or consignment 

contract (procurement and sales) and possibly more. It is vital to perceive that the tolling recipient is 

not only in charge of the manufacture for the tolling provider’s benefit, but in most cases is also 

responsible for the procurement, sales, and exports of big commodity volumes in terms of both 

material properties, as well as the value, and any incorrectness may have detrimental impact on the 

whole tolling financing project.  

 The tolling financing of the company’s working capital is a lawful way as how to keep up the company 

as a going concern despite the fact it is exposed to considerable problems. However, the entry of the 

external party (the tolling provider - i.e. extraneous business or finance entity) is always accompanied 

by the intervention into the existing formal and/or informal linkages. It is quite logical that the partner 

who provides the funds for the procurement of materials, raw materials and energies, as well as the 

funds to cover the tolling fee (as well as respective remunerations based on sales agency agreement or 

consignment contract) wants to be sure that the amounts incurred are allocated solely to absolutely 

inevitable deals. Minimally two following steps proved their worth in metallurgical company practice:  

o Preliminary audit in the company before the tolling agreement commencement, including 

extraordinary physical stock taking  

o Continuous screening control of material flows (supplies, storage, consumption, work-in-progress 

finished products, dispatching) performed by the external inspection company contracted by the 

tolling provider 

 A repetitive boom and recession cycles are quite typical for the metallurgy sector. It appears that the 

most effective time for the tolling financing commencement is a period of ending recession and starting 

revival of customers’ demand, when the metallurgical company is downgraded and weary and suffering 

from the lack of funds for the working capital financing. On the other hand, the tolling provider stands a 

good chance to catch on the growing demand for metallurgical commodities, usually accompanied by 

corresponding prices growth, and thus to obtain beneficial returns on the tolling financing funds incurred.  
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 The tolling financing is still considered as an exception in the conditions of the Czech Republic. In the 

public awareness it is still taken as the financing of the company in crisis, or so called hostile tolling 

used for the purposes of gaining the control over the tolling recipient. It is also noticeable that the 

perception of the tolling agreement is not always positive within the metallurgical company’s 

environment. Therefore, we would recommend not to underestimate a certain “adult education” and 

to engage qualified PR specialists to represent the tolling provider in the media.  

 A positive impact of correctly implemented tolling financing on the company’s operations is long-term 

and may not be apparent immediately. The implementation of the tolling provider’s rigorous 

controlling over the tolling recipient’s economy, limitation upon powers of the company’s 

management, as well as rationalization of both direct and materialized labour - all of it may stir up 

aversion among the tolling recipient’s staff. Nonetheless, the tactful observance of concluded contracts 

and agreements will help to overcome the inceptive distrust.  

6.  CONCLUSION 

In order to summarize, the implementation of the tolling financing of working capital in the metallurgical 

company represents a turning point not only in intra-company atmosphere, but also in relationship 

between the company and its public environment. In order to score a success in the whole project’s 

management, it appears necessary to accomplish not only the appropriate timing thereof, but also to 

devote a sufficient efforts aimed at diligent preparations, as well as effective motivation of both tolling 

provider and tolling recipient, under and within absolutely faultless legal framework to cover their mutual 

contractual relations. 
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Abstract 

Metallurgy of Iron is the oldest branch of the metallurgical industry in Poland. In the mid-nineteenth 

century the Polish lands has reached a new foundry technology. This involved the use of coal. This enabled 

the increase in steel production. In Poland, for many years, the industry is thriving, and actively operating 

area of the economy. The paper attempts to present the changes in the Polish metallurgical industry 

caused by globalization of the markets. Attempts have also been made to identify opportunities for 

development of the Polish metallurgical industry. 

Keywords: metallurgy, steel, industry, Poland, globalization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Iron casting is the oldest branch of the metallurgical industry in Poland. Until the mid-nineteenth century, 

concentrated in the Old Polish Basin (the oldest district of Metallurgical Industry and the Polish territory, 

now in the form of residual steel). In the mid-nineteenth century the Polish lands has reached a new 

foundry technology. This involved the use of coal. This enabled the increase in steel production. Then the 

iron and steel production concentrated in the Upper Silesian Industrial Region (GOP), where there were rich 

deposits of coal. After World War II steel industry expanded by opening two big conglomerates - Ironworks 

“Katowice” in Dąbrowa Górnicza and Sendzimir Ironworks in Cracow.*9+ 

In 1965 iron mining was abondend because of diminishing resources. It saw a Polish dependence on 

imports from the USSR. Currently, the iron comes mainly from Ukraine and Russia. Currently in Poland 25 

ironworks are operational, of which 18 were bulit before the First World War. The average age of steel 

plants is 40 years. In the recent years steel production levels decreased dramatically due to falling demand. 

The industry generated substantial losses. Currently, Poland produces long, e.g., bars and rails or semi-

finished steel.[2] 

2. POLISH OVERVIEW 

In Poland steel ironworks are located in the vast majority in the GOP-u and its vicinity. The largest 

ironworks are located in Dąbrowa Górnicza, Świętochłowice, Siemianowice, Zabrze, Cracow, Czestochowa, 

Zawiercie and over in the village of Mala Panew in Ozimek. In addition, ironworks are also outside the 

region in the GOP-and the surrounding area: in Ostrowiec Świętorzyski, Stalowa Wola, and Warsaw.  

Non-ferrous metallurgy is divided into: metallurgy of copper, zinc and lead smelting and aluminium smelting. 

Copper metallurgy traditionally developed in the region of Lower Silesia, where there were water supplies. 

However, they were exhausted. Layers of material discovered in turn the monocline, where there Legnicko-
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Glogowski Copper District exists. These are the richest copper deposits in Europe and one of the richest in 

the world. However, because the deposits deep in arrears, their full exploitation is not possible.[2] 

Copper is mined in Poland and in the mines of: Lublin, Polkowice-Sieroszowice and Rudna. Ores from these 

mines are sent to the ironworks and Głogów, Głogów II, and Legnica. Copper ores are accompanied by 

other components that go with them raises, such as silver, gold and platinum. Copper metallurgy in Poland 

is currently too complex and outdated. Approximately 60% of copper is earmarked for export. [1] 

Metallurgy of zinc and lead, developed originally in Tarnowskie Gory in the sixteenth century. In the mid-

nineteenth century metallurgy of these elements in Poland accounted for 60% of world production. 

Currently, the main production region is the region Olkusz-Zawiercie, Bytom and Chrzanów. Decks in 

arrears fairly shallow and have a considerable thickness. Lead and zinc smelter are located near the mines 

in Miasteczko Śląskie, Katowice and Bukowno circle near Olkusz. Poland exports zinc to Western Europe, 

however, this export is gradually decreasing.  

Aluminium metallurgy dates back to the beginning of 1954, when it launched in Skawin first aluminium 

smelter in Poland. In the 60s of the twentieth century opened another ironwork in Konin, in the 80s closed 

steel ironwork in Skawina. Currently, aluminium smelting is based on bauxite imports from Hungary, a full 

profile of production leads ironwork in Konin (arise here: sheet, strip and aluminium foil.).[4] 

Metallurgy is a major branch of industry, which deals with obtaining metals from ores, using it to include 

scrap is also reworking the rolling plastics and forges (metal casting), derived products have applications in 

engineering, construction, transport and other sectors of the economy. Smelter production in Poland plays 

a big role. Since the mid-twentieth century, the quantity produced per capita steel was the determinant of 

the level of the country.[3] 

Metallurgical production is characterized by a focus on who holds the raw material base as well as energy. 

Large companies are focused on this area, working together. It is also important location near the sea port, 

in order to facilitate the transportation of finished products and raw materials needed. Metallurgy is one of 

the industries with biggest impact on environment. Metallurgy deals with the theoretical foundations of 

the steel industry. Metallurgy of iron produces ferrous alloys such as carbon cast iron, cast steel, stainless 

steel. They may in its composition to include the blending of different elements, impurities and alloying 

elements. Receiving alloys begins with receipt of appropriate blanks, in a blast furnace, pig iron obtained is 

processed into steel in the open-hearth furnace process, converter or electric furnace.[3] 

Non-ferrous metallurgy deals with the processing of metals, metallurgical processes, such as 

pirometallurgic, electrometallurgy, vacuum metallurgy, and other treatments in order to obtain the highest 

quality of metal or alloy. The steel industry in Poland has a long history and rich tradition. In the vicinity of 

New Słupia primitive tolls remains were discovered, designed about 2000 years. At the turn of second and 

third century one of the largest European centers for steel industry operated in Staropolskie Basin. Its 

greatest growth occurred in the sixteenth and early seventeenth century 

Metallurgy experienced the biggest boom in the first half of the nineteenth century. At that time started 

the Staszic project - build a steelworks on the Kamienna River. In the upper reaches of the river, there 

would be access to raw materials, semi-central part of the production, downstream, and the finished 

products. The project was cotinued after Staszic, by K. Drucki-Lubecki funded mainly by the Polish Bank. A 

similar project was carried out on the Mała Panew River at the Opole Silesia.*2+ 
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In the second half of the nineteenth century, the use of coke in iron products has affected the development 

of metallurgy in Upper Silesia. In 1796, the first cocke fired blast furnace was lunched in this part of Europe 

in Gliwice. The furnace was, built and designed by Scot J. Baildon In 1802 one of the largest ironworks in 

Europe was operating in Chorzów (Royal Ironworks, Kosciuszko Ironworks today). Ironworks metalurgy 

developed in other parts of Poland (Katowice, Świętochłowice, Siemianowice Śląskie, Bytom, and Dąbrowa 

Górnicza). 

In addition to the development of steel industry of Upper Silesia other ventures have also in other parts of 

the country. In 1836 was founded a steel ironwork in Zawadzkie in 1837 in Ostrowiec, at the end of the 

nineteenth century in Zawiercie and Czestochowa, the turn of the century - establishment of the ironworks 

in Szczecin. In 1937 a national plan for industrialization was initiated by E.Kwiatkoweski. As part of this 

project began several investment including at the confluence of the Vistula River, the San oases Dunajec, 

Central Industrial District building.  

Stalowa Wola steelworks bulit a village on the San Pławno, Stalowa Wola steelworks was one of the biggest 

investments financed within this project.Its members came into heat and power plant, steel ironwork with 

two open-hearth furnaces, mechanical plants.[5] 

Following completion of the Second World War, all the money spent on reconstruction of physical facilities, 

destroyed during the war. Steel production in 1947 far exceeded the level of 1938. Since the 50s began an 

intensive reconstruction and modernization resulting in the nineteenth century ironworks including in 

Upper Silesia in the district of Czestochowa, where he built Ostrowiec steel ironworks. In 1957, the Warsaw 

steel ironwork has been running two of the largest precious and so far the metallurgical conglomerates: in 

1954 the glassworks in Krakow. Lenin (now Steel Poland ironworks) in 1976 in Dąbrowa Górnicza, foundry, 

Ironwork Katowice;. The ironwork in Cracow, ironwork sheets, the only such in Poland, it serves for the 

production of car body sheets (automobile) and the production of devices such as washing machines, 

refrigerators, etc. In 1972, he was in Strzemieszyce, around Dabrowa Górnicza mikroironwork specializing in 

production of stainless steel accessories including surgical implants, to connect the bones, the elements 

used in medicine.[2] 

After World War II Poland’s economy was geared primarily to the development of heavy industry. This was, 

conducive to flourishing steel industry. The proces of modernization and technological innovation in 

industry, which accelerated in the 1990s caused a decline in production and demand for steel. In 1991, the 

amount of steel produced in open hearth furnaces accounted for 29.1% of total output. The extraction of 

steel by this method is very burdensome for the environment. Production of steel by continuous casting, 

much safer for the environment, was only 7.6%. At the time, in the EU countries, production of steel in 

open hearth furnaces was being discontinued with continuous casting reaching 80% of total output. Early 

90s was a period in which began the organizational structure of industry changes and changes in 

technological processes. This was to adjust domestic production to meet the growing needs and to enter 

the competitive market. Has started to eradicate open-hearth furnaces, continuous casting lines formed of 

steel and electric stoves. Increased number of stainless steel and flat products. 

Non-ferrous metallurgy, mainly zinc processing lead, copper and aluminium. Metallurgy and steel-lead-

silver in Poland has a long history. In the Polish lands (Area of Bytom and Olkusz) in the twelfth and 

thirteenth century, known techniques for processing these materials. Zinc deposits were initially treated as 

waste and was stored in dumps. Only in the second half of the eighteenth century saw the development of 
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metallurgy of zinc. Upper Silesia until the end of the nineteenth century belonged to the world’s largest zinc 

smelting districts. Upper Silesia, initially supplied 40% of world production, and then 20%.[8] Copper 

metallurgy is one of the new industrial branches in Poland, despite existing in the Sudeten Mountains and 

the centres for copper smelting. In 1957, she discovered a rich copper deposits in the area of Lower Silesia, 

it initiated the development of copper metallurgy. Formed Legnica Copper District Glogowski. 

In areas where, exploiting zinc-lead ore in the Upper Silesia, copper ores in Lower Silesia, the development 

of smelting copper and lead is most intense. The main centres of smelting lead and zinc smelter is one in 

Katowice and Trzebinia, upgraded and expanded after World War II, and steel ironworks in Bukowno, 

Tarnowskie Góry, Legnica, Glogów (Żukowice). Copper ores is accompanied by silver, which is recovered on 

an industrial scale. In the years 1970-1990 the amount collected in silver has increased from 231 tonnes to 

832 tonnes. In 1988, amounted to more than 1000 tons.[4] Growing branches of the metallurgy of 

aluminium, the raw material is alumina, which is imported from abroad. An attempt to obtain alumina from 

domestic raw materials, dealing with it, and T. Bretsznajder and J. Grzymek, these methods were not 

applicable on an industrial scale. Aluminium smelters because of high energy demand are located near the 

plant. In 1954, in Skawina founded Poland’s first aluminium smelter was located near the coal power plant. 

In 1981, aluminium smelting was discontinued because of too much burden on the health and 

environment. The ironworks and processing plants is usually in the vicinity of the existing steel ironworks, 

metal processing is carried out noncast. Such establishments work in Warsaw and Wroclaw.[4] 

The European steel industry is a world leader in its sector. Its annual turnover is around 200 billion Euros; it 

directly employs 420 thousand people and produces about 200 million tons of steel per year. The steel 

industry is highly cyclical, receptive to general economic conditions and reliant on the condition of a 

number of other industries, including the automotive, appliance, construction and energy industries. As 

these industries have experienced a downturn so too has steel, thus negatively impacting the industry. 

Recent iron ore price hikes in the second quarter of 2010 have exacerbated the cost prices squeeze 

suffered by leading steel companies over the past two years as a consequence of the 2008 financial crisis.  

In recent years crude steel production in Poland has decreased (Figure 1), following the global shift in 

manufacturing towards Asian countries (Figure 2). 

The leading companies in steel producing in 2009 were ArcelorMittal, Corus and Gruppo Riva. These 

companies are engaged in the production of multi-purpose and multi-service steel products such as 

sections, flat-rolled products, tubular products, specialty steel products etcetera. In many countries, there 

is a tendency for high-volume end-users to purchase direct, while low-volume customers buy from 

stockholders and service centres. 
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Fig. 1  Crude steel production in Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia 1992-2010 (in thousand metric tons) 

Source: own, based on data from the World Steel Association 

 
Fig. 2  Global crude steel production 1992-2010 (in thousand metric tons) 

Source: own, based on data from the World Steel Association 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

World steel consumption trends show steady but moderate growth. Increases the degree of concentration 

of production and consolidation of companies in the world steel industry. Created a growing, national 

corporations in general, less absorbent. The main reason for the consolidation of companies is becoming 

increasingly intense competition in global markets and ever more expensive technological advances.  
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Changing these processes in the production chain from crude to highly processed end products results in:  

 increased capital expenditures for their implementation,  

 productivity growth lines with simultaneous decrease in unit manufacturing costs,  

 increase product quality. 

A characteristic feature of these changes is: 

 faster growth of expenditure on upgrading the production of highly processed than the semis,  

 a stronger decline in unit costs of intermediate goods rather than highly processed,  

A result it makes the semis in the world market competition is becoming more ruthless, which reduces 

almost to zero profitability.[6, 7] This encourages companies in the steel industry, leading far-reaching 

policies to connect to the vertical corporations in which the sale of highly processed and highly cost-

effective can be upgraded earlier phases of the production of intermediate goods on the other hand, the 

natural tendency to monopolize the markets encourages enterprises to connect to the horizontal 

corporations. This applies not only to industry, the best example is the successive transformation of the 

agreement of the steel in Western Europe.[7] In Poland, there are completely different processes - 

decrease production of steel. The decrease in production was the result of many factors among which the 

three most important are:  

 the collapse of many industries,  

 the recommendations of the European Union to reduce production to meet national level,  

 competitive steel products from neighboring countries, not always fair, supported by subsidies and 

procurement foreign companies operating in Poland.  

Ordering of foreign steel products by a foreign or partially Polish foreign companies operating in Poland is 

partly caused by a lack of confidence in the products of the Polish industry, and partly aimed at reducing 

unemployment in the European Union by an increase in the demand for European companies. 

The steel sector overall is confronted with major challenges notably in terms of costs and access to raw 

materials and energy, which have a serious impact on the industry’s performance. Moreover, the increasing 

capacity, production and international engagement outside the EU constitutes a threat as market share is 

being lost to non-European countries such as China, the C.I.S., India and Brazil. 
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Abstract 

The increasing competition as well as observed consolidation of the steel sector companies necessitate the 

use of more effective management instruments in the steelworks. Balaced Scorecad (BSC) is one of them 

and it is commonly applied in the steel industry. The purpose of this paper is to present the idea and 

application of BSC while implementation of the strategy, which has been prepared for the rolling mill of 

hot-rolled steel products. It also shows the role of BSC as an instrument for rolling-mill effectiveness growth 

focusing on providing its basic indexes, including proper level of economic value added (EVA). The subject 

of the examination was strategy of a metallurgical company, formulated in four perspectives (i.e. financial, 

clients, processes as well as learning and development) as well as the method of its implementation that 

considers external and internal conditions. Improvement of effectiveness was also examined by formulating 

both financial and non-financial goals. The first one was characterized by profitability of sale, return of own 

and foreign capital, financial liquidity and economical profit, the other one was related to production and 

logistic processes as well as customer service. When designing the strategy of rolling-mill company 

development, the option to expand the produced assortment and its diversification related to rendering 

services was considered and analysed. In the performed analysis of the option concerning the change of the 

rolling-mill products portfolio, one considered both the options to compete at the open metallurgical 

market and limited resources of the examined company. These two aspects are important and interesting 

because the examined rolling-mill is an independent, not owned by any corporation (or metallurgical 

group) company which in fact is an employee company operating mostly at the Polish market which can be 

characterized by high degree of concentration - dominated by Arcelor Mittal Poland.   

Keywords: Balanced Scorecard, strategy, effectiveness, rolling mill, economic value added    

1. INTRODUCTION   

Current economy situation that can be characterized by progressing globalization and crisis threats is 

related to continuous increase of intensity and size of the competition. Gaining and maintaining the 

competitive advantage means for the companies the necessity to develop, improve and implement 

innovative management systems, often oriented at the growth of the effectiveness and innovativeness..The 

purpose of this paper is to present the idea and application of the Balanced Scorecard while implementing 

the strategy, which has been prepared for the rolling mill of hot-rolled steel products. Strategic analyses 

and evaluation of the competitive position of the rolling mill that enable creating scenarios for developing 

different models of strategy were the subject of the examinations. These models differed by the scope of 

application: relation:  internal potential - external potential. In case of each of the scenario solutions, one 

considered the principles of balancing four areas of the rolling mill functioning and the growth of 

effectiveness based on the BSC. Improvement of effectiveness was also examined by formulating both 
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financial and non-financial goals. The first one was characterized by profitability of sale, return of own and 

foreign capital, financial liquidity and economical profit, the other one was related to the production and 

logistic processes as well as customer service. When designing the strategy of rolling-mill company 

development, the option to expand the produced assortment and its diversification related to rendering 

services was considered and analysed. In the performed analysis of the option concerning the change of the 

rolling-mill products portfolio, one considered both the options to compete at the open metallurgical 

market and limited resources of the examined company. These two aspects are important and interesting 

because due to the object of examinations, i.e. private (with a few dozens of shareholders) rolling-mill of 

hot rolled products. The examined rolling mill is an independent, not owned by any corporation (or 

metallurgical group) company which in fact is an employee owned company operating mostly at the Polish 

market which can be characterized by high degree of concentration - dominated by Arcelor Mittal Poland. 

The main products of the examined company: equal-leg angles, unequal-leg angles, flat bars, square bars, 

round plain rods. The biggest steel wholesalers, construction companies, steel structures companies, small 

family businesses involved in artistic smithery and individual receivers are the Customers of the Company. 

2. CONCEPT OF THE BALANCED SCORECARD AND ITS APLICATION WHILE DEVELOPING THE ROLLING 

MILL STRATEGY   

Concepts of the strategy based on the principle of sustained company development (aspect of balance: 

customers - owners - employees) currently represent an important approach to the company development 

issues. The Value Based Management - VBM is a development of this approach with distinct accent on the 

owners importance. It is a management concept that assumes focussing of operations on maximizing the 

goodwill from the owners' point of view [1]. In case of the examined rolling mill, this is important because 

most of the owners are former employees of the Company, so their interest in dividend and shares value 

increase. VBM means controlling the operative and investment operations of the company in order to 

achieve the basic goal of its existence - increasing the value. Treating the goodwill as a synthetic measure of 

its effectiveness, show us that level of this value and rate of its increase is a resultant of the effects of 

different factors and partial goals. Thus, it can be said that goodwill being the synthetic, market measure of 

its effectiveness is directly and indirectly related to different financial and non-financial goals of its 

operations. The Balanced Scorecard is a useful instrument in such an approach. 

The beginning of developing the concept of strategic scorecard (BSC) reach the end of the Nineties of the 

last century *2+. The project realized in 1990 „Measuring the effectiveness in the companies of the future” 

was an inspiration for R. Kaplon and D. Norton, in which they used multi-dimensional assessment of 

companies functioning in the form of a corporate scorecard.  

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) according to the idea of its authors [3], [4] should represent modern 

management system that enable implementing the strategies of the companies. The following assumption 

lies at the base of the strategic scorecard: there are no suitable instruments for efficient implementation 

often grandiloquent strategy of the company.  

The balanced scorecard may be treated as a multi-dimensional structure based on four separated 

perspectives:  

 Financial - evaluating the way the company is perceived by the owners in the aspect of their financial 

expectations 
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 Customer - showing how the organization creates the value for its customers by means of the products 

supplied and sold to them 

 Internal processes - related to priority internal process in the company from the point of view of 

providing value for owners and customers, this relates especially to business processes 

 Development - evaluating the development of the knowledge systems and development of employees 

and their satisfaction from the performed tasks. 

Each of the four perspectives is important for the evaluation of current and future success of the company. 

The financial perspective measures the current financial success of the company as a business. The 

customer perspective shows the sources of the success represented by the market standing and customers' 

satisfaction. In order to achieve the market and financial success, the company must have properly defined 

process, whose effectiveness is measured in the perspective of internal processes.  

In practice, construction and application of the Scorecard can be compared to a pyramid (Fig. 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  BSC Framework [5] 

Its tip is the vision, mission and strategic concept which is influenced by values subscribed by the 

organization members. The centre is the management tool as the Balanced Scorecard. Bottom part covers 

the operational elements, such as: 

- Strategy map 

- Goals and main operations 

- Detailed goals and initiatives 

- Cascade of goals specified in the BSC and assignment of tasks to individual goals 

Such diagram of building the strategy models is adopted in case of the examined rolling mill. 
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3. CASE STUDY - THE STRATEGY OF ROLLING MILL COMPANY  

3.1  Strategic variants 

The carried out sector examinations based on the internal and external development, after discussion with 

experts, have been limited to four main concepts: 

1. Model of effectiveness - current domain - basic strategy 

2. Service Centre 

3. Cooperating party for the construction and steel structures discipline 

4. Cooperating party for the road infrastructure 

All models have been discussed according to the following structure: 

 Development scenario 

 Vision 

 Mission 

 Strategic goals 

 Execution methods 

 Necessary resources 

As a result of thorough research and consulting works, a selection of the strategic variant was made, i.e. 

service centre. 

3.2  Characteristics of the Service Centre 

The strategic assumption was to create the service centre of steel structures for minor receivers, 

performing maintenance services for minor receivers. The service centres within the iron and steel 

metallurgical sector represent extension of the steel processing and machining process. Their importance 

from the sector point of view increases together with the customers’ requirements, who demand products 

not only inexpensive and suitable as regards quality but also adapted to specific needs (cut, bent, drilled, 

etc.). 

Dynamics of common surrounding - selected considerations 

 Increase of the demand for maintenance services - occurrence of large number of entities interested in 

performing maintenance services. 

 Increase of interest in additional services (drilling, painting, welding the structures).  

 Admittedly, the national demand for steel structures has decreased within the period of the largest 

regression in the construction industry, but even in that time, the companies saved themselves by 

means of export.  

 Within the last two years, all indexes regarding production, consumption and export show increasing 

tendency. 

 Profitability of the companies manufacturing the structures increase.  
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 Construction industry development - dynamics of steel consumption in 2002-2009 was 12%-20%. 

Conditions of demand 

The basic conditions which are considered within the scope of the service centres operations are as follows: 

 Minimum volume of purchase 

 Quality and price 

 Product differentiation that determine technological processes 

 Average maturity 

 Average period of collecting the outstandings 

 Average period of agreement Distributor - Customer 

 Often used means of transportation 

 Average distance for dispatches 

 Average logistic cost 

 Entry barriers 

Value system - competitiveness considerations  

 Technological level - possessed machine fleet significantly influences the final product, reduces the 

claim risk from the Customer; modern machine fleet guarantees high quality of performance. 

Customer’s satisfaction is formed at the beginning of the contractual relationship 

 Quality of products - there are many companies which would like to pay more for high quality of 

ordered products 

 Manager technical support - some companies place the orders at companies where they can count on 

experienced process engineers, technical advisors. Completeness of the offer is perceived by such 

Customers as complementarity of the basic product and technical advisory basically increases the 

customer’s satisfaction 

Strategic intentions 

 Concentration of the maintenance services within the construction and structural sector 

 Finding a market niche related to supplies for receivers of minor steel structures 

 Emphasis, within the framework scope, on performing the services at the Customer’s sit 

Vision: Become flexible supplier of maintenance services for small and average receivers.  

Mission: Delivery of high quality services related to processing steel, closely adapted the Customers’ needs. 

Creating the option of professional development and further employment. 

Scenarios 

 Independent development of competences that enable execution of maintenance service 
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 Joint venture with Polish or foreign company having experience in functioning at the constructionand 

steel structures market 

The table 1 presents selected elements of Balanced Scorecard, which are applied in the strategy of the 

rolling mill company. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The strategic scorecard is the management instrument that enables to translate the general vision to 

specific, measurable strategic goals, operative actions and detailed goals, understandable for employees at 

all levels of organization. The selected scenario enables evolutionary and flexible adaptation to the 

challenges of the surrounding, using the chance in the form of increase of demand for maintenance 

services at the Polish market. This provides a perspective of development based on new entity. The basic 

execution-related difficulties concerning this scenario: 

- Necessity to obtain market, technical and organizational knowledge related to the principles of 

configuring new structures and shaping the market expansion by means of new products 

- Necessity to acquire new specialists and skilful implementation of their specifics into the company 

operations 

- Acquiring the favour of shareholders and convincing them about soundness of new investments and 

engagement into different market areas 

Precision in cost management and skills related to successive gathering of financial surplus used for new 

investments. Realization of this scenario may allow the stabilization of the Company functioning in long time.  
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Table 1 Selected elements of Balanced Scoecard 
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Abstract 

An important problem associated with the production of steel products is the need to ensure adequate 

protection of the environment. Throughout the technological foundry formed about 90 types of waste, 

while a significant number of them belongs to a group of hazardous waste. Resulting in the production 

system have a steel mill waste utility value to justify the economic and ecological use, not only in the steel 

sector but also in other sectors of the economy. There is a need to increase activities related to 

environmental waste management from manufacture of steel, particularly those whose development is 

one way of storage. The paper presents the concept of reverse logistics in the specific example of a steel 

mill a full production cycle. 

Keywords: steel plant, waste utilization, logistics system 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Production of steel in the world is in the last 5 years, very variable (for example, in 2006 - 1 247.2 mln Mg 

crude steel, 2007 - 1 346.1, 2008 - 1 327.2, 2009 - 1 229.4, 2010 - 1 413.6 mln Mg) [1]. According to data 

reported annually in the World Steel Association reports continues to grow production in China (in 2006 - 

419.1 mln Mg crude steel, 2010 - 626.7 mln Mg). Polish steel mill producing for ArcelorMittal also to note 

the large fluctuations (2006 - 10.0 mln Mg crude steel, 2007 - 10.6, 2008 - 9.7, 2009 - 7.1, 2010 - 8.0 mln 

Mg). Still, the world needs a lot of steel, and thus created a lot of different wastes. An important problem 

associated with the production of steel products is the need to ensure adequate protection of the 

environment. 

Productive waste material are the undesirable occurrence, hence the tasks of the logistics of the repeated 

utilisation of metallurgic waste material should be activities pursuing of the minimization of the quantity of 

nascent waste material, and also to their full utilization by means of the reusing in metallurgical processes, 

or in the other branches of the economy ( [2]. In addition, it is very essential to keep the suitable 

proportions among ecological and economic aspects [3]. Over 90 kinds of waste material is generated in 

the whole technological processes of the steelworks, and mostly there are waste material undesirable for 

the environment, containing - among other things - oils, heavy metals (Mn, Pb, Cr, Cd, Zn, Cu, Ni, Al), 

asbestos, phenols, bituminous matters [4]. During the last years, in the metallurgy, the considerable degree 

of these waste material utilization has been reached - exceeding 90% of their total quantity.  

2. THE LOGISTIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF WASTE MATERIAL 

The operational point of view of the logistic activities in the steel plant should then include the logistics 

system consists of: supply, production, distribution and the repeated utilization of wastes. While aspects of 

the logistics of the supply limit themselves to reduce pollution of the environment both on the entry and 
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the exit side of the manufacturing process, this the logistics of the repeated utilization of waste substances 

contributes to solve ecological problems in the environmental protection [5]. According to the logistics of 

the repeated utilization of wastes (the logistics of the recirculation), all substances nascent in the 

production process, which are not purposely manufactured products, are being qualified as, so called, 

remains.  As the repeated utilization of wastes one ought to understand - according to [6] - „...the use of 

the idea of the logistics with reference to remains, for only to cause economically and the ecologically 

efficient transfer of remains, with the simultaneous spatially - temporary transformation, inclusive with the 

change of the quantity and the sort”.  

One can then conclude (in reference to definition of the logistics) that the logistics of repeated utilization of 

waste materials is a system, which: 

 bases on the integrated idea of planning, management and control of waste materials (solid, liquid and 

gaseous) flows as well as the related  information, 

 assures the readiness and the ability of neutralizing or the liquidation of waste-materials according to 

accepted technical and technological rules, which ought to meet standard and legal regulations 

concerning environmental protection, 

 enables making decisions leading to minimizations of the quantity of waste material accompanying the 

production, distribution and consumption processes. 

One of the major concerns of world steel industry is the disposal of wastes generated at various stages of 

processing. The global emphasis on stringent legislation for environmental protection has changed the 

scenario of waste dumping into waste management [7]. Remains - depending on the possibility of reuse or 

further treatment - are divided on the secondary utilised raw materials (available to the direct reuse) and 

the other waste material, which can occur in the form of the constant, liquid and gaseous phase.  These 

interdependencies for steel mills are shown in figure 1. 

The fundamental definitions of logistics have evolved considerably in recent years. From the point of view 

of the tasks of logistics it is worthwhile to defer to the definitions contained in The Council Supply Chain 

Management Professionals (CSCMP) Glossary of Terms, which slightly differs from some European 

definitions (e.g. ELA). The following description of the objects of logistics and of logistics management 

demonstrate this quite clearly. According to the European Logistics Association- ELA: (2005): Logistics - it is 

the management of processes of goods and/or persons transfer together with activities supporting these 

processes in systems in which they occur. Systems, in which these processes (of goods and/or persons 

transfer) appear are   both economic systems - whose activity is profitably oriented (industrial enterprises 

or commercial companies together with the delivery/supply chains) - as well as the non-profitable systems 

(the public medical service, the public education, municipal systems, environment or surrounding systems).   

Objects of logistics are physical goods such as raw materials, preliminary products, unfinished and finished 

goods, packages, parcels, and containers or waste and discarded goods [8]. Logistics management is the 

part of supply chain management that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and 

reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and related information between the point of origin and the 

point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements [9]. 
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3. THE LOGISTIC SYSTEM OF THE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THE METALLURGY 

Solving the  problem  of waste  management  is possible  by the metallurgical  processing  of complex steel 

mills, as a system of interdependent units-departments, businesses and relations between the steel 

plant and the environment [10].  

 
Fig.1  Relationship in the logistic system of waste disposal 
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The LSGO system one can define taking into consideration the controlled working system SR, the master, 

controlling system (management) SZ, the information system SI and RR,Z,I  relations, existing among these 

systems: 

LSGO = < SR, SZ, SI, RS,Z,I > 

The working system SR (controlled), in addition, ought to take into account the following subsystems: 

 SSG system - storage and gathering of waste material, 

 ST system  - transportation of waste material, 

 SU system - utilization (processing) of metallurgic waste material. 

SR = < SSG, ST, SU, RSG, T, U > 

    The SZ managing (controlling) system takes into account the management systems of: transport (SZT), 

storage (SZS), production (SZP), distribution (SZD), marketing (SZM), and the system of costs (SK), so then: 

SZ = < SZT, SZS, SZP, SZD, SZM, SK, RZ > 

whereas,  RZ represents the relation among above mentioned systems. 

Waste material entering the LSGO system from the production system and other subsystems, are the input 

data.  

The output data from the LSGO system are [11]:  

- secondary raw materials, directly available for reuse in steel plant, 

- raw materials useful for the other branches of economy (after previous processing in the steel plant or 

by specialised companies, on a base of an „outsourcing” contract), 

- selectively gathered and stored waste materials, for which up to now, there are not  

economically well-founded methods of their utilization (e.g. sludge containing iron) or also 

at present there is lack of the technology of their utilization. 

One of the important systems significantly influenced onto the success of the undertaking activity is the 

data system,  and particularly the system of information technology, which ought to take into consideration 

the legal regulations of the Waste Material Act, and also the local conditionings and recommendations in 

relation to waste material utilization (outsourcing realised by external firms). The system should possess at 

least the local area network LAN, which should make possible connection between the separate 

departments of the steel plant as well as with the outsourcing companies, carrying out the waste material 

utilisation.   Nowadays, an additional arduousness in proper prognosis of the waste material utilization is 

the variable quantity of the total steel industrial output  and consequently the variable volume of waste 

material.  Should be a deliberate combination of the database on waste identification with the processes of 

metallurgical production [12]. For the present mill was built a global database on waste, as well as 

databases for individual departments. 

The computer-processed information structure of the waste utilization system is presented in figure 2.  

Taking into account the need of computer-processed information for purposes of the widely understanding 

management and the production controlling (MRP, ERP systems) it seems that such a problem is very 

essential for the proper exploitation of the steel plant. Within the range of waste disposal an open question 
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is the problem of purchasing of the expensive software accessible on the market, or else - the our own 

software creation.  

Fig. 2  Database of waste in a steel mill 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

At present in steel plants about 750 - 850 kg of the different kind of waste material form per  one Mg of the 

produced steel and at this point in time approximately 90 % of that waste material amount is being utilised.  

The following undertakings are essential to ensure the efficient management of the waste disposal in the 

metallurgy: 
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1. Elaboration of the waste material utilization programme to fulfil the formal requirements: 

- the programme concerning minimization of waste material forming, 

- disposal projects of industrial waste stockpiles (new technologies and users), 

- the specification of external receivers (the outsourcing). 

2. Marketing activities intensification (receivers finding) for increasing of the degree of waste material 

disposal or utilization outside the steel plant („the outsourcing”). 

3. Verification of contracts with waste disposal companies for the improvement of output, storage and 

disposal of waste material. 

4. Implementation of the proper computer system supporting management of processes of the waste 

material repeated utilization (it is necessary to establish the global database of waste material, on the basis 

of classification sheets - in accordance with the Waste Material Act). 

5. Installation of the technological line for transformation (for example: briquetting) the iron - bearing 

waste material, i.e. the utilization of a several percent of remaining waste.       

The database should serve not only to the identification and registration but also for waste management 

(logistics, transport, disposal or storage). 
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Abstract 

For today's situation of business experience in raw materials extraction and treatment is characteristic a 

depletion of optimizing potential of conventional heat aggregates use, which are arranged in conceptually 

outdated production process.  As a result of these factors is achieved low value added production, 

production costs are increasing and quality of production is declining.  Deterioration in the economic 

efficiency of production means also reducing of the financial funds creation needed to increase the 

innovation potential of the company.  Therefore, an appropriate solution is to use technological tools of 

logistics - the new logistics application oriented on conceptual problem-solving processes through redesign 

of technological flows in them going. Purpose of technological logistics is transport and accumulation 

processes, which provide conversion processes and enable their optimal implementation directly in the 

technological aggregate.  For example on the level of technological thermal process the aim is on the 

coordination and management of the flow (material, heat flow and flow of media, etc.).  On implemented 

operational applications, it is possible to prove the significant innovative potential of technological logistics. 

Keywords: technological logistics, innovation potential, thermal aggregates   

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Addressing the current difficult situation of many companies, threatening their continued existence, 

requires in addition also fast achievement of price competitiveness by way of reducing the production 

costs.  The situation of streamlining and optimizing processes in enterprises with homogeneous production 

processes was so far focused mainly on the method of gradually improving of business micro-processes, 

mostly on a "failure - problem - solution" system.   

The current level of equipment and technology used, however, creates serious limitations for the further 

"step" rationalization.  Depletion of the innovative potential of technology by so far implemented 

innovations don not enable to expect from further improvements significant economic benefits.  Thus, the 

starting point is no longer addressing "What could be more improved?", it is necessary to review the 

individual processes and carry out a full re-engineering of business processes on systemic and integrated 

basis and make changes in organization, logistics and technology. [1] 

2.  TECHNOLOGICAL LOGISTICS 

2.1 Technological logistics 

Technological logistics presents a part of the enterprise logistics focusing on the area of technological 

processes. Hierarchically, forms its lowest level.  In the past was an issue with which is dealing technological 
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logistics developed only as a supplementary component of the technological processes development and 

did not have systematic theoretical basis.  Its systematic integration into the logistics took place only 

recently. Logistics processes, which form part of the technological processes taking place directly in the 

technological aggregate.  They ensure the transformation processes and enable their optimal 

implementation. For that reason in them is significant innovative potential. [2]The main contribution of 

technological logistics is that it seeks a solution of the problem directly in the physical, the executive area, 

which presents the essence of the process.  Solutions at higher hierarchical levels can be optimized only on 

the basis of assumptions of the technological area, which determine their optimizing potential. Benefits 

achieved by solutions in the technological logistics area can reach up to several tens of percent of the cost 

for the process, confirming that this area has great innovative potential.  Its use mainly depends on the 

professional handling of the problem, i.e. from gaining a critical amount of knowledge that will enable to 

generate new solutions.  

2.2 Goals of technological logistics 

The strategic objective of the innovation process in the field of raw materials treatment, realized by us, 

especially in the heat treatment is to achieve sustainable development.  European Commission is fully 

aware of the importance of this area, that is why raw materials are included between the main pillars of 

sustainable development of the European Community. 

Filling a strategic objective of the innovation process in the area of raw materials treatment can be 

achieved by providing data and knowledge base for all life cycle stages, by research and development of 

thermal aggregates and elements with inclination to minimize the size, thermal efficiency, the application 

of the principles of technological logistics (TL) and advanced concept manipulation processes APM 

(Advanced Process Manipulation), computerization, digitization and SMARTization of processes and 

aggregates. 

Implementation of latest science and research results in the development of new advanced materials 

treatment technology and its management system requires the use of adequate approaches to the analysis, 

design and management of business processes.   

System and process approach covers all the four basic characteristics of manufacturing processes including: 

quality, quantity, time and location. Production processes at all levels, from a system perspective may be 

divided into three main groups namely: 

 transformation - processing, where there is a change in the quality, quantity and time, 

 transmission - transport, there occurs a change in location and time, 

 accumulation - storage, there is a change only time. 

Transformation (processing and assembly) is a technological operation and under its management to 

ensure planned (programmed) during the transformation. 

Transmission (transport) and accumulation (storage) present logistical operations and subject of their 

control are flows. From a systemic point of view, technological operations present system elements and 

logistic operation of system link.   
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Configuration of the system, i.e. interconnection of elements is the subject of the organization. To ensure 

the functioning (functionality) is the subject of management. Currently in production processes, dominant 

system of management is combined system, composed of the program, beforehand and feedback control. 

While in technological processes prevails program-feedback, in logistic processes program-forward control.  

Due to increasing competitive pressure and production quality requirements as well as system flexibility is 

needed to emphasise on the predictive component in the management. This is one of the causes to prefer 

logistics and process approach in the management today. 

To  this trend are responding also in the present made structure designs of advanced management, which 

prefer program-predicting management, concept of process management including self-organization, self-

regulation, computerization and digitization and the introduction of the principles of logistics to the lowest 

hierarchical level processes (technological logistics) and especially concept of advanced process 

manipulation (APM). It is based on process approach, where all manipulative activities are focused on 

optimal process assurance.  This approach brings significant changes into the process manipulation. 

Currently, most solutions in some way take the process into the account, but the actual process-oriented 

approach is more an exception than the rule.  Existing individual solutions show the conceptual advantages 

of this approach. Conventional approaches may exist only in a certain connection with these new concepts.  

During external manipulation subject dominates over object.  The object is passive and is waiting for an 

action.  During internal manipulation object is active and requires minimum external forces.  Manipulation 

is realized by transformation, mutation and adaptation.  Manipulation process can be physical or logical 

and can be running on the following manipulation levels:  structural, organizational, operational and 

physical.  [3]  

2.3 Logistical processes in raw material treatment area  

In the case of magnesite processing there are following transformation processes: processes of drying, 

calcination and sintering.  Logistical processes are focused on the coordination and management of flows 

and in this field we can divide them on processes rheological (material flow), hydromechanical (medium 

flow) and thermodynamical (thermal flow).  

Rheological processes characterize such movement of granular material in the compact layer. Thickness of 

layer represents the accumulation component and movement of the layer represents transmission 

component of the process. The movement can be vertical or horizontal and takes place thanks to 

gravitational forces, pressure forces and centrifugal forces. Thickness and the type of movement of the 

layer and material in the layer   decisively influence transformation processes and recently have been 

subject to the significant innovation. [3]   

Hydromechanical processes ensure the movement of gaseous and liquid media through the compact layer, 

potentially process is performed by flow in the fluidized layer. This principle was used at design of micro-

fluid and high-revolution rotary fluid furnace.     

Thermodynamical processes include heat and material transfer as well as their accumulation. By increasing 

the intensity of transmission we can decrease equipment sizes, or increase their effectiveness. As an 

example it is possible to introduce the rotary furnace preheating section extension about ITA preheater. [4]  
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An example of difference in the nature of technological and logistical innovation can be arrangements 

leading to the same change on the level of the technological process. This is achieved by decreasing a 

temperature of caustification with the same fuel saving for the caustification. Technological measure 

(change in transformation) depends on adding appropriate chemical reagent to decrease the temperature 

of decomposition into the burden. Negative is change of the final chemical composition of the product, 

which disables its use for some applications, as well as the costs of the reagent. 

The same can be ensured by applying the principles of the technological logistics. Specifically, by 

synchronizing thickness of the layer, height of the zone with hydraulic and thermodynamic processes, 

which is expressed by a longer stay of material in the detention zone. This causes that the same degree of 

magnesite caustification will be achieved indeed for a longer period, but at lower temperature and 

significantly lower costs without affecting quality of the product and composition of the product.  [2]  

2.4 Technological logistics in practise  

The example of applying technological logistics principles in practice is the development of equipment of 

high-revolution rotary furnace, where are the all logistics processes identified and controlled. High-

revolution rotary furnace works on principle of mechanical fluidization of fine-grained material (Fig.1). Main 

benefit of this unique technology of thermal raw material modification is the dispersive layer formation, 

which enables the ideal contact of gas media with handled material surface element. The fluidized layer 

creation within the furnace is based on the principle of centrifugal and gravity forces balance achievement. 

His result is an uniform decomposition of elements over the furnace intersection. The material fluidization 

considerably increases the intensity of heat mass transmission. High process intensity transmission 

increases its effectiveness and enables to improve performance of equipment, or reduces its proportions. 

For the magnesite caustification process it is possible to reduce existing equipment aprox. tenfold. 

Introduced principle is possible to utilize in technological and energetic processes, or anywhere, where it 

needs to ensure the intercourse of gas and fine-grained - pressure-tight substance. The main benefit of a 

suggested solution is, that relationship of these substances is possible to control by relatively wide extant. [5] 

 
Fig. 1  Semi-operational high-revolution furnace a) 3D model; b) equipment 

 

It's a matter of experimental laboratory equipment, that compared to rotary equipment proves effectively 

process the fine-grained and dust material at floating (Fig.2) [6] 

 

a) b) 
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Fig. 2  Hydromechanical profile of high-revolution rotary furnace 

2.4.1 Active batch surface in rotary furnace 

The most important thermal-technical parameter of thermal equipments is active batch surface, which in 

slimy equipment is defined by around surface determined by basic section and length of equipment 

cylinder  (Fig. 3a). At equipments with rake blades there is in addition a double sided surface of falling batch 

flows batch from blades (Fig. 3b). At equipments of radial walls (chambers) is the active batch surface given 

by summary of active batch surface in individual chambers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3  Rotary furnace cutting  a) without blades; b) with blades 

2.4.2 Active batch surface of high-revolution rotary furnace 

The work of technological equipment is possible to characterize by its competence to carry out concrete 

technological process effectively and by its heat rate.  

Technological equipment heat rate - thermal aggregate is given by heat quantity transfer to processed 

material that is relative to media and material temperature distinction, disposable heat transfer surface - 

size of active batch surface batch and material balance characterization.  

TFQ       (1) 

ah - heat transmission factor     (m2.s-1)   

F -  flow of material intersection    (m2)   

∆T - heat distinction       (ºC)    
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Gas medium  

Material 

Active surface 

At high-revolution rotary furnace, working on the principle of mechanical material fluidization,  occur the 

cross media flowing through the material, that is at floating and into a process thereby is wired all grains of 

material. The logistical arrangement herewith (change of material flow and media within aggregate) 

approximately enlarges the size of active batch surface  (Fig. 4). The active batch surface increasing affects 

in equable element decomposition over furnace intersection. By the material fluidization it is increased the 

heat transmission intensity of mass in consequences of meaningful heat transfer surface extension. The 

increased surface subsistence - fluidization is the function of centrifugal and gravity forces adjusting by 

optimum of furnace revolutions. (Fig. 5).  

The high process transmission intensity increases its effectiveness and enables to improve equipment 

performance, or reduces its dimensions. [4,6] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  The high-revolution rotary furnace cutting and pattern layer in dependency from furnace revolutions 

      

 

Fg - function gravitational forces 

      Fod - activity centrifugal forces 

         Fg      

       

                 Fod 

 

Fig. 5  Gravitational and centrifugal forces functioning 

2.4.3 High-revolution rotary furnace mathematical model 

The high-revolution furnace is a rotary furnace with high revolutions, by which the counter current flow 

goes through the processed material and gas medium. The furnace is divided into three zones (Fig. 6) 

concretely: 

- reheating zone,   

- combustion zone,   

- cooling zone.   

Each zone consists of choosing number of layers. 
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Fig. 6  Mathematical model structure 

As an example is presented the model for magnesite caustification (Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 7  Magnesite calcination in high-revolution rotary furnace 

2.4.4 Material rotary furnace fluidization - mechanical principle 

Classic rotary furnaces work at low revolutions, generally round 1 revolution per minute/min. At these 

revolutions in dependencies from the furnace calibre and filling furnace ratio the batch is moving by either 

sliding without mixing up, by which the „kidney effect" or tumbling are occurring with effect of material 

mixing up. 

Mechanical fluidization was carrying out by the means of centrifugal and gravitational forces in rotary 

equipment. By revolution equipment enlarging at equal filling grades the material decomposition enlarges 

over the furnace intersection. Near properly selecting revolutions by effecting of centrifugal forces the 

material is bring up into an upper parts of equipment from where it falls effecting by gravitational forces 

and fill in the whole intersection (Fig.8). Thereby is enables the intercommunication heat transfer media 

with individual grains and creates large heat transfer surface close to individual element surface that fills up 

the equipment space. By the element downfall adversely towards heat transfer media a high relative speed 

is achieved and also a big factor of heat transmission. Experimentally has been discovered, that in 

comparison with the classic rotary equipment the general heat transmission intensity increases about 25 
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multiple. This could facilitate to reduce furnace volume (length) aprox. 10 multiple. The revolution speed 

depends from the equipment calibre. With the calibre of 4m it is around 25 revolutions per sec. [6] 

 

 

 

 

 
    
 

              a)                         b)                             c) 

Fig. 8  Pattern layer in dependency of furnace revolution, where: and - present status, b - low speed, c- 

optimal revolutions (fluidized layer) 

3.  CONCLUSION 

Technological logistics presents significant innovative tool. By its application in the conditions of raw 

material thermal treatment occurred in the last period in the workplace conditions towards major 

innovations. There have been developed three conceptually new thermal aggregated (Integrated thermal 

aggregate, fast-revolution rotary furnace and microfluid aggregate) together with designed principal 

optimizing arrangements for rotary and shaft aggregates by which application there is a radical decrease in 

production costs.  Contribution of this work is in creation of basic theoretical overview about technological 

logistics and description of its practical use.  Described application of technological logistics in designing 

fast-revolution rotary furnace is demonstrating effectiveness of knowledge about running flows in thermal 

aggregates and its management.  This enables to specify in detail the areas, which form the essence of the 

process and which can be optimized. The benefits achieved by such solutions reach up to several tens of 

percent of the process cost, confirming that this area has great innovative potential. 
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Abstract 

The main goal of this article is to provide information about the National Register of Qualifications and the 

National Register of Occupations and their advantages for all potential users. Main users of those systems 

that are currently being built are citizens, employers and public sector. 

Our age is turbulent and it is impossible to relay only on the skills and abilities acquired during formal 

studies. It is essential to continue in learning and training to maintain competences at least on the same 

level if not enhancing them. 

The Act 179 of March 2006 on Verification and Recognition of Further Education Results entered into effect 

in 2007.  This act is fundamental for the National Qualifications Register that is being constructed since 

then in correspondence with the National Register of Occupations. Work on both registers is subsidised by 

European Social Fund. Main creators of those essential tools are representatives of employers together 

with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports. The role of employers is to describe professions and to 

lay down requirements how the competences of applicants should be verified. This achievement enables 

recognition of real employable knowledge and competences independent of the way in which they are 

acquired.  

The sector council in the area of metallurgy, casting, forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal 

materials has already been established. Members of this council were nominated by main employers and 

employers associations. Council has already started works on revisions of partial qualifications that are 

included in the register (so far 6 partial qualifications in the area of metallurgy and 2 partial qualifications in 

the area of funding - all corresponding to vocational apprenticeship certificate level) and is analysing all the 

field of its action for proposal of missing qualifications. At present qualifications on maturita level (leaving 

certification level) will be created with expectations to enhance work up to levels 5 - 8 of the European 

Qualification FrameworkChyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.. 

Keywords: National qualification system, National system of occupations, recognition of qualification, 

metallurgy industry, education 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important challenges we face in Europe today is equipping our current and future 

workforce with the skills to compete in the global market place. Our strength must lie in skills, quality and 

innovation. It is vital that our workforce is equipped to meet the needs of companies and the challenges of 

both globalisation and ever increasing technological changes.  

mailto:pavel.hradecky@msmt.cz
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This can only happen through the provision of high quality vocational and occupational training, including 

the development of and support for apprenticeship systems. The need for ongoing training and 

development is the key to achieving more secure and enriching jobs.  

In the European level occur many activities to fulfil the needs of well prepared workers for metal industry 

companies. Lots of young people had to attend prevocational trainings, waiting for an apprenticeship place 

in a company. Usually the learning outcomes, they obtain in these prevocational trainings are not 

recognised in an apprenticeship and cannot be accumulated. Similar situation happens with adult learners, 

who learned during previous work experiences, yet their learning outcomes are not recognised and 

validated. In the Czech Republic exists, since 2007, possibility for everybody to have recognised and 

validated results of previous learning. 

2.  SWOT ANALYSIS 

The main strengths in the Czech metallurgy and metalworking industry are represented by tradition of 

production and access to relatively qualified labour forces. As a positive can be mentioned strongly 

developed net of producers and consumers and development of technologically more demanding 

partnerships. Weaknesses are typical for this type of production where financial, energetic and material 

inputs are extreme and where impact on the environment and cyclic demand can make problems. 

Opportunities for development of this branch are connected mainly to movement closer to higher quality 

demanding segment and operation on the developed EU markets. Threats for future are represented 

mainly by the increasing competition of cheaper producers, decrease of well prepared and qualified 

workers availability and enormous stress due to the tightening up of environmental and social 

requirements. 

High percentage of production is intended for use in vehicles production. This branch of vehicles 

production mainly of motor vehicles is tackling with high sensitivity on cyclic development especially in 

combination with problems of capacity adjustments on mature markets. Ability to adapt production is 

reduced also due to the capital-intensive decisions in economical and technological sphere. In the case of 

suppliers there exists only limited chance to influence economical development due to the dependency on 

customers’ demand. Strengths are highly connected with weaknesses mainly in the time of recession when 

impact on producers is multiplied by decrease in the whole supply chain. 

Innovation activity of metalworking industry in the Czech Republic lags behind the average of whole 

manufacturing industry and the biggest gap is in the area of product innovations. Main part of innovations 

includes process innovations. Research and development plays only marginal role. Only one half of 

companies where technological innovations occur carry on its own research or development and only few 

of those companies do systematic research. Only 9,5 % falls on internal R&D (in comparison with 23,5% in 

whole manufacturing). Dominant part is represented by purchase of new machinery. 

Prospected development in profession structure of metalworking industry (based on CEDEFOP model 

expects moderate decrease of employment between the years 2010 to 2020 by 0,5 % yearly. Qualitative 

structure of sector employment in forecasted period stays stable in comparison with EU average, which can 

be seen as a positive factor if compared with the whole manufacturing industry development. In total there 

stays low qualification level due to the low number of workers with tertiary education.  
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Based on the experiences from last years it is clear, that in majority of areas, where generational alteration 

occurs, exists real chance that approximately one third of released places are taken by graduates from 

vocational schools. Second third can be covered by transfers and re-training of current employees from 

other departments. Last part has to be found on labour market and workers have to be prepared for job 

performance by requalification or on spot training. 

There is a continuous downgrade of students’ interest in studies of fields oriented on metallurgy, casting 

and forging. Number of graduates entering labour market directly after finishing vocational education or 

training is still decreasing. Nowadays there are more applicants entering tertiary education than those 

leaving secondary education system. This trend will continue in the following years. At the same time 

occurs situation when age structure does not correspond with the usual tree distribution type and even in 

the following years will enter labour market only weaker classes while strong post-war classes will leave 

and thus the deficit of qualified workers will increase. Part of leaving workers will be expendable based on 

the lower demand of human power due to the increase of mechanization and automation in production 

process. Remaining part of workers has to be found elsewhere from initial education. One of the 

possibilities how to cover this gap can represent the National qualification system. 

3.  NATIONAL QUALIFICATION SYSTEM 

The Act 179/2006 Coll., the Recognition of Further Education allows everyone who is interested to have the 

outcomes of their prior learning evaluated, independently of how these knowledge, skills and competences 

were acquired. This act is oriented towards the evaluation and recognition of further vocational education 

and preparation for employment. 

Evaluation of competences is performed by authorised persons or bodies, or by commissions chaired by 

authorised persons or their representatives. 

The evaluation and recognition of partial qualifications is only possible once these have been approved by 

the Ministry of Education and published on the web pages of the NSK at www.narodni-kvalifikace.cz. 

Evaluation proceeds according to the rules set out in the evaluation criteria. These determine which skills 

must be tested in the examination and how. The evaluation criteria are binding for the examiner. 

On successful completion of the examination, candidates receive a certificate, valid throughout the Czech 

Republic, which is useful: 

 On the labour market - the partial qualification certificate demonstrates to employers what the 

holder can do.  Employers (represented at the sector councils) participate in the formulation of 

partial qualifications. 

 In initial education - certificates for all the partial qualifications listed in the NSK as the parts of a 

complete qualification enable the holder to sit an apprenticeship or Maturita exam to receive the 

relevant qualification. 

 In self-employment - qualifications awarded under the Act 455/1991 Coll., as amended, on Self-

Employment enable obtaining a permission for entry into certain professions. 

The National Qualification System stems from the National System of Occupations (NSO) fig 1. The NSO 

describes occupations, special positions and small work units. Skills, knowledge and competences necessary 

for the performance of certain occupation represent the complete qualification. In many occupations there 
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exist a number of special positions, where it is not essential to perform all the competences needed for 

whole occupation, but only a limited number of skills and competences are needed. Such a case we call the 

partial qualification. Partial and complete qualifications are awarded either at the end of formal education 

or within the system of recognition and validation on non-formal and informal learning. 

Fig. 1  System of awarding qualifications in the Czech Republic 

The NSK distinguishes between two types of qualification: 

 complete qualifications - mean professional qualifications of a natural person to duly perform 

all work activities pertaining to a relevant profession 

 partial qualifications (PQ) - the ability to perform particular activities or groups of activities 

which lead to employability in the labour market. Partial qualifications can be part of complete 

qualifications. 

Each partial qualification is described by a pair of standards, a list of expected learning outcomes and set of 

evaluation criteria: 

 learning outcomes - a description of the skills required for a specific work activity or activities in 

a particular occupation. These are the skills which are required for the relevant qualification - 

qualification standard 

 evaluation criteria - a list of criteria and procedures for validating the skills required in a 

particular occupation. It describes how to verify that the candidate possesses the skills required 

for the qualification - assessment standard 

The lists of learning outcomes and evaluation criteria are published at www.narodni-kvalifikace.cz soon 

available in English. 

The system is created with the support of the European Social Fund and state budget of the Czech Republic 

under the operation programme Education for competitiveness. 

Sector councils participate in the development of the National qualification system and the National system 

of occupations and on formulation of the standards.  These councils include: 

 representatives of major employers in the sector, 
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 representatives of professional organisations and guilds, 

 representatives of ministries, 

 representatives of the National Institute for Technical and Vocational Education, 

 representatives of a consulting firm and educators 

Main tasks of those councils include: 

 mapping of the work units structure in the nominated sector (in the area of sector council 

responsibility) and proposal of the list of work units, which needs to be created or revised 

 description of the structure and content of occupations, special positions and small work units in 

related sector, optimal description of competences 

 creation of qualification and assessment standards for partial qualifications 

 cooperation with the authorising offices and authorised bodies in accordance with the Act 

179/2006 Col. 

 through sector agreements active influence of the situation on the labour market in the relevant 

sector, and in region or in whole area of the Czech Republic  

 promotion of the sector council and outputs of its work 

All the system is created with support of the European Social Fund and state budged of the Czech Republic 

under operation programme Education of competitiveness. 

Nowadays more than 25 sector councils in the Czech Republic exist. One of them is the Sector Council for 

Metallurgy, Casting and Forging. During its meetings were identified missing positions in the National 

System of Occupations. Furthermore the need to replenish missing skilled workers as well as technicians 

was identified. As one of the solutions was proposed creation of partial qualifications in the following areas: 

Manufacture of coke oven products - PQ battery operator, PQ chemists 

Forging - PQ machine forging, PQ hand-hammering, PQ powder metallurgist, PQ laboratory technician in 

metallurgy, PQ sales representative - metallurgy products (EQF 4) 

All other qualifications will be assigned to the level EQF 3. Following already approved qualifications will 

undergo revision: 

PQ metallurgist - preparation of sinter charge, PQ metallurgist - steel maker, PQ metallurgist - melting of 

non-ferrous metals, PQ metallurgist - metal drawing, PQ metallurgist - metal rolling, PQ metallurgist - 

melting stove operator, PQ metallurgist - founder, PQ metallurgist - metal maker 

National qualification system will be used not only by citizens, but also will be accepted by employers who 

will adopt their personal systems for utilization of partial and complete qualifications originating from other 

sources than from initial education.  

This fact will increase mobility of workers in between regions as well as in between similar fields of 

industry. International mobility of workforce will be increased consequently due to the referencing of the 

National Qualification System to the EQF. Other important contribution will occur because similar system is 

created in the Slovak Republic. Language similarity with Poland and Slovakia opens other space for 
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utilization of partial qualifications and encourages additional mobility and thus chance to get appropriate 

workers. Rising system will help to enhance cooperation between employers and initial education 

providers, who actuate as authorized bodies and who often offer preparation courses for the exams of 

partial qualifications. By virtue of this fact, initial education stays in good connection with modern trends 

and can adjust its curriculum. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Due to the continuously increasing demand for metal products and intensification and modernization of 

metal production qualified workers will be the crucial element for further development in this sector. Based 

on the data collected from members of the Sector Skills Council and from education and training providers 

lack of qualified staff will occur as a fact of many workers will retire during following 5-10 years with no 

replacement available. International mobility does not provide solution mainly on the low level as language 

barrier prohibits workers from other countries except of Slovakia and Poland to enter the market. Formal 

education in the Czech Republic will not be able to supply all demand, about 30% of needed workers have 

to be found on the labour market. Majority of potential workers does not have any certificate to prove 

their qualification. One possible solution to overarch this problem is provided by recognition and validation 

of prior learning. All the system is based on the National Qualification System and its standardized exams. 
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Abstract 

Statistical process control (SPC) is an approach to process control that is based on so called Shewhart´s 

conception of the process variability. This conception distinguishes variability caused by obviously effected 

common causes from variability caused by abnormal assignable causes. The main goal of SPC is an 

identification of abnormal variability caused by assignable causes with the aim to make the process stable, 

minimize the process variability and so improve the process performance. Meeting the goal mentioned 

above is affecting by many technical, statistical, methodical, organizational, social and economical factors. 

The rate of reaching this goal is proportional to the level of allowing for all groups of these factors during 

the SPC implementation. Effective application of SPC is at the same time affected by specific conditions of 

the manufacturing or nonmanufacturing branches. It means that weights of these factors can change in 

dependence on these specific conditions. This paper shows three practical applications of SPC in 

metallurgy. The first application (application on continual casting of aluminium) shows one of possible 

solutions for the problem of autocorrelated data which is the common problem in metallurgy. In the 

second application SPC was used for the analysis of the blast furnace gas with the aim to compare two 

methods of the iron production. The last SPC application on the lengthwise tonsure rolled plates process is 

an illustration of the effective SPC implementation with clear desirable economic result.  

Keywords: Statistical process control, continual aluminium casting, iron production, lengthwise tonsure 

rolled plates process, autocorrelated data, control limits setting, effective application 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Statistical process control (SPC) is an approach to process control that is based on so called Shewhart´s 

conception of the process variability. This conception distinguishes variability caused by obviously effected 

common causes (process is considered to be statistically stable) from variability caused by abnormal 

assignable causes (process is considered not to be statistically stable). The main goal of SPC is an 

identification of abnormal variability caused by assignable causes with the aim to make the process stable, 

minimize the process variability and so improve the process performance. It means that effective 

application of SPC is the application leading to the process improvement. Complex access and realization of 

SPC as a problem solving process form the basis of such effective SPC application. Meeting the goal 

mentioned above is affecting by many technical, statistical, methodical, social and economical factors. The 

rate of reaching this goal is proportional to the level of allowing for all groups of these factors during the 

SPC implementation and to the rate of integrating SPC into the overall business system of an organization. 

Effective application of SPC is at the same time affected by specific conditions of the manufacturing or 

nonmanufacturing branches. It means that weights of these factors can change in dependence on these 

specific conditions. 
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This paper shows three practical applications of SPC in metallurgy. The first application (application on 

continual casting of aluminium) shows one of possible solutions for the problem of autocorrelated data 

which is the common problem in metallurgy. In the second application SPC was used for the analysis of the 

blast furnace gas with the aim to compare two methods of the iron production. The last SPC application on 

the lengthwise tonsure rolled plates process is an illustration of the effective SPC implementation as a 

problem solving process with clear desirable economic result. The analysis of every application is divided 

into three parts. In the first part the application bases - factors of the effective SPC implementation 

predominantly considered in the given application and object of the application are defined and discussed. 

The second part contains respective description of the SPC application and in the last part there are results 

of the application. 

2.  SPC APPLICATION ON CONTINUAL CASTING OF ALUMINIUM  

2.1 Application bases 

In this application the selection of suitable control chart when data are autocorrelated is shown. The choice 

of the proper control chart is one of the most important statistical and methodical factors that have really 

great influence on the effectiveness of the SPC implementation. Many metallurgical processes are 

continuous ones where the problem of data autocorrelation often objectively occurs. In such conditions 

classical Shewhart control charts fail. Special approach suitable for autocorrelated data in the current 

situation must be selected and applied [1.]. Solution of this problem is illustrated by the SPC application on 

the continual casting of aluminium producing aluminium foils. The basic characterization of the analyzed 

process is as follows: 

 Monitored quality characteristic: temperature of Al melt in the ladle; 

 Temperature specification: 680-695 °C; 

 Results of specifications infringement: temperature > 695 °C results in undesirable changes in the 

mechanical properties of material (strength, ductility), temperature <  680°C results in occurrence of 

oxides (nonhomogenous material); 

 The main causes of variability of  temperature: setting of the rolls speed, infringement of technological 

regulations, temperature in the gas furnace during pourover, the height of the melt level in casting 

trough; 

 The gauge: float thermometer; 

 Control interval: 30 seconds; 

 Subgroup size: n = 1; 

 Size of data set: 600 values. 

2.2 Description of application 

After the initial statistical analysis when it was proved that data were strongly positively autocorrelated 

(see Fig. 1) it was decided to apply following methods with the goal to remove autocorrelation from the 

original data and obtain normally distributed and noncorrelated data [1.]: 

1. Method of control interval enlargement; 

2. Approximate EWMA procedure; 

3. ARIMA control charts. 
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Classical Shewhart chart for individuals was then applied on the adjusted data. 

2.2.1  Method of control interval enlargement  

The initial control interval of 30 seconds was enlarged to 60 

seconds, 5 minutes and 10 minutes. Using ACF, scatter plots and 

tests for randomness new sets of data were tested for normality 

and autocorrelation. As it can be seen in Table 1., autocorrelation 

was not removed (P-values < assigned value of α). Further 

enlargement of the control interval was not effective because of 

large loss of information about the process. This simple procedure 

had not been effective for this situation and therefore more 

complex methods were applied. 

Table 1  Results of verification of data autocorrelation 

2.2.2  Approximate EWMA procedure 

Using EWMA statistics for modelling the original data the residuals of this model were computed and 

verified from the point of view of normality and autocorrelation. Neither this procedure has been 

eliminated correlation sufficiently. It had to be solved using ARIMA modelling. 

2.2.3  ARIMA control chart 

Firstly graphs of the autocorrelation function ACF and partial autocorrelation function PACF were 

constructed. The graphs confirmed data autocorrelation and process nonstationarity. Such time series 

could be modelled using ARIMA model [2.]. Before identification and verification suitable models the time 

series nonstationarity due to nonconstant variance were verified and refuted. This time series were 

nonstationary due to the fact that only the mean had changed over time. It was solved using the first order 

differencing.  Then three potentially suitable models were selected and verified: ARIMA(1,1.0), 

ARIMA(0,1,1), ARIMA(1,1,1). Acceptability of these models was verified through the diagnosis of their 

residuals. As it can be seen in Table 2., col. 1 and 3,  normality and  randomness of  residuals  of  all  models 

were not refuted (P-values > assigned value of α =0,05). But on the basis of the test for parameter 

significance the model ARMA(1,1,1) was excepted from the next analysis. Using criteria AIC, BIC and SBC 

[2.] (Table 2., col. 4 - 6) ARIMA(1,1,0) model was selected as the most suitable model for this SPC 

application.  

In statistical program STATGRAPHICS Plus, version 5.0 model parameters using Marquardt nonlinear least 

squares method were estimated. Resulting format of the ARIMA model is as follows: 

Interval Test Significance 
level α 

P-value Test result 

60 s Runs above and below median 0, 05 0 Data are autocorrelated. 

 Box-Pierce 0, 05 0 Data are autocorrelated. 

5 min Runs above and below median 0, 05 0, 00000355 Data are autocorrelated. 

 Box-Pierce 0, 05 0 Data are autocorrelated. 

10 min Runs above and below median 0, 05 0,041 Data are autocorrelated. 

 Box-Pierce 0, 05 0, 00004 Data are autocorrelated. 
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Xt = 0,09549 . Xt-1+ at
           (1) 

On the residuals of this model Shewhart control chart for individuals was applied (see Fig. 2). 

Table 2  Tests for diagnosis of the model residuals 

 P-value  Criteria for model selection 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Model Parameters 
significance test 

Test for 
normality 

Box-Pierce test AIC BIC SBC 

ARIMA(1,1,0) AR(1) 0,01931 0,7597 0,7588 -1695,4 -1697,9 -1686,6 

ARIMA(0,1,1) MA(1) 0.02556 0,7612 0,9099 -1695,01 -1697,6 -1686,2 

ARIMA(1,1,1) AR(1) 0,88482 
MA(1) 0,93204 

0,7605 0,7588    

2.3 Evaluation of application 

In this application three methods for autocorrelative 

data were applied. Simpler method of control interval 

enlargement and approximate EWMA procedure 

turned out to be suitable for the analyzed process. 

More complex procedure of ARIMA modelling proved 

to be the best solution and SPC application has been 

based on the suitable ARIMA model. On Fig. 2 we can 

see one point out of the upper control limit and 

process could not be considered to be stable. 

Assignable cause of this instability must be identified 

 and removed. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE BLAST FURNACE PROCESS 

3.1 Application bases 

This SPC application deals with the statistical analysis of the selected parameter of the blast furnace 

process [6.]. It was proved that analyzed measurements have been autocorrelated.  ARIMA control chart 

was selected for their analysis as a very useful SPC method. But at first the methodology for control limits 

setting in ARIMA control charts considering the time series outlier analysis as an integral part of the ARIMA 

model building had to be designed. Then this proposal was applied to the statistical analysis of the selected 

blast furnace process output parameter with the aim to compare two production methods. 

3.2 Description of application 

In this application of ARIMA control chart the solution of  problem of outliers presence in the analyzed time 

series and their influence on the setting the limits of ARIMA chart can be shortly described as follows: After 

the identification of the initial ARIMA model and estimation of its parameters (assuming that there are no 

outliers in the analyzed time series) the outliers´ identification and assessment have to be realized. When 

some outlier is identified its cause must be searched for and adequate corrective action must be realized. 

When the final overall outlier model (see [3.], [4.], [5.]), considering outliers´ influence, is identified the 
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residuals from this model are verified. When they are normally distributed and independent with constant 

variance the central line and control limits for the selected control chart (classical Shewhart control charts, 

exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) or cumulative sum (CUSUM) control charts for individual 

measurements) can be computed from these residuals and standard ongoing statistical process control can 

start.  

Suggested algorithm was used for the analysis of the amount of H2 in the output blast furnace gas in % 

(daily measurements). During the analyzed periods (year 1 and year 2) there were applied two production 

methods different in additional fuel (let us mark these different methods I (using the tar) and II (using the 

oil)). The comparison of stability of these two production methods from the point of view of this selected 

output parameter has been set as a goal of this analysis. For the both methods the fitting ARIMA model was 

identified and estimated using data from year 1. After residuals verification control limits for the classical 

Shewhart control chart for individual measurements were computed using residuals of this model. These 

control limits were used for the ongoing process control in year 2. The time series outlier analysis was 

realized using software SPSS 15 and all the rest of statistical analysis control charts including was made in 

STATGRAPHICS Plus, Version 5.0.  

Autocorrelation of H2 / % for the production method I was confirmed by tests for randomness. As the best 

model for this time series there was identified ARIMA (1, 0, 0). More information about this model can be 

found in Table 3. 

Table 3  Final model parameters for H2 / % in year 1 - production method I   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Causes of outliers were discussed and possible corrective actions were considered. In the next step 

residuals from this final overall outlier model were verified. Tests confirmed that residuals are normally 

distributed, independent and with constant variance. 

Shewhart control chart for individuals was applied to these residuals.  It was confirmed that the process in 

year 1 can be considered to be statistical stable control limits were set correctly and they can be applied to 

the process in a future (see Fig. 3). As it can be seen on Fig. 3 the process in year 2 could not be considered 

to be in control.  

It reflects that some discussed corrective actions have not been actually realized. 

Parameters 
estimation 

Outliers Outlier 
estimation 

Constant 
=2,807 
 

1 =0,805 
 
 

48  Additive 
70  Additive 
79  Transient 

Magnitude 
Decay 
factor 

97  Innovational 
109 Additive 

0,904 
0,751 
 
0,981 
0,726 
0,738 
0,735 
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Fig. 3  Shewhart control chart for residuals of  

ARIMA model for H2 / % (production method I) in 

year 2 

Fig. 4  Shewhart control chart for residuals of 

ARIMA model for H2 / %  (production method II) in 

year 2   

Analysis of the portion of H2 in the blast furnace gas by the production method II was done in the same way 

as the previous one. As the best final model for the time series of data from year 1 there was identified 

ARIMA (0, 1, 2). No outliers were identified. Shewhart control chart for individual measurements for the 

residuals of this model has been constructed It had shown that the process (production method II) in year I 

coudl be considered to be statistical stable and that control limits were set correctly and they could be 

applied to the process in a future (see Fig. 4).  As it can be seen on Fig. 4 in year 2 process could not be 

considered to be in control. It again that some mentioned corrective actions have not been actually 

realized. 

3.3 Evaluation of application  

In this situation data were autocorrelated and containing outliers. For that reason the identification of 

outliers and adjusting residuals for their effects had to be done before computation of control limits. 

Comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it can be seen that technology II is less stable and worse predicable than 

technology I (4 points out of limits as compared to 2 points out of limits). In addition expressed with 

standard deviation of the original H2 measurements variation of technology II is larger than variation of 

technology I. 

4. APPLICATION OF SPC ON THE LENGTHWISE TONSURE ROLLED PLATES PROCESS  

4.1 Application bases 

This application is the broadest one of all applications presented in this paper. It shows complex and 

effective realization of SPC. Complex application of SPC is such application that is realized considering the 

whole complex of technical, statistical, methodical, organizational and economical factors and that is 

implemented in the frame of the following four phases as a problem-solving process: preparatory phase, 

phase of verification and ensuring process statistical stability, phase of verification and ensuring process 

capability and phase of the ongoing statistical process control. Effective application of SPC is such complex 

application which results in the process improvement, i.e. in reduction of the process variability, and 

reveals the potential for the next improvements. SPC must be built as a problem solving process that runs 

through all four phases defined above. The methodology defined above was applied on the lengthwise 

tonsure rolled plates process with the goals to produce rolled plates with the allowance for width as small 
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as possible (minimization of the production cost) and to reduce the probability of the defective plate 

occurrence. 

4.2 Description of application 

 During the preparatory phase the oncoming activities were realized:  

 Process definition: Lengthwise tonsure rolled plates process was selected due to its potential for 

improvements with indispensable economical benefits. 

 Defining the controlled quality characteristic: Allowance for the rolled plate width on the undersurface is 

crucial for the meeting the plate width specifications. Thanks to the technology of lengthwise tonsure 

the undersurface width is less than the upper one. 

 Specification of the key possible causes of the process variability: Based on the knowledge of the process 

and statistical analysis of some factors the wearing and resetting of the scissors, the measurement 

system capability, the plates temperature before tonsuring and the way of the operator judgement of 

the plate width allowance were set as the main potential causes of the process variability. 

 Realization of MSA: The initial MSA showed that the measurement system was not acceptable (the 

complex index of measurement system capability % GRR is 36,1 % and another indicator ndc = 4). The 

rules of thumb for acceptance of the measurement system are: % GRR ≤ 30 %, ndc ≥ 5. During the team-

made analysis of the causes of the measurement system non-capability four root causes were set using 

Ishikawa diagram and Pareto analysis. As a result of the former analysis four corrective actions and 

improvements were set and realized. MSA was repeated in the new conditions and the measurement 

system improvement was shown (the complex index of the measurement system capability % GRR 

equals 22,8 %, ndc = 6). The present measurement system after improvements could be considered to 

be acceptable. 

 Control interval setting: On the basis of knowledge of the process (slow change of assortment (rolling 

campaigns), slow wear of scissors, automatic resetting of scissors) 4-hours control interval was set as 

optimal.  

 Subgroup size setting: Due to the long control interval it was decided to make subgroups of 1 piece of 

the plate. 

 Target value of the controlled quality characteristics: On the basis of the knowledge of the process and 

economical consequences it was set 3 mm. This value is a compromise between economically motivated 

production as close as possible to the lower specification and minimization of the probability of the 

defective plate occurrence. 

 Control charts selection: Based on the subgroup size the charts for individuals and moving ranges were 

selected. 

 Definition of the rules for the process instability evaluation: It was decided to apply two rules: 

1. any single point outside the control limit; 

2. the points in a row trending up or down. 
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During the second phase constructing selected control charts for individuals and moving ranges and 

applying the selected instability tests the process statistical stability was verified. Because no point was out 

of the control limits (LCL or UCL) and no trend was detected in these control charts the process could be 

considered to be statistically stable (see Fig. 5). 

During the third phase the capability indices Cp and Cpk were computed. Cp is 3,09 and Cpk equals 0,98 (1640 

nonconforming products per one million products). Because the target value for capability indices was set 

1,33 it means that the process could not be considered to be capable. The analysis of the causes of this 

situation using Ishikawa diagram and statistical analysis were then realized. High variability in the allowance 

for the width on the upper surface of the plate before cooling of the plate leading to the high variability in 

the actual width on the undersurface of cooled plates was identified  as a key cause.  To despatch this 

problem an instrument for objectification and standardization of the procedure for this judgment was 

proposed. The implemental sheet called  “Monitoring of the width allowance” for more  objective 

judgment of  the plate width and for optimal setting of scissors was designed.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 5  Control charts for moving ranges and for individuals 

The design of the implemental sheet  allows for  two impor- tant factors that have significant influence on 

the final plate width after cooling: material temperature expansivity and dependability of the difference 

between the upper surface and undersurface width on the plate thickness. The mathematical description of 

this dependability is based on the regression analysis resulting in the following relation: 

0865762,0359168,0 Δb . c,                  (1) 

where:  

Δb  - difference of widths, 

 c    -  thickness of plate. 

As the repeated analysis of the process statistical stability using the same couple of control charts was 

successful the evaluation of the improvement using again capability analysis was realized. Cp now equals 

4,96 and Cpk equals 1,47. The both indices are greater than 1,33. It means that the process could be 

considered to be capable. The increase of the capability results from the reduction of standard deviation 

and from mean lying more closely to the optimal value. It is an evidence of the process improvement.  

The economical effect of this improvement is equal to the cost savings in an amount of nearly 2 000 000 

CZK / year. This results from the fact that  with smaller width allowance the producer gives to the consumer 

“gratis” less material that stays at him  and could be used as a quality melting charge.  
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Because during the former phases the process statistical stability and capability were ensured it was 

possible to incorporate the proposed SPC system into the standard control system of the production unit. 

The improvement remedy (the implemental excel sheet) has been currently applied by operators and 

statistical stability has been monitored using control charts. The new responsibilities and authorities were 

delegated to the quality managers and operators. 

4.3 Evaluation of application  

The analysis of the application of SPC on the lengthwise tonsure rolled plates process showed that it had 

been implemented in a complex and effective way. It was realized in all four phases considering many 

organizational, methodical, technical, statistical and economical factors. SPC was also realized as a 

problem-solving process. Owing to cost savings this application can be viewed to be effective, too. During 

this implementation of SPC there were revealed next potentials for the future improvement and for 

another cost savings: change of the gauge, incorporation of the implemental sheet “Monitoring of the 

width allowance” into the automatic control system of the scissors and automatic reading of the plate 

temperature. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Effective implementation of SPC is affected by many technical, statistical, methodical, organizational, social 

and economical factors. at the same time it is affected by specific conditions of the manufacturing or 

nonmanufacturing branches. It means that weights of these factors can change in dependence on these 

specific conditions. This paper shows three practical applications of SPC in metallurgy. Every application 

takes into account different factors of the SPC implementation in the specific conditions of metallurgy The 

first application on continual casting of aluminium put the stress on the factor of selection of control 

charting method. The second application of SPC on the blast furnace process with the aim to compare two 

methods of the iron production incorporated the factor of correct setting the control limits. The last SPC 

application on the lengthwise tonsure rolled plates process was an illustration of the complex SPC 

implementation incorporating various technical, statistical, methodical, social, organizational and 

economical factors.  
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Abstract 

This paper is focused on the investment project valuation on the basis of the Net Present Value criterion. 

There are static and dynamic criteria for investment project valuation compared including the conditions 

for their applicability. Next, investment project valuation process on the basis of the Net Present Value for 

unleveraged and leveraged project is described. Furthermore, methods of sensitivity analysis in investment 

decision-making process are described. Generalized method of the sensitivity analysis is presented. Two 

applications are stated and are focused on one factor and multi factor sensitivity analysis of the investment 

project valuation in the metallurgical industry.  

Keywords: Investment project valuation, Net Present Value, free cash flows, leveraged project, 

unleveraged project, sensitivity analysis. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Investment decision making is one of the most crucial managerial decisions. The importance of these 

decisions results from the fact, that the consequences of such decisions have long-term impact on the 

company and are capital intensive accompanied with the high risk of the possible losses. Inefficient 

investment can lead to the financial problems and loss in competitive advantage at the market. This is the 

case (among others) of the metallurgical sector and companies operating in it. This sector is highly 

dependent on inputs (raw materials), requires large investments with long-term recovery. Moreover, 

metallurgy sector embodies above average energy demanding. Evolution of the economics parameters in 

this sector is primarily driven by the price changes at the global energy markets and raw materials markets. 

Next, raw materials and energy producers increase the prices for metallurgy industry even during the 

recession; on the other hand, customers of the metallurgy outputs require the lowest prices. That is why 

correct valuation and deep risk analysis of the projects in such sectors and industries is so important and 

necessary. 

For above mentioned reasons, the whole process of the project valuation should not finish just by 

calculating one possibility, but it is important to quantify of influence inputs and assumptions on the final 

solution. That is why the sensitivity analysis is the important part of the financial-analytical approaches.  

The objective of the paper is the description and comparison of the investment project valuation 

approaches and generalised description of the sensitivity analysis methods. Next, illustration example is 

mailto:dana.dluhosova@vsb.cz
mailto:dagmar.richtarova@vsb.cz
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stated, focused on one factor and multi factor sensitivity analysis of the investment project valuation in the 

metallurgical industry. 

2.  INVESTMENT PROJECT VALUATION 

A wide range of investment decision-making criteria can be applied for selection and undertaking of the 

investment projects. These criteria are based on the comparison of the investment outlays, which are 

necessary to spent and subsequent generated economic effects. Necessary assumptions for correct project 

valuation are the object specification to be valued, e.g. boundaries of inputs, outputs, means and sources 

of the investment. In addition, comparison benchmark is necessary to determine for the purpose of the 

correct valuation. Valuation is always based on the incremental basis, e.g. on the comparison of the state 

before and after the investment. Furthermore, it is necessary to determinate the date, to which the 

decision should be made. From practical point of view, the date coincides with the date the investment is 

put into operation. Generally, when selecting from more projects, this date can be given so ever. 

Valuation criteria can be classified according to many aspects. If the time value of money is taken into 

account, the criteria can be classified as dynamic and static. In the case of the static criteria, nominal values 

are used and the time value of the money is not taken into account. In contrast, dynamic criteria take the 

time value of money into account; they are based on the present value, e.g. project future inflows and 

outflows are discounted. 

2.1  Project valuation criteria comparison  

Dynamic criteria Net Present Value (NPV), Profitability Index (PI), Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Payback 

Period (PP) are constructed as a combination of four parameters (present value, cost of capital, free cash 

flows, project life). A wide range of the literature describes their application possibilities, calculations, 

decision rules, see for example [1], [2], [4], [6], [8], [9], [10]; including the possibilities of project risk 

analysis, see for example [13], [14], and [15]. Recently, new approaches putting away their shortcomings 

(real options) are studied and applied, see [3], [5], [11] [14], [16], [17], [18], etc.  

Three out of the four criteria are inputs; one of them is calculated as a criterion value. The problem is which 

criteria should be applied. For long-term project selection, Net Present Value or Profitability Index criterion 

should be used. These criteria can be used for short-term investments, as well. For short-term investments, 

Payback Period can be employed. When selecting from more investment opportunities and their ranking at 

the capital sources limitation, Profitability Index is applicable. For portfolio selection of both real and 

financial investments, Internal Rate of Returns is good criterion for employing. Return on capital on a 

project is not suitable for real investment opportunities selection, but only as a supplemental one.  

Study researches made on the frequency application of the above described criteria in the Czech Republic 

and abroad shows, that about one third of the project opportunities are valued by applying Net Present 

Value or Profitability Index criterion, two thirds by Payback Period. These results from the project structure 

in economy. Generally holds, that one third of all projects in economy are long-term and two thirds are 

short-term.  
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3.  INVESTMENT PROJECT FINANCIAL CASH FLOWS 

In this part, generalized project valuation is described with emphasis on the leverage projects. For 

simplicity, valuation process with Net Present Value criterion application will be explained; analogically the 

process is the same at other dynamic criteria. The fundamental are project financial cash flows. These cash 

flows are usually expressed as a difference between operational inflows and investment outlays. The 

content of financial cash flows depends on the criterion and the way of the project financing. Generally, as 

it will be shown next, we work with free cash flows FCF in the case cash flow from assets FCFF (Free Cash 

Flow to Firm), or FCFE (Free Cash Flow to Equity). The advantage of this approach is that it is based on the 

real cash flows and not on biased effects generated by the project. The only shortcoming is that the 

calculation is sometime more difficult. 

3.1  Unleveraged project valuation 

NPV criterion is based on the present value principle and is defined as a difference between operational 

inflows FCF and investment outlays INV. Generally, this criterion can be expressed as a sum of all 

discounted cash flows, e.g. operational inflows and investment outlays. Here, positive cash flows are 

marked with positive sign and outflows with negative sign. Investment inflows are in that case investment 

outflows with negative sign. Generalized criterion can be formulated as follows, 

  0

1

1 U
t

T

t

Ut FCFERFCFENPV 




 ,   (1) 

where UtFCFE   are free cash flows in a given year of the unleveraged project life, 0UFCFE  are free cash 

flows before start the operation phase, UR  is the cost of capital of the unleveraged project ant T is the 

expected time life of the project. For unleveraged project for each year of its life can be UFCFE defined as 

follows, 

INVNWCDEPEATFCFEU  Δ , (2) 

where EAT is earning after tax, DEP is depreciation, NWCΔ is the change in the net working capital, and INV 

is investment outlay. 

Due to the fact, that before the operational phase neither profit nor depreciations are generated, financial 

cash flows are reduced by this way, 

NWCINVFCFU Δ0  .  (3) 

It holds in the case of unleveraged projects, that free cash flows are identical with free cash flow to equity, 

e.g. UU FCFFFCFE  , unleveraged project cost of capital is identical with the cost of equity and total cost 

of capital, e.g. UEUU WACCRR  .  

According to the type of the free cash flows, it is necessary to distinguish the cost of capital - cost of capital 

of leveraged project ER , total cost of capital of leveraged project WACC, total cost of capital of 

unleveraged project UR . 

NPV on the basis of equity NPV-Equity 

Project profitability is calculated on the basis of free cash flows to equity FCFE, which are discounted by the 

cost of equity ER , e.g.  
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NPV on the basis of total capital NPV-WACC 

NPV is calculated on the basis of free cash flow to firm and their discounting by total cost of capital WACC, 

e.g.  

  0

1

1 FCFFWACCFCFFNPV
t

T

t

t 




 .  (5) 

NPV on the basis of tax shield ANPV (Adjusted NPV) 

In this case, NPV of the leveraged project is calculated as the NPV of unleveraged project and tax shield 

(present value of tax savings), which rises as a consequence of debt employing in project financing, e.g.  

 TSPVNPVNPV U  , or  

    ,R1TSFCFER1FCFENPV
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    (6) 

where PV(TS) is the present value of tax shield, see [7] or [12]. 

4.  GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

If the financial indicator is expressed as a function of n factors  nF.......F,FfU 21 , than the indicator 

sensitivity on the first factor (similarly for other factors) can be calculated by two ways: either as a value at 

the change of this factor,   n
F
α F.......F,FαfU 21
1

1 1    or as a value increment caused by the factor change 

   UF.......F,FαfUUU n
F
α

F
α   21

1
1

1 1Δ , where α  is the relative factor change, which can be positive 

or negative.   

In special situation, where the function is linear,   nnn F.a......FaFaF.......F,FfU  221121 , it is 

possible to quantify the influence directly as follows, 

11
1

1
1Δ FaαUUU F

α
F
α   .  (7) 

If the impact of more factors is analyzed, here we deal with scenario analysis. In the case of three factors 

holds, that 

 (8) 

     

    (9) 

5.  PROJECT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS IN THE METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY  

Sensitivity analysis is presented at the illustration example, where investment project in the metallurgical 

industry is valued, here under certain simplifications inputs. 

5.1  Objective 

The task of the financial analyst is to evaluate the investment project in the metallurgical industry and 

sensitivity analysis of project NPV on input factors (EAT, depreciations, investment outlays) is investigated.. 

      ,F...F,Fγ1,Fβ1,Fα1f,,U n4321γ1β1α1 

       .UF...F,Fγ1,Fβ1,Fα1fUU,,U n4321α1γβα  Δ
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It is assumed unleveraged (e.g. full - equity) financed project with expected life of 4 years. The cost of 

capital UR reflecting the project riskiness is assumed 10%, other expected values (EAT, depreciations, 

investment outlays) are in Tab. 2. 

 
5.2  Solution development 

The project is valued on the basis of NPV criterion, e.g.  

    .INVRDEPEATNPV
t

T

t

tt 




 1

1

  (10) 

One factor sensitivity analysis of the NPV criterion on the given factors can be for its increment expressed 

as follows,  

NPVNPVNPV factor
α

factor
α  1Δ , for value as factor

αNPV 1 .                                    (11) 

In the case of earnings after tax EAT holds,   
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Similarly in the case of the depreciation holds    DEPPVαRDEPαNPV
t

T

t

t
DEP
α 





 1Δ

1

, and in the 

case of investment outlays  INVαNPV INVα Δ . To quantify the impact of the cost of capital on NPV, it is 

necessary - due to the nonlinearity - use the formula,  

      .NPVINVαRDEPαREATNPV
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1111Δ   (13) 

In the case of two factor analysis, we look for such combinations of the factors, where 

0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,β

NPV , 0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,β

NPV , 0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,β

NPV . Here, the aim is to find the 

combinations of the factors, for which the first equation holds.  

For EAT holds, NPVNPVNPV DEP,EAT
α,β

DEP,EAT
α,β
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It follows (for example here for EAT) that  
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       (14) 

Table 2: Investment project inputs (currency units) 

Input Symbol 0 1 2 3 4 

Earnings after tax EAT  200 350 500 600 

Depreciations DEP  50 60 90 100 

Investment outlays INV 1400 0 0 0 0 
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In the case of the cost of capital, it is possible to calculate this dependency implicitly and parameter  
2factorα,Rβ  , which is the unknown parameter if α  is known parameter, must be solved as the optimization 

problem. For example, for R and EAT it can be written as follows, 

        .0NPVINVβ1R1ODPβ1R1EATα1

tT
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EATα,R
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                     (17) 

5.3  Results and discussion 

Project NPV is equal to 87,50 c.u., project should be accepted. Results of the factor influence both for NPV 

increment and for NPV value is obvious from Tab. 3, Tab. 4 and Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1  NPV increment and value dependency on relative factor changes 

 

Table 3: Factor impact on NPV increment 

  

Table 4: Factor impact on NPV value 

 

NPV incremet 

  

NPV value 

alfa EAT DEP INV R 
 

alfa EAT DEP INV R 

-0,12 -150,8 -27,7 168,0 46,3 

 

-0,12 -63,3 59,8 255,5 133,8 

-0,09 -113,1 -20,8 126,0 34,5 

 

-0,09 -25,6 66,7 213,5 122,0 
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-0,06 12,1 73,6 171,5 110,4 

-0,03 -37,7 -6,9 42,0 11,4 
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0,00 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
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It is obvious from the results, that NPV is positively and the most sensitive on EAT changes and negatively 

on investment outlays. Negative sensitivity holds for cost of capital and the least positively on 

depreciations. Changes in revenues (decrease) or investment outlays (increase) can lead to negative NPV. 

As it is apparent from the results in Tab. 5, decrease in EAT by more than 6,96% or increase in investment 

outlays by more than 6,25% will cause the NPV to be negative. That is why these two factors must be 

carefully analyzed. 

For two factors sensitivity analysis are the results stated in Tab. 6 - 9 and presented in Fig. 2. In these 

Tables, there are combinations of factors α and β, for which 0NPV 1factor,2factor
α,β Δ , regions above and 

below the line shows the combinations and . 

 

 

Table 5: Parameter values for NPV=0 

 

EAT DEP INV R 

alfa -0,0696 -0,3789 0,0625 0,2429 

 

0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,β

NPV 0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,β

NPV

  

Table 6: Factor values combinations 

  

Table 7: Factor values combinations 

 

  

beta (EAT) 

  

beta (DEP) 

 

 

alfa alfa(DEP) alfa(INV) alfa(R) 

 

alfa alfa(EAT) alfa(INV) alfa(R) 

 

 

-0,12 0,0221 -0,1337 -0,0357 

 

-0,12 0,6529 -0,7274 -0,1946 

 
 

-0,09 0,0165 -0,1003 -0,0268 

 

-0,09 0,4896 -0,5455 -0,1462 

 
 

-0,06 0,0110 -0,0669 -0,0179 

 

-0,06 0,3264 -0,3637 -0,0976 

 
 

-0,03 0,0055 -0,0334 -0,0090 

 

-0,03 0,1632 -0,1818 -0,0489 

 
 

0 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 

 

0 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 

 
 

0,03 -0,0055 0,0334 0,0090 

 

0,03 -0,1632 0,1818 0,0491 

 
 

0,06 -0,0110 0,0669 0,0181 

 

0,06 -0,3264 0,3637 0,0983 

 
 

0,09 -0,0165 0,1003 0,0272 

 

0,09 -0,4896 0,5455 0,1476 

 
 

0,12 -0,0221 0,1337 0,0363 

 

0,12 -0,6529 0,7274 0,1972 

 

           

  

Table 8: Factor values combinations 

  

Table 8: Factor values combinations 

 

  

beta (INV) 

  

beta (R) 

 

 

alfa alfa(EAT) alfa(DEP) alfa(R) 

 

alfa alfa(EAT) alfa(DEP) alfa(INV) 

 

 

-0,12 -0,1077 -0,0198 0,0331 
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Fig. 2  Combinations of factor values for 0Δ 12 factor,factor
α,βNPV  

Results of the two factors sensitivity analysis shows above stated conclusions. Moreover, factors 

combination, which can result in negative outcomes, includes EAT a DEP, EAT and R, next INV a DEP, INV 

and R, R and DEP. 

6.  CONCLUSION 

In the paper, approaches for investment project valuation were described including sensitivity analysis as a 

methodical tool for assessment of movements and changes in inputs on results. There was generalised 

description of sensitivity analysis made in the paper. The difference between linear and nonlinear function 

of the inputs including impact on calculation was shown. It is stated and described complex illustration 

example showing sensitivity analysis application possibilities in the investment decision-making.  

It is possible to conclude, that sensitivity analysis should always be a part of reliable financial-analytical 

problem and problem solutions especially in strategic and capital intensive industrial sectors, where the 

possible losses can be extremely high and the sources of risks resulting from simultaneous changes of 

inputs are highly probable. That is why multi factor analysis is a useful tool for analysis of project riskiness. 
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Abstract 

Atmospheric corrosion of metal materials exposed under atmospheric conditions depends on various 

factors such as local temperature, relative humidity, amount of precipitation, pH of rainfall, concentration 

of main pollutants and exposition time. As these factors are very complex, exact relation for mathematical 

description of atmospheric corrosion of various metals are not known so far. Classical analytical and 

mathematical functions are of limited use to describe this type of strongly non-linear system depending on 

various meteorological-chemical factors and interaction between them and on material parameters. 

Nowadays there is certain chance to predict a corrosion loss of materials by artificial intelligence methods. 

The contribution deals with the use of artificial neural networks for prediction of steel atmospheric 

corrosion. 

Keywords: artificial neural networks, atmospheric corrosion, prediction, model 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The contribution deals with the use of artificial neural networks for prediction of corrosion loss of structural 

carbon steel. Atmospheric corrosion as an electrochemical process is very complex, non-linear system 

depending on various climatic and pollution parameters and variables related to material. It is not simple to 

determine effect of affecting parameters on the process of degradation of materials exposed under 

“outdoor” conditions. Evaluation and quantification of corrosion processes is time consuming and classical 

mathematical function are inadequate for prediction of these non-linear processes [1,2].  

Nowadays there is certain chance to predict a corrosion loss of materials by artificial intelligence methods. 

The prediction of time-dependent and strong non-linear events belongs to perspective applications of 

artificial neural networks. Neural networks are suitable for approximation of relations among sensor-based 

data, especially among non-structured data, with a high degree of nonlinearity, inaccurate and incomplete 

data. This type of data often occurs in process of atmospheric corrosion. Neural networks are able to 

simulate dependences which can be hardly solved by classic methods of statistic data evaluation (e.g. 

regression analysis) and they are able to express more complex relations than these methods. Neural 

networks are suitable for modelling of complex systems especially from the reason that their typical 

property is capability of learning on measured data and capability of generalization [3].  

2.  ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) use the distributed parallel processing of information during the execution 

of calculations, which means that information recording, processing and transferring are carried out by 

means of the whole neural network, and then by means of particular memory places. The basis of 
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mathematical model of the neural network is a formal neuron which describes by a simplified way a 

function of a biological neuron by means of mathematic relations. 

Learning is a basic and essential feature of neural networks. Knowledge is recorded especially through the 

strength of linkages between particular neurons. Linkages between neurons leading to a "correct answer" 

are strengthened and linkages leading to a "wrong answer" are weakened by means of the repeated 

exposure of examples describing the problem area. These examples create a so-called training set [4]:. 

For all types of predictions neural networks are suitable to be used for their learning Back propagation 

algorithms. This algorithm is convenient for multilayer feed forward network learning which is created 

minimally by three layers of neurons: input, output and at least one inner (hidden) layer. Between the two 

adjoining layers there is always a so-called total connection of neurons, thus each neuron of the lower layer 

is connected to all neurons of the higher layer. Learning in the neural network is realized by setting the 

values of synaptic weights between neurons, biases or inclines of activation functions of neurons. The 

adaptation at Back propagation types of networks is also called „supervised learning“, when the neural 

network learns by comparing the actual and the required output and by setting the values of the synaptic 

weights so that the difference between the actual and the required output decreases. 

The rate of inaccuracy between predicted and actual output represent a prediction error. In technical 

applications the error is mainly represented by following relations [5]: 

relation for RMS error (Root Mean Squared) - it does not compensate used units 

          (1) 

relation for REL_RMS error - it compensates used units 
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where:  

n - number of patterns of a training or test set, 

yi - predicted outputs,  

oi - measured outputs. 

Fundamentals of ANN theory it is possible to find in *4+.¨ 

3.  PREDICTION OF CORROSION LOSS OF STRUCTURAL CARBON STEEL 

Before design and creation of neural network it was necessary to execute data conditioning for network 

training. Data from the institute SVÚOM s.r.o. were used for neural networks learning. It concerns data 

from long-term exposure of samples that were measured at different parts of Czech Republic. The whole 

database was divided to data for network training and data for testing network capability of generalization. 

Data about local temperature, relative humidity, amount of precipitation, pH of rainfall, air pollution by 
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sulphur dioxide and exposition time were used as an input vector. Corrosion weight loss of structural 

carbon steel represented an output vector (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1  Structure of input and output data 

Neural networks were created in software STATISTICA - Neural Networks (Fig. 2). This system enables 

among others a choice of most suitable with the best performance, it contains efficient investigative and 

analytic techniques and enables to achieve summary descriptive statistics, to execute sensitive analysis and 

to create response graphs. 

 

Fig. 2  Window with neural networks created in software STATISTICA - Neural Networks 
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For particular neural network models a quality of network adaptation to the submitted patterns and 

generalization scale were observed. The best results of predicting corrosion weight loss proved multilayer 

feedforward neural network whose topology 6-4-1 is shown on Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3  Structure of artificial neural network with topology 6-4-1 

Prediction errors calculated according to relations (1) a (2) are RMS = 40 [g.m-2] and REL_RMS = 6 %. 

Comparison of measured and predicted data is represented on Fig. 4. The model enables to predict 

corrosion loss of steel with an adequately small error. 

 

Fig. 4  Comparison of measured and predicted data 

A source code version of these neural networks was generated in C++ and the parameters of selected 

neural network were implemented to the program independent on STATISTICA software. This program 

enables on the basis of input data setting to predict the corrosion weight loss of structural carbon steel in 

dependence on various climatic and pollution parameters.  
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For this neural model a sensitivity analysis was executed. The sensitivity analysis shows how significantly 

each input value influences the output value. Results of the sensitive analysis are shown on Fig. 5. It was 

found that air pollution by sulphur dioxide and exposition time have the most influence on corrosion 

weight loss of structural carbon steel.  

 

Fig. 5  Sensitive analysis 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A model of neural network for prediction of corrosion loss of structural carbon steel based on the input 

environmental parameters affecting the corrosion of metals in the atmospheric environment was created. 

The model enables to predict corrosion loss of steel with an adequately small relative error (6 %). After 

evaluation of achieved results we can state that exploitation of neural networks is advantageous, if it is 

necessary to express complex mutual relations among sensor-based. It was verified that usage of artificial 

neural networks for prediction of corrosion loss of materials is very perspective. In the long term horizon a 

specification of metal corrosion loss prediction methods will have a great importance for a number of 

designers, construction and other companies. 
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Abstract 

With regards to many effects which can disrupt the delivery schedule of iron ore to a company, this raw 

material must be ordered well in advance. Determination of the required order volume results from 

prediction of iron ore demand. With respect to the fluctuations on the metallurgical commodity market, it 

is very difficult to use classical prediction models based on time series analysis. A typical example when 

models based solely on historical time series can not be used to predict iron ore demand is the world 

economic crisis period, because the demand for metallurgical commodities witnesses a sharp decrease. The 

article presents prediction model based on multilayer artificial neural network which takes into account not 

only historical data of iron ore demand but also information regarding the current situation on the world 

steel market and the iron ore stock volume of a given metallurgical company. The model is designed in such 

a way that the output is represented by the demand prediction of iron ore for the next month. Levenberg-

Maguardt algorithm was used for learning the network. The proposed model should be included in the 

hybrid intelligent decision support system which will make it possible to efficiently reduce uncertainty and 

risk of logistics decision-making in the sphere of iron ore supply. 

Keywords: prediction models, iron ore demand, artificial neural network 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Iron ore belongs to the strategic raw materials of metallurgical companies with full metallurgical cycle, 

including pig iron production. More than 80 % of world iron ore production nowadays comes from China, 

Brazil, Australia, and India [1]. Many European metallurgical companies are forced to import iron ore from 

remote destinations using sea transport and railway service. That is why the basic logistics decisions play 

key role here [2]. One of the most important decisions is to determine the amount of iron ore that will have 

to be ordered. For this purpose, iron ore demand must be predicted. However, only a quality prediction can 

assist in securing continuous operation of blast-furnace plant without unnecessarily large stock of this raw 

material (i.e. inventory costs). 

Unfortunately, significant fluctuation in the demand for iron ore in many metallurgical companies can be 

seen. The fluctuation is caused by variability of demand for metallurgical commodities. The primary reason 

is not only the ever increasing competition, but mainly the recent world economic crisis. Prediction of iron 

ore demand becomes extremely difficult in such situations. 

The objective of this article is to design such model for prediction of iron ore demand that would provide 

sufficient quality predictions even in the period of significant fluctuation of demand for metallurgical 

commodities. 

mailto:jfeliks@zarz.agh.edu.pl
mailto:radim.lenort@vsb.cz
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS 

Suitable prediction models for iron ore demand have been assessed in a metallurgical company with full 

metallurgical cycle situated in Poland. Iron ore is purchased from a supplier from Brazil and Eastern Europe 

and transported by sea transport and train service. Annual consumption of iron ore is around 5.5 million 

tons, which is approximately ¾ of the volume of all strategic raw materials of the company. 

Numerous techniques can be used for demand prediction [3]. The common categories are time series, 

regression, and judgmental (qualitative techniques) [4]. Because the objective is short-term prediction (one 

month), time series techniques were applied in experimental work. 

Demand for iron ore in a period of 28 months was used to identify suitable prediction models. The iron ore 

demand progress in tons is demonstrated in figure 1. Using the time series graphic analysis, more 

significant seasonal and trend component can’t be assumed. What is clearly visible, however, is a dramatic 

decrease of demand in the last three months caused by the start of the world economic crisis. 

 
Fig. 1  Time series plot for iron ore demand 

The effect of decrease of iron ore demand on the selection of suitable prediction models was analysed 

using two time series: 

1. Series without decrease in demand caused by the world economic crisis (the first 25 months). 

2. Entire time series (28 months). 

With regards to the character of time series, the prediction used classical models without seasonal 

component. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was used as measure of prediction accuracy. The 

comparison of prediction accuracy for both analysed time series is illustrated in table 1. 

Table 1  Comparison of prediction accuracy for time series with 25 and 28 months 

Prediction model 
MAPE (%) for 

25 months 28 months 

Constant mean 10,75 22,96 

Linear trend 10,24 22,42 

Simple exponential smoothing 11,01 18,28 

Holt's linear exponential smoothing 11,55 18,25 

ARIMA 10,50 14,45 
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Table 1 shows significant deterioration of prediction accuracy caused by sharp decline of iron ore demand. 

In case of higher fluctuation of demand, it is not possible to use models based solely on historical data 

concerning demand progress. That is why such models were searched so as to make it possible to include 

other factors which have essential impact on prediction accuracy. There are several techniques complying 

with the above mentioned requirements - e.g. artificial neural network [5, 6] or salesmen technique [7]. 

Other useful techniques can be found also in [8], [9]. 

Models using artificial neural network for prediction were chose as a main methodical approach. These 

models can be exposed to large amounts of data and discover patterns and relationships within them [10]. 

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network model described in figure 2 was designed. 

 

Fig. 2  Artificial neural network model for iron ore demand prediction 

The model includes one hidden layer with three neurons and logistics activation function. The input layer 

consists of the following parameters: 

 Dt, Dt-1, Dt-2 - historical data regarding demand for iron ore shifted by the equivalent time horizon (t). 

 Pt - difference between the planned and real production volume in previous periods (t). 

 It - CRU Steel Price Index in previous periods. 

The variable Pt representing the difference between planned and real production takes into account the 

change of iron ore stock volume. If the real production is higher than the planned one the stock decreases 

and conversely. CRU Steel Price Index It takes into account the market development (CRU is a leading 

independent supplier of steel market information). The model is designed in such a way that the output is 

represented by the demand forecast of iron ore for the next month Dt+1 (t). 

Levenberg-Maguardt algorithm was used for learning the network. The network structure was learned, 

tested and selected up to the moment when absolute percentage error in the level of 10% was achieved for 

the testing set. Figure 3 shows the progression of error in the network learning process. 

The model was verified using data of iron ore demand in the last 19 months of the monitored period of 

time. It is obvious from figure 4 and 5 that the designed model generates sufficiently exact forecast 

(absolute percentage error between 10 and -12%), even for periods of significant decrease of demand. 
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Fig. 3  Progression of error in the network learning process for learning and testing set 

 

Fig. 4  Comparison between real iron ore demand and its prediction 

 

Fig. 5  Absolute percentage error of the artificial neural network prediction model 
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3.  CONCLUSION 

The proposed model should be included in the decision support system which will make it possible to 

efficiently reduce uncertainty and risk of logistics decision-making in iron ore supply process. Further 

experimental work proves that efficient decision support system in this field must integrate the outcomes 

of several models, utilising various approaches and techniques. A hybrid intelligent system which 

represents a combination of different artificial intelligence methods with dynamic simulation technique and 

conventional systems (such as database systems) could be a suitable solution. 
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Abstract 

This paper deal with crystallizers diagnostics, which is part of continuous casting devices. The diagnostics is 

made by software analysis of vibration spectrums respectively of acoustics emission. These emissions can 

cause when unexpected situation occur. Principle of this method is analysis of spectrum of gained signal, its 

processing in Matlab environment and subsequent verification in Statistica software. Last step is most 

important, because thanks to it we are able to tell, with certain confidence, in which state the examined 

object occur. If the initial neural network has good starting data, it is able to analyze other samples and 

with successfulness over 70% tell, in which state the current objet remain, eventually if occur a critical 

(limiting) state (untighten screws in critical spots and so on). Data from accelerometer (microphone) are 

evaluated in Matlab environment and special filter is applied on them. Thos filter will highlight relevant 

data. Analog signal is digitized with special I/O module from National Instrument company. Type prefix is NI 

PCI 6221. From FFT result is obvious correlation of power spectrum and the inner state of examined object. 

Far in this paper will be described process of solving this problematic and current result. To achieve 

sufficient results, we are using multilayer neural networks with help of Statistica program. Resulting 

diagnostics system, which should be the final solution, should dramatically innovate and rationalize 

optimization problems of preventive maintenance of crystallizers desks, where principle of control on 

maximum relevant data basis should take apart. Relevant data are obtained from maintenance 

department. 

Keywords: diagnostics, FFT, Matlab, spectrum 

1. INTORDUCTION 

This article is focused on continuous steel casting device diagnostics. Main focus is on technical diagnostics 

of crystallizer. Crystallizer is special device, which can dissipate redundant heat from liquid steel and force it 

to solidification in predefined profile. In the crystallizer will solidify surface steel layer and feed in the 

direction of crystallizers output. This process is going together with many unwanted effects, like abrasion of 

crystallizers walls. Inner wall state is very important quantity, which is closely observed. Too wear 

crystallizers walls did not dissipate redundant heat well and there is prone to outbreak or to unwanted 

cracks by heat tension in the surface layer. Technical diagnostics of desks surface is very time consuming 

process, which require taking out the crystallizer and dismantling it. Our goal was to verify, if there is a 

possibility to find out the state of crystallizer without need of taking it out of its bearing [5], [6], [7]. 

Diagnostics has based on vibration spectrum analysis, obtained while crystallizer runs. In the first phase we 

deal with vibration spectrum analysis of the crystallizer’s model. Vibrations were excited artificially, with 

help of the striker. Single strikes were driven by PLC Siemens. Detail can be seen on (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1  Driving part of the model and model itself 

The striker was driven by magnetic field with 2s period. Total hit count was set to 9. Purpose of this was to 

measure response of the system to Dirac impulse. Strike generated by us, has far away to ideal form, but it 

was sufficient to our purpose. Main disadvantage were undesirable bounce and unequal running of single 

strikes. To eliminate these disadvantages, we did several strikes in series. From nine measurements, there 

were at least four very similar. Other measurements show extreme deviations or periodic errors. 

Theoretically the every impulse should be a source of vibrations with representation of every part of the 

entire spectrum (white noise generator). In our case, there were represented frequencies from zero to few 

kHz and with erratic representation of single parts. Responses to the pulses were vibrations, which goes 

throw the crystallizers model. The model acts as selective band pass filter, which some frequencies 

suppress and the others pass throw without any major changes. We use a special accelerometer from 

Analog Devices. For data digitalization we used a National Instruments PCI 6221 card. Sampling frequency 

was set to 100kHz. We expect frequencies in range from 0kHz to 10kHz. So the samples are sufficiently 

oversampled. As a result of this part was series of amplitude envelopes. Data analysis in the time domain 

has no sense, with respect of its course. That is why the data were transformed into the frequency domain 

with the help of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [1], [2], [3].. 

2. THE ANALYSIS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN AREA 

The goal of this part was to convert and analyze single pulses in frequency domain. All of the calculations 

were done in Matlab environment. Basically, all of the work starts here. It was necessary to process records 

with the help of fast Fourier transform, separate irrelevant data and find similarities in single records [4]. 

For this purpose a complex filter were made and will be presented further in this paper. 

Data were registered continuously in one block. 9 strikes with 2s interval (Fig. 2). In the first step was 

necessary to isolate single strikes and extract them into the alternative matrix (Fig. 2). On every single data 

record was applied an FFT. As a result we obtained power spectral density (PSD) of each pulse. Every PSD 
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was further stored into another matrix. Some vibrations on the specific frequencies goes throw without any 

major changes, but the others are highly suppressed. In the spectrum were so included many relevant data, 

which was necessary to filter off.  

We focused on the frequencies, which present highest amplitude in its area. Designed filter pass through 

the record of every impulse and search for specific values of single spectra component. For another PSD 

analysis is the position of the peaks very important, more precisely frequencies, which belongs to them. 

Location of these anomalies is relatively difficult, because signal spectrum has odd curve. After the 

application of classic algorithm for finding maximum (f(x-1) < max > f(x+1)), were obtained hundreds of data, 

which was necessary to evaluate. Some peaks were very close to each other, other on the contrary 

dominate some specific empty area and has very low amplitude. It was so necessary to develop filter, which 

could consider amplitude of the peak regarding to its surroundings. Newly designed filter is capable these 

anomalies eliminate. It passes through the record and for the highest amplitude in current area, a local 

maximum, is capable to verify, if is really the highest. This interval is optional and its value is inversely 

proportional to maximum count in the record. This interval is able to express as a insensitiveness. It value 

tell us, on which interval has to be a local maximum valid, in order to be admit and stored its position. 

Inspiration for this algorithm was human perception. When we take a look at a graph of PSD (Fig. 2. Left 

down), there are obviously evident particular maximums. When some simplification, we can say, that 

perception of particular extremes depends on its position compared with other values. If we have two 

sharp local maxims side by side, it is possible to ignore them, even if their amplitudes are very high. On the 

other side if the local maximum is alone and even if has much lower amplitude with compare to global 

maximum, is perceived sharply. Obtaining relevant peaks from PSD is key process. It is only its position, 

which guarantees correct learning of artificial neural network, eventually back detection and indication of 

the result. In present time is to every local maximum assigned a flag, which tells how long current 

maximum is a maximum. In future the algorithm will be extend into possibility to work in narrow band and 

choose local maximums more precisely than now. 

It is important to remove ubiquity noise from signal record. To make this possible, local maximums with 

amplitude lower than 7% (empirically discovered value) of global maximum were removed (Fig. 2). After 

this final touch, the picture become clear and readable and could be process to another processing with the 

help of neural network. Used filter is still improving and shortly will be able to reach even better results. 
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Fig. 2  Progress when processing stored data 

On figure 2. we can see progress when processing gained data. At the beginning can be seen a series of 

captured vibrations. These are further extracted into the sections with same length, where the beginning is 

defined by start of the strike. There was used a simple algorithm, which passed through the record and 

search for first value, which overtop the stable value of the record. Algorithm is presented in (1). 

if abs (f(x-1) - f(x)) > 1  
(1) 

If the condition is come true, the values x are representing strike’s starts and are starting value when 

further data processing. After the starts extraction conversion from time domain into frequency domain 

has passed. Power spectrum density of pulses can be seen on figure 2. (down left). One disadvantage is, 

that this PSD contain abundance of relevant data. These data were removed with the help of algorithm (2), 

where λ represent lower resolution limit. 

if PSD(x) < maximum(PSD) * λ 
(2) 
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Suitable selection of variable λ we can affect number of peaks (Fig. 2., right down), which serve as a 

learning group for subsequent neural network.  

Measuring chain scheme can be seen on figure 3. Vibrations are sampled with the help of accelerometer 

from Analog Devices with type labeling ADXL001. This sensor excels with his high resonant frequency, 

which exceeding 20kHz. There are plenty of other sensors on the market which are cheaper, but most of 

them are suitable only for sampling frequencies about 600Hz max, so they are intended for mobile 

applications. These accelerometers are for our purposes absolutely unsuitable. 

 

Fig. 3  Measuring chain scheme 

Modified values from each pulse are saved into the file and present to artificial neural network as a learning 

pattern, eventually as a data suitable for detection. To neural network realization, was used software 

Statistica by StatSoft. This analytic software is primary intended for data mining, so to obtain potentially 

useful data from data file. Potential and possibilities of neural network are used to make this possible. Data 

suitable for learning are presented to network and it will use propped method (backpropagation, 

Levenberg-Marquardt method and so on) to learning. The learning is basically a setting of weights of 

particular neurons. After this are presented to network data patterns, and it react by back propagation 

algorithm, to which group the data patterns belong [8].  

3. CONCLUSION 

When back data evaluation is running, the learned network reacts with accuracy about 70 - 80%.So it is able 

to tell with relatively high accuracy in which state the model is. The processing filter is still improving. We 

are constantly increasing number of relevant data and increasing signal to noise ratio. This motivated us to 

measure real industry based operation data. In present time we are working with 3 hours record, which 

indeed contain high noise ratio. Huge data amount and consequently high count of power spectral 

densities (thousands) require new progressions and diagnostics methods. Nevertheless this type of non-

destructive diagnostics appear as perspective and with consecutive improving of evaluation algorithms and 

filters we’ll be able to evaluate current stat of the crystallizer eventually overcome to creation of 

emergency conditions. 
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Abstract 

Increased utilization of production capacities has a positive impact on competitiveness of a company both 

in the area of cost savings and in customer service. The effort to increase the utilization of production 

capacities should be primarily focused on bottlenecks which limit the production capacity of the entire 

production system. The objective of this article is to propose and evaluate possible measures leading to 

increased permeability of heat treatment of forged pieces process. The proposed measures result from an 

analysis of a concrete forging process where heat treatment had been identified as the bottleneck. 

Dynamic and stochastic simulation technique is applied in order to evaluate their impacts. The article 

describes the construction of the simulation model of a forging process, testing and validating the model, 

design of the experiment, conducting the experiments, evaluating the results, and implementation. The 

simulation model includes all technological operations from forging of pieces on a forging press, through 

flame cutting of the front parts of forged pieces, their tagging, cooling on cooling beds, heat treatment in 

two furnaces, repeated cooling, straightening and hardening to shot blasting. Twenty five simulation 

experiments - combinations of possible measures have been identified, realized and evaluated. Modelling 

and simulation of the process uses WITNESS 2007 software tool. The realized experiments demonstrate the 

opportunities to increase the permeability of heat treatment and thus the entire forging process by up to 

70%. 

Keywords: production capacity, forging, heat treatment, dynamic simulation 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Metallurgical companies facing globalized and highly competitive market environment look for ways how to 

increase their competitiveness. Efficient utilization of production capacities is one of them. Positive effects 

of improved utilization of production capacities on competitiveness of metallurgical companies can be seen 

mainly in the following areas:  

 Reduction of the unit production costs which makes it possible to cut the prices of metallurgical 

products or to increase company profit 

 Shortening production lead time, which provides opportunity to cut delivery time and to increase 

reliability of supplies  

 Free capacity for production of products with high added value which may require larger capacity 

 Boosting the ability of flexible reaction to demand fluctuations caused, for example, by seasonal 

effects 
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The effort focused on increasing capacity should primarily deal with bottlenecks limiting production 

capacity of other devices linked with them, as well as the entire production system [1, 2]. In metallurgical 

companies the capacity bottlenecks are mainly represented by the basic production devices [3]. 

Capacity of the bottlenecks can be increased with the aid of investments aimed at technology improvement 

and at increasing the performance of the equipment in question. However, this solution should only be 

taken after all measures not requiring large investments have been expended [4]. 

The objective of this article is to propose and evaluate possible measures leading to increased permeability 

of heat treatment of forged pieces process. The proposed measures result from an analysis of a concrete 

forging process where heat treatment was identified as a bottleneck.  

2.  METHODOLOGY 

Many specific features which can be summarized in the following points are typical for metallurgical 

processes [5]: 

 Very large production assortment (shape, size, structure, physical, chemical and other qualities) 

 Production batch economy 

 Low degree of freedom among the individual processes 

 Various technological and logistics characteristics of follow-up processes 

 Great number of production links 

 High capital demands 

 Trouble-free supply and removal of material in case of continuous processes 

 Large material flows, and necessity of holding large volume of raw materials 

 High environmental impacts [6] 

In order to analyse such complex production and logistics systems, it is useful to apply computer simulation 

[7, 8]. Computer simulation is a method which uses computer model of company process to conduct 

experiments with the aim of achieving model parameters that are later applied back on the examined 

process [9]. Virtual reality provides other useful possibilities of working with models in the course of 

simulation [10]. 

With regard to time playing a key role in analysis of permeability of heat treatment and with regard to the 

fact that the forging process is influenced by several stochastic effects, dynamic and stochastic simulation 

was selected. 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS 

Permeability of heat treatment was analysed using methodology for application of dynamic simulation in 

metallurgical processes [11]. Modelling and simulation was conducted in WITNESS 2007 software tool. 

Experimental work and main results are summarized into the following points: 

 Construction of the simulation model 

 Testing and validating the model 

 Design of the experiment 

 Conducting the experiments 
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 Evaluating the results 

 Implementation 

3.1 Construction of the simulation model 

The simulation model of a forging process includes all technological operations from forging of pieces on a 

forging press, through flame cutting of the front parts of forged pieces, their tagging, cooling on cooling 

beds, heat treatment in two furnaces, repeated cooling, straightening and hardening to shot blasting. 

Data necessary for construction of the model have been gathered from technical and technological 

documentation of the company, information system, operational records, time studies and consultations 

with the workers. Data regarding operation layout, technical parameters of production and manipulation 

equipment, production technological procedures (above all forging and heat treatment), quantity and 

structure of manufactured assortment, duration of technological and manipulation operations, breaks in 

activities (for example time needed for conversion and breakdowns of equipment) are among the most 

important ones. Statistic processing has been carried out in case of stochastic quantities. It was focused on 

excluding measurement errors (for example unrealistically long forging time) and on setting the average 

values and probability distributions. 

Simulation model of a forging process created in the environment of simulation tool WITNESS 2007 is 

illustrated in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1  Simulation model of forging process 

3.2 Testing and validating the model 

Testing and validating the model was done by means of simulation of current situation of the researched 

process for the quantity, structure and sequence of production assortment input related to the monitored 

period of time. The total simulation production time has proven sufficient conformity between the model 
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and the real system. The simulations have also proved that heat treatment of forged pieces is the 

bottleneck. The main reasons could be summarized this way: 

 Certain production assortments must pass through heat treatment process more times (according 

to the technological procedures) 

 When the forging or straightening press are idle (mainly during the time when the equipment is 

being rebuilt), the forged pieces can not be charged into furnace, which causes decreased 

utilization of their capacity 

 Method of linking the individual technological operations by conveyors has prevented parallel use 

of both furnaces for various production assortments (with various technological procedures of 

forging and heat treatment) 

3.3 Design of the experiment 

The workers´ experience in the process and the outcomes of simulations of current situation focused on 

monitoring the utilization degree and scope of non-efficient time of basic production activities served as 

the main foundation for defining the possible measures leading to increased permeability of the process.  

Eight proposed primary measures which could lead to increased permeability of forging process 

represented the outcome of this activity:  

a) Contraction of heat treatment time 

b) Contraction of time necessary for forging press conversion 

c) Contraction of time necessary for straightening press conversion 

d) Change of input material in case of selected forged pieces assortment which would make it possible 

to shorten the forging time and to eliminate forged pieces straightening 

e) Keeping stock of goods in process which would make it possible to increase capacity utilization of 

furnaces  

f) Building second input feeding conveyor for charging forged pieces into furnaces 

g) Building second conveyor and cooling bed for output of forged pieces from the furnaces 

h) Adjustment of straightening press enabling parallel straightening of forged pieces from both 

furnaces 

By combining these eight basic measures, the total of twenty five real options for increasing the 

permeability of forging process have been created.  

3.4 Conducting the experiments 

The proposed options were used in simulations with quantity, structure and sequence of input of 

production assortment corresponding with the monitored period of time. Monthly permeability of forging 

process, resulting from the average monthly number of forged and heat treated forged pieces, was set as 

the main entry parameter of dynamic simulation. The other monitored parameters of the model were the 

usage rate of basic technological equipment and the inventory level of products in process which is limited 

by the size of the storage areas. Examples of graphical outcomes of the above mentioned parameters are 

illustrated in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2  Example of forging process simulation outcomes 

3.5 Evaluating the results 

Comparison of permeability of forging process for the individual options is summarized in figure 3. It 

became obvious during the simulation that five combinations of basic measures had excluded each other. 

From the evaluation of the remaining twenty options is clear it was possible to achieve increased 

permeability of heat treatment and thus the entire forging process by 37 - 76 %. When the benefits of the 

individual options  (mainly in the area of additional revenues) and their realization costs have been 

considered, the option combining measures B), C), E), G) and H) was selected. The selected option was 

supposed to bring 72% increase in permeability of the forging process (marked as option 11b in figure 3). 

 

Fig. 3  Graphic comparison of permeability of forging process for the intended arrangement options 

3.6 Implementation 

After suitable option have been selected, potential suppliers of equipment were addressed with the inquiry 

to specify the technical parameters of the selected solution. On the basis of the gathered information, 

there were adjustments of conveyors layout, storage areas and system of organization of the forging 

process. The planning stage finished when the realization schedule had been put together, the suppliers 

had been selected and the project documentation elaborated.   
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The realization stage included reconstruction of the forging process and launch of the field test. After the 

initial problems had been eliminated, regular operation was launched. The permeability of the forging 

process has risen by 70% as early as after the first month, which confirmed the construction of the created 

model had been correct.  

4.  CONCLUSION 

The presented example has proven that by using suitable decision support systems it is possible to judge 

and find significant potential for increased utilization of production capacity in metallurgical production. 

Modelling and dynamic simulation of processes represent suitable tool for complex metallurgical processes. 

The solution acquired using analytical approach would be based on simplified presumptions not reflecting 

real functions of the researched processes. Significant benefit of dynamic simulation application on 

metallurgical productions lies in the fact that model is built from the perspective of practice and its 

visualization enables the managers to be directly engaged in search for suitable solutions.   
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Abstract 

Make to Stock (MTS) production and inventory planning and control policy means finished goods are 

produced based on forecast and the customer buys from the finished goods inventory. Otherwise, Make to 

Order (MTO) policy is used. Thanks to its specific character, metallurgical production is considered to be a 

typical representative using MTO policy. The main problem of application of MTS policy in metallurgical 

companies is the wide range of produced assortment and high value of the final products. Strengthening 

competition and increasing requirements of customers however, especially in the periods of recession, 

force metallurgical companies to consider more and more often whether to transfer to MTS policy for 

selected assortment. The objective of this article is to define the possible utilization of MTS policy in 

metallurgical industry. This is the reason why the article identifies the factors which should be taken into 

account during MTS decision making in metallurgical companies, and it summarizes the current trends in 

this sphere. The final decision between MTS or MTO should be the outcome of a detailed analysis of 

advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. Dynamic simulation is seen as a tool which can 

significantly support this analysis. The possible utilization of dynamic simulation in this area is illustrated on 

an example of decision making concerning the increase of share of MTS in metal cloth production. 

Keywords: Make to Stock, Make to Order, metallurgical company, metal cloth production 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

An important ingredient of production specification is the production and inventory planning and control 

policy. Any order for an end product triggers a series of work processes in the company that must be 

completed so that the customer order is satisfied [1]. Generally, there are two broad categories of the 

policy: 

1.  Make to Stock (MTS) 

2.  Make to Order (MTO) 

In the MTS policy, finished goods are produced based on forecast and the customer buys from the finished 

goods inventory. In the MTO policy, the finished good is not produced until the customer has placed an 

order. [2] 

Taking into account all manufacturing supply chain activities - including design, sourcing, manufacturing, 

assembly, packaging, labelling and distribution - we can define eight detailed production and inventory 

planning and control policies [3]: 

1. Engineering to Order (ETO) 

1. Source to Order (STO) 
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2. Make to Order (MTO) 

3. Assemble to Order (ATO) 

4. Package to Order (PTO) 

5. Label to Order (LTO) 

6. Deliver to Order (DTO) 

7. Make to Stock (MTS) 

This classification is very often based on the decoupling point approach [4]. The objective of the article is to 

determine the possible utilizations of MTS policy in metallurgical industry.  

2.  MTS POLICY IN METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY 

In MTS policy, the manufacturer pushes the product into markets without direct regard for the customer 

orders. Forecasting is a crucial step in such an approach [1]. According Walace and Stahl, the MTS policy has 

one major advantage and some serious shortcomings. The advantage is that it is quick; the time to fill 

orders is limited to picking and shipping. Speed and flexibility in meeting customer requirements is of 

paramount importance to their satisfaction and positively affects the willingness to re-purchase [5]. The 

disadvantages include the need to maintain a finished goods inventory with its costs and its consumption of 

working capital, the need to forecast at the end item level, the risk of stock-outs and backorders when the 

forecast is too low, and the risk of obsolescence when the forecast is too high [6]. 

From a process and capacity analysis perspective, MTS policy is suitable for mass production systems 

(production of narrow assortment in large quantity). Therefore, the relevant questions for process and 

capacity analysis are [7]: 

 What is the productive capacity of the production process per shift or per day? 

 Where is the bottleneck for this process? 

 How to increase productive capacity of this process? 

Thanks to its specific character, metallurgical production is considered to be a typical representative using 

MTO policy. The main problem of application of MTS policy in metallurgical companies is the wide range of 

produced assortment and high value of the final products. Combinations of grades, shapes, sizes, heat 

treatments and surface treatments make up as many as tens of thousands of items of metallurgical 

products. Keeping the entire assortment in stock would be connected with enormous costs. 

Strengthening competition and increasing requirements of customers however, especially in the periods of 

recession, force metallurgical companies to consider more and more often whether to transfer to MTS 

policy for selected assortment. When the assortment for MTS policy and the volume of stock are being 

determined, the following factors must be taken into consideration:  

 Delivery time 

 Production lead time 

 Product price 

 Demand quantity 

 Variation of demand 

 Volume of production batches  
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 Time needed to conversion of equipment 

 Degree of product finalization 

In general, MTS policy should be considered in case of assortment where the requirement is for shorter 

delivery time than the production lead time is. As far as the costs are concerned, the inventory costs 

affected by product price, quantity and fluctuation of demand and volume of production batches must be 

taken into account. Negative impact of keeping final products in stock is reduced by decreasing costs for 

conversion of equipment and transfer of finalizing operations into distribution. 

MTS policy usually requires in-house company distribution networks. In case of metallurgical companies, 

this requirement is met by a relatively high spectrum of options, starting from company store, your own 

distribution warehouses, and specialized trade companies up to service centres built in places with optimal 

location from the point of view of customers.  

The options for establishing a distribution network may vary as well. Metallurgical companies build 

distribution networks as their exclusive investment activity or in cooperation with other manufacturers or 

trade companies, for example in the form of joint ventures. Another option is to use capital interconnection 

with already existing trade companies, i.e. sales by means of companies with capital participation of steel 

manufacturers.  

MTS policy is used mainly in order to satisfy large number of medium and small customers requesting lower 

quantity of regular assortment. For these customers it is not profitable to purchase directly from the 

manufacturers. High level of customer service is expected - assembly of more types of metallurgical 

materials, including those which are not manufactured by the company itself (also including non-metallic 

materials), instantaneous withdrawal or just-in-time delivery or material modification (cutting or bending 

according to customer’s request is common).  

Current trends lead to expansion of activities towards demanding, often manufacturing, financially 

demanding operations such as staining or metal coating.  It becomes evident that the service centres are 

more capable of conducting these activities than the manufacturing companies themselves. Increased 

finalization reduces the quantity of assortment kept as inventory only to basic ranges of metallurgical 

material sizes. Other savings of costs connected with keeping wide assortment range are brought by 

efficient utilization of information and prognostic systems which enable efficient reduction of risk 

connected with lack of merchantability and obsolescence of inventory [8].  

The decision regarding the selection of suitable production and inventory policy belongs to basic strategic 

logistics decision making in any manufacturing company [9]. In order to reduce the risk of making wrong 

decision it is suitable to use decision support systems (DSS). With regard to the number of factors 

influencing the decision-making process important for the selection of MTS policy in metallurgical 

production and the complex nature of supply chain activities in metallurgical industry, dynamic simulation 

can be seen as adequate DSS in this area [10, 11, 12]. Another model approach useful for decision-making 

was studied by Kašík *13+. 

3.  CASE STUDY 

The decision-making process of MTS policy and the possibility of supporting it by means of dynamic 

simulation can be demonstrated using an example of metal cloth production. The producer has already 
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been using MTS policy with one of its products with regular demand. Maximum inventory level of this 

product in the warehouse is set to 20 000 m2. Production planning and control is carried out on the basis of 

the above mentioned maximum inventory level, current inventory level, incoming orders and capacity of 

the bottleneck, which is represented two annealing furnaces.  

With regards to the ever growing demands of customers to cut the delivery time, the producer will lose 

mainly those customers expecting immediate withdrawal. That is why the producer is considering 

increasing maximum inventory level of the final product in stock up to 50 000 m2, which corresponds with the 

maximum available storage space. A simulation model created to serve this purpose is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1  Simulation model of metal cloth production 

The model covers the entire material flow linked with metal cloth production: input material (wire) 

warehouse, transport of material to annealing furnaces, annealing treatment in the furnaces, material 

cooling, transport of material to coil winding (only half of the material, the other half goes directly to 

weaving), coil winding on one machine, transport of coils to weaving, weaving on three machines, transport 

of produced metal cloth to finished stock room and delivery to a customer. 

The input material is ordered once a month in quantity which is withdrawn from the warehouse a month 

ago (the model uses sufficient material stock for production launch in the first month). Production 

continues only to the moment when maximum inventory level is reached in the finished stock room. 

Acquisition of new orders from customers in quantity corresponding to the capacity of annealing furnaces 

is the impulse for next production launch. Annealing treatment is carried out in three-shift operation, coil 

winding and weaving according to the ordered volume, either in single or double-shift operation. 

The following parameters are, above all, monitored so as to make a decision regarding the maximum 

inventory level of the final product:  

 Average inventory value (EUR∙month-1) 

 Average delivery time (days∙month-1) and its probability distribution  
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During the experimenting process, maximum inventory level of the finished products was changing 

between 20 000 and 50 000 m2 for the set order structure. The simulated period of time was one year. The 

experiments have shown rather small effect of increased maximum inventory level of finished product on 

average inventory value, but significant effect on shortening the average delivery time. At maximum 

inventory level of 50 000 m2 (increase by 150 %), there is only 6.26% increase in average monthly inventory 

value, but there is 84.26% decrease of average delivery time. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Globalisation of metallurgical markets is creating more area for competition, thus giving the buyer an 

opportunity to exert even greater pressure on suppliers, as manifested primarily in pressure on obtaining 

the lowest prices and the best possible conditions of delivery [14]. Strengthening competition and 

increasing requirements of customers force metallurgical companies to consider more and more often 

whether to transfer from traditional MTO to MTS policy for selected assortment. This trend causes that 

new tools which would reduce the risk of making wrong strategic decisions in this area are looked for.  

The case study results proved that dynamic simulation belongs to these tools. It can be recommended 

especially in case of complex metallurgical processes where a great number of factors influencing MTS 

decision making must be taken into consideration. Its implementation also brings detailed analysis of the 

studied production process which makes it possible to improve the efficiency of production planning and 

control system. In case of metal cloth production, for example, new rules for planning single and double-

shift operation for coil winding and weaving have been defined, which lead to savings in operational costs.  
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Abstract 

The concept of data mining (data mining) is a general term for various methods of data analysis, often using 

artificial intelligence. The process of data mining is based on tabulated or otherwise, arranged usually blind 

dates. It ends by finding of knowledge (patterns) contained in these data, expressed in a simpler and 

clearer form  than the original data. Monitoring and control systems collect for control and evaluation 

purposes a number of operational data, which are usually archived, for operator systems construct their 

databases as easily as possible, each trend is usually stored in a separate table. Data in tables are stored in 

two basic principles, either periodically after a preset time interval or after a certain event. In terms of 

subsequent offline data processing it would be advantageous to impose a set of related data to the same 

table. Then a change of each stored variables impose storage of the entire record, including data that has 

not changed its value. As a solution  of previous problems saving each monitored variable in a separate 

table could be, but this solution complicates establishing the overall information from the data in different 

tables. The article focuses on some procedures for automated data processing technology. We focus on the 

preparation reheating furnaces process data to be usable for processing of data mining techniques. 

Keywords: reheating furnace, data mining, state machine, grammar, formal language, preprocess 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Data mining methods are currently widely used for their ability to find connections between phenomena 

that are not obvious at first glance, and predict the facts that from the original raw-data cannot be drawn. 

In industrial control systems there is an amount of archived data, which would generally be appropriate for 

predictive purposes, but for these purposes they are not properly sorted. For purposes of data mining is 

necessary to convert the data into a suitable form. The data from industrial heating furnaces will be 

analyzed for the blooms stay in the oven. We are going to show that the problem of analysis of these data 

can be converted into a sequence of symbols that can be evaluated as an artificial language as sentences 

based on the grammar and on the base of this grammar deterministic finite machine can be constructed. 

Words of the language than will mean a recall of certain events, such as the event of evaluation of data 

registration. Linear regression methods can be used for the reconstruction of the stay of blooms . We 

assume that based on this data the means of data mining technology can evaluate the different 

technological states of the furnace and on the basis of these states parameters of the predictive model of 

the furnace control can be assessed.  
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2.  DATA MINING 

Data mining (data mining) is a general term for various methods of data analysis, often using artificial 

intelligence. The process of data mining is based on tabulated or otherwise arranged usually blind dates. It 

ends by finding of knowledge (patterns) contained in these data, which are expressed in a simpler and 

clearer form, and which can be used easily in dealing with future situations than the original data.  

Monitoring and control systems collect for the purpose of monitoring a number of operational data. These 

systems construct their databases as easily as possible, each trend is usually stored in a separate table. Data 

in the tables are stored in two basic principles, either periodically after a preset time interval or after a 

certain event - change of a variable value. But this leads to redundancy. The solution could be to store each 

reference variable in a separate table. Many systems use their own mechanisms for storing data that 

combine both periodic data storage and storage management using a change of value. These data must be 

preprocessed before deploying data mining [5], [7], [8]. 

3.  DATABASE OF CONTRON SYSTEM OF REHEATING FURNACE 

Records Position store information about the current setting of a furnace, which is updated every five 

minutes. From this information it is possible to be read whether furnace moves a step appeared or not. For 

two consecutive entries in the table Position three possible factors can be identified: 

 Material movements did not occur 

 The material has moved forward 

 The material has moved backward 

But in all three cases cited above it could not be said whether p. e. there had been such as situation to 

move one space forward and then one position backwards. Records Billets contain information about 

entrance billets into the furnace. Information about setting is stored at the time of entrance of a new series 

of blooms. The goal is to create a software system that recalculates data from these databases in order to 

apply data mining methods. Received data are then going to be used for analysis of the possibility of 

running the furnace predictive control [1], [4]. 

4.  DESCRIPTION OF SETTING BLOOMS TO AND FROM THE FURNACE 

From a technological point of view, both in terms of processing and from the perspective of the actual 

furnace technology it can be assumed that the furnace move are up to certain limits smooth. This 

consideration led us to the proposed linear method of identifying the blooms inputs and outputs to and 

from the separate positions.  
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Fig. 1  Timeline of the furnace step 

The Fig. 1 shows the timeline which includes times Position from the record (Position marking milestones 

round). Moments of furnace rotation (double arrows labeled Empty input) are not part of any record, they 

can be only assessed from the Position record. A simple triangle is a record entry from record  Billets 

(labeled Input). 

At each time interval can happen four different situations: 

a) During five minutes there was no step of a furnace, the furnace has been deployed a new row of 

blooms. 

b) During five minutes one or more rows of blooms was charged without en empty step. 

c) During five minutes  one or more empty steps furnace was done. 

d) During five  minutes  the new row of billets were charged and an empty step or steps of the furnace 

was done.  

Situations ad a) and ad b) any data have not to have interpolated. In the first situation, all the blooms for 

five minutes remained in the same position, in the second situation the time of the rotating of the furnace 

is clearly determined. In two other situations data must be corrected to obtain really values. Development 

of both database files is running in parallel for each cast. The output is a sequence of characters 

corresponding to records in files. On the basis of these characters it is possible to evaluate how to handle 

time data. 

5.  STATE MACHINE, FORMAL LANGUAGE 

Nondeterministic finite machine is tupple  0    ,Σ,  ,  , M Q q F , where Q  is a finite set of states, Σ  is a 

finite input alphabet,  is a mapping of  2   QQ  ( Q2 is the set of subsets of a set Q ), 0    q Q  is the 
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initial state of and    F Q is the set of final states. Mapping   is called a transition function, where 

 :Q Q  , then machine M is a deterministic finite automaton [3], [6].  

The Fig. 2 shows a simple model of finite machine with one initial state and the two end states. The input 

alphabet is A, B, C and D. The set of states are states S1, S2 and S3. 

The activity of the finite state machine  M is given by a sequence of transitions, the transition from one 

state to another one is controlled by the transition function, which under the present state of iq and just 

read the symbol Σa  input string specifies the future state 
jq machine. The reason for using a 

deterministic state machine is its ability to recognize the language sentences built around clearly defined 

grammar. As well as a sequence of letters in the text identifies individual words of our natural language, it 

is possible to create individual letters of an artificial language, where each character corresponds to a 

particular state read from the input furnace databases. Recognized symbols then will determine how we 

will interpret the input data [3].  

The Fig. 3 shows part of the finite machine that recognizes the often incomplete grammar, appointed by 

the stated above. The figure clearly shows that the grammar is not correct because the state of the Write  

has not defined a transition from any input or internal state machine. Similarly, the transition from a state  

SetSecond does not end in the final state or any internal state of the state of the machine. The purpose of 

the use of artificial languages and of finite automata theories is to establish a suitable time for estimations 

of missing input data. 

 

6.  ENTRY AND STAY OF BLOOMS IN THE FURNACE ZONES 

If billets are entering into the furnace at regular intervals, then their serial number must be a linear 

function of time. Let the Δt  time between inputs of blooms and empty furnace steps, then for the length 

 

Fig. 3  State machine recognizing the grammar 

Fig. 2  State machine  
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of time interval intt and n  charging bloom (including imaginary ones) will be Δ
1

intt
t

n



. If into the furnace 

in a certain time interval intt   n blooms are charged than the first bloom, denoted by 1sp , enters the 

furnace at time 0t  , the second billet 2sp at time Δt t , n-th billet  nsp at time  1 Δ intt n t t   . 

Really deployed were charged in times that are not multiples of the interval Δt , but in strictly given times 

nt . Now the point is to assign to these times of charge also the corresponding serial numbers of blooms. 

We will get pairs of numbers  [ ,  ]n nx t , which for more than two billets will be understood as the 

coordinates of points. Through this points can be interleaved by a line so that those points with coordinates 

[ ,  ]n nx t  lie as close as possible to that line. A suitable method for determining the parameters of this line 

t ax b   is the method of least squares. It is valid 
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For an imaginary billet with serial number n it can be determined time using  

 nt an b  . (3) 

Next calculation continues according to the following rules: 

in the second period was neither enter a bloom nor an empty furnace step, then as  time will be considered 

to the end time of the first period; 

in the second period there was the entry of a bloom but no empty step was here, then as a relevant time is 

set the time of the first bloom charge in this period; 

an empty step was, then as a valid data  the end time of the second interval will be considered. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The own program for data preparation can then be generated based on models that have been mentioned 

above. The general idea is to convert the archived data to the sequence of symbols which can be viewed as 

an alphabet of a language. Understanding of relationships and dependencies is facilitated by making the 

grammar of the language. Terminal symbols presents a recognizing of a specific sequence of symbols and 

hence the original sequence data as well as. Here all the nonsense which we could commit at a classic 

analysis of problems of this type is revealed. This grammar may be subject to examination and to use 

algorithms for unnecessary symbols suppressing. The resulting grammar bases for  a deterministic state 

machine, which handles the language recognizing the symbols. For a design of this machine it can be 

preferably used a means of UML to enable modeling also an aspects of the final program, the default 

database structure and database output. Output database merged records from three separate databases, 

so that each bloom has assigned to the relevant physical data characterizing the type of treatment of a 

blooms in the furnace and in the forming line. 
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This comprehensive database is applicable to the methods of data mining and will search dependencies 

among the positions of billets in the furnace, furnace temperature environment. These data can now be 

processed by appropriate software such as Statistica, R, Data Miner and others programs. 

We suppose that by using data mining techniques we will be able to separate present processes of blooms 

manufacturing into different categories and for any of them to determine their key characteristics to be 

able to built process models of the furnace and other planning activities in plants [7] [8]. 
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Abstract 

This paper deal with surface defects prediction on continuous casting blanks on continuous casting devices 

with using of data mining methods and knowledge systems. Solution came from processing technology of 

steel melting on continuous casting devices. Problems dealing with defects origin on continuous casting 

blanks are very extensive. In term of defects kind, or possible origin reasons. Also is necessary to say, that 

mechanisms and place of creation of defects are often very complicated and not always quite uniquely 

described. That's why one of the target solution is to verify possibility of use data mining methods for given 

problematic. For current solution was prediction exercise narrow down to surface defects origin. Target of 

this prediction should be support control on continuous casting output, where every blank should be 

marked, if there is some kind of defect caused by crystallizer. This information could provide selection of 

defects blanks before they are going heat up and process in rolling mill. Far in this paper will be described 

process of solving this problems and current results with using multilayer neuron networks in Statistica 

environment. Also will be described knowledge base system made on department of automation and 

computing in metallurgy, VSB-TU Ostrava. 

Keywords: Defects prediction, Quality Management, Data Mining, Continuous casting of steel, Neural Networks  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Metallurgical process are very complex to model and simulation, that is why in present days starting to use 

to control metallurgical processes the methods of artificial intelligence respectively artificial neural 

networks [5]. This paper deal with prediction of longitudinal surface cracks when continuous steel casting 

with usage of artificial neural networks. This metallurgical process is characterized by various types of input 

data and their quantities. Virtually, there is no way how to mathematically and physically model current 

metallurgical process. Occurrence of crack is determined from input data and crack type on the blanks 

surface. As a result of this examination will be real prediction model of surface crack present on continuous 

stelll casting device. 

2. DEFECTS 

Continuous steel casting is technological process, when there can't be eliminated defects present. Liquid 

steel is disgorged into the cold crystallizer, where is the steels surface exposed to oxidizing atmosphere 

incidence. Steel solidification proceed from surface to the centre of the blanks. That is why we can find the 

same or very like defects when the both processes ways. This presumption is concern as the surface defects 

so the inner cracks. In terms of this article are presented the results of this research of prediction of 

longitudinal surfaces defects.  
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2.1 Longitudinal defects 

Longitudinal defects rise, when the blank lose its contact with crystallizer. Outer crust solidity is lower than 

tension  in solid outer crust. Longitudinal cracks occur mainly when casting low carbon level steel into the 

specific shape. Literature and made investigations mention, that these cracks occur on wider walls of the 

blank and together with high sulfur content, while high casting temperatures, or when there is problem 

with crystallizers surface. [1] Already small deformation of crystallizer lead to slower casting speed, higher 

deformation can forbid to do high quality product. Mechanical source of longitudinal defects is wrong level 

of crystallizer to the metallurgical axis of CCD (Continuous Casting Device) [3]. 

Another important factor is cooling too, because while intensive cooling the steels has inclination to crack 

origin. A problem arise, when we have to cooler the crystallizer more intensively, but secondary cooling 

intensity is derived from steel kind and profile shape. Blanks surface temperature behind crystallizer is 

about 1200°C, so the crust is insufficiently rigid and can be deform by aerostatic pressure of the metal.  

Longitudinal defects arise from metallurgical reasons. Generation of defect helped up a high temperature, 

excess casting speed, composition and cleanness of steel. Longitudinal defects on blanks surface, which are 

not in rounded corners area and are in main axis direction we divide to cracks near center and near of edge 

of blanks. Main cause of cracks origin can be uneven cooling in crystallizer or uneven cooling in other parts 

of CCD.[6] There can be caused in that, jets of secondary cooling not function well or they are outside of 

cooling axis. 

In case of casting square profiles, the longitudinal defects rise on rounded corners or in its near 

surroundings. In the case, that casting temperature is comply, the longitudinal defects creation is due to 

crystallizers disorder. Circle profile is most vulnerable to creation of longitudinal defects. Fast congelation 

of steel surface, due to relatively small profiles area, blockade to shring of inner layers and that is why this 

is a good condition to inception of cracks. 

3. DATA PROCESSING 

Input data has heterogeneous character and contain technological data from the process of steel casting. 

There occurred the temperature data for example, time data, chemical data, smelting number, argon 

blowing time, frequency of oscillations and so on. The data file contains 156 of tracking items in 1072 

smelting cases. The data file has been further reduced to main items, which characterizing cause of the 

defects. After reduction the input files has only 86 items, which characterizing technological process of 

CCD. Another step is to divide data with numerical value and text value. Numerical values aren't changing 

and to the text values has to be assigned a key, which convert them into numerical values. Further has been 

reduced single items in the list. The data has been divided into such, which contain defect and which does 

not. After these filtration remain 68 smeltings with defects. These values were then divided into the smaller 

parts. Defects was divided by their position, by their types and size. (Tab. 1.) 
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Table 1  Allocation of defects of single smelting 

Main allocation Variants Shortcut Number 

Allocation by possition 

Defects on the left side of the blank L 16 

Defects on the right side of the blank P 35 

Defects on the both sides of the blank O 17 

Allocation by type 
Point defects B 34 

Lines defects Č 34 

Allocation by size 

Small defects D 1 

Middle defects S 47 

Rough defects H 20 

Another group of meltings were added to this group, which doesn't contain a defect. This way were made 

file, which contain 168 of smelting data, which were used to learn an artificial neural networks. 

4.  CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION 

Artificial neural networks was created in program environment STATISTICA - Neural Networks (Fig. 2.). This 

system involve among others making a group of 

different artificial neural networks and selection of 

the appropriate network with best effort. 

It contain also powerful investigate and analytic 

techniques, which can choose an appropriate input 

variables for analysis of investigated data 

(algorithms for choosing input features).[7] Further 

it can obtain total statistics, making sensitivity 

analysis and making response graphs. Window with 

the parametters of made networks can be seen of 

(Fig. 2.). 

Fig. 2  Program STATISTICA - presentation of the results of artificial neural networks 

To learning artificial neural networks were used 168 meltings, where 100 was without defects and 68 with 

it. In sum were sugested 5 types of artificial neural networks. For every case were generated 300 artificial 

neural networks and for testing purposes was picked 5 artificial neural networks with the best parameters. 

 There will be presented only the best achieved results from single cases. The network topology were the 

same for all. One difference was in possibilities of output values. On (Fig. 3.) we can see block diagram of 

whole system, including interconnection with the expert system. 

The first artificial neural network predict, if the defect occur or not. An artificial neural network were tested 

on 50 meltings, which weren't included into the learning process of the artificial neural network. 

The second artificial neural network predict, if the defect will occur on the right, left or both sides of the 

blank. There was included a possibility, that defect will not occur at all. 

The third artificial neural network characterize the defect from the point of its extensiveness - small, middle 

and rough. There was included a possibility, that defect will not occur at all. 
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The second artificial neural network predict, if the 

defect is circle, line and that the defect is not 

present. 

The fifth artificial neural network were created only 

for verification and print out the code of defect. This 

code is composed from position of the defect, range 

of the defect and type of the defect. In data there 

were 18 possibilities of combination of defects and 

also were added the possibility, that the defect is 

not present.  

For single artificial neural network are the results in 

(Tab. 2). From the results we can assume, that 

results are quite satisfactory in all tracked cases. 

Table 2  Prediction results on current testing group 

Learned networks were generated into the C++ 

language and after the major adjustment were 

incorporate into the new user interface (Fig. 4.). In 

user interface is generated the expert system, which 

can process individual neural networks results. This user interface was created in Microsoft Visual C++ 

2008. User interface is now only for science purposes and will be further improved. 

The results from expert system were tested from all of the neural networks outputs. The output from any 

neural network is connected as the input of the expert system.  The principle of the algorithm rests in, that 

loaded data from continuous casting data database goes throw five neural networks. From the first four 

inputs is determined current state of blank based on the given condition. Expert system will classified 

current blank into the given category, without defect, risk of defect and with defect.[4] This way should be 

minimized the wrong prediction of defect on the blank. 

 

Fig. 3  Block diagram of the system 

Neural 
network 
number 

Mark of the 
network 

Hit rate of 
the defect 

[%] 

1 VVPS 83-19-2 97 

2 VVPS 86-8-4 93 

3 VVPS 85-8-3 98 

4 VVPS 88-8-3  89 

5 VVPS 86-8-18 86 
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Fig. 4  User interface for prediction 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Problems with defect originating on continuous casting blanks is very extensive. There is many kind of 

defects and various causes. In term of this article are presented results of our research of prediction of 

surface cracks.  

Objectives of current problems solving was created of prediction model for existence of longitudinal 

surface defects on the technological data basis with using data mining methods and knowledge systems. 

The information about defect prediction should be used to operating support on continuous casting 

devices, where should be added an information to every single blank, if there is a defect or not. This 

information could be used to selection of defect blanks before their heating up and rolling-mill processing.  

The work was supported by the specific university research of Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of 

the Czech Republic No. SP2011/85 and project of Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republlic No. 

FR-TI1/319 [2]. 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with production scheduling of heat sequences while are steel types casted on continuous 

casting device. For production scheduling are used k-means clustering and fuzzy clustering methods. At 

steel production on continuous casting device are gradually casted different steel types one by one. They 

differ between steel types is in chemical composition and for efective production is necessary to define 

right procedure of types casting and also number of heats which will be casted at one sequence.  

During the changing of steel types when are casting, coming the moment when are first and following steel 

types mixed, outcoming steel types is not like first neither like following one it is so-called mixtured zone. 

For optimization this zone is used clustering method which giving similar attributes clusters. And the steel 

types of cluster will be including to one heat sequence its mean will be casting in one heat sequence.  

The parameters for cluster analysis are chemical composition liquids temperature and other values. 

Calculation is performed in application SAZO (clustering algorithm of steel marks), where are with the help 

of clustering method splitting steel marks into the clusters. These resulting clusters are used when 

designing algorithm for smelting sequence planning. 

Keywords: controling, production scheduling, clustering, steelworks 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

During the process of steel production at continuous casting device the various steel types subsequently 

casted differ in terms of chemical composition, liquids temperature, casting speed, intensity of cooling and 

other technological parameters. 

In order to obtain the highest efficiency in production, it is necessary to find the optimal steel types to cast 

as well as the number of heats casted in one sequence, i.e. the sequence of continuous castings, the blanks 

being passed on to subsequent processing. 

1.1  Production scheduling 

Base of improvement productivity on continuous casting device is increasing number of heats casting in 

one sequence. The goal of production scheduling is to schedule the individual production tasks in the way 

that order requirements are met while current production capacity is not exceeded [6], production 

technological standard is kept and the so-called mixture zones are minimized. 

Technology: During sequential casting can occur situation, when following heats have different chemical 

composition; It may occur that during the sequence continuous casting, the subsequent heat contains 

different chemical composition of steel and the steel of the current heat starts mixing with the steel of the 

mailto:helena.novakova@vsb.cz
mailto:hana.mazalova.st@vsb.cz
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subsequent heat in the tundish - at the moment of opening the pouring ladle. As a result, the casted steel 

varies in chemical composition, which does not correspond neighter to the previous (current) or the 

subsequent steel quality - called the mixture zone. The extent of the mixture zone at the casted current 

depends mostly on the level of disparity in chemical composition of the mixed steel types, than on the 

weight of steel in the tundish, on the temperature differation of the two steel types, on the scheme of 

tundish filling in the so - called heat-interface period, on the number of active casted currents, on the 

allocation of the steel casted current at the tundish and on the shape of the tundish [1]. 

It is mean, that production scheduling on continuous casting device have difficult questions, with lot of 

aspects, like technologic parameters also trade character parameters. The goal of production scheduling, is 

make production schedule task, so that will corresponding in customs requirement and production in the 

same time [4]. There is controlling about transformation of orders to review throughput of orders. i.e. 

connecting time grade to one operation on the part of device etc. with considering limited conditions and 

required quality. 

Modern methods of production management and production scheduling allowed formation new 

solutions.[5] We suggest a simplified algorithm to design heat sequences in the way that the steel types 

casted in one sequence had very similar chemical parameters and temperature dependence. The algorithm is 

to schedule steel types groups casted at a continuous casting device, using the Cluster Analysis. The Cluster 

Analysis groups steel types into clusters. One steel types cluster corresponds to one heat sequence at the 

continuous casting device. The algorithm does not consider deadlines of clients orders, it schedules steel 

types to be casted in the same day (daily heat), in heat sequences and the required steel types are casted. 

2.  CLUSTERING OF STEEL TYPES 

2.1  K-means algorithm  

The K-means algorithm assigns each point to the cluster whose center (also called centroid) is nearest. The 

center is the average of all the points in the cluster — that is, its coordinates are the arithmetic mean for 

each dimension separately over all the points in the cluster [2]. 

Example: The data set has three dimensions and the cluster has two points:  

X = (x1, x2, x3) and Y = (y1, y2, y3).  

Then the centroid Z becomes 

Z = (z1, z2, z3), where z1 = (x1 + y1)/2 and z2 = (x2 + y2)/2 and z3 = (x3 + y3)/2 [2]. 

The algorithm steps: 

 Choose the number of clusters, k. 

 Randomly generate k clusters and determine the cluster centers, or directly generate k random 

points as cluster centers. 

 Assign each point to the nearest cluster center. 

 Recompute the new cluster centers. 

 Repeat the two previous steps until some convergence criterion is met (usually that the assignment 

hasn't changed). 
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The main advantages of this algorithm are its simplicity and speed which allows it to run on large datasets. 

Its disadvantage is that it does not yield the same result with each run, since the resulting clusters depend 

on the initial random assignments. It minimizes intra-cluster variance, but does not ensure that the result 

has a global minimum of variance. Another disadvantage is the requirement for the concept of a mean to 

be definable which is not always the case [2]. 

There are various approchaces as to determine the initial centroids, for example k first objects from the file. 

As the next step, distances from each object to each initial centroid are explored by calculating distance of 

each pair. There are numerous ways of calculating the distance, we will use Euclidean distance measures. 

Uses the square root of the sum of the squared distances between observations. Euclidean distance 

measures the length of a straight line drawn between two objects; it is the most commonly used distance 

measurement [3]. 

ji
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where DE - Euclidean distance; xi , xj - row in a matrix; xij, xjl - element in a matrix. 

2.2  SAZO - Steel types clustering algorithm 

The following simplifying conditions are assumed to design the production scheduling algorithm (Figure 1.) 

This case proceeds the following customer requirements claimed at a steelwork: steel quality (steel type), 

deadline of product delivery and the total required weight, by dividing the process in levels 0 to 3.  

At level 1, priority of order is evaluated, i.e. the required deadline of delivery of the product. The order with 

the earliest deadline is considered as high priority.  

At level 2, the order is evaluated regarding the shape of the product, circle sections of various proportions 

being classified as Circle, right-angle sections of four sides corresponding to the used continuous casting 

device, being classified as Quadrangle. 

Level 3 refers to the K-Means method, 

K=10 assumes ten heat sequences. The 

following step includes calculation of 

algorithm of weight of outputs to 

enable creating a time schedule of 

production of the individual heats. The 

total weight of sequence is divided by 

the production capacity of the steel 

furnace. According to the capacity 

utilization, the appropriate clusters 

can be fused (type, format) within the 

decision tree branches. That means 

that if an order of high priority does 

not utilize all the capacity of the 

crystallizer, and simultaneously, there exists an order for a paralel sequence in the branch of low priority, it 

is possible to complete this sequence up to the maximum capacity of the 
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 crystallizer. This case is schematically illustrated on Figure 2. 

2.3        Software application SAZO 

The software application which can be used 

to solving our issue was develop at 

Department of Automation and Computing 

in Metallurgy, VSB-Technical University of 

Ostrava. Called SAZO - steel types clustering 

algorithm (Figure 3.). At this application is 

possible to creating clusters in according to 

the previous described algorithm. The 

applications were tested by 152 steel types 

(steel types are renamed to numbers from 1 

to 152 where each steel types has 27 

parameters to characteristic. 

The input parameters for solving are file 

contain requirements about casting: steel 

quality (steel type), requirements for quality 

and the shape of product. Application SAZO 

is numerical model of steel types clustering 

algorithm where inputs are simplified, but 

for realistic conditions is necessary 

determine it in detail, such us deadline of 

product delivery and the total required 

weight, specific form etc. 

Initial step is loading input requirements, 

which are display in first column. Button 

“Shlukování” starts algorithm, which sorts 

input data to 4 groups:  

 priority low, circular shape,  

 priority low, quadrangular shape 

 priority high, circular shape,  

 priority high, quadrangular shape.  

Obr. 1. Algoritmus výrobního rozvrhování 

Fig. 1. Production scheduling algorithm 

 

 

Fig. 2  Scheme of production scheduling algorithm 
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                          Fig. 3  Main page SAZO                                     Fig. 4  Steel types representation in SAZO 

   

Fig. 5  Clustering results in SAZO 

Those groups are displayed in columns 2 - 5 on output screen. Application SAZO creates three variants of 

results for all groups, i.e. steel types are sorts to 2 - 4 clusters (Figure 5.). In this way can user suggest 

composition optimally in relation to current conditions. The application also offers to user the ability to 

display all steel types and their parameters, which are used for the clustering algorithm (Figure 4.). 

Steel types clustering can be developed further by implementation of fuzzy clustering. In fuzzy clustering is 

added to each input corresponds to "degrees of truth" between 0 and 1. Degree of truth is equal to 0 

means that entity isn´t in this cluster, opposite if it´s equal to 1 means that entity is in this cluster 

unequivocally. When entity is in one cluster unequivocally, is in competent line once value 1 and other 

values are 0. The entity could be in more than one cluster (overlapping clusters), then is determined 

entities degrees of truth for this clusters. Overlapping clusters allows making united clusters and via the 

steel types in this clusters can be put together in the following sequence. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

During the process of steel production at continuous casting device, the various steel types subsequently 

casted differ in composition and other technological parameters. In order to obtain the highest efficiency in 
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production, it is necessary to find the optimal steel types to cast as well as the number of heats casted in 

one sequence. 

At continuous casting, the consequence of casting numerous steel types in one sequence is creating, by 

mutual chemical interaction of the two following steel types, a steel type which does not correspond to 

neither the previous or the successive steel type. In order to minimize such discrepancy, we propose the 

following solution, based on grouping steel brands into sets according to shared parameters and similar 

chemical composition. Such grouped types correspond to the particular heat sequences. 

Technological parameters for cluster analysis are chemical composition, liquids temperature, intensity of 

cooling and other. Computation is made in software application SAZO, where are steel types connected to 

clusters due to clustering method. Clusters are using to design the production scheduling algorithm. 
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Abstract 

In this paper assessment results of environmental impacts in conventional blast furnace iron-making 

system based on LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) will be presented. LCA is  important tool in implementing the 

Environmental Management System (EMS). LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects and 

potential impacts associated with the product or technology. LCA is an environmental assessment tool for 

evaluation of impacts that a technology or product has on the environment over the entire period of its life 

- from the extraction of the raw material through the manufacturing, packaging and marketing processes, 

the use, re-use and maintenance of the product, to its eventual recycling or disposal as waste at the end of 

its useful life. LCA analysis will be carried out in accordance with standard EN ISO 14040:2006, by four 

phase: goal and scope definition of LCA, inventory analysis LCI (Life Cycle Inventory), impact assessment 

LCIA (Life Cycle Impact Assessment) and interpretation.  The input and output data needed to perform the 

LCA will be collected and presented. Evaluating iron-making processes to assess their environmental 

impacts is often difficult due to the many inputs and outputs involved. Tests will be performed at the 

Central Mining Institute. In order to perform LCA analysis for ferrous metallurgy will be used SimaPro 7 

software and will be applied two of the life cycle impact assessment methods - Ecoindicator 99 and IPCC 

GWP 100a.  

Keywords:  LCA (Life Cycle Assessment), blast furnace iron-making system, environmental assessment, 

ULCOS project (Ultra-Low Carbon dioxide Steelmaking) 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) provides a holistic approach that considers the potential 

environmental impacts from all stages of manufacture, product use and end-of-life. This technique allows 

you to conduct a comparative analysis of various raw materials in order to choose the most 

environmentally-efficient raw materials and fuels with the least environmental impact. 

From a few years  steel plants introduce cleaner technologies, BAT (Best Available Techniques) and 

environmental techniques: Cleaner Production and Ecodesign.  It was also noted the importance of LCA 

(Life Cycle Assessment) in environmental assessments metallurgical processes due to the comprehensive 

approach evaluated technology. LCA is important methods using for environmental impacts assessment of 

current, alternative and future technologies in iron-making. The paper presents an evaluation of 

environmental concerns in ironmaking, which is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions. 
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2.  SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMET IN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

2.1 Environmental Life Cycle Assessment 

Life Cycle Assessment is one of the eco-efficiency analysis tool. Linked LCA with economic tools can be used 

to measure and compare eco-efficiency of selected technologies, products or processes.  Eco-efficiency is a 

new concept in environmental management which integrates environmental considerations with economic 

analysis to improve products and technologies.  Eco-efficiency is a strategic tool and it is one of the key 

factors of it sustainable development. Eco-efficiency analysis allows finding the most effective solution 

taking into account economic aspects and environmental compatibility of products or technologies. The 

purpose of eco-efficiency is to maximise value creation while having minimised the use of resources and 

emissions of pollutants [1].  The blast furnace will remain dominant for the production route from iron ores 

to crude steel. In Europe, global warming is perceived by politicians, the media and the public as the results 

of human activity. The blame is generally pinned exclusively on CO2 emissions [2]. 

In this article methodology of LCA is shown in case study of conventional blast furnace iron-making system. 

This research focused on identifying and quantifying the environmental impact by using Life Cycle 

Assessment (LCA). The scope of the study included blast furnace ironmaking process which associates with 

all emission (air, water and soil), energy and materials acquisition. The results were then compared in order 

to identify the major environmental impacts based on “gate-to-gate” approach. In this research, 

environmental impact categories were quantified using SimaPro 7.1 software with Eco-indicator 99 and 

IPCC methods.  

LCA is a technique of the evaluation of environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with all 

stages of the life of products and technology. LCA takes into account the environmental impacts of the 

manufacturing processes of a product, the extraction of the raw materials used by these processes, the use 

and maintenance of the product by the consumer, its end-of-life (recycling, reuse or disposal - see e.g. [3]) 

as well as the various methods of transport occurring between every link of the chain. LCA can be assist 

tool for the decision and apply to design of the new products and the technology, and their development. 

The LCA method consists of four phases (according to EN ISO 14040:2006) [4,5]:  

1. Goal and scope definition,  

2. Inventory analysis LCI (Life Cycle Inventory),  

3. Impact assessment LCIA (Life Cycle Impact Assessment),  

4. Interpretation.  

LCI (Life Cycle Inventory) is phase of Life Cycle Assessment involving the compilation and quantification of 

inputs and outputs for a product throughout its life cycle. LCI studies comprise three phases: the goal and 

scope definition, inventory analysis and interpretation. LCIA (Life Cycle Impact Assessment) is phase of Life 

Cycle Assessment aimed at understanding and evaluating the magnitude and significance of the potential 

environmental impact for a product system throughout the life cycle of product or technology [4-6]. 

2.2 Life cycle of steel 

The European Steel Industry has created a consortium of industries and of research organizations that has 

taken up the mission of developing the breakthrough technologies - the ULCOS (Ultra-Low CO2 
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Steelmaking). The consortium develops a breakthrough steelmaking process that has the potential of 

meeting the target of reducing GHG (Greenhouse Gas) emissions. The ULCOS project is today the largest 

endeavour within the steel industry worldwide, proactively looking for solutions to the threat of global 

warming [7]. LCA analyses are performed in the frame of ULCOS project in the purpose of assessing of the 

influence of metallurgical processes on the environment and choice of new technologies. According to 

ULCOS interconnection between LCA and Aspen Plus is a powerful tool in the selection of new technologies 

for environmental friendly steel production [8-11]. 

LCA in analysis of metallurgical processes is acting as part of International World Steel Association 

(Worldsteel). In 1 996 International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) carried out a “cradle to gate” Life Cycle 

Inventory (LCI) study [12]. The World Steel Association has released its 2 010 global steel Life Cycle 

Inventory (LCI). The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) initiated a LCA program in 1 994. The program 

centers  on training and education, conducting studies of steel products, participating in LCA projects which 

include steel, and promoting the development of LCA [13].   

3. METHODS 

For environmental impact evaluation of blast furnace iron-making system were used two of the life cycle 

impact assessment methods - IPCC GWP 100a method (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Global 

Warming Potential, 100 years) to evaluate the greenhouse gas emissions of iron-making and Ecoindicator 

99 to environmental impact assessment.  IPCC method allows a quantitative assessment of impacts of 

greenhouse gases (GHG - greenhouse gases) on the greenhouse effect, related to the CO2 in the assumed 

time horizon of 100 years. Ecoindicator 99 method allows to present result in three categories: Human 

Health, Resources and Ecosystem Quality and presents the results in eleven specific categories contained 

within those of the three categories. In accordance with ISO 14040:2006, set the objective, scope, system 

boundaries and limitations of LCA and the analysis of inputs and outputs of LCI (Life Cycle Inventory). Carry 

out a full analysis of the life cycle of technology is a complex process, therefore study has limitations. In the 

first stage of the research conducted environmental impact analysis techniques LCA for steel (in integrated 

steel plant). The study included blast furnace iron-making process. In order to obtain environmental data, 

data collection sheet was developed for the unit processes including  the input data (consumption of raw 

materials and energy) and outputs (products, emissions of dust and gas, wastewater and waste). For 

comparative purposes, all data were determined in relation to the same functional unit, a ton of liquid 

steel. 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

LCA analysis  for iron and steel plant and for conventional blast furnace iron-making system was conducted 

using the SimaPro 7.1.8. in the Central Mining Institute. This analysis was performed by the IPCC method to 

assess the effect of iron making technology on greenhouse gas emissions. In the domestic steel industry 

approximately 60% of supplied energy consuming technologies, ferrous metallurgy (coke ovens, sinter 

plants and blast furnaces), with over half of this consumption in blast furnaces, which are the largest source 

of CO2 emissions in the steel plant. Fig 1 presents  five main elements of the input technology of iron and 

steel, which have the largest impact on greenhouse gas emissions (in accordance with the IPCC method). 

The main factors are 58,84% of all materials used for steel producing. It was found that the largest impact is 

coke, which is primarily used in the production of pig iron in a blast furnace. 
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Fig. 1  Influence of main input factors in steel mill on greenhouse gas emissions (own calculations in the 
SimaPro) 

Next step of research was conducted evaluation of the impact of conventional blast furnace iron-making 

system on greenhouse gas emissions. Fig 2 shows the five elements of blast furnace process, which, in 

accordance with the results obtained LCA analysis made by the IPCC method have the greatest impact on 

greenhouse gas emissions. It was found that the greatest impact of them is coke, which is the main fuel in 

the process. Then described  the size of the impact of various raw materials used in the blast furnace 

process of global warming (Table 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Global warming influence tree of the blast furnaces technology (own calculations in the SimaPro) 

Table 1  Influence of different raw materials of blast furnace  on global warming, per one ton of liquid steel 
(own calculations in the SimaPro) 
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On the basis of conducted  analysis found that the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the iron 

blast furnace process is due to the high coke consumption (an average  430 kg per one ton of liquid steel). 

Based on previous work in this field was set two emission lines: the replacement of coke by substitute fuels  

and the use of alternative technologies to the blast furnace process [14,15]. 

The second analysis was performed using Ecoindicator 99 assessment method. The evaluation of 

environmental impacts caused by the BF ironmaking effects of three categories: " Human Health", 

"Ecosystem Quality" and "Resources" in Pt per one ton of liquid steel is shown in Fig 3 (using Ecoindicator 

99 method). In Table 2 was shown eleven impact categories using Ecoindicator 99 assessment method for 

blast furnace iron-making production, in Pt per one ton of liquid steel. 

 

Fig. 3  Environmental impact assessment of the blast furnace iron-making in three damage categories,  Pt 
per one ton of liquid steel (own calculations in the SimaPro) 

Table 2  Environmental impact assessment in eleven impact categories, Pt per one ton of liquid steel (own 

calculations in the SimaPro) 
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LCA analysis by using Ecoindicator 99 method shows that the average Ecoindicator value for conventional 

blast furnace iron-making system in national conditions is 155 Pt per one ton of liquid steel. It was found 

that the highest impact on the environment occurs in the category of " Human Health " amounts 128 Pt. 

The category " Human Health " is 83% of risks posed by this process.  

5.  CONCLUSION 

Among the methods available to evaluate the environmental, economic and social performance of 

materials, technologies and products, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) provides a holistic approach that 

considers the potential environmental impacts from all stages of manufacture, product use and end-of-life. 
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It is important to integrated environmental assessment and results of LCA with other economic methods 

into product design at an early stage to improve the environmental and economic performance of the 

product or technology and to eco-efficiency analysis. 

Environmental Life Cycle Assessment study in iron and steel industry is widely developing in the world. This 

method can be used for selecting new optimal technologies or products. LCA is important methods using 

for environmental impacts assessment of current, alternative and future technologies in iron-making.  

Fossil fuel is the main source of greenhouse gas emissions for steel plant, especially for iron-making. Energy 

saving is an important strategy for CO2 emission reduction. 

Depending on the coke consumption and blast furnace process conditions  a  greenhouse gas emissions  

and environmental impact assessment are widely divergent. It depends, inter alia, on whether the 

substitute fuel is used. 
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Abstract 

The growing dynamics of changes in the market environment creates pressure to increase speed and 

flexibility of enterprises at acceptable costs to meet the quickly and sometimes unexpectedly changing 

requirements of immediate customers but also customers of these customers in the value chain. A tool for 

achieving this goal can be the integration of the business logistics system with logistics systems of suppliers 

and customers on the basis of CPFR methods (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment). 

Implementation of CPFR requires adapting to the specifics of each supplier-customer value chain. The 

method of supply chain management and mechanism of replenishment by suppliers to their customers is 

dependent on the type of production process in the given supply chain. A different way of supply chain 

management on both the company and inter-company level must be applied in the case that it is a 

continuous production, another one in the case of batch production. The paper specifies how to use the 

CPFR method in chains with continuous productions, which are located in chemical-technological and 

metallurgy industry. Using a concrete example of supply chain with these production systems, the article 

outlines the principle of managing the material flow based on the CPFR method. It specifies how to 

implement collaborative sales forecasting and logistics planning, how to set up a mechanism of stock 

replenishment and also provides a flexible way of replenishment on the basis of current requirements of 

end customers, including operational management of the continuous productions in this system of supply 

chain management. 

Keywords: Value Chain, Supply Chain Management (SCM), Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and 

Replenishment (CPFR), continuous production. 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

The growing dynamics of changes in the market environment creates pressure to increase speed and 

flexibility of enterprises at acceptable costs to meet the quickly and sometimes unexpectedly changing 

requirements of immediate customers but also customers of these customers in the value chain. A tool for 

achieving this goal can be the integration of the business logistics system with logistics systems of suppliers 

and customers on the basis of CPFR methods (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment). 

CPFR was developed to minimize out-of stocks by synchronizing forecasting and planning between retailers 

and manufacturers [1,2.]. The focus of CPFR lies in vertical channel integration to achieve some of the 

efficiencies of coordinated systems without ownership [3.] Skjoett-Larsen et al. define CPFR as 

"Collaboration where two or more parties in the supply chain jointly plan a number of promotional 

activities and work out synchronised forecasts, on the basis of which the production and replenishment 

processes are determined" [4].  CPFR is a set of business processes that are established and empowered by 

a formal agreement to cooperate on strategy, tactics and execution by resolution of exceptions [5]. 

According to Danese [6] companies implement CPFR for two main reasons. In some cases central 
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companies aim to reduce costs (e.g. investments in stocks) without penalising service levels (strategy of 

efficiency); in others the main purpose is to make the supply network more reactive to demand changes 

(strategy of responsiveness). CPFR method is generally applicable in all chains, where there is sufficient 

willingness of individual members to this type of collaboration. Implementation of CPFR requires adapting 

to the specifics of each supplier-customer value chain. The method of supply chain management and 

mechanism of replenishment by suppliers to their customers is dependent on the type of production 

process in the given supply chain. A different way of supply chain management on both the company and 

inter-company level must be applied in the case that it is a continuous production, another one in the case 

of batch production. However, the professional literature has so far addressed the CPFR method only in 

general terms. For now, one can not find more coherent instructions on management of logistics processes 

based on this method, taking into account the specifics of individual chains. It is therefore not yet 

recommended to use the management method in the supply chain based on this method, involving various 

types of production systems. The paper specifies how to use the CPFR method in chains with continuous 

productions, which are located in chemical-technological and metallurgy industry.   

2.  CPFR METHOD APPLICATION IN SUPPLY CHAIN INVOLVING CONTINUOUS PRODUCTIONS 

In managing chains with discontinuous production processes in which products are made in different series 

(such as organic pigments and dyes, pharmaceutical substances), customer requirements for technical 

quality and volume of the product are of utmost importance and so are requirements for delivery time. In 

managing these chains, it is important to adapt to individual customer requirements and make them 

satisfied with diversity of products delivered in due time. The moment of delivery should be as 

synchronized as possible with the time the product is needed in the manufacturing process of the 

customer. It is necessary to deliver on due date, or even better in due hour. By contrast, in managing a 

logistics chain including continuous, mass production processes (by which basic inorganic chemicals are 

produced, for example), CPFR-based methods, it is necessary to focus mainly on continuity of the flow 

through the company and chain. Crucial is to tune individual production stages so that there was a 

continuous and economical material flow. Logistical systems (of particular members) of the whole chain 

have to be closely linked and various activities related to providing value to end users must follow each 

other smoothly. The material flow through the entire chain must be predicated by jointly drawn or at least 

shared plans and must comply with current requirements of end users. Information sharing is probably the 

most pertinent one because it affects performance of the whole supply chain significantly [7]. To 

demonstrate the management of material flow in the chain, let us consider a simplified example of supply 

chain composed of logistics chains of individual companies. Corporate logistics systems contain mass 

continuous manufacturing processes. The material flow in this chain can be indicated through Figure 1. 
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Let us assume that individual buyers in the chain are key customers of their suppliers. The product of the 

entire chain is sold through wholesale, wholesale and retail, or through direct sales (e.g. sale of fertilizers). 

To demonstrate application of the method, we consider a supply chain whose last members (wholesale and 

retail) are separate business entities. All production systems in the chain are mass, continuous productions. 

Manufacturer C purchases major material inputs from Suppliers A and B. Supplier B delivers his/her product 

not only to Manufacturer C but also to many other manufacturers. Supplier A supplies his/her products to 

Manufacturers B and C. This product is a strategic material input for both customers. Manufacturer A’s 

product is not delivered to other manufacturers. Manufacturer A processes the primary input into the 

chain.  

2.1 Collaborative Demand and Sales Forecasting  

The first step should be to forecast demand and sales to the end users of the chain. As for demand 

forecasting methods, this work is not intended to address these in detail. However, it is appropriate to 

emphasize the need to choose the right method. The various methods of forecasting sales are not 

interchangeable, and each of them is suitable for a different event. For example Lenort et al. recommend 

model for medium-term forecasting of the consumption of plates in plants producing heavy plate cut 

shapes. In this model, quantitative techniques based on time series analysis were used for the forecasting: 

simple moving average model with a multiplicative seasonal adjustment, Winter’s exponential smoothing 

model and seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) model [8]. However, the claim 

that the more a method is complicated, the more accurate the forecasts are is not generally valid. The 

selection of the method should be governed by a rule that for most users the most suitable is the method 

that gives the best results [9]. Very important is to identify the period for which both forecasting and 

planning are intended. Due to the type of production processes in a particular chain, one week would 

appear to be a suitable period. One day interval for planning and stock replenishment to individual 

customers is just too short with regard to the fact that the production processes are continuous in the 

particular chain. In these types of productions, tactical and operational plans are usually elaborated for 

each month. Even one-week interval might be too short with regard to the quantity to be transported 

between particular enterprises. For this interval, a prediction is therefore made according to individual 

items and individual retailers. Subsequently, the predictions of individual retail sales are summarized at the 

wholesale level, and the projected wholesale sales are added. In term of organization of whole process it is 

possible to differentiate two models: the first model assumes that each member updates future demand 

forecasts periodically and is able to integrate the adjusted forecasts into the replenishment process; in the 

second model, called the collaborative forecasting model, the supplier and the retailer jointly determine 

the forecast in the system, and forecasting information becomes public information to them [7].  

Using the second model requires, however, that the shared demand and sales forecast be subject to 

comment by all the partners, within which objections may arise. The point is that the amount of sales and 

demand, for example, may be affected by the planned marketing activities in individual companies. 

Particularly important is, for example, information on the planned application of sales promotions. The final 

demand and sales are of course affected most by the tactical and operational marketing management of 

the retail as the last link in the chain, but the purchasing may be affected also be another link in the chain. 

A set and agreed sales forecast by individual items is the basis for planning the material flow through the 

chain. 
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2.2 Collaborative Planning in the Supply Chain 

Suppose that the sales forecast for the end product is determined according to individual retailers, by 

individual items and by individual weeks. At the chain indicated, the actual product is not differentiated; 

the individual items differ in the size of packages (fertilizers, detergents). The wholesale should therefore in 

accordance with the sales forecasts just before the start of a particular week supply individual retails with a 

sufficient quantity by individual items, and supply itself for the given period. To do this, it needs well in 

advance (which will allow distribution to retail stores) to receive from the manufacturer the demanded 

volumes of the product according to individual items. The moment of delivery of products to retail outlets 

is the deadline on which the manufacturer must deliver products in a desired range and quantity. If one 

subtracts the time to transport the product to the wholesaler, the manufacturer of the end product gets an 

indication of the necessary time of shipment. This is the last possible moment when the correct amount of 

products should be in the manufacturer's shipping warehouse by individual items. The time of shipment is 

critical for planning the production volume of Supplier C. The volume of production must be ensured by a 

smooth flow of material production and shipping. It is actually about planning the overall use of the 

production equipment (capacity utilization) in a given period (week). The production volume of 

Manufacturer C determines the material flow from the supplying companies. If one could realize deliveries 

from Supplier B and A by pipeline, one would need only to align the volume of material passing through the 

pipeline with the necessary input size (spraying) of the raw materials to the manufacturing equipment with 

Supplier C. If productions are not interconnected by the pipeline, it is necessary supply Manufacturer C with 

the raw material in certain quanta so that the raw material enters its production facilities continuously in 

accordance with the planned performance of the production facility (which reflects the demand and sales 

forecast for the period). In the case indicated, the situation is slightly more complicated in that Supplier A 

supplies both Supplier B (and thus indirectly Manufacturer C) and directly Supplier C. This situation occurs, 

for example, in the production of fertilizers (ammonium saltpetre). The input into production is then both 

nitric acid and ammonia, while nitric acid is also produced from ammonia. In this case, the volume of the 

Manufacturer A’s production is determined concurrently by the performance of the two downstream 

manufacturing facilities in the following week (and by Manufacturer C’s production performance in the 

following week). To maintain a smooth flow of material throughout the whole chain, it is important that 

deliveries of the primary input are fully synchronized with the planned volume of Manufacturer A [10].    

If demand and sales are forecasted and planned according to particular weeks, so must the tactical and 

operational plans in the production chain be developed according to particular weeks. The process of 

planning the production in a given period (week) is influenced by when you need to ship the first 

consignment to the dealer (wholesale). If a wholesale replenishes retailers just before the start of the given 

week, e.g. Sunday 8 am, the manufacturer of the end product (Supplier C) must deliver products by this 

time at latest to the wholesale according to individual items. In planning production, one must first subtract 

the time needed to transport the product from one’s own business to the wholesale and gain the time of 

the expedition. Suppose that transport will always require 8 hours. Dispatch from Manufacturer C’s 

company must take place on Saturday at 12 pm. To produce the required amount of the product, the 

manufacturer has the time until the last shipment, i.e. from the previous Saturday at 12 pm. Thus is 

determined the potential number of hours for production while time lags need to be simultaneously 

considered due to scheduled maintenance of the production equipment. Based on the findings of the 

planned number of hours for production, the required hourly production performance is set for the 
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manufacturing facility. Subsequently, Manufacturer C's requirement arises to supply the material inputs 

from Suppliers B and A. The requirement is based on the standard raw material consumption per unit of 

production and planned production volume. If the production facilities in the chain are not interconnected 

by the pipeline, it is again necessary to determine the time required to transport and use it as a basis for 

the planned number of hours for production and hence the required size of the hourly output of the 

manufacturing equipment of both the Manufacturer B and C. In the joint planning in the indicated chain, it 

must be considered that Manufacturer A must meet the immediate demands of the two customers, with 

the requirement of Manufacturer B being influenced by the need of Manufacturer C in the week that 

follows after the one being considered.  

In the described system of joint planning, simplification is made consisting in the fact that a change in 

inventory was not considered when entering and exiting the individual companies. However, it would not 

be a big problem to adjust the calculation by adding (or subtracting) the necessary changes in inventories. 

This correction in the calculation could be made even if the individual companies supplied other customers 

as well. In this case, the change in inventories would reflect the demands of other consumers who are not 

part of the chain.  

2.3 Setting the Replenishment Mechanism  

To secure smooth material flow throughout the chain, it is not enough merely to conduct a joint forecasting 

and planning, but the companies in the chain must work together to prepare a mechanism by which the 

individual items of inventory to customers are replenished according to the current requirements of 

customers. Concluded among the links of the chain, general (preliminary) agreements may be used for an 

agreement on the mechanism of replenishment. Therein, issues are to be arranged such as the appearance 

of the product, the price (or method to determine it in the future), payment terms, etc. and also everything 

necessary for replenishment. It is necessary to set [10]: 

 Mechanism for sharing information on current customer requirements and at least also on those of a 

direct costumer (in particular the way and the interval of information transmission). 

 The mechanism for the replenishment management and control variables determining the time and/or 

size of the delivery. Deliveries can be either periodic (fixed-time-period with variable sizes of the 

delivery) or continuous (fixed-order-quantity in irregular periods).   

 Division of activities and mutual responsibility at replenishment. It must be quite clear who is to set the 

reference variables and how, how the ordering process is carried out and how the other partner will 

participate in the decision-making on the delivery or check supplies which are within the responsibility 

of the other partner. 

 Other matters arising from applying the CPFR method, such as a treatment of security of transferring 

and sharing of information and the penalties for errors that lead to economic losses. 

The system of joint forecasting and planning as well as setting of the mechanism for the replenishment is 

the preparation of individual links in the chain to meet current needs of end customers. The material flow 

throughout the chain must, however, be in close accordance with actual requirements of customers. 

Suppose that automatic replenishment will be implemented in our chain by the suppliers to the customers. 

The suppliers therefore need to systematically gather information about current requirements of end 
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customers as well as plans for demands (or production plans) of their customers, as well as information 

about the current stock of items for the replenishment of which they are responsible. They also need 

information about the set maximum and/or minimum stock levels, unless they bear responsibility for this 

activity. In such case, they set these limits and inform the business partner about them (he/she may 

cooperate with them in this activity or confirm the proposed limits).   

2.4 Method of Flexible Streamlining of the Material Flow throughout the Chain in accordance with 

Current Requirements of End Customers  

Real market information shared among all partners in the chain help to update jointly developed 

operational plans. Let us consider a situation that the current requirements of the customers of the chain 

are higher than expected. Quick response is needed not only by the wholesale, but also by the whole chain. 

If a system is applied in the chain for the periodic replenishment in regular delivery dates (fixed-time-period 

system), a higher demand arises in the next term for product delivery. The manufacturer of the end 

product, however, monitors developments in the wholesale sales (where they collect also data from 

retailers, assort and assemble them for future use) while being informed about increased demands of the 

end customers. He/she expects higher demand for supplies from the wholesaler (who subsequently 

satisfies the requirements of individual retailers). Therefore, he/she immediately adjusts the production 

schedule and increase production capacities in order to satisfy the current wholesale demand at the time of 

distribution. A response by Manufacturer C and the subsequent increase in his/her production would be 

possible only while safety stock lasts, if not directly supported by his/her suppliers. It is therefore necessary 

for his/her suppliers to respond to the higher sales as well as. That is possible due to information received 

about the (increased) requirements of end users and information about modification of the operational 

production plan of the Manufacturer C. 

Manufacturer B may also increase production output, if he/she expects no changes in purchases from other 

customers, or choose not to increase it and operatively resolve meeting the increased demand by 

Manufacturer C at the expense of other customers (if they have less value for him/her). Anyway, it is 

necessary for Manufacturer A to immediately obtain information on how the situation is solved by 

Manufacturer B as well as Manufacturer C. He/she obtains it the modified production plans provided. 

Immediately he/she adjusts his/her production plans, so he/she should also be capable of flexible response 

in meeting the needs of his/her customers. Of course, he/she should immediately report the changes also 

to his/her supplier (who expects it as a result of sharing market information). The given system should not 

get into any significant trouble, not even at a higher deviation of actual requirements from those planned, 

i.e. not even if the increase in end-customers’ demands is so large that it is not possible to wait with 

replenishing for the scheduled delivery time. As the following productions are immediately informed of the 

need for higher production volume, the delivery could be carried out in an earlier date. The replenishment 

system will work with both the variable term of replenishment and variable size of the supply. However, 

this requires establishing both upper and lower order levels. Of course, we suppose that the necessary 

increase will be allowed by production capacities of individual suppliers. If an opposite measure was 

necessary, i.e. reduction in deliveries to outlets and, as a result, in the production performance of the 

chain, it would mean reducing the performance of individual production facilities, again in a synchronized 

manner. In this case, it is necessary to determine the percentage of utilization of the performance of each 

production facility in the chain for the given period. Theoretically, it is possible to respond to the change by 
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stopping the production process. However, this does not seem very realistic, taking into account the type of 

the production system. Renewal of continuous production processes requires investment of high costs and 

a considerable amount of the time required. Since the commissioning of a continuous production process 

may take several days, flexibility of individual links and the chain would be greatly compromised. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

In the system of supply chain management based on the CPFR method, the stock is replaced with 

information. The faster and more accurate the information is, the easier it is to balance the material flow 

throughout the chain with the consumption by end customers. Nevertheless, the information must also be 

directly or indirectly shared with other processes that support the main material flow throughout the chain 

(especially securing the production with energy, maintenance, packaging, transport, etc.) to constitute its 

effective support. If one succeeds to build such a system of cooperation based on principles of the CPFR 

method, it could lead to gaining a significant competitive advantage and improvement in the performance 

of enterprises of the chain and the supply chain as a whole. 
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Abstract 

Task how to ensure adequate, effective response to the quickly changing requirements of their customers, 

both in terms of assortment structure, required quantities of products, and delivery time appears as one of 

the biggest problems, which must be solved by the management of firms in the Czech Republic at these 

days. The fundamental problem is that enterprises often do not keep at disposal necessary relevant 

information in advance. It results in serious problems not only in the actual planning of logistics processes, 

but also in a high instability of these plans, a significant number of operative interventions in the 

management, etc. There are many reasons for this situation, which may imply for example, from specifics 

of products, businesses and branches in which they operate and also from the firm's position within the 

supply chain. The willingness level of a business partner to share information about his forecasts, demand, 

actual sales, marketing operations etc. depends on the bargaining strength, competitive position and the 

distance of the manufacturer from the final customer within the supply chain. The CSO survey showed that 

only 9% of firms shared information about the demand within the supply chain in the Czech Republic in 

January 2009. This article deals with the identification of main reasons of insufficient cooperation in 

information sharing within Czech entrepreneurial environment and impact of this situation on supply chain 

mainly from the metals, metallurgic and metalworking products manufacturers’ point of view.  

Keywords: SCM, ICT, information sharing, metallurgic and metalworking products manufacturers 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Regardless of whether companies focus only on the local or global markets, they operate in an environment 

of hyper-competition. The current market environment is mainly characterized by turbulent development, 

a large excess of supply over demand, rapid development of information and communication technologies, 

the growing awareness of customers and strong networking of economic entities. The consequence of 

these factors is a strong customer orientation, which led to the development of differentiated customer-

value-based CRM. This specific approach to the market, based on application of a four-step process IDIC [1.] 

contributes significantly to changes in the management of both individual business processes [2.], and 

coherent integrated supply chains. The trend of mass-customization forces many companies to focus on 

their core business, and outsource a wide range of functions. 

Individual links of the logistics chain get connected in network structures [3.]. This complicates efforts to 

effectively and timely communicate and respond to customer demands and without finding new ways of 

management this can result in the collapse of relations and the emergence of inefficient cost structures. 

For quick, quality, and often individual satisfaction of customer needs and requirements, it is increasingly 

important to manage information, financial and material flows in these supply chains. Such companies 

become successful which are able to detect not only customer wishes, but also flexibly and effectively 

respond to their demands. Therefore, the customers' pressure increases along the supply chain to 

accelerate the reaction of suppliers, which thus forces shortening of time to process and fulfil their 
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customers' orders. If a company wants to succeed under these conditions, it needs to accelerate and 

streamline not only its particular internal processes, but it must at the same time accelerate and streamline 

all streams, including decision-making, throughout the supply chain that includes the company [4.]. This 

leads ideally to creating win - win mutually beneficial partnership, which is a source of a synergistic effect. 

However, this synergistic effect can be produced only through coordination, synchronization and 

optimization of structures and processes of the logistics system as a whole. Thus not only the individual 

companies, but the entire supply chains compete. Firms apply the Corporate Social Responsibility concept 

and the triple helix model of collaboration too [5.]. Encompassment of supply chain management is 

becoming an important competitive advantage for individual companies. Therefore, there is a permanent 

development and implementation of new concepts, techniques and practices enhancing value through 

collaboration. Pernica indicates them collectively as logistic technologies [6.]. They are based on the 

principle of enhancing information sharing and an option of replacing the stock with information through 

modern information and communication technologies. At these days they have flown into initiative of 

collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment-CPFR to create supply chain advantage [7.]. 

According to up to now experience of the author from investigations and discussions with managers in 

many manufacturing companies of different branches in the Czech Republic there is however all along low 

level of common information sharing. It implicates many problems mainly to manufacturing concerns. 

The goal of this article is the identification of main reasons of insufficient cooperation in information 

sharing within Czech entrepreneurial environment. The main findings of this article are evaluation and 

impact of this situation on supply chain mainly from the metals, metallurgic and metalworking products 

manufacturers’ point of view. Targeted literature search in scientific literature, method of in-depth 

interview with managers in chosen companies, and analysis of the Czech Statistical Office (CSO) survey [8.] 

were used as research methods and sources. Companies in which research was carried out cannot be 

disclosed due to the information sensitivity. 

2. INFORMATION SHARING WITHIN SUPPLY CHAIN 

Supply chain encompasses all activities in fulfilling customer demands and requests. These activities are 

associated with the flow and transformation of goods from the raw materials stage, through to end user. 

Moving up and down the stages are the four flows: material flow, service flow, information flow and funds. 

Development of information and communication technology gave foundation for moving material 

management to supply chain management (SCM). In an evolutionary view in today e-business environment 

these flows are managed by a virtual organization [9]. Virtual integration of integrated supply chain is using 

technology and information to blur the traditional boundaries among suppliers, manufacturers, 

distributors, and end users in supply chain to offer the advantage of tightly coordinated supply chain. Data, 

information, and knowledge are shared across cultural-boundaries, time-boundaries, and space-

boundaries. But according to experience of the author as well as results of CSO survey the data sharing 

does not work on this stage in Czech companies. 

2.1 Information sharing in Czech entrepreneurial environment from the metals, metallurgic and 

metalworking products manufacturers’ point of view  

For better understanding and status analysis in information sharing in companies within Czech 

entrepreneurial environment je important briefly summarize evolution up to virtual organization. The 

impact of advanced information and communication technology on materials and SCM is significant. In mid 
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1960, the first use of computer for planning material was MRP software. But MRP does not recognize the 

capacity limitation and in the mid 80th was evolved MRPII (Manufacturing Resource Planning). This 

software allows the effective planning of all resources of a manufacturing company. In the 1980s, cost on 

the labour power decreased and cost on the material increased so companies searched for new strategies 

that helped them to improve production processes, reduce costs and successfully compete in an increased 

competition. As examples we can mention JIT (Just in Time), TOC (Total Quality Management) and TQM 

(Total Quality Management). Increased using Internet and increased globalization led to the development 

of ERP systems in 1990s. These systems provide an integrated view of information across functions within a 

company and with the potential to go across companies. Wide use of Internet enabled to integrate E-

commerce into business models of companies with goal to maximize the overall value generated rather 

than profit generated in a particular supply chain. Supply chain design should reflect the nature of demand 

(efficient supply chain or responsive supply chain), product clock-speed, process clock-speed and 

organization clock-speed, and pull and push processes [9.]. 

Present situation in information sharing in branch of metals, metallurgic and metalworking products 

manufacturers can be clearly document on results of CSO survey “Information and communication 

Technologies in business sector 2010” [8.] . This survey is periodically realized each year since 2003. In this 

paper are presented in Table 1 chosen results from 2382 metals, metallurgic and metalworking products 

manufacturers which are monitored beside manufacturers from other branches in this survey, January 

2010. From these 2382 monitored companies are 1704 small sized companies (10-49 employees), 558 

middle sized (50-249 employees) and 119 big enterprises with more than 250 employees.  

Table 1  Structure of metals, metallurgic and metalworking products manufacturers according to their 

exploitation of chosen ICT - selected from [8.]  

Part of companies from their total number 
within branch (%), which exploit: 

Small sized 
enterprises 

Medium sized  
enterprises 

Big 
enterprises 

Total 

Internal computer network  55,0 93,7 98,1 66,2 

Intranet 17,9 44,7 74,1 27,0 

Extranet 9,2 20,9 33,4 13,2 

Own web pages 67,3 87,0 90,9 73,1 

Web pages which allow on-line order  15,7 14,4 18,0 15,5 

ERP 13,3 48,5 81,3 25,0 

CRM 5,3 20,7 45,6 11,0 

Electronic data exchange between various 
companies 

15,0 17,3 51,5 17,4 

Standard EDI 2,0 10,5 25,6 5,2 

Electronic information sharing with 
suppliers 

7,2 6,4 26,8 8,0 

Electronic information sharing with 
customers 

6,8 14,3 30,5 9,7 

SCM for information sharing 0,8 2,4 7,7 1,6 

Computer network allowing to give an 
order for material, goods or services 

26,6 25,2 41,1 27 

Computer network allowing to accept 
orders on product, goods or services 

16,6 18,6 33,4 17,9 
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From the Table 1 it is evident that ICT is exploited for data sharing in larger degree in big enterprises 

namely for all monitored items. Only 7,7 % of big enterprises, 2,4 % of medium sized and 0,8 small sized 

enterprises is using software SCM for information sharing as the highest level information sharing for 

support of material flow management in the frame of supply chain in real time.  

Metals, metallurgic and metalworking products manufacturers queues thus on 10 position from monitored 

25 groups of companies within the Czech Republic (companies are segmented into groups according to 

their economic activities) namely just behind group of chemical, pharmaceutical, rubber and plastic 

industry, glass industry and manufacture of building materials. SCM software is employed in this group by 

8,1% of big enterprises, 6,4 % middle sized and 1,8% of small sized enterprises. Within the branch 

manufacturing industry then ranks 4th position from nine groups of enterprises. The highest percent of 

enterprises, which are using software package SCM for electronic information sharing is within the group 

dealing with telecommunication activities namely even 49,9 % of big enterprises. Manufacturing of 

computes, electronically and optical instruments group is far behind this first group, but still on second 

position. SCM software is exploited within this group by 17,5 % of enterprises. Third position occupies 

automotive industry and manufacture of other means of transport with 14,5 % big enterprises.  

Periodical electronic data sharing with suppliers or customers utilized 15 % enterprises in the whole Czech 

Republic, which is about 4 % less in comparison with European average. Information are more frequently 

shared with customers than with suppliers and information about state of supply predominate and then 

information about anticipated demand. Method of sharing through web pages prevails (8 % enterprises), 

while through SCM it is only 1,5 % from all monitored enterprises. 

2.2  Reasons of insufficient collaboration in information sharing  

There are many reasons for this situation, which may imply for example from specifics of entrepreneurial 

environment in the Czech Republic, from specifics of products, businesses and branches in which they 

operate and also from the firm's position within the supply chain. 

Corruption and law enforcement are factors perceived on a long-term basis as one from biggest problems 

of entrepreneurial environment in the Czech Republic [10.]. This environment is full of no-confidence, with 

many negative experiences of managers from the past. Willingness to share any information the more by 

electronic way is therefore generally from this reason very low. Willingness for information sharing is 

therefore based more likely on long-term personal relations. One can also obviously assume that this 

situation influences also on the fact that there is low knowledge of managers with new methods and 

techniques of supply chain management.  

The willingness level of a business partner to share information about his forecasts, demand, actual sales, 

marketing operations etc. depends on the bargaining strength, competitive position and the distance of the 

manufacturer from the final customer within the supply chain. Economic entities with strong bargaining 

position in the chain do not want often to be involved in cooperation because it means sharing information 

with others and thus sharing the success manual [4.].  The effort of individual enterprises to succeed in 

these challenging conditions in the competitive environment then creates a tendency to move some of 

their problems as well as the costs to their suppliers. Enterprises then behave so as to suit their own 

particular interests, regardless of the consequences for their suppliers [11.]. The result can be creation of a 

supply chain, but it is not integrated into the logistics system as a whole and the desired synergistic effect 
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cannot be originated. Number of manufacturing firms operating in the B2C markets is in a similar situation 

in the Czech Republic. These are especially the companies whose products are supplied through a 

distribution connecting links or directly into super and hypermarkets, with such a strong "bargaining" 

power, that there is nothing to motivate them to share information with their suppliers and mainly with 

manufacturers on their forecasts and actual sales. They use the information on end-use customers as their 

competitive advantage partly towards a large number of their mutually competing suppliers-

manufacturers, thus further entrenching their already strong position in the supply chain, and also towards 

the competing chains [12.]. This situation is analogous practically independent on branch. Such behaviour 

of retailing chains towards their suppliers in the Czech Republic is according to opinion of some managers 

supported by strong competition between large amounts of weak suppliers. 

On the other side many of big enterprises of metals, metallurgic and metalworking products manufacturers 

battle with relatively narrow range of potential suppliers of supplied raw material conduce to their 

relatively disadvantageous bargaining position in face of these suppliers and mainly to deepening of 

unwillingness to mutual data and information sharing. 

Another situation is obviously in big multinational companies which form huge concerns, do partnerships 

with partners of the same importance, which supplement their range of goods and services. Joint 

information sharing even on the highest level and operating CPFR can be assumed to exist within such 

corporations. At the same time, new tools and technics are sought to be used for analysis, measurement, 

design and optimization of the supply chain or for demand prediction in metals, metallurgic and 

metalworking products manufacturers [13, 14.].  

3. CONCLUSION  

The adverse effects within the chain can be suppressed or completely eliminated and coordinated material 

flow throughout the entire chain can be achieved by timely sharing of information about planned events, 

demand forecasts and capacity levels of all links and about actual information on the customers' 

requirements of the system. The well-known bullwhip-effect can be an example of an adverse effect. This is 

crucial example of supply chain inefficiency, which can be suppressed for instance by CPFR application 

[15.].  

The whole set of others logistic technologies respectively collaborative strategies [11.] such as for example 

QR, ECR, CRP, RMR, VMI cannot be effectively applied if the information sharing level is low. The aim of 

exploitation of these technologies is to reduce uncertainty, reduce inventory and the total cost along the 

entire supply chain and improve overall profitability. These aims cannot be achieved in contemporary 

market environment without information sharing. 

Insufficient collaboration in information sharing between the particular links of the logistics chain and the 

effort to promote individual goals would ultimately lead to deterioration in flexibility, lengthening of 

delivery times, slowing down in response to changing customers’ demands and ultimately to a loss of 

competitiveness. 

By contrast the coordination of actions contributes to the growth of the overall supply chain performance 

efficiency and the cooperative problem solving may result in the desired synergistic effect. Therefore, the 

integration of logistics chains is the key factor of success of all their links.  
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Abstract 

Blast-furnace procedure belongs to the most demanding manufacturing processes. It poses great claims on 

the input raw materials, process run regulation, as well as on the utilized volume of human capacity 

ensuring the process is running efficiently.  Continuous increase of prices of all input materials forces the 

metallurgical companies to increase the efficiency of the entire process. The competitive power of the 

manufacturing system can be realized using a number of modern approaches. Initially, the lean 

manufacturing concept was applied in mass production of automobiles. However, its versatility and 

efficiency meant it has expanded to other industrial branches. Lean manufacturing concept utilization can 

bring significant savings in the metallurgical industry branch which will help the companies to compensate 

for the increasing prices of raw-materials. Lean manufacturing system application can find wide use in 

metallurgical manufacturing, above all in combination with TMP method - Total Productive Maintenance. 

This method represents part of organization production philosophy which includes all the company 

departments and it introduces mutual interconnection of maintenance, manufacturing with technical 

provisions for construction and technology. TPM tries to remove the traditional division of employees into 

those who work with the given equipment and those who are responsible for maintenance. It is caused by 

the fact that it is the worker who uses the production equipment and he the first one who can spot 

functional irregularities of the machine and the eventual sources of future breakdowns. The largest 

possible number of diagnostic and maintenance activities is transferred from maintenance department 

directly into production, within the frame of TPM. Great importance of this concept utilization can be seen 

mainly in current problems of metallurgical companies when financing separate maintenance is very costly. 

TPM concept in metallurgical production can be naturally connected with continuous improvement process 

utilization which has currently been very popular in manufacturing companies. The article deals with 

analysis of utilization of these methods in metallurgical production processes.  

Keywords: metallurgy, lean manufacturing, costs, maintenance 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Iron and steel manufacturing belong to the most complex manufacturing procedures. The complex nature 

is mainly caused by its technological demandingness but also by high amount of necessary input materials.  

In this branch as well as in other follow-up branches such as: forming processes, foundry industry and 

engineering, great stress is laid on economic side of the manufacturing processes. 

Metallurgy is generally one of the most energy-demanding industrial branches. High fuel and energy 

demands of production of steel and steel products with regard to the availability of the individual types of 

energies and their prices on the one hand, and the requirements for reduction of environmental burdens 

on the other hand, require the manufacturing processes to be carried out as efficiently as possible. 
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Economic and mathematical methods of structural analysis can be used as one of the main instruments of 

rational and economic decision-making. The complexity and demandingness of the technologies and 

production logistics in various types of metallurgical companies underline the importance of mathematical 

modelling of production and consumption relations as a source of information necessary for the decision-

making processes [9]. New modern methods from other industrial branches are used in order to increase 

the efficiency of production. These methods make it possible to increase the production potential but also 

to save some very expensive resources. 

These methods include the above mentioned economic and mathematical methods of structural analysis 

on the basis of which we have created an algorithm that can be used to determine the limit values of 

purchase prices of charge for the anticipated technological substitution [10]. One of the other important 

options is the utilization of Lean Manufacturing principles which have successfully been applied especially 

in automobile industry. However, Lean Manufacturing concept uses many tools which have been applied in 

completely different environment than in the metallurgical industry. That is why it is important to analyse 

whether it is possible to implement this concept as a whole in heavy industry as well or whether only 

selected segments of this philosophy must be used.  

Lean Manufacturing is mainly focused on trying to [1]:  

- Terminate all useless activities. 

- Adjust material flow so that it is simple and straightforward. 

- Close down useless warehouses and buffer stocks. 

- Include all employees in the decision-making and innovation process. 

- Use Pull principle in production management (Pull method). 

- Remove all materials, tools, jigs which are not regularly used from production areas. 

The objective of this article is to judge whether it is possible to apply Lean Manufacturing concept in the 

sphere of: blast-furnace production, production of steel, forming, foundry industry and engineering. The 

task is to answer the following research questions:  

a. Is it possible to implement Lean Manufacturing in metallurgical industry and other follow-up 

branches? 

b. Is it possible to apply the basic tools of Lean Manufacturing in heavy industry?  

2.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Lean Manufacturing does not mean purposeless reduction of costs. Its purpose is, above all, to provide 

maximum added value for customers. Lean approach is the way to higher production of a company, lower 

overhead costs, more efficient utilization of its area and production machinery. Lean Manufacturing can not 

work without close contact with product development and technical preparation of production, logistics 

and company administration [2]. According to new estimates, all economic subjects in economically 

developed countries spend approx. 10% national income on maintainance [3]. 

The first steps towards Lean Manufacturing have these four objectives: improving quality, elimination of 

losses, shortening the production realization time, and reducing the total costs. Loss in metallurgical 

company means any activity which requires time, resources or space but does not bring value to the 

product of to the entire manufacturing process. Some activities, such as material transfer during production 
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are necessary, but they do not add value. The total costs are both direct and indirect costs related to 

manufacturing of a product or to preparation of a service. If an organization wants to be successful it must 

continuously compare the prices of its products and services and its operational costs. Should its prices or 

its operational costs be too high, it can lose market share or its profit. If a lean company wants to cut its 

total costs it must eliminate the losses and reduce the time necessary for realization. A wide range of 

efficient tools can be used in order to meet the objectives within the frame of Lean Manufacturing process. 

The most commonly used tools of Lean Manufacturing concepts are: Kaizen, 5S System, Poka-Yoke, TPM, 

FTA. These tools are mainly used in automobile industry. Metallurgical production, with its continuous 

character, has completely different specific features than the production processes in automobile industry. 

Generally speaking, the principles of lean manufacturing can be easily applied in mass production 

processes, where it is used a wide range of equipment and instruments, or in production processes, where 

there is great variability of products. Many processes have an analytical nature, whereas the full spectrum 

of products is produced from one type of raw material. For instance, the application of lean manufacturing 

is interesting in the area of heavy plates cut shapes production [4]. 

3.  LEAN MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS 

The basic tools of Lean Manufacturing are mainly oriented towards cutting the costs. They are methods 

looking for existing sources of wasting, but they also identify and minimize potential damages. All basic 

tools of Lean Manufacturing were initially used in automobile industry. The conducted research considered 

their possible utilization in production of iron and steel and other follow-up industrial processes.  

3.1 Kaizen system of continuous improvement  

Improvement within the scope of Kaizen is seen as continuous process consisting of small steps. Small 

changes can be found and realized in every sphere, in every department and they aim at improving the 

current situation. The effort to do things in a better way is the main driving power of Kaizen strategy. The 

scheme of continuous improvement by means of small steps is basically the opposite of improvements 

achieved by large investments and costly projects. These processes formulated in reengineering philosophy 

are typical for western approach to improvement. Implementation of Kaizen principles does not require 

any special techniques, but it uses well-proven methods which are known and, in many cases, they have 

been used for long time: orientation on customers, absolute quality control, automatization of processes, 

quality control groups, improvement proposal system, discipline at workstations, Just - in - Time, zero 

defect movement, new product development, and creative team work. Continuous improvement processes 

can, with regards to their universal character, be applied in all industrial branches. It does not have to be 

about demanding and expensive changes, but they are tiny improvements which can be found in 

metallurgical and foundry industry as well.   

3.2 Method 5S  

5S refer to the first letters of five Japanese words describing good management. When 5S are not present it 

means wasting, low efficiency, lack of self-discipline, low working morale, bad quality, high costs and 

inability to deliver. Five steps of good management are: Seiri (sort), Seiton (set in order), Seiso (shine), 

Seiketsu (sustain), Shitsuke (standardize). 5S System mainly relates to order and discipline at the 

workstation. It is important to optimize the number of items at the workstation and to eliminate those 
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which have not been used by the workers for a long time.  5S System is also linked with organization of 

work space and its identification. Figure 1 shows identification of work space in a company engaged in 

forming and heavy engineering. The most significant utilization in metallurgical industry can be seen in 

control and keeping order at the workstations, but also in the area of labour protection rules building and 

safeguarding. Forming, foundry and engineering companies can, with regards to their great number of tools 

necessary for realization of their work activities, use this system to improve their management and 

maintenance. 5S System can also significantly increase the efficiency of repairs and maintenance system in 

these organizations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1  Identification of work areas in a company with forming procedures 

5S system is widely used in the processing of discarded products, which allows the reuse of materials. The 

recycling process of used electronic equipment makes it possible to retrieve ferrous metals, non-ferrous 

and precious metals, glass, plastic and other raw materials. [5] 

3.3 Poka-Yoke System - prevention of occurrence of errors 

When this method is applied, it makes the process resistant against random and unintentional mistakes of 

workers (omissions, confusion of components, and misunderstanding of the right procedure). Poka-Yoke 

systems use various organizational measures and simple technical systems aimed at prevention of 

occurrence of defects [6]. Poka-Yoke method can be used for improvement of manufacturing processes, 

especially in places where the workers carry out repeated and stereotype operations. The method can be 

understood in two levels. Optimization of a process so that it is impossible to make a mistake. If the 

occurrence of mistakes can not be prevented, the manufacturing process must be changed in such a way to 

make a mistake obvious immediately after it has occurred and to make it possible to remove the mistake. 

Poka-Yoke system can also be utilized in metallurgical production for elimination of work injuries.  

Production processes with potentially dangerous operations which can be influenced by lack of attention of 

a worker can be limited by using suitable technical measures. Utilization of Poka-Yoke technique can be 

seen in all areas: blast-furnace production, sintering, production of steel, foundry industry, and engineering 

industry. 

3.4 FTA - Failure tree analysis  

Failure tree analysis is a deductive technique which is focused on concrete accident or system error and it 

provides a method which can be used to determine the cause of events. It creates a graphic model 

illustrating various combinations of errors of production equipment or workers which can cause production 

system failure [6]. The method can be applied in all areas. The largest utilization of this method can be 

found in situations where production is realized as a sequence of a number of follow-up activities. An 
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example of application of Failure tree analysis is illustrated in figure 2 where a mistake and the cause of this 

mistake are graphically identified in a process of pipe production. The method can also be used for 

identification of problems among the individual manufacturing procedures (forming - engineering, 

production of steel - forming, foundry industry - engineering).  

 
Fig. 2  Application of Failure tree analysis in pipe production 

3.5 TPM - Total Productive Maintenance   

Total Productive Maintenance develops preventive and predictive maintenance approaches and it 

establishes new elements such as autonomous maintenance, engaging small team groups, visual 

management or elements of safe workplace.[6] The main task Total Productive Maintenance must deal 

with is to eliminate interruptions in operation of machines, thus increasing the efficiency of production 

equipment. Maintenance in the traditional approach is mainly focused on interruptions as a result of 

machine or equipment breakdowns. TPM also covers areas such as losses when a machine is running with 

broken components or even when wrong technological procedure is used or when the workplace is 

arranged in an unsuitable way, which can, for example, lead to unnecessarily long set-up time. Total 

Productive Maintenance philosophy consists of the following programmes: programme of autonomous 

care of equipment, programme of planned maintenance, programme of education and training, 

programme of planning for new equipment and components. Total Productive Maintenance concept 

utilization is possible mainly in processes which are not purely continuous. In case of blast-furnace process, 

production of steel, but also in foundry processes it is possible to use this system in order to cut 

maintenance costs.  Service staff can be trained to carry out many small interventions and repairs. Great 

utilization can be seen in non-continuous production processes such as heavy engineering. 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The main aim of Lean Manufacturing is to try to remove maximum amount of potential sources of wasting. 

In every type of production procedure, it is possible to minimize activities which do not add value and 

which require overproduction, waiting, transport, useless processing, and large stock or unnecessary 

movements. Lean Manufacturing can also be looked upon from the point of view of the tools it uses: 
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Kaizen, 5S, Poka - Yoke, Failure Tree Analysis, and Total Productive Maintenance. All these tools are 

successfully applied mainly in automobile industry. Their utilization in metallurgical industry and other 

branches of heavy industry has many specific aspects.  

This assumption is confirmed or illustrated by two concrete examples of application of lean manufacturing 

method in a metallurgical company in INPO s.r.o., a forging shop Hošťálková and in ŽDB GROUP a.s. 

company in VIADRUS factory [7,8]. 

Possible applications of these methods are illustrated in table 1. Kaizen, a process of continuous 

improvement, is the most universal of the tools. This technique can be successfully applied in all monitored 

areas. The method of good management 5S has found its best application within the frame of forming 

procedures, in foundry and engineering industries. Prevention of occurrence of errors (Poka-Yoke) often 

requires interventions into technical equipment of production machinery or changes in the technologies. 

That is why its application in blast-furnace plant or in production of steel is difficult. In the sphere of 

forming procedures, foundry industry or in engineering, however, it can find its adequate use. 

Table 1  Possible utilization of Lean Manufacturing tools 

Failure tree analysis is especially used in case of multiple operations or among the individual production 

procedures. Its utilization in metallurgical processes is limited. Forming and foundry procedures are very 

suitable for its utilization. Total Productive Maintenance makes it possible to significantly cut the costs of 

production maintenance. From this point of view, this method is usable in all the discussed areas. 

Increasing pressure to cut the costs will also force metallurgical companies to use a more efficient method 

of maintenance of their production equipment. Total Productive Maintenance offers an interesting 

alternative how regular maintenance of production capacities can be ensured using employees currently 

working for a company. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

There are many restrictions of application of Lean Manufacturing in metallurgical industry. It will be very 

difficult to adjust material flow in this industrial branch. It is also not possible to eliminate large stock of 

input raw materials the company must keep due to the necessity to adjust them before actual production. 

Several techniques used in Lean Manufacturing are also designed especially for non-continuous production 

systems. The utilization of methods of continuous improvement is interesting and they can be 

recommended without any constraints. The principles of good management and tidy workplaces can be 

applied as well. Total Productive Maintenance system can be used to increase the efficiency of 

 Production of iron 

and steel 

Forming process Engineering 

Kaizen Yes Yes Yes 

5S Method Yes Yes Yes 

Poka - Yoke Limited Little Yes 

Failure Tree 

Analysis 

Limited Yes Yes 

Total Productive 

Maintenance 

No 

 

Limited Yes 
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maintenance, which can bring significant savings of costs. System of error prevention (Poka-Yoke) can be 

used for protection of workers carrying out risky operations when simple technical measures can prevent 

mistakes caused by lack of awareness. The defined research questions can be answered according to the 

presented conclusion using the following abbreviated form: 

a. Is it possible to implement Lean Manufacturing in metallurgical industry and other follow-up 

branches? Yes, but it is necessary to adjust the implementation according to specific conditions of a 

manufacturing plant. It is not possible to use Lean Manufacturing concept from automobile 

industry without adjusting this system to conditions of metallurgical companies. 

b. Is it possible to apply the basic tools of Lean Manufacturing in heavy industry? The utilization of 

basic tools of Lean Manufacturing in heavy industry is realistic; however, it is necessary to take into 

account the continuous character of its production. In case of large-scale metallurgical aggregates, 

the possibility of realization of more demanding technical and technological changes will probably 

be very limited. The tools related to improvements, innovations and maintenance can be 

implemented without fundamental modifications in all the monitored areas. 
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Abstract 

According to the forecasts of top consulting firms the world economy will be significantly influenced by the 

growth of world population in the coming years (It is estimated to increase to 9 billion people in 2050). 

From the view of metallurgical companies it means a serious challenge as for accessability of high-quality 

mineral resources, because their market prices will keep growing too.  

Assuming such a development metallurgical companies should as soon as possible realize the need for 

effective cost management. In the future, the ability to optimize cost upon knowledge of business 

processes will be crucial for steel companies to stay competitive. Without the detailed knowledge of the 

company cost, it means the cost of individual processes as well as the total cost of the final products, no 

steel company will be able to define and implement right decisions to ensure its business growth, sufficient 

income and cash flow for its operation.  

For the purpose of making the right decision under the specific technological, geographical and social 

conditions of the particular metallurgical company it is necessary to consider the decision possible impact 

on the cost area in the relevant operation of the company, but also on the total cost of the company final 

product. The article points out the need for detailed knowledge of cost and cost structure in metallurgical 

companies as the crucial factor in the process of steel production optimization. 

Keywords: Cost controlling, metallurgical company, the optimization process of metallurgical production. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The basic presumption for the effective cost management is the ability to identify the efficiency and finality 

of their spending. The effort to achieve the efficiency and finality is represented in practice by the effort to 

identify the costs in relationships with certain industry performance (products, activities) - thus 

constructing a calculation. The fact that the calculation shows in mutual dependence the kind and value of 

an expressed unit performance, makes it the most important tool of economic management [1]. The issue 

of appropriate choice and design of indicators for measuring and analyzing business performance is 

addressed in detail in eg.[2]. Metallurgical production has very complicated issues of performance 

evaluation in connection with the preparation of calculations. This can be described as a fabrication by 

stages.The stage production is characterized by the unexceptional gain of new qualities of the raw material 

or the material in a technologically closed section. The production on each stage must be able to work 

separately. The finished product of each stage, except the last one, is the starting semi-product for a variety 

of products which need other stages of production. A specific metallurgical production is a chain of 

manufacturing processes from the production of pig iron to the finished product, when a linking of 

manufacturing plants occurs (stages), which gradually transfer their manufactured production. This is called 

a semi product (with the exception of the last operation). The uninterrupted character of the blast furnace 
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process represents another specific feature. This aspect puts strong emphasis on ongoing monitoring of 

costs which vary continuously in real time. However, this aspect is difficult to perform within the scope of 

in-house calculations. [3]  

In terms of stage production, there is often used a successive and continuous calculation. Successive 

calculation is the calculation where the consumption of the semi-finished products, produced in earlier 

stages of the production, shows in the calculation of successive stages the semi products of its own 

production, with a complex item. In the continuous calculation the value of the semi product consumption 

from the previous stage is replaced by the values of cost items, with which was the semi product valued. 

Approaches which would enhance the axplanatory power of gradual and continuos calculation for 

metallurgical production are searching. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to describe and evaluate an 

option which has the potential to increase the explanatory power of these calculations and the method of 

differential analysis. 

2. CALCULATION 

Using calculations in the managerial leading is very versatile. Calculations in all of its forms of use either as 

costing final performance, semi products, or as activities and operations, are the informative tools with the 

widest field of use [4]: 

 They are used as a basis for deciding on the optimal composition of the products with sales capacity 

and on their implementation (fabricate or purchase);  

 In the form of transfer prices they allow to show the relationships between related systems and with a 

valuation method influence the conduct of employees of these systems in order to act in accordance 

with the corporate goals; 

 They can be used as an administrative tool of the economy especially in the direct costs or other 

variable costs of the operation; 

 They are a widely used tool for evaluating the variant pricing considerations; 

 They are used as an important basis for processing the estimates of costs, incomes and profits; 

 They are also used as a tool for evaluating the state and changes on the unfinished products, semi-

finished products, finished products, etc. 

In practice, each company determines their own calculation formula, in which the names of the items may 

represent specific types of costs occurring in the given manufacturing process. The way of sorting the cost 

items, the details of their subdivision, their relation to the calculation of prices and other valued variables 

and the structure of subtotals, shows changeable considering the users and the decision-making 

assignment, for whose solution the calculation has to work.  

3. CALCULATION ON METAL PRODUCTION 

Assigning the costs of the calculation is a basic problem solved in the calculation process, not only in metal 

production. This problem is solved as the technical papers [5]. 

Traditionally, for this assignment it has been used the classification of costs as direct and indirect.The 

classification of costs into direct and indirect is currently stepping back in some cases into the background. 
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An even bigger importance gets the cost segmentation within the calculation into unit and administrative, 

variable and fixed. A necessary feature of the direct costs doesn´t has to be their proportional character, 

which is typical on unit costs. Much of the direct costs integrate some elements of the fixed costs. In terms 

of considering changes in volume and range is therefore desirable to follow the direct unit costs and the 

direct administrative costs separately. Indirect costs incur in association with the implementation of a wider 

range of performances. Generally, only a minority called variable overhead is affected by the level of 

utilization of the capacity. Particularly, considering the solution of decision problems on the existing 

capacity, this variable overhead should be calculated separately from the fixed overhead, which can be an 

irrelevant cost for this type of task [4]. 

Therefore, the detailed cost structure is critical for the effective management of a company aimed to 

optimize the consumption of raw materials. With the purpose of a simple variable cost structure that can 

effectively be used for obtaining the calculations, it is necessary to have a very detailed chart of accounts 

(the level of the chart´s detail has a higher demand for its maintenance and adjustment of methodology). 

For an effective tracking of the variable costs is essential to ensure appropriate and consistent information 

through the administrative accounting system. 

In the managerial accounting system, the production cycle of a metallurgical plant is divided by its stages of 

manufacture, from which then is possible to prepare and analyze respectively the progressive calculations. 

The number of stages directly depends on the type of business. From this perspective, primarily there are 

two basic types of business [6]: 

 mini iron-mill (equipment for the direct reduction of iron DRI, steel plant - electric arc furnace including 

ladle metallurgy, equipment for a continuous casting of steel called continuous casting, rolling route) 

 company with an integrated metallurgical production (coking, agglomeration, blast furnaces, steel 

plants - converters including ladle metallurgy, continuous casting, rolling route, the finishing line) 

Within the mini iron-mill there can be identified and for the necessary calculations defined four stages of 

production. Within the companies with an integrated metallurgical production there can be identified and 

for the necessary calculations defined seven stages of production. 

The structure of successive calculation is determined by the number of partial cost items and the number 

and detail of the defined totals of items constituting the calculation formula, and then by the type of 

expression of these cost items. For the necessary compilation of successive calculations the cost items of 

the calculating formula are commonly divided into the following groups[6]: 

 Variable manufacturing costs 

  Fixed manufacturing costs 

 Legal and marketing expenses 

The cost items of the variable manufacturing costs are presented in both quantitative and qualitative 

terms, and they change its value depending on the volume of production of that stage. The structure of the 

variable production cost items on metallurgical companies may be as follows [6]: 

 Gross input (metallic part and additives) 

 By-products (e.g., flakes, scrap, slag, etc.) 
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Σ Net Input (specific consumption of this item is in the practice known as a trial balance) 

 Technological fuel (e.g. natural gas, blast furnace gas, blast furnace coke, anthracite, etc.) 

 Energy 

 Other supplies (e.g., refractory materials, etc.) 

Σ Variable production costs - total item cost, which quantifies the amount and value of the total variable 

costs for a given stage of production. 

The cost items of the fixed manufacturing costs do not change their value depending on the volume of the 

production on certain stage. In reality, however, these cost items remain constant only in a certain range of 

production volume and with an excess the change is abrupt. A typical example is the salaries that are tied 

to the number of the crew members serving certain manufacturing facility. 

The cost item structure of the fixed production costs on metallurgical companies could be as follows [6]: 

 Salary costs for internal staff on the manufacturing process 

 Repairs and maintenance 

 Other manufacturing costs 

 Allocated administrative expenses 

The legal and marketing expenses include financial, accounting, legal, business, marketing and human 

resources, costs associated with higher company management, audit costs, etc. The allocation of these 

costs shall be made only on sold products through sales [6]. 

If the successive calculations are used to compare the same kind of production stages between particular 

industries of a corporation, then in terms of making the successive calculations it is not favorable to track 

the variability of individual cost items, but to use a single resolution (requiring an explicit definition of the 

fixed and variable items for all of the stages of the production, regardless on the true nature of the costs) 

for all of the industries in that corporation. 

The sum of the variable and fixed production costs presents the production costs of a given stage of 

production, which then enter as a variable cost item in the subsequent stages of the production. Adding the 

legal and marketing expenses to the sum of cost items, we obtain the total of the production costs, i.e.the 

full cost of the corresponding level of production. 

The stage of production is determined by the volume of the consumed materials and services necessary to 

produce a particular throughput volume for a given stage of production in a given period of time. The 

throughput volume in a period of time represents the amount of outputs of a certain stage, which may be a 

product or a service. Tracking the costs of a specific sub-product, which are divided according to quality, 

category of other characters is often not possible due to the arrangement of a company´s financial 

management system, which does not allow a cost tracking with a better detail on the product. However, 

this reduction of the successive calculations, reduces the labor intensity of the preparation, facilitating the 

maintenance of that system and therefore it is satisfactory for the purposes of the calculations and to make 

the required analysis. 
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The process of comparing costs and the subsequent cost optimization is one of the main goals of the 

majority of the metal companies. The comparison of the individual cost items is made by successive 

calculations, which is time consuming. The output of the successive calculations is also a large amount of 

information that is difficult to consolidate on the final product. The subsequent interpretation and 

presentation of results requires sufficient time and the corresponding expertise of each auditor. 

Here you can observe room for continuous calculations. A continuous calculation passes through each stage 

of production and accumulates external inputs and their specific consumption on the final (determined) 

phase. The result of the continuous calculation is a list of all the external inputs from each successive 

calculation, including its specific consumption, prices and specific costs per unit of production of the final 

stage. The continuous calculation is based on the replacement of the cost items of the consumption of the 

semi-products (the output of the previous stage of production) with a detailed cost structure of the 

preceding stage. 

Continuous calculation provides an overview of the consumption of basic raw material inputs, 

supplemented by individual specific consumption to the final product and also the exact definition of the 

fixed costs, which can be used to compare the amount of manual labor costs, repairs and maintenance 

costs and the amount of allocated unit costs of the production of the final product. 

The continuous calculation is not often applied on metal companies for their significant calculating 

complexity [6]. Today's level of computer technologies, in the field of the basic software Microsoft Office 

Excel, allows you to easily pre-define calculations, and thus shorten the manipulation process from several 

days to several minutes. With this tool opens new possibilities for the use of continuous calculations to 

model the future development of the company´s costs in relation to the prices of raw materials and energy, 

and to compare their own full costs of the final stage of the production with other companies of the 

corporation. 

4. METHOD OF DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS 

This method can greatly increase the informational value of successive calculations. The successive 

calculations are generally used in manufacturing processes, where the production levels are technologically 

and organizationally separated. The production on each stage presents a product that can be used as an 

intermediate product in the subsequent stages or may be sold. The essence of this calculation is that the 

costs of each stage of production are accumulated, and all product costs are thus caught up until the last 

stage. It happens so that the performance of the previous stage forms the material costs of the following 

stage, to which a given stage adds its processing costs. 

The differential method of analysis consists in the calculation of successive calculations for all of the stages 

of production of the company and the subsequent implementation of the differential analysis of the 

results. Differential analysis is one of the basic methods of comparing two successive calculations. For this 

comparison, there are used the following data: 

 planned and real economical results for various time periods (months, quarters, years), 

 updated planned results in the form of projections (short-term plans taking into account the current 

market situation and in the corporation) and the subsequent real economical results. 

Within this comparison, the difference in costs per item cost quantifies and interprets as: 
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 the influence of the production volume 

 he influence of the consumer prices 

 the influence of the specific consumption 

The differential analysis is processed individually at the particular stages of production so that it best 

describes the specifics of a given stage of production. The application of the differential analysis on 

successive calculations increases their explanatory capacity. The differential analysis of the successive 

calculations provides information of the changes in the cost items of a particular stage including the semi-

products of the own production, but does not accumulates the originated results of the differential analysis 

of more stages of production, therefore it does not provides an integrated picture of the impact of the 

changes in the important cost elements of a particular stage on the total costs of certain final product. As 

an example we have the production of coke, which is consumed in blast furnaces. Changing the particular 

types of coking coal is reflected in the quality of the produced coke, which in consequence directly 

influences the level of consumption needed to produce the required volume of pig iron in a blast furnace. 

At the same time, such change on the parameters of the input material can affect the volume of production 

of coke gas, which is used for energy generation or for the billet and slabs heating in rolling mills. From the 

above example results that the differential analysis of the particular stages of production, is therefore 

unable to take into account the possible positive and negative effects on the subsequent stage of 

production[6]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

Calculation as one of the basic tools of a managerial accounting, displays the two basic poles of a business 

process - the performance qualitatively expressed and its quantitative characteristics. For this reason, it is a 

very important tool that allows managers to identify the relationships and behavior of the costs depending 

on the size and structure of the performance and determine the costs of corporate performance as such. 

An important step in the calculation of the costs is the definition of the subject of calculation, thus the 

assignment of costs. The changing demand for products requires a rapid response in the creation of 

calculations. The processing system of the calculations should allow for variant conversion cost items. [7.]  

For maintain of competitiveness of steel companies in the future will be absolutely crucial ability to 

optimize cost, contingent upon knowledge of business processes. In today's highly competitive 

environment among the most important tools that can effectively respond to any change in the external 

and internal environment of the organization and support the achievement of desired business aims - 

optimizing costs, profit maximization and market value may be included in Operations Management 

Procedures [8] and manufacturing process simulation for production process management and control [9]. 

The presented methods significantly affect the economic thinking at the company´s level and with in a very 

significant way contribute to the effective management decisions. An important fact is that there is no 

universal right or wrong way to assign the costs to the corresponding performance. Each allocation method 

has to respect not only the relation between the cost and its objective, but mainly the decision-making 

problem, which will be dealt with on this assignment. Therefore, application of the method of successive 

calculations of the comparative analysis, which definitely increases the explanatory power of successive 

calculations in metallurgical production is, as stated in the previous text, its pros and cons, and it is very 

important to individual decisions, which particular case solve this way. 
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Abstract 

A key aspect of the present in all markets has become the need of the best possible satisfaction of the 

needs of customers whose requirements keep growing. That fact incites the necessity to apply such 

corporate marketing tools which will develop and vary according to who is their target customer and, 

therefore, in which market they are applied. Our article deals with the issues of the metallurgy sector, i.e. 

the industrial firms focused on metallurgical production, and so we will discuss the target B2B market (the 

business market). The article aims to verify the theoretical and methodological starting points for applying 

modern trends of industrial marketing in the metallurgy sector, as well as to identify specific areas of 

metallurgy firms in the context of a differentiated approach to the role of customers as potential bearers of 

competitiveness of the firms. In order to achieve the goal of the article we have carried out an empirical 

evaluation of relationships between the quantitative and qualitative variables which characterise the 

metallurgical or steel industry in the Czech Republic, and we attempted to identify the importance of other 

significant groups (public) which affect the decision-making of customers. The article uses mainly the 

secondary research methods, an analysis of current data from relevant sources for the last 15 years (1995-

2009), and information from personal interviews with representatives of metallurgy firms. Concerning the 

methodology used, it showed the most suitable to carry out a detailed analysis of basic and chain 

indicators, and for identifying mutual dependencies of variables to use a correlation analysis. To summarise 

the conclusions of the particular analysed areas we used the synthesis method. 

Keywords: marketing analysis, metallurgy firms, strategic management, metallurgy firms  

1. INTRODUCTION  

According to calculations of the Purchasing Power Parity, the traditional developed countries of Europe, 

North America and Asia will produce less than half of the global gross product for the first time in 2011. 

New capacities will continue to be built mainly in countries with low costs and a high market demand. The 

tense economic situation (low profitability, hesitation of banks to finance industry, growing prices of 

energies) which has resulted from the world-wide crisis, presses also metallurgy firms to change their 

approach to strategic planning from “what will we produce and at what price” to “how will we satisfy the 

customer needs”. However, those needs must be well recognised first. New possibilities of using marketing 

tools, effective forms of corporate integrations as well as modern ways of savings in production costs 

become a critical factor for their future success. 

The submitted article aims to verify the theoretical and methodological starting points for applying modern 

trends of industrial marketing in the metallurgy sector. The article uses mainly the secondary research 
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methods and an analysis of current data from relevant sources for the last 15 years (1995-2009). 

Information from personal interviews with representatives of metallurgy firms has helped us significantly at 

the stage of background analysis where we verified the working hypotheses of our investigation in order to 

analyse suitable data and to reach adequate outputs and conclusions. It showed the most suitable to carry 

out a detailed analysis of basic and chain indicators, and for identifying mutual dependencies of variables to 

use a correlation analysis (see the correlation coefficient): 

      (1) 

2.  CURRENT DEVELOPMENT TRENDS AND SPECIFICITIES OF BUSINESS MARKETS IN THE METALLURGY 

SECTOR 

In order to define the application of modern trends of industrial marketing in a highly specific sector such 

as metallurgy, we must first focus on an analysis of current development changes in the market 

environment and of trends which are taking place in the dynamic environment of business markets at the 

moment. Growing attention is being paid to (formerly) developing countries in the east where all sectors of 

the economy, or at least their majority, are growing sharply. They are characterised mainly by sufficient raw 

materials (energy or industrial commodities), low consumption of steel per capita, low operation costs, an 

aggressive development of GDP, and are based on growing investment into fixed assets. [1] 

Globally, we currently speak about accelerating processes of globalisation tendencies. A key role at this 

stage is played in particular by a massive roll out of electronics, IT technologies and internetisation, which 

has resulted in an interconnection of nearly all the developed world today. That process has brought, above 

all, two important global changes: a diminishing world (due to diminishing transportation costs, faster and 

cheaper worldwide communication) and increasing competition (improving logistic processes enable firms 

to cover a substantially larger market faster and more cheaply). A key aspect of the present day in all 

markets has become the need of the best possible satisfaction of the needs of customers. That fact incites 

the necessity to apply such corporate marketing tools which will develop and vary according to who is their 

target customer and, therefore, in which market they are applied. Our article deals with the issues of the 

metallurgy sector, i.e. the industrial firms focused on metallurgical production, and so we will discuss the 

target B2B market (the business market). The main specificities include the fact that the customers are not 

the final consumers but other firms; markets are made up of fewer large but concentrated customers who 

usually demand large volumes; there is geographical concentration of customers, the supplier-client 

relationships are very close, the demand is inflexible and depends on the consumer demand, purchasing is 

done professionally, rationally and in groups. [2] 

Buying in business markets is very complicated because the whole process is under a strong influence of 

several groups of actors such as purchase initiators, product users, persons affecting the final decision, the 

actual buyers and above all the decision-makers without whose signature the purchase cannot be physically 

realised. [3] 

It is the more important for firms in business markets to know the needs of customers, and to start and 

develop long-term, mutually beneficial relationships with them. For that purpose, an intensive research and 

analytical activity is necessary to identify e.g. the purchases made by the customers to date, their system of 

purchases, the way the customers use the purchased products, to request feedback or to evaluate their 

satisfaction with the products etc.  
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3. METALLURGY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE FADING-OUT ECONOMIC CRISIS 

Globally, the trade in the sector grew from 236 mil. t in 1995 to 428 mil. t in 2008. After the subsequent 

worldwide crisis, the demand for steel, its production and prices have been moving upwards, more 

progressively in the developing markets, while the trend of growth is lower in the traditional economies 

(the demand for steel in Asia is now higher by more than 15% than it was before the recession). China now 

represents around a half of the world’s production and consumption of steel. *1+ 

There is one truly global company among the 10 largest world steel companies, the other ones have Asian 

origin (5 are from China, 2 from Japan, 1 from India and 1 from Korea). In the future, the new leaders could 

turn out to be: India, the CIS countries, South America and the Middle East. In order to adapt correctly and 

to deduce a suitable strategy, the firms need an elaborate system of communication both with the real and 

with potential customers. As a result of the last global crisis, the volumes of production dropped 

significantly (by more than 25%) also in metallurgy firms operating in the Czech Republic (CR). Still in 2008, 

the sales reached historic highs, but already at that time a contradiction was apparent between the 

earnings, the price and the products sold. The table below shows an example of correlations for the 

variables shown, when converted to basic indices (100 = year 2005), which we measured against export. 

While there is a strong linear dependence between the price and earnings, in the case of sold products, a 

correlation was not found. The consequence of the crisis was both a drop in production and a multiplied fall 

in prices and sales. 

 

The example with export was chosen on purpose because the crisis demonstrated how strongly the whole 

Czech economy is interlinked mainly with the German one, not excluding the steel industry. It is therefore 

worth considering whether it would be possible to seek customers or partners more effectively in other 

markets with a higher potential. The result of the existing situation is the ongoing relative and, in the end, 

also absolute increase in the import of final steel products over the export of the same. Both variables even 

correlate with each other, both when using a linear or serial correlation coefficient, and when testing with 

the use of partial correlations with the time factor eliminated. 

 
The coefficient of import to production of Czech steel companies even starts approximating the value 1, 

which may be caused by low utilisation of the capacities and labour productivity. See the example of 

correlation between new industrial commissions (orders) and foreign industrial commissions which have a 

strong linear dependence, but in spite of an absolute year-on-year growth in utilising the capacities and 

productivity of labour, both values remain low and the “pre-crisis level” of labour productivity will be 

apparently reached only after 2012. One of the main priorities should therefore be orientation on the 

composition of products with higher added value. 
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Correlation: Statistics=Pearson Correlation 

variables= new commission x export new. 
commission 

0,907** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

The metallurgy sector is highly energy consuming and it is very sensitive to changes in prices of input raw 

materials. Those changed mainly in 2008, which was followed by a drop in production, and in 2010 after 

iron ore suppliers transferred from annual to quarterly contracts. Problems originating in the rising prices of 

inputs into the particular parts of the technological process fully demonstrated in Ostrava in the conflict 

between the companies ArcelorMittal Ostrava and EVRAZ Vítkovice Steel, which resulted in a reduced 

production of the manufacturing capacity on both sides, decreased labour productivity and a several 

months long uncertainty. 

In the recent expert discussions among coal salesmen, mining and energy sector specialists, there were 

great expectations, as the market will react to this significant increase in commodity prices such as gas. [10] 

Another factor that can have a highly negative impact on economic characteristics of metallurgy firms is the 

Czech and European legislation concerning the greening of production. A possible tool for minimising those 

impacts can be the cooperation or partnership with clients in introducing technological innovations leading 

to positive economic and environmental effects. 

4.  DEVELOPMENT TRENDS OF MODERN MARKETING IN THE CONTEXT OF CHANGES IN THE 

METALLURGY SECTOR  

As we mentioned in the introduction to this article, a basic characteristic feature of the present era of the 

world economy development is the dynamic globalisation. There are also other new factors conditioning 

the success of firms operating in the business markets, such as: 

 Monitoring and consistent use of comparative advantages, 

 Utilising the interactivity of economic entities supported by modern technologies, 

 Absolute necessity to focus on customer values, 

 Monitoring and utilisation of new integration trends of networking, strategic alliances etc. 

Newly, when formulating a corporate strategic intent we must start mainly from the existing dynamics of 

the industrial market and so think of the continuous innovation of offer while the dominant aspect should 

be a strategy focused on gaining competitive advantage. Obtaining competitive advantage by means of a 

marketing approach should be both-sided, i.e. both for the seller and for the buyer. If we wish to 

implement new trends of marketing based on changes in business markets into the marketing management 

of metallurgy firms, we should first define the basic tools enabling such implementation. One of significant 

marketing communication tools is Public Relations (PR). It is a complex of tools intended for communication 

between a firm and usually media and other target groups which affect a general opinion on the perception 

of the given industrial firm. PR represents a form of communication whose effect is multiplied if it is linked 

in time and content with advertising or other marketing campaigns. PR is used both for corporate 

communication and to support product communication; specific PR tools are crisis communication and 

lobbying. Specifically, in the case of the steel industry, by means of the above marketing tools we need to 

communicate a positive message about steel as a material and about the steel industry itself, such as: [4] 

 steel is a modern, continuously developing material with a versatile use 
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 steel is the most recycled material in the world 

 steel industry is an excellent place for employment. 

Firms that want to succeed in the global market competition must be able to newly capture the role of 

customers in the whole process of development, production, sale, implementation and use of products. 

This basic prerequisite of success of an industrial firm is based on the specificities of business markets and it 

imposes a strong requirement on differentiated approach to particular businesses-customers by means of 

consistent market segmentation and principles of relationship marketing. [5] 

As already mentioned above, many differences may be discovered between the consumer market and the 

business market. On the other hand, e.g. segmentation can be done with the help of similar criteria, only 

suitably applied to the given type of market. An example can be segmentations (first examples from one 

and then from the other type of market): [2] 

 demographic - age, sex, education x sector, size of organisation, number of employees 

 time - purchases in the course of a day, a week, seasonal buys x regular buys on a frequent basis, regular 

buys with a longer period, irregular buys, entirely random buys 

 consumer - buying and consuming behaviour, psychological qualities, habits, attitudes x organisation of 

purchases, buying policy, supplier-client relationships etc. 

In the business market, segmentation may be done from the viewpoint of macrosegmentation (contextual 

influence e.g. the sector, geographic factor, transnational grouping, state system, strength of competition 

and negotiation position of the other actors in the market, size of the company, types of customers) or 

from the viewpoint of partial microsegmentation (individual more detailed characteristics of customers). [3] 

One of the key tasks of any segmentation is the identification of potential, current or past customers or 

interesting segments for which it is worth creating special strategies, policies, offers etc. There is a number 

of approaches which define the value of relationship marketing (CRM - Customer Relationship 

Management), of personal relationship, customer etc. [6] 

In order to keep any relationships and differentiated approaches long-term, it is essential for them to be 

beneficial for all parties involved. The advantage for the buyer may be the solution of its shortage, of a 

problem, or e.g. an increase in its effectiveness, or cooperation with the seller may bring savings in costs. 

When assessing a customer, the seller should not follow only its current value and existing costs connected 

with such customer but also the potential of cooperation in the future. Differentiated or individual 

approach to customers is generated mainly from the long-term aspect and the volume or prestige of the 

cooperation. 

A practical example of how the sub-parts of this article are mutually interconnected is the potential 

problem in the customer structure of Czech metallurgy firms. The structure had positive effects in the 

period before the world crisis when the German industry with its demand pulled the Czech one but today’s 

weaknesses have been described above and it is therefore worth considering whether focus should not be 

on the “future leaders” who do not reach a high value currently from the viewpoint of suppliers but in the 

long term could own that significant potential. Here it must be stressed that establishing, building or 

maintaining the relationships does not happen in an ideal world without other influences. Apart from 

customers and other stakeholders in the market we must not forget about the groups or institutions which, 

even without a trade link to the given firm, may help significantly or block the achievement of the firm’s 
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objectives. In marketing, we generally call these important groups the public, and for the steel industry it is 

also important to maintain relationships with important groups of the public interested. Such groups of 

interested public may include: [4] 

 project designers (e.g. in construction, automobile or packaging industry) 

 teachers at all levels of education who influence pupils and students, i.e. the future designers and 

specificators, future employees of firms and consumers of metallurgy products 

 media - journalists, the staff of TV, radio and internet media 

 governments determining the economic and legislative environment in which the firms operate 

 financial analysts, institutions and shareholders who influence the financial sources available to steel 

producers 

Out of all the aspects of the current development of the world economy mentioned up to now, a clearly 

defined call arises for the industrial firms to substantially deepen their market orientation, to know better 

and satisfy the needs of their customers - industrial firms - and to use actively the CRM tools. 

5.  MODERN FORMS OF MARKET INTEGRATIONS IN METALLURGY  

Apart from an effective use of marketing tools in industrial firms, there are also other ways to achieve 

higher competitiveness in the global business market. One of the ways is network enterprising or creating 

alliances and acquisitions. Such modern forms of integration are a basic strategic issue of today. However, 

till now there has been a presumption that the basic  role of such forms of cooperation are strategic, more 

or less intensive interconnections of small and medium-sized enterprises as a way of eliminating threats 

from competing companies with strong capitals. Results of EQS modelling suggested that shared vision and 

resource sharing among network members significantly benefited members' businesses, and that these 

benefits were associated with a generalized perception of the advantages of network membership and 

positively affected members' future participation plans, thus furthering the likelihood of network 

continuance. [7] 

In metallurgy, a growing emphasis is put on network structures of relatively strong players with a view to 

utilising the synergy effects, using the competitive advantages of partners in the network, using partner’s 

knowledge of the market etc. Industrial firm boundaries are dynamic, changing with every new alliance or 

acquisition. As boundaries evolve, managers must develop organizational structures that effectively 

leverage knowledge. [8] 

Apart from achieving certain positive synergy, metallurgy gains other substantial economic benefits from 

the network business structures. They include: 

 financial savings from the volume of metallurgical production 

 reduction of costs enabling the networks to compete in a larger market of metallurgical production 

 entry into partner’s markets, inaccessible before (e.g. due to protectionism) 

 increasing flexibility and competitiveness of the particular network members 

 optimisation of using the production capacities of the network-member metallurgy firms 

In terms of the extent of networking, it is mainly the automobile industry that excels in such modern ways 

of cooperation at present. Metallurgy is, however, another sector where such tendencies appear - it must 
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be said that for the benefit of all involved. Another modern tool of enterprising is offshoring. That 

instrument has been widely used lately to reduce operational costs of industrial firms arising from the 

transfer of some corporate activities to another continent. The reason for relocating some activities to 

another country is, in the majority of cases, the cheaper labour force but it can also be an effort to be 

closer to customers. In industrial production, it is possible to offshore to another country practically any 

activity that shows signs of a transferrable process. Based on an analysis of the consultancy firm A. T. 

Kearney [9], the most attractive country for offshoring is India which has a large potential in English 

speaking qualified human resources and in low costs of their use. It is followed by China with a developed 

financial infrastructure and relatively qualified labour force, and Malaysia with a developed, relatively 

stable business environment, but weaker qualification and availability of human resources. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The most important goal of today’s industrial firms is now the best possible satisfaction of customer needs. 

That fact incites the need to apply such corporate marketing tools which will develop and vary according to 

who is their target customer and, therefore, in which market they are applied. The submitted article 

presents results of our evaluation of starting points for applying modern trends of industrial marketing in 

the metallurgy sector, and it identifies specific areas of metallurgy firms in the context of a differentiated 

approach to the role of customers as potential bearers of competitiveness of the firms. 
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Abstract 

A significant component of the EU cohesion policy is the enhancement of business environment as one of 

the key attributes of further successful development of the European economy. A quality business 

environment creates conditions for a successful start and development of competitive business entities 

which subsequently create new jobs and generally strengthen economic and social cohesion. Czech 

industrial companies continue to lag behind the European Union countries in quality, equipment, 

effectiveness or innovation. For that reason, some operational programmes have been opened to help 

industrial firms achieve the above goals. In particular, this concerns the Operational Programme Enterprise 

and Innovation for the period 2007-2013 which is focused directly on removing or eliminating the problems 

and inadequacies outlined above. Its global objective is to increase competitiveness of the industry and 

services sectors, and to develop entrepreneurship, to sustain the attractiveness  of the Czech Republic 

regions for investors, to support innovations, to stimulate demand for science and research results, to 

commercialise the science and research results, to encourage the enterprising spirit and growth of a 

knowledge based economy by means of capacities for introducing new technologies and innovated 

products, including new information and communication technologies. 

The article deals with specific problems of financing industrial and mainly metallurgical firms from public 

sources. It aims to identify a set of existing operational programmes which can be used by the metallurgical 

companies to draw funding from the EU Structural Funds. The article also presents results of a secondary 

research focused on specific examples of successful, already implemented projects of well-known 

metallurgy companies. 

Keywords: EU cohesion policy, metallurgy companies, competitiveness, structural funds, sensitive sectors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Upon entering the OECD in 1995, the Czech Republic (CR) was symbolically included among the most 

developed economies of the world, and at the same time, along with other countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe, it was economically integrated into the EU internal market. Although, compared to the 139 

evaluated countries of the world, the CR reaches relatively good results, within the 27 EU member states it 

ranks only average. Nevertheless, along with Estonia, it tops safely all the “new member states”. *1+ 
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Today, the Czech Republic is a country with relatively developed technologies and therefore ranks among 

economies which base their performance on their ability to innovate and create products with a high added 

value. The future process of economic convergence depends on the ability to integrate further in the 

international manufacturing process. Although, thanks to the relatively inexpensive qualified labour force, 

the CR still has a comparative advantage in producing goods with a higher added value, that advantage will 

gradually diminish. Therefore, the long-term competitiveness strategy must focus on measures supporting 

innovations. [2] 

By means of its cohesion policy, the European Union seeks a balanced economic and social development of 

all its member states and their regions. The aim is to reduce disparities in the living and economic 

conditions between the poorer and richer EU countries and, at the same time, to improve the ability of the 

EU as a whole to face the challenges of the 21st century. The EU regional policy is constantly changing, 

particularly out of the need to improve its efficiency. That situation is reflected also in the EU budget - for 

some time, the trend of reducing expenditure on the common agricultural policy has been promoted with a 

parallel increase in funds dedicated to the regional policy. [3]  

The European regional policy is based on financial solidarity - member states contribute a fixed financial 

amount into the general budget of the EU in order to help the less prospering regions and social groups. 

The annual expenditure of the EU general budget reaches on average only 1% of the EU GNP (i.e. 

approximately EUR 235 per capita). It is divided into sections, and it reflects the current priorities set by the 

EU for the given period. In the period 2007-2013, the EU budget expenditure is channelled mainly into 

agriculture and the environment, to reducing disparities among EU states and regions, and to enhancing 

their development (support for competitiveness, research, education etc.) and to ensuring security and 

stability inside the EU as well as outside it. In 2010, the EU managed a budget of EUR 141.5 bil. [4] 

This text deals with specific problems of drawing funds for projects of industrial and mainly metallurgy 

firms from public sources. In spite of a significant limitation of state aids, we provide the results of our 

secondary research in which we identified the possible grant programmes which can be used even by 

metallurgy firms to draw public funding for many useful projects. 

2.    OPTIONS OF FINANCING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS OF INDUSTRIAL FIRMS FOCUSED ON METALLURGY 

The current operational programmes include thematic operational programmes which cover the whole of 

the CR, except the City of Prague, and regional operational programmes drawn up for the particular 

cohesion regions except Prague. 

The thematic operational programmes include: 

• Integrated Operational Programme 

• OP Enterprise and Innovation 

• OP Environment  

• OP Transport  

• OP Education for Competitiveness 

• OP Research and Development for Innovations  

• OP Human Resources and Employment  

• OP Technical Assistance   
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For the programming period 2007 - 2013, the following three objectives of regional policy have been set: [5] 

a) Convergence 

This objective is focused on supporting growth and creation of jobs in areas where the GDP per 

capita is lower than 75% of the EU average. 

b) Regional Competitiveness and Employment 

Support for areas where the GDP per capita is higher than 75% of the EU average and at the same 

time the unemployment rate in urban or rural areas exceeds the EU average, and for areas where 

employment in industry or agriculture is higher than the EU average. 

c) European Territorial Cooperation 

Support for cross-border, international and inter-regional cooperation to ensure development of 

the whole of the EU. 

EU       CR 

   
Fig. 1  Distribution of the funding of EU funds among the EU regional policy objectives in the period 2007 - 

2013 [5] 

The figure - see Fig. 1. - demonstrates the priority focus on growth support and creation of jobs in the least 

developed EU regions. A much smaller part of finances is spent on the second of the objectives because 

that objective is focused on regions whose GDP per capita is higher than 75% of the EU average. 

The financing of projects of business entities from EU funds falls under so-called state aid. State aid is 

understood to be any aid provided in any form by the state or from state funds, which distorts or may 

distort competition by giving advantage to certain companies or certain sectors of production, and when it 

affects trade among member states. Aid which meets the above criteria is not compatible with the 

common market and is therefore forbidden. An exception from the general prohibition of providing state 

aid may be permitted either as a so-called block exemption or based on a decision by the EC. De minimis 

state aid does not affect competition and does not have an impact on trade among EU member states, and 

therefore is not considered as state aid, provided that all provisions of the relevant EC regulation are 

complied with. [6] 

The block exemptions are regulations defining state aid for small and medium-sized enterprises, state aid 

for employment, state aid for education, regional development etc. If conditions laid down in the relevant 

regulation are met, such aid may be provided without being subject to approval by the Commission. 
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The metallurgy sector belongs to so-called sensitive sectors in terms of providing state aid. State aid 

channelled to certain sectors is subject to stricter rules or a certain type of aid is prohibited in such sectors. 

That concerns the following sectors - see Tab. 1. 

Table 1  Sectors that cannot receive aid under the particular regulations [6] 

Regulation Sectors that cannot receive aid 

800/2008 - General block exemption 
Regulation 

 (Project output is considered) 

 Fisheries and aquaculture 

 Primary production, processing and market 

introduction of agricultural products pursuant to Annex 

1 to the Treaty Establishing the EC  

 Coal industry 

 Metallurgy 

 Ship construction 

 Production of synthetic fibres. 

1998/2006 - De minimis 
(the company activity is considered) 

 In the road transport sector max. aid at €100.000 

 Fisheries and aquaculture 

 Manufacture of products from Annex I to the EC Treaty  

 Coal industry 

 Acquisition of vehicles for road freight transport by 

companies which operate road freight transport for 

the need of others 

1628/2006   - Regional investment block 
exemption  

(not applicable to Decisions issued after 
the effective date of Regulation 

800/2008, which replaces 1628/2006) 

 Fisheries and aquaculture  

 Ship construction 

 Coal mining 

 Metallurgy  

 Synthetic fibres 

 Manufacture of products as per Annex I to the EC 

Treaty  

The business activity of entities wishing to apply for a grant from the Operational Programme Enterprise 

and Innovation (OP EI) must rank among the supported categories in line with the Classification of 

Economic Activities (CZ-NACE). Applicants must meet the condition of sector definition in the CZ NACE 

branch, further specified in each grant programme. Grants from the OP EI are not intended for projects 

whose object falls under fishery, aquaculture, agricultural and food production set out in Annex I to the 

Treaty establishing the EC, the ship construction industry, synthetic fibres, metallurgy and coal mining. At 

the same time, applicants must meet other conditions set in the Call for Proposals document under the given 

programme (e.g. proving minimum business history, the project must be implemented outside the City of 

Prague etc.). 

3.   SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS OF METALLURGY COMPANIES FINANCED FROM THE EU STRUCTURAL FUNDS 

It results from the conclusion of the chapter above that drawing grants from public sources is in the case of 

metallurgy either entirely forbidden or, in some specific cases, very limited. The next chapter presents the 

results of our secondary research which helped us identify certain grant programmes that allow metallurgy 
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firms to draw specific aid, always with specified limitations or adjustments to conditions of the Call for 

Proposals under the given programme. They are examples of successful, already implemented projects of 

well known metallurgy companies. In order to protect sensitive data, only information available from public 

registers of the supported projects is provided. 

3.1  Operational programme Enterprise and Innovation 

ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. 

Project title: Training centre ArcelorMittal Ostrava a.s. 

Size of grant CZK 7 942 000.00  EUR 327 532.17  

SANDVIK CHOMUTOV PRECISION TUBES spol. s r.o. 

Project title: Equipment of a training centre 

Outline of the project: the project aims to obtain a grant for equipping a training centre. That concerns 

mainly purchasing hardware, software including installation works, furniture and an air-conditioning unit. In 

connection with the planned introduction of new manufacturing of special highly-alloyed nickel pipes for the 

first and second circuit of nuclear power stations, the number of employees will grow gradually - 149 new 

employees are expected, which must be duly trained and their knowledge and expertise broadened 

continuously.  

Size of grant CZK 898 000.00  EUR 37 033.98  

VÚHŽ a.s.  

Project title: Starting a production of spun castings using the technology of vertical centrifugal casting 

Outline of the project: The project aims to innovate the process of manufacturing rotational castings by 

introducing a new technology of vertical centrifugal casting. This new technology will enable the production of 

thick-walled or solid castings from steels and cast iron of a rotational shape with minimum extras for cutting. 

Thanks to the many years’ experience in horizontal centrifugal casting it is possible to use a part of the know-

how for the technology of vertical centrifugal casting, to expand the technological and product possibilities of 

the foundry operation, and to apply the results of research-development projects implemented successfully in 

the VÚHŽ foundry in the past. 

Size of grant CZK 2 760 000.00  EUR 113 823.82  

3.2  Operational programme Environment  

ŽDB GROUP a.s. 

Project title: Technology for treatment of metal waste including the disposal of car-wrecks  

Outline of the project: The subject of the submitted project is the purchase of hydraulic scissors and a baling 

press for processing metal waste including car-wracks. The processing means compression or cutting of the 

waste to a pre-set length. 

Size of grant CZK 7  820 000.00  EUR 322 500.82  

SANDVIK CHOMUTOV PRECISION TUBES spol. s r.o. 
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Project title: Removing old environmental burdens - carrying out survey works and risk analyses  

Size of grant 1 920 591.00 

3.3  Operational programme Human Resources and Employment 

TŘINECKÉ ŽELEZÁRNY, a. s. 

Project title: Effective training, personal development and increasing adaptability of the employees of 

VÁLCOVNA TRUB TŽ, a.s. 

Outline of the project: The project aims to improve the qualification and adaptability of employees, and to 

support mutual cooperation, which will help streamline the company processes and increase the 

competitiveness of the firm, and enhance the sustainability of jobs. 

Size of grant CZK 5 058 000.20  EUR 208 594.53  

ArcelorMittal Distribution Czech, s.r.o. 

Project title: A complex system of further education of employees in the company ArcelorMittal Distribution 

Czech Republic, s.r.o. 

Size of grant CZK 3 462 330.50  

4.  CONCLUSION 

The article analyses the current situation in the financing of development projects of industrial firms 

focused on the metallurgy sector. That sector belongs to so-called sensitive sectors in terms of providing 

state aids. State aid directed to certain sectors is subject to stricter rules, and therefore we focused on 

identification of existing operational programmes which can be used by the metallurgy companies for 

drawing funds. That is demonstrated on specific examples of successful, already implemented projects of 

well-known metallurgy companies.  

The market globalization processes under way, management internationalization and the process of 

product and technological innovations, which have a truly turbulent character at present, must be balanced 

by other processes that will contribute to corporate credibility, respectability and responsibility, namely not 

only with respect to their customers and suppliers, but to the overall market environment, including all its 

elements. [7] 

At present, a debate has been started on the future of the EU cohesion policy in the upcoming period 

2014+. In the long term, the EU has sought the most effective possible use of financial resources. For the 

future, it appears very effective when public investment is able to mobilise private sector investment, it is 

called the “leverage effect”. The leverage effect can be achieved mainly in the implementation of PPP 

projects. By means of stronger interlinking of the strategic development of towns with the interests of the 

business sphere it will be possible to achieve a consistent economic growth with a positive impact on the 

aspects mentioned in the particular strategic plans. [8] 
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Abstract 

Globalization, consolidation processes, EU policies and environmental sustainability impose constraints that 

largely determine investment policies and value creation of businesses manufacturing basic metals and 

fabricated metal product in the EU. Recent economic crisis adds financing structure and risk management 

constraints. The paper describes industry benchmarks for companies operating in Poland with focus on 

implications arising from financing structure and risk. 

Keywords: fabricated metal products, financial analysis, financing structure, Poland. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Recent global economic crisis has had a lower impact on Polish economy in terms of GDP growth rate, 

compared to EU or neighboring countries (Figure 1). Managers however, should carefully assess the 

situation and plan their actions accordingly. 

 

Fig. 1  Growth rate of GDP volume - percentage change on previous year (2000-2010) 

Source: Data Eurostat (as of 12.03.2011, data for Czech Republic 2010 is forecasted.). 

Forecasts, by their nature, have a degree of uncertainty incorporated in them. Although the past years have 

seen significant advances in economic modeling, forecasts haven’t necessarily improved. The fundamental 

problem is that economic models - series of equations meant to describe how different parts of the 
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economy interact - depend on historical data. The underlying assumption is that the economy will behave 

within a narrow band of reality therefore accuracy of the forecast decreases with time. 

The recent crisis has been a painful lesson for many businesses and industries. Forecasted growth in 

demand and stable access to financing was the key to many business decisions. Based on that assumption 

many companies have made over-optimistic investment decisions that will hamper their growth for years. 

The long awaited recovery is slow and seems to indicate that future economic environment will be different 

to the one before the crisis.  

Major changes in prices of materials and energy, fluctuating exchange rates, interest rates, investors’ risk 

aversion, unpredictable demand, create a difficult environment for managers and researchers. Managers 

are faced with decisions with high level of uncertainty. Researchers have to cope with the difficulty in 

accepting assumptions that indicate stability of selected factors in their research. Modern financial 

management theory offers many valuable, elaborate tools. In analyzing strategic decisions during crisis 

simplicity may be a virtue. 

Return on equity (ROE) measures the effectiveness of owners’ equity employed in the venture. This simple 

ratio, commonly used in early twentieth century, forms the basis for more recent value added analysis. 

Basic understanding remains unchanged. Increasing net profit (as part of free cash flow) remains the long-

term goal of any business. This aim is achieved by entering positive net present value ventures (those 

generate cash flow returns superior to interest rates offered by alternative investments). Before the crisis 

identifying positive NPV investments was the aim for managers. After the crisis authors of text books point 

that it is difficult to find positive NPV [1, p. 404] opportunities in competitive markets and that 

understanding the assumption is the key to successful management. 

Using the standard Du Pont model [2], ROE can be presented as [3]: 

ROE = ROS x AT x CM,       (1) 

where:  ROE - return on equity, ROS - return on Sales, AT - asset turnover, CM - capital multiplier (Assets 

divided by Equity).  

Prior studies document that the DuPont analysis, which decomposes return on net operating assets into 

profit margin and asset turnover, have explanatory power with respect to changes in future profitability 

and investor relations [4]. 

Financially sustainable growth [5, p. 115-137] assumes that a company can grow at a rate (g) equivalent to 

the multiple of Return on Equity (ROE) and of the rate at which it reinvests profits (R). 

g = ROE x R = ROS x AT x CM x R       (2) 

ROS and AT are assumed to reflect investment activities [6], whereas CM and R are assumed to reflect 

financing decisions.  

Using the percentage of sales method managers assume that ROS, AT and CM remain constant. Various 

studies indicate that managers also attempt to stabilize R through stable dividend policies.  

In this paper study the changes of ROS, AT and CM in Polish companies during the years 2006-2009 to 

observe the magnitude of changes in economic entities, manufacturing entities and in companies 

manufacturing metal products, except machinery and equipment, 
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The contribution of this paper is to document a new set of facts that during the recent economic crisis vast 

changes in profitability and sales volume encouraged decisions to change the financing structure of 

companies. This creates growing evidence of link between investment and financing decisions and 

enhances the importance financial analysis in crafting of business strategies. 

2.  DATA DESCRIPTION  

Dataset is based on survey data published by the Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS).  The survey covers 

economic entities with 10 and more people employed. Manufacturing refers to NACE group D, 

Manufacture of metal products, except machinery and equipment refers to NACE group D code 28 (Table 

1). Dataset has been limited to include the period 2006-2009 in order to emphasize (rather then dilute) the 

effects of the current economic crisis. 

Table 1  Number of entities covered by the dataset 

  
2006 2007 2008 2009 

Number of entities 

Total 47 048 48 165 53 148 53 847 

   Group D  15 103 15 354 15 785 15 030 

      Code 28 2 039 2 154 2 354 2 246 

Source: own, data Central Statistical Office. 

3.  RESULTS 

Comparing ROS and AT of the total of companies in the survey (Figure 2) changes seem minor but increase 

in Manufacturing (group D). Changes in manufacture of metal products (MFMP) were far more apparent. 

Studies conducted on other markets show similar results regarding revenues and manufacturing output [7]. 

 
Fig. 2  Return on Sales (ROS) and Asset Turnover (AT) in Polish companies 2006-2009 

Source: own, based on data from the Central Statistical Office of Poland. 
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Decreasing AT in 2009 should be attributed to falling revenues (59,6 billion PLN in 2008 compared to 50,8 

billion PLN in 2009), and investments in 2008 (Total Assets increased by 14%, Revenues increased by 9%). 

Comparing changes in Return on Assets (ROA = ROS x AT) and Capital Multiplier (CM) relatively minor 

changes can be observed in Total companies surveyed by GUS. CM increased in Manufacturing in 2008 (and 

decreased to previous levels in 2009). Relatively bigger changes can be observed in Manufacturing of metal 

products as profits are reinvested in 2009 (Figure 2). 

Changing financial structure in manufacturing of metal products reflects decreasing share of short-term 

liabilities both in the form of bank loans and trade payables. The share of long-term liabilities in total 

liabilities is increasing, however this is only due to decreasing total liabilities. Long term liabilities to total 

assets ratio remains in the range 10%-11%, short-term liabilities to total assets in 2009 dropped to 35% 

from 40% in previous years. 

During the crisis above average levels of debt financing have been corrected and forced the companies to 

increase the share of equity in financing. On average, in Polish manufacturers of metal products net profits 

were sufficient to cover the changes in financing structure. 

 
Fig. 3  Return on Assets (ROA) and Capital Multiplier (CM) in Polish companies 2006-2009 

Source: own, based on data from the Central Statistical Office of Poland. 

Assumptions of stable values of ROS, AT and CM should be assumed with caution. Managers of companies 

manufacturing of metal products in Poland in the period 2006-2009 experienced vast changes in Asset 

Turnover (AT) caused by substantial drop in revenues. Following the crisis companies utilizing above 

average share of debt in their financing (above average CM) had to increase the share of equity in their 

financing. The share of long-term debt in financing remained stable, which means that managers were not 

able to change short-term loans to long-term loans (Figure 3). 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of financial results of manufacturers of metal products in Poland seems to indicate substantial 

changes. Fast growth recorded in 2006 and 2007 has been followed by drop in sales in 2009. 

Overinvestment in 2009 led to high share of debt in financing and forced managers to reinvest profits to 

change the financing structure. Resulting decrease in ROE may hamper growth in forthcoming years as 

lower forecasted returns on equity decrease internal growth potential and repels investors. 
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Abstract 

Innovation is vital for Polish metallurgical enterprises. As a result of globalization of markets, only 

companies actively innovative can meet market requirements. The paper identifies areas of innovation, and 

the potential for their implementation in the metallurgical enterprises, which may result in increasing their 

competitivness.. This was done both in the area directly related to production and in broadly defined 

business management. 

Keywords: innovativeness, metallurgy, industry, Poland, world economy. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The metals industry, one of the most important manufacturing industries, focused on the preparation of 

ore mined from the earth to obtain one pure metal, metal refining, their heat treatment and chemical-

thermal (quenching, etc.), casting in order to give them a specific shape and the manufacturing of alloy. 

There are two sections of the metals industry[1]:  

 iron and steel,  

 non-ferrous metallurgy products manufactured by the steel industry are usually rough, which then 

use the machine industry and metal and electrical industry, some sections. 

The most important metallurgical products and manufacturers in the world include [6]:  

 steel - Japan, USA, China, Russia, Ukraine, South Korea and the countries of Western Europe; 

 aluminium - the U.S., Russia, Canada, Japan, Brazil and Australia; 

 copper - the U.S., Chile, Japan, Russia, China and Germany; 

 zinc - Russia, Japan, Canada, China, USA and Germany; 

 lead - the U.S., Russia, Germany, United Kingdom, and Japan, China and France, as well as tin, 

mercury and precious metals (gold, silver and platinum).  

In Poland, the scale of iron, whose traditions date back to the mid-nineteenth century, is mainly located in 

the Upper Silesian Industrial District, as well as in single centres (Krakow, Czestochowa, Stalowa Wola, 

Ostrowiec Swietokrzyski, Warsaw). In addition, non-ferrous metal mines near the smelter were created 

producing: copper (smelter, Legnica), zinc and lead (Bukowno), while based on imported iron ore is in Konin 

aluminium plant.[2] 
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2.  INNOVATIONS IN THE METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY  

Recession in the metallurgy of steel companies; verified strategies and cleared the industry, although this 

was not a drastic change. Steel industry, both in Poland and on global scale is driven by the reduction of 

cost.[4] As for the Polish market Poland is gently going through a crisis and had no negative GDP. However, 

without any doubt the steel market has shrunk.  

 

Fig. 1  Changes in crude steel production in Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia 1993-2010 (prior year=100) 

Source: own based on data from World Steel Association and Polish Main Statistical Office. 

During the first six months of 2009 production declined by 40%. At the end of the year consumption was 

estimated to have declined by almost 30% (Figure 1). These were substantial changes yet analysis of 

previous years indicates that such changes were not unprecedented. Managers were provided with the 

challenge of adjusting to shifts in demand.  

Representatives of the sector - implemented saving strategies that enabled companies to survive the worst 

period. Both producers and distributors have suffered losses, but have been able to absorb them. 

Companies that worked on a speculative basis and whose sole objective were quick profits lost solvency. 

This was not the right strategy.[3] 

In the event of loss of liquidity in the market every swing reflected the negative effect. The entities, which 

carefully controlled costs and in better times, even with limited demand on the market, have survived. 

Generally, steel-consuming sectors were based on inventories and cost-effective activity. There was, 

however, on the side of the main recipients of discharge bankruptcies, acquisitions or mergers. First of all, 

there has been a rationalization of costs. Both producers and distributors reduced the production and 

reduced employment.[7]  
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ArcelorMittal anticipated the negative effects of the crisis The company limited its capacity in various 

locations around the world following the crisis. Capacity reduction also occurred in the ISD Ironworks 

Czestochowa.[5]  

Long term data analysis (Figure 2) seems to indicate growing global demand for crude steel yet most of it 

comes from Asia (and China in particular). Increasing costs of transportation may cause further changes in 

the geography of crude steel production. Tight cost control, advanced capacity planning [8] and limited 

investments in expansion of production capacity seem prudent in the forthcoming years.  

 

Fig. 2  Changes in crude steel production 1990-2010 (1990=100) 

Source: own based on data from World Steel Association  

The crisis also gave its toll on distributors, but led to the rational application of a whole range of business 

activities. Forced a greater degree of control and supervision over warehouses. Occurred at the same time 

a clear expansion of the activities (investments in service centres).  

Some companies decided to begin production.[6] All this surely pay off when the economic recovery, 

making the market more mature and resistant to fluctuations. Relationships also changed distributors from 

insurers. In many cases, companies abandoned their services to insurers and the user assumes the risk of 

transactions. Overall, there was more control customer solvency due to a legitimate concern for the 

maintenance of liquidity. 

The crisis is not only negative effects. In times of recession entrpreneurs can also earn. The turmoil in the 

market always encouraged purchases and acquisitions. Some companies have used a more difficult 

situation on the global market to acquire smaller players who are not coping with the crisis, mainly due to 

financial problems.  
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Some global companies have chosen to attract investors, hoping to strengthen the current position in the 

steel market. Industrial Union of Donbass (ISD) has acquired a new investor. New partners, led by A. 

Katunin, the owner of an international dealer Carbofer General Trading, bought 50% plus two shares of ISD 

Corporation.[6]  

According to investors, this is an important step in the implementation of previously announced corporate 

strategy ISD directed at creating a vertically integrated Ukrainian company and reinforce its position as one 

of the leaders of the global steel industry.[3, 5] 

Searching for strategic partners lasted for three years. Selecting a partner in a natural way has been 

hampered by the decline in investment attractiveness of Ukraine’s metallurgical industry. It is worth noting 

that the new corporate partners acquired the block of shares during a market downturn.  

Main synergies in 2010, the corporation acquired ISD at the conclusion of the relevant financing 

modernization of main production processes in the Ukrainian steel mills, installation of cogeneration and a 

whole range of other projects. ISD Corporation is confident that such steps will lead to the leading edge of a 

major Ukrainian asset after stabilizing trends in the global market. On the other hand the company is stable 

- despite the crisis - the condition is not relinquished their investment plans. ArcelorMittal has signed an 

agreement with the Government of Orissa on the construction of a steelworks in the state. Plans to build 

two steel complexes assume the annual production of 12 million tons of steel. 

Investments conducted by steel companies operating in Poland were not only equal to the best 

establishments in Western Europe, but in some aspects of technology were even more advanced. 

Modernized cold strip mill in Krakow, opened by ArcelorMittal Poland, uses the latest technology.  

The cost of the investment amounted to nearly 98 million zł. The modernized cold rolling mill is a response 

to growing customer demands for quality products. The target customers are automotive, construction and 

household appliances. Rolling is an essential element of the five-year investment in ArcelorMittal Poland - 

part of the investment process, which leads from the company until the acquisition of Polish steel 

ironworks in 2004. Until today, invested in the technology park 3.8 billion zł.*9+ 

It turns out that the crisis is not as bad as predicted. Crisis situation with which we dealt predominantly 

affected the company, which has been restructured much earlier - and therefore before the crisis - 

according to EU standards. The method of restructuring, which threw the EU, the company adapted to EU 

standards in the areas of finance, employment, or sphere of production and thus increases their resistance 

to the phenomenon of crisis. All that meant positive self-verification ahead of the crisis.  

On the other hand that does not mean that everything was painless, as companies had to cut both 

production and employment. The crisis has therefore revised its production plans for many companies, 

which in most cases, meant simply to adapt strategies to new market realities, and not trouble or 

collapse.[10] 

Comparing the situation 2010 years should be noted that when it comes to production, the smallest 

decrease was reported in hot rolled. But this is not a sign of intensification of infrastructure projects. 

Significant growth in exports of this product indicates that a large part of this production was not consumed 

by the internal EU market. The remaining sectors recorded a decline of about 30%.  

Negatively characterized by hot-rolled with more than 45% decrease compared to the same period in 2009. 

Rails production segment in Poland continues to grow, as exports and - worth mentioning - the lowest 
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recorded apparent consumption of all products in the fall. Analysing the import, you will see a sharp 

decline. Given that the price level in Poland is low compared to Europe. This causes a total lack of 

profitability of bringing to our country in particular, rods and profiles. Decline in imports of these products 

reaches 60-70% according to various calculations.[2] 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

According to forecasts, MEPS, the 2010 world steel production reached 1.200 million tons. Gradually 

recovering demand for steel, both on Polish and global steel market. Experts predict growth, also on the 

Polish market. This will cover housing and infrastructure, whose growth is estimated at 20%.  

According to forecasts, Poland will be the leader when it comes to housing and infrastructure. Forecasts - 

both global and local - are optimistic and point to the growing steel production and higher demand for steel 

products. This was achieved thanks to the growing demand in the U.S., Japan and Europe. 
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Abstract 

The metallurgical industry is the branch with the largest energy consumption in the world. Currently, 

energy represents around 20% of the total cost of producing steel and the number is still rising.  

Over the last few decades, the steel production achieved several significant improvements regarding the 

lowering of energy intensity. For all technological changes the following ones can be mentioned: 

continuous casting and thin sheet metal production. The research capacities of the sector have been 

obviously intensive and successful and at the same time the research activities have been supported by 

both the private and the public sector, so a further development and improvements may be expected.  

According to the report of American Iron and Steel Institute, there are three ways how to achieve savings in 

energy consumption. The first one is the implementation and continual improvement of currently known 

technologies, the second one results from stronger and systematic research and development (R&D) 

activities focused on the radical improvement of current technologies and the third one stands on the 

research and development of quite new technologies, production processes or energy sources. In the 

innovation terminology the three ways represent incremental, radical and systematic innovations. 

The paper focuses on analysing of all three ways with the aim to bring a comprehensive and actual review 

of the R&D activities as a kind of opportunities not only for Czech companies. 

Keywords: energetic sources, metallurgy, innovation potential 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Energy conservation in steelmaking is crucial, to ensure the competitiveness of the industry and to 

minimise environmental impacts, such as greenhouse gas emissions. Steel is also essential for energy 

production and transmission and saves energy over product life cycles through its light-weight potential, 

durability and 100% recyclability. Recycling meets the idea of permanently sustainable development, not 

only from ecological, but also from economic point of view [1]. In 2007, 1.3 billion tonnes of steel were 

produced. Production levels are expected to double by 2050 to meet the growing demand for steel around 

the world [2]. 

The strengthening competition from India and China, the demand decrease of fundamental steel 

consumers as the recession result, the rising prices of energy inputs as well as the fluctuation of their 

supplies and last but not least the strengthening environmental pressures, these all factors force steel 

producers to seek more intensively for savings in their energy consumption. The following facts represent 

information inputs for future possible innovations in energy savings: 

mailto:j.pocta@seznam.cz
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1. Energy constitutes a significant portion of the cost of steel production, from 20% to 40% in some 

countries. Thus, improvements in energy efficiency result in reduced production costs and thereby 

improved competitiveness. 

2. The energy efficiency of steelmaking facilities vary depending on production route, type of iron ore 

and coal used, the steel product mix, operation control technology, and material efficiency. 

3. Energy is also consumed indirectly for the mining, preparation and transportation of raw materials, 

including: coal, iron ore, recycled steel and limestone (about 8% of the total life cycle energy 

required to produce the steel). 

4. About 95% of an integrated facility’s energy input comes from solid fuel (mainly coal), 3-4% from 

gaseous fuels and 1-2% from liquid fuels [2]. 

 

So what are the ways to lower the energy consumption? For example in 2005 USA set a program with the 

goal to develop new steelmaking technologies which will take steel production from approx. 330 liters to 

138 liters of oil/t of crude steel in 2025. Such significant savings required transforming the steelmaking 

process (see Fig. 1).Fig. 1 also shows, that only a small portion of this reduction process could be achieved 

by the implementation of already known practices [white area]. The rest of the column (energy savings) 

may be achieved only by innovation and research into todays processes (yellow and green area) and more 

even in completely new processes (red area) [3]. 

2.  KNOWN AND IMPLEMENTED TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENERGY SAVINGS 

Improvements in energy efficiency have led to reductions of about 50% in energy required to produce a 

tonne of crude steel since 1975 to 2005 in most of the top steel producing countries as a result of for 

example:  

 Intense sharing of best practices throughout each region 
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 Improved recycling of steel-containing products and quality of recycled steel 

 Improved use of by-products from steelmaking and yield increases [2] 

From more concrete technologies that somehow in the end save energy in metallurgical processes and 

have been already successfully implemented the following ones can be mentioned [6, 7]: 

 powdered black coal injections to blast furnaces as well as intensification by oil, plastic or natural 

gas by their blasting through the tuyères, 

 O2 blasting into the EAF furnaces, 

 melting by electric heating, 

 refining technologies outside of melting unit, 

 utilization of partly sewage sludge, silage, sawmill wastes or another waste could as a fuel at the 

fluidised bed boilers in the energetics in the metallurgical plants. This heating technology has been 

already verified in the Třinec Iron and Steel Works and can serve as example for next innovative 

cases), 

 flexibility of the ratio scrap/pig iron in the steelmaking charge. 

Intensification technologies are important mainly for satisfaction of metallurgical demand, quality or 

flexibility of production assortment. In the final result they bring profit in the form of primary raw material 

savings as well as in the production cost decrease [7]. 

More specific locations of some already known and well verified innovative solutions follow. 

Sinter Plant 

For the improvement of sinter plants there are actual and some already inaugurated techniques such as the 

preheating of sinter mix by steam decreases coke consumption and increases permeability. The steam will 

be produced by heat recovery from the sinter cooler and the energy requirement will be reduced by up to 

10%. The Low-Emission Technology is based on the selective recycling of exhaust gas and the recovery of 

heat and residual fuel value of exhaust gas. It leads to a degradation of pollutants and a conservation of 

sinter quality. 

Cowper Heating 

Also conventional Cowper stove was improved in the last years. First of all, the heat recovery with several 

different systems leads to an increasing efficiency of hot blast production. Recuperative systems, burners 

or BF gas fired preheaters for combustion air and gas reduce the fuel consumption. New burners enable the 

use of weak gas, the new design leads to an ideal mixture of gas and air inside the combustion shaft, the 

homogenous combustion atmosphere avoids CO-emission. In combination with the preheating systems as 

well as with the exact and fast gas mixture control a high hot blast temperature is reached with a minimum 

of rich gas. 

Steel Plant 

Within steelmaking an important control parameter with relevance for energy consumption is the 

adjustment the target casting temperature of liquid steel. To avoid an unnecessarily high energy input for 

example in the BOF, which has to be lowered during ladle treatment by cooling scrap addition, a system for 
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through-process prediction of temperature evolution within the complete steelmaking route has been 

developed. Depending on the thermal status of the tapping ladle, the control system adjusts the target BOF 

tapping temperature so that further temperature control actions during ladle treatment are minimised. The 

average BOF tapping temperature was thus decreased by 10 K, leading to energy savings of about 5 kWh / 

ton of liquid steel.  

Reheating Furnaces 

The greatest energy savings at reheating furnaces in rolling mills are based on the optimization of heating 

and heat recovery systems. With thermal regenerators the heat of waste gas is recovered and by 

preheating the combustion air up to 1.000°C the fuel consumption is reduced about 10-40 %, depending on 

the kind of furnace and the waste gas temperature [4]. 

3.  TECHNOLOGIES IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Among some more concrete further improvements that are necessary and already under researchers’ 

attention belong [6, 7]: 

 Usage of BF Gas in high temperature plants as reheating furnaces, by preheating gas and air up to 

nearly 1.000°C, 

 Combination of high quality standards for heat treatment with energetic improvement measures, 

e.g. for the production of high quality surfaces as in galvanising lines, 

 Automatic plant inspection and monitoring system, automatic diagnostic system, 

 Advanced control system for reheating furnace and rolling mill, 

 Thermo-mechanical treatment (in rolling mills), 

 Units for direct heat saving and elimination of temperature decrease (coil-box or encopanel in the 

strip rolling mills), 

 Selective local reheating of semi-finished products before finishing rolling, 

 DRI as selective use of energy coal and decrease of coke consumption. (more on DRI opportunities 

lower), 

 Coupling ironmaking and steelmaking processes to energy generation and thereby making 

maximum use of the chemical energy and thermal energy by-products of iron and steelmaking; 

direct connection of continues casting and rolling.  

Some of the technologies have been already applied in modern metallurgical plants but most of the steel 

producers still operate without them because it doesn‘t pay to implement the new technologies into older 

plants. Those producers can verify on experiences of the already applied technologies their return and do 

research with more concrete (verified) data. As for more specific locations of potential innovations, the 

following should be in the focus of further research: 

New Blast Furnace Concept (Oxygen Blast Furnace) 

As the blast furnace is the main source of CO2 it is clear that the main target is the reduction of carbon 

carriers, especially the coke, in the blast furnace process. A large project in Europe is the so-called ULCOS 
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project (Ultra Low CO2 Steel making), which evaluates biomass, electrolysis, hydrogen use, natural gas use 

for steel making but also the massive carbon reduction in the blast furnace. 

Use of Coke Oven Gas for the Production of DRI 

Another potential efficiency improvement refers to the alternative utilization of coke oven gas. Generally, a 

coking plant is linked with the interconnecting network of an integrated iron and steel works. Excess coke 

oven gas is internally used by other steel works consumers for heating of sinter plant ignition furnaces,  

pusher type heating furnaces in rolling mills and for electric power generation in power plants. As a result 

of measures aimed at optimizing the energy consumption of integrated iron and steel works production 

systems, there partially is coke oven gas in excess which must be internally and externally used for power 

generation in a power station. The profit depends on the regional electric power prices [4]. 

4.  CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

At the present time there is a serious problem of exhaustion of existing kinds of energy sources, such as oil 

and gas. It is become actually researching and working out of practical method for reception [4]. 

Approaches towards less energy intensive steel production (low-carbon ironmaking and steelmaking) could 

involve:  

 Developing new processes having lower energy intensity, or new technologies that enable 

improved energy performance for existing processes. This includes technologies that can take 

advantage of the energy currently lost in existing processes. Alternative approaches may include:  

 Avoiding of heating/cooling steps.  

 Further reduce of the required temperatures (semi-hot forming). 

 Application of biotechnological processes in the branch of raw material preparation 

 Recovering and applying heat at high temperatures.  

 Developing processes having lower carbon intensity or that use renewable forms of carbon.  

The steel industry can also develop technologies to transform the industry so it generates its own fuels or 

uses alternative fuels as they are developed by others. Such strategies can greatly reduce the use of natural 

gas an important national and industry goal. This requires making better use of the hydrocarbon fuels that 

are already in use, weaning itself away from its dependence on hydrocarbon fuels, and finding ways to 

sequester the greenhouse gases produced. In all likelihood, there will be no single technology that will 

accomplish all that is needed, but a combination of technologies [3] 

Alternative fuels that could be substituted into the steelmaking process:  

1. Hydrogen, as it becomes available could be used to reduce iron ore or as a fuel in furnaces and 

transportation equipment. The steel industry is a producer of hydrogen in its cokemaking facilities 

and blast furnaces.  

2. Electrolytic winning of iron from iron ore and electro-refining of iron is a possible alternative to the 

blast furnace and BOF and EAF furnaces.  

3. Biometallurgical processes may become feasible.  

4. Consumer waste products such as garbage, plastics, waste oils, tires, auto fluff etc.  
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5. Coal gasification or liquefying technologies which should be explored to manufacture syngas from 

coal on site at a steel plant [3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Steel Energy Efficiency Potentials in 2005, based on best available technology [9] 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

Tough world competition and open economy force metallurgical companies to provide better products and 

services for lower prices. Relying on ad hoc improvements are no more effective; it is necessary to be one 

step ahead, i.e. be actively searching for innovation stimuli. Over last few decades steelmaking processes 

have optimised energy use significantly but there are left many opportunities for further savings.  

Some innovative and efficient technologies have been already implemented and verified in many more 

developed metallurgical companies and so their application means for many out-dated steel plants 

worldwide a surest way how to innovate incrementally without a huge R&D investments. Other innovative 

solutions for energy savings are already in the phase of intensive R&D and were implemented in a few most 

modern plants. And the third group of innovations waits for more focused exploration and so most risky 

R&D investments as their possible return is in dispute. But only such breakthrough technologies are 

expected to lead to major energy savings, with a time frame of ten, twenty years and beyond. 

From the data by IEA (International Energy Agency) showing the potential for steel industry energy savings 

as of 2005 by making greater use of the latest advances in energy conservation technology and equipment 

it is clear that Japan ranks first in efficiency with the potential energy saving is only 0.83GJ (one gigajoule is 

one billion joules*2). But potential savings are 1.98GJ in the United States, 2.12GJ in Europe (OECD member 

nations) and 5.57GJ in China (Fig 2).[9] This numeral comparison of volume of energy conservation possible 

among the depicted countries also proves there are reserves at least in the volume of difference between 

the Japan and other countries. 
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Abstract 

One of essential activities in quality planning is the review of the designed product and of its realization 

process. Its objective is to optimize their capability to meet the defined customer requirements. For this 

purpose, the FMEA method (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) is used. The method consists in the 

following: a team analysis of potential occurrence of failure modes in the design in question, assessment of 

their risks and preparation and implementation of preventive measures for improving the quality of the 

product design and of the process. Today’s approach to FMEA lacks the quantification of costs of potential 

occurrence of specified failure modes and costs of their analysis. Yet, this criterion may be of key 

importance for strategic decisions on either accepting or rejecting proposed preventive measures. This 

paper describes the methodology of a cost-oriented FMEA process, which takes into account the economic 

aspects of potential failure modes for the product. It also presents a practical application of FMEA in 

manufacturing drawn steel spring wire.  

Keywords: process FMEA, cost-oriented FMEA, wire rolling, rolled wire defects 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Quality of products and services offered is one of critical success factors for any organization attempting to 

succeed in today’s global market environment. If we use the definition of quality as the "degree of 

fulfilment of requirements by a set of inherent characteristics" [1], one can state that the level of quality of 

a product (service) is given by the level of customer satisfaction. The level of customer satisfaction is 

defined as the “aggregate of feelings of a customer resulting from differences between his expectations 

and perceived reality in the market" [2]. Hence, the customer satisfaction, and thus the potential success of 

an organization, hinges on the ability of the organization to supply customers with products which meet their 

requirements, needs and expectations. It is generally accepted that the customer satisfaction is substantially 

determined as early as the quality planning phase. This part of the product lifecycle belongs to pre-

production stage. It is aimed at designing and developming the product and its realization process. Various 

authors suggest that about 80% of the final quality of a product is achieved at the quality planning stage [3]. 

The purpose of any organization should be to identify customer requirements and to design a product 

which meets them in full. This is why, prior to approving and releasing the final product design to 

production, the design should be reviewed and optimized in order to assess its capability to meet specified 

requirements and in order to minimize the risk of product failure modes occurring in the course of its 

production and use. The FMEA method is used for this purpose. 

2. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS (FMEA) 

FMEA method is based on the following: a team analysis of potential failure modes in the product design in 

question, assessment of the risks of their occurrence and preparing and implementing preventive measures 

mailto:david.vykydal@vsb.cz
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for improving the quality of the product design and of the process. Experience shows that using this 

method may reveal up to 70 or even 90 % of potential failure modes [4]. Typical procedures used in 

practice are based on American automobile manufacturers’ methods QS-9000: FMEA [5] or on an almost 

identical methodology of the German Association of the Automotive Industry VDA 4.2 [6]. Two forms of 

FMEA are distinguished, depending on whether the product design or the process design are the focus: 

product design FMEA (design FMEA) and process FMEA. Application of FMEA brings a number of benefits, 

such as [3]: reduced losses from poor quality, less changes at the realization stage, more effective 

utilization of resources and higher customer satisfaction. Its costs are a mere fraction of costs related to 

potential failure modes. FMEA is implemented at three stages: 1. Analysis and assessment of the present 

state; 2. Designing preventive measures; 3. Evaluation of the state after preventive measures have been 

implemented. 

In the course of the analysis and evaluation of the present state, potential failure modes in the future 

product are identified which may occur during its production or service, together with their causes and 

consequences. This method quantifies the risks of failure modes resulting from flaws in the product or 

process design deficiencies. The risk levels for potential failure modes are expressed in the form of Risk 

Priority Numbers (RPN) obtained as a product of three criterion values: severity number, occurrence 

ranking and detection number. These criteria are typically assessed on a ten-point scale from 1 to 10. 

Preventive measures must be put in place for failure modes with too high RPN to reduce the risk of their 

occurrence. Tied to designing preventive measures is the definition of responsibilities and the 

implementation schedules. At the last stage, upon implementation of the measures, the criteria (severity, 

occurrence, detection) are re-assessed and the RPN is calculated again. The purpose of this stage is to 

check the efficiency of the implemented measures. Detailed descriptions of application of FMEA method, 

the FMEA forms and tables for evaluation of severity, occurrence and detection numbers can be found in a 

number of publications [5-8]. 

3.  COST-ORIENTED FMEA 

Typical current approach to FMEA lacks the quantification of costs of potential occurrence of specified 

failure modes and costs of their analysis. Yet, this criterion may be of key importance for strategic decisions 

on accepting or rejecting the preventive measures proposed. This is why a methodology of cost-oriented 

FMEA process was elaborated, which takes into account the economic aspects of the product defects. The 

principles of application of the FMEA process according to this methodology are not substantially different 

from the general procedures for its application (see section 2). However, there is an important difference in 

calculating the RPN which, in addition to typical criteria of severity, occurrence and detection, takes into 

account the costs related to rectification of defects. 

3.1 Calculation of Risk Priority Numbers with Cost Items 

As mentioned above, the substantial difference between conventional use of FMEA and the application of 

the proposed methodology is the calculation of risk priority numbers. This is why this paper does not give 

explanation of the full methodology but only deals with the calculation of the proposed risk priority 

number RPNC and the variables used. The RPNC number is calculated as follows: 

 EOIOVC CPCPPVRPN          (1) 
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where: 

RPNC … risk priority number based on cost items, 

V  … severity of defect, 

PV … probability of occurrence, 

PO  … probability of revealing the defect before delivery, 

Pō … probability that the defective goods will be delivered to the customer, 

CI … total costs related to internal defects, 

CE … total costs related to external defects, 

A scale from 1 to 10 [3] is used for assessing the severity and probability of occurrence of defect. The 

probability of a defect being revealed prior to delivery is based on evaluation of efficiency of existing 

inspection procedures used for assessing the process design prior to its release to production. In this case, 

probability estimates are used, instead of the 1 - 10 point scale. The estimates range from 0 to 1 or from 0 

to 100%. (The certainty that a defect will be revealed = 1; the certainty that a defect will not be revealed 

and the defective goods will be delivered to the customer = 0) [9]. The probability of the defect being 

delivered to the customer is the probability that the particular defect will not be revealed by existing 

inspection procedures and that it will reach the customer. Adding the probability of the defect being 

revealed prior to delivery and the probability that the defect will be delivered to the customer yields the 

value of 1.  

Total costs related to internal defects include primarily the costs incurred in relation to internal defects. 

Costs related to internal defects can arise from repairable or irreparable products and include, for instance, 

the following: 

A. Costs related to irreparable products: 

- costs of all materials, semiproducts and work expended on irreparable products, 

- costs of removal and scrapping, 

- labour costs arising from manufacturing new products (replacement for irreparable products), 

- material costs for making new products (replacement for irreparable products), etc. 

B. Costs of reworking and repairing nonconforming products: 

- costs of all materials, semiproducts and work expended on irreparable products, 

- labour costs related to repair and rework of nonconforming products, 

- material costs related to repair and rework of nonconforming products, etc. 

Total costs related to external defects comprise, above all, the costs paid in relation to external defects. 

These are the defects which were not revealed by existing inspection procedures but by the customer or in 

service. Such costs include, for instance: labour costs for handling complaints, costs of compensatory 

performance, transport costs, costs of re-packing, penalties and additional costs arising from failure to fulfil 

contract schedule. 

Whereas the conventional risk priority number is a dimensionless quantity (in the range from 1 to 1,000), 

the resulting value of RPNC is expressed in currency units. The value of RPNC is key to selecting the defects 

and their causes, for which measures for their elimination or minimization will be prepared.  
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Conclusions of this paper include an example of application of cost-oriented FMEA applied according to this 

proposed methodology. The following section covers theoretical analysis of defects which may form in the 

course of wire rolling. 

4.  DEFECTS OF ROLLED WIRE 

The quality of rolled wire (RW) has a great impact on the end-use properties and economic efficiency of 

production of drawn wire (DW). Technical requirements for non-patented drawn steel wires (Czech 

Standard class 11 steel grades) are normally lower than those laid on patented wires (Czech Standard class 

12 steel grades) and the manufacturing process and equipment is simpler for class 11. Requirements for 

quality of rolled wire from Czech Standard class 11 steel grades are therefore lower than those for rolled 

wire from class 12 steel grades. We can mention the most frequent technical requirements laid on RW: 

largest possible mass of a single coil produced as a single piece; correct geometry, minimized dimensional 

deviations and out-of-roundness; lowest possible content of internal defects; appropriate chemical 

composition and superior chemical homogeneity across the cross-section; desirable microstructure and 

grain size with regard to the best possible weldability; high surface quality (minimum amount of scale, no 

surface defects or decarburization); uniform mechanical, physical and technological properties along the 

entire length of the coil.  

On the other side is possible to define the most common inconsistencies on the side of suppliers: greater 

variance in chemical composition of steels than the normal scope of use; surface defects (cracks, 

decarburized areas) content above the allowed limits stipulated in relevant technical specifications; content 

of internal defects (cavities, segregation) above agreed levels; insufficient degree of sorbite formation in 

the rolled wire (wire processed without controlled cooling); non-

uniform mechanical properties along the length of the wire in a coil 

and variance in properties of individual heats; frequent confusion of 

materials; values of some parameters in individual rolled wire grades 

are lower than those required by foreign standards. 

Shape Defects 

The diameter of the rolled wire affects its cooling rate upon rolling 

and, consequently, its microstructure and mechanical properties. The 

ratio of the wire's surface area to its cross-section increases 

proportionally with decreasing diameter and the wire the cools more 

rapidly. For this reason, thick rolled wire exhibits coarser 

microstructure and slightly lower strength than thin wire produced 

under identical process conditions. Large tolerance and large ovality 

of the rolled wire adversely affect mechanical properties of drawn 

wire, increase the consumption of drawing dies, lubricants and 

diminish the utilization of wire-drawing machines due to in-process 

wire breakages.  

Internal Defects of RW 

The wire must be free from segregations, banding, discontinuities, 
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central shrinkage cavities or defects disrupting subsequent processing. Inclusions in iron alloys are classified 

into three key groups: oxides, sulphides and silicates. Properties of rolled steel wire are governed by the 

amount, type, plasticity, size and distribution of inclusions in the material.  The amount and types of 

inclusions indicate the effectiveness of removal of impurities from the steel (Fig. 1 and 2). Defects occurring 

in production of bars include iron oxides which contaminate steel in 

the course of the manufacturing process. These defects are found 

below the surface. Fig. 3 shows iron oxide inclusion below the 

surface of the wire. In the course of drawing, these inclusions cause 

cracks to form in the wire surface (see Fig. 4). 

Surface Defects of RW 

Rods and wires, whether from steel or non-ferrous metals, are 

manufactured by hot rolling of continuously cast stock. Defects in 

the surface of the wire form in the course of these processes and 

also during drawing and improper handling. Surface defects and 

cracks in rolled wire were classified by the Japanese Iron and iiii 

Steel Institute (see Fig. 5). 

Quality of Surface of RW 

Amount and composition of scale - affects the throughput of descaling 

equipment and the economic efficiency of treatment of wire surface. 

For these reasons, the amount of scale on the rolled wire surface 

should be minimized and the composition of scale should be modified 

to conform to requirements for various surface treatment procedures 

prior to drawing (pickling, blasting, bending, wire brushing and others).                                                                                                                                                              

Depth of surface defects - is monitored particularly in production of 

demanding products (hoisting cables, needles, and springs). If the 

surface defect depth is below 0.15 mm and its length is small, the risk 

of wire breakage during drawing is greatly minimized. 

Decarburization of rolled wire - made from CSN class 12 steel grades 

significantly degrades its properties. It reduces, for instance, the 

fatigue strength of rope and spring wires in reverse bending and, as a 

consequence, the fatigue limit of springs and wire ropes. Strict 

requirements in relation to decarburization are laid on needle wires.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  Classification of surface flaws and cracks in rolled wire [11] 
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Microstructure 

Microstructure of the non-patented low-carbon wire consists mostly of ferrite and small islands of pearlite 

along grain boundaries. Formability of this microstructure depends to greatest extent on the grain size and 

on presence of particles which might initiate formation of cracks (carbides, nitrides, inclusions). From the 

formability viewpoint, the banded ferrite-pearlite microstructure is not very suitable, Fig. 6. Steels with 

higher carbon levels contain largely pearlite colonies with ferrite network along prior austenite grain 

boundaries. As this is a two-phase microstructure, its formability is generally lower than that of pure ferrite. 

For good formability it is desirable to obtain very fine lamellar structure of pearlite (sorbite). Incorrect 

setup of the crystallizer, the heat-treating equipment (patenting) or the cooling equipment (controlled 

cooling of RW) may result in undesirable phases: ferrite, bainite or martensite forming locally or throughout 

the wire cross-section. Suitable microstructure and grain size are the basis of high formability of RW 

without the need for annealing between operations. 

5.  COST-ORIENTED FMEA OF THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS FOR WIRE DRAWING 

The modified calculation of risk priority number RPNC was used in FMEA of producing spring wire in a 

continuous wire rod rolling mill. First, the conventional process FMEA was conducted and then the RPNC 

values were calculated for selected manufacturing sub-processes (wire cleaning, preparation and soaking of 

billets, wire rolling, wire cooling and finishing). The results were compared. Table 1 lists selected defects of 

drawn spring wire. Their causes are related to deficiencies of individual manufacturing processes or sub-

processes. Each defect is listed with its original risk priority number and with a converted RPNC, which takes 

into account cost items related to occurrence of the defect.  

Calculation of cost items may be demonstrated for billets burnt in a furnace due to high calorific value of 

natural gas. The RPNC value is then CZK 208,350. This reflects the severity of the defect (V = 6), probability 

of occurrence (PV = 2) and probability that the defect will be revealed prior to or after delivery to customer 

(PO = 0.85 and Pō = 0.15, respectively). The risk priority number also reflects costs incurred if the defect 

occurs. As burnt billets represent an irreparable defect and the entire batch will be scrapped, the following 

cost items were considered:  

- if defect is revealed prior to delivery to customer: full production costs of one tonne of wire, 

including the costs of scrapping 

- if defect is revealed after delivery to customer: costs of compensatory performance (delivery of 

a new batch), labour cost of handling the complaints, cost of repair. 
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Table 1  Evaluation of drawn wire defects 

Sub-process Defect RPN RPNC 
Rank 
(RPN) 

Rank 
(RPNC) 

Billet cleaning 

Dimensional deviations upon grinding  16 3536 8 14 

Edge burrs 24 5094 7 13 

Burnt surface 28 12138 6 12 

Preparation and 
soaking of billets 
in continuous 
wire rod rolling 
mill 

Decarburization 32 120120 5 10 

Burning billets in furnace 24 

208350 

7 5 

Wire rolling 

Out-of-specification dimensional tolerance (out-
of-specification diameter) 

42 
163327.5 

3 6 

Out-of-specification dimensional tolerance (shape 
defects) 

42 
246697.5 

3 3 

Overlap 32 275784 5 2 

Rolled-in material 32 275784 5 2 

Scratch 72 428040 1 1 

Rolled-in scale 48 122352 2 9 

Cooling 

Out-of-specification microstructure 28 135030 6 8 

Hardening microstructure 28 136825,5 6 7 

Inadequate scale 36 234400,5 4 4 

Wire finishing Wire surface defects (scratching) 24 40995 7 11 

In this fashion, all other defects have been examined from the cost items standpoint. These included repair 

costs (material and labour costs), downtime losses, costs of transport of defective products from the 

customer, financial penalties and additional payments for failure to meet terms of contract, etc. 

Results of implementation of cost-oriented FMEA of the process of production of drawn wire identified a 

group of defects which require measures reducing the risk of occurrence of such defects or measures 

minimizing the risk of occurrence of causes of such defects, and thus minimizing the risk of future 

occurrence of such defects. It is evident that the measures have to be implemented for defects with the 

highest RPNC value, as it indicates the potential for increasing production costs and also reveals their 

potential amount. 

6.  CONCLUSION 

The paper presents an unconventional approach to application of FMEA, taking into account potential costs 

incurred in case of occurrence of defects. This approach allows organizations to analyze a particular defect 

in terms of its significance, its impact on the use of the product and undesirable costs incurred by the 

manufacturing organization, costs which should be eliminated in order to achieve higher profits. This 

approach was illustrated with practical application to production of drawn wire. This application resulted in 

identification of those defects which, if present, result in the highest additional costs. These defects should 

be analyzed further and such measures should be adopted, which minimize the future risk of occurrence of 

these defects. Unlike the conventional approach to FMEA application, this procedure provided the 

organization with an overview of all potential defect-related costs and quantification of their proportion of 

the total production costs. It is the defect-related cost viewpoint which is neglected in a number of 

organizations, although it is one of significant aspects in solving problems in and improving their processes 

and, therefore, the products they deliver. 
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Abstract 

Considering the forecasts of the leading consulting firms who estimate that in the next forty years the 

world economy will be significantly affected by global population growth which will be reflected in an 

increase in steel demand induced by the need to build appropriate infrastructure and the increase of 

transport and services.  Metallurgical enterprises will face great difficulties in securing energy sources and 

quality sources of raw materials which will cause the market price to be pushed upward.Metallurgy 

generally belongs to the most energy-demanding industries. High fuel and energy intensity of steel 

production with regard to the availability of various types of energy and their price on the one hand and 

the demands for reducing environmental burdens on the other, requires that the manufacturing processes 

be carried out as efficiently as possible in order to reduce fuel and energy intensity and costs of steel 

production. 

Metallurgical industry with its fuel and energy demands takes a share of about one third of the total 

consumption of fuels and energy of Czech industry and thus affects the balance in the national economy 

significantly. In consideration of this situation and a far-sighted forecast in the fuel and energy resources, it 

is therefore important to find ways not only to optimize the acquisition, but also energy use in all stages of 

metallurgical production processes.The article suggests the possibility of the use of real economic and 

mathematical methods of structural analysis of fuel and power complexity in determining the cost of steel 

production. 

Keywords: Economic and mathematical methods used in structural analysis, fuel and energy intensity of 

steel production 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

On the year 2010, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) updated on The World Economic Outlook (WEO) 

the growth forecast for the world´s gross domestic product (GDP). In developed countries, it is expected a 

double growth of the GDP compared to the one on the year 2009, and in rapidly developing countries such 

as Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC), the GDP grows by multiples of the current situation. Taking into 

account the historical relationship between the world´s GDP growth and the world´s demand for steel, it 

can be expected according to the IMF forecast, a growth in the demand for steel. 

Given the increased demands for steel, the metal companies will face challenges in providing high-quality 

sources of raw materials, fuels and energy, whose prices are highly variable. For example, comparing with 

the year 2008, on 2009 the world scrap prices were reduced by 37% in the annual average, the price of coal 

significantly decreased by 44%, the natural gas prices decreased by 33%, prices of iron ores dropped by 

28% and the electric energy prices were stagnated. A different development can be seen in the year 2010, 
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when new increases in raw material prices are beginning to create pressure on the increase of the price of 

steel products. In the first three quarters of the year 2010, the coal prices increased by an average of 37%, 

the price of iron ores increased by 43.6% and  the scrap prices increased by almost 50%. The instability in 

prices of raw materials causes a fundamental change on the conditions and practices so far, when signing 

contracts with the major suppliers of raw materials in metallurgical enterprises. 

Assuming that the situation will develop as shown earlier, particularly the European economies will be 

faced with an excess of production capacity, because their products due to their high production and 

transportation costs are not competitive. The problematic situation is expected in the European Union, 

which is largely dependent on the supply of raw materials, needed for making steel, from Australia, Brazil, 

Canada and Ukraine. Metallurgical companies in developed countries have only limited opportunities to 

promote the competitiveness of their products. Among the real options there can be included efforts such 

as the following [1]: 

 increase the recycling of metal waste and its use as a key raw material for steel manufacturing  

 develop new products with higher added value 

 develop new steel grades, which will extend the existing possibilities for the use of steel 

 reduce the fuel and energy demands on the steel production and final metal products 

The metallurgical industry with its fuel and energy demands, forms about one third of the total 

consumption of fuels and energy of the Czech industry, and significantly affects the balance in the national 

economy. In view of this situation and the outlook on the fuel and energy resources, is therefore important 

to find ways not only to optimize the acquisition, but also to use this energy in all of the stages of the 

metallurgical production processes.  

Reducing the material, fuel and power demands during the manufacture of metal products can be 

understood as a permanent competitive advantage, but also as a necessary step to preserve the metal 

production in developed countries. There are also great demands in terms of compliance with the 

environmental aspects of metallurgical production. Acquisitions and operation of equipment reducing 

emissions mean high costs that may threaten the competitiveness of the company.[2]  

Therefore, to maintain the competitiveness of the metal companies, in the future it would be necessary a 

detailed knowledge of the economics, fuel and energy demands of every process, the ability to predict the 

progress of the load, together with the decision of the industries of substituting the raw materials and not 

only in this area. One of the characteristic features of this day and age is the enormous price increase of all 

the raw materials, with preparation of the raw materials before they are processed in the blast furnace 

being one of the most energetically demanding processes. They are primarily the processes of sintering of 

iron ore and preparation of blast furnace agglomerate.[3] Without a detailed knowledge of the links 

between the elements of each process and the whole system, and without taking into account the possible 

scenarios in both strategic  and operational natures (for example: scenarios based on the simulation of the 

progress of the load while taking operational decisions about the possible substitution of input materials) 

the company cannot be effectively managed and therefore cannot take decisions to expand or at least 

provide sufficient profit and cash flow for the company to operate - steel producers. The issue of 

appropriate choice and design of indicators for measuring and analyzing business performance (cash flow) 

is addressed in detail in eg.[4]. Methods of structural analysis to the above considerations irreplaceable 

position. 
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2.  USING THE METHODS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE FUEL AND 

ENERGY DEMANDS ON METAL PRODUCTION 

Methods of structural analysis is a fundamental operational research methods used to solve various 

complex problems of practice. Operations Research is an independent discipline applied in practical 

decision making and management, includes the majority of quantitative methods (except for statistical 

methods). Other methods of operations research include techniques such as simulation and queuing theory 

methods, the practical application asdescribed in[5].   

The structural models, as products of the structural analysis, show under different assumptions both 

endogenous and exogenous production-consumption relationships of the production and consumption 

system, both in natural and valued form. The complexity of these relationships in metallurgical companies 

and the frequency of possible changes almost predetermined structural analysis to become an 

irreplaceable source of information on planning processes, and on the optimization of decisive activities. 

The utilization of mathematically formulated models of balance of relations of production and consumption 

has continuously spread from the most frequent and historically oldest models in economics, the original 

aim of which was to illustrate the relations in the reproduction process on public economy level [6], to the 

level of business subjects, and it has become one of significant tolls of their economic management. 

Professional literature gives numerous examples dedicated to real applications [7]; [8].    

The development and application of structural analysis to solve specific operational or strategic 

management issues, requires at all corporate levels the identification of the kind and value of the flows of 

goods, raw materials, energy and other production factors within the enterprise and between it and its 

surroundings, and from this basis take operational and strategic decisions.  

Possible directions of the use of structural models and structural analysis on metallurgical enterprises are 

listed for example on publications [9], [10], [11] and [12]. 

The Department of Economics and the management on the Faculty of Metallurgy and Materials 

Engineering of the VŠB Technical University of Ostrava, within their research activities are currently 

devoted to projects with the implementation of the structural analysis and structural models as an 

important tool of an effective proceeding on metallurgical productions. 

In the first phase of this project, it would be used structural analysis and structural models to compare the 

fuel and energy demands on individual technologies in steel production. In the design and practical 

application of structural models, it is of fundamental importance the treatment of the model input data - 

the acquisition of appropriate and consistent data. Here, however, workers outside the sphere of a 

particular business often encounter a lack of appropriate databases, since they are generally of a sensitive 

nature, forming the so-called business secrets. The source of knowledge may also be structural models 

based on the retrospective use of available technical data, which are published and widely available in 

metallurgical reports and yearbooks, whereas these aggregated data sets does not change significantly on 

one year (for example: the specific  consumption) and may become the source for establishing the basic 

matrix of the production-consumption relationships and then become a simple transformation software to 

calculate matrix coefficients of the so-called global (both direct and indirect) consumption as the dominant 

value of structural analysis, whose explanatory capacity is quite fundamental while solving different 

problems on structural models. 
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The next phase of the project focuses on the calculation of the fuel and energy demands of selected 

elements of the different phases of the metal production with the expected use of the elements of 

industrial statistics from the CSO data. 

At this stage of the project we are considering the definition and update (eventually development) of the 

method of evaluation of fuel and energy demands of steel production, which in the past was developed by 

the complex fuel and energy Research Institute of Prague (VÚPEK). The methodology is presented on *13+. 

The essence of this methodology lies in the separation of the calculation of fuel and energy demands on 

steel production in five additive components: 

 direct consumption 

 materials´ energy 

 energy for transportation 

 imports´ energy 

 energy on wearing out long-term assets 

A necessary condition is that all components must be expressed in primary sources, ie. in units containing 

the requirements of energy to transfer the valued input from the original form ("places") to the final (used). 

This way, the bearers of the energy consumed in the metal business will be loaded with fuel and energy 

demands that were necessary to make the extraction, treatment, etc., including the transport. 

To calculate the fuel and energy demands of the production in parts according to the above five 

components, first it is needed to define and calculate the direct consumption coefficient matrix (matrix of 

technical coefficients), the direct energy consumption matrix, and the complex consumption coefficient 

matrix, to which the structural analysis and structural models will be used. 

The matrix of technical coefficients comes from the process flow and the direct consumption of raw 

materials is reflected. The matrix of direct energy consumption reflects the direct consumption of energy 

and fuel of a selected technological node. The complex consumption coefficient matrix reflects the so-

called fuel and energy complex demands of the production, in which are projected the fuel and power 

demands of all of the prior technological flow and its trial balance, evaluated the import and transportation 

and projected the fuel and power demands of the external deliveries. 

The use of computer technologies allows performing extensive calculations on various aspects and making 

different studies, for example, to determine the proportion on the results of the different types of energy 

and fuels, change the proportions of raw materials and evaluate the possible effect of these changes. 

 In the final phase of the project based on the partial calculations it will be proposed an integrated 

structural model for steel production and final steel products with all of its production phases, which 

should allow the calculation of fuel and energy demands with the combination of structural models and 

calculations of the "fuel and energy demands" of the other elements of the calculation. 

The computer technology allows extensive calculations and integrated statistical analysis. 

3.  CONCLUSION  

The methods of structural analysis and structural modeling provide qualified algorithms for specific 

situations which, after filling up the correspondent data, significantly promote the objectivity of a decision. 
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The project´s use of structural analysis and structural models as an important tool of effective management 

of metal production comes from the valuation methodology of fuel and energy demand on iron production, 

developed at the complex fuel and energy Research Institute of Prague. 

The update and improvement of the methodology is focused on the consistency in the approach to the 

problem from a supradepartmental perspective and on the solution of model implementation issues on the 

appropriate input of data. 

The aim of this project should be to create an integrated structural model for steel and final steel products 

fabrication, which should allow the calculation of fuel and energy demands with the combination of 

structural models and calculations of the "fuel and energy demands" of the other elements of the 

calculation and therefore allow the optimization of the production process while respecting the need to 

minimize the fuel and energy consumption. 
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Abstract 

The Internal Audit and Controlling a part of the overall management process of a metallurgical enterprise. 

However there are fundamental differences between them. Controlling is primarily a part of business 

planning and is focused on business objectives, their implementation and evaluation. Internal Audit can 

work as a tool of controlling on one hand and it can be the subject of internal audit analysis on the other. 

For controlling to serve its objectives and functions the best, it is necessary to verify the accuracy of its 

setting. From this perspective the audit of controlling should be an important part of the internal audit, 

which however isn’t carried out in every metallurgical enterprise.  

The audit control is controlling of the planning, monitoring and evaluation costs. Those mostly are: selected 

detail of centers, analytical accounts, costing formula and calculation units.  

The metallurgical enterprises should apply the rule that the detail of the centers should match the detail of 

production phases of production, which are defined as technical standards of measured consumptions of 

inputs (charges). Each product, for which these standards are defined, should at the same time be the 

calculation unit for computation of calculations.  

Analytical account in the accounting should be defined for each type of unit inputs, e.g. for each type of 

metal and nonmetal additives. Unit calculative items within the dynamic calculation formula should be 

defined in the same way, for more complex technologies the ABC calculations are used. 

Keywords: Internal Audit; Controlling; Audit of controlling; Cost controlling; Production controlling; 

Metallurgical company 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This article is focused on the importance of auditing the controlling system in metallurgical enterprises, 

preferably through an internal (but also possibly external) audit of controlling. The correct settings of 

controlling should be reviewed by means of an internal audit in order for it to be an effective system for 

increasing efficiency and effectiveness of steel production and fulfill its functions in the best way in this 

area. Controlling is the subsystem of management, which coordinates and sets targets on planning and 

supervision, and which supplies information, thus supporting the adaptation and coordination of the 

company [1].  

Controlling doesn’t mean self-management and as a concept of control, it has its own limits. It doesn’t 

guarantee the success of business. It only plays a role as an auxiliary tool for managers, offering relevant 

information, which could lead to better decisions [2]. The advantage of economic-mathematical methods 

(eg. structural analysis) can be used for more accurate and better information for decision-making 

processes at all levels of operational and strategic management because provide qualified algorithms for 

specific situations which significantly promote the objectivity of a decision. [3] 
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The subject of an audit of controlling in steel production should primarily be the control of definition of 

subjects of planning, of monitoring and of evaluation of costs. Those are mainly selected detail of centers, 

analytical accounts, the calculation formula and calculation units [4]. 

This article therefore also defines the structure of this basic information of controlling in steel production, 

which due to its importance should be verified by the internal audit. 

2. INTERNAL AUDIT AND CONTROLLING OF THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PRODUCTION  

The Internal Audit evaluates not only the compliance of the real state with the prescribed state, but it also 

tries to verify the compliance of the required state with such state that would yield the highest 

performance, quality and profit. 

Controlling brings the audited evidence as a feedback to a particular form of proposed decisions that 

should lead to increased efficiency, quality and profit. Controlling isn't, unlike the internal audit, an actual 

tool of control of these activities. 

The Internal Audit can on one hand act as a tool of controlling, however on the other hand, the field of 

controlling can be observed by the internal audit [5]. 

The existence of a working controlling, which should define what the required information to be retrieved 

by the accounting system and the operational records are, is very important to ensure an internal audit 

which should verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the performance of a metallurgical company. 

Accounting records should be organized under the financial centers and detail chart of accounts, so as to 

facilitate as much as possible not only the planning, monitoring and evaluation of the efficiency and 

effectiveness in controlling, but also the examination of the internal audit.  

Operational records in a metallurgical company should first of all provide information on planned and 

actual consumption of specific inputs (charges) for the calculation units (products, orders) within individual 

production aggregates, on planned and actual consumption of variable overhead inputs (particularly 

energy) for production aggregates and on planned and actual performances (labor intensive) for calculation 

units (products, orders) in the individual production aggregates. Without this information it is not possible 

to plan, monitor, evaluate, or verify the effectiveness of the performance of metallurgy in greater detail 

than in the accounting center.  

3. AUDIT OF CONTROLLING 

Controlling is a system, which can be well or poorly configured. The controlling settings should be not only 

examined through an audit of controlling, but also defined as well as possible, taking into account the given 

company. 

Audit of controlling is the diagnosis system of controlling, which allows qualified evaluation of the 

controlling settings in the given company. The aim of audit is a systematic analysis of the existing 

controlling’s range of efficiency and performance and developing proposals to ensure its further refinement 

and to improve its efficiency. 

General dimensions of audit of controlling: 

- Quality and availability of data from financial accounting, management accounting, payroll, operational 

records. 

- Organizational structure. 
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- Scope of the controlling’s function. 

- Degree of penetration of controlling into the individual corporate activities. 

- Status of the used operational-economical tools and methods for providing the individual functions of 

controlling 

- Use of information systems for support of the automation of controlling. 

- Organizational, personal, technical, informational and methodical ensuring of controlling [6]. 

4. AUDIT OF THE COST AND PRODUCTION CONTROLLING IN METALLURGICAL ENTERPRISES 

The efficiency and effectiveness of metallurgical production should be addressed not only by controlling, 

but also by internal audit. Controlling should primarily ensure the planning and evaluation, and afterwards 

their screening should be ensured by an internal audit. Given that the very definition of efficiency and 

effectiveness is significantly influenced by the settings of the controlling system, it is most appropriate that 

a controlling audit should be made before internally auditing the efficiency and effectiveness of 

metallurgical production. 

The basic functions of costs controlling include planning the costs and evaluating their actual level by 

detailing the deviations from the plan; based on this, the management should decide on the elimination of 

these deviations, or eventually on the adaptation to the reality which the company is not able to change. 

The basic functions of production controlling are planning and evaluation of: 

- Production and work capacity, including any delays. 

- Specific consumption of charge 

- Technological and non-technological waste 

- Specific consumption of fuel and energy 

- Performance of production units (time consumption products). 

The biggest influencers on the efficiency and effectiveness of metallurgical production nowadays, in 

addition to the prices of material and energy inputs and selling prices (including exchange rate effects), are 

also the use of the company’s own capacity. From this perspective, it is essential to properly plan the 

inventory to assure the continuity of production, making sure that the stock does not exceed the inevitable 

and does not block financial resources unnecessarily [7]. Therefore, to maintain the competitiveness of the 

metal companies, in the future it would be necessary a detailed knowledge of the economics, fuel and 

energy demands of every process, the ability to predict the progress of the load, together with the decision 

of the industries of substituting the raw materials and not only in this area [8]. Due to the influence of 

these areas on the efficiency and effectiveness of metallurgical production, it is necessary for controlling 

and internal audit to give them utmost attention. 

5. FUNDAMENTAL DIMENSIONS OF AUDIT OF CONTROLLING IN METALLURGICAL ENTERPRISES 

One of the fundamental dimensions of controlling audit of metallurgical enterprises is the existence of 

internal control guidelines to ensure a methodical controlling, and the verification that they are followed. In 

many metallurgical companies this methodology is missing in the written form, which can cause big 

problems if skilled controlling workers leave. These are mainly the following methods: 

- Budgeting 

- Calculation the material and production time balances 
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- Computation of the planned and final calculations 

- Computation of price calculations (using first of all costs calculation, and then depreciation 

calculation) 

- Planning of direct costs 

- Planning and scheduling overhead costs (with the help of the methods of Activity Based Costing) 

- Calculation of the adjusted plan of variable costs 

- Evaluation of variable and fixed costs 

- Planning and evaluation of the use of the company’s own capacities, including delays 

Another dimension of audit of controlling in metallurgical enterprises is the examination of the subjects of 

planning, monitoring and evaluation. Those mostly are: selected detail of centers, analytical accounts, 

costing formula and calculation units. 

 Detail of the accounting services should match not only the needs of the centers' budgets, but also the 

necessity to perform the product calculations for each stage of production. This means that for each 

production stage there should be at least one financial center. In this case production stage means a detail 

of production units for which specific consumption of material and energy inputs and outputs are defined, 

in detail on the calculation unit (product, product group) or at least for the manufacturing stage. 

Detail of the direct analytical account of material costs should correspond to individual items of recipes 

(charge). Detail of the analytical accounts of variable overhead costs should correspond to each type of 

variable overhead inputs (mainly energy). Detail of the analytical account credits for returnable material 

(waste) should match their individual price (or stock) groups.  

Calculation units should correspond to production details, for which projected specific energy consumption 

(standard) charge of each item are defined. Labor input (performance) should also be defined in this detail. 

In the calculation formula there should be detailed items defined for:  

 Each item's recipe (charge) 

 Each price group of the waste 

 Each normalized but not valued, group of waste (remelt loss) 

 Each kind of variable input (valued and not valued) 

Finally, the control of the existence of internal guidelines for the organizational and methodological 

auditing, the assurance of the existence of operational records and the verification of its compliance is an 

important dimension of auditing of controlling in metallurgical enterprises. These are mainly the following 

methods:  

 Creation, review and approval of the planned specific energy consumption (standard) entered into 

the operational records. 

 Monitoring, control and recording of actual consumption of direct inputs in operational records and 

their reconciliation with accounting records. 

 Creation, review and approval of the planned (standard) output (labor input) entered into the 

operational records  

 Monitoring, control and recording of actual performance (labor input) in the operational records  

 Methodology of planning, monitoring and evaluation of different types of delays in the operating 

records 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The know-how of the current controlling system in the majority of metallurgical companies is unfortunately 

not a part of the written methodology. The carriers are often only key staff (sometimes, only a key worker) 

of the controlling body. In the recent past, there are often departures of these key personnel, resulting in 

reduced efficiency of the controlling system in the production efficiency and effectiveness.  

For this reason, there is an urgent need to have the controlling system in the metallurgical company to be 

controlled by an internal (or external) audit, to ensure a binding methodology of the controlling system in 

written form and then perform auditing for compliance and updates on the new internal and external 

conditions of the given metallurgical company.  

This is mainly for checking the details of accounting centers, analysis of accounts, detail of the calculation 

items and detail of the calculation units. The departure of experienced controlling staff occurs because of 

the subsequent simplification of the controlling activities due to a noticeable reduction in the number of 

calculation units and items in the calculating formula. This leads to a reduction in the explanatory power of 

the whole controlling.  

Not a lot of metallurgical companies use of modern calculation methods (e.g., ABC costing, calculating of 

depreciation) in their controlling. Using the calculation unit in the form of a broad assortment of product 

groups and the lack of use of analytical accounts for each type of direct input causes significant effects on 

the composition of variables, and eventually increased work to remove them.  

The problems of the coexistence of controlling and internal audit are common information sources, which 

are mainly influenced by the requirements of controlling. The role of internal audit, however, must always 

be above that of the controlling. The requirement for the implementation of an audit on the controlling 

before an audit on the production efficiency and effectiveness also follows this condition. Defining the 

contents of an audit on controlling was therefore the content of this article. 
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Abstract 

A trend of automation can currently be observed in the area of metalworking processes. As a result, the 

structure of the total costs is changing. Progressive automation has resulted in an increase in the share of 

indirect costs. In this situation the most frequently applied calculations are no longer precise. 

Consequently, there is now a need to use methods which can estimate the costs of planned production 

order manufacturing more precisely. 

In this paper, the use of Activity Based Costing (ABC) to estimate costs of planned production orders in  

metalworking processes is proposed. The concept of ABC is based on the assumption that indirect costs 

arise as a result of the undertaking of specific actions for the manufacture of the product or the execution 

of the order and delivery to the customer. Such activity is considered to be the direct cause of the 

consumption of a company’s resources. Within the calculation of operational costs is the additional step of 

calculation based on the valuation of the cost of individual activities. The amount of indirect costs 

attributed to individual products or orders depends on what is needed for their implementation and in 

what quantities [9.], [12.]. Therefore, it provides a much more accurate estimation of the planned costs of 

implementation of the individual production orders. The proposed approach allows the precise estimation 

of costs of individual metalworking processes and the total costs of production order execution. An 

illustrative example of ABC calculation prepared for an enterprise which executes  metalworking processes 

is presented in this paper. 

Keywords: Activity Based Costing, production order, metalworking processes, cost planning, product 

manufacturing networks 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In traditional cost calculations, average manufacturing costs are calculated. As a result, manufacturing costs 

of complicated products are understated and manufacturing costs of simple products which require fewer 

steps are overstated. Calculation of the costs of the measures is particularly useful where manufactured 

products significantly differ from the complexity of the technological processes. More complex technology 

requires a greater number of ancillary activities related with the special conditions of production, the 

requirements of quality, supervision, technical requirements or storage. In the ABC method a hierarchy of 

activities is applied, which allows the avoidance of such errors. Especially small and medium enterprises can 

use this method, because there are not too many processes in these companies. ABC specifies whether the 
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data operation is performed on the appropriate units of the product, a batch of the product, the entire 

production line, or your entire enterprise [6], [8.], [9], [11.].  

In metalworking processes products have different lead times, quantity and kinds of operations involved in 

manufacturing, manufacturing times, set-up times of operations, costs of works, transport, etc. Therefore,  

cooperation between production managers who take responsibility for balancing all material and human 

resources and financial managers and accountants who concentrate very often only on financial accounting 

is necessary in this case. The resources of the enterprise should be integrated in the organization 

process [10]. 

Activity Based Costing is a method of cost management and cost allocation which demands that 

accountants and production managers communicate and work together. Compared to traditional cost 

accounting measures, ABC applies several very different bases of accounting indirect costs called media 

costs. Use  of media may be for individual products, jobs assigned to part of the cost of individual activities, 

or media which is used in their manufacture and delivery to market. Some of them may be proportional to 

the volume of production, the other not directly relate to the quantity of manufactured products [4.]. The 

ABC method uses not only financial data on the consumption of resources, economic (cost data), but also 

information on consumption expressed in physical terms, the occupied area, time, resources, etc. The use 

of many different media costs in allocating indirect costs significantly improves the accuracy of cost 

estimation [2.], [3.], [7.]. Therefore, the calculation of the costs of operations can be treated as a 

methodology for measuring the costs and effects of the activities of the company, the resources used and 

costs. Used resources, such as people, buildings, equipment, are settled on the action (e.g. assembly, 

shipment), and then settled on the cost objects (e.g., products, order) in proportion to their intensity. The 

costs of operations are recorded by the costs of consumable resources (rents for premises, the 

remuneration of employees, the charges for, etc.) [6.].  

Actions at the level of the unit of the product are always executed in the manufacture of the units of the 

product. Media costs of these activities shall be proportional to the volume of production. Action at the 

level of the batch are executed in the manufacture of each batch. Action at the level of the production line 

are carried out in connection with the technological processes. Action at the level of the enterprise are 

necessary to the functioning of the enterprise as a whole. The costs of these activities shall be borne 

irrespective of the scope of the activities of the company, are permanent and are not included in the 

calculation of the cost of products [5.], [1.]. 

2.  THE CALCULATION OF METALWORKING PROCESSES COSTS 

In this paper Activity Based Costing on the basis of a genuine company which manufactures products 

through metalworking processes is presented. This enterprise manufactures their products based on 

production orders.  

Estimation of the cost of implementation of the planned production order uses five stages of performing 

the calculation (on the basis of [5.]): 

1) identification activities existing in the organization, 

2) measurement of the costs of each activities, 

3) indication of the activity drivers and activity output measures, 
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4) creation cost objects responsible for the costs from each place of the generation costs, in which the 

activities are,   

5) activities cost assignment between the products or orders. 

In the first stage the business process analysis (BPA) is conducted, which allows the isolation of primary 

(direct) activities (e.g.: milling, cutting, treatment manual, etc.) and secondary (indirect) activities (e.g.: 

tools preparation, financial management, etc.)- see tab. 1. In this enterprise the essential manufacturing 

process takes place in the Mechanical Department (treatment) and in the Assembly Department. The 

primary activities are directly involved in the course of the manufacturing process however the secondary 

activities are associated with the maintenance of the company, the customer, the product or the order.  

Table 1  Examples of activities, cost drivers and activity output measures. 

ACTIVITIES COST DRIVERS ACTIVITY OUTPUT MEASURES 

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES 

design production order number of orders 

preparation of production production order number of orders 

setup of machinery production batch, time number of production batches, setup time 

milling machine-hour number of machine-hours 

grinding machine-hour number of machine-hours 

cutting machine-hour number of machine-hours 

treatment manual man-hour number of man-hours 

degreasing of castings man-hour number of man-hours 

silver plating man-hour number of man-hours 

zinc plating man-hour number of man-hours 

copper plating man-hour number of man-hours 

drilling machine-hour number of machine-hours 

threading machine-hour number of machine-hours 

welding man-hour number of man-hours 

assembly manual man-hour number of man-hours 

final inspection controlled products number of controlled products, time 
control 

supply  production batch number of production batches 

storage production batch number of production batches 

works transport production batch number of production batches  

SECONDARY ACTIVITIES 

security establishment employee number of employees 

tools preparation Fixed part a fixed percentage 

research and development Fixed part a fixed percentage 

supervision employee number of employees 

maintenance of machinery Fixed part a fixed percentage 

market analysis Fixed part a fixed percentage 

servicing Fixed part a fixed percentage 

customer support Fixed part a fixed percentage 

human resources management employee number of employees 

financial management cost of the activity amount of the activity costs 
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In the second stage the activity costs are calculated in accordance with activity which partly or wholly 

participates. Then in the third stage activity drivers (cost drivers) and activity output measures are set to 

each activity (see [8.]). The cost driver shows what activity cost depends on (e.g. activity cost can depends 

on: number of man-hours, number of machine-hours, number of production batches, etc.). In tab. 1 are 

shown isolated activities, cost drivers for each activity and activity output measures. In the proposed 

proceeding were two categories of activity driver of indirect costs: activity output measures (e.g. the 

number of production batches, the number of orders) and the fixed part of the cost of the secondary 

activities which is assigned to each of the primary activity.  

In the next stage activity cost is divided by activity output measures which are defined for a given period 

(e.g. month, year, etc.) and it is counted activity unit cost action (e.g. the cost of the 1 machine-hour of the 

milling). It is presented in tab. 2.  

Table 2  The activity unit cost calculation. 

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY COST COST DRIVERS  ACTIVITY 
OUTPUT 

MEASURES 

UNIT COST 

design 28 642,00 production order 15 1 909,47 

preparation of 
production 

19 984,00 production order 15 1 332,27 

setup of machinery  72 938,12 production batch, time 728 100,19 

milling 87 274,00 machine-hour 1 676 52,07 

grinding 78 372,00 machine-hour 2 091 37,48 

cut 89 822,00 machine-hour 2 982 30,12 

treatment manual 137 321,65 man-hour 2 543 54,00 

degreasing of castings 86 264,94 man-hour 1 675 51,50 

silver plating 43 958,70 man-hour 567 77,53 

zinc plating 39 860,00 man-hour 659 60,49 

copper plating 31 873,00 man-hour 320 99,60 

drilling 28 865,59 machine-hour 1 765 16,35 

threading 69 833,00 machine-hour 3 010 23,20 

welding 214 377,00 man-hour 5 956 35,99 

assembly manual 160 421,05 man-hour 3 020 53,12 

control 19 301,05 controlled products 1 820 10,60 

supply 26 558,36 production batch 182 145,93 

storage 9 452,10 production batch 182 51,93 

works transport 16 112,26 production batch 182 88,53 

In Activity Based Costing not only financial information can be used to calculate activities costs which are 

metalworking process costs, but operational information such as the number of production batches, 

number of machine-hours, etc can also be used. It is a very important merit of this method. In the example 

presented the cost of order execution is determined in two variants: with the size of the production batch 

10 and with the size of the production batch 25 (set the size of the batch production DZ = {10,25}).  

After the settlement of all the activity costs on the other activities according to the services, costs are 

received which can be used to calculate production order cost [3.] [8.]. So in the last stage production order 

cost is calculated. The characteristics of the work needed for the calculation of costs is shown in tab. 3. The 
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calculation of the production order execution with the size of the production batch 10 and 25 using the 

account of the metalworking process costs are presented in table 4. 

Table 3  Characteristics of the order. 

 Description batch size: 10 batch size: 25 

The volume of production 200 

The number of production batches 20 8 

The number of material orders 1 1 

The unit cost of direct materials 92,00 

The unit cost of direct labour 56,00 

The unit cost of other direct costs 29,90 

Table 4  Calculation of the cost of its own execution of the order. 

ACTIVITY batch size: 10 batch size: 25 

Measure the size 
of the action 

The cost of 
the action 

Measure the 
size of the 

action 

The cost of 
the action 

design 1 1 909,47 1 1 909,47 

preparation of production 1 1 332,27 1 1 332,27 

setup of machinery  80 8 015,18 32 3 206,07 

milling 120 6 248,74 120 6 248,74 

grinding 80 2 998,12 80 2 998,12 

cut 70 2 108,57 70 2 108,57 

treatment manual 100 5 399,99 100 5 399,99 

degreasing of castings 80 4 120,12 80 4 120,12 

silver plating 40 3 101,14 40 3 101,14 

zinc plating 100 6 048,56 100 6 048,56 

copper plating 50 4 980,16 50 4 980,16 

drilling 20 327,09 20 327,09 

threading 80 1 856,03 80 1 856,03 

welding 50 1 799,67 50 1 799,67 

assembly manual 80 4 249,56 80 4 249,56 

control 200 2 120,99 200 2 120,99 

supply 20 2 918,50 8 1 167,40 

storage 20 1 038,69 8 415,48 

works transport 20 1 770,58 8 708,23 

INDIRECT COSTS 62 343,41   54 097,64 

The cost of direct materials 18 400,00   18 400,00 

Direct labour costs 11 200,00   11 200,00 

Other direct costs 5 980,00   5 980,00 

DIRECT COSTS    35 580,00   35 580,00 

ORDER EXECUTION COSTS 97 923,41   89 677,64 

Determination of the cost of production order requires the calculation of the rate of the cost of certain 

activities (as shown in the tab 2) and the costs for any individual order. Indirect costs per order are the sum 

of the cost of individual activities per order.  
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In accordance with the results from the table no. 5, in the example case, the cost of execution of the order 

with the production batch 25 is 8 245,77 PLN less than the variant of the execution of the order with the 

production batch 10. Using Activity Based Costing to calculate individual costs of each metalworking 

process and help to estimate the production order cost, these costs are calculated very precisely. Most 

important is that costs include operational information about the production process such as the number 

of production batch, times of machinery setup, etc. 

3.  CONCLUSION 

At present a development of metalworking process automation can be observed, which means that indirect 

costs in production enterprises are higher, therefore it is impossible to calculate metalworking process 

costs precisely using traditional methods. Activity Based Costing allows accurate estimation of 

metalworking process costs using many different key calculations (e.g. for 1 machine-hour of milling, for 1 

man-hour of zinc plating, etc.). Besides that, costs of metalworking processes depend on operational 

information about production process, which is considered in this method.  

ABC can be used to monitor individual process costs and to reduce manufacturing costs of production 

orders. It can also be very useful for estimation cost of individual metalworking processes in enterprises 

which form product manufacturing networks. 
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Abstract 

The correctness of important decisions concerning products quality, need of process interventions, 

suitability of given technology etc. considerably depends on quality of measured data. Quality of measured 

data is determined by the properties of used measurement system (e.g. stability, bias, repeatability, 

reproducibility etc.), which are assessed by means of measurement system analyses. Paper deals with 

possibilities of confidence improvement of measurement system repeatability and reproducibility analyses 

(GRR analyses) results. With using Ishikawa diagram they are identified factors, which can influence on the 

GRR analysis results. These factors are divided to them, which influence on GRR analysis results values, and 

them, which influence on GRR analysis results confidence. Special attention is paid to the factors affecting 

GRR analysis results confidence, concretely to the number of operators, number of samples and number of 

trials. For the cases of two and three operators there is analysed the influence of number of samples and 

number of trials on the distance of upper limit of GRR confidence interval  from GRR point estimate (in 

percentages), which characterises GRR analysis results confidence. Appropriate dependences are processed 

graphically and numerically with using non-linear regression analysis. Obtained results make possible to 

optimize conditions of GRR analyses and to improve the confidence of analyses results. 

Keywords: measurement system, repeatability, reproducibility, GRR, confidence interval 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

During products quality control many of decision processes are realised. They include, for example, choice 

of the best technology, process control, products quality inspection, assessment of corrective actions 

efficiency etc. Correctness of resulting decisions considerably depends on the quality of measured data. In 

the cases of insufficient quality of measured data these important decisions can be incorrect and can cause 

high financial losses. Quality of measured data is determined by measurement system properties. In the 

field of automotive industry and its suppliers it is strictly required the verification of measurement systems 

properties acceptability. For that reason metallurgical companies and other suppliers of materials must pay 

big attention to the measurement system analysis procedures and to the confidence of their results. 

2.  REPEATABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM  

Repeatability and reproducibility, which represent two basic components of measurement system 

variability, are very important properties of measurement system.  While repeatability (equipment 

variation - EV) is defined as variability of repeated measurements of the same quality characteristic in 

constant conditions, reproducibility (appraiser variation - AV) represents variability of mean values of sets 

of repeated measurements realised in various conditions.  Average and range method (A&R) is most 

commonly used for measurement system repeatability and reproducibility assessment in the practice. 
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Required data are obtained by repeated measurements of product samples realised by various operators.  

With using defined procedure, which includes both numeric and graphical evaluation, repeatability (EV) and 

reproducibility (AV) are determined [1, 2].  On the basis of their values it is possible to calculate combined 

repeatability and reproducibility (GRR) according to the relation (1).  

   22
AVEVGRR 

                                                                                                                          (1) 

As criteria of measurement system acceptability the percentage share of GRR in total variation and number 

of distinct categories (ndc) are used. They are calculated with using relations (2) and (3).   

100
TV

GRR
GRR% 

                                                                                                                                   (2) 

GRR

PV
41,1ndc 

                                                                                                                                          (3) 

where:  

TV - total variation   

PV - parts variation   

Measurement system is considered as fully acceptable in the cases, when %GRR value is lower than 10% 

and at the same time ndc value is 5 minimally.   

GRR analysis results can be influenced by the many of various factors. Identification of these factors was 

carried out with help of Ishikawa diagram (see Fig. 1). It can be seen that number of affecting factors is 

rather high and they are related to the various areas. For simplification these factors can be divided to the 

two groups:  factors affecting values of GRR analysis results and factors affecting confidence of GRR analysis 

results. 

3. FACTORS AFFECTING THE VALUES OF GRR ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The importance of factors affecting the values of GRR analysis results consists in the fact that they may 

significantly influence the resulting value of combined repeatability and reproducibility of measurement 

system and subsequently its percentage share in total variability of the process. The most important factors 

are, for example: 

 Coverage of production range 

 Meeting the same measurement procedure 

 Meeting the same measurement conditions 

 Outliers 

 Way of total variation expressing 

 Other properties of measurement system.  

4.  FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONFIDENCE OF GRR ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The resultant values of GRR analysis are just point estimations and their real values lie with the 

predetermined probability in the confidence interval round this point estimation. So the width of the 
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confidence interval characterizes the quality of analysis results and its knowledge should be considered 

when comparing the acquired results with the limit values. Due to the point estimation, the confidence 

intervals are asymmetric with a greater distance to the upper limit which is important for the assessment of 

plausibility of measurement systems. The enhancement of quality of GRR analysis results is dependent on 

possibilities of narrowing the confidence intervals of the results from this analysis. Apart from the selected 

level of significance, the size of coincidence intervals of the results from GRR analysis executed by means of 

Average and Range Method (A&R) on the following parameters: 

 The number of operators taking measurements 

 The number of measured samples 

 The number of trials. 

 
Fig. 1  Ishikawa diagram of factors affecting GRR analysis results. 

All workers taking measurements of the given quality characteristic should take part in the GRR analysis. In 

practice, the number of operators is given by the number of shifts in production. All the operators should 

take measurements by the same method and under the same measurement conditions.  

The minimum number of samples for GRR analysis was fixed to 5 measured pieces and the recommended 

number to 10 measured pieces in the third issue of MSA handbook [1]. The latest, fourth issue of MSA 

handbook, have increased these numbers to 10 or 15 measured samples respectively. All the measured 

samples to be analysed, should be selected so as to represent and cover the overall production range of the 

measured attribute uniformly. 

For needs of the GRR analysis, each operator is required to take measurements of the selected pieces twice 

at least. The measurements are taken in random order and the operators should not know which piece 

they measure, and they should not know previous results when measurements are taken repeatedly. 

The effect of changes in values of the above described parameters was subsequently assessed pursuant to 

the data from GRR analysis taken from work [2]. The values of upper GRR confidence limits for various 
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samples and repeated measurements were computed using Statgraphics Centurion v.15 software and their 

distance from the point estimation was then recounted to percentages of point estimation. 

The dependences of distance of the upper GRR confidence limits from the point estimation (in percentages 

of point estimation) on the numbers of samples and trials implemented for the study case by two or three 

operators are presented in Fig. 2. The figure indicates that the distance of the upper GRR confidence limit is 

cut down with the increasing number of samples. This function is more accentuated with a smaller number 

of operators, which can be explained by a smaller sum total of measurements. When comparing the 

individual curves, it is apparent that the appropriate distance can be cut short more significantly by the 

growing number of trials than by the growing number of samples (and to increase the confidence of the 

determined GRR value). It is probably connected with the dominating influence of interval estimation of the 

standard deviation of repeatability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Distance of upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate depending on the number of samples.  

 
Fig. 3  Response surface of the distance of upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate in relation to  

the number of samples and number of trials (two operators). 
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With aim to describe the dependence of the distance of upper confidence limit of GRR from its point 

estimate on the number of samples and number of trials by the means of suitable functional relation the 

non-liner regression analysis was used. It was found that in the case of two operators appropriate distance 

can be calculated according to the relation: 

838022912435987827 ,,

GRR,U rn*,,d  
         (4)  

where: 

dU,GRR - distance of upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate, % 

n - number of trials 

r - number of samples 

This regression function ensures very good conformity between determined and calculated values of 

distance. Correlation index is 0,996 and all function parameters are on the significance level α = 0.05 

statistically significant. This dependence was graphically described with using response surface (see Fig. 3). 

Response surface shape confirms fact, that increasing number of trials has more considerable influence on 

GRR confidence than increasing number of samples. 

For the case of GRR analysis with three operators it was found that appropriate dependence of the distance 

of upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate can be described with using this function: 

715003413023084684 ,,

GRR,U rn*,,d  
        (5) 

Also this regression function assures very good conformity between determined and calculated values of 

distance. Correlation index was 0,997 and all function parameters were on the significance level α = 0.05 

statistically significant. 

5.  POSSIBILITIES TO INCREASE THE RELIABILITY OF RESULTS FROM REPEATABILITY AND 

REPRODUCIBILITY MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is possible to achieve the increase in confidence of results of GRR 

analysis by changing the values of parameters of this analysis. In practice, the number of operators is given 

and that is why the increased confidence of the determined GRR value can be achieved by increasing one 

or both of the remaining parameters. When analysing figures 2 and 3, it is apparent that the number of 

trials has a stronger influence on the width of the confidence interval. Fig. 4 illustrates how this influence 

takes effect in the event that the total of measurements remains the same. This figure illustrates the 

distance of the upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate depending on the same total of 

measurements which is achieved by different numbers of samples and repeated measurements for two 

operators. 

For example, the total of sixty measurements can be achieved in practice in the event that two operators 

will measure fifteen samples in two repeated measurements or ten samples in three repeated 

measurements. For the first combination of parameters based on a larger quantity of samples the distance 

of upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimation is 35.69% whereas in the situation based on a 

larger number of repeated measurements, this value is lower by 6.6 percentage points. In terms of 

confidence of the achieved GRR results, it is more advantageous to increase the number of repeated 
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measurements to 3 than to increase the number of samples to 15 if implementing the study with 10 

samples and two repeated measurements.  

 
Fig. 4  Distance of the upper GRR confidence limit from its point estimate for various situations with same 

total of measurements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In organizations executing the analysis of the measurement system, making decisions on the values of GRR 

analysis parameters is carried out on the basis of seeking a compromise between the requirement for top 

quality of the results acquired and the demand for the least financial and temporal demandingness when 

executing this analysis. In this sort of decision making, it is also necessary to consider the character of the 

given process, type of measured value, importance of the given measurement and other aspects specific to 

each process, organization or type of production. The results of the analysis themselves and their 

confidence are influenced by a series of factors, the most important of which are described in this article. 

The experiments carried out, the results of which are analysed in previous chapters, discover the 

possibilities of increasing or maintaining the confidence of the result of GRR analysis for different values of 

parameters of this analysis.  
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Abstract 

Blast-furnace process is a set of great number of physical and chemical, thermal and mechanic actions. 

These actions do not take place separately, but they happen in a single time line and in specific mutual 

conjunctions. Blast-furnace batch consists of; above all, metal containing materials, slag-making additives 

and fuel. Blast-furnace batch often contains number of elements which, in a form of various compounds, 

disrupt the execution of chemical, physical and thermal processes during production of pig iron. The 

content of these negative elements represents a key factor, mainly in case of metal containing materials. 

Compounds causing erosion of blast-furnace lining and causing subsequent technological breakdowns are 

typical harmful substances of this type. Other substances deteriorate the properties of melt (viscosity, 

melting temperature) or they cause degradation of blast-furnace coke. These harmful substances included 

in batch raw materials, above all alkaline compounds and heavy metals, cause various technological 

troubles in sintering and blast-furnace processes. Alkaline substances cause higher reactivity of coke, 

premature mellowing of metalliferous batch, disintegration of sinter, they also take a share in creation of 

deposits in fire resistant blast-furnace lining and they accelerate its wear. Heavy metals have simile effects. 

These problems lead to higher consumption of coke and irregular runs of blast-furnaces. Material balance 

of harmful substances is used in metallurgy in order to refine and verify the values of emission factors, or to 

identify the distribution of undesirable substances in technological processes.  The objective of this article is 

to compile material balances and distributions of the monitored harmful substances in production of pig 

iron for agglomeration and blast-furnaces.  

Keywords: iron, blast-furnace, negative elements, process, agglomeration 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Disruption of blast-furnace process is raised by a number of typical causes which most often lead to sudden 

changes in gas flow speed or decreased charge, and cooling or excessive heating of the furnace heart. The 

outcomes can be changes in slag or pig iron viscosity and problems connected with their discharge from 

blast-furnace. Most of these causes occur due to harmful substances such as alkali, zinc, lead and their 

compounds which can influence the course of blast-furnace process in various ways to such an extent that 

they can cause emergency situations.  That is why it is necessary to pay extra attention to these substances 

and their compounds so as to prevent various serious malfunctions during the blast-furnace process. [1] 

The amount of harmful substances in blast-furnace process can therefore have significant effect on its 

course and technological and economic parameters.[2] Heavy metals, alkaline carbonates and silicates 

must be regulated and their contents in input and output raw materials must be continuously monitored. 

The objective of this article is to compile material balance of zinc and Na2O at the entry and exit from blast-
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furnace. The data will be represented by results from measurements continuously conducted during one 

year on the monitored blast-furnace.  The compiled material balance of selected harmful substances can 

contribute to more efficient reduction of their effects in blast-furnace process. 

2.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Zinc belongs to heavy metals and it enters the blast-furnace process together with blast-furnace charge in 

the form of oxides and sulphides. With regards to its physical and chemical properties, there is a cycle in 

blast-furnace created between the lower parts with high temperatures which cause reduction and 

evaporation and the upper parts of the furnace stack with low temperatures where the vapours 

condensate. [3] Out of all these heavy metals, it is just zinc having the highest content in the raw materials. 

That is why the cycle of heavy metals can be analysed using zinc as an example.  

With increasing temperature (reduction of blast-furnace charge), zinc is gradually heated up and reduced. 

Zinc makes very stable oxide ZnO. The arising metal zinc vapours rise up and they create an enclosed cycle 

of zinc in the blast-furnace stack. The thawing temperature of zinc is 420 °C and its boiling temperature is 

907 °C. *3+ When CaO is present, it can react both with CaO, and with carbon and metal according to the 

following reactions: 

ZnS + CaO + C → Zn + CaS + CO   (1) 

ZnS + Fe → Zn + FeS   (2) 

Reaction with metal is then more probable because the contact between zinc sulphide and metal is closer 

than with tenacious CaO. Zinc cycle in blast-furnace causes that part of metal zinc builds up in the poruses 

and crevasses of the lining. The increasing volume of zinc during its transformation from gaseous state into 

solid state causes fundamental problems. Zinc increases its volume by five percent during this 

transformation. This increase in volume can result in cracking lining surface. Zinc vapours are oxidised in 

low temperatures by carbon dioxide and zinc oxide is created as a result. Formation of this oxide goes hand 

in hand with significant increase in volume (22%). [3] The main causes of blast-furnace lining damage by 

zinc compounds are: higher thermal stress, mechanical stress, oxidation and reaction with alkaline 

carbonates. 

Alkaline carbonates are supplied into blast-furnace by means of wide spectrum of components of blast-

furnace charge. Great part of these components can be found in fuel, above all in coke. The production of 

coke itself does not have any fundamental effects on the content of alkaline carbonates. More than one 

third of the total volume of alkaline carbonates entering the blast-furnace process in the form of charge can 

be found just in coke. It can be found mostly in the following compounds: (K)Na2O.SiO2 , 

(K)Na2O.Al2O3.xSiO2, (K)Na2O.Fe2O3, (K)Na2CO3. [3] Higher content of alkaline carbonates in blast-furnace 

can cause disruptions of the entire technological process thus reducing its production performance. 

Alkaline carbonates enter blast-furnace mainly from sinter. The raw materials supplied directly into blast-

furnace, whether it is limestone or dolomite, are the other sources of alkaline carbonates.   

Sodium and potassium carbonates, which thaw at the temperatures of 850°C - 901°C *4+, do not 

decompose or reduce themselves in solid state. Carbonate reduction takes place in temperatures above 

1200°C, following the reactions *3+: 
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K2CO3+CO→2K(g)+2CO2(g)  (3) 

Na2CO3+CO→2Na(g)+2CO2(g)   (4) 

Silicates represent an important group of alkaline compounds and they also enter the blast-furnace process 

mainly as part of sinter. The lower the alkalinity of the produced sinter, the higher part of alkaline 

carbonates is bound in silicates. In case of potassium silicate, the thawing temperature is 997°C and in case 

of soluble glass, it is 1089°C. These compounds are reduced at the temperature above 1500°C. The 

necessity of high temperatures means that, for example in case of soluble glass reduction, the reaction 

sphere is very narrow. The reaction takes place mainly in the area of insufflating blowers and large part of 

non-reduced silicates goes into slag. On the other hand, alkaline metals vapours are carried away from the 

area of high temperatures by means of gas flows into the upper part of furnace.   

Alkaline carbonates affect not only the sintering and blast-furnace processes but also the quality of blast-

furnace coke, quality and functionality of slag, and they have significant effect on furnace lining. Negative 

effect of alkaline carbonates on lining is obvious mainly in case of carbonic materials which are used in 

furnace heart area. Damage of lining caused by chemical impact can result in markedly worse thermal and 

chemical parameters of blast-furnace operation. Local decrease of C-value can represent a crucial problem 

because it can generate damage of the cooling equipment and other damages and restrictions. That is why 

efficient blast-furnace process requires monitoring and regulation of quantity of heavy metals and alkaline 

carbonates in the input raw materials.  

The recycled material, which contains a large quantity of harmful elements, is often used for the production 

of iron and non-ferrous metals also. The recycling process of used electronic equipment makes it possible 

to retrieve ferrous metals, non-ferrous and precious metals, glass, plastic and other raw materials. [5] 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A research focused on material balance of harmful elements has been conducted in selected metallurgical 

plant in the Czech Republic. Main attention was paid to the contents of Zn, Na2O in input and output 

materials. In case of alkaline carbonates, the feasibility limit of their quantities is expressed by sum of Na2O 

+ K2O. This limit depends on the blast-furnace but also on conditions of its operation, and, generally, it is 

2,5-8,5 kg/t of pig iron. In order to create the material balance we used the results of annual measurements 

for the selected blast-furnace.  The results of measurements in 2009 are shown in table 1, where the 

contents of Zn and Na2O are illustrated as well. The quantities of all relevant input raw materials and 

output products have been determined within the frame of the monitored period of one year. Table 1 also 

shows the utilization of raw materials quantity (as well as the content of Zn, Na2O) per one kilogram of 

produced pig iron. The volumes of output products in the same period of time are illustrated in table 2. It 

also includes the quantity of manufactured products per one kilogram of pig iron.  

The contents of Zn and Na2O were determined by chemical analysis. More types of granulates were used 

within the frame of the monitored period. In order to simplify the entire principle of evaluation, the 

contents of the individual elements were determined using arithmetic average. In case of zinc, its average 

content in the granulate was set to 0,003 % and for Na2O, it was 0,06 %. The same method was used to 

evaluate the content of these elements in different types of basic agents.  
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Both sintering mixtures (Fig. 1) were unequivocally the biggest sources of zinc in blast-furnace charge 

within the scope of the measured values. Sinter - 2 was the source of 43,3 % of the total content of zinc and 

sinter - 1 represented 35,5 %. Both the used sintering mixtures contained 78,9 % of the total content of zinc 

Zn at the entry to blast-furnace. The secondary sources included granulate (6,5%), coke (4,5%) and 

beneficiated steel slag (3,1%). Content of zinc in other input raw materials can be considered as 

insignificant due to their low values.  

Table 1  Material balance - input into blast-furnace process 

 Weight Quantity Zn Na2O 

 T kg.kg-1 %  kg.kg-1 %  kg.kg-1 

Sinter - 1  534.059 0,582 0,007 4,07*10-5  0,07 4,07*10-4 

Sinter - 2  649.538 0,708 0,007 4,96*10-5 0,07 4,96*10-4 

Slag - granulation 

product 8.449 0,009 0,022 2,02*10-6 0,07 6,45*10-6 

Beneficiated steel slag 81.100 0,088 0,004 3,53*10-6 0,05 4,42*10-5 

Separated material from 

sinter 11.069 0,012 0,011 1,32*10-6 0,14 1,69*10-5 

Granules 227.300 0,248 0,003 7,44*10-6 0,06 1,48*10-5 

Lump ore - Zaporoží 97.900 0,106 0,003 3,20*10-6 0,04 4,27*10-5 

Mn concentrate 1.894 0,002 0,013 2,68*10-6 0,36 7,43*10-6 

Limestone 32.387 0,035 0,003 1,06*10-6 0 0 

Coke 474.333 0,517 0,001 5,17*10-6 0,084 4,34*10-4 

Oil 8.122 0,008 0 0 0 0 

Raw materials - Total 2.126.151      

 

 

Fig. 1  Share of Zn in input raw materials 

As far as the content of Na2O in the input raw materials is concerned (Fig. 2), three biggest sources can be 

identified: sinter - 2 (30,9 %),  coke (27,1%),  and sinter - 1 (25,4 %). Granulates are another significant 
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source and they contain 9,3% of the total volume of Na2O in the charge. Other input raw materials can be 

considered as insignificant due to their low values of Na2O. 

In the monitored period of one year, 916.507 tons of pig iron were produced in the monitored blast-

furnace. Table 2 also shows the volumes of all other relevant products. Chemical analysis was used again in 

order to determine the contents of Zn and Na2O. Percentage contents of harmful substances were set per 

kilogram of produced pig iron.  

 

Fig. 2  Share of Na2O in input raw materials 

On the output side of the blast-furnace process, the conducted research showed the highest content of zinc 

(Fig. 3) in blast-furnace fine sludge (32,2%), followed by: pig iron (28,2%), blast-furnace rough sludge (26%), 

discharge (6,8%), slag (6,7%). 

Table 2  Material balance - outputs of the blast-furnace process 

 Weight Quantity Zn Na2O 

 t kg.kg-1 % kg.kg-1 % kg.kg-1 

Pig iron 916.507 1 0,003 3,10*10-5 0 0 

Slag 355.692 0,388 0,001 7,37*10-6 0,38 1,47*10-3 

BF sludge fine 6.115 0,006 0,530 3,53*10-5 0,08 5,33*10-6 

BF sludge rough 8.440 0,009 0,310 2,85*10-5 0,09 8,28*10-6 

Discharge 20.180 0,022 0,034 7,48*10-6 0,12 2,64*10-5 

The air losses were disregarded in order to simplify the evaluation of the whole process within the 

conducted research. As far as the content of Na2O in the input materials is concerned, the order was: slag 

(97,4%), discharge (1,7%), blast-furnace rough sludge (0,5%) and blast-furnace fine sludge (0,4%). The 

highest share of Na2O is therefore transferred into slag. In case of slag and its properties, it was has been 

proved that alkaline compounds have unquestionable effect on its viscosity.  
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Fig. 3  Share of Zn in blast-furnace products 

The harmful components in blast-furnace process can be removed by minimizing the input of harmful 

components into the process or by means of technological intervention the objective of which would be to 

remove alkaline metals by using slag. This option is more complicated because it depends on alkalinity and 

quantity of slag. That is why metallurgical companies must find some solution for efficient decrease of the 

quantity of harmful substances in the blast-furnace process to such a level which would be optimal from 

economic and technological point of view. 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The conducted research confirmed that both sintering mixtures had been the main source of zinc in the 

monitored period of one year. These input raw materials supplied 78,9% of zinc into the blast-furnace 

process. When the products are taken into consideration, zinc is mainly transferred into blast-furnace 

sludge, where 58,2 % of zinc is concentrated. In case of Na2O, both sintering mixtures and coke are the 

biggest sources, and they represent 83,4 % of the total input volume. Most of it is transferred into slag 

(97,4%) on the output side.  Certain degree of regulation of egression of alkaline substances from blast-

furnace can be achieved by influencing the content and properties of slag. The quantity of removed alkaline 

is directly proportional to alkalinity and amount of slag. With constant amount of slag, increasing content of 

alkaline requires decreasing alkalinity. Reduction of the length of oxidizing space before insufflating 

blowers can make transfer of alkaline through the middle part of blast-furnace into slag zone easier. Heavy 

metals, mainly zinc, are removed using blast-furnace gases. With increasing temperature of blast-furnace 

gases, the content of zinc increases as well. In axial part of the furnace, a permeable column of charge, 

consisting mainly of coke, is created. The exhaust of zinc vapours is supported by high temperatures, 

reduction atmosphere of the environment but also by the speed of the gas itself. Exhaust of zinc from blast-

furnace is also connected with the content of silicium, as higher amount of silicium supports exhaust of zinc 

as well. In case of zinc, its direct reduction occurs in the area of furnace heart and its large part is then 

transferred into pig iron. Maximum limit of zinc in blast-furnace charge depends on its construction, type 

and intensity of cooling, but also on its utilization capacity and other parameters.  

Large quantities of alkaline compounds entering the blast-furnace process are included in coke.[6] 

Unfortunately, this is also due to the economic conditions. Recently, there has been a steep increase in 

prices of all fuels. Blast-furnace coke has become a significantly more expensive commodity and 

metallurgical companies are forced to buy raw material of worse quality. These aspects naturally affect the 

quantity of harmful substance entering blast-furnace. The eventual purchase of quality ore raw material 

with low content of harmful substance is influenced by the economic situation of the organization as well. 
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Abstract 

In the article the authors analysed factors characterizing the integrator model and made an attempt to 

build a criterion for separating integrators in the distribution network of metallurgic products. This is both a 

theoretical and practical problem. The metallurgic products distribution sector evolves towards reducing 

the number of companies. Simultaneously one can clearly observe specialization of individual subjects. 

Therefore, it seems interesting to indicate those factors which provide enterprises of this industry with a 

chance of taking the role of an integrator. 

Keywords: integrator, distribution network, metallurgic products 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The progressive specialization of companies results in a sharp increase in the need of cooperation in order 

to join resources and competences. This tendency is determined by a need to provide customers with 

diversified products and services. The complexity of processes in logistic and manufacture systems requires 

separating subjects which take over the tasks of their co-ordination. In the networks of cooperating 

companies, a significant role within the range the co-ordination of processes is played by integrators. The 

integrator joins specialized own and foreign resources and competences for a determined period of time or 

for the execution of a specific activity. Businessmen possessing such resources and competences and 

concentrating on their improvement in narrow chain links of the value chain can function in different 

architectures, with different partners creating new markets and new businesses. Integrators understood in 

this manner play an especially crucial role in the co-ordination of logistic processes in distribution networks 

in which tasks resulting from the postponed production are also realized.  

Opportunities of cooperation of companies in the distribution sector are diversified in individual lines of 

business, however in many publications of last years underline their role in the growth of innovativeness, 

adaptation and even in the realization of the anticipatory strategy. The article analyses factors 

characterizing the integrator model and the authors made an attempt to construct the criterion for 

separating integrators of distribution networks of metallurgic products. This is both theoretical and 

practical problem. The distribution networks of metallurgic products evolve towards reducing the number 

of companies. Simultaneously, one can clearly observe specialization of individual subjects. Therefore one 

can notice constant evolution of parts of individual participants of the network and their market position as 

well as the bargaining power in supply chains. So, it seems interesting to indicate those factors which 

provide companies of this industry with a chance of taking the role of the integrator. Hence the second 
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chapter, based on the management sciences literature, undertakes a discussion on three models of 

companies in the network: the operator, the integrator and the orchestrator. The third chapter of the 

article provides characterization of the distribution network of metallurgic products in which types of 

companies and sector changes were indicated. Further on, the authors concentrated on the integrator 

model whose attributes were presented in the fourth chapter on the example of companies of the 

metallurgic products distribution sector. Integrators were separated from the network from the collection 

of all distributors of metallurgic products by means of the discriminative analysis. 

2.  MODELS OF COMPANIES IN NETWORKS 

The dynamic environment of companies and a long term view at economic processes require changing stiff 

systems with strictly determined boundaries to more flexible ones. Such a perspective of logistic systems 

demands building supply networks with companies realizing complementary or substitution tasks. Supply 

chains are based on specialization in the area of mining, manufacture, logistic services and agency in 

relocation and sale of goods and services. Logistic and supply networks involve cooperation with 

competition and hence the selection of participants in a network must take into account specialization on a 

selected level of adding value to the product.  

The supply chain strategy involves the issue of formation of supplies in a chain and organization of 

transport processes, so it determines relations between the chain links [15]. Supply chains functioning in 

this way are offered services by specialized logistic operators (4PL) organizing transport processes and/or 

managing supplies on the level of all the links. Concentration on key processes, and simultaneously 

individualisation and diversification of products according to the customer's needs, contributed to the 

enlargement of supply chains. The levels of a supply chain expanded in this way create complicated 

relations. Chain links specializing in selected processes collaborate with many supply chains creating 

networks. Network nodes must adapt themselves to strategies of different supply chains. The research 

presented in the article, due to the selection of research subjects - metallurgic industry companies, was 

concentrated on the network shaped by distributional companies. Such a network will be named a 

distribution network. The distribution network of metallurgic products was discussed more widely in 

Chapter 3 of the article.   

In the literature considering the problems of networks of cooperating organizations researchers mention 

three models of companies: the operator, the integrator and the conductor. A characteristic trait of the 

operator model is concentration of a company on key business processes. The operator is a company which 

performs narrowly conceived activities in the value chain. Hence the characteristics of this subject is well-

established on the market of logistic companies (e.g. DHL) [6]. The second model is the integrator. The 

integrator takes over the responsibility for the whole value chain. Such a subject is distinguished in mature 

sectors and is built by companies which already have a strong position in the supply chain. More, many 

publications underline that an essential element in this model is the possibility of monitoring and capturing 

the value added created in the technological course: supply - production - distribution [14]. Some authors 

also notice that the integrator shapes capital bonds in a bigger degree and relational and transactional 

bonds in smaller degree than other company models [6]. Hence the integrator should have its own wide 

network in the area of distribution. The integrator in the distribution network takes over the duty of flexible 

responsiveness to changing demands from the customers. Maintaining supplies increases the company's 

flexibility to the changing demand because a sharp increase in demand does not cause breaking the 
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continuity in sales. On the other hand, considering the company's flexibility to changing preferences of the 

customers concerning the form of the product, the situation is contrary. The higher the stock level of final 

products, the more difficult it is to react to the customer's changing requirements concerning the 

characteristics of a product. Therefore one ought to determine a distribution point in the supply chain [11, 

8, 5] as one of the possibilities: production and shipment to the warehouse, production for  the warehouse, 

assembly on order, production on order, design on order. The two first approaches concern the 

organization of distribution based on the push system. In order to determine the volumes of supplies it 

uses in these cases of the forecast sales (independent demand)  transforming it into dependent demand.  

Approaches no. 3-5 concern pull systems. Decisions about the formation of supplies are in this instance 

dependent on the degree of the individualisation of the product and the supplies are shaped in upper chain 

links of supplies. The integrator's role increases in the distribution point of the supply chain in which the 

variety of processes in on the increase.  

Thanks to the position in the supply chain the integrator is not selective, as far as realized activities are 

concerned. Therefore key discriminant of this model is the number of different processes realized in the 

value chain. The attributes of the integrator of the distribution network of metallurgic products were 

discusses in more detail in chapter 4 of the article.  

The third model is the conductor [14]. A company of this type undertakes a conscious choice of 

concentration on the part of the coordinator of activities performed by many different operators focusing 

on the efficiency of the operation of the whole value chain with regard to flexible selection of mechanisms 

of the co-ordination [6] 

From the perspective of the organization of logistic processes networks are a complex system. The aspects 

which can limit the efficient logistic processes management by integrators in networks of cooperating 

companies are as follows [2]: 

 The size and the position of a company in the network [15] - factors such as: threats and the 

uncertainty of the company in the network, difficulties in combining the leading role in the network 

and monitoring other companies, the small companies strategy aimed at taking over the 

integrator's role cause instability of the position of the company fulfilling this role; it can cause it to 

make decisions about reduction in extending the network. 

 The transformation of the cooperating node into the competitive node -  companies which should 

cooperate with one another and help in full customer's service, try to do their best to compete with 

one another for this customer. 

 The level of the logistic infrastructure (especially that concerning information technology) -  the 

information technology sector which is the base for the network structure should be modernized to 

maintain the normalization of the information sent between the nodes, which is unfortunately  

expensive and can cause difficulties in developing the network. 

Minimizing the above threats can take place through current monitoring of processes shared by the 

cooperating nodes which form the network. That is why an extremely important factor is the additional role 

of the integrator of the network, namely the quality inspection and the research into the usefulness of the 

network organization. According to D. Kempny companies of little usefulness should be removed from the 

structure while new companies with high potential should be introduced. This direction of behaviour 
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indicates a need for building the network with a high degree of flexibility. Simultaneously, it is necessary to 

underline that frequent rotation of participants of the network hampers organizational learning, including 

building the confidence among partners. The intensity of shaped interorganizational bonds is one of 

strategic decisions both in the process of network configuration and in a supply chain.   

3.  THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK OF METALLURGIC PRODUCTS - COMPANY MODELS  

The sector of the metallurgic products distribution is a mature sector. The Polish top steel distribution 

companies has remained unchanged for almost several years. As regards steel, the leader's position has 

been kept by ThyssenKrupp Energostal for four years. In 2009 the second position was occupied by Budmat, 

and the third one by ArcelorMittal Distribution Solutions [16]. It must be underlined that the ranking 

involved companies which are members of the Polish Steel Distributors Group, hence it does not take into 

account Stalprodukt which is a strong player on the market. According to the distributors of steelwork 

returns the situation on steel. An increase in demand and prices can be observed on the market. Financial 

performance has improved, companies' turnovers have increased. Prices of steel, as compared with the 

beginning and the end of 2010) have increased approximately by 28 percent. In November 2010 sales of 

steel in Poland was 18 percent higher than 12 months earlier, and it was despite the fact that it has 

decreased in Europe by approximately 10 percent, However, this year the consumption of steel in the 

European Union (in 27 countries) will increase by 6 percent, and in the perspective of the nearest 5 years it 

can reach 180 million tons [9].  

Simultaneously, the metallurgic products distribution sector in Poland is changing constantly. The process 

of changes is connected with the consolidation of the sector. In companies' characteristics in the 

distribution network of metallurgic products, due to its development phase, one can notice merging of the 

integrator's characteristics with the operator's characteristics. Companies in a distribution network are 

already greatly consolidated, but not to such a degree as in the production part of the supply chain.   

It is underlined that the consolidation of the distribution sector aims at separating the strongest subjects 

which strongly diversify their activity. Other participants of the distribution network will compete with 

strong specialization and concentration on market niches. The difficult year of 2009 made many players on 

the steel market realize that consolidation could be essential not only in order to develop, but also in order 

to survive. Therefore, more and more companies seek possibilities of establishing strategic alliances with 

previous competitors [17]. At this stage of development of the sector there is a start of the process of 

separating from among those subjects which will take over the roles of the integrators of networks (several 

strongest subjects on the market), and operators (smaller specialized businesses). Therefore, it is essential 

to put a question which features of a distributional company decide about its having a chance to become 

an integrator.  

Strong diversification can be observed on the example of the strategy used by ArcelorMittal. Also, 

immediate strategic plans (the fusion of ArcelorMittal and Cognor [10].), aiming at enlarging the 

distributional activity, confirm this tendency. ArcellorMittal is a subject which most strongly close to the 

model of the network integrator as characterized in the literature because it very intensely broadens the 

value added chain entering into areas which so far have occupied by distributors.  

The characterization of a distribution network of metallurgic products also requires an emphasis on 

different types of companies cooperating with one another. According to the distribution channels theory 
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[4] warehouses, retailers, sales agents as well as various types of logistic companies, including especially 

transport ones, also participate in the distribution of metallurgic products. Those classical participants of 

distribution channels include companies which combine tasks of traditional warehouses and tasks 

connected with the postponed production. Those companies are called service centres (flat products) and 

steel yards (long products). However, with reference to the supply chain, discussed in Chapter 2, it must be 

underlined that traditional steelwork warehouses apply the strategy of pushing products on the market 

(push), yet service centres and steel yards perform processes both based on the push strategy and the pull 

strategy, making it possible to diversify the product according to consumer's requirements. It is that second 

group of participants of the sector which was the research test, so network integrators in Chapter 4 were 

searched for among the distribution points of the supply chain with the most complex production and 

logistic processes. 

4.  SEPARATING OF INTEGRATORS IN THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK OF METALLURGIC PRODUCTS 

The characteristics of company models in networks, discussed in recent years in the literature, allows one 

to appoint attributes to characterize the subject which is the network integrator. Simultaneously the 

characteristics of the supply chain of metallurgic products [12], including especially the realization on the 

distribution level of the postponed production strategy, had influence on elaborating the attributes.  

The problem of criteria for separating the integrator was considered in two stages. The first stage involved 

the choice of necessary attributes. With the utilization of the discriminatory function attributes were used 

for dividing distributional companies into two groups: integrators and other companies. Attributes 

characterizing the integrator  model selected on the basis literature research, taken into account in the 

discriminative analysis include: streams of products flow (in case of companies in the metallurgic products 

distribution sector they are defined by the position in the first 30 according to tonnage: Position_TLR), the 

number of processes realized in the value added stream (Proc_sum), the range of the company's influence 

(Range_act_P), the width of its distribution network (Own_net), turnovers with products according to the 

ranking list of The Polish Steel Distributors Union (Position_OLR), the width of assortment (Wid_assort).  

Another stage of research, not presented in the article, was preparing the indicator allowing one to 

measure the intensity of the integrator's features. At that stage the selected attributes were considered 

depending on the intensity of their occurrence. The indicator of the intensity of the integrator's features 

includes the following attributes: the width of assortment, the number of different processes realized in 

the value chain, the number of segments to which the integrator's products are directed, the tonnage of 

products flowing through a given company quantitatively within a year.  

On the basis of the market analyses of steel distributors, including the market share of individual 

companies and the intensity of shaped relations, it can be noticed that 20 companies from the base of the 

Polish Steel Distributors Union are definitely distinguished from the group of all participants of the 

metallurgic products distribution sector.  At the same time these companies took over key roles in 

consolidation of the whole metallurgic products distribution sector. As a consequence, a hypothesis was 

put that those subjects are potential network integrators.   

In order to guarantee the correctness of selecting for further research the distributions sector 

representatives, initially classified as network integrators, a discriminative analysis was performed on the 
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whole group of distributional companies associated in the Polish Steel Distributors Union (67 companies). 

At the same time the grouping variable was formed by the selected integrators.  

Variables which were supposed to fulfil the division criterion were selected on the basis of the literature 

research presented in Chapter 2 and 3. The analysis was aimed at checking which from the mentioned 

variables had the greatest power of dividing the group into integrators and other companies. Consequently, 

it was defined which from the variables has the greatest power of separating network integrators from the 

group of distributional companies. Those variables are the scope of the company's activity (Sc_act_C) and 

metallurgic products turnovers (Position_OLR). The results were presented in Table 1.  

Table 1  Summary of the analysis of the discriminatory function 

 

 

 

 

N=67 

Summary of the analysis of the discriminatory function of 

Variables in model 6, Grouping: INTEGRATOR, (yes:1; no:2)  

Wilks's lambda:0,2789, adj. F(6,60)=25,851 

Wilks's 

lambda 

Wilks's 

Partial   

Removal F 

(1,60) 

p tolerance 1-toler. (R-

sq)  

Range_act_C 0,316718 0,880701 8,127586 0,005969 0,914043 0,085957 

Position_TLR 0,278987 0,999807 0,011609 0,914559 0,155195 0,844805 

Position_OLR 0,309276 0,901891 6,526909 0,013180 0,160956 0,839044 

Own_net 0,285266 0,977801 1,362169 0,247780 0,718517 0,281483 

Proc_sum 0,285811 0,975938 1,479292 0,228649 0,688445 0,311555 

Wid_assort 0,280104 0,995820 0,251877 0,617593 0,718561 0,281439 

Source:  The authors' own preparation 

The power of these two variable as classifiers of subjects in a network is proved by the value Wilks's lambda 

and the removal Function. The Wilks's Lambda coefficient in both cases is the highest and exceeds 0,3. The 

function of the removal indicates however that the power of these two variables is so large that if that 

were removed, the whole criterion loses its classification force. Simultaneously, the p coefficient shows a 

high relevance of the conducted research.  

Table 2  The classification matrix - observed and forecast classification 

Group Classification Matrix; G1:1 integrator, G2:2 other companies   

Lines - observed classification,  Columns - forecast classification 

The percentage of 

correct classifications 

G-1:1 

p=0,35 

G_2:2 

p=0,64 

G_1:1 83,33334 20 4 

G_2:2 97,67442 1 42 

Total 92,53732 21 46 

Source:  The authors' own preparation 

Tables 2 and 3 show the correctness of the preliminary classification of integrators with the use of 

classification variables from the discriminative analysis. The study indicates 4 subjects which initially 

became incorrectly classified as an integrators and one subject which initially was not included to the group 

of integrators, and according to the obtained classification criterion it should be included in this group.  
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Table 3  Case classification 1 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  The authors' own preparation 

1 incorrect classifications labeled as * 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the management sciences literature business company models come down to a descriptive 

characteristics. The article made an attempt to construct a criterion to allow classification of subjects in the 

distribution network of metallurgic products. The construction of the criterion used variables which are 

mentioned in the literature as features of the integrator model.  As a result of the effected classification 

one received a group of subjects  fulfilling the assumptions of the network integrator. As shown in the 

 Case classification 

 Obs. 
class.  

p=0,3582
1 

p=0,641
79 

1 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

2 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

3 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

4 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

5 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

6 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

7 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

*8 G_1:1 G_2:2 G_1:1 

*9 G_1:1 G_2:2 G_1:1 

10 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

11 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

12 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

13 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

14 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

15 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

16 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

17 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

18 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

19 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

20 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

21 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

22 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

23 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

24 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

25 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

26 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

27 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

28 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

29 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

30 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

31 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

32 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

33 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

 Case classification 

 Obs. 
class. 

p=0,35821 p=0,64179 

34 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

35 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

36 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

37 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

38 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

39 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

40 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

41 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

42 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

*43 G_2:2 G_1:1 G_1:1 

44 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

45 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

46 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

47 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

48 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

49 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

50 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

51 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

52 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

53 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

*54 G_1:1 G_2:2 G_1:1 

55 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

56 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

57 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

58 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

59 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

60 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

61 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

62 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

63 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

64 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 

65 G_2:2 G_2:2 G_1:1 

*66 G_1:1 G_2:2 G_1:1 

67 G_1:1 G_1:1 G_2:2 
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article, the research become part of the issues of networks of cooperating companies, which are currently 

considered in the theory of management and logistic sciences. This is however also an extremely essential 

practical problem because the distribution network of metallurgic products is in the phase of changes 

which involve consolidating the sector and strengthening the strongest players. So, the presented 

investigations indicate key factors allowing distributional companies to enlarge networking, and therefore 

organizing the network and selecting other subjects which as strategic co-operators will enlarge the ability 

to react to non-standard and unforeseeable behaviours of the market.  
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Abstract 

In the industrial (business) practice there often appear demanding decision making processes. Their 

optimal solution or better expressed to an optimum approaching solution can be achieved through 

application of some methods od linear programming. The problems affect all managerial levels - strategic, 

operational and tactic as well. One such a problem appears also in metallurgical production is a optimizing 

of pallet metallurgical products on truck loading space. 

The exact methods perform a valuable and systematic tool for searching an optimum in the frame of 

decision-making processes. Methods which are especially valuable are relatively simple and, in a 

connection with computer technique, they form instantly and routinely applicable exact methodical 

complexes. Among all, the linear programming can be highlighted. Compared to some highly sophisticated 

and user’s highly challenging methods the mentioned simpler methods offer greater chances to managers 

limited by short time for decision-making. 

Paper solve problem how to design the mathematic model of the linear programming problem to fit loaded 

pallets with metallurgical prodfucts to trucks to use maximum of their loading space.  

Keywords: Linear Programming, Paletting, Mathematical Model 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Many  metallurgical products are stored on pallets and transported in trucks of specific loading space to the 

given destinations. Pallets have mostly a kind of form of handling units, which are handled as one piece 

during handling and transport.[1] In this connection, there is a question how to place the pallets with 

metallurgical products in the loading area of a truck in such a way to maximize the use of the loading space. 

2.  DESCRIPTIVE MODEL 

The question being solved is the problem of optimizing the loading of metallurgical products in the loading 

space of various vehicles.  

On the basis of a concrete problem solution within the given sphere, the following prerequisites set the 

solution limits: 

 The metallurgical products are loaded on pallets of different dimensions, 

 Each type of metallurgical products corresponds to one size of pallet, 

 One or more pieces of the same type of metallurgical products can be placed on one pallet at all times, 

 In case only one piece of product can be placed on a pallet, the pallets can be stacked. 

The information on quantity and type of metallurgical products to be transported represent the entry 

information for the solution while each kind of product is defined: 
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 Dimensions of a pallet which correspond to the specific type of metallurgical products, 

 Number of pieces of the specific metallurgical products which can be loaded on one pallet, 

 Number of pallets of the specific product which can be stacked (it is determined by available height in 

the loading area),  

 Limits concerning stacking different types of pallets at the same time. 

The ground area of the vehicle loading space is also known. 

The objective of this problem is to create an algorithm and its subsequent processing into a software device 

which optimizes the pallets lay-out in vehicle loading space in such a way to maximize its utilization. 

3.  DECISION PROCEDURE 

The decision procedure (algorithm) looking for the suitable pallet lay-out scheme for palettes and stacked 

metallurgical products which maximises the utilisation of the vehicle loading space can be summarized in 

the following points: [2] 

3.1 Palleting 

Palleting means a division of the individual pieces of metallurgical products to be transported on pallets 

according to the maximum number of pieces of the specific product. 

Two groups of metallurgical products can be identified from this point of view. The first group includes 

goods in case of which only a single piece can be placed on a pallet. The second group includes 

metallurgical products in case of which a higher number of pieces can be placed on a pellet. While in the 

first case, the number of product pieces is always equal to the number of pallets which will be loaded, in 

the second case the number of pallets is given by the maximum number of pieces which can be placed on a 

pallet. At the same time, the maximum number of pieces which can feasibly be placed on a pallet is defined 

for this group. If the number of goods on a pallet drops bellow the defined limit, they will not be packed on 

a pallet. These products are not taken into consideration in further optimizing. 

The outcome of this palleting process is the total number of pallets for each kind of pallet which are 

subsequently placed in the loading area.  

3.2 Stacking 

The stacking process includes the division of pallets with metallurgical products into stacks according to the 

maximum number of pallets which can be placed in a stack for the given type of pallet. With regards to the 

initial presumptions, the stacking is carried out only in case of metallurgical products where only a single 

piece can be placed on a pallet.  

The so called full stacks, i.e. stacks created from one type of pallet up to the maximum height, are formed 

in the first stage. The stacks from the remaining, so far unclassified pallets, are formed in the second stage 

(so called combined stacks). Those combinations which minimize the consequent number of stacks and 

their ground areas while respecting the limits connected with stacking the individual types of pallets on top 

of each other are selected out of the available combinations.    

Creating the combined stacks can be considered as an optimization task which corresponds to one-

dimensional cutting stock problem defined in the literature. The problem is solved as a linear programming 
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task. The necessity to generate a comprehensive set of possible combined stacks variations is a curious 

factor when creating this model. 

The outcome of the stacking process is the total number of stacks (both full and combined) and their 

ground areas intended for loading. 

3.3 Pallets and stacks lay-out 

The pallet and stack lay-out in the vehicle loading space intended to maximize its utilization, acquired by 

applying the before mentioned steps,  remain the last step of the created decision procedure (algorithm). 

In this case we can speak about an optimization task which is, in the literature, defined as two-dimensional 

cutting stock problem. The problem is, again, transformed to a linear programming task. As in the previous 

case, it is  necessary to generate a comprehensive set of possible variations of pallets and stacks lay-out in 

the vehicle loading space when creating a mathematical model of this task.  With regards to the huge 

number of available variations, the generating of variations is limited by the supposed continual loading of 

individual pallets in the loading space in blocks („in rows“). They consist of one pallet or a stack or 

combination of two or three pallets and stacks at the same time.   

The results of such task are the individual block variations and their number of use which ensure sufficient 

(sub-optimal) solution. [3] 

4.  PROCESS OF CREATION, VERIFICATION AND REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM 

A concrete practical problem which consisted of four assortment groups of goods intended for 

transportation was a stimulus for defining the problem and subsequent creation of an algorithm for its 

solution: [4]  

 99 kinds of goods which are laid on 16 dimension types of pallets. A higher number of products can 

be placed on the pallets. 

 99 kinds of goods are laid on 11 dimension types of pallets. Only one piece of product can be placed 

on the pallets and the subsequent stacking is possible.  

 28 kinds of goods are laid on 5 dimension types of pallets. In case of 8 kinds of goods a higher 

number of products can be placed on the pallets and in case of the remaining goods only one piece 

can be placed on the pallets and stacking is possible. 

 50 kinds of goods, which are laid on 7 dimension types of pallets. A higher number of products can 

be placed on the pallets. 

276 kinds of goods which are laid on 39 dimension types of pallets are transported in total. 

In the view of the size of the problem, a simplified version of the problem, consisting of two groups of 

products, is formulated for finding and verification of suitable algorithm for its solution: 

 17 kinds of goods, which are laid on 6 dimension types of pallets. A higher number of products can 

be placed on the pallets. 

 9 kinds of goods are laid on 3 dimension types of pallets. Only one piece of product can be placed on 

the pallets and the subsequent stacking is possible. 

In total, we are speaking of 26 kinds of goods which are laid on 9 dimension types of pallets (see Table 1). 
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MS Excel spreadsheet is used for the practical realization of the suggested algorithm thanks to its 

availability and versatility. The solution of both optimization tasks is executed by means of „Solver“ tool. It 

is possible to identify the major methodological problems connected with the implementation of the 

created algorithm and we can define the scope of their solutions on the basis of existing experience with 

the creation of the presented applications. 

Generating sufficient set of possible variations of pallet blocks and stacks and enormous increase in the 

number of variables of the mathematical model for pallet and stack lay-out optimization in the vehicle 

loading space depending on the growing number of pallet types seem to be a particularly serious problem. 

The first problem is solved by creating support application in MS Excel which serves as a base for the 

creation of mathematical model of the task. 

However, in the second case, there was such an increase in the number of variables during the creation of 

the mathematical model for the initial real problem that the capabilities of MS Excel for the solution have 

been exceeded. The presented problem can be solved in such a way that we solve the introduced 

optimization task by using: 

 special software for the solution of linear programming tasks, 

 extended version of „Solver“ tool from Microsoft, 

 other tools than linear programming. 

Premium Solver Platform software which includes the extended version of „Solver“ tool seems to be the 

best option.  

5.  DEFINING THE TASK VARIABLES 

The presented problem can be solved with following variables. 

 width of automotive truck loading area (s), 

 number of pallet types which the products can be placed on (y), 

 pallet dimensions (aj, bj), 

 number of products which are to be transported provided that only one product can be placed on a 

pallet at any time. The number of products in that case equals the number of pallets to be loaded (mj). 

We suppose the gradual loading of pallets in blocks. They can consist of one pallet, combination of two 

pallets or combination of three pallets (the number of blocks is marked as  n) when loading the individual 

pallets in the loading area. 

6.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE TASK AND SOLUTION 

The mathematical model included the following variables and formulas. 

variable: 

xi - the number of times  i option of block loading was used 

i = 1, 2, … n 

n - the total number of possible block options 

effectiveness function: 
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pi - unused space of available loading area in case of  i-number of times the  block option was used 





k

l

lii SsLp
1

.          (2) 

Li - length of i-number block 

s - width of automotive truck loading area 

Sl - area of a pallet placed on the k-number place of the block  

k - number of pallets in a block 

ljljl baS .           (3) 

k = 1, 2, 3 

alj - width of j-number pallet placed on  l-number place in the block 

blj - length of j-number pallet placed on  l-number place in the block 

Binding conditions: 





n

i

jiij mxc
1

.           (4) 

cij - quantity of j-type of pallet in i- block option 

mj - number of pallets of j-pallet type which must be loaded  

j = 1, 2, … y 

y - total number of pallet types 

Non-negativity conditions:   

0ix            (5) 

Integer conditions:   

0Nxi            (6) 

We have a linear programming task with fairly easy solution. The solution outcomes are the individual block 

variations and their use which ensure acceptable (sub-optimal) solution, and the unloaded loading areas 

represent the effectiveness function value. The necessity to generate a set of possible block variations n, 

which will be loaded, is a curious factor of this model.  

An application in MS Excel spreadsheet is created for generating the variations [5]. The application also 

executes elimination of impermissible and unsuitable variations. It is based on the exponential increase in 

the number of variations depending on the pallet type increase: [6] 

 variations which exceed the loading width of a lorry are excluded (S), 

 in case there is more than one combination of individual pallet types in a block, the one which provides 

smaller area of unused space is selected (pi). 

It`s follow the example of how tu create the individual blocks. 

s = 240 cm 
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j = 9 pallet types 

Example of how to create the individual blocks: 

Blocks including one pallet (k = 1) 

Example: 

a1 = 120 cm 

b1 = 75 cm 

Possible location combinations (see Figure 1): 

for i = 1 

 

  

 

 

Figure 1 Create the individual block 

a1 < s => option is acceptable  

p1 = L1 . s - S1 = 75 . 240 - 120 . 75 = 9 000 cm2  

L1 = b1 

S1 = a11.b11 

Twenty block variations which represent the input data for the defined model are identified in total.  

The blocks involve the combinations of three pallets (k = 3) 

The creation of options is similar to the previous cases.  

Twenty-two block variations which represent the input data for the defined model were identified in total.  

The total number of suitable block variations is therefore fifty-one.  

Effectiveness function value: 

Zmin = 0,9x1 + 0,96x2 + 1,08x3 + 0,51x4 + 0,5175x5 + 0,5x6 + 1,2375x7 + 1,3376x8 + 1,4256x9 + 0,06x11 + 0,18x12 

+ 0,3375x13 + 0,4376x14 + 0,5256x15 + 0,12x17 + 0,3776x18 + 0,4656x19 + 1,3575x21 + 0,3456x22 + 0,9075x23 + 

0,4796x24 + 1,0476x25 + 0,195x26 + 0,5375x27 + 0,76x28 + 0,9176x29 + 0,18x31 + 0,06x33 + 0,78x34 + 0,4575x35 + 

0,7076x36 + 0,7656x37 + 0,4256x38 + 0,84x40 + 0,3975x41 + 0,7676x42 + 0,8556x43 + 0,4856x44 + 0,2775x45 + 

0,8876x46 + 0,6056x47 + 1,1452x48 + 1,2332x49 + 1,3212x50 + 0,9512x51 

Binding conditions: 

x1 + 2x10 + x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + 3x31 + 2x32 + x33 + x34 + x35 + x36 + x37 + x38 = 17 

x2 + x11 + 2x16 + x17 + x18 + x19 + x31 + 2x33 + x34 + 2x39 + 2x40 + x41 + x42 + x43 + x44 = 13 

x3 + x12 + x17 + 2x20 + x21 + x22 + x32 + x34 + x35 + x40 + x41 + 2x45 + x46 + x47 = 9 

x4 + x23 + x24 + x25 + x36 + x37 + x42 + x43 + x46 + x48 + x49 + x50 = 7 

x5 + x21 + x23 + 2x26 + x27 + x35 + x41 + x45 = 3 

x6 + x27 + 2x28 + x29 + x38 + x44 + x47 + x51 = 2 

 

S1 

 

p1 

a1 

b1 

s 

Table 1  Dimensions of individual pallet types 

j aj (cm) bj (cm) mj 

1 120 75 17 

2 120 80 13 

3 120 90 9 

4 180 85 7 

5 195 115 3 

6 190 100 2 

7 165 165 0 

8 152 152 0 

9 132 132 0 
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x7 + x13 = 0 

x8 + x14 + x18 + x24 + x36 + x42 + x46 + 2x48 + x49 = 0 

x9 + x15 + x19 + x22 + x25 + x29 + x37 + x38 + x43 + x44 + x47 + x49 + 2x50 + x51 = 0 

Non-negativity conditions: 

x1, …, x51  0 

Integer conditions: 

x1, …, x51 N0 

The tool „Solver“ which is a standard part of MS Excel spreadsheet is used for solving this task. 

The final solution has the following form: 

V4 (180x85) = 7, V10 (120x75,120x75) = 1, V20 (120x90,120x90) = 4, V26 (115x195,115x195) = 1, V28 

(100x190,100x190) = 1, V30 (75x120,75x120,75120) = 5, V39 (80x120,80x120,80x120) = 4, V41 

(120x80,120x90,115x195) = 1 

Effectiveness function value (maximum unloaded space) is 4,9225 m2. 

7.  CONCLUSION 

Also managers should steadily look for new and effective approaches to reduce their costs and shorten the 

delivery terms. But new approaches do not have to wait for new methods - they can be based on well-

proven methods such as exact methods are. The presented case illustrates, on a concrete problem from 

industrial practices, the advisability of linear programming application in the decision-making process from 

the acquiring information up to recommendations for decision making. The example presents the 

transformation of mathematical logic dividing the linear programming tasks to the solved problem of 

optimization of vehicle loading space utilization when transferring products on pallets. Such relatively 

cheap innovation of decision making process can save money for some expensive software as well as for 

transportation costs and at the same time it can satisfy more customers in shorter time. 
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